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WHAT ONE KW. CAN DO.

This item from the
New York Times sug-
gests how easily elec-

tricity can do any
task.

French Compute the Power of Elec-

tric Energy.

The French Government, after exhaus-
tive research and experiment, has drawn
up a list of tasks that can be done by
one kilowatt hour of electrical energy.

The unit of energy will perform the fol-

i lowing duties: Drive a sewing machine

for twenty hours, save 1.05 gallons of

kerosene, clean 13 steel table knives for

a year, clip 5 horses or 26 sheep, heat

water for shaving for one month, light
three cigars a day for, five years, heat
a flatiron for three hours, boll 2.37 gal-
lons of water, fry !"> chops in Ifl min-
utes heat a curling Iron for 20 mornings,
incubate 250 eggs, milk 20 cows, sepa-
rate 350 gallons of milk, churn 440

pounds of butter, chop one-half ton of
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Multiply by sixteen million

The steam turbine generators
designed and built by the General
Electric Company in the past
22 years have a total capacity
of sixteen million kilowatts con-

tinuously.

Considering how much the kilo-

watts can do, don't you think it

would be a good scheme to put
more of them to work in your
home?

Not only does the Gen-
eral Electric Company
produce apparatus by
which electricity is

made; it also produces
the little motors by
which electricity makes
house-work easy. Look
for the letters G-E on
such devices ; they are
a symbol of service, the
initials of a friend.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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NOW READY/
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

in a New Form at a Saving of 46 %
r II^HE publication of the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica in aNew Form
-11- at a sweeping reduction in

price marks a new epoch in the history
of this great work.

To-day you can obtain one of these

wonderful sets, the latest edition in

large type, complete and unabridged,
for 46 per cent less than the famous

Cambridge issue. Here at last is the

ideal Britannica at a price so low that

every home can afford it.

This is perhaps the most important
announcement that has been made in

the 156 years that the Britannica has

been published, and it records one of

the greatest publishing achievements
of all time.

Summed up, it means that it is now
possible for us to offer you the com'

plete Britannica printed in large type
from the original plates at a reduction

of nearly one-half by far the lowest

price at which the newest and latest

large type Britannica has ever been
sold to the general public.

Revolutionary changes
in publishing

The idea behind the New Form was
the logical outcome of years of experience ;

it crystallized the recommendations of

thousands of users and owners of the

Britannica. Leading printers and pub-
lishers said: "Ifyou can doit.it will be a

big success."

We gave the specifications to our ex-

perts and told them to go ahead. Their
success has been beyond all expecta-
tions.

These were the specifications and

they have been carried out to the letter:

(1) Large type, easy to read.

(2) Complete and latest text.
(Nothing omitted, nothing altered.)

(3) Fully illustrated.
(All the original plates, maps, etc.)

(4) Sweeping reduction in price.

WHY THE PRICE IS SO LOW
First of all, the experts made a striking
innovation they decided to bind this

issue of the Britannica in 16 double
volumes instead of 32 single volumes.
That one change enabled us to save

nearly 50 per cent of the binding cost.
' This innovation was made possible by
the use of the famous Britannica Opacity

BOOKCASE FREE
This bookcase, in dark mahogany finish,
especially designed by Maple 6k Co. of Lon-

don, is given free with each set of the Britannica in
the New Form while this offer lasts. But you must
act promptly. Mail coupon to-day.

Paper, which is very thin but beautifully
white and opaque. We placed an order
for laoo tons sufficient for 10,000,000
books of ordinary size at a time when
paper prices were at their lowest.

Contents identical with issues

selling for twice as much
Then it was determined to print this

issue from the plates of the famous Cam-
bridge issue, which sells for nearly twice
as much. By doing this it was possible
to save thousands of dollars, because we
did not have to reset 33,000 pages oftype.
The use of these plates is your guar-

antee that the text is identical with that
of the finest de luxe

dustry, art, science, invention, etc.

It contains 49,000,000 words, 33,000
pages and 15,600 illustrations as
much material as 476 books of average
size printed on ordinary paper.

Only a limited edition at

this 46% saving

Only 20,000 sets of the Britannica in
the New Form have been printed and
more than 3000 of these were sold be-

fore a single volume was off the press!

Announcement of the New Form
is being made in London, Paris and
othercapitals simultaneously with this

announcement in America. Of the

17,000 sets hardly more than half will
be available for the United States. We
urge you, therefore, to mail the cou-

pon to-day for full details if you want
to get one of these sets at the un-

precedented saving of 46 per cent.

But you must act promptly ! The
special Handy Volume issue (which
was offered last fall and which will

never be reprinted) was sold out long
before the date originally fixed for

the end of the sale, and thousands of

people who meant to order but put it

off were disappointed. There is no
doubt that this present issue in the
New Form will be sold just as quickly.

Easy Terms
A very small first payment will put the

complete set of 16 double volumes in

your home immediately and you can pay
the balance in easy monthly payments,
so small that they will never be missed.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
It tells all about the Encyclopaedia Britannica in
the New Form, reproduces a number of specimen
pages (many in color), explains the easy terms of

payment, and tells the fascinating story of how
our experts made possible such an amazing reduc-
tion in price. 56 pages of interesting, instructive

reading. Free on request.

sets.

The Encyclopaedia
Britannica intheNew
Form is the newest
and latest issue, con-

taining not only a full

and authoritative ac-

count of the World
War and its momen-
tous consequences,
but all the latest

developments in in-

Mail This Coupon To-day /

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. $G 1-A
342 Madison Avenue, New York

Please send me, without cost or obligation, a copy of your 56-page
book describing the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the New Form at
the special 46 per cent saving and full details of your easy plan
of payment.

Name

Address .

(In answering, this advertisement phajt mention THE SURVEY. // help) tij, it Utntifiej you )
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BOOKS TO READ THIS FALL
The Annals of Sennacherib

By D. D. LUCKENBILL

Based on a prism containing the

final edition of Sennacherib's royal
annals in almost as perfect form

as when it came from the hands of

the ancient scribe, this translation

gives a new view of a past age.

$4.00, postpaid $4.20

Oriental Forerunners of

Byzantine Painting

By JAMES H. BREASTED
An illustrated record of the remark-

able wall paintings discovered in

the ancient Eastern stronghold of

Dura-Salihiyah.

$4.00, postpaid $4.20

Our Physical World

By ELLIOT R. DOWNING
Provides the parent and teacher

with the subject-matter o>f elemen-

tary physical science, as exemplified
in toys and familiar home appliances!

$2.50 and $3.50, postage 10 cts. extra

Immigration
By EDITH ABBOTT

Laws, reports from organizations
and individuals, and a remarkable
set of social case records on the

immigrant.

$4.50, postpaid $4.65

Psychological Tests in

Business

By A. W. KORNHAUSER and F. A.

KINGSBURY
A non-technical, impartial account

of the fundamental procedure in

adapting and using psychological
tests in business.

$1.90, postpaid $2.00

The Economics of Overhead
Costs

By J. MAURICE CLARK
A pioneer study of one of the most

important economic subjects before

the business man and economist

today.

$4.00, postpaid $4.15

A Manual of Style

Compiled by the Staff of the Univer-

sity of Chicago Press

New format, new chapters, new
rules,, new type faces and illustra-

tions representing the very latest

mechanical aids for the making of

good books.

$2.00, postpaid $2.10

Some Contemporary Americans
By PERCY HOLMES BOYNTON

Mr. Boynton interprets the drama, the short story, the novel, and the

poet's art from his background of American life and tradition, and

gives his personal reactions to the new literary modes, forms, and men.

He writes of Amy Lowell, Robert Frost, and Boston ia as a New Eng-
lander; and of Masters, Sandburg, and Dreiser as a Chicagoan. He is

the individual who finds himself "neither a pessimist, nor altogether a

nincompoop," who has set about to analyze the fashionable attitude of

pessimism a la mode. Here is the professor's point of view presented
with a vigor that gives promise of intellectual warfare.

$2.00, postpaid $2.10

Non-Voting
Causes and Methods of Control

By CHARLES E. MERRIAM and HAROLD F. GOSNELL
An actual inquiry into the political interests or motives of 6000 voters,
of the impulse that animates them to vote or of the obstacles physical,

legal or otherwise that inhibit them from voting. After a description
of the method of inquiry and a general analysis of the causes of non-

voting, each important reason is analyzed at length ; physical difficulties,

legal and administrative obstacles, disbelief in woman's voting, disgust
with politics, general indifference and inertia.

$1.60 and $2.50. Postage 10 cents extra

Mr. Gosnell is also the author of "Boss Platt and His New York
Machine," a study of the political leadership of Thomas C. Platt,
Theodore Roosevelt, and others.

$3.00, postpaid $3.10

The New Testament
An American Translation

By EDGAR J. GOODSPEED
Since William Tyndale in 1525 made the first one from the Greek,
there have been many translations of the New Testament into English.
Each has been offered to the readers of its period in the hope that in it

more and more people would find an intelligible and inspiring message.
In this translation, Professor Goodspeed has sought to give to Amer-
ican readers of the twentieth century the clearest conception possible
of the original meaning of these documents as the early Greek Christi-

ans wrote them. He has removed the stumbling-blocks of a centuries-

old vocabulary, a mechanical word-by-word translation, and a disturbing
verse division that retards and discourages the reader.

$1.50 to $5.00. Postage 10 cents extra

These Books are only a few of the significant recently-issued publications of

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5746 Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinois

(In answering this advertisement please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)
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Talks

from

my
Outlook
Tower

Ry PATRICK GEDDES

THE
editors of The Survey first heard snatches of them

under the big oak in Gramercy Park. That was the sum-

mer Professor Geddes slipped in and out of New York, on

hi* way from India to Edinburgh, a slight, spare figure, long-

bearded, with the look of a savant and the whimsical speech

of tfce Scot, giving his lecture at the New School for Social

Research. You would have to roll up your ideas of Marco

Pol*,, and Darwin and Archimedes, of the Encyclopedia

Britannica and of Peter Pan, to get a clearer notion of the

Measure of this man.

Who took an old romantic building on the High Street

of Edinburgh, and turned its castellated roofs and outlook

tower into such an observation post of the civic life about

him, such as can only be compared to the astronomer's dome.

Who, building on LePlay and Comte, carried the idea

f the "regional survey" into British thought from thence

it is spreading around the world.

Who directed town planning exhibits at London, Edin-

burgh, Dublin, Belfast, Ghent, Paris.

Who has made city plans for Bombay, Lahore, Madras,
Calcutta.

Who has planned universities for Indore, Jerusalem,

Bengal, Hyderabad.

Who has fashioned everything from mosques and tem-

ple* to zoological gardens.

Under whose touch the stones and squares and build-

ings, the life and labor of the modern town, east or west,

unfolds with romance, with history, with colorful human

significance, with philosophy and prophecy, such as the man
in the street little dreams of.

ON
his American visit Professor Geddes touched, as was

his wont, a handful of people kindling them stretch-

ing their imaginations city planners, economists, sociolo-

gists, artists, journalists, architects, young university men,
veterans in civic enterprise. How to spread the infection

of the man was the quandary confronting us. For the

most part it has been communicated only by word of mouth.
Even his best friends said that more could not be done.

The conspiracy to contrive it has taken over a year. But
this summer, back again from India, Professor Geddes has

been at his old Outlook Tower on the High Street of Edin-

burgh, revising a sheaf of informal papers which will appear

throughout the year in Survey Graphic.

Sick at Heart

TUBERCULOSIS
has been pushed from its place as

arch-executioner. In some favored cities and states it

now stands sixth on the mortality tables. And in its place,

in most parts of the country, is heart disease, now the chief

cause of death in these United States.

Last year organic heart disease killed nearly three times

as many people in New York City as did tuberculosis;

more than twice as many as cancer; more than half

again as many as pneumonia. Moreover it usually kills by

inches. A death from heart disease has typically back of

it a story of infection in childhood or early adult life, of

loss of working power in the most productive years, of a

decade or more of slowly waning strength, leading to in-

validism, dependency, and finally to death.

FORTUNATELY
heart disease, like the "white plague,"

often is curable. It is preventable. But the organization

which should be brought to bear on this most costly of

human ills must run the whole gamut of the seven ages

from childhood when it is to be prevented, through the

middle years when it may be arrested and cured, to old

age when its disabilities may be alleviated. We of the

United States are on the threshold of an organized onslaught

upon it which promises rewards as rich and as startling as

those of which the tuberculosis campaigners dreamed daring-

ly twenty years ago.

SURVEY GRAPHIC for November will bring out a notable

group of articles on the need and methods of this cam-

paign, which has come almost heralded and unrecognized
into the arena of challenging social effort.

HAVEN EMERSON, M.D., president of the New York

Heart Association, and associate editor of the Survey, will

outline the battle to be waged and tell of the skirmishes al-

ready won.

WILLIAM H. ROBEY, M.D., of Boston will bring the

national program for prevention and treatment of heart

disease down to scale, so that every reader may see where he

can take hold in his own community.

ELIZABETH PORTER WYCKOFF, Samuel McCoy, Hannah

Mitchell, Lewis Hine (with a new series of work portraits)

will interpret this adventurous crusade in terms of the

men, women and children in hospital, clinic, school or at

home, to whom it brings the chance for usefulness, hap-

piness, life itself.

The Long Look Ahead
If you know anybody whose view is shut off by the gates of

a city, the valves of a heart, or a closed door in his mind, make
him a present of SURVEY GRAPHIC. It opens up wide vistas

and at the same time gives the solid, intimate details of the

foreground. A guide for a sight-seeing trip called "Seeing Life

Whole."

SURVEY GRAPHIC
112 East 19 Street, New York City

For the $3 enclosed send your illustrated monthly issues for one year
(4 months' trial $1) to:

Name

Street, No

City, State SG 10-24



THE AMERICAN INDIAN DEFENSE ASSOCIATION, INC.
NON-PARTISAN NON-SECTARIAN

OBJECTS: To secure to the American Indian just treatment from the

Government and People of the United States and to promote his welfare.

Room 1525

33 WEST 42ND STREET
AEOLIAN HALL NEW YORK

Telephone, Longacre 0506

OFFICERS

President, IRVING BACHELLER

Treasurer, MRS. WILLARD D. STRAIGHT

Assistant Treasurer, ROBERT INGERSOLL BROWN
Executive Secretary, JOHN COLLIER

Associate Executive, CASH ASHER

September 25, 1924.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MRS. H. A. ATWOOD
Chairman, Indian Welfare Committee,

General Federation of Women's Clubs

MRS. MARY AUSTIN
ROBERT INGEUSOLL BROWN
MARGARET BROWN
A. A. BERLB, JR.

JOHN COLLIER

Research Agent, Indian Welfare

Committee, General Federation of

Women's Clubs

ROBERT E- ELY
HAVEN EMERSON

JAMES FORD

JOHN R. HAYNES
MRS. A. BARTON HEPBURN
S. L. HOFFMAN

Secretary, American Indian Defense
Association of Santa Barbara

L. R. E. PAULIN

JOSEPH M. PRICE

ELIZABETH SHIPLEY SERGEANT

FRED M. STEIN

HERBERT K. STOCKTON
MRS. KATE VOSBERG

WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE

NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
DANIEL C. BEARD
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'THE REV. JOHN A. RYAN, D.D.

MRS. THOMAS WOOD STEVENS

HENRY W. TAFT

HODMAN WANAMAKEE
LILLIAN D. WALD
WALTER V. WOEHLKE
J. P. WARBASSE

Dear Friend:

This number of the Survey contains an article by Mary
Austin about the ancient Indian country of the Southwest.

Other writers for the Survey have described the present day
Indians their ceremonial dances, their arts, their tribal life

their problem.

Should these people be maimed by a policy that proscribes
their religion, enforces sectarian training on their children,

denies them equal rights in the courts, pauperizes them by
land allotment, destroys them by disease, and ignores their

race contribution?

We have virtually enslaved a whole race. Leading scientists,

writers, artists and business men are working for a more

enlightened policy.

The Pueblo Indians need help at this moment. Through
our efforts a law was passed by the last Congress creating a

land board to clear titles within the Pueblo land grants.

Thousands of acres, lost to them through encroachment, are

recoverable. They have petitioned us to supply attorneys
to present their case. They have no funds.

We invite your co-operation in rectifying an atrocious

system. It is a NATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY.

For further information write to

THE AMERICAN INDIAN DEFENSE

ASSOCIATION, INC.,

33 West 42nd Street,

New York City.

(/;; answering this advertisement please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)
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The Qist of It

"PROM Rockford, Illinois, to the Ends of the Earth,"
is how Arthur Ruhl's commutation ticket would prob-

ably rei'd if he had one. His itinerary for the last ten

years during which he has "covered" Europe for Collier's

has ranged from the Caspian to the Baltic, ending with

two years with the American Relief Administration in

Russia. It is from this ten years' scrutiny of war-scarred

Europe that his eyes come to rest on peace-seeking in

America, (p.9)

WHEN Oberlin, Ohio, is troubled over its penal system
it goes to George W. Kirchwey; as does Chicago

when she would make a survey of her jails. And who
could better point to the varied aspects of the Leopold-
Loeb case than the one-time dean of Columbia Law School,

warden of Sing Sing, and present head of the Department
of Criminology of the New York School of Social Work?

(P- 7)

T-IlSTORY lA the college catalogs for these last twenty
*
years have been labelling the course based on Professor

Robinson's Introduction to the History of Western Europe.
And this twenty years' alumni all over the country must

make up quite an appreciable quota of those enthusiasts

who have followed him in his voyages of discovery since

then. The Mind in the Making in 1921, The Humanizing
of Knowledge in 1923, and now a new edition of the History

of Western Europe, seasoned with the experience of that

twenty years, will be published this fall. (p. 18)

A TRIANGLE from the Survey's own editorial confer-

ence table are Geddes Smith, managing editor (p 43),

Haven Emerson, health editor (p. 23), and Martha Bensley
Bruere who brings a pungent wit to industrial and social

discussion.

'W7 HAT has she done with it?" the vote? Yes. And
* more beside. With the higher education her mother

broke into. With the bent for organization which has

found play in the women's clubs. With the stress and

self-dependence which has come with the throwing open
of work with wages, outside the home, as part of the

new industrialism. With the broadened housekeeping of

our municipal life and her part in it. With her age-long

concerns as commissary and nurse, teacher and mother,
her new audacities in an era of unfolding opportunity. These
are some of the things Mrs. Bruere will take up in our

Survey Graphics this winter pages which, if the reader will

glance at the first (p. 15), will be found at once as racy
and revealing as the paper doll cut-outs with which she
breaks the text.

"VV7HEN Mrs. Wembridge's play, "The First of May,"" took the prize offered by the Committee on Publicity
Methods in Social Work of the American Association oif

Social Workers last May, the editors of The Survey beamed
with self-congratulatory pride. They had discovered Mrs.

Wembridge's gift for story-telling long before. Those
readers who have grinned with Estelle and Sam and Irene
and Nicholas will need no introduction to "Seven P. M."
The author is clinical psychologist for the Women's Pro-
tective League of Cleveland, (p. 26)

"K/f IRIAM VAN WATERS continues her discussion of** Your Town and the Delinquent Girl, begun in the

September Midmonthly, with pictures of the actual pro-
cesses of making good. She bases her stories on her own
work as referee of the Juvenile Court of Los Angeles
and superintendent of El Retire, a Los Angeles county
correctional school for young girl wards of the Juvenile
Court. These articles are from her book, "Youth in

Conflict," soon to be brought out by the Republic Pub-
lishing Company, (p. 39.)

R. COLEMAN brings to his appraisal of Herrin the
fresh view of an outlander for he is a native of

New York and a thorough knowledge of his subject
gained as correspondent for the New York World and
other papers during the Herrin trials in 1922 and 1923.
He is a graduate of Columbia and was a sergeant in the
United States Engineers during the war. For four years
he was a reporter on the old New York Sun. And later

became assistant editor of the Illinois Miner, the official

organ of District 12, United Mine Workers of America.
(D. 46)

AT a dinner given at the National Arts Club in her
** honor last year, Carl Van Doren suggested that a new
degree M.A.E., Master of the American Environment,
ought to be invented for Mary Austin, because she has
become so saturated with the Southwest and its people.

Although Mrs. Austin has produced a number of books and
magazine articles on a great variety of topics, taken to-

gether, her product shows a certain unity of design. Prac-

tically every one is a single facet of a remarkably rich

contact with the American environment, and all of them
are subordinated to the purpose of showing how that en-
vironment works to produce a unified type out of the
var'ed American material. Here, however, she deals not
with the social process of the Southwest in our own day
but with its dim beginning, and the American contem-

poraries of Rameses (p. 33). "The Land of Journeys'
Ending," from which Mrs. Austin's article in this issue

is drawn, will be published by The Century Company this

fall.

teachers are experts in dealing with materials

organized into textbooks or laboratory manuals. But
there are areas of interest and information which are in-

capable of being so organized: they must be taken as

they come, or not at all. To meet the needs of teachers
of civics, social and labor problems, sociology and cur-
rent events, Professor Joseph K. Hart, Educational Editor,
will present in every issue throughout the school year, an
index (p. 51) classified under categories which should
make The Survey a really usable educational tool. Our
hope is that it will be of service as well to classes and
study groups in settlements, churches, clubs and civic or-

ganizations. Last year The Survey was used by over
3,000 students in colleges, normal and high schools.

TIMOTHY NICHOLSON, pioneer, Quaker and re-

former, the oldest former president of what is now the
National Conference of Social Work, leader in prison re-
fo--m, puH'c charities, and other humanitarian activities,
died on September 15 at Richmond, Indiana, at the
of ninety-five.
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Old Law and New Understanding
The Leopold-Loeb Case: a Fingerpost in Criminology

By GEORGE W. KIRCHWEY

GHE
cause celebre of the century thus far has

passed into history. There will be many to

wish that, the case being done, we were done

with it. But that is not the way of events in

this \vorld-in-the-making, in which we find

ourselves. There will be consequences. In-

deed there already have been consequences. There is no

little evidence that many minds, not too well balanced at

their best, have been seriously unbalanced by the sensational

public disclosure of the horrible circumstances of the crime

and by the skilfully dramatized incidents of the trial. And

lawyers did not wait to learn the results of the hearing be-

fore they were discussing the possibly far-reaching results

of the action of the court in admitting as evidence in miti-

gation of the crime the testimony of the defense relating

to the inner history of the boy-murderers.

The decision of Judge Caverly to spare the lives was

flashed to the world as a triumph of humane settlement

over the stern justice of the law. In resting his decision

solely on the youth of the offenders and in shifting upon the

legislature the burden of dealing with the new aspect of

the problem of criminal responsibility raised by the evi-

dence, Judge Caverly declined the role of legal innovator.

He has chosen the ftlder (and easier) way. Perhaps it was

unreasonable to expect anything else. The courts habitually

choose that.

The Leopold-Loeb murder case, which has for five

months been unfolding its slow length in the Chicago

Criminal Court, has many facets of interest. As a

public spectacle it has provided innumerable thrills.

To the student of criminology it has revived the

memory of a type of criminalism, not uncommon in the

middle ages, which he had come to regard as extinct.

To the lawyer it has presented a novel procedure, one that

finds no place in the older tradition of our criminal justice.

To the social worker it has been a revelation of the essential

flexibility of an ancient legal system and of its capacity to

adapt itself to changing conceptions of moral responsibility.

If you ask what moral responsibility has to do with legal

liability, I must ask you to read through to the end.

It is not the lawyers only who have been puzzled by the

unfamiliar procedure. Probably most readers in the part

of the country in which The Survey is published have been

baffled by the conundrum: When is a trial not a trial?

But it is no mystery to those who are familiar with Illinois

law. The hard and fast rule that makes deliberate murder

a crime punishable with death has in a majority of our states

been mitigated by leaving to the jury or the court the dis-

cretion whether the sentence shall be to death or to a term

of imprisonment. As a matter of fact, even in the eight

states which retain the absolute death penalty, a squeamish

jury, which shrinks from the responsibility of condemning

a fellow human being to death, often evades it by bringing

in a verdict of second degree murder, which carries with it

the lesser penalty.

The Illinois statute is explicit on the point. It provides

that whoever is guilty of murder shall suffer the punish-

ment of death or of imprisonment for his natural life or for

a term of not less than fourteen years. If the accused is

found guilty by a jury, they shall fix the punishment by their

verdict; upon a plea of guilty, the punishment shall be fixed

by the court.

That settles one of the questions that have puzzled us.

A trial, in legal parlance, is the investigation and deter-
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mination in a court of law and by prescribed legal forms,

of an issue of law or of fact, and in a criminal case under

our inherited procedure, an issue of fact can be

tried only by a jury. But in the Leopold-Loeb case

both defendants pleaded guilty and so there was no issue of

fact to be tried and, therefore, no trial. But an insane

person, if the fact of insanity at the time of committing the

crime be established, cannot be convicted. A sound mind

is an essential element of the criminal act. A plea of guilty

to an indictment for murder admits every factor that enters

into the guilt. The conclusion follows that when Leopold

and Loeb pleaded guilty to the murder of the boy Franks,

they conclusively admitted their sanity at the time of com-

mitting it. The question of their mental capacity was

closed. It is this fact that explains, though it is far from

justifying, the frantic efforts of the state's attorney, Crowe,
in the subsequent hearing before Judge Caverly, to suppress

the testimony of the defense as to the mental condition of

the self-convicted murderers. (It is hard to understand

the action of the defendants' chief counsel, Clarence Darrow,
in raising formal objection to the use of the term murderers

by the- state's attorney in characterizing the defendants. They
were murderers by virtue of their own admission of guilt.)

THE
guilt of the defendants being admitted, it now be-

comes the duty of the judge under the law to exercise

his awful discretion and fix the penalty death or imprison-

ment. What are the considerations that may properly in-

fluence him and how shall he proceed?

The Illinois law recognizes the fact that all murderers are

not equally culpable. It is here that the question of moral

responsibility comes in. In many cases there are mitigating

circumstances which may properly excite a measure of sym-

pathy for the offender. It is on this principle that our

juries, under a more rigorous legal dispensation, invoke and

apply "the unwritten law." Under the heading, "Hungry
Youth Set Free," a newspaper recently reported the action

of a judge of the Criminal Court of General Sessions of

New York county in suspending sentence in the case of a

young man of nineteen who had committed burglary by

breaking into a grocery store to get something to eat. As
in the Leopold-Loeb case the defendant pleaded guilty. His

offense was burglary, third degree, punishable by imprison-

ment in Sing Sing prison for not more than five years. 'But

the judge exercised his discretion by setting the culprit free,

with the statement that "any man who steals merely to

satisfy his hunger is not a criminal."

In many cases the youth of the offender is dealt with as

a mitigating circumstance entitling him on conviction of

murder to a sentence of life imprisonment instead of the

death penalty. A former governor of New York, a few

years ago, commuted the death sentence of a man of thirtj'-

six, who had been convicted on his own confession of an

atrocious murder, on the ground that the culprit, upon
examination, appeared to be of the mental age of seven only.

In England, where after a verdict of deliberate murder
the courts have no discretion, the pardon power of the crown
is regularly invoked to mitigate the rigors of the penal law.

Judge Fitz-James Stephen, perhaps the most eminent, as he

was certainly the most learned, member of the English bench

during the last half of the Victorian era, in his History of

the Criminal Law of England, refers to ten cases in which,

having no discretion, he was compelled to impose the death

penalty. In four of these cases the convicts were duly
executed. The other six had their sentences commuted for

various reasons to life imprisonment. In one of these it

appeared that the murder had been committed under cir-

cumstances of great provocation. In another the convict, a

woman who had strangled her bastard child with a garter,

had her sentence commuted on the ground that she was sub-

ject to epileptic fits which had permanently impaired her

mental powers, though she was not insane at the moment
of committing the crime. Judge Stephen approves of these

exercises of executive clemency and adds the following

striking commentary: "Though no one is more strongly

opposed than I am to the abolition of capital punishment,
I am convinced that, in capital cases, the judge should have
a discretion analogous to that which he has in cases not

capital." "The fact that the punishment of death is not

inflicted in every case in which sentence of death is passed

proves nothing more than that murder, as well as other

crimes, has its degrees and that the extreme punishment
which the law awards ought not to be carried out in all

cases."

The judge in Illinois has this discretion. How is he to

exercise it? The procedure in cases not capital is well

known to social workers. He hears the statement of the con-

victed offender, remands the case for investigation and report

by the probation officer, gathers information from any ac-

cessible source and in the light of all the circumstances thus

developed makes up his mind as to the punishment deserved.

The facts disclosed may aggravate the offense, in which case

the culprit may "get the limit." Or they may mitigate it,

in which case the punishment awarded may be the minimum
penalty fixed by law or even a suspended sentence and pro-
bation.

But here, as in the other case, the Illinois law is per-

fectly definite. In all cases where a person pleads guilty

it is the duty of the court to examine witnesses concerning
the aggravation or the mitigation of the offense. This is the

procedure that has occupied Judge Caverly's court since the

plea of guilty in the Leopold-Ix)eb case put upon him the

burden of deciding what the punishment should be. The
long rehearsal of the circumstances of the crime, its prep-

aration and its detection, which seemed to many of us a

travesty on justice, was justified in Judge Caverly's estima-

tion by the duty imposed on him to hear evidence of ag-

gravation. The long-drawn-out and contradictory testimony
of the alienists with respect to the mental condition of the

murderers was admitted by the court, over the state's attor-

ney's objection, as relevant evidence of mitigation, such as

if might properly consider in estimating the degree of moral

responsibility and, therefore, of legal responsibility, of the

offenders. The state's attorney argued that only the cir-

cumstances of the crime could be taken into account in this

assessment of the culpability of the offender. But the court

held in effect that any facts tending to show a lack or im-

pairment of the mental powers of the guilty party, though

falling short of insanity in the legal sense, should be taken

into account, and the cases cited above, though arising under

a different procedure, show that the court was right.

That this evidence failed to satisfy Judge Caverly of

the existence of mental defect or constitutional emotional

instability essentially differentiating (Continued on page 64)
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OURTEEN years have passed since Andrew

Carnegie turned over to the trustees of his

Peace Endowment $10,000,000 in 5 per

cent bonds, the income of which, $500,000

annually, they were directed to devote

"toward hastening the abolition of interna-

tional war." About seven million dollars have thus far been

spent. Ways and means were left to the trustees, but that

Mr. Carnegie believed that peace could be bought, so to

speak, and in a reasonable time, was implied in his further

suggestion that when war had been discarded, "the trustees

will please then consider what is the next most degrading
evil whose banishment or what new elevating element or

elements, if introduced or fostered, or both combined, would

most advance the progress, elevation and happiness of man."

The Great War which followed four years after the

Endowment began its work is now six years away. The
conditions which then checked the Endowment's original

program closed frontiers, strict censorships, the more in-

tolerant manifestations of nationalism are also largely

things of the past, and so far as the special work of the

Endowment is concerned, the world might almost be said

to be "normal" again. It seems, therefore, appropriate as

well as a legitimate matter of public interest, to make some

survey of the trustees' use of the funds en-

trusted to them and some measure of their

progress in fulfilling the aims of the En-

dowment.

THE
spirit of hopefulness and high

endeavor with which the Endowment
took up its task was expressed by Pro-

fessor Clark in his report on the work of

the Economics Division for the first year:

"With the munificent sum which has

been made available . . . any result short

of a large and valuable one may well be

disappointing. . . . We are dealing, not

with a small issue for a part of the world, but with a vast

issue for the whole world ; and whatever affects the outcome

at all is of enormous importance. It is a greater thing to

move the entire earth a microscopic fraction of an inch

than to carry a shipload of soil across the widest sea. It

will be strange if, as the outcome of what is now initiated

there should not be some perceptible deflection of human

affairs. Whatever change there is, will be in the direction

of peace."

The World War broke out only three years later, but at

the time Professor Clark wrote, any such tragedy, let alone

any such social upheaval as the Bolshevik revolution in Rus-

sia, was far from most men's minds, particularly American

minds. Those were the days when liberalism and science

seemed leading willing nations steadily onward toward a

better world. Millions of middle-class Europeans were

living comfortably and with what seemed an increasing

good-will toward neighbors on an accumulated capital so

apparently solid that it seemed unthinkable it could be swept

away in a night. Such concrete beginnings as the Hague

Tribunal and various arbitration treaties; supplemented by

peace congresses, the exchange of professors and students,

and the constant wearing down of national barriers by better

communication suggested an approaching universal neigh-

borliness. The word "pacifist" had not yet acquired a

derogatory connotation. Tolstoi, despite his doctrine of

non-resistance, was almost a sort of saint. No great moral

courage was required to fight against war. Peace was

respectable, even fashionable, in a way.

This state of mind was reflected in the choice of men to

head the Endowment the same distinguished, eminently

respectable names which would have added

weight to the founding of a new university,

or even a bank. Echoes of that far-off

world come down from some of the Endow-

ment's earlier activities the distribution,

for instance, of Professor William James'

"Moral Equivalent of War" (written in

1910) ; of Lord Haldane's conciliatory ad-

dress on the spirits of England and Ger-

many; the translation into seven languages

and the wide distribution in cheap editions

of Norman Angell's "The Great Illu-

sion.

WHAT
the Endowment might have done had no war

come, is scarcely worth bothering about now. What
it might have done, the war notwithstanding, is worth at

least a moment's consideration, inasmuch as the course the

Endowment actually pursued did not meet the approval of

many whose position and previous service in the cause of

peace entitles them to respect.
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Briefly, the Endowment
took the stand that the

best thing it could do for

peace was to help defeat

Germany and win the war
for the Allies. Dr. But-

ler, in answering one of

the frequent questions as

to what the Endowment
was doing toward stop-

ping the War, said : "The
answer is obvious. The
Endowment has taken no

steps to stop the European
War." He added that

nobody in Europe would
listen to such suggestions and that in any case it was not

the part of private organizations to compete with govern-
ments. The year book of the Endowment for 1919 said:

The entrance of the United States into the European War
made it evident that a large part of the earlier activities 'of

the Endowment must be ineffective until the restoration of

peace. The hope of the world for permanent international

peace was concentrated first upon the prevention of German
domination. It became evident to the point of demonstration
that German domination could only be prevented by force of
arms. The Endowment has endeavored to contribute what
it could by taking a clear and definite position in favor
of the active and relentless prosecution of the war to final

victory.

This is unequivocal, and probably reflects the point of

view of the majority of Americans at the time it was written.

It is only fair to the not inconsiderable number of dissenters

and necessary, indeed, in measuring the Endowment's
work for peace to say that it was not a point of view

universally shared. There was a time, for example, in the

early part of the War, when men and women of consequence
in neutral countries believed that a conference, properly made
up and conducted, stood a reasonable chance of exerting ef-

fective pressure on the belligerents. The Endowment was
looked to for leadership in this endeavor but the leadership
was not forthcoming.

THE
conference held at Long Beach, in this country, in

the summer of 1917, brought together an unusually live

and representative group of American journalists, students

of politics and public men. Statesmen like Mr. Choate
and Mr. Root joined with historians and economists, editors

and the active heads of news associations, and it was felt

that a continuance of such gatherings might be of real

service in clarifying public opinion both here and abroad
as to war aims and future readjustments. The conference,
initiated by private individuals, was held under the auspices
of the New York Academy of Political Science with funds

contributed by the Endowment, but the suggestion that it

be made an annual meeting or that regional conferences

be held, the Endowment did not follow up. It remained
for the Williamstown Institute of Politics, years later, to

take up independently the lead the Endowment had dropped
in war time.

Even after the United States entered the War, there were
those who believed that no "relentless prosecution of the war
to final victory" (involving, as modern war does, an entire

people and their economic life) could assist in bringing

The Working Scheme of the Endowment
The president of the Endowment, from

1911 until the present time, has been Mr.
Elihu Root. Mr. James Brown Scott has

similarly served as secretary. The execu-
tive committee, consisting of Mr. Root, Mr.
Scott, Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, Mr.
Austen G. Fox, Mr. Andrew Montague,
Mr. Henry S. Pritchett, and Mr. James R.

Sheffield, has also, with one exception, re-

mained unchanged, Mr. Sheffield joining
the committee in 1923 on the death of Mr.
Charlemagne Tower.
The Endowment, on its organization,

was divided into three divisions: Inter-
course and Education, under the direction

of President Butler of Columbia; Econo-
mics and History, under John Bates Clark,
Professor of Political Economy at Colum-
bia; International Law, under James
Brown Scott, Professor of Law and at one
time solicitor for the Department of State.

The aim of Dr. Butler's division the

one closest to the general public was to

"educate public opinion regarding the

causes, nature, and effects of war, and means

for its prevention; to cultivate friendly in-

ternational relations, and to assist agencies
useful in accomplishing these purposes."
The Division of Economics and History
set out to make a scientific investigation of
the causes of war and of practical methods

for preventing it. The Division of Inter-

national Law, aiming to "aid the develop-
ment of international law and its acceptance
among nations," began to compile and pub-
lish international conventions, treatises on
the general subject, ancient and modern
to lay a basis, in short, for the settlement of
international disputes by courts and laws
instead of by war.

about satisfactory relations with the people "crushed." They
felt that the function of an endowment for international

peace was to act as the representative of civilization at large,

so to speak, in searching and encouraging all resonable means

of conciliation, rather than to throw itself quite simply into

the belligerent tide. (The Endowment's International Law
Division, situated in Washington, was turned over bodily

to the Government for the time being and Professor Scott

became an advisor to the State Department.) It is scarcely

within the province of this brief survey to discuss these two

points of view at length. It seems necessary, however, in

any characterization of the Endowment, at least to state

them, and having done so, we may return to the considera-

tion of the Endowment's concrete accomplishment in the

three fields into which it divided its work.
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L Things Done
I HE original program

of the Division of

Economics and History,

an elaborate examination

into the causes and effects

of war, outlined after a

conference at Berne in

1911 between economists

and publicists of various

nations, was made prac-

tically obsolete by the

Great War itself. The-

orizing or retrospective

delving became so idle in

the face of the staggering

actualities which each day brought forth, that in spite of

the scientific zeal and humanitarian enthusiasm which Pro-

fessor Clark threw into the initiation of the work, the

greater part of the program had simply to be scrapped. In

its place, and under the direction of Professor James T.

Shot well, now that Professor Clark has retired from active

university work, the Endowment is preparing an economic

history of the war, to consist of 150 volumes, comprising

some 200 separate monographs.

The various studies composing this gigantic record are to

be written by experts in the various countries directly touched

by the War, including Japan, and to be published in com-

plete editions in the languages of their countries of origin.

An abridged and more popular edition is to be published

in English and sold commercially as well as distributed

freely to various libraries. A large part of the studies,

many of them written by the only men who could ever have

handled the subjects from first-hand knowledge, have already

been finished, and the entire 150 volumes are expected within

a year or two more. Later, some time within the next ten

years, perhaps, Professor Shotwell intends to publish some

ten volumes of general conclusions.

It is difficult enough in this country, with our clumsy

methods of distribution, for the so-called "serious" book to

reach any considerable audience, even with a commercial

publisher to push it, and a critic of the Endowment once

remarked that its aim appeared to be to "pay large sums of

money to publish books and then to transport them to

places of concealment."

The Secretary of the Endowment, responding to such com-

ment, points out that the Endowment's publications are now

deposited in some 800 libraries in various parts of the

world, and that of the "837,568 volumes (or pamphlets?)

published by the Endowment, 639,668 have been disposed

of either gratuitously or by sale through publishers." The

percentage sold is small about one in fifty of the total. Of

794,068 copies published between 1911 and 1922, for in-

stance, 15,453 were sold.

Professor Shotwell, in a recent report on the war history,

remarks:

It has sometimes been stated that the size of the edition is

too great to permit of the purchase of the whole history by any
but public institutions : and the facile criticism which has been

made, that no one would ever read so many volumes when com-

pleted, has a certain apparent justification. As a matter of

fact, the collection as a whole was never intended to be read

in this way. It is neither a narrative history nor an encyclo-

pedia. It has been prepared by students for students; or

rather, to speak more accurately, by masters for students.

The working of food, shipping, railway, coal mining and

other controls; the effect of the war on farmers, business,

and the various industries; the attitude of labor unions:

methods used to finance the war in various countries these

and similar matters are handled in the series. The Austrian

series, it is said, gives a unique picture of the practical

liquidation of an empire.

To combine a moral aim with the objectivity of a scien-

tific investigation is always difficult, and the criticism has

been made that some of these studies would be more useful

to general staffs in some future war than to the cause of

peace. That fact in itself is scarcely a sound basis for

complaint it would merely prove that the information

collected was' authoritative, "inside" and illuminating. That

the moral aim of the Endowment can be combined with

thorough-going scientific detachment may be suggested by

an illustration. The studies thus far contributed show that

there came a point in all the belligerent countries when fear,

the will-to-win and the various other forces combined to

bring about what was practically a levee en masse

and a general taking over of the control of private busi-

ness by the government. Such a control is not relished

by business and the results were not, as a rule, very

satisfactory. If then, by the distribution of such studies,

the certainty of such socialization is got into the heads of

those in control of big business, the effect ought to be to

postpone in so far as the influence of these men counts

the coming of another war. This illustration is taken at

random and it may not be the best one possible, but it will

suggest the possible peace contributions of such a series.

Professor Shotwell's honesty and scientific thoroughness,

his wide information and liberal spirit insure the value of

the series, from a historical point of view. Whether the

spending of a third of the Endowment's income on this

monumental work is the best use that could have been

made of the funds is scarcely a question to be decided here.

It was Professor Shotwell's knowledge and contacts which

largely made possible the submitting, to the Council of the

League of Nations, last June, of a draft treaty on security

and limitation of arm-

aments prepared by him-

self and other American

private citizens, which so

impressed the Council

that the latter decided to

distribute it as an official

document to all the gov-

ernments represented in

the League.

THE
Division of In-

ternational Law, as

its name would imply,

approaches peace by the

legalistic road. Actuali-
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ties, in the merely humanistic and emotional sense, do not

enter here. The division has its offices in Washington,

looking out on the trees of Jackson Square (the other two

divisions are close to Columbia University in New York)
and Professor James Brown Scott has acted since the begin-

ning as both head of the Division an<> Secretary of the

Endowment.

The Division began its work after consulting with the

Institut de Droit International, which selected eleven dis-

tinguished European jurists and statesmen to act as its ad-

visors. The main part of its work has consisted in the pub-

lication of international conventions, treatises, judicial de-

cisions and other matter the circulation of which might

help to pave the way toward the settlement of international

disputes by courts and law. In the searching out of such

material and its publication, prefaced by erudite introduc-

tions signed by the director himself, the latter has been

indefatiguable. Nothing is too remote, and Professor Scott

burrows into Roman law, into Grotius, Pufendorf, Bynker-

shoek and Balthazar Ayala, with the serene enthusiasm of

an astronomer plotting the parallax of some new star.

The library of volumes and pamphlets, if not quite so

numerous as those planned by the Division of Economics and

History, is almost as impressive to the layman, and includes

material varying from the Declaration of Independence and

the documentary history of the emancipation of the Spanish

American republics to such classics as Hispanicae Advoca-

tionis Libri Duo and De Jure Belli ac Pads Libri Tres.

Among the more important publications might be men-

tioned the two-volume Treatise and Agreements With and

Concerning China, much used by the Washington Arms

Conference; the five-volume translation of the proceedings

of the First and Second Hague Conferences, a starting point

for almost any discussion of international organization ; and

the various publications such as the debates during the

Federal Convention of 1787, the analysis of the decisions

of the U. S. Supreme Court on questions arising between

the states designed to emphasize points in which the organ-

ization of the United States might serve as a prototype for

international organization.

In addition to this work of editing and publication, the

Division has given annual subventions to various inter-

national organizations, such as the Soriele de Legislation

Comparee and the Grotius Society of London ; has assisted

several European journals of international law and several

authors whose works on international law did not present

themselves to publishers as attractive commercial ventures.

It initiated and has supported the American Institute of

International Law, a central body representing international

law societies in the various American republics, and pro-

moted the establishment of an Academy of International

Law at the Hague, which, after many postponements due

to the war, finally opened for the summer course of 1923

with some 300 students from all parts of the world. During
the past eight years it has devoted $10,000 yearly toward

fellowships in International Law and some ninety fellows

have thus had from one to two years training with the

aim of preparing them as teachers of this subject.

In April, 1917, the Trustees of the Endowment offered

to the Department of State the services of the Division of

International Law, and the Division thereupon became en-

gaged, in the words of the director, "on projects of so con-

fidential a nature that they cannot be reported in detail."

The director himself prepared material for the use of the

American delegation to the Peace Conference at Paris. The
Division edited and saw through the press various con-

fidential public documents which were printed at the expense

of the Department of State, and prepared material for the

Conference of Limitation of Armaments in 1921-22 ; $30,000
of the Endowment's own funds having been set aside for

that purpose.

Directly, or indirectly through trustees of the Endow-

ment, the Division has contributed to the establishment of

the World Court. The proposal to establish a Permanent

Court of International Justice made by Mr. Root in 1907

(Secretary of State at that time and later President of the

Endowment), laid before the Hague Conference by Mr.

Choate (later vice-president of the Endowment) and ex-

plained to the delegates at that time by Professor Scott,

closely resembled the project to which the League of Nations

gave assent in 1920. Professor Scott also took part in the

negotiations at Paris in 1910 leading to an agreement be-

tween Great Britain, Germany, France and the United

States to take the necessary measures to secure a Court of

Arbitral Justice a pro-

ject proposed by Robert

Bacon, also later a trustee

of the Endowment, when
he was Secretary of State

in 1909. The failure of

the Endowment to take

any part in the public

hearing on the World
Court held last spring in

Washington, a hearing at

which practically every

other group in the country

working for peace was rep-

resented, was due, there-

fore, it would appear, to

the Endowment's policy

of keeping out of political

controversy or to a feeling, perhaps, that it had already
done its part, rather than to indifference or opposition to the

Court itself. Professor Scott says in a recent report:

The director feels that the results of the efforts in behalf
of the Permanent Court of International Justice and of the

service rendered the Department of State in connection with
the Peace Conference at Paris and the Conference on the

Limitation of Armaments at Washington, would alone justify
the establishment of the Carnegie Endowment and its activi-

ties in this thirteen years of its existence.

The sense of satisfaction expressed here is felt by all who
enter the fine old mansion at No. 2 Jackson Place, where
the Division of International Law has its seat. Centuries

of slow struggle and growth must elapse before the world
at large can hope to attain anything like that perfect peace.

The great table in the Board Room shines solidly, the por-

traits of Mr. Root and Mr. Choate and other worthies

gaze calmly down, and the trolley-cars and motors of an

age of hurry, although only the other side of a wall, seem

far away. Washington may roar and bustle and imagine
vain things. A gathering such as the Women's League for

International Peace and Freedom, which was in session

while I chatted with Professor Scott, may condemn arma-

ments and ask for brotherhood in a dozen different lan-

guages, but the Division takes no part and maintains its
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detachment and calm. In conversation with Professor Scott,

one feels that he has arrived at a philosophy in which such

emotional manifestations are promptly pigeon-holed in their

proper places and seen in their proper perspective and the

mind left free to dwell on work that is building for the

ages, and the slow, upward climb of man.

THE
Division of Intercourse and Education, directed

by the active and many-branched Nicholas Murray

Butler, is more secular in its nature and closer to the actual

world. Dr. Butler is first of all the efficient administrator,

including the politician, with an ear to the ground. He has

chosen to administer the affairs of a great university, but

his very considerable abilities might just as well have been

turned into other channels to international finance, for

instance, or some kindred field, with things done the "big"

way, one's fingers on a hundred strings at once and catching

the pulse-beats of half a world.

With his large and varied activities, the pursuit of peace

must inevitably be an avocation with the President of

Columbia, but being called to organize a portion of that

pursuit, Dr. Butler has thrown himself into the congenial

task with characteristic energy. In those far-off days when

The Great Illusion was being translated into seven lan-

guages, Dr. Eliot, President Emeritus of Harvard, was

sent to Asia and wrote, as a result, Some Paths to Peace,

of which the Division distributed 25,000 copies. Similarly

Mr. Robert Bacon visited South America and wrote For

Better Relations with Our South American Neighbors.

A very interesting experiment, which the Division has

not attempted a second time, was the sending of an inter-

national commission to report on the causes and conduct

of the Balkan wars. This report of some 400 pages was

soon crowded out of sight by the Great War following

close on its publication, but in thus examining into, and in-

forming the rest of the world about, the conduct of the

belligerents while their behavior was still "news" the En-

dowment acted as the "representative of humanity at large"

in a manner that many would like to have seen continued.

In all, the Division has published eighteen reports of varying

interest and value.

Through the American Association for International Con-

ciliation, a branch of the European association of similar

name founded in 1905 by the late Baron d'Estourelles (the

American branch was taken over by the Endowment in 1910

and,has lately been merged with the Division of Intercourse

and Education), some 2OO different pamphlets have been

distributed either gratis or at a nominal price. It was this

branch which distributed Professor James' Moral Equiva-

lent of War in 1920. Treaties of arbitration, documents

regarding the war, plans for a permanent court of interna-

tional justice, essays and addresses in a word, all sorts of

matter touching on the subject of peace and having a cer-

tain readability have been distributed through this agency.

The Division has maintained from the beginning a Euro-

pean bureau in Paris and it has been assisted by a group
of European advisers which meets annually. This latter

position is an honorary one but the travelling expenses of

the advisers to and from the annual meeting are paid by the

Endowment. European correspondents keep the director

informed on conditions in their various countries. Dr.

Butler has said that he knows no Foreign Office better in-

formed than the Endowment. This information does not

reach the public, except in so far as it may suggest action

to be taken, but is sent confidentially to the Trustees.

Until recently, the division worked in the academic field

through the Institute of International Education. This

latter, headed by Professor Stephen A. Duggan, acted as

a sort of clearing-house for professors and students all over
the world. It supplied information, gave grants to pro-
fessors on sabbatical leave, assisted in getting lecturers and
audiences together, selected students for fellowships and

scholarships, established international relations clubs in

colleges and sent them reading matter and lecturers. Ow-
ing, it was explained, to lack of funds, this interesting branch
was dropped by the Division in 1923. For a time it seemed
that the Rockefeller Foundation might take it over, but the

Carnegie Corporation, which acts as a holding-company for

various of Mr. Carnegie's bequests, came to the rescue, and
the Institute is carrying on, at present, under the wing of

the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
The Division has sent out libraries of American books to

various South American capitals some 9,000 books, pamph-
lets and maps, for example, went to the Museo Social

Argentino at Buenos Aires and small libraries intended

to present the main facts of American history and politics

in convenient form to various European capitals. Inter-

national Mind Libraries, collections of books designed to

interest the less sophisticated sort of readers in foreign af-

fairs, have been given to public libraries in many of the

smaller American towns.

The Division has given subventions to various foreign and
home organizations the Interparliamentary Union, for in-

stance, which "may be likened to a debating club of high
order on international questions"; the International Arbi-

tration League; the Bureau International de la Paix at

Berne, and so on but the present policy of the Endowment
is to discontinue such subventions and apply all its funds

to work under its own immediate direction. The only
American peace organization which it assists at present is

the American Peace Society, which has its headquarters at

Washington and publishes a magazine called The Advocate
of Peace. The latter, since the war, has advocated noth-

ing which might be interpreted as deviating from the state

of grace commonly described as "100 percent", and its

editor and the society's director seems less preoccupied with

the subject in hand he bitterly attacked Mr. Bok's peace

plan contest than in keeping on good terms with the vari-

ous factions "on the hill."

To encourage better relations with Latin America, the

Division maintains an Intra-America Division under the

directorship of Dr. Peter H. Goldsmith. This branch pub-

lishes a little magazine called Inter-America in English,

on South American subjects one month, and in Spanish, on

North American subjects, the next. The matter published

is literary rather than controversial, and consists largely of

translations of more or less pleasing articles and stories.

Everything contentious is avoided, and if little or nothing

is said of the rumblings of social and economic unrest which

are beginning so interestingly and significantly to be heard

in the other continent, still less, that is to say nothing at all,

is said on subjects such as our policy in Mexico or in some

of the Caribbean countries, on which there is a definite mis-
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understanding or difference of opinion. The director of

the Intra-America Division has visited South America and

lectured there. The Division has assisted the Pan Amer-
ican conferences by inviting and paying the expenses of

delegates from the South American republics, and the Intra-

American section sometimes assists South American visitors

to the United States and acts as a clearing-house, to a cer-

tain extent, for information between the two continents.

11. Things Undone and the Spirit of Doing

IT
will be apparent, even from this brief and incomplete

survey, that the Endowment's activities, during these

past thirteen years, have been

considerable. A vast amount

of printed matter has been

distributed. There have

been congresses, lectures, cor-

respondence, and a great

number and variety of dis-

tinguished individuals in vari-

ous lands have been drawn

into the circle of the Endow-

ment's influence, have added

something to their own lives

through that association and

contributed something to the

common fund of good will.

The monumental economic

history of the war and the

various international law

publications have added to

the world's fund of knowl-

edge and assisted in build-

ing the foundations for inter-

national peace. There has

been no difficulty in spending

the half million dollars year-

ly; indeed, of late, as the

purchasing value of the dol-

lar grew less, there has not

been enough money to go

round. And no one ques-

tions that this money has

been honestly, and on the

whole, economically, spent.

Notwithstanding these facts, and the eminent character

of the trustees, the attitude toward the Endowment of that

small part of the public familiar with its work (the En-

dowment's "press" is not as good as that of some of the

other large funds) is rather generally that of dissatisfaction.

In saying this, I speak as an outsider, who knew practically

nothing about the Endowment's work before starting this in-

vestigation, and here reports an impression gained from

browsing in and round the subject over a period of several

months. Criticism varies from the shallow and gossipy

sarcasm of those who habitually nag at whatever is

socially solid and well-placed to the more serious dis-

appointrrtent and disillusion of those who have them-

selves worked for peace, but it may fairly be said, I

think, that in one form or another, it is pretty general.

There must be a reason for such a state of things, and

having given some notion of the concrete accomplishments

of the Endowment, it now seems in order to point out

"~lN a world still largely controlled by in-

L stincts inherited from savage ancestors,

peace has rarely been popular or even safe.
Its advocates inevitably fight their way up-
stream and against the tide. The admini-
strators of a permanent peace fund, chosen
in quiet times because they are held in pub-
lic esteem, find themselves engaged in acti-

vities, which, at the first threat of war, the

majority are likely to condemn.
A laboratory of scientific research can be

endowed with every hope of good results,

because patience and industry and intelli-

gence are things that can be bought and
men will even give these things for nothing
in order to be free to pursue truth. But

imagination, moral courage, constructive

idealism and the leadership which will

carry the world nearer the goal of interna-

tional peace are harder to come by and
harder to keep at work, year in and year
out, on any path of consistent advance. Yet
these qualities moral leadership, in a

word are demanded in the administration

of such a fund, and to supply them is the

responsibility of those who consecrate them-
selves to such a work."

what that reason is. It comes down in the end, to the

make-up and personality of the Board of Trustees, and
the dissatisfaction, while
partly with things done, is

more with things undone,
and what is felt to be a lack

of leadership which the pub-
lic has a right to expect.

I
HAVE already spoken of

two points of view which

might be held toward the

Endowment's policy during
the War. The "relentless"

prosecution of the Avar on

the part of all concerned, in-

cluding peace societies, may
have been the most expedient

policy in 1917, however the

die-hard pacifists disagreed

with it. But the war is

now six years away, and as

one of the Endowment's for-

eign advisors wrote in 1918:
"when the world once more

returns to normal conditions,

that the Endowment shall

bestow its attention to direct

work for peace is a matter so

obvious that it need not be

discussed."

This, so many actively in-

terested in the peace move-

ment feel, the Endowment
has not done. In general, the

alleged shortcoming lies in the failure to realize, or at any

rate to act on the fact, that we are living in a different w,orld

since the war and that policies must be modified in conse-

quence.

If the "100 percent" attitude was expedient in 1917,

then all the more reason for attempting now to bridge

the chasm made by the war. If the Endowment emphasized

one side during the War, it ought now, it would seem, to

print pertinent facts on the other side which have only been

turned up since the war. Such documents as "Falsifications

of the Russian Orange Book," while they may not shift

the main burden of war guilt, certainly modify its weight

and show the inaccuracy and disingenuousness of portions

of the Allied propaganda, and the discovery and distribution

of such matter should not be left to our late enemy or a

few courageous college professors, willing, in the cause of

truth, to run the risk of being called "pro-German."

(Continued on page 52)



What Has She Done With It?

By MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE

I
HAD an aunt who used to live in a remote

farming village. She went once to Chicago
and bought a feather fan. The sticks were

mother of pearl and each plume was a prize

product of the supercilious ostrich. It cost

more than much clothing suitable to the

station to which God had called her, for the only social

function she ever attended was church. The fan lay, care-

fully protected by camphor, in a box on her shelf. She

would unwrap it and show it to us young fry on request,

the proud light of possession on her face, as she waved it

gently back and forth before laying it away again.

"Why did you buy it ?" I once asked her with the tactless-

ness of youth.

"There's more to having a thing than just using it, my
dear," she answered as one clinching an argument.

Is the vote no more than a fan to us? Did we want it

just to have it? Or \vas it a sort of super-tool to help us

remodel life into something we liked better? I seem to

see myself addressing hurrying throngs from automobiles

drawn up at crowded curbs and to hear my own strained

voice emitting phrases like:

''Give the government its spring house cleaning":
"No child shall grow up without its chance at health

and play and education and a good job":
"Work for every body but exploitation for nobody!"
But these phrases are as faint as worn records on a Vic-

trola. Is that because they stand for ideals that we have

abandoned? Or that have, perhaps, been filched from us?

DURING
the Democratic Convention I trailed a mother

and daughter down Fifth Avenue. They came from
some wheat growing state. The mother was either a dele-

gate or an alternate. She was a square rigged woman
whose hat rose rectangularly above her fine square face. I

know Mother could chair a meeting, she was a born club

president. Even Daughter hadn't got her completely on
the leash. And Daughter was a sylph ! Her figure was one

long sinuous line and she was dressed exactly as the fashion

papers said she should be. Mother had been through the

fight for suffrage and was still at the place where she be-

lieved the firing line to be. Daughter had been through the

state university and saw Mother as remotely tagging after

the rear guard. In the crowd on Fifth Avenue surrounded

by mere strangers they talked as though they were alone in

the world.

"That convention don't register joy with me, mother."

"But we've put a good many women onto the floor and
some onto the committees, Blanche."

"You're so easy, mother! Where do you think that gets

you?"
"We've argued it out before, Blanche. We ought to have

as much chance as the men to say what we want done and
the first thing is to establish our right to recognition."

"O mother] As though there was any more taste to

rights than there is to calories!"

I followed them through a department store and as we
three drifted down the Avenue again, Daughter took up the

controversy.

"Just having women on every committee, or in Congress,
or even having a woman for president wouldn't satisfy me
at all. I can't get excited over rights. I want to get some-

thing done!"

"Of course there are lots of things to do as soon as we
are in a position to do them."

"But why not do them now?"
We three foregathered again at a tea shop further down

the Avenue. When I seated myself unobtrusively at their

table, Daughter was back at the old stand.

"It's exactly the way it is at home talk, talk, nothing
practical. I can't stand it being so uninterested! If I'm

going to care about politics, they've got to get something
done!"

Oh, she was a hard young woman Blanche was!

fHHttHt
JUST

what is it that the likes of Blanche want done now?
People say that our political interests are the Welfare

Bills. It is true that without the backing of such groups

15
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as the League of Women Voters, the Y. W. C. A., the

Women's Trade Union League, the Federation of Women's

Clubs, no measure to control the hours of labor, or establish

a minimum wage for women or anything of that sort has a

chance of getting through. We do take more interest in

those things than anybody else does. When the Women's

City Club of New York established the eight-hour day and

vacations with pay for its employes, and the rapidly rising

group of Women's City Clubs in other cities took notice of

the fact, they began to have a better chance of putting such

regulations into law. Are these the practical immediate

things that Daughter's generation wants done? If so, there

is the Child Labor Amendment ready to their hands.

It has passed Congress and now must be ratified by the

legislatures of thirty-six states. To stop child labor is one

of the things we said we wanted the vote for are we going

to help fight this amendment through as we did the last

two ? Arkansas, a fine progressive state, but as little affected

by this bill as any in the country, has already ratified it

bless her!' And Georgia has turned it down. But there are

thirty-five more, some of them industrial states where the

labor of children is an important economic factor, to be

brought into line.

It must be remembered that though we have more power
to apply to the passage of the Twentieth Amendment than

to the 1 8th or igth we have a less personal interest. While
Prohibition and the Right to Vote had a potential relation

to every home in the country, there are comparatively few

whose young are wage workers. If this fight is to be won it

will be on altruistic grounds over the politically dead bodies

of those who employ children and those who send them to

work. A working child can bring in somewhere between

two and three hundred dollars a year. A poor woman must

be both unselfish and intelligent to be willing to do without

such a sum.

A while bark I was going about with a truant officer

in the crowded districts south of Washington Square,

through Minnetta Street, Minnetta Lane and Minnetta

Court and in the remotest corner of the remotest house

we found the child we were looking for, "finishing" men's

coats. The mother was an Italian with that look of sud-

den age which comes from a long unsatisfied hunger for all

that makes life beautiful. The truant officer's translation

of what she said ran something like this:

"Yes it is Carmina you see, yes she works. No I do

not send her to the school. How shall she eat if she does

not work? What a country is this where you take the

child away from the work! I will have no one coming
to take Carmina to the school if she goes, we are hungry!
I will not bear it! I am Italian! I have still my knife!"

And she curved her strong brown fingers about the han-

dle. It was a good effective bread knife and the point was
toward the truant officer and toward me. Would it be

possible to convince the mother of Carmina that the Child

Labor Amendment should pass?

With a young Jewish girl I dodged through a black door-

way in the New York ghetto and found a dim room with

old clothes piled high upon the floor. Two white-bearded

men ran old foot-power sewing machines, two others bent

over their needles. They were mending old clothes for the

second-hand dealers to sell again.

"They are men without children," Yetta told me. "Of
course, they did not come to America without children, no

man would be so foolish as to do that. He would know
he could not live when he is old. But these men have no

children and they are' too old to work by new clothes.

What became of their children? How should I know?

Perhaps they are dead. Perhaps they have been taken for

the school. But this I know these men have no children !"

How shall we convince a worn-out machine operator
who sees nothing ahead but mending old clothes that the

Child Labor Amendment should pass?

Just outside Nashville I went through the district where
the white mill hands' live. In the desolate streets and in

the bare houses I saw only babies and very little children

and their fathers and mothers! Limp, listless, washed-out

human beings coughing and dipping snuff, incapable even

of the wish to move.

"How do they live?" I asked my guide.

"Oh, the young ones work in the mills. That is," hastily

correcting himself, "they just sort of help around with their

friends."

How shall we prove to the po* white that the Child

Labor Amendment should pass?

Of course we know that it must pass you and I and

everybody who may chance to read this article you and I

and everybody who worked for suffrage you and I and

everybody who has been through high school and perhaps

through college. We know that relatively it is unimportant
if the mother of Carmina goes hungry while her child is in

school; that it doesn't matter much in the long run if

many more old men spend their last years making over old

clothes so long as their sons and daughters are preparing
for better work ; that in comparison with the future of the

children threading stitches in the stocking factories, the lives

of their disease-ridden parents have no value at all but it

isn't so easy to convince the parents! And terribly ham-

pered by the fact that it is not ourselves who will suffer

by the most drastic enforcement of the laws which the

Child Labor Amendment will make possible, we have got
to make those who will suffer, and who have the vote as

much as we have, willing to make the sacrifice.

It's a good stiff job for Blanche and those like her who
want to see something done now, to set their hands to

getting the people of thirty-five more states to instruct their

representatives in favor of the Amendment and then lobby-

ing it through the legislatures. A good stiff job !

And now we are approaching another presidential election

and the women are launching a campaign to get out the

vote, so that the greatest possible number of us will actually

exercise the franchise we worked so hard to win.

This is a particularly thankless job, for like Blanche, most

women arc essentially realists, and just the act of voting

doesn't in itself intrigue us to any perceptible extent. One

party platform framed with painstaking ambiguity set against

another assembled by the same interesting method leaves us

peculiarly chill. Collier's for August thirtieth, in an article

by Boyden Sparkes publishes a digest of an inquiry made by
the Local Community Research Committee of the University

of Chicago on Non-voting! Causes and Methods of Con-

trol from which I quote.
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One third of the males as compared with one half of the

women, abstained from voting because they were not inter-

ested. . . . But the most discouraging revelation was the large
amount of disgust with politics that was found to exist. Poor

people expressed the view that the government was taking

away all the liberties of the poor and benefiting only the rich;

some insisted that one vote counted for nothing; others that

the candidates were equally bad; others that the ballot box

was corrupted and the whole election system a fraud. . . . Some
tax payers were despairing of any cohesive power in the well

meaning and had committed themselves to the idea of 'what's

the use?"

What is true of Chicago appears to be true of other

places. The Woman Voter's Bulletin, for May, published

by the Connecticut League of Women Voters suggests that

the apathy of the non-voter is largely due to his feeling

that there is nothing very important at stake so far as his

life interests are concerned, in a political election and in-

sisting that if people were given something to vote for

they would vote.

The task of getting out the vote where there isn't a

clear cut issue to get it out for, is so big that the winning

of the Child Labor Amendment seems small beside it. It's

a job for Mother rather than Daughter. Mother's used

to kicking against the pricks and this part of the campaign
has got to be carried on by means which training and not

nature have made women able to use. There's the work

of lining up the country in rival leagues to see which can

get out the most voters, there's the organizing of pagents

and processions and the frantic effort to dramatize the

undramatic the whole business of creating a sporting event

out of what is only a matter of duty, and for a sex that

cares little about sport ! Just to get out the vote for the

vote's sake ! It is one of the things that has to be done but it

better be put on the shoulders of Mother who has training

in the suffrage fight to help her through.

BUT
give us a real issue to vote about and see what

we will do! Turn your eyes on Texas!

I approach this, the most dramatic thing that has hap-

pened in recent politics with the mixedest of feelings. To
me it is one of the most significant and discouraging things

that has happened since women were elegible to office.

I say this after hearing the pleasantest reports of Mrs.

Ferguson's personal qualities, and remembering also that

while our first woman in Congress filled me with deep pride,

we permitted another to get into that body who believed

in having women neither vote, nor do much else for the

general good but fall upon their knees at appropriate in-

tervals ; that we remained in a state of coma while a woman
past eighty was appointed to fill out a Senate term as

though it were a felicitation on her birthday ; that we helped
another to an office on which she had no stronger claim

than that her husband had died suddenly; and have pushed
into various positions several who had no better equipment
for the job than that we wanted to prove that we could put
a woman into it. There is no question that Mrs. Ferguson
has courage, but rumor insists that she is simply a woman
of good average intelligence hitherto devoted to her home,

her husband, children and grandchildren. These are laud-
able interests but every little while something is liable to
come up in the office of the chief executive of a state quite
unconnected with domesticity or family affection just as

things may be brought to the attention of an occupant of
the White House infinitely remote from the experience of
a "dirt farmer." Is it possible that we look upon public
office as either a bouquet or a consolation prize?
The significant thing is that, given a clear cut issue,

women get out and vote without any special campaign
to lure them into it. Mrs. Ferguson was nominated on two
clear-cut issues. The first was to vindicate her husband,
a former governor of Texas who had been impeached for
misuse of public funds. This issue is said to have given
her a hundred and sixty thousand votes. But can a man's
honesty be proved by honoring his wife? Can rectitude
be established by a majority vote? The second issue is

Mrs. Ferguson's open opposition to the Ku Klux Klan,
which is said to have given her some two hundred and
fifty thousand votes more. The two issues together nomin-
ated her.

Whatever we may think of the first issue, the second
s exactly the sort of public question to be decided by the
vote, and Mrs. Ferguson's statements on the subject are
far from ambiguous.

I am in favor of a law that will punish by a term in the
county jail any person over the age of twenty-one found in a
public place with a mask on or in disguise and where three or
more persons over the age of twenty-one are found together
in a private place with a mask or other disguise on, then I
would give them one year in the pen. Furthermore I am in
favor of putting any church property on the tax rolls at full
value that is permitted to be used by parties in mask or dis-

I am in favor of a strict law requiring all secret or
fraternal organizations to file the names of their membership
in the County Clerk's office to be kept in a bound volume open
to public inspection; failure to file such names and the proper
certificate therewith to be a misdemeanor with a heavy fine
and a revocation of charter ... No klansmen or klanswomen
will be appointed to office by me. As I go in the klan will
go out.

A vote for Mrs. Ferguson was a vote against the K.K.K.
for the women of Texas.

Oh we are realists, we women!

I
AM writing this in the woods with a very young grey
squirrel chattering at me from the second crotch of a

walnut tree. He discovered me a few moments ago with
a great spluttering of surprise and sits there now throwing
out every insulting defiance he can think of I am in too
close proximity to his food supply! Walnuts are the reali-

ties of life to him. A glance at me assures him that I could
eat a great many of them if I would. If I were nearer
his size he would fight me for the possession of that tree,
not knowing how I dislike walnuts.

Would not a race of squirrels having the franchise, vote

to control walnut trees rather than to put a grey or red

or a black squirrel in office? If they were all like this

one I believe that they would, for he is a very young
squirrel only to be satisfied with the attainment of concrete

realities.



After Twenty Years

IT
happened that

some twenty
years ago I com-

pleted a brief re-

view of the His-

tory of Western

Europe, from the break-up of

the Roman Empire onwards. To-

day I am called upon to revise it.

The editor of The Survey has

asked me to put together some

of my impressions as I tried to

jump back over the wide gulf
that has opened between us and

the solid land on which we stood a score of years ago. But
I find it almost as hard to reconstruct the bland assumptions
of 1904 as those of the time of St. Louis or Augustus.

These twenty years have witnessed a more startling ac-

cumulation of human information, more astounding appli-

cations of ingenuity and, at the same time, a more tragic

indictment of approved human institutions, than any of the

stately eras into which we are wont to divide history. We
have eaten of the tree of knowledge so freely that we are

bewildered as no previous generation has ever been. For
when good and evil tend to become matters of intelligence

rather than of habit and routine, our old moorings are lost

and we are tossed about on the waves of illimitable doubt.

Former assurances turn into questions; and solutions into

problems. Democracy, for instance, seemed twenty years

ago an herb destined to heal the nations a safe and gentle

purgative of ancient impurities in the body politic. Now it

is seen to have physiological effects of an incalculable nature

when applied to Russia or China. Even in* our own country,
which might be imagined by this time to be fully inured to

the drug, strange and perturbing symptoms are appearing.
We see now that we had really been taking it only in small

doses. The prognosis of what Professor McDougall has

ventured to call "unmitigated" democracy is a matter of

rrere conjecture to the very wisest today.

Twenty years ago the Liberals were marching along, con-

fident that they knew the secret of a beneficent future.

Their cohorts still shone against the subdued background of

conservatism. We could not foresee that they were destined

so very soon to be outflanked and driven back by groups
hitherto negligible in the conduct of the State. When in

1906 the Laborites won fifty seats in the House of Com-
mons it was deemed a notable achievement. The rashest of

prophets could not have hazarded the guess that Great

Britain, France, Germany and Russia would be under social-

istic ministries in 1924.

One might be forgiven if in 1904 he was under the im-

pression that the trend of governmental reform was fixed

for a long time to come. The French Declaration of the

Rights of Man had taken the teeth out of ancient monarchy,
and the British constiution, with its bi-cameral system and

By JAMES HARVEY ROBINSON

Here the author of The Mind in the

Making gives us a glimpse into his own
mind in the making. What in twenty

years has happened to our ideas of gov-
ernment, of progress, of history itself?

Can ive still use the shifting past to help
us in understanding the kaleidoscopic

present? Professor Robinson gives his

own answer one that has been shaping
and mellowing during these twenty years

of reflection.

its responsible ministry, furnished

a model toward which other na-

tions might strive. Belgium,

France, Italy and various lesser

states had caught up with the

procession. Germany might any

day get a chancellor responsible

to the Reichstag, and the prero-

gatives of the Bundesrath be re-

duced. Russia had a long way
to go, but very soon a beginning
was made by the creation of the

Duma. The gross anachronism

of an aristocratic upper house, the

significance of proportional representation, and of func-

tional representation, and above all, the dangers of an un-

controlled foreign office were not conspicuous twenty years

ago. France seemed to have become a republic for good
and all, but it had taken her a long time to become so

;

and no one could foresee the incredible increase of Euro-

pean republics which were soon to appear on the map. The
boundary lines between European states appeared twenty

years ago to be fairly fixed, subject to some possible muta-

tions in the Balkan region. The idea of "nationality" was,
it is true, flagrantly violated in the Austro-Hungarian com-

plex, but the good old Hapsburg realms had withstood many
a severe shock and might continue to do so. Racial minor-

ities kept on raising their protests here and there, but it

looked as if Poland was partitioned for good and all, and

that Alsace-Lorraine was likely to remain a part of the

German Empire. The sore spot represented by the remains

of the Ottoman Empire in Europe appeared to be healing,

in spite of periods of acute inflammation.

In short twenty years ago as one completed a manual

going back to the days of Alaric and Augustine, as a ter-

minus a quo he might be excused for thinking that the

unification of Germany and Italy and the Franco-Prussian

war represented a natural terminus ad quern, as the Scholas-

tics would have put it. The tale seemed to be nicely

rounded out and the historian could lay down has pen, or

stop pattering his typewriter, with a sense of provisional

finality. He might, if he was fortunate, have mentioned

the Congress of Berlin, which would seem to be rather

dragged in. The Triple Alliance was a rumor in 1904 and

the secret counter-understanding between France and Rus-

sia too well hidden to be reckoned with. Who could fore-

see that these and similar dark hints forecast a thorough-

going revision of the whole perspective of modern history?

History does not seem to stop any more. All the. historian

can do nowadays is to leave off, with a full conviction

that he may have played up merely specious occurrences and

have overlooked vital ones. In 1904 he would hardly have

mentioned the cession by the Congress of Vienna of the

Ruhr valley to Prussia
;
now he has reason to emphasize this.

The "bloodless" Turkish revolution of 1908 seems to take

18
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on a new aspect since Kemal and the Angora government ing reminiscences. It is proper however to demand that

have come on the stage. Not only does the past make the such reminiscences be authentic, that is, based upon the best

future but, when we get wise enough, we see that the fu- and most critical information we can get. This raises the

ture is constantly remaking the past. troublesome point of how we are to view the past at once

In writing history it is also becoming harder and harder with cold scientific aloofness and at the same time apply
to justify any particular point of departure. It is as diffi- it to our particular needs.

cult to tell where to start as where to stop. One has some- "Objective" history is supposed to be a search for facts

how to scotch the eternal snake without killing it. The regardless of any preferences or aims, except the dis-

Middle Ages, after the works of Harnack, Dill, Taylor, covery of the raw truth. It is history without an objective.

Glover, Cumont and many others, appear, from a cultural I have come to think that no such thing as objective his-

standpoint, to be a sort of attenuated later Roman Empire, tory is possible. One has always to make some kind of a

And the later Roman Empire witnessed the lapsing of bor- selection in saying anything about the past. All writers

rowed Greek culture; and the Greeks, we now know, were consciously or unconsciously have to pick and choose from

pretty depedent on all the wonders that were achieved by the inchoate mass of information at their disposal. They
Egyptians and Western Asiatics, who built on the funda- have moreover many unrecognized assumptions underly-
mental discoveries of neolithic mankind, whom we must ing their procedure. It cannot be otherwise. But if a his-

recognize incredible progressives compared with their pre- torian does not appear to see any particular significance for

decessors. It took the race, with its humble origins, so long himself or the reader in what he is putting down and
to make a hatchet to be held in the hand, then so long to

set it in a handle, then so long and so recently to set the

handle in the hatchet! Since that achievement all things

the reader sees no other import than the bare authen-

ticity of the facts recorded I suppose that a work on
this basis can properly be called "objective." His-

appear to have been going with extraordinary rapidity, tories of this kind are known only to the profession for

Twenty years ago I had little "feel" for this, and few the most part. Then there are the makers of historical

others had. Now it seems to me that the history of the tools, like Potthast, DuCange, Giry, Wattenbach, who an-

race since Menes I of Egypt (the first recorded human swer highly technical questions and help the expert to find

name in history) is a very brief period, and that we are at his way around. Their names are scarcely household words
the beginning of the beginning, as Mr. Wells conjee- even among fairly assiduous students of the past. All this

tures rather than in a somewhat advanced and ultimate kind of business is fine and fundamental and it makes no

phase of human achievement. The human experiment difference how dull it may be, since those who know how
seems to me now about to start. The curtain is up and to use it clearly perceive its value. All such books form
the play is on. The tempo of the overture has increased the scientific basis of history. I plead however for a sharp
from largo to presto and pretty soon, the nimblest fingers distinction between meeting the needs of the pro-
will not be able to keep up with the score, unless we acquire fessional historian and those of the public. And the

unprecedented dexterity and we may. two are often confused, as may be seen in innumerable his-

torical works which fail to suit either class very well.

As I write this I have a vision of the Anaconda Copper
Mills, where a selected variety of dirt

is hauled over in cars from Butte and

are at the beginning of the beginning
dlimPed into the most intricate series of

HISTORY
I am now inclined to describe as an ef-

fort to recall
^

those reminiscen-

ces of .the past which

cast most light on the

present. It is an exten-

sion of our personal

memories.

_^ Mf we]h
'

CQnjectures
_ rath er tnan

sorters and meltefs until a good many

Sf)mewhat ajvnnced and u ltimate
useful *** emerge in excessively small

r

Memory' achievement. The hu-
are

with the tons which
into the discriminating devicesmemories. . im

alone renders us sane man experiment seems to me now about
vvhich coyer the hillside

and able to make judi-
to start.

cious terms with things.

History properly con-

ceived should vastly augment our insight by widening our

memories. It should contribute to precisely the same end

bottom comes a vivid stream of salmon-

colored molten copper; but even this is

not quite ready for human needs until it

is sent up to Great Falls to be still further freed from
extraneous matter. Even so with the raw materials of

finements to meet the various needs of the ultimate con-
sumers.

as personal recollection, namely, that of orienting us in a history, which have to undergo successive sortings and re-

world we never made, where we are strangers and afraid

to paraphrase the delightful lines of Mr. Housman.

From this standpoint most history books are poor, dull The problem of smelting history has preoccupied me
things, writen by unimaginative people with the tempera- for years. How is human experience to be presented so

ment of faithful clerks. Conscientiousness and Insight seem as to do the most good in the case of school children, col-

suspicious of one another, and yet they might be friends. lege students and the public? The past is a mine full of

Careless talk about the past is just as bad as reckless state- precious ore and as yet there is not any machinery ade-

ments about the present. An indefinite amount of slavish quate to save much of it. The mind of Mr. H. G. Wells

work is necessary to mine out the raw materials essential is the best device which has yet appeared in the matter

to forming any just estimates of the past and there seem to of varied efficiency. As I go over his Outline of History
be a good many willing to undertake this laborious kind of I am astonished anew at the incredible results of restor-

work. It is far more difficult to find those who can reduce ins:, as Ruskin would have said, "the innocency of the eye."

crude information to \visdom and supply us with enlighten- Mr. -Wells sees the obvious, which is the greatest human
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achievement. I continue to wrestle with the problem and

feel that I make a little progress in wriggling out of the

is such a strange case as Henry VIII's reverence for a cer-

tain verse in Leviticus and his affliction with a certain dis-

old net that has entrapped the writers of historical hand- reputable disease which can hardly be left out of the origins

books. I am quite sure however that even the best of our

historical manuals are still full of irrelevancies and fatuities

which happen to have got sanctioned. I am sure that much
of value has so far failed to be captured. Then teachers

have an idea of what history should be, derived from an

unintelligent past; and the,re are innu-

merable popular prejudices, patriotic, re-

ligious, political, economic and virtuous,

which prevent one's telling what is best

worth while. The possibilities have grown
in my view during the past twenty years

and at the same time the obstacles in the

way of realizing them have rather in-

creased.

At the last meeting of the American

Historical Association Professor Cheyney
read as his presidential address a paper on the laws of his-

tory. This attracted much attention. There is no one

among our professional historians whose opinions are bet-

ter worth considering than those of Professor Cheyney.

All that he had to say was admirably tentative and there

is no doubt that a case can be made out for certain drifts,

tendencies and currents in the past. And I infer that

Professor Cheyney really meant scarcely more than these

by what he apologetically called "laws." History is cer-

tainly a strange record of dogged survivals and of the

abrupt and seemingly inconsequential- injection of novelties

and the perturbing effects of various altogether exceptional

personalities, like Alexander the Great, Jenghiz Khan and

Napoleon Bonaparte. How could it be otherwise? The

foundation of my own historical philosophy is the stmple

proposition that the overwhelming part of our beliefs and

institutions and habits in general are as they are because

they have been as they have been. And if we are to see

things now and then as they are the easiest way is to see

them as they have been. This so-called genetic or histori-

cal approach is the discovery, I conjecture, not of the his-

torians but rather of the natural history people, who taught

the historian this most important of lessons. So history,

when rightly understood, is but the most efficient way of

seeing why we do as we do.

When it comes to be thus interpreted it will be the most

vital and indispensable of preoccupations. It will show

why we shut up shop on Sunday, which is the fault of the

Babylonian anxiety to dedicate a day in turn to each of

the heavenly bodies which aroused their respect, and why
we elect a president in early November and install him in

March. It will also make plain why the British use "d."

for pence and
""

for pounds. In some minds antiquity

stirs veneration : in others distrust. But it gets in its

work just the same.

Among the seeming accidents of history which had wide-

spread and lasting effects were the conquests of the youth

Alexander of Macedon, in his burning desire to put his

hated father in the shade. Likewise the coronation of

Charlemagne as Roman Emperor, which implanted the

longing in German kings from Otto the Great onward to

keep a hold on Italy and exercise a peculiar control over

the head of the Christian church, thus deflecting German

history into unexpected channels foi centuries. Then there

We have eaten of the. tree of knowledge
so freely that we are bewildered as no

previous generation has ever been. . . .

If is almost as hard to reconstruct the

bland assumptions of 1904 as those of
the time of St. I^ouis or Augustus.

of the Anglican establishment; and the restless Corsican's

consolidation of a disrupted Germany, which cannot be left

out of the history of the World War. But in our own
private lives we are familiar enough with what seem to be

the most chance determinants in our fate. That distinguished

logician Charles

Peirce found himself

turning his thoughts
before he got through
from logic to "chance"

and "love." They can-

not be left out of the

game.

There can be no

doubt that future his-

torians will be deeply
affected in their interpretation of the past by the growing
insight into the workings of human desires, as these are

now coming to be understood. To most students of the

past, men of old seem to be historical personages, rather than

human beings. It requires some unusual exercise of the

imagination to realize that the young Louis XVI was not

merely or mainly a French monarch but a self-conscious, awk-

ward youngster, seriously embarrassed by the lively Austrian

girl foisted upon him. No one can say what intimate dis-

cussions were connected with the abrupt dismissal of his wise

minister Turgot, who himself was cursed with bashfulness

disguised as brusquerie. We take care now to establish

beyond any peradventure the common humanity which we
share with our chief executive by exhibiting his father buy-

ing a can of tomatoes at the country store. This is one of

the by-products of democracy and rotary presses.

HISTORICAL
writers have usually fuller accounts of

kings and princes, their courts and wars, than of other

people and happenings, so almost all our manuals make po-

litical history the main issue. It is readily assumed that

a history of England or France or Germany is first and

foremost an account of rulers and their conflicts with other

rulers. It is well known that the English historian, Free-

man, defined history as "past politics." The res publlca or

State would indeed appear to be the most indisputable object

of common interest as over against merely private experi-

ences of individuals. Like the Church it can be nobly de-

fined. Professor Woolsey describes it in its modern sense

as "a community of persons living within certain limits of

territory, under a permanent organization, which aims to

secure the prevalence of justice, by self-imposed law."

Twenty years ago this definition would not have fallen so

oddly on one's ears as it now does. The solemn academic

treatises on government, the works of Stubbs and Hal lam

and Bluntschli and Professor Burgess were accepted at their

face value and assumed to have some rather close relation

to the facts of public life and to its history. Now we are

becoming disillusioned both in respect to government as now

practiced and the general history of the State.

As I reviewed the atrocities of the Roman imperial gov-

ernment, the conduct of kings and vassals in the Middle

Ages, the Hundred Years' War, the times of Charles V and

his son ;
the comings and goings of the armies of Louis XIV
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and of Frederick the Great, it happened that Veblen's re-

cent book on Absentee Ownership came to hand and I found

fresh definitions for the historic state which suited the ob-

servable facts rather than the current talk about the State.

To Mr. Veblen the State has been a "princely corporation"

most of whose attention has been devoted to the interests of

its members, and to attacks on other princely corporations.

As one rereads history in the light of recent events, foreign

and domestic, I cannot but feel that he will agree that Mr.
Veblen has given a marvellously suggestive statement of the

general trend of things in the past:

State-making was a competitive enterprise of war and poli-
tics, in which the rival princely or dynastic establishments, all

and several, each sought its own advantage at the cost of any
whom it might concern. Being essentially a predatory enter-

prise, its ways and means were fraud and force. The several

princely and dynastic establishments took on a corporate exist-

ence, with a corporate interest, policy and organization; and
each of them worked consistently at cross purposes with all

other similar corporations engaged in the same line of ad-
venture. Among them were also principalities of the Faith,

including the Holy See. The aim of all centered in princely
dominion and prestige, and in unearned incomes for the civil,

military and ecclesiastical personnel by whose concerted efforts

the traffic in state-making was carried on. Any one of these

dynastic corporations could gain further dominion and prestige

only at the expense of others of their kind, and only at the cost

of their underlying population. It is a matter of course that
the loss, damage, decay or dis/omfort of any one counted as

gain for the rest; all gains being differential gains.

The traffic was carried on then as now by warfare and
warlike diplomacy: which always resolves itself into an ex-

penditure of life and substance on the part of the underlying
population of all contending parties. It was always, as it has

always continued to be, an enterprise of intimidation which
counted on an eventual recourse to arms ultima ratio prin-

cipam and the business was always, then as now, worked
out in terms of mutual damage and discomfort, the outcome

being decided by the balance of dajnage and loss
; the cost in

life and substance falling then as now, on the underlying

population, and the gains in dominion, prestige and goods go-

ing to the princely establishment and the kept classes.

Can any student of history when once his eyes are opened

disagree with Mr. Veblen in suspecting that the fine talk

about securing order and justice and the alleged divine at-

tributes of sovereignty were essentially an unconscious ex-

pedient for keeping the underlying population on the job?
The people at large were "a perpetual and inalienable asset

of the dynastic establishment, by the Grace of God" and by
force and teaching the underlying population soon came tt,

see that the arrangement was not only unavoidable, but a

most just and holy one. So that to traduce government,
were any one tempted to do so, brought any daring member
of the underlying population to the halter; and any mur-

murer among the great to the block.

There can be no doubt that our governments of today
are derived from kings and their courts. The very word

sovereignty which so many ardent defenders of our institu-

tions are wont to recall, smacks of the sovereign and his

entourage. But how far our modern politicians and office

holders are able and inclined to carry on the traditions of

the "princely corporation" is hard to say. There seems to

be a certain difference between Henry VIII or Louis XIV,
on the one hand, and Calvin Coolidge on the other. All

of them have enjoyed, it is true, a curious "transferred"

dignity which quite outran their personal distinction. As

head of a state they all had to be heavily overrated and

assigned a species of divine exceptionality. They are all

symbols, in short and a symbol enjoys, so to speak, the cour-

tesies of the port. It is exempt from vulgar examination. I

suspect that we have made some little progress toward con-

ceiving government as a method of efficiently transacting our

common affairs, but the hold-overs of tradition are still

stronger than most of us suspect. History, if properly

written, would put us on our guard, and show us what we
are up against.

History the illuminating reminiscences of times gone by,

as I conceive it should work for sophistication. And sophis-

tication means understanding and insight and wisdom. It

is no trivial and supercilious affectation, but something most

fundamental. We cannot attack our political, religious,

economic, educational and social standards directly, although
we may well suspect that they must per force 'be anachro-

nisms. They may all, however, issue into a clearer light

when we think how everything that now goes on has come

about. So history might be the great illuminator. As yet

it is highly imperfect ;
but some day it may well become

the most potent instrument for human regeneration.

The Hungry Club
A Pittsburgh Invention

By JOHN D. KENDERDINE

IF
you are a male and have a dollar, you are

welcome at the Hungry Club luncheon in

the English Room of the Fort Pitt Hotel,

Pittsburgh. For your dollar you will receive

a plate of food a mere culinary gesture;

for your hunger, you will share in offerings

of perhaps the most unusual open forum in America.

Sit down at this table at your right and meet an inveter-

ate Hungry Club luncher. He is one of Andrew Carnegie's

old partners, well past three score and ten. He may tell you
how young "Andy" threatened to break an early Pittsbugh
steel combination if they didn't take him in (the upstart

bluffed them into it). Next comes a preacher, who has

a penchant for saying things that make not only his congre-

gation but the whole community sit up. Then, following
round the table come a banker

; a zealous single taxer ; a

scientist from the University of Pittsburgh; a junior officer

of a steel company ; a social worker.

Whether you are a conservative or a radical, a Protestant,

Catholic, Jew, or what not, whether you believe in public
or private ownership, if you have a passion for understanding,

the Hungry Club wants you. There are few opportunities

such as this for getting at a cross-section of the thinking
of a great ,city a cross section with the slice a bit thicker

on the side of the young, progressive men.

Although the Hungry Club is distinctly a Pittsburgh

institution, it could exist in much the same form in any
other city. The only thing it might lack elsewhere is a
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certain mettle which comes through hardship. The life

of the club has not been easy. Certain gentlemen have hurled

brickbats at it whenever its head appeared. For Pittsburgh's
industrial struggles have accentuated cleavages which other
cities are sometimes all hut unconscious of. As a Pittsburgh-
er, in years past, you were likely either to accept or reject a

ready-made code of human relations, and be labeled accord-

ingly. Free speech was permitted, provided it was the right
kind of free speech ; none of this radical, bolshevist nonsense.
Weren't there plenty of safe subjects to speak freely about?

It was with this background that a group of social workers
some fourteen years ago formed the habit of lunching to-

gether informally on Monday. They talked about Pitts-

burgh; not about its real estate or its trade or its output,
but about its poor people and its working and its rich people
and the chances of each group understanding the other.

They saw that industrial friction is aggravated by people
going their ways apart.

But the industrial struggle was only typical. The great
need of the city, as it is of most cities, was to recapture
some of the neighborliness and cross-fire of talk of the old-
time town; to get people together who wanted to get to-

gether but didn't know how.
The first step was to get some opposition around the

table; it was too like-minded at the start. Each week men
were invited to join the group. The new-comers were
caught by the idea and brought their friends. A one-table
luncheon grew to be three tables, then to occupy a small

room, and finally to fill a large oak-paneled banquet-hall.
The club had to have a name, of course. Somebody

called it the Hungry Club and the name stuck. Coming
to the Hungry Club didn't commit any one to anything but
an appetite. That afforded the simplest of all common meet-

ing-eating grounds nothing doctrinaire or creedal about it,

no signing on the dotted line ; but something universal and
democratic. Every man is hungry. There is an old Latin

phrase, sapient^ cum dbo wisdom with food. Not only
hungry for food, but hungry for wisdom too. Here should
be a place, where with a single effort, man might satisfy
two primitive instincts hunger for food and hunger for

knowledge, the least common denominators of the brother-
hood of man. The Hungry Club should appease his hunger
by giving him omething to chew on with his intelligence
as well as with his teeth.

From the beginning the club has been completely in-

formal. Except for a steering committee which meets at
those infrequent intervals when a bit of steering is needed,
there is no organization. The only officer, a volunteer with-
out pay, is the secretary who holds the mailing list. He
holds it tight. Nobody sees it; nobodv knows v*-hose names
are on it. There is no membership committee, no qualifica-
tion for admission, no studying of pedigree, business rating
or political convictions. Membership consists merely in re-

questing entry on the mailing list and paying two dollars a

year to cover cost of weekly notices. Membership commits

you to nothing. There are no constitution and by-laws, no
declaration of principles. The club never endorses any-
thing. There is nothing to incriminate the most sensitive.

The club is made safe for young business executives.

Yet with all this informality there is a clubby feeling, a

sense of solidarity and of fellowship among people of widely
varying backgrounds, codes and prejudices. Therein lies

the secret of its success. As the seats are not assigned, you
never know who your table, companions will be, this week
a lawyer, a clerk and a labor organizer and a teacher: next

week, a teacher, a politician, an undertaker, a social worker

and a journalist. That is what makes it interesting. The
most unexpected people turn out to be human beings.

The meetings start promptly at 12:15. Luncheon itself

takes a very few minutes. Then come announcements by

the secretary, a very brief introduction by the chairman (a

different member is selected each week as chairman) and

by 12:45 an address by a speaker who is a specialist on his

subject. Following the address is an open forum discus-

sion, no member being allowed more than three minutes.

The gathering usually breaks up by i :3O, but a vigorous

speaker with a hotly controversial subject may hold a knot

of discussers together until well into the afternoon.

Open forums usually suffer from one of two faults. They
are usually so wide open that they fail to hold their audi-

ences, or they are shut so tight that only those of like belief

are attracted. The latter fault is the more common ; people

have a weakness for listening to speakers with whom they

agree. But the yes-yes habit never stiffened anybody's in-

tellectual backbone. The Hungry Club's backbone is in

excellent condition. Could it be otherwise when a typical

year's program included Raymond Robins and Everett Colby,

Norman Thomas and Noel Sargent? On successive weeks

in October, 1914, one address was on "Why Germany Is

Fighting," and another on "Why the Allies Are Fighting."

And when in April, 1916, Margaret Sanger spoke on "A
New Social Service Birth Control," she was answered a

few weeks later by Dr. W. J. H. Boetcker on "The Other

Side and the Inside of Birth Control."

You are not always sure of a good fight in the discussion

which follows the speaker, but the chances are in favor of

one. The Hungry Club does not dodge the controversial.

On the contrary, during times of bitter public feeling, the

club rises to its chance. It tries to schedule speakers to

present both sides. Sometimes one side declines the honor.

During the steel strike, Pittsburgh's battle royal, no one

competent could be found who desired to answer Bishop

McConnell, chairman of the Commission of Inquiry of the

Inter-Church World Movement. Some of the employers

declined the honor; some insisted that the tradition of the

club meant both sides or no sides; some wanted the subject

cancelled. The fact that the program went through with

Bishop McConnell speaking and the other side defaulting, and

that the club still lives, tells much for the intellectual in-

tegrity of the members. Again, when the fight against the

12-hour day was intense and the Pittsburgh newspapers

gave the subject a wide berth, it was the Hungry Club

which opened its door to S. Adele Shaw, herself a Pitts-

burgher and then a member of the staff of The Survey, to

present those findings of the Cabot Fund investigation which

set the ball rolling that ended in an a'bout-face of the steel

trade. When the fundamentalist-modernist discussion was

at its height, Glenn Frank, editor of The Century, addressed

the Hungry Club on "A Liberal Fundamentalist Move-

ment." Later in the day he was scheduled to speak before

another Pittsburgh group on a non-controversial subject. In

the discussion which followed his second address, many re-

quests were made that he repeat what he had said at the

Hungry Club.

The member of the Hungry Club who gets most fun out

of it is Charles C. Cooper, director of Kingsley House which

used to overlook Pittsburgh from the top of the "Hill" but

now carries on its neigborhhood work in its new plant in

the East End. He has served as the perennial secretary of the

Hungry Club. If you look through (Continued on page 61 )



Sweetness is Death
By HAVEN EMERSON, M.D.

GHE
animal man is the most wonderfully

adaptable of living things. His triumphs

over great variations of temperature and

climate, of dark and light, over artificial

shelter and clothing, faulty hours and condi-

tions of labor, prove his success. But there

are limits to the range of his various functions, and one of

the most recent of the trials which he has set himself- a diet-

ary which has little relation to the seasons, his own needs,

or any controlling factor other than the satisfaction of his

caprice, has strained to the breaking point his ability to

make safe use of food. He is sugar coating his meal-times

(and between-times) at such a rate that his luxury in living

has brought into shocking prominence one of the oldest, but

formerly one of the least of the causes of death diabetes.

Just after the Civil War when the earliest accurate rec-

ords of death were collected in a few cities and states there

was in New York City one death each year from diabetes

mellitus, the sugar sickness, for every 2,400 deaths from all

causes, an incidence so small as to be interesting chiefly be-

cause of its pathological rarity, whereas in 1923 there was

one death from diabetes for every fifty-one deaths from all

causes.
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This is the more remarkable and significant because during

that same period of time the deaths from all causes have

fallen from about thirty out of every thousand of the pop-

ulation each year to less than twelve, accompanied by a

tremendous shift in the relative importance of the leading

causes of death.

Until within the past five years tuberculosis has led the

list of all causes of death in this country and now we find

it generally in fourth place, and in some favored regions

only sixth numerically, while with the advancing security

and duration of life those misfortunes of the later decades,

heart diseases and cancer, head the list, with pneumonias,

apoplexy and kidney disease following in order. In 1923

for the first time in the history of New York City there

appears among the first ten causes of death, the formerly

unusual or relatively uncommon disease diabetes mellitus.

And yet it is common knowledge with us today that there

is hardly an illness that can be more delicately, more prompt-

ly, more accurately diagnosed and for which we have such

reliable resources for prevention, relief and often cure as

we have for diabetes.

CHIEF CAUSES OF DEATH., CITY OF

NEW YORK, 1923

Organic Heart Diseases I4>321

Pneumonia and Broncho-pneumonia 8,231

Cancer 6,287

Tuberculosis, all forms 5,673
Violent Deaths (Excluding suicide,

including homicide) 4,5O2

Bright's Disease and Nephritis 4,367

Congenital debility and malformations 3,723
Diseases of Arteries 3,250
Diarrhea under 5 years 1,534

Diabetes 1,360

Let not the scoffers at statistics deceive you by the easy

claim that the rise in diabetes death rates is fictitious and

has merely parallelled the increased certainty and frequency

of its recognition during life. With the widespread use of

medical examinations of apparently healthy persons for

life insurance, for employment, and in the civil services

many more cases of diabetes have been detected in the early

stages than formerly, and with the increasing skill and cer-

tainty of successful treatment many of these incidentally

discovered patients have been saved from early and unneces-

sary invalidism and death. Few causes of death are as

accurately recognized as is diabetes, and for this we have

no less an authority than the truth-testing Dr. Richard

Cabot, who found among three thousand autopsied deaths at

the Massachusetts General Hospital over a long period of

years an error of only 5 per cent by omission or commis-

sion in recording deaths from diabetes. If there has been

an error in reporting deaths from diabetes in the past sixty

years, it is that of underestimation, and it has not varied to

any appreciable degree from decade to decade.

Yet in spite of the better and earlier d
!

agnosis and treat-

ment of the disease, the deathrate from diabetes has in-

creased, very rapidly, within the past half century in this

country, while the deathrates of the other preventable

diseases with which education and organized health protec-

tion have made us acquainted, show an almost uniform de-

crease. Some very striking change has occurred in our

manner of life, which destroyed fifteen times as many of us

last year as it did two generations ago ; for the annual toll

of diabetes, which bears a direct relationship to the judg-

ment we use in eating and physical exertions, has increased

from 1.4 for each IOO,OOO of population in 1866 to 22.9

in 1923.

Look about at your associates, young and old, and

tell me what have been the dominant features of their

shifting picture of lira. Do we work more and eat les ?
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Have we found ways to pass spare time in doing or "heing
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a higher rate among the Jews than in any other race; these

merchants, storekeepers, needle workers, sedentary workers,

always abundantly though cheaply fed, suffer from lack

of exercise and the very success of their financial resources.

As we scan the states, wide variations in death rates appear

and out of these a few further arguments develop. New
Hampshire leads the country with twenty-eight deaths from

diabetes per 100,000 per annum, chiefly because her popula-

tion, selected by emigration of her youth, represents a high

proportion of persons in the later decades of life. In general

the states which have either great per capita wealth, an old

grouping of the population (a combination particularly no-

ticeable in California) manufactures and power driven indus-

tries instead of agriculture, lumbering and the like, show

the higher death rates from diabetes. The southern agri-

cultural states with much Negro labor give the lowest rates ;

the wealthy industrial cities of the north and particularly

those with a high proportion of Jews (29.1 per cent in

New York City) present the highest local rates of death

from this disease.

DEATH RATE FROM DIABETES BY STATES, RELATED TO
AGE AND ECONOMIC FACTORS
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By ELEANOR ROWLAND WEMBRIDGE

Sketches by Sara Merrill

'RS. NYACK stood be-

side the stove on a hot

May evening poking the

pork chops doubtfully

with a fork and holding

on to her cheek. It was

the end of a particularly wearing week.

The kitchen was hot, the other three

rooms were hot, and everyone was late.

Mrs. Nyack had been waiting for the

whole family for over an hour, alter-

nately heating up the chops as she

thought that she heard her husband's

step upon the stairs, then turning out

the gas again, and applying the oil of
Waiting over an hour

cloves to her tooth. The later Mr. Nyack and Joe arrived,

the more likely were they to demand their dinner the instant

they opened the door. Both men did hard manual labor

and were furiously hungry when they came home. They
could hardly be blamed for wanting their dinner and want-

ing it at once. On the other hand, if their arrival varied

by an hour, how could they expect .their meals to be ready
on the dot? Both the appetke of the men, and the in-

ability of Mrs. Nyack to appease it instantly at an un-

certain hour, were reasonable. But the Nyacks were seldom
reasonable at six p. m. and never at seven.

The first to arrive was May. She worked at a box

that children, before their marriage,

owed all their earnings to their parents.

The generation now coining on dis-

agreed with this precedent, and insisted

upon doing as they chose. So although

the children and their parents loved each

other, relations were somewhat strained.

NOW,
as it turned out, May had

had her Saturday afternoon, but

it had not been successful. 'Bud Wyckle,
who for three successive Saturdays had

waited for her on the drug store corner,

in order to accompany her to Dreamland

Park, had not kept his tryst today. May
had gone to the park with a crowd of girls, and on the

dance floor, there was Bud, dancing with the girl who took

the tickets at the movie theatre. This was a severe blow.

To see her 'steady' dancing with an over-dressed blonde in

red shoes took the sunshine out of life. In fact it robbed

life itself of any reason for being. All that May could do,

she had done.

She left the park in a rage, and spent five dollars for

some green King Tut sandals, with green silk stockings to

match. She would show Bud whether she or the theatrical

blonde was the "classier" dresser. But when May entered

the kitchen where Mrs. Nvack's flushed face shone over the

factory, and had her Saturday afternoons off. This year frying pan, she braced herself for the storm. Useless to ex-

for the first time she had spent her Saturdays as she saw plain to her mother why green sandals were necessary.
fit. Until she was sixteen she had given up her holiday
to the weekly cleaning of the four rooms of the Nyack
apartment. This spring she had announced that since she

gave $7 of her weekly $13 toward the family budget, she

would not give her Saturday afternoons. "You take that

or nothing," was her ultimatum, "and if you crab, I'll leave

like Louisa." This was a serious threat. Louisa was the

eldest child and she had worked for three years in a

"You take them things off," ordered her mother, the mo-

ment her impatient eyes fell on May's feet. "You spend-

ing money on fancy truck, and me with my teeth, and all,"

she shouted. "You take them off, I say."
<!
If I take them off, I take irryself off," May shouted back.

"You crook !" screamed her mother in exasperation.

"Shut your face," answered May, in the same key.

The argument continued at this pitch until the door

printer's office. Her mother had always insisted on taking opened and Louisa stepped in.

her entire pay envelope, although Louisa had protested

bitterly, but in vain. So she bided her time. On her

eighteenth birthday had occurred the great emancipation
proclamation in the Nyack family. Louisa had removed
herself and her belongings to a rooming house, and it

developed that in this strange country no law could force

her to come home again. An occasional bill she gave her
mother for old times' sake, and she often paid visits at meal-
times meals for which she scrupulously paid. But to come
back and live with her family, she refused. Since May still

lived at home she knew that she owed her family some-

thing, but she did not propose to have her mother issue

back to her at her own discretion the money which she had
herself earned. Nor would she allow her mother to spend
it for her. The Nyack tradition for generations had been

"Any eats tonight?" she inquired, laying a

dollar bill ostentatiously upon the table.

She listened to the last reverberations of

Mays "shut-ups."

"Still quarreling. I see," she observed with

a shrug, and then, "You can stop your mouths,

right now, or me and my dollar takes a walk,"

she added, and her hand started toward the

bill. Her mother's hand, however, reached

it first.

"Well, look at them green legs," cried Mrs.

Nyack, "and ask why I'm jawing, and me
with my face aching all the week."

She was almost in tears, but she knew al-

ready that her case was lost. She saw May

26
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glance at Louisa and heard her sneer, "Better take your

dollar and ramble, old thing; same old hole."

Their mother knew that if she said another word Louisa,

and probably May, would both be off. Her hand tightened

on the dollar. She needed it toward the new teeth, and be-

sides that, Louisa was her daughter and she wanted to see

her. So she gulped down her sobs and the

wrath which the wanton green slippers aroused

in her, and turned on the gas again.

By this time Mr. Nyack was on the threshold

with his dinner pail. He had wielded a pick in

the hot sun for nine hours, the perspiration had

made paths through the dirt on his face, hunger

clawed at his vitals like a gnawing fox- and

here were his three women having words

with each other, and the meat not on the

table.

"Dry up, you damned women," he roared.

And because of some remnants of fatherly

authority, or because they thought his advice

was sound, they did stop their clamor, and drew

\\p their chairs.

"You sit down, Ma," said May, ready to ]oe

make amends, "I'll dish it up," and she placed

the plates of chops and potatoes, again reheated over the gas,

before the family.

"Leave some for Joe," sighed her mother, "and give me

my coffee. I can't chew."

She was glad to sit down, even though the meals were

only an aggravation to her at this stage of her dentistry.

Mrs. Nyack had put off getting her false teeth as long

as she could, both on account of the expense, and because

she had refused to consider her teeth all her life, and she

hated to begin. When her first child had come home from

school, with a small card on which was printed "I promise

to brush my teeth every day," and had pinned it over the

sink, she was mystified. And when the young enthusiast

proceeded to fly at the inside of her mouth with a small

brush, the mother was horrified. She tolerated any such

ceremony in her kitchen only because she was more in awe

of the public school teacher than she was of the Pope. In

every previous encounter with the school system she had

been worsted, and she knew that she would be in this. So

she kept silence, but she was utterly unconvinced. As her

successive children came home with ridiculous little brushes,

she accepted the mania only as one more feature of an un-

accountable country.

"They'll be taking a broom to their stummicks next," she

confided to her husband who was as much bewildered by

the performance as she. Although the parents could not stop

their children, both of them resolutely declined to join in

the obscene rite themselves. Now at forty, Mrs. Nyack was

parting with her last teeth after weeks of torture. Every-

one lost teeth at forty, as a matter of course. That she

accepted as part of life. But $25 for an American set

was indeed an expense which demanded all the help which

the children could give. And here were green shoes, and

Louisa ready to walk off with her dollar unless her mother

kept quiet. She sighed heavily over her coffee. All the

family contrary, and she with only the strength of a week

of "spoon-food" to help her keep the peace.

"I've got a new job," announcer! Louisa, amid the silence

of the dinner table. "The printing trade is too dirty and

no raise in sight. I heard about a swell job from a fella

who got his printing done at our place. Its pressed-

aluminum-household-utensils," she rattled off all in one

word, as incomprehensible to the rest of them as if she

spoke in Arabic. "I start in next Monday with the firm

canvassing," she went on. "He says you make a lot of

money on it too salary and commission on the raffles."

"On the raffles?" asked May. "What raffles?"

"The raffles of the pressed-aluminum-household-utensils,"

said I/ouisa. "You go to the house and get the lady to

give you her kitchen. Then you give her a meal cooked

in the never-burn kettles, and then you raffle off the kettles

to her after she's eat the dinner. The fella says you make

a lotta money if you work it right."

"Sounds good," said May. "Any chance for me? I've

got a place to hash at a hot-dog booth myself, but this

sounds better. I'm tired of the factory," and she thought
of the faithless Bud. It seemed to her that never again

could she face the girls in her section, who had witnessed

her discomforture on the Dreamland dance floor.

Mr. and Mrs. Nyack had not the slightest idea of what

this talk was about. Aluminum-raffles in other peoples

kitchens it meant nothing to them. But money was an

idea which they could grasp.

"How much more do you make?" asked Mr. Nyack.
"What's the commission?" demanded Joe, who had just

come in.

"Who pays for the dinner?" inquired May.
"Who cooks the dinner?" murmured Mrs. Nyack faintly.

"You ain't much of a cook, Louisa."

And then too late she saw her mistake. Louisa arose

from the table in wrath.

"I didn't come home to answer questions," she said

angrily. "You don't understand what I tell you, so what's

the use of telling? I pay my own bills, don't I? I ask

you for nothing, do I ? Do ya think this dinner was worth

the dollar I gave you? Can't I cook as well as this if I

have to? Couldn't I have got the same for thirty-five cents

downtown, and gone to a show beside?" she asked, her voice

rising.

As a matter of fact, she was rather hazy on the details

of her pressed-aluminum venture herself, but she had no

idea of letting them guess it. She was very proud of her

independence and her cleverness. She intended to dazzle

them with her new job, but she had no idea of having it

questioned.

May; glad to have attention diverted from her green shoes,

made no effort to quell the rising storm, but Joe, who had

been quietly eating his dinner, with a mysterious package

by his side, felt that the time had now come to produce

it. Joe was an odd combination of a working man and a

small boy. He was a heavy goodlooking fellow of nineteen,

but heedless as a child. He was his mother's favorite. He
did hauling for a greenhouse which for the last two weeks

had been plastered with the sign "Say it with flowers to

Mother on Mothers' Day." This sign had been the subject

of considerable discussion among the men during their lunch

hour, and Joe, who was really fond of his mother, had had

his chivalry stirred. He would make his mother a present.

He had however no idea of saying it with flowers. To pay

good money for flowers, is something no Nyack would do
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except for a burial. Hut there was something else he decided

to say it with, and unable in his eagerness to wait until

the morrow, he shoved a large package on to the table, to-

ward his mother. Louisa might as well see that she was

not the only one with big ideas. And as for May and her

green slippers his chest swelled to think how much more

generous he was than she.

"Two bucks," he murmured in an aside to May, but his

father heard it.

"Two bucks?" he echoed with a puzzled frown.

As for Mrs. Nyack, she stared at the bundle without

speaking. It was too large to be teeth, and what else

would her children be wasting "two bucks" on, with that

dentist bill to pay ? As for Mothers' Day she had never

heard of it. She was entirely unaccustomed to any senti-

mental attitude toward motherhood, and the gallant desire

in Joe's breast to "say it with something" in emulation of

the well-dressed American men who came to the greenhouse,

was something she was incapable of understanding. She was
so tired and worried by the vagaries of Louisa and May that

she felt that she could stand nothing more, but she undid the

strings doubtfully, and opened with caution the two boxes

which lay within. She raised the lid of one box and then

of the other and gazed at the contents with stupefaction

Caramels. Not one box, but two.

Two bucks for two boxes of tough chewing candy which

made her jaws ache to look at, and which made her heart

sick when she thought of the wasted money Then instead

of her heart sinking, her anger rose. Selfish children, all

of them. Or were they teasing her? Or were they going

crazy? She rose from the table and thrust out her fore-

finger at Joe.

"So you spend your money on muck I can't eat, and call

it a present, do you?" she cried, her color rising with her

voice. "Where is the money you owe me ? Did them boxes

cost you two bucks, you young liar? You know they didn't.

You gambled away your money and stole the boxes, you
crook. The police will be here next, and me always an

honest woman," she screamed, too worn out and hysterical

A Loose Leaf from a

PSYCHOLOGIST'S
DICTIONARY

Fatigue (/. fatiffo + tire). Exhaustion of strength

caused by excessive exertion. If fatigue is abnormally

continued, the nervous system goes through a stage of

heightened sensitivity, or hyper-esthesia, when it is affect-

ed by stimuli which would be relatively unimportant at

other times. People who are in a continual state of over-

fatigue, and who are unable to recuperate by the usual

means of change of scene, quiet, privacy, become

chronically irritable.

May: "You take that or nothing, and if you crab I'll

leave like Louisa."

Mrs. Nyrtct: "Well, lonk at them green legs, and

ask me why I'm jawing, and me with my face aching

all week."

Mr. Nyack: "Dry up, you damned women."

Enter Mr. Nyack

to notice the utterly crestfallen look on her son's face.

For a moment he looked as if he would cry with dis-

appointment, and Louisa, who had always babied Joe more

or less, hastily interposed "Oh, Ma, shut up," she said.

"That's on the straight. They cost that much. Its a swell

present. That's right, tomorrow is Mothers' Day," she

added soothingly.

But Mothers' Day meant noth-

ing to Mrs. Nyack, or to Mr.

Nyack either. He turned on his

son in enraged astonishment.

"So you're lifting boxes and

gambling away your money, are

you?" he shouted, and then he

added from sheer nervousness and

from long habit, the most opprobri-

ous epithet that one man can give

another. Joe rose to his feet like a

cat and picked up his chair by the

back. The others rose with him.

Obviously, if Joe was what his

father called him, it was his mother

who was demeaned by the epithet.

Such an accusation was more than

speech. It was violence. And from a husband to his son,

before his wife it was almost murder. Of course Mr.

Nyack had meant nothing of the kind. He and his wife

had had their daily quarrels to be sure. But he knew well

enough that she had been entirely faithful to him and to

his interests. His epithet to his son had been merely a

manner of speaking. It had slipped out, with no reference

to its meaning, because Mr. Nyack was tired and cross, and

his children seemed to be smothering him with their out-

landish whims. But when he saw his two daughters rising

from the table against him, backed by a hysterical wife, and

a son ready to throw a chair at him, it entirely destroyed

what self-restraint he had left after so wearing a day. He

grasped his own chair aloft and threw it blindly. It hit

the stove pipe, knocking it clear from the wall, and dis-

tributing the soot over the table and over the heads of the

three screaming women.

Joe, his feelings a blind mixture of hurt pride, chagrin

over his ill-chosen present, his realization that his mother

could not be made to understand his motive, and wild wrath

over his father's unjust epithet, flew at his father and pinned

him to the floor by his throat. He began choking him so

successfully that Mrs. Nyack, unable to bear more, gave a

wild shriek and fell unconscious over the table. Louisa and

May gave one horrified and disgusted glance at each other.

Then Louisa clawed at Joe's throat, as 'the only available

spot of attack where she could hope to weaken his grip on

his father, and May, catching a pail of water from the

kitchen sink, threw it impartially over all of them. By this

time the clamor had risen to such a height that the neighbors

were collecting outside the door.

"Help! Help!" screamed May, ready to fly into hysterics

herself, as she saw that the soot and water between them

had effectually devastated the green sandals for all time.

A crowd of neighbors pushed the door open at this cry,

and Joe, his ardor somewhat cooled by the water and by

the presence of the newcomers, rose sulkily to his feet. His

father, after some preliminary grunts and snorts, did the

same. In the shamefaced silence ((Continued on page 64)



Pueblo of Oraibi deep in snow
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Zuni
Leaves from a Sketch Book

By WILLARD L. METCALF

FORTY-ODD
years ago, before travel was an easy thing in those regions, two young men went down

into the ancient cities ot New Mexico. They carried on their backs all their possessions ; among the

most important of these being, aside from blankets and such gear, a small brown sketch book. This book

was the travelling companion of W. L. Metcalf. In the sketch book are recorded places and people

as they were before the ethnologists, anthropologists, and the attendant train of white people ot varying

occupations and interests found their way into the land of the Zuni Indians. This was the expedition,

from which, in a way, time is reckoned, for the man with Mr. Metcalf was Frank Hamilton Gushing, to

whom all succeeding scientists and investigators pay tribute as pioneer, explorer and discoverer of this

pre-historic people.

Each year the ancient landmarks crumble a little more, and the white civilization reaches out

encroaching hands toward the lands of the Indian reservations. The Graphic is pleased to reproduce

these earlier records of the pueblos as illuminating Mrs. Austin's article.



In the winter of 1882, when Mr. Metcalf and Mr. Gushing left the friendly pueblo of Zuni and travelled to a neighboring]

community at Oraibi they found a different language spoken and a decidedly unfriendly reception for strangers. While

this sketch was being made on the housetops, the council was debating in the court below whether it were not best to

exterminate the foreign strangers and have no more bother about them. The children were watching their elders intently

while the artist busied himself in making an exceedingly careful drawing

An old doorway



Zunt boys
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Old archway at Zuni



The Days ofOur Ancients

By MARY AUSTIN

T Halona, the Middle Ant Hill of the

World, which is Zuni, when the snow lies

on the terraced houses like a summer cloud,

when clear flame runs up the cedar logs in

the three cornered fire-places and no one

looks out of doors for fear of what may be

roaming about there, under dim breasts of Thunder;

"Come," say the Elders, "let us abide with Our Ancients

a while." Then you may hear, if you are so privileged,

and have the wit to disentangle it from the skein of tribal

symbolism; the only account of early man in America that

has the color of veracity. For, if they came, these dark

Ancients of ours, as our own shamans are fairly agreed, re-

treating, from some unidentified cradle of the Mongol peo-

ples, before, or between the great ice epochs, the memory
of that passage might well have survived in the creation

myths of the Zuni and Town pueblos.

Man, as the Zuni understand him, came to knowledge of

himself in the lowest of the four womb worlds, in Sipapu,

the Mist-encompassed Place, and in a state unfinished,

tailed, in fact, and web-fingered, "mudheads" as you can

still see them, learning to be men in the dance of the

Ko'yemishi. Thence he climbed by the roots of the great

pine, by the Douglas spruce say the Tewa to the world of

water-moss, cold, sunless ; faint tribal memory perhaps, of

the arctic tundras crossed

on the way to the Middle

Place. So world by world,

sticky with undried slime,

fearful with receding flood

and earthquake trembling,

they climbed, having as

helpers the Great Twin

Brethren, right and left

hands of the Sun Father,

pulling the dust up

through the corn to be

man, pulling man down to

the dust again. In some

such fashion the Zunis,

who speak a language hav-

ing no relation to nny

known tongue, prefigure

their passage from the

racial homeland to the

Place of Emergence, local-

ized for every tribe in

some volcanic crevice or

bottomless crater lake. But

of their Mongol origin
there is little left unless

you will accept the

discovery of a Chinese

visitor that at Taos
the word for hair,

and for a certain way
of wearing the hair,

are the same in Chin-

ese and Tanoan. Also

when Amerind blood

is passed through
alien strains of the

second or third dilu-

tion, especially when Qut of ^ roundish , stone.heaped
den rose the sharp-cornered watch

tower of an organized society

Photograph from the Smithsonian
Institution

Our First American Communities

HAT Mrs. Austin has set down here

is the earliest chapter of collective liv-

ing on the North American continent a chapter
we should be cognizant of in our civic history.

We look back to the tide water settlements of
the Atlantic seaboard, to the English village, to

the Hansa towns, to the dawn of our institutions

in the fertile crescent. Not in that way was this

primitive village life of the great South West
handed down to us. We did not derive from it.

But it's part after all of the same process; an

ancient chapter in a new world setting. Here no

less than in the valley of the Nile and in the

Euphrates, in Swiss lake and Cornish chalk pit,

are vestiges of it we should cherish; vestiges
which are not bones and shards but living com-
munities such as that at Zuni. Their culture we
should not wipe off the slate of the American
continent, as the officials at Washington seem
bent upon doing.
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it goes through the

Spanish speaking stock

of this region, very

young children will look gravely at you out of doll-like,

round heads with the slant, enigmatic eyes of the Japanese.
For the rest, we have to accept the conclusion of the

ethnologists that the Dawn period of the Amerind people
was long lived through before our Southwestern tribes ap-

peared on the plateau of Southern Utah and Colorado any-
where from three to five thousand years ago to build there

out of their instinctive adaptations to the environment the

most perfect type of cooperative communal life of which
we have any knowledge.
Somewhere in their jour-

neying the unripe tribes had

learned to dig round holes

in the ground, roofed over

with reeds and grass, later,

as they came to the crum-

bling soils of the south land,

shored up from within by
tree trunks that, projecting

a foot or two above the

level of the ground became

the support of flat roofs,

entered through hatch-

ways from the top, by lad-

ders of notched pines.

Scattered over the vast

abras of the Southwest as

far south as the Mimbres,
faint markings of these

pit houses can still be

found, or in fertile valleys,

village clusters traced by
the greener plats of vege-

tation where the tamped
floors and ruined walls
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IT
was while they were in the Pit House period

- that Our Ancients passed from the use of

pinched coiled ware, to surfaced pottery, painted

black on white, and from the hole-in-the-floor hearth

to the baked day fireplace with its rude chimney

staggering up the wall. Toward the end of that

period they ceased from being gatherers of wild

sown seeds, and became, as among the still wander-

ing and predatory tribes we find corn planters re-

ferred to, "people of the seed."

But before the corn culture, moving 'northward

by successive contacts, had reached our own Ancients

it had become a triad "tied by the lightening," corn

and the great white bean, and the calabasa, mother

of all the squash and pumpkin kind, brown bean

and pinto, dent corn, pop corn, round and pointed

grain, melons and two or three varieties of the

thin shelled squashes that are to be seen drying in

strings and quarters from the twigs of a dry tree

beside the Pueblo door. With the corn came rites

and ceremonies, festivals of seed time and harvest;

also new sorts of pots for cooking it, new methods

of storage. So that the adoption of the corn com-

plex may well have been the intensive turn by which

what we know as the Pit House culture became

the culture of the Small House period.

MAN
is an animal of only moderate suscepti-

bility to new tricks. Who knows how many
centuries he wandered looking for his Middle Place

of the World before the hot sun instructed him to

abandon his Pit Houses, heritage of the Mist En-

compassed Place, for walls of woven boughs stand-

ing upright on the earth ? Against the hot wind

heavy witli biting dust, he daubed the wattle with

Drawings by courtesy of The Century Co. from Mary Austins' forthcoming mud, and in that fashion houses are Still built in

book, The Land of Journey's Ending

Cliff dwellings, Pueblo Bonita. What these^Dead Cities died of
unless it were the pride of cities, there is not even a tradition

Papagueria. The need of protecting his corn led

him to thicken the mud walls until, hardened by

the sun, no burrowing thief could find the six

gather and hold the evanescent rains. Ai Luna near one of colored ears, and no changes of temperature affect their food

values. Further north, where heavier snows and longer

cold rendered the Jacale impracticable, Pit Houses were
these ancient village sites there is an oval dancing ring whose

bowl would seat an audience of several hundred, and at the

burial places the archeologist's spade turns up the little

three cornered fireplaces of baked clay, having supports for

walled round with cobbles plastered with clay. Having con-

tinued the line of clay-firmed stone a little above the level

cooking pots, and the food bowls set for the comforting of of the ground, the Pit House Builder laid his beams flat

souls still lingering about the unfinished paths of our lives.

Not much else is known of the Pit House people except

that they lived chiefly on seeds and small game, their bow

being light, so that more than likely, as Papago boys are still

taught to do, they ran down the deer and caught it with

their naked hands. Beyond that, stands out, against all we

traditionally believe about primitive peoples, the fact that

nowhere in the vast undefended abras which they chose for

their village sites, or in the flat roofed houses, and the open

sided ramadas which the southland taught them to build

between the pits, is there the hint of a human enemy. As

naked, as unalarmed as flocks of migrating birds, as un-

plunderable, they moved or settled, following their food,

and that delicately registering feeling for themselves as a

part of the conscious life of the universe, which informs

all the Amerind's ways.

across it, and evolved the bonded and cemented wall.

For all these processes the corn was a great quickener.

Tribes multiplied on the polreros of the San Juan and the

Rio Grande and in the valleys of the Mimbres, the Gila

and the Salada.

Walking there, one of these wide open summer days,

when there comes a sudden silence, and in the midst of the

silence a stir, look where you walk. If your feet stumble

in a round depression to the north of which you discover

squarish, low mounds of reddish rock, if beyond the margin

of shallow basins you observe windrows of loose stones

pitched out from between the hills of corn long before the

place was taken by three hundred year old pines, know that

you are in the country of the Small House people.

Look first for the house mound, which was roughly

rectangular, of from one to three rooms, facing south, with
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wing shelters extended from the- end walls some-

times wholly enclosing the plarita where most of

the domestic life went on; the doorless, flat topped

rooms being used chiefly for refuge and for storage.

South of the small house, but connected with it

by a subterranean passage, lay the kiva, the ancient

Pit House, preserved for all sacred and ceremonial

use. In the oldest Southwestern tongue, ki meant

simply house, and our dark skinned Ancients dung
as tenaciously as we do ourselves to the form of

whatever connected them with the Allness and the

occasions by which they kept> themselves in touch

with it. As if they should lose the precious essence

if the shape of the cup were changed. In any of

the Rio Grande pueblos you may still discover this

round, sunken, ceremonial chamber. At Taos there

are seven of them sunk probably to the original

level of Pit Houses. Further south as at Santo

Domingo and Cochiti they stand almost on the

top of the ground. At Picuris they are so com-

pletely subterranean that it is only by the ladder

protruding from the hatchway that they can be

located. Everywhere, by the symbolic Sipapu,

Doorway of the Underworld, by the niche for the

sacred meal bowl and the stepped altar they are

connected in an unbroken chain with the ruined

ceremonial pits of the Small House people.

BY
the great water gaps that lead from the San

Juan country to the Rio Grande, the tribes

came through.
The great game animals came that way also, of

whose movements in determining the flow of hu-

man cultures we do not make enough. The elk,

of which there is scarcely a trace in the Pit House

period, in the Small House era made the pastures

black with moving herds. Mule deer and white-

tail, within our present memory, kept their ancient

trails by Wolf Creek pass, from the summer

pasture of the Rockies down the San Juan plateau.

5>i meuhere in their wanderings, Our Ancients found a full-eared

grain from which corn afterward developed

The
tribes followed the herds, the herds followed the pastures,

and the pastures were under the protection of Awanyu, the

plumed serpent, guardian of the water sources. According
to the Tewa, the Small House people, except for a few

fragmentary clans that were absorbed into later cultures,

vanished from the earth because they lost the favor of

Awanyu, who in disdain flung himself high across the

heavens and made the Milky Way. Thus the Tewa ac-

count for the gradual narrowing of the zone of frequent
rains under the great Wind River of the Rio Grande.

And if the guardian of the six great springs of the world
was not more favorable to the tribes in the Small House

era, how account at all for the thousands of ruins that on

the Paharitan Plateau, the remnant of that blanket of

castled tops, a hundred villages clustered under the Mesita

de la Tapia, where now the sheep herder seeks, and does

not always find, one solitary spring.

Along the ancient highways, such as the Chama, leading

from the Mesa Verde and San Juan levels to the Rio

Grande, the Small House people left their most interest-

ing remains. Here at the entrada of the Gallinas into the

Chama, what was once sea bottom is thrust up, sea gray,

and with a green scum of one-leaved pines, wind sculptured

and worn down to a pale, fertile dust in which the sage,

the coral penstemon and the blue lupin usurp the long aban-

doned fields. The ruins are clustered on the terraced tops

of the mesas between the rivers, and look south to the blue

wall of Jemez and the great World Shrine, southern

boundary of the Tewa world. Here because the material

volcanic tuff that once covered the country between Pena easiest to the builder's hand was flat broken rock, it is still

Blanca and the shattered bulk of Abiqui, made a distant

culture, distingiushed for an irridescent pottery glaze, long
lost to the remaining tribes. Over in the Rio Puerco dis-

trict, where the light refracted from red and purple earths,

strikes sleepily on the sense with the effect of perpetual

afternoon, and the rim rock gathers into domed heads and

possible to trace the movement of the tribesman's mind, as

he built up his house from a grass thatched hole in the

ground to three-storied stone towers. Curious and reveal-

ing motions! The Pit House, to judge from the best pre-

served examples, with a thousand year's experience behind it

was as beautifully perfected as a bee's cell, but the first
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upright stone wall was a child's heap, having nothing but and sacred prayer plumes. Coming up out of their kivas,

its heap to keep it standing. for the ceremony of the Swift-Coming Rain, their young

Slowly the wall thinned, as the feel of the stone taught men blew down of eagle's feathers skyward, or tied it in

the builder balance and precision, until, long before it was their hair to make themselves light for the races. Over

firmed by clay or surfaced by the stone adze, it was prac- all their pottery, black on gray, or black on red, prevailed

tically wind proof, throughout the Small House period, patterns of the plumed

Building clumsily serpent, the earth altar and the two-turned whorl of. Being.

Whether or not the Small House Period began with

corn, its economic and social and religious life revolved

around the axis of

his body, as all

around it, for any people that lives by corn

becomes land-servant of all its ways. Corn
is a town builder, a maker of policies,

mother of inventions.

Once the Small House clans began to

coalesce, the determining factor in the

fashion of town building was the clan sys-

tem, by which descent is reckoned from

the mother's side. Not only was she the

food divider, but the house holder.

Whether it was so from the first that

the women were the builders, it is not

now possible to say, or whether women
ever worked in stone there is no evidence.

But as far back as the plastic adobe clay

became the medium of construction, ex-

cavators are perpetually turning up fine,

feminine finger marks, and the modulation

of small shallow palms. You can see to-

day, in any Pueblo before the fiesta, the

Nowhere in the vast undefended abras which they chose for their village

sites, or in the flat-roofed houses, and the open-sided ramadas which the south-

land taught them to build between the pits, is there the hint of a human enemy

house mothers patting new plaster on the

walls, and painting them with yeso until, between blue

man finally squared his house to his cedar beams, so that shadow and refracted sun, they take on the pure luster of

on these same Small House sites in unbroken progressions, pearl. Probably then as now, the husbands of one house

arose, out of the roundish, stone heaped den, the sharp cluster went together to cut the beams, days distant, carry-

wild things build, but not with their beautiful perfection,

cornered watch tower of an organized society. ing them home on their shoulders and lifting them into place,

Along the Chama, round and squarish towers seem to but the house, however fashioned, was the housemother's,

have been used for communication by smoke signals and Seldom her daughters left her, but brought husbands home,
beacon fires. They rise in sight of one another, from point and built on another room and another, until the clustered

to vantage point, here thrust up on a detached boulder, or house heap took on that pyramidal form you may observe

set on some dizzy ledge from which the waving flag of at Zuni or Taos, or was strung roof to roof in windrows

smoke could be descried, calling to council or advising of

the movement of the wild herds. If they were used for

defense it would have been only toward the end of the

Small House period: Nowhere on the Pajaritan Plateau,

where the ruins indicate a settlement almost as populous
as the present valley of the Rio Grande is there any trace

as at Santa Domingo, or joined in a continuous square as

at San Felipe or San Juan. So much more in the days of

our Ancients, was the house the woman's domain, that the

persistance of the kiva, its size and the numbers of them
noted in relation to the house-heaps, was partly owed to the

inborn necessity of husbands to have some place they could

their huts, it was not the fear of human kind.

B

of fortification or defensive preparation. Whatever fear call their own. If men left women out of politics and the

walked in the trails of the Small House people or slept in church, when they invented them, it was very largely be-

cause the women shortsightedly failed to provide any place

in the home where such instinctive male activities could go

on, for women in the stone age had as poor an opinion as

EFORE he built his dwelling the Small House clans-
we have

'
of the thines men do when theV Set together alone,

man dug himself a safe secret pit from which his A village in the time of Our Ancients, was a group of

thoughts could revert to the Unseen and mingle with it. unit houses, more or less scattered, having usually, but not

Or walking apart, in dark canons, or on such high and necessarily, one speech, and a common esoteric or defensive

lonely places as the Powers have immemorially visited, he function. The unit was the mother hive, which might in-

brooded inwardly and built out patterns with the stones, elude several married pairs, with their children, with its

altar heaps and enclosures as children do with bright kiva called by the name of its chief man.

pebbles and fragments of a broken dish, wherein he laid Toward the latter end of the Small House period popula-
some lovely, valued thing in thanks or propitiation. All tions multiplied and villages grew into towns. Clan house
about the Sma'l House country you find such shrines, touched clan house until the rows of conjoined dwell-
miniature Stonehenges, Jacob's pillars, white shell beads ings having their kivas to the south, took on the forms
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that characterize the present pueblos of Hopi and Acoma unstinted reach of vision, the sense of cuddling safety

Of the influences that determined the local type of town against the mother rock. How far from these eyries, when

building there were two that were fairly constant. One the snow lay lightly as cloud on the junipers, they could

was the gradual withdrawal of the rains over all the mesa trace the movement of the herds of elk and antelope. How

country, and the other was the appearance, in successive comfortably they must have snuggled together around the

waves of migration, of that notable stirrer up of man's three cornered fireplaces, when the torrent of the rain

activities, the enemy. came falling like a silver curtain between them and the

It seems likely that the migration that came to rest in world, or the wolfish wind howled and scraped against

the Great House and PueHo cultures were peace loving the retaining wall!

and sedentary by nature. By the time they had bins and It is more than likely that the same people moved in

treasuries of corn, great jars of pounded meal sunk in their and out of their cave homes, as need or wishing drove them,

floors, stone cisterns full of beans and melons kept sweet At the Rita de los Firjoles, which is to say Bean Creek,

under heaps of sand, they became plunderable. In due the Keres who came into that shut valley with a well de-

course there appeared for the plundering, nomadic and veloped craft of stone working, preferred the cavate lodges,

which at a later period they abandoned for the round, ter-

raced pueblo, built up out of whole earth. And just as

the Small House people clung to the sacred pits, so the town

T was the nature of the country to which Our Ancients builders reverted to cave and crevice for their ceremonial

had come, in migrations not far separated in point of chambers,

time, speaking at least four languages, but having a common That was after the towns grew too large for the caves

origin legend and a common recognition of this Southwest to hold, or after the enemy who might have driven them

as their Middle Place, that there was no easy way out of it. there had been vanquished or absorbed. Squeezed into the

Within their natural boundaries the Pueblo tribes settled great cave of the Mesa Verde country there are towns that

or shifted, following their food, and from successive tarry- were able to afford streets, little plazas set about with

ings they swarmed. But by the end of the Small House public ovens, space between the cave and the house walls

period the trails of the various linguistic groups had be- for the turkeys, rooms for milling and for meditation.

come inextricably confused, issuing at intervals clear and But it is difficult to write this period into any scheme

well defined, and lost again like the track of desert creatures of tribal evolution, there is such magic thrown over it by

predatory tribes, Ute, Apache, Navajo.

I

in the sand. the wild splendor of the many colored cliffs from which

"UTiere it issues at its most engaging is in the cliffs and the squared tops and ruined towers of the cliff villages

caves of the San Juan drainage, and the Little Colorado. peer down, eagles mewing about the perilous footholds,

Not, however, as a phase of cultural evolution, but as a great trees rooting where once the slender ladders clung,

mere matter of convenience. There was no Cliff-Dwelling You walk in one of the winding canyons of Southern Utah

age, but an easy adaptation to local advantages. Why dig or Colorado, threaded by a bright stream, half smothered

a hole when there is a hole in a wall alredy dug for you? in choke-cherry and cottonwood, where suddenly high and

But because there is no important cliff dwelling without inaccessible, the sun picks out the little windows in the

traces of corn culture, I am disposed to think it was the canon walls, amid the smoke blue shadows, and you brush

superiority of the inaccessible, solid-smooth rooms as storage your eyes once or twice to make sure you do not see half

vaults that led to their long continued use as homes. Every naked men, deer and antelope laden, climbing up the

now and then the archeologist uncovers a wall cache of banded cliffs, and sleek haired women, bright with such

shelled corn, forgotten as long ago as the time an English colors as they knew how to wring out of herbs and berries,

kintr tended cakes in a cow-herd's hut.

In the north there seems to have been a Small House

period of cave dwelling, and a Tower House period after

and out of the T-shaped openings like

an interval in which

the squash and beans

a cliff house in

Utah, seed was

taken of a distinct

species, true Ancient

of our tropical vari-

ety, and named abor-

igeneum, but how
far it was from its

native home there is

no discovering.

Besides conveni-

ence there must

have been an im-

mense appeal of the

cotton was added to

.and corn.

popping in

paroqueets.

Clear October afternoons when the fleets of aspen gold

at the bottoms of the canons set sail for the ruined bal-

Out of conies and the gobble of the wild turkey sounds between

the driving gusts, how can you be sure it

does not come from the penned space be-

hind the b r ok e n

walls, how distin-

guish between the

beat of your horse's

hooves and the

plump, plump of the

mealing stones, or

the roll of the medi-

cine drums from the

kivasl

Even m o r r

charged with the

cliff dwellings for
Midway of the Cliff, or bent about the blind, rain'blackened head of the

enchantment of

their highness, the canon, the ruined towers beckon out of cavernous blueness mystery seem the
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cliff dwellings when you come upon them from above, the Small House peoples sheltered his outlook with a round

Walking the level mesas between scant pines and silver of heaped stone. But it was not for the enemy that he

dusted sage, you observe scarcely any human trace rec-

ognizable to the unpracticed eye. Here a low, squarish

mound of surface stones shows where the Watchers of the

Corn set up their towers, there a painted potshard kicked

up from some stone rimmed area of wind sifted ash, mute

evidence of a tender concern, marks for the knowing the

place of incineration. Insensibly your feet stumble into the

shallows of some ancient trail, and then suddenly the ground

opens before you into a deep, many colored rift, murmurous

with the ripple of a sunken stream, and the wind ruffled

aspens. Midway of the cliff, or bent about the blind, rain

blackened head of the canon, the ruined towers beckon

out of cavernous blueness. There must have been always

this quality of enticement about these nested villages, even

for the builders of them, so that you can well understand

how, long after they were- pulled by tribal necessities up
over the cliff top to the building of walled towns, they

returned to their sacred ceremonial cave as obstinately as

the English return to Gothic for their religious architecture.

Put for all their color of romance they remained simple

and not over populous agricultural villages, so that if I

wanted a marker for the age that built them I would not

take it from the caves, but from a feature of their archi-

tecture that arose toward the end of the Small House

period, out of the inner necessity of a tribal mind that was,
at its profoundest, Oriental. All over the well timbered

mesas of the McElmo, Pagose-Piedra and the upper Chama
there arose a series of singular structures whose architectural

evolution can still be traced, defining the period that

produced them as the time of Towered Towns. They
began before Our Ancients were fairly out of the cobble-

stone pits, and they do not disappear until the towns them-

selves have absorbed them, stretching up into seven-storied

heights from whose tops the voice of the Cacique could be

heard waking the village to its morning life.

FROM
Hovenweep and Surouaro and Holly Canon

they spring. Round towers and square towers, towers

squared on the sides and rounded on the corners, towers

like Stronghold House thrust up on pinacles of native rock,
round towers at the outer corners of Great Houses as at

Hovenweep, twin towers, set up over a cliff house, towers

watched oftenest, if at all. He watched the game, antelope

flashing their white rumps or scudding in great bands like

cloud shadows across the grass mesas, blacktail trooping the

shallow draws; but chiefly he watched the corn. He
watched the crows settling over the young shoots, and be-

tween the glint of their wings he sent the glint of arrows

and the twang of the bowstring, deeper than their quarrel-

ling caws. Many a mid-morning from his tower the voice

of the watcher scattered the young men for turning aside

the hooves of the mule deer, moving stealthily between the

unfenced rows, ruining with selective bites the finest milky
ears. No doubt he watched the sun and the stars, with

whose orientation the times of his feasts were determined,

and the lines of his ceremonial chambers set. But of all

the necessities served by the Tower Houses, the keenest

was the need of communication. From the the tops of the

towers went up smoke signals to the fartest confederated

villages, but chiefly morning and evening Cacique or Prego-
nero cried prayers and the day's directions for a community
that was always more communistic than anything of which

we moderns have experience.

The line at which our ancients crossed over from

snuggling themselves into the environment as the wild hive

into a hollow tree, and began to control it, is the line of

the acequia madre. When a crop can flourish handsomely
on the run-off of natural watersheds, a family may subsist

satisfactorily by itself. But when a river is to be diverted

in its course to irrigate the fields, then by the same tie that

they bind the river to the service of the corn, men bind

themselves to the indivisible utility. Rain falls on radical

and conservative alike, but the mother ditch makes commun-
its of them all. That is, it makes for cooperative effort

with psychological implications to which the term commun-

ism, is a clumsy, crablike approach.

At the end of the Towered Town period, the homes of

our Ancients in the land of their journey's ending, were

mere clusters of more or less related, farmer groups, as

slightly coordinated in respect to their civic functions as

any pioneer crossroads, a state of things that we do as

much as possible to disguise by calling their remains cliff

cities, cliff palaces, Montezuma's castle and the like mean-

ingless, falsely romantic terms.

Near where the chief man lived was kept the seed corn,

on the Mancos above cavate lodges, towers in the cliff near the chief priest the repository of the tribal fetishes,

villages at Far View
and Spruce Tree
Houses. The towers, I

insist, grew ovit of an

inner necessity of the

tribes, that strange
necessity of man to be

responsible for his fel-

low man, of which the

dawn impulse lies in the

mind of the herd and

"the flock. Still in that

region the leader of the

browsing goats climbs

up the boulder, on

which the cacique of

Courtesy of the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation

The modern pueblo as it is today a miniature reproduction modelled

for the museum by William C. Orchard

and to these resorted

the priest of the frater-

nal orders, rain makers,

priests of the bow,

priests of the society of

the smutless corn, who-

ever had a rite potent

for any of the exigencies

of Amerind life.

Where the chief men
lived there was a tower

of communication and a

council chamber. When
to these things pressure

from alien tribes had

(Continued on



How They Make Good
By MIRIAM VAN WATERS

DELINQUENCY

is a way of responding to

the human situation. It involves the whole

being heredity, physical make-up, intelli-

gence, habits of emotional response, life his-

tory, interaction with other human beings

and with nature. We no longer "explain"

delinquency by reference to any one part of the child's be-

ing or environment. It is the total situation, the entire

stream which must be studied. That a boy who stole

oranges, went to court and was "punished" by having his

adenoids removed, is a joke frequently heard ; modern court

workers believe in restoring the child to the best possible

health condition, to remove or alleviate physical handicaps,

but they do not believe that bodily defects are a cause of

delinquency; or that feeblemindedness, or psychopathic per-

sonality are causes. These conditions frequently accompany

delinquency, but they explain nothing until the entire in-

dividual is understood as a living being in process of adjust-

ing itself to the outside world. What we term delinquency
is in reality maladjustment, or conflict. (But use of these

terms also is a mere matter of convenience; the description

of results which have obscurely taken place.)

As we studv juvenile delinquency more, we are inclined

to believe that success is in inverse ratio to age. The longjer

these processes of conflict in the child -with parents, school

and community have gone on, the deeper the hurt, the

more tenacious the habits of defense. What we learn of

capacity for suffering in very young children teaches us that

they are injured far more than perhaps we understand in

homes, schools and neighborhoods that neglect, misuse, or

fail to love or to discipline adequately. Damage may be;

irreparable. As we grow wiser in treatment, perhaps the

best service social workers can render will be to insist, Do
not permit delinquency to occur: prevent at all costs the

young child from entering

this conflict. The cost is too

great!

This would mean a radi-

cal readjustment of public

opinion. Certain homes we
now break up would be sub-

sidized by the state ; certain

very respectable homes, un-

doubtedly, would have to be

smashed for the good of chil-

dren. Some parents would

be locked up for life, many
schools put out of commis-

sion, innumerable new insti-

* This article is based on a

chapter in Dr. Van Water's
book, Youth in Conflict, an-
nounced for early publication by
the New Republic Publishing
Co.

HOW are folks made over? How are child

delinquents, in puzzled or angry conflict

with their world, won back to normal relation-

ships? There is no more fascinating question in

the field of human progress, and none, perhaps,
which is harder to answer exactly. Some of
the "making good" is due to the spontaneous
effort of the personality to right itself, we say
a boy grows out of his badness. Some of it

seems to be due to such processes as those de-

scribed here processes of incredible delicacy
which we use as yet with fumbling uncertainty,
and which nevertheless produce, in the hands

of workers like Dr. Van Waters on her referee's
bench in the Los Angeles Juvenile Court, re-

sults which may fairly be called miraculous*
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tutions built to house trouble-makers, and many present in-

mates of institutions taken out.

Failing this, it is doubtful if any method of treatment has

yet been evolved for delinquents that will make any in-

dividual at all times industrious, respectful, unselfish, punc-

tual, scrupulously honest and chaste, grateful and obedient

to those in charge of him. The test of success is whether
the individual is normally adjusted. Can he carry on work,
play and human relationships so that the community will

not be injured by him? Can he approximate the average
level of neighborhood conduct? On this basis we need hesi-

tate no longer to affirm that tht young delinquent can fre-

quently attain, under favorable conditions, satisfactory ad-

justment in the community.
How does this adjustment come about? It is convenient

to name four stages in the process of "making good": in-

sight, transference, development of personality (growth of

skill, clear ideas of new behavior-goals, and the wish for

social esteem), development of new relationships.

I.

THE
terms insight and transference are borrowed from

psychiatry. The social worker uses them in no technical

sense. They express what takes place after successful case-

analysis. Insight is used by psychiatrists to denote the stage
when the patient understands the significant causes of his

emotional and mental disturbance, and faces himself con-

sciously as a problem. The social worker must aid the de-

linquent to face himself. To assist the delinquent to gain
insight, the social worker does not proceed on any special

theory, or use any special technique. The child's condition,

physical and mental, will be diagonised by expert medical
and psychological service. If possible study by a psychiatrist

should be made: even in

"normal" individuals, delin-

quency involves emotional

conflict. The case-study, as

understood by social workers,

should be thorough. No stone

should be left unturned to

find out all there is to be

known about that child's

companions, love -
objects,

home, school, work, church,

and neighborhood experi-

ences. When the child runs

away, for example, it should

be known in advance to

whom he is most likely to

turn for aid and comfort,

what personalities or obsta-

cles he is seeking to evade.

In case-study the emphasis
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should be on the child as experiencing. The social worker

must study the case until it is clear; that is to say, until

motives for the young delinquent's conduct have touched

the social worker's imagination, and he can personally com-

prehend the delinquency. True understanding, or insight,

must come to adult before it can come to child.

There are children whose mentality, or emotional make-

up, is such that they cannot take an objective view of con-

duct, hence cannot see themselves as problems, or arrive at

insight. But the process is at work when a child begins to

ask himself: "Why did I do that? Why did I wish to do

it? Exactly what did I want to get by it? Am I sorry?

Would I rather have peaoe and security, the good opinion

of 'good' people, or would I do this forbidden thing over

again ?"

These questions will be put by the social worker into the

mind of the delinquent, at first without reference to moral

good or evil. Gradually the nature of the child's cravings

will be discovered. In girls and boys these cravings are not

usually so complex, or so foreign to average humanity, that

they cannot readily be understood. Where embarrassment,

shame or rebellion exist, or where the child shows the

danger-signal of the shut-in personality, it will be necessary

to turn again to psychologist or psychiatrist. To the normal

child, under guidance of the experienced social worker, in-

sight into motives comes gradually, almost without effort.

VIVIAN
was thirteen years old. She was an attractive

girl with average intelligence. When brought before

the Juvenile Court she had been riding in automobiles with

men late at night, and occasionally drinking liquor. Her
real difficulty, however, was ungovernable temper. She had

been a child prodigy, dancing on the professional stage for

seven or eight years previous. Although attractive to men
and prematurely exposed to masculine attention, she had

never yielded to a lover. Once before going on with her

act she had fancied that some older girl was to be preferred

in the scene; she attacked this girl, and set fire to the wings
of the theatre. On being placed in a private school by her

mother, she tried to burn it down. When expelled, she

went to live in a hotel with her mother; so frequent were

tantrums, screaming, tearing of clothes, smashing furniture,

that her mother was asked by landlords and police to move
from place to place. Her parents were divorced. Her
father was a cruel, domineering man, her mother of cold

temperament, devoted to finery, to pleasures of living in

comfortable surroundings. Vivian had never known family

affection, or normal play. Her possession of physical charm
had been used by her mother, first to gain admiration and

pleasure for herself in "owning such an attractive daughter,"
later to earn a living for both on the professional stage.

After two years of treatment in a private school where
the routine is simple and the muscular outlets vigorous, the

tantrums have almost disappeared, and with them all desire

for excitements of the theatre, which, to tell the truth, never

appealed to her. She is content to romp and study like any
youngster of fifteen.

Vivian did not know why she had temper tantrums and

impulses to burn buildings. When she saw that these dis-

plays were an attempt to gain notice and affection from her

mother, and realized that her mother could not be induced

to change her life for her child, she cooperated in a plan
of schoolwork which resulted in normal conduct.

TNS1GHT is known by behavior. There is no embarrass-

JL ment; the child talks freely. There is no obstacle in

flow of confidence from child to social worker. There is

relief in this attitude. The child usually shows enthusiasm

for "beginning over again," for "taking another chance,"

and is more vital in responses, as if some new source of

energy had been tapped. For sensitive children this is the

golden period for reconstructive treatment.

Social workers recognize the danger of entering upon a

program of treatment before cooperation is secured. Co-

operation depends, not only on "confidence" but upon the

degree of insight which the child has reached. Emergency

care, such as court hearings, detention home, temporary

boarding home placement, hospital treatment, or "probation,"

of a sort which aims at mere suppression of another out-

break, may be necessary pending social diagnosis. No final

plan of social treatment of delinquency should be undertaken

until insight has arrived.

The social worker need not enter the field of scientific

discussion as to what has taken place. One school will ex-

plain that what has previously been unconsciously motivated

has now been raised from the unconscious to the conscious.

The fact that the child feels relief, is ready to cooperate,

or as in cases cited by Freud, is cured of disease, is ex-

plained as due to the so-called therapeutic function of con-

sciousness. W7
hat concerns the social worker is that some-

thing has happened which adds to capacity and appreciation

for social values. This sharing of his difficulties, without

condemnation by another personality who appears to the

child wise, simple and good, is apparently the force which

robs the experience of its power to isolate and to damage the

child's spirit. The delinquency expresses conflict: there is

no loneliness more isolating than that of the delinquent child

whose cravings and whose wish for adult approval and sup-

port are at war. Whether this takes the form of feeling

inferiority, or appears as rebellion, or depredation, makes

no essential difference: the result is isolation. The social

worker who. in comprehending the child's motives, makes

him realize their universal human values, has "cured"

isolation.

When a boy steals a bicycle and runs away, he may tell

his probation officer where he put it, what make it was, how

he took it apart and hid the pieces beneath the porch ; how

he lied to his parents, how he outwitted its owner. All this

is a mere '"confession" and reveals nothing except that the

probation officer has secured his "confidence." When this

boy can tell his probation officer that he thinks his parents

do not love him, that he is jealous of his older brother who

succeeds in school, that in some mysterious way he felt a

thrill of relief in stealing and running away, the basis for

insight has been secured. If, then, he becomes aware that

jealousy and yearning are not uncommon, that the objects of

his affection will treat him better if he gives up the struggle

and seeks supremacy in athletics, or some field where he can

excel, his energy has been set free.

II.

TRANSFERENCE
is another stage in process of making

good. The case-study has revealed the persons and

things which arouse the child's warm interest and affection.

The love-object may be harmful, unattainable, or anti-social.
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It is the social worker's function to assist the child in fixing

attention to some love-object that will not destroy him.

This transference may be to a parent, relative, teacher or

companion; to some animal pet, or hobby; to the social

worker.

There is nothing esoteric about this process. It is nat-

ural that the child's warmth and glow of new self-confi-

dence, his discovery of an understanding personality, will

express itself in affection. This is the explanation of those

"crushes" and sentimental attachments that are seen in all

schools and institutions. If the social worker does not ab-

sorb this 'energy, or permit the child to become emotionally

dependent, transference to himself may be beneficial. The

social worker then becomes the wise counsellor, one who pro-

vides vivid contacts with reality, who points out healthy

channels of energy and expression. If the social worker

is selfish, or unenlightened, if his personality is not, in reality,

beyond that of the child, there will be waste, or even moral

collapse. The adult who ignorantly appropriates the child's

affection, and interprets this access of courage, gaiety, en-

thusiasm and vigor, as something caused personally by him-

self, is committing a serious mistake, if not something worse.

Often the transference will be assisted by the social worker

to attach itself to some member of the home-circle.

THIS
occurred in the case of Elizabeth. She was a girl

of fourteen with an intelligence quotient of 108. Her

father was a migratory cook, rancher and loafer. When
the girl was six her parents were divorced, Elizabeth going

with her mother who worked as waitress and chamber-maid

in lumber towns. Elizabeth became troublesome and was

placed by her mother, at the age of eight, in a state correc-

tional school where she was "forgotten" for four years. The

father had moved to another state and married a woman on

parole from a hospital for the insane ;
Elizabeth's mother had

disappeared. In sorting out inmates of the state school

Elizabeth was "discovered" by the authorities and shipped

to her father.

She was now twelve. For two years she lived in her

father's home with her aged grand-mother and insane step-

mother. She became delinquent with boys: aided by her

grandmother's religious ideas and her own contact with mem-
bers of a new cult, she developed a psychosis. She had

alternating periods of depression in which she fancied herself

the worst of sinners, and periods of grandeur in which she

claimed to be the wife of a famous moving picture hero.

Placed by the court in an opportunity school for girls her

conduct was so bad that she was expelled. She reverted

to the habits of a child of three. In matters of personal

hygiene she became a nuisance, soiling and wetting her

clothing, and refusing to bathe.

Elizabeth was placed under observation in the detention

home and a thorough study was made. She improved, gained
the wish to do better; her intelligence facilitated the process

of insight. After three months her father's sister arrived.

This aunt was a simple, kindly, maternal woman who re-

fused to believe her niece "abnormal." She maintained that

Elizabeth was a normal girl who had never been "given a

chance." She insisted on taking her home. Elizabeth de-

veloped affection for her aunt, and has remained for over

a year without delinquency or lapses of personal hvgiene.

III.

A NOTHER stage in restoring the delinquent is develop-

j_~\_ ment of personality through acquisition of new skill

and activities. The story of Mildred under supervision of

the Bureau of Child Guidance (see The Survey, February

15, 1924) sets forth the process which parallels that of many
successful cases in juvenile court experience. Here the child

in her own home is aided to discover skill, new ways of meet-

ing responsibility, unexpected resources within herself. Suc-

ceeding in home tasks, school work, learning gardening,

sports, arts, crafts, nature, books, music, caring for younger
children and animals, earning money, doing well in employ-

ment, all tend to enrich personality by giving it power to

expand and to control new fields. There need be no special

talent or ability discovered ; all that is essential is for the

child to feel satisfaction in doing some new thing well. He
derives fresh mastery, courage and tokens of adult approval.

IV.

WITH
increased confidence born of new activities the

young delinquent is in a better social position. He

possesses the coin that wins his way. He is ready to enter

new social relationships. When these are satisfactorily

cemented, the adjustment is complete; the delinquent and

the community can get along together.

The delinquent now fits into home or foster-home; he

enters into social affairs and neighborhood groups, or if his

temperament does not require social intercourse, it is suffi-

cient that he is no longer rejected; he is reconciled to his

human family.

It has been remarked by Orfa Jean Shontz (first woman

referee of the Los Angeles Juvenile Court) that there is no

parable of return of the prodigal daughter, yet modern work

among delinquent girls shows a number of successes, all the

more astonishing in face of hostile public opinion and harsh-

ness of judgment.

When the lives of these girls are studied, they must be

taken whole. It is our custom to view cases in cross-sections ;

we over-emphasize success, and failure. In successful lives

a certain amount of failure is permissible; in the lives of

delinquent girls the slump is swiftly penalized. As we learn

more of human conduct we will take a longer view of these

apparent failures, and will not permit them to blind the

community to the gradual reconstruction that is taking place.

SALLY
is a girl of sixteen. She is married, has a healthy,

well-cared-for baby, a ranch with chickens, pigs and

goats, a pretty bungalow, an automobile, a husband with fine

mustachios. When she was first brought to Juvenile Court

she was twelve, a frail child with spinal curvature, twitch-

ing movements and weak heart. Her intelligence was dull

average. She had temper tantrums, beat and scratched her

mother who was an invalid, swore at her step-father who was

blind, refused to go to school, was cruel to animals, even

putting them to death, was incorrigible in three homes.

Study of this case revealed a girl with craving for dress-

ing up and showing off ; there were other symptoms of self-

love and infantile desires which her mother's illness and

stepfather's harshness had fostered. Placed in a twenty-four

hour school, her behavior was a source of anxiety to her

teachers, her profanity, temper and running away seemed to

yield to no one save the superintendent, and in periods of
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jealousy this woman could not control her. She was not a

success at the school,' yet gained there a true picture of her

home situation and herself (for several weeks she was under

daily observation by the psychologist), physical restoration,

knowledge of gardening and home-making, and a genuine

basis for self-confidence.

Suddenly she ran away with a young man, a chance "pick-

up." He kept her overnight, then took her to her parents

who literally threw her out. She was again brought before

the Court. Obsessed with the idea that she was to have

a child, she pleaded to be allowed to go to her sister, a mar-

ried girl of twenty.

In this home Sally saw happy married love for the first

time in her life. She became devoted to her sister's baby, and

gave up her fancies of being pregnant. There were some

backslidings, but nothing catastrophic until Sally, with a

final gesture of independence, ran away with a rancher whom
she captivated in a single visit, as is the short-cut custom of

the delinquent girl. They were married immediately.

Over fourteen months have passed. Sally is a patient,

hard-working mother and wife ; every trace of wayward-
ness has vanished as if it had never been. Her devotion to

child and husband and gentleness with animals can be ob-

served daily, together with her pride in her worldly pos-

sessions. She is a normal member of her community ; her

past history could not be guessed by the most experienced.

In this case, in spite of the fact that the young sister could

offer little supervision or wisdom of treatment, and that

Sally's conduct amply justified a correctional school commit-

ment, the Court placed her in the one situation where it was

possible for her to enter normal, constructive human relation-

ships. Her career in the average institution would probably
have resulted in rioting, further delinquency, and a fixed

psychopathic personality.

Girls who "make good" do not always marry. Some-

times they are quietly assimilated into their own
homes; this requires the greatest skill of which the social

worker is capable. Other girls form social relationships

outside domestic life and appear to thrive. An increasing

proportion of delinquent girls succeed in industry.

ISABEL
was a tubercular girl who became delinquent with

boys and on several occasions forged checks. She always
dressed in the latest style and showed taste, not to win

attention from men, but as necessary self-expression.

A year's study developed the fact that she was struggling

for a motor and esthetic success. Three years trial and error

in the community have resulted in securing a successful pro-

gram. Isabel learned to operate a power machine, and be-

came the fastest piece-work operator in the factory. She

demanded higher wages, and walked out. She secured a new
job at better pay. She went to night school, studied design,

and perfected a new mechanical short-cut in her machine.

Again she demanded more money. She was dressed in a slim

tailored frock with faultless lines, a fur coat, slender satin

shoes and chiffon hose.

"What do you want more money for?" asked the ex-

asperated manufacturer. "You're getting more now than

any girl I ever had."

"Do you think I can look the way I do on your old eighteen

dollars and a half a week? You bet not, and go straight."

Isabel reached for her becoming hat. She was given

twenty dollars. She attended two public dances a week,

dancing until exhausted. The other nights were occupied

with night school and home piece work for private customers.

Strange to say her health, which had been poor, improved.
There was a restless flame at work in her, but she showed

no sign of biological decay. She never repeated her de-

linquencies with men ; though on two occasions she ran up

big bills in clothing stores, she ultimately paid these herself.

Isabel changed her job six times until she finally went into

partnership in a silk underwear factory. She is contented.

For a year she was president of a business girls' club. She

has a quiet scorn of anything she considers "low" or "com-

mon ;" she still goes to night school, and has as goal owner-

ship of her own shop. To other court girls, Isabel is a con-

stant incentive.

ONE group of girls rarely make good: those who are

permanently self-satisfied, suspicious of others, will-

ing to make trouble by carrying unpleasant remarks; girls

who are unable to be frank or candid, who risk little, but use

every chance opening to their own advantage; girls who
flatter and imitate their probation officers and attendants,

but secretly undermine authority; girls who are selfish, cool,

cautious, sarcastic, and immoveably self-righteous. They
make remarkable inmates of correctional schools, for they

always "snitch," and are usually neat and industrious.

Too close supervision is an obstacle to permanent adjust-

ment of delinquent girls. Constant watchfulness, ready-

made plans, excessive advice, free help in time of trouble, a

kind of fussy, brooding anxiety tends to make a girl on

probation either helpless or rebellious. She cannot cast off

her crutches. To those who know the dearth of good pro-

bation work throughout the country, this may cause a smile ;

but there is vast difference between slackness, ignorance,

indifferent neglect, which one sees constantly among proba-
tion officers and social workers, and an intelligent, sturdy

policy of faith and non-interference with natural processes

of growth.

Young people must be given a chance to make decisions

and to reap the natural (not arbitrarily imposed) conse-

quences of their mistakes. After the process of adjustment
has been soundly rooted in good case-work, the best service

that can be rendered the young delinquent is to give him an

opportunity for trial and error, the chance to make minor

failures without being crushed . . .

Adjustments are possible, under favorable conditions, for

cases previously dismissed as hopeless. With extended

knowledge and real work, the number who make good can

be multiplied beyond anything now demonstrated.

It must not be understood that these stages in adjust-

ment insight, transference, development of personality, in-

creased social relationships have any arbitrary sequence.

They may occur almost simultaneously. In this field there

are "miracles," that is, swift transformations of personality

which we are too ignorant to understand, but which Christ

understood very well. Mere provision of "good conditions,"

routine, better economic and social measures, good health,

opportunities for companionship and recreation, "respectabil-

ity" in the environment, are of little avail unless the central

springs of the living spirit have somehow been tapped. The

process is usually that of slow, natural growth; to build

"moral muscle" takes time. Impatience for results may lead

to disaster. Faith, tolerance, belief in life, are the chief

requisites in helping young delinquents to make good.



Health, Un-Ltd
By GEDDES SMITH

OOES

money spent for public health actually

bring returns? If you raise the health of-

ficer's budget can you thereby lower the

death rate? Given an honest and efficient

health officer, most of us would agree un-

hesitatingly especially if the question re-

lates to someone else's money. When it is a matter of

taxes in our own town, the answer is sometimes less prompt
and decisive. When a city is so sure of the answer that it

multiplies its health budget more than ten times in a dozen

years, the evidence that health work pays must have been

pretty strong. That is what Toronto has done, and as a

result its general mortality rate and its infant deaths arc

among the lowest. In certain recent years it has held the

record for the American continent on both counts.

Most of us would agree, too, that the way to build up
a city's health is to have a plan and follow it, to get to-

gether and stay together in following it. That too is a

proposition more honored in discussion than in the doing.
When a city has actually centered its health efforts in a

single-headed campaign, when a single agency organizes and
directs the efforts to make and keep folks healthy from
before birth till death, when public officials and private

hospitals, nurses and social workers gear into each other's

jobs smoothly and continuously, that city has somehow
learned the lesson of coordination "for keeps." That again
is what Toronto has done.

Toronto has snowballed its public health effort in the
last fourteen years. The snowball has grown amazingly
in bulk and momentum. It has picked up a rich variety
of accretions. I hope the metaphor will stand the strain
if I add that its core is an enthusiastic and warm-hearted
health officer.

N 1910, Dr. Charles J. Hastings, fifty-two years old,
after twenty-odd years of practice in Toronto,

cents per capita on a department of health which had

some seventy or seventy-five workers, including one public

health nurse. The infant mortality rate of 139.2 per I,OOO

live births, and the tuberculosis death rate of 130 per IOO,-

OOO inhabitants were none too good ; the typhoid mortality

rate of 44.2 per 100,000 inhabitants was much too high.

There was a vacancy at the desk of the medical officer of

health. Dr. Hastings was asked to suggest a suitable ap-

pointee. He did so, and went on with his plans for the

fruit ranch. Nothing came of his suggestion at once, and

presently his friends turned to him and said: "Here, you
are ready to retire from private practice. You owe it to

Toronto to take this job yourself."

Dr. Hastings considered. He had been interested for

some years in the problems of milk supply, and had indeed

organized the first milk commission in Canada. He knew

Toronto needed better milk and more aggressive health

leadership. He is a man with a passion for accomplish-

ment ; his keen gray eyes under bushy white brows are those

of a shrewd and determined fighter. He made his terms:

the department of health was to be utterly free from politics

and all varieties of political influence; on that basis he

would take the office.

T:

dickering for a fruit ranch

in British Columbia. He
had had a distinguished

professional career, based

on education at Toronto,
L o n d o n

, Dublin and

Edinburgh, and he was

ready to retire to that

agreeable stage of medical

service which consists in

giving one's attention to

another man's patients

when called in consulta-

tion and to one's own hob-

bies the rest of ,the time.

In that year Toronto
was spending $79,000 27

was

I^
*

Laying Hold of Health
is the story of how one man with vision

and a knack of getting things done, a phy-
sician turned health officer, jacked up a muni-

cipal budget and lowered the death rates in a

way that carried the whole community with
him. It is a story with a gleam in it, a story
with meaning for any man or woman who also

has a vision and a knack of getting things done,
who would like to help carry conviction in his

own city that these things can be done, and
how. It is a story of Toronto and Dr. Charles
J . Hastings.
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(HE foundation of Dr. Hastings' political creed is that

the politicians will do. in the long run, what they think

the voters want, and no more. Without any effort to "get

right" with the city councils, therefore, he began his work

by going directly to the taxpayers and telling them what a

department of health ought to do, what it could do, and

what he was going to do if he had the money. He talked

to club women, to business men, to the churches. He talked

vigorously and simply, and he won their interest. He talked,

too, with the editors of all Toronto's newspapers, and they

put themselves squarely back of him. With one exception,

they have never failed in the fourteen years since to give

generous, full and accurate

publication to the public

announcements of the de-

partment, and you can

hardly thumb through any
half a dozen issues of

Toronto newspapers today

without finding at least a

scrap of health information

or advice which comes

from the city department.

Given a friendly audi-

ence, the way was clear for

Dr. Hastings to drive

home by unescapable evi-

dence the fact that health

work pays. The most press-
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reading and fight it to the last ditch. He prompt-

ly invited the whole group to his office to talk the

matter over. They came, a little reluctantly.

They were pretty cool to me when they came in,

[he says]. Only two or three out of the roomful

would even shake hands with me. But I began to

cover the regulations point by point. Leaving aside

the fact that milk at ordinary household temperatures

is an unusually good medium for the cultivation of

bacteria, I put it to them frankly that I would

withdraw any section if they were honestly convinced

that it involved anything more than the decent care

they would give without thinking to any other article

of diet that came to their own tables. I gave them

all the time they wanted to ask questions and talk

the thing out. When they really understood what

it meant they came around all except two or three

who complained that the time allowed for getting

the new apparatus was too short. They wanted

three or four months. I said, "Gentlemen, I under-

stand that you will make an honest effort to comply

with the law. There will be no prosecutions for

six months." That was the end of it; they all shook

hands as they went out and they never put in an

appearance when the council met to pass the

regulations.

That is the way Dr. Hastings worked. But it

was not only the dealers who needed education.

It wasn't unusual, [he adds] for me to be called

up on the telephone by citizens who had spent their

holidays in the country and wanted to know why
the city milk had a different taste and even a dif-

ferent color from the country milk. We used to

explain by telling the story of Nathan Straus's ex-

periment when he first introduced certified milk at

his milk depot in New York. He was told that

the owner of a large dairy herd was indignant over

what he had read in the papers about certified milk

and was coming in to see what it was and give Mr.
Straus a piece of his mind. Mr. S'traus was ready

ing needs of the city were pure water and milk. Fortunate- for him. When he asked to taste some of that stuff they

ly these needs also offered the best opportunity for prompt called certified milk a bottle and tumbler were placed in front

of him He drank part of the sample, and said, 'Do you call

that milk? It hasn't the least taste of milk. It's some arti-

ficial preparation just as I expected. Is that all the kind of

milk you handle here?' 'No,' the attendant answered, 'we

Dr. CHARLES J. HASTINGS

Who at 52 set his hand to the municipal health work of Toronto

and at 60 had achieved the lowest death rate and lowest infant

mortality rate in any city over 300,000 on the American continent.

He did not do it alone. He had a plan and he got the people

together and they stood together in following it through.

and visible returns, in falling typoid and infant mortality

rates.

It was not difficult to persuade the city to provide filtra-

tion and light chlorination to purify the water supply. That have another kind.' He stepped out of sight, put three or

was a matter entirely within city control. But it was four drops of liquid manure into another bottle, shook it well,

and brought it out. The dairyman tried it, smacked his lips,

and said, 'Now, that's real milk! Any fool knows the flavor

of that.'

different with milk: there were vested rights to deal with.

The local dairy farmers and the distributors, it was an-

ticipated, would resist legislation in the first place and en-

forcement afterward, unless they could be brought to see It was almost as spectacular a bit of publicity that

the need and value of regulation. Toronto's milk supply clinched popular support for the pure milk campaign in

came then and still comes from a wide area as far west,

today, as Windsor and Sarnia, as far east as Kingston

and bevond, as far north as the Muskoka Lakes-and the When we began testing milk Dr Hastings says, we found

'i^u i n. L -ii that about 40 per cent of the milk sold in 1 oronto was
producers were not organized. The distribution of mill

watered and on an average this watered milk had 20 per cent

in the city was split between approximately 125 different O f water . Some samples were found in restaurants that were

concerns. almost half water. We made a very careful estimate of the

Dr. Hastings drew up his ordinance, calling for the in- total amount of water in the milk supply of the city and found

, i i u ii- -ii, that in one vear Toronto citizens had paid $275,000 for water
spect.on of herds and dairies, sanitary handling of milk,

thought huying milk This was more
sterilization of utensils and pasteurization. It passed its

than the wj, je expenditure of the health department, and the

first and second reading in the city councils. Then he
papers gave plenty of space to this evidence of what a health

learned that a large delegation of producers and dealers department could save in dollars and cents.

representing solid business interests and not a few votes

were preparing to appear before the council at its third Meanwhile the department s inspectors were winning the
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good will and confidence of the dairy farmers.

The city sent out competent veterinarians to in-

spect dairy herds, and quietly advised them not

to attend too exclusively to that particular task.

If a farmer had horses and pigs as well as cows

the inspector would look them all over and give

him what help he could with them. Many of the

producers knew little about the actual productivity

of their cows. The inspectors suggested simple

records which would enable them to weed out the

unprofitable ones. In such ways the farmer was

won as an ally of the health officer. Violations

of the regulations by milk distributors became

rare, and the newspapers helped to make careless-

ness unprofitable by reporting them fully. And

the typhoid rate was cut from 44.2 in 1910 to

2.5 in 1923. Of these deaths more than half were

non-residents. Meanwhile Toronto, having good

milk to drink and hearing constantly of its value,

drank more and more of it; the per capita con-

sumption has risen to 0.81 pts. (Imperial) in

1923.

THIS
was only the opening salvo of what the

newsmen came to call the Battle of Hastings.

Year after year the doctor carried his balance

sheet to the people and a little larger budget to

the councils. It was not his way to roll up big

delegations of citizens to storm the council cham-

ber. "I wanted to fight that fight single-handed,"

he says. But he made sure the people knew what

they were getting for their money. The one pub-

lic health nurse was multiplied by forty. In 1911

a housing inspection service was begun ; in its first

year it had 5,000 of 18,000 existing privies re-

placed by sanitary plumbing. There are barely

^OO left now those in outlying unsewered sections of the

city. In 1915 Toronto led the way with a division of in-

dustrial hygiene, which stressed ventilation and sanitation

in workshops and tackled the problem of trade dusts and
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Herrin
By McALISTER COLEMAN

L

The big shovel at

the Lester strip-

mine midway be-

tween Herrin and

Marion, blown

up during the so-

called Herrin riots

of 1922

ON
the twenty-ninth of August last, Rotar-

ians from the eighth district of Illinois jour-

neyed out to the pretty little country club of

Herrin in Williamson County to participate

in a golf tournament. The neighboring town

of Harrisburg's team won with a low score

of 459. Following this, dinner was served by the ladies

of the Herrin churches and the Rotarians listened to a solo

sung by Mrs. George Otey of Herrin, called "Rotarianne."

On the following day, George Galligan, sheriff of Wil-

liamson County, accompanied by deputies Bud Allison

and Ora Thomas drove over from Marion, the county seat

of Williamson and stopped at the garage of J. H. Smith,

a klan sympathizer. Smith's garage is on a quiet side

street, flanked by substantial bungalows, not far from where

Mrs. Otey sang "Rotarianne."

The sheriff had been sent by

State's Attorney Duty to re-

cover a stolen automobile be-

lieved to be stored in the

klansman's garage. Duty had

heard that this machine had

been used by Joe Skelcher, an

anti-kjansman of Herrin who
was commonly supposed to have

attacked Glenn Young, the

klan's hired gunman, last May,
on the Kaw River flats up by
Belleville. Young was wound-

ed and his wife was blinded

by shots fired on him at that

time. The story runs that

Young's assailants left him and

his wife bleeding by the road-

side and turned back their ma-

chine towards Herrin in a wild

night ride of many hours. On
the outskirts of Herrin they

were met by an armed band,

VISITING
aeroplanes and indigenous

impassable roads; covered wagons on
the streets alongside the latest model auto-

mobiles; moving picture theatres costing

$100,000 with hitch-racks behind them
where the farmers' mules snap querul-

ously at flies all day; golf links a few
short blocks from wide-open gambling
joints where gun-play is a common affair

this southern delta of Illinois called

Egypt, is a. place of startling contrasts.

While newspapers like the Chicago
Tribune and the St. Louis Post-Despatch
inform their readers that Williamson

County is "doomed" and outlaw it as

having passed beyond the pale of civili-

zation, it isn't really as simple as that. It

is the first job of those who are not will-

ing to blot off a fairly large part of the

state of Illinois to come to an understand-

ing of its inhabitants.
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popularly supposed to be klansmen, who fired on then;,

killing Skelcher. The machine in which Skelcher was rid-

ing had disappeared but Duty heard that Smith and his

fellow-klansmen had it in hiding and he sent the more or

less reluctant sheriff over to fetch it back to Marion.

Galligan has had his fill of fighting since he was elected

sheriff. He has been barricaded in the Herrin hospital

by gun-toting klansmen, kidnapped in a machine and taken

to jail in Champagne, forced into hiding in Chicago. He
evidently figured there was trouble coming on this last

mission so he took two of his fastest shooting deputies with

him. The writer did not know Bud Allison, one of the

deputies, but he does know Ora Thomas, the other, very
well indeed and he heartily approves the sheriff's choice.

Ora used to work in a mine in Williamson and he has the

slow, quiet speech of the Southern Illinois coal-digger. He
is in his early thirties, a tall, easy-to-look-at, curly-haired
man with the long white fingers of an artist and an eye
for a target that is unrivalled even in Williamson. Ever
since the Herrin mine riot trials when he worked as legal

investigator for his fellow miners, he has been engaged
in what at times has seemed to be a one-man fight against
the Williamson klan. Rumor makes him head of the

"Knights of the Flaming Circle," an organization com-

posed for the most part of miners, which wages unceasing
war upon the hooded brethren. Ora has been shot at many
times, indicted for all sorts of crimes and finally deputized

by his friend George Galligan, who himself carries a union

card. It must be understood that my admiration for Ora
does not extend to all his acts.

But I just can't help liking the

devil-may-care light in his eye
and the way he walks the

streets of Herrin with baleful

glances following his straight

back.

The garage proprietor wasn't

around when Galligan's party
drew up, but sitting in the back

of the garage was a man with

four guns strapped on him.

Galligan says this was a klans-

man and that he immediately

opened fire upon the official in-

truders.

Then, as the Marion Daily

Republican describes the affair

in the same issue in which the

account of the Rotarian golf

tournament appears, "hell broke

loose." Galligan says that

klansmen drove up in automo-

biles and opened fire with small
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arms and rifles. From behind a grape-arbor across the

street from the garage someone fired shots that killed Bud
Allison and wounded Ora Thomas. The sheriff's sixteen-

year-old son came along and took active part in the affray.

When it was all over, six men were dead ; Allison, a by-

stander, and four of the party who had attacked Galligan.
The sheriff withdrew to the hospital where he barricaded

himself and put in a long distance telephone call to Spring-
field asking Adjutant General Black to send militia down
to Herrin, a request familiar enough at the Springfield

headquarters.

So the troops were sent and Herrin once more arrived

on the front page of the papers of the country, a position

which it has occupied with marked consistency since the

Herrin mine riots of 1922.

WHAT
sort of a community is this where Rotarians

revolve peacefully around well-kept golf-links, where
homes of real beauty stand back from smiling lawns on

wide streets, where the high school debating team shares

its victories with a bang-up basket-ball team and where
klan and anti-klan ride about "gun-ganging" one on the

other?

For you mustn't think of Herrin as a wild mining-camp
with muddy streets and crazy shacks falling into them.
Herrin has been out of the mud for at least twenty years.
It has the aspects of a standardized mid-west town, a paved
Main Street crowded with shiny machines, a grandiose Elks

Club, a Fire Department and some truly magnificent filliiii:-

stations all the appurtenances in fact of our twentieth

century civilization, including radios and commodious boot-

legging parlors. Salesmen tell you Herrin is a good town
when the militia aren't there and that its hotel is the

best in "Egypt," as Southern Illinois coal-fields are called.

What has happened recently in Herrin is what has hap-
pened in many parts of the Southwest, not so conspicuously
in the lime-light as Herrin. The Ku Klux Klan is seeking
to dominate the religious, political and economic life of the

community and parts of the community are fighting back

by use of the methods they inherited from an ancestry of

Kentucky and Tennessee feudalists who came across the

Ohio River and settled Williamson County soon after the

Civil War.

For, first of all, it must be recognized that Williamson

County is a southern community. Geographically, it is.

.

The jail is the pride of the county seat. It is also the residence

of the sheriff and the center of hospitality for visiting basket-

ball teams etc.

farther south than Louisville, Kentucky. Spring comes

here nearly a month ahead of Chicago. To ride down from

Lake Michigan in the early part of April is to pass from

a place of cold winds that nip early buds to a smiling coun-

try-side with the brief beauty of a Southern spring already

upon it.

And Williamson is southern too, historically and spirit-

ually. During the Civil War there was a constant guerilla

warfare here between bands of northern troops and south-

ern sympathizers. The strong personality of General John

Logan, a native of Williamson, who led a regiment against

the Confederates, had much to do with finally keeping

A Williamson Ccunty Main Street New Style. Machines
parked on Saturday afternoon in. the totcn square of the

.county seat

Old Style. Behind the town square are the hitch-racks fcr
folk who still travel by horse power. Marion, Illinois

at in the union. The feuds that this sharp division

of sympathies engendered smouldered on long after the war.

Mountaineers hailing originally from Kentucky and Ala-

bama fought out their grudges with rifles, knives and shot-

guns all across the county. The only available history of

Williamson is called "The Bloody Vendetta" and it details,

in bombastic style the commission of almost incredible deeds^

of violence, extending over twenty years.

Inadequate transportation service cut off the farmers of

Egypt from their energetic Northern neighbors who were

finding fortunes in the rich black loam that ends abruptly
at Egypt's boundaries.

.The Williamson fanners grew their corn and wheat and1
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took what they could get for it. They dozed in the sun

or rode into town to hear the G.A.R. veterans recounting

their stories of Shiloh and Antietam.

A*JD
then with the suddenness of a summer shower, came

the discovery that changed the face of the country-side

almost overnight. Under this lean land was a fat wealth

of bituminous coal. The farmer who had been listlessly

scratching in his corn-rows was in realiy treading on the

roof of a treasure-trove. Operators in Chicago, reading

the reports of their geologists, sent their agents everywhere

through Williamson, Franklin, Saline and Jackson Coun-

ties buying mineral rights from the astounded natives. A
new type of worker appeared the

miner with his pit-clothes and safety-

lamp, his devil-may-care attitude

towards life and most significant of

all, his symbol of an organizing

m jncl the union card. The older

farmers, passionately individualistic,

.abhorring the idea of rooting about

in dark places away from the fam-

iliar sun and winds, drew back from

this intruder. Their sons, learning

of the money to be made in this

new and adventurous enterprise,

lined up in front of the mine com-

panies' employment offices.

There followed a brief and bloody

contest between the union and the

Chicago operators over the right to organize the new fields.

It culminated in the Carterville riots of 1898. Colored

strike-breakers walked about the streets of Carterville.

A running fight started in which strike-breakers were killed

and many union men wounded. Carterville was unionized

and all Egypt followed suit.

There were no further attempts to break the union's hold

until Joseph Leiter of Chicago, the "wheat Leiter," at-

tempted to operate non-union at Zeigler not far from Her-

rin in 1910. They show you today the spot from which his

search-lights swept the tents of evicted miners and his ma-

chine gun bullets droned across the corn-fields near the

mine. There were more killings and Leiter capitulated.

It was in the face of such a history that during the coal

strike, W. J. Lester, of Cleveland, tried his luck in working
a non-union mine with machine-guns and armed guards.

It was sons (and daughters) of the fighters of the old

Williamson vendetta days who reverted to gun and knife

in the rioting at the Lester strip mine five miles from Herrin

on that bloody day in June, 1922. They killed some score

of detectives and non-union workers who had come armed

into their county from Chicago. The two trials that fol-

lowed failed to convict anyone for participation in the

rioting.

Yet unlike the history of the county, the record of the

union in Williamson is not given over entirely to chronicles

of war-fare. The sub-district with headquarters at Herrin

is one of the strongest of the units that go to make up the

Illinois Mine Workers' Union (technically Sub-District No.

12, United Mine Workers of America), and the Illinois

Mine Workers' Union has been called "the most powerful
unit of organized labor in the country."

Under the business-like leadership of Frank Farrington,

.president of the Illinois Mine Workers, the union has

won concessions from the operators enjoyed by few
other organized districts. The rates of pay for Illinois

miners are fixed by national agreements, $7.50 for day men,
piece-work pay for the diggers and machine men that runs

from $8 to as high as $10 or $12 according to conditions.

It is in the amount of compensation collected, the laws gov-

erning working conditions and the assurance of complete

solidarity that the Illinois coal-digger enjoys exceptional ad-

vantages. In most instances he owns his home, a bungalow
with a small garden in back and a bit of green in front.

He owns a Ford or a Chevrolet or shares one with his neigh-
bors. If this statement smacks of the "silk-shirts and auto-

mobile" propaganda (of the operators), it must be remem-
bered that the roads in Williamson are so atrocious and the

rail service so poor that the small automobile takes the place
of work-car, trolley and bicycle.

For the coal-digger the local union meeting-place is at

once sanctuary, social center, club and church. His life is

the life of the organization that has kept him from the serf-

dom of his non-union West Virginia and Pennsylvania fel-

low-workers and when you attack that organization you are

attacking the thing that he prizes most dearly. Because of

the union and the solid front it presents to every attempt to

disrupt it, he can send his children to grade-school, even per-

haps to high-school, buy decent clothes for his wife and him-
self and hold a position of respect in his community. He can
and does run for mayor or sheriff on the Labor ticket and
receive the sort of backing from the union that assures elec-

tion. He and his followers can break the largest local store

or most prosperous hostile newspaper by the quiet use of

boycott. He saw red when he watched the habitue of Chi-

cago flop-houses patrolling public highways in his county,
armed with high-powered rifles to protect men, who were

working to break his organization.

Beyond this unshakeable faith in organization however, the

vision of the rank and file of union men and their leaders

in Williamson has not thus far progressed. Such enterprises
of the new unionism as co-operation, adult educational work
and health conservation have made little headway. The
12,000 miners of Williamson have no central labor hall, no

common meeting-place. Their only contact with the world of

labor outside of Egypt comes through their weekly paper, The
Illinois Miner. While The Miner is generally conceded to

be one of the most progressive and catholic papers in the

labor field it cannot perform the functions of social worker,
health lecturer and labor educator.

IT
is this isolation, physical and mental, that dwarfs the

growth of Williamson through all sections of soceity. It

growth of Williamson through all sections of society. It

makes for a brooding, neurotic, clannish people suspicious

of outsiders, inhospitable in the extreme. The spokesmen for

the so-called "upper classes" (by which is indicated the

doctors, dentists, druggists, bankers, lawyers and their pursy-

mouthed, bespectacled wives) are insufferably snobbish and

unbelievably self-satisfied. Descendants of feudists and the

rag-tag and bob-tail of poor white camp-followers they

throw coal-diggers, radicals, niggers, wops, Catholics, high-

brows, pro-Germans and Darwinites into a common dust-

heap of hate. Nordics "100 per centers to a man," they

offer a happy hunting-ground for Ku Klux Klan kleagles.

They are shrewd enough, however, to keep their member-

ship a secret from their union (Continued on page 56)
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HOWEVER

we may regard the Independent-Pro-

gressive candidatures as a political innovation

and apart from personalities and particular pro-

posals \ve may all find ourselves indebted to this

new movement for bringing economic and social considera-

tions, which lie close to the life and labor of the common
lot of Americans, clear through into the arena of searching

public discussion. These, the older parties with their mixed

memberships tended, otherwise, to elide for the sake of

party unity.

And whatever the outcome of the November elections,

we may hope that the campaign will at least demonstrate

the call for a thorough overhauling of our present govern-

mental machinery to meet the stress of the industrial changes

which have swept in in the last fifty years: a survey if you
will of our present "state of the nation"

; competent analyses

of immediate needs linked with forecasts of those of longer

range, all as a basis for an honest, intelligent and just effort

to meet those needs either with our present machinery or

with new tools and new methods. Our utter failure to

cash in the results of the coal inquiry of two years ago and

to meet the situation confronting miners, consumers, in-

vestors, with a constructive fuel program turned to action,

does not, to be sure, raise hope too high as to the consequences

to be expected from such a canvass. But that failure at

least illuminates causes which are at the bottom of wide-

spread social unrest; it is at least a charge upon each of us

in our individual capacity to do serious stock taking.

We face new situations daily. We crave adequate read-

justments in our changing environment. Some of us may
feel that surer and in the long run swifter progress in

setting our house in order may be made if we make haste

slowly. Some of us are chiefly concerned with routing out

what's worn-out, obsolete, unjust and parasitic; some with

building afresh. But we can all hail the clash of sincere

opinion ; can hold with Tennyson that there is truth in

honest doubt, can welcome innovation if it helps to clarify

men's thinking and clear the ground for common action.

That is the process of democracy. What is to be dreaded

more than anything else is the closed mind, the complacency

which comes from satisfaction with things as they are. If

life means anything more to man than the lower animals

it means aspiration, growth, pioneering.

' A BOVE all else," once said Joseph Lee, "the Ameri-

^ y_ can people like open plumbing." Political move-

ments, as such, fall outside what has been the traditional

subject field of the Survey. But when social or civic or

economic factors with which we are concerned enter into

legislation or politics, we do not abandon their consideration.
We hold our ground : disentangle them as best we may, and
appraise them according to our lights. So doing, any bias in

these pages may be the better discounted if the editor of The
Survey puts down, for the information of his readers, that
he will vote for LaFollette and Wheeler in November. He
will do so for reasons he feels to be implicit in the foregoing.
Yet that appraisal of our situation is drawn from the
letter of a midwestern business man, long a member of

Survey Associates, whose vote in November will be for

Davis ; under whose leadership, and with the prick of a strong
minority, he feels that the Democratic party may "start

from the point to which it came under Woodrow Wilson
and progress surely but courageously forward into the
future." Next week we shall carry a review of the study
of the Preparation of Calvin Coolidge, now in press, on
which his college mate, Robert A. Woods, of South End
House, Boston, has been at work these last six months.
He approaches the career of the Republican nominee as may-
or, governor, and president from the angle of the social

worker in a way to bring out, in the author's words, "how
the same traits and the same human point of view appear
throughout."

We may differ, the three of us, as to ways ahead; but
we share long objectives. These we hold in common as,

against some of our various political bed-fellows. And
that is true of many who will go their varying roads in the

November balloting; prophetic, mayhap, of re-alignments in

the years to come. Two passages from our mid-western cor-

respondent follow verbatim. They are offered as the picture-

of an American voter off his job and out in the woods with,

his sons where he has been "brushing away the cobwebs of

every-day living." It is a picture to conjure with, hopefully.

You who deal with ideas, who come in contact with living,

thinking men and women, cannot imagine the poverty of one
who, by force of circumstances not choice is dealing with
things: real estate, bonds, people whose thinking is largely
materialistic. And yet, as I wrote an artist friend last year,
one can fashion and create, dream and build, if not castles,
other things of beauty and utility. One can have the spirit of
the artist even if his media be prosaic bricks and mortar, city
streets and playgrounds. I deny that the days of the pioneer
have passed away, that this is an age without adventure. I

know that there are wildernesses still to be explored, big-

game yet to be hunted; daring and courage are needed if one
is to live largely and work greatly even in the typical Ameri-
can city.

What we need and need badly is a stirring of our imagina-
tion, a revived spirit and a will and passion for justice and
beauty. I cannot become pessimistic. When I hear that a
book like So Big is a large seller, when I see that the effect of
men like MacDonald and Herriot, I know that latent in us
there is much of good.

If each of us can make some contribution toward that larger,,

freer, fuller life when all men everywhere may have oppor-
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tunity, both material and spiritual, to grow and develop, we
may feel that we have been among the Givers. The sun is

high and bright; my boy calls me. I look out over a lake

sparkling in the sunlight. It all seems prophetic. Heaven

above, a goodly earth beneath, man struggling ever onward and

upward. Another young life touched with the mystery of the

universe, inspired by beauty and learning that the mountains
can be reached only by a long, long trail.

demonstrations, which seek to lift the levels for an entire

area for a period of years, for what might be termed organ-
ized self-health.

TOO-EAGER
uplifters could find a moral in the story

of an enterprising young book agent who set about

selling an encyclopedia of farming. One of his first pros-

pects was a seedy person, whose leaky shanty was surrounded

by a waste strewn with weeds and broken farm implements,

among which three hens and two stray pigs were picking

a desultory living. As the salesman stopped for breath

after setting forth the riches of the book, which surely would

re-double profits in a year, the farmer shifted the last ounce

of his weight to the tree at which he had paused to listen ;

and remarked, "Young man, I ain't farmin' now as well

as I know how."

Such, barring its pleasant honesty, is the attitude which

blocks progress in many social fields in which the scien-

tific knowledge, painstakingly collected and verified, lies

unused merely because there is not sufficient popular inter-

est to sow its teachings and reap their rewards. In the

domain of public health, as the professional health workers

themselves have pointed out, we know enough to add five

years to the average American expectancy of life whenever,

as communities and individuals, we care enough to take the

trouble and to incur the expense. The startling successes

in the struggle against illness and death are those which

involve the conquest of communicable diseases smallpox,

typhoid, tuberculosis, cholera, yellow fever and the ail-

ments of infancy, in which the bulk of the trouble and re-

sponsibility can be taken by an able and energetic health

officer or a solicitous parent. Discouraging by contrast is

the line, level or slanting upward, which pictures the static

or growing incidence of the diseases of middle and later

life heart disease, cancer, kidney disease, diabetes. Here

gain can be made only through the desire of people to culti-

vate the habits and practices which will conserve and build

up their own health ;
here the stake is that priceless personal

endowment in which so many otherwise intelligent persons

are little interested as long as they have it.

Tens of thousands of men and women will die this year

because they do not care enough for their lives.

Caught in a corner, they will fight for their lives:

their emotional centers will take care of that. Injured or

fevered on a hospital bed, they will fight for them: every

nerve ganglion will see to that. But when the issue hangs

not on a crisis but on applying the science of living to their

mode of life, the encounter shifts to the seat of their

intelligence, their habits, their wills and we are most of us

shown up as bunglers. The agitation for periodic health

examinations is aimed at that individual indifference and

irresponsibility which make us such. And quite as signi-

ficant, in contrast to the clean-up weeks, the swift sanitary

strokes and the other features of our early fights against

the epidemics, is the mounting concern of our newer health

IN
bringing out this month its extensive report for 1923,

the Milbank Fund announces the Bellevue-Yorkville dis-

trict of New York City as the metropolitan area in its series

of such health demonstrations. The selection of the middle
East side of Manhattan is significant in the light of the
trend we have indicated. Nothing is more noteworthy in

this report than the insistence that this great organized
undertaking will not achieve success unless it is "conducted

by and not on the people in the demonstration centers," and
to the end set by one member of its advisory council, that

public health "be made a part of our annual personal budgets
and not be left entirely to the makers of municipal, county,
and state budgets." The series of demonstations Cattar-

augus County as the rural area, Syracuse as the urban, and
the New York district as the metropolitan, give scope not

only for testing the agencies and devices of organization
available in the different types of communities, but also

for working out the psychological approaches necessary to

meet and influence different kinds of habits of mind, on
which the achievement must rest if it is real.

THE
demonstration program itself summarizes the heart-

ening experience of the past five years in making human
life surer, and to that extent, happier. It designates the out-

standing factors of preventive medicine and hygiene as:

tuberculosis, communicable disease, school hygiene, matern-

ity, infancy and child hygiene, social hygiene, mental hygiene,
industrial hygiene, sanitation and food inspection, health

conservation and life extension. Because communities have

had a longer experience in the prevention and control of

tuberculosis than in others of these fields, an effective cam-

paign against tuberculosis is the keystone of the arch, but

there is clear recognition that it will drop to the ground
without the other stones. The report summarizes the eager
search for knowledge and the unstinted efforts put forward

in the past two generations in these chosen fields ; it analyzes

the communities studied in the course of the choice of the

demonstration areas ; and it estimates that the whole program
can be put into effect by any community at a cost of $3 per

capita per annum. In accordance with its policy of work-

ing through existing agencies and supplementing them only

where such aid is necessary to an effective result, the fund

will bear not more than $i per capita per annum. On the

whole project the fund probably will spend between $1,500,-

OOO and $2,OOO,OOO during five years ; and this is carefully

plotted on a descending scale so that the communities will

not be confronted with a sudden break at the close of the

allotted period.

The riches, material and otherwise, which would accrue to

a community able to comprehend and practise individually and

collectively the wisdom thus brought to the service of three

fortunate groups, could hardly be pictured too glowingly.



Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

Current Trends and Inclusions

IN

this issue we sweep from the "days of the ancients" to

the most modern industrial and social developments in

cities like Pittsburgh and Toronto; and from the Rotary
Club and golf course life of Herrin back to the days of

primitive vendetta. We see scientific research hard at work

trying to learn how to control the ravages of disease and, near

by, primitive passions, sometimes highly organized, trying to

continue the ravages of hate. We find the scientific student of

history raising grave doubts as to the validity of most of our

social institutions and assumptions, and even questioning the

capacity of men to carry the burden of civilization. We see

families being wrecked by the very efforts their members are

making to support these families and make them secure. We
see children being destroyed by certain of our community dere-

lictions, while we are busy with efforts to save the rest by
means of laws having far-reaching legal and social implica-
tions. We see local wars in one part of America and, not
far away, lagging efforts to understand and control the making
of international wars. Here are pictures of moments and
events and special areas of contemporary civilization. Here are

problems and aspirations and programs. Here is little room
for idle complacency large room for imagination, intelligence,

courage, faith. Here are the current trends, the striking ten-

dencies, the challenging problems which have come to the at-

tention of the editors of this magazine, and which they pass
on, as subjects of inquiry, as problems and as evidence, to
the students who are its readers. The world is full of subjects
of inquiry. The problems are not all solved. The evidence
is not all in. Of these things the future is being made:
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A LARGE number of Americans feel as, for example, the

responses to the Bok peace prize contest showed that

America should do something real to improve international re-

lationships and to prevent "the next war." The Carnegie En-

dowment, with its wealth, prestige and years of experience, is

naturally looked to for leadership in this endeavor.

The World Court is regarded by these Americans as a

significant, concrete step in the direction of peace. When this

survey began some months ago, Senator Pepper's committee
was holding a public hearing in Washington on the subject of

the Court. The response was impressive. Men and women
representing all sides of American life flocked to the capital.
The Federation of Churches, Federated Women's Clubs, the

American Federation of Labor ; lawyers and college presidents ;

various peace societies, including the World Peace Founda-
tion of Boston (endowed by the late Mr. Ginn after the man-
ner of the Carnegie fund, but more modestly) were all repre-
sented by spokesmen who followed one another for two days,

arguing for participation in the Court and protesting against
the Senate's inactivity in failing to report the matter out of

committee.

The Endowment, and its child, the American Peace Society,
both of which have offices in Washington, were conspicuous

by their absence. This failure was explained as due to the

Endowment's policy of avoiding contentious questions, but it

was not understood by most of the private individuals who
had come at considerable trouble and expense to perform what

they believed to be a public duty. In 1917, the trustees had

passed a resolution pledging the Endowment to "make a special

effort to overcome the remaining obstacles to the establish-

ment of an international court of justice." It seemed logical

to look to the Endowment and the American Peace Society
for visible support if not active leadership and they looked

in vain.

At the same time, in Washington, the Women's Interna-

tional League of Peace and Freedom was holding its fourth

convention. Women from all over the world had come

Europe, South America, the Far East. Some of them held

political theories more radical than most of ours. It might
be objected that conferences of this sort merely result in a

whipping-up of emotional enthusiasm without concrete results.

Nevertheless, women of the type of Miss Jane Addams, who
acted as chairman, cannot be dismissed as negligible; nor such

a coming together of women from the ends of the earth as

insignificant. It represented at least a certain potentiality, a

reservoir of good-will.

Washington did not receive these visitors, however, with

any marked hospitality. The fire-breathing Daughters of 1812

endeavored to get the management of the hotel in which the

sessions were held to throw them out altogether. One en-

lightened Congressman asked the Department of Justice to

proceed against the ladies on the ground that they were in the

pay of the Russian Bolsheviks. Senator Borah was one of the

four or five American males, who had the grace to take part
in the sessions and add theirs to the general voice. Neither

the Endowment nor the American Peace Society were repre-
sented in any way, nor ventured a word in the women's de-

fense.

WHILE
it is possible to overstress the connection between

economic rivalries and the war and to assume too lightly

that if raw materials were equitably distributed international

conflicts would cease, certainly this aspect of international

friction is receiving more and more attention, and the economic

as well as the political development of the international idea,

is becoming increasingly important. The application to the

economic causes of war of the political forms which may tend

to check them is one of the tasks now facing statesmanship.

In studying the economic results of the Great War, the En-

dowment will cast a retrospective light on this subject, but
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iln attacking the prevention of future disagreements for which

economic activities are now preparing, it has yet to be heard

irom.

IT
was inevitable, as the Endowment shook itself together,

that its work should become standardized, and its funds

more and more applied under its own direction. The vague
connotation of unlimited wealth in the mere word "Carnegie,"

naturally attracts all sorts of visionary or self-seeking sug-

gestions, and in the course of a dozen year's experience the

administrators of such a fund necessarily acquire a pretty

expeditious technique in dealing with applicants.

Necessary as this protective coloring is, it seems doubtful
if the Endowment is as open as it should be to new sugges-
tions. It was Mr. Root himself who said in 1920: "We are

beating around on the mere surface of things and by 'we*

I do not mean this organization, I mean governments. What
has been done hitherto is mere attempt to bind the giant with
silk ribbons. Money will not do it. The only advantage in hav-

ing money is that it may help some personality to become effect-

ive." And yet Mr. Root is one of the first to distrust any
unorthodox straying from precedent or what he would regard
as interference with the statesmanship which should be left

to Foreign Offices and accredited diplomats.
It would be easy to fill this paper with suggestions, of vary-

ing value, which have been declined by the Endowment. Here,
to take one at random, is a professor trying to make a com-

parative study of the history text-books of various nations,
with the aim of pointing out the nationalistic bias of each (the
different accent put, for example, on the story of Waterloo
in France, in England and in Germany) and arriving at some-

thing approaching "absolute" truth.

Interesting and useful pioneering this, in a direction that

ought, eventually, to have something to do with lessening na-
tionalistic vanity and prejudice. But the work called for certain

expenses which the professor was trying to meet from his own
pocket and the Endowment was asked to help. It declined.

That in itself means nothing, of course. The available funds

may all have been assigned and scores of such suggestions
must be turned down. And yet it seems not improper to

measure the probable fruitfulness of such work with some of
the minor enterprises actually undertaken by the Endowment

the translation into Spanish, for instance, in a library of
American of which, thus far, only five volumes have been

published, of two of the trustee's books, one by Dr. Butler
and one by Professor James Brown Scott.

In view of the fact that such important work as that of
the Institute of International Education had to be cut off be-
cause of lack of funds the public may also not unreasonably
ask for a pretty clear explanation of the expenditure, at the
same time, of certain sums on reconstruction in countries with
which we are supposed to be the best of international friends.

Thus 10,000 was given towards the repair of Westminster
Abbey; $107,000 towards the repair of the library at Lou-
vain; a new library was built at Rheims and another at Bel-

grade, Servia; $150,000 to construct a model public square
in the Commune of Fargniers, Department of the Aisne.
To bracket these gifts with decorations or other honoraria,

bestowed on certain of the trustees by the countries bene-

fitted, as some hostile critics have done, is uncalled for, but
the public are entitled to a satisfactory statement as to the
contribution made by these amiable gifts toward the cause of
international peace. One of the trustees explained to me
that people little realized how much irritation toward the
United States there was after the war and how necessary
it was for the Endowment to make itself solid, so to 'speak,
before beginning post-war work.
The explanation scarcely explains. The Endowment took

no daring or unpopular stand during the War which necessi-
tated buying itself back into favor. And after thus bowing
its head to the war wind, let alone after the American service
in France of which this seems scarcely the moment or place
to speak, if the Endowment must needs build model squares,
including shower baths and bowling alleys, in order to con-
tinue its altruistic work, the chances of getting anything per-
manent done for international peace seem small, indeed.
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UPPOSE," said one of the trustees, with whom I was.

discussing the Endowment's disinclination for the more
vocal sorts of peace advocacy, "you wanted to get the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor to do something. Well, of course

you might write a lot of articles and editorials and hold meet-

ings and stir up public opinion to exert a certain amount of

pressure. But the real way would be to get to Sam Gompers
himself. Then you might see something accomplished."

This is canny doctrine and in many of life's affairs, effective.

But peace is a state of mind still in the making. It is not

something carried round in the pockets of individuals, however

eminent. The objection to dealing exclusively with these wor-

thies is simply that they cannot deliver the goods. Put in this,

bold fashion, probably none of the trustees, even the gentle-

man just quoted, would maintain that peace could be so

wrapped up and delivered. They would say, as they many
times have said, that international peace meant nothing less

than a slow change and education of a whole world. But in-

actual practice a group of eminent, self-perpetuating gentle-

men, like the trustees of the Endowment, tend more and more

to work with their kind and unconsciously to eliminate 11'

that does not fall in with the habitual point of view of those

more or less like themselves. And while peace undoubtedly

means "the gradual and patient extension of the rule of law,"

there is a danger of digging in on some such comfortable bit

of "rationalizing" and leaving the work to time and evolution.

As one faces the tragic facts of Europe today, and the be-

wilderment of the more serious side of the younger generation,

in this country, there is an unconscious humor in the tone

in which, in its Year Book for 1923, Dr. Butler describes the

Endowment's new home in Paris. Two pages of photographs
and two of urbane descriptions are given to this "dignified

old XVIII Century hotel at 173 Boulevard St. Germain. It

stands at the widest point of the famous boulevard, near the-

foreign embassies and not far from the Senate, the Chamber
of Deputies, the Institut de France. Its fine XVIII Century

facade rises to a height of seventy feet. A large court gives-

light and air to the spacious rooms decorated in the style of

Louis XV. . . . The building contains fifty-five rooms, large

and small . . . there is a terrace on the roof with sanded

paths and shrubs from which a superb view of Paris and the-

Seine may be obtained. . . .

Very attractive, certainly, and no sensible person would be-

grudge the Endowment suitable working quarters, nor sug-

gest that the money spent on this palatial home was improper-

ly spent, although it did, as a matter of fact, cost the En-

dowment more than was originally intended. What we are

concerned with here are merely matters of accent and mood,

with what is symptomatic rather than open to direct criticism.

And in the face of the tragedy of Europe today, of the tre-

mendous human facts which the Endowment is engaged to-

affect, this unctious preoccupation with the charms of what is,

after all, a working headquarters rather than a pleasant club r

does suggest a certain slackening of emotional intensity, the

danger, which such a fund always runs, of becoming static

and standardized and making self-perpetuation an end in itself.

The little Filipino lady who spoke at one of the sessions of

the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

last spring, showing her dimples and white teeth as she said

that "we must do away with this economic imperialism" was-

doubtless as incongruous a figure in comparison with the gigan-

tic forces of which she spoke as a talking doll standing in.

front of the Twentieth Century Express. Miss Jane Addams,
who presided at those meetings, may seem to ignore, at times,

the brutal realities of trade and politics. Mrs. Anna Garlin

Spencer, that intrepid little old Joan of Arc, who went from

the conference hall up to the Senate hearing on the World

Court, and for sheer eloquence, and dynamic conviction ran

circles round most of the men who spoke there, may be ab-

sorbed in the purely ethical aspects of peace to the exclusion

of the slow, practical steps needed to approach it.

There is a rather general belief that such congresses are-

weak in concrete results. I do not wish to over-emphasize

the importance of this particular one, nor to seem to be using-

it as a comprehensive measuring stick against the whole work
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of the Endowment. I mention it because it represented some-

thing also necessary in any work toward peace which the

Endowment seems to lack; a passion for peace, an emotional

head of steam, which, in whatever field it is exerted, is what
makes the world go round. These women had been lonely

warriors in many an unpopular fight. They had said the

things they were saying now, when saying them meant the

likelihood of going to jail, and they would say them again,

under similar circumstances, if need be. The will toward

peace and international neighborliness, so often trampled un-

der since the wa_r, became alive again in that hall. The air

was the old free air and the spirit lifted and expressed itself.

Theirs was not the psychology of opportunists and pussy-

footers, but of fighting Christians and crusaders.

It is this crusading spirit which the Endowment, in what

might be described as its comfortable middle age, seems con-

spicuously to lack. It would be unreasonable, perhaps, to

expect it. All these gentlemen are useful and distinguished

Americans in their various ways, and the ways of most of

them are not those of the crusader. Even were some spurt
or recurrence of that spirit to overtake them, they are too pre-

occupied with other affairs to give it much chance.

President Butler, for example, runs a great university, and

assists in running the Republican Party. He sits at a long

table, piled with letters and telegrams duly sorted out and

arranged by obedient secretaries the sort of executive into

and out of whose presence the visitor, even on an errand of

peace, is shot with the speed and precision of a change-box in

a pneumatic tube. Mr. Root is an eminent lawyer, our most

distinguished elder statesman. But even were Mr. Root less

habitually legalistic than he is, his generation was that which

preceded rather than that which follows the Great War. He
was completing his three score years and ten when war came.
A very different world faces the Endowment from that which

faced it in 1910. The kings are gone. All Eastern Europe
has undergone or is undergoing a peasant revolution, in one

sort or another, and the continent called Russia is ruled, in

the name, at least, of the proletariat and communism. The
Labor government in England, the social and industrial stir-

ring all over South America, the recent swing to the left in

France, the splitting of our traditional political parties all

these things are different aspects of something new in the

world, something like a general social overturn which makes
the 1910 type of eminent man a good deal less representative
now than then. The political position of women has corres-

pondingly changed. If someone were to give ten millions of

dollars now for a peace fund, it is difficult to believe that the

Board of Trustees would not include representatives of women,
the traditional conservators of human life, and of "labor",

which, when war comes, furnishes most of the cannon fodder.

And it is also difficult to believe that the policies of these

more contemporaneous trustees would not differ a good deal

from those of the present Endowment. The crusading spirit,

in the sense at least of an active and pioneering spirit, is by no
means limited to the more emotional type of peace advocated.

Such work as the Foreign Policy Association and the Williams-
town Institute of Politics have done in providing open forums
for the intelligent discussion of international affairs; as the

former's timely reports on various international disputes and
its efforts to educate public opinion, to present briefs to the

State Department and to bring important information to the

attention of Congress; the prompt action which the Federa-
tion of Churches recently took in the clash between the Senate
and Japan; the work of the League of Women Voters and
other organizations in forcing some action on the World Court

all these are but examples of attempts to meet issues as they
arise and get something done before it is too late, which seem
suitable tasks for a peace endowment.
A certain incongruity and clash of aims is almost inseparable,

perhaps, from the administration of a permanent peace fund.

The conservatism necessary to win public confidence in the first

place, and more or less associated with the task of guarding
any such vast sum of money, calls for one set of qualities : ag-

gressive, pioneering work for the end in view, calls for others.

In a world still largely controlled by instincts inherited from

savage ancestors, peace has rarely been popular or even safe.
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Its advocates inevitably fight their way upstream and against
the tide. The administrators of a permanent peace fund,
chosen in quiet times because they are held in public esteem,
find themselves engaged in activities, which, at the first threat
of war, the majority are likely to condemn.
A laboratory of scientific research can be endowed with every

hope of good results, because patience and industry and intelli-

gence are things that can be bought and men will even give
these things for nothing in order to be free to pursue truth.

But imagination, moral courage, constructive idealism and the

leadership which will carry the world nearer the goal of inter-

national peace are harder to come by and harder to keep t

work, year in and year out, on any path of consistent ad-
vance.

Yet these qualities moral leadership, in a word, are de-

manded in the administration of such a fund, and to supply
them is the responsibility of those who consecrate themselves
to such a work.

HERRIN
(Continued from page 48)

Most of them have homes in Marion, the oldest town in

the county, and it is to Marion that one finally turns for a

cross-section of the life of Williamson. There are fifteen

churches in Marion which has a population of 10,000. Prac-

tically every month throughout the year there is a revival of

some sort in either the Baptist or the Methodist churches.

Anaemic, middle-aged men with high-standing collars and white
bow-ties groan their exhortations to a revengeful deity in

the early manner of Billy Sunday. A Babbit-like touch is

given to these grotesqueries by announcements in the local

papers to the effect that "Tonight there will be the peppiest

pep meeting of the whole pepful series when the Rev. Will
Clem will deliver his inspiring address to young men and
women entitled 'How Andy Gump Lost His Chin.' A jazzer-
ino-talk boys, by a he-man."

Sex harasses these people. They brood over it and it makes
them restless. They will climb into Ford sedans and ride

hours round and round the court-house or crowd into the

really handsome moving picture house lured by the sensual

"stills" in the lobbies. And the only solution suggested for

bringing the larger life to Williamson that has thus far

presented itself to the Chicago Tribune is the "need for home
missionaries!"

THERE
are two daily newspapers in Marion and both print

Bible verses at the head of their editorial columns. There
are one or two stories of births and deaths in town on the

front pages "Grim Reaper Calls Mrs. Swett" "Its Twins
at Hudgens's" accounts of the dances at the Elks or L.O.O.M.
or I.O.O.F.'s or K.P.'s or Mason's and the rest is boiler-plate

and advertising. Neither paper while the Herrin mine-rioting
was on printed one word of editorial comment for Marion
the outstanding news feature of generations. During the

trials held within a stone's throw of the newspaper offices,

there were editorials on etiquette (a subject that fascinates

Marion society judging from the number of guide books to

meticulous public behavior sold there that winter), the pre-

serving of fruits, the liquor question, anything but the one

subject that shrieked for comment. A recent survey conducted

by a St. Louis newspaperman developed the fact that William-

son takes newspapers for two reasons the continued fiction

stories and the comic strips.

It is a comic strip world at that, this Marion "society,"

where nagging wives and hen-pecked and palely unfaithful

husbands step out of the paper into reality every day, where

arguments are settled Everett True fashion by the verbal or

physical clubbing of your opponent, where the chinless Gump
and his demagogic appeal as the wearer of "no man's collar"

may be observed at every election, where Barney Google and

the temperamental Spark Plug lend color to the county fair

every September. And if by chance the names and deeds of

Gump, Google and True are unfamiliar to Survey readers, be

sure they are better known in Williamson than those of the

foremost statesmen, poets and painters of our day. There
was far more real interest shown by Marion two years ago
this fall in the election of Andy Gump as portrayed in Car-
toonist Sidney Smith's comic strips than in the congressional
elections. Large sums of money were wagered between Andy
and anti-Gumps.

FOLLOWING
the mine-riot trials there was comparative

peace in the county. Labor tickets were easily elected in

both Marion and Herrin. Of course there were occasional

boot-legging wars and some desultory shooting but violence

did not become organized on a large scale until the kleagles
arrived with their hoods and hog Latin and their ostentatious

contributions to the local Baptist and Christian and Method-
ist churches. The strength of the klan in Marion was first

realized by the general public when at a meeting held in the

square outside the court-house a fire-eating minister assured

a gaping crowd that the "blood that flowed at the mine riots

would be but a drop in the bucket compared with what would

happen if the county did not promptly reform."

Just what shape this reformation was to take is not clear.

In answer to an article of mine on klan activities in William-
son I have recently received an anonymous letter purporting
to come from that organization and informing me that it is

the purpose of the klan to put an end to parochial schools.

To the lay mind, gun-ganging on the sheriff seems to be a

rather unusual method of separating church from state. But
as I am told in the same letter that The New York World
and New York Times are "Rome-controlled" the klan evi-

dently possesses data inaccessible to me.

Soon after enough ten-dollar bills had flowed kleagleward,
the klan hired Glenn Young, a sharp-shooting upholder of

law and order who proudly displayed twenty-one notches on

his gun as evidence of his prowess. Young commenced a

series of raids on the homes of Italian miners, ostensibly in

a search for contraband liquor. It is stated by opponents of

the klan that Young and his klan following beat up men,

women and children, desecrated shrines and so conducted them-

selves as to cause a hurried exodus of foreign born miners

to St. Louis and points north. Young was indicted on some

two hundred counts but never brought to trial. He was

repudiated by the federal prohibition forces whom he claimed

to represent and was on his way to Belleville in the northern

part of the state when he was shot. Since then his only public

appearance has been at the police station in Atlanta, Georgia,
where he sought protection, saying that he was being pursued

by "Herrin gangsters."
It isn't enough to say that the klan in Williamson is anti-

union. It is an open secret that a number of American-born

miners belong to it, despite the fact that membership makes

them liable to expulsion from the union. Undoubtedly the

klan receives its chief support from those who hate the union

despite the fact that they make their living from its members,
the lawyers, doctors, ministers and small businessmen, the pro-
verbial "better element." The klan's chief appeal, of course,

is to religious bigotry and in Williamson it finds a happy

hunting-ground. The economic and political factors, while

they are present, are not emphasized.

TGNORANCE, superstition, suspicion, hatred of the new,

JL sex harassment, passions unchecked by reason that find

their outlet in gun-play, boot-legging and rioting these stalk

the tree-lined streets of Herrin. Apparently the true spirit

of civilization requires something deeper and richer than the

radios, the Rotaries, the movies, the filling-stations, yes and

even the high schools and labor unions and churches, are giving

it them in 1924. A. D.
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Reading

Maketh

A

Full

Man

Appropriate Appeals For All Appetites

THE ASCENDING LIFE
RICHARD ROBERTS 75 cents

For those who feel the challenge to climb to heights beyond.

RUSSIAN FOLK SONGS
FROM FOLK SONGS OF MANY PEOPLES 75 cents

For music lovers a glimpse into the heart of the Russian people

through its folk songs.

CEREMONIALS OF COMMON DAYS
ABBIE GRAHAM 1.50

For those who feel the romance of the commonplace.

WOMAN'S PHYSICAL FREEDOM
CLELIA D. MOSHER, M.D. 1.00

For all women how to be radiantly well.

PATHWAYS TO GOD
ALEXANDER PURDY 1.50

For those whose way seems beset with difficulties. Dr. Purdy begins
where the problems begin.

THE WOMANS PRESS

600 Lexington Avenue New York. N. Y.

WHO ARE THE
BENEFACTORS?

By ANNIE LOCKHART CHESLEY

With Introduction by Samuel McChord Crother*

In our efforts to provide for the poor we are

apt to think of them only as beneficiaries not as

benefactors. Yet many are benefactors of mankind,
for they have demonstrated the quality of courage-
ous endurance latent in every human soul.

This series of realistic sketches entirely free from
artificial coloring reflect credit upon these unfortu-

nate people who bear their burdens and keep up the

fight with the odds all against them.

$1.25 postpaid At all booksellers, or from

THE BEACON PRESS, Inc.

25 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Bookshop located at 16 Beacon Street

THE DISCOVERY
OF INTELLIGENCE

By Joseph Kinmont Hart

THIS book, written for the general

reader, tells the story of the long battle

between folkways on the one side and free

thinking and acting on the other, with spe-

cial reference to education. It is an uncom-

monly stimulating volume which should

appeal to every alert reader who is, or

thinks he is, or would like to be a practi-

tioner of independent thinking and acting.

Before Socrates all people lived by habits

and customs folkways; since Socrates an

increasing number have conducted their lives

somewhat independently of folkways, though

they have had to fight a great deal to do it.

Folkways are still extremely powerful in the

field of education; this book explains why
they are and why they shouldn't be.

Illustrated. Price $4.00

The Century Co.
353 Fourth Avenue
New York City

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us it identifies you )
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five or six years every annual
health budget was approved
only after the stiffest kind of

opposition from councilmen
who raised the flag of econ-

omy. It was give and take fighting; the doctor gave no quarter
when his work was attacked, and two or three city fathers lost

their seats after a round of it.

By 1916 the tide had turned. Toronto had already a good

working system of school health examinations and nursing
under the Board of Education. Not because it was at all in-

effective, but because the city was catching Dr. Hastings'

philosophy of consecutive, concentrated responsibility for the

citizen's health from before birth to what he calls "the

threshold of the next cycle of existence," the mayor and council

took the initiative in petitioning the provincial legislature to

transfer the school health program to the municipal health

officer. The Board of Education, opposing the change, was
able to carry the legislature, but the mayor was persistent.

He put the question on the city ballots at the next election.

Toronto voted by 22,000 to 6.oco to give the Medical Officer

of Health control. The legislature could not do less than

acquiesce. Since that decisive public endorsement the shoe,

politically, has been on the other foot. Now a candidate for

the council is pretty sure to boast of his past support of the

health budget, or to pledge his future support, as evidence of

his claim on the electors.

There was a City Welfare Commission, whose business was
to inspect the institutions to which the city made relief allow-

ances and advise the city generally in public relief problems.
It had not made much of a success at teamwork. Three years

ago, largely on the initiative of the Bureau of Municipal Re-

search, this commission was dissolved and its duties given to

a new division in the department of health and welfare. Dr.

Hastings believes that social diagnosis demands trained work-
ers no less than medical, and will have none but graduates of

social casework schools or institutes on the staff of this social

service division, which is headed by an able caseworker.
The one large piece of public health machinery still quite

separate from the health department is the Victorian Order
of Nurses. This is a dominion-wide organization formed by
Lady Aberdeen when her husband was governor-general, at

the time of Queen Victoria's jubilee. It is surrounded by the

prestige of official patronage and a long tradition of service.

In Toronto the Victorian nurses, confining themselves chiefly
to bedside nursing, exchange reports twice a week with the

public health nurses and work in close harmony with them.
Even the Victorian Order is beginning to ask whether it

would not be better to use the available funds in further
extension in pioneer areas, leaving Toronto's sick poor to the

competent care of the city.

THIS
city nursing service is the pioneer, and, with Detroit,

the outstanding example of generalized public health nurs-

ing that is, the use of a single corps of nurses for all sorts

of nursing duties (except the bedside care of those ill with

non-communicable diseases), instead of the assignment of

particular nurses to school inspection, prenatal clinics, or other

snecial duties. There are now 114 nurses on the city payroll.

There would be more, Dr. Hastings says, if the war had not

somewhat slowed up the snowball. Aside from a group of

supervisors, one for tuberculosis, one for mental cases, one for

veneral disease, and so on, the nurses are assigned either to

hospitals or to one of eight district offices. Those assigned
to hospitals (who also take their turn at district nursing) do

the work that is ordinarily known as hospital social service

at all but one of Toronto's general hospitals. Each of the

district nurses has a section of the district for her own. In

one of the downtown districts, for example, 12 nurses divide

a population of 69,000 between them. Each nurse carries an

average of perhaps 90 families, and she is likely to know as

many more. Some of the nurses have worked in one section

for four years: in general a nurse stays put as long as she

keeps herself out of a rut, and thus comes to know her clientele

intimately. In the morning practically the whole force is

HEALTH UN-LTD.
(Continued from page 45)

thrown into the schools.

When he enters school, each
child is given a complete phys-
ical examination, at which

every effort is made to have
one or both of his parents present, so that a foundation can be
laid for wise home care and continuing cooperation. Another
examination is given each child in the fourth grade, so that
even those who leave school early go out with some advice as
to the kinds of work they are physically fit to do. The ail-

ments that turn up day by day are cared for as need arises;
children needing treatment (other than dental care) are sent
to their own physicians or to the Hospital for Sick Children.
The nurse also talks health in the classroom.
At noon the nurses report at district headquarters, which,

as it happens, are nearly all in police stations! These district

offices are shared by the Neighborhood Workers' Association,
the city-wide private caseworking agency. There is constant

interchange between the nurses and the social workers; in one
district I was told that about 35 per cent of the Neighborhood
Workers' cases were first reported by the nurses, and there
is a steady, if somewhat smaller, stream of health cases brought
in by the family welfare visitors.

The afternoons the nurses give to the work assigned by
the district superintendent prenatal visiting; the care of
tubercular patients ; examining babies and advising mothers,
under the direction of the city physicians, at the child health
centers (to which mothers are urged to bring both babies and
pre-school children) ; following up the many clues that come
from clinics, birth registrations, schools and the social agen-
cies. Only the venereal disease cases are handled bv a special
staff.

This generalized nursing plan was one of Dr. Hastings'
early hobbies. It had its inception in a clear case of duplica-
tion: a survey made in 1915 showed that 8$ per cent of
the families in which public health nursing was being done
were being served simultaneously by school nurses and those
of the health department. It has worked out, to the satis-

faction of Toronto at least, in lengthening the reach and
broadening the contacts of public health work, and in strength-
ening the hold of the nurse on the families she is capable of

serving.

Only less interesting than this nursing organization is the

way in which the health department, the hospitals and the

university cooperate. The city maintains no hospital f its

own (except for acute communicable diseases) nor does it have

any clinics for treatment (except the dental clinics in the

schools). But it subsidizes free clinics of every sort at the

private hospitals, paying 32 cents per patient. This enables
the city to avoid all duplication, and still to maintain a stake
in the handling of the sick poor. This arrangement, more-
over, tends to concentrate the teaching material at the most
available centers. The University of Toronto, which has eiven
courses in public health nursing for four years, sends its stu-

dents into the city health department for their supervised
field work.

THE accompanying charts outline the story of the growing
expenditure for public health in Toronto and the corre-

sponding fall in the death rate. The budget for 1924 is

$858,700; $1.56 per capita, and the staff of the depart-
ment has topped soo. But figures alone do not convey Dr.

Hastings' robust theory of the business of a public health de-

partment. Like ^ost progressive health officers, he has lost

interest in the range of activities which mean mere surface

cleanliness.

It is obvious, he says, that the activities of a modern department
of health are vastly different from what they were a few years
ago, when they were bending all their energies to the abating of

nuisances, the collection and disposal of garbage, the cleaning of

the streets, back-yards and lanes. These activities are clearly
essential in any self-respecting city, but it would be difficult to

demonstrate that their neglect would be responsible for one single
death.



THE DAYS OF
(Continued

added a defensive note, and
all of them had been loosely

coordinated, there arose a

Great House, civic center and

citadel, to which the clans re-

paired on occasion, though passing most of their lives at their

scattered clan house clusters.

The apex of the Great House culture was on the tawny
white sloping plain of the Gila and the Salado, in Arizona,

falling toward their junction, which is to say Salt River.

The state road which leads through this country from Casa
Grande to Phoenix, cuts the line of innumerable Great House
canals. Where it crosses the Salado, opposite the reef of

reddish trap called Hole-in-the-Rock, the intake of ditches on

both sides of the river can still be traced.

These aceqnia madres, down which the virgin poplars ran,

ruffling their white-lined petticoats to the wind, extended for

a total distance of two hundred miles across the river plain,

bringing under cultivation a quarter of a million acres. At
Mesa it is reported that the present Mormon colony saved

itself a matter of twenty thousand dollars by utilizing the

gradients of an ancient water way, pecked out of the tuff by
picks of stone, heaped up with wooden shovels and carried

away in skins. Even where their banks have been utterly level-

ed by the wind, the lines of these meandering canals can still

be traced by the "water tamers," placed along their banks

by the builders. For this is the way the minds of Our An-
cients worked ; "Along stream beds and borders," said they,
"there are rounded and oddly shaped rocks, and where these

are the water flows faster with a contented sound ; therefore

let us place along our mains, familiar shapes of stone so that

the river may be the more easily induced to flow there and
feel at home."

But there were more fields than Mesa boasts, gathered
around the six Great House heaps, corn and the fragrant bean

fields, cotton between musky golden melons and little green-
white squashes, and the silvery sinuous acequias. Twelve to

thirteen thousand farmer citizens worked their allotments of

irrigated land about Los Muertos, living from seed time to

harvest in the dark wattled-and-daub "temporales" and under
the open-sided ramadas where the dripping water jar swung
and the grinding stone lay on the metate. But from harvest
to seed time they returned to their town houses.

Distributed along both sides of the main canal, the Great
Houses rose from four squared foundations, terraced inward
to a height of four or five stories, of which the last one was
little more than a tower, from the top of which a smoke signal
would call the furthest farmer to the citadel.

In its lower, doorless chambers would be stored the seed

corn, and the tithing of the Cacique, and probably in the

central cell of all the Sun Priest prayerfully awaited the

moments when the beam of the Sun Father, turning in his

course, would shine through the pierced walls, as the cus-

todian will show you at Casa Grande. Probably no private
house was without some marker of its own, as you will find

at Zuhi, some spot on the wall or the doorsil where the sun
shone at solstice or equinox and at those times only, by which
seed time and harvest and feast days were calculated. But
it was the Cacique who cried the time from the housetops
when the waters should be unloosed or the tithing brought in,

or the rally of young men for the communal hunt. And per-

haps when the hunt was on, or the salt-train about due from
the south, the women went up to the tower story to look
for the faint smokes in the appointed quarters of the horizon
which advised them when to set the fires going in the great
communal baking pits. These were in open plazas between
the Great Houses, and when they were packed close with
haunches of venison with savory herbs between, flanked with

green corn and rows of round bodied bean pots, and cakes
of pounded meal flavored with wild seeds or sweetened with
sahauro and wrapped in clean husks, the steam of them would
have surely hastened the feet threading the silver network of
the acequias.

It is likely that the families of all who had to do with the
administration of the Great House affairs lived rather con-

tinuously at the community houses, and that the smaller dwell-

ings clustered about them were the winter homes of such of

OUR ANCIENTS
from page 38)

the farmers as felt themselves
drawn to the winter life of
cities. At San Juan and San-
ta Clara one hears young
Pueblenos talk at their sum-

mer temporales of "week-ending at the Pueblo."
Whether certain of the buildings uncovered at Los Muertos

were halls of the Masons and the Elks, I mean of the fraterni-
ties of the Antelope and the Snake and the Rain, or were tem-
ples of the Holders and Finishers of the Paths of Our Lives,
is one of the unsolved problems of the Great House era.

Gushing, who uncovered them thought them temples any
building wholly set aside from secular use is surely a temple
and dividing the horizon according to the system pre-

vailing at Zuni, he found his way to the ancient shrines and
sacred places of the purple mountain wall.

Tremendous activities went on in these Cities That Died.
Between the times when they served the Corn and the Cotton
there were shrines to be visited, ditches to be dug and mended
between the summer and winter floods, loads of arrow stone
and water-worn boulders suitable for winter working to be

poled in from the river beds along the acequia madres, on rafts

of bundled reeds and cane from the river-borders. Between
the winter solstice and the vernal equinox traders came in,

fierce, shy, outliers with the summer's plunder of dried meat
and medicine herbs, turquoises and chalcedony for ceremonial

arrows, bundles of yucca fibre and yucca root for washing
blankets and for purification, vendors of parrot and macaw
feathers and sellers of strange shells from the Gulf and the
Pacific Ocean. After the corn planting and before the first

hoeing there was the annual expedition for salt to the head
of the California Gulf, attended by protective ritual, frag-
ments of which still linger among the tribes who have inherited

the lands but fallen far short of the culture of the Hohokum.
Between tribal occasions the women coiled and smoothed

and painted their cooking pots and tended the great communal
ovens. In June they flocked to the mesquite thickets, where,
between the scarlet tipped thryses of the ocotilla, the sahauros

ripened their fruit, to make syrup for the winter's sweetening,
and young lovers walking apart to find the nightblooming
cereus uncurling in the dusk from its dry rat-tailed stems,

lingered to hear the mocking bird, pouring its music like

round dropped molten substance of the moon.
After the corn was harvested the women braided it by the

husks in long festoons, hung drying under the jacales . on whose
roofs presently the piled cotton pods burst into white drifts

for miles and miles. And always between these and their

house-tending, child-bearing activities, they were a-building and

a-building. They mixed ashes of brush and grass with the

dry earth and puddled it, piling it course by course, as much
as would dry well in the shape in which it was laid, into the

great pyramidal houses.

THE Great-house culture disappeared about the twelfth

century, three or four hundred years before its ruins were
discovered by the Spanish explorers. But what it died of,

unless it were the pride of cities, there is not even a tradition.

When the culture was at its best the chiefs waxed boastful;
Great-house fought against Great-house, destroying one an-

other as did the free cities of the Middle Ages. The communal-
mindedness which grew out of their economic organization,

put them too much at the mercy of the more individualistic,

militaristic, nomadic tribes. Once their resistence was broken,

they reverted instantly to an earlier tribal-mindedness, and
fled in broken clans and fragments of clans to the fastness

of the present Hopi and Zuhi pueblos.
Here they assimilated themselves to a less centralized type

of cooperative commonwealth, which is making its last stand

against our invasive modern Americanism. At Hopi and Zuni
and in the Rio Grande Pueblos may be studied what are prob-

ably the last, and certainly the best types of aboriginal com-
munism accessible to the student of social organization. One
wonders sometimes, if the sustained quality of their economic
and social arrangements on a communistic basis is not one of

the reasons, half-realized, which furnishes a part of the

animus for the steady destruction wrought against them by
the department of our Government which has them in charge.
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGU E President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American peo'ple in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN CHILD HEALTH ASSOCIATION Headquarters, 532
17th St., N'.W., Washington, D. C.; Administrative Offices, 370
7th Avenue, New York. Herbert Hoover, President; L. Emmett
Holt, MJ).; Livingston Farrand, M.D.; Thomas D. Wood, M.D.;
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th VIce-Presidents respect-
ively; Corcoran Thorn, Treasurer; Philip Van Ingen, M.D., Secre-
tary; Edward M. Flesh, Comptroller. To promote health among
children from conception to maturity this to be accomplished
througn cooperation with parents, doctors, nurses, teachers, and
other health workers; by dissemination of scientific information
and teaching methods in schools, through conferences, addresses,
pamphlets, publicity material, and a monthly magazine, "Child
Health Magazine."

Deceased.

A
r
M^RIC,ANw COUN,TRY,

LIFE ASSOCIATION-K. L. Butterfield,

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local I. W.
C. A.'s on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy,
general secretary, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial,
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admin-
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health, schools,
recreation, dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2,

$5, $10. $25 and $100 includes monthly publication, "The American
Child.''

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. Charles *.
Powlison, general secretary, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York. Originates
and publishes exhibit material which visualizes the principles and
conditions affecting the health, well-being and education of chil-
dren. Cooperates with educators, public health agencies, and all

child welfare groups in community, city or state-wide service
through exhibits, child welfare campaigns, etc.

Israel, executive' secretary" Room' {xw"rrZ', THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE Dr.

Bldg, New York City EmPhaszs the hum William H. Welch, president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. dir.;
Lspect of country life. Annual membership $3 00 deludes "The Dr " ?Iarenc,e J

o
D>Alton - executive assistant; Clifford W Beers.

Country Life Bulletin." secretary; 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Pamphlets on
AMCBI^AIO mental hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mlndeJnese,

(
BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret epilepsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, back-

ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ- ward children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene/' quar-
betterment of conditions In home, school, Institution and terly, $3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .25 a

community Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics: office year.

man^germrCath^fraTsf^ltimole'Td
"' D ' &: ' bUS'neS8 NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENT.ON OF BLIND-

NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hath-
away, secretary; 130 East 22nd Street, New York. Objects: To fur-
nish information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal servlo*
for local organizations and legislation, publish literature of move-
ment samples free, quantities at cost. Includes N'ew York State
Committee.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton.
-_ _ .,.,,., u.asn^o.s,, LKjttiincui. president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East

P
t
V
/fn

on ' Publication free on request. Annual membership Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-
ing of the Conference will be held In Denver, Colorado, June 10th
to 17th, 1925. Proceedings are sent free of charge to all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MOTHERS AND PARENT-TEACHER
ASSOCIATIONS Executive office: Mrs. A. H. Reeve, president,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.; national headquarters: Mrs.

PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
peace of justice. Its official organ Is the Advocate of

,', 2f? a year - Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,812-614 Colorado Building. Washington, D. C.
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, executive secretary; 370 Seventh Ave., New York. To

tate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment

$5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave
York. To promote a better understanding of the

ovement; to advance sound sex education; to
and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the

- against the venereal diseases; to advise In organization
i.

s
.,,and l cal social-hygiene programs. Annual membershipdues $2.00 Including monthly journal.

COMMUNITY RFRVIPF IIK^ -vr -o- .Ave., New York City. Anntinn-ii M!,, ,.. 7 , *TT ,. \r"* *"" crnestnut mil, fmiadeipma, fa. national neaaquariers: Mrs.
SsVof lLl,rl Tt Lm Promoting citizenship through right Arthur C. Watkins, executive secretary, 1201 Sixteenth Street,

lellurp t ml nJ ' on >q
a
Uea*- neIP Iocal communities work out N.W., Washington, D. C. An organization interested in the pro-time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 305 W. 98th Street, New York.
Rose Brenner, president; Mrs. Harry Sternberger, executive

secretary. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion and social
welfare In the United States, Canada, Cuba. Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Mrs. S. J. Kosen-

sonn, chairman. For the protection and education of Immigrantwomen and girls.

motion of child welfare, adequate legislation for women and
children, closer relation between home and school.

NATIONAL CONSUMERS' LEAGUE 156 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Mrs. Florence Kelley, general secretary. Promotes legislation for
enlightened standards for women and minors In Industry and for
honest products: minimum wage commissions, eight hoar day, no
night work, federal regulation food and packing industries; "honest
cloth" legislation. Publications available.

N?w
N
v?l'l. ^WOME N̂

,

FO,^ o
ME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Albert J. Ken-

J, . ,

B
", ^

ln
!

08: 20 constituent Protestant national nedy, sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms of

P!L w " b
f
rd

,
s - Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com- comparative study and concerted action in city, state and nation,

Sii ,?5 ^? Sai
\"

er
,
y M'Srants. Summer Service for Col- for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlement

its, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor. work , seek the higher and more democratic organization of
neighborhood life.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-
tor, 370 Seventh Avenue. New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for physical
education. Established at the request of a committee created by
the United States Bureau ef Education; 35 national organizations
cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and Recreation Asso-
ciation of America.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres. ; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'y;
127 E. 23rd St. u N'ew York. Establishes committees of white and
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
social workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "Journal of Negro life."

NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Anna A. Gordon, president; Headquarters, 1730 Chicago Avenue,
Bvanston, Illinois. To secure effective enforcement of the
Eighteenth Amendment, to advance the welfare of the Americam
people through the departments of Child Welfare, Women in In-

dustry, Social Morality, Scientific Temperance Instruction, Ameri-
canization and other allied fields of endeavor. Official publication
"The Union Signal" published at Headquarters.

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president: Mrs. Maud Swartz president 311

South Ashland Blvd.. Chicago. Til. Stands for self-government In

the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of

protective legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue. New York City. Joseph Lee. president;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
on nlaygrourtd and community renter activities and administration.

*MB COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST INAMERICA Constituted by 30 Protestant denominations. Rev.
3a

?- S. Macfarland, Rev - s - M - Cavert, general secretaries; 105
Ifest 23nd Street, New York.
Commission on the Church and Social Service Rev. Worth M.

Tippy, executive secretary; Rev. F. Ernest Johnson, research
secretary: Agnes H. Campbell, research assistant; Inez M.
Cavert, librarian.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,
Incorporated 18S3. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Avenue New
York City, N. Y. Tel., Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; treasurer, B. H.
Fancher: general secretary, John R, Mott. The Committee main-
tains a staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service in
the interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home
and abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50 East
*2nd Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound methods
In this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinics,
Tlslting teacher work, and training for these and similar services;
t conduct related studies, education and publication; and to
Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for the
Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CIVIC SECRETARIES Walter T.
Arnrtt. president Kew York: Robert E. Tracy, secretary, 313 South
Broad Street, Philadelphia. Purpose To provide contact and In-
terchange of ideas and Information among professional secretaries
of civic organizations. Annual meeting held with National Mu-
nicipal League. '

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, It identifies you.)
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
resentation for all.' C. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-
phia. Membership, $2.00. entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dir. ; 130 E. 22nd St., New York. De-
partments: Charity Organization, Child -Helping, Industrial Studle*,
Library, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer
to the public In practical and inexpensive form some of the most
Important results of its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment in race adjustment In the Black Belt of the
South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem and
of the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prin.; War-
ren Logan, treas. ; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

VOLUNTARY PARENTHOOD LEAGUE, INC. 19 West 44th
Street, New York City. Mary Ware Dennett, Director. Aims to
correct laws regarding birth control Information, and to promote
better parenthood. Actively working for passage of Ctommlns-
Valle Bill now before Congress.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AM ERICA Spencer Mil-
ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers'
Education.

THE HUNGRY CLUB
(Continued from page 22)

his scrap book, in which are pasted meeting notices for most
of the fourteen years of its existence, you marvel that any man
could still carry on in a steel city after scheduling some of

the speakers who have addressed the club.

But Cooper has been saved by two virtues his honesty
in balancing his programs and his sense of humor. In a con-

troversial matter he sees to it that each side has its innings, if

it wants to go to bat. Only two requirements are made of

the speaker: he must know his subject, thoroughly, so that

he can stand up under a fire of questions; and he must present
it in its intellectual aspects; no ranting and roaring, no mud
slinging. It is the intellectual problem which counts.

The Club has its enemies. There have been attempts to

kill it and there have been attacks on its secretary by "those

who are the last to lay the old aside." There have been
seasons when some business organizations of the city have
scheduled meetings to conflict with the Hungry Club. Their

meetings were important and safe; the meetings of the Hungry
Club were interesting and scrappy. There is enough variety
of membership to start a fight if the speaker makes the oppor-
tunity. One speaker who did so was Margaret Sanger. The
fight did not stop with the meeting. It was carried on to the

president of Kingsley House. Cooper's scalp was demanded.
But Cooper is still head worker of Kingsley House and secre-

tary of the Hungry Club. A level-headed settlement house

president and the tradition of the club that it endorses

nothing cleared the air. Only last spring the University of

Pittsburgh conferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor
of Science for his public service to Pittsburgh.
"How do you get your speakers?" I asked Cooper.
"In various ways. We keep in touch with the schedules

of many national speakers and the club members are always
on the lookout for them. The decision and the arrangements
rest with me, although I consult with the steering committee.
If I select a speaker who is stupid or who does not present
his subject as an intellectual problem the two requirements
I am sure to hear about it. We do not pay a fee or expenses
to any speaker. We offer him a fair hearing by a unique
group of people. That is usually worth more to him than

any fee we could offer.

It was a distinguished foreigner, Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, who
last year drew the largest meeting in the history of the Club.
The Hungry Club is the town crier of Pittsburgh. Local

candidates for office and officials in office come before it to

explain their platforms, because they get fair hearing here by
a group it is difficul*' to reach otherwise, and a discussion
which discloses what they stand for.

The subjects discussed are not always controversial. Cooper
has adopted the tactics which have solved many industrial

wrangles: namely, discuss first the points on which there is

agreement. With a meeting of minds on some points, agree-
ment on others is less difficult; or if not agreement, under-
standing and clearing the decks for the main issues. A con-
servative and a radical, sitting at the same table, nod to each
other in agreement on something, they discover that, after
all, their mental processes are much alike. . . . Then, when
a red hot subject comes up for discussion, each realizes that,
after all, he may have been wrong. "There is Bill Jones," he
says. "Good old Bill is nobody's fool. If he can make out
a case for the other side on this proposition, there may be some-
thing in it." Right there the Hungry Club scores a point for
intellectual honesty.

If you have grown rather fond of your pet little ideas and
don't like to have them kicked about, the Hungry Club is a
terrible shock.

HEALTH UN-LTD.
(Continued from page 45)

Nor is he interested merely in the control of communicable
diseases. He points out, indeed, that any control which is
based merely on the segregation and care of those showing
active symptoms of disease, or those known to have been ex-
posed to infection, is incomplete. Though the disease may
appear to be checked, the micro-organism remains in weak-
ened form in the human body. It may be passed from one
person to another in so mild a form that it produces no
clinical symptoms, or none sufficiently definite to assure that
it will be recognized. But sooner or later these micro-organ-
isms reach a body which for one reason or another is not
sufficiently strong to defend itself against them, and under
such favorable circumstances they quickly regain their virulent
activity. Without constant effort, therefore, to build up
healthy, resistant bodies even the most careful control of in-
fection will occasionally break down.
But Dr. Hastings does not stop with urging better health

merely as a defense against communicable disease. He wants
a fitter race.

We can't control the germ-plasmi, [he complains though he is

working today on plans for giving sound advice as to the value
of limited families] but we can include in our activities the pre-
natal care of the child; the care of the mother and child at birth-
the care of the new-born infant; the care of the child in the pre-
school age; complete physical examination of the child on entering
school; medical, dental and nursing service for the child while in
schoo

; another complete physical examination before leaving
school; and a well-organized division of industrial hygiene, bywhich we can make sure that our industries are fit and proper
places for our boys and girls to work in.

If we are going to develop a fitter race, we must get back to
the social conditions that are responsible for so much of the sick-
ness and have these conditions remedied. It must be apparent that
soon! welfare is essentially a part of preventive medicine. To
meet these requirements, all public health nurses should have an
intelligent understanding of social service work in order that they
may be able to diagnose, at least, the simple social problems and
see that they are referred to the proper social agencies.

This it not a paper platform: it is a fair outline of what
Toronto, as a municipality, is doing through its health de-
partment, linked as it is with both public and private case-
working organizations. This health program is saving the
city 2,500 lives a year. Count off the ten cases of sickness
which would ordinarily accompany each of these prevented
denths. add up the savins: in doctors', nurses', undertakers'
bills, compute the wages which are being earned because these
men and women are alive and well and the saving to Toronto
may reasonably be estimated at $2,500,000 a year. No wonder
Dr. Hastings objects when the money used for public health
work is referred to as an expenditure. "It is an investment,
which yields larger dividends many times over than any other
investment of the municipality." And no wonder that the
citizens of Toronto, taken into Dr. Hastings' confidence every
few days for fourteen years, keep rolling up the snowball.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box

amber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three or more
Miecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY New York City

112 East 19th Street

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED: A teacher in institution for

delinquent women. Apply to Helen Hazard,

Niantic, Conn.

WANTED by Jewish center in Phila-

delphia, director of recreational and edu-

cational activities. 4915 SURVEY.

WANTED: Civic Secretary for large

woman's organization. Civic experience

essential; Jewish preferred. Chicago
Woman's Aid, 717 Kimball Building,

Chicago.

RESIDENT WORKER to take charge
of Play School activities with young chil-

dren in New York Settlement. Thorough
training and good cultural background
essential. 4946 SURVEY.

WANTED, by Norfolk Section, Council

of Jewish Women, Trained Family Case

Worker with ability to speak Yiddish.

State qualifications and experience. Com-
municate with Mrs. D. E. Levy, Raleigh

Court, Norfolk, Virginia.

GRADUATE NURSE DIRECTRESS
wanted for Health Center Dept. of Settle-

ment House in large city near New York.

Must have experience in organizing and

carrying on Health Center work in Rus-

sian and Polish neighborhood. State age,

experience and education. 4948 SURVEY.

WANTED
A YOUNG WOMAN who
has training in social

work, who is convinced

that The Survey is indis-

pensable to those interested

in social progress, and who
likes to sell to join the

Survey field staff on sal-

ary. Residence in Chicago
or suburbs, traveling

through the middle west.

Address, Extension Man-

ager, The Survey, 112

East 19th' Street, New
York, N. Y.

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED, a young woman (Jewish)
for Resident Director of Working Girls'

Home and Trade School in New York
City. The applicant must be a cultured
woman with executive ability and tact.

She must have thorough theoretical train-

ing and wide practical experience. Kindly
write full details as to age, training, ex-

perience and salary expected. 4951 SURVEY.

WANTED: A dietitian in institution for

delinquent women. Apply to Helen Hazard,
Niantic, Connecticut.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-
intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

CALIFORNIA teacher-mother offers

home (room and board) to one desirous of

wintering in California in exchange for

care of three year old boy and assistance

with household duties in small home. 4952
SURVEY.

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-

vate schools, colleges and universities.

Education Service, Steger Building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management
In our new home-study course, "COOK-
ING FOB PROFIT." Booklet on request.

Am. School of Home Economic*. 849 E. 58th St., Chicago

"Home-Making as a Profession"
Is a 100 -pp. ill. handbook it's FKEE. Home study
Domestic Science courses, fitting for man? well-paid
positions or for home-making efficiency.

m. School of Horn* Economics. 849 E. 58th St.. Chicago

6*

SITUATIONS WANTED

FINANCIAL AND PUBLICITY DI-
RECTOR: available for year-round or

temporary travelling or resident connec-

tion, on full or part time. University and
School Social Work graduate. Ten years
experience in money raising, publicity and
community organization in New York,
Mass., Penn., Illinois and California.

4904 SURVEY.

WOMAN with eight years experience in

settlement work available after October
first. Executive ability and broad under-

standing of children's work. 4940 SURVEY.

GRADUATE NURSE desires position
as Matron in children's home, or charge
of the infirmery. 4937 SURVEY.

YOUNG WOMAN, college graduate,
intelligent, well-bred, two years teaching
experience, desires an opportunity in social

or educational work. 4945 SURVEY.

YOUNG WOMAN, college graduate,
desires social service position in hospital
in Middle West. Three years experience
in case work in large city organization.

4947 SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED, refined, middle-aged
woman would care for elderly couple's or
business woman's home. Protestant. 4949
SURVEY.

YOUNG WOMAN (Jewish), wide ex-

perience institutional care of children and
settlement work, desires executive position.

Highest credentials. Available October ist.

4950 SURVEY.

PSYCHOLOGIST, A.M. degree, three

years experience with children and adults,

desires position. Address box 4952 SURVEY.

LAND FOR SALE

FOR SALE: On Monhegan Island, ten

miles off Maine, lot 75 by 150 with rocks

and trailing yew. Edison knows spot well.

Arctic Flora, deep sea fishing, romantic

history. 4930 SURVEY.

Looking for a position?
Want to make a change?
Instead of worrying about it

and getting discouraged adopt
the policy of this advertiser

and insert a want ad in the

Survey.

The Survey
112 East 19 Street

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

"Again I am resolved to try the

advertising columns of The Survey.
There has never been a time that 1

have advertised in your journal that

brought no results so I am enclosing

copy which please insert in the next

issue."

Very truly yours,



'Printing

SMultigraphing

Typewriting

^tailing

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We have complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimiographing
Multigraphing
Addressing
Mailing

\i y*u will investigate you will find that
we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Let us estimate on your next job

Webster Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

34th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacrc 2447

Fifth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.
16 W. 23rd Street

M.lti^.phinfl GRA mercy 4501 I ..""'in*
Typewriting ' '

Addressing

Ask The Survey about Us !

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

Fifty tents a line for four insertions, copy
to remain unchanged.

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of
broken families, based on records of
Boston social agencies. Order from the
W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-
ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describes home-study course, which in-
cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and
lunch room management. "51 Ways to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

COMMUNITY FORCES: A Study of Non-Par-
tisan Municipal Elections, by R. D. Mc-
Kenzie

; 24 double column pages, and
one of the best studies that has ap-
peared. Price 300. Address: JOURNAL
OP SOCIAL FORCES, Chapel Hill, N. C.

JIWISH COMMUNITY LIFE. A Study in
Social Adaptation. Philip L. Seman,
Jewish People's Institute, 1258 Taylor
Street, Chicago, Illinois. Single copy $.50.

WORLB OPPORTUNITIES SOCIETY. Message
and program of that International
Fraternal Ordier, it system of world
peace and mutual opportunities distri-
bution. Price 25 cents. The W. O. S.
P. O. Box 1224, Chicago, III.

THE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOOK. A handy
pamphlet reprint of an article by Prof.
Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The Survey's
Education Department. Free to teachers
on request. To others, 10 cents. The
Survey, 112 East 19th St., New York,
N. Y.

"ty-ine &mbossed
auk y*ur MONOGRAM NAMEW ADDRESS

ach aJ*inet co-nLaitvs

IOO DOUBLE SHEETS -~< /OO ENVELOPES
WHITE-BUFF-BLUE - PINK FINE LINEN PAPER

POST-PAID
.f\ -in either of the foiltrwinq styles:
Jl I

y
<a)A&me and. i^cUresf, (bxjddre&s 6nly,

IA\
* (c) **/<nty-a/n afid o{Mr?^j,(d)Monogram Ghdy.

Pl<M*e Sfiecifu the StyLe tuid Co^or-
I / ''Delivery Quuiranlted in 3 days

tl.Vst of (A* Miu^tififJ 20 ant, cuUdim+l

^
Slnd Qlie*J(.,Jlt<mzyOr<itf or SaJl tr

5

sty. <Merit Stationery o-.,3tl-5fh J^vt.,

PERIODICALS
RESEARCH' We

.
a
,

ssist .> Preparingxlj*jlj 'r**x *-'1 *
special articles, papers,

speeches, debates. Expert, scholarly service.
AUTHOR'S RESEARCH BUREAU, 500 Fifth Avenue
New York.

Fifty cents a line for four insertions, copy
to remain unchanged.

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING shows
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:
published by the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

THE SUNNIGLOW TRUMPETER. An illustrat-

ed Quarterly, in the interest of The
Outlook to Nature and Wholesome,
Creative Living. Delightful. A gem of

publishing art. Unique! A sample copy
gladly sent for a two-cent postage stamp.
SUNNTGLOW GARDENS, Box 406,
North Wales, Pa.

The Ad.
Wanted, for October ist, home for
little girl of four. Business mother
travels part time. Desires complete
care for child during absence from
city. Child attends play school 9 to

12. Vicinity thirteenth street, west.

4890 Survey.
The Result

"I want you to know how effective

the 'ad' proved which I placed in

The Survey. I received only three

answers but each one was from ex-

actly the right sort of person. At the

same time I advertised in the New
York Times on Sunday. I received

five times as many replies as from
The Survey ad but not one of these

answers was even worth looking in-

to. These people entirely disre-

garded the points I made.

"4890 Survey."

TcdchcYS ^ Sociology, Social Problems
Civics and Current Events

MOST
teachers are experts in dealing with materials organized into

textbooks or laboratory manuals. But there are areas of interest

and information which are incapable of being so organized. They
must be taken as they come, or not at all. Such an area is that

commonly called "current events." Although intensely interesting and im-

portant, most teachers find themselves very much at a loss to know just how
to deal with this area.

It is easy to say to a class: "Find something interesting and tell about it in

class tomorrow,'' or "Read The Survey for September 15 and tell what you
found there that was interesting." But in both cases, your teacherly soul

rebels against the smattering quality of the results. You feel you are wasting
time and the students often achieve a fine degree of boredom. You want some-

thing better.

Well, here it is. We have published a handy little pamphlet which givrs
an analysis of social problems, a program for applying that analysis to class-

room work and ways in which The Survey fits into such a program. It shows
how The Survey can be used as a dependable current textbook of the world's

happenings in the fields of social progress and general welfare.

A copy of the pamphlet will be sent gladly to any teacher who will take

the trouble to send us a post card giving his or her name and address, name
of the school and the subject taught.

The Survey

112 East 19 Street, New York City
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SEVEN P. M.
(Continued from page 28)

which followed, May elbowed her way through the crowd
and into the street.

"It's the last night I spend with those devils," she called

back to Louisa.

She marched out holding her head very high, conscious that

the bystanders were tittering slightly over the mixture of soot

and green dye with which she was plastered. STie knew
a place where she could go and fix herself up, and a fellow

who would give her some swell shoes. She had been shy
about taking favors from him before, especially since she pre-
ferred Bud. But any place but home was the way she now
felt, and any source for shoes since her new ones had been

ruined. What did anything matter after such humiliation?

"I'm through with the damned hole myself," muttered Joe,
as he slouched out of the door in the wake of his sister.

Once in the street he turned in a different direction, toward
the freight yards. He too knew where he could go.

Louisa, being the eldest, felt some slight responsibility toward
her mother, until she at least recovered speech, and toward
her father until she was sure that he would not be arrested.

As for May or Joe, she knew from her own experience that

they would take no advice from her, so she let them alone.

When her parents had both recovered themselves enough to

sit up and explain matters volubly to the neighbors, Louisa gave
a slight shrug of disgust at the unclean room suddenly become
abhorrent to her, and slipped quietly out of the back door.

The aluminum-kettle raffles did not turn out very well.

One thing led to another until Louisa and the man-

ager of the enterprise were obliged to flee from the state

together to escape the law. They did not come back. Neither

did Joe. He sends out-of-the-way post cards to his mother
from time to time. He seems to be in the navy, but his

mother is not sure. She has not seen him since that night.

As for May she calls on her mother now and then with very
handsome shoes and stockings, and she gives her parents a

substantial present every Christmas.

They cannot understand where she gets the money and they
shake their heads over the vague accounts which she gives of

herself. But what can they do? They are glad to get the

presents for they need the money, and they are much too

humbled by their children to dare to ask any inconvenient

questions. The Battle of Bosworth Field was lost to King
Richard, they tell us, all for the want of a horseshoe nail.

The Battle of the Nyacks was lost by all parties to the con-

flict. None came out victorious. And why? Because all

the combatants were too tired to be reasonable at seven p. m.

OLD LAW AND NEW UNDERSTANDING
(Continued from page 8)

the malefactors before him from other criminals does not in-

validate the conclusion that his ruling, admitting the testimony
in question, marks the dawn of a new era in the evolution of

the legal concept of criminal responsibility. May we not see

a recognition of this fact in the court's statement that "the

careful analysis made of the life history of the defendants
and of their present mental, emotional and ethical condition

... is a valuable contribution to criminology?" What at least

may be taken as settled is this: Heretofore the alienist, deal-

ling with the question of responsibility solely from the legal

point of view, has furnished the only point of contact of mental
science with the procedure of criminal justice. Henceforth,
the psychiatrist, with the new knowledge of morbid psychology
at his command, will have his day in court. The former was
concerned with a single problem: was the defendant at the

time of committing the criminal act aware of the nature and

consequences of the act, capable of distinguishing between right
and wrong ? The issue was simple and clear cut: innocent
or guilty. The psychiatrist, concerning himself with the whole
miin, will see in the crime tor which the culprit is being triea,

only an episode in a life history, the latest of a long series of
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significant acts and experiences and one that cannot be properly
assessed otherwise than in the light of all that has gone before.
The social worker will think at once of the juvenile court,

where this is the recognized procedure, and may be tempted
to look for a speedy transformation of the procedure of our

ordinary criminal justice on the same model. But let us not
be deceived. Judge Caverly, with all his enlightenment the

enlightenment which he brought to his task as well as that
which he must have gained from the hearing (not every one
can get such schooling in the mysteries of human nature as he

got from Doctors White and Healey and Glueck) would be
the first to smile at the suggestion. The toughness of our
criminal law is at its toughest in its procedure. No sudden
or radical change can be looked for in that direction. It was
humanitarian feeling, the sentiment of tenderness for the child,
that made it possible to convert juvenile crime into juvenile
delinquency and to invest the juvenile court with a protective,
in place of the usual punitive function.

So we must be content probably for a long time to come to

see the question of guilt or innocence of the person accused
of crime dealt with in very much the same rigorous way in

which it now is, and the psychiatrist employed, as in the Leopold-
Loeb case, to aid the court in the exercise of its discretion as to
the punishment that should be imposed. We may expect that,
under this salutary influence, the education of the judges, as
well as of the bar and the public, will go on apace and that there
will be an increasing recognition of the part that a defective

heredity and the disintegrating experience of life have had to do
with the production of criminalistic tendencies which have found
their sinister expression in the present act. There will probably
be no less talk of responsibility complete and partial but there
will certainly be more undertanding and, by that token, more
compassion. And we shall not regard imprisonment in a peni-
tentiary as the proper alternative to the death penalty. Justice
will not be tempered with mercy though that is the best that
Clarence Darrow could make his appeal for but will express
itself in a commitment of the Loebs and Leopolds of the future
to an indefinite term of confinement in a speciali/ed institution

where, under supervision of psychiatrists, they may be studied.
In order to reap more completely the abundant harvest whose

seeds were planted in the tragic case under review, one more
step, of more far-reaching promise, will be taken. In the

process above outlined we find nothing that is not implicit in

the procedure employed by the Chicago court. The legislation
that may be required to put it fully into effect the power of
commitment under an indeterminate sentence to an institution

for psychopathic personalities is strictly analogous to existing

legislation providing for the commitment of the criminal insane.

The further step which we may confidently anticipate has

already been taken, in a tentative and halting fashion, it is

true, in several of our states. It is the enactment of a law
providing for the mental examination and study of all persons
held for trial on a criminal charge, such examination to be
made under the auspices of the state in advance of trial,

possibly and preferably prior to the submission of the case
to the grand jury for indictment. The best type of such a law
up to the present time is the Massachusetts statute which

provides a routine examination by the state department of

mental diseases of all persons indicted for a capital offense

or of any person known to have been indicted for any other
offense more than once or to have been previously convicted of

a felony. The report of such investigation, filed with the clerk

of the court having jurisdiction of the case, is then to be avail-

able for the! information of the court, of the district attorney
and of the attorney for the accused and, in case a trial follows,
shall be admissible as evidence of the condition of the accused.*
From all of which arises the startling conclusion that the

world does move even in the field of our traditional criminal

procedure. There is nothing in all this that does violence to

that tradition. The ministers of criminal justice still walk in the

old, time-worn way. But what a difference it will make if the

straight and narrow path becomes illumined by the new light
which will beat upon it from the effulgence of the new psychology.

These facts fire taken from Dr. S. Sheldon Glueok's excellent
article on the Mental TCtamlnntion of Criminals, in Mental
Hygiene for January, 1924.
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Talks

from

my
Outlook
Tower

By PATRICK GEDDES

THE
editors of The Survey first heard snatches of them

under the big oak in Gramercy Park. That was the sum-

mer Professor Geddes slipped in and out of New York, on

his way from India to Edinburgh, a slight, spare figure, long-

bearded, with the look of a savant and the whimsical speech

of the Scot, giving his lecture at the New School for Social

Research. You would have to roll up your ideas of Marco

Polo, and Darwin and Archimedes, of the Encyclopedia

Britannica and of Peter Pan, to get a clearer notion of the

measure of this man.

Who took an old romantic building on the High Street

of Edinburgh, and turned its castellated roofs and outlook

tower into such an observation post of the civic life about

him, such as can only be compared to the astronomer's dome.

Who, building on LePlay and Comte, carried the idea

of the "regional survey" into British thought from thence

it is spreading around the world.

Who directed town planning exhibits at London, Edin-

burgh, Dublin, Belfast, Ghent, Paris.

Who has made city plans for Bombay, Lahore, Madras,
Calcutta.

Who has planned universities for Indore, Jerusalem,

Bengal, Hyderabad.

Who has fashioned everything from mosques and tem-

ples to zoological gardens.

Under whose touch the stones and squares and build-

ings, the life and labor of the modern town, east or west,

unfolds with romance, with history, with colorful human

significance, with philosophy and prophecy, such as the man
in the street little dreams of.

ON
his American visit Professor Geddes touched, as was

his wont, a handful of people kindling them stretch-

ing their imaginations city planners, economists, sociolo-

gists, artists, journalists, architects, young university men,
veterans in civic enterprise. How to spread the infection

of the man was the quandary confronting us. For the

most part it has been communicated only by word of mouth.
Even his best friends said that more could not be done.

The conspiracy to contrive it has taken over a year. But
this summer, back again from India, Professor Geddes has

been at his old Outlook Tower on the High Street of Edin-

burgh, revising a sheaf of informal papers which will appear

throughout the year in Survey Graphic.
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Sick 'at Heart

TUBERCULOSIS
has been pushed from its place as

arch-executioner. In some favored cities and states it

now stands sixth on the mortality tables. And in its place,

in most parts of the country, is heart disease, now the chief

cause of death in these United States.

Last year organic heart disease killed nearly three times

as many people in New York City as did tuberculosis;

more than twice as many as cancer; more than half

again as many as pneumonia. Moreover it usually kills by
inches. A death from heart disease has typically back of

it a story of infection in childhood or early adult life, of

loss of working power in the most productive years, of a

decade or more of slowly waning strength, leading to in-

validism, dependency, and finally to death.

FORTUNATELY
heart disease, like the "white plague,"

often is curable. It is preventable. But the organization
which should be brought to bear on this most costly of

auman ills must run the whole gamut of the seven ages
from childhood when it is to be prevented, through the

middle years when it may be arrested and cured, to old

age when its disabilities may be alleviated. We of the

United States are on the threshold of an organized onslaught

upon it which promises rewards as rich and as startling as

those of which the tuberculosis campaigners dreamed daring-

ly twenty years ago.

SURVEY GRAPHIC for November will bring out a notable

group of articles on the need and methods of this cam-

paign, which has come almost heralded and unrecognized
into the arena of challenging social effort.

HAVEN EMERSOV, M.D., president of the New York
Heart Association, and associate editor of the Survey, will

outline the battle to be waged and tell of the skirmishes al-

ready won.

WILLIAM H. ROBEY, M.D., of Boston will bring the

national program for prevention and treatment of heart

disease down to scale, so that every reader may see where he

can take hold in his own community.

ELIZABETH PORTER WYCKOFF, Samuel McCoy, Hannah

Mitchell, Lewis Hine (with a new series of work portraits)

will interpret this adventurous crusade in terms of the

men, women and children in hospital, clinic, school or at

home, to whom it brings the chance for usefulness, hap-

piness, life itself.

The Long Look Ahead
If you know anybody whose view is shut off by the gates of

a city, the valves of a heart, or a closed door in his mind, make
him a present of SURVEY GRAPHIC. It opens up wide vistas

and at the same time gives the solid, intimate details of the

foreground. A guide for a sight-seeing trip called "Seeing Life

Whole."

SURVEY GRAPHIC
112 East 19 Street, New York City

For the $3 enclosed send your illustrated monthly issues for one year
(4 months* trial $1) to:

Name

Street, No

City, State SM. 10-24
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The Gist of It

IVE us, please, a book department that

will serve the expert and interest the

layman." Books in Our Alcove (p. 97) is

the answer to this invitation made by
Leon Whipple who, this month, with the opening
of our new publishing year, becomes literary editor
of The Survey. On the shelves in our alcove will
be found of course the books brought out in those
fields of social concern which the Survey has made
its own. Here the student (and browser) may hope
to find not only reviews and appraisals of books on
social work and practice, health, education, industrial

relations, civics, race problems and the like, but also
discussions of ways for making the most of books
as tools of social interpretation. The editor and his
contributors will go beyond reviews (though these
will be the back-bone) to take up questions of re-
search and writing, editing and publishing. The
alcove will be a seminar without being dull.

DOCTOR
of humane letters would be a better

degree for Mr. Whipple than a mere Master
of Arts. For he loves people and books. He has
led a double life in the hurly-burly of newspaper
editing in Richmond and Washington, in the acade-
mic shades of the University of Virginia and in his

present^
tenure as professor of journalism in New-

York University. This humania may explain why he
will handle a

companion department in the Graphics
where he will still love books, but love them in

:ociety. Here he will point out how the printing

press can be a greater servant how authors and
publishers and artists and libraries and critics can
carry their message farthest. Here he will seek
the human note in our novels and plays and poetry
their social significance if you will and try to test

letters by life.

PENNSYLVANIA
was the last great industrial

state to adopt a workmen's compensation law ;

it was the first great industrial state to adopt what
amounts to an old-age pension law. After the Pennsyl-
vania custom, the law met its first set-back in the
lower courts. The situation is reviewed by Mr.
Bruere, industrial editor of The Survey, (p. 69)

HOMER FOLKS, secretary of the New York
State Charities Aid Association, takes up the care

of the aged in a way which challenges not only public
action but the traditional trend in private philanthropy.
(P- 7')

THOSE
who read Alexander Jo|hnson's Adven-

tures in Social Welfare need no explanation of

why we turned to him for an appreciation of the

career of that patriarch of social work, Timothy
Nicholson. Indiana was the adopted state of both of

them. (p. 72)

WHEN all America was waiting for the sen-

tence passed by Judge Caverly in the Leopold-
Loeb case, there were many who looked beyond the
fate of two self-vaunted youthful murderers, to the
aftermath of social credit or debit which would follow
so startling a case. In Survey Graphic for October,
(Old Law and New Understanding) Dr. Kirchwey
discussed the trial as "a fingerpost in criminology,"
pointing toward a more understanding treatment of
the criminal, prophesying "Henceforth, the psychiatrist,
with the new knowledge of morbid psychology at his

command, will have his day in court." But the Leopold-
Loeb case gave to the psychiatrist at least the dawn of
this new dav. How did he use it? What did psychiatry-
give to the cause of justice and humanity, and what
did it gain or lose in its spectacular encounter with
the legal machine? How can it best be used to illumin-
ate and broaden the older, formal conceptions of

responsibility and righteousness? In this issue Dr.
Salmon, professor of psychiatry at Columbia Uni-
versity. long medical director of the National Com-
mittee for Mental Hygiene, discusses this "cause celebre
of the century thus far" from the standpoint of a

profession whose members spend their lives in dealing
with the consequences of abnormal behaviour, (p. 74)

E are told that President Masaryk of Czecho-
Slovakia is writing his reminiscences. That

should prove to be one of the most interesting hu-
man documents of these decades. That his new republic
is facing the future in constructive ways was illustrated

when the Y. M. C. A. was called into Prague (soon
after the war) to carry out a survey of the city. The
results were brought out in a series of volumes, later

interpreted in a special number of this magazine (June
1921). This summer the same spirit lay back of the con-
ference in Prague which took up industrial engineering
and efficiency and drew over seas some of our leading
American engineers, among them Morris L, Cooke,
chairman of the Giant Power Commission of Pennsyl-
vania. Mrs. Cooke, who accompanied him, writes de-

lightfully of the sessions, (p. 82)^

C R. LAMB, secretary of the Sheffield Joint Hos-
pitals' Council of Sheffield, England, describes

(p. 85) an experiment that disproves the cynic's obser-
vation that "the Sheffielder's heart is as hard as the
steel he makes."

BEARD, general director of the Com-
munity Health Association of Boston, brings to the

interpretation of the work of the Boston Health League
(p. 86) the same wealth of experience which disti
guishes her recent book The Nurse in Public Health.
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Unconstitutional and Void

By Robert W. Bruere

BY
the Court: "This Act manifests a desire to

do good ; it indicates a love toward mankind ;

an effort to promote happiness ;
in fact, it comes

within all the definitions of benevolence. . . .

We are left in no doubt that this statute offends against

Section 18, Article III, of the Constitution and must there-

fore he declared void."

The act at bar was that of the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania passed on May 10, 1923, creating an Old Age
Assistance Commission, an Old Age Assistance Super-

intendent, and requiring each county to establish an Old

Age Assistance Board. Subject to its provisions, every

person, while residing in the commonwealth, was entitled

to assistance in old age. The amount was limited to a

sum which, when added to the income of the applicant

from all other sources, would not

exceed $T.OO a day. Applicants must

have attained the age of 70 years,

must have been citizens of the United

States for 15 years, and residents of

the commonwealth for 15 years im-

mediately preceding application ; or

if they could show 40 years of dis-

continuous residence, at least 5 con-

secutive years must have immediately

preceded. Inmates of prisons, work-

houses, insane asylums, reformatory
or correctional institutions were ex-

cluded ; so also were wife- or hus-

band-deserters ; those who had failed

to support their children ; tramps,

beggars; and all who might have a

child or other person responsible

// the Pennsylvania Old Age
Pennon Act is unconstitu-

tional, the acts of 1923 passed

by Montana and Nevada, and
such other old age pension
acts as may hereafter be

passed by state legislatures,

might, by the same process of

reasoning, be declared an of-

fense against the limitations

on the general police powers
as expressed in the "due proc-
ess" clauses of state consti-

tutions.

under the law and able to support them. Assistance might
not be granted either to an individual or a married pair

having property exceeding $3,000 in value. The Act further

safeguarded the interests of the commonwealth by providing

that upon the death of the beneficiary, the total amount

paid for assistance together with interest at 3 per cent was

to be deducted from his estate and paid into the state

treasury. Moreover, the assistance commission might as a

condition of granting aid, require that all or any part of

the applicant's property be transferred to it for control and

defense or prosecution of suits concerning it. For putting

the Act into operation, the legislature appropriated the sum
of $25,000.

The spirit of the act was expressive of the modern atti-

tude toward the valiant poor who are making a last stand

against pauperism. There are few

tragedies so poignant as that of the

aged who, having lived useful lives

for seventy years, find their homes

and their dearest associations in

jeopardy because their strength
is not sufficient for the final effort

to face death in honorable independ-

ence. In a joint resolution passed in

1910, the New Jersey legislature

declared that "the so-called civilized

industrialism of our day can be sub-

ject to no stronger criticism than the

charge fortified by universal experi-

ence that the men and women whose

productive energy has contributed so

much to our wealth, progress and

development, leading simple, inex-
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pensive lives, become in their declining years powerless,

principally because they are penniless." Military nations

have traditionally recognized that security against this mo^t

bitter indignity was due their soldiers. Always we ourselves

pension our men of war and their dependents out of the

public treasury. The Act of Pennsylvania creating an Old

Age Assistance Commission may be construed as an effort

on the part of the citizens of our foremost industrial state

to apply this principle to the honorably discharged sol-

diers of industry. But the Court of Common Pleas de-

clares the Act an offense against the section of the State

Constitution of 1874 which provides that "No appropria-

tion, except for pensions or gratuities for military services,

shall be made for charitable, educational or benevolent pur-

poses, to any person or community, nor to any denomina-

tional or sectarian institution, corporation or association."

The Court finds that the Act comes within all the defi-

nitions of benevolence, and that it is therefore unconstitu-

tional and void.

The verdict of the lower court is not final ; the case will

be carried to a higher tribunal for final disposition. Never-

theless the reasoning upon which it is based is of very great

importance in its bearing upon other attempts to give state

aid to the aged. For the Pennsylvania reasoning may be ap-

plicable to the old age pension acts of other states

even if their constitutions do not carry such specific pro-

vision. The Montana state constitution similarly prohibits

appropriations for charitable, industrial, educational or

benevolent purposes to any person, corporation or com-

munity not under the absolute control of the state. If the

Pennsylvania Old Age Pension Act is unconstitutional, the

acts of 1923 passed by Montana and Nevada, and such

other old age pension acts as may hereafter be passed by state

legislatures, might, by the same process of reasoning, be

declared an offense against the limitations on the general

police powers as expressed in the "due process" clauses of

state constitutions.

The action to enjoin the enforcement of the Pennsylvania
statute was brought by "plaintiffs, forty in number, being
both persons and corporations, averring that they are citi-

zens, residents and taxpayers of the commonwealth." The

attorneys for the commonwealth argued that recourse to

the constitutional debates would show that the section in the

constitution prohibiting appropriations for benevolent pur-

poses was designed to prevent the enactment of so-called

"calamity acts" for the emergent relief of persons or com-

munities fallen victim to fire, flood, or other calamity. But
the Court held that in ascertaining what the constitution

means we must not look beyond the letter of the constitu-

tion itself "unless the language is so ambiguous that we
need to ascertain what mischief is to be remedied." It could

detect no such ambiguity here. The attorneys for the

commonwealth argued "that the Act did not offend against
the constitution because the appropriation is made to a com-
mission which is an agency of the state, for the purpose of

the proper distribution to the persons for whom the appro-

priation is intended, and is not made directly to any per-
son." But this the Court found to be evasive an attempt
to accomplish by indirection what might not be accomplished

directly. Said the Court: "Our single inquiry must be

whether this legislation is prohibited by the constitution

itself." The constitution prohibits appropriations for

benevolent purposes to any person. The assistance contem-

plated by the Act is "certainly a kindness to persons in

old age." The state has for many years made appropria-

tions to institutions for the care of the aged, some of which

charge fees and require applicants for admission to turn

over their property to their custody. A number of such

appropriations are listed among the Appropriation Acts for

1923. The Court could apparently discover no similarity

between the boards of directors of these institutions and

the Old Age Assistance Commission ; neither could it see

the validity of the argument that if it is constitutional to

make appropriations to maintain old age homes it should

also be constitutional to make appropriations to enable peo-

ple to keep up their own homes.

Those who struggled for years to win public opinion and

the law-makers to adopt toward the aged the principle em-

bodied in the Act and who now see their victory nullified,

are disposed to charge the Court with a strained interpreta-

tion of the Constitution. Officers of the State Federation of

Labor who led the campaign for the law are particularly

resentful.

The logic of our courts in interpreting social and labor

legislation is indeed mysterious, [says the president of the Fed-

eration, James Maurer, who was also Chairman of the Penn-

sylvania Commission on Old Age Pensions]. For years, our

judges who receive salaries ranging from $8,000 to $18,000
a year, have been drawing pensions for life amounting to half

their salaries. . . . Our teachers receive pensions from the

state. Our state employes now receive half their pensions
from the state .... But when the legislature, by overwhelm-
ing majorities, declared the state in debt to the worthy aged
persons who have given their lives to the welfare of the

state . . . the Dauphin County Court is unable to find "a

syllable in the constitution which authorizes a system of benev-
olence for the care and maintenance of aged indigent residents

of the state."

It might be assumed that since the pensioners to whom
Mr. Maurer refers are employes of the state, some subtle

distinction marks the two cases. No such distinction is

indicated in the present decision. If nil appropriations for

benevolent purposes are unconstitutional it is difficult to

understand why the law providing pensions for teachers

and judges, for example, should not he held unconstitutional.

An act passed in 1901 provided

for the removal of judges of the supreme, superior, common
pleas, and orphan's court, permanently disqualified by reason

of physical or mental disability to perform their judicial func-

tions and duties with half pay for unexpired terms.

This was not challenged as unconstitutional. Indeed,

in 1911, it was so amended "as to allow them full pay

during the balance of their terms of office and under certain

conditions, half pay during the remainder of their lives."

Certainly at least in the case of judges in office when this

amendment was passed the allowance could hardly have

been other than a "benevolence." The wording of the

teachers pension act makes it clear that in their case, too,

the state's assistance is purely a gratuity to persons. Cer-

tainly at least in the case of teachers \vhere the deficiency

in the pension fund is covered out of the state treasury

the appropriation is a pure gratuity.

It will be interesting to see how the court of appeals

will resolve this seeming inconsistency of which the Court

of Common Plea?, in its strictly literal interpretation of the

constitution, takes no account.



Home Life for the Aged
By Homer Folks

A LARGE portion of the present actual social and

relief activities in the older communities of this

country represents the first instinctive reaction of

humane, public-spirited people of means to particular in-

stances of distress and suffering which have come to their

notice. There was little experience to draw upon, and

almost no opportunity for critical analysis of methods or

results. For children, orphanages; for the aged, homes for

the aged ; for the sick, hospitals.

The advent of the full-time social worker, and especially

of the trained social worker, has meant a new thinking

through of all phases of social welfare, a more searching

examination of the principles or beliefs on which they rest,

and a more critical appraisal of their results. Among the

last of the subjects to undergo this revaluation is that of

the care of the aged.

All of us are dependent upon others for actual physical

care during one period of our lives, childhood ; and most

of us. during another period, old age. Few of us have the

good fortune to be able to take care of ourselves, much

less give a helping hand to others, all the way along until

the end comes. Ordinarily, during the helplessness of child-

hood the necessary care is provided by the parents, and dur-

ing the helplessness of old age it is given by the children, now

grown up, and in both cases ordinarily in the home environ-

ment. These established social habits, or ways of living,

represent the results of a winnowing and sifting of human

experience. They may not necessarily be the best ways for

all time to come, but they are the best which the human

race has yet devised. It is because these ways of living are

the outcome of long periods of experience and of trial and

error, that modern social work adopts as one of its principles

that its activities should require as little departure as may
be from normal and usual ways of living.

If we apply this test to the care of the aged, it would

imply, first, in the absence of special reasons to the contrary

and in case relief is needed, an allowance sufficient to se-

cure care in the normal home environment ; second, a sal-

vaging of such capacity for useful work as may remain,

though it would obviously be insufficient to provide sup-

port in the ordinary channels of competition ; and third,

institutional care for those who are isolated and have no

vestiges of normal home environment, and also for the

much larger group of the disabled and helpless.

WHAT do the aged want? We are apt to. think of

them as desiring a serene, uneventful life, such as

would result from the orderly management of an in;titMtion-

al home. As a matter of observation and fact, is this not

contrary to all experience? My observation of the aged
would lead me to believe that their chief desires are: first,

not to be set apart in any way as being aged ; second, to be

let alone, and allowed to manage their own affairs; third,

to stay where they have been living, if possibl ; in the same

home circle, certainly in the same neighborhood and physical

environment; and fourth, to continue occupying themselves

as nearly as may be in the kind of work to which they have

been accustomed, or in something resembling that as nearly
as possible, having in mind their increasing infirmity.

These so-to-speak fixed ideas of old people often seem on

first thought to many social workers to be utterly foolish,

extraordinarily unreasonable, short-sighted, and indicating

obstinacy. As a matter of fact, they are the very qualities

which civilization has slowly and painfully elaborated as

the foundation of organized society. Attachment to locality

and to individual liberty, and useful occupation, are not

these the very traits of character without which any high

degree of social achievement would be impossible? After

having painfully cultivated these virtues over long periods

of time, we cannot expect them suddenly to be put into the

discard. Rather, we should treat them with the utmost

respect and consideration, even though at the moment they

may make the task of assisting the aged somewhat more

difficult, certainly more individual. As a matter of fact,

these old people may be very much wiser and may under-

stand their own needs very much more clearly than we do.

A continuance of established habits, occupations and ad-

justments may in a great majority of cases mean a much

greater probability of health and of a comfortable and

agreeable old age than a sharp break with the habits of a

life time.

Furthermore, if the modern development of social work

means anything, it means increased respect for the person-

ality of every individual whom we would aid. It means

persuasion rather than coercion, gradual change rather than

abrupt change.

SEVERAL
decades ago those concerned with the assistance

of needy children, who were doing any considerable

amount of thinking about their work, reached the conclusion

that as a matter of principle, and as rapidly as possible as a

matter of practice, needy children should be kept in their

own homes, except when the occasion for their removal was

other than poverty; that if the moving consideration was

simply lack of resources, the resources should be provided

in the home environment and not elsewhere. This prin-

ciple was unanimously and formally adopted by the White

House Conference on Dependent Children in 1909, was

reaffirmed by a similar conference called by the federal

Children's Bureau in 1919, and is approached more and

more closely in actual practice. The factor which chiefly

stands in the way of its universal practice is that so large

a part of the funds which have been made available by

bequests, gifts and organized forms of relief for children,

is available only in the institutional form. The orphan-

age has its endowment and its open door. It is readily

available. Comparable resources for home relief have been

difficult to secure.
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Have we not reached a time when the same principle,

and as rapidly as may be the same practice, should apply
to the second period of dependency as to the first, namely,
that the aged should not be removed from their normal

home environment for reasons of poverty alone? They
may be removed because the home environment is unsuit-

able, or non-existent, or because their physical infirmities

are such as cannot be adequately cared for in ordinary

homes. The principle, I think, would command general

acceptance. To its practice we would find the same sort

of an obstacle. The first reaction of the generous-minded
to the problem of the aged has been Homes for the Aged.

They have seemed to present elements of stability and perma-

nence which appeal strongly to the business instinct.

They are so much more obvious and easily understood.

They seem simple and easily managed, while any system

of home allowances involves complicated questions of dis-

crimination and personal attention. Is it not clear that our

whole system of provision for the aged would be enormous-

ly more useful if all the funds which have been tied to

Homes for the Aged and similar institutions were available

for the support of the aged either in Homes or in homes,

according to individual need ?

Probably for a long time to come we will not be able to

change the terms of these existing gifts and endowments,

though we may have to come to it in the long run. When
the matter is gone at, however, in a larger way, such as

providing for clergymen or teachers or other groups, in

their later age periods, nobody has suggested that they
should be brought together into groups of Homes for Aged
Clergymen, or Homes for Aged Teachers. Funds have

been established whereby supplementary allowances and pen-

sions have been provided. There is no particular reason,

however, why the considerations which call for Funds,
rather than Homes, for ministers and teachers, should not

equally apply to all other classes and groups of people.

People generally are attached to their homes, their families,

their occupations, and their localities, quite as much as are

teachers and clergymen.
The plain lesson to be drawn from all these considera-

tions is that, although we may not be able for a long time

to come to change the terms of bequests and gifts hereto-

fore made to Homes for the Aged, there should be, from
now on, a concerted effort on the part of social workers and

of all students of these subjects, to prevent the tying up of

substantial funds intended to benefit the aged to any one

particular method of care. Let us have Funds for the Aged,

plenty of them, and big ones, but let the application of the

income of these funds be unrestricted as to its method ;

let it be available for care in homes or in Homes.

The rigidity of established voluntary agencies for the

care of needy children in the institutional form, and the lack

of substantial resources for home assistance, led to the wide-

spread adoption of the governmental widows' pension.

Meanwhile, however, the non-elastic institutional endow-

ments continue. How much better it would have been

if both private and public resources were applicable for the

benefit of children by such methods as their individual cir-

cumstances indicate rather than by one fixed plan.

ARE we to undergo a similar process in regard to pen-

sions for the aged? Will the State prove itself more

progressive and adaptable to changing social conditions, and

to the development of modern thought, than voluntary

agencies as a whole, or rather than the terms under which

gifts and bequests are made ? Whether or not we ultimate-

ly arrive at a system of public pensions for the aged (-which

is by no means a closed question), it is perfectly clear that

unless bequests and gifts are as applicable for the assistance

of the aged in their own homes or in other homes, as in

Homes, we shall find ourselves inevitably pushed toward

the adoption of a public system more nearly in accord not

only with the development of modern social work, but

with the instinctive judgment of all who will devote a

little thought and observation to the question of what the

aged themselves really wish.

"There Were Giants in Those Days
A Tribute to Timothy Nicholson

By Alexander Johnson

WITH
the death of Timothy Nicholson at 95, ends

a life of longer and greater usefulness than is often

vouchsafed to a man. Since the year 1861, when
he came to Indiana, from North Carolina, he

had been helpful in every effort for human social better-

ment in his adopted state; and had been a leader in most

of them. Although taking part in almost every reform

movement, he was preeminent in three, prison reform, edu-

cational reform and prohibition.

The writer's acquaintance with Mr. Nicholson began in

April 1889. He was a charter member of the Board of

State Charities of Indiana, and for nineteen years, until

failing health caused him to retire, was chairman pf its

committee on prisons. In that capacity his wonderful sym-

pathy with the unfortunate, all the more unfortunate be-

cause their misfortunes were self-caused, his clear head, his

moderation and patience with people who, with whatever

errors, were trying, in a difficult position, to do their best;

made the duty of inspection in his company deeply interest-

ing. When he had to give a reproof he did it with such

kindness as well as justice, that he made friends out of oc-

casions in which most men would have made enemies. In one

instance when he had given a faithful but gentle rebuke to

the superintendent of one of the great state institutions, the

man said, in telling me of it later, "I would rather be called

down by Timothy Nicholson than praised by most men."

The quality which made Mr. Nicholson so preeminently

useful was that of leadership. When he settled in Rich-
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mond, in 1861, he at once took a prominent position in the

Society of Friends. He soon became clerk (which really

means chairman) of the Richmond meeting, and later for

many years, was clerk of the Indiana Yearly Meeting. A
few years later he was elected a member of the governing

board of Earlham College which under his influence be-

came one of the best and most liberal of the small colleges

of the Mid-West.

It was natural for the religious body which had given

John Howard and Elizabeth Fry to the world, to be in-

terested in prison reform. In 1867, the representative

body of the Indiana Yearly Meeting of Friends, appointed

a committee "to organize a system for the reform of juven-

ile offenders and the improvement of prison discipline."

Mr. Nicholson was one of its first members and was soon

made chairman. His annual reports, made to the represen-

tative body, now called the permanent board, form a

comprehensive history of prison and other reform in Indi-

ana, during nearly fifty years of wise, patient and patriotic

effort.

The method of work adopted under Mr. Nicholson's

influence by the Friends' committee was, by visits and per-

sonal observation, to learn the actual conditions in the

various state and county institutions prisons ; jails ; poor-

houses; orphan's homes; etc. Each "meeting" was asked to

appoint a committee "of discreet Friends," men and women,
who should visit the public institutions in their neighbor-

hoods and report the facts disclosed to the meeting. Then

the members, by petition, by influence on the state and

county officials and then on the legislature, and especially

by informing the general public, endeavored to redress the

evils that were found, never merely criticising but always

presenting a plan of betterment.

Among the notable results obtained by these wise and

practical means, results which were largely and in some

cases almost wholly due to the work of the Friends, may
be mentioned the establishment of the boy's reformatory;

the woman's prison and girl's reformatory ; the correction

of many abuses in the prisons, insane hospitals, and poor

asylums; the beginning of the county orphan's homes by

which children were taken out of the poorhouses; the crea-

tion of the Board of State Charities and many minor

reforms. The influence of the Friends in all these matters

was in much larger proportion than their numbers. In

all this effort Timothy Nicholson was the leader. When
other people became discouraged or tired, his faith, hope

and patience, like his charity, never failed. He had the

great satisfaction of seeing one after another of the causes

he had championed, come to success.

Mr. Nicholson had the rare quality of moderation which

reformers so often lack. He said to the writer, alluding

to the rather slow progress of some prison reforms which

the Board of State Charities was promoting: "We must

not expect complete success at a jump. Real reforms come

slowly. If we only gain a little, keep at it and we shall

win." But with all his patience in merely administrative

matters, when it came to a question of principle he was

inflexible. On the occasion of the first report of the state

board, I had written the section on the Prison North and

had given a severe statement of the iniquitous "slop con-

tract" which then prevailed. When I had read the report,

one member raised the question of the probable conse-

quences of publishing the unpleasant facts and asked me

what I- thought was likely to ensue. I told the board that

as the warden was supposed to be the most influential poli-

tician of his party in the state, and his party was in power,

it would arouse his animosity and his friends in the legis-

lature might either wipe out the board or reduce its appro-

priation to an extent to make it useless. Then Timothy
Nicholson said, "Alexander Johnson, does thee think we

ought to make the report as thee has written it?" And on

my reply that we could do no other if we were to preserve

our own self-respect, he said "Mr. Chairman, I move that

we publish the report as the secretary has written it." And,

of course, the board voted unanimously for his motion.

Mr. Nicholson and Oscar McCulloch were easily the

commanding figures in the board. They each attended

the National Conference of Social Work, then called "of

Charities and Corrections." Each of them was president

of the conference. When the conference met in Washing-

ton, in 1901, Jeffrey Brackett was chairman of the com-

mittee on nominations. He came to me with the question,

"We are going, next year, to Detroit. For the Mid-West

we want one of your good Indiana men for president. Who
is the best?" I at once namted Mr. Nicholson. Now
Timothy Nicholson, though often attending had seldom been

heard. His theory of participating in a discussion was to

keep silent unless the thing that needed saying was not

being said by any one else, and my inquirer questioned his

ability. But I knew the man ; what sterling qualities, what

knowledge, wisdom, balanced judgment, fairness, insight,

sympathy and absolute integrity of thought were his; what

ability of leadership he had shown for fifty years among
his own people. In choosing him they gave the conference

one of the worthiest in its long line of worthy presidents.

An interesting sidelight on Mr. Nicholson's character was

seen when it came to choosing the preacher of the confer-

ence sermon, a duty always incumbent on the president.

He came to me and asked if I knew a Catholic priest of

liberal mind and ability and on my recommendation he, an

orthodox Quaker who was as much in earnest in his religion

as in everything else, invited Rt. Rev. John Lancaster

Spaulding, Catholic Bishop of Peoria, who gave us one

of the great conference sermons.

I must quote a passage from his presidential address be-

cause it expresses so well his method and his hopes.

Progress comes as the result of an ideal. Reformers see the

mountain top before them, a distant reality; and though they

may not attain the summit, their striving carries them some

distance upward and their successors may realize the ideal

which they only saw distantly. The universal reign of peace,

the prosperity of every fellow man are ideals. Each man, in

his own immediate circle, can translate, in a measure, his ideal

into the practical and as this is done the world becomes that

much better and nearer the ultimate goal of good. "One sow-

eth and another reapeth." "Others have labored and ye are

entered into their labor."

It is a moderate estimate of Mr. Nicholson's work and

influence in Indiana, to say that for fifty years he has been

in all matters of charities and correction the wisest, strong-

est and most useful citizen of the state. To those who

have worked with him, especially those employed in an

official capacity by the State Board of Charities, he was a

wise, gentle, considerate and unfailing friend and adviser.

No one ever reproved a subordinate more gently. No one

was ever so unfailing in giving the word of praise when it

was due. No one could give such comfort to and inspire

such patience in one suffering under unjust aspersion.



The Psychiatrist's Day in Court

By Thomas W. Salmon, M. D.

IN
passing sentence upon the youthful murderers of Bob-

by Franks, Judge Caverly said that the value of such
tests as those used by the psychiatrists to determine

the deeper motives for the crime "seems to lie in their ap-

plicability to crime and criminals in general" and that they
"concern the broad questions of human responsibility and

legal punishment." As if to justify his opinion, discussion

of this case turned abruptly from the terrible details of the

crime and the amazing characteristics of its perpetrators to

those larger issues which the type of defense rather than the

crime itself forced upon the attention of the public.

Which of these larger issues especially concern those of

us whose interest in abnormal behavior lies chiefly in the fact

that we spend our lives in dealing with its consequences?
What effect will their "day in court" have upon some of

the new viewpoints from which psychiatrists have been

studying disorders of conduct? What value is the public
inclined to place upon the tendency to go far behind an anti-

social act to discover and evaluate its causes? Was the op-

portunity so dramatically afforded to exhibit to the public
the methods by which the psychiatrist studies the behavior
of human beings a favorable or an unfavorable one? Al-

though for reasons that it clearly indicated, the Court did

not take the exhaustive psychiatric study of the defendants
into consideration in passing judgment, it is evident that it

formed the basis for the statement, "They have been shown
in essential respects to be abnormal

; had they been normal

they could not have committed this crime." If it is the

general public belief that it is fruitful to go as far behind
anti-social acts as is necessary in order to determine the

causes of crime, if people generally believe with the Court
that the study made by White, Healy and Glueck and

their associates was "of extreme interest" and "a valuable

contribution to criminology" and if they share the opinion
of the Court that this study showed these youths to be "in

essential respects abnormal," then the public must also be
convinced that there have indeed been raised "broad ques-
tions of human responsibility and legal punishment" that

must sooner or later be answered.

IN
its editorial comment upon Judge Caverly's opinion,

the New York World said "to the question of whether

Judge Caverly should impose life-imprisonment or death,
the alienist as such had nothing to contribute. That was
a question not of abnormal psychology but of public policy."
Some might not be so certain that scientists "as such" have

nothing to contribute to questions of public policy and there

might also be a question in some minds as to whether public-

policies may not sometimes be illuminated by abnormal psy-

chology' the policy toward alleged witches pursued by our

forefathers in Salem for example but, in the broad sense

in which it was intended, the statement of the World is

doubtless correct. Public policy in England, after Queen
Victoria was born, approved of the legal execution by ju-

dicial sentence of a little child nine years old. Not only

who shall be put to death but, to an increasing extent, whc
shall be permitted to be born are questions of public policj

that, in the end, will be determined by the people them
selves rather than by the scientists (or even courts) anc

will accurately represent their enlightenment, self-contro

and attitude toward their fellow-men. It is for this reasor

that the opinion of the public on the questions that th<

Chicago trial has raised is of such great importance.

It is difficult for an individual to ascertain public senti

ment. Although a psychiatrist is sure to be asked for hi:

opinion by a good many acquaintances (and given the op

portunity of listening to their views by a much larger num

her) those with whom I have exchanged opinions concern

ing the psychiatric aspects of the Leopold-Loeb trial probabli

do not number altogether more than a hundred. Colleague
with whom I have discussed the case have had equal oppor

tunities, however, and I have learned in this way the franl

personal opinions of several hundreds more. Most news

papers commented editorially upon this subject. These edi

torial views and the large number of letters from reader

that were printed in the newspapers make available a ver

considerable amount of individual public opinion. A stud;

of the views thus presented shows that only a relatively

small number of persons share the opinions of the Cour
that have been quoted above. Fortunately it indicates alsi

the chief reasons for the surprisingly large amount of dis

sent. Such reasons are worth careful examination. To con

sider them candidly will aid in finding answers that \ver

asked at the beginning of this article.

THE outstanding reason for public disagreement wit!

the opinions of Judge Caverly regarding the value o

the defense's psychiatric study of Leopold and Loeb wa
frank disbelief in its fairness and honesty. This disbelief wa

expressed by all kinds of people lawyers, editorial writers

correspondents of the newspapers, physicians and socia

workers. In its crudest form it consisted simply in th

scornful statement that this new kind of expert testimon

showed on its face that it had been bought and paid fo

and would hereafter be available to anyone who could pa

the price. Other persons, a little more charitable, expresse

the opinion that the psychiatrists were evidently sincere ii

their desire to make correct observations and frank state

ments but quite obviously were misled by the intensely pai

tisan character of the whole proceeding. Everyone wh
knows White, Healy and Glueck and is familiar with th

high standards of their scientific work and the indefatigabl

search for truth that has characterized all of it realizes tha

this distrust must have been created by factors entire!

apart from the personality of those men. Some responsi

bility can be attached to the partisan way in which th

ne\vs of the testimony was very often presented to news

paper readers. One great daily referred to Dr. Healy, upo

his first appearance in the court room, as "the defense

$250 a day expert." The implication thus conveyed is n
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more significant than the confidence of the writer of the

dispatch in the attitude of those \vho would read it. When
one thinks of the enduring contributions that Dr. Healy
has made to the understanding of childhood and the prac-

tical management of the conduct disorders of children, many
other ways in which he might have been identified come to

mind.

This public attitude of distrust, however, had nothing

to do with the personal reputations and scientific positions

of the men involved. Neither was the partisan way in

which their testimony was often treated by the press, wholly

responsible. Its reasons lay deeper. They are inherent in

the wholly impossible position in which a scientific man is

placed in such a trial. With the main facts of the crime

admitted, there was no information required by the Court

which approached in importance that relating to the patho-

logical seeds of the crime and the way in which they grew
into criminal impulses in the minds of the defendants. Yet,

through the most absurd procedure that could be devised,

the only way in which the Court was permitted to secure

this information was by the testimony of experts pitted

against each other whose opinions were discounted before

they were uttered by the very fact that they represent a

special point of view. In the future, research in psycho-

pathology and doubtless in many related fields will throw

much greater light than does our present knowledge upon

the causes of crime. If, however, expert testimony has

i
then to be given under the same conditions that now pre-

vail in criminal courts, it is certain that no practical use

will be made of such new knowledge, no matter how im-

portant it nxiy be. In the public mind, if not in those of

judges and juries, the testimony of experts employed by

different sides will continue to exactly counterbalance. There

is only one way to end such a situation and that is to take

a lesson from the wise procedure growing up in juvenile

courts and have all such studies conducted by experts em-

ployed by the court and reporting directly to it. It has

been said that this cannot be done under the present form

of law. If this is so, it would seem to the layman that such

a form of law is no longer a useful mechanism for dealing

effectively with human problems, but merely a barrier to

progress and a smoke-screen for the concealment of truth.

IT
is useless to go very much farther into that phase of

public opinion that expresses itself most vigorously by

disbelief in the integrity of all psychiatric experts. Every-

thing that they say in court must be entirely without weight
in the mind of any person who believes that it merely repre-

sents "bought-and-paid-for" opinion. There are, however,

a good many people, including all those who know the men
who have been named, who fully believe in their honesty

and sincerity. It is to this minority that we must turn to

gage public opinion as to any practical value that the new

psychiatric approaches to the study of crime may have de-

monstrated in this case. In this minority is to be found a

considerable number of persons who are already familiar

with the work of Healy in Chicago and Boston, and Glueck

at Sing Sing Prison and the Bureau of Children's Guidance.

To them there is nothing new in a kind of study that takes

account of the whole individual all the mind and all the

body, as well as the environment in which he grows and lives

in determining what factors are responsible for conduct.

In this case, the Court said "It is beyond the province of

this court as it is beyond the capacity of human science in

its present state of development to predict the ultimate re-

sponsibiliy for human acts." Ultimate explanations lie be-

yond the present (and probably the future) frontiers of

every science, but well within the province of psycho-

pathology today are the data for understanding many human

thoughts, feelings and acts that, within our own time, have

seemed inexplicable. It should be widely instead of little

known that the study made of the lives and characteristics

of Leopold and Loeb was not a fantastic procedure, con-

ducted only for its effect in a particular case, but the kind

employed in all serious studies of abnormal conduct. The
psychiatrist of the present is continually seeking, often suc-

cessfully, to find out why men, women and children have

disorders of thinking, feeling or behaving. In many thou-

sands of instances, where there is no question whatever of

criminal responsibility, the same kind of inquiry is being
made to find out why fear exists when there is nothing to

be afraid of, disability when the body is intact, distaste for

life when a powerful instinct demands its protection, in-

ability to act when there is urgent need for action, of over-

activity when the organism cries out for rest.

Psychiatrists opening their morning papers during this

trial must have been startled to find, in place of the cus-

tomary news, columns of clinical material in no wise differ-

ent from that which they heard the preceding day as part

of a "case history" presented at the staff conference of a

psychiatric clinic. Perhaps one such heavy dose of psychia-

tric clinical material in the newspapers will be considered

sufficient for quite a period of time, yet, those who remem-

ber the accounts twenty years ago of the evidence in the

Thaw case will prefer the new type of clinical evidence to

the old. There can be no doubt that those persons whose

minds are not closed by disbelief in the honesty of the ex-

aminers have gained new points of view toward the ultimate

sources of crime that may some day be reflected in public

opinion and later in public policy.

THE'
Chicago trial supplied without cost the kind of

popular education that for some time has been earnestly

desired by students of crime and criminology. Discussions

have been provoked which cannot fail to throw light upon

subjects thus far abandoned to prejudice. The indifference

of parents and teachers to certain phases of child life has

received a jolt and the need for applying preventive measures

in abnormal developments of behavior patterns is far more

generally appreciated than it was before the new psychology
in an atmosphere of distrust and ridicule exhibited its

methods of study in a Chicago court room. Columns of

newspapers are open for discussions which before this trial

were not considered worthy of space that might have been

devoted to details of crime. A shocking murder and an

extraordinary "close-up" of two abnormal personalities has

set several thousand persons thinking along novel lines and,

in consequence, we are now hearing from entirely new

quarters demands for more adequate facilities for the scien-

tific study of crime and criminals. If the utterly useless

methods by which alone psychiatric expert testimony can

now be heard in court are reformed, and one-tenth of the

space devoted by newspapers to other phases of crime is

devoted to some of its real origins, the unjust and merciless

denounciation of honest scientific men who tried to present

the psychological bearings of an abnormal crime may be

forgiven.



The Common Welfare

IN

announcing the forthcoming publication of its five-

year study of unemployment, the Russell Sage Found-

ation again reminds the public that averaging good

years and bad, 10 to 12 per cent of all American wage-

workers millions of men and women are always looking

for jobs. The investigation covered more than seventy cities

in thirty-one states and Canada. Special studies were made

in Ohio, Wisconsin, Massachusetts and New York where

public employment bureaus have had the greatest develop-

ment. The investigators reach the conclusion that "we must

have public employment bureaus to take the place of private

fee-charging agency bureaus." They recognize that the pri-

vate agencies are performing a useful function in the absence

of an adequate public system of employment exchanges.

But the temptation to place the fee above the best interests

of the seekers after work is so great that the private

agencies taken as a whole do more harm than good. Their

mere abolition, however, would be no guarantee of an effi-

cient public service. The report advocates a positive pro-

gram for improving the public employment service. "If we

get a good public service the fee-charging agencies and

their abuses will become a minor question; they will be

eliminated because they will be useless."

Happily the report does not stop at the periphery of the

problem of unemployment. It goes extensively into the

question of public works as possible regulators of employ-

ment; compares the experience of the United States with

that of other countries in the planning, organization and ad-

ministration of public employment agencies; and analyses

this phase of the problem from local, state and federal points

of view with special emphasis upon the peculiar difficulties

presented by immigrants, and Negroes, juniors and casual

workers.

THE mounting tide of unemployment during the spring

and early summer, now somewhat eased off, has em-

phasized the seasonal and cyclical factors in the problem. Yet

it is an encouraging sign of the times that even under these

conditions industrial executives themselves are taking the

initiative in bringing to the fore the relation of private man-

agement to the human and financial costs of unemployment
and related social evils. In The Survey for September 15,

we reviewed the report of the Committee on Seasonal Oper-

ation in the Construction Industries of the President's Con-

ference on Unemployment in which a number of leading

construction companies joined with representatives of the

building trade unions in diagnosing unemployment and ir-

regularity of employment in their industries as a problem
of planning, organization and administrative control. Now
comes an announcement that the Association of Railway
Executives has presented a plan to the Interstate Commerce
Commission the object of which is to give year-round em-

ployment to the more than 2,OOO,OOO railway employes.
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Some day it will be borne in upon the conscience of the

nation that in good times and bad, millions of men and
women in these prosperous United States are deprived of
the opportunity of making a living. The public will come
to realize that while a considerable portion of this unem-

ployed army are the victims of inefficient management in

private and public enterprise, an equally considerable por-
tion constitute the reserve upon which industrial expansion
and mobility depend. This reserve may reach exaggerated
proportions and is often outrageously exploited. But with-
out such a reserve at all, industrial development would be

impeded. When managements have done their utmost to

stabilize production and employment through planning and

budgetry control, there will still remain the problem of

making adequate provision for the distribution of the mem-
bers of this reserve to the points where new developments
call them ; and for their protection against economic hard-

ship and destitution while they are waiting to be called. It

is for this reason that an adequate system of employment
bureaus and an adequate system of out-of-work insurance

are not counsels of philanthropy, but essential elements in

a sound program of economic and industrial organization.

~*HE Manufacturers' Record, published in Baltimore,
1 modestly presents itself on its cover with a screeching

eagle, wings spread to the uttermost, and the words "Ex-

ponent of America." The Exponent knows its readers; it

was established in 1882 and this September fourth issue was
Vol. 86, No. 10. It showed what it thinks of them by

devoting its front cover to scaring them with threats of Hell

(capital H) and the devil (small d) about the federal Child

Labor Amendment.

The Exponent certainly "was seein' things at night." In

thirty blackface lines it tells "What the Child Labor Amend-
ment means," prophesying among other terrors thus:

This proposed amendment is fathered by Socialists, Com-
munists and Bolshevists. ... If adopted, this amendment
would be the greatest thing ever done in America in behalf of

the activities of Hell. It would make millions of young people
under 18 years of age idlers in brain and body, and thus make
them the devil's best workshop. . . . The only thing that can

prevent its adoption will be active, untiring work on the part
of every man and woman who appreciates its destructive power
and who wants to save the young people of all future gen-
erations from moral and physical decay under the domination

of the devil himself.

This is the language of fright because of vanishing power.

Naturally! If not the mill and factory, then Hell and the

devil ! What matter schools, playgrounds and ample sleep

for little girls in Georgia who can now legally work all

night before they are fifteen?

In saner moments, when not besotted with fear, the
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Exponent knows that Congress passes bills to please, not

'the Socialists, but the "folks back home." From them Con-

gress has heard for ten years how our states as a whole have

failed to give to the children the equal protection of the law.

Among leaders of public opinion who induced Congress

to submit the amendment, are the Federal Council of

Churches, the American Federation of Labor, and the Gen-

eral Federation of Women's Clubs. If these and the nation-

wide organizations which are behind the amendment are

Socialists, Communists and Bolshevists, how have they so

successfully concealed their convictions?

Too long the Manufacturers' Association and its Expo-

nent have mistaken themselves for America, enslaving the

eagle and using him for their private scarecrow, making him

screech and claw at will. At last a happier day is dawning

when Congress and the states will cooperate to protect the

children instead of their exploiters.

THE
Armenian who has started out for America and

who cannot be admitted to the United States because

of the American quota regulations nor yet return whence

he came because of the Turkish regulations, and the man

who is denied American citizenship because his family is

abroad and who cannot bring in that family on the ground

that he is not an American citizen present two among

many of the complicated problems now being handled by

the American bureau of the International Migration Serv-

ice. A refugee eager to go to the Argentine, a Greek

anxious to locate relatives in Egypt, a Russian family sent

from Constantinople to Belgium under the League of Na-

tions, all these and others are among the difficulties met

by other branches of the Service. The organization is

international in plan and scope, having headquarters in

London, where Viscountess Gladstone is chairman and Pro-

fessor Gilbert Murray is treasurer of the international

committee. It maintains offices in Warsaw, Prague, Athens,

Piraeus, Constantinople, Copenhagen, Paris, Havre, Cher-

bourg, Marseilles and New York.

The increasingly complex emigration and immigration

laws of various countries have increased the volume of work

so that the American branch alone has a total of over 5,000

cases. It calls for an organization working on non-political,

non-sectarian lines, for men and boys as well as women and

girls.

So the work, which from 1921 until the present time

has been an integral part of the program of the World's

Y. W. C. A., became entirely independent on October first.

On that date the American bureau moved to new head-

quarters on the thirtieth floor of the Metropolitan Life

Building in New York. There it will continue under the

directorship of Mary E. Hurlbutt and a committee consist-

ing of Dr. Robert L. Dickinson, Mrs. Harry M. Bremer,

Joseph P. Chamberlain, Elizabeth W. Clark, Judge John

C. Clark, Margaret Curtis, Stephen P. Duggan, Homer

Folks, Mrs. John M. Glenn, Francis Fisher Kane, Henry
Noble MacCracken, Ruth Crawford Mitchell and Mrs.

Edgerton Parsons.

An appropriation for the work was made by the Laura

Spelmnn Rockerfeller Memorial, but after January I, 1925,

the work will be dependent on individual contributions.

In order adequately to carry out its program, the Inter-

national Migration Service will cooperate closely with exist-

ing local and national organizations, such as the Travelers

Aid, the Council of Jewish Women, community agencies,
Red Cross chapters and welfare societies. Conversely, the

international affiliations of the Migration Service will re-

inforce the work of such agencies.

HERE is civic significance in the fact that the new
* "home" which the Boston Chamber of Commerce

threw open this month is one of the three great office build-

ings which can pass the time of day with the capstone of
the Bunker Hill monument. This significance is due more
especially to the fact that the new structure will be a
center for a variety of related organizations and activities.

It is a piece of vertical city planning. Spread out one story
deep its fourteen stories would be a small town in them-
selves. Five thousand people will pass through the build-

ing daily, and in their contacts will reach throughout New
England.
When the directors of the Chamber considered the ques-

tion of a new building there were two alternatives to de-

cide between. One was to have a building solely for their

own use such as most banks have, perhaps of ornamental

design, and the other was to erect a modern office build-

ing of which the Chamber would use but a part. The
second plan was chosen as one which would bring the

Chamber into closer contact with the life of the city.

The result is the largest and best equipped commercial

organization building in the United States a central clear-

ing house for information for all New England as well as

the workshop of the Chamber. The National Association

of Cotton Manufacturers, the National Association of

Woolen Manufacturers, the Boston Typothetae Board of

Trade, the New England Hardware Dealers Association

and the Anthracite Bureau of Information are among the

first tenants. Nine railroads have already established their

Boston freight and passenger offices in the new six million

dollar building. In addition to the advantage of being
housed together these organizations can hold their own
meetings in the Chamber's fifteen dining rooms and use

the services of its various departments. The two top floors

have been retained by the Chamber for offices and semi-

club use of its eight thousand members. They are of

early colonial architecture or of the corresponding English
period. The aim, we are told, was to make the lounge
as "comfortable and informal as are the old homes of

our grandfathers and in keeping with New England hos-

pitality of those early days." The Boston Chamber is how-
ever by no means a quiescent or reminiscent institution.

Under its progressive line of fourteen presidents, from

James J. Storrow to Howard Coonley, it has become per-

haps not only the largest organization of its kind in the

country, and a leaven in modernizing the national body,

but also a force locally along civic and industrial lines. It

is just now, for example, completing a study as to whether

or not Boston should adopt the financial federation plan
in the organization of its social agencies.



The Federal Child Labor Amendment
Ten Answers to Ten Questions

By Mrs. Florence Kelley
Secretary, National Consumers' League

What is the text of the Amendment ?

* Section 1. The Congress shall have power to

limit, regulate and prohibit the labor of persons under
the age of 18 years.

Section 2. The power of the several states is unim-

paired by this Article except that the operation of

state laws shall be suspended to the extent neces-

sary to give effect to legislation enacted by the

Congress.

2 What does the amendment do ?

It confers a power which Congress was sup-

posed to possess, before the U. S. Supreme Court
declared unconstitutional the two child labor laws

passed by Congress in 1917 and 1919. It is not a

child labor law. It is an enabling act. It will enable

Congress to pass a child labor law.

3 Why need there be such an amendment?
After eighty years of effort children do not

receive through the states, that protection of the law

which fundamentally the Constitution guarantees.

Congress, therefore, passed two bills. None the less

the Supreme Court held both unconstitutional on

technical, legalistic grounds having nothing to do
with the good or ill of child labor. Nothing remains

but to amend the Constitution, if children are to re-

ceive equal protection the country over.

4
How do states fail to protect their children ?

For instance, in North Carolina, boys may
legally work at the age of 12 years, and boys and

girls between 14 and 16 may be employed II hours

a day.
In South Carolina, children 14 to 16 may legal-

ly work 10 hours a day and 55 hours a week, and

in Louisiana 10 hours a day and 60 hours a week.

In Georgia, orphan children and those with widowed
mothers dependent upon them, may legally work at

12 years of age; and children under 16 may work 60

hours a week, any number of hours a day, and after

they are 14^-2 years old, they may work all night.

5
"Do you mean to keep boys of 18 idle on
the streets ?

No sane person wishes to keep either boys or

girls of 18 years or less idle on the streets, or expects

Congress to do so. The amendment is intended to

give to Congress the same power that the states have

always had, and the enlightened ones have increas-

ingly used, to forbid boys and girls under 18 to run

elevators, freight or passenger; to be exposed to ex-

plosives and poisonous dusts and fumes ; to clean mov-

ing machinery; to deliver telegrams and messages
between 10 P. M. and 6 A. M. Such prohibitions and

regulations are recognized as necessary wherever in-

dustry is highly developed.*
The amendment must be comprehensive to enable

Congress to meet the rapid and unforseeable changes
in industry.

* See Children's Bureau pamphlet Legal Regulation of

the Employment of Minors 16 Years of Age and Over.

September 1924.

6 "Should not a farmer's boy be free to drive
the cows to pasture, and pick berries on his

father's farm ?"
Is it reasonable to suppose that (merely because in

the amendment, "agriculture" is not specifically ex-

empted) Congress will rush in where state legisla-
tures have not trodden, to harry farmers about their

sons and daughters on their own acres?
In only three branches of agriculture have consider-
able numbers of children been shown to suffer hard-

ship^ i.e., cotton picking, work in beet fields, and truck

gardening. Only one state, Ohio, has enacted a

statute, the Bing law, to save children overworked
(and at excessively early ages) in truck farming not-

ably in large-scale onion fields. But if hardships
continue in other states unchecked, why should Con-
gress not have power to protect children oppressed in

agriculture ?

7
Why rob the states of power to safeguard
their children ?

The amendment does not rob the states of power
to safeguard children. It enables Congress to set for
all children standards which any state may equal but
none can undermine. Enlightened states will not be
hurt by having Congress enact, for the whole country,
standards which they already enforce. Progressive
states will be free to go ahead of any federal law.

8
Will not the amendment entail multitudes

. of "bureaucrats from Washington, prying
into homes, battening on the taxpayers,
nagging parents and employers with provi-
sions enacted by Congress thousands of
miles away" ?

An ounce of experience is worth a ton of foreboding.
Under the first federal child labor law, the present
chief of the Children's Bureau was the enforcing
official. She enlisted state factory 'inspectors and
labor bureaus as deputies of the federal agency. No
state refused cooperation. This kept the federal staff

down to a flying squadron, issuing to children federal

employment certificates wherever state provision was
inadequate and inspecting children at work in states

whose standards were below the federal ones. Dur-
ing the brief time the federal laws were in force, ten
states improved their child labor measures.

9 Where states have good laws and enforce

them, why fear that Uncle Sam will intrude?
The number and activities of federal inspectors will

clearly depend on the way the states do their own
work under their own laws. The comprehensive
answer to these questions is that, for a hundred years,

Congress was believed to have the power to do the

things now feared. Yet it never did any of them.
Advocates of the amendment expect Congress to have
as much sense in enacting future laws as it has shown
in the past, being still dependent upon the votes of

parents and employers for reelection.

1 C\ Whentheamendmentisratified,whatthen?
' ^ '

Congress will for the third time pass a fed-

eral child labor law. This time it will stand.
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Cotton and the Eight-Hour Day

FOR
months there have been rumblings of unrest

in the cotton mills of New England. Investiga-

tors for the New York Evening World report

that 200,000 of New England's normal force of

315,000 textile workers are idle. In many quarters this

unhappy situation is charged against the successful advocates

of the eight-hour day who, it is alleged, have placed the

New England industry at a competitive disadvantage with

the South, where longer hours prevail. The question thus

raised has become a political issue in New England. It is

to be anticipated that the eight-hour day will become the

object of organized and systematic attack. The facts in

the case have a great and timely importance to all those

who contend that in an age of machinery and scientific

invention a first charge upon industry must be to increase

productive efficiency while raising humane standards. The
Labor Bureau, Inc. has made a study of the eight-hour factor

in the cotton industry and its findings are here summarized.

The contention that the South is gaining at the expense

of the North is usually based on broad statistics as to the

number of spindles or as to the quantity of raw cotton

consumed. Such statistics are nearly valueless for this pur-

pose, because they take no account of the varying quality

of the product, its price, the profits involved, or the wage-
earners employed. It takes more raw cotton to make a

given amount of cheap goods than to make fine goods. The
cotton used is of a different quality. The result is that

an expansion of spindles or of cotton consumed in making
the cheaper grades does not mean that finer grades are

suffering. It does not really tell us much about the dis-

tribution of the industry.

There are three principal ways to measure the extent

of an industry. Each has its special meaning. They are:

a. Average number of wage-earners employed. This is a

fairly good measure, but has the fault that the introduction
of labor saving machinery, or variations in the quality and price
of goods manufactured, may alter the number of wage-earners
more or less than the change in actual output or profits to the

manufacturer.

b. Value of the product. This is the total net sales of the

mills. It is open to much the same objections as apply to the

number of wage-earners.

c. Value added by manufacture. This - the difference be-
tween the cost of materials and the total net sales. It there-
fore shows the amount which can be devoted to wages and
salaries, overhead and miscellaneous expenses, rent, interest

and profits. It is in many ways the best measure of the three.

These three items are available for three of the principal
New England States Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Rhode Island, and for the three principal southern states

-North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia for each
of the years when the census of manufactures was taken
since 1909 1909, 1914, 1919 and 1921. By comparing the

total for a given state with that for the United States, it

is possible to see what proportion of the whole each state

contributed in each census year, and to rank the states

according to such proportion.

They show that in every census year, by each of the three

measures, Massachusetts ranks first, North Carolina second,
South Carolina third and New Hamphsire sixth. As among
the other two states, certain changes in ranking have oc-

curred as follows:

Rhode Island was fourth in number of wage earners in

1909, and fell to fifth in 1914, where it has stood ever

since. Georgia, which was fifth in number of wage earn-

ers in 1909, rose to fourth place in 1914, taking Rhode
Island's place.

Rhode Island also fell from fourth to fifth place in 1914
in value of products, Georgia replacing it. It regained
fourth place, however, in 1921, Georgia falling behind

again.

Rhode Island rose from fifth to fourth place in value
added by manufacture in 1914, holding its advantage ever

since. This advantage was gained at the expense of

Georgia.

In the matter of respective ranking, therefore, the net
results of the only changes which occurred from 1909 to

1921 favored a northern state Rhode Island as against

Georgia.
In actual percentage of total U. S. manufacture the

movement has been somewhat irregular. Let us take each
measure separately.

Percentage of total wage-earners employed: In this per-
centage each of the southern states has shown a slight gain
for the period. Massachusetts gained slightly from 1909 to

1914, and then fell slightly to 1921. New Hampshire fell from
1909 to 1914, and then gained in 1921. Rhode Island, after

slight ups and downs, finished in 1921 where she began in

1914. These figures are therefore inconclusive in comparisons.
Value of the product: In this percentage the only consistent

gainer is North Carolina; Massachusetts and New Hampshire
falling steadily, and Rhode Island, Georgia and South Carolina
wavering at about the same figure. Rhode Island was in

1921 higher than in any previous year. Georgia was in 1921
lower than in 1914 and 1919, but slightly above 1909. South
Carolina was in 1921 lower than in 1914, but slightly above
1909 and 1919.

Percentage of total value added by manufacture: In this

percentage the only consistent gainer is a northern state
Rhode Island which rose from 7.6 per cent of the U. S. in

1909 to 9.5 per cent in 1921. The next best record is by
North Carolina, which rose from 1 1.6 per cent of the total
in 1909 to 14.9 per cent in 1919, and then fell back again to
12.8 per cent in 1921. The other four states two northern
and two southern all showed slight losses. Thus, by this

best measure of all, the record is entirely inconclusive, and the
southern states have no advantage over the northern. Ap-
parently the industry is being built up in new states, not in-
cluded in the six most prominent ones, whether in the North
or in the South.
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Hours of Work in Cotton Industry

THERE
is little evidence in official census figures to

the effect that Massachusetts or other New England
States had been, up to 1921, consistently losing the cotton

industry to the principal southern states, either relatively

or absolutely. What is the situation with regard to hours

of labor?

The Census has gathered figures as to the average num-

ber of persons working in cotton plants having various

normal hours of work in 1909, 1914, and 1919.

The figures for the United States as a whole show a

marked trend toward a shortening of hours. In 1909 only

i per cent worked 54 hours or less
; 50 per cent worked

between 54 and 60 hours, 32 per cent worked 60 hours,

and 17 per cent worked over 60 hours. In 1914 i per

cent worked less than 54. hours, but 40 per cent worked

54, 1 8 per cent between 54 and 60, 39 per cent 60, and

a very small portion over 60. In 1919, 39 per cent worked

48 hours or less, 4 per cent between 48 and 54, 14 per cent

54, 32 per cent between 54 and 60, and only 10 per cent 60.

Figures for the six principal states are available separately

for the years 1914 and 1919 thus covering the period when

the 48-hour week came into general effect in Massachusetts.

These figures show some interesting facts, as follow:

Longer hours were worked in the South than in the

North in 1914, before the 48-hour week was introduced

in the North. During this year 97 per cent of the Massa-

chusetts operatives, and 92 per cent of those in Rhode

Island, worked 54 hours, while in the southern states 98
or 99 per cent worked 60 hours.

The northern state which gained least in manufacture be-

tween 1909 and 1914 was New Hampshire. This state

had longer hours in 1914 than either of the other two.

The southern state which fared worst of all during the

entire period was Georgia. This state, both in 1914 and

1919, had longer hours than either North Carolina or

South Carolina.

From these facts we may infer :

1. That the tendency to shorter hours is a general one

and is not confined either to the North or to Massachusetts.

2. That if a competitive advantage is conferred by longer
hours in the South, this advantage did not arise with the

installation of the 48-hour week in the North, but has existed

for many years, during which northern industry has shown
little sign of suffering.

3. That the state making the poorest showing in each group
North and South is the one which has had the longest

hours.

Nature of Product North and South

IT
is impossible to talk intelligently of the effect of hours,

wages, or other labor conditions on northern cotton

factories unless we know in more detail how far there is

actual competition between northern and southern manufac-

turers. The Census also gives us valuable information on

this matter, by its figures on the quality and prices of

goods produced.

A classification of the principal woven products of the

New England and southern cotton mills reveals, (i) that

COTTON MANUFACTURING (INCLUDING SMALL
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the cotton states produce more of the cheaper products such

as sheetings, duck and print cloths, while New England

produces more of the finer ones such as ginghams, lawns,

twills and sateens, and (2) that in each class of product,

the value of the New England cloth per pound is mate-

rially higher, thus showing that the South makes the cheaper

grades of each class.

Taking New England and Cotton States as groups, we

see that the New England states in 1919 produced 40 per

cent of the country's woven goods by pounds and 47 per

cent by value, 34 per cent of yarns for sale by pounds and

42 per cent by value, and 71 per cent of thread by pounds

and 79 per cent by value.

In 1919, Massachusetts ranked first in lawns, ginghams,

shirtings, twills and sateens ;
second in print cloth and cot-

ton fabrics; fourth in sheetings. South Carolina ranked

first in sheetings, print cloth and drills, and third in lawns,

ginghams and shirtings. North Carolina was first in cot-

ton flannel, second in ginghams and shirtings, and third in

sheetings, print cloth and drills. Georgia was second in

sheetings and drills, third in twills and sateens, and fourth

in cotton flannel. Rhode Island was second in lawns and

twills and sateens, fourth in print cloth and shirtings, fifth

in sheetings. New Hampshire is third in cotton flannel,

and fourth in twills and sateens.

It will be seen, therefore, that the development of the

cotton industry in the South has taken certain well defined

lines which do not bring it in very direct competition with

the more important branches of northern industry. It uses

the shorter staple cottons, makes more of the coarser yarns,

and sells the cheaper kinds and grades of fabrics. These

facts should be remembered when comparison of North

and South is made on the basis of amount of raw cotton

consumed. The South does not specialize in the products

where the training and skill of northern operatives are an

essential feature.

Results From Census Information

WHILE
the census material is not available more re-

cently than 1921, it does lead to certain important
conclusions having a bearing on the whole matter. These

are:

There has been no net loss of cotton manufacture in any
of the New England states, if we look at the absolute

growth. There is very little evidence of relative loss in

proportion to total U. S. manufacture, if we consider im-

portant measures such as number of wage earners or value

added to manufacture rather than misleading statistics of

spindles or raw cotton consumed. The most that can be

said is that in certain cheaper grades and classes of spinning
and weaving, cotton manufacture has grown faster in the

cotton-growing states than in the New England states.

This growth, as would be expected, seems to have occurred

in those products where closeness to the supply of short-

staple raw cotton counts most, and where the skill of oper-

atives, favorable climatic conditions, and other factors neces-

sary for the finer products count least.

During the entire period covered, hours in the South
were longer than in the North, even before the adoption
of the eight-hour day in Massachusetts. As among in-

dividual states, there seems to be little or no correspondence
between rapidity of growth of the industry and length of

hours of work. Taken all in all, therefore, the effect of

COTTON GOODS MANUFACTURING: PER CENT DISTRIBUTION
WAGE EARNERS VALUE OF VALUE ADDED

PRODUCTS

% Rank % Rank % Rank
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G. M. Haffards & Co., stock brokers. They show that

the total capital stock of the mills covered increased from

$28,605,000 in 1910 to $43,515,000 in 1923 the increase

being fairly continuous, but occuring most markedly in the

post-war period, 1920-23, when the 48-hour week was in

effect. The total amount of cash dividends paid averaged

$1,600,700 per year in the seven pre-war years, 1910-16.

It averaged $6,273,800 in the four years 1917-20, during

the war and post-war inflation. Though these inflated divi-

dends could not continue, the average amount for the sub-

sequent three years, including the depression, was $3,231,-

700, or more than twice the pre-war average. The rate of

dividend averaged 5.72 per cent for the seven pre-war years.

For the inflation years it averaged 18.8 per cent. For the

last three years, even on the greatly enlarged capitalization,

and including the depression, it averaged 8.07 per cent. The

lowest dividend rate of these three years was 7-99 in 1922,

which was larger than the rate for any of the seven pre-

war years except 1916, when the rate was 8.01.

New Bedford cotton mill figures, from Sanford and Kel-

ley, stock brokers, extend back only to 1917. They show

an increase in capital stock of the New Bedford mills

from $49,012,000 in 1917 to $72,252,000. During the

inflation period cash dividends paid were naturally high,

ranging from $6,411,000 or 12.66 per cent in 1918 to

$13,337,000 or 26.17 Per cent in 1920. In the post-war

period they ranged between $5,031,000, or 6.96 per cent

on the enlarged capitalization in 1923, and $5,998,000, or

9.72 per cent in 1922. Though we have not the pre-war

figures, this profit is undoubtedly larger than the pre-war

average, and seems ample.

The Pacific Mills include some of the largest cotton

plants in the North. These cover more than 300,000 cot-

ton spindles and nearly 6,OOO looms, divided fairly evenly

between Lawrence, Massachusetts, and Dover, New Hamp-

shire, besides a print works in Lawrence with 50 printing

machines and 80 kiers. Their other properties are a worsted

mill in Lawrence with 130,272 spindles and 3,791 looms,

and a cotton mill in Columbus, S. C., with 202,048 spindles

and 4,800 looms. It is impossible to make a separation be-

tween the financial records of these various plants, but ob-

viously if the cotton plants in New England were unprofit-

able the company would be hard hit.

Published financial records of this firm show that the

capital stock (there being no bond issues) was increased

from $3,000,000 in 1912 to $12,000,000 in 1913, again to

$15,000,000 in 1917, to $20,000,000 in 1920, and, by a

IOO per cent stock dividend, to $40,000,000 in 1923. The

capital stock has thus increased more than thirteen-fold in

twelve years. Cash dividends paid in the pre-war period

ranged between 6 and 8 per cent. In the inflation period

they ranged between 9 and 2O per cent, on a greatly en-

larged capital. They remained fairly high in 1921-1923.

The growth in profitableness of this concern may easily be

seen by comparing the dividends of the three years 1913-

1915 with those of 1921-23. In the first period 6 per cent

was paid annually on a capital of $12,000,000, or $720,000.

In the first two years of the latter period 12 per cent was

paid annually on a capital of $20,000,000, and in the last

year 6 per cent on $40,000,000, the amount of cash divi-

dends thus being $2,400,000 in each of the three years,

1921-1923. This is a growth of over three-fold since the

pre-war period.

No such record as this is conceivable if the 48-hour week
were a cause of losses in the northern cotton industry.

Figures of New Bedford, Fall River, and the Pacific

mills are of course not all-inclusive of the Massachusetts

cotton industry. But they cover large and important sec-

tions of it, and are sufficient to prove that with good admin-
istration the 48-hour week does not provide an unmanageable
handicap to the profitableness and growth of cotton manu-
facture.

Pimco
~^HE term "Scientific Management" was born in Phila-

*
delphia, the result of years of research on the part of

the late Frederick W. Taylor, engineer. It remained for

the new Republic of Czecho-Slovakia to organize at Prague,

during July of this year, The First International Scientific

Management Conference. There were eight hundred re-

gistered attendants representing seventeen different nations.

President Masaryk had prepared himself for his respon-
sible work in moulding the new republic, by research work
in various countries. In America he had found what he

considered the best model for governmental and industrial

organization. Hence the idea of inviting American en-

gineers, specializing in the science of management, to take

a leading part in the First International Scientific Manage-
ment Conference at Prague.

P.I.M.C.O. (Prague International Management Con-

ference) became a familiar sign on the winged badges
of the visiting delegates, on the automobiles generously

provided to whisk them through the mediaeval arches and

the narrow old streets or the broad newer ones, on the

doorways of the halls set aside for conferences, for after-

noon receptions, or for evening banquets.

The meetings were held in the city hall of Prague. The
audience was an intensely interestinging study. The pre-

siding officers agreed that they had never conducted meetings
at which the faces of the listeners recorded such respectful

attention in spite of the barriers of language. Rarely did

anyone leave the room though the sessions lasted from nine

to twelve-thirty and from two to five. Several nations al-

ternated in the presiding officer's chair, though the Ameri-

cans, as especially, invited guests, were accorded the lion's

share of this honor. Local papers gave a great deal of

space to the conference, reporting in detail even the ap-

pearance and conduct of the American engineers.

Among many interesting types were a keen Japanese,

sporting a large single eye glass; a fierce Barbarossa with

beetling red eyebrows and a terrifying moustache; and an

elderly professional person, pad and pencil in hand, who
followed each speaker from the platform, lest he should

have missed a single drop of the precious wisdom dispensed.

He suggested the Tolstoi type of Russian, but he was in

reality a Czech professor. The presence of eleven Soviet

Russians was obviously the cause of considerable apprehen-

sion in various quarters, though welcomed by others as a

token of good faith and fair play on the part of the con-

ference. The one unsmiling woman, who spoke nothing

but Russian, seemed to be the real leader of the group. In a

separate room, they exhibited and explained elaborate charts

of their intensive experiments in motion study, largely fol-

lowing the lines of the late Frank B. Gilbreth. In reply

to a question they admitted that as yet they have not made

much practical application of their scientific management
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studies. A Russian paper on railroads, however, claimed

definite achievements as a result of scientific management.
The presence of the Russians was doubtless the cause of

a sudden and enthusiastic face-about in the attitude of one

of the local communist papers, which had heralded the con-

ference as another effort of the capitalistic system to intrench

itself through the advocacy of progressive methods of work.

As had been the case in America, scientific management was
bound to pass through a period of suspicion on the part of

European workers, whose knowledge of its principles and

technique has been based on hearsay or superficial study.

There were Frenchmen who came from Paris, and
Frenchmen straight from their work on the League of Na-
tions at Geneva. The latter were especially enthusiastic

over the contributions made by the conference to the de-

velopment of friendly relations among nations. There were

exceedingly zealous delegates from Poland, almost amus-

ingly eager to lose no advantage that their patriotic devo-

tion might secure for their recently enfranchised country.
But of the many who participated in this remarkable

gathering, none were so effective as our splendid hosts, the

Czechs, through whose initiative the conference was con-

ceived, organized and brilliantly accomplished.

The program included the reading of sixty-four papers
of which only about a fifth were presented by Americans,

showing the active interest of Europeans in the subject.

All addresses were printed in the original for free distri-

bution and many were translated into several languages.
The complete list of the titles is of itself so significant and

so comprehensive that it is difficult to choose among them.

Five papers were devoted to the general subject, scientific

management, seven to the application of scientific manage-
ment to special fields, ten to certain factors of scientific man-

agement technique. Others stressed such important phases

of the general problems involved, as the social factor in

scientific management, industrial research, the individuality

of the worker, industrial psychology, salaries and wages,
strikes and lock-outs and losses caused thereby, uniform cur-

rency, national standardization, uniform organization of

knowledge and education, participation of workers in profit

and ownership, regard for family in fixing wages. Num-
erous papers on the definite application of the science in

Czecho-Slovakia, evidenced the fact that America was in

Prague to learn quite as well as to teach. The Masaryk

Academy- Institute for Industrial Management might
well serve as a model for any nation.

Whatever the subject or language, there emerged out of

the whole a sense that the underlying idea was one of a

comprehensive principle held in common and based on scien-

tific enquiries and scientific answers to those enquiries. The
words "production," "standards," "science," "cooperation,"

"justice," "ethics," "honesty," "reliability," appeared again
and again as did such phrases as the "raising of the standard

of living for all men," "the adjustment of labor troubles,"

"anticipative planning," "continuous processes," "large orien-

tations," "fundamental principles." One thing we learned

from the group gathered at Prague. Their Europe is not

looking to us for any of our short cuts to production, to

success or to happiness. She is not asking us what compe-
tition has done for us but what we can teach her of coopera-

tion. She wants a scientific solution following a scientific

analysis of the problem. She is studying economic forces

and laws in order to utilize them with intelligent accuracy.

The direct value of the conference beyond the import-

The American Engineer Speaks
The following inimitable description is translated

by a Czecho-Slovak from one of the Prague dailies:

They (the Americans) are hard, manly in their phy-

siognomies, which are far from the smiling simplicity

habitually reigning in an American face. Some gentle-

men's physiognomies look European-like, concentrated

fatigued. Their elocutions run as a realistic pro-

gram, never filled with brightness in speaking, but

full of inward rhythm of thoughts. They speak by

designs. On such occasions an European thinks al-

ways of humanity, nation or a certain doctrine and also

of himself. But they only keep in mind the matter

laid before them for discussion or work. America
makes theory a matter of fact. . . . The Americans

are accustomed to represent very ceremonially, but

when the orator takes the word, the president behaves

against him pretty rigidly. The last minute approach-

ing, the president tinkles, it does not matter whether

the famous orator just now has said some most im-

portant things. The speaker makes a reverence all

right and leaves the pulpit. It is necessary to learn

such a regular and gentleman-like subordination.

ance of the technical information and the exchange of views

by men of varied experience, lay in the evidence that men
of widely different nationalities and training can meet on

the common ground of the science of management and apply

the general principles of that science to any and all forms

of activity. The American delegation was the recipient of

such unexpected and unexampled hospitality that it may not

be amiss to speak of the gift of 250 books on scientific man-

agement and of charts and files which it was their pleasure

to present to the Masaryk Academy. This constitutes at

the moment the most complete library on the subject of

scientific management assembled in any one place. Due to

the interest it evoked, similar libraries will be established

in other European centers. Who knows? Perhaps in time

as complete a library may be in demand in America, the

homeland of scientific management.
The relationships established outside of the conference

room were no small part of the interest and delight of the

conference. At first the natural reluctance of some of our

European brothers to make contact with each other was

noticeable, as was the equally natural zeal of each to glean

for his own country all the information possible. 'But after

days of friendly intercourse, there developed an increasing

unity of spirit throughout the conference. Belgian and Pole,

American and Russian, Serb and Englishman, French and

Austrian, met repeatedly in these and other combinations,

at luncheon and at dinner. In fact the general comraderie

that developed is one of the happy remembrances of the

experience.

As the interesting days drew to a close, and the inevitable

after dinner speeches began to reflect the reactions of all

to the opportunities we had enjoyed of learning more inti-

mately the minds of our European neighbors, the important

contribution that the Americans were credited with making
was their apparent ability to be detached from any one

foreign viewpoint and to make contact with all. This, the
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others were good enough to say, furnished a suggestion to

them for their future contacts with each other.

For in the minds of many, there seemed to lurk not mere-

ly a hope but an increasingly settled conviction that such

conferences might be precursors of a better understanding

of the pathway to peace. Surely Frederick W. Taylor's

many years of strenuous labor to demonstrate the necessity

of finding not some way, but the scientific way to the ac-

complishment of a desired end are bearing rich fruit. The
finest testimony to the fundamental nature of the principles

which he was the first to define is the fact that they have

become the very fabric of the thinking of men in many lands

who see in them clues to prosperity, international under-

standing and peace. ELEANOR BUSHNELL COOKE

Giant Power

THE Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, O.M., M.P., is

no longer Prime Minister, but the habit of presiding

over committees of inquiry has not deserted him. In March

of this year, when another serious stoppage threatened Great

Britain's coal industry, he invited a number of people, repre-

sentative of the various elements in the industry and of the

public life of the country, to form a committee to endeavor

for the hundredth time to find out what was really wrong
with coal, and to formulate proposals for reform. Of his

proposals we shall give a fuller account at another time.

His analysis of the problem reads like a review of The Sur-

vey's Giant Power number, published in March. His point

of departure is precisely that from which the editors of the

Giant Power number began.

His conclusion is also the conclusion at which the editors

of the Giant Power number arrived.

. . . . Today we find ourselves in the early stages of a

second industrial revolution, which, like its predecessor, con-
sists in the application of a new form of power electricity.
The second industrial revolution can give us a clean, in place
of a dirty, civilization; and because of the elasticity of the new
communication and the way in which power can be made
everywhere accessible, it can render possible a healthier dis-

tribution of our peopl over the face of the country. Whether
we make the right use of this heaven-sent opportunity for

redeeming the mistakes of the past depends upon whether we
use, from the outset, wise methods of regulation and control.

TN spite of the skepticism of a few of our readers with
*

respect to the question as to whether a far-flung giant

power system is actually in process of development in Am-
erica, and especially as to whether the location of great

generating stations at the mines themselves was economically

feasible, the promoters of electrical utilities have been quiet-

ly carrying forward the interconnection of hydroelectric

systems with systems having their base in the coal fields.

Last spring, the president of the American Water Works
and Electric Compnay announced the completion of a series

of cooperative agreements for the mutual exchange of elec-

trical power by nine power companies whose generating

plants are located in the heart of the bituminous coal fields

(Survey, April 15, p. 73). Last week, the Niagara Lock-

port & Ontario Power Company, distributor of a large

portion of the power generated at Niagara Falls, and the

Pennsylvania Electric Corporation, operator of great steam

electric stations in the coal fields of western Pennsylvania
and Maryland, announced their purpose to interconnect

their systems which together, like the interconnected system

of the American Water Works and Electric Company, have

a capacity of 2,000,000 horsepower.

The development is on; it is progressing rapidly. Un-

fortunately, there is no available evidence that it is pro-

ceeding under "wise methods of regulation and control."

Rather there is evidence that in the case of the new elec-

tric revolution, as in that of the earlier steam revolution,

much of the progress is haphazard. There is danger not

only of further congestion of population in coagulated
urban areas, but also of wasteful duplication of investment

and equipment for which the consumer must ultimately

pay.

These are considerations, no less than the proposal of

large scale governmental exploration and operation of un-

developed water powers entering into the bill which was
introduced into Congress by Senator Norris on March 10

(Survey, April i, 1924, p. 49), but which has since re-

ceived all too little attention from Congress, the federal

administration or the public.

NE of the most serious elements in the problem is

that large scale electrical development seems to be

proceeding without due reference to the inevitable electri-

fication of the railroads in the reasonably near future. The
economic feasibility of railroad electrification is still flouted

by many railroad executives. In the Giant Power number
of The Survey, Philip Cabot said that the waste of coal

by the railroads "would have been stopped by electrification

long ago had not the financial collapse of our railroad sys-

tem made the expenditure impossible . . . Over-regulation
has ruined the railroads." Henry Ford has a different ex-

planation. In an interview published on September 14,

commenting upon the inefficiency of the steam locomotive,

he said that in two years most of his Detroit, Toledo and

Ironton Railroad would be electrified; in four years all of

it. When asked about the electrification of other railroads,

he made this aggressive comment:

That depends upon their managements. Because of the sys-
tem of stockholding by which the railroads are financed, their

management is practically taken out of the hands of railroad

men and put in the hands of men who think of dividends and
do not give a rap for future service. Of course, electrification

requires a large initial expenditure which cuts down dividends,
and that is why it is going to be slow.

"^HE importance of railroad electrification reaches far

* beyond the transportation companies themselves. There

are hundreds of farms and small communities on either

side of the railroad rights-of-way that can never hope to

have cheap and abundant electricity until they get it as a

part of the service which the railroads themselves will re-

quire. Moreover, the economic feasibility of railroad elec-

trification will largely depend upon the incidental revenues

to be gathered from domestic, commercial and industrial

users of electricity on the farms, in the villages and towns

through or near which railroads run. The success of the

telephone business is largely due to the wide spread use of

the telephone service. The same thing is true of successful

electrical utilities. The small consumer, while small, is

legion. His demand for electric current is not so seriously

affected by the ups and downs of the business cycle as the

demand of the large consumers. When factories shut down
and railroad traffic declines, the domestic consumer still

uses lights, still for the most part cooks three meals a day.

R. W. B.



HEALTH
A Penny A Pound for Health

I

HREE years ago the Voluntary Hospitals of

Sheffield, England, were faced with a debt due

their bankers, and worse still, an annual deficit

of more than 30,000 in their ordinary revenue,

which was driving them into financial chaos and bankruptcy.

Today there are 185,000 individuals who consent cheerfully

and loyally that a voluntary levy of one penny be deducted

from each pound of their earnings for the benefit of Volun-

tary Hospital Service in Sheffield. Under the old system

whereby each of the hospitals competed with the others in

asking employers and employees to subscribe to their re-

spective organizations, they obtained in all about 25,000

a year from that source. By this new cooperative appeal

100,000 is obtained each year in regular contributions

and a sense of responsibility for hospitals and for health has

been created in every group in the city employers and work-

people, medical staffs and lay boards of management.

The Joint Hospitals' Council was established in 1921

representing every phase of Sheffield life, including the lord

mayor, the master cutler, the vice chancellor of the univer-

sity, chairman of the chamber of commerce, chairman of the

Engineering Employers' Association, the town clerk, the

leading medical consultants, three lay representatives of each

hospital, the Boards of Guardians and the Trades and Labor

Council, and ten representatives elected by the contributors.

A definite scheme of regular contributions to hospitals was

agreed upon to ask each employe to allow one penny in

each pound of income to be deducted from his wages and

to ask the employer to add not less than one-third of the

amount of his employes' contributions, to be placed in a

common pool for the benefit of all the hospitals.

Employers' associations and trades' unions were ap-

proached. Workpeople were addressed in warehouses, fac-

tories and collieries. Publicity was obtained by cinema films,

lantern slides, posters, and leaflets. In all this the basic

principle of hospital service was emphasized: that the only

persons who should receive preferential treatment and un-

qualified free service were the unemployed, old age pen-

sioners, war widows, children under twelve years of age,

and the necessitous poor generally. All other classes in the

city, especially those who were fortunate enough to be in

health and regular employment, were informed that payment
would be expected of them either by the regular weekly con-

tributions of one penny for each pound of income, when

they were well and outside a hospital, or by a weekly main-

tenance charge when they were in the hospital.

A cynic who does not know the Sheffielder has said that

his heart is as hard as the steel he makes, but our experi-

ment proved otherwise. The workingman of Steelopolis

gladly suffers this voluntary deduction from his weekly

wages because he hopes that he never will need the hospitals,

and because it may benefit some other poor fellow in dis-

tress. He pays because he wishes to have a part in this big

scheme of cooperative help; because he dislikes receiving

"charity" in its modern sense, and knows that if the day
should arrive when he or his family needs institutional treat-

ment without being able to afford the high fees of a private

nursing home, he may obtain a letter of admission and enter

a hospital feeling that he has earned a moral claim to the

best it can give him without further cost. He pays because

he prizes good health and realizes that the best benefit he

can get out of his hospital contribution is never to enter a

hospital at all. He likes the penny in the pound plan be-

cause it is a voluntary scheme of direct taxation proportion-

ate to a man's earnings, and because any contribution made

by him as a workman automatically earns a handsome addi-

tion to the hospital funds from his employer.

Each plant, under the penny in the pound scheme,

is registered and receives an unlimited number of hospital

letters of introduction, any of which provides free treatment

and
.
free maintenance for contributors and their families

at any of the five hospitals in Sheffield. No guarantee of

treatment is given. Each contributor understands that medi-

cal urgency and humanity alone govern the order of admis-

sion, and that any priority or preference is given to the poor-

est patients whether they are contributors to the scheme

or not. A contributor who can afford to pay for his own

treatment, or to consult his own specialist, or to pay the fees

of a private nursing home is not expected to avail himself

of the free facilities under the plan. Non-contributors in

regular employment are expected to pay not less than five

shillings a day towards the cost of their maintenance when

they become hospital patients.

The contributors have their own organization, the "Shef-

field and District Hospitals' Contributors' Association," and

send their delegates to a quarterly meeting at the Cutlers'

Hall, the center of the greatest commercial, social and

political gatherings in the district when resolutions for the

improvement of hospital service are debated and sent for-

ward. The association democratically elects its own exec-

utive council, two members of which serve on each of the

five boards of management of the Sheffield Voluntary Hos-

pitals. Each place of employment in the district has its own

hospital committee, chairman, treasurer, secretary and dele-

gates. Sheffield is a university center and receives patients

from an area of twenty miles radius about the city, within

which there is a county hospital and many cottage and

district hospitals, which have benefitted financially to the

extent of more than 3,000 each year from the Sheffield

contributory scheme.

The hospitals themselves are the center of a medical or-

ganization assisted by the contributory scheme. Ten per

85
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cent of the income is set aside for convalescent and after-

care service. About two thousand patients receive con-

valescent care each year, at a cost of 8,OOO, in approved

homes in other parts of the country, where beds have been

reserved to avoid long periods of waiting for admission.

Arrangements have been made with many nursing asso-

ciations, so that on the recommendation of a physician, a

qualified nurse will visit a family to offer first aid, dressings

and elementary medical attention. Orthopedic treatment is

provided at the Edgar Allen Institute, and during the op-

eration of the scheme our contributors have made 162,025

visits to this unique institution for every type of electrical

massage and bath treatment. By arrangement with Boards

of Guardians, beds may be obtained in Union Hospitals for

urgent cases when none are available immediately in a

Voluntary Hospital. An ambulance service provided by the

Joint Hospitals' Council, is available without cost to con-

tributors in the wide area served by the hospital two thou-

sands patients have been transported during the past three

months and travelling costs are remitted to contributors

and their families who require hospital or out-patient treat-

ment and are unable to meet that extra expense. Special

grants are available for ex-service men, and for the purchase

of surgical appliances, and a library service has been estab-

lished in cooperation with the Red Cross.

The resident population of the hospitals physicians,

nurses and patients is more than 1,300. Each month more

than 1,000 new in-patients are admitted. Last year the

hospitals cared for 3,586 needy persons too poor to join any

contributory scheme or to pay anything toward their main-

tenance, at a cost of 30,000 which is a fair and right

charge on the contributory scheme. The total of new out-

patients last year was well over IOO,OOO. New individual

casualties amounted to 3,247 a month, and the attendance

of patients total 1,235 a day. During the operation of the

scheme the debt has been reduced, three wards with sixty-

six additional beds have been reopened, a nurses' hotel ac-

quired, a modern X-ray plant erected, a new wing, housing

an ear, nose and throat department and thirty additional

beds is almost complete, while twenty-five more beds are

being added to the balconies at the Royal Infirmary. A
plan now is under way to obtain the consent of the Boards

of Management to transfer the hospitals, one by one, as

funds and opprotunities permit, to a private park of 120

acres, twelve minutes by motor ambulance from the center

of the city, which has been pronounced suitable for hos-

pital extension.

Yet Sheffield knows that it is a waste of skill and money
to continue forever to cure diseases which are preventable,

and that prevention is better than cure. We are endeavor-

ing to arouse a health conscience, and a health habit, to les-

sen the sickness and incapacity which steals nineteen and a

half million weeks of work from our insured population,

a loss equal to the whole year's work of 375,000 citizens.

Many lines of preventive health work are carried on in

Sheffield by the various authorities, municipal, educational,

social. During the past winter the Joint Hospitals' Council

arranged twenty lectures which were attended by fully

20,000 people. Nine of the lectures were given by the

most eminent health authorities in the country, whose audi-

ences averaged 1,700 in the city's largest hall. It is better

to erect a sound fence at the top of the cliff than to pro-

vide even the most modern ambulance at the bottom.

S. R. LAMB

The Boston Health League

IN
THE SURVEY of February 4, 1922, Curtis Lake-

man told of Three City Health Federations; Cleveland,

Cincinnati and Boston. The outgrowth of a conference

of health agencies held in 1919, the Boston Health League

at that time included twenty-five well-established health

organizations, which had pooled their working resources

of nurses and field service for the development of a com-

mon program, at first localized in a trial area in East

Boston.

Inductive method is written all over the beginnings of the

Boston Health League [Mr. Lakeman declared] and its feet

are on the ground. . . . Turning, with that eagerness that it

pleases us to think of as typically American, to the nearest job
to be done, filling in the first gaps that show up when the spy

glass is focussed on the field, . . . attacking the possible first

. . . the Boston League starts from the particular and moves
toward the ideal and the general, without waiting to set up
a complete and logically perfect plan, that might or might
not get anywhere.

Where, after almost three years, has the inductive method

carried the league? What are the actual steps taken by

this one city in pulling together its health resources to work

toward a common end?

Briefly, quoting from the last report of the League's exec-

utive secretary, Horace Morison, the development of the

Boston Health League has taken the following lines:

First, a period of voluntary activity sounding the sentiment

of the various public health agencies towards a federation and

leading to the signing of articles of agreement by sixteen agen-
cies. Second, a period which covers the greater part of the

Red Cross appropriation and in which the league with a staff

and officers enters the field of public health and in a representa-
tive district makes a thorough study of the work of the exist-

ing agencies, to determine what the public health needs are,

how they are being met, and to assist the agencies in adjusting
their work to meet the needs. In this period the Boston Health

League has not confined its work to East Boston, but has

stood ready at all times to promote coordination of sound

public health activities in every part of the city. The league
has advocated consistently an intelligent and sincere support of

the public agencies. Third, a more difficult period which is

marked by a desire on the part of the member agencies to

make the meetings of the league serve as a forum for the

discussion of plans and policies in relation to a joint health

program the intention being not to discuss agencies but the

various phases of public health and the relation of the agencies
thereto. In this phase the health league has gone on record

a. To promote extension of the work of the Health Depart-
ment along preventive lines.

b. To secure coordination and development of program be-

tween the agencies concerned.

Mr. Morison emphasizes the value to the league of its

"study district." This is the only one of the large city

federations which has concentrated on a study district. It

is of great advantage in discussing any part of a city-wide

program to have exact knowledge of one section.

HERE is a temptation to dwell upon particular phases
* of the activities of the league, such as The Boston

Health Show, remarkable chiefly in that true coordination of

ideas was the motive on which it was conducted, no one agen-

cy exhibiting by or for herself, but only as part of a compre-

hensive plan having "prevention" as its central idea. But

it is not so much by its specific and local accomplishments

that the "natural history" of the league, as Dr. Emerson
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calls it, has been written. Rather it is written through

those progressive movements in the community which have

come about because the spirit of the league is a strong, vital

and sympathetic outgrowth of a coordination of agencies in

deed and not only in name. To the writer the following

are the truly significant developments of the Boston Health

League :

1. The health centre development.
2. An important amalgamation of private health associations.

3. The city assumes control of child hygiene work.

4. The health league becomes the health section of the Coun-
cil of Social Agencies.

5. The unanimous election of an officer of the Department
of Health as executive secretary of the health league. He
is also director of the Boston health centers.

Early in the year 1922 the trustees of the George Robert

White Fund announced their intention of building two

health units for the city of Boston. Others are to follow.

It is the policy of the health commissioner to invite private

health agencies to occupy quarters in these centers. Already

at the Municipal Health Center on Blossom Street the

closest inter-play of all local health activities is in oper-

ation. Here is a local neighborhood conference of thirty-six

agencies, a medical advisory committee of twelve doctors, and

an advisory committee to the director of the health unit

brings all the workers into a common health program. Dr.

Charles F. Wilinsky has been director of the Blossom Street

Health Center since its organization in 1915-

In October, 1922, the Community Health Association

was formed by uniting the Instructive District Nursing

Association, which had, with Simmons College, joint con-

trol of the School for Public Health Nursing, and which

was at that time thirty-six years old, with the Baby Hygiene

Association, which included the Dietetic Bureau, and was

fifteen years old. It is impossible to give the details of the

results of this amalgamation here, but its success may be

measured in part by the fact that under its operation 2O

per cent more persons were served by the same number of

field workers than when the associations were under separate

control.

When a City Health Department budget is somewhat

over $500,000 (exclusive of hospitals) and a voluntary
health agency in the same city carries a budget of over

$400,000, several pertinent questions insistently arise. There

is irritation in the mind of the average man or woman who

pays taxes to make up the one sum and is constantly solicited

to give generously towards the other. Irritation is in-

creased when the voluntary health agency is only one of

some 250 social agencies, most of them essential to the

success of both public and private health work in families.

Some such thoughts as these have been occupying our
minds since the Community Health Association has proved
itself capable of carrying forward a family health program
so much more extensive and effective than before the amal-

gamation. On September I, 1924, therefore, the Depart-
ment of Health assumed a large part of the educational

work for the health of babies and will, at its convenience,
take over the remainder of the child hygiene program. The
new nursing personnel necessary to do this, so far as Civil

Service requirements permit, is being made up by the Health
Commission from the public health nurses released by the

Community Health Association.

Amalgamation went one step further when the health

league became the health section of the Council of Social

Agencies. This move assures the constituent agencies of

an informed and experienced body to administer the funds

from a community chest, should the chest be introduced

into Boston.

In any federation of organizations the true responsibility

for success must rest with the executive secretary. In the

person of this officer of the league, all the health agencies

in Boston had an individual at their service, who was con-

cerned equally with the interests of each and particularly

with the welfare of the people for whose service each agency

was created.

In Horace Morison, Boston has had a secretary un-

usually fitted to achieve the remarkable success that we

believe has been his. With the end of the first two years

of the league's existence, Mr. Morison was obliged by per-

sonal considerations to assume a less active part in its oper-

ations. He became chairman of the executive committee,

an important but less exacting position. In his place it was

unanimously voted to appoint Dr. Charles F. Wilinsky.

Since his position as director of health centers in the De-

partment of Health permitted him to give the requisite time

to these new duties, the commissioner of health, who, it

will be remembered, is president of the Boston Health

League, gladly consented to his accepting the appointment,

bringing official and non-official agencies into still closer

working array.

Our developments have been quite unexpected, by our-

selves certainly. There has been nothing cut and dried

about any of them, nor has it ever been a purpose of the

league to make an ideal demonstration of existing services.

We needed greatly to understand one another better, a

result which has been achieved to a great degree.

Has this effort been worth while? We think it has.

When on January i, 1924, the $30,000 appropriated by
the Red Cross was spent, we unanimously voted to "con-

tinue as a separate body ready to finance the expenses of

a small staff for the coming twelve months." At the time

this vote was passed the health commissioner declared him-

self unwilling to consider getting on without the league

and emphasized his belief in its value by contributing then

and there a very generous check towards the expenses of

the coming year.

So much for the "internal" evidence of its value. For

external evidence we may turn to the opinion of Dr. Allan

McLaughlin and Dr. Livingston Farrand, expressed at the

annual meetings of the league in 1923 and 1924.

Most complete and comprehensive in its organization is the

Boston Health League [says Dr. McLaughlin.] It seems like

the fulfillment of a dream which ten years ago did not seem

possible. It is inspiring to see all the unofficial agencies in the

area united in one common effort under the duly constituted

official authority. It is no less inspiring to see a health com-
missioner who is not a policeman but a statesman eager to

utilize the help of the unofficial agencies and to furnish the

necessary leadership for keeping them together.

Dr. Farrand, pointing out that the aim of any private

health organization ought to be "to put itself out of busi-

ness, to make itself unnecessary," though "it is still neces-

sary to have private health organization until finally health

departments have the backing of educated public sentiment

and have been given the means to carry through this whole

effort," adds that "it is a great advance to make the effort

consciously and gradually to associate official guidance, to
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rely upon official responsibility for all community health

activities." He concludes, "You here in this health league

have demonstrated the true method of dealing with the

complex and confused situation of an American municipal-

ity ... coordinating, bringing together and then expressing

in actual work . . . the true application of modern public

health knowledge of preventive medicine."

With the further development of the White Fund health

centers, and with an executive secretary who also directs

these centers, we hope for still further and fuller under-

standing. MARY BEARD, R. N.

Keep the Windows Open
WITH

the advent of sharp weather and furnace heat

in early November there comes a sudden rise in the

number of children kept home from school because of colds,

according to a study of absenteeism in the third grades of

certain public schools of Washington, D. C., conducted

through the last school year by the District of Columbia

Public School Association and summarized in a recent issue

of Public Health Reports. A second wave of colds came

with the severe weather in January. Nearly 40 per cent

of all absences among the 500 children studied were due

to colds and other respiratory affections; the common cold

alone is far ahead in the causes of absence, itself responsible

for 27.7 per cent. Weather, truancy, religious holidays,

family mishaps, the lack of shoes, and all other causes

lumped together accounted for 30 per cent.

Comparison of the children in the one open-window

school, selected because they were physically handicapped,

undernourished, anemic, seems to point a clear moral. These

children, physically below par, lost on an average only six-

tenths of a day during the school year because of colds,

while the rate for the regular schools varied from one to

four and one-half days per child per year, averaging 3.2

days. Despite the poor health which is their reason for

being there and the large amount of time spent by the open-

air children in craft work, they passed the regular school

examinations better and more uniformly than the other

children of their ages and grades. The committee in charge

of the study, under the chairmanship of Louise Taylor-
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Jones, M.D. concludes that medical problems, many of

them arising from preventable causes, such as toothache,

earache, eye-strain and resulting headache, digestive upsets,

and the like, cause the overwhelming majority of absence

of among these children, with the common cold as the

chief offender, and declare:

"The apparent benefit to children, both physically and

mentally, from schools of the open-window plan would in-

dicate the desirability of extending this system. It would
involve some additional appropriations for cots and blankets

for the rest period and for extra food."

Mother's Milk
Breast-feeding is a universal medical prescription. On this

alone may depend baby's life. With the resources of a great

city to draw upon, the Children's Welfare Federation of
New York City, clearing house of two hundred and thirty-

five children's organizations, evolved a dependable source of

supply.

WHEN the Children's Welfare Federation opened
its first unit for the collection and distribution of

mother's milk in October 1921, it was in response to a

demand from individuals, hospitals and institutions for

some agency to secure and distribute breast milk continu-

ously for critical cases. Since the use of wet nurses is

unsatisfactory in many cases, and the very lives of premature,

motherless or very sick babies often depend upon this one

food, there had long been a need for some organized supply.

There was little precedent to work upon, and matters

of technique and procedure had to be developed from the

ground up. With Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin as chair-

man, the committee of the Children's Welfare Federation

responsible for developing a program, studied the experi-

ment in the collection and distribution of mother's milk

which was started in 1910 in Boston. In New York simi-

lar work was begun about eleven years ago by Dr. B.

Raymond Hoobler in cooperation with the social service de-

partment of Bellevue Hospital. Dr. Hoobler demonstrated

that mothers can be found who will be perfectly willing

to sell their milk; that some mothers can spare a portion

of their milk without detriment to their own babies; that

human milk can thus be furnished at a reasonable price

and that the collection can be made by existing agencies.

The federation, then, opened its first unit in October 1921,
in space given by the Bureau of Child Hygiene in one of

the baby health stations on the upper East Side. In 1922,

however, the unit was moved to a baby health station on

the lower East Side where it was found possible to reach

more mothers.

The procedure which was worked out slowly and care-

fully in that first station is being further developed and

perfected today by the registered nurse in charge of the

bureau for the collection and distribution of mother's milk

at the central office of the federation, and by the members
of the committee Dr. Chapin, Dr. Stafford McLean, Dr.

Herman Schwarz, Dr. Jules Blumenthal, Dr. Carl Laws
and Dr. Charles Herrman. Two new units have been

opened this year, one in Brooklyn in May and one iq the

Bronx in June. There is a matron in charge of each unit,

and each matron is in turn responsible to the nurse in

charge of the bureau at the federation. Under the original

plan the mothers expressed the milk at home and brought
it into the units, but this was soon found to be inadvisable
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as the quality of the milk could not always be kept up to

standard and as insanitary conditions frequently prevailed

in the homes. No milk is now accepted unless it is ex-

pressed under the supervision of the matrons in the units.

Privacy is maintained for the mother but the supervision

of the matron assures that every hygienic prec<tutrn is

taken and that the mother herself employs the approved
method of hand manipulation of the breast.

Only mothers who have more milk than is needed by
their own babies are accepted. Their babies must be under

the care of a physician and a nurse in the health station

and the mother must be recommended by the physician.

One of the most interesting phases of the work is the

educational work which is done with the mothers. It has

been found often that when they first come to the units their

own babies have not been thriving as a result of being
overfed. The mother is not accepted at the unit if the

nurse in the health station reports loss of weight, etc. on
the part of her child. The matrons spend a part of each

day visiting mothers who have not attended the unit regu-

larly or in looking up new mothers whom they wish to

interest.

From October 1921 to the end of July 1924, 2050 quarts,
2i l

/2 ounces of milk were collected from 94 mothers. Of
this 1981 quarts, 15% ounces were sold to institutions,

hospitals and private patients; the remainder was given to

patients unable to pay. Fifty-nine hospitals and institu-

tions have been supplied with this milk. One hundred and

sixty-nine babies were benefited exclusive of those in hospi-
tals and institutions. It is not possible to obtain figures
as to the number of children supplied in the latter. Mothers
are paid ten cents an ounce for the first five ounces ex-

pressed each day and fifteen cents an ounce for every ounce
over that. Carfare is paid for any mother who can offer

ten ounces or more at one time. The federation usually

charges twenty-five cents an ounce for this milk except in

the case of persons unable to pay, and people of every na-

tionality and every social class come to buy this life-giving
food for their sick or delicate babies. All milk is pooled
at each unit and put in large bottles on the ice. It is then

ready to be given out upon doctor's orders, which must
be received first by the bureau at the federation. Anyone
wishing to pasteurize the milk will receive full instructions

at the units. A specimen of the milk is analysed once a

month in order to make certain that it keeps up to standard.

A short history of all babies to whom this milk is sup-

plied is kept by the federation. In each case it is known

why the baby is finally taken off of mother's milk, whether

it has been put on formula, dismissed to a wet nurse, etc.

One has only to glance over these little histories or to read

the expressions of gratitude which come from parents whose
babies have weathered severe illnesses with the help of this

food, to realize that children's lives are daily being saved

by the work of the mother's milk bureau.

SARAH BLACKWELL GOBER

MONTANA, following a survey of her school children, con-

ducted by the United States Public Health Service, is among
the most recent states to find evidence that simple goiter is a

public health problem. Nearly a quarter of the 14,000 children

studied were found to be suffering from enlargement of the

thyroid gland. As usual, the condition was more prevalent

among girls than boys, and found most often in isolated rural

districts which relied upon wells and springs for their water

supply and did not consume imported vegetables, sea food, etc.

School children of Cincinnati, in a similar survey conducted

by the United States Public Health Service, the Commissioner
of Health and his associates, showed thyroid enlargements in

the case of 32.2 per cent and a recommendation was made to

the board of health that a constant and definite supply of

iodine to each person be insured through the use of iodized

table salt.

THAT TUBERCULOSIS should receive treatment at an

early state, is demonstrated once again in a study compiled by
the Medical Research Council of England, analyzing the his-

tories of 3,400 patients treated by the Frinley Sanitarium from

1905 to 1914. Nearly 80 per cent of the men; and 90 per cent

of the women diagnosed in the incipient stage were alive at

the end of five years; after ten years the survivals were 65

per cent and 85 per cent respectively.

DIABETIC PATIENTS in Seattle, Washington, are the

gainers by the recent opening of a cooperative store to sell

the foods and instruments necessary to their regime. Space
for the store and clerical supervision has been given without

cost by the Virginia Mason Hospital, and through an endow-
ment supplied by a group of interested citizens, it will be

able to offer its wares at a graduated scale of prices according
to the need of the patient: full price, discount, cost, part

charity, full charity. The plan of the store was suggested by
Dr. Elliott P. Joslin of Boston at a recent lecture in Seattle.

The idea for this poster
was taken from the Survey
June 15, 1924, page 354.
Made by Minnie Lee

Rencher, Ocooe, Fla., a
teacher student enrolled in

the Health Education Class
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University of Florida, at
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canny. They are not influenced by thel mob psychology of

the cities. They see things more nearly as they are, rather

than as they are told to see them. As a result, they are

often truer to human needs, since artificial civilization has

not made them superficial. My own relations with many
Stnithdale people have assured me of this insight into life.

G. Stanley Hall recognizes the importance of this human

outlook of rural people, and in his "autobiography" hints at

the great part which they who live nearer to nature may

play in the regeneration of a nation.

Unfortunately, this native strength and individual wis-

dom is not being incorporated into the general interests of

state and nation. The interests of the "majority" have

centered in cities and have appeared prejudicial to the in-

terests of Smithdale. The civil and criminal laws, devel-

oped in legislatures and courts, seem to many in Smithdale

a little secondary to the individualistic laws of man to man.

They are also kindred in spirit to their forefathers who

could not live in a king-ridden country, and are therefore

naturally antagonistic to the boss-ridden political machine,

and to the clever hierarchies of organized selfish intelligence

which appear to them to be the order of our boasted civili-

zation. Indeed, they respect more those who are able to

take the law into their own hands and do not have to run

for a sheriff. Possibly the traditions of Smithdale may

augment this attitude, since when laws were made against

distilleries, which had always been carried on, one of the

occupations of the hills became "moonshine." The position

of the village in a corner between two counties made it at-

tractive to that fearless type of man who does not see the

reason for conforming to outside laws, yet, strangely enough,

makes the product of his stills pure. In fact, the past

record of no county court without its quota from Smith-

dale is one of the community's jokes, as is also the remark

of a neighboring villager to the judge when asked what

crops were raised in the district: "Two crops, huckleberries

in summer and hell in winter."

It appears that the economic revolution, from "domestic

occupations" to the "factory system" has caused a wider

and wider gulf between city and rural interests, a "social

cleavage" which, according to some, is the most serious fact

in American life. Individual strength in rural society, being

powerless against organized strength in cities and towns,

has withdrawn into itself and become cynical and antagon-

istic.

The lack of ability to cooperate, both within the com-

munity and in relation to the outside world, affects every

aspect of life and acts as a severe handicap. Family feeling,

though tempered with too much common sense to allow

feuds, nevertheless was instrumental in breaking up an at-

tempt to form a community club. The last meeting was as

wild a free-for-all as the teacher had ever witnessed. The

school children express the same feeling in their school

quarrels and in their inability to work together.

IN
1921, when I went to Smithdale, it was difficult to

find any alleviating bright spots to offset the pessimism.

The school superintendent expressed the situation well when

she wrote:

Isolated rural communities educate themselves slowly or

rather adapt themselves slowly to changing conditions and
needs. Not until some of our more progressive young people

go out into the world and later return with a vision and re-

main long enough to make the vision a reality are we likely
to see our dreams come true.

But I have learned some things and come to some con-

clusions. The "social gulf" between country and city

is due to an economic system that has not given proper

recognition to the fact that the "social organism is based on

agriculture and agricultural resources made available by

industry." Time to play is an economic factor. The loyalty

of children to their families which makes them wish to "get

home to help mother with the chores" is a subtle and sacred

thing. The stooped shoulders of the child-laborer need

straightening and the fagged spirits of the rural child need

joy and incentive to live more fully, but there is an economic

factor behind these conditions. These are all matters for

economists and research workers in general education and

sociology to cope with.

I believe that the economic interests of the parents should

be taken into consideration, their cooperation secured, if

possible, and a compromise between economic and educa-

tional interests reached. I also believe that if the state

is to require the attendance of boys and girls until they are

fourteen, sixteen or eighteen years old it should view criti-

cally the fitness of the school to be the environment of their

lives during this socially critical period, and be careful lest

it provide a prison for the innocent, or train them to idle

dreaming or economically impossible careers. An education-

al system which antagonizes local interests through lack of

adaptation to real needs is apt to develop anti-social citizens

who may cause the state great expense. Certain social work-

ers and some residents of Smithdale alike think that there

may be a correlation between the increase of adolescent in-

sanity and an unwise educational system.

If a community could save all it is now spending on un-

necessary philanthropic work and all it is now losing through

the cost of preventable disease, social ineptitude and acci-

dents due to lack of knowledge of mechanical forces, it would

have enough funds to build a community school which,

properly managed in a democratic manner, would be a

profitable investment for a happy healthful rural life.

ESTHER WATSON TIPPLE

A New Community School

ON September 25, Manumit, a new community school

"primarily for the children of workers" was opened

at Pawling, Dutchess County, N. Y. Shortly before the

opening of the school, a conference of about fifty progres-

sive labor leaders and liberal educators was held at the

school, ending in the formation of a permanent body of

educators and labor leaders which will assume responsi-

bility for the social and educational policies of the new

enterprise.

During the conference, a statement of the hopes and in-

tentions of the faculty was read by one of their number.

The following passages from that paper, which represented

the "gist of many absorbing fireside discussions" will give

some notion of the spirit in which the school begins:

Of course, the heart and marrow of a school like ours is the

community life. The community school is our way of affirm-

ing our deep belief in Dewey's maxim that education comes

through life. Community life itself is our definition of that

freedom and responsibility in which every educational demo-
crat believes. The community life of our school is the social-

ized incarnation of our belief in industrial democracy. It is
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our act of faith in the labor movement and in that good life,

that rich and noble life for all, which the labor movement is

going to bring in.

All self-governing schools of course, in themselves, constitute

projects. But in such a community school as ours where the

children live twenty-four hours a day, the school itself is

supremely the durable and embracing project of which all other

projects we may be able to carry out here will be natural parts.

And in several ways we think a community school is certain

to take a few of the usual anxieties of teaching off our hands.

For instance, if in some of the work one of the children should

pursue for a long time a purely individual interest such as

making a box exclusively to hold his own clothes still the

social need for him to cooperate with his group in the kitchen,

in the field or the milking shed, will help immensely to right

the balance and by so doing leave it safe for that absorbing,

perhaps releasing, individual interest to take its own gait.

Such work, which every one can see must be done promptly
and regularly will steadily help him to grow responsible and

reliable. Many such needs, which in a day school require

ingenious devices by the teacher, will be met perfectly naturally

in a school which is built around a community life. That
it really has these results all of us who have lived in a com-

munity school can say from experience as well as from theory.

The children, who range from nine to fourteen years old,

and who, in the public schools, would be graded from the

fourth grade through the first year of high school, seem likely

to fall into about five groups for most of their work. The
teachers each expect to hold one or two conferences a week

with these groups of children; each of us expects to collaborate

with the children in mapping out the research and other

projects they undertake. We expect each a sort of workshop
where we can assemble our materials and meet the children

and advise them whenever they want our assistance. Our
curriculum presents itself as five fields for exploration and

discovery.

The library will be the English work-shop with two or

three shelves in particular where the children can keep the

books they choose and recommend to each other as specially

good reading two or three portfolios lying on the library

table in which the editors of our magazine can collect and

sort the stories or poems the children submit for the paper;

and the beginnings of an anthology of poems to be chosen

entirely by children under eighteen, illustrated by them and

edited by them, with a section, of course, of poems written

entirely by persons under eighteen. . . .

The workshop of history and other social sciences: a work-

shop full of books and papers, but also full of models, in all

sorts of materials, of architecture, Egyptian gates and halls

of columns, Chinese pagodas and Greek temples, mediaeval

churches and castles. . . .

The arts and crafts workshop but how shall we teachers

safeguard from neglecting other work to go there to feast

our eyes and fingers upon the paints, the looms, the carpenter

tools and the children satisfying their ardor for making. . . .

In the mathematics shop there will be something to draw
them away. ... I mean hints and glimpses of the unveiling

of the spirit of mathematics, a thing that can greatly expand
the power and clearness of the mind. This is something I

know nothing of, except a glimpse of light shining on me late

in life out of a scarcely opened door. . . .

There are moods when it seems as if all our indoor things

and customs are but toys and games ... at such times the

huge workshop of the outdoors seems the only real the only

grown-up thing. We are going to have a noble outdoor field

at once for practical work and for natural science for the

practice and knowledge with which we hope children are here

to be equipped, for the body of arts called farming and for the

sense of the vastness of natural science and especially of that

inclusive biology of which history itself has been said to be

only a branch. . . .

You mustn't think we do not realize the truth of Dostoi-

evsky's saying that the love of humanity in dreams is ideally

calm and beautiful, while the love of humanity in action is

full of audacity and blunders. All that we can do, of course,
is to arrange our school affairs, with the advice and assistance

of our partners, the children, as nearly as we can to resemble

that rich and fruitful freedom in which and for which we
want to labor, and to teach the children, and to let them
teach each other, and be taught ourselves.

What's an Adjustment Room?

THE
Los Angeles adjustment rooms constitute a device

for the accomplishment of the following purposes:

1. A searching examination of the real abilities of school

pupils in the grades in academic lines.

2. A mind building course of instruction in the academic

abilities such that character qualities may be brought under

control and become ideals in the pupils.

3. A place for the training of teachers in the observation,

study and correction of weak abilities and the strengthening

of stronger abilities as shown in school materials.

4. An intensive study of portions of the curriculum suitable

for instruction, especially such as have been found of unusual

difficulty to pupils.

Arthur H. Sunderland writes of the adjustment rooms

and their purpose in the Bulletin of the Southern California

Society for Mental Hygiene. To quote in part:

Examination of Pupils. How often does one hear from the

parent that this particular child could have done much better

on the test; that the questions are catch questions; that the

test is a stunt, etc. And since the pupils are in school, are

failing or do not seem to fit well in their present places, it

appears that an observation room in which pupils may work

under a carefully controlled set of conditons may perhaps

obviate some criticisms, besides adding some advantages. The

pupil may become accustomed to the idea of showing the best

he can do.

Twenty-one mental mechanisms operating on school subject

matter, which is constantly changing, are under examination.

They are the mechanisms which have been judged to be most

nearly responsible for success or failure in studies. Each pupil is

"placed" on work which he can do successfully in each of twenty-

one types. He is rarely at the same level of development in them.

Self test and self practice at easy work leads to harder tasks

and during this increase in the abilities a careful record is

kept of the progress and the types of difficulty which this pupil

shows in each of the operations. The work has not been suc-

cessful as yet with children definitely feeble-minded, but has

proven that numbers of children who were believed to be feeble-

minded were not actually so. The plan of work has also been

successful with a number of psychopathic and delinquent types

of children.

The aim of the rooms on the instruction side has been to

provide a sufficient content and subject matter to challenge

the fullest exercise of the abilites which are necessary to suc-

cess in these lines. The aim of education has been stated as

"the development in the pupil of a control by himself of his

own abilities proven by his exercise of those abilities in the

control and solution of the problems he meets. This definition,

however, leaves out of account that the pupil may acquire ideals

and purposes which are undesirable from a social viewpoint.

It is therefore highly important to give especial emphasis to

the significance of what is learned, and the development of the

"sense of values." Instead, then, of drill forced upon a pupil,

or definite routine stunts which must be performed, it is clear

that pupils must be "motivated" by increasing success and

the guidance of a teacher to continue to prove themselves able

to control their respective futures.
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It is necessary also to note that this control occurs first in

small matters and rises but gradually to things of larger import.

Character undoubtedly is reflected and developed in the process.

Stability, judgment, imagination, control, determination, per-

sistence and joy in accomplishment find in these rooms unusual

opportunity for full expression.

Thinking About Education

FOLLOW
here some samples of the ways in which the

so-called "thinking" about our educational problems is

being carried on. Sample No. i :

In a presumably democratic republic such as our country is,

the importance of securing habits and attitudes of obedience

to the social control of the community during the period of

schooling can hardly be overestimated. The teacher, the prin-

cipal and the superintendent of schools are the persons who
embody mainly this social control so far as the children of

school age are concerned. They are entitled, in order to carry
out effectively the work they do, to insist upon the same degree
of respect and obedience as the state police in the rural dis-

tricts insist upon from the population as a whole. (Stephen G.

Rich, in the Educational Review )

We stop only to ask why teachers, etc. should not re-

ceive the same sort of respect and obedience which the city

policeman receives from the populace of the city. May it

be hecause city dwellers have got beyond the stage of "re-

spect and obedience"? Sample No. 2:

One of the greatest difficulties, today, of the employer is to

secure men who know their trades. There are many young
men who have a smattering of information regarding some
line of work and still are not practical workmen in any line.

These men in making application for work will state that they
can do "anything." When closely questioned they usually have
to admit that there is nothing that they can really do well.

This is wholly due to the fact that they have left school and
taken up the first job which offered itself without any view
to preparation of fitness. (Poughkeepsie Star)

The question might be asked, of course, as to how long

a young man would have to stay in school in order to be-

come proficient in some trade. But the question might

prove embarassing.

TN contrast with this sort of "thinking" the following
* statement from the annual report of George B. Masslich,

superintendent of the Chicago and Cook County School

for Boys, is greatly reassuring:

Military training has often been suggested as a means of

governing the boys but it would seem that the disadvantages
far outweigh the advantages, in that it seeks blind obedience

rather than individual initiative. In his short stay here a

boy's informal conduct toward employes and school mates

brings to light the weak and strong traits of character and

temperament that determine his chances of returning as a

more law abiding individual to the society from which he came.
To the boy who has smoked cigarettes for years their prohi-
bition calls forth and demonstrates his will power. The bully
thinks to continue his tactics, the shirker to escape work by
doing it poorly, the mentally lazy to hang back in the class

room; but the constant supervision of family instructors and
teachers makes it less easy than formerly, with the result that

practically every boy exerts an effort, greater or less, to con-
form to a more social procedure. The extent of this effort

shows whether or not he is profiting by his stay and whether
or not he should be returned to home on parole. It can be

truthfully said that these boys as a group are anti-social. Not
a few have found their homes intolerable and have run away
or staid away. Wanderlust, step-parents, poverty, laziness,
inefficient parental care, misuse of leisure time, and the other

well known elements have entered into the situation the simple
fact standing out that these boys did not succeed at home.
Some have made a failure of school, as evidenced by the fact

that there is considerable retardation. Perhaps a fourth are

mentally subnormal ', a few have come from communities that
did not enforce the compulsory school attendance law; but the

large remainder have disliked school and have been successful
in escaping it. ...

It is unfortunate that legitimate opportunities for ex-

ploration and discovery seem so scarce. When the time

shall come that the school budget of the nation shall ap-

proach the war budget it may be possible to put into the

elementary schools those opportunities for self-expression

and development that many boys need and fail to find in

their play and school environment. There is a measure
of truth in the oft quoted statement that a boy needs to

get into trouble before the school will give him its best.

THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan, for the Realm of Texas, sent out in a recent

"release" the following statement as "one of the many rea-

sons" why the organization is needed in American life: "The
prime purpose of this great Order is to develop character."

We have never lived in a community where the character of

its citizenship as a whole was what it should be. We believe

that the development of real manly character is a vital need
in every community. We know hundreds of men in the Klan
whose characters have been materially and substantially im-

proved through the influence, environment and teachings of
the Klan. We also believe that all real Klansmen have a
more profound sense of honor, higher ideals of morality, a
keener appreciation of Christianity, a greater respect for law
and constituted authority, and a broader vision of the duties
of citizenship than they had before they became Klansmen. The
Klan by its high ideals, noble sentiments and sacred principles
inculcates and cultivates a manly desire to be better, cleaner

men; morally, mentally, physically and spiritually. The citizens
of every community, and especially the young men, need just
such moral, spiritual and patriotic training, environments and
influence as the Klan affords. It is a great character builder
because of its high ideals, noble purposes and sacred senti-

ments. Every Klansman, by the presence of the cross, is

constantly reminded that he has accepted Christ as his cri-

terion of character and the Twelfth Chapter of Romans as
his Law and Life." For some reason, the public reputation of
the Klan does not seem to have been developed out of these

professions of their noble purposes.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR CHILD DE-
VELOPMENT, an association of labor men and women,
educators and parents, has been organized in New York City.
Its purpose is to develop, within the general field of interest
of labor, groups of boys and girls, after the fashion of the

Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts, but with programs that seem
to the leaders more in keeping with the present social and
industrial aspirations of humanity. A summer camp for
children will be established at Pawling, N. Y., which will be

open through July and August. Groups of boys and girls

organized under the new plan are already being formed in

connection with the Labor Temple, Walden School, Browns-
ville Labor Lyceum, Harlem Educational Center, and at sev-
eral other centers. The organization will eventually be na-
tional in scope but experience will be sought in dealing with

problems on a limited scale before branching out too widely
into the country at large. The address of the organization
is 70 Fifth Avenue.



SOCIAL PRACTICE
Is Your Town Fit for a Child?
A robust program of community care to prevent delinquency

r

I
HE most important

work of the com-

munity with refer-

ence to juvenile delin-

quency should be to prevent it.

For the elements of a specific

community program for preven-

tion the following may be sug-

gested :

A school department bureau

or conference for treatment of

truancy, misconduct and be-

havior maladjustments develop-

ing in school life. This bu-

reau should be in charge of a

social worker who has had

training and experience in treat- _ _ _ _

ing juvenile delinquency in light

of modern methods. Truancy officers, compulsory education

workers, and the administration of special schools should

be controlled through this source, which should have access

to expert medical, psychological and psychiatric services.

The school should assume responsibility for a large part of

the social conduct of its pupils; for example, vice-principals

of girls in high schools of Rochester, New York, recently

undertook to chaperone school girls who had been permitted

by parents to attend public dance halls. The visiting teacher,

the plastic curriculum, use of the project method, proper

placement of children in school work, a growing respect for

the child's personality, vocational guidance, are all needed

factors in the social program of the school.

Development in school of a sex hygiene program, is an

educational problem that can no longer be denied. The
modern child is in a blind fog of misinformation and super-

stition. He is ignorant of fit names for the parts of the

body, and the process of reproduction. He has no way of

asking for clean information because he is not in possession

of tools, the right words to ask. He does not hear the sex

stories of the Bible. He must gain everything illicitly. He
is without vocabulary, or clean knowledge. Certain facts

may be taught him at home, but the task of acquiring a

rational attitude toward sex must largely be fulfilled by the

school. Much waste of energy could thus be avoided. As
to what such a social hygiene program should include there

is difference of opinion.

The concept of family formation should be acquired in

school. Sex instruction in the past has been based largely

on requirements of individual virility, virtue and happiness.

The youth is not taught the principles of forming a family;

how much it costs, first and last, what are its social ad-

vantages and disadvantages, what is expected of a family

Here is no easy panacea for child delin-

quency but a rounded statement of what
a city or village can do to insure its child-

ren an abundant and wholesome life, to

protect them from obvious dangers, and
to prepare them for a normal share in

the common enterprise of living. It fol-

lows Dr. Van Waters' program for the

treatment of delinquency, published in

the September Midmonthly; the more the

purposes here set forth are realized, the

less need there will be for "treatment."

This too, is taken from Dr. Van Waters'

book, Youth and Conflict, published
this month.

in modern civilization, what are

the qualities of a good father,

mother, brother, sister, or the

indispensable attributes of a

bachelor uncle; all these family

matters could be profitably dis-

cussed in the junior high schools,

or wherever adolescents congre-

gate. They are far more likely

to be interested now than at some

later time. This safety-valve of

vigorous, critical discussion would

ease some -of the tension and irri-

tation of the average boy and girl

toward his or her own family.

A direct attack upon the prob-

lem of training boys and girls of

school age to understand infancy

and childhood has been made by
the Merrill-Palmer experiment in Detroit, under the leader-

ship of Helen Thompson Wooley. Observing that behavior-

patterns of the child are pretty well set by the time of school

entrance, Dr. Wooley has organized a nursery school where
actual training in handling problems of tiny children is given

young students. Youth is the golden period for education in

parenthood ; afterwards it is too late, and before that time the

egotisms of childhood prevent. A plan whereby young girls

and boys can see something beyond themselves, can be lifted

to an objective level in study of human emotions is one of

the surest and best ways, not only to prevent delinquency in

the present generation, but to remove the soil of parental

misunderstanding in which it flourishes. Dr. Wooley's ex-

periment should be extended to other communities as rapidly

as trained leadership can be secured.

A S part of the public system (high schools, night classes

^ -^ and state universities) there should be well rounded

provision for training social workers. This should be a

recognized vocation for which preparation may begin early

in school life. Technical and professional schools for social

workers would not be supplanted by these public school

courses. The chief benefit derived would be an enlightened

community understanding of problems of social work, which

in turn would gain enormously from democratic infiltration.

The larger program for community education for prob-

lems of delinquency and social work would still have to be

left to special groups. While all that increases knowledge
of human nature and respect for personality will tend to

prevent delinquency, there are specific areas of misinforma-

tion that will have to be combatted. Delinquency as a com-

munity product and a community responsibility must be

faced squarely. Just as we are no longer indifferent if the

94
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child next do our own has diphtheria, so we must under-

stand that to save any special class of children from delin-

quency, all must be saved.

Community control of public opinion through press, clubs,

social agencies and business organizations should seek to re-

strain profiteers in the faults of youth. Money making, or

gaining personal advantage by the delinquency of juveniles

should be under the ban of public disapproval. Only in this

way can seemingly respectable lures for pleasure-loving

young people be wiped out.

Community education of well meaning adults who lack

"common sense" is necessary. Those who "pick up" boys

and girls at night, house them, give rides and shelter, money
and meals, directly encourage delinquency. Their activity

is usually sentimental ; they feel a glow of pride that they

have "done a kid a good turn" : they listen uncritically to

stories of abuse and misunderstanding, are too ready to be-

lieve ill of parents, schools, public officials; after lavishing

"sympathy" on the young adventurer, they turn him out of

doors, or condemn him as a "fraud" in court. Quite other-

wise is that searching spirit of responsibility which would

accompany a child to his home, learn the facts, and apply
skill and knowledge in solving the difficulty; if it exists.

Adults who permit their houses or rooms to be used by

unchaperoned boys and girls for rendezvous, or lend their

automobiles promiscuously, or who are careless with valu-

able personal property are undoubtedly not safeguarding the

badly taught youth of today. Too great a strain should

not be placed by the neighborhood on the discretion of chil-

dren where parental control has already been weakened.

The church as a guiding force in the life of youth should

be the chief asset in a community program to prevent de-

linquency. In many places it will form and direct a large

part of the social life of the individual. If the church could

forget its dissensions and concentrate on the spiritual wel-

fare of the child, much that now passes for social work
would be unnecessary. For the church to imitate economic

or military groups in rivalry for membership, or to seek

competition with amusements that enervate youth, is no

substitute for its true function of supplying ethical and re-

ligious guidance to youth.

The community which is kindest to children goes on about

its own affairs with vigor. A multitude of agencies for child

welfare, playgrounds, day nurseries, protective societies, and

censorships does not of itself indicate a happier or healthier

childhood. Children thrive most where they are part of

a busy community, interested in worth-while activities. They
need to be let alone ; they love to observe and imitate skilled

adults at their tasks. A neighborhood that loves children

does not herd them all together on some public lot, but

absorbs them into its life stream. The farm-life of early

New England, the "conquest of the West" furnished chil-

dren the vigorous participation in community affairs which

they require. Whether Boy Scouts and Camp Fire Girls

can succeed in creating artificial substitutes remains to be

seen. Before adults can hope to reap a harvest of good chil-

dren from such enterprises, they must devise natural ways
of using their energy ; the essential thing is recognition of

mutual dependence of child and adult, the necessity of

living together. If old men group themselves exclusively

together we have what Kempf attributes to arteriosclerosis ;

war, secret diplomacy, economic tyranny ; if children con-

gregate we have delinquency. No age-group can isolate

itself without affectation or fanaticism. Organizations that

leave the child out are useful for certain ends, but they tend
to sterility. They are biologically unsound.

The social worker ought to see the problem very clearly;
of far more importance than social agencies and organiza-
tions to care for special handicapped groups in the com-

munity is the fostering of a healthy community spirit in

which fathers, mothers and children share in work, recrea-

tion and neighborhood projects. The modern phenomenon
of groups of women playing bridge and mah jongg while

groups of boys and girls have "petting parties," or expe-
ditions to steal automobiles, and groups of men are organiz-

ing a new club, secret society, or community drive, is defi-

nitely related to the problem of juvenile delinquency.
When it is time for the community to organize special

protective societies for children, the disease is already pres-

ent, and the social worker's task is to guide these enterprises
into constructive channels.

In every community there should be some specific organi-
zation or committee to insure a clean press. A civic body
composed of business men and women, the larger adver-

tisers, newspaper publishers, a few socially minded parents,
and social workers might meet together to form a program.
The goal should be formation of public opinion and news-

paper policy that would keep the press free of lurid stories

of crime, sex delinquencies, divorce and personal scandal.

There should be no attempt at censorship. Papers would

print these same items of fact as news, but deliberate appeal
to lust, blood, robbery and other anti-social impulses would
not be so constantly stressed.

Business men and women should be led to form groups
for the moral safe-guarding of youth in industry. Com-
mercial exploitation of youth's search for pleasure and ex-

citement, unscrupulous hotels, places of amusement and the

like, the habit of "kidding" young people employed in pub-
lic service enterprises, lack of protecting the morals of

adolescents as we now protect the safety of infants, all this

can be controlled best by leaders of industry in the com-

munity. Fraternal and economic organizations already show

signs of awakened interest in boys and girls. Social work-
ers should seize this opportunity for constructive protective

measures for childhood.

All clubs and social organizations should give a definite

place in their programs to fostering social welfare. Upon
them will fall, in communities where social work is pioneer-

ing, the opportunity to create public opinion, and to foster

enterprises already begun. While they do best when they
devote their energies to some one movement, such as mental

hygiene, travelers' aid, or Americanization, or deal with

one group of clients, such as the wayward girl or boy, the

special danger to be combatted is treatment of the handi-

capped individual without reference to the family which

produced him. If it be borne in mind that social work
deals with creation and fostering of social relationship, and
that the actual conduct of treatment should be directed by
a well-trained, recognized social worker, clubs can be a

vast constructive force in our American communities.

In each community there should be a child-placing agency
which controls the home finding and supervision of all young
children who are in need of homes other than the parental

one. Careless child placing is responsible for misery and

delinquency to such a wide-spread extent, that no estimate

is likely to tell the full tale. No community which places
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its children casually or adopts them indiscriminately can

have a good conscience when its youth becomes delinquent.

The mental hygiene movement should be established in

the community that seeks to prevent delinquency, or to deal

with disordered behavior.

Protective groups should be organized to care for spe-

cial types of handicapped persons, the travelers' aid socie-

ties, juvenile protective associations, are of the greatest

importance in a community program, and no constructive

or preventive work on a comprehensive scale can be under-

taken without them.

No large community program can do effective work with-

out a social service exchange, a non-political system of ad-

ministering relief, and a loyal cooperative federation of

social workers. The means of financing social work of

the community must be worked out in each location. Of

special value will be formation of qualified social workers

into a professional group, such as the American Medical

Association for physicians, or American Bar Association for

lawyers. The American Association of Social Workers has

local groups in a number of communities.

Each community should formulate some plan for profes-

sional training of social workers. Local persons could be

sent to the great schools of social work in New York, Bos-

ton, Chicago, Philadelphia and elsewhere. If necessary,

several social agencies could combine and send one member

for the purpose of learning adequate record keeping, or

investigations, or social treatment, or whatever is most

lacking in the social resource of the community. State uni-

versities and colleges are gradually establishing schools or

departments of social work. No community can afford to

blunder along with make-shift social workers, any more than

it can employ street sweepers to build the bridges on which

lives depend.

Training of social workers tends to develop stability of

personnel. Changing personnel works hardships in treat-

ment of juvenile delinquency where so much depends on

establishing permanent social relationships. Continuity of

treatment is desirable. Change, flux, drift, broken faith,

unkept promises, situations that are unstable are agony to

children whose own homes are so changing. When social

workers can send their own roots deep into the soil of their

chosen community, much can be accomplished.

Any community which desires to prevent delinquency must

provide recreation facilities for all the boys and girls. Camp,

playgrounds, winter sports and club rooms, handcraft classes,

drama leagues, fire-side industries, swimming pools, gym-

nasia, nature clubs, all these and many more are needful in

creating outlets for youth's leisure time. There should be

no special trust in apparatus and organization ; the main

thing is will to play on the part of the community as ex-

pressed in a few vigorous personalities gifted in getting

along with children.

i

THERE
will be no serious blunders committed if in a

community program a few clear, simple things are held

constantly in view. There should be honesty and sim-

plicity of approach. If a community lacks a given social

device, it should not be content with any group of persons

who apply some new label to their activities and proclaim:

"Lo, here we have it!" Patient, enlightened construction

is the only thing that counts. The child, at home, at

school, in industry, on the streets, in olav. in court, police

department, or social agency should stand out as the central

theme of interest and love.

No community program can run of itself. Nothing can

endure, no institution, society or organization, unless the im-

pulse that created it, builds up consciousness in other human

beings that it must be cherished and developed, through

days to come, against destructive forces of ignorance, malice,

greed and indifference.

Social achievement is not one act or a thousand ; it is a

continued process. There should never come a time when
a social worker points with pride and says: "See what I

have built!" Even as he speaks walls are crumbling, and

decay sets in. Self-complacency is not for social engi-

neers, nor for artists who do social work. Nothing that

matters will endure without constant human support. In

social creations the only "safe" things are already . . . dead.

ARE AMERICANS a nation of murderers? For the past

few years there have been about nine thousand homicides a

year in this country, according to the Metropolitan Life In-

surance Bulletin, seventeen times the number which would

have occurred if the homicide rate of England and Wales

prevailed here. In Chicago alone in 1922 more homicides

(228) were committed than in all of England and Wales (202)

in that year. The company; which paid out nearly three-

quarters of a million dollars in homicide claims alone in 1923,

feels the need of a systematic study of the facts on police and

judicial activity in such cases on the "epidemic" aspects of

homicide, its seasonal and comparative geographic and racial

characteristics, and has itself started a study of its own
homicide cases. Satisfactory information could be obtained

for only 146 of the 446 homicide cases in its records for the

last six months of 1922. As a result of these 146 homicides,

there were 35 sentences to the penitentiary, one parole, one

fine, and one execution! Thirty-two cases were rated as

"justifiable homicide," that is, death inflicted in self-defense

or by an officer of the law in the line of duty. In only 69

of the remaining 114 murder and manslaughter cases was an

indictment brought; 58 came to trial, with a verdict of "not

guilty" for 16 and one mis-trial. Of the 41 judged "guilty,"

35 are serving time with appeal pending in six cases, three

are held for a new trial or pending appeal, one was paroled,

one fined, one executed.

CARRYING OUT Chapter 187 of the laws of 1924, New
York state has organized a temporary commission "to inquire

into and report upon the number, distribution, and condition

of crippled children throughout the state, and the existing

facilities and legal provisions for promoting the care, treat-

ment, education and general welfare of such children, and to

recommend means more adequate to meet their needs," report-

ing to the legislature by February 15, 1925-

In the meantime North Carolina has been completing

a census of crippled children, carried out by the State Board

of Charities and Public Welfare, and 400 of the 600 known

crippled children in the state have already been examined dur-

ing the course of eight clinics. Since January 1921 the state

department of health of Illinois has conducted more than 350

clinics for crippled children at forty-two points throughout

the state. In all 8,228 patients were examined, and medical

service was supplied for all who were unable to obtain it

privately. Only 10 per cent of the children seen were placed

in institutions.



BOOKS IN OUR
ALCOVE
BY LEON WHIPPLEA DEPARTMENT EDITED

Grace Before Meat

WE
hold that the human race can do some-

thing about itself. Books can help. Hence,

this Survey of Books. We have the ambi-

tion to list all the books a student of society

and a lover of men may want to know about,

and we cherish the wilder notion of separating the good

books from the bad.

Now, books cannot help the race much unless the books

are read, and as we breasted the flood of fall publications

we felt there were enough books, but not enough readable

ones. Here were amazing numbers and variety, erudition

and wisdom, devotion and good intent, but here also was

;an amazing neglect of the mere courtesy of being interest-

ing. Too many of our authors on social progress seem to

feel no real duty of being readable, they are concerned still

less to make their books beautiful, and nothing at all to

make them joyous. Our first idea of separating the books

is into dull, or interesting.

The lack of joy, of humour, of inner radiance is hard

to understand. Here are messages about the loveliest hopes

of humanity good health, finer children, domestic peace,

the charm of fuller living and they are written with the

graciousness noteworthy in the census reports . . . not, un-

fortunately, with the clarity. 'All of these books have it in

mind somehow to add to the world's happiness; yet lots

of them go about the task like mutes at a funeral. They
gibber statistics; they use words my mid-\vest youth called

'"jaw-breakers" ; they are mazed in their own artificial cate-

gories; they become pontifical, pompous and patronizing.

The fine thought or the beneficent prescription is there :

but the author dares you to find it !

We know that these books often deal with difficult tech-

nical subjects, and that they are often written by men and

women who, however devoted, were not trained for author-

ship. Some, moreover, are interesting to the experts on

their raw contents. But most of them would be more effi-

cient if they were touched with the joy of living for after

all technique is only a means to an end in more joyous living.

We think joy means a sense of humility and humor,
and we can't think the Englishman who calls his very useful

book Reformatory Reform has even an English sense of

humour. It is precise, precise as two scissor blades, but

shades of Dickens, how foolish sounding, like "to tutor two
tutors to toot." Do they send the reformatories to reforma-

tories? Nearer home, our own Conference on the Christian

Way of Life (not a very humble name itself!) issued a

mad-sounding title A Cooperative Technique for Con-
flict. This might be a treatise on international law, or the

more widely-known codification of the rules of the game
by the lamented Marquis of Queensberry, but it really .is a

very practical guide-book to peaceable public discussion. But
who'd guess it?

Some authors for the common good do seek 'kick' in their

titles. They put in either 'challenge' or 'creative,' (and
often leave them out of the book;). Yet they have a sense

of detonating intellectual TNT with these two words, and
some folks would die happy if they could call a book The
Challenge of Creative Behaviorism to the Envisaging Order.

Yet people are trying to be simple and human in their books

because they believe that social work must be simple and

human in fact. Take Karl de Schweinitz's new book

The Art of Helping People Out of Trouble. There is

color and hopefulness, and, withal, precision for it tells

what social workers really ought to be after. It is far more

ambitious than a challenge. For it claims their task as an

art, and sets up the impossible dream of helping people. It's

a better book than had it been tabbed is if in a card-index

The Technique of Case-Work in Family Welfare.

So, if you ask us "How'll you have your books?" we

respond heartily "Sunny side up, please!"

Social Statesmanship and the

Candidates

A Close-up of Coolidge
THE PREPARATION OF CAI.VTN COOLIDGE, bv Robert A. Woods.
Houghton, MifHin & Co. 290 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

ANY study of Calvin Coolidge published at this time

will be looked upon as a campaign document. So it

is not surprising that twenty thousand paper-bound copies

of Mr. Wood's book are to be distributed in the Republican

campaign. Yet, unlike many campaign documents, the book

is unusual. It is a study in character, not in any sense a

biography. The author, whose name is well known to

social workers throughout the country, has endeavored to

interpret the development of the President's character.

As a college class-mate of Mr. Coolidge, I am impressed

with the accuracy of the author in portraying the atmos-

97
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phere of New England and the Amherst background in

which the President grew up, and which has had such a

lasting influence upon his career. Mr. Woods evidently

had access to material not hitherto available. Considerable

attention is given to the President's early public life and acts

in his home city of Northampton. We have the author's

interpretation of the story of his progress as a public man,

given at close range, with the people of Northampton as

the true answer to the question as to wherein the present

strength of the man lies. There follows the account of h :

s

activities as a state representative and senator, and finally

as governor of Massachusetts- a record of slow but steady

progress made as the result of painstaking hard work.

New light is thrown upon the attitude and accomplish-

ments of Mr. Coolidge in social betterment work. One

who knows of the President only since he has become a

national figure will be surprised at the long list of definitely

accomplished acts to his credit in these earlier years. His

early struggles to obtain anti-monopoly legislation, his fight

for the bill restricting the powers of the courts to issue in-

junctions, his sponsoring of the widows' pension bill, and

of the bills for limiting the hours of labor for women and

children and for reduced railroad fares for working people,

all show a strong desire to improve the living conditions of

the average man. The story of the ratification of the pro-

hibition amendment, and Mr. Coolidge's part therein are

especially interesting.

One wonders that so much space is given to the story of

the famous Boston police strike and the part that the then

Governor Coolidge took in it. Perhaps the author felt that

this was necessary in view of the amount of attention his

intervention has received. To the reviewer, however, it

seems to have 'been the only thing for a man of Mr. Cool-

idge's previous record to have done under the conditions.

On the other hand, the record of his part, as governor, in

the reorganization of the state departments shows a side

of the man that is not so well known.

The chapters devoted to his life as mayor of Northamp-

ton and as governor are in-

structive also as studies in

the development of executive

ability. Here is depicted a

strength of character that

had been steadily mounting

so that in these positions new

and difficult problems ap-

peared to be handled with

increasing ease.

The book is very readable

and makes a definite appeal

to thoughtful students. The

author is evidently a great

admirer of the President, but

he writes with a spirit of

open frankness and a mani-

fest desire to be absolutely

fair. So one who reads the

book with care cannot help

feeling that irrespective of

any personal feeling, here is

depicted a man who would

leave any public office that

I"- might occupy with a re-

cord of strengthening all the better tendencies in govern-

mental affairs, and of having destroyed or weakened the

things evil.

While this book shows some evidence of hasty prepara-

tion, its inherently good qualities are likely to make it one

that will outlive the present situation.

Lucius EASTMAN

In the Jeffersonian Manner
THE LIFE OF TOHN W. DAVIS, by Theodore A. Huntley. Duffield.

260 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

STUDENTS
of sociology must feel a special interest in

a campaign biography of a candidate. But in the nature

of the case such books, written by friends and admirers, are

a presentation of those facts about the candidate that the

authors believe will attract voters.

Mr. Huntley was a "John W. Davis man" before the .

Democratic convention met. So he is not only a historian

carefully studying old files of the Congressional Record, of

court calendars, and newspapers ; he also hopes to 'be a vote-

getter. His book, therefore, is more than an account of

the life of John W. Davis in this case a very readable ac-

count for it is to some extent a revelation of what

qualities in a presidential candidate, Mr. Huntley thinks

the people want.

Considerable space is given to the candidate's antecedents

and childhood. A very good case is made for the legitimacy

of his "Jeffersonian Democracy." The description of the

candidate's father, "John J." is quite the most charming

part of the book. The story of "John J's" fight against

"monopoly" and his final defeat by "the moneyed interests"

reads like a political romance of the insurgent days of 1910.

The picture is vivid of the gallant old gentleman, fighting

a losing fight for the preservation of the ideals of Jefferson,

against the growing industrialism of northern West Vir-

ginia. It was in the midst of this struggle that the candi-

date grew up. He did not

acquire his theories of gov-
ernment at, or after college,

he learned them at home.

Mr. Huntley also gives

considerable space to "the

Debs incident." There is

no court record to show that

John W. Davis ever defend-

ed either Eugene Debs or

"Mother" Jones, but there is

record that he was attorney
for a group of miners im-

prisoned on injunction pro-

ceedings, at the time of "the

Debs incident." There is an

anecdote about the candidate

in this connect'on, which,

unfortunately, Mr. Huntley
did not know. Shortly after

his nomination, he was asked

if he remembered these labor

First Aid for Voters
OUR CHIEF MAGISTRATE, HIS POWERS, by William H.

Taft. Columbia University Press.
THE PREPARATION OF CALVIN COOLIDGE, by R. A.

Woods. Houghton Mifflin (Reviewed p. 97).
THE LIFE OF CALVIN COOLIDGE, by Horace Green. Duffield.

CAL COOLIDGE, by Whiting Edward Elivell. W. A. Wilde.

THE LIFE OF JOHN W. DAVIS, by Theodore H. Huntley and
Horace Green. Duffield.

DAWES, by Carl Akerman, Bra Publications

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, by Robert M. La Follette
YOU TAKE YOUR CHOICE, by Clinton W. Gilbert. Putnam.
MEN AND ISSUES, by George H'harton Pepper. Duffield.

AMERICAN PROBLEMS, by William E. Borah. Duffield.
WHAT LAFOLLETTE'S STATE IS DOING, by Chester C.

Platt. Bataria Times Press, ff. Y.

NATIONAL PARTY PLATFORMS, d" Kirk H. Porter. Mac-

THE "POLITICAL PARTIES OF TODAY, by Arthur N. Hoi-
combe. Harper.

POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTORAL PROBLEMS, by
Robert C. Brooks. Harper.

THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES, by
Edgar E. Robinson. Harcourt. Brace.

A HISTORY OF POLITICAL IDEAS, by C. R. Morris. Putnam.
NON-VOTING: CAUSES AND CONTROL, by Charles E. Mer-

riam and Harold F. Gosnell. University of Chicago Prets.
THE CITIZEN'S BUSINESS, by William Allen White. Mac-

THE GREAT GAME OF POLITICS, by Frank R. Kent. Doublc-

PERSONALITY IN POLITICS. REFORMERS. BOSSES AND
LEADERS, by W. B. Murfo. Macmitlin

THE PASSING OF POLITICS, by William Kay Wallace. Mac-
miUan.

A DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN POLITICS, bv EdyirJ C.

Smith. A. L. Burt.

cases.

Yes, ["he said.] It was. as

far as I know, the first t-'me
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my name was ever mentioned in a New York newspaper. I

was young enough to get quite a thrill out of it. A number of

New York newspaper men were down there covering the

strike. One of them liked my plea for the miners so much
that he telegraphed part of it to his paper. I'll never forget

reading the account my name in a New York paper! I was
so pleased that I looked up the reporter. It was the be-

ginning of a friendship. I met him later in Congress. He was

Henry George, Jr., son of the single-taxer, and, [he added,
with an amused smile,] the paper was Hearst's.

There is considerable humor in the thought that John
\V. Davis \vas first introduced to New Yorkers as a de-

fender of labor by Mr. Hearst.

After Davis's election to Congress, the record becomes

official and not so vivid as the stories of his family and youth
in Clarksburg. Mr. Huntley has made a careful resume of

the record, as congressman, solicitor general of the United

States, and ambassador. This record, it is conceded by his

opponents, even in the heat of a campaign, is one of brilliant

public service.

The second part of this volume is made up of extracts

from the public utterances of Mr. Davis, before his nomina-

tion. This has been compiled by Horace Green, the general

editor of this series of volumes on contemporary statesmen.

The selections confirm the characterization of the man in

Mr. Huntley 's study. ARTHUR BULI.ARD

LaFollette by Himself
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, by Rjbert M. LnFotlctte. Published by the author.

807 ff. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

I
WISH that every voter were sufficiently open-minded

to read LaFollette's autobiography before election.

It is impossible not to be impressed with this Personal

Narrative of Political Experience. Names, documents, con-

firmations of every sort cover the pages. And these make

revelations of which the average voter, man or woman, has

little knowledge. It is an absorbing record, from the pic-

ture of the Wisconsin log-cabin birthplace of LaFollette

this is America's last chance to have a long-cabin birthplace

for a president! on to the final paragraph of the book:

I believe, with increasing depth of conviction, that we will

one day . . . reclaim and preserve not only the forms but the

spirit of our free institutions.

'Both in its political philosophy, which is slowly being

echoed round the world, and in its narrative, the book will

be a storehouse of treasure to the future student of politics.

For here are opened to the public two laboratories: One
is in Wisconsin where was tried out much of the forward-

looking legislation of the day- physical valuation of the rail-

roads, railroad rate legislation, the preferential primary, the

limiting and making public of campaign expenditures, the

legislative reference library, the whole area of labor legisla-

tion eventuating in the Industrial Commission, with its

pou'er to enforce the law. And in all these victories for

the public, Governor LaFollette was the "moving spirit"-

an expression of peculiar richness and applicability in this

instance.

The other laboratory was Washington and the stories

of attempts and successes at holding private control of na-

tional resources and the necessities of life are stories to

which constant students of these conditions are not always
even yet alive. His part in the last session of Congress,
with respect to oil and taxation is fresh in mind. But it was

back in the go's that, as congressman, LaFollette succeeded

in keeping from the railways grants of hundreds of acres

of Dakota Indian Reservation land. And it was in 1903

that as Senator he was crying for public control of Alaska

mineral lands.

His espousal of the cause of working children and work-

ing women, of the men who follow the hazards of the sea

and of the railroad is part of the legislative record of the

last two decades. The 1924 chapter has yet to be added

to his book ; but whatever it may be, the gallant record will

stand. If one can detach oneself now, as will the student

of the future from the sound and fury of the day, one

will see this record as one of the important documents of

the political history of the United States. And as one of

its finest prophecies. ZONA GALE

Chacun a Son Gout
"YOU TAKE YOUU CHOICE." by Clinton W . Gilbert. Putnam's.

255 pp. Price $2.;0 postpaid of The Surrey.

MR.
GILBERT had it in mind to be honest about our

candidates. He is tired of myth-making journalism.

He also had it in mind to astound the bourgeoisie which

he does by the simple, but sure-fire, device of telling the

truth. The result is a series of sketches of the presidential

aspirants, filled out with some silhouettes of their satellites.

The penetrant and reportorial Mr. Gilbert is as brilliant

and amusing as he was in "The Mirrors of Washington,"

and he also cuts deeper into character and national psy-

chology. He will shock some by his superficial cynicism of

a journalist, and he will tickle the groundlings by his ap-

parent indiscretions the seeming confidential gossip of one

in the know. He will delight everyone who is aweary of

campaign hokum and the manufacture of verbal haloes for

these gentlemen who really have not become supermen just

because they are seized with a passion to be President. In-

deed, our author hints that because they want to, or have

a chance to, become President is reason for suspecting they

are not supermen. He says: "One never becomes President

to whom you apply the word 'too'."

The earnest seeker after a judgment as to which of these

men will do the most for social betterment, if elected, will

find little of records or programs. ( Mr. Gilbert does add

the LaFollette platform as evidence of the kind of man

he is describing.) We do get what is in the long run more

useful an appraisal of the man's insides . . . not what he

promises, but what he is.

Mr. Coolidge, for example, is psycho-analyzed under the

label given him by a fellow legislator in Massachusetts:

"He is like a singed cat, better than he looks." This singed

cat sense our omni-present friend, the inferiority complex

has made Coolidge cautious, humble, and developed

strength as does a weak heart from the effort to compensate.

He is a conservative because he hasn't too much vitality.

He is frugal of words, unlike Mr. Harding who "had gusto,

very bad gusto, but still gusto" and "who loved words not

wisely, but too well." He has faith in our institutions,

in democracy, and an old-fashioned sense of morality. He
is a "good man." But he takes us back to the Adamses,

and "he has a hereditary instinct to stick close to what is,

to distrust change and movement." The social worker gets

an idea of what he may expect from Coolidge, whether of

help to democratic decency, or resistance to innovating ideas.

The study of Davis seems to me the best done, and in

essence, most informative. Instead of telling what the man

is, he puts him in his place. He describes the milieu and
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success of this "sweetly reasonable, fair-haired boy" so that

anybody who knows anything of American life can tell what

he believes, and how he will react to new things. His pro-

gress from congressman, through the Solicitor-General's of-

fice (when the Supreme Court judges fairly hovered over

him) to become Ambassador to England, and return with

the pick of any legal affiliation he wanted to make and end

up as senior partner in Mr. J. P. Morgan's law firm with

a retainer rumored to be $350,000 a year well, implies Mr.

Gilbert, he's that kind of a man. And adds the critic, "I

think he won't find the economic or class issue at all to his

liking."

Mr. LaFollette has always "been at odds with the world.

. . . He does not act in the accepted manner." This is a way
of saying that LaFollette's key is individualism his own

"dour, stand-offish, lonely individualism" and his "regressive

Progressive" individualism as a philosophy against monopoly
and interests. Gilbert declares that LaFollette is probably

"of greater political ability than either of his rivals . . .

and a man of purest personal and political character." But

there is something of the actor about him, and he is obsti-

nate and intractable. Here Mr. Gilbert has some illumin-

ating ideas about what is a Progressive and the meaning
of the new orientation of labor in the third party.

The lesser lights are limned tellingly, if briefly. Charley

Bryan is a "born shop-keeper"; Dawes a banker by nature

and a player of the fiddle by taste who is so instinctively

regular that he seems fresh and devilish ; Wheeler, a Mon-
tana fighter, "rough," and acting on the gun-man's maxim
"He'll get me if I don't get him first." Perhaps the epi-

grams and labels are too facile and a bit o'er smart, but

we think a voter may well get more light on his choices from

these studies than from all the official biographies. Cer-

tainly he will have a chuckling time, and a naughty sense

of sophistication. W.

Partners in Creation
CREATIVE EXPERIENCE, by M. P. Follett. Longmans, Green &

Co. 303 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

WHEN the review copy of Creative Experience reached

the Survey, a distinguished philosopher advised the

editors to assign it to a recognized expert. "That book," he

said, "is either exceptionally important or it is glorious

nonsense; in either case it calls for authoritative appraisal."

While the other editors pursued the experts I read the

book. Then I re-read it and read it again. I am far from

possessing an expert's equipment for such a verdict as the

distinguished philosopher had in mind. Yet I asked for

the privilege of writing this review because, having shared

the experience of social workers in family relief and re-

habilitation, in hospitals and dispensaries, in rural com-

munities, in mining camps and factories, I wanted to share

with them the exhilaration, delight and rare illumination

which I myself have derived from Miss Follett's essay.

Her thinking has electrified my own. My relationship to

the community, the relationship of the individual to society

and of society to the individual, the nature of the conflict

between racial and national groups, between capital and

labor, between the expert and the people, between govern-

ment and the governed, the possibility of converting conflict

into an integrative force, she has charged with fresh sig-

nificance.

I call Creative Experience an essay because, while it is

a 'volume of three hundred pages, it does not dogmatize;

its declarative ardor is the incandescence of intense experi-

mental thinking; latent in its most positive affirmations is

the spirit of open-minded scientific enquiry the appeal to

the reader to establish a "circular response" with the author

and so consciously to share in the creative process. "We
seek reality in experience. . . . All human intercourse

should be the evocation by each from the other of new

forms undreamed of before. . . . The test of the validity

of any social process is whether this is taking place between

one and another, between capital and labor, between nation

and nation. . . . Release, evocation evocation by release,

release by evocation this is the fundamental law of the

universe."

The object of Miss Follett's book is "to suggest that

we seek a way by which desires may interweave, that we

seek a method by which the full integrity of the individual

shall be one with social progress." When she speaks of

the individual she does not mean the elect and superior

individual of the intelligence tests ; she means all individuals.

When she speaks of social progress she does not mean the

world domination of the Nordics, or Semites, or Mongols;
she means the consciously controlled evolution of an inclusive

world civilization. The method she seeks is one by which

through the deliberate interrelating, interweaving, integra-

tion of our diverse ideas, opinions, purposes, desires, we get

"plus values," for "we are creating each other all the time."

This is the continuing miracle of self-governing existence,

that when mind freely meets mind a "circular response"

is established through which ideas, purposes, desires neither

cancel one another, nor prevail over one another, but through

integration create new and freshly dynamic ideas, "forms

undreamed of before." The bearing of this conception

upon disputes between individuals, upon conflicts between

groups, classes, nations, is tremendous. Not destruction,

but interrelating and creative integration, is progress. "The

confronting of diverse desires, the revealing of values; the

consequent revaluation of values, a uniting of desires which

we welcome because it means that the next diversity will

emerge on a higher social level this is progress."

The discovery of the method depends upon the preliminary

discovery of the nature of the creative process itself. Miss

Follett's initial illustration of the barriers that inhibit the

circular response through which, when the channels of

interrelation are free, "we create one another," strikes home

to the core of social work. The warrant for the social

worker's existence is that he is an expert in some field of

human activity. It is his business to bring an expert knowl-

edge of the facts and a scientific technique to bear upon

the problems of the family, of community organization, of

individual conduct and public policy as they affect the satis-

faction of human needs. How often has it not been declared

that the success or failure of democracy depends upon the

capacity of the people to avail themselves of the skill of

the expert, to learn the wisdom of obedience to expert

guidance? Is that not the general tenor of the doctrine?

Is it not this certain condescension in the expert that has

evoked the popular josh: "I aint askin' you; I'm tellin'

you"? Is this courtly arrogance not implicit in the doctrine

known as the consent of the governed? Here is the crux

of a paramount problem in our struggle toward democracy.

"To divide society on the (Continued on page 102)



Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

Trends of the Time

PESSIMISTIC

readers of the daily news are inclined

to say that "the world is a dolt." Less pessimistic

ones do not care to go quite that far; but they agree

with Mr. Weller in his opinion that "the law is a ass."

Evidence for both these opinions can be found in this issue

of The Survey; especially for the second opinion. Certainly

the law that can find "benevolence unconstitutional" has much

to answer for; and the court that can make no use of the

growing intelligence of the world along psychological and

psychiatric lines is in need of help.

But, on the other hand, there is much evidence that groups

and individuals, all over the land, are not bound by the

inertias, the stagnations and the reverence for ancient acci-

dents that characterize some of our institutions and our

institutionalized minds. Boston may be a state of mind, but

Boston knows how to change an occasional corner of her mind,

anyhow. Sheffield, England's great industrial center, has found

out that not only can steel be bought by the pound, but that

health, also, can be secured at an established rate per pound.

The spirit of adventurous intellectual inquiry is making head-

way, here and there, against the old inertias, the old stagna-

tions and the old reverences for the merely accidental in habit

and custom. Organization is turning new intelligence into

new control. This is perfectly normal and natural. We are

learning how to escape from the drifts of the past; we are

learning how to build new ways nearer to our needs and to

our hearts' desires.

Here is evidence that the world is going backwards; that the

world is going forward; that the wqrld is standing still. Here
are programs to be fought; programs to be aided; programs
to be ignored. Here is current history a cross-section of our

times, with materials that will make us happy; that will make
us sad; that will leave us cold. One great need of our
times is that individuals, everywhere, should actually come
to feel the pull and haul of these cross-currents of events.

Here is some evidence, then, from the life of our times.

In Alice in Wonderland, the queen suggested that the jury
bring in its verdict and then examine the evidence. That's
an interesting method. Here's a better. Here is the evidence.

May it get to the reader and student in time to be of use
before the verdict has been decided upon!

ANALYTIC INDEX
1. Child Welfare:

Feeding infants, p. 88
The Child Labor Amendment, pp. 76, 78
Crippled children in New York, p. 96
Child welfare in the courts, p. 71
The child and the community, p. 91

Juvenile delinquency and the community, p. 94 ff

2. Family Welfare:
Old age and state pensions, p. 70 f

Homes for the aged, p. 71

3. Law and Lawbreakers:
Murder in America, p. 96
Psychiatry in the court room, p. 74 ff

The court and the aged poor, p. 69
Prison reform, p. 72 f

4. Conquest of Disease:

The open window, p. 88

Curing preventable diseases, p. 86

Unfounded programs in medicine, p. 103

5. Promotion of Health:

Goiter and the public health, p. 89
Boston's health league, p. 86

Health by the pound, p. 85

6. Mental Hygiene:
Does psychiatry mean anything? p. 74 f

Is religion normal? p. 1O2

7. Organizing Social Forces:

For the Child Labor Amendment, p. 78
Unconstitutional benevolence, p. 69

Stagnant social agencies, p. 72
The national conference, p. 73

Sheffield's efforts, p. 85
Boston's health program, p. 86

8. Town Planning:
Giant power and the future city, p. 84

9. City Communities:

City and country antagonisms, p. 91

What is religion? p. 102

How Sheffield has organized, p. 85

10. Cuontry Communities:
Giant power and the American community, p. 84
Life in "Smithdale," p. 90 f

11. Immigration and Race Relations:

The International Migration Service, p. 77

12. School and Community:
Adjustment rooms in Los Angeles, p. 93
Need of vocational education, p. 94

Catching cold in school, p. 88

A new "community school," p. 91 f

Reorganizing the school of a small village, p. 90 f

Educational problems, p. 105

13. Education outside the School:

How courts educate the public, p. 75

How disease educates the public, p. 85
Pioneer life in Smithdale, p. 90 f

The K. K. K. as educator, p. 93
What people think about education, p. 93

Community educational forces, p. 95

14. Industrial Conditions:

Industrial conditions north and south, p. 79 ff

Wages, old age and the courts, p. 70
Unemployment problems, p. 76
The child labor problem, p. 78

15. Industrial Relations:

Scientific management, p. 82

The extension of giant power, p. 84

16. Social Invention in Industry:
The technic of conflict and integration, p. 99
What shall be done with giant power? p. 84
A new Boston center of social contacts, p. 77

17. Peace and International Relations:

The International Management Conference, p. 82 f

Immigration perplexities, p. 77
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New Works
in_ Criminology

THE CRIMINAL AS A
HUMAN BEING

By GEORGE S. DOUGHERTY
Formerly Deputy Commissioner and Chief of Detectives

in the New York 1'olice Department

As an expert detective Mr. Dougherty has acquired an
intimate knowledge of criminals, of how and why crimes
are committed. In this fascinating volume, he discusses
the various types and methods of criminals and the
skilled detective's manner of working, and tells what
he has found mast successful in combating crime, the

knack of treating the criminal a? a human being,
$2.00

KEYS TO CROOKDOM
By GEORGE C. HENDERSON

The actual methods of professional criminals are revealed
in presenting the problems of crime and its solution. The
methods of yeggs, pickpockets, automobile bandits, forg-

ers, robbers, blackmailers and murderers as they ply
their trades, are considered in the most intimate detail.

This intensely interesting book cannot but have a sal-

irtarv efect in giving the general public an exact under-

standing of the problems of crime today. Illustrated.

$3-oo

At All Booksellers

D. APPLETON & COMPANY
35 West 32nd Street New York

THE ART OF HELPING
A course of lectures on Social Case Work, Intended for those who. as

committee and board members and other volunteers of social agencies, are
making Important decisions regarding the welfare of human beings. Given
In 1923-4 under the auspices of the New York Charity Organization Society,
and published by the Association of Volunteers in Social Service. I ntended
for me b'y study groups of volunteers.

Cloth. $1.00.
Order from Mr*. E. W. Qeer. Room 300. 105 Eart 22nd St.. New York.

RAND
SCHOOL

Courses beginning
Nov. 10. 8:30 p. m. Marius Hansome

"TMe World We Uve In"
Nov. 13. 7:00 p. m. Scott Nearinj

"Current Opinion"
Nov. 15, 11 a. m. ajid 1:30 p. m. Scott Nearhu;

"Sociology and Current History"
7 East 15th Street NOT. 14, 8:30 p. m. Herman Epstein

"With the Great Composers
'

Saturday afternoon lectures, Morris Hillduit. John Langdon-Davies, J. p.
Horrabln, Clarence Darrow, Vint Laughland

"MODERN HOME EQUIPMENT"
Our new booklet is a carefully selected lit

of the practical equipment needed in an
average-sized home. It is invaluable, alike to
new and to experienced housekeepers already
in its fourth edition. It considers in turn the

kitchen, pantry, dining room, general cleaning
equipment and the laundry, and gives the price
of each article mentioned.

Ask for Booklet S it will be sent postpaid.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City

Partners in Creation
(Continued from page 100)

one side into the expert and the governors basing their gov-
ernment on their reports, and on the other the people consent-

ing, is, 1 believe," says! Miss Follett, "a disaster-courting
procedure." So long as the expert is regarded or regards
himself as "someone who knows absolutely and can tell us
what to do,'' the circular response between him and us is in-

hibited and the process by which he might create us while we
create him fails to operate as an electric current fails when
the circuit is broken. Facts, expert knowledge, are immensely
important. "When for lack of facts you and I are responding;
to a different situation. if I think I am looking at a black
snake and you think it is a fallen branch, our talk is merely
chaotic." "Yet," as Justice Holmes says, "it is not the

acquisition of facts that is important but learning how to

make facts live . . . leap into an organic order, live and bear
fruit." This leaping into organic order, this living and bear-

ing fruit depends upon the use of facts, not to promulgate
edicts, but to clear the ground of misconceptions, to make
straight the way of the circular response through which the

experience of all of us may integrate and so become creative.

This is the nature of the creative process.
I do not know whether this "most fundamental thought that

reaction is always reaction to a relating," that the relating
is the essence of the creative process, is original with Miss
Follett or not. That is after all irrelevant. I recall that in

the introduction to her earlier essay, The New State, she
said that much of the book had come to her by wireless. I

also recall that Haldane, Lord Chancellor of England, having
asked her to let him write "a few pages introductory to the

next issue of your book," declared that she had explored her

subject "with a learning and grasp which it would be difficult

to surpass." Such a tribute I am not qualified to bring to the

author of Creative Experience. My desire has been to en-

courage Survey readers to share in an exhilarating spiritual

adventure, in which all of the problems that confront social

workers and socially minded folk generally take on new sig-

nificance. Here the individual, the group, the courts, the law,

classes, nations, diverse desires, conflicting purposes cease to be

discrete and irreconcilable entities and appear as living strands

on the loom of time whose interweaving we can guide, whose
pattern we can control. I wanted to write this review because

for me the reading of Miss Pollen's book has in itself been
a creative experience. ROBERT W. BRUERE

Is Religion a Psychosis?
THE MYSTERY OF RELIGION, fcv Everett Dean Martin. Harper &

Brothers. 391 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

TV/F R- MARTIN is perhaps the first writer to place before
^- the general public in readable form a compendium of

the facts concerning religion which have heretofore been the

exclusive property of the psychoanalyst. His general thesis is

that religion, far from being super-ordained, or established in

concepts of dogma or moral law, is an internal necessity of

the religiously-minded individual. It is a quasi-normal form
of release or resolution of those conflicts which in the true

psychoneurotic take expression through the pathological be-

havior of hysteria. Upon a mass scale it becomes a sort of

benign social psychosis. Although this view removes all trans-

cendental sanction from religion, it by no means lessens the

value and significance of religion for life. Religious thinking,

according to Martin, is a kind of special pleading or rational-

isation to give logical support to the scheme whereby one lifts

himself above infantile love fixations. Salvation means recon-

ciliation with the perfection of the childhood father image, from

which one has been estranged by jealousy (Oedipus motive)
and repression. This estrangement produces a conviction of

sin (the repressed material) which religious conversion allevi-

ates through a kind of transference to the divine paternal being.

One may object, at this point, that Mr. Martin does

not adequately consider differences of sex in his treatment of

the particular conflicts which are presupposed. As with most

generated applications of psychoanalytic principles to social

phenomena there is a real danger of a superficial use of stock
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conflicts as categories of explanation. We need a more em-

pirical approach than can be gained from a few biographic

and introspective studies of famous religious y-ealots. A set

of observations at the ''mourner's bench," combined with de-

tailed and first hand psychoanalyses of the converts, with

genetic data, family history and the like, would be required

for a thorough scientific approach. Little can be said concern-

ing the social phases until we know more detail of the relation

of religious expression to conflict in particular individuals.

Mr. Martin's book, however, stands as a most creditable intro-

duction to a genuine- empirical study.

Among the more successful chapters are those dealing with

the symbolic nature of religious expression; the elements of

regression to possession of and identification with the mother

(baptism) ; the use of religion as a relief from attitudes of

inferiority; and the various crowd factors, such as absolutism,

intolerance, collective egotism, compensation, and projection
which were developed in the author's earlier work The Be-

havior of Crowds. The close similarity between the com-

pulsive acts of the neurotic and the over scrupulous and ritual-

istic morality of religion is significantly revealed. The treat-

ment of redemption and the crucifixion dogma is neither clear

nor convincing.

Penetrating as it does into the very foundations of the fictions

by which men and women live, and give moral valuation to

the world they live in, The Mystery of Religion may be ex-

pected to evoke a storm of objection in certain quarters. In

the reviewer's opinion, however, the book in its essential mes-

sage will stand the test. It is not so convincing as The Be-

havior of Crowds : but that is to be expected since it pene-
trates to a far deeper and more obscure level of human nature

than does the latter work. It has the virtue, however, of being
less dogmatic in assertion. FLOYD H. ALLPORT

What Not to Know About Cancer
CANCER: HOW IT IS CAUSKD: HOW IT CAN BE PREVENTED,

by J, Ellis Barker. E. P. Patten Co. 17S />/>. Price $3.00 postpaid of
The Survey.

J\ T last the complete and final story, giving the horror and
** mystery of cancer, exposing the despairing inadequacy of

the scientists, and best of all telling us in more or less plain

language, perfectly obvious and strangely simple, the real

causes and the formula for personal prevention of cancer!

A book one is tempted to put into the hands of the laity be-

cause almost anyone with a modicum of common sense will

see through the appearance of reasonableness in the argument
and confute it from his own experience.
This is as futile and mischievous a piece of would-be "pop-

ular science" as has been issued to befog the searcher for

self-protection in health. It presents an amazing mixture of

self-assurance and unrelated guesses. The preface is full of

specious reasons why trust should be put in the wisdom of

the author, and the chapters that follow full of reasons why
he is untrustworthy. He mistakes repetition of error for

accumulated evidence. He claims to be presenting new data

while obviously straining to use all the names and quotations
fanciful discussion will bear.

is story is much like this: I believe that 90 per cent of

cers are due to poisoning of the body. If that is so prob-

y the other 10 per cent are due to the same cause. There-
e gg per cent or more of cancer is due to poisoning. Cancer
been shown to be due to poisoning by arsenic, tar products,

i!ine dyes after 10-30 years exposure. Constipation is a

ronic ailment of many years duration and women suffer

from it more than men. Therefore, the poisons, those much
abused auto-intoxications, of constipation cause cancer and of
course more women have it than men. Lack of vitamines dis-

turbs digestion. Disturbed digestion leads to auto-intoxication
and constipation. Hence devitaminized foods cause cancer,

q. e. d.

Sugar is used too much. Sugar causes fermentative indi-

gestion. So, of course, it is in a way responsible for cancer.
Hot baths are not used by many aborigines. These people are

reported to have less cancer than so-called civilized people,
therefore we'd better not take hot baths lest we develop cancer.
As he suggests quite naively, (Continued on page 105)

Books for

Survey
Readers

Houghton
Mifflin

Company

The Preparation of
CALVIN COOLIDGE

By Robert A. Woods
An intimate and illuminating study, written

by a man eminent in social service; and

stressing the aspects of the President's

career that will be of special interest to

Survey readers. $1.50

THE ART OF
HELPING PEOPLE
OUT OF TROUBLE

Karl de Schweinitz,

This practical book, written from long ex-

perience, analyzes the causes of unhappiness
and shows just how they may be over-

come. $2.00

SOCIAL POLITICS
Fred E. Haynes

Shows the part played by social and eco-

nomic factors in our politics from the time

of Jefferson. $3-5O

WHOLESOME
CHILDHOOD

Ernest R. Groves and Gladys H. Groves
This book is written from the point of view
of the sociologist and the parent. The au-

thor's aim is to help other parents in meet-

ing the many problems that arise in dealing
with children. $ X -7S

UNEMPLOYMENT
RELIEF IN

GREAT BRITAIN
Felix Morley

An authoritative account of the British sys-

tem during the post-war period. $2.00

SOCIAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
BUSINESS CYCLES

Maurice B. Hexter

Births, deaths, marriages are compared with

fluctuations in employment, wholesale prices,
etc. $4.00



COMMUNICATIONS
Representative Government

To THE EDITOR: In your number of August I appears an
article by Orville A. Welsh entitled "American Rotten

Boroughs." This article points out the gross inequalities in

representation in the state legislatures of Rhode Island, Con-
necticut and several other states. It seems impossible that

any thoughtful student of government could justify a repre-
sentative system which gives to the city of Providence, with a

population of 250,000, the same representation one senator

as the little town of West Greenwich with a population of

367.
_

It is unfortunate, however, that Mr. Welsh did not study
the Massachusetts system of representation more carefully be-

fore referring to it in this article. He is correct in saying
that Massachusetts originally had equal representation for all

cities and towns. His statement "that Massachusetts a few

years ago put its legislature on a population basis" is incor-

rect. The old method was abolished by constitutional amend-
ment in 1857 ar)d representation, both in House and Senate,
was based not upon municipalities, not upon population, but

upon the number of "legal voters" in each community. A
special enumeration of legal voters is taken once in ten years
followed by a redistricting of the state. The senatorial dis-

tricts are established by state law the representative districts

by county officials. The Supreme Judicial Court has jurisdic-

tion to disallow local redistricting which is manifestly unfair.

(See Attorney General v. Apportionment Commissioners 224
Mass. 598 and other cases.)

It was formerly considered that the term "legal voters"

included all persons possessing the qualifications for the fran-

chise under the Constitution regardless of whether or not they
were duly registered on the voting list. The census enumer-
ators therefore made up a special list of such potential voters.

The franchise in Massachusetts is limited to citizens twenty-
one years of age and over, having a residence in the state one

year, and in the town or district six months. Ability to read

the Constitution in the English language and to write one's

name unless prevented by physical disability is also required
and persons under guardianship, paupers and others disqualified
because of corrupt practices in elections are excluded. The
information thus obtained by the census enumerators could not

be verified, and it was felt that aliens and other persons not

eligible to vote may have been by error included in the list

of legal voters. Such errors, whether intentional or not, may
have given some districts greater representation than they
were rightfully entitled to.

This question has now been settled by an opinion of the

justices of the Supreme Judicial Court rendered to the House
of Representatives in March 1924. The justices decided that

the term "legal voters" means duly registered voters whose
names are on the voting list and who may lawfully cast their

votes on election day.
Is not this Massachusetts system, thus interpreted, fair and

just? Each town and ward will hereafter be represented in

the Senate and House in accordance, not with population which

may include many aliens and transient residents, but with the

sworn list of registered voters. Those districts where the

citizens accept the responsibility and exercise the privilege of

citizenship will have more representation than those com-

munities where the citizens, although legally entitled to vote,

do not bother even to register as voters.

The theory of representation based on population does not

seem reasonable. Take the case of two communities with a

population of 100.000. One of them has a foreign population

of 50 per cent. Why should the citizens living in that com-

munity receive twice the representation in the state govern-

ment which is accorded to the voters who live in a community

consisting entirely of American citizens. It is submitted that

the Massachusetts method of representation, based on legal

voters, is absolutely fair and strictly in accordance with funda-
mental principles of American representative government. . . .

I hesitate to discuss an entirely different problem of govern-
ment in this same letter, namely, municipal home rule, but
Mr. Welsh does so, and that is my justification. We may
find complete home rule with very unfair legislative represen-
tation or we may find the reverse of this situation. They
are different problems. In Massachusetts the state government
does perform some functions with regard to the city of Boston
which in the case of other cities are delegated to the local

authorities but Mr. Welsh cite., examples which are not wholly
justified by the facts.

The Department of Public Utilities supervises the rates

and service of public utilities not merely in Boston but through-
out the entire state, a principle which has been admitted as

correct all over the country. The same public utilities which
serve the city of Boston with electricity, gas and transporta-

tion, serve many other surrounding cities and towns. It would
be unreasonable and wasteful to have separate municipal regu-
lation in every city and town. The Boston Elevated Railway
was taken over by the state in 1918 under a lease which pro-
vides for a guaranteed rental. This road serves many com-
munities and is managed by a board of five trustees appointee

by the governor. The Boston subways are owned by the citj

which receives a rental for their use. The Police Commis-
sioner of Boston and the Boston Licensing Board which dates

back to pre-Volstead days are appointed by the governor. This
method is opposed by many politicians in Boston, but seems

to command public support throughout the state. It shoulc

be remembered that Boston is not merely the state capitol bul

also the financial and business center of Massachusetts to ar

extent which gives the people of the state a greater interes

in public order in Boston than in other cities and towns.

All cities and towns, except Boston, are subject to a genera
municipal finance act governing municipal indebtedness anc

accounting. The Finance Commission of Boston, created b]

state law, is unique, but it has no executive authority, it!

powers being merely those of investigating and recommenda-
tion. It has far less supervision over the finances of Bostor

than, in the case of all other cities and towns, is exercised bj

the State Division of Accounts. Notes of other municipal!
ties are not valid unless certified by the state, and local ac

counts are subject to a regular state audit. Boston alone hai

a special tax limit which cannot be exceeded, but within tha

limit the tax rate is fixed by the local authorities. The ta>

limit law formerly applied to all cities. This system wa;

changed in 1913, and it is significant that the representative

from Boston were instrumental in having their city exempte<
from the general act of 1913 and still kept under the old fa)

limit statute. It is probably true that the Massachusetts legis

lature is burdened with too much special legislation for citie:

and towns but this does not apply alone in the case of Boston

Mr. Welsh's suggestion that a partial reform has been accom

plished through the "initiative and referendum" must be ques

tioned. The "initiative and referendum" does not apply t<

measures affecting only a particular city or district, and ha;

not been invoked in any way with regard to the city of Bostor

or its relations to the government of the state.

The two questions discussed by Mr. Welsh are a long wa;

from settlement. Scientific study and investigation, practica

experiment, discussion and debate may eventually bring abou

correct solutions. In the meantime, however, it is only fai

to show that Massachusetts has, on the whole, a system tha

is more democratic and which works in a more satisfactor

manner than is the case in most of her sister states.

BENJAMIN LORING YOUNG
Speaker, House of Representatives,

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

IO4
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(Continued from page 103)

after 394 pages of such nonsense, "If the cancer theory put for-

ward is right, it should solve all the mysteries of that disease."

Science will be busy with that "If" for some time.

Is it not true that the author was once sick and considered

himself in a precancerous stage, and did he not adjust his life

to a hygienic diet and manner of life and become quite well?

What more proof do you want that he prevented cancer in

himself and his theory is right? HAVEN EMERSON, M. D.

THE RUN OF THE SHELVES
Books are listed here as received. Many of
those mentioned by name only in the classi-

fied sections below will be reviewed later.

Education, Ethics and Sociology
MENTAL TRAINING FOR THE PRESCHOOL-AGE CHILD, by
Lillien J. Martin and Clare de Gruchy. Harr Wagner Publishing Co.,
San Francisco. 108 pp.

SOME exceedingly important discussions of processes and

"rules" in the education of children and parents. More than

most writers in these fields, the authors understand that there

can be little progress in an education that goes on wholly on

the inside of the mind of the child, while neglecting consider-

ation of the environmental world within which this educated

child is to live. J. K. H.

PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY, by Burt B. Farnsworth. C. W. Clark
Co., New York. 308 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

A DISCUSSION, mostly in the form of stenographer's notes

of lectures, in the field of practical psychology "for men and
women in the industries and professions and for the general
reader." The author is an executive secretary in the Y. M.
C. A. His purpose has been to present some generally accepted

principles of psychology and to show how these may be applied
to one's own development and to the better understanding of

others. The psychology is fairly elementary. The treatment
of Freudianism, e. g., is superficial and motivated by emotion.

While the book has some good materials in it, it can scarcely
be recommended because of its unsatisfactory handling of

problems with which the author is but slightly or prejudicially

acquainted. J. K. H.

SOCIAL SCIENCES FOR TEACHERS, by Charles B. Marti and
John A. Kinneman. Houghton MiMin Co. 340 pp. Price $1.90 post-
paid of The Survey.

A BOOK for teachers of the social sciences, not a class-book
for pupils; but since, at present, teachers of the social sciences

need educating more than the pupils do, this should prove to

be a very useful book. J. K. H.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF EDUCATIONAL
MEASUREMENTS, by Walter S. Monroe. Houghton MifRin Co.
364 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

AN ADVANCED text book on tests and measurements, deal-

ing with the fundamental theories that underlie the construc-
tion, use and interpretation of educational tests. The author
has done considerable work in this field and believes all that
has been said in praise of the tests and very little that has
appears for the first time in English in this edition. J. K. H.

INTELLIGENCE TESTING, by Rudolph Pintner. Henry Holt and
Company. 406 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

AN ELEMENTARY text giving a simple account of intelli-

gence testing and the results which have so far been achieved
by the testing movement, designed for use as a college text.
The author accepts the term "general intelligence" as having
concrete meaning and as being capable of measurement.

J. K. H.

NATIONAL EDUCATION, by DuPont de Nemours. University of
Delaware Press, Newark. Del. 161 pp.

THIS IS a translation, by B. G. DuPont, fromi the second
French edition (1812) of a work (Continued on page 107)

The most serious problem

confronting the nations to-

day is that presented in J. H.

OJdham's "Christianity and the Race Prob

lent" which has attracted extraordinary

attention in England. "A work of conspic-

uous fairness and ability," says Dean Inge

in the London Morning Post. "Singularly

unprejudiced,
' '

is the verdict of the London

Times.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT IN A
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY

Sterling Denhard Spero
A study of employee organization in the U. S. Postal Service.

In effect, an unprejudiced history of the Post Office of wide

public interest and real public importance. $2.00

THE AWAKENING OF ITALY;

THE FASCISTA REGENERATION
Luigi

A singularly lucid and full account. Although the author is an
admirer of Mussolini's achievement, he is not blind to^the
difficulties in the path or the special problems Fascism must

solve. $4.00

HOW TO READ HISTORY
W. Watkins Davies

A new book in the "Doran's Modern Readers' Bookshelf" series.

Concise accounts of the principal works on all periods with

cautions for readers. A section on American history has been

contributed by Professor Edwin H. Pahlow. $1.25

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT IN

INDUSTRY James Myers
An inside story of the actual workings of "industrial democ-

racy" in many plants by a man who has watched the experi-

ment grow from the beginning and has himself been connected

with one of the most progressive and successful partnership

plans in America. $2.00

THE CONTROL OF WAGES
Walton Hamilton and Stacy May

'Though this is essentially a book of economic theory, its whole

purpose is directly and eminently practical. Offering no pana-

cea, it is yet full of suggestions, not only of what to do, but

of how to do it." The Nation. $1.50

ASPECTS OF THE STUDY OF SOCIETY
R. T. Evans

An adequate handbook of applied sociology. Free from all the

cant phrases and the fascinating but useless formulas with

which the subject has been so generally treated. With a bibli-

ography and index. $1.25

In Grant Overton's "Cargoes for Crusoes"

you will find chapters on the new books of

every kind. Readers of The Survey will

probably be especially interested in the

books discussed in Chapters 20 and 22.

Separate Chapters are devoted to fifteenixfiu/jiera ure uti/i/ct-u LU iiii\

authors. Ask your bookseller to

show you a copy. Fifty cents.



THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American public in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfleld,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $3.00 Includes "The
Country Life Bulletin."

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION LJta Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions in home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. ; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
national peace of justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerln Call, secretary and editor.
612-6H Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 370 Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-
minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave..New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization
of state and local social -hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 including monthly Journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. a Carstens,
director. 130 E. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-
dren's agencies and institutions to secure improved standards
and methods in their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results In
phases of child welfare in which they are interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through rightuse of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 305 W. 8th Street, New York.
Miss Rose Brenner, pres.; Mrs. Harry Sternberger, ex. sec'y. Pro-
motes civic cooperation, education, religion and social welfare In
the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Mrs. S. J. Rosen-

sohn, chairman. For the protection and education of Immigrantwomen and girls.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 166 Fifth AvenueNew York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent 'Protestant national
women's mission boards. Florence E. Qulnlan, exec, sec'y Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for
College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST INAMERICA Constituted by 30 Protestant denominations. Rev.
Charles S. Macfarland, Rev. S. M. Cavert, gen'l sec'ys, 105 E.
22nd Street, New York.
Commission on the Church and Social Service Rev. Worth M.
Tippy, exec, sec'y; Department of Research and Education
Rev. F. lirnest Johnson, exec, sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 15 East 40th Street,New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, in the business world,and in the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches In
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,home -economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,
Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; Treasurer. B. H.
Fancher; General Sec'y, John R. Mott. The Committee maintains
a. staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service In the
Interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home and
abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Homeyn Taylor, executive director, 50
East 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar
ervices; to conduct related studies, education and publication;
and to interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for
the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CIVIC SECRETARI ES Walter
T. Arndt, president, New York: Robert E. Tracy, secretary, 313
South Broad Street, Philadelphia. Purpose To provide contact
and Interchange of irTpfl^ nd information amont? professional
secretaries of civic organizations. Meets Cambridge, Mass No-
vember 10-12. K24.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Crafty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New *ork City.
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.' on behalf of the Industrial, business, student, foreign born.
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretariei
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy.
sec'y: 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial, agricultural
investigations. Works for improved laws and administration;
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependency,
delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2, $5, $10. $25 and $100;
includes monthly bulletin, "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. Chas. F.
Powlison. gen. sec'y; 70 Fifth Ave., New York. Originates and
publishes exhibit material which visualizes the principles and con-
ditions affecting the health, well being and education of children.
Cooperates with educators, public health agencies, and all child
welfare groups In community, city or state-wide service through
exhibits, child welfare campaigns, etc.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE Dr.
William H. Welch, pres.; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. dir.;
Dr. Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beers,
sec'y; 370 Seventh Avenue, N'ew York City. Pamphlets on mental
hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mindedness, epil-
epsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, backward
children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene." quarterlv
$3.00 a year: "Mental Hygiene Bulletin.

"
monthly. $ .25 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton,
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June 10th
to 17th, 1925 Proceedings are sent free of charge to all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-
NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hatha-
way, secretary; 130 East 22nd St., New York. Objects: To furnish
information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service for
local organizations and legislation, publish literature of movement
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Com-

mittee.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Robert A.
Woods, sec'y; 20 Union Park. Boston. Develops broad forms of
comparative study and concerted action In city, state and nation,
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlement
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization of
neighborhood life.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens. R.N., direc-
tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine. "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for
physical education. Established at the request of a committee
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 35 national
organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOC I ATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. Dr. I/ivingston Farrand, president; Dr. Linsly R. Wil-
liams, managing director. Pamphlets on methods and program*
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publications sold and distri-
buted through state associations in every state. Journal of the
Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.00 a year; American
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal. $8.00 a year; and
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'y;
127 E. 23rd St., New York. Establishes committees of white and
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
nodal workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life."

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 311
South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government In
the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of
protective legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
on playground and community center activities and administration.

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
resentation for all. (?. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-
phia. Membership, $2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION (For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dir.; 130 E. 22nd St., New York. De-
partments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studies,
Library, Recreation. Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer
to the public in practical and inexpensive form some of the most

*
important results of its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

(In onsiL'erino these advertisements please mention THE SURVFY. J' helps us. it identifies you.}
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment in race adjustment in the Black Belt of the

South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem and

of the Tuskegee idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prln.; War-
ren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y. Tuskegee, Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mil

ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers
Education.

The DEBATE of the CENTURY!
IS CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

a wise public policy?
Clarence S. DARROW says NO!

Famous Chicago Attorney in the Leopold-Loeb Case
VERSUS

Judge Alfred J. TALLEY says YES!
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 26, 3 P. M.

MANHATTAN OPERA HOUSE 34th St., W.
of 8th Ave.

Tickets $1.65, $2.20, $2.75, $3.30, Inc. War Tax
Box Seats $4.40.

On sale at the offices or by mail from
LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSIONTHE

N. B. OUT-OP-TOWNERS desiring primal
Delate send name and address.

Longacre 10434-10435

Stenographic Report of this

DO YOU LOVE BOOKS?
We will gladly fill your order, postpaid, for any book published;

or, if you wish information only, we will help you get it.

Write for the new Survey Book List.

Survey Book Department
112 East 19 Street New York, N. Y.

abo
443
wit:

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULA-
TION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, of the Survey published semi-monthly at New York,
N. Y.. for October 1, 1924.

State of New York, I ss
County of New York, I

Before me, a Commissioner of Deeds, in and for the State and county
aforesaid, personally appeared Arthur Kellogg, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the business manager of The
SURVEY, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a

true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the

circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for theMate shown in the
" uive caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section

1, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to

11 :

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor.
and business managers are: Publisher, Survey Associates, Inc., 112 East 19
Street. New York City: Editor, Paul U. Kcllo?g, 112 East 19 Street, New
York City; Managing Editor, Geddes Smith, 112 East 19 Street, New York
City; Business Managers, Arthur Kellogg, John D. Kenderdine, 112 East
19 Street. New York City.

2. That the owner is: (If the publication is owned by an individual
his name and address, or if owned by more than one individual the name
and address of each, should be given below; if the publication is owned
by a corporation the name of the corporation and the names and addresses
of the stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of the total

amount of stock should be given.) Survey Associates, Inc., 112 F.ast 19
Street. New York City, a non-commercial corporation under the laws of
the State of New York with over 1,600 members. It has no stocks or
bonds. President. Robert W. deKorest. 30 Rroad Street, New York, N. Y.:
Vice Presidents. Julian W. Mack. P. O. Ilox 102, City Hall Station. New
York, N. Y. : V. 1<"verit Macy, "Chijmark," Srarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.;
Secretary. Ann R. Brenner. 112 East 19 Street. New York. N. Y.;
Treasurer, Arthur Kellofg, 112 East 19 Street, New York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above. Riving the names of the own-
ers, stockholders, and security holders, if any. contain not only the list

of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the hooks of
the company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is

acting, is eiven: also that the said two paragraphs contain statements em-
bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief, as to the circumstances and
conditions nmler which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner: and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has
anv interest di-ect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated hy him.

[Signed! ARTHUR KELLOr.fl.
Business Manager.

(Continued from page 105)

that first appeared in 1800. The title of the original book was
National Education in the United States of America. The
book was written at the request of Thomas Jefferson, and

was intended as a plan for a national system of education for

this country. It seems probable, says the translator, that it

contains the theories of both the author and Jefferson modified

and harmonized to form one detailed plan. Students of the

evolution of American culture and institutions will find it full

of interest. The book appears for the first time in English
in this edition. J. K. H.

Community and Civic Affairs

THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION AS IT PROTECTS PRIVATE
RIGHTS, by Frederic Jesup Stimson. Charles Scribners's Sons.
239 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

THERE ARE always two opposing schools of thought con-

cerning governmental (and in this country especially federal)
action: the one looking to the history and philosophy of our

governmental system, the other looking to the accomplishment
of an immediate end. More generally social workers find them-
selves in the latter class. Here is a breezily (not to say loosely)
written exposition of the former point of view, stressing the

inhibitory provisions of the Constitution, and generally leaning
toward the "less-government-the-better" position. G. S.

POLITICAL PARTIES AND ELECTORAL PROBLEMS, by Robert
C. Brooks. Harper and Bros. 638 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The
Survey.

THIS BOOK is intended "to interpret American political

parties with a view primarily to the needs of the voters and
those who are soon to become voters." Its bulk, unfortunately,
will perhaps discourage those prospective voters who attack it

single-handed, but it should be useful in college class-rooms,
women's clubs, and other places where a certain mutual support
is available to seekers after knowledge. The last chapter, on
Active Participation in Politics, might well be reprinted as a

separate unit in more convenient form. G. S.

Industry and Economics
THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN RUSSIA, by Elsie Terry
Blanc. Macmillan Co. 324 pp. i'rice $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

IT IS AMAZING that among all the men and women who
have written about Russia during the past six years, there have
been only one or two to write about the powerful cooperative
movement of that country. And yet a study of this movement
under the three governments might throw a great deal of light
upon so many of the problems that are vexing us economic,
social, political. Mrs. Blanc does not pretend to answer for us
all the bothersome questions that confront us. But she does
give a very comprehensive picture of cooperation from its

earliest beginnings through the Revolution and until early m
1923. The facts are there for the theorist to use as best he can.
Mrs. Blanc does not claim to be a deep student of the prin-
ciples underlying the cooperative movements in other countries.
On the other hand she is not a propagandist and for this we
may be thankful. And she is a keen student and investigator

ijf
the subject in hand, for which even greater thanks are due.

Cooperation is, for the Russians, more than a system of food
distribution. The cooperatives have established thousands of

elementary schools, hundreds of high schools, even complete
universities. One provincial union alone established 170
libraries, 300 reading circles, and purchased 42,000 books
within six months. Mrs. Blanc's one book tells us more about
the economic development of the Russian peasants and work-
ers than doyen of the popular oropagandist publications of re-
cent years. CEDRIC LONG

Other Books Received

nusineFs .\i anaye
Sworn to ami subscribed before me this 18th dav of September. 1924.

[Seal! MARTHA HOHMANN.
Commissioner of Deeds. City of New York.
New York County Clerk's No. 148: New
York County Register's No. 26032.
My Commission Expires May 20, 1926.

THE JOURNAL OF ARTHUR STIRLING, by Upton 'Sinclair. New
Edition. Upton Sinclair, Pasadena, Calif. 207 pp. Price $1 50 Post-
paid of The Sitrvty-

MANASSAS, hy Upton Sinclair. Ne-j.' Enitinn. Upton Sinclair Pasadena
Calif. 412 /-/.. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.



SOCIAL JVORK SHOPTstLK
P HE National Information Bureau cele-
* brated its annual meeting October 10

by presenting a fourteen months' study of

the Salvation Army, made under the di-

rection of the Bureau by Porter R. Lee and
Walter W. Pettit, with the closest cooper-
ation of the Army itself. The Salvation

Army is a religious body which has an im-

portant social work program', a program,
however, which is fundamentally spiritual
in its aims. It has developed a self-con-

tained brotherhood with an enormous

spiritual driving power, and a morale
which could well furnish material for

study to other social and religious organ-
izations. The authors of the study, while

they found that the relief work of the

Army probably is "no less efficient than
the majority of other American churches

attempting general relief," urge the gen-
eral adoption of certain standards and
methods used in a few of its larger cen-

ters, and make other administrative sug-
gestions. The report will be discussed in

an article in a forthcoming issue of The
Survey.

THE COMPANY of Americans who have
been at Geneva attending the sessions of

the League of Nations were shocked at

the death there in mid-September, due to

a heart lesion, of Charles Zueblin whose
keen and stimulating leadership in the

fields of civics, economics and sociology
has been a force since the early nineties.

Born in Indiana, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania with degrees from

Northwestern, Yale and Leipzig, Professor
Zueblin became an instructor in sociology
at the University of Chicago in 1892, ris-

ing in ten years to full professorship and

continuing as such through 1908. Boston
later became his headquarters and there

for three years he edited The Twentieth

Century Magazine. His books, "American

Municipal Progress," 1902, revised in

1915, "A Decade of Civic Development,"
1905, "The Religion of a Democrat," 1908,
and "Democracy and the Overman," 1911,
show the range and dynamic impulse of

the man as an American facing the new
century. But it was on the lecture plat-

form, and especially in the developing
years of the University extension move-
ment in the Middle West, that he touched
the imagination and challenged the social

conceptions of a generation of young
people. He was the first secretary of the

Chicago Society for University Extension
in 1892, and secretary that year of the

class study division of the University Ex-
tension Department of the University of

Chicago. In the years succeeding, in a
hundred towns and cities of the Great
Lakes region, Professor Zueblin's lectures

were a leaven the value of which could

scarcely be over-estimated. He made his

audiences see social institutions, their com-
munities, their economic life with fresh

eyes. He combined a searching courage
with an appreciation of the spiritual val-
ues of life and art and a robust faith in

the processes of democracy. Nor was he

merely a speaker. He will long be remem-
bered in Chicago as the founder of the
Northwestern University Settlement, he
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was the president of the American
League for Civic Improvement in 1901-2
and member of the Chicago Special Park
Commission in 1901-5. H. G. Wells was
a visitor at the Zueblin home in Geneva
the evening before he died. With Mr.
Zueblin were Mrs. Zueblin and his daughter,
who has been acting as secretary of the
Filene peace prize contest and who has
some of her father's rare qualities.

THE cautious movement for betterment of
the cooperative relations of social agencies
in New York city has reached another
milestone and a big one with the ac-

ceptance by W. Frank Persons of the sec-

retaryship of the committee organized last

spring after the Better Times contest for
a plan of coordination. The committee,
which describes its purpose in its name
"for the further coordination of charitable
and social work in the city of New York"

is headed by Robert W. de Forest. It

was originally composed of the judges of
the contest, but has been enlarged by the

election of Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr., Ray-
mond B. Fosdirk, J. Byron Deacon, Allen
T. Burns, Shelby M. Harrison, Barry C.

Smith, LeRoy E. Bowman and Harry F.

Guggenheim.

THESE pages have chronicled Sherman
Conrad's successive migrations from Pitts-

burgh to Cincinnati to Wilkes-Barre. He
now goes to New Orleans to become exec-
utive of the newly formed community
chest. Other fall changes in federation

personnel include the appointment of
Titus C. Rohrbaugh, a Cleveland graduate,
to head the staff at Roanoke, Va., the

appointment of Robert B. Reed, fresh from
the summer training course at Columbus,
to be secretary of the council of social

agencies of Augusta, Ga., and the mov-
ing of Edwin C. Eklund from the Canton
Welfare Federation to the new community
chest in Springfield, O.

THE APPOINTMENT of George Clarke
to be general secretary of the Family
Welfare Association of Montreal brings
him into direct partnership with J. How-
ard T. Falk, secretary of the council of

social agencies an interesting sequel to

the fact that Mr.' Clarke has served for

several years as general secretary of the

Social Welfare Commission in Winnipeg
which Mr. Falk was instrumental in or-

ganizing.

A SOCIAL WORKER I KNOW.
BY JESS PERLMAN

He serves . . . and struts; he cannot give
Himself and leave himself unsung . . .

He'd gladly die that they might live

Who less from life's rare stores had

wrung;
But of his dying hour, half

He'd use to write his epitaph.

There is no questioning his great

Unflagging service to his neighbors;
But like a child whose drawings wait
For names, he labels all his labors . . .

He serves and struts, as peacocks must,

Trailing his glory in the dust.
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How to Prevent Diseases of the

Heart, Bloodvessels and Kidneys
TRACES

of albumin, high blood

pressure, and sometimes low

blood pressure, and slight thickening of

arteries, are signals that suggest the

importance of taking preventive measures

against the degenerative class of dis-

eases which are now so heavily on the

increase and which are responsible for

the increasing mortality in the United

States at middle life and later.

Thickening of the arteries is very

common in middle life and old age, but,

strictly speaking, is not normal at any

age. The examinations of the Institute

show that in a remarkably large per-

centage of cases, thickening of the arte-

ries is present in very young people. As

this process is a very slow one, it some-

times does not cause trouble until mid-

dle life is reached, but there is always a

danger that such conditions will progress

and impair the efficiency of the indivi-

dual and lessen his resistance to disease

The presence of a very slight thicken-

ing of the arteries is not any occasion for

alarm, but simply a warning that there

ii greater need of observing the rules of

personal hygiene. There is a mistaken

impression that high blood pressure al-

ways accompanies thickening of arteries.

That is not so. Decided thickening is

often found with normal blood pressure,

yet high blood pressure is often a cause

of thickening.

The blood pressure varies between

rather wide limits among healthy peo-

ple, depending on their nervous condition.

A blood pressure that is persistently 15

mm. above the normal average for the

age, or shows a tendency to greatly in-

crease under slight provocation, should

be kept under observation, and the in-

dividual's mode of life so ordered with

regard to diet, exercise, sleep, work, etc.,

that his circulation may be safeguarded

and a normal poise attained and main-

tained.

In answer to the question, "How shall

1 live in order to avoid these organic

maladies?" we may say: Temperance
all along the line in eating drinking,

working, playing and even in resting. It

is possible to "rust out" on the one hand,

or to "wear out" on the other.

But what is temperance for one man

may be excess for another. Hence the

most important step, in protecting against

degenerative maladies, is to have a the-

rough physical examination at regular

intervals at least once a year so that

life may be regulated according to one's

physical equipment.

Many of the chronic degenerative dis-

eases of adult life are due to persistent

insidious infection by various forms of

bacteria. These bacteria find lodgment
in diseased gums and tooth sockets, nasal

cavities, tonsils and other localities fa-

vorable for the development of germ life.

From these localities they move out in-

to the circulation and into the tissues,

like submarines from a base of supply,

attack various organs, and often cause

troubles in the heart, kidneys, blood

vessels, stomach, gall bladder, appendix

and joints. Sluggish, dammed-up bowels

are also often a source of chronic infec-

tion and poisoning that gives rise to

circulatory and kidney affections.

The remedies are, after all, simple;

namely, periodic examination, to deter-

mine the physical condition, and any

possible source of infection; removal of

infection; and then regulation of living

habits, so that the individual may, so

far as possible, be adjusted to his life

work, or his life work adjusted to his

physical capacities.

A yearly visit to the Life Extension

Institute for a thorough physical exam-

ination may save you much suffering and

financial loss. If it is worth while to

spend so much trying to cure disease, is

it not worth while to spend a trifle to

prevent it?

Over 300,000 men and women have

already taken the Health Services of the

Institute more than 250 concerns have

extended the service to their executives

and employees. Forty life insurance com-

panies offer a service of the Institute to

over two million policyholders.

The Health Services of the Institute

include a thorough examination of the

whole body; extensive detailed reports;

suggestions as to needed medical treat-

ment ; instructions in all phases of correct

personal hygiene, including diet, exer-

cise, work, rest, play and the proper
care of the mind and trie body.

The Institute renders no treatment,

performs no operations, but makes a

scientific survey of your life and body
and submits a report which, if some
form of medical attention is needed, as-

sists your physician in making the final

diagnosis and applying the necessary
treatment for the correction of your
physical defects. Get yourself examined

every year either by your family physi-
cian or by the Institute.

The Institute has more than 8,000
Medical Examiners throughout the

United States and Canada and in a num-
ber of the principal cities of Europe and
the Far East. There are separate de-

partments for women and children at

the Head Office with both men and
women examining physicians in attend-

ance.

All the reports and records with ref-

erence to these examinations are matters
of the strictest confidence between the

Institute and the individual examined
and are not in any way accessible to any
other individual, to any insurance com-

pany or other organization.

Write, telephone or visit the Institute

for further information about its differ-

ent services and for free booklets on the

prevention of disease and the prolonga-
tion of human life.

"HOW TO LIVE LONG"
LIFE EXTENSION INSTITUTE: Send me free
of charge the booklet "Ho<w to Live Long"
describing the Institute's services together
luith other reprints on health and hygiene.

Name . .

Address

THE LIFE EXTENSION INSTITUTE, Inc.

25 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK CITY, Telephone: VANDERBILT 1494
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Social Studies
CONDUCTED BY JOSEPH K. HART

On the Way to Health

SOMETIMES

we get the feeling that the world

is not on the down-grade, after all, but on the

up; on the way not to destruction, but to

health. This is one of those times. Here

wise physicians tell us that, just as tuberculosis

has, in the last quarter century, been brought under

almost complete social control, so may heart disease

be brought under intelligent control in the not distant

future; at least, in the cases of all individuals who
have the mind and the courage to face the issues in

the problem. Science may not be the ultimate hope

of civilization, but it is certainly one of the inter-

mediate hopes, the instrument by means of which what-

ever hopes we may have will be largely realized.

Proofs of this are written on many pages of this

issue of The Survey.

But what is the value of individual health, or

physical health, in a world in which social and na-

tional health is at a discount? Why worry about

heart disease, when the souls of men are sick and weary
of the world? Happily, we are able to place around

this picture of radiant hope for larger individual and

physical health a framework of actual accomplishment

in the fields of social, national and international re-

covery and progress. Here are hints, at least, of the

larger wisdom that is coming into education and in-

dustry. And here are recorded what may well turn

out to be epoch-making accomplishments in the field

of international health. "Movement is life," says a

recent wise book
;

"the attempt to oppose this, to

change movement into a fixed state, causes the fixation

which is characteristic of death. It is then easy to

understand why the attempt to imprison human life in

what are known as States (the name is literally and

metaphorically exact) produces not life but death:

this is the initial error of thought which disintegrated

the Empires of the past." The conquest of disease

is one of the great "victories of peace"; no less so is

that ultimate conquest of war which may be definitely

forecast in the protocol of the League of Nations,

signed lately in Geneva, by forty-seven of the nations

of the earth. For once, at any rate, ignoring the

things that are behind, we have reason to look for-

ward to the achievement of what may turn out to

be the world's Day of Health.
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The gist of It

HEART
disease most destructive of the more im-

portant causes of death, and least understood by

most of us is the subject of a group of articles in this

number by physicians and laymen. They are united in

the conviction that heart disease is preventable and

curable; that its prevention and cure make up one of

the biggest jobs now before health workers; that the

public can learn to reduce mortality from this cause

as it has learned to deal with the white plague and is

gradually learning to deal with cancer.

HOW heart diseases are caused; to what extent

they might be called communicable; and what,

in broad terms, we can do about them Dr. Emerson

tells in the leading article (p. 113). We might introduce

Dr. Emerson every month with a different handle; this

time it is enough to say that The Survey's health editor

is president of the New York Heart Association and

though he doesn't mention the fact one of the little

group of devoted students of these diseases who
/aunched the new crusade against them in 1915.

HEART
disease may rob workers of decades of

wage-earning power. That creates all sorts

of vocational problems which those who work with

cardiacs are facing. How Hannah Mitchell, news-

paper and magazine writer of a wide range of inter-

ests, tells on p. 123.

LEWIS
HINE'S work portraits are hung on the

memory of many Survey readers perhaps on their

walls too. In the middle ground where the job and

the handicap of a disordered heart meet, Mr. Hine has

done some profitable exploring. Some of the fruits of

it appear on pages 119, 126, 136. In finding his subjects

he had the help of the Cardiac Clinic, Bellevue Hos-

pital, the Children's Cardiac Clinic of St. Luke's

pital, the Cardiac Training School, the Bureau for the

Handicapped, and the Institute for Crippled and Dis-

abled Men, all of New York.

TJOUSEWORK is hard labor, and the cardiac

-L JL housewife with small children and none too much

money to feed and clothe them is harder to help than

a truckman or coal miner. She just can't get away from

the job. Elizabeth Porter Wyckoff tells what happens

in such a case (p. 129). Mrs. Wyckoff is chairman

of the committee on education of the New York Heart

Association, and uses in that work her long experience

in magazine editing and writing.

YOU'VE
got to catch them young, if you want to

prevent the most readily preventable of the heart

diseases. It's the "growing pains" and other infections

of childhood that sap the strength of the grown-up in

more cases than most of us dream of. Samuel Mc-

Coy, lately of the New York World, shares with

Survey readers the striking lessons he learned when

he looked for us into heart disease among children and

what is being done for it (p. 131).

/^>HILDREN, housewives, wage-earners, old folks

V_> what can your town do about the one in fifty

who has a damaged heart? Dr. Robey sketches, point

by point, a working program for the community that

wants to tackle this newly-recognized job and do it

well (p. 138). He is assistant professor of medicine

at Harvard, visiting physician to the Boston City Hos-

pital, vice-president of the Boston Association for the

Prevention and Relief of Heart Disease, and author

of a book on Causes of Heart Failure.

PREVENTION
is an old story in public health. It's

a growing factor in social work. It's the next

thing ahead in international relations. The prevention
of war is the biggest problem of the nations today.

The League of Nations has taken a long step. Mrs.

Parker, at Geneva as The Survey's representative, saw
the step taken and shared in the excitement of the

event. She tells her story of it on p. 141, with the same
deftness of touch which marked her story of Carlton

Parker An American Idyl.

THRILLING
as it may have been, the action of

the League was also hard-headed. Months of

strenuous thought and negotiation lay behind it. Pro-
fessor Shotwell, historian, teacher, unofficial diplomat,
shared heavily in those tasks. He interprets the proto-
col on p. 145. Readers who wish to refresh their

memory as to the earlier stages of the "American plan"

may turn back to Survey Graphic for August 1924 to

Professor Shotwell's article on p. 483.

IS
it a service to the child to find him a niche in

industry given industry as it is today or not?

Ethel Kawin asks the question on p. 148, because she

plugged away for years at the task, with growing
doubts, as assistant director of the Chicago Vocational

Bureau.
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Heart Disease
Communicable? Curable? Preventable?

By HAVEN EMERSON, M.D.

QO
impersonal problem, this, of sanitary en-

gineering, health administration, remote in-

dustrial readjustments. It is the thumping
of your own heart against your own ribs

which is knocking its way into notice. Once
the three questions at the head of this page

are answered, you, reader, will need no urge from without

to tackle the job that heart disease presents.

Sickness inability to work poverty; poverty depriva-

tion sickness: This is the vicious circle which threatens

to close in on every self-supporting household in the land.

It matters little at which point one starts the dreary round.

Has sickness stopped the family income? Is the income too

scanty to afford a safe margin for food, rest and recreation ?

Has the lack of these essentials worn down resistance and

opened the door to sickness?

Those who would conquer misery, save families from dis-

integration, and save society from the burden which follows

disaster to the family, must

search out every weak link in

ring of trouble.

A generation ago it was tu-

berculosis which led all causes of

th, sickness, poverty ; which

imed the breadwinner in the

-
ben

yeai

I

Tuberculosis has been pushed from its

place as arch-executioner. In its place,
in most parts of the country, is heart dis-

ease, now the chief cause of death in these

years when his support was most United States. Fortunately heart disease

:essary ; which took the mother is often curable. It is preventable. But
the effort to cope with it must run the

gamut of the seven ages from childhood

the family and left young
ildren to the mercy of circum-

stances and relatives
; which bent when if ^ /Q ^ prevented, through the

the bones of these children or -jji i * i j j
. , . ,.,,, , . , . middle years when it may be arrested and

started in childhood an infection ,
J

, , , / , , ,.

that flared up later under the
cured to old age when its disabilities may

strain of the teens and the twen- be alleviated. We are on the threshold of
an onslaught upon it which promises re-

wards as rich and startling as those of
which the tuberculosis campaigners
dreamed daringly twenty years ago.

113

ties to kill by "galloping con-

sumption" or "lung; fever."

Few were the prophets then

to speak out boldly their belief

that tuberculosis was truly curable, and that, by cutting

its lines of communication, it could be prevented and its

tragedies avoided. But out of the faith of those few, strug-

gling to meet the needs of the handicapped and the unem-

ployed, grew that first Committee on Prevention of Tuber-

culosis of the Charity Organization Society of New York.

The movement spread throughout the country. Societies,

cities, states, the nation itself, united to break the circle

of misery at this point which proved vulnerable. Tubercu-

losis has fallen from first to sixth in the list of causes of

death; conservative physicians promise that within fifty

years it will cease to be a serious factor in mortality.

A great part of the bondage of sickness has been eased.

Since our Civil War almost twenty years have been added

to the measure of life we may reasonably promise to our

children. An incalculable tax on the wealth and happiness

of all of us has been abolished. But still hundreds of thou-

sands of men, women and children are shackled by unne-

necessary illness, disability, pov-

erty. Each year in the United

States more than 'half a mil-

lion people die of preventable

or postponable diseases. We seek

a new freedom, the so-called

modern public health, which has

no narrow aim of particular ad-

vantage to one organ or function

of the body. We measure our

success by the release of free and

joyous lives and we grapple with

this chain of misery where it

binds hardest. Where next can

it be broken through?
Heart disease is now the great-

est single cause of death in these

United States. It reduces the

life span of its victims by one-

half.
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Heart disease in a recognizable form interferes with the

work, play or comfort of at least 2,000,000 people in this

country today.

At least fifteen of every thousand school children have

already acquired some definite disorder of the heart. At
least thirty of every thousand men and women of working

age must reckon with heart disease as a disability in work
or a handicap in their pleasures.

Ten per cent of the total bed capacity of our general hos-

pitals is used year in and year

out for the care of patients with

heart disease.

Twenty-five per cent of all

visits to our city dispensaries are

made by heart patients.

Of all serious and ultimately

fatal diseases those of the heart

are of the longest duration, and

with the possible exception of

certain diseases of the mind, they

cause the most persistent chronic

handicap to self-support.

During the past fifty years

deaths in New York from heart

disease have increased 42 per

cent in number while deaths

from tuberculosis have fallen 44

per cent. In persons under

twenty-five there are more deaths from heart disease than

from typhoid fever. Between twenty-five and thirty-four,

heart disease kills more men and women than does pneu-

monia. Nine-tenths of the deaths from heart disease are

in persons over forty years of age, and for these later

decades no other cause of death compares with it in fre-

quency.

To gage these sinister enemies of the public health you

have only to trace the line which shows the downward

course of tuberculosis in New York for the past half cen-

tury and in the Registration Area for the past twenty years,

and contrast it with the trend of heart disease and cancer,

rising as the proportion of the population increases who reach

those later stretches of life in which these diseases play their

major roles.

The ledger in which the Registration Area records its

bookkeeping with death is plainly set forth for anyone with

a head for simple arithmetic.

DEATHS IN THE UNITED STATES REGISTRATION AREA
DURING 1922

At 40 Years of

At All Ages Age and Over

All death?
Heart diseases

Kidney diseases

Cancer
Cerebral hemorrhage

and apoplexy
Pulmonary tuberculosis

Lobar pneumonia

Comparing the deaths at forty years and over with the

deaths at all ages (Registration Area, 1922), we find that.

90.1 per cent of all deaths from heart diseases occurred in

that age group. The corresponding figures for the other

causes of death are as follows:

All causes 60.0

Kidney diseases

Cancer

To prevent smallpox, vaccinate. To

prevent typhoid, purify the milk and
water supply. To prevent heart disease

that is not so simple. One must guard
against infections of childhood and

youth that may not bare their consequen-
ces for many years. One must live sound-

ly. And one should be examined periodi-

cally for signs of disorder imperceptible
to the layman. As for cure', that rests

chiefly on competent diagnosis plus
character. Not what the health officer
does for us, but what we do for ourselves,
will check this mounting peril.
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childhood from the virus of rheumatism, or the hearts of

grown-ups from the errors of their own manner of life ?

To begin with, the common infections of the heart and

late results of rheumatic fever upon the heart were known
to physicians in Greece and Rome many centuries before the

observant William Harvey first proved, in 1628, the true

functions and uses of the heart as the indispensable pump
of the circulation. The four main causes of heart diseases

are the general infections, chiefly rheumatic fever and syph-

ilis ; poisonings by alcohol, tea,

coffee and tobacco; poor bodily

will show evidence of tuberculosis in an active or subacute

stage.. This common experience is to our minds easily

explained because we can see, trace and demonstrate the

causative organism, the tubercle bacillus, in the sputum of

the open case, usually, in the dust of his bedroom, and in the

diseased tissues of the persons who have been in close asso-

ciation with him in the home.

If we repeat such a study in the families from which

acute cases of rheumatic heart disease have been admitted

to hospital care or to dispensary

supervision, we shall find that

habits, physical indolence, obesity, Last year organic heart disease killed near- here again 15 per cent of the

occasional extreme exertion with- ly three times as many people in New York "contacts," those in the inti-

out sufficient training; and con-
City as did tuberculosis; more than twice mate circle of the families, will

genital defects, those errors of
as many as cancer; more than half again

commonly give a defimte

development in the

months of the infant which leave

the heart imperfect at birth.

as many as pneumonia. Moreover it usual- or show physical evidence of at-

tacks of acute rheumatic fever or

of tonsilitis or of chorea with orly kills by inches. A death from heart dis-

Of all heart diseases which ease has typically back of it a story of w[thout accornpanying affections

come under systematic hospital infection in childhood or early adult
of the heart- True, this is only

or out-patient care either in pub- ltfe> f l 3s f working power in the most circumstantial evidence, and un-

lic or private practice, from 70 productive years, of a decade or more of til some way is found of identify-

slowly waning strength, leading to in-

validism, dependency and finally to

death.

to 95 per cent are due to general
infections. That total is made
up of 50 to 60 per cent from
rheumatic infections, 15 to 20
per cent syphilitic, and 5 to 15

ing with exactness the specific or-

ganism of rheumatic fever and

its many secondary injuries to

heart and other tissues, we can-

not speak with the same positive-

per cent from focal infections, such as those of teeth, sinuses, ness that we do of the communicability of tuberculosis,

and the like, or following acute general infections such as However, enough is known to justify us in thinking of and

scarlet fever, pneumonia, typhoid fever, influenza or diph-
theria. It will be seen that in this first and largest group

dealing with the group of illnesses which we class as "acute

rheumatic" as if we were dealing with an acute communi-
of heart diseases due to infections, we are dealing with a cable infection. This calls for the simple and well estab-

muhitude of primary causes, all of which are definitely
preventable by applying our present knowledge of the cause
and manner of transmission of bacterial infection. By these

infections the cause of what are known as the organic

lished precautions of so-called medical asceptic technique

of the sick room.

No longer will it be good form to make a social center and

family gathering place of the bedroom of acute rheumatism.

diseases of the heart the structure of the valves, the muscle This includes Tommy with his "growing pains" at five and
wall or the covering membrane of the heart is so damaged Sally with "St. Vitus Dance" at seven and "dad" with sore

throat, as well as Uncle Ned who has a rip-roaring inflam-

matory rheumatism every couple of years and was told

as to impair the effective working of this ceaselessly inter-

mitting pump and reservoir.

Up to the age of twenty rheumatism is a more frequent after the last attack that he must have his tonsils out and
cause of heart disease than all other causes combined and it

s only in the past decade that the relationship of acute

tonsilitis, chorea (St. Vitus' dance), acute rheumatic fever
and acute infections of the heart without rheumatic disease

favor his heart a bit because the rheumatism had touched

one of the valves before it left him weak and anemic.

Yes! even though we know that one person cannot trans-

mit to another the damaged heart valve or the diseased

of the joints has been made sufficiently clear to convince muscle wall, the common cause of rheumatic heart and

physicians that we are dealing with one and the same infec- joints can, we believe, be passed from the sick to the well

tion expressing itself in widely separated tissues of the

body.

IP
has only recently begun to dawn upon practitioners of

medicine and research students in the field of heart dis-

ease and its prevention that there is quite as much evidence
for the communicability (probably direct) of v.'hat we must
still call the unknown virus of rheumatism in the family
or household as there has been for the same kind (5f dis-

tribution of the tubercle bacillus. We do not know the ac-

tual bacterial or other organism responsible tor acute rheu-

matic fever, but that need not hold us l>ack from studies

of its natural history.

If all members of the households in which an open case

in very much the same way that an acute sore throat may

go the rounds of a family.

Cleaner mouths, fewer diseased tonsils, fewer neglected

decayed teeth, earlier recognition of sore throats, and quick

care in their treatment as serious infections, the considered

and skilled attention to the little child with aching muscles

-ind joints "too young to have rheumatism," kept up and

about with "growing pains" repeated examination of the

heart after attacks of any acute infectious fever in child-

hood, always separation of the sick from the well ; by such

means will the number of acute rheumatic hearts be re-

duced.

As to the second factor of prime importance in infectious

damage of the heart and great blood vessels, syphilis is so

of pulmonary tuberculosis has been found are carefully ex- well known and so thoroughly recognized as communicable,

amined, not less than 18 per cent of them, young and old, and the common means of distribution of the diseases are
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The Honor Roll of Cardiac Clinics

Arkansas
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whither the movement for prevention and relief is leading

us, are worth a moment's attention.

From the time when his brilliant imagination, supported

by the resistless proof, of his experiments, drove Pasteur to

the conviction that bacteria caused many diseases and that

man had within his power the means of destroying these,

the smallest of his living enemies, the ambition of all humani-

tarians has been to throw off the burden and the blights of

unnecessary sickness and let at least the body of man live

through in joy and freedom the years of his natural life.

Some such spirit brought together and held the pioneer

group of physicians in New York who, largely inspired by

the ideals and program of that veteran and much beloved

fighter in the tuberculosis clinic work of the ctiy, Dr. John

Huddleston, took up the challenge of preventable heart dis-

ease and attempted to prevent it.

Support was scanty, the workers few and the emergency

of the war a serious handicap to so young a movement,

but the plans of 1915 were so simple and the need of ser-

vice so urgent that it was surprisingly easy in 1919 to resume

the swing of the work. It was a great encouragement then

to find how widely the three major objectives of the New
York Heart Association had been recognized as indispensable

a central office of information, a chain of special dispen-

sary classes for diagnosis and home supervision of indigent

or wage-earner patients, and a list of beds for convalescent

care of heart patients at the Burke Foundation. These

three specific accomplishments all clamored for expansion.

Philadelphia soon followed (1921) with a vigorous local

association taking responsibilities and a program similar to

that of New York. Chicago, Boston and Indianapolis fol-

lowed suit (1922 and 1923) and San Francisco in 1924.

In May, 1922, a considerable group of internists, who felt

the call in many parts of the country where separate societies

were impracticable, met in St. Louis and authorized organ-

ization on a continental basis.

So it happened that in June of this year the American

Heart Association was incorporated. There is now a con-

venient medium for the expression of opinion in heart pre-

vention, for common interest in study and report of results,

a central agency for popular education, a force for coordin-

ating the separate movements scattered all over this country
and Canada. Not only the doctors interested, but nurses,

social, relief, vocational guidance and school workers whose

careers involve them in cardiac problems, now have the

backing of rapidly growing authority.

The accompanying map will show the present distribution

of the 140 special cardiac clinics as at present operated in

this country and Canada, forty-eight being in New York

City. The attendance of active cases in New York has just

touched the 7,000 mark, a larger total than is now attend-

ing the thirty-one tuberculosis clinics of the city.

The particular contributions of the Committee on Cardiac

Clinics of the New York Heart Association in the direction

of system, standard, accuracy or medical definition and

terminology has been widely appreciated and generally imi-

tated. The traffic service and organization plan of a typi-

cal heart clinic is given in Dr. Robey's article on page 138.

The efforts for discovery, relief, prevention, have been

too brief, too narrowly confined to a few of the denser

populations of our cities to warrant expectation of brilliant

or even calculable reductions in incidence or deaths from

the heart diseases. The duration of these diseases is com-

monly so long that even if we had materially affected heart

infections by a better protection and care of children, the

certain result in terms of fewer cardiac deaths could hardly

appear within twenty years.

In New York city an analysis of the experience of about

six million people since 1910 shows in the first three decades

of life a slight but consistent improvement in the death rate

of males and females from heart diseases in 1920 as com-

pared with the records of 1910 and 1915, when rates based

on exact enumeration of the population by age groups makes

specific death rates possible. We must, however, anticipate

In the United States Registration Area

350

300

Death Rates from Heart Disease, Tuberculosis and Cancer per 100,000 population in New York City
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O-4 5-3
YEARS

Death Rates from Heart Diseases by Sex and Age Groups up to Forty-five Years, per 100,000 Population
in New York City 1910, 1915, 1920

a rising death rate from heart diseases for perhaps another

twenty years, partly because of the extending average dura-

tion of life, and partly because the resources for prevention

chiefly education and the habit of annual periodic medical

examination will but gradually influence It.

Long before the ponderous figures of the Census Bureau

prove the success of the present efforts in terms of lower

death rates, we shall see universally those benefits of un-

derstanding and freedom from fear which are already un-

shackling the imprisoned heart patients. It is the do's, not

the don'ts, which count in the world for progress, and
no more exhilarating experience awaits the parent of the

cardiac cripple than the new message that in use, in func-

tion, in play, in practice lies the strengthening of the heart.

Not by refraining from all activity, but by sharing in the

guided games and work of the world do the little heart

patients win their way to an unexpected freedom. Not more
than 8 per cent of the 20,000 heart cases found among
the school children of New York needed to be denied any
of the normal activities of childhood. Release from fear

of sudden death which can be offered to the great majority
of heart patients, is as much a boon, as the promise of heal-

ing but recently given to tuberculosis patients.

Since the first special out-patient clinic at Bellevue Hos-

pital was established in 1911 there has been a steady growth
in the understanding and use of expert facilities for diag-

nosis of heart disease. Since the New York Conference on

Hospital Social Service in 1912 evolved the plan by which

a Trade School for Cardiac Convalescents was established,

vocational training of school children whose hearts demand

special consideration and occupational guidance for con-

valescent and heart handicapped wage earners, have grown
until research, practice and substantial improvement of

method and resources have been secured with constant bene-

fit to an ever widening circle. The natural history of heart

disease, the life record, the intimate detailed story of patient,

doctor, nurse, social worker, vocational guide, in many cases

in widely scattered cities, is being built up in a volume of

information upon which new and more helpful plans for

prevention will be based. By combining information of

laboratories with experience of the clinics such a weight of

medical opinion has been created that a federal standard of

uniformity in preparations of digitalis, the heart patient's

most useful drug, has been established.

Boards of education and health now look to heart clinics

and heart associations for guidance in their dealings with

the school child and the applicant for working papers whose

heart has already been scarred or weakened by disease. No
longer do summer camps or convalescent homes exclude

the heart patient when certified to as a safe member of the

work and play community.
How similar the problem, how like the story of progress

and procedure so far, to our successful experience with tuber-

culosis- an affliction primarily acquired in childhood, en-

during a life time, held under control or breaking bounds

according to the wisdom with which the patient is guided ;

prevention calling not for a specific or a vaccine, not for

an edict of the health department or a masterful piece of

engineering, but for a relearning of nature's lessons, a steady

pressure against infections and the habitual poisons and

physical unfitness; treatment requiring that exhibition of

courage, patience, self-denial which goes to the building

of character.

No panacea can be found to prevent or cure heart dis-

eases, though many a triumph of detection and treatment

will be evolved. The enemy, heart disease, continues to kill

from childhood to old age, because as yet he neither sees

nor feels the weight of such universal enlistment of personal,

private and individual interest in the attack as brought

tuberculosis to bay and harried it out of nurseries, schools,

shops and homes. Not what is done for us or to us for the

public health, but what we ourselves do for our own sakes,

will bring down heart diseases and set the span of life

climbing again.



This man's job has been adjusted to his strength

Heart Disease and the Job
Work Portraits by LEWIS W. HINE

THE
worker's clinic for cardiac patients at Bellevue Hospital is filled with men and

women who are being helped to work out their own salvation. Some old, some
pitifully young, tell their stories to the welfare worker and seek adjustment for their

difficulties. Very often the solution lies in adjusting the present job of the cardiac

patient so that he need not exceed his strength; sometimes a change of trade is necessary.
Physicians and heart specialists now interpret the degree of heart trouble in terms of

possible industrial effort and this is of great assistance to the layman in determining
the kind of work the person should do.
The man whose portrait appears on this page worked for seven years as a porter, lifting

boxes and bales weighing from fifty to two hundred pounds. After an attack of rheu-
matic fever he went to work at a much lighter job where his limitations were understood
and respected. He has been there for five years. He attends the clinic regularly and has
lost no time from his work because his employment is suited to his cardiac capacity.



Hotel cooks and helpers handle heavy pans and kettles

Among the patients in the cardiac clinic were

night watchmen, and men employed in quiet

"sitting" jobs in offices who wistfully said that

if it were possible for them to go back to busy

docks, noisy baggage rooms, the blacksmith's

torge, or the activity of a great hotel kitchen,

wherever there was cheerful bustle and fellow

workers to talk to, they would be happy, even

though the old job sometimes paid less than

the new trade to which they had been trans-

ferred. But strain and lifting heavy weights is

not good for the man with heart disease ;
he

must take the job that is within the limits of

his strength. Many have been transferred to

lighter work from jobs like those shown on
this page.

The dock walloper often has a Keav> load

The blacksmith must be a man of strength The baggage smasher needs good heart and muscle



Classified as 2b in the cardiac clinic, this young man was told that his work as a stamper on paper patterns was
unsuitable . He was persuaded to take training as an engraver at the Art Trade School and is doing well

This man was taken from a glass cutter's job because of heart disease. He is now employed assembling radio parts



An oldish man, witha bad heart, can still, under supervision, eaina living

without risk. At sixty -two years of age this man, a cardiac patient, is

working ttn hours a day as a waiter. He was formerly employed

as a cook in a boys' camp, but the work combined with the responsibility

proved too hard and at the advice of the clinic he obtained lighter work



Putting their Hearts in their Work
By HANNAH MITCHELL

Diphtheria is a matter of Jays; typhoid
of weeks; tuberculosis of years heart

disease may run for decades. No other

diseases (except perhaps some of the

mind) handicap their victims for self-

support so persistently and so long as

those of the heart. The task before us

is not merely to keep cardiacs alive, but

to help them walk the narrow path be-

tween dependence and over-exertion; to

find work that will mean self-support and
the meeting of family responsibilities
without jeopardizing the wage-earner's
dearly won hold on life.

FTER describing

the handicaps of

a patient with

heart disease, the

doctor said, "But

this man supports

himself, a wife, and three chil-

dren very happily. Their home
is clean and comfortable, the chil-

dren are well and in school, and

his wife does not have to piece

out the family income. So I

believe \ve can say my patient is

not a person for commiseration

but rather a man worthy our

deepest respect."

Today with our increased at-

tention to rehabilitation and occupational therapy, hundreds

of men and women who are admittedly handicapped by

heart disease have found gainful work whereby they can

support themselves and, often, dependents. Only a few

years ago they would have been dismissed as "sick" and

permitted to struggle or flounder about with their dis-

ability, themselves dependent upon relatives or the state

until their handicap ended things for them.

A close-up study of some of these persons who have found

work and independence in spite of their handicaps may be

made at any one of a number of clinics. What is called

the "Workers' Clinic" for cardiac patients at Bellevue

Hospital is literally packed with men and women who are

being helped to work out their own salvation. This clinic

meets on Friday nights at seven o'clock the time when

most workers can come for their periodic going-over.

Men and women, some very old and some pitifully young,

line up before the doors open. Those who are coming for

the first time take their places for examination; those who
are regular attendants go to their benches to wait. The

physicians and helpers in the clinic go about their quiet

regime of checking up on the physical condition of the

patients. But the busiest person of all, she who must be

advisor and friend on every sort of human problem which

may be presenting itself to the patients, is the welfare

worker. She it is who gets the story of physical difficulties

and family troubles, if any, business problems, and all the

petty, so-important details of life which present themselves

to us all and are so much alleviated by just talking them

over with one of sense and sympathy.

And who are these regular attendants at the clinic; where

<lo they come from ; what are their histories and what their

futures? They represent a cross section of life as typical

as any that could be taken anywhere else. The quality

they have in common is that their hearts have been injured

iin

one way or another, or show signs of making trouble at

some time if attention is not given them.

There is the complacent
worker a man from an office

who has been attending clinic for

twelve years, more or less. He
sits reading the evening news-

paper until his turn with the

doctor comes. There is the

nervous mother with the big-

eyed young daughter, who wants
most of the welfare worker's

evening for family recitals which

have nothing to do with heart

disease. There is the young and

oh-so-pretty mother, late' because

of the evening dishes and dressed

in her much-laundered best,

whose turn comes quickly because

she is so late. There are the young men who wear apolo-

getic expressions for this seeming submission to weakness.

There is the old, very old couple husband and wife, who
know that but for this clinic, they would have been

separated years ago each to live in some institution for

the old and infirm. The cardiac clinic is the only means

by which they are permitted to go down the last years of

life together and their attendance each Friday is a ritual

such as going to church. There are the young girls girls

who have to work so interested in good times, to some
of whom the fun of life, dancing and going to movies

seems far more important than clinic attendance.

This is the Cardiac Clinic.

ONE
of the greatest boons to the cardiac patient who

has to continue activity has been the development of

the use of digitalis. About 25 per cent of all heart patients

are suffering from a condition known as auricular fibrilla-

tion. Patients having auricular fibrillation require daily

medication with digitalis. Standardized digitalis is supplied

at the clinic and the patients are taught to be on the look-

out for symptoms indicating that they have had too much,
and generally given an understanding of how to use this

drug. Digitalis slows down the heart of the patient who
is required to take it, and increases its ability to do work,
if given in the proper amounts. Too much of the drug
results in serious symptoms. Consequently the care and

the education of patients is most necessary. Besides, each

cardiac is required to report to the clinic frequently for

observation while he is using it. The use of digitalis has

greatly increased in the last ten years. It may be classed

along with the human agencies which have been active

in rehabilitating workers made inadequate by cardiac

troubles.

Just as the trouble with his or her heart, or the po-

tentiality of trouble is individual, so the family condi-

tions, the tastes and abilities of each patient are different.
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Consequently placement of these people at the jobs they

can do, once they are found able to work, is as individual

as the treatment which precedes, and often continues with

the ability to work. The generalities in regard to the

persons who attend a Cardiac Clinic have been stated by

Gertrude R. Stein, New York State Bureau of Rehabilita-

tion, and Belle Baron, Committee on Cardiacs of the

Public Education Association:

Experience seems to show that most cardiacs are inert and

lacking initiative. They seldom suggest what work they want

to do themselves, but it must be suggested to them. It is un-

usual to come across a cardiac who wants to do work which

exceeds his strength. Cardiacs are apt to worry about them-

selves and to become neurasthenic. The quicker a cardiac can

be adjusted to work the less apt he is to become depressed. . . .

A cardiac should remain at his old trade and do that part

which does not aggravate his physical condition. The less

adjustment he has to make the less likely he is to become

despondent. Many cardiacs cannot remain at their old trades,

but wherever it is possible it should be encouraged. . . .

Placement work with the cardiac is more difficult than the

placement of other disabled people because the disability is

not evident. If a man has a leg injury he is not asked to

stand all day. If a man has an arm injury he is not called

upon to do heavy lifting; but a cardiac, often more disabled

than either, is frequently required to do work far in excess

of his strength. . . . Physicians and heart specialists now in-

terpret the degree of heart trouble in terms of possible in-

dustrial effort and this is of great assistance to the layman
in determining the kind of work the person should do.

There are certain physical limitations common to them

all. Lifting is the outstanding work they must guard

against and this automatically eliminates certain kinds of

work, such as that of a longshoreman, a sailor, a driver, a

shipping clerk or a porter. In most cases cardiacs cannot

climb stairs often or continuously or run errands without

bringing on attacks. The work of a salesman is unsuitable.

Many persons interested in rehabilitation advise that the

cardiac of necessity be placed in a seated job. If this were

possible, it would, of course, do away with the danger from

lifting and climbing, but restricting cardiacs' possible jobs

to seated jobs limits the possibilities of placing them, for

there are so few of these jobs. And most of the seated

jobs are held by women.

There is another factor which must be taken into con-

sideration in placing cardiac patients their own desires and

inclinations. In other words there is the ordinary amount

of temperament which must be dealt with in all human

beings. The job for an individual cannot be prescribed

simply with a view to his physical ability to do it. Like

all other workers the cardiac not only wants work but he

wants work congenial to his taste.

There is some variety in the jobs which are safe for

cardiac patients to attempt. All processes of jewelry design

are excellent, for the work is light and varied. Watch

and clock repairing offers the advantage that the skilled

man can work at it part of the time at home. The as-

sembling of instruments and electrical appliances is usually

done with the worker seated. Some of the other possible

kinds of skilled work are listed in the box on the opposite

page.

The hoys and girls who are attendants at the cardiac

clinics are being trained in the trade schools along these

or similar lines. It is possible to start these young people

in the kind of work they can do and less often is there

trouble in readjustment such as is almost inevitable with

the men and women who have worked for a number of

years at some unsuitable occupation.

The older patients sometimes can be fitted into skilled

work, perhaps after a special course of training, but usually

they have to try the unskilled. Such opportunities for men
which are suited to heart disability are: cashier and checker

in restaurants; checker in shipping houses; elevator operators

and switchboard operators ; watchman ; news-stands, door-

men at hotels, clubs and so forth; and ticket takers in

theaters. Women are usually placed to card and sort and

pack buttons; pack and wrap candy and dolls; pack and

examine hair nets, hosiery and gloves; card and box jewelry;
run ribbons into and examine knit goods ; color lantern

slides; fold and wrap dress patterns; box and assemble

pencils ; assemble piano action ; cut, block and finish ribbons
;

fill, label and finish goods in drug supply houses; and to

serve as matrons of clubs. In many cases, of course, it is

impossible that the cardiopathic worker can remain at his

old work or return to it. Many of the tragedies in cardiacs

are due to the necessity for a change of occupation.

IN
the hope that I shall not inadvertently stumble on to

their real names I shall designate some of the men and

women whom I met at the Bellevue Cardiac Clinic with

names of my own making. They gave me some slight

glimpse of what it would mean to one who liked his work
to have to change. Besides being sick and limited in his

very life, the cardiac who has to earn his living gives up

very often the pleasure of doing something he has learned

to do well. He leaves associates who have become his

friends in work. And works at something just because he

has to earn his own and, sometimes, several other persons'

bread. At the clinic I met Mack Murphy, slight and Irish,

with sandy hair and golden brown eyes. Mr. Murphy is

about forty years old, I should say. He has a wife and

three children dependent upon him. He is now a night

watchman for a construction company.
"It's not hard work," he said in discussing his job, "but

the hours are hard to get used to. With kids playing in

the apartment it's hard to get a good day's sleep. Then

again it's lonesome work. I go to work at six o'clock in

the evening and come off at six o'clock in the morning.
After the evening rush is over it begins to be lonesome.

Another watchman walks our beat and we meet every half

hour. Besides him there is no one to talk to, not even to

speak to, most of the time. Nothing has ever happened to

make me any trouble while I've been on this job. The
main thing to watch is that kids don't climb around and

hurt themselves where the men have been working in the

daytime."

"What was your work before?" was the natural question.

"Why, I used to work on the docks," he smiled and

expanded, "I pulled a hand truck. I'd like to be back on

the docks. Sometimes the work was heavy and then again

you wouldn't have more than one little bundle on your

truck all depending on what was coming in. But I liked

it and there were lots of other fellows about. I'd like to

go back to the docks."

Another man James Smith, let us say--who was wait-

ing for the doctor told me he had started life at heavy

work for one of the subway companies. He was ill
andj

his illness left him a cardiac. The company for which h<4

I
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had worked found him a job in one of its offices where he

has been doing clerical work for twelve years.

"Yes, I like the job I have now. It's a good job a

better job than I had before. As a matter of fact I have

worked at it longer than I did at the other one. But," and

he paused and looked at me very directly, "but I'd go back

to the old work if I had my health and strength back."

"And what was your former work?"

"Why, I lifted these heavy man holes," he smiled and

there was the masculine pride in physical superiority in

the smile, "Yes, I used to lift many of those heavy man

holes without any help at all."

Thomas Aikin has held a job as watchman for several

months without losing a day. When first introduced to the

Cardiac Clinic he was in a very serious condition, and instead

of working out he stayed at home and cared for an invalid

mother. His sister supported the family and when she lost

her job the condition of the family was almost desperate.

For twenty-five years Thomas had suffered from fatigue

and in that time had had ten heart attacks. His occupation

had been trucking, driving a team heavy work and wholly

unsuited to his physical condition.

Thomas is one of the patients at the workers' clinic who

has received the full benefit which digitalis may bestow.

His ten breakdowns were due to the lack of it. The clinic

taught him the use of this drug and through it gave him

new strength without the palling apprehension of the failure

subsequent to his former attacks. Also, through the Bureau

for the Handicapped' to which the cardiac clinic referred

him he found a position suited to his heart capacity at

; twenty-five dollars a week.

A stolid, solid-looking person is James Rock, another of

the personalities of the Cardiac Clinic. Mr. Rock is nearly

fifty years old. He came to this country in 1898 from

Ireland and in time became a citizen of the United States.

For seven years he worked at heavy porter work at one of

the best known grocery establishments in this city. In this

work he was required to lift boxes and barrels weighing

from fifty to two hundred pounds. As a result of over-

work he went to another establishment where he did light

porter work. Two years ago he went to Bellevue Hospital

with an attack of rheumatic fever and after his recovery

from this was referred to the cardiac clinic. Still lighter

work was recommended. The company for which he had

been working kept him, reducing the strain of his work.

The most interesting person of all those I met at the

clinic I have saved to the end of this story. This is Elbert

Ross. He is sixty-two years old and was at one time chef

!

in one of the large establishments which cater to New York

appetites. Like other cooks he made a splendid living.

Several years ago he realized that his work was too strenuous

and asked the Cardiac Clinic for assistance in obtaining

lighter employment. Through the Bureau of the Handi-

capped he found work as a cook but this time for a chil-

dren's home in the country. Of course the pay was much

less than that which he had received heretofore, but the

life in the country and difference in working conditions as

well as in the amount of work made up for this.

Small as the money is, outside that one thing I think I am
more comfortable and treated with more respect than ever I

was in any place I have worked, I will enclose a few days

work so you will have an idea about the food I am giving them

(entirely my arrangement) the children, I mean, whose ages

Skilled Jobs for Cardiacs
FOR MEN

Engraving, jigsaw and assembling in celluloid novelties

Polishing diamonds
Certain kinds of draughting
Work as a barber, for cardiacs who can stand for long

periods or work quickly
Pocket-book pasting

Operating and finishing garments and furs

Bookkeeping, stenography, and accounting

Retouching in photography
Proof reading and copy-holding in the printing trades

Photographing and certain other processes in lithography

Steel engraving

Painting dolls' faces in doll manufacture

Grinding and rubber turning in fountain pen manufacture

Glueing and assembling in piano actions

Covering and machine work on buttons

FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS
Millinery processes

Pasting and sewing lamp shades

Finishing in clothing manufacture

Mending laces, and fine embroidery
Crochet beading on dresses

Fashion design

Bookkeeping, stenography and typing

Painting and engraving celluloid

Work as a seamstress or information clerk in institutions

Sample mounting in wholesale houses

run between 6 and 10 years [he writes the social worker].
Milk and eggs are plentiful, also fresh meat and ham and

bacon. I have used nearly two barrels of apples since I have

been here I give the children one between meals every day.
I would be very glad of any suggestions you could make at any
time regarding the feeding of children. I am absolutely feed-

ing these children at my own discretion and all I give them

goes on record.

There has been a lot of sickness here since I came [in the

neighborhood he specified]. Daisy Cottage escaped it all.

[In a P. s. Mr. Ross mentioned himself.] My health

[he said] has been splendid since I came here. I work hard
from 6 A. M. to 6:30 P. M. with possibly rest from 2 P. M. to

4 P. M. and at night I am tired but with a contented mind

knowing that my work is appreciated.

I could go on like this indefinitely, telling the story of

men and women for whom the cardiac clinic is a link which

holds them to self-support and independence. If the persons

with whom one brushes elbows in the street, or factory, or

movie, were to be examined, probably not less than one in

fifty would be found to be suffering from some form of

heart disease. With medical advice and supervision to tell

him what job he may wisely do, perhaps to train him for it,

to help him find it, and then to keep him fit for it and in

touch with his own strength, that fiftieth may outdistance

his sound-bodied neighbors and keep on busily and happily

for years. Without it, he may drift even in a few months

into long, perhaps life-long invalidism. Repeated studies

have shown that cardiac patients are better and happier at

work than idle, and when they are properly classified many
of them can be placed in jobs which they can fill as effectively

as the worker with no handicap. It is estimated by the New
York Heart Association that it costs only $20 a year for

each patient to provide meaical, nursing and social service

through a large clinic, but the salvaging of cardiac workers

would justify to the workers, to industry, and to the com-

munity an investment many times greater.
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For several years this old lady supported herself and her husband (whose picture
is across the may) by folding Bible leaves. Both are victims of heart disease



This man and his wife (opposite} are kept from falling into a state o} invalidism by
regular attendance at the cardiac clinic, Bellevue Hospital, digitalis and good sense
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At twenty-nine years o} age this mother of two small boys is a cardiac classified

as 2b indicating a serious condition. In the New York State Bureau of

Rehabilitation light factory work is proving satisfactory for her



Woman's Work Is Never Done
By ELIZABETH PORTER WYCKOFF

IN
the class of heavy work we have put occu-

pations such as longshore work, shipbuilding,

blacksmithing and carpentry for men, and

housework with washing or pregnancy, and

janitress work for women."

This is not a paragraph from a feminist

speech. It is a scientific classification from a clinic for

workers with heart diseases where they made a study of the

work and capacity of 105 patients for a year. Of the men
26 per cent were doing "hard work." Of the women, 58

per cent. All of these patients had organic heart disease

with more or less diminished cardiac reserve.

We believe, [goes on the report] that this very large pro-

portion of women doing hard work is due to lack of choice.

This belief is accentuated by the fact that the greatest number
of women doing hard work is during the third, fourth and
fifth decades, that is, when most of them are married. Most
women do heavy work as heads of large families.' It is nearly

impossible for them to give this up, and difficult to make the

work more easy. They frequently go on, as every worker
in a cardiac clinic knows, until they drop. Men, on the other

hand, when they find difficulty in doing hard work, either look
for and obtain lighter work, or simply give up, frequently send-

ing their wives out to work.

The graph that went with these figures was rather hor-

rible. After the fifth decade (forty to fifty years) the num-
ber of women fell to nearly none. On the chart they van-

ished a good ten years before the men.

It looked as if cardiac housewives all died before they

got to be fifty. The doctor explained it, not so much more

encouragingly at that. The younger ones, of course, who
had developed bad cases when their babies were little, had

probably been unwilling to recognize the chances they were

taking; probably they had died. The older ones, who had

developed heart disease of a different type a little later had

"gone till they dropped" at home or in the hospital.

It is hard, it seems, for the cardiac housewife even to

get to the clinic of an evening. She is always late. There
are the children to put to bed and the supper dishes to do.

It is perhaps a matter of getting your digitalis, if you are

to go through the week in comfort. But the dishes have to

be done. There is no doubt in any woman's mind about

that everlasting fact. And suppose you do have an attack

or two before you get to the doctor again ? You have

always got over them, so far; they are regrettable, unfor-

tunate. You regard them very much as most people think

of a cold. Your work has not suffered much. You are

a good mother and wife. You do the best you can.

Against this traditional, and very likely instinctive, sacri-

ficial spirit of the mother of the species, it is cheering to

find the cool, appraising eye of science sizing up the situa-

tion in terms of dispassionate disapproval. Difficult as it

often is to change the work of a man cardiac or of a single

woman, it is simple, they say, compared to the problem of

the mother of children. To change the working conditions

of her life, you must often change the living conditions of

the entire family, perhaps help the father to a more lucra-

tive type of work, send some of the children away for a

time to give the mother a partial rest, give her a vacation

if you can, before she actually breaks down, see that she

has fewer stairs to climb, get the washing sent out if possible

in short, to keep the mother alive and comfortable you
must have the cooperation of her entire family. When it

works, it is wonderful.

Take this family of seven children whose mother is a

cardiac. The father was earning seventeen dollars a week,
and they were living in a three-room flat in a very crowded

part of the city. In order to get better living conditions

for the mother they moved to an outlying part of the city,

where they have a very nice flat on a second floor with six

outside rooms. Here the father got work at $30 a week.

The father understands the situation perfectly, and both

husband and wife have followed advice in almost all par-

ticulars. He does much of the heavy housework, such as

the sweeping; the flat is modern, so the housework is as

easy as possible; and the children all help, each child hav-

ing certain daily duties. As many as possible of the chil-

dren are sent to the country each summer to give the mother

some extra rest. This year the oldest boy has begun to

work. This woman is carrying on well, and no doubt will

be able to live along comfortably for years. The husband,

who has common sense and evidently loves his wife and

children, has known enough to take good advice when of-

fered. He is apparently the key to this situation.

This is what a man and woman can do with a handicap

when they work together and use their brains. But it is

the exceptionally sensible and sympathetic husband who
makes such histories as this one possible. At the other end

are combinations of handicaps that are enough to make the

most experienced angel weep. Stairs and washing as draw-

backs are mild compared to having a husband who drinks

or who disappears, leaving one with small children. The

routine, every-day care of children is taxing enough when

they do not present any particular extra problem.

The very young mothers with heart disease are more

baffling to treat than the older, more settled and experi-

enced woman. Take a flightly, pretty girl, who has had

rheumatic heart disease as a child, has apparently recovered

and then after marriage and having a baby, develops heart

failure. She has another handicap, poor child. "She loves

a good time," say the doctors, and she can't believe that it

is necessary for her to live within what they call her "car-

diac reserve." She gets better from each attack for a while

and enjoys life as she always has. "Just look at her," her

husband proudly says until the final breakdown comes.

People ask often about whether women with heart disease

should have babies. It is not a matter merely of living

through the actual labor. Almost all young cardiacs go

through that fairly well. The doctor talks instead of the

strain on this same cardiac reserve through the nine months
of pregnancy, the care of the baby when it comes, the broken

nights for a year or so after the baby is born, the strain of
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lifting and carrying it about. The woman with no chance

to have her baby cared for has definitely to plan to strain

her heart for at least two years if she has a child.

The older women, who develop heart disease when some

of their children are nearly grown, manage with their added

maturity and experience, to arrange their lives better. Their

husbands and their older daughters see the necessity for

helping, and the older children are beginning to help out

the family income so the washing can go out and perhaps

some of the heavy cleaning be done. Most of these women
are of the most ambitious American type.

There is Mrs. H., who is fifty years old, the mother of

six children. The father makes $30 a week, and the oldest

son works and pays board. The oldest daughter has a

part time job and helps at home the rest of the day. They
have a light apartment on a third floor, and Mrs. H. tries

to take the stairs only once a day. Four of the children

are in school. She never misses a clinic night, and says that

she feels exactly 100 per cent better since coming to the

clinic. She does no laundry work, and she is happy and as

comfortable as possible. But she has not, of course, the dis-

advantage of wanting to dance and go to the beach and have

a good time, and all the midnight colic and two o'clock in

the morning baby-bottles were over for her long ago.

The center of the whole problem shows plainly when you

ask the social service worker what is the very first step to

take in trying to prolong the life of one of these useful

mothers of families. "Why, you see the husband, of course,"

she says. "If he can and will help, the rest is easy."

Next comes the abolition of outside work, that source

of the precious extra money that mother goes out and earns

herself, with the substitution of light home work if extra

cash is absolutely necessary. Then very often a change of

living quarters and regular clinic treatment, of course, with

the removal of the source of infection. If a tonsillectomy

is indicated, the children are "placed" while the mother is

in the hospital. The housework is regulated, a matter that

can always be managed with intelligent patients, and once a

year the mother and children, often together, are given a

vacation in the country, before the mother breaks down.

Like every other part of the problem of heart disease,

the great necessity for the cardiac housewife is education.

It is hard to persuade a woman who feels fairly well most

of the time that virtue for her consists in doing less actual

work for her family, rather than more. But if she really

believes that by changing her life she will live years longer,

and if the facts as to the .prevention and relief of heart dis-

eases were as much a matter of common knowledge among
her family and friends as those of tuberculosis have come

to be, the thing would be half done.

The mother of a large family with a small income is as

nearly indispensable as any mortal ever is. Keeping her

well and out of the hospital means a great deal more

in terms of family life and the health and training of chil-

dren than can ever be shown on a clinic chart. But it's

a hard job, for her work is never done.

*?<*

..-
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Light home work helps to support this mother and her child



Child Hearts
By SAMUEL McCOY

"Keep thy heart with all 'diligence: for 'out of
it are the issues of life."

Proverbs, Chapter IV, Verse 23

Five hundred thousand children in America
are suffering from heart trouble of some sort.

Two hundred thousand of them have or-

ganic heart trouble.

Five thousand of these children will die of
heart disease this year. They will die tor lack
of proper treatment of their hearts.

What are we going to do about it ?

I
FIND it very difficult to become alarmed

when people tell me that the increasing prev-

alence of heart disease ought to alarm every-

one. I am too selfish. I haven't any heart

trouble, myself so far as I know and

therefore I can't realize what it means
to other people. My heart is thumping along beautifully.

I rather fancy that my indifference, my callousness, is

pretty general. Not many people seem to be interested in

discussing heart disease, although they will carry on about

other illnesses for hours at a time. . . . Perhaps this is

because there is so little that is "spectacular" or even visible,

about heart disease. It is so horribly concealed. It seldom

shows its presence, to the casual observer. It hides itself

even from its victim, for hours and even years at a time,

lulling him into a false sense of good health. Until its

very final stages at least, it betrays itself by no such signs,

alarming to all who behold them, as a burning fever, a

delirium, a stertorous breathing, or a ghastly sore.

No, it is content to remain hidden, this sickened heart of

ours, hiding its secret agony. Not wise, perhaps, this stoic

guardianship of suffering. Help comes more quickly to

him who shouts loudest for it. But the heart alone "know-
eth his own bitterness."

If, to those few, the physicians of the world, who have

insight to guess this suffering beneath its veil, the spec-
tacle of men and women so stricken is a bitter one, what
must be the hurt amazement of the child who feels death
thus clutching silently and terribly at him from within ? He
walks sedately, or he sits brooding, and all is well: he runs,
and instantly the dreadful hand is there, within, to halt

him mysteriously and bring the sweat of fear to his fore-

head. Outwardly, all is well ; his elders, seeing nothing vis-

ibly wrong, are as indifferent and impatient towards him
as I myself; and he will die before the year is out, his hurt

eyes to the end accusing no one.

When the careful student of mortality, having care-

fully examined the records of the deaths of a hun-
dred thousand men and women and children and having
noted the ages at which each died, points to the chart and
shows you that, when heart disease is the cause of death,
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the rate of death suddenly shoots upwards from the age of

thirty-five onward, there is only one conclusion to be drawn.

His chart makes it plain to the dullest beholder:

To reduce heart disease among children and young people

is to reduce it among the older.

The situation may be described broadly as this: Up to

the age of 35, less than one person in a thousand whether

ten years old, or thirty, or any other age under 35 dies

from heart disease ; but from 45 upwards the rate of death

from heart disease speeds faster than that from any other

disease known. Obviously, the thing to do is to attack heart

disease and its causes before it grows beyond alleviation,

while the child is still of school age.

There, then, among children, is the plain point of chief

attack, by physician, parent, school teacher and social worker.

Let us see what is already being done along this battle-front.

THERE
are four chief forms of heart disease. Of

these, careful analysis shows that the so-called acute

forms of organic heart disease, pericarditis, angina pectoris,

and acute endocarditis, "play a relatively insignificant part

in the total deaths from cardiac diseases at whatever age."

Ninety-five out of every 100 deaths from heart disease are

due to the chronic form, organic heart diseases.

Heart disease in the child, therefore, is the enemy against
whom the heaviest amount of fighting must be directed.

And in ninety children out of a hundred the primary cause

of organic heart trouble is rheumatism ; while tonsillitis and

decayed teeth, diseased adenoids and sinus infections are the

chief contributing causes of rheumatism.

Tonsillar infection is so common in recent years that it seems
to be almost the exception to find a pair of perfectly normal
tonsils in a child. . . . Complete removal of the tonsils has
been shown to prevent recurring attacks of rheumatism and is

the most effective preventive measure now known. . . . The
fact that the tonsils have been operated upon is not enough,
unless they are completely removed.

131
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In the treatment of rheumatic fever and acute tonsillitis, pro-

longed rest in bed (for days and even weeks after the fever

is past) is imperative.

One first quotes such observations as these to illustrate

the elementary nature of the battle which is to be waged.

How many children, out of the 500,000 who have weak

or diseased hearts, are being given proper care and attention

in America today?

It is doubtful if 40,000 of them are getting such care. . . .

The great majority of them more than 400,000 children

are left alone, to an enemy whom they cannot understand

and who will show no mercy to a child.

IT
is perhaps all the more terrible because it is so much

a commonplace, so often present and so often disre-

garded, in so many homes:

"Run down to the store and get me a spool of thread,

Johnny. Hurry now! Hurry!"
A perfectly natural command, isn't it? There isn't a

mother in America who might not utter it, with perfect

justice toward her little son.

But the boy comes running back; and stops, breathless.

"Gee, mother, I feel awful queer."

"What's the matter?"

"I don't know, mother. I just feel tired."

"Nonsense!"

"No, honest, mother, I feel awful tired."

"You're just a lazy boy, that's all! Here, come here

let me look at you. Yes, there isn't a thing the matter with

you. Not one single thing! You haven't got any fever,

or anything. Run on, now, and don't let me hear any more
nonsense from you. Mother's tired, and you've got to help.

Don't be a lazy boy !"

Months go on. The same dialogue is repeated day after

day.

"I declare, I don't know what's got into that boy! He
isn't sick a mite, not a bit, so far as I'm able to see. And
yet he's always shirking. Won't do the least little thing
without complaining. I declare it's enough to make a body
wonder if he's your own flesh and bone! But he'll work,
or I'll know the

reason why. I'll

whale him, and

don't you forget A IL Learning a safe

;t
" mj trade at the Car-

Well, there J'f
Training

, _^f ichooi; jewelry
are lazy boys ^fiLl box making
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and they do jhirk work. But they can't pretend to have

heart trouble and hide behind that excuse if they really

haven't heart trouble. A trip to the doctor will show> soon

enough. You can't fool that funny thing that the doctor

listens to your heart with. No, sir!

The tragedy is for the child who is not taken to the doc-

tor; and whose heart, doing queer things that no one but

the child knows of, drags him along the weary road of

miserable life. Sometimes someone will say, negligently,

"Oh, 'guess Johnny's got a weak heart." But weak hearts

get scanty sympathy. Most people seem to regard theni in

others as an imaginary affliction, a subterfuge like "tempera-

ment," adopted as an excuse to get out of doing one's honest

share of the day's work.

They won't believe until, perhaps years later- the tired

heart stops altogether.

But and this was less than ten years ago a few people,

physicians and educators, who do believe in the serious nature

of heart troubles in children began to make a new sort of

world for such children.

Beginning in 1916 and again in 1919, after a lapse of

time when the war had called the doctors away from the

city, a group of specialists in charge of seven cardiac clinics

in New York City studied the children in the regular

public schools of their neighborhoods, and the children who
had been found to have organic heart disease and had

been brought together in special classes in nine public

schools. In that school population of 130,000 they found

organic heart disease less often than one in a hundred chil-

dren; its rate, to be exact, was 0.7%.
Two-thirds of these cardiac children had had tonsillitis;

nearly half of them had had rheumatism ; one in six told

a story of diptheria or St. Vitus' dance ; one in eight, of

scarlet fever. These rates are very much higher than those

found in a group of normally healthy children of the same

age and grades in the same part of the city. Almost with-

out exception the cardiac children had diseased tonsils and

one or more carious teeth.

This same committee of the New York Heart Association,

with the cooperation of the cardiac committee of the Public

Education Association, studied the special classes for cardiac

children which had been opened in the public schools in 1917!

and later. In these classes cardiopathic children had a special

regime; their temperatures were taken when they arrived;

they had a hot dinner and a rest in the middle of the day
at school ; in most cases after the regular school hours there

was an extra period of supervised games and quiet]

play to keep them from too strenous an after-

noon at home or on the streets. But, valuable as

these segregated classes are in many cases, the com-

/ mittee decided that they were not necessary foi

^^ the greater number of cardiac children (92 per cent)

who could carry on well in the regular grades

under supervision; while many of the remaining 8

per cent were too sick to learn, and should be in

bed at home or in a hospital ; and those few for

whom special school routine is essential could be

cared for as well in the classes for the handicapped

without the expense and elaboration of segregated

cardiac classes.

So, in communities where a child's heart has ;

chance, the set-up must be something like this:

There is the hospital (or the child's own horm
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with a skilled private physician in charge) where the child

with the dark-circled eyes so characteristic of the cardiac must

lie on his narrow white bed so long as he is burned by fever,

showing that there is active infection somewhere. This

may mean weeks, or even months.

There is the convalescent home (again it may be his own,
if fresh air, sunshine, nourishing food and adequate super-

vision are at hand) in which he can win back his ability to

work and to play, testing that tricky heart cautiously after

each new effort, to make sure that one is not presuming on

its powers.

There is the cardiac clinic, that sheet anchor to windward,
from which no cardiac can afford to cut loose. To it come

the children released from the convalescent homes, and

others sent in from the schools, the dispensaries and other

institutions, to be told what they can and what they cannot

do safely, to be watched patiently for month after month,

perhaps year after year, so that skilled judgment can de-

tect at once the warning signs of too great exertion and

prevent breakdown. There are nearly fifty cardiac clinics

in New York City ; forty are divided between Philadelphia,

Chicago, Boston and San Francisco; and there is one each

in some thirty or more other cities about one hundred and

forty throughout the nation. Many of these examine adults

as well as children.

And for the children who must reckon with a lifelong

handicap there are the vocational classes to train them to

some means of self support within their physical powers.
At the hub of the wheel is the cardiac clinic. Take, for

example, the oldest cardiac clinic for children, that of St.

Luke's Hospital in New York City.

Perhaps the school doctor sent you there, after he listened

to your heart with his "telephone." Perhaps they gave

you a card in the regular children's clinic and told you to

go to "Cardiac" when your mother got worried and took

you to find out why you puffed so when you ran upstairs.

Or perhaps you have graduated from, a long hard grind at

home in bed, or from a pleasant visit to a convalescent

home (more of these hereafter). When you come to the

clinic on a Saturday morning, its chief, Dr. William St.

Lawrence, seems to start right over again at the beginning,
and listens carefully to your heart, to decide if it really

has organic heart disease. And if it has?

Two days in the hospital.

It is no use to register and advise a child at the clinic

unless his family will help out in all the rest of the time

which is under their direction and control. The best the

clinic can do is to educate a child and his parents to know
and respect his limitations.

"It's like water dropping on a stone again, again, again
until it makes an impression," said E. Louise Adams,

the social worker in charge of St. Luke's cardiac children.

At each visit Dr. St. Lawrence talks with the child

alone, man to man, and puts his own problems up to himself.

The two days in the hospital serve not only to give the

time necessary for a complete physical examination of the

child all kinds of analyses, tests, X-rays, and that mar-

velous heart-writing which draws the beat of the pulses

and the rhythmic muscular squeeze of the heart itself, but

as a test of the genuineness of the parents' interest. If they

trust the doctors enough to give their child over to them for

two days, if they believe that a child perhaps not visibly

sick still needs treatment enough to go to the hospital,

then the chances are that they will see that he keeps his

clinic appointments regularly afterward
;

that he goes to

bed at the time the doctor sets ; that he eats his food prop-

erly, and eats the proper food; and that he is not asked to

run errands and climb stairs or allowed to play tag and

prisoners' base, unless the doctor says he can.

If tonsils or adenoids have to be removed, this is done,

whenever possible, at the time of that first hospital stay,

prolonging it for a day or two.

Then the young patient, accompanied by many records

of himself and his family (for the social worker, too, has

been busy, getting her story of his home and its assets and

liabilities) goes back to the clinic and the doctor can lay

out his course of conduct.

This may mean visits to the clinic every week, or every

month, perhaps only every three months. Probably they
must be continued for years. St. Luke's carries on its rolls

children who were there when the clinic opened eight years

ago. They are followed through the grades, through high

school, perhaps through some special vocational courses. For
even a bad heart, treated respectfully, can be made to be-

have and to leave its owner in comparative peace and com-

fort, and for those many children whose conditions can-

not be actually cured, this kind of supervision and the

avoidance of all possible infections (the clinic immunizes
its patients against diphtheria and scarlet fever and vac-

cinates for smal pox, whenever necessary, in addition

to having the focal infections of teeth, tonsils, sinuses, etc.,

cared for) must be carried on, if all is to go well.

AND
if it doesn't? If heart failure develops (and by

this the doctors mean not sudden death, but the in-

ability of the heart to keep up with its task) back he must

go to bed.

"Heart failure cases," said Dr. Halsey, outlining a gen-
eral program for cardiac children, "are not to be considered

anywhere except in bed."

And in the convalescence following a breakdown of this

sort, and often as a

preventive measure

to avoid it, doctors

and social workers

turn to the con-

valescent homes.

About New
York City, which

is the fortunate

possessor of half
the opportunities

Millinery

making is one

of the preferred
trades for girls

Photograph b at Cardiac Training School
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Supervised play and gardening at a convalescent home

for institutional convalescence in the whole country, there

are some three hundred beds for children with cardiac con-

ditions, in a dozen or more country homes, such as the

Burke Foundation, the Mineola Home, the Mary Zinn

Home, Martine Farm, and the Pelham Home. Here there

is fresh air and sunshine a-plenty; at first one lies on a

porch and basks in it, and with time, and returning strength,

one does raffia work, one gardens or snowballs, according

to the season, and plays quiet, then noisier games, and goes

to school and keeps up one's grade in the classes main-

tained by the public school system in each home which cares

for twenty-five or more children. In one home the children

wear colored ribbons tied on their arms to show how much
exercise their hearts can stand wisely. As they progress,

the colors change; and the supervisor, watching a dozen or

more children at play, can see at a glance when one goes

beyond his restrictions. Trained nurses are in residence ;

visiting specialists come at regular intervals to measure and

interpret progress. Perhaps one gets back "normal exercise

tolerance." (By this Dr. St. Lawrence means the ability

to run up three flights of stairs without calling forth an in-

dignant protest from one's heart.) And in time, after weeks,

months, perhaps a year, one is pronounced well enough to

go back to home, school and the clinic. Often children in

school in New York are sent off for short rests at the con-

valescent homes, with brilliant results in preventing break-

downs.

Most of these children get really well. At Burke Founda-

tion, for example, there are records to show that 85 per
cent of the 130 boys whom they have taken between the

ages of ten and sixteen have gone back to remain steadily at

work or school.

BUT
perhaps, even with every care, that maimed heart

can never be made strong enough to stand the rough
and tumble which is required of most of the world. Its

young possessor must be guided, so that he may choose a

career in keeping with its limitations.

The Cardiac Vocational Guidance Committee of the Pub-
lic Education Association has charge of all such work in the

city, working with the classes in the schools, the State

Bureau of Rehabilitation and the Institute for Crippled
and Disabled Men. The work performed in the red.

brick building at 127th Street and Lexington Avenue
New York City, has shown what can be done in

actually training young cardiacs to support them

selves. This work, inaugurated by the vocational guid
ance department of the New York Heart Association

assisted by the cardiac clinics of the city has now beei

taken over by the Cardiac Committee of the Publi

Education Association which began its work in 1917

There one sees, on entering a big pleasant room

on the second floor, groups of young girls occupiet

at various tables. They talk and laugh and whispe

among themselves, their fingers busy all the while a

some sort of work; now and then one gets up fron

the table and "visits" with another group of girl

at another table, or goes to ask the teacher a question

they are all smiling, all happy, and it would be beyoni

anyone's power of observation to see in them any

thing but a group of normal girls, in normal health

busy and happy in a pleasant school-room. "But/
I whispered to my escort as I looked at them, "these

girls can't be sick! They're just as healthy looking as any

children can be!"

She smiled. "I'm glad to hear you say that," she said

"because that's what we are trying to make them. We're

giving them just the sort of treatment they need, and it has

brought them along until they seem, as you say, perfectly

normal; but they are all 'heart' patients and if this care

were relaxed or discontinued they icould be sick very sick

indeed."

And that is really all there is to it. It's just as simple
as that a big comfortable room where girls are taught

dressmaking and millinery and the making of dress novelties

and similar rooms where boys of the same age are taught

draughtsmanship, elementary architectural design, wood-

work, and jewelry box-making. Occupations which require

no heavy physical exertion ; and a supervision which allows

no child to excite his heart unduly. No different, outwardly
from any first-class schoolroom.

I wondered how it was that these children had been found

how they had been hunted out of the million homes in the

great city. How had they learned that such an opportunity

for better health and longer life was open to them?

That had been comparatively simple, too, it appeared.
In New York no employer is allowed to hire children of

this school age (14 to 16) unless he can show to the in-

spector the child's "working papers," properly signed by
the school authorities. To thousands of families the assist-

ance of the child at work is of vital importance; and when
the child with organic heart trouble was reported, through
the medical examination which must be taken to obtain the

"working papers," as being ineligible for employment any-

where, it was a bitter blow to the family as well as to the

child.

The names of such children are, of course, on file in the

records of the public schools ; the names of children who
have filed with the Department of Education a physician's

certificate excusing the patient from school for thirty days
or more are also available.

When, three years ago, the New York Heart Association

began its work of giving vocational guidance to cardiac

children, the problem of reaching these children was solved

by the cooperation of the Board of Education, which supplied
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the association each week with these two lists,

the "working-paper rejections" and the "suspense

register." Letters requesting that the parent

send the child to the offices of the Heart Asso-

ciation were sent out, and, if no response was

received within a reasonable length of time, a

visit to the family was made.

"Heart disease," says Sophie Boucher, who
took charge of this work for the Association, "is

so much more subtle than measles or pneumonia
or any more assertive malady that parents are

fearful of the consequences when the child is

pronounced a cardiac, and are willing to co-

operate to the fullest extent."

The plan usually followed is to urge the

child to attend one of the cardiac clinics in the

city, at which his ailment is fully diagnosed;
and a blue card on which his cardiac condition

is described minutely is signed by the examining

specialist and sent to the Vocational Depart-
ment of the Heart Association. There, after further exam-

ination and interviews with the child and his parents, a

plan for the further education of the child is arranged.

The girls' classes in dressmaking, millinery and novelty
work were opened on January I, 1923. Since then more

than one hundred girls have been enrolled in them. The clas-

ses proved so successful that on February i, 1924, the classes

for boys were opened. On August i of this year all the

classes were taken over by the Public Education Association.

It is planned that each child shall continue at the school

for two years. So far, only a few girls have completed
this training and have been pronounced physically fit to

undertake work in shops where they will earn money of

their own and be assured of work which will not overtax

the strength of their hearts. But all those upon whom lies

the necessity of contributing to their own support already
see a brighter future before them.

But there were some children to whom Dr. Burton

attin, in medical charge of the classes, was com-

lled reluctantly to refuse admission. These were chil-

en whose heart affections were unusually severe, and
hose parents, nevertheless, expected them to complete the

jrses of study and to go to work just as normal persons

light do. He also refused to accept children whose heart

suble was functional, believing that such children could

end the ordinary schools without harm.

Again let us sum up the simple regime of the cardiac train-

school in the words of Miss Boucher:

No class room is more than two floors above street level;
the use of the elevators, even to reach the second floor,

is urged. After reaching the class room, the children do not

go off the one floor all day. A hot luncheon is served, at a

nominal cost. A trained nurse is in attendance each morning,
who gives occasional talks on health and general hygiene; and
special exercises are given by an expert.

Constant cooperation with the cardiac clinics and with Dr.
Lattin brought gratifying results along the line of rehabilitation
of the children's health. The children are gaining in weight
and show marked physical improvement. In some cases it has
been found safe to cut the visits to the clinics down from
once a week to once in six months.
And yet the emphasis of this trade school is laid more par-

ticularly upon the preparation for industry, rather than upon
the physical disability of the students. . . . This very em-
phasis has produced a marked mental benefit to the parents
as well as to the children themselves.
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Sun and fresh air and quiet for tired hearts

And all these precautions to teach children that their

hearts are different, to tell them what they may dare and
what is foolhardy will this make a lot of timid pessimists?

Not at all, say the doctors who have watched them.

On the contrary, it has made them cheerful. It is a philos-

ophy anyone may understand. When illness whose nature

you do not understand grips you and cries out, "There is

no usefulness, none, left in life for you," then fear seizes

you and you tremble, believing the liar; but when you have

held a lamp to the face of this taunting illness and find

that he cannot wholly check you, then you are elated. You
rearrange your life. You make something new out of what

you have. You mock the ghost who once frightened you.
So much for the child whose heart has been battered and

damaged, but who yet can be salvaged and helped to a use-

ful and happy life. But, better still, spare the illness, avoid

the handicap. The doctors who studied those hundreds
of little patients from the New York public schools crys-

tallized their experience in a few sentences which must be

engraved in the memories of parents if villain heart disease

is to be conquered. Observing that in almost every case

these children's hearts had been damaged when they were
still runabouts, before they reached school, the doctors warn

insistently against the dangerous infections of childhood

scarlet fever, diphtheria, rheumatism, sore throats, bad teeth

and diseased tonsils and against fatigue, "one of the com-
monest preliminaries to severe cardiac damage." They
demand : "More careful supervision ; providing wholesome
food ; protection of the child against exposure to wet and

cold; longer convalescent periods for tonsillitis and other in-

fections ; and frequent examinations of children by a phy-

sician, particularly after acute illness, in order that defects

may be avoided, and if developed, may be recognized and
cared for at the earliest moment."

TO sum up: Since heart disease "is the cause of the

greatest number of deaths and disabilities in the United

States" and since it first appears in the child :

It is with the child that the greatest concern of the phy-
sician and the social worker must rest. It is the heart of

the child that must be guarded, "or ever the silver cord be

loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, or the pitcher be

broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken at the cistern."
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Peter Flanders
By MARY ROSS

VEN a chance puff of city air was shut out

from the room that July night. The win-

dows were closed ; the lace curtains drawn.

Gaslight and candles lit the dark figures

sobbing beside the child in the bed.

His head propped high on the pillows,

Peter Flanders was fighting for breath with the last atom

of strength left in his thin little body. Unless you looked

carefully you might not have realized how thin that body

was, for his flushed face was swollen beyond the natural

chubbiness of four years, as he quivered with quick sharp

gasps. Rheumatism had racked him mercilessly in joint

and muscles ; then it had clutched his heart. You know

that rheumatism means one must avoid cold and drafts,

and so his mother dressed him in a suit of underwear

beneath his pajamas, and piled the quilts over him, trying

to guard that faint glimmer of life, to hold at bay that

unseen enemy whose presence filled the stiffling room.

She had met that enemy before when he took Peter's

father, leaving her with the two children to feed by long

days of scrubbing "out." And now, when Peter's life was

flickering like the candles which the neighbors had brought

i, she had thought back to those brighter days before she

married, when she did housework in the fine home of a

great doctor, and she sent word to him.

He couldn't come; but he sent a friend skilled in the

are of children who swept into that tenement room like

sea breeze for which the whole city waited. Out with

he weeping neighbors; up with the windows, off with the

weight of blankets and clothing in which clumsy, tender

ands had wrapped the hardly conscious child.

Morphine, digitalis the sharp stab of a hypodermic

le was there still enough strength left in that little

ady to rally to meet the help they brought?
"It was* like holding a little fluttering bird in your hand,"

aid the doctor who tells the story. "You hardly knew

whether you had him or not. I certainly thought he was

gone goose."

But Peter didn't die that night, nor the next. That

frantic little heart, beating twice to each second, slowed

down a trifle, breath came without those terrifying sharp

atches
;
he could call up the shadow of a smile.

"If we can pull him through," said the doctor cautiously,

"you'll have to keep him in a glass case for the rest of his

life." He wondered what a widow with two children

auld do for such a child, the kind one used to see wheeled

about in a baby carriage at ten or twelve, helpless.

Peter's mother put her trust in the man who had done

bis apparent miracle. Hard enough to manage when you
have not much to do with, but an aunt helped when she

had to be working away from home, and the doctor's every

direction was followed. Country care for a time, in a

onvalescent home, then good food, rest, avoiding cold and

vet and other people who were sick, visits to the doctor

vith a religious regularity, and Peter's heart pumped more

slowly and more effectively as his legs got plumper and

his cheeks pinker. He was enrolled in the children's clinic

at St. Luke's Hospital in New York City, and then in

that first-of-all cardiac clinic for children opened in 1916.

ON
the page opposite, meet Peter Flanders today, ten

years after that July night, a regular boy.

Peter still goes to the clinic.

"Once a cardiac, always a patient," says the doctor.

But that is merely a friendly sort of a call upon those

who have directed his life for the past ten years. That

scar with its murmur is still there in his heart, not to be

neglected. A clinic visit does not mean that the doctors

think you sick, but they aren't going to let you get sick.

There are many other children with records as dramatic as

Peter's who go to the clinic. In fact the best thing about

this story, aside from its showing how near one little boy

could come to death and still recover, is that it is merely

one of the first of its kind. There are others like it when-

ever one can bring together a doctor who understands chil-

dren's hearts, a social worker to help him, and mothers

willing to follow his advice.

And between clinics: Peter is the pride of his mother,

and the whole calendar of his saints the doctor, St. Luke's

clinic, and the boys and teachers of St. Joseph's Academy
where he graduated last June. The clinic records tell :

In 1920 he spent three weeks in the hospital, not because

of his heart but for some obscure condition which may
have been typhoid. That same year, however, he was

swimming, playing football and running races.

April, 1922: Peter won a watch in a skating contest.

June, 1922: Peter was second in the high jump.

November, 1922: Scarlet fever, but heart condition same

as before. (Scarlet fever, when it is not treated with

scrupulous care, often cripples the hearts of children.)

March, 1924: Peter is first in his class in scholarship.

Plays basketball.

August last he visited the clinic again, bringing his

medals by request. There was the basketball medal, the

high jump medal, the medal for scholarship. He is to

enter high school and may play football. He ran around

Morningside Park noth Street to I23rd Street, across

two blocks and back in !2 T-i minutes.

"Peter says he never has to think of his heart at all,"

writes the social worker, but that is a victory possible only

because he has been taught to think until action becomes

almost instinctive, and he stops at once when he begins to

feel winded ; and because by gradually increasing exercise,

painstakingly supervised, he has reached a power of safe

accomplishment which well may make even a heart specialist

gasp.

The long road that Peter has traveled is summed up in

one terse jubilant comment scrawled by the doctor himself:

"Picked out of the coffin," it reads, "and in this case it

was a helluva job."
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Saving Hearts In Your Town
By WILLIAM H. ROBEY, M. D.

DOT
until physic-

ians have shown

a keen interest in

the problem of

cardiac disease,

and have brought

to the attention of the lay public

by forceful words and active

work its many causes and dan-

gers, will the need for vigorous

action be sufficiently felt in a

community.
If the writer may judge from

the replies which he has received

from medical colleagues in various parts of the country, very

little is being done outside of the largest cities to arouse

public interest. In New England at such places as Port-

land, Springfield and New Haven heart disease is treated in

the hospitals, but there is no publicity nor organized attack.

In the far South rheumatic fever and its cardiac sequelae are

not nearly so prevalent as in the North and therefore the

spur has been lacking. It is, however, very clear that any

disease, studied intensively, develops interests and sidelights

before totally unsuspected. Even if the physicians of a com-

munity believe that this incidence of heart disease in their

section is negligible, they would probably be surprised at the

results of a group study. In the great medical centers the

work has grown tremendously in only a few years.

In Boston, three years ago, the Association of Cardiac

Clinics was formed by eight physicians, all interested in the

study of heart disease and connected with the staffs of four

hospitals. Four meetings a year were held in hospital amphi-
theaters or public halls and were advertised in the medical

journals and the public press. Technical and scientific as-

pects of the question were avoided ;
the papers dealt more

with the school and community interests.

The Massachusetts General Hospital was the first to or-

ganize a public heart clinic, but now the Peter Bent Brig-

ham, the Boston City Hospital and the Children's Hospital

have their clinics. The Social Service Department of the

Massachusetts General Hospital, under the able direction of

Ida M. Cannon, has greatly aided the work of the clinic.*

The thoroughness of this work, however, should not dis-

courage others from more modest beginnings. The other

hospitals in Boston are all developing careful systems of

follow up through their social service departments.

Any public hospital in a city or town or health center can

do the same. It merely needs a nucleus to develop the pro-

ject. Expensive instruments and finer methods of" diagnosis,

while of great value, are not required in 90 per cent of the

III this attack on the diseases of the

heart the next major offensive against
the preventable causes of death the in-

dividual patient must fight stoutly on his

own behalf. But he can not fight alone.

Dr. Robey here gives a plan of cam-

paign which puts the whole community
back of the attack and holds out a lively

hope of eventual success in the broader

effort to reduce needless mortality and

prolong the span of life.

* A recent intensive study made by Mrs. B. S. Russell of that

department, and the first part of which is published in the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal for September 25, 1924, should be

read by all persons who are giving any consideration to this

subject.

cases of declared heart disease

and are quite unnecessary in a

clinic where the detection of

focal causes, potential and early

heart disease is the primary ob-

ject.

Doctors, social workers and

nurses cannot combat heart dis-

ease alone; steps must be taken

in every community to inter-

est the public. Without the

help of the people, their interest

and financial support, the work

cannot progress as it should. In

any community association for the prevention and relief of

heart disease, a large proportion of the membership should be

drawn from the laity. How can this be brought about?

A few persons should start a clinic in the free hospital or

dispensary. The clinic should be held once or twice a week

and should be devoted exclusively to the study of heart

problems. Lectures can be given before church and club

organizations, parent's associations, nurse's clubs, and mem-
bers of the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A. For several

years lectures have been given in the halls of the Boston

public schools to the parents of the school children. Talks

have also been given to school physicians and lectures by

qualified physicians and social workers have been broadcasted

by radio. Editors of daily and weekly papers in coopera-
tion with editors of medical journals are ready to print

news items of an instructive nature and this summer the

Associated Press decided to issue a biweekly letter including
such medical information as would help the public to a more

intelligent understanding of disease.

A Local Program

THE
general outline of a program for a local heart asso-

ciation, or the objects which any general volunteer or

official health agency should attempt in order to make prog-
ress in preventing heart disease has been stated in general
terms by Dr. Haven Emerson, president of the New York
Heart Association, as:

1. Facilities for special diagnosis of suspected or established
heart disease, for medical and nursing supervision of those un-
able to pay for private care.

2. Provision for convalescent and chronic cardiac cripples,
and summer camps for cardiac children. Office of information
and education.

3. Vocational guidance for school children with heart de-
fects and for cardiac wage earners.

4. Research into the natural history of heart disease, its

epidemiology, occupational causes, and the costs and results

of preventive work.

The opportunity for correct diagnosis not only of the

presence of cardiac disease, but of its causes, is the first

essential. This means that the physicians of the country
must have greater knowledge of those factors which make
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up the diagnosis of organic disease. Beyond this, some una-

nimity of opinion must be reached so that the profession as

a whole will be alive to the several advance agents in cardiac

disease.

It would be worth while for any community to make it

possible for certain physicians who have shown a definite in-

terest in heart disease to spend some time in the cardiac clinic

of a large hospital for the purpose of studying prevention,

relief, management and clinic methods. No small part of

this work would be the keeping of careful records from

which enlightening data could be subsequently published.

One of the most helpful results of the combined attention

of a group of devotees to the heart problem has been the

classification of heart patients for the convenience of bring-

ing each patient under appropriate care. That classification,

now widely in use, is given in the box, page 140.

While the recently organized national organization, the

American Heart Association, will exert a universal influence,

communities must largely follow the leadership of the local

medical groups. State and county medical societies should

have sections in heart disease where physicians may bring

their heart problems and by evoking free discussion, clear up

puzzling questions. Persons skilled in the various phases

of etiology, diagnosis, convalescence, chronic care and social

service could be invited to address section meetings. If it is

not possible nor feasible to have a section devoted to the

subject, at least one meeting a year could be given to a

symposium. Small local medical societies are already invit-

ing cardiologists to read papers and the discussions which

follow are very stimulating.

Prevention in Childhood

EVERY
child in the community should be regarded as a

case of potential heart disease and a thorough search

made for those centers of infection such as diseased tonsils

or carious teeth which, if allowed to continue, may lead to

heart involvement. The prevalence of rheumatic heart

disease, especially in the northern part of the United States,

is such that about half the deaths from organic heart disease

are caused by the effect of diseases of the rheumatic group.

There is also little doubt but that many of the cases of

cardiac degeneration declaring themselves in middle life have

their origin in childhood. While much can be done for or-

ganic heart affections, all must realize that once the disease

is established, its victim becomes limited in health and effi-

ciency. Eradicate the causes of cardiac disability and you

reduce the suffering and economic waste which in many cases

precede the inevitable result.

The Heart Clinic

MANY
of the large cities such as New York, Chicago

and Philadelphia have followed the same course as

that described above in the case of Boston. Clinics devoted

solely to heart study have been established and the published

reports of their observations have given more definite infor-

mation on diagnosis, treatment and end results than have

been obtained before. Smaller cities and towns can do like-

wise wherever there is a hospital clinic. Community health

centers can be established wherever the towns are too small

to maintain individual clinics. The nucleus would be small,

but it is surprising how the attendance increases as soon as

the public learns that there are physicians particularly in-

terested in a special subject.
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A Working Classification of Heart Patients

CLASS I

Patients with organic heart disease who are able to carry
on their habitual physical activity.

CLASS II

Patients with organic heart disease who are able to carry
on diminished physical activity.

A. Slightly decreased

B. Greatly decreased

CLASS III

Patients with organic heart disease who are unable to

carry on any physical activity.

CLASS IV

Patients with possible heart disease. Patients who have

abnormal signs in the heart, but in whom the general

picture, or character of the physical signs leads us to

believe that they do not originate from cardiac disease.

CLASS V
Patients with potential heart disease. Patients who do

not have any suggestion of cardiac disease, but who are

suffering from an infectious condition which may be ac-

companied by such disease ; e. g., rheumatic fever, ton-

sillitis, chorea, syphilis, etc.

Without the social worker it is impossible for the cardiol-

ogist to keep in touch with patients. From her he learns

under what conditions the cardiac lives and whether the

instructions are being carried out. Patients who are dilatory

in returning to the clinic are notified and if they fail to

appear, they are visited and the reasons ascertained. In

small communities a visiting nurse may supplement the social

worker if she is trained in the care of cardiacs. A com-

munity in which a cardiac clinic is to be established should

send its social worker or nurse to a large cardiac clinic to

study its methods. She should understand the directions

which Tiave been given in a case and the possibility of en-

forcing them.

Attacking the Causes

SCHOOL
and visiting nurses should be familiar with the

causes of heart disease and in an inspection of school

children or other members of the cardiac's family, should

search for enlarged or infected tonsils, defective teeth, a

history of rheumatic pains, growing pains or chorea. All of

these factors must be inquired about, since even intelligent

parents, not understanding their significance, may allow

them to pass unheeded. Many still think growing pains a

natural accompaniment of childhood and chorea a nervous

affection in no way related to heart disease. When the

writer was a medical student, and for some time sub-

sequently, chorea was regarded as a nervous disease and was
treated as such and only in recent years has it ceased to be
an entity. Now it is looked upon as a part of the symptom
complex of rheumatic fever, the effect upon the nervous

systems of the toxins of acute rheumatism. A child with
even slight involuntary twitchings should be thoroughly in-

spected for the foci of infection.

Janeway, in his Shattuck lecture in 1916, expressed his

doubt of the bacterial agents which have been acclaimed as

the cause of rheumatic fever, but he did hold out hope of

prophylaxis by a study q the portal of entry. He did not

feel that removal of the tonsils was a preventive panacea,
but he did not allow these doubts to prevent the patient from

receiving what benefit the operation might give. Dr. Wil-
liam St. Lawrence* studied the effect of tonsillectomy on
the recurrence of acute rheumatic fever and chorea in a

group of ninety-four children, and concluded that tonsil-

lectomy seemed to be the most important measure at present
available for the prevention of acute rheumatic fever and
allied rheumatic affections.

Such testimony is comforting, but I am satisfied from an

experience of more than twenty years that tonsillectomy has

much to recommend it. I make this statement not as my
"opinion" or my "belief" but from cases which I have ac-

tually followed. Tonsillectomy (Continued on page 165)

*
Journal of the American Medical Association, October 16, I9ZO.

Plan of Organization for a Heart Clinic



Peace Hath Her Victories
The Nations at Geneva Champion a New World

By CORNELIA STRATTON PARKER

*E have arrived at the end of our labors. . . .

Ladies and gentlemen, I declare closed the

Fifth Session of the Assembly."

The first and last sentences of President

Motta's address delivered just one hour ago.

The thunder of applause, begun seated, and

kept up and up, and continued as the delegates, the press,

the crowded galleries rose to their feet in tribute to the

little Swiss who had presided with such skill over a month

and two days of history. In tribute to a personality, yes.

And in the depth of every heart in the Salle de la Reforma-

tion there was something of ardor needing to find expres-

sion. We clapped and clapped for Motta, and we clapped

and clapped because this day had been passed unanimously

that document of modern documents, The Protocol for the

Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. We were

blessed who had the privilege of actual presence in Geneva

during these rare days of internationalism put to one of its

highest tests to date, we who heard with our own ears the

great nations and the small with a new faith and, pray

heaven, a justified idealism, champion a new future a

future only fools and God had dared to dream of a short

month ago. We who had sat there in that Assembly Hall

had heard the roll call this morning "Afrique du Sud"

"Yes!". . . "Albanie" "Aye !". . . "Empire Britanique"

"Aye!"... "Finland" "Oui!". .. "Inde,". . . "India"

"Yes!". . . "Norvege" "Oui!". . . "Venezuela"

"Oui!". . . Forty-seven ayes a solid vote for a new world.

We who have spent this last September in Geneva

pardon us if we see visions and dream dreams, for we have

lived through Motta, Italian-Swiss that he is, so named it

an hour ago "a collective effort of exceptional grandeur."

The spell is still on us, and will last until little by little

we mingle with people who have not lived this September
in Geneva people perhaps who have merely skimmed gar-

bled newspaper reports and who never caught a spark of

the new hope which fired fires those of us who were

here to see and hear and sense directly the struggles, the

sacrifices, the passions, the determination that would not

abate. Scoff, you skeptics; smile, you cynics; jeer, you who
scorn to travel the struggling world's way our answer is

that we are humbly grateful for the lump in our throat this

second of October, 1924 (and great statesmen had lumps
in theirs) grateful that we could forget for one day that

our country had taken, was taking, no part in this collec-

tive effort of exceptional grandeur, and that for this one day
we were a throbbing atom of the trials and disappointments,

the unflagging determination and the ultimate glorious suc-

cess of this Fifth Assembly of the League of Nations.

Ultimate ultimate as far as what Geneva can accomp-
lish. The Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of Inter-

national Disputes now goes out into a world which was not

in Geneva this September, and that world will have the

final judgment. I think every man and woman who has

lived through these days in Geneva, will feel that, as far

as in the power of each lies, prime ministers to doorkeepers,

it is for us to see that the world at large catch something

of the spark we all caught ; senses, if ever so slightly, some-

thing of the atmosphere of Geneva this September, apparent

to the most callous.

You who were not here in Geneva this last month, day

in, day out at assembly meetings, commission meetings, con-

ferences, you may shrug your shoulders and say, "All very

well for a month. In another month the world will be

back where it was before. What is a protocol? A drop

in a sea of post war animosity."

BUT
the cause for hope is just that it would have been

impossible to pass such a protocol without a new spirit

abroad in the world. The protocol is certainly not a perfect,

final document. It is easily the best thing of its kind ever

done. The new spirit enabling its creation will no doubt

have its ebbs and flows. If it could be held indefinitely at

the high mark of September, 1924, in Geneva, a protocol

would scarcely be necessary, since with such a united de-

termination for peace and such a desire for mutual under-

standing and cooperation as here evidenced itself, wars

would be rather unthinkable and anachronistic. Alas, a

mere handful came under the direct spell of Geneva

though a mighty important and influential handful, when

you think of the prime ministers, and ex-prime ministers,

and foreign ministers, and ministers plenipotentiary, and

ambassadors, and members of parliament and all and all

we had amongst us. In each country from whence they

came there are thousands, if not millions, yearning for peace.

To each country whither they return these league delegates

will carry something of the heightened internationalism, the

spirit of the sacrifices, aspirations, zealous endeavors, neces-

sary compromises, which could eventuate in a Protocol for

the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes at all

acceptable in the year 1924. And if, even so, the protocol

fail of sufficient support? We can still rejoice that even

in 1924 the world part of the world was capable of

reaches high enough to enable such a product of interna-

tionalism to get on its way.

(And, ah me, there will be the doughty Perfectionist to

take the rostrum and thunder forth that since Article X,

Paragraph n, has the word may instead of can it's a pretty

poor new spirit around about and what we need is a new
world altogether, fashioned after designs to be furnished

on request or otherwise by the Perfectionist himself, without

collaboration.)

Yes, there are deeper roots to the new spirit than just

one month of the League of Nations. Back in the highways
and byways of two great countries that spirit was taking
its own time, with the world at large scarcely cognizant
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of its existence until two new leaders, not only new to their

jobs, but new in type, stood out before us and the silly souls

who will insist upon taking heart now and then said "It

bodes well." The others said, "Nothing bodes anything,"

.and wrote editorials to show what idiots are folk who pos-

sess a grain of cheerfulness.

MACDONALD
and Herriot and then the London

Conference, and then came Monday, September i, in

'Geneva. International conferences have become part and par-

cel of the world's machinery of action. Whether they ac-

complish little or much the very idea that they take place,

that men and women of different nationalities come together

in recognition of the internationalism of twentieth century

civilization, is cause for deep congratulation. The yearly

Assembly of the League of Nations is more than a passing

show sufficient unto the days thereof. It met last year.

It will meet again next year. In the meantime every day
-of the year its work goes on investigations, conferences,

meetings, council, secretariat, Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice, Permanent Advisory Commission on Arma-

ments, International Labor Office, and various and sundry

agencies whose duty it is to carry out the resolutions and

recommendations of the assembly in such matters as opium,
communications and transit, economics and finance, traffic

:in women and children, intellectual cooperation, mandates,

minorities, refugees, health. It is no sudden whim of a

prime minister, no international jag of momentary emotion-

alism. Someone, an American of importance, said pomp-

ously to Manley Hudson, "Of course you know I'm not

pro-league." "Are you pro-Mont Blanc?" he was asked.

LVST
year Corfu lent jagged color to the assembly and

kept great and small anxious until the very end. This

year there'll be no high lights this year, thank goodness.

At the same time, nothing particularly interesting. We'll

all stay until MacDonald and Herriot come (is it really

true they're coming? Then we'll do Italy and sail on the

fourteenth.

MacDonald and Herriot did come. Motta, four days

earlier, had said: "Now, at the opening of this assembly,

I gladly welcome the impulse given by the recent London

conference to the principle of compulsory arbitration. Upon
this pregnant principle, closely bound up as it is with the

vital question of military disarmament, depends the future

of peace, based on right."

On Thursday, September 4, Ramsay MacDonald mounted

the platform of the assembly, greatest of the statesmen ever

to speak before the league. The wonder of it that the Salle

de la Reformation, built for no such throngs, for no such

bursting enthusiasm, hung together for those two great days,

for Macdonald and for Herriot. (And had we not stood

two hours on the curbstone the night before to see

Herriot arrive in an automobile from Lyons? Five

thousand were waiting with us, said the papers. And
how we all cheered when he came. "Herriot!

Herriot! J'ive la Paix! Vive la Paix!" That

was it, you see, all September. We cheered, we

clapped for personalities and, ah, the strong men

and true we were given the chance to cheer for!

But always back of that, la Paix Peace give us

peace. (We must have peace, and we can and will

wait no longer!)

And now there stood MacDonald,

and we clapped, we thousands, till we

could clap no more. How good the

homely plain things he said sounded to

/' our ears. ". . . If the future is to justi-

f j fy our confidence and our happiness, it

will be owing solely to the deliberations,

the negotiations, and the work and the

agreement of the League of Nations. . . .

Why, my friends, none of us have

inherited a tilled soil prepared for peace.

I wish we had. Our position rather is

the

Cartoons from L'Europe Nouvelle

Ramsay MacDonald

* tne ear ' y Pioneers

who went to Australia, to

Africa, to the very remote parts

of the world to find that within

an inch of the landing place

where they set foot they had to

blaze the trail, they had to fell

the forest, they had to dig the

ground in front of them. They

toiled and toiled and toiled, not

for immediate harvest, but in

order to make great prepara-

tions ;
as a result of that prepar-

atory toil, you are shown,
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when you now go to these regions, their smiling and

their peaceful fields. Such is our work. Such is the

work of the League of Nations. . . . This League

will remain inefficient unless it includes not only the threat-

ened nations but the threatening or the so-called threatening

nations . . . Germany cannot remain outside the League

of Nations. . . ." And later, "I am in favor of arbitration.

Edouard Heniot

I see nothing else for the world. If we cannot devise a prop-

er system of arbitration, then do not let us fool ourselves

that we are going to have peace."

We were indeed rich. Thursday we cheered for Mac-

Donald, Friday for that other great man of the hour, Her-

riot. And Herriot said, ". . . We earnestly hope, there-

fore, that one of the acts of the Fifth Assembly will be to

accept the principle of arbitration . . . henceforth the ag-

gressor will be the party which refuses arbitration." (The

lasting influence of the Shotwell plan already beginning to

tell.)

This year we had the prime minister habit. Friday after-

noon it was Theunis of Belgium three in two days. After

Theunis came Benes of Czechoslovakia, Benes, destined to

play with Politis of Greece the great role in this Fifth As-

sembly reconcilers, men head and shoulders above the aver-

age in clear, keen constructive thinking.

Came Saturday afternoon. President Motta read the

joint resolutions of the French and British delegations: "The

Assembly, noting the declaration of the governments repre-

sented, observes with satisfaction that they contain the basis

of an understanding tending to establish a secure peace

"Decides as follows:" in a few words, to hand over to

the First and Third Committees the problem of reduction

of armaments, security and arbitration.

There followed speeches by both MacDonald and Her-

riot, two great prime ministers of the two most influential

countries in the league speaking on the same afternoon to

the delegates of half a hundred nations (and almost as many
nationalities again in the packed galleries.)

In the course of his speech MacDonald said: "I see in

front of me an old master though a new friend, M. Leon

Bourgeois. I was young and my hair was black when

M. Leon Bourgeios, honoring his own name and the name

of the nation to which he belonged, proposed, at an inter-

national conference, that the question of arbitration should

be scientifically discussed.

"Here are we assembled today. The years have gone,

disputes have accumulated, wars have been fought, millions

of precious lives have been sacrificed, thousands of millions

of treasure have been dissipated, and my friend, grown old

and grey in the cause of international peace, still sits con-

sidering this question in its very first stages. It is a dis-

grace to us all.

"Sir, if this meeting of the assembly could only be re-

corded in the pages of history as the assembly which for

the first time gave not only lip service to peace but brain

service, it would be distinguished above all the assemblies

of mankind that have met hitherto."

And Herriot: "... For in order to achieve a task so

great as that which now awaits its conclusion, the intellect,

however it may strive, is not enough. You will agree, my
dear colleagues, that we shall need a robust faith. Nothing
can be done in any sphere without great faith. Without
this belief and the will which is born of it, without the

determination to triumph over all obstacles, to sweep aside

objections. Without this ambition and this resolve we can
never attain the goal."

With that the First (legal and constitutional questions)
and Third (disarmament) Committees got down to work.
For four years now the Third Committee had busied itself

with the problem of disarmament. The fact not to be
lost sight of is that this year the discussions were on another

plane. MacDonald, Herriot, Dawes Plan ? Something had
made a difference. Those who know said "an enormous
difference." The earlier attitude of obstruction, suspicion,

Lord Parmoor

was removed no Corfu this year, for one thing, and the

Ruhr played no role. Discussions were freer, franker, and,
for that, differences of opinion more marked. In earlier

years each nation looked at the problem of security from its

own limited horizon. In 1924 it did seem as if the idea

of a community of nations was taking root, and that people
dreamed earnestly enough of universal peace and security
to have it affect their words and deeds. From the early

goal of disarmament back in the first stages of the league,
to a linking of disarmament with security, to, in 1924, the

protocol, where the Great Three found their official em-

bodiment, Arbitration, Security and Disarmament.
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The League at Work

Committee I worked on the question of Legal Assist-

ance for the Poor and the development of International

Law.

Committee II (technical organizations) busied itself

with the reconstruction of Austria, and this year Hungary

as well, the work of the Health Committee, and the

Economic Committee (especially the equitable treatment

of Commerce), intellectual cooperation, problems of com-

munications and transit, the matter of a loan of 10,000,-

ooo for refugees in Greece.

Committee III (reduction of armaments) besides its

momentous work on the protocol, had three sub-com-

mittees working respectively on the subjects of control

of traffic in arms and munitions, private manufacture of

arms and munitions; chemical warfare, limitation of

expenditure in armaments, military year book, regional

agreements; and the third, limitation of naval armaments.

Committee IV (budget and finance) dealt with con-

tributions, the buliding of a new conference hall, pen-

sions for the staff of the Permanent Court of Inter-

national Justice, the reorganization of the Latin-Amer-

ican Bureau.

Committee V (social and general questions) had a

full agenda: opium, refugees (Mrs. Swanwick, English

delegate, in her speech before the assembly as rapporteur

on the subject of refugees, referred to them as "our cor-

porate failure to make the world liveable for its in-

habitants." Too, she took up cudgels against those

bristling souls who claim the League of Nations is

"merely humanitarian." Suppose it was? In other words

"merely" for the welfare of the human race.) The

Fifth Committee discussed also closer municipal relations,

an International Federation for Mutual Assistance in

the Relief of Peoples overtaken by Disaster (a compre-

hensive scheme of Signer Ciraola, President of the Italian

Red Cross), the protection of women and children in

the Near East, traffic in women and children, child wel-

fare. Resolutions on all these social questions were

adopted by the Fifth Assembly.

Committee VI (political questions) discussed the highly

important and far reaching problem of the mandated

areas, slavery, the situation in Georgia (the French,

British and Belgian delegations submitted a proposal

to the effect that the council should follow attentively

the course of events "in this part of the world" with a

view toward helping restore normal conditions), and

lastly the question of the admission of San Domingo
to the League. San Domingo was admitted, making now

fifty-five state members.

In addition to all and sundry, France gave the league

an institute in Paris as headquarters for the work of the

Committee on Intellectual Cooperation, and one million

francs a year (fireworks of oratory pro and con). Italy

presented the league with a foundation in Rome and one

million lire a year towards an international institute for

the unification of private law (oratory all pro, the cons

gave up in advance. Last year at this time one gasped

lest Italy and Greece be plunged in war, and this year

there stood M. Seferiades of Greece on the rostrum thank-

ing the Italian delegation in his best French. "The Greek

nation will never forget that from a legal point of

view there has always been the closest cooperation be-

tween Greece and Rome.")

ASKED
Motta in his closing speech, "Has our attempt

been too ambitious? Have we presumed upon our

strength?" And he answered his own questions. "The

moral seed that is sown is never wholly lost." The protocol

may go down to defeat. It represents almost a mutation,

if one can thus use the term, in internationalism. Perhaps

the jump was too far ahead; there are the millions and

millions affected by this tremendous factor who are not

adept at jumping. They crawl, collectively, and like their

pace. Physical pliability, adaptability, are the heritage of

the human race, else we were not here, but when it comes

to collective, spiritual adjustments we are apt to be a cum-

bersome lot. This idea of really doing away with war. . . .

It is true we "fought a war to end war." Every one of

us has seen the grim joke of that. Overnight something
has happened and perhaps we did fight a war to end war,
and have won! "We," some of the grim joke remains.

Yet if the protocol does go down to defeat? For fifty

thousand years at least no statesman has lived in a world

evolved to the point where war was declared a crime and

the aggressor a criminal, to be dealt with by a united world

as such, and so firmly that no nation would lightly risk

bringing upon itself such united punishment. Perhaps the

Almighty means it will do us good to live in that old kind

of world a few thousand years longer. If the protocol fails,

our one small comfort will ever be that the representatives

of forty-eight nations assembled together gave their consent

to a new order, practical statesmen and politicians called

"aye!" The dream was looked upon as a reality to strive

for, not by a few isolated idealists, but by the assembled

delegates, all of them men and women of much national

responsibility, from the four corners and in between of

the world.

And if the protocol fail, it was the great work of the

Fifth Assembly, but it was not all. It meant unflagging

labor for the Third Committee day and night, and sub-

committees and smaller conferences. It was the biggest

item on the agenda of the First Committee. Yet there was

other business for the First Committee, and there were the

second, fourth, fifth and sixth committees, meeting almost

daily, and the health committee, not to mention the council

itself. All of it ultimate disarmament not a labor of the

league which does not help toward spelling peace, but for

the most part painstaking forming of the letters over years.

IT
is three days now since the protocol was passed. The

headlines of the New York Herald, Paris edition, read:i

"League Dealt Final Blow by Proceedings at Geneva." The

New York Herald, Paris edition, and I do not seem to

agree. Perhaps American papers are going to carry head-

lines like that and Americans will read and believe. I can

only answer that of the people who were in Geneva, attend-

ing meetings, studying, listening, taking their information

first hand, it was the consensus of opinion on all sides (ex-

cept indeed of a certain type of American who thinks the

league exists mainly to act in a way to please the United

States of America) that this Fifth Assembly of the League

of Nations marks a tremendous step forward, and that the

protocol is the most courageous international document evei

drawn up, and that it has been framed in all good faith, anc

that, accepted by the nations, it will practically insure inter

national peace. And then, to quote the clear-minded Politis

the next great step is, by peaceful methods, to insure inter

national justice.



A Great Charter for Europe
By JAMES T. SHOTWELL

IN
Survey Graphic for August, 1924, I de-

scribed in a general way the work of the

small American committee which had been

concerned during the past winter with the

problem of disarmament. That committee

began originally with the idea of stating a

program of disarmament which would embody primarily

American principles and express American policies. As the

work progressed, however, its program was changed. In

view of the facts that America was not participating in any
immediate effort at further disarmament, and that the

League of Nations was concentrating upon this problem
at the meeting of its Assembly in September, the commit-

tee made the basis of its study the problem as it would
come up before the League of Nations rather than the

distinctively American standpoint. At the same time, it

tried to find a formula which might ultimately be accept-

able to the United States so that if it should prove also

acceptable to the League, there might be hope of the ad-

herence of this country at a later date. The result was

the so-called American Plan for Disarmament and National

Security which was taken up by the Council of the League
of Nations and became one of the chief bases of discussion

in the Geneva Assembly.
Three members of the American committee attended

the Assembly to explain the plan General Bliss, David

Hunter Miller and myself, and in view of the fact that

so much of our plan was embodied in the protocol, it may
be of interest to indicate the relative bearing of the two

schemes. First, however, a word should be said about the

methods employed in Geneva and the new spirit in nego-
tiation which made possible so large a measure of success.

FROM
the standpoint of procedure as well as of sub-

stance, the Fifth Assembly of the League marked a

revolutionary break with the old diplomacy and the old

state-system of Europe. The new democracy of the old

world which has found voice in the labor government of

Great Britain and the liberalism of France which on the

eleventh of May last found expression in the cabinet of

M. Herriot, were given power at a time when the con-

servative elements in both countries were rather relieved

to be rid of the responsibility for a further continuance of

their policies. The result was that Mr. MacDonald and

M. Herriot were forced to win political success by an active

instead of a passive policy. The negotiations at London

showed this preoccupation with reference to the reparations

problem; those at Geneva were the natural if not the in-

evitable consequence of the economic settlement, dealing

with the other major problem that of national security.

The protocol of Geneva, unlike the Dawes plan, touches

the very heart of continuing international relationships. It

proclaims the revolutionary principle that war, aggressive

war, is no longer permitted as a free prerogative of sovereign-

ty and inaugurates a method of international cooperation to

enforce peace. These things are fundamental ; the world

is just waking to their importance.

The success of the negotiations in Geneva and that

they were at least successful will be admitted by foes and

friends alike was largely due to the frank and open way
in which they were carried on

;
and this in turn was due to

some extent at least to the extreme frankness of Mr. Mac-

Donald's opening speech. In it he laid forth the attitude

of the Labor Party, not only toward the question of dis-

armament, but toward what he called certain failures of

the league in the past, namely, the Upper Silesian settlement

and other things. As one listened to his diplomatic faux pas

:made deliberately one realized how far removed the dem-

ocratic governments of Europe were from the old-fashioned

diplomacy. For a moment it was doubtful whether the

brutal frankness of MacDonald had not made international

relations more difficult instead of furthering them. The

French even thought that his reference to the difficulty of

ascertaining the responsibility for any war was a thinly

veiled reference to the responsibilities for the war of 1914.

Knowing that Mr. MacDonald had not been quite clear

upon that point ten years ago, they were inclined to take

this remark as meaning that he held that Germany had not

been responsible for the World War. As this was just

the moment when the German government was putting

forth this claim, the incident began to loom up rather seri-

ously, particularly as the whole speech was an uncompromis-

ing statement of the 'British point of view that sanctions

were relatively unimportant compared with the agreement

to arbitrate and disarm.

M. Herriot's speech in reply was awaited with great

anxiety, for it was felt that upon it depended the possibility

of any further negotiations between the two points of view:

the continental European, represented by France, and that

of the outlying states of the world, represented to a certain

degree by the British. M. Herriot's speech under these cir-

cumstances was one of the most brilliant successes that his-

tory can record. His reply to Mr. MacDonald was in

fact a constructive presentation of the idealism of France.

He denounced war in the most passionate terms and com-

mitted his government to the principle of its outlawry. His

personality as well is genial and winning, and as he pro-

ceeded with his statement, the case of France seemed hardly

more than a further development of MacDonald's point of

view, simply rendered more precise owing to the greater

imminence of the danger of war in the case of a continental

state. Starting from a common acceptance of the definition

of aggression as the refusal to arbitrate a definition based

upon the American Plan M. Herriot insisted that com-

pulsory arbitration could not be treated separately from

the problem of security and that in fact the three pillars of

the temple of peace were compulsory arbitration, security,

and disarmament. His insistence that these three factors

should not be treated separately but form an indissoluble

whole was accepted by the Fifth Assembly and was never

lost sight of in the preparation of the Protocol.

It is impossible in a hurried survey of this kind to char-

acterize in detail other leaders of national delegations at

Geneva. Of the two rapporteurs of the technical commit-
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tees which drew up the protocol, M. Benes and M. Politis,

the former is sufficiently known to Americans to call for

no further comment here. M. Politis, the former Foreign
Minister of Greece, however, has by his work at Geneva

established himself as one of the foremost statesmen of

Europe. His speech in the Assembly, answering the point

of view of the British delegation, was admitted on all sides

to be one of the greatest intellectual performances in recent

political history. No description of the Fifth Assembly,

however, would be complete without mention of M. Paul

Boncour, the chairman of the French Committee of National

Defense, whom M. Herriot left in charge of the French

delegation. The future historian will find in the speech

delivered by M. Boncour in the Third Committee on the

tenth of September already an outline of the main points

later embodied after much effort in the finished protocol.

Observers at Geneva came to the conclusion that in M.
Boncour not only France but Europe and the world have

discovered a statesman of the first order.

The experienced diplomatic representatives of Italy, per-

haps with memories of the Corfu incident in mind, were

at first inclined to oppose the current which they saw setting

in toward compulsory arbitration. But after Mr. Schanger

had tested out the strength of the peace sentiment in a care-

fully prepared speech in the third committee, he and his

colleagues were led to give their adherence to increasingly

widespread opinion that a real turning point had come in

European history, and that Italy should share in the glory

of a great achievement.

Of the smaller powers, the Scandinavians and Holland

were in the forefront of the forces for peace and disarm-

ament. But this had been their traditional policy at Geneva.

Much more notable was the support which came from the

southeastern Europe which had hitherto felt that their

security must rest upon more real guarantees than those of

the league's idealism. When M. Marinkovitch, foreign

minister of Jugoslavia, definitely committed his country to

compulsory arbitration, he stated that it was the study of

the American plan which had revealed a way by which

that step could at last be taken. In this he was anticipated

in his own country by the Croatian delegation to the Jugo-

slav parliament, which, under the leadership of M. Radich,

had on August 31 unanimously declared their acceptance

of the American plan. The result is that one may look to

that very part of Europe where the World War began for

a first sign of the adoption of a guarantee of peace.

THE
little American committee was thrown into close

contact with the various national delegations, and as

a result of suggestions from those anxious to see the im-

mediate adoption of a large part of its program, it recast

the text of the Plan of Disarmament and Security so it

might be better adjusted to the procedure of the league.

The burden of the text was substantially unchanged, but

instead of making the fulfilment of its proposals depend

so largely upon a subsequent conference to be called next

year, the Fifth Assembly itself was called upon to proceed

with the declaration of the outlawry of war. This was

done by dividing the text into two main divisions: one

dealing primarily with compulsory arbitration and the out-

lawry of war, and the other with disarmament and separate

treaties.

Under the caption Declaration Outlawing Aggressive War
the first eleven clauses of the American text were thrown

together and one additional clause added to them. This

clause was the one which called for acceptance of the com-

pulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of International

Justice (Article 36 of the Statute of the Court). This

furnished a short, clear statement of the outlawry of ag-

gressive war accompanied by a permissive economic sanction

which left the aggressor uncertain as to the value of its

treaty rights in other countries, but did not impose any mili-

tary obligations of enforcement. The test of aggression

was as before a refusal to accept summons to the Court

for an alleged overt act or menace by overt act.

The Protocol of Geneva embodies the substance of this

proposed declaration in detailed formulae. It develops the

various methods by which arbitration or judicial settlement

of disputes may be carried out and it leaves the council

a large measure of activity as a mediating agent to prevent

disputes reaching this far. All of this was implicit in the

American proposals, but the details were omitted because

of the fact that the United States was not a member of the

league and, therefore, any mention of the other agencies

which the league members might employ to prevent dis-

putes would be out of place in any formal American docu-

ment. At the same time, it was explained to the European
statesmen that the American text was intended to be ad-

justed to the needs of the league in this way.
It was only in the matter of sanctions that the protocol

distinctly departs from the plan finally embodied in the

American Plan. This was to be expected, for members of

the league have already taken an obligation in this regard.

The enforcement of peace is implicit in the covenant : Ar-

ticle 1 6 states that all members of the league make common
cause with a victim of aggression and assist it with financial

and economic measures to enable it to withstand the attack

of the covenant-breaking state. It states as well that the

agressor shall "be deemed to have committed an act of

war against all other members of the league." So long as

the league would have to determine by unanimous action

which state was the aggressor, his obligation of Article 16

could not be readily applied, since the presumed aggressor

would most likely be among the judges of its own act.

All of this was changed by the acceptance of the American

definition of aggression, which automatically established

who was the aggressor by the mere test of refusal to accept

arbitration or judicial procedure. For then the obligations

of Article 16 would also apply automatically.

As this was carrying the league over further than many

governments were prepared to go toward a common action

against war any war the obligation to enforce peace had

to be modified and rendered less rigidly uniform. This was

done by stating that while each state would meet its obli-

gations "loyally and effectively in support of the Covenant

of the League," in resisting any act of aggression it could

itself determine to what degree and in what ways it would

cooperate in enforcing peace. Article 1 1 of the protocol,

which deals with sanctions, distinctly says that "geographi-

cal position and .the particular situation of the different

states as regards armaments" furnish varying criteria by

which the governments themselves shall interpret the de-

gree of their obligations. This express qualification was

inserted at the demand of the Scandinavian states, which

have been throughout all the debates of the League of

Nations uniformly insistent upon proceeding at once to dis-

armament and pacific policies, but like most pacifists, fear

that the enforcement of peace may itself develop into ag-
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gression. Moreover they have been getting rid of their

own armaments, without waiting for common action, and

do not wish to be obliged to participate in any form of

enforcement which would oblige them to retain instead of

reduce their armies and navies.

THIS
brings us to the heart of the whole problem of

America's attitude towards the protocol. If we admit

that international peace cannot be established without na-

tional security and this must be admitted by all thinking
students of public affairs then how can that security be

safeguarded without adequate means of defense? The an-

swer of continental Europe is to make the problem of

security which is at the same time the problem of peace
a matter of common international interest. War is a

plague which must be stamped out by a common action.

The initiative of single states is not enough. The initia-

tive in defense is almost as dangerous as the initiative of

aggression. Indeed, the two are practically indistinguish-

able in fact. Hence, all overt acts are declared forbidden

and the preparations for them are declared to be equally
a menace. So far, all states are agreed, but the question
is whether the prohibition should be accompanied by an en-

forcement to which all states would be morally bound to

contribute. Those states which live most under the threat

of war, to whom war is most real, naturally are most

anxious that the police power shall be effective. This

means continental Europe. Those states which have "by

geographical position or peculiar circumstances" less to fear

and who are, therefore, less conscious of their security from
the very fact that they enjoy more of it than the continental

states are naturally less ready to cooperate in the enforce-

ment of peace, fearing that they may be involved in new

entanglements and dangers which they might otherwise

escape. This point of view, most familiar in the British

and the American press, has seemed in the past to the con-

tinental powers as blocking the only possible methods of

suppressing war, and is responsible for much of the charge
of hypocrisy in Anglo-Saxon idealism in this field. Obvi-

>usly the argument does not all lie with either side and a

[promise had to be found. The result is Article II, of

e protocol which leaves to the different governments the

freedom to determine what, if any, shall be their contribu-

tion towards specific violations of peace. It definitely recog-
izes the fact that the obligation is to be measured not only

the common danger but by the special interests of the

rious states. The obligation is universal but the.applica-
>n is individual. This is a subtle point already misunder-

in comments in the American press and is likely to be

ore misunderstood as time goes on.

SO
far we have been dealing with the question of com-

pulsory arbitration and the outlawry of war which form-
ed the substance of the declaration of the revised American
plan. The problem of disarmament was met by two reso-

lutions in the American plan, neither of which are to be

found expressed though one is implied in the protocol.
But if one reads the minutes of the discussions of the com-
mittee one finds that the reason for this is that details for

the plans for disarmament were referred to the coming
disarmament conference.

The first American suggestion was that there should be
a recurring periodic conference devoted to the problem of

disarmament, meeting at least once every three years. This

ousl

the

proposal met with objections upon the part of members of

the secretariat who claimed that it was adding an unneces-

sary additional body to the already complicated structure

of the league. They insisted that the committees of the

Assembly would be able to carry on the continuing disarm-

ament program and that the secretariat itself would be

able to handle the routine. Some opposition also was en-

countered upon the part of those who were afraid that the

recurring conference would open the door to floods of ora-

tory and achieve very little. While these arguments are

not without their strength, the fact remains that the prob-

lem of disarmament is so complicated, and in view of the

progress of inventions is so constantly changing, that any

agency able to deal with so large a subject must be more

carefully adjusted to its task than a miscellaneous assembly

could ever be. However, this part of the proposition is not

in the Geneva protocol and will be a matter for discussion'

for the disarmament conference.

The other American proposal with reference to disarm-

ament was for an international committee of investigation

concerning the state of armaments. This has been partly

embodied in Article 7 of the protocol, which states that

"should the council be of opinion that a complaint requires

investigation, it shall if it deems expedient arrange for in-

quiries and investigations in one or more of the countries

concerned." The investigations called for in the protocol

are: somewhat different from those intended in the Ameri-

can plan, for in the protocol they simply supply evidence

in a case of aggression. There is nothing said about a

permanent organization, and in fact in the committee dis-

cussion this was deprecated by at least one of the Great

Powers. On the other hand, the Conference on Disarma-

ment may easily insert in its agenda the creation of "an

International Staff for Peace" of the kind indicated in trie-

American plan. This suggestion has met with very favor-

able reception upon the part of competent military au-

thorities and is not at all beyond the limits of possibility.

In the opinion of the American committee it is one of the

most important of its proposals tending to prevent war

rather than to conquer back peace after war has broken out-

FINALLY,
the American plan frankly recognizes the

existence of separate defensive treaties between two or

more states but only on condition that each of those treaties

contain in it a clause of compulsory arbitration with the

presumptive enemy. This completely changes the question

which so divided opinion in Geneva in the past. Treaties

of alliance of this character have no misunderstanding quali-

ty. By their very nature they simply enhance the pacific

agencies of the league. They mean no more than that cer-

tain definite dangers are specifically met by mutual insurance

policies, all of them within the general provision outlawing

war. They are distinctly peace pacts henceforth.

In addition to this, it is declared that th'ey are open ta

any other states, members of the league, to join them. Con-

sequently, the closed, secret, aggressive treaty is to be a thing

of the past.

Whatever reservations Americans may have concerning

this or that element in the Protocol of Geneva, it is in-

cumbent upon us in all humility to make our criticisms con-

structive and helpful, not carping nor hostile. How much
more than this is incumbent upon us, let our own con-

sciences decide.



Blind Alleys
By ETHEL KAWIN

'ELL, Sam, what kind of work would you
like to do?"

Everytime that I put that question to a

fourteen or fifteen-year-old boy or girl, I

felt deep within myself like an utter

idiot! If the eyes that I was looking into

across my desk were earnest and serious, I knew that what
that young person really wanted to do was something for

which he ought to have years more of schooling, probably

college; if they were ardent and eager, there was little

prospect that the jobs available for him or her would

satisfy any of the keen anticipation that they expressed ;

if the eyes before me were dull and lifeless, the chances

were that the kind of work he did was a matter of relative

indifference to their owner.

And inevitably my mind would travel quickly to friends

and acquaintances of my own generation, most of them still

seeking to find themselves, floundering quite helplessly in

this bewildering world of vocations businesses, arts, pro-

fessions, jobs. Those who had had the advantage of a

college education were, on the whole, little better off than

those who hadn't, because no attempt at self-analysis, job-

analysis and vocational guidance had been included in their

college training. On up the scale my mind would travel

to all the middle-aged misfits I knew, still trying to find

their own particular aptitudes, and fit themselves into work
where they "'belonged." And all the time I would be look-

ing into Sam's or Mary's eyes, whether they were earnest

or eager or dull, and thinking how absurd it was of me to

expect that child to be able to answer my question honestly

and intelligently.

But it was my job as a vocational counselor to ask him
and I always did. ... I had entered the field of voca-

tional guidance as a worker almost as soon as interests

along this line crystallized sufficiently to form an organized
movement. The first National Conference of Vocational

Guidance was held in 1910, and I began work as a voca-

tional counselor only two years later. The pioneers in the

movement approached both industry and education, for the

most part, in a spirit of true research. Knowledge of facts

was their immediate objective. What were the facts about

industry? What were the facts about education? Were
the two related? Could they be related? The vocational

movement represented a revolt against the old education

of classical tradition which many people had come to feel

was a thing aloof from and unrelated to life. There was
a growing conviction among many that, when all is said

and done, the child must be prepared to earn his living in

the world of reality, the world of industry as it is. One
can escape spiritually from the drab routine of a mono-
tonous existence into a more colorful world through art,

through the theatre, through books, through play and

recreation. Such excursions into happier lands may afford

a great relief from the dull grind of existence in a world

which is not as we would have it be. But the great major-

ity of human beings must face the daily necessity of earn-

ing a living. Therefore it seemed a logical conclusion that

the schools should train children for industry, and that skill

in some occupation which yields a livelihood should be one

of the fundamental objectives of education.

OUR
first investigations of industry pointed definitely

to one inescapable conviction. Industry as it existed

offered nothing of value to boy and girl workers under

sixteen years of age. The old apprenticeship systems were

practically extinct. Very few boys and girls under sixteen

were given any opportunity to learn a trade. They were

usually employed at "blind-alley" occupations that in them-

selves had no educational value, and, for the most part,

led to nothing. As early as 1913, Professor George H.

Mead of the University of Chicago, who took an active

interest in the work of the Chicago Vocational Bureau,

pointed out in a convention address the fact that "the chil-

dren are worth much more than the occupations to which

we dedicate very many of them." He urged the necessity

of regarding and judging our whole, process of child-train-

ing from the standpoint of the vocations into which we

unconsciously drive the children.

As vocational surveys of industry became more intensive

and extensive, the deeper grew this realization that the

"children are worth much more than the occupations."

Convinced that the children must not be sacrificed, the

pioneers of the vocational movement threw out a new chal-

lenge "Shall the child be made fit for industry or shall

industry be made fit for the child?"

With this, it seems to me, the vocational movement al-

most at its very beginning, struck the crux of the funda-

mental problem in the industrial world today. "Shall the

child be made fit for industry or shall industry be made

fit for the child," translated into adult terms, is in reality

the challenge of the progressive labor movements. Applied

to the working "masses" in this era of machine production,

it is "Are the machines to be the masters of the workers

or are the workers to be masters of the machines?"

It could not take any honest vocational worker long to

know that industry was not fit for the child of fourteen

or fifteen, and that, moreover, such a child did not belong

there. Therefore, instead of trying even were it possible

to make industry fit for him, efforts were concentrated

on keeping the boys and girls under sixteen years of age

in school whenever possible, and in securing legislation that

would make it compulsory for them to stay there. But, of

course, there were thousands of them whom we could not

keep in school with all our efforts. For them we did the

best we could with what industry offered. Consideration

was given to their school-records, their interests, aptitudes,

deficiencies. Usually there was a personal conference with

one of the parents as well as the child himself. These

boys and girls were placed in the most promising positions

that could be secured for them. Vocational counselors
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maintained contact with them after they were working, to

help insure the best possible progress for them. They were

urged to continue their education in whatever ways they

could, and were frequently helped to better jobs.

It was in this personal contact with child after child that

one came to know the steady, deadly disillusionment that

comes to these young people in their contact with the world

of industry as it is today. The best among them leave

school with high hopes and great ambitions. They look

forward to a career as a great adventure. And then one

sees them day by day, month by month, year by year

lose their eager zest for work, and settle down grimly to

the grey routine of a work-a-day world that has little in

common with the rosy-hued land of promise they thought

they had glimpsed ahead. Most of the boys had to content

themselves with work as errand-boys for their first jobs.

Sometimes they were a bit more "lucky" and could secure

an office position. Some of these had a "future"; others

did not. There were occasional chances to learn good trades,

such as printing, electrical work, "cutting" in a tailoring

establishment and others. The girls might get office jobs,

become cash girls >and messenger girls in department stores,

or learn millinery, dressmaking or some other trade. But

for most of the younger ones choice lay between one un-

skilled factory job or another.

I
SHALL never forget my own first contacts with fac-

tories. It was a hot July day, and I had come on as

a new worker, fresh from college. I was given a list of

some half-dozen factories where I was to investigate oppor-

tunities of work for young people. The details of these

first investigations have never been clear in my mind. I

remember only heat and roar and din, huge machines that

whirred dizzily, dust and greese, hot, tired, grimy workers

whose blood-shot eyes shifted constantly toward the time-

clock, counting the minutes until the six o'clock whistle

blew. As I emerged from each factory, I conscientiously

otted down all the facts 1 had been able to gather. Other-

rise I would not have trusted my reports from the blurred

npression that I carried away with me. I knew only

hat I was sick at heart! So this was labor! This was

he living reality in which one was to find the dignity of

oil, the joy of honest work! This was the world of in-

dustry into which I was to send the children!

Of course, the acute distress of my first reaction did not

st long. In the first place, my industrial investigations

on led me to many better factories, where the conditions

labor were not revolting and where work did not seem

intolerable thing. And also there is the sad truth that

time we become in some degree calloused to the things

ve see. It is true that my first reactions to the factories that

saw were those of an ardent young idealist quite inex-

erienced in the world of industry, but its very freshness

nade it a significant comment on much in the industrial

arid. If more of us could retain the vigor of those first

npressions, perhaps we might be roused to the point of

oing something to alter the conditions which produce

hem. Many years after my first experience, I went through
he Ford factory in Detroit with a group of educators,

we came out, a middle-aged teacher from the city of

Jew York, who happened to have been walking next to

ne, suddenly stood still, drew a deep breath and exclaimed,

'My God ! Is that the ultimate destiny for which we are

educating the children of America!" My sudden spon-

taneous answer surprised even me. "I've been asking my-
self that question for twelve years!" said I.

BUT
during a great part of that dozen years, this search-

ing challenge was kept quite in the background of

my mind. As vocational counselors we were, after all, con-

centrating on decidedly constructive efforts on behalf of the

individuals with whom we dealt. Vocational counselors are

able to accomplish for many boys and girls what they can-

not achieve without this help. It did certainly mean much
to Arthur (a grammar-school graduate with an intellectual

cast of mind and tremendous ambition, but no chance of

going on to high-school) that we were able to take him

out of the hat factory where he was restless and unhappy,

and place him instead in a law office where a member of

the firm took an interest in him and helped him on to a

night-school education. Today Arthur is a practising law-

yer. You may well ask, "Is he any better off because of

that?" I have often asked myself. But I honestly believe

that he probably is. At least he hasn't in his heart the

bitter feeling of having been entirely thwarted, of never

having had a chance at the thing he wanted most to do.

I know what it meant to Miriam that we were able to

release her from the tailor-shop where she was pulling bast-

ings for $3.50 per week. The lameness and the crooked

spine that infantile paralysis had left with Miriam would

(the doctor told us), have been aggravated to serious di-

sease had she stayed bent over this dull task at that critical

adolescent period of her life. Back to school we sent her,

long enough to acquire health and strength, the English

language, and skill in a well-paid needle-trade of an entirely

different sort. There was Gertrude, obliged to leave

school for work just two months before graduation from the

stenographic course in high-school, because of home factors

too complex to be set forth in this discussion. A loan of

$5.50 tided her over an acute emergency while her father

got employment! Two months later, upon graduation, we

placed her as a stenographer at a good initial salary.

Thomas's future prospects brightened considerably be-

cause, upon discovering his latent talent for mechanical

drawing, we took him from telegraph messenger service

and put him in a draughtsman's office with a chance to

learn the trade. Just at the point where despair might

have become desperation, George came to us. He had found

that a high-school education availed one little in getting an

office position if because of a childhood accident one hob-

bled on a crutch, dangling an empty trouser leg. We were

able to secure for him an artificial limb that bravely deceives

the world, and after that we had no trouble in getting him

a good job as bookkeeper, for which he had been trained.

With a grammar-school education, tiny sixteen-year-old Sam,

hunch-back and frail, had never been able to earn money.

No one had found anything that he could do. His de-

pressing handicap had given him an inferiority complex.

He over-compensated by an arrogance of manner that made

it very difficult to help him. One's job as a vocational

counselor was to solve this double problem. Weeks of

studying Sam's assets and liabilities helped him to face his

problem squarely and brought a decision. He was sent

to a trade-school where he learned to engrave jewelry and

silverware. At the end of one year he began work as a

skilled artisan in a trade where his physical disability was
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no insurmountable barrier to success in self-support.
In addition to the many children who constituted such

special problems, there were scores of others who were

helped to better jobs and occupations than they would have

been able to secure for themselves. These frequent happy
placements were the achievements that gave one the faith

and courage, and therefore the energy and ambition, to carry
on one's job through the many disheartening hours when
one felt the utter futility of trying to "guide" in the grow-
ing chaos of competitive society.

THIS
growing chaos seemed to me to challenge us on

every side. In many cases we were helping individuals

to make a fairly satisfactory adjustment to their industri.il

environment. But the great majority were unable even

with our help to make an adjustment that brought them

satisfaction, and, of course, there were thousands of boys
and girls whom vocational bureaus, with their limited

staffs of workers, could not attempt to reach. Every year
these poured by the thousands out of the schools into the

factories, shops and offices, to make up the army of restless,

discontented workers that are the important factor in our
"labor problems" of today. As one watched and studied

this stream of young humanity, the conviction forced itself

upon one that the fault was not primarily theirs. Scientific

psychology and psychiatry have made it quite clear that

when the majority of common men find it impossible to

adjust themselves with reasonable comfort and satisfaction

to fcny system of living, the inadequacy lies in the system,
not in the individuals. Either the industrial system into

which these young people were being forced was not adapted
to their inherent needs and capacities as human beings, or,

if a harmonious adjustment was possible, they were not

being adequately prepared to make it by the education

they received in our schools, or by the vocational guidance
that we were able to offer them. For a long time I tried

to make myself believe that those for whom vocational

guidance was available could "find themselves" satisfactorily

somewhere in the work-a-day world. But the Johns and
the Roberts and the Jennies and the Marys that we got
"good jobs" for and kept in touch with, made it impossible
for an honest counselor to fool herself.

There were too many whose experiences were like John's.
What John had really wanted to be at least when he
was fourteen was a priest. But his family needed his

earnings, so he renounced that desire, willing to accept as

a substitute any "interesting work." He had no second

preference, but decided to try a job with a small printing
concern that had an opening in which they promised un-
usual opportunities and a good "future." Month after

month they kept him at errand work and odd jobs. When-
ever John reminded them of their promises for a "future"
in the trade itself or in the office of the concern they re-

newed their promises. A year passed, and then two, with

"opportunity" always seeming to lie just ahead. By the

end of the third year, John was discouraged, his ambition

and his zest for work were gone. We couldn't convince

him that other jobs might prove different, or persuade him
to go to night-school for further education to equip him-

self for other work. His only answer was "It's too late,

my apprenticeship years are gone."

Girls had very similar experiences. Anna was eager

to design dresses, and she seemed to be equipped with an'

unusual knack for that sort of thing. A large and very
reliable concern promised to give her an opportunity in

their dress-making department "just as soon as there was

an opening." Pending that, she took ordinary clerical work
on their mail-order department so that she would be an

employe of the concern, having merely to be "transferred"

when the opening came. The same story of promise after

promise which kept her at the office job in the constant

hope of the desired opportunity. Again the years of appren-

ticeship passed until Anna abandoned hope of learning

her chosen trade, gave up her job, and set out to find some

other office position (that being the only work in which she

had any experience to offer), where there might be a chance

to secure some advancement.

It was rather a romantic gleam in Robert that made him

want to be a farmer. But again there was the family's

need of their boy's earnings, and farming had to be laid

away in the vast land of unfulfilled desires. From farming
to a job in the postal department of a big city is a far cry,

and Robert found the confinement and monotony hard to

endure. He manages to survive it by annually deserting his

work for the summer months, during which he takes a job

as "ice-man."

Sometimes it seemed to me that Harry's answer epitom-

ized the problem that many youngsters were up against.

We had been urging him to complete his grammar-school

education, and were painting the advantages of education in

our most alluring colors opportunities for better jobs, in-

creased earning power and the usual line of argument.

"Hm," said Harry, "my brother graduated, and he's a

window washer."

There was obvious separation, even conflict, in the minds
of these young workers between their functions as wage-
earners and their functions (needs and desires) as normal,

living persons. There was obvious antagonism between

that growth in wealth which today dominates industry
and that growth in individuals which we still cling to as

our concept of education. And the trouble with the voca-

tional movement, it seemed to me, was that it had failed

to face the basic facts of this conflict. The movement
for vocational guidance and vocational education was founded
on the theory that young people must be trained educated

for industry. The great need of skilled workers was

argued. They were essential to the success of any people. In

those days Germany was cited as the example of a nation

whose system of vocational education was the foundation

of national efficiency and prosperity. The arguments seem-

ed logical, reasonable and thoroughly convincing. The
demand for vocational education in this country grew and

grew. And all the time the truth was that for at least

a century the invention and introduction of automatic ma-

chinery had been steadily destroying the need for skilled

workers in one industry after another. Machine produc-

tion had superseded craftsmanship, and for the vast majority

of workers production was becoming more and more auto-

matized. In the face of that, what a dramatic failure of

a whole movement to deal with reality! What a contra-

diction of fact and theory! In our vocational work in the

early days we talked a great deal about blind alley jobs,

dead-end occupations. Is the phrase one which, without

our realizing it, has come to describe the vocational move-

ment itself? Or is there a way out? Some answers to

, these questions I shall take up in a succeeding article.



What Has She Done With It?

The Lady and the Dove

By MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE

I
ONCE saw a lady

taming a dove. The
dove was in a cage.

This made it easier for

the lady.

EARLY
in the year

after the signing

of the Armistice some

seven hundred women

got together in Wash-

ington thinking to cage

the Dove of Peace.

They came from the

Pacific Coast, the Mid-

The Lady tamed the dove in a cage die West, the South,

the North even from

New England for a great Victory Dinner. There were

no men present but those who spoke, chief of whom was

the Secretary of War. He told us that the war had cost,

directly and indirectly, the lives of nine million young men
and that the human cost of the next would be so much be-

yond this as to be unthinkable. When he had finished,

nothing in the world seemed so real to us as those nine

million dead men. We urged then that our country enter

the League of Nations so that through an understanding
with other peoples that next war could never happen.

That was more than five years ago. We are still out of

the League of Nations or any other great association of the

Powers, and the Dove of Peace is still at large. No one

can say that we have not made love to that dove, flattered

it, cajoled it, but there is no certainty that it will come to

our whistle, nor stay with us when caught.

IT'S
probably good business to begin the taming process

with kindness rather than cruelty, especially if kindness

is the only means you've got. At the time of the Victory
Dinner only a few of us had actually used our votes in a

national election. All of us have done it now. And yet we
have not even got the establishment of international peace,
and our entry into the League of Nations or some other

body as a means to it, into the present political campaign as

a clear cut issue. It would almost seem that the appropriate
moment for soft speech was past.

I mean speech to ourselves. There is no use trying to

shift the blame. It is up to us. We are not even letting
the light in on what the last war was, for the benefit of

those boys who will have to fight the next one if interna-

tional peace is not established. We are not even objecting
to that flagrant attempt to soft pedal the effects of war
the attack on What Price Glory, a play recently opened in

New York City. This play is admittedly a work of art.

It has also hit the popular taste. The objection to it is

not on the ground of sex morality, but because of the lan-

guage the soldiers and sailors use. They are extremely

coarse! They are vulgar! They do not take the moral

protestations of the contending parties at all seriously. Like

Shakespeare's soldier they are full of strange oaths. They
add a new profanity to that which the invading armies of

the ages have brought to birth in Flanders.

Now no one can deny that these objections are valid.

The Mayor of New York City after receiving complaints

from officers of the Navy and the Marine Corps, invited

a Major General and a Rear Admiral to sit in judgment
on the piece. The Nation says that the martial critics feared

that the play would stop recruiting.

"After seeing the performance" the Rear Admiral is re-

ported to have said, "no mother would allow her son to

enter army or marine life."

The Nation therefore suggests the army and navy as ap-

propriate careers for orphans a practical way to reduce arm-

aments since modern medicine and hygiene can so reduce the

maternity death rate as to cut down the number of male

orphans almost indefinitely.

But I haven't noticed any important bloc of women voters

resenting this attack on What Price Glory? Of course it's

a dangerous thing that this play should be allowed to go
all over the United States. Dangerous for war I mean it's

grand for the Dove! For when a work of art embodies a

great truth, or even a great piece of propaganda, it's far

more effective than many speeches or much publicity. Look

what Uncle Tom's Cabin did to slavery!

MUSIC
may be allowed to be the food of love but it

looks to me as though the Dove of Peace might

grow fat on a diet of real information if available. Isn't

it up to us women who have votes to stop the deliberate

destruction of its food supply?

Certainly it is up to us to discover and eliminate the causes

of war. And one of the most certain and most easily con-

trollable is too many

people to the square

mile a surplus popu-

lation that must take

somebody else's coun-

try away in order to

have a place to live.

I was talking the

other evening with

Baroness Ishimoto, a

lovely lady who is one

of the outstanding fig-

ures in modern Japan.

It was not possible to

escape entirely the

question of our Jap- w/e made love to the dove
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Over-population scatters the dove's tail feathers

anese Exclusion Act. I cannot quote her exactly but in

effect she said that no nation has a right to expect another

nation to make a place for its surplus people. That was

a home problem and should be settled at home. Japan
knew how many people she could support; let her keep her

population within the limits of her own land. There was

no need that so many children should be born. The women
of Japan have no vote, but they can still speak in public

without being molested and they are advocating the teaching

of birth control as a peace measure. We in America have

the vote but we speak on the subject of birth control under

the constant menace of arrest. Why not use our votes as

well as our tongues in this matter? The bill to make pos-

sible the dissemination of information on birth control is

expected to come up before the next session of Congress.
It is one of the bars in the cage for the Dove of Peace! It

was blocked in committee during the past session. If it is

reported out there is a fair chance that it may pass and

strangely enough that hangs on the action of the Missouri

members of the judiciary committee.

Here then is a definite job for the women of Missouri

to see to it that their representatives vote for that bill. At
this particular juncture they hold the balance of power.

Of course there's no way of voting directly on the question

in November oh no! Even if the Missouri members came

up for re-election nothing so specific and simple as how

they should vote on particular bills would have a chance

of getting into their personal platforms unless an aroused

constituency put it there. But it may not be inappropriate

to mention that a vote has other uses than merely being

inserted in the ballot box. It's a club and an inducement,

a threat and a reward. There are plenty of reasons for the

passage of that bill besides the menace which a surplus popu-
lation offers to our permanent association with that Dove
but there is no question that the noise of many people has

frequently scared it off before. The open season for doves
in Missouri is August. That's safely past. Can't this spe-
cial bar for the Dove's cage be put in safely before then?
It's up to you, Missouri for Heaven's sake put it over!

COMING
v

up in the subway this morning I was con-

fronted with a placard which read:

Vote on November 4, 1924
Nobody was interested in that placard. They sat and
looked at each other and read the advertisements for candy
and shoes and ways to shampoo your hair and news of the

World Series everything except the placard which told

them to vote. They hung on straps and talked to each other
about their real interests about how hard they worked
and how rotten business was, and whether the Iron Horse
was as good as The Covered Wagon, and whether she

really killed him or not, and the new large hats and never

glanced at the admonition to vote on November 4. Now,
of course, there is every reason why we should vote oa
November 4 just as an abstract principle. It's good for

us. It's like playing the scales or practicing the goose step
or repeating the multiplication table it's the daily dozen
of citizenship. But a real issue to vote on would put more
emotion into it. Vote on November 4. Certainly what
for?

ONE
Sunday morning I came out of a little white

church in a town in western New York and seated

myself on the broad steps leading down to the village green.

An old, old man came and sat down beside me. His hair

was thin and white
;

his beard was long and heavy and

white, he stooped upon his cane and he wore a black broad-

cloth coat of ancestral cut. But his blue eye was bright.

He took the skirt of my dress and felt it between his thumb

and finger.

"It's a pretty dress, where did you get it?" he asked.

"In New York." I told him.

"So you live in New York! Well, what are you inter-

ested in there?"

"Just now I'm interested in how people are going to

vote."

"That's good! That's good!" and he patted me on the

arm. "If there's one thing I have no use for it's them that

don't vote! You can get most anything you take a notion

to so's you keep voting for it long enough ! I kep' a-

We've wooed it long enough. Now for cave-man methods !
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voting and avoting for temperance and here it is ! You

can vote for a pretty dress or anything else you want. I've

lived a long time now and I never seen no good yet in

not saying what you're after."

A brisk, red-cheeked young woman came toxvard us.

"Now Uncle Henry, we're all ready to go," she said.

"You leave me alone, Julia! I'm talking to this lady

from Ne\v York. You go along. I'm talking to her about

voting."

Julia retired to the side lines and Uncle Henry continued.

"If I was the president of the United States I'd make

a law about voting. If a man was sick and didn't vote

I'd say 'All right, you get another chance.' If a man was

travelling and couldn't vote, I'd say to him, 'Well, next

time you stay home and do your voting!' But if a man

stayed home more than once I'd say to him, 'You can't

never vote again. There ain't no laws in the country

that's made to protect you, and I don't want to hear you

opening your mouth objecting to anything I do!' That's

what I'd say if I was the President of the United States."

THE
Woman Citizen quotes a Minneapolis woman as

asking:

"Wouldn't you rather vote for that little boy than roll

Red Cross bandages for him?"

Undoubtedly, but how?
There's just one way by getting into the political arena

the things we want to vote for. Peace or pretty dresses

birth control or the tariff. It can be done but we haven't

done it. It is a humiliating fact that although we settled

upon the political conventions like a cloud of well doves

and submitted perfectly good planks for the platforms, and

behaved in the most ladylike and unobtrusive manner when

they were thrown out, we have let these platforms go be-

fore the country with an issue as vital to us as our member-

ship in the League of Nations left out. We're working
hard enough now to get out the vote, but we didn't do

much to get out the issues. And there's no excuse we can

make to ourselves for it. It's a well known fact that

whatever the party machine thinks will get votes is put

into the platform. There are more women voters than

men, but we evidently haven't made the parties understand

that we really want to cage that dove.

But if we are not working through our votes to insure

,
the League of Nations of which we are not a member

doing much to give us what we want. Nothing has

As we would like it to be

happened so important to

the world since the end-

ing of the Great War as

these findings at Geneva. It

is not only the council's un-

animous approval of the com-

pulsory arbitration protocol

to be enforced between the

nations, but that wider ideal

developed in the closing days

of the session, of eventual

arbitration of disputes over

raw materials, over indus-

trial output, over immigra-

tion, national expansion and

racial aspirations that is,

of all the fundamental causes of war!

And we are not in on this great international dove-

catching drive !

It is to be remembered, of course, that our Secretary

of State, our Secretary of the Treasury, and an important
American Commission have been in Europe recently wres-

tling with the problems of the adjustment of international

difficulties. More secret diplomacy ! More dodging of the

duty of creating and keeping an informed electorate! But

the point is that though our cabinet ministers and our

commissions have been conferring in Europe on the prob-

lems which are the greatest of realities to us, the United

States is still seated in veiled unconsciousness this side of

the Atlantic and we women, voters though we are, are not

having anything to say as to whether she shall join the

party or not! For the question is not being put up to us

and we are not insisting that it shall be!

THAT
Dove of Peace as we women want it to be is

fat, placid, trained to come at a call, brooding inces-

antly and preferably caged.

That caging is important because many things besides

mere over-population scare it. The wonderful plans made
in Geneva are not yet completely formulated much less

put into execution. But a caged dove is helpless against

the wildest alarms.

We've wooed it long enough. Now for cave man
methods! And when it's caged, though the soldiers of the

world may encamp about it, it can do no more than squawk !

In the midst of war's alarms the caged dove can only squawk



EDITORIALS

A'
MERICANS, because they are intensely practical,

understand the social importance of heart dis-

ease. With their keen understanding of finan-

cial matters they see in man a machine with a

working capacity and with a nicely calculated return in

dollars," said an eminent Italian clinician, Professor Gio-

vanni Galli of Pavia, addressing the Lombard Society of

the Medical and Biological Sciences at Milan last spring.

It is pleasant to read Professor Galli's extended tribute to

the performance and promise of the group of American doc-

tors who have shown heart disease to be a problem in public

health and organized the warfare against it.

But why limit our interest to the dollars and cents?

That is not the power behind the devotion, the learning,

and the hard work which have made possible the achieve-

ments and plans which this issue chronicles. We shall send

a copy of it to Professor Galli, and we shall mark Dr.

Emerson's words: "We seek a new freedom, the so-called

modern public health .... We measure our success by

the release of free and joyous lives and we grapple with this

chain of misery where it binds hardest."

WAR
is as old as civilization and our civilization is

based very largely on war. The structure of the

state, all the sanctions that have grown into law, have come

largely out of the war process. Until the second day of

October 1924, war was as legitimate for any state as any

other of its activities. It was so far as international usage

went right. Except where states had bound themselves by

mutual treaty, any war that any one of them chose to wage

was legally right, because no other power could question its

sovereignty.

So it was a revolutionary thing that happened on the sec-

ond of October in Geneva. To say baldly that on that day

the Assembly of the League of Nations adopted a protocol

for the pacific settlement of international disputes quite

fails to convey the thrill of excitement and hope that ran

through the statesmen and commoners who shared or watch-

ed the event. Mrs. Parker gives us the feel of it in her eye-

witness story on p. 141. Professor Shotwell, whose leader-

ship in the effort to devise a way of outlawing wars of

aggression is well known to Survey readers, probes into the

text of the protocol and traces its significance on page 145.

What is our part ? America is not asked to sign the

protocol. That should be clearly understood. For those

signatories, members of the League, which ratify it, war

between them becomes illegal. For the United States,

Turkey and Russia and, for a few months longer, for

Germany war remains legal. We will be asked to join

in a conference on disarmament. No one expects that we

shall take so radical a step as Denmark, for instance, which

has already proposed, without waiting for world agreement

or the guarantee of security, to scrap its army. The
members of the League will come to that conference next

year with clean consciences: they have already pledged

each other not to go to war. We are not asked to do that.

The issue is simply this: shall we meet the nations of the

world as they met us at Washington to discuss frankly

the possibilities of relief from a common burden? Or shall

we hold aloof ?

WILL
this fall's elections leave us free to make such

a choice and to make it on the right side? The

Geneva proposal for a conference was drawn too la'e to

become a partisan issue in this fall's campaign in the United

States. The choice is open. The affirmative course can be

taken with dignity by the new administration, whichever

it may be, provided there is sufficient muster of public

opinion within and without party lines.

It is not incompatible with the position of those who

share with Coolidge his belief that America is strong enough

to go it alone, and that as a free agent we can help the

world to its feet as strikingly exemplified by the part

played by Hughes, Young and Dawes in cutting the rep-

arations tangle. The nations bordering on the Pacific re-

sponded to our call to a disarmament conference, and we

can with grace sit in at a conference called by 55 nations

of the world ;
can bring an open mind to arrangements for

composing disputes kindred to the Washington pact.

The affirmative course is not incompatible with the posi-

tion of those who believe with LaFollette that leagues and

such like are vain things so long as they are between states

which can declare war without going to the people. The

arrangements proposed would at least delay hostilities, and

to that extent give public opinion a chance to act ;
and the

progressives have hailed the leadership of MacDonald and

Herriot, the men most responsible for the agreement at

Geneva, as putting a new face on Europe and opening the

way for getting at the economic and imperialist causes for

war.

The affirmative course would not only be not incompat-

ible with the constructive foreign policy which distinguishes

Davis from his rivals, but in line with it ;
in line with that

new frontage on international relations which dates back

to the time when Woodrow Wilson voiced the aspirations

of the common people of the world and when he, however

succeeding developments may have muddied it, laid the
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threshold for a House of Mankind. The world, if not

his fellow countrymen, has shown itself disposed to cross

that threshold and enter in.

BY
the quick shift at Westminister, the two great Eng-

lish speaking peoples go to the polls within a week

ot each other. The British campaign is pressed in less than

a month : the American engrosses half a year. In Great

Britain, a division in Parliament throws an issue over to

the electorate for decision. With us, though the situation

is modified this year, there is no such sharpening of choice

and party behavior looms larger than platforms in the pre-

election debate. These contrasts are marked enough but

are altogether incidental to the drama which the student

of social history finds in the swift developments in Great

Britain. Let us have a look at it against the background of

Europe.

We know that with the break-up of feudalism, came the

rise of great states under the monarchies. We know that

with the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, the

middle classes came into power. They upset autocracy but

they did not breed a litter of petty bourgeois states. Liber-

alism shook the political structure, control settled into

lower and broader reaches of society, but nationalism and

parliamentary government went forward together. And we
know that with the World War tendencies which the vast

extension of the suffrage made inevitable have come to a

head. With this further turn of the spiral, we watch the

emergence of the wage earners as a power in the state.

Not all at once ;
not in any two nations by identical meth-

ods; not without the backwash of old forces; but funda-

mentally there is going on all over Europe a settling of

control to still lower and broader reaches of society.

What we are witnessing in England is the consecration

of this new twentieth century force in British life to the

principle of political democracy as wrought out in the

nineteenth century to the method of government by

ersuasion, discussion and consent."

on those of property owners and profit-makers, but they

hold unflinchingly to the political method of self-govern-

ment as the great contribution to human affairs made by

the genius of their race. They purpose to build upon and!

through its structure. Their spirited commitment to con-

stitutional democracy, to liberty and majority rule is of

world-wide significance. And they have made their choice

with a full knowledge of the pains, the setbacks, the hazards

which the choice entails. That is what is luminous in the-

willingness of the British Labor Party to take the gage
of an adverse vote and go the country with the odds against

them.

Such a course and such a choice were not unanticipated

by Ramsay MacDonald and his associates. Iconclast inter-

preted their stand in the period before they took office in'

these words:

The only majority that is to be of any avail is a converted

majority, not a merely acquiescent one ; a majority ready to

support fundamental change, not merely a majority that is-

ready to try a change of Government.

MacDonald put it himself more colorfully back in 1923:

The truly great constitutionalist will put the public in pos-
session of his ideals and his principles of action in the case

of Labor these are comprehended in Socialism, the community
organized to secure good life for all and, at the same time,
he will make it clear that a journey has to be undertaken to

reach his goal. The pace may be slow or it may be fast, the

journey may be a steady progress or an Israelitish wandering,
hither and thither, long resting in camps, diversions, squabblings,
Golden Calves but it cannot be taken on a broomstick or on
a magic carpet. The road has to be trodden.

OR nine months England has been under a labor gov-

ernment, backed by what was no more than a parlia-

mentary minority, but behind that in turn has been banked

a following stronger in numbers than the Bolshevik group
in Russia or the counter-revolutionary Fascists in Italy.

True, their make-up and the situation confronting them is

different. None the less the outstanding contrast of the

day is not between our slow-moving election machinery and

the swifter British machinery, but between the course pur-

sued in London as against that pursued in Petrograd or

Rome. Followers of the Red Flag in Russia, the black-

shirted companies of the Italian cities, took the short cut.

British labor has not so rejected democracy. To use strong-

arm methods to gain power and have their way, is to its

intellectual leaders a throw-back to the dark ages. They
project a new economic program, grounded on the needs

and aspirations of producers and wage earners rather than

IN
nine months MacDonald has done more to solidify

the ground work of peace than his predecessors had done

in six years. Conservatives and Liberals may have much
to answer for at the bar of history for dislodging this

master-salvager. His foreign policy may, to be sure, like-

a best seller or a play that sweeps the crowds to a theater,

result in what in this country we would call a landslide.

He and his associates may have counted on that. Yet in

the opinion of political observers, there is scarcely a chance

of his immediate return to power. With France, England
and the lesser states agreed on the Geneva protocol and the-

disarmament conference just ahead, we can well imagine
the temptation to hold onto the job to make compromises -

at home which would have freed him to help shape the

recovery of a war-racked continent. With such tremendous

human values at stake the domestic issue on which the-

cabinet fell, however trivial it may seem at first glance-

against the European panorama, must have reached down
to something basic in the labor movement. This on exam-

ination proves to be the case.

The dissolution of Parliament hinged on a prosecution-

brought under the Incitement to Mutiny Act of 1797,

against John Ross Campbell of the Workers Weekly. The

general opinion is that the case was inspired by permanent

under-officials, and that it was made possible by the; negli-

gence of the attorney general, Sir Patrick Hastings. At
all events the prosecution was dropped by the latter and

the charge was brought that he was called off by his col-

leagues. Certain it is that Labor opinion throughout the-

country was a unit in repudiating it. The Conservatives.
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offered a vote of censure, the Liberals called for a Parliamen-

tary inquiry in a resolution which Labor regarded as tanta-

mount to an even more severe vote of censure and on this

last the minority government was defeated and went to the

country. The manifesto issued by the Communist news-

paper included the following:

Soldiers, sailors, airmen, flesh of our flesh and bone of our

bone, the Communist Party calls upon you to begin the task

of not only organizing passive resistance when war is declared,

or when an industrial dispute involves you, but to definitely and

categorically let it be known that neither in the class war nor

a military war will you turn your guns on your fellow-work-

ers, but instead will line up with your fellow-workers in an

attack upon the exploiters and capitalists and will use your

arms on the side of your own class.

Form committees in every barracks, aerodrome and ship.

Let this be the nucleus of an organization that will prepare the

whole of the soldiers, sailors and airmen not merely to refuse

to go to war, or to refuse to shoot strikers during industrial

conflicts, but will make it possible for the workers, peasants

and soldiers, sailors and airmen to go forward in a common
attack upon the capitalists and smash capitalism forever and

institute the reign of the whole working class.

The tinder in such an incident is not hard to find, nor

the implications that can set flint and steel to it in the

course of a campaign. The legal mind is aroused to see

it as tampering with the courts. If governments are to

short-circuit prosecutions brought against favored groups,

British justice is traduced. With an empire on their hands,

and Europe in unrest, any such boring at the allegiance

of the -army strikes close home to the British public. What-

ho, are not the pillars of both law and order being sapped

and undermined? On the other hand, the misuse of mili-

tary forces in strikes lies near to one of the most active

areas of protest in the mind of the organized worker. There

is a long and bitter history behind this feeling. To ad-

vocate insurrection is a different thing from advocating pas-

sive resistance ; but to agitate, also, is a different thing from

engaging in overt acts; and British tolerance has ruggedly

distinguished between the two. The left wing of British

labor would not be alone in resenting any lapse of the

majority come to office, in guarding those rights of agita-

tion which labor asserted when it was the underdog. The

fact that the defendant singled out was a veteran of the

world war, who won a D. S. O. and lost a leg for his

country, makes for mixed feelings in other quarters. The

New Statesman lays the blame for an election that "no one

wants" on the Premier's own attitude and statements, yet

says tersely: "The spectacle of a twentieth century labor

government pursuing a prosecution under an eighteenth

century mutiny act would have been incongruous beyond

reasonable toleration."

THESE
implications and feelings aside, let us see what

bearing the incident has on the general front of the

Labor Party. The Communists renounce political democ-

racy. Within the last month, the British Labor Party has

again, as last year, refused to affiliate with the Communists.

The Communists see government as the exercise of force

by the other fellow. They aim at taking his big stick

away from him and using it themselves. And they are

not without precedent. They can cite the Ulster uprising .

before the World War, when the military and men in high

place were involved. At that time there were responsible

liberals who believed that ancient strongholds of reaction,
close pressed in Parliament, were trying out the ground
before resorting to force if need be to hold their own in

England itself. And today, if we are to credit newspaper
reports, the Communist groups in England have been

matched by the spread of counter organizations fired by the

Fascist adventure in Italy. The two groups are inconse-

quential numerically.

With this strong arm policy in either camp, the Labour

Party breaks. The issue is not of its choosing: it is

raised and taken up by elements pitted against each other

across its course, as across that of the older parties it must
lock horns with in the political arena. Yet it is a chal-

lenge distinctly leveled at the new working class formation

which offers at once an economic answer to the social un-

rest which is alternative to that of the older parties, and
a political method alternative to revolution as the way to

arrive at that answer. The Labor Party has met squarely
this challenge to its faith in freedom of speech and dis-

cussion ; its belief in persuasion and consent as the rock-

bottom tenets of democracy. MacDonald put the issue with

humor in 1921. He had a fight on his hands, then as now;
and under his humor lay the same vigor with which to

his left he had assailed the Marxian doctrine that you
"must destroy in order to reconstruct," and, to his right,

had sought to shatter the static conception of capitalist

society. To quote him:

The Communist is a politician in crinolines and corkscrew
curls. The common people in history have been working
through violence into politics, and now that they have got
there I am in too great a hurry to go back. I know that

ancient times had their attractions the Spartacus Revolt, Wat
Tyler, John Ball, Oliver Cromwell. . . . The disfranchised

revolted during the past two centuries in order that their off-

spring might not have to revolt any more but govern. I, being
a modern creature, believe in government rather than revolu-

tion or dictatorships. . . .

Americans, whatever their economic creed, can appre-

ciate that there is something fine in the adherence by the

rank and file of British labor to the political faith they

inherit from a line of free-necked men which reaches back

through liberalism to the nobles who wrested their Magna
Carta from King John. They adhere to it when to do so

is no longer an academic matter; but a matter of life and

death for the first labor government.

ON November 14, at the Hotel Astor, in New York,

friends of Mrs. Florence Kelley are planning to

hold an anniversary dinner in honor of her twenty-five years

of leadership of the National Consumers' League. Mrs.

Kelley is of the generation of women who with the break-

ing down of the walls of the colleges entered into a "new

freedom" for their sex. She was not content with explor-

ing this new intellectual realm. She was conscious that

the great body of women of her time were being inducted

not into a new intellectual life but into a new industrial

life. And the odds were against them. Hence her life

work ; and its significance in relation to the great tidal
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forces operating in these decades. A wide response to the

plan of holding this dinner has already been received; 150

persons have accepted membership on a general committee.

The toastmistress will be Julia C. Lathrop.

ONE
of the greatest movements to unite governments

for a humanitarian purpose since the campaign

against the slave traders comes to a focus in November at

the opium conferences, called by the League of Nations. Their

end is harder to accomplish than was that of the devoted

men and women who a century ago were determined that

white men should not make profits out of the sale of the

bodies of black men. They aimed at prohibition, complete

suppression of the trade. The trade in opium and cocaine,

however, cannot be prohibited; it can only be regulated.

For medical and scientific purposes, their use must be con-

tinued, so means must be devised to secure a sufficient

supply for the uses of these drugs and at the same time

to cut off the supply which feeds their many abuses. As

out of a total estimated world production of opium of ap-

proximately 3,500 tons in 1922, only 350 tons are esti-

mated to be necessary for medical and scientific purposes,

the great extent of abuse is evident.

The nations of the world have realized since 1919 that

they must deal as a unit with opium and cocaine. A treaty

is already in effect by which they undertake to limit the

traffic in opium and the manufacture and trade in morphine,

heroin and cocaine. The figures which I have just cited

show the Convention has not been effective. It was a long

first step, but the time has come to take a second step on

the same path. The November conferences are a practical

evidence that there is need for an advance. The United

States took a leading part in the movement for the call

of the conferences, and its delegation which met with the

Committee on Opium of the League of Nations urged the

limitation of the production of and traffic in opium to the

amount necessary for medical and scientific purposes. The

Assembly, on the recommendation of the committee, re-

quested the calling of the conferences "as a means of giv-

ing effect to the principles submitted by the representatives

of the United States of America, and to the policy which

the League . . . has adopted."

Two conferences will be held; the first dealing with

opium smoking in the Orient; the second with all habit-

forming drugs. The first includes representatives of gov-

ernments directly interested in the traffic in smoking opium
and its mission is to agree on means "for the giving effective

application" to the provisions of the existing treaty which

pledge a gradual reduction, and ultimate stopping, of all

international traffic in opium for the purposes of smok-

ing. The increase in poppy growing in China to produce

smoking opium is intimately related to the problem of in-

ternational control, so that this conference will also study

the situation in China. Opium smoking cannot be stopped

abruptly. The habit is too deeply rooted in the life of

masses of oriental peoples, and the traffic is too closely

interwoven in the financial and economic fabric of the gov-

ernments to make possible immediate
, prohibition. What

is desired, and anticipated, is an agreement to bring about

complete suppression within a definite period of years.

A harder problem faces the second, or general confer-

ence, in which an official American delegation will par-

ticipate. Its task is to prepare an agreement limiting the

amounts of morphine, heroin or cocaine to be manufactured

for medical and scientific requirements, and restricting the

production of raw opium and coca leaves "for export, to

the amount required for such medicinal and scientific

purposes."

A PREPARATORY committee, on which the United
States was represented, has been unable to agree on a

program for the control of opium production and export
to be laid before the conference. Five separate plans were
suggested by individual members of this committee, and
ultimately referred, following failure to reach a compro-
mise, to an advisory committee. At its last session the

advisory^
committee, aided by a representative of the United

States "in an advisory capacity," and Mrs. Hamilton
Wright of Washington as an assessor, succeeded in drafting
a single plan to be submitted as a basis for the deliber-
ations of the conference. But owing to the opposition of
several members of the committee, more especially the rep-
resentative of France, the committee was obliged to in-

clude a discussion of the original French plan on the agenda.
The proposal of the advisory committee assumes that

the annual needs of each state for narcotic drugs can be
stated within a reasonable margin and provides for a limit-
ation of imports to each state to this figure. The project
provides a central board to watch over the distribution and
to keep the governments informed as to one another's im-

ports, so that exporting countries can carry out their agree-
ment to stop shipments to countries whose reasonable

requirements are met and to revise if need be the estimates
of a country which clearly are too high, so as to make it

probable that the opium imported is not going to be used
for improper purposes.

To prevent the possibility of its being advantageous to

stay out of the International Union, the control board is

to be directed to fix the legitimate requirements of non-
members, and member states agree to keep their shipments
to non-members within the limit so fixed. Trade among
member states is to be subject to the system of export
and import licenses which has been devised by the Opium
Commission, so that no one can trade internationally in

narcotics without a license, both from the government of a

country into which the drugs are to be brought and from
the government of the country of export. Thus full pub-
licity of the trade is assured by reports to the central body
and the responsibility of the governments of importing and
exporting countries is fixed.

The alternative scheme, to be submitted by the French
representative, is not as far-reaching as the advisory com-
mittee plan. It does away with the control board, on the

ground that it is impractical, and provides for an elaborate
''indirect" control, based on a system of international police
and customs regulation. It is to be hoped that the plan of
the advisory committee, which is supported by a majority
of the states, will be adopted by the conference as a mini-
mum of international control.

The third situation in the opium problem, the local
use of opium in countries (Continued on page 166)
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professor of Romance Languages com-

plains because he is herded through life by

sma ll bits f paper. He declares that this

is not the Steel Age, or even the Radio

Age, but the Paper Age. "I get a transfer

on the trolley, a check for my hat, a certifi-

cate with my cigar, a punched ticket for my lunch, a receipt

for my registered manuscript, a check for my salary, a

diploma for my education, a clipped coupon for my income,

a license for my wife, and somebody gets a burial permit

for me when I die. I celebrate by throwing paper confetti

and I mourn by writing an epitaph. Everything is a printed

paper symbol." In a sense he is right; from the halved

hieroglyph of the Chinese laundry to the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, our lives are in paper fetters. We expect St. Peter

to be an impatient gentleman at a turnstile crying wearily

"Tickets, please," who will shove us through with a torn-

off stub in our hand, reading: "Elysian Field Bleachers .

Q 13."

There is a feeling we are a print-driven race so perhaps

it would be a good thing for this department to begin by

asking questions. What is the exact thing we hope books

can do for society? Do we put our faith in books too

much or too little? Shall our slogan be "Fewer books

and better," or does Democracy demand (only a while, we

hope) "More books and worse." In short, do we read not

wisely, but too well?

In our own social field, for example, is the best way to

solve a problem always to write a book. It is very easy to

write a book too soon. The very book crystallizes the mat-

ter as a "problem," or sets a point of view. Then, it may
take a lot of other books to change the false orientation.

Take glands! Self-control here would surely have been

the better part of valor. Is it kind to set old folks limping

after the will-o-the-wisp that first danced over the swamps
outside Eden? Do the publishers who jumped to satisfy

this terrible desire to dull the edge of the scythe feel quite

satisfied with their achievements? Saints forbid the race

should not have its fairy-stories; That Black Oxen led

the best sellers for steady months is not serious, just human.

But putting the fairy-tale into tomes with convincing titles

(like Rejuvenescence) that surely is not very wise. Such

books were written too soon. There should be humility

in writing a book. You always run the risk of giving

immortality to your personal notions. Sometimes a better

way to solve a problem is in the philosophy of a Southern

fisherman. He "jest set an' watched the grass grow."
Books in society the words ring pretty solemnly to one

who has written some millions of ephemeral words. Books

are so wonderful . . . and books are so pitiful. They can

do so much, and so little. The three kinds those of knowl-

edge, those of creation, those of recreation are great genii,

and yet, sometimes, they can say, or do, so little about the

simplest things kissing, say. . . . Yet, we need not doubt

the service of the printed word. The one thing social and

medical science can claim as their joint accomplishment is

the adding of some years to the average human life. And
that God-like gift was granted largely through the printed

word. Poster and leaflet, tract and treatise they carried

the message. "Sunshine, fresh air, good food, sound sleep,"

what would public health do if forbidden to print those

seven words?

Again, books assure us of keeping what we have won.

Once, they say, the burning of the Alexandrian library set

the race back several centuries ; mayhap, lost thoughts we
shall never think again since we never can recapture the art

of being an early Greek. No such chasm can crack under

us again. What wisdom we have is garnered up to today;
the libraries are full of many copies of all our books. Then

you destroj'ed the books and crippled man. Now, you
could destroy man, yet if the books were saved, the re-

ascending monkeys, or colonizing Martians, coyld rebuild

our civilization in every item if they wanted to. ...
Books endure. They perpetuate man's wisdom as well

as his folly. They do guide us, and today they seem almost

the waiting trumpet to gather the races for some divine

crusade. But, they are not sacrosanct. We are not bibli-

olatrous. We shall ask three simple questions of books and

plays that seem serious:

Have you anything to say?

Did you say it ?

Will anybody listen ?

A Little Knowledge
"T_T M-M-M," said the doctor, non-commitally. "Well,

we shall see. We shall see." With bright pro-

fessional smile he sped the parting patient.

But that, in enlightened medical circles, was a long time

ago. Omniscience has gone out of style in the medical as

in other professions. No longer is one's ailment, or lack

of it, a mighty secret to be locked in the breast of the

physician alone, and drawn forth only in mysterious edicts

which the patient must follow blindly. Ignorance and fear

are not attitudes ordinarily conducive to cure, and with

the widening horizons of the mental hygiene movement, the

attitude of the patient has come to be another of those

essentials which the physician must observe, and, at need,

treat. And for most minds no treatment is better than an

understanding of the problem to be faced.

To this realization by the medical profession itself of

the need for popular education and information is to be

attributed the flood of health books written by doctors for

laymen. To the books must be added a score or more of

popular magazines sponsored by one medical group or an-

other, with Hygeia as official spokesman for the profession;

the occasional articles in general magazines, the daily or

less frequent health columns in the newspapers, the pam-

.phlets and educational propaganda which is so important a.
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part of the work of health organizations, the radio talks

sponsored by health departments. All these face a common

problem: How to provide sound information and advice at

a cost and in a form effective for the average of us?

Naturally there are many answers. Three volumes pub-

lished recently in the field which is the central theme of

this issue heart disease indicate three of them.

In bright red covers, and only a little less in bulk and in

cost than the ordinary novel are the first two, written by

physicians for lay readers, Your Heart and How to Take
Care of It, by Robert H. Babcock, and How Is Your Heart?

by S. Calvin Smith, M. D. The very fact of the ap-

pearance of two such books in a field which has been hedged
about with a special degree of fear, superstition, and hopless-

nes<, often on the part of doctor as well as patient, is im-

portant. That both of them can stress preventive measures

for those who have not contracted heart disease, and careful

optimism, for those who have, is a reassuring gage of medical

progress in the field, and justification, were justification

needed, of the policy of laying the facts before any of the

public interested enough to profit.

To the reviewer it seems that any of the public thus

interested probably would be interested enough to push
ahead through a book without having their noses tickled

on page after page by the half-apologttic humor and the

lavish use of marginal notes and italics which Dr. Smith
and his typographers have employed to josh the careless

reader into a sense of his responsibility. Probably, however,
time and the publisher can decide whether or not there is a

sufficiently large group of readers who can be cajoled into

reading material on a serious subject to warrant this type
of treatment. It is, however, characteristic of much of the

reading matter prepared by physicians for the uninitiated.

Dr. Babcock gives an especially clear and readable account
of the normal functioning of the circulatory system and
the actual effect of infections and poisonings, and lays down
general rules regarding symptoms, occupation, diet, and
exercise. Either volume contains much information and
sound, reassuring advice.

In much briefer compass and a modest brown fabrikoid

binding (on which, unfortunately the title is almost illegi-

ble,) comes the little volume prepared by the chairman of

the executive committee of the American Heart Association
for the series edited by the National Health Council. Tak-
ing Care of Your Heart, by T. Stuart Hart, M. D., as

might be expected, carries an important emphasis on the

public health aspect of heart disease. In accord with the

general excellence of the series, it is short, straightforward,
and simple, assuming sensibly that its readers are busy and

ordinarily intelligent human beings who have been suf-

ficiently interested in the subject for the sake of themselves,
their families, or their communities to seek the advice of an

expert.

The twenty volumes of this National Health Series cover
all of the seven ages of man and many of the pitfalls which
threaten his progress through them. Their length, averaging
about seventy small pages, is midway between the sketchy
magazine treatment and the regular book size of a popular
treatise or a text book for special students. They are
intended to enable interested members of the common or

garden variety of family, or persons working in their behalf,
to cope with the overwhelming stream of bonafide educa-

tional material, propaganda, advertisement and what not

relating to private and public health. The combination of

brevity, simplicity, cheapness, and an authoritativeness

sponsored by the authorship of experts and editorship of

the group of great national health organizations, gives them
a position of great interest as an experiment in public health

education. It is hoped that the busy public will buy them
in drug stores or book stores and carry them about as

pocket reading.

Pay your money and take your choice.

YOUR HB'ART AND HOW TO TAKE CARE OF IT, by Robert H.
Babcock, M. D. D. Appleton & Co. 235 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of
The Survey.

HOW IS YOUR HEART, by Calvin Smith, M. D. Boni and Upright.
208 pp. Price $1.75 postpaid of The Surrey.

TAKING CARE OF YOUR HKAKT, 63. T. Stuart Hart, M. D. F*nk
and H'agnalls. 70 pp. Price 30c. postpaid of The Survey.

Books a la Cart

THE
dictionary says that a library is "a collection of

books, pamphlets, etc., kept for reading and consulta-

tion." This defines the old, conventional idea of a library;

but not the modern business library. That is a much more

alert and active affair.

For example, if a visitor steps into one sunny corner of

the Dennison plant at Framingham, Mass., he will find

shelves well filled with books and magazines, and files

crowded with pamphlets, which on first glance might seem

to answer this definition fairly well. But before long the

'phone would ring, or callers drop in, with such questions as

these :

"What are the Seven Seas and when and why were they

so called?"

"What is the color tone in the land of the midnight sun?"

"In engraving wedding cake boxes, should the name of

the bride or the groom come first?"

"What are three leading hotels in Pittsburgh?"

"When is the Confederate Memorial Day?"
"What is the correct title of the musicians' union?"

These questions and others like them which pour in daily

show that the Dennison library, at least, has an important

Where books go visiting



HOW IS YOUR
HEART?

By DR. S. CALVIN SMITH

A REFRESHING book about the care
-tx of the heart, valuable to ailing

people and to the healthy who wish to

keep well. Dr. Smith, the leading
cardiac authority, provides a much
needed manual for all those who
wish to protect themselves against
heart disease now at the head of the

mortality columns.
"Dr. Smith presents
the subject in a whole-
some, happy and sys-
tematic manner. The
author has clearly and

concisely stated the

case for the heart,
brushed away many
erroneous ideas and
shown the need for a

rational, method of

living that heart di-

sease may be robbed

of its terrors." P. A.

Kinsley in the Phila-

delphia Record.

"The book may well
have a -wider audience
than among heart pa-
tients. The informa-
tion that it contains
should be a part of

the education of every
citizen." Dr. Lyman
Fisk of The Life Exten-
sion Institute. $1. 75.

BONItLIVERIGHT
GOOD
BOOKS

61 WEST 48'-" STREET

NEW YORK, NY.

Expert Advice on Heart Matters

YOUR HEART AND HOW TO
TAKE CARE OF IT

By Robert H. Babcock, M.D, LL.D.

The distinguished heart specialist gives informa-
tion and instruction as to the care of the heart,
written simply and sanely for the layman. $1.50.

BLOOD PRESSURE
By Lewellys F. Barker,M.D.and Norman B.Cole,M.D.

The facts on the cause, effect and remedy of
abnormal blood pressure. $1.25

AT ALL BOOKSELLERS

D. APPLETON & COMPANY
35 West 32nd Street NEW YORK

The Causes of Heart Failure
By Dr. Wm. H. Robey

A non-technical statement designed for lay readers. "The
writer is to be congratulated on having expressed so lucidly
in such a small space the main facts of the present-day con-

ception of his subject." The Lancet.

"This is a very excellent little book for the intelligent
_
layman

and may be read to advantage by the physician himself."
Clinical Medicine.

$1.00 a copy

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
13 Randall Hall Cambridge, Mass.

function not mentioned in the definition, namely, that of a

dispenser of miscellaneous information.

It has other functions, all of which are rather outside

of the definition. One of these is recreation. This is

possibly not the most useful feature of a business library;

but it is, a valuable and important one. Books of fiction

are the staple; but travel, biography, history, and popular

science are to some extent included. To stimulate more

serious reading through the interest shown in recreational

reading is one of the most interesting of the librarian.

The company has a Suggestion Department. Someone

suggested that the recreational books be put in traveling

bookcases, which would circulate in every part of the

factory. This suggestion may fairly claim to have antici-

pated Christopher Morley's Parnassus on Wheels. How-
ever this may be, both the Dennison man and Morley's hero

had the same idea, namely, that the best way to make a

library "circulate" is to put it on wheels.

So two commodious and attractive bookcases, each holding

about 300 volumes, are mounted on wheels. They are

scheduled through each department of the factory. A notice

posted the day before announces their coming. A reading

notice on the end of each bookcase calls attention to books

of special note. At the noon hour the cases are unlocked

and the readers have their library right at hand.

Drop into the factory on the visiting day of the library.

You may find it beside some grim and mighty tag machine,

or amidst towering piles of billowy crepe paper, or between

long rows of sealing wax molds, or among the benches where

cutters have been dicing out the gummed labek, or in

familiar company with the printing presses, or with the

desks and typewriters of the office. In any case it seems

thoroughly at home, and readers are swarming around it

like bees around a honeycomb. Rooks are sampled, dis-

cussed, and drawn. Then the bookcase rolls on to the next

department, where the notice of the advance agent has

preceded it. The entire factory is thus covered every three

weeks. Books are brought almost to the desk or bench of

every Dennison worker. He cannot escape seeing them.

Seeing awakens interest, and interest, active participation.

The plan has been popular from the first ; 3,200 books were

drawn the first year, 6,OOO the second, and the interest does

not flag.

A bookcase on wheels is the best possible "circulating

medium" for a library, at least in a factory. The Dennison

Manufacturing Company has demonstrated this by nearly

four years of successful trial. The complaints have only

supplied further proof of its success. More books, more

time to examine and read them, and more frequent visits

are the calls which come to the managers of the Dennison

Parnassus on Wheels. D. M. C.

A Novel by a Negro

WALTER
F. WHITE'S The Fire in the Flint is

such a serious effort by a Negro to write about

Negroes that it deserves to face three questions: Did he

have anything to say? Did he say it? Will anybody read

it?

Did he have anything to say? He did. He had the

tortuous clash of races, black on white. He had his own

life as a Negro. He had stores of bitter truths learned as

an investigator of race riots and lynchings. He knows

what he is talking about. And to give power to all this
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he had the baffled emotional urge that only a Negro ot

culture can know in this white Nordic world. The fable

for his revelations is almost too simple: an educated Negro

surgeon comes back to his own little Georgia town to give

his life to his profession among his fellow Negroes. Hooli-

gan whites ravish his sister, and a younger brother who

shoots a couple of them, is blood-hounded to a barn where

he puts a bullet in his brain rather than surrender to

lynching. The surgeon is lynched on a silly pretext, but

really because he and his sweetheart are working to over-

throw the Negro tenant peonage system. This sounds

bloody and stark, and omits the lighter parts, but then

what happens to Negroes is bloody and stark.

Did he say it? He did not. As a novel, we can praise

and damn with the word "workman-like." We shall not

damn it further with the apology that it is a good first

novel, or a "good novel for a Negro." It is an ordinary
novel ; the plot a fortuitous contrivance, the characters

self-conscious and talkative (save an old white judge), the

style a mosaic of conventional phrases. It was learned in

white schools and has no native Negro possession unless it

be the underlying sense of dumb fury. What we would ex-

pect in the great Negro novel we don't know. But we cherish

the hope when it comes it will have something of the Blake-

like lyric symbolism of the spirituals, something of that im-

pudence of gayety with which the race bluffs an iron cosmos.

The novel is a poor vehicle for this sort of propaganda.
To make art of these matters takes almost genius though
it can be done as you'll find if you'll trouble to search out

Harris Merton Lyon's little set of Graphics and read the

bleak story of the Texas lynching bee. You have to deal

with too strong meat
; you can't be realistic enough to con-

vince without becoming clinical. The agonizing details are

cheapened by their veil of fiction. They demand the som-

bre garments of truth. Mr. White himself can tell these

tragedies with noble horror the real catharsis as he has

done in his reports for the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People. I shall remember a few

sentences of his about the slitting of a pregnant Negress with

a corn-knife as long as I live. But I shall forget his novel.

Will anybody read it? I hope so. Its truth is worth

publishing. The sense of terror may surpass its medium.

Negroes may read it but then they know it already.

Northern whites may gasp, but they cannot do much. And
Southern whites won't read it, or if they do, laugh at some

of its identifiable exaggeration, and curse it, as by the

thesis of the book, they must. It isn't a good enough novel

to penetrate as literature ; and as Mr. White hasn't Upton
Sinclair's uncanny flair for the sensational approach, he

can't win a hearing as a propagandist. However, it will

penetrate some places, and by that much is helpful.

It is easily possible to make two mistakes about this book.

One K to agree with a lot of critics that it is a wonderful

thing for a Negro to write this book because he knoii's.

Suppose he does, when did a victim write a good denun-

ciation of his oppressor ? He must be an exhibit, not an

apologist. The apologists are aliens. Uncle Tom's Cabin

was written by a white lady Northerner who got her local

color all wrong. The author of The Doll's House was a

stolid Norwegian cynic. Upton Sinclair worked up the

Jungle in a slaughter-house as a transient. However just

the cause and flaming the passion, you can't help feeling

that a victim writes from his grouch. He is bound to see

things lop-sided what makes him write makes him lop-

VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
FOR

LA FOLLETTE AND WHEELER

GIVE! GIVE! GIVE!
TO LA FOLLETTE HEAD-

QUARTERS, 25 WEST 43 rd ST.,

NEW YORK CITY

SEND! SEND! SEND!
TO 114 EAST 3ist ST.

r
NEW

YORK CITY, FOR FREE COPY

OF THE ARBITRATOR CON-

TAINING THE PRINCIPLES

OF THE SIX POLITICAL

PARTIES

The Servants of Relief for

Incurable Cancer

Have Received Magnificent Help

for their plan of building a fireproof Home for IOO

poor cancer patients at Hawthorne, Westchester Co.,

in the gift of $50,000.00 from a benefactor who, when

St. Rose's Home in New York was needed, gave a

great sum toward its property and building. We ask

that at this auspicious time the friends of our can-

cerous friends will add to the fund now amounting to

$100,000.00, that a safe country Home may be built

on this Westchester Hill. An Annex House is already

finished, and working for 25 of the weakest among

our men and women, which has been praised by Dr.

W. B. Moodie, Dr. John L. Sheils, Dr. James J.

Walsh (the noted lecturer) and Dr. Henry G. Mac-

Adam of the Board of Health, for its ideas favorable

for the comfort of the sick in air, light and commo-

dious arrangements. Shall our Wooden Home be

the chief reliance of those looking to us for a peaceful

death?

MOTHER M. ALPHONSA LATHROP, O.S.D.

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.
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The Winter Quarter begins January fifth.

The four-quarter plan enables the student to
matriculate for a diploma at the beginning of

any one of four quarterly periods, and to

graduate by satisfactorily completing six

quarters of study. Major fields of service for
which he can prepare while receiving train-

~

ing in general social work practice include
family case work

; child placing; institutional

supervision; hospital and psychiatric social

work; penal and parole work; social, rural
and recreation organization; research and

statistics; personnel administration and
factory inspection. "8? "8? 1? Registra-

tion for the Winter Quarter
is now open.

The New York School of Social Work
107 Eos: Twenty-Second Street

New York

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
An integral part of the University with full use of

its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare research

station and other departments. Field experience in

the small city and rural districts.

WINTER SESSION

(4 or 8 months course)

September 18, 1924 January 31, 1925

February 2, 1925 June 9, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

sided. We had this sense of grouch in Laurence Stallings's

Plumes a much better book we meant to review, too. The
grouch may be supremely righteous (certainly none could

be more so than a Negro's claim for justice and humanity),
but the fact remains that a personal grouch is not a cosmic

law, and a novel based thereon never as moving as the

cold-blooded detachment of a curious spectator.

The second mistake is that we unconsciously agree
with the author's thesis that the Negro wants a chance to

become as much like the white man as possible. All such

books are paradoxes. They must paint the whites as large-

ly mean and brutal, yet they set up a claim that the whites'

privileges (including meanness and brutality) be extended

to the Negro. Reading such books I can conceive of the

consuming hatred a Negro must feel against being a

Negro, but I would think he would have a much more con-

suming hatred against being a white.

Mr. White drops two hints of a practical sort. One,
perhaps not new, that the Negro's economic situation may
be relieved by farmers' co-operatives conducted by and for

him; and the other, that the mumbo-jumbo of the Ku Klux
Klan no longer frightens him, but makes him laugh.

THE FIRE IN THK FLINT, by Walter F. White. Alfred
300 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

Knopf.

Have You a Minick?

TIRED
of both letters and life we went to the theater.

We saw Minick an Edna Ferber story made into repor-

torial comedy with George S. Kaufman's help. It will in-

terest .social workers for three things. First, it deals with

a problem in domestic relations what shall we do with our

old folks who get on our nerves? The answer appears to

be let old Mr. Minick go to a nice clubby old man's home

so his son and the son's wife can go to the cabaret. This

is unsentimental, but the curtain seems to believe it is a

happy ending. Yet, after all, we have been preaching the

gospel of "keeping the family together" and it seems a

trifle drastic, not to say anti-social, to exile father just be-

cause he keeps messing up their card-indexes and bridge

parties. There is a side-light on the happiness of the in-

mates of the Home maybe "institutionalism" is better

than real homes if you can play pinochle ad lib. and close

your door when you don't want to talk.

Second, we get a hint of the housing-problem. The

stage set reveals the nerve-wearing constriction of a five-

room apartment at 5218 South Park Avenue, Chicago. Yes,

the reporting is that close. You see the living-room, but

you also realize the net cubic contents by a glimpse into

the kitchen, foyer, and recognize the rush of the morning
bath. Everybody is in everybody else's way. The young
Minick's can't even have a baby until Father Minick gets

out. The relation between apartments and birth control

is neatly side-swiped by this play that always remains a

pleasant and amusing story.

Lastly, there is a devastating satire on a woman's club

meeting. Every social worker should see that brilliant "bit

where Mrs. Crackenwald (Mary Hubbard) reads her

paper on how to bring parents and children closer together.

The lines, the wording, the intonation we've all met them

in real life. Even the black-rimmed spectacles are not cari-

cature, and there is something of Swift and Voltaire in the

lament that since "the school has failed in this, and the

church has failed, we are forced to try the home. We
must try to make every home a club, etc., etc." All this
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Shop

Here

And

Now

WHAT ARE YOU QIVINQ FOR CHRISTMAS?

THE ASCENDING LIFE RICHARD ROBERTS D.D. .75

A breath from the hill tops for your busy friend, your pastor, the perplexed

Student, the shut-in home maker.

FOLK FESTIVALS DOROTHY GLADYS SPICER 1.50

The theory and practice of festivals for your recreation leader, your entertainment

committee, the busy teacher.

WOMAN'S PHYSICAL FREEDOM CLELIA D. MOSHER, M.D. i.oo

A glimpse of the possibility of radiant health, for mothers, club leaders, doctors,

everyone interested in girls.

CHRIST IN THE POETRY OF TODAY MARTHA FOOTE CROW 2.00

A charming collection from our modern poets for the poetry lover, the president

of your club, for every home.

LITTLE ROBIN STAY-BEHIND KATHARINE LEE BATES 1.75

Whimsical fanciful plays in verse for children, for every child from her devoted

mother, aunt or uncle.

THE
600 Lexington Avenue

WOMANS PRESS
New York City, N. Y.

How Foster Children Turn Out
A Study and Critical Analysis of 910 Children Who Were Placed
in Foster Homes by the State Charities Aid Association and

Who Are Now Eighteen Years of Age or Over

By the State Charities Aid Association

Investigation and Report made
under the direction of

SOPHIE VAN SENDEN THEIS

Foreword by HOMER FOLKS

STATE

Price One Dollar
Published by

CHARITIES AID ASSOCIATION
105 East 22nd Street, New York

THE ART OF HELPING
A course of lectures on Social Case Work, intended for those who, as

committee and board members and other volunteers of social agencies, are
making important decisions regarding the welfare of human beings. Given in
1923-4 under the auspices of the New York Charity Organization Society, and
published by the Association of Volunteers in Social Service. Intended for
use by study groups of volunteers.

Cloth, $1.00.
Order from Mrs. E. W. Geer, Room 300. 105 East 22nd Street, New York.

SPEAKERS:
We assist in preparing special articles, papers, speeches,
debates. Expert, scholarly service. AUTHOR'S RESEARCH

BUREAU, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York.

A GATEWAY TO GOOD WILL
A collection of poems, stories and pageants for the

use of those who desire to promote peace among the
next generation. 80 pages, 50 cents.

FRIEND'S PEACE COMMITTEE
304 Arch Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Is a child entitled to one parent,

or two?

Dorothy Canfield's
Novel of American family life should

be read by all thoughtful

American parents.

THE
HOME-MAKER
By the Author of "The Brimming Cup"

"Fathers and mothers who fail to read this

novel are missing something of illumination of
their own obligations and much of helpful-
ness.'' Christian Science Monitor

"There has perhaps not been in recent fiction

a finer portrayal of the love of a little boy
for his father than that of Stephen for Lester."

N. r. Herald-Tribune

Everywhere $2.OO

Harcourt, Brace & Company New York
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LECTURES AND DRAMA

"It will interest social workers"

said THE SURVEY of

WINTHROP AMES' production of the

comedy triumph by GEO. S. KAUFMAN
and EDNA FERBER

M1NICK
with O.P.

HEGGIE

"We had a very amusing evening at

'Minick' the best we have ever seen of

this type. ... It doesn't depend for

'getting across' on twin beds, but twin

reflexes chuckle and choke."

The Survey.

THEATRE, West 4$th St. Eves. 8:30
Mats. Wed. and Sat. 2:30.

The DEBATE of the Season \

SHOULD LITERATURE BE CENSORED?
JOHN S. SUMNER ^/s at,w)

Secretary, New York Society for the Suppression of Vice,
versus

ERNEST BOYD w.tM>
Noted International Author and Critic

Chairman CLIFFORD SMYTH
Editor International Book Review

SUBJECT
Resolved, That limitations upon the contents of books and maga-
zines as defined in proposed legislatisn would be detrimental to the
advancement of American literature.

SATURDAY, November 8, 8:30 P. M.

TOWN HALL. 121 W. 43rd St.
Tickets $1.10, $1.65, $2.20, $2.75, $3.30, on sale at Brentano's,
Macy's, Wanamaker's, or at the offices of and by mail from

The League for Public Discussion
500 Fifth Avenue Longacre 10434-4447

N. B. To OuT-oF-ToWNgRS: Send your name if you desire a printed
stenographic report of this debate when published.

... Announcing ...

TRANSCONTINENTAL LECTURE TOUR
(January 1st to March 15, 1925)

UPTON SINCLAIR
Clubs, unions, locals and other groups desiring to
engage Mr. Sinclair for a lecture, write to us for
dates, subjects, terms, etc.

Mr. Sinclair it making a very liberal offer of his books -with each lecture, which
- -^ will enable any group to cover the expenses of a Sinclair

/
^*

If* 'iD v v mxagement through the sale of his books at his lecture

THE LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSION
(Exclusive Management)

500 Fifth Avenue New York City

N. B. Mr. Sinclair will lecture and debate in

New York during February and March, 1925. Send us your
name for announcements of these events.

as the professional answer to the problem of children and

parents!

We had a very amusing evening at the Booth and we
went home exceedingly irritated. Not at the satire. Salt

is antiseptic even on your own wounds. Not at the acting

which was in that ill-used phrase, "entirely adequate."

Indeed, we don't know why we were irritated at this

shrewdly observed, clean, charming, not o'er ambitious play.

It was far more sincere than The Potters and less theatri-

cal than The Show-Off. Perhaps the best we have ever

seen of this type and the type can be cataloged as the

reportorial bourgeois comedy of conflicting generations.

. There was no frantic novelty ;
it's old, old as the grass-

hopper voiced elders on the walls of Troy Lear denatured

of melodrama. There is no villain, no false martyrdoms.

These authors are keenly aware that "life's like that."

Everybody is trying to do the right thing, only different

things and different rights. The play doesn't even worry
about a plot, but has the continental dignity of some char-

acters in a situation.

As far as we know, we were furious because anything

so true ought to be truer. And its main untruth we think

was because producers demand that this sort of play have

a pattern of humor and pathos streak of lean, streak of

fat. It doesn't depend for "getting across" on twin beds,

but twin reflexes chuckle and choke. Certainly, the chuckle

and the choke are in real life, but not quite so often, so

regularly, so patly, and so identifiably. Their rhythm is

here made monotonous and untrue. Life is never "chuckle-

choke, chuckle-choke." It is more likely "chuckle-chuckle-

chuckle- CHOKE! chuckle-choke, chuckchokle." The

playhouse artifice is so obvious that it kills the reality of

the theme. Maybe they wouldn't come to see the social

satire unless it is baited with the purgative sob and the

restorative laugh, but we venture a prophecy. Someday
a cynical recorder and a mad producer are going to put on

one of these very American plays just as real as life, with

only the chuckles and chokes that God permits and they'll

"turn 'em away" for months.

Books in the Air

BOOKS
in the running brooks have been rare, but the

wild waves will soon be full of them. Our colleague,

the Literary Editor of Sears-Roebuck, delivers this ulti-

matum :

On the first Wednesday evening in November will be in-

augurated a news and book review service from the Sears-

Roebuck Station, WLS. Twenty to thirty minutes once a

week will be given over to news notes of books, authors and

publishers, sprinkled through with brief reviews of currenj
books and perhaps a talk by an author or the reading of

some poetry by its creator. This is believed to be the first

systematic book service attempted for radio listeners in

America.

The books will become current at 345 meter wave-lengths.

With the aid of static in a fine frenzy rolling, Vachel

Lindsey, or the Vorticists, ought to have the welkin cry-

ing for mercy. One idea of heaven would be to know the

exact minute at which a visiting English novelist-lecturer

was going to do his stuff, from WLS and then tune in

on WNYC for Mayor Hylan's bed-time story.

A Fall Book Section will be published with The

Survey Midmonhtly for November 15, 1924.
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SAVING HEARTS IN YOUR TOWN
(Continued from page 140)

means complete removal of the tonsils. Nothing short of

this will do.

Teeth, when infected, are another source of danger. Vis-

iting nurses can do a great deal by instructing parents to

watch for defects and to urge their removal after medical

advice has been given. Young people must be taught the

dangers of venereal disease. Rheumatic fever and syphilis

are the two great sources of heart disease in the youth of

our nation. Syphilis often cripples the heart and causes

death in middle life. Greater protection against infectious

diseases has already begun to show excellent results. The
work which is being done now will be a great protection

against heart disease in the next decade. They can also urge

the ever-important periodic physical examination.

What Will It Cost?

MOST
of the data on the important aspect of cost in so

new a movement is to be drawn from New York City,

where longer and wider experience has given greater oppor-

tunities for observation and study than elsewhere. A survey

of heart patients in ten general hospitals, and in convalescent

homes, dispensaries, etc., indicates that the basic minimum

cost of adequate care for persons with heart disease (it is

commonly accepted that 2 per cent of the population will

be found to suffer from heart disease) is at least fifty cents

per year for each member of the whole community. This

estimate does not take into account the losses in industry

from intermittent, part-time, or what has been called "half-

hearted" work which such handicapped persons may accom-

plish, or the cost of relief for persons of families of the in-

digent or dependent group, where the often prolonged course

of chronic disability bulks large in the experience of relief

agencies.

In the New York study it was found that 10 per cent of

the beds of general hospitals were occupied day in and out

by heart patients. The cost of hospital care for the acute

stage of heart disease is at least $70 per patient on each

admission, and for convalescent or chronic care, not in gen-
eral hospitals, each patient costs from $150 to $650 accord-

ing to the length of stay permitted. Not less than six, and

probably at least twelve beds are needed for the convalescent

re of heart patients per 100,000 of population; for that

100,000 of population there is needed at least 300
rs a week of heart clinic service.

In the years studied (1920, 1921 and 1922), patients

with heart disease cost the city of New York $607,280.88
for hospital bed care, and $159,704 for convalescent home
care. This cost, of course, includes only the comparatively
small number of persons who reach institutions, and meas-

ures only the cost of the medical care. It is instructive to

realize that the considerably more than half a million dol-

lars was spent to care for some 4,500 patients in hospitals;

while the cost of supervising nearly 6,000 ambulatory heart

patients in clinics was thought to have been approximately

$23,500, or less than one twenty-fifth of the hospital cost.

What more convincing argument could be presented of the

economy which can be effected when disorders of the heart

are prevented, or at worst diagnosed and treated in their

incipient stages!

Gifts of Charm and Usefulness
in Brass and Copper

A -18 Dutch Coffee Set.
In hammered brass tr
copper. This quaint pot
bolda 9 demi-tasse cups,
and Is 6Mi" high. Tray.
creamer, and sugar
bowl.
The set, complete, $12.00

A.59 Nut Bowl Set.

In brass only. The
outstanding 'oiler of

the currr^
'

year.

Bowl is v" high

and 7" across. Chan-
tloler crackers are

5$t" long, and ap-

propriately fit Into

the nut-bowl's han-

dles. The set. bowl

and 2 nut-crackers,

specially priced at..

We pay delivery

charges to any
point in the

U. 8.

Survey readers are Invited to send for Catalog S.G. to

oArt Colony Industries
135 East 29th Street New York City

To provide wholly adequate dispensary organization for

heart patients, including the services of physician, visiting

nurse and social worker, it is estimated that $20 per patient

per year will be needed if there are at least 2OO patients on the

active list. (A sum in simple arithmetic will show that a

community of only 10,000 persons probably would provide

that active list, if all the men, women and children who

require medical supervision because of heart lesions were

to be found and enlisted in it). By such an investment of

$20 a year it often is possible to enable the head of a family

to remain at work, supporting his dependents ; to enable the

mother of a family to remain in the home, avoiding insti-

tutional care for her and for the children, returning the

investment many times over by savings in relief or in hos-

pital care which otherwise would be unavoidable.

Behind, of course, the immediate need of trained diag-

nostic facilities and medical supervision of persons unable

to pay for private care the immediate objectives in a com-

munity campaign, there lies the more extended network of

country homes for convalescent or preventive care, the voca-

tional guidance of children and adults who must cope with

a temporary or permanent disability of the heart, and the

long-range campaign for education and research. The
movement against heart disease is not a mere medical fad

which will soon die out, but an effort which must be for-

warded by the medical profession and laymen alike if dis-

ability and mortality are to be reduced. That they can be re-

duced is without doubt if many work to that end, and if those

with special skill or financial means lend their aid. It will

take persistence and money, but when the public once realizes

the nature and extent of the need, neither will be lacking.
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FundsforHospitals, Institutions,&c.
WE plan, organize and direct fund-raising campaigns.
Our methods win friends as well as funds for the insti-

tutions we serve.

Currier, Glasier & Whiteside
SUCCESSORS TO

Elizabeth 'Rjtdyerd Currier Organization
ESTABLISHED 1913

Room 927, Canadian Pacific Bldg., 342 Madison Ave., New York

Hospitals
and

Institutions
in layout and plans should give expression to the
latest medical and social practice.

Advice on plans and operating problems made
available through
HOSPITAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUREAU

OF CONSULTATION
HENRY C. WRIGHT, Director

289 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Children
Like

Mary Gay
Grownups like unusualexhibits

We can send Mary Gay to

you in a suitcase theatre, make
an exhibit to catch the eye or

help you plan your county
fair booth or tent.

STUDIO OF STELLA BOOTHE
141 East 17th Street, New York City
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HOME
STUDY

Become More Efficient
through courses In Chemistry, History*
Mathematics, English, Psychology,
Education, Business and 35 other sub-

jects which the University gives by mail. They command
credit toward a Bachelor degree and may be begun at any

mben$tt? of Cfricaso

RAND
SCHOOL

Courses beginning
Nov. 13, 7:00 p. m. Scott Nearing

"Current Opinion"
Nov. 14, 8:30 p. in. Herman Epstein

"With the Great Composers"
Nov. 15, 11:00 a. m. and 1:30 p. m. Soctt Nearing

"Dynamic Sociology' and "Current History"

7 East 15th Street N T - 26 - 8:3 P- m - Johan Smertenko
"Current Drama"

Beginning Nov. 1st

Saturday afternoon lectures J. F. Horrabin on "H. G. Wells"

Carleton Seals "Latin America," Vint Laughland "Social Religion"
Roberto Haberman "Mexico," Clarence Darrow "Crime"

Debate November 30 Clarence Darrow vs. Scott Nearing
"Is the Human Race Worth Working For?"

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East igth Street, New York City.
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EDITORIALS
(Continued from page 157)

where it is grown, India, Persia, or Turkey, for example,
is not affected by the measures suggested by the advisory
committee except that a statement of the amount consumed
in each country must be annually made to the central board.

This undoubtedly distinguishes between producing and non-

producing countries. Non-producing countries are not to be

allowed to procure opium for other uses than medical or

scientific, but producing countries may permit smoking and

eating of home-grown opium. As the opium poppy may be

grown in nearly every country, any people who wants to

smoke or eat opium or chew coca leaves may do so if its

moral sentiment will permit it "to grow its own."
While the plan does not go as far in limiting produc-

tion of the poppy and coca plant as many hoped, it is a

great advance on the existing convention. If the produc-

ing countries fail to prevent smuggling of the supplies kept
for 'home use under the plan, then it will be evident that

a further step must be taken and the amount of opium
or coca leaves grown be limited to the amount necessary
for medical and scientific needs.

LAST
Spring the Railroad Brotherhoods made a deter-

mined effort to secure the enactment by Congress of

the Howell-Barkley railroad labor bill designed to abolish

the Labor Board created by the Esch-Cummins Transpor-
tation Act. They failed. At that time, negotiations be-

tween the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, apd
the Western Association of Railway Managers had reached

a deadlock. Thereupon the Railroad Labor Board, finding

that "a dispute exists which is likely to substantially inter-

rupt commerce," notified the executives of the two brother-

hoods and of the association to appear before the board for

a hearing of the dispute. The brotherhood executives con-

tended that while gioup negotiations had been discontinued,

conferences between them and the executives of individual

roads had been resumed, that the situation did not threaten

the interruption of commerce, that the board was therefore

without jurisdiction, and that they would not appear be-

fore it is requested. The board warned them that unless

they modified their attitude, they would be subpoenaed.

They held their ground. As a result, on September 29,

Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson, (who became prom-

inent during the strike of the railroad shop crafts in 1922)

on motion of the Railroad Labor Board, subpoenaed David

B. Robertson, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Enginemen to answer within twenty days and

show cause why he should not 'be ordered to testify before

the board- The action is being prosecuted by a United

States Attorney and a special assistant to the Attorney

General. Counsel for the brotherhoods contends that the

facts as stated by the board are erroneous; that in calling

the hearing in the first instance, the board interrupted nego-

tiations, and that the requested enforcement of the empower-

ing clause of the Transportation Act is "in violation of the

Constitution." (Continued on page 169)
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The Health Carriers

OUR
youngsters laugh when

we tell them that old
Mother Hubbard went to

her cupboard and found it bare.

For them the jingle is only a bit of

humor, and they are quite sure the

old dame promptly went to market

and then food aplenty.

But to folks of many lands,the bare

cupboard is a nightmare bringing

up instantly the specter of famine.

India, with three times our popu-
lation, has had nineteen famines in

the last century and a half. In

China, during 1876^79, more than

eleven millions died from famine.

In both countries there was food

enough for every one but no way
to carry it fast enough to the neigh'
borhoods where it was scarce.

India had less than 30,000 miles of

railroad and the only railroad

China had at that time was des'

troyed during the famine's first year.

If we are immune to famine, it is

largely because we have 375,000
miles of thoroughly efficient rail'

roads. As long as their growth is

encouraged and they are allowed

to function freely, food scarcities

will be relieved before they be-

come acute. But our railroads have

sometimes been hampered and in

October of 1921 they were threat'

ened with a complete stoppage.

At that time, the authorities of

the district of New York with

morning sun gild the Statue of

Liberty, the vigorous youngster
who watches its parting rays

streaming in through the Golden
Gate and all the rest of us con-

tinue to enjoy the balanced ration

essential to health; fresh meats,
Lilt- VJ lo L,l l^L- \~>1 A. ^ WW J. Wl. IV W L Li I /"I 11 /*l_^""^"l_
eight million people to care for,

fresh vegetables, fresh fruits, fresh

were at their wit's end. The flour
eggs > f]

would be exhausted in a month;
the fresh meat in a week. The fresh

milk so essential for babies and in-

valids would be gone in a day and

So, when at night, we hear the

panting of the ponderous freight

train, heavy with health-giving

products of farm and field, let us

storage was out of the question, breathe a prayer of thanks that we
The whole country was alarmed, live where brains, money, vision,

brawn, pluck, and grit have made
NewYorkand San Francisco neigh'
bors and have set the orange

The farmer saw himself rich in

grain, but poor in flour; robbed of

his markets, and cut off from sup'

plies, with his car and motor-truck groves of the South'

powerless; his children sick, and ern states beside the

medicines unobtainable.

But the crisis passed, the motor'

truck chugged over the hills, the

grain went to the mill, shipments
of flour and meal rolled into town
and village, ice'cooled cars of meat
and fruits sped across the contin'

ent, the good old milk train con-

tinued to deliver the morning milk.

And the sturdy lad who sees the

vast wheat fields of

Canada.

Our railroads fetch

and carry from every
corner of the land.

Their efficiency is

personal toeveryone

of us. They are in-

dispensable health

carriers.

With only 6% of the people of the
world, we have 50% of the railroads
and the most effective railroad service
that has ever been known.

The freight rates of Canada and the
United States are the lowest in the
world, and the railroads pay more
than $1,000,000 a day in taxes.

Our Government tells our railroads
how much they may earn, how much
they may charge us for their service,
how much they should pay their men.
It supervises their bookkeeping and it

knows where every dollar comes from
and where it goes.

The railroads carry us from town to
town and do it well, but they make
their living in a service that is even
more important, the carrying of
freight. For every passenger coach,
they have forty freight cars. And their
great achievement is not even the tre-
mendous number of freight cars
2,500,000 but the ice-cooled cars,
almost unknown in other lands,
which carry our perishable foods
thousands of miles and deliver them

in perfect condition. So, whether you
travel or stay at home, the railroads
are serving you every minute of the
day.

The railroad question,
an Lifi

for the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, is more than a matter of poli-
tics and economics. It includes the
most vital question of all health at~d

longevity, not only for the 21,OOC,000
policyholders of the Metropolitan
but for every man, woman, and child
in the United States and Canada.

HALEY FISKE, President.

Published by

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEWYORK
Biggest in the World, More Assets, More Policyholders, More Insurance in force, More new Insurance eachyear
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGU E President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American people in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN CHILD HEALTH ASSOCIATION Headquarters, 532
17th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.; Administrative Offices, 370
7th Avenue, New York. Herbert Hoover, President; L. Emmett
Holt, M.D.; Livingston Farrand, M.D.; Thomas D. Wood, M.D.;
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Vice-Presidents respect-
ively; Corcoran Thorn, Treasurer; Philip Van Ingen, M.D., Secre-
tary; Edward M. Flesh, Comptroller. To promote health among
children from conception to maturity this to be accomplished
through cooperation with parents, doctors, nurses, teachers, and
other health workers; by dissemination of scientific information
and teaching methods in schools, through conferences, addresses,
pamphlets, publicity material, and a monthly magazine, "Child
Health Magazine."

Deceased.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L.. Butterfleld,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $3.00 Includes "The
Country Life Bulletin."

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR THEHARD OF HEARING Promotes the cause of the hard of hearing;
assists in forming organizations. Pres. Dr. Gordon Berry; Field
Secretary, Miss Betty Wright, 1601 35th St. N.W., Washington,

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION Dr. Lewis A. Connor, presi-
mt. Miss M. L. Woughter, acting executive secretary, 370

seventh Avenue, New York. Organized for the purpose of pro-
moting the prevention of heart disease and the care of those with
damaged hearts in the United States and Canada.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City ISM,
Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Avenue, New
York City, N. Y. Tel., Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; treasurer, B. H.
Fancher; general secretary, John R. Mott. The Committee main-
tains a staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service in
the interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home
and abroad.
JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50 East
42nd Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound methods
in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinics,

TlBiting teacher work, and training for these and similar services;
to conduct related studies, education and publication; and to
Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for the
Prevention of Delinquency.
NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN'
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City. I

This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W.f
C. A.'s on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.
NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy,
general secretary, 216 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial,
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admin-
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health, school*,
recreation, dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2,

$5, $10. $25 and $100 Includes monthly publication, "The American
Child.''

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. Charles F.

Powlison, general secretary, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York. Originate!
and publishes exhibit material which visualizes the principles and
conditions affecting the health, well-being and education of chil-
dren. Cooperates with educators, public health agencies, and alt

child welfare groups in community, city or state-wide service
through exhibits, child welfare campaigns, etc.

communltv PuhiiVhsa
of edltoi-Grace Dod'i Cath^drafs Balttaoe Md

'

st., tfaitimore, Md.

secretary; 370 Seventh Avenue, N'ew York City. Pamphlets on
S non

J
ics : lce mental hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mindeanese.

' busln<MJS epilepsy, Inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social
service,

back-
ward chl idren) surVeys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene," quar-.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY-Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
*e
j'?'

$3 '00 a year;
"Mental Hyrfene Bulletin," monthly. $ .25 a

national peace of Justice. Its official organ Is the Advocate of
y

f,^?', J?-,
00 a year ' Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor, NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-

tlt-S14 Colorado Building. Washington. D. C. NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hath-
AIUCBII-AKI on^.e away, secretary; 130 East 22nd Street, New York. Objects: To fur-.AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CAN.CER Frank nish information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service

rfioo "?'
xecut>ve secretary; 370 Seventh Ave., New York. To for local organizations and legislation, publish literature of move-

; knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment ment samples free, quantities at cost. Includes N'ew York State
P

l
V
A
en ' Publication free on request. Annual membership Committee.

QII6S, ^5.00.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. N'orton,)

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave President, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education- to rombat to d'801153 the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an annual
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
"' "*-*- ~nd local social-hygiene programs Annual membership inS, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-

including monthly Journal ing of the Conference will be held in Denver. Colorado, June 10th

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave., New York City A uP n Payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

n ve
.
ment tor promoting citizenship through right NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MOTHERS AND PARENT-TEACHER

It will, on request, help local communities work out ASSOCIATIONS Executive office: Mrs.. A. H. Reeve, president.
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.; national headquarters: Mrs.
Arthur C. Watkins, executive secretary, 1201 Sixteenth Street,

N.W., Washington, D. C. An organization interested in the pro-
motion of child welfare, adequate legislation for women and

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Albert J. Ken-
nedy, sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms ol

comparative study and concerted action in city, state and nation,
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlement
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization of

"

life.

leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 305 W. 98th Street, New York.
i Kose Brenner, president; Mrs. Harry Sternberger, executive .. -. . ... , --, .- -

lecretary. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion and social children, closer relation between home and school,
welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Mrs. S. J. Kosen-

sohn, chairman. For the protection and education of immigrantwomen and girls.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue,New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent Protestant nationalwomen s mission boards. Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for Col-
lege Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, General Secretaries; 105 E. 22d
St., N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y
C'ommissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W. M. Tippy, Sec'y:
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes. Sec'y.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" anrt free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE To assemble data on
international social problems and through work with individual
cases to develop methods of international social service. Head-
quarters, London. Viscountess Gladstone, chairman; Professor
Gilbert Murray, treasurer; Ruth Lamed, executive. Address all
inquiries to American bureau, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Director, Mary E. Hurlbutt.

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-

tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for physical
education. Established at the request of a committee created by
the United States Bureau of Education; 35 national organizations
cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and Recreation Asso-
ciation of America.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'y;
127 E. 23rd St. L N'ew York. Establishes committees of white and
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
social workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "Journal of Negro life."

NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Anna A. Gordon, president; Headquarters, 1730 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois. To secure effective enforcement of the

Eighteenth Amendment, to advance the welfare of the American
people through the departments of Child Welfare, Women in In-

dustry, Social Morality, Scientific Temperance Instruction, Ameri-
canization and other allied fields of endeavor. Official publication
'The Union Signal" published at Headquarters.
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NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 311

'South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government In

the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of

protective legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
an playground and community center activities and administration.

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
resentation for all. C. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-

phia. Membership, J2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dir. ; 130 E. 22nd St., New York. De-
partments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial -Studies,

Library, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer

to the public In practical and inexpensive form some of the most
Important results of its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

Tl/SKEGEE INSTITUTE An institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment In race adjustment in the Black Belt of the
South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem and
of the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prin.; War-
ren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mil-

ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Worker*'
Education.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULA-
TION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1912, of SURVEY GRAPHIC, published monthly at New
York, N. Y^ for October 1, 1924.

State of New York, I

County of New York, f
ss -

Before me, a Commissioner of Deeds, m and for the State and county

aforesaid, porsonally appeared Arthur Kellogg, who, having been duly sworn,

according to law, deposes and says that he is the business manager of

SURVEY GRAPHIC, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge
: and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily

paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication, for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in

section 443. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this

form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing

editor, and business managers are: Publisher, Survey Associates, Inc., 112

East 19 Street, New York City; Editor, Paul U. Kellogg, 112 East 19

Street, New York City; Managing Editor, Geddes Smith, 112 East 19 Street,

i

New York Chy; Business Managers, Arthur Kellogg, John D. Kenderdine,
112 East 19 Street, New York City.

2. That the owner is: (If the publication is owned by an individual his

name and address, or if owned by more than one individual the name and
address of each, should be given below; if the publication is owned by a cor-

poration the name of the corporation and the names and addresses of the
' stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of the total amount of

stock should be given.) Survey Associates, Inc., 112 East 19 Street, New
1 York City, a non-commercial corporation under the laws of the State of

New York with over 1,600 members. It has no stocks or bonds. President,
Robert W. deForest, 30 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.; Vice-Presidents,
Julian W. Mack, P. O. Box 102, City Hall Station, New York, N. Y.;
V. Everit Macy "Chilmark," Scarborough-on-Hudson, N. Y.; Secretary,
Ann R. Brenner. 112 East 19 Street, New York, N. Y.; Treasurer, Arthur
Kellogg, 112 East 19 Street. New York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders

owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear under the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name
of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
'

stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the

I company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him.

[Signed] ARTHUR KELLOGG,
Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th day of September 1924.
[Seal] MARTHA HOHMANN,

Commissioner of Deeds, City of New York.
New York County Clerk's No. 148.
New York County Register's No. 26032.
My Commission Expires May 20, 1926.
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VICTOR Portable
STEREOPT1CON

WRITE FOR

SPECIAL EASY TERMS

Has established the
world wide standard of
Projection Excellence^.

26000 EDUCATIONAL SLIDES
FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Victor Animaroaraph Co.
Victor Udcr..

Davenport.
Iowa.

From the point of view of the brotherhoods, the question
at issue lies deeper than appears on the surface. They con-

strue the action of the board as tantamount to compulsory
arbitration to which they are passionately opposed. In an

earlier case involving several railroad executives, the Su-

preme Court upheld the jurisdiction of the board to compel
appearance, although its decisions are not enforceable. What-
ever the outcome of the present litigation, it seems certain

to reenforce the determination of the brotherhoods and the

allied shop crafts to have the board abolished. Their ex-

perience with the board had much to do with the launch-

ing of the third party movement in the current presidential

campaign. Whatever the merits of their position, it is cer-

tain to make the Transportation Act and the Railroad Labor
Board leading subjects of debate at the next session of Con-

gress.

To the layman, the hearing before Judge Wilkerson
will have its greatest significance in relation to the larger
issues of public policy.

IN
his article on Herrin, in the October Survey Graphic,

McAlister Coleman said that the labor unions, churches,

schools, Rotary dubs and other social organizations must
all accept their share of the responsibility for the "isola-

tion, physical and mental, that dwarfs the growth" of all

sections of society in that Illinois district. Writing of the

churches he told of the revivalistic type of religion that

seems to flourish there. "A Babbitt-like touch is given to

these grotesqueries by announcements in the local papers
to the effect that 'Tonight there will be the peppiest pep

meeting of the whole pepful series when the Rev. Will
Clem will deliver his inspiring address to young men and
women entitled, How Andy Gump Lost His Chin. A
jazzerino talk, boys, by a he-man."

"

Coincidently with the publishing of Mr. Coleman's
article comes one from the pen of the Rev. James J. Coale
in the Christian Century of October 2 under the caption,
"Are Herrin's Churches Guilty?" Mr. Coale makes no
bones in calling the churches to account for their lack of

social vision. He points to the fact that sixty per cent

of the population of Marion, the county seat, are church
members.

Here is a challenge to the easy-going assumption that a

church-going communitv is ipso facto a law-abiding community.
. . . The answer to that in Williamson County is that it is

not so. The church people have neither discovered their social

obligations nor discharged them.

Mr. Coale goes on to describe, on the other hand, the

practices which have consumed the energies of the religious
forces of the county. At his hands Williamson County
becomes a glaring example of the untoward consequences
of that competitive denominatibnalism in small towns and
rural districts which was dissected by Fred Eastman in

his critique of home mission finance in the Survey Graphic
for June.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box
number, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three o>r more
coniecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY New York City

112 East 19th Street

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED, by Norfolk Section, Council

of Jewish Women, Trained Family Case

Worker with ability to speak Yiddish.

State qualifications and experience. Com-

municate with Mrs. D. E. Levy, Raleigh

Court, Norfolk, Virginia.

NATIONAL charitable Institution de-

ires resident representative with some

knowledge of Yiddish, capable of handling
solicitors in the field and of personally ob-

taining support from individuals anl com-

munities. Only thoroughly experienced

executive considered. 4953 SURVEY.

WANTED: A dietitian in institution for

delinquent women. Apply to Helen Hazard,

Niantic, Connecticut.

WANTED experienced executive to

take charge of family service society in

western city of one hundred thousand.

Community Chest financing. Give full in-

formation regarding education, experience,

references, salary expected, etc. 4969

SURVEY.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places

and better help. Hospitals, Schools and

Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

PSYCHOLOGIST and psychiatric work-

er, trained observer with mature judg-

ment; resident position. Apply Superin-
tendent Jewish Children's Society, Station

E, Baltimore, Md.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers,
_

dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

Bind Your Issues
Our binder makes a book of The Sur-

vey. Put in each issue as it comes.

Take out any issue at any time with-

out disturbing the others. So simple

that even a social worker can do it!

Index free at the end of the volume,

running six months. By return mail

anywhere in the U. S. A. $2.20. The

Survey, 112 East 19 St., N. Y. City.

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED: Housemother for cottage
which is to be devoted to the training of
adolescent backward girls, between the

ages of 13 and 18. Applicant must thor-

oughly understand this type of work. Need
not be college graduate. Jewish woman
preferred. Apply to Box No. 4967 SURVEY
stating age, qualifications, experience if

any, and salary expected.

TRAINED woman worker not under
thirty years of age charge educational work
for women and girls in Jewish woman's
organization. State experience, education
and references. 4963 SURVEY.

WANTED for Settlement House Health
Center near New York a Polish speaking
visiting nurse who has had Public Health
Training. State age, religion, experience.
4975 SURVEY.

YOUNG women of charm and educa-
tion to sell clothes in a unique way. Those
with out-of-town following preferred. No
experience necessary. Liberal commission.
Write giving full particulars as to quali-
fications to 143 East 49th Street. Miss
Winifred Warren.

WORKER wanted to direct clubs in small
Jewish Center. Opportunity for initiative
and development of a neighborhood pro-
gram. 4965 SURVEY.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital
positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-
vate schools, colleges and universities.
Education Service, Steger Building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

SITUATIONS WANTED
CHILD CARING, AGED, AND HOS-

PITAL EXECUTIVE, eleven years expe-
rience in money raising and membership
campaigns; management and training of

inmates; Hebrew; available for position.
Wife experienced social worker and book-

keeper. Highest credentials. 4977 SURVEY.

COLLEGE woman wishes executive po-
sition or one giving scope for initiative.

Thirteen years experience in social work,
medical, psychiatric and other. Italian

spoken. Highest references. 4964 SURVEY.
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SITUATIONS WANTED
YOUNG MAN, 28, Jewish, collegf

graduate, with several years experience it

boys' and settlement work, seeks positioi
where organization work is required. 497:
SURVEY.

FINANCIAL AND PUBLICITY EX
ECUTIVE

; ten years experience wit!

relief, recreation, educational and genera
welfare agencies. Available Decembei
1 5th. 4970 SURVEY.

PSYCHOLOGIST, A. M. degree, thre<

years experience with adults and chil-

dren, desires position. Hospital preferred
Available after due notice. 4966 SURVEY

EXECUTIVE position by Social Workei
of proven ability; expert case work super-
vision assured. 4968 SURVEY.

YOUNG WOMAN with four years ex-

perience in secretarial work for socia

agencies desires similar position for full

time during day or afternoon and evening
Best references. 4974 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE in Child Welfare Work
desires similar position. At present Super-
intendent of large Institution in New York
City. 4958 SURVEY.

YOUNG woman, College graduate,
Protestant, business and teaching expedi-
ence, desires position as secretary or com-i

panion. Will go abroad. 4971 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position girl's work by
young woman. Thorough experience man-
agement adolescent and delinquent girls.

4976 SURVEY.

GRADUATE Student, Harvard, wants
research work in Labor and Social Econ-
omics. Experience in industries and field

investigations. Highest credentials. 4978
SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position desired by ex-

perienced woman organizer; committee
and financial secretary; 3 years Tribune
Fresh Air Fund. Excellent testimonials.

4979 SURVEY (Chelsea 3929).

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We have complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimiographing
Multigraphlng
Addressing
Mailing

If you will investigate you will find that

we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Let us estimate on your next job

Webster Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

34th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacre 2447

Fifth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.

16 W. 23rd Street

Multinr.phingl GRA mercy 4501
Typewriting ' ' * Addressing

Ask The Survey about Us !



FOR THE HOME

Fea Room Management
In our new home-study course, "COOK-
ING FOB PBOFIT." Booklet on request.

,
School of Home Economic.. 849 E. 58th St.. Chleaje

Home-Making as a Profession"
II i 100-pp. 111. handbook It's FBEE. Home studj

Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid

poaitious or for home-making efficiency.

<. School o Hom Economies. 849 E. 58th St., ChlMuo

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

IHILDREN. Organize Children to aid com-

munity. Teachers, etc., use and praise

the "JUNIORS SELF-GOVERNMENT PROCE-

DURE," a simplified, standardized club

method. Price 12 cents. Herman J.

Greenberg, 4005 Ave. K., Brooklyn, N.Y.

HILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

1 broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

COKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describes home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and

lunch room management. "51 Ways to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

OMMUNITY FORCES: A Study of Non-Par-
tisan Municipal Elections, by R. D. Mc-
Kenzie

; 24 double column pages, and
one of the best studies that has ap-

peared. Price 3oc. Address: JOURNAL
OF SOCIAL FORCES, Chapel Hill, N. C.

.EPORT OF PUBLIC DANCE HALL COMMITTEE
on the San Francisco Center, by Maria
Lambin. A study of the development of

public dance halls in the U. S., together
with an account of the system of super-
vision in the dance halls of San Fran-
cisco. 23 pp. $ .25. Order from San
Francisco Center, Hotel St. Francis, San

:
Francisco.

PERIODICALS

HI AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING showi
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

ENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:
published by the National Committee for

Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

HE SUNNICLOW TRUMPETER. An illustrat-

ed Quarterly, in the interest of The
Outlook to Nature and Wholesome,
Creative Living. Delightful. A gem of

publishing art. Unique! A sample copy
gladly sent for a two-cent postage stamp.
SUNNIGLOW GARDENS, Box 406,
North Wales, Pa.

FINE "EMBOSSED" STATIONERY
WITH MONOGRAM OR NAME AND ADDRESS

1OO SHEETS AND 1OO ENVELOPESON
IN A BEAUTIFUL HAND-MADE CABINET

ACTUAL SIZE

OF MONOGRAM

FOUR STYLES OF EMBOSSING

STYLE A
Name and Address

STYLE B

Monogram Only

STYLR C
Address Only

STYLE D
Monogram & Address

CORRESPONDENCE SIZE

Cabinet contains 100 DOUBLE SHEETS and 100 EN-
VELOPES, FINE LINEN PAPER, IN WHITE, BUFF,
BLUE, GREY OR PINK POST-PAID

GENTLEMEN (OR PROFESSIONAL) SIZE

Cabinet contains 100 SHEETS (7MxlO}) and 100 EN- P "SV/U
VELOPES, FINE SUEDE PAPER, IN GREY OR WHITE *^

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 25c EXTRA POST-PAID

PLEASE SPECIFY STYLE AND COLOR
DELIVERY GUARANTEED WITHIN FIVE DAYS

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST AND WE WILL ENCLOSE
YOUR GREETING CARDS OR USE OUR OWN CARDS
BEARING YOUR NAME. PARCELS WILL BE SHIPPED TO
ARRIVE DECEMBER 23rd. ADVERTISING LITERATURE
AND PRICE WILL BE OMITTED.

SATISFACTION IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Send Check, Money Order or Cash to

MERIT STATIONERY CO., 311 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. CITY
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Catch 'em young
That's the gist of this special Heart number.

Young in years, or young in disease, as the

case may be.

If you do catch them young, heart disease is

preventable. Often it is curable.

Right here and now we are taking the first

steps in a big new public health movement that

may in time reach out to every city and town,
down through every group and class as the tuber'

culosis movement nas done.
It means the intelligent cooperation or physi-

cians, nurses, laymen-clinics, newspapers, publicity

agencies.
How can you help?
First off, by getting this Heart number of

Survey Graphic into the hands of those who
ought to read it -your friends who have leaky
hearts or members of their families, school teach-

ers, nurses, leaders of your community even

physicians.

Particularly physicians. They are busy men
and need to know what laymen are doing or

might be doing in the health game. Besides, the

Graphic is just the thing for a doctor's waiting-
room table. Takes a patient's mind off his aches

and pains and that funny empty feeling just above
and between the ears.

CHECK

ONE

WANTED

r
|

SCISSORS

SURVEY ASSOCIATES
112 East 19 Street, New York City

I enclose check for $ for which you will please

Q Enter a year's subscription to Survey Graphic,

monthly, beginning with this Heart number, to

the person named below $3.

Ditto, The Survey, twice-a-month $5

Send 4 copies of the Heart number $1

Send copies of the Heart number (see

above) $

Q] Send me the book by (name
author) from the list above $

Name

Street, No

City, State
S.G.I 1.24

Copies of this

HEART
issue for

distribution

TO put information
on heart disease, the

greatest cause of death,
before people who will

be interested or ought
to be informed regard-

ing it, we will send bun-

dles, postpaid, at the

following special rates :

1 copy 30 cents
4 copies $1.00
12 copies 3.00

25 copies 5.75

50 copies 11.00

100 copies 20.00

Use the order form at the left

Books on the

HEART
SOME

books for lay-

men are reviewed
on page 158 of this issue.

They may be ordered of

the Survey Book De-

partment for delivery

by return mail by using
the order form at the

bottom of this page
(vote in the last square!)
The books :

Your Heart and How to

Take Care of It, by Ro-
bert H. Babcock, M.D.
D. Appleton &. Co. 235

pp. Price $1.50 postpaid
of The Survey.

How Is Your Heart, by
Calvin Smith, M.D. Boni
and Liveright. 208 pp.
Price $1.75 postpaid of

The Survey.

The Causes of Heart
Failure, by William H.

Robey, M.D. Harvard

University Press. Price $1

postpaid of The Survey.

Taking Care of Your
Heart, by T. Stuart Hart,
Funk and Wagnalls. 70

pp. Price 30c. postpaid
of The Survey.
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aganda, German style, which have such charm that

we reprint them with his observations on p. 179.

The Gist of It

ON
the eve of an "lection in which there was

much talk of a labor party, the Supreme
Court acted on a question in which labor

has been vitally and vociferously interest-

ed. Mr. Landis tells how and why on p. 175. He
is research fellow in law at the Harvard Law School,

a special student of the subject of contempt in the

federal courts, and co-author with Felix Frankfurter

of an article on that subject recently published in the

Harvard Law Review and republished in the Amer-

ican Law Review.

WHEN Bruno Lasker visited Germany a

month or two ago, he found a criss-cross

division on prohibition wets against drys, of course,

but also drys American style against drys German

style. He brought hack some specimens of dry prop-

H AVE faith in Massachusetts," says Mr.

Coolidge. And most of us have had. But

in the face of an overwhelming popular vote against

the child labor amendment, faith begins to totter.

Wiley H. Swift was in the thick of the fight on be-

half of the National Child Labor Committee, and

on p. 177 tells what happened. Burr Blackburn

writes on p. 210 of Georgia's situation, too.

IT'S
easier to plan a community newspaper than

to run one, as Mr. Burgess discovered in San

Jose. He tells why on p. 185.

TF you want to know how Europe is housing it-

-

self, ask Edith Elmer Wood. Her latest book,

Housing Progress in Western Europe, was crushed

into a Survey article in the Midmonthly just a year

ago and reviewed at some length on July 15. On
p. 188 she tells how the new houses built with gov-

ernment aid near Paris have been tenanted.

WHICH
are better, buttons or bananas? The

question is only a little more superficial than

the much-repeated slogan "more business in govern-

ment; less government in business." Mr. Bruere

discusses the interplay of public and private initiative

in employment agencies on p. 199, and calls Arthur

Greenwood to the bar to testify as to the relevant

situation in British 'housing. Mr. Greenwood was

a member of Parliament and of the Labor ministry

which initiated the present housing program.

THE post-office strike in Toronto came close

home to American social workers who were

convening there while the mails were disorganized

and when the men went back to work apparently
with a moral victory. That victory, discussed in

The Survey for July 15, 1924, seems now to have

been a hollow one. Miss Van Kleeck, director of

the division of industrial studies of the Russell Sage

Foundation, brings the story down to date (p. 202).

STUDENTS'
of the problem of opium control

will find it interesting to compare Miss La
Motte's personal interpretation of the present prob-
lem (p. 192) with the editorial paragraphs published

in Survey Graphic for November I and those on

p. 183 of the present issue.

THE searching question as to the willingness

of the public schools to accept experiment

(p. 205) is asked by the president of the Teachers'

Union of New York. The article is based on Mr.
I.inville's address at the Netcong Conference of

the Teachers' Union and the Teachers' Union

Auxiliary, on October 4, 1924. ,

MISS HALLOCK, who writes about new child

health books (p. 236) is herself author of a

good bit of that clever and insinuating health stuff

that has for years been flowing steadily from the

office of the old Child Health Organization, now

merged in the American Child Health Association.
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Labor's New Day in Court

'he Supreme Court Vindicates Jury Trial in Contempt Cases

By J. M. Landis

N the American system of judicial review, the validity

of certain legislation is determined only as a neces-

sary result of an actual controversy between parties

in litigation. It has often happened, therefore, that

the constitutionality of legislation is not determined until

years after its enactment. The Missouri Compromise was

declared unconstitutional thirty years after its passage. A
federal income tax law was declared invalid after such leg-

islation had been in intermittent operation over a period of

ninety years. The Supreme _^________^_
Court on October 2O, 1924,

in the case of Michaelson v.

United States, was called

upon for the first time to pass

upon the validity of those

provisions of the Clayton Act

of 1914, whose constitution-

ality was most hotly contested

in Congress in the debates

surrounding its enactment.

The specific provisions deal

with injunctions arising out

of disputes between employers
and employes relative to the

terms and conditions of the

employment. In the situation

a very common one where

the Act which is alleged to be

a violation of the provisions

of such an injunction, and

consequently punishable as a

In The Survey for August 15, Senator Pep-
per discussed the (/rowing bitterness of organ-
ized labor toward the federal courts. Labor
has contended that the use of the injunction
in industrial disputes constituted an abuse of

judicial authority which, if continued, would

destroy the organized labor movement^ Sen-
ator Pepper pointed out that the problem
was not primarily that of changing the view-

point of federal judges, but of determining
what the community attitude toward organ-
ized labor was going to be. If a majority of
the workers and of the community crystal-
lized in favor of organization as most con-

ducive to social progress, this public senti-

ment would have a decisive influence on the

law and the courts. The Supreme Court de-

cision here interpreted may signalize such a

crystallization. As Mr. Landis points out, it,

contempt of court, is also a at least, "gives effect to the social ideals of
crime under federal or state the time and place."

law, the accused, when cited for contempt, may demand
that the trial for contempt shall be by jury. The ordinary

procedure in such cases permitted the judge to determine

all issues of law and fact relative to the alleged contempt.

The shop-crafts railway strike of 1922 afforded the op-

portunity to test these provisions of the Clayton Act. In-

junctions against picketing and intimidating fellow-employes

who refused to join the strikers were issued by federal

courts at the suit of the government. It was inevitable

__^___________ that such injunctions, which

embraced within their terms

thousands of striking employes,

should in occasional instances

be violated ; that these viola-

tions would be prosecuted by
the United States; that in the

trial that ensued the cited em-

ployes should avail themselves

of the provisions of this Act
and demand a trial by jury;
that the United States should

contest this right on legal

grounds and thus bring up for

decision the validity of the

legislation in question. A
goodly number of these cases

are to be found in the courts

in the years 1922 and 1923

slowly working their way up
for review by the Supreme
Court.

Michaelson v. United States

was just such a case, where
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the District Court denied the accused his demand for trial

by jury. The decision was sustained by the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit on the grounds that the

strike being against an interstate railroad \vas illegal, and

consequently the employes had terminated and forfeited

their employment, ceasing to be "employes" within the mean-

ing of the Act and thus no longer entitled to its benefits;

that the Act properly construed was not mandatory in

requiring the court to accede to the accused's demand for

a trial by jury; that, in any event, the provision for jury

trial was unconstitutional in that it exhibited a legislative

encroachment upon the judicial power vested by the Con-

stitution in the federal courts. All three of these grounds
were denied by the Supreme Court in its reversal of the

lower court's judgment.

ANY consideration of these questions must be in the

light of the factual situation which confronted Con-

gress at that period, and the purposes which the Act sought

to accomplish. Strikes of all kinds are too often, in this

country where industrial espionage and agents provocateurs

are not unknown, accompanied by acts of violence. These

acts, such as assault, or wilful injury to property, are

primarily criminal offenses, hut may also happen to come

within the provisions of an injunction so as to constitute a

violation of its terms. The determination of the necessary

issues of fact the commission of the act complained of and

the guilty intent of the alleged wrongdoerembody in both

instances the same process. But in one instance thnt deter-

mination is made by a jury of the vicinage; in the other

by the judge who issued the injunction.

Passions run high in industrial controversies. They have

their repercussion in the minds of those far removed from

the actual conflict. The success or failure of any strike

depends more often upon the attitude of public opinion

than upon the isolated economic power of the contending
forces. This fact is recognized by both participants ; they

endeavor to bring about a public attitude that will regard
them and their contentions as morally and economically

justifiable. And all these factors are accentuated where the

industry, such as a railroad, is one in whose continuance

and efficiency of operation the public have a vital concern.

Thus law enforcement in this field requires peculiarly

that characteristic, which, in the early days of justice, was
its sanction the formal condemnation of the alleged wrong-
doer's conduct by the society of which he is a constituent

member. It was to such an end that in those early days

the instrument of the jury was developed. Not only did

it possess a high degree of efficiency as an instrument to

determine disputed issues of fact, but also it added to the

condemnatory provision of the law the formal approval of

a representative body of fellowmen. The situation in the

industrial conflict of today is very similar. The pressure

which public opinion can exert is evidenced by the recent

creation of the Railway Labor Board, a body whose decisions

have no enforcing power beyond that which public opinion
can give them.

It was some such picture as this which Congress had

before it when it enacted the Clayton Act. There was the

obvious fact of injustice in allowing the same judge who
issued the injunction to pass upon a violation of it. To-

gether with this theoretical injustice came the realization

that the injunction had been subject to abuse. Naturally

enough it was deemed that a judge, being only human, was

incompetent to pass upon, without prejudice and bias of

some degree, the question of whether ha injunction, repre-

sentative of the majesty and authority of his court, had been

violated. The theoretical injustice of the proceeding found
an underpinning in this psychological factor that experience

had revealed. In the particular situation at which tile-

provisions of the Act are aimed, there was an instrument

of age-old worth and sanction customarily invoked to deal

with such offenses, and to that instrument the enforcement
of the law was entrusted.

Wisely did the Supreme Court decide that the provisions
of the Act were applicable to the case at bar. Were the

strike legal, it could not be enjoined. To accept the narrow-

ing interpretation given the Act by the court below would
he to rob it of all vitality and efficacy. Further, the finding
of the Railway Labor Board contrary to the demands of

the strikers was deemed irrelevant to the issue of the legality

of the strike. An earlier decision of the Supreme Court

carefully points out that those findings are made not only
without reference to the technical legal rights of the parties

but also upon broader considerations of morality and econo-

my in order to secure a fair adjustment of the interest in-

volved; and, further that the findings have only the sanc-

tion of public opinion. To hold now that the findings in

these contempt cases determined the legality of the strike

would, in substance, have been a reversal of the prior de-

cision and a misconception of the function of the Railway
Labor Board.

Finally, the doubt as to the constitutionality of the

provision for jury trial in this restricted class of contempts
was put at rest. The legislative policy favoring this ex-

pedient has already been expressed. It is gratifying to find

that a constitution, framed at a time when the labor injunc-
tion had not yet been born, offers no impassable barrier to

an attempted solution of one of the most provoking prob-
lems of modern industrial life.

And why should it have been thought to oppose such a

solution ?

THE early records of the common law demonstrate be-

yond a doubt that the uniform practice of courts was
to punish all contempts of their authority by indictment

followed by trial by jury. The first recorded instances of

a contrary practice are found in the seventeenth century,
but not until the eighteenth century was well advanced did

this practice become a general one. Its growth is con-

temporaneous with a growth in the jurisdiction of courts

of equity, and, following the bold but ineffective challenge
of Sir Edward Coke to kingly attempts to control the

judiciary, a gradual subordination of that organ of govern-
ment to the executive. Wilmot, subsequently Lord Chief

Justice of England, writing in 1765. rationalizes without

historical foundation upon the sources of the power to

punish for contempt, and attributes it to the fact that the

judges derive their authority and majesty from the king,

and that an arraignment of them, closely synonymous to

his mind with treason, is a defiance of authority so gross as

to permit of summary punishment. This false concept of

immemorial origin attributed by him to that power survived

his time. It gave historical foundation to a claim which
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honest but "regally-minded" judges felt essential to their

function. Others, such as Lord Fitzgerald and Sir George

Ji's.-.el,
who felt rather that the criterion of justice was its

social efficacy, realized the need of, at least, a philosophy

of restraint in the exercise of such a power. In 1883, a

period of growing realization of the problems of industrial-

ism, the House of Commons had already sensed the possi-

bility of its abuse and suggested its definition and limitation.

But in America this false attribute attached itself to the

constitutional conception of judicial power with which the

courts are invested. Linked with this conception, but not

definitely recognized as a separate and distinct element in

it, was the natural realization that a court, in its function

of adjusting a conflict, had to be able to operate efficiently

by preventing interruptions to its business, and also to

operate impartially by preventing the undue pressure of

passion or prejudice on its component parts. This un-

analyzed conception led to the repetition of idle phrases

that the power "inheres" in all courts of record. Such a

process could not fail to have its effect upon the content

of the constitutional phrase "judicial power." State courts,

almost without exception, in a series of decisions during the

end of the nineteenth century held that legislatures were in

this respect constitutionally forbidden from divesting courts

of their "inherent" power to punish for contempt by sum-

mary process. Only at this late period have the mists of

this obfuscating logic been penetrated by an authoritative

body.

True, judicial power is a thing to be reserved to courts.

Rut the term has no definite boundaries ; it comprehends
the entire process of the administration of justice by courts.

Its attributes can only be derived from the traditional,

ethical and social conceptions that have clustered about this

age-long process. A few, a very few, of these have actually

crystallized by the process of judicial decision into definite

precepts. Independence of judgment, the capability to deal

with the subject-matter of judgment, the process of definitely

announcing and enforcing the rights of the parties litigant,

these can be said to be necessary qualities of the administra-

tion of justice. A fourth is just now crystallizing the

authority necessary to enable courts to go about their busi-

ness. Such authority is represented in the power of all

courts to punish summarily interruptions to the actual pro-

cess of trial.

But such a contempt is wholly different from those with

which the Clayton Act deals. They are first and foremost

criminal offenses and only incidentally violations of a court

order. They occur far from the actual presence of the court,

and affect neither judge nor jury in the disposition of any
cause then on the court's calendar. As crimes they are

punishable by the procedure applicable to such offenses. The
substantive rights of the accused call for a jury trial; instead

he finds himself a violator of a court order, whose terms

may literally have embraced thousands of employes. The
interest injured primarily has been a social one of the same

type infringed by any crime ; only incidentally has the

authority of the court been denied. The social end to be

achieved by punishment in these cases is identical with that

in any crime, and under the Clayton Act the same manner

of punishment is prescribed. To deny summary power to

the court in these cases is not to deny its authority or the

power to enforce its decrees. Instead the method of en-

forcement is regulated in the interest of the end to be

achieved. The eventual result is that the authority of the

court finds itself vindicated by the approbation of the com-

munity as represented by the jury. No countervailing

necessity demands that "judicial power" from the constitu-

tional standpoint shall include the summary power to punish
for contempt where the efficient functioning of the court

is not imperilled.

The agitation against the judiciary in 1912, following a

period of the abuse of equity powers by courts in industrial

disputes, brought forth the legislative response in the Clay-
ton Act. A period of a much greater abuse of the same

powers in the same fashion, culminating in the famed

Wilkerson Injunction of 1922, brought forth another attack

against the judiciary. The decision on the Clayton Act

follows. The sequence of events is not accidental. Con-
stitutional decisions involve more than mere technical ques-

tions; they "expound" a constitution. If this process is more
than the mere analytical dissection of a document, it must,
like all judicial decision, give effect to the social ideals of

the time and place. To ignore the formulation of these

ideals, as represented in a vast popular movement, would
be to attribute to the Supreme Court not judicial inde-

pendence but judicial ignorance of the philosophy and end

of law.

Misinformed Massachusetts

BY
a vote of approximately 3 to I, the voters of

Massachusetts instructed their representatives on

Election Day against ratification of the children's

amendment. This decisive vote is to be charged up in part

at least to two causes :

First, the friends of the amendment blundered in pre-

suming that because President Coolidge, Speaker Gillette,

Senators Lodge and Walsh, and all but three of the mem-
bers of the last House of Representatives from Massachu-

setts supported the amendment the people would support it.

This presumption lulled them to sleep or at least into state

of semi-slumber.

Second, the campaign for the ratification of the amend-
ment started weeks too late and never at any time had one-

fifth as many workers as it needed.

I was with an automobile caravan in the campaign for

the amendment for ten days in Massachusetts. The mis-

understanding and misconceptions about the scope and pur-

pose of the amendment were absolutely astounding. We
met scores of voters who actually believed it was drafted

for the purpose of stopping all work by all persons under
1 8 years of age. Of course, this is preposterous, but the

voter believed it to be true. He had been told that it was

true. Naturally he was against the amendment.
When one got an opportunity to lay the matter clearly

before the voter it was no difficult matter to get him to

understand the truth. This was especially true of workers
in mills and factories. We went to many mill gates. We
were heard gladly and our literature was actually seized

upon. The trouble was that our arms were too short. We
could not reach enough of the voters in the short time.

In all our travels with the caravan none of us so far as

I know found a single person unwilling to consider the

matter. I was particularly impressed with the very close

attention given to our workers, whether they were speaking
to a crowd or simply talking to one or two. The people
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wanted the truth. They did not have it and the majority

of them, I am sure, simply voted honestly according to the

best light they had.

There were those who spoke and taught selfishly rather

than frankly. Down in North Carolina, cotton manufac-

turers used to charge that I was being paid by cotton mill

men of New England to fight the South for the benefit

of New England manufacturers. Now the people know

the truth.

The cotton manufacturers of the South have joined with

the National Manufacturers Association to defeat the

amendment and so far they are succeeding. There is money
behind this group, millions of it. We could feel its weight

in every community.
The pamphlet of James A. Emery, general counsel of

the National Association of Manufacturers, seems to be the

text-book of the opposition. Erom it the voters gathered

that the amendment was conceived in Russia. President

Coolidge's support of the amendment should have been

answer to that, but it was not.

From it they gathered that the education of the child

was to be regulated under the amendment. Any lawyer

who takes care to investigate knows better than that, but

the people are not lawyers and. wonderful to say, there

were lawyers who were teaching just that.

From Mr. Emery the people gathered that in such a sim-

ple, humane matter as giving protection to children, the

Congress of the United States is not to be trusted and

thev believed it. Believing it, they voted "no."

Taking the case by and large the showing for the amend-

ment in Massachusetts is not bad. Massachusetts has more

states righters than any Southern state. A very substantial

part of its voters are still upset over the eighteenth amend-

ment. A smaller number are trying to get revenge for the

ratification of the nineteenth. The National Manufacturers

Association understood, better than the friends of the amend-

ment, that Massachusetts was the first battlefield. They
threw all their resources into it and as was to be expected,

they won.

It is just as well that they did, in this first struggle. This

has put the churches, the.women's organizations, organized

labor and all the other organizations supporting the amend-

ment on notice. This is the first coming to grips between

all these organizations interested in social development and

the National Manufacturers Association and its camp fol-

lowers. It is not bad to get the lines chalked off.

Then too this vote in Massachusetts is going to lead to

a careful scrutiny of the amendment by the people of other

states. That within itself will be most valuable. The Con-

stitution ought not to be amended except after very careful

consideration. Before thi.s campaign is over the people are

going to understand that the matter of ratifying the amend-

ment is nothing more than an inquiry addressed by Con-

gress to the people as to whether or not they wish Congress

to have the power to protect hoys and girls from harmful

employment if it is ever necessary. Just the mere facing

and answering of that inquiry will lead us a long way
in first thought and ultimately in sound legal principles.

Speaking for myself only and in the knowledge of all

that I know about the situation in Massachusetts T feel

that we have no reason for being downcast. It is yet early

in the dav. WII.KY H. SWIFT

European Civilization Uplifts Algeria
AT its meeting on June 4, 1924, the Advisory Labor

Committee to the Government of Algeria approved a

proposal made bv the government to lower from twelve
to ten years the age for admission of native girls to em-

ployment in the carpet industry. ... So long ago as 1912,
the Advisory Labor Committee was asked, on behalf of

the employers, to consider the amendment of Article 3 of

the Decree of January S, 1909, which extended to Algeria
the French metropolitan legislation concerning hours of

labor, health and safety of workers. Under the terms of the

decree, native boys and girls over twelve years of age might
be admitted to industrial employment without an elementary
school certificate on production of a certificate of physical
fitness. The committee referred the matter to the health

authorities for consideration, and these authorities reported
in the following unmistakable terms:

The existing laws concerning hygiene are, in the eyes of the

health authorities, already too lenient, and any suggestion that

they should be relaxed in a way which may prove detrimental

to young children is to be deplored... .

The carpet industry, owing to the creation and scattering

of dust, certainly predisposes to pulmonary tuberculosis,

which is already too prevalent amongst the native population.
It will be impossible to find any health authority or doctor

to approve an attempt to lower the age of admission and our

opinion is shared by the whole medical faculty.

In the light of this opinion, the Advisory Labor Com-

mittee definitely rejected the proposal in June 1914.

During a recent inquiry, which revealed that the supply

of labor in the carpet industry was short, the employers

again raised the question with the government. Among

the arguments put forward in favor of lowering the mini-

mum age was the contention that conditions in the factories

were infinitely better, both turn the moral and physical

point of view, than those in native homes, and that it must

be borne in mind that only an infinitesimal proportion of

native children attended the schools, since in their case

education was not compulsory. It was further urged that

the rise in the cost of living was severely felt in native

families and that for such children the most important law

of hygiene was to endeavor to earn their own livings in

cases where their parents could not support them.

During the discussion of the question by the committee

in June last, representatives of the labor inspectorate and

medical authorities expressed themselves in favor of lower-

ing the age of admission to ten vears provided that the

rules of hygiene were strictly observed and the factories

subjected to rigid inspection. It was stated that the gov-

ernment would draw up regulations in consultation with

the health authorities which would provide that only those

employers who were in a position to comply with the

requirements would be authorized to employ the children.

Notwithstanding the objections put forward by certain

members of the committee, who expressed the opinion that

the girls should be sent to school, and that if the number

of schools was insufficient the administration should build

more, the committee, by fifteen votes to six, approved the

government proposal, on condition that suitable workshop

regulations were drawn up. Bulletin of the International

Labor Office Geneva.
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Beer in the Balance in Germany
By Bruno Laster

I
IHF. pictures on this page and the following

pages are part of a new and spirited campaign

to arouse the German people to a recognition of

the tremendous toll taken from them by alcohol.

By far the largest element in this campaign is the

new wave of self-examination and social morality which

set in with the youth movement before and during the

war and has now permeated the more active groups

of young men and women in all social strata. In so far as

it is organized, the youth of the nation with the exception

of very few groups which regard the traditional drinking

customs as part of a folk inheritance that must be saved at

all cost is either abstinent or at least hostile to excessive

drinking. Practically all the Christian leagues of youth,

both Catholic and Protestant, recognize the social ills of

liquor consumption and work strenuously for its elimination

from the national life. Pronouncements for and against alco-

hol cross the party lines. The communists, in a manifesto,

"recognize the damage done by alcohol but know that capi-

talism has a double interest that of profit-making and that

of keeping the \vorkers stupid in promoting the consumption
of liquor, . . . therefore employ all their strength in chang-

ing the capitalist economy for profit into a communist one

for use." The young anarchists, on the other hand, ad-

vise the young comrade: "Before j'ou shout, 'down with

capitalism," remove the cigarette from your yellowing teeth

and fight the enemy of youth, alcohol !" The socialist labor,

the democratic and the independent organizations are to a

large extent enrolled in the battle, though for the most part

as yet in the movement for temperance rather than that for

abstinence. The nationalist groups carry on a vigorous cam-

paign for personal hygiene but so far have only in isolated

instances allied themselves with others in the fight against

the liquor traffic as a social menace.

Another element in the situation and, perhaps, for the

moment the more dramatic, is the influence of the American

prohibition. It is a constant topic of conversation and rivals

bolshevism as a theme with which to inspire ardor or horror,

as the case may be. The misinformation about conditions

in the United States is often fantastic. The liquor-sup-

ported press paints an America thrown with the advent

of prohibition into violent alcoholic excesses, streets filled

with reeling men and women, hospitals and jails overflow-

ing with drunkards. In vain are the corrections and pro-
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tests of men who have studied the subject at first hand.

Within the anti-liquor movement itself, the American ex-

ample has created a new discord. Until the war, three move-

ments worked side by side and, to some extent, overlapped,

without ever attracting to themselves any considerable num-
bers. Those organized for total abstinence, recruited most

frequently from the "lower middle class," were enthusiasts

for a religion of clean living which also included vegetarian-

ism and abstinence from nicotine. Much larger were the

groups that worked quietly for reforms of the licensing sys-

tem, for the gradual substitution of wholesome eating and

amusement places for the kind of saloon that is primarily a

bar, and for the elimination of harmful customs of treating

and forced drinking.

First the tragic experience of the war and with it the

appalling demands of the distilleries and breweries on the

food supplies of the country when millions went hungry
forced the pace of these different groups. Then, the American

example. At a national gathering of the anti-liquor forces

in Buckeburg, a few weeks ago, practically all branches were

represented and worked jointly at a common program for

the conquest of drink. But a new split which had first

appeared with the reports of the American achievement now
threatens to divide the ranks. An aggressive minority de-

mands the elimination of all sectional objectives and a com-

mon stand for complete prohibition. "What has been pos-

sible in America, that prosperous and liberty-loving country,"

say its spokesmen, "is possible here indeed is for us an

essential of national recovery." This extreme group is com-

posed for the most part of younger men, some of them close

to the youth movement with its kindling enthusiasm for

radical moral reform. Their belief that prohibition is prac-

ticable in Germany without the preliminary stages through

OR AT HOME HAPPINESS AND COMFORT WE WANT BREAD
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which America has gone is looked upon as Utopian by the

older and more experienced men. These desire to work

now as before for a reform of the licensing laws and for a

national law enabling the states to introduce local option.

The first bill embodying the demand for local option

or rather a preliminary enabling clause was introduced in

the Reichstag in 1912; the last has just been buried with

other pending legislation and will be reintroduced. Al-

ready the brewers have shown their hands by forcing the

adoption of clauses which would render void the major in-

tentions of the bill ; and there is little prospect for local

option in the immediate future. Nor are its sponsors san-

guine of rapid progress even after the permissive act is passed.

All they hope for at present is that in one or other of the

more socialistic states the state government may permit the

passage of a law enabling some of the settlements or new

model villages of organized workers to prevent the licensing

of public houses in their midst. In that way object lessons

of communities living entirely free from the curse of liquor

might be established. The prohibitionists, on the other hand,

seem to believe that if a strong sentiment for prohibition

could be created within a few years, a catastrophic change
of government whether from the right or from the left

might suddenly provide the opportunity to put it through.

To this the moderates, especially those who have watched

the American experiment without deceiving themselves about

the difficulties of enforcement, reply that a general prohibi-

tion law before a nation has been led up to it, at least by

such gradual steps as those experienced in America, would

do more harm than good.

This difference of opinion should not, however, be exag-

gerated in its influence on the essential unity of the absti-

nence movement. Indeed, the opposition recognizes its

growing strength. In addition to the usual forms of propa-

ganda it employs methods which we have come to know but

too well in America : the issue of fake statistics and of litera-

ture which, though scientific in a narrow sense, is mislead-

ing because it harps on one string ; and calls prohibition a

new means for the enemy countries to mulct the German

people of everything not essential to bare living.

Whatever its more distant outcome, the fight for sobriety

is on. It is significant that it has the support of such states-

men as the former chancellor Michaelis; that here and

there a public health officer may now confess his adherence

to the abstinence movement without being chased from office ;

that great labor leaders can preach it without being accused

of playing the game of capitalism; that artists and poets

place their gifts in its service. And it is to America

that these fighters look for encouragement and help.

NOT BEER WITHOUT THE PLAGUE WE CAN DE THE RICHEST NATION ON EARTH
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The Common Welfare

P
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY has just com-

pleted its ne\v psychological laboratory, which Is

the only university building in the country built

specifically for this purpose. On the back of the

building is written the ancient Delphic maxim, "Know Thy-
self." This satisfies the introspectionists, but seems to leave

the behaviorists out in the cold. The latter, in no mood to be

trifled with, now demand that the authorities shall inscribe

on the front of the building: "Behave Thyself."

THE two English speaking peoples have gone to the

polls and they have spoken plain Anglo-Saxon. Here

at home, some of us caught the gleam of broader international

policies such as Mr. Davis stood for. Others of us were

stirred by the hope of more adventurous domestic policies

such as Mr. La Toilette voiced. But all of us can see in

the Republican success at the polls a vigorous manifestation

of the centripetal force in American life. An overwhelming
number of us hailed in Coolidge the personification of our

national institutions, of our half-recovered national pros-

perity, of our national confidence in ourselves and our

tested ways.

The bad showing of those who talked most of a new
world and a new century should not blind us into thinking

that so far as the great mass of the people were concerned,

this was a vote for reaction. It was a vote for self-reliance

in the American way of progress as against foreign policies

conceived to be entangling : as against domestic policies dis-

torted into the similitude of Bolshevism. Just so the bad

showing of those who talked most against corruption does

not mean that this was a vote for Daugherty and Fall and

the rape of Teapot Dome ; rather it was a vote of confidence

in the homely integrity of the man at the White House
as the best antidote to such things; a slow house-cleaner

perhaps, but in the general mind a born house-keeper, a na-

tional home-maker in an upset world.

The Republicans had the resources and the resourcefulness

to throw the campaign debate away from their past deeds and

policies and onto the proposals of their adversaries. Now
public judgment will settle back to performance tests.

WE may discount, as an appeal to reason, the kerosene

lamp beside which President Coolidge was sworn in

by his father in a New England farmhouse fifteen months

ago; we may have seen through its use in the campaign by
those advertising psychologists who choose our garters and

tobacco and tires ; we may set our faces against some of the

forces that lined up behind this homely beacon in the torch
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light procession of politics. Nevertheless it was an appeal

to the hearts, the idealism of the American people. That

idealism is an imaginative force in American life. It is not

a negative thing. It is a precious, democratic thing. And

the administration which has elicited it has a great trust;

its place in history will be judged by its execution of that trust

so that it will have meaning to the millions of households

which responded to this symbol of earlier days.

"I have no appeal except to the common sense of all

the people," President Coolidge said the day after the

election in a final phrasing of his slogan which will live.

"I have no pledge except to serve them. I have no object

except to promote their welfare." Common sense for the

common welfare is a native pragmatic approach to common

problems in a world beset with imported theories, old

theories, new theories. The President's very reticence in

the campaign, for which he was roundly and no doubt

rightly berated although as a canny piece of tactics it

worked has this clear advantage: it leaves him largely un-

committed in facing issues as the}
7 come up. This may be

the despair of those who want a cumulative program lit

up by the flare of passionate espousal ;
none the less it

affords a footing and a hearing for those who have construc-

tive proposals to advance on their merits.

Social workers in Massachusetts generally subscribe to the

verdict that as governor Calvin Coolidge's record was one

of "slow but steady progress made as the result of painstak-

ing hard work." In measures affecting the state's depend-

ents, education, the public health, humanitarian reforms in

industry, he showed an open mind and positive accomplish-

ment. We have a right to expect as much from him at

Washington, a majority president with both houses of Con-

gress ; to expect less is to accept the view of him held by

his opponents; a view which a good part of his fellow

countrymen refused to admit or else we must write down

the country itself as turning its back on the future.

BUT
that raises the question : How much common sense

have we as a people? And as an exhibit, the campaign
should make for humbleness. The most sinister outcome

of the elections has been the sweeping victories of the

Ku Klux Klan. William Allen White and his white hat

went down in the sunflower state. Judge Ben Lindsey just

escaped defeat, after his twenty-five years of pioneer work
in the Juvenile Court of Denver, at the hands of these new

recruits to the local interests that had always fought him.

The success of the candidates endorsed by the masked organ-

i/.ation in Indiana, Kansas, Colorado and Oklahoma, is

thought by some observers to mark its "political come-back,"

and this despite its defeat in Texas and despite the tremendous

personal endorsement of Smith in New York. The Klan is

only the raw and exaggerated outcrop of those forces for in-
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tolerance, for hate and fear, which have manifested them-

selves in some of our patrioteering organizations, and which

found expression from high places more than once in the

campaign. The language may have been different but the

trepidation and the antagonisms were the same as those

which before the riots last summer were to be heard on the

street corners of Herrin.

Here we have the high challenge to every man and

woman who supported the Republican Party as the instru-

ment of orderly progress. The American situation, in these

post-war years, has its counterpart pretty much the world

over. In England you have the "Die Hards" but also you
have your Tory Democracy as represented by such men as

Premier Baldwin and the Cecils. Except for the last three

decades, much of the constructive social legislation of the

last century in England is attributable to statesmen of

their kind. They have cherished the growth of an en-

lightened conservatism.

WE need such an enlightened conservatism politically

speaking in the United States. We need its transfer-

ence from a hundred areas of science, the professions, busi-

ness, to the prime task of government and to policy making.

Here not only is the sharp challenge to liberal-minded Re-

publicans to make their point of view felt in the responsible

government at Washington, but to engage in a long program
of education on the industrial and social problems which con-

front us in these decades. The defeat in Massachusetts of

the child labor amendment, supported though it was by

President Coolidge and other outstanding personalities, is

apt evidence of the need.

There is need for a counterpart in this country to an

enlightened conservatism. We need an enlightened radical-

ism or if you prefer, progressivism. There was something

fine, however distorted by a partisan press, in this last great

public service of La Follette after a life-time given to meas-

ures many of which are part of our national fabric today.

He marched around the citadel, like a prophet of old, blow-

ing his ram's horn. The four million Americans who

responded stand for something organic in American life.

They share in its common sense and will have to be

reckoned with. They must also reckon with themselves, and

with what is common in their sense. Four years from now
they are not likely to have that colorful! personality to serve

as a binder. Whether the block of Democratic states in the

South, or the heterogeneous groups which used the cracked

Liberty-bell as their emblem, will afford an enduring founda-

tion for an alternative to the Republican party, is for the

future to say. In England, the British Labor Party seems

to have taken the position formerly occupied by the Liberals.

Despite their defeat, they are numerically the opposition,

with a popular vote over a million larger than at the last

election. But back of that is thirty years of consecutive

hard work- and hard thinking and hard teaching of the

masses to stand not against Old England but for a new one.

Again, with us, the challenge is not only to an insurgency in

Congress that will curb and spur: in the dust of a political

landslide, that will be needed as never before: but the chal-

lenge is also for a long process of education and organization

in the United States the shaping of an affirmative rather

than a negative program, if American progressivism is to be

anything other than a protest movement.

An enlightened conservatism an enlightened radicalism

these are two forces which will make not for disruption

but for social progress in our American life. And in the

spade work that makes for such enlightenment of all the

electorate, every school and college, every civic body, every

forum, every settlement and social movement has an obliga-

tion and an opportunity.

SO
close is the relation between the health and the social

integrity of the family, and so happy the relationship
between official and voluntary agencies of New York

City in maintaining health and family independence, that

it seems entirely natural to see a social agency pleading be-

fore the Board of Estimate for the adoption of the whok
proposed budget of the municipal Department of Health.
In the present case, advocacy by the Association for the

Improvement of the Condition of the Poor carries a special

weight because that organization is able to point to its own
admirable sociological laboratories districts in which health

measures have been tried and tested to prove Dr. Biggs'

challenge to New York State, that public health is pur-

chasable, and furthermore, that it is an investment socially

profitable. In this case the additions to the former budget
asked by the Health Comtmissioner include additional nurses

to conduct a prenatal educational service for expectant

mothers, striking at that unnecessarily high death rate of

women in child bearing which is a black mark on the Amer-
ican health record, and additional school medical inspectors,
school nurses, and dental hygienists, whose effective efforts,

the association submits, will help to lessen retardation and

overcrowding in the schools, and eventually so prove a

positive saving in the cost of education. So essential are

these needs, and so striking has been the past record of the

Health Department of New York City in saving lives and

money, that the association concludes convincingly:

We can safely predict a further decline in death rates and
in sickness in the homes and hospitals of New York if this

strengthening of the work of the Bureau is provided for. We
hardly see room for choice between a possible decrease in death
and sickness rates and a possible saving of not more than two-
tenths of one per cent in the tax rate. . . .

O chapter in the long and involved history of the

world's effort to free itself from the tyranny of

opium addiction is more tragic than the back-sliding of

China. In 1917, after ten years of strenuous effort to live

up to the opium agreement signed with India in 1907, China
was declared "clear of opium" by a mixed commission of

British and Chinese experts. The victory, however, was

fleeting. The following year illicit cultivation of the poppy
started on the fringes of the outlying provinces; despite
severe legislation passed by the Pekin government, which

punishes manufacturers or peddlers 6f morphine with life

imprisonment, and customs officers who wink at the drug
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traffic, with life imprisonment or death, for example, the

abuse has grown steadily. Estimates now place the produc-

tion of opium in China at about 2,200 tons a year, or two-

thirds of that produced in the whole world. As very little

Chinese opium is used for medicinal purposes (the superior

grades suitable for such usage come chiefly from Persia and

Turkey) and little is smuggled abroad, practically this whole

output is smoked by the native population.

This retrogression in China is due jointly to the weakness

of the Pckin government, which has been able to enforce

its regulations only in one of the twenty-one provinces; and

to the lucrative return from the cultivation of opium, which

has been made practically or actually compulsory by the

taxation of the provincial military governors, or tuchuns,

who have disregarded the authority of the central govern-

ment and have raised large armies to further their own

political aspirations. In Fukien, which is typical of several

provinces, it is said that 70,000 troops under five principal

generals are supported by opium taxation. The predecessors

of these generals had collected the land taxes for three years

in advance and the only method of raising more money
was to advance the tax still another year or two or levy a

special tax on the cultivation of opium, to which many acres

of land have been diverted, as it is much more profitable

than rice or other grain. Wherever troops were stationed

opium growing was made compulsory. Magistrates issued

the orders and soldiers enforced them.

This compulsion has been not without a protest from

certain classes in China. On the last Sunday of September
of this year protest meetings and parades were held by Chin-

ese anti-opium groups throughout the country. During 1923

"opium riots," in part a protest against the heavy taxes

and in part a censure of the abuse of opium, were common
in agricultural districts. Student opposition to the situation

in China is well known. Representatives of various classes

in China are to testify before the International Conference

called by the League of Nations, now in session at Geneva,
whose alignment of interests Miss La Motte describes else-

where in this issue.

HAS
our national Bureau of Education become a prop-

agandist agency? If so, should not that fact be defi-

nitely established so that people who want their propaganda
somewhat diluted may be in a position to protect them-

selves? If not, why should it offer us the sort of program
that has been proposed for the so-called "Education Week,"
November 17 to 24, 1924? In that program, it is true,

there are some excellent topics. For example: How our

Constitution guarantees to everyone Life, Liberty, Justice,

Security and Happiness; A playground for every child;

Equality of opportunity in education for every American

boy and girl. Even with reference to these topics some
useful questions might be asked. For example: Do these

Constitutional guarantees actually bring to everyone Liberty
and Justice? What keeps some children from having play-

grounds?

Passing by such topics, however, we come to several of
a different sort:

"Revolutionists, communists and extreme pacifists are a

menace to these [Constitutional] guarantees";
"An illiterate who obtains second-hand information is a

tool of the radicals" ;

"The red flag means death, destruction, poverty, starva-

tion, disease, anarchy and dictatorship."

These three statements seem to be definitely propagand-
ist in intention. We may test this by suggesting the sub-

stitution of "militarists" for "pacifists" in the first statement;
"conservatives" for "radicals" in the second and "black" for

"red" in the third. Anyone who cares to have a moment
of excitement may have it by imagining what would have

happened if the Bureau had published a program with those

suggested changes in it.

Hence, merely in order that this program prepared by the

Bureau, in collaboration with the officials of the American
Legion, may be properly balanced and, thereby, cease to be
too obviously propagandist, we suggest three supplementary
topics to the genial consideration of our readers during
Education Week, as follow :

(1) In the light of our war-time (and after) experi-

ences, who is likely to prove the greater menace to our
Constitutional guarantees, the extreme pacifist or the ex-

treme militarist?

(2) Did illiteracy first become a menace when the rad-
ical began to exploit the illiterate, or was it always a
menace ?

(3) What hope is there for education in America as

long as a supposedly responsible governmental agency for
education can put as many mutually incompatible predicates
into one proposition as the third statement, given above,
attempts to carry?

THE Pittsburgh Sun makes the article in the August
Survey Graphic by Orville Welsh on the American

system of "rotten boroughs" the occasion for an editorial.

It cites his exhibit of Rhode Island conditions where small

villages have as great a vote as Providence, of Michigan
conditions where Wayne County with one third the state's

population has less than one sixth the seats in the senate.

But when it comes to Pennsylania, the Sun maintains that

Mr. Welsh has not told the story by half. To quote:

The complaint of Pittsburgh is not that the rural counties

fare slightly better than does Allegheny. We might condone
the robbing of this county of one seat in the state Senate to

which we are in justice entitled. But Pittsburgh cannot for-

give a legislative plunderbund that has gerrymandered the state

senatorial and legislative districts of Allegheny county in such

a way as to give "The Strip" two representatives for 72,000
of population, and the residential East Liberty-Brushton-Home-
wood-Squirrel Hill district only one representative for 76,000
of population. And the city cannot forgive a political greed
that has given the downtown and "Hill" wards two legislators
for 68,000 of population, and the Shadyside-Highland wards
with more than 56,000 only one. Nor can the city understand

why 159,000 of Senator Leslie's constituents should have one

vote in the Senate and 278,000 of S'enator Harris' only one vote:

why 142,000 of Senator Einstein's constituents should have

one vote while 266,000 of Senator Mansfield's have only one

vote.

Pittsburgh cannot forgive these things, nor can it understand

them. Perhaps Mr. Welsh can explain them to us, or psycho-

analyze our situation for us.



COMMUNITIES

A Community Newspaper?

A editor of the San Jose (California) News, it

seemed to me, I occupied a position repugnant to

all my social and political theories. I was a

chancellor responsible only to an .irresponsible

monarch, the proprietor of the paper. He had

come into the town, and, because he possessed a certain

amount of money, he had suddenly become autocrat of this

long established newspaper, this important piece of public

property. What right had he to do this, or to follow his

whim and make me an editor? Had he not been a liberal,

he would not have made me editor. But what right had

liberals, any more than conservatives, to be absolute mon-

archs or chancellors chosen by absolute monarchs?

My thinking was not quite so naive as this, of course.

I knew that in reality my monarch was not absolute; he

held office himself by the tacit suffrage of an oligarchy, the

advertisers. But then, that was always true of seemingly

absolute monarchs: they served the need of some powerful

economic group. Besides, if there was such an oligarchy,

all the more reason for introducing reform. We began

an experiment, accordingly, which convinced me that while

newspaper administration might never become an absolute

democracy, it could with a little effort be changed into a

constitutional monarchy.
After consultation with H. L. Baggerly, the owner of

the paper, we announced editorially what we called the

Community Editorial Plan. Every important opinion-group

in the community was invited to elect an associate editor

of the paper. These associate editors were to represent their

respective groups in the community editorial column, which

was to be the leading feature of the editorial page, occupy-

ing the position of honor previously assigned to our own
editorials. The editor's column was to be shoved off to a

less prominent position on the page, and was to be in smaller

type. It was my theory that for a considerable time the

. chief function of the editor's column would be to explain

and perhaps defend the community editorial column, as I

realized that there was much educational work to be done

before the business management of the paper, the adver-

tisers, the subscribers in general and the opinion-groups in

particular, would grasp the plan fully.

I went before organizations of farmers, labor men, polit-

ical groups, and employers and civic workers. Many of

these opinion-groups elected associate editors, and the com-

munity editorial column was duly inaugurated, to the sound

of much enthusiastic horn-blowing in the editor's column.

were my troubles in administering this scheme?

Well, in the first place there was the daily job of

seeing to it that the associate editors turned in sufficient

copy to fill the community editorial column. While grap-

pling with the task of getting lethargic associate editors

to write enough, and of preventing enthusiastic associate

editors from writing too much, I was often amused to have

friends say, "Pretty easy for you now that you've got out-

siders to do all your work for nothing." But during the

time that I was concentrating on this task, I did manage
to keep a fairly continuous stream of fairly interesting copy

coming in from the associate editors.

At first I found the labor unions surprisingly apathetic,

in view of all their criticism of the press. But when the

prohibition problem came up in a state election the associate

editor of one of the labor councils came suddenly to life,

and commenced writing vehement denunciations of the drys.

Then another labor associate editor was a communist, and

commenced writing some very radical editorials. It was
here that I lost my nerve, and acted far more like the

chancellor of an irresponsible autocrat than the premier of

a constitutional monarchy. I read one editorial which the

communistic labor man had turned in, and I shuddered to

think what some of our leading conservatives would think

of it. I felt that they could be taught to stand for this

free voicing of minority opinions in the press, but I felt

that it was inadvisable to start a row until the plan was
more a matter of course in the community. I begged the

associate editor to cut out one paragraph, to forego com-

plete freedom of expression now for the sake of the ulti-

mate success of this plan which involved so much freedom
of expression for minority groups. "Not a word goes out !"

said the associate editor. "That's the way with you lib-

erals. You never want freedom now, always it must be

later, much later, at some vague time when you vainly hope
that things will be straightened out in some miraculous

way." I squirmed under this criticism, for I felt it to

contain much truth. I was carrying water on too many
shoulders, thinking of my responsibility to the proprietor-

ship, to the advertisers, to my associate editors and to my
subscribers. But it was just in this crisis that I realized

how important and valuable my plan was. For the in-

tensity of my longing to get rid of the obstreperous vigor
of this red camel I myself had invited into the tent, the

earnestness of my desire to do a little of that trimming which
I as a "capitalist" editor knew so well how to do these

things made me perceive the reality and vigor of the new
forces I had introduced into the conduct of the paper. These
forces would compel me to be more honest and thorough-
going than I had ever intended to be.

I did finally persuade the labor man to eliminate one

paragraph, and, although he protested that the editorial was
ruined, the fact remains that our subscribers were treated

next day to a thousand-word advocacy of pure communism,
in ten-point type, two columns wide. I never heard a word
of complaint, and have later come to believe that I should
not have heard any even had the offending paragraph been

printed.

Then an associate editor who was a Protestant pastor
and an associate editor who was a Catholic priest com-
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menced pouring hot shot into one another on the issue of

religious education. Things were printed about both protes-

tantism and Catholicism that are certainly not customarily

printed in the public press in the town of San Jose, where

half the subscribers are Catholic, and half Protestant. Again

I was in terror. I persuaded the Protestant to drop the

discussion, appealing, rather basely, I fear, to him as a

fellow Protestant.

OUR
circulation manager saw possibilities in the plan

from the start. Very good, he reasoned, to have the

editor going the rounds of all these organizations putting

over publicity for the paper in a high-class non-commercial

way. He began to ask me if I couldn't get hold of mailing

lists of the membership of these organizations, so he could

circularize them and make them realize that our paper was

their paper. And he was right, too, in attaching practical

circulation-winning value to the plan. A newspaper which

once became established on such a basis would become the

community newspaper, or would inevitably force a certain

degree of democratization upon its rivals in the field. The

community would be better served than formerly in either

event.

I became convinced as the result of practical grappling

with the operation of this plan, that we newspaper folk are

terrorized by iron-clad fixed phrases, the result of prema-

ture rough and ready analyses we have made. "The Ad-

vertisers!" we shriek, and are paralyzed with fear, for-

getting that the average advertiser shrieks "The News-

papers!" in the same terror-stricken fashion. Advertisers

do not constitute a vicious highly organized group of

marauders; they are not so class-conscious as we fall into

the habit of believing they are. Mostly they are pretty

good-natured fellows who pick up the paper to see whether

their "ad" is placed in the position contracted for, and

then turn to the comics and sports with only an occasional

cheerful growl against that bolshevik editor who ought to

be ridden out of town on a rail, he ought. An editor with

principles, with a broad well-considered underlying policy

coupled with a reasonable amount of aptitude for pragmatic

moment-to-moment adjustment and compromise, can steer

a courageously experimental course with very little attempted

interference from his advertisers. They respect editors more

than editors respect themselves, and are really quite willing

to assume that the editor will want to run his own busi-

ness in his own way.

We finally let the community editorial column subside,

but it was not because of any interference from advertisers,

or because the plan had proved unpopular with our sub-

scribers. We let it lapse for the very lazy but very human

reason that we discovered it would take all of one skilled

diplomat's time to keep after the associate editors for their

copy and to adjust disputes arising between associate editors.

And at the time there were so many routine problems press-

ing on us that we lacked the vision to realize that it would

have been well worth while to devote one skilled man's en-

tire time to the nursing of the project. The associate edi-

tors, left to themselves, gradually wrote less and less and

finally nothing at all.

But despite this somewhat pallid external conclusion, we

had reaped great and deserved benefits from the plan. There

had arisen in the community a very definite feeling that

our paper stood for fair play and free speech and free press

to an unusual degree. This feeling still persists.

There is one part of the plan which was never car-

ried out, but which must be included as an integral

portion of it, as it indicates some of the wider implications

of such an enterprise. This was the community press con-

stitutional convention. At the end of a year's successful

carrying out of the community editorial column plan, it

was my intention to call the associate editors to a constitu-

tional convention which was to draw up its own constitution

or program for the further conduct of the enterprise. Of
this convention I as the editor, appointed by the proprietor

was to be not chairman ex-officio, but secretary ex-officio,

reporting fully in the paper the debates of the convention.

The mere holding of such a convention would have, I

believed, great educational results. The community as a

whole would learn the habit of assuming that it had a

sovereign right to consider the problems of the press as

public problems. Inevitably such a gathering would find

itself largely occupied with the problem of credentials.

What opinion-groups had a right to representation in the

community editorial column and what had not? The I. W.
W. would come knocking for admission they had asked me
for it but I had turned them down through fear of the

conservatives and the associate editors and the community
as a whole would be educated by the conflict which would

ensue. And with the yearly gathering of this convention,

the entire community would have developed the habit of

considering fruitfully the problem of freeing the press

from domination by small powerful economic groups, and

our community would have been the first in America to

have a constitutionalized press.

It is to be observed that all my efforts were confined to

the editorial page. But I felt, and sensibly, I think, that

the habit of constitutionalized community control of the

editorial page would inevitably extend itself, sooner or later,

to the news pages, and we should have had genuine com-

munity discussion of news policy as well as of editorial

policy.

It seemed to me then, and it still seems to me, that the

community newspaper plan conserves the best features of

private proprietorship, that is, initiative, profit-rewarded en-

terprise, and simple swift decisions on financial and tech-

nical details, at the same time that it confers the benefits of

public democratic participation in one of the most impor-

tant processes of modern life.

ROBERT Louis BURGESS

Paying for NationalSocialWork

BY twos, by threes, by dozens American towns and cities

have been turning to some form of joint financing as

a substitute for the competitive solicitation which character-

ized local social work before the war. Increasingly the

social work of a given community is being subjected to

quantitative and sometimes genuinely qualitative analysis;

its cost is being reckoned in totals rather than unrelated

fragments ;
some sort of balance is being struck between

financial resources and program of work. Whether all this

is being wisely done or not, whether the standardization

which accompanies joint financing is stimulating or enervat-

ing, does not for the moment concern us. The fact remains

that the contributor who takes even the smallest interest

in his city's social work can think of it on the financial

side at least in simple terms. He knows what is expected
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of him, where the money comes from and in general where

it goes.

No such clarification has even been attempted as yet in

the financing of national social agencies. How diverse these

are, how loosely related to each other, and how variously

they deal with local allies and supporters was made evident

by the study carried on two years ago by Porter R. Lee

and his associates under the auspices of the National In-

formation Bureau (see The Survey for July 15, 1923,

p. 427).

The report of that study left no doubt that the uncer-

tainty of the adjustments between national agencies and

local groups was a serious threat to the underpinnings of

the national agency budget. However much the financial

secretary in the Metropolitan Tower may strive to visualize

a "national constituency," it is true that he must raise his

money pretty largely from men and women who are living

in "local communities" and are under local pressure. These

men and women, as the report pointed out, have already

begun to lump national agencies together in their thinking

and giving: they can hardly avoid comparing the simplifi-

cation of local social financing with the loose ends so notice-

able in the financial policy of the nationals.

On the other hand even a well-intrenched national agency
has a puzzling problem. The older groups of more or less

habitual even hereditary supporters are tending to dis-

integrate. Hard-pressed financial secretaries ask wistfully

what is to become of their budgets when the older gener-

ation that went in for philanthropy and the church yields

place to one that perforce goes in for the income tax and

finds many new ways to spend its surplus. In dealing with

the "small contributor" who must be hunted down out of

an enormous number of unprofitable lists the national

agencies are more and more handicapped by each other and

their own past efforts. More agencies, bigger budgets, more

refinement of money-raising technique and the end is grow-

Iing
indifference on the part of the possible giver. Few na-

tional agencies have been able to widen their base of sup-

port to include anything like a nation-wide clientele; New
York, the east and middle west still carry most of the load ;

and only halting progress is made in reaching into new
income groups.

RFor

a time the philanthrophic foundations seemed to offer

short cut to a balance. Here was a vicarious endow-

ent ready to hand, and what agency could not plead in all

rnestness that its unusual and exigent ^business made a

public appeal less desirable than a quiet underwriting? But
as the foundations have developed initiative and specialized

their interests that hope has grown dimmer. It is true that

a cluster of agencies bask happily in the shadow of each

great fund, but for the rest there is only the arid waste

of public indifference.

The community chests, too, in their early days, were in-

viting sources of large contributions. Appeals to a relatively

open-handed city were based not on any systematic appor-
tionment of costs, but on the size of, the accumulated funds

from which appropriations might be expected. That tend-

ency has been sharply checked by the growing conservatism

of the chests themselves in their handling of public funds.

Indeed there has been a counter-tendency which in some
cities has amounted to a deliberate boycott of national agencv
solicitation. In other cases the chest has merely held aloof,

but that in itself is enough to make the task of solicitation

progressively harder. Between certain agencies and certain

chests there has developed open hostility.

Into this tangled situation the report of Mr. Lee and

Mr. Pettit, already mentioned, threw some light, though

financing was incidental to their study. Their strong recom-

mendation that a "more comprehensive study" of the par-

ticular problem of financing national agencies be made has

now been given effect. The National Information Bureau

has formed a committee of twenty national social agency

executives, whose individual leadership and representative

connections give significance to their decision to conduct

a study of this problem. Philip P. Jacobs, of the National

Tuberculosis Association, is chairman. The committee has

secured, through the cooperation of Raymond B. Fosdick,

the service of Mark M. Jones to direct the study. Mr.

Jones and Mr. Fosdick have already made exhaustive stu-

dies of the internal financial and business problems of the

Young Men's Christian Association, the Young Women's
Christian Association and the National Association of

Travellers Aid Societies.

In each of those cases specific and very detailed recom-

mendations were made. From the present study such rec-

ommendations may or may not develop. There is need at

all events to isolate the common factors in the financial ex-

perience of several score of national agencies, to find out

what "national" really means in this connection, to reckon

their total claim on the financial resources of American

social work, to find out exactly how they are getting the

money they now spend and how they are to get more if

they need it, and to discover how their financial methods

can be modified in the interest of sounder relationships with

each other, better service to the home-town and firmer

achievement in the job of nation-wide leadership which they
have set themselves. G. S.

ALMOST simultaneously with the announcement of the Na-
tional Information Bureau study of national agency financing
comes the news that the National Health Council is under-

aking investigation of the common financial problems of its

members and will look carefully into the possibilities of joint

financing. These ten agencies now increased by one with the

admission of the American Heart Association have made such

progress at 370 Seventh Avenue, New York, in linking up their

internal operations that it is natural for them to tackle the
more difficult job of coordinating their' relations with the pub-
lic. Their study will be carried on in close consultation with
Mr. Jones and the National Information Bureau, and the two
investigations may be expected to reinforce each other.

OMAHA has been looking into its recreation. T. Earl Sul-

lenger, professor of sociology in the University of Omaha, has
included in the bimonthly bulletin which the university publishes
a study of How 200,000 People Spend Their Leisure Time.
One of the most striking of his findings is that of the homes
from which, during the past two years, one or more child

delinquents have come, 88 per cent are more than half a mile
from the nearest municipal playground. But the movies have
an average daily attendance of 200,000 that is, on any day
you like you will find one person out of every ten a* the

"pictures." In sharp contrast to the playground situation, "only
a few children and adults in Omaha are out of reach of seme

picture show."



THE SORT OF HOUSES THE DEPARTMENT OF THE SEINE IS BUILDING STREET SIDE ABOVE, GARDEN SIDE BELOW

For Families Nombreuses

FOURTEEN
THOUSAND families had been drawn

out of crowded Paris slums into such airy, pleasant

homes as those shown here by the end of 1923; as many
more are to be accommodated when present undertakings

have been completed.

France had a sizable housing problem before 1914 and

had just begun to handle it after the manner of England

and Germany through Public Housing Offices some

municipal, some departmental of which there are now

more than a hundred. The war, of course, not only

checked their work but created a house famine in Paris

a famine so acute that in 1922, in spite of high costs, the

city housing office of Paris and that of the Department

of the Seine (in which Paris is located) began to build.

The city housing office put up apartment houses good

ones, full of light and air, though overly tall for walk-ups.

The Department of the Seine, on the other hand, has

laid out thirteen garden suburbs, all within four or five

miles of Paris. For the most part they contain single-

family cottages only, but three of them Stains, Suresnes

and Gennevilliers have some three and four-story apart-

ments as well. Everywhere are trees, shrubs, flowers and

grass, playgrounds for children, and the tennis courts and

football fields that loom so large in the new France. Some
have community houses, others health centers. Schools

are always provided, and where necessary there are places

for shops.

Housing activities in France are linked up closely with

the birthrate: their conscious aim whether government
or private philanthropy is acting is to smooth the path

of parents with small means and large families of young
children, against whom landlords inevitably discriminate,

and whom France so urgently needs. So when a long

waiting list of applicants for the first houses and apart-

ments ready in 1922 was sifted out, only working people

(manual or clerical) with small means and large families

were considered. At Arcueil-Route-Nationale, the first

fifty houses rented contained 350 children. Les Lilas, the

prettiest of all the suburbs, perhaps (typical houses are

shown above) contains only families nombreuses tech-

nically, those containing four or more children under six-

teen years of age. One of the first of the city apartments

was filled with war widows and their children.

Bagnolet and Nanterre, the first garden suburbs to be

occupied, were peopled almost entirely by families from

one-room furnished lodgings. Those living under especially

overcrowded or insanitary conditions are given preference

in all the new houses, and the rent is reduced for each

child under sixteen beyond the third. A family at Les

Lilas with eleven children pays 1,000 francs a year instead

of 1,500 for a six-room house. Rents range from 500
francs a year for a three-room flat to 1,800 for a seven-

room house.

At Les Lilas the cottages are covered with gray stucco

with white trimmings, green wooden shutters and red tile

roofs. Privet hedges were set out and climbing roses

started up the walls before the tenants moved in. Some
confirmed city-dwellers are already homesick for their

boulevards, but most of them are radiantly happy. The
effect on health, family life, and above all the welfare of

the children who swarm everywhere will surely be far-

reaching. The new houses cost the tax-payers a good

deal, it is true, for building could not be done at this time

without a subsidy, but it is fair to expect that the cost

will be saved on hospitals, juvenile courts and reform

schools. EDITH ELMER WOOD

FLOOR PLANS OF THE ClOUP OF HOUSES AT LES LILAS SHOWN ABOVE



THE FIRST GROUP OF CITY HOUSING CORPORATION HOUSES IN QUEENS BOROUGH, NEW YORK (THE BACKGROUND IS PROPHETIC)

Sunnyside An Experiment in City Housing

IT
was a moral victory in New York when the tenement

house law fixed 70 per cent of the area of a given

plot as the maximum space that could be covered with a

multi-family house. In recent years speculative builders

have learned that it pays better to pare down houses and

expand the open spaces about them, and garden apart-

ments have gone booming at large rentals. It remained

for the City Housing Corporation, a limited-dividend com-

pany whose plans were de-

scribed in The Survey for

June i, 1924, to demonstrate

at Sunnyside that one or two

family and apartment houses

could be built to cover only 30

per cent of a given block, with

70 per cent left open in yards

and gardens, and still be

made available to families

earning $3,000 a year or less.

On October 29 houses for

128 families in Queens Bor-

ough were formally opened.

This is the first unit in a

large-scale plan to build

sound, comfortable, healthful

homes for families who have

profited little by the specula-

tive building operations of the

past few years. The houses

are sold, on a moderate down

payment and carrying charges

of about ten dollars per

month per room, and buyers

have come flocking from all over congested Manhattan.

Nine of the mechanics and foremen who helped build the

houses were among the first to buy for themselves.

By eliminating alleys and garages, and using all the

land saved for community purposes, the architect, Clarence

S. Stein, has been able to fit a common playground, gardens
and a tennis court into the block interior. The playground
is maintained by a small assessment on property owners,

and already there is such

strong interest in developing

community cooperation that

the outlook is bright for grow-

ing recreational activity shared

by the whole group of resi-

dents. The houses and apart-

ments are but two rooms

deep: every room is light and

airy. Breakfast alcoves and

roof porches add interest.

The terms of sale are in-

geniously drawn to penalize

rtjale at a speculative price

during the first three years.

A second group of houses,

on the block adjoining, is al-

ready under way. The corpo-

ration plans to keep its capital

revolving and to keep on

building (modifying details of

structure and financing as

experience suggests) until a

real demonstration of low-

cost housing has been made.THE BLOCK PLAYGROUND
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For Mothers in Town and Country

WHEN
mother is ill the machinery that makes

the family go round stops with a jolt. If

she is a mother in a large and well organized

city there may be visiting nurses and visiting

housekeepers to help. If she lives in the country or a town,

there is the extra neighborliness of small communities to

draw upon. Saskatchewan shows one way in which the

friendly helpfulness of sparsely settled countrysides can be

put to work under supervision and with a modicum of train-

ing: her "gray nurses" represent a service which is a kind

of a cross between that of the visiting housekeeper and the

visiting nurse. New York state, trying to solve a similar

problem, has worked out a somewhat different plan.

I Saskatchewan

A GIRL in a gray chambray dress and

a trim little white cap, with an emer-

gency bag in her hand and a year's nursing

training in her head, has come to be a

factor in health building and baby welfare

on the prairies of Saskatchewan. She is

found where there is sickness or a new baby
in the far farm houses of the province. She

is known as a "nursing housekeeper," and

she nurses and keeps house and does every-

thing that is to be done whether it is taking

temperature or washing dishes; giving an alcohol rub or

peeling potatoes.

The work of the nursing housekeeper is modeled more
or less after that of the rural nurse, but she is not a grad-
uate nurse and she has no objections to sweeping a room
or preparing dinner for the farmer and his harvesters if

that may be necessary. She is responsible to an association

of graduate nurses as well as to the doctor who has called

her and who, with a fine appreciation of her worth, may
be depended upon to see that she is not imposed upon or

overworked. With the advantage of some training and of

expert supervision, she does what many housewives do when
there is sickness in the family.

Saskatchewan is the first of the Canadian provinces to

provide any authorized nursing in the rural districts. It

is a large rich province with vast wheat fields. Its farms

cover thousands of acres and of necessity, its farm homes

sometimes are a considerable distance from hospitals and

graduate nurses. It is a province that does its full share

toward making Western Canada the "bread basket of the

Empire." The value of the Saskatchewan grain crops for

1923 is estimated at $276,844,650. The amount of butter

produced during the year was more than 10,000,000 pounds.

Livestock and dairy products carried off prizes at provincial

and international stock shows. And thanks to the little

gray-clad nursing housekeeper, child-birth fatalities were

reduced unbelievably, and nurses and doctors are certain

that when figures and statistics are available, it will be

found that many babies owe their lives to her timely care.

Saskatchewan has awakened to the fact that its children are

as important a crop as its grain and its livestock.

There were at least one thousand persons, without train-

ing, without standardization, and responsible to no one, do-

ing the best they could to take care of the sick in the rural

districts. These untrained workers were the custodians of

the health of the rural population and while in many in-

stances they gave excellent service, their lack of specialized

knowledge was on the whole more or less of a menace to

the public health. The call for competent nurses came

from the farm women of Saskatchewan, came with such

insistence that a meeting was held by representatives of the

Red Cross, Graduate Nurses, St. John's Ambulance Asso-

ciation and the University of Saskatchewan to consider

the whole question of nursing service.

The practical plan approved by this committee outlined

the training of women to be known as "Nursing House-

keepers." Graduates in this course are under the direct

supervision of the Saskatchewan Registered Nurses' Asso-

ciation to whom they are responsible and from whom they

receive their yearly licenses. The University of Saskatchewan

agreed to undertake the direction of the training of the nurs-

ing housekeepers and to appoint a supervisor of students in

training. A joint advisory committee was provided for, to

consist of representatives from the University, the Red Cross

and Graduate Nurses. The Saskatchewan government

passed legislation providing the necessary machinery for

working out the plan, and Mabel Gray, formerly super-

intendent of nurses in the Winnipeg General Hospital, was

appointed supervisor of the nursing housekeepers.

The course in nursing housekeeping covers one year, in-

cluding a term at the Provincial Tubercular Sanitorium at

Fort Qu'Appelle, and so far twenty-four women have com-

pleted the course and twelve more are in training. They
are taught the care of bed patients and the routine work of

nursing, but there are no hard and fast rules regarding the

services they may render. The nursing housekeeper's train-

ing is thorough as far as it goes, but it is only in extreme

cases that she is expected to take charge of serious cases.

Because the great need for the nursing

housekeeper is in the outlying districts, she

ordinarily chooses a rural community where

she is called by the doctor in the same way
as the graduate nurse. Or she may take her

place in a municipal hospital where, doing

routine work under the supervision of a grad-

uate nurse, she will add valuable experience to

her training. Her work in the municipal hos-

pitals has made it possible in many of those

in Saskatchewan to give two weeks extra care

190
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to expectant mothers before confinement without extra cost,

and this extra care and rest is believed by doctors and nurses

to be largely responsible for the record of 1922 in which

only eighteen out of 3,617 mothers died in child-birth.

It is, however, to meet the need of more remote farm-

ing communities that the order of the nursing housekeepers

was established and it is there that their most efficient work

is done. The outlying districts are best served, according

to Miss Gray, by the employment of a fully qualified grad-

uate nurse as a municipal nurse, with a nursing housekeeper

to assist her in each municipality. With the provincial

government of Saskatchewan, and the more extensively

trained registered nurses back of them, helping them and

vouching for them, the health of the Saskatchewan farm-

ers and their families may safely be entrusted to the small,

but gradually increasing group of gray-clad nursing house-

keepers. ESTELLINE BENNETT

II New York State

IN
an emergency almost anyone will help, but on whom

can you count, just what can she do well, how long
can she stay? In an effort to work out a plan to meet

the problems that these questions suggest, particularly for

homes where the mother of the family is temporarily off

her job with a new baby, the New York State Division

of Maternity, Infancy and Child Hygiene has been helping
in the organization of Mothers' Helpers Bureaus.

"A Mothers' Helpers Employment Bureau in every com-

munity should be an important aid in safeguarding mother-

hood," the Division believes. Its organization methods will

vary as widely as the communities it serves. The following

general suggestions are offered :

1. Secure the names of all women who would be able and
willing at any time to help out in a home for periods varying
from one hour to six weeks or more. Some women who do
not ordinarily work out might be willing to volunteer in cases
of necessity. Some might volunteer to take care of the children
of the family for varying periods of time. This is especially
valuable when the mother first gets up. In rural communities
it might be possible to secure the services of men for the
farm work ordinarily done by the mother. Some might offer
the services of a conveyance to take the mothers' helper any
long distance where trains are not available.

2. Keep a list of the names of the helpers, the address, type
of work, the times likely to be available, whether they are vol-
unteers or regular workers and any other needed information.

3. The financial side might be managed by one of the fol-

lowing methods or by any other which is practical.
a Have all mothers who are served pay what they can for

the service into a common fund managed by the employment
bureau from which the mothers' helpers are paid. An addi-
tional benficiary or community fund may be necessary.

b Arrange a scale of prices by the hour or by the day and
have the payment made direct to the mothers' helper.

c Pay a salary for full time or part time to any one person
and assign her to special cases for the length of time necessary.

4. Have one member of the club responsible for this bureau.
She may have a committee to assist, but the success of this

undertaking will depend largely upon its having one responsible
head. A paid secretary might be employed if desired. All pos-
sible cooperation with other organizations in this field is ad-
visable.

5. A mothers' helper badge might be provided for each help-
er. This would give prestige to the wearer and make the
mother feel a community interest.

6. Please keep the Division of Maternity, Infancy and Child

Hygiene informed of organization plans that work in order
that we may pass on to other communities the benefit of your
experience.

Ten Community Commandments
for Well Babies

The proud record of a declining infant mortality

rate belongs to White Plains, N. Y., as it does to

almost all the rest of the country but more sj. In

1911 of every thousand babies born alive in that

city, 130 died during their first year. By 1921

that record had been cut almost in half, and stood

at 68; and in 1923, the rate reached the remarkably

tow figure of 38 infant deaths for each thousand

births, about half that of the average of the states

for which comparable statistics are available.

"It is hard to analyze the relative importance of the

factors concerned in the reduction of infant mortali-

ty," writes the health officer, Edwin G. Ramsdell,

"because the entire health program has a bearing

on infant as well as general mortality." White

Plains, hoivever, has emphasized ten general devices

in the latter campaign:

1. To get all births reported.

2. To increase the efficiency of prenatal care.

3. To ensure satisfactory hospitalization or home care

for the lying-in period.

4. To follow up all infants systematically during their

first year.

5. To emphasize the importance of keeping the well

baby well through all possible publicity channels. The

most effective are the Little Mothers' Leagues and

Junior Health Leagues.

6. To regulate the milk supply, advocating pasteurized

milk only for infant feeding.

7. To provide auxiliary health services at a geneial

health center, including venereal disease clinics, tuber-

culosis clinics, dental clinics, as well as the regular

infant welfare clinics, which frequently become well-

baby conferences.

8. To select nursing and medical personnel for this pro-

gram carefully.

9. To obtain the confidence and cooperation of the practis-

ing physicians of the community.
10. To coordinate the efforts of all organizations interested

in the field of public health and infant welfare.

This last provision was attained in White Plains

four years ayo when the Health Officer invited

representatives of all the private agencies interested

in infant welfare to come together at a monthly

meeting, which since has been organized as a Public

Health and Welfare Workers Monthly Conference.

Middletown, for example, is a city of 18,000 where such

a bureau has been in operation for the greater part of a

year under the direction of the public health nurse, Harriet

G. Shoemaker. Advertisements were inserted in the papers,

asking for mothers' helpers; the applicants were listed ac-

cording to their qualifications, the amount of time they

could give and the salary they expected. Queries addressed

to the doctors, churches, teachers, women's clubs, etc.,

turned up the names of other interested recruits. The

women to whom the idea appealed were "above the ordinary

type in both intelligence and social standing," the majority

of them more interested in helping their less fortunate neigh-

bors than in the possible financial returns to themselves.

There are helpers who will come in the morning, bathe
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the new baby, tidy up the house, and remain for a few
hours or all day according to the need. Others will come
at any time during the day to mind the baby and the

other children, if there are others, to give the mother a

chance for rest, or a visit to the doctor, or a little freedom

outside the home. Still others will do practical nursing by
the week. The pay is twenty cents an hour and up, accord-

ing to the circumstances of the family served. Each helper
has a badge.

Middletown has a list of some thirty-five such helpers,

with varied accomplishments. A list of their names and

telephone numbers is kept on file in the offices of the Board
of Health, where it may be consulted directly by families in

need of the service, or the helpers may be referred through
the visiting nurses or other social agencies or friends. Each
month from five to ten calls come from homes where the

provision of such aid may mean the difference between health

and sickness for the mother and new baby, and peace and
turmoil for the other members of the family.

Opium at Geneva
To control typhoid fever in your town,
control the town's water supply. But to

control the use of habit forming drugs is

not so simple. The roots of this problem
are tangled in questions of national and in-

ternational policy. Ellen La Motte, author

of The Opium Monopoly and The Ethics

of Opium, and a pioneer in the movement
for control, interprets the international con-

ference now under way at Geneva from the

standpoint that she has long advocated
that the production and use of opium, ex-

cept in the quantities essential for medical

purposes, must be abolished throughout the
world.

"^HE League of Nations has called together the inter-
* national conference on opium and allied drugs, now

being held in Geneva, Switzerland. The conference is in

two parts; the first part composed of those countries in the

Far East which permit opium smoking, and which, accord-

ing to the spirit and intention of the Hague Convention of

1912, should have been stopped long ago. The Hague
Convention, however, was full of holes and it contained the

rather ambiguous phrase that opium was to be "gradually"

supressed, and no time limit was set as to when this might
be accomplished. This "gradual" suppression is in no way
visible quite the contrary has happened. An increase has

taken place in all or most of these colonies in the Far East,
both in the consumption of opium and in revenue from it,

and, as Mrs. Hamilton Wright puts it, at this first con-

ference these countries "are to tell the world when this

progressive process will finally end in complete suppression
as required by the Hague Convention."

The second conference follows the first immediately, and

includes all those countries which produce raw opium and
coca leaf, as well as those which manufacture alkaloids, and
all the other countries which signed the Hague Convention.

On the face of it, one would suppose that an international

conference of this character would get results. It would
seem as if a gathering of all nations, with delegates em-

powered to take effective measures to put down the drug
traffic in its various manifestations, would be plain sailing.

Unfortunately, however, past experience has shown that

these international opium gatherings are not animated by

any special enthusiasm. The drug traffic dies hard. Vast

financial interests both of nations and of individuals, are at

stake, and in the past these conferences have displayed re-

luctance and unwillingness to deal effectively with the situa-

tion. Whether this sort of thing will happen again remains

to be seen. Obstructionist tactics have been possible here-

tofore because the world at large knew nothing about

opium. Therefore the delegates protecting the opium in-

terests had it all their own way there was no public

opinion to oppose them. They were able to put forth very

inadequate, very illusory schemes, ostensibly to curb the

traffic, yet which hampered it only a little. Now, however,
the world is rapidly awakening, and will no longer be satis-

fied with vague, nebulous restrictions which do not restrict,

or with promises to suppress consumption, without any
time limit in which this is to happen. This November
conference may be as barren in results as the others that

have preceded it on the other hand, it may not. The public

is watching something which has not happened before.

There are signs on the horizon to show that the meet-

ing will be somewhat stormy. Several big issues are to come

up, and there is a tendency to sidestep them. The Advisory
Committee on Opium of the League of Nations has already
held two or three preliminary meetings, to arrange an agenda,

and the council has also taken a hand. Sir John Jordan,
one of the assessors to the Opium Committee, and whole-

heartedly opposed to opium, writes to the London Times,

September 13, 1924:

For some reason which has never been explained, the Council
of the League, while setting up a committee to prepare a pro-

gram for the second conference, which is to meet later in No-
vember, made no similar provision for the work of the first

conference, and although this omission was subsequently recti-

fied at my suggestion, the fact remains that the preparatory
work of the first conference has received scant attention, and
that the program which has been submitted for its adoption
is of a very inadequate and perfunctory nature. One of its

main proposals is that "a uniform limit should be fixed for the

amount of prepared opium on sale for consumption, calcu-

lated according to the number of the adult Chinese male popu-
lation, and that the imports of raw opium should be limited

to the amount required for that rate of consumption."

Apart from the fact that in Siam, the Dutch East Indies

and other places, there is a considerable proportion of native

smokers [as well as Chinese], the above proposal is open to

the objection that it not only tends to stabilize the existing

state of things, but to open the way to an increase in the traffic.

So far from leading to the "gradual and effective suppression"
of opium smoking, it would result in an immediate increase in

the consumption of the drug in Hong-Kong and Macao, and

possibly in other places where the Chinese population has re-

cently received large additions to its numbers owing to the dis-

turbed state of China.

In other words, these European colonies in the Orient

want to continue opium smoking as usual, for that means

revenue, varying from ten up to nearly fifty per cent of

the total revenue. These colonies include six or eight be-

longing to Great Britain ; the Dutch East Indies ;
French

Indo-China ; Portugese Macao and Japanese Formosa. It

will be remembered that in May, 1923, when the American

delegation went to Geneva and offered the "American pro-

posals" that the production of opium should be limited to

the medical needs of the world, and that all other use was

an abuse and not legitimate, that all these colonies accepted
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the American terms "in principle." Now, however, eighteen
months later, they seem to have regretted their decision, and

are putting forth plans to "legitimatize" smoking, or as

Sir John Jordan puts it, to stabilize the existing state of

things, and also to open the way to an increase in the

traffic.

To Curtail Production

At one of these preliminary meetings, Sir John, who is

a gallant fighter, made a great effort to curtail production.

It is India that supplies all these colonies with their smok-

ing opium, and Sir John offered this resolution:

That, with a view to giving practical effect to the Sixth
Article of the Opium Convention of 1912, which provides for

the gradual and effective suppression of the trade in prepared
(i. e. smoking) opium, the government of India be moved to

reduce its present export of opium to Japan, Siam, and the

possessions of European powers in the Far East by 10 per
cent each year for a period of ten years, and that the govern-
ments of Japan, Siam, and the powers having possessions in

the Far East shall similarly be requested to reduce part passu
the consumption of prepared opium in their respective terri-

tories and possessions, and shall undertake not to replace the

reduction of the Indian supply by opium obtained from other
sources.

This resolution, which struck at the root of the problem,
met with intense opposition. It was never allowed to come

up as a resolution, and only with difficulty was entered

on the minutes as a mere statement. Mr. Campbell, one

of the two British delegates, characterized it as a "coercive

measure," and later pronounced it "radical." Any attempt

to tamper with production in India and consumption outside

of India, is a most unwelcome business.

This gives some idea of the undercurrents and of the

Kngth

of the opposition which is at work at Geneva.

The Question of India

The question of India is before the conference. It will

be remembered, that at the beginning of its career, the

league fell down badly on opium. Not the fault of the

league, but of the nations -for a nation that supports t! e

opium trade when outside the league does not necessarily

change its policy when a member. Charged with admin-

istering the Hague Opium Convention of 1912, the "league"
was influenced by the "nations." One of its first acts was
to sanction the use of opium for "legitimate" as \veii as

medical purposes, thus sanctioning the eating and smoking
in all those countries where such usage was already legal,

or "legitimate". This step was of course directly opposed
to the spirit and intention of the Hague Convention, and

made that agreement a scrap of paper. The United States,

as one of the signatories' to the Hague Convention, protested

at this liberty taken with an international covenant, which

defeated the very object it was supposed to attain. There-

fore in May, 1923, an American delegation was sent to

Geneva, headed by Congressman Stephen G. Porter, to

present to the Opium Committee the famous "American

proposals" already referred to. The one country which

refused to accept these proposals, even "in principle," was
India. The British delegate, representing India, was in-

flexible. India, he said, was willing not to export opium
to countries that did not ask for it, but claimed the right

to go on feeding it to its own people. Now an exception

like this, insisted upon by a nation as powerful as Great

Britain, sets a dangerous example to lesser countries. If

Great Britain continues to insist that the people of India

are not hurt by eating opium, other nations may logically

argue that their subject races are not hurt by smoking. And
if India refuses to cut down production, Turkey and Persia

and China may reasonably follow suit. India produces the

poorer variety used simply for drugging, but Turkey and

Persia, whose combined output is but a third of India's,

raise the richer quality which is made into morphia. This
latter opium has a definite use in medicine, although pro-

duced greatly in excess of the world's medical needs. This

question whether or not India is to be supplied with opium
to eat is the outstanding question to be discussed. It is

the crux of the situation, the turning point; the success of

the conference depends upon the attitude Great Britain takes

towards India. No progress can be made, no international

advance is possible, unless there is unanimous agreement
that all countries must be given equal protection from

dangerous drugs.

Another question will be the control of manufacture and

distribution. The present system by which drugs are ex-

ported or imported upon certificates issued by governments,
leaves much to be desired. The conditions under which

these certificates are given must be tightened up. There

is a tendency to ask no questions, and to put implicit faith

in the honor of the importers and exporters. A pretty

theory, but set at naught by the amounts of contraband

drugs perpetually being seized released from factories, pre-

sumably," through these certificates. While control of manu-

facture and distribution is immensely important, it is but

a secondary issue as compared to production. The unani-

mous sentiment that would divert attention from produc-
tion makes one suspicious. If production is continued, osten-

sibly for the Chinese coolie, the manufacture can submit

to control of manufacture and distribution without a pang.

One day at the conference has been set aside to hear

protests and petitions, from individuals and organizations.

Only recently the All India Congress Committee passed the

following resolution:

In the opinion of the A. I. C. C. the opium policy of the

government of India is altogether contrary to the moral wel-
fare of the people of India and other countries.

The A. I. C. C. is further of opinion that the people of India

would welcome total abolition of the opium traffic for purposes
of revenue, and is also of opinion that the production of opium
is out of all proportion to the medical requirements of India.

Also in Assam, "in order to enlighten the world in gen-
eral about the pernicious effects of the opium habit," a com-

mittee has been appointed to investigate conditions in that

province "where the opium habit has caused misery, un-

happiness and physical and moral degradation." A dele-

gate from Assam is to go to Geneva, to speak for his people.

If this Indian opinion can be heard, if the conference listens

to views other than the British contention that "opium is

harmless or even beneficial as used by the populace of

India" (London Times, July 8, 1924), we may make ap-

preciable headway. Few people will agree that the "mod-

erate consumption of opium is almost certainly less harm-

ful than the swilling down of American iced lollipop drinks."

Mr. Porter, who will represent our country at Geneva,
has been instructed by Congress to accept no compromise.
He may be defeated in securing unanimous consent to the

proposal to limit production to the medical needs of the

world, and to consider all other use an abuse and not legiti-

mate. But he cannot agree to any scheme which exempts

certain countries. The United States cannot admit any
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exception, or acknowledge that there is any class of people

for whom opium, self-prescribed and self-administered, is

harmless. We must insist that all peoples be given the

same safeguards that we demand for ourselves, and that

all are entitled to the same protection. If the British point

of view prevails, we can at least disassociate ourselves from

it. Sooner or later, if not this November, then in the near

future, the opium trade is doomed. The moral opinion of

the world will no longer stand for it.

ELLEN N. LA MOTTE

ROCHESTER, N.Y., profiting by an address made by Dr.

Henry Dwight Chapin before the staff of its health department

in 1923, organized a year ago a bureau for the collection and

sale of mother's milk similar to the New York bureau recently

described in The Survey (October 15, 1924; P- 88). In the

latter part of 1923 more than 5,000 ounces of human milk were

collected and seventeen babies were fed. During the first six

months of this year twenty babies were fed some 6,500 ounces

of milk. The department purchases it at ten cents an ounce,

sells it to mothers who can afford to pay, and gives it to those

who cannot. Postcards were sent to all the physicians of the

city telling them of the service. "The expense attending upon
this undertaking," declares the official publication of the

Health Bureau, "is probably as great as that of any piece of

work upon which the bureau has embarked. We are con-

vinced, however, that, notwithstanding the expense, no piece of

work that we have ever attempted has yielded such a return.

We think it has induced more women to nurse their own
children. It even appears favorably to have affected t he

hospitals . . . and it has, of course, directly saved the lives f

a number of children."

WITH THE BEGINNING of September the department of

health of Winston-Salem, N. C., embarked on a purely pre-

ventive program, discontinuing curative treatment of any kind.

The general dispensary was transferred to the outpatient de-

partment of the City Hospital, and the venereal disease clinic

to the City Memorial Hospital. The city physician, Dr. Ward
C. Curtis, will have his office at the City Hospital instead of

the Department of Health, and Dr. R. R. Jones, who recently

has joined the department, will devote his time to health work
in the schools and the control of communicable disease.

NO LONGER are pink lemonade and popcorn balls the only

reward of the baby who accompanies his family to the state

fair. So far has Illinois carried its policy of using this gather-

ing place for educational purposes, that 1,650 babies from fifty-

one counties were scheduled to attend its State Fair Well

Baby Conference. Each baby is carefully examined by phy-
sicians of the state health department, and the most perfect

draw prizes. The state fair conference is one of many con-
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ducted since last January, in which about IO,OOO children have

been examined.

HEALTH, like charity, begins at home, in the opinion of the

Visiting Nurses Society of Philadelpiha. So the organization

decided to start its campaign for periodic health examinations

by having its own members examined annually. The object of

the examination is twofold: raising the health standard of the

industrial nurses and the organization as a whole, and ac-

cumulating a body of scientific data. As it is expected that

ninety nurses will undergo these regular examinations, and since

each nurse is professionally interested in reporting to the com-

mittee any disease symptoms occurring during the period be-

tween examinations, the findings of the experiences of the group

are bound to give more ammunition for the fight against disease.

Each new nurse entering the staff must come equipped with a

complete statement of physical health from 'her own physician

or must undergo an examination by the physician retained by
the Society. She who practices makes the best preacher.

HIGH SCHOOLS and secondary schools, public and private,

senior or junior, have been invited by the American Child

Health Association to compete for a prize of $1,000 to be

divided among the three schools submitting the best studv of

their health program during the second half of this year. The

prize is offered for the furtherance of education and is to be

used by the schools to promote health projects. The best pro-

grams will be published in a report to make available data on

health education in high schools. Further details may be ob-

tained from the American Child Health Association, 370
Seventh Avenue, New York City.

NEGLECT of the pre-school child has been hardly sooner

discovered than remedied. To the recent rush of material on

his health and habits comes a new publication of the Children's

Bureau (Bureau Publication No. 138: Government Printing

Office, five cents) describing Nutrition Work for Pre-School

Children. The report is an analysis of a field study made by
the Children's Bureau during the first three months of 1923,

covering the nutrition work for children of this age in nine

cities (Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,

Utica, Boston, New York and Philadelphia) and three rural

districts (Macon County, Alabama; Mississippi County, Ar-

kansas; and Wayne County, Michigan).

THE SILHOUETTES of

nurses on this and on page
190 are taken from the re-

cent annual report of the

Hartford (Connecticut)

Visiting Nurse Association,

an admirable example this

year as last of the way in

which a document usually so

forbidding can be made posi-

tively enticing by clear, brief,

graphic presentation.



SOCIAL PRACTICE

Salvation First

Booth died blind and still by Faith he trod

Eyes still dazzled in the ways of God.

Booth led boldly, and he looked the chief

Eagle countenance in sharp relief,

Beard a-flying, air of high command

Unabated in that holy land.

A5HARPLY

cut as Vachel Lindsay's picture of

its leader entering into Heaven, the Salvation

Army stands out against the standardized groups

of social and religious institutions. Not that

the Army itself is not standardized. Its uni-

formed thousands are marshalled in the strictest of hege-

monies under the generalship of God Himself. But these

fighting ranks are welded into a unit distinctive in spirit

as in method. Its battle-cry, to borrow Carl Van Doren's

phrase, is Salvation with Jazz.

More than a year ago Porter R. Lee and Walter W.
Pettit of the New York School of Social Work undertook

a study of the organization and administration of the Sal-

vation Army under the direction of the National Informa-

tion Bureau. Their report, Social Salvage, is about to

come from the press. It outlines, in their opinion, the con-

tribution of the Salvation Army to social thought and

practice in the United States.

He who would understand the Salvation Army must

first realize that its uncompromising aim is the salvation

of souls. All else is incidental to this. If a soul can be

saved by ministry to the body,

very well. One and the same ====^=:
formula expresses religion and

social work. To be under-

stood, the Army must be stud-

ied as an ecclesiastical insti-

ution.

"To the ordinary outsider,"

ay Mr. Lee and Mr. Pettit,

"the Salvation Army is a

combination of a uniform, a

tambourine and a street meet-

ing. As a factor in the life

of society the Army is an or-

ganization in most respects

analogous to a church."

In the opinion of the Judge
Advocate General, War De-

partment, May 24, 1917:

It has a distinct legal exist-

ence; a recognized creed and
form of worship; a definite and
distinct ecclesiastical govern-
ment ; a distinct religious his-

tory; a formal code of doctrine

and discipline; a membership
not associated with any other

Ever since social agencies and community
groups began to be conscious of the need for
some degree of cooperation and of standardi-

zation of methods, the status of the Salvation

Army has been a matter of debate. Its pecul-
iar organization, its distinctive motives and its

way of working made it difficult to fit into

the convenient categories of endorsement
committees. Yet the great access of popular-
ity which it won as a result of its skilfully her-

alded war service has made it a factor of in-

creasing importance in local situations al-

ready sufficiently complicated by racial and
sectarian differences among those who shared
the job of relief and family care.. The Na-
tional Information Bureau faced a difficult
task in its effort to interpret and evaluate the

Army as a factor in social work. . The report
of its investigation, here summarized, is a

temperate and penetrating study which de-
serves wide reading in full.

church or denomination; a complete organization, with officers

ministering to their congregations, ordained by a system of

selection after completing prescribed courses of study. In com-
mon with other churches, it has literature of its own; estab-

lished places of religious worship ; regular congregations ; reg-
ular religious services; a Sunday School for the religious in-

structon of the young, and schools for the preparation of its

ministers. The functions of its ministers seem to be similar

to those of the clergy of any other church. In addition to

conducting religious services upon stated occasions, they per-
form marriage ceremonies, bury the dead, Christian chil-

dren, console the bereaved and advise and instruct the members
of their congregations.

Through half a century this church has spread to seventy-

nine countries and colonies; its ministers preach salvation

in half a hundred languages.
"It has weathered a long experience of vituperation and

ridicule amounting almost to persecution, and has steadily

grown in the respect of outside people. It has maintained
its original form of organization without modification, and
it exhibits throughout its personnel an altogether remark-

able unity of purpose. If this record be considered in con-

nection with these facts: that through practically all of

its history its uniformed officers have been for the most

part men and women of limited education, limited ex-

perience in life, limited culture, that the government of

the Army, not only with reference to its official work but
with reference to the private lives of its personnel, is one
of the absolute authority of a military system, that its sol-

dier membership has been recruited in the main from the

least privileged groups in the

= community, that the officer of

highest rank, a colonel, re-

ceives only $29.50 a week,
that to be an officer means the

foreswearing forever of in-

toxicating liquor, drugs, to-

bacco, profanity, impurity and
the common forms of organ-
ized recreation, it becomes
evident that the Army must
have within itself a cohesive

force of remarkable quality.

Undoubtedly the major part
of that cohesive force must be

common emotional background
of conversion, whereby mem-
bers of the Salvation Army
are sons of God in an earthly

comparable to

the Crusaders or early
Franciscans. On this rests

their discipline. "The author-

ity of the Salvation Army gov-
ernment is based upon (a) the

conviction that God has Him-

195
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self created the Army and therefore arranged for its par-

ticular form of government . . . (b) the fact that the uni-

versally admitted first principle of good government is con-

trol by the wisest and best of the community, and that this is

the form to which our methods naturally lead more than to

any other. Every Salvationist knows that our methods force

the most capable in point of goodness, judgment and energy

upwards to power and influence. ... If authority must

wait until it has explained the desired action to those from

whom it needs the performance it would be next to useless ;

indeed it would no longer be authority, but simply good

advice, and would most certainly be a hindrance rather than

a help to prompt, efficient and united action."

And subordinate only to this is the jazz which the Army
has added to the single slogan of salvation. ". . . . The
Army," say the writers of the report, "has incorporated into

its form of worship many of the practices which through-
out human experience tend to produce an emotional unity

among men and women. Of. these, none is more important
than its use of music."

But jazz is a special kind of music not the slow peal of

an organ beneath stained glass windows, but a quick catch-

ing rhythm which lurks in everyone's pulses, which makes
one want to laugh, or cry, or march, or dance. The bands

of the Salvation Army are not esoteric groups of skilled

artists; instead of intricate pipe organs or violins, there are

banjos, and drums, and tambourines, which almost anyone
can play. And with the refrain, audience and artist alike

come down with a joyous Hallelujah I

And through the simple, uncritical, joyous expression of

the Christian dogma shines the essential secret of the power
of the Salvation Army its conviction of the worth of every

separate soul, and of the glorious possibilities of that soul

saved.

[~^HE second most potent factor in the solidarity of the

* Army is its achievement of a completely sufficient

life within the Army organization which Salvationists live

in a Salvation Army world. Having eschewed all interest

in worldly affairs, they are almost forced to turn to the

Army for satisfaction of cravings for fellowship, diversion,

inspiration and achievement. Unlike some older forms of

asceticism, the Army has not sought to restrict enthusiasm,

buoyancy and the joy of living. It has merely frowned upon

worldly methods of achieving. The Army, therefore, has

become in a real sense a fellowship in which the joy of living

is an outstanding characteristic."

In this the least of those who pause at the beat of an

Army drum feel that here is one place where they are

welcomed, needed, valued. It explains to the authors of

the report why one captain, struggling to support his family,

including one very sick child, on $24.50 a week plus $3

for each of his two children, declined a position in business

which would have given him $3,000 more of much needed

income a year.

"We followed him through the steps by which this con-

clusion was reached and we felt that probably the chief

factor involved was the almost sub-conscious realization on

his part of the intimacy of the bonds within the Army and

the part they had played in bringing out such qualities of

leadership as he possessed. Contemplating of a severance

of these relations and existence in a world in which indi-

vidualism is the keynote, even though it meant many more

comforts for himself and family, apparently caused him to

reach this decision. . . . The personnel of the Army is

bound together by an interlocking psychology which beyond
question contributes to the putting forth of the best effort

on the part of the whole group. It insures that the Salva-

tionist will find within the Army, insofar as human contacts

can provide it, not only his job but his recreation, his oppor-

tunity for cultural development, and the satisfaction of every
desire or emotional need."

"Within the ranks of the Army are men who have been

bartenders, machinists, regular army privates, motormen,
telegraph operators, and so on through the whole gamut of

human occupations. Insofar as we have learned the stories

of individuals in the Army there seems to be no question
but that their usefulness to society, whatever the particular
form of their contribution, has been definitely increased be-

cause of what the solidarity, the faith and the backing of

membership in the Army has contributed to their personal-
ities. We submit that as an illustration of efficiency in the

coordinated effort of human beings, which is one of the

objectives of most social agencies, the Army organization,
and in particular the Army fellowship, would repay study."

FTOWEVER, Mr. Lee and Mr. Pettit point out, there

* * & "a growing tendency to judge of any enterprise

seeking community support, not according to its own intrin-

sic merit alone, but according to its relative value in a group
of enterprises in whose collective contribution lies the com-

munity's chief stake." In addition to its religious meetings

(which drew an attendance of 40,000,000 in the United
States in 1923) the Salvation Army has in the Eastern Ter-

ritory, 59 industrial homes, 45 hotels, 74 labor bureaus, 14
women's homes and hospitals, 5 general hospitals, 8 slum

posts and nurseries, 2 dispensaries and several other types of

institutions. In addition to these it has a status varying
from an official one to a wholly informal one, in 313 prisons,

courts, and reformatories, and an extensive relief program
which, with few exceptions, is carried as part of the religious

program of the local corps. The social activities most typical

of the Army are the industrial homes, the women's homes
and hospitals and the relief work.

In the industrial homes men with no money may obtain

shelter and food in exchange for work. The salvaging of

waste material has been developed by the Army as a means
of providing employment in these homes. Paper is sorted,

baled, and sold in the commercial market; practically every-

thing else is classified, repaired, mended and sold at very
low prices in the Army second hand stores.

The authors of the report found the homes criticized in

one instance or another in that they were unnecessary, not

free, not well administered. They feel, however, that ad-

mitting the occasional validity of such criticism, "on the

whole it must be conceded that they represent a successful

piece of social work."

The women's homes and hospitals, working in the field

of delinquency in women and illegitimacy, "represent at its

best the religious emphasis of the Army operating through a

form of social work. . . . According to the unanimous

testimony of the other social workers with whom we con-

ferred, the women's homes and hospitals of the Salvation

Army, are, so far as their administration is concerned, among
the best in this country. Some of them are inadequately
housed and equipped ; but the personal contacts of the officers
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(the officers of these homes are all women) with the women

and girls in the homes, cleanliness of the institutions, the

sane attitude of workers towards their problems, all combine

to put these institutions in the front rank. . . . The work

of the Army's reserve homes has in many ways set a stand-

ard in this field for all such efforts in this country. . . .

In neither the industrial homes nor the women's homes are

religious exhortation and conversation forced upon those

who are being cared for."

In the relief work of the Salvation Army appear both the

strength and weakness of the organization. The genuine

personal interest of the Army officers in the individuals and

families with whom they come in contact, frequently results

in unusually sympathetic and helpful understanding. On
the other hand, as relief is only one incident in the whole

relationship, whose primary motive is religious, "the Sal-

vation Army has only to a limited extent recognized that

either in personnel or in facilities does it need special equip-

ment for the administration of relief.

"In the ordinary run of cases the activity of the Army in

regard to relief is limited to the provision of money or its

equivalent in supplies to individuals and families, with the

offer, when there is apparent need of it, of the services of

their various institutions; in some instances use is made of

other agencies in the community. . . . Of an understand-

ing of the many hidden difficulties surrounding poverty

which may be reached by skillful service, whether or not

relief is necessary, there seems to be little.

". . . . On the other hand we found some instances of

intelligent work on the part of relief officers in the Army
as the result of which families had been tided over serious

difficulties and we found also instances of a good working

arrangement for cooperative efforts in behalf of other fam-

ilies in need. In general, however, we did not find evidence

that the Army has followed up its giving of relief with a

helpful effort to discover all the possibilities of good social

reatment as this has been worked out and justified by other

encies working in the same field."

The relief system of the Army, in general, is hampered

by the lack of adequate records, though a system of records

has been evolved in the work in New York City, is in use

Buffalo, and experiments are being made to work out

plan for common use. Relatively few of the local corps

are making use of the Confidential Exchange in their com-

nunities, though it is the policy of the Army to encourage
he use of such an agency provided that it is not conducted

by another organization in the field. (Apparently this policy

determined by a fear that to make known the list of its

eneficiaries to another organization engaged in the treat-

nent of families would seem to give such an agency a cer-

ain degree of control over its work.) Frequent shifting of

ersonnel (the tenure of a corps officer is limited ordinarily

two or three years in one place) is another barrier to

lective organization of relief work.

In none of the dozen or so cities studied in the course of

lis analysis is the Salvation Army carrying any consider-

able share of the relief work of the community. In New
York City, where this activity probably is seen at its best,

the budget for the fiscal year 1923 was $184,555.09, an in-

ansiderable amount in comparison with the budgets of the

three large private organizations, (The A. I. C. P., C. O. S.

id U. H. C.) Though the amount probably is greater

than that administered by many church denominations ". . .

it must be remembered that churches raise relief funds among
their own members, whereas the Army getting its money
for relief primarily from the public, may properly be sub-

jected to tests that could not so cogently be applied to other

denominations. . . . We are not prepared to say that it

(the relief work) should be abandoned because there is at

least as much justification for it as there is for work under
other church auspices. We do believe, however, that if it is

to be continued it is reasonable to ask the Army to bring it

up to a higher standard and to correlate it more effectively

with other relief work in the community."

THE organization of the Salvation Army, partially ter-

ritorial, partially departmental, with the resulting pos-

sibility of several Army groups in one city responsible to

different executives, offers some anomalies which, in the

opinion of the investigators, could be cleared in the interests

of more efficient operation. Its extremely low scale of sal-

aries for officers should be carefully reconsidered. A very

complicated system of financial relations between divisional

officers and local corps might well be simplified. More stress

should be laid on the principle, already adopted by the Sal-

vation Army, that each corps meet the cost of its own re-

ligious work. There should be greater consideration for the

relations of local work before transferring officers. Closer

cooperation of all social agencies with the Army, and of the

Army with all other social agencies would be of great mutual

advantage. There should be at National Headquarters a

department which could keep records of the experience of

the Salvation Army in meeting special problems, for the bene-

fit of corps officers and the public. There seems need for

a further development of the training school for officers of

the Army, with more recognition of specialization for special

types of work. In response to the frequent criticism that the

Salvation Army makes no financial statements, the investi-

gators found no evidence that it had any reason to conceal

anything, nor any desire to do so. Financial reports, how-

ever, have usually been presented as auditor's balance sheets,
in a form unintelligible to the public; such reports should
be put before the public in a more easily understandable form.
There seemed little basis for another frequent criticism

of the Army that it sends large amounts of money from
this country to the headquarters in England. Careful en-

quiry, however, showed that the only money forwarded to

England is a part of a special Self Denial Fund, raised by
contributions of the Army members themselves, and used

exclusively for missionary work in other countries. No
officers have been brought from England to America for a
number of years, and practically all those who had their

original training in England have become American citizens.

Most of the officers interviewed in the course of the study
felt that the international character of the Army was a great
source of strength.

THE Salvation Army is marching on. Despite the ridi-

cule amounting almost to persecution which has at-

tended its methods, and the development of social currents

running counter to its simple, unworldly, emotional appeal,
it has gained steadily in numbers and influence, and still

is gaining. Obviously it possesses a joyous vitality. The
reckoning of a sincere, and painstaking study, from a point
of view aiming to evaluate the Salvation Army not only
according to the objective measuring sticks set by experi-
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ence, but also by some of the more intangible social values,

reaches this summary of the virtues of this social institution

and its defects, some of them inherent in those very vir-

tues:

"In our judgment the Army has been most successful

in those enterprises where organization solidarity, personal

interest and devotion count for most and are most easily

and informally expressed. They have been weakest perhaps

in judgment as to the value of new enterprises and in ab-

sorbing as rapidly as has been done elsewhere these lessons

of experience and those discoveries of modern science and

organization which have during recent years contributed to

the progressive raising of standards in many fields of

work. ... It must be admitted that much of the criticism

directed against the Army has been born of prejudice and

ignorance. . . . We believe that the Army could be more

efficiently administered and that it could probably even

with its present resources be of greater service than it is.

We believe also, with full allowance for the insufficiencies

discussed in this report, that it is a useful American in-

stitution deserving of support." M. R.

m j[rr

"WHEN QUEEN VICTORIA came to the throne," writes

Percy Alden in the introduction to An International Year

Book of Child Care and Protection, compiled by Edward

Fuller and published by Longmans, Green and Company,
"there was not one single act on the Statute Book that could

be said to have been framed in the interests of the child."

Within less than ninety years the network of legislative and

other measures designed to protect life and health, education

and care of the children of the world is such that the four

hundred pages of this year book can include only a general

outline. By a geographical arrangement Abyssinia, Afghanis-

tan, Albania, Andorra, Arabia, and so on are set forth the

most important facts on child welfare available for some 350

sovereign states, colonies and dependencies. Obviously so vast

and detailed a field cannot be covered fully, and only with

difficulty can so great a bulk of facts be verified, and with

even greater difficulty be evaluated at their worth in actual

accomplishment, but the volume presents a working guide,

hitherto lacking, to the tremendous social bulwark thrown up
in the past century to protect the development of children.

A CROSS SECTION of that bulwark, and its complexity, is

shown in the announcement that the Children's Code Com-
mission of Pennsylvania, upon starting its duty of examining
the laws of Pennsylvania to suggest alterations and additions

which will make childhood safer and happier, finds no less

than 800 measures in force in that state which contain specific

references to children, aside from 400 general and specific

laws for the government of the poor districts of the state

now under review by the Poor Law Commission. A new

digest of these laws is to be made in the form of a handbook
useful to laymen as well as to attorneys engaged in child

welfare work. Since the commission is to make its proposals
to the General Assembly on or before February I, 1925, it is

concentrating its study on a series of subjects determined

after consultation with several hundreds of Pennsylvanians

through public hearings and correspondence: procedure in adop-

tion, state supervision of the care of dependent children, the

indenture and apprenticeship laws, the operation of the juvenile

court and house of detention laws, certain aspects of the

illegitimacy laws and common law marriage. The proposals
to be made, therefore, will probably concern some or all of

these topics, which are being studied from the social and the
technical legal points of view. Pennsylvania is one of twenty-
seven states, besides the District of Columbia, which have
established commissions to review and revise the laws affecting
children, since Ohio appointed its pioneer Commission to

Codify and Revise the Laws of Ohio Relative to Children
in 1911.

A FAT REPORT from the Children's Bureau (Bureau Pub-
lication No. 128, Government Printing Offices, thirty cents)
brings the third of the series of studies on Illegitimacy as a
Child Welfare Problem. This report presents the results of
cooperative research by groups in different cities who were
attempting to deal with the poblem of illegitimacy and were
interested in analyzing its extent and the methods of care in
their communities: the Boston Conference on Illegitimacy, the

Philadelphia Conference on Parenthood, the Milwaukee Con-
ference on Illegitimacy and the New York State Charities
Aid Association and its county agencies. A study by Mildred
Dennett Mudgett of Minnesota's Laws for the Protection of
Children Born Out of Wedlock, not made under the direction
of the Federal Children's Bureau, is included.

SOME IDEA of the weight of institutional dependence
in the United States may be gained by stating statistics re-

cently made public by the Department of Commerce in terms
of city populations. On January I, 1923, inmates of the jails,

hospitals and institutions for the mentally diseased, feeble-

minded, epileptic, and other institutions for defectives, depend-
ents, criminals and juvenile delinquents, numbered 893,679, or
about the combined populations of Boston and Springfield,
Mass. The mentally defective and diseased alone showed an
institutional group greater than the population of Kansas

City, Mo. Nearly as many people were ill in hospitals as

live in the city of Minneapolis, Minn. The reported total

number of children in institutions equalled the population of

Trenton, N. J; the population in penal institutions, that of

Reading, Pa ; the population of the homes for adults, that

of St. Joseph, Mo; the juvenile delinquents, that of Clarks-

burg, West Va. During 1922 the hospitals of the country
treated nearly 5,000,000 patients in a total of more than

81,000,000 days of treatment, and the dispensaries recorded

a total of 21,621,761 visits.

A SIGNIFICANT term-play arrangement for the help of

the handicapped in Detroit has come about through the gift

of $100,000 by Senator James Couzens to the Detroit Com-
munity Trust to establish a loan fund for their benefit. The
money will be used primarily to aid handicapped ex-service

men in Wayne County to get a start in business, but may be

diverted to civilian applicants after the needs of veterans are

met. Applications will be considered by an investigating com-
mittee made up of representatives of all the local agencies
concerned in the welfare of the handicapped, including the

Red Cross, the League for the Handicapped, the State Re-
habilitation Committee, the City Department of Public Wel-
fare and other groups. Appropriations will be made by the

community trust committee. Since neither the federal govern-
ment nor the state has funds with which to set up the handi-

capped man or woman in business, after the training period

is over, the gift rounds out the rehabilitation service.

FROM the Iowa Bulletin of State Institutions comes an in-

teresting comparison on the institutional care of soldiers' or-

phans. During the three years following the Civil War eight

hundred such children were admitted to the Soldiers' Orphans
Home at Davenport. Three years after the world war no

soldiers' orphans had even applied for admittance and up to

the present time there have been only five applications.
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Public or Private or Both?

POLITICAL

slogans, like tribal battle cries, when

most effective in arousing the emotions are likely

to be equally effective in befuddling men's minds.

For they tend to involve what Alexander Black

felicitously calls false alternatives. Do you prefer the city

or the country? If you had to choose, would you keep

music or sculpture? Fortunately fullfledged human beings

want and can have both. It has always seemed to some

of us that a similar fallacy lurked in the slogan "more

business in government, less government in business." Busi-

ness and government are not discrete and irreconcilable

opposites; their functions are distinct yet complementary;
the problem of statesmanship is to make them gear into

and supplement one another in the service of the com-

munity. There are services to which governmental control

and administration are better adapted than private enter-

prise, others to which individual private initiative is better

adapted. The object of scientific inquiry in the field of

social economy is to discover what these complementary
functions are and how they can be most effectively in-

tegrated.

This type of inquiry has made great strides in the domain

of health. The old open and shut dogmatism which posed

such false alternatives as this Shall all health work be left

to the private practitioner and the medical guild or shall

all be transferred to the state? is yielding to the instruc-

tion of experience. We have found that with an increas-

ingly scientific definition of functions, the public interest

is best served by an interweaving of both. The -me thing

has been happening in education. There was a time when
the advocates of a public school system were regarded as

subversive of the moral and legal foundations of American

life. Where the public interest demands that all members

of the community shall have free and equal access to an

essential service such as health or education, we have

stopped boggling over metaphysical abstractions and leaped

the hurdle of false alternatives by supplying a state service

without first wiping the existing private service off the face

of the earth. The establishment of public health and edu-

cational services has not involved the destruction of private

initiative and enterprise. It has, however, involved recog-

nition of the public interest as the primary and decisive

consideration. The test of survival is not the abstract

theoretical superiority of public or private service, but the

result in practice of exclusive performance by one or the

other, or supplemental and integrated performance by both.

The same scientific analysis, the same pragmatic tests, are

gradually and fruitfully invading the domains of commerce

and industry. There, too, we are discovering that the

alternatives implicit in the slogan, more-business-in-govern-

ment less-government-in-business, are false and misleading.

The fallacy has become clear in the field of workman's com-

pensation. There was a time, not so long ago, when sin-

cere men fervently believed that this intrusion of the state

into the employment relationship, even when it had been

thrown out of normalcy by accidental injury or death,
would destroy private initiative and corrupt the state. They
believed that the only safe course was to leave the indus-

trially injured to the conscience and sense of responsibility
of the individuals directly concerned, aided on occasion by
ambulance-chasers, juries and courts. But practical experi-
ence has shown that compensation laws have neither de-

stroyed private enterprise nor corrupted the state; that even
where exclusive state funds have been established to the

elimination of private accident insurance companies, the

functions of the state and business turn out to be com-

plementary and reenforce one another.

Scientific inquiry is making this same discovery with re-

spect to the organization and control of the labor market
and the special functions of the state and private enterprise
in the service of the unemployed. How definitely we are

moving away from metaphysical dogmatism to reliance upon
the facts of experience is refreshingly illustrated by the con-

trasting conclusions of two reports on employment agencies

published by the Russell Sage Foundation, the first in 1909,
the second just off the press.

October 27, 1908, in the wake of an industrial de-

pression, Jacob H. Schiff submitted to certain of his

fellow philanthropists a proposition for the establishment
of an unofficial employment bureau "on a business basis"

in New York City. The history of previous employment
crises and the dawning realization that unemployment is a

constant industrial phenomenon which industrial depression*

merely exaggerate and dramatize, had lead some of us who
were at that time working members of relief organizations,
to believe that the occasion called for an extension and
technical improvement of permanent public employment
offices. But the time was not ripe for such a suggestion.
It was held to be out of harmony with our American spirit

of free initiative and individual responsibility. Mr. Schiff's

proposal, which was adopted after an inquiry and analysis
of the subject by Edward T. Devine, whose report the

Russell Sage Foundation published, ran as follows:

The proposition is to organize in the city of New York an
employment bureau under a board of trustees composed of
experienced men, preferentially from the mercantile and in-
dustrial classes.

The bureau should be placed under a manager of great ex-
ecutive ability, with two or three assistants, the latter to be-

thoroughly conversant with the classes and their peculiarities
which compose New York City's working population.

_

The bureau is to establish an organization covering all sec-
tions of the United States, so that it shall be in immediate
and constant touch with requirements for labor and employ-
ment wherever such may exist, but its benefits are to accrue
primarily to the unemployed of the city of New York.
The bureau is to charge a reasonable fee to the employer

199
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for the procuring of labor, for which the latter may reimburse

himself, gradually, if this is deemed well, from the wages of

the employe. It is hoped that by this the bureau will in time

become self-supporting; but to assure its establishment and

maintenance for a number of years, until it shall have become

self-supporting, a working fund of $100,000 ought to be as-

sured at the outset.

After a month's careful study of public and private employ-

ment agencies, Mr. Devine reached the conclusion, in

which he was supported by many of the country's leading

social economists, that "the establishment of an employment

bureau substantially on the lines indicated in Mr. Schiff's

memorandum is desirable, that the need for such a bureau

is very great, that it is not met by other existing agencies,

and cannot be met by other plans more effectively or eco-

nomically than by that proposed."

Mr. Devine had personally visited the free state em-

ployment bureaus in Boston, Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago,

Milwaukee and Minneapolis and had examined official

reports concerning these and other state and municipal

bureaus. "I regret to report," he wrote in answer to the

question as to whether the need could be met by any other

plan than that proposed by Mr. Schiff, "that they (the state

bureaus) are everywhere in politics, and are too perfunctory

and inefficient in their methods to become factors in bring-

ing about any real adjustment between work and workers."

For this and other reasons Mr. Devine endorsed Mr.

Schiff's proposal and the unofficial bureau was established.

Great hopes were entertained for the venture. Mr. Devine

stressed the importance of placing it under "a manager of

great executive ability," and of developing "an organiza-

tion covering all sections of the United States." He fore-

saw that the bureau would by aggressive competition help

to eliminate the evils of the ordinary commercial agencies;

that it would contribute to the solution of the "overshadow-

ing and increasingly serious problem of congestion of pop-

ulation in New York City"; that it would help to de-

casualize labor and eventually exert an important influence

on the critical period in the lives of boys and young men

when they first begin work; and that "it would gradually

establish standards of work which might eventually, if the

establishment of a state bureau or even a national bureau

is found expedient, be taken over in the management of

such offices." It was conceivable, he suggested, that the

tendencies of social legislation in Europe, which had lead

to the rapid development of public employment bureaus

there, might be reversed and "that such activities are to

remain indefinitely in private hands."

THE
Russell Sage Foundation published Mr. Devine's

report fifteen years ago. Almost sixteen years to a

day after the date of Mr. Schiff's memorandum, the same

foundation announces that it is submitting to President

Coolidge and to the governors of the states a recommenda-

tion, based on a study not of one month but of five years,

for "the establishment of a free nationwide public employ-

ment service, to be maintained by the states in cooperation

with the federal and local governments, for the benefit of

men, women and juniors in all walks of life." The un-

official bureau established by Mr. Schiff and his fellow

philanthropists has faded into obscurity- It is not mentioned

in the six hundred pages of the present report, which in

characterizing "philanthropic bureaus" says that "in a gen-

eral way they were (found to be) active chiefly during

periods of depression and of unemployment, and did very

little during times of labor shortage." In contrast with

Mr. Devine's carefully considered conclusion of fifteen years

ago that an unofficial system of employment bureaus could

meet the need more effectively and economically than any

other, the present report finds that all the non-public agen-

cies taken together fall short and that the case for a fed-

eral-state-local public service is overwhelming. Says the

1924 report:

It became increasingly evident as our investigations pro-

ceeded, that if we are to have a system of employment bureaus

which will help the employer find the best workers for his

kind of enterprise, the worker the job he can do best, and

thus increase our national industrial efficiency by reducing
the waste due to lack of information on openings and workers,
whole or on a nation-wide basis. . . . The only substantial hope

private, fee-charging, philanthropic, trade union, or employers',

was found to hold any promise of handling the problem as a

whole or on a nation-wide basis. . . The only substantial hope
of a system which can meet these needs adequately seems to

lie in the public bureaus working together through a certain

amount of national coordinating machinery.

This conclusion rests upon the most thorough search of

the record of experience that has so far been made. The
evidence makes it clear that the development of this public

service does not involve the false alternative between all

public and all private enterprise ; that this is a case in which

the full development of a public service will supplement

and reenforce private initiative and the sense of individual

responsibility.

Business and government are not discrete opposites: they

are complementary and mutually indispensable.

Having arrived at this conclusion, Shelby M. Harrison

and his fellow investigators devote the greater part of their

volume to the analysis of the experience of employment

agencies, and of public bureaus especially, with a view to

making available to the men and women in the public

service the best results of experimentation by our municipal-

ities, states and the federal departments, by Canada and

Great Britain. The chapters devoted to the exposition of

the most effective methods for the conduct of public em-

ployment agencies throw so much light on the progress of

scientific technique in a major field of social service that

they will be the subject of a separate review in the De-

cember number of the Midmonthly. R. W. B.

As in the case of the organization and control of the labor

market and of facilities for universal education so also in

the case of housing, modern communities are breaking away

from the false alternative of all private vs. all public enter-

prise. Experience is teaching them that with respect to this

universally necessary service also we need to find a way of

bringing all the organized resources of the community or-

ganized business, organized labor, organized government

to bear upon the problem of its adequate provision. It is

interesting to discover that the policy adopted by the British

Labor Government in the development of a national hous-

ing program is in principle virtually identical with the policy

advocated by the Russell Sage Foundation in relation to its

proposed development of a federal-state-local system of

employment offices.
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Joint Effort for British Housing

ONE
of the gravest problems which faces post-war

Britain is that of the housing of the people. It is,

however, no new problem, but it was intensified by the ces-

sation of house building during the war and insufficient

building since the war. During the time when the British

Government was planning for post-war reconstruction,

housing occupied a prominent place in the general pro-

gram. There was a rapidly growing public opinion in

favor of a comprehensive and large scale policy an opinion

which has continued to become deeper as the effects of the

housing shortage became more and more obvious.

Consequently, Dr. Addison, then Minister of Health,

made an attempt immediately after the war to produce

houses on a scale commensurate with need. This scheme

added about 200,000 houses to our existing supply; but

they were produced at a substantial cost which has left a

burden on the national exchequer of nearly 8,000,000 a

year for about sixty years. Owing to rapidly rising prices

the government cut down the scheme and Sir Alfred Mond,
who succeeded Dr. Addison as Minister of Health, cur-

tailed the building program. Then came the housing pro-

posals of the late Conservative Government, introduced by

Neville Chamberlain last year. The Addison houses had

been heavily subsidized. The underlying object of the

Chamberlain scheme was the reestablishment of private

enterprise, but a public subsidy had also to be provided.

This took the form of a payment of 6 a year for twenty

years (or a capitalized sum of about 75) for each house

not exceeding 950 superficial feet in size built under the

scheme. The Chamberlain Act came into practice on July

ji, 1923. On September i, 1924, the position was as

.lows :

Houses under construction 50,524

Houses completed 26,347

addition, of course, houses were built which did not

ik for subsidy. But the output is below the national

quirements.

The Labor Government on assuming office turned its

tendon without delay to the housing situation. It did

ot regard the Chamberlain scheme as adequate to the na-

onal needs. No steps had been taken to augment the

upply of labor, and though a committee had been set up
watch the course of prices of building materials, noth-

had been done to prevent the inflation of prices. Both

key questions remained untouched. Moreover, prac-

cally the whole of the houses built by private enterprise

iider the scheme, amounting on September i to 16,342,

two-thirds the total number of subsidized houses erected,

ere built for sale, and though they were in a sense assist-

in reducing the housing shortage, they were not provid-

houses for the mass of people unable to buy a house

which to live.

First: Getting Together
It was clear to the Labor Government from the outset

bat nothing short of a great cooperative effort on the part

of the state, the local authorities and the building industry

would be sufficient to cope with the problem. Our first

step, therefore, was to call together representatives of the

building employers and of the building labor unions. Their

assistance was sought and given. The employers and
workers set up a joint committee to work out their pro-

posals. We next met the manufacturers and merchants of

building materials bricks, cement, timber, light castings
and what not who also formed a committee to formulate
their views and suggestions. The representatives of local

authorities were then called into consultation as the bodies

responsible in each area for housing. The result of these

prolonged and at times difficult negotiations was the present
scheme.

A Long-Term Program with Limitations

The first need was found to be a long-term program.
This was necessary in order to provide the large number
of houses required; but it was also necessary in order to

obtain an augmentation of the supply of labor and an ade-

quate supply of materials at reasonable prices. The num-
ber of operatives in the building trades in Britain has shrunk

alarmingly in recent years, whilst the demand for houses
has increased. But the workers in the key trades which
have latterly been the "bottle neck" of the situation could

hardly be expected to relish a large influx of new labor

into their crafts if in a year or two the national housing
scheme was to come to an end. As regards materials, it

was obvious that capital would not be forthcoming for the

development, for example, of brickfields unless there was
a reasonable probability of a steady demand over a term of

years. It was, therefore, decided to put forward a fifteen

years' program in order that the industries concerned should
be able, with some degree of confidence, to cooperate in the

great national task of housing the people. During this

period, it is proposed to build 2,500,000 houses.

But it was not to be expected that Parliament would
consent nor did the government think it desirable to

promote a fifteen years' scheme without any conditions.

Suppose, it was argued, that the new plan did not produce
the houses, was the government to be irrevocably committed
to it for the full term of years and debarred from proceed-

ing on other lines? Suppose, again, that the national need
for houses was exploited by some interest concerned in the

provision of materials or the building of houses, and prices

rose unwarrantably, was the government to be compelled
to continue the scheme for the full term? Further, were
the financial arrangements under the scheme to hold through
the whole period notwithstanding, for example, a reduction

in costs?

It was quite clear that the government could only adopt

supply of houses would be forthcoming at reasonable prices,

and if the financial undertakings of the state were period-

ically revised as circumstances required. The scheme was
therefore framed so as to meet these points. It is laid

down in the new Housing Act that if in 1927 or any third

succeeding year, a sufficient quota of houses is not being

produced, whether through the shortage of labor or of

materials at reasonable prices, or of capital at reasonable

rates of interest, or of unreasonably high prices of houses

or for any other reason, the government may terminate its

liability to subsidize the erection of working class houses.

Further, it is provided that the subsidies payable in respect

of houses built under the act shall be open to revision every
two years.

The subsidies to which I have referred are the state

grants in aid of housing, and under the new scheme have
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been increased. The Chamberlain subsidy of 6 per year

per house for twenty years (which in fact was almost

invariably commuted and paid as a lump sum) certainly

induced a large number of local authorities to frame hous-

ing schemes, but in Scotland and in the rural areas this

subsidy was insufficient to induce local authorities to build.

Moreover, with existing building costs, the rents of Cham-

berlain houses were bound to be high. The Labor Govern-

ment, therefore, agreed to a substantial increase in the sub-

sidy, on condition that the houses were let (though the new

act provides for sale to the occupier if the Ministry of

Health approves) at reasonable rents. The subsidy agreed

upon was one of g per year per house for forty years.

In the case of houses built in agricultural parishes, the

subsidy is to be 12.10.0 per house for a similar term of

years. As regards the rents to be charged, the intention is

to provide the worker with a better type of house at the

rent he now pays for an inferior house, that is to say, the

desire of the government is to give him a better article for

the same money.
K ee ping Costs Down

The Labor Government's scheme has been devised with a

view to keeping down costs. The long term program, the

biennial revision of the state's contribution, the power to

end the scheme if houses are not forthcoming in sufficient

numbers at reasonable prices, the fact that increased costs

will be borne by the householder in increased rents, the

arrangement whereby local authorities benefit if costs are

reduced, all operate to interest the building industry itself,

the local authorities and the public in securing houses at

reasonable prices. The government, however, has gone fur-

ther than this, and proposes before the end of the year

should it continue in office to pass into law its building

materials (charges and supply) bill which invests the gov-

ernment with wide powers This measure enables it to in-

vestigate the prices of materials or articles used in house

building and if need be to regulate prices and conditions of

supply. It empowers the government to examine books and

documents and to requisition stocks and out-put and carry

on business where supplies are being unreasonably with-

held.

The housing bill became law early in August. Its suc-

cess will depend upon the supplies of labor and materials

and the cost of building. The building industry has agreed

to the augmentation of labor, and the union leaders are

wholeheartedly desirous of assisting the Labor Government

in this direction as far as lies in their power. Adequate

supplies of material will, it is thought, be forthcoming as

the scheme develops, and it is hoped that the common in-

terest of all concerned will, with the drastic bill proposed

to the House of Commons, prevent the scandal of profiteer-

ing. What the government has done in its housing policy

is to adopt a large program of building working-class houses,

and to ally the state, the local authorities and the building

industry in the task of carrying out the program.

ARTHUR GREENWOOD, M. P.

Since Mr. Greenwood -wrote this paper the Labor Gov-

ernment, of which he ivas a member, has been retired by

the British election. The future of the specific program

here outlined is therefore in doubt: its principles, however,

remain valid.

Will Canada Find a Way?
The situation in the Canadian postal service is of mo-

ment to all democratic peoples. We demand hfgh standards

of our public servants. We 'judge their performance by the

canons of patriotism. But ive frequently show a disposition

to forget that they and their families cannot live on the spirit

of loyalty alone. Postal servants in the United States as

in Canada are notoriously underpaid. We deny them the

right to strike, which is the recognized right of all workers

in private employment. But we do not adequately compen-

sate them for this denial by providing adequate means of

representation that they may voice their needs when the

conditions of their employment are established. The result

is often a breakdown of morale and a sense of injustice such

as that which found vent in the Canadian postal strike.

What steps the Canadian Government may take toward a

solution of this fundamental problem of democratic adminis-

tration will, as Miss Van Kleeck observes, be watched with

keen interest by students of government in the United States.

THE
strike of postal employes in Toronto which was

in progress while the National Conference of Social

Work was in session last June was. a subject of keen interest

to many social workers from the United States (See The

Survey, July 15, 1924, p- 447). We, too, have a post

office. Shortly before the conference the President of the

United States had vetoed a bill increasing the minimum

wage in post offices in response to the post office clerks' con-

tention that the present minimum of $1,400 was less than

the cost of living in the United States. In Canada since the

war, at meetings of the Trades and Labor Congress, and

at Ottawa, the same petition for a living wage has been

repeatedly urged upon the government by the postal em-

ployes. Our two countries have a like problem to solve

as to how to determine a fair wage in government service.

For our own enlightenment we are eager to know how

Canada will deal with it. The fact, at present, is that

the settlement which was forecast when the men, and

women, marched back to work on that Sunday afternoon

in June, has not yet been consummated. But recent action

by the Postmaster General in appointing a committee which

gives representation to the men in the post offices may lead

to an important experiment in giving a voice to employes

of the government in matters affecting them.

The immediate cause of the strike was a decrease in

wages in a new schedule of rates issued by the Civil Serv-

ice Commission of Canada. The bonus which had been

added to meet the extra high cost of living caused by the

war was removed and the new schedule gave the majority

of the postal employes an actual decrease instead of the in-

crease which they had been
'

trying for several years to

secure. The new schedule established a minimum rate of

only $85 a month for postal helpers. Whether a strike was

the only means, or the best way, to secure a revision of this

schedule is a matter of opinion. Opinion in Canada differs

on that point even among trade union members, who sym-

pathize with the men's cause. It is sufficient for us to know,

however, that the postal employes decided that no other

method of gaining relief for too low wages was open to

them except to strike, and they so voted, setting June 18

at 5 p. M. as the date.
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That afternoon the Acting Postmaster General addressed

a letter to the secretary of the Canadian Federation of

Postal Employes. This letter stated that those employes

whose new rates, minus the bonus, represented decreases in

their past earnings would continue to receive the bonus until

such time as the Civil Service Commission should submit

its schedule of salaries for the entire Civil Service. Then

the case of the postal employes would be considered by the

government, and opportunity would be given to employes

of all departments to present their views to a sub-committee

of the government and to discuss fully all matters in dis-

pute. This offer had the effect of preventing a strike ex-

cept in Toronto, Montreal, Windsor and Moncton (New
Brunswick).

On Sunday afternoon, June 29, ten days later, several

of us went to the Labor Temple in Toronto where tlse

strikers were assembled. News had come that an agree-

ment had been reached. The crowd was tense, but quiet.

The occasion might have been a Scotch prayer meeting.

"Jerusalem" was sung in a hearty chorus of several hundred

men's voices. Wives and little children were there. The
crowd was serious, awaiting decisions of grave import for

them and their families. Finally came the "Doxology" and

"God Save the King" and the march back to the post office,

nd the strike was over.

This decision was reached after the careful thought

which one would expect from the cautious Scotchman and

the deliberate British workman. The discussion lasted two

hours. Officers of the unions involved reported a confer-

ence with the Minister of Labor of the Dominion and the

postmaster of Toronto held that afternoon. "We are all

to be taken back." That was the first point, and it was a

tremendous relief to the men, many of whom had grown
old in the service. For young and old the prospect of work

elsewhere was slender. The ten days of the strike had been

a time of tense anxiety. The night before, an offer had

come from the Acting Postmaster General to take back

only a limited number. The officers of the union urged

that they, themselves, be left out for the sake of a settle-

ment for the others. The men had shouted "all or none."

It afterwards developed that all that Saturday evening,

until after midnight, despite a preaching engagement the

following morning some distance from Toronto, a vicar

of the Anglican Church, the Reverend W. J. Spence, had

been working for a just settlement, conferring with the

Minister of Labor and the postmaster of Toronto and it

was due primarily to his efforts, that the terms offered on

Saturday night were modified. Now they were all to be

taken back.

"But on what conditions?" asked several voices from the

crowd. "We go back and sign the register as postal help-

ers at $85 a month," explained the leaders. "That puts us

in a position where the government can deal with us. It

cannot deal with us while we are on strike. As soon as

we sign, we are employes once more. We are to be re-

stored at once to our old positions. The reduction in

salary will not go into effect. The Civil Service Com-
mission will complete a final salary revision in about two
months' time. We have the Minister of Labor's pledge that

the Government will treat us fairly."

"Have you anything in writing?" asked a man in the

crowd. "No, but on this platform is a gentleman. Dr.

Cascaden (a citizen of Toronto, and a member of the

Liberal Party) who was present at the conference this

morning, and he will confirm it." Later Dr. Cascaden

spoke, congratulating the men on the settlement. He did

not contradict, or qualify any of the statements which the

men had accepted as the terms of settlement. The news-

papers all agreed the next morning on this general under-

standing which had led the men to return to work.

Two days later the papers reported that the Minister

of Labor, questioned in Parliament, had declared that never

had he known the press to publish such misrepresentations

as had appeared in the Toronto papers. Only one assur-

ance had been given, he said, and that was that all employes

would be taken back. This was followed by a letter from

the postmaster in Toronto, published in the newspapers on

July i, stating "the actual facts." The men had signed

attendance books under the heading "I agree to resume duty

unconditionally as a postal helper on the Toronto post office

staff."

Shortly afterward an official circular was issued giving

"the conditions of reinstatement for striking employes."

After stating the conditions for those who had returned to

work before the strike was over, the notice declared that

permanent employes who had returned to work on June 29

would "be continued on the staff at the minimum salary

of a postal helper until September i." Moreover, they were

to be on probation for those two months. Those who ren-

dered satisfactory service would be reinstated on September

i, "at the salary and bonus they would have received had

they not gone out on strike."

Thus the men found themselves penalized for striking.

Regardless of length of service or former rank, they were

all postal helpers, even including supervisory officials, and

they were all paid $85 a month. Meanwhile in those post

offices of the Dominion where no strike had occurred, the

salaries were in accordance with the offer made on June 18

by the Acting Postmaster General in his letter to the Fed-

eration of Postal Employes. That is, no employe was to

have his pay reduced. Those whose rates had been de-

creased by the schedule announced by the Civil Service

Commission would continue to receive their bonuses until a

final settlement could be reached for the entire Civil Serv-

ice. An Order in Council, dated June 27, gave full effect

to this concession. But it was not applied to the returned

strikers.

What this penalty in the form of reduced pay for two

months has meant to the postal employes was described by

one of them in a hearing before the Postmaster General in

Ottawa in September. "For the first time after nearly

twelve years in the service," he said,

I have a threatening letter from my landlord, stating I would
be on the street if I did not meet my rent, two months, of

July and August. I have a wife and six children. I pay $40
rent. In the winter time it costs me $32 a month for fuel,

and I find it very hard. And there are hundreds in the office

the same way as myself. I have not been in a position, since

being a Civil Service employe, of being able to get enough to

bring up my family respectably and buy a home and put any-

thing by. I have had to go by for the first time with my rent.

I am only one example, as representing men that can let you
know the position I am in. There are many hundreds in the

Toronto post office that are practically worse off than I am; be-

cause I suppose if I am put out on the street I could get an-

other house, but these men losing their homes, they don't know
but what they are going to lose everything. ... I am $80 be-

hind in my two months; and I may say now, in these next

months I have to get coal, and I have no money to get it with,
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because when I am back to the old salary it will take me a

couple of months to pay my back rent that I am behind with

two months.

But this loss of earnings was not the only penalty paid by
the strikers. All part-time men, most of whom were

veterans of the war and many of them crippled, were dis-

missed. They numbered about forty in Toronto alone.

They had all been in line for full time jobs. At first,

also, it was stated that supervisory officials were to be

dropped back one step in the line of promotion even after

reinstatement on September I, but this penalty has been

lifted by the Postmaster General. Finally, in accordance

with the conditions that the two months were probationary,

a number of men, including both strikers and strike-break-

ers, were dismissed as unsatisfactory.

The Minister of Labor, James Murdoch, has seemed

quite unable to understand the workers' point of view, or

to hold their confidence. At the time of the strike he had
declared that the men could "stay out till hell freezes over."

When the settlement of that Sunday afternoon was made
he had told the union officers that the Government would
do "the square thing." Then followed his statement in

the House of Commons that the agreement had been mis-

interpreted and that the only promise made by the Govern-
ment was to take all the men back. To the men, so severe

a penalty for two months has not seemed "the square

thing."

Meanwhile, the Postmaster General, the Honorable
Charles Murphy, who had been ill and away from his

office before and during the strike, returned to Ottawa,
and on September n the men had a conference with him.

They asked that the offer of June 18, confirmed by the

Order in Council of June 27, be applied to all the reinstated

strikers and that the cases of dismissed employes be re-

viewed. They suggested as a means to this end that a

committee be appointed, composed of the Deputy Post-

master General, a representative of the Civil Service, and
a representative of the postal employes.

In his reply the Postmaster General discussed many
phases of the strike. He did not find it possible to make

good the loss in pay through reduced wages in July and

August, but he did accept the suggestion regarding a com-
mittee. His statement regarding it follows:

In my judgment the work of such a board or committee as

Mr. Jackson [President of the Canadian Federation of Postal

Employes] mentioned would be for the purpose of hearing
the men who desire to be heard, of expressing their opinion
to the department as to the merits of each particular case sub-

mitted to them, and of making such suggestions from their

point of view as would help to establish a permanent basis of

cooperation between the Post Office Department and the mem-
bers of the postal service, to the end that a spirit of loyalty
would prevail throughout the service, and that the needs of the

public would at all times be fully met. To make such sug-

gestions with the greater certainty, it may be that the board or

committee suggested by Mr. Jackson would be obliged to con-

duct a more extended inquiry than one limited merely to the

release of the men from the postal service, and if the Deputy
Postmaster General, as chairman of the committee, considered

that, in the public interest, and for the improvement of the

postal service, it would be advisable to enlarge the scope of

their inquiry, I would not object to their doing so.

It seems quite possible that the work of this committee,

if satisfactory, may be a small, but significant, beginning

of an organized means of giving a voice to government

employes in the conduct of the public business.

For us in the United States, the significant point is not

in the details of the past, human and important as they

are, but in what action Canada will take on two issues

which are vital, also, in our own government service. First,

can the Government afford to pay less than a living wage
to its own employes? Second, granted that a way must

be found to prevent strikes in employment for the Govern-

ment, what machinery can be devised to give adequate rep-

resentation to governmental employes in decisions affecting

them?

The Canadian Government has a remarkable record in

the use of conciliation in settling disputes. Whatever may
be the weak points in the Canadian Industrial Disputes Act

in its possible application in the United States, it is cer-

tainly true that in Canada it has been a fruitful experiment

in settling disputes in public utilities. It has established an

important principle, and practice, in providing that before

a strike representatives of both sides shall serve together on

a board, and that they shall seek and make public a basis

for agreement after investigation of the facts by an im-

partial agent of the government.

This is not the only evidence of the effort of the Canadian

Government to find a better way than strikes to settle

industrial disputes. On Vancouver Island, a special cost of

living commission considers the wage scale of the coal miners

every three months in its relation to the cost of living. The
commission is composed of a representative of the Depart-

ment of Labor as chairman, and two others, representing

the coal companies and the miners. To meet a special need

on the railroads, a railway board of adjustment, represent-

ing both sides, has handled grievances since 1918. Royal

commissions, composed of employers and employes, have fre-

quently been appointed to meet special problems of indus-

trial relations.

The present Liberal Government of Canada, particularly

its Prime Minister, W. L. Mackenzie King, is responsible

for having put into operation, several years ago, the prin-

ciple of joint representation and investigation in industrial

disputes. The application of this principle to the Civil

Service would be an experiment which we in the United

States would watch with interest.

MARY VAN KLEECK

OWING to the rising status and increasing public influence of

the organized wage-workers, labor law and its administration is

rapidly becoming a matter of direct concern to the layman and

especially to the social service professions. Unfortunately the

literature on the subject is either so general or so highly tech-

nical that it baffles the understanding of the most eager lay

mind. Aware of the embarrassment to which laymen are sub-

ject and recognizing the importance to the development of in-

ternational understanding of a simple exposition and comparison

of the judicial systems of civili/ed nations as they relate to labor

law, the International Labor Office
:
s running a series of simple

and authoritative articles on the subject. The first of these

devoted to the Interpretation and Administration of Labor

Laws in England appeared in the International Labor Review

for August. The English edition of the Review, which is of ex-

ceptional value to all who are interested in the social progress of

labor, is published for the International Labor Office by George

Allen and Unwin at Ruskin House, 40 Museum Street, London.



ED UC4TION

Should Public Schools Welcome Experiments?

T
I

HE Teachers Union of New York, in May of

the present year, submitted to the Board of

Education a comprehensive plan for the estab-

lishment of an experimental school within

the public school system of the city. This plan, embodying

the purposes and principles of the most progressive modern

schools, was intended to make a contribution to the cause of

elementary education.

The Union's plan was referred to the Board of Super-

intendents. The superintendents examined the plan, and

after thirty days, or on June 20, 1924, made a report to the

Board of Education. This report was unfavorable. The

formal resolution of the Board of Superintendents is as

follows :

Resolved, That the Board of Superintendents reports to the

Board of Education that the experimental school as planned

by the Teachers Union cannot be established by the Board

of Education, as the organization would be contrary to law.

The "illegal" parts of the Union's plan are contained in

the following proposals.

In order to provide for the judicious selection of a director

of the school, and as a means to commanding from time to

time the collective assistance of persons who are experts in the

field of experimental education, it is proposed to establish an

advisory board of five persons, four of whom shall be from

outside the public school system and one of whom shall be

a member of the Board of Examiners. The Advisory Board

should be ready at all times to advise with the director of

the school.

The four members of the Advisory Board who have no

regular position in the public school system should be elected

by the Board of Superintendents and the Board of Education

from a list of qualified experts submitted by existing private

experimental schools in the city of New York.

It is proposed that the director of the school be nominated

by the Board of Superintendents on the advice of the Advisory
Board. A license should be granted by the Board of Examiners

to the director. The selection of the director should be ap-

proved by the Board of Education.

It is recommended that the policy of the school be deter-

mined by the director and the staff of the school with the Ad-

visory Board cooperating in an advisory capacity.

It is recommended that the school be independent of super-

vision by a principal or by a district superintendent or other

superintendent as such, and that a Board of Visitors made up
of representatives of the public school system competent to

judge the work of an experimental school be appointed to re-

port on the work of the school as observed by it.

The Board of Superintendents offered no evidence of inter-

est in the purely educational features of the plan. It was

I to that part that the Union's committee gave the fullest con-

sideration, confident that when new ideas carry conviction

; any existing technical obstacles can be removed. The union
' may be pardoned for being surprised that the school author-

itities of the city of New York should not be willing to

acknowledge at least as much interest as has been shown by
the London Times. In its educational supplement the Times

said about the plan : "The scheme is a well-thought-out and

apparently well-supported effort for bringing eventually the

advantages of good private schools within the reach of

children destined to receive a free compulsory education."

How to do what the London Times suggests is, of course,

the big problem. Until we can find a way to do this the

comparatively small and isolated experimental schools that

are hoping that their successes will be lessons for the larger

schools will have to wait for the general application of their

own findings.

No matter how many private creative activity schools are

established the social obligation of public school systems to

adopt the new type of work will not be met until those most

interested are willing to aid in the removal of serious ob-

stacles. Here are at least four factors to be studied and

dealt with.

1. The great cost of public experimental schools with small

classes.

2. The scarcity of teachers intelligent enough to carry on

work in the new type of school.

3. The static attitude of the supervising staff and its probable

unwillingness to risk official elimination by taking up with a

new educational program.

4. The probable organic connection between the creative ac-

tivity movement in education and the evolution of a new social

order.

These factors must be examined in some detail.

To compare the cost of educating the children under the

present system and under the new or proposed system is to

meet the issue only in part. The city of New York at pre-

sent spends $100,000,000 a year in the maintenance of the

schools, and for the past seven years an average of about

$25,000,000 more for new buildings. Even so, with 125

millions spent each year the job of educating the children is

miserably done.

The Union argues that the money we spend on education

now is largely wasted. Suppose that under the new program

we should spend twice or even three times that amount.

We should at any rate be doing constructive work, suc-

cessfully training the children, for which result there could

be no cash equivalent. But we should also have saved the

tremendous waste incident to repressed humanity, to the

undeveloped capacities of the young, and the misdirected

life possibilities of those who constitute our prison population

as well as of others who though not in prison are neverthe-

less drags on civilization because they produce nothing.

The factor of the scarcity of teachers intelligent enough to

carry on the creative activity schools can be dealt with only

by a thorough reorganization of the system of training

teachers, coupled with the creation of a new social and in-

tellectual environment for teachers as members of a profes-

sion. The training of teachers must be made more scientific

and interesting. The course of study in the training schools

must be made more illuminating and appealing in relation

to the phenomena of organized society. But more than all

else the obvious autocracy and the trivialities and futilities of

205
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present day educational administration must be destroyed in

order that an intellectual class of citizens may be drawn into

the field of education. As incidental conditions for bringing
about this end, there must eventually come about revisions

in the social and economic attitudes toward teachers as

workers. There must be freedom from worry to teachers

having dependents; and there must be elimination of official

and economic exactions against women teachers for whom
in other spheres of life there would be opportunities to have

dependents of their own.

The third factor the static attitude of educational offi-

cials to a new educational program constitutes a problem
to be solved when the pressure for a new educational order

becomes stronger than the old guard can stand, or when the

organization for the new social order becomes strong enough
to obtain what it wants.

It is an interesting fact that the further we go in following
out the possibilities of the creative activity movement the

clearer it appears that the movement itself is part of the

larger movement toward a new social order. We do not

approach this idea through the medium of seeking a new
social order directly, but rather through following the oper-
ation of social evolution. In other words, we are actually in

the social revolution when we are promoting the creative

activity movement in education. But we are avoiding the

destructive or violent revolution which might come if we
had no better way of making what seem to be inevitable ad-

justments.

TT will be worth our while to consider briefly the parti-
cular features of the Union's plan which appear to indi-

cate or imply that we are thinking in educational enter-

prises of a new social order. A paragraph in the foreword
of our plan reads as follows :

In order that the public schools may keep in touch with the
social and intellectual progress of the world, there must be
frequent examination of the institution of public education, its

ideals, its machinery and its effectiveness.

Other significant paragraphs are to be found in the

introduction to the plan:

We are coming to understand, also, that under the flexible

organization characteristic of experimental schools children may
realize a maximum of freedom. In an environment of free-
dom in these schools there are surprising disclosures of in-

herent capacities in children which point the way to greater
productiveness in education generally.

^

The teacher in these new experimental schools is an essen-
tial factor in the environment, not so much for the purpose
of training or directing the development of the child as for
the purpose of providing favorable conditions for a develop-
ment largely initiated by the child himself. In the presence of
a teacher in such a setting, and in the presence of fellow pupils
each of whom is free to grow individually, the child learns
the conditions of social freedom also.

In the body of the plan :

It is believed, further, that the school should provide an
environment that will liberate and organize the pupils' capa-
cities through giving to them opportunities for self-initiated,

self-directed, whole-hearted purposeful activities, activities that

will have as their chief characteristics the reconstructon 01

the creative control of environment for ever richer living.
Each moment of such living will be the surest guarantee

that these habits and attitudes which are demanded for cre-

atively reconstructing the environment for ever-widening ex-

periencing and growing will be established.

These quoted expressions occur in the plan as develop-

ments of thought not for a new social order, but as normal

incidents in the task of a creative activity type of school.

The committee realized what had happened in its delibera-

tions and in the written result, and decided that the thing

to do was to acknowledge frankly the social implications of

our work.

While the four factors that have been enumerated are

being dealt with, the persons and organizations that act as

the self-appointed agencies of transition to the proposed new

type of school within the public school system1 must take up

two other tasks. The teachers now in the service deserve

to be informed of the nature and the purpose of the creative

activity schools. And the public needs to know. It is the

purpose of the Teachers Union to carry on a campaign of

education with these two objects in view.

The institutional position of the teachers is not like that

of the higher officers in the supervising staff. Teachers Invo

nothing to lose by a complete overturning of the routine of

public school procedure. They have nothing to lose from a

complete change of attitudes within the schools, between the

teachers and their "superior bfficers," and between the

children and the teachers. On the contrary, they have a

world to gain !

Among the most depressing of existing conditions are

those ugly and inhuman attitudes which are quite generally

present in public schools, and never present in the creative

activity schools. Perhaps it is not an exaggerated statement

to say that children never hate so generally and so deeply as

in public schools. And perhaps principals and teachers are

never so overbearing, so catty, so boorish or so insolent toward

one another and toward children, as when they are in public

schools. We have become so inured to unhealthful condi-

tions of this kind that we fail to see their connection with

the policy of compulsion pursued in public schools, and with

the daily pursuit of unattractive tasks which we know will

not yield satisfactory results.

And then the crowds of children, mass against mass, as

they enter the school and pass swiftly through the grades

in lock-step fashion, making room for others similarly massed

and lock-stepped. All of these masses as they come and go

receive their bits of information in wasteful and uninspiring

recitations.

To crown all, to turn angels into embittered and self-

depreciating sycophants come the members of the supervis-

ing staff to supervise by picking out petty faults, and to

humiliate by rating teachers as fanners rate apples, grades

A and B and C. Certainly, the teachers have nothing to

lose if the creative activity type of school takes the place

of the old.

The public, especially that part of it known as parents,

also has much to gain and nothing to lose by a reconstruc-

tion of the school purpose, content and procedure. When
to intelligent parents there comes full knowledge and under-

standing of all that actually happens to their children in

school, there may well be a social disturbance approaching a

revolution.

The crowding, the bad ventilation, the chill basement

yards, the mass "education," the sharp, severe discipline, the

compulsion to do tasks that are hardly worth doing, all carry

their ill effects on the bodies and in the attitudes of the

children. But the most serious of all injuries are done to

the minds of these little ones whom we send to school to be

prepared for citizenship, or what not. We cannot see the
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warped, stunted or narrow minds which the schools pro-

duce. But they show later. Neither do we realize until we

begin to understand what is being done in the creative

schools, that the greatest crime we are committing against

the children in the public schools is to make it impossible for

inherent capacities to be developed. It is as if we bound

their heads in locked cases of steel, or imprisoned their bodies

in dungeons.

As soon as organized teachers fully understand this situa-

tion they will accept the responsibility for bringing about

a thorough-going change in public education, setting up
conditions approaching those of the best experimental, or

creative activity schools.

HENRY R. LINVILLE

Who Is Fit to Teach?
What should a public school teacher re-

frain from discussing? Cynical radicals

who have devoured Marx, chorus the re-

frain: "Talk of capital and labor and lose

your job." But there is a wide range of

topics which by no stretch of the imagina-
tion can be described as "class issues," yet
the teacher must ignore them.

IN
examining a host of modern textbooks upon educa-

tional values and aims, one is struck by the absence of

vitality, by the over indulgence in generalities, and the utter

avoidance of concrete teaching problems. The authors

assume a public school situation that does not exist.

"Training for citizenship" is the cry of the hour. But how
to train successfully for citizenship while studiously neglect-

ing the discussion of every topic which bears an aspect of

reality is beyond the consideration of our modern "educators."

As I review my six years of teaching, I am struck by

the number of taboos that I have encountered. While teach-

ing physiology and hygiene, I endeavored to secure a lecture

by a chiropractor. After having arranged for the address,

I was forced to cancel the engagement. Chiropractors were

not in good standing, my principal declared. I was known
to be avowedly antagonistic to the profession of chiropractics,

but I believed it fair to secure for the students a speaker

who would offset my obviously biased instruction.

When the Klan became a live issue I wanted to restrain

my students from succumbing to the poison of prejudice

against Catholics, Jews, Negroes and the foreign-born. I

felt that a teacher's duty was to prevent hatred being instilled

in wholesale quantities without a voice being raised in pro-
test. Nor could I succumb to the "blow-over" theory, the

smug assumption that Klan-aroused passions would die. As
I read history, Klans died, but passions remained to emerge
later. Was it the duty of a teacher to remain neutral on the

Klan issue?

A vicious slur upon the Negro race caused me to digress
for a half hour on the need of understanding the black

man. I was reported by a young lady of Southern birth

and was urged by my superior to avoid "positive assertions."

Is a teacher justified in forsaking a lesson in Spanish to plead,
a square deal for the Negro?
A popular faith-healer made my city a prolonged visit

and performed the usual "cures." I spent a week endeavor-

More Thoughts on Education
The street car conductor was very polite. He did his

best to help the lady passenger find her happiness. But
she failed to tell him where she was going to get off;

hence, he carried her past her street. Being generous,
she "gave him a piece of her mind." He was polite. But

after she was well off the car and well out of hearing,

he turned to the car and said, "Well, anyhow, they can't

hang a man for thinking." It seems likely that that's

all that saves the situation, at times. Because, writers

on education keep right on "thinking." For example:

A5 a part of the undeveloped era of scientific man-

agement we have the modern secondary schools the

"best" of which are equipped to turn out young men

and women trained to take their place in industry. These

young men and women are trained, but only half-trained:

they are units in the industrial machine, partly pre-

pared not only to take their place in the industrial ma-

chine, but to compete with other half-trained units.

This use of our secondary and elementary schools is an

unpardonable crime against adolescence. Turning insti-

tutions for making citizens and training character into

vestibule schools for industry is a perversion of the pur-

pose of education. The adolescent years are the forma-

tive years of a person's life, and they should rightly be

devoted to the development of social relations and re-

sponsibilities, through the unifying forces of history, liter-

ature and the sciences. Instead, the youth spends his

time learning to do things with machines, typewriters

and other tools. He does not know and he never will

know. His but to do, while other more fortunate in-

dividuals plan for him, think for him and really live

for him. Towne Nylander, in the American Journal of

Sociology, September, 1924.

But on the other hand:

THERE
can be little doubt that the most efficient edu-

cation of the young for good or evil is that which

they find for themselves outside of school hours, whether

it be in their own instinctive amusements or in organ-

ized games. It is for this reason that country life

affords the best field for their early development. Direct

contact with nature is more valuable at an early age

than any number of school books. It cultivates the

powers of observation and provides a stock of ideas

and experiences that form a healthy foundation for the

mind to build upon. From these experiences the mind

will select those that are best adapted to its own re-

quirements, and the function of the teacher should be

to assist it in making the best possible use of them. The

great drawback of our present educational system is, as

everybody knows, that it tends to force too many minds

into the same mould, regardless of their individual dif-

ferences. Arthur Dendy, Biological Foundations of So-

ciety, Appleton, 1924.

ing to teach the scientific foundation of alleged faith cures,

discoursing in simple language upon the nature of hysteria,

repressions and nervous disorders in general. I was

charged with godlessness. Did I exceed the prerogatives of

a teacher ?

A local charity drive was on and I deplored the exerting

of pressure in nearby industries. I had asserted that true

charity did not include compulsion. My declaration was

carried to the superintendent of schools by unknown indiv-

iduals, who accused me of extreme radicalism.

As a private citizen I investigated various anti-Catholic
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rumors which had been spread by the Klan. A reply to

a communication of mine to a United States senator was

given publicity by that official. I was warned by a colleague

that he had been commissioned by a Klan committee to

urge that I "neither speak nor write about the order."

Incidentally the veiled society secured my dismissal.

I was teaching in a small city when a prominent evangelist

visited the school and delivered a tirade against evolution

and teachers who believed in the "monkey theory." Not

sharing the usual degree of awe for every theologian who
bore the "Reverend Doctor" title, I promptly lectured my
children upon the evidence of man's animal ancestry and

bolstered my arguments with citations from internationally-

known scientists, with drawings and charts, and with models

from an embryological laboratory. My conduct led to no

serious consequences, but my colleagues informed me I was

treading upon dangerous ground.
In another city I listened to a modernist address a group

of teachers. He ridiculed the fundamentalists in a man-

ner that would have rivalled the pugnacious Mr. Huxley.

Following his discourse I congratulated the gentleman and

asked him how he would present evolution to high school

children.

"Don't shake their faith," he admonished. But experience

had proved to me that his assertion was meaningless or

merely equivalent to positive instructions not to mention our

simian heredity.

My life as a teacher has caused me to ask a question.

Granting that six years have not reduced my love for the

profession, that my discipline is reasonably satisfactory and

that I am personally acceptable to my students, am I a

proper person to guide the young?
I believe that evolution is too important to be ignored ; I

plead guilty to the charge of believing in equal rights for

all men, regardless of creed or color; I also plead guilty to

the charge of egotism in that I feel myself better educated

than the blatant parson and the sermonizing Babbitt who
address our assemblies. Furthermore, I refuse to forget the

fact that I have studied biology, economics and sociology.
Nor do I share my colleagues' views that I should avoid

obvious truths because some higher power might object, and
that I should console myself with the realization that 3 per
cent of my students will reach the university and unlearn a

fraction of the misinformation that grammar and high
school instruction has implanted.

The question remains: Am I intellectually and morally
fit to teach? DAVID H. PIERCE

Has Truth Any Chance?
T) EGARDLESS of what it may be in theory, as a rnat-
*- ** ter of actual fact, both historical and contemporary,
education is a business. It is a business in exactly the same
sense as are the manufacture and sale of patent medicines,
steel rails and suspenders. It exists for the exclusive pur-

pose of giving its public, its patrons, whatever its patrons
want. Its connection with the discovery, arrangement and
dissemination of genuine philosophical truth in any depart-
ment of knowledge is merely incidental and may be absolutely

disregarded, indeed is often disregarded, if this connection

in the least jeopardizes the main consideration, which is to

make a record sale of a spurious commodity, euphemistically

labeled truth, but really having no deeper relation to it than

that of a very misleading nomenclature.

That this is the status of education any intelligent person

connected with it knows perfectly well. The patrons, of

course, think otherwise when they think at all. Now I

am not in rebellion against this state of affairs. In the light

of historical experience, rebellion would be futile. I am

merely trying to blast a pernicious, popular illusion.

Every human activity, particularly one of such gigantic

proportions as an educational system, has to be paid for. It

must depend for its financial support on its usefulness, real or

fancied, to the society it serves. I can see no way of avoid-

ing this contingency. In other words, education is a com-

mercial undertaking whose product, always called truth,

though eternally altering in all its characteristics, must be

sold. No appreciable element of humanity ever has bought,

buys now, or ever will buy, a commodity it does not like.

This is implicit in the very nature of man. It therefore

makes no difference, so far as the pursuit of truth is in-

volved, whether education is supported by gifts from generous

alumni, by public fees, or by taxation. In the long run the

system is responsible for the character of its product to the

people who pay the bills. And the people who pay the bills

don't come across with their money unless the product is

what they themselves approve.

A college supported by altruistic capitalists refuses to

continue the salary of a professor who retails a kind of

truth over the classroom counter that is inimical to the con-

tinuance of capital in power. On the other hand, a conserv-

ative teacher would not last a week in a radical labor

school. High school teachers have been disciplined for

enunciating as truth ideas and facts out of harmony with

the temporary policy of the state.

A liberal educational system, in the sense of a system

whose major object is the discovery and dissemination of

truth for its own sake, does not exist, never has existed, and,

as far as I can see, probably never will. For such a system

would be in defiance of special privilege, in defiance of

man's inherent instinct for pleasing himself at the ex-

pense of his fellows. Sentimentalists to the contrary, human-

ity is not governed by reason or by any desire to be sub-

ject to reason. Humanity is ruled by its prejudices.

Education, from the beginning of time, has been a class

business. Herein it's like the cloak and suit trade: one

kind of material for people with money, another kind for

people who wish to present an appearance of money, etc.

The Athenian youth were taught what their class, the ruling

class, liked to believe. Socrates got into trouble because of

his method. He wanted to find truth that was not neces-

sarily pleasing to those in authority, but truth that was true.

There was no market for his product. From one point of

view he was a parasite. From that point of view he was

invited to quaff a seidel of hemlock.

In the middle ages education was supported by the

church. The product, therefore, had to be satisfactory to

the church. The protestant martyrs in the Renaissance dis-

cerned a brand of truth not pleasing to the ecclesiastical or-

ganization in control of the schools. Today teachers so

naive as to speak the truth as they see it, without regard to

the prejudices of those out of whose pockets the salaries

teachers come, are not burned; they are merely forced ot

of the business.

Still even a cursory examination of the problem ot
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knowledge must convince any sane man that democracy

may not be the best possible form of government in the

best of all possible worlds. Philosophy offers little assurance

of the existence of an absolute truth, and historically dem-

ocracy has not always been in favor. But let a public school

teacher suggest that the American Constitution possesses

certain philosophical absurdities, and that teacher will be

invited to vacate his job.

The theory of evolution is not just a fantastic freak of

the scientific imagination. It contains some elements as

near truth as blundering man is ever likely to win. But

this particular truth is now taboo in whole sections of this

Bntry.

Evolution is taboo in numerous important edu-

onal concerns for the very natural, human reason that

taxpayers in those sections don't like it.

American parents make sacrifices that their children may
go to school and acquire a knowledge the parents never had

an opportunity to gain. They want their children to learn

the truth about everything. But when the boy comes to

his orthodox mother no longer believing that Jonah was

guzzled by the whale, or to his one hundred per cent Amer-
ican father no longer believing that foreigners are inherently

evil, the parents become outraged. They set about reform-

ing the educational system. Being the voters who control

the public educational organization, they are, of course
;
des-

tined to complete success. Being those who pay the fees

for privately endowed education, they have success there

too. They win in a walk.

The product our educational system turns out is not

truth, not even truth as those in the business know it, but

a sort of half truth, trimmed to suit the popular market.

State controlled education does not produce truth. Priv-

ate education does not. Church education does not. A
joint control might be tried, if state and privilege and church

could be persuaded to pool their interests. But most of the

momentum of such an arrangement would, I'm afraid, be

lost in friction. If I were H. G. Wells, and endowed with

the doubtful gift of prophecy, I might venture to speculate

upon the great ranges of learning which, in the future years,

will be discovered and welcomed by the scientists, but which

will be ridiculed by the ignorant and the prejudiced and

denied a place in the schools.

ARTHUR CORNING WHITE

Pioneer Youth of America
HE National Association for Child Development (see

The Survey, Oct. 15, 1924, p. 93) has undertaken to

organize a movement for boys and girls between the ages of

nine and eighteen, to be called Pioneer Youth of America.

A successful summer camp having been provided for some

preliminary groups, the general plan of organization is now
going forward. The program will include all sorts of phy-
sical and intellectual activities suitable to children of the

various ages selected ; but all militaristic and standardizing
influences will be, just as far as possible, avoided. Using all

the obtainable experiences of all similar groups, the desir-

able features of those experiences will be utilized ; but expert,

critical leadership is being called upon to help work out a

program which will be characterized by freedom, self-ex-

pression, self-government and the self-discipline of the groups.
The program has been submitted to the critical examina-

tion of many of the great labor organizations, including the

International Ladies Garment Workers' Union, The Amalg-
amated Clothing Workers and other unions of the New
York district, and the program has not only been approved

by all these but they are actively supporting it with their

funds and with the services of members on the organization

boards and on committees. It is a notable fact, however, that

the actual work of organizing the effective program has been

turned over to an educational committee which is made up
of men and women from the experimental schools; the most

progressive departments of the universities, the teachers

union and from the educational departments of the unions,

themselves.

The movement is not to be confined to labor groups, how-

ever, nor to the children of working neighborhoods. The

secretary, Joshua Lieberman, 70 Fifth Avenue, is arranging
to organize groups wherever parents or teachers want this

sort of a free influence in the lives of their children.

"ALL AMERICANS," deploys Dr. H. W. Evans, Imperial

Wizard, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, in an official bulletin

"outlining fully the policies and program of the klan toward
the public school system"

All Americans are men and women whose days upon earth
are far too short to be spent in any save the ways of amity and
mutual helpfulness. The common enemies of mankind are enough
to keep us all engaged. . . . Humbly, and yet confidently, because
the combined experience of mankind throughout the ages confirms
both its soundness and its necessity, I now make a Christian

proposal for the ending of religious and all other disruptive
controversies on American soil. Let us establish a court for the

settlement of every case of falsehood and fallacy versus truth
and rectitude. In that court let every element submit its opposi-
tion to the test and verdict of unselfish truth. It would take
time to establish such a court, but once it was in operation there
would be no delay nor any injustice in its judgments. A gener-
ation would be required to impanel the jury. That jury would
be the electorate of the whole country, not one of whom would
be permitted to serve until his or her complete competence had
been attested by a training in which neither bias nor selfishness

had had a part. Once the common mind of such a jury had been

emancipated from every influence of prejudice and propaganda,
its decisions would be divinely just. There would come out
of it a new kind of jurisprudence, so generally accepted that

within a few decades all our humanity might live in harmony.

THE IMPERIAL WIZARD does not tell us just how this

standard "common mind" is to be secured, though he feels

sure that if we had the right kind of "public school" it could

easily be secured. He does not tell us whose pattern this

"common mind" is to follow though he leaves us not much
doubt on that subject. He does not tell us how this "com-
mon mind" is to reach its decisions whether by majority vote

or by supreme intuition. If by the latter method, there is noth-

ing for us to do but to wait the day of illumination. But if

by the former method, it may be legitimate to point out, even

at the risk of hurting the doctor's feelings, that Frederic

Douglas is reported once to have said: "One man with God
makes a majority." The doctrine that we can discover truth

by majority vote seems a favorite Georgia "truth." Mercer

University, according to the news reports, has just, by major-

ity vote, established the "fact" that evolution will not be taught
in that "institution of learning."

JOHNNY SMITH goes to a school that shall be nameless;
or if you insist upon a name, its name is Legion. Recently

Johnny was asked by a solicitous relative whether he was
learning much at his school. "Learn anything in that school!"

he replied, with fine scorn
; "why, there are teachers in that

school who take knowledge away from you!"



SOCIAL WORK SHOPT^LK
THE new girls work booklets had come,

and a pleasant excitement stirred the

air in the office of the Chicago Council of

Social Agencies. Work ceased automat-

ically, while Hattie Jane handed them
around for inspection. Every soul in the

room felt a proprietary share in her in-

terest, including the bob-hatred, pink-
cheeked telephone operator who had engi-
neered innumerable follow-up calls on
those exasperating questionnaires. Gerry
had typed the copy. Sandy had labored
with rival printers and corrected proof.
The Chief, Associate Chief and Publicity
Person had constituted an informal commit-
tee of advice, encouragement and friendly
criticism. As for Hattie Jane, her inves-

tigations for this study had carried her
from Chicago's most colorful public dance
halls to the portals of the Y. W. C. A. and
her actual writing of the manuscript had
covered months of careful and painstaking
work. She had come among them as Har-
riet Jane Comstock, B. A., former Director
of the Girls Protective Bureau under the
Commission in Training Camp Activities,
and Field Agent of the United States So-
cial Hygiene Board. When the Committee
on Girls Work of the Chicago Council of
Social Agencies "determined upon this sur-

vey of the field of girls' work in Chicago
as a preliminary chart by which to direct
their own efforts," they were lucky enough
to get Harriet Jane Comstock as their di-
rector

1

. In the warmth of the Council of-
fice she thawed rapidly to Hattie Jane.
As she stood among them with her finsihed

job in her hands, it occurred to at least one
person on the staff that there was nothing
in the innocent aspect of this small book
in its tidy brown jacket to tell the casual
observer how much work and fun and
friendship had gone into its making.

So thought the Publicity Person, as she
rippled through her copy, and from this

thought her mind skipped back to the first

meeting of the Girls Work Committee she
had ever attended. It had seemed to her
then, as it sometimes seemed to her now,
that this particular committee was divided
by a cleavage older than history, deep as
love and fear. Recreational and educa-
tonal work for girls welfare work for

girls in industry what had these in com-
mon with the work of Miss Binford and
Judge Bartelme of the Protective and Pre-
ventive group? What "recreation" could
one offer a young lady on parole from
Geneva that would stimulate an appetite
jaded by years of unlicensed excitement?
The Publicity Person remembered a story
told by Miss Wanamaker of the Institute
for Juvenile Research. Faced with the ne-

cessity of "recreating" a delinquent girl,
she had done her best to provide a night
of clean and wholesome entertainment.
Her guest, however deficient in conven-
tional standards, had left nothing to be de-
sired from the standpoint of courtesy. The
party had seemed to be a great success.

But a letter had subsequently come to light,
written by the girl herself to the man with
whom circumstances had forced her to
break an engagement for that evening:

"I can't meet you at nine o'clock," it

read, "because I have to go to a party

2IO

with my supervisor. Gosh, ain't life hell?"

What mutual ground had the heroine of

this story with a little camp fire girl dream-

ing over her beads, or a valiantly clean-

minded girl scout steady gaze fixed on a

golden eagle?
Yet across the gulf which separated them

the women of the Girls' Work Committee
of the Chicago Council of Social Agencies
had joined hands. For four years they
had worked together in the common cause
of girlhood in Chicago. They had:

1. Compiled a certified list of room
registries, boarding homes and clubs for

the use of girls and young women who
wish to find a suitable place to live in

Chicago.
2. Devised a plan to guard against

duplication of membership in three of the
national recreational-educational associa-

tions for girls.

3. Staged and carried through a city-
wide "Girls' Week," superintending all

activities outside of the schools and secur-

ing, through the publicity department of
the Council of Social Agencies, more than

sixty full columns of newspaper publicity.

4. Stimulated considerable interest on
the part of the general public in the needs
and possibilities of girlhood, and demon-
strated many of the available ways in

which these needs may be met.

5. Held conferences and inspirational

meetings of workers for and with girls.
6. Brought the leaders in educational

and recreational work for girls into close

contact with directors of boarding homes,
and, finally

7. Made and published this compre-
hensive study of the constructive and de-
structive elements influencing girl life in

Chicago.

Thoughtfully, the Publicity Person turned
the leaves of the little brown book. Her
glance halted at Origin and Purpose of this

Study, and then traveled slowly down the

page:
The Recreational and Educational Group

includes those agencies which provide ac-

tivities for the leisure time of girls ; the

Protective and Preventive Group, those

which deal with conditions inimical to

youth and provide particular safeguards
for the girl apt to be influenced by those

conditions; and the Industrial Group, the
business organizations which have in their

employ a large number of women and girls,

the object being to learn what provisions

employers are making for the comfort,

safety and welfare of their employes.
It is the firm conviction of the Commit-

tee that there is a close relation between
these groups. The girl who comes to the

attention of a protective agency does so

because, during the critical years of early

training, her environment failed to supply
her with the things that would develop
her character or shield her from the dan-

gers which she was not physically or

mentally equipped to withstand. The girl

who enters industry at fourteen or later

has the same desires for recreation that

she had when at home or at school, and
more need for the right kind of activities

to relieve the strain and responsibility of

the workday. . . .

At the bottom of the page she looked up
and met the earnest blue gaze of Hattie

Jane.
"I suppose," said the Publicity Person,

'that if the Camp Fire girls, and Girl Re-

serves, and Girl Scouts could catch 'em

young enough if the parks and play-

grounds and settlements and churches could

get hold of them early enough all of them,
I mean we wouldn't need a Juvenile Pro-
tective Association at all or even a Juve-
nile Court."

"That's the Big Idea," agreed Hattie

Jane.

"Well, it's a nice little book," decided

the Publicity Person, "and the idea's all

right too. I hope people won't just glance
at it and stick it into a dusty corner. I

wish The Survey would give us a decent

review of it 'something better than the

snippy one they wrote about our Financing
of Social Agencies. I've half a mind to

write one and send it in myself!"
"I dare you to!" said Hattie Jane.

HELEN CODY BAKER

BETTER TIMES, after the manner of the

paramecium, has produced a new magazine.
Before the fission there was a section of

the parent magazine on Money Raising and
Administrative Methods. The section, now
swimming happily around by itself, is now
named Social Welfare Administration and

appears bi-monthly as an independent jour-
nal. There remains a family resemblance
in the mastheads of the two papers: George
J. Hecht is editor and Gertrude Springer

managing editor of both.

GRACE ABBOTT, Mary Anderson, Emily
Green Batch, Frederic C. Howe, Julia C.

Lathrop, Owen R. Lovejoy and others of

the same ilk appear on the advisory mem-
bership committee of The Penguins, a

Washington club which is now in procesi
of becoming the National Liberal Club.

MARGARET REEVES, for four yean
special agent in the department of child-

helping of the Russell Sage Foundation,
has been appointed director of the State

Bureau of Child Welfare at Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Miss Reeves brings to this new
work a background of graduate study in

the social sciences at Radcliffe College, ex-

perience in two child-helping agencies in

Philadelphia, two years as director of the

Bureau of Field Service, Mountain Divi-

sion, American Red Cross, and her field

work for the Russell Sage Foundation.

This adds another state to the group which

has given a woman charge of the state's

welfare activities.

READERS of Mr. Kenderdine's article on

The Hungry Club in the Survey Graphic
for October, who want to know more about

the Pittsburgh invention should write for

a little booklet brought out by the club this

past month. Address Charles C. Cooper,

Kingsley House, Larimer Ave. and Auburn

St., East Liberty Station. Its most interest-

ing feature is the list of speakers and sub-

jects covering a period of eleven years.



COMMUNICATIONS
Georgia and Child Labor

To THE EDITOR: Georgia is perhaps doing more toward the

adoption of the federal child labor amendment than any other

state in the union. Such a campaign necessarily required a

scape goat to be held up to public scorn as a horrible example

of the crime which the legislation is intended to abolish Georgia

promptly and patriotically offered herself on the sacrificial altar.

If the amendment is finally ratified we in the Empire State will

have the right to claim chief credit for the accomplishment.

While we would not for a moment attempt to dilute the ardor

of those who are playing Georgia in editorial and oratory, nor

do we pose as apologist for our state's misdoings, we have been

asked so often to explain the inside reasons for Georgia's re-

jection of the amendment that we take this means of answering

the curious who are interested in the causes of social phenomena.

The blame for the attitude on child labor in Georgia may be

laid almost entirely at the door of the social workers, and

leaders in welfare programs. For almost twenty years they

have done nothing and said little about the subject. Business

interests have never in any state accepted governmental regula-

tion except as a result of organized effort of the part of humani-

tarian forces. Georgia is no different from other states in this

respect.

Twenty years ago Hoke Smith, now the chief apologist for

child labor conditions in Georgia, led the fight for the enact-

ment of the law which is on our statute books. In spite of the

fact that the legislature had rejected the proposed law by an

overwhelming vote the previous year, he made child labor the

chief issue in his race for governor, and the law was forthwith

passed by the legislature, after his election. It was no better

and no worse than most of the child labor laws current at

that time. In other states constant revision and improvement
has resulted in the excellent laws of many states at the present

time. In Georgia we still maintain the status quo.

The enforcement of the Act was placed under the Commis-
sioner of Commerce and Labor, a state official who has to

stand popular election every two years. Without any criticism

of this official, it is unreasonable to suppose that he would

organize or lead in tightening the restrictions over child labor.

It would have resulted unquestionably in his defeat. A candidate

for a secondary office can gain little popular attention, being

overshadowed by the gubernatorial and senatorial contests.

Well organized minorities can easily and quietly put a trouble-

some individual out of the way. Child labor has never again
been made an issue in a major political campaign, as Tom
Watson, woman suffrage, taxation, etc. have been the tides upon
which our ambitious office seekers have rolled into power.
Meantime the forces naturally expected to develop a cam-

paign for child protection have been dormant. The national

child labor committee has visited the state from time to time,

but has never been able to organize a committee, and has re-

ceived little encouragement. Perhaps the chief cause for this

condition has been the almost complete absence of trained

professional social workers up to the recent war period. Without
such persons to stabilize the movement, it is only accidental

when a lay leader appears with sufficient understanding and

perseverance to put across a campaign against such powerful
opposition as the interests opposed to child labor represent.

Two explanations seem to account for the failure of senti-

ment against child labor to precipitate since the war. While
welfare programs had been inflated during the war, and many
high class social workers were on the staffs of the agencies,

those with privately financed organizations having been

fighting against post war deflation, and have been unable to

take on new activities. Then, too a number of the most ex-

perienced workers were commandeered to man the newly
created departments in the state government. While promoting
a strictly social program, they have had to ignore the child

labor issue, which is under the jurisdiction of another state

department. It is neither safe nor sane for a newly created

state department to jeopardize its existence by antagonizing an
old established political organization.
Much has been accomplished toward interesting lay leader-

ship in the study and solution of state problems during the

past five years. In fact all available material seems to have
been monopolized by the new programs begun during and since

the war, and when the national child labor committee has

sought to interest leaders, their time has already been overtaxed.
So Georgia is just twenty years behind the times on the

child labor question. We bid the nation God speed in its

effort to secure ratification of the national amendment, but we
are in the cradle roll class when it comes to state child labor

legislation. We social workers agree with our politicians that

Georgia cannot "drink out of the same bottle" with other states.

We still are on a milk diet and need a nipple.
We had a good chance to secure a slight improvement in

our child labor during the past summer. Our first plan was
to bring the law up to the present ideas of the cotton mill owners,
and we had their agreement to adoption of a modern plan of

certification, the removal of exemption of orphans and children
of widows twelve years of age, and the prohibition of night
labor up to sixteen years of age. But representatives of na-
tional organizations had the idea that they could do in one
month what other states have accomplished in twenty years.

They introduced measures restricting hours of labor, and so

monopolized the attention of the legislators with their lobby-

ing, that nothing could be accomplished.
It is silly to talk about Georgia ever ratifying the federal

amendment. We hope no further effort will be put forth in

that direction. Meantime we hope that understanding ones

will be patient as, step by step, we learn to toddle toward bet-

ter state legislation. There are those in Georgia who will

do their best, for the matter is now in the hands of a newly
created Children's Code Commission which has undertaken as

its first task the revision of all the laws affecting handicapped
children. BURR BLACKBURN

Executive Secretary, Georgia Council

of Social Agencies, Atlanta

The British Election as a Labor Party
Man Sees It

To THE EDITOR: Doubtless the British election results will

be used as an incentive to reaction in every quarter of the

world: it will not be without value therefore to begin their

analysis by emphasizing the features which are most encourag-

ing from the point of view of progressive thought.
Before the election the Labor Party held about 190 seats

and the opposition parties held about 400. Of these 250 were
Conservatives and 150 Liberals. In spite of the accident where-

by the Liberals voted the Labor government to power and

kept it there with their somewhat fitful support, the Labor

Party have consistently refused to acknowledge any real dif-

ference between their two groups of opponents. That their
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LECTURES AND DEBATES

Just Published

THE STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF

The DEBATE of the Century!
IS CAPITAL PUNISHMENT A WISE

PUBLIC POLICY?
CLARENCE DARROW versus JUDGE A. J. TALLEY
Attorney of the Leopold -Loeb Case. N. Y. Court of General Sessions

Preface by LOUIS MARSHALL
Forword by LEWIS B. LAWES, Warden of Sing Sing Prison

Held in New York on Oct. 26, 1924, before an audience of 3,500
Illustrated with portraits of the debaters

Price $1.00 postpaid
THE LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSION

500 Fifth Avenue Dept. 8., New York

LABOR TEMPLE SCHOOL
239 East 14th Street, N. Y. C.

announces five lectures, Thursdays 8:30 p. m.

by JOHN MACY, on
"AMERICAN LITERATURE"

Nov. 13: Poe, Whitman, and American Poetry.
Nov. 20: Thoreau, Emerson, and the American Essay

Single admission 50 cents; course ticket $1.50

Just Published

The Stenographic Report of the DEBATE of the Season!

SHOULD LITERATURE BE CENSORED?
JOHN S. SUMNER

Secretary, New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, veriui

ERNEST BOYD
Noted International Author and Critic

Introduction hy

CLIFFORD SMYTH
Editor International Book Review

Foreword by JOHN FARRAR. Editor. The Bookman
Held In New York Nov. 8, 1924. Illustrated by portraits of the debaters.

Price $1.00 postpaid.
THE LEAGUE FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSION

500 Fifth Avenue Dept. 8., New York

CLARENCE SCOTT
DARROW NEARING
"Is the Human Race Worth Working For?"

Sunday afternoon, Nov. 30, 2:30 p. m.
Town Hall

Tickets Rand School
$2.00 to $1.00 on sale at 7 B. 15th St.

"MODERN HOME EQUIPMENF
Our new booklet is a carefully selected lt

of the practical equipment needed in *n

average-sized home. It is invaluable, alike to

new and to experienced housekeepers already
in its fourth edition. It considers in turn the

kitchen, pantry, dining room, general cleaning

equipment and the laundry, and gives the price
of each article mentioned.

Ask for Booklet S it will be sent postpaid.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East igth Street, New York City.

K

attitude was justified was abundantly proved by the occasion
of their final defeat, for it was due to the Liberals and to no
one else that the election came as it did. A year of Labour
in office as well as the years since the war during which its

power was growing convinced the Liberals at last that their

dream of an alliance between them and Labour, with them-
selves as leaders, was bound never to be more than a dream;
and the only alternative was forced upon them a defensive

election alliance with the Conservatives against the party of

the left.

In accepting this alternative the Liberals probably hoped
that the election results would leave them once more holding
the balance of power, able to impose on the Conservatives,
this time, the domineering influence, which Labour 'had so

gracelessly refused. They have been disappointed of their

hopes; for though Labour has lost about forty seats to the

opposition, the Liberals have lost about no seats to the Con-
servatives who thus become not only the largest party, as they
were before, but also a party with a big majority over every-
one else. Moreover liberal leaders, Asquith, Masterman,
Simon, MacNamara, Pringle, are all among the victims, leav-

ing only Sir John Simon in uneasy proximity to Sir Alfred
Mond and Lloyd George himself.

The gain to the Conservatives is obvious, but the gain to

the Labour Party is even more permanent. Their short gov-
ernment was an accident and their temporary eclipse more

apparent than real, seeing that they never had genuine power
at all and that now they can look forward to a return to a

two-party system which alone gives them ultimate hope of a

majority.

Without the destruction of the Liberal Party, Labour could

never hope to gain an over-all majority; so that from this

point of view they have gained ground in the election
;
but they

have done more, they have increased their popular vote by well

over a million. When in course of time the Conservative

Party proceeds with its logical policy of a protective general

tariff, a policy which will ultimately destroy them as it has

already done twice before, there will now be only one alter-

native in the choice of the electorate. The only effective vote

against protection will be for a Labour candidate and a land-

slide on this issue may mean the advent to real power of a

Labour government.

"A vote for a Liberal is a vote for a Conservative, a vote

for a Conservative is a vote for a Liberal: vote Labour" has

long been a popular election poster and it becomes more clearly

than ever a true statement since the last encounter. In a vast

number of constituencies one or other party candidate definitely

stood down in order that the other party might defeat Labour.

A graphic object lesson in what this meant was afforded by

the first eight results announced: they were all seats held by

the previous election by Labour men
; in this election tne

aggregate poll for Labour was increased from 50,000 to 60,000,

yet seven seats were lost by the Labour Party and only one

retained.

Nevertheless, although in the long run Labour will benefit

by the result, we cannot blind our eyes to the grave dangers

of reactionary policy to which we seem likely to be committed

for at leas four years. Already trouble is brewing in France,

and it remains to be seen if Herriot will successfully weather

the storm. If Lord Curzon and Poincare occupy the seats of

MacDonald and Herriot we are back again to the worst days

in the Ruhr. As Bernard Shaw has caustically remarked, the

election has given England the government she richly deserves

and has declared war upon Russia. At home the Wheatley

Housing Scheme, which needed good will and careful manage-

ment to make it a success, is of course, doomed; we shall not

stop the increasing housing shortage. During the Labour gov-

ernment the knowledge that the arbitrators could be trusted
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led to the settlement of many trade disputes by mutual agree-

ment: in 1921 to 1923 under the previous governments over

33 million days were lost each year through strikes and lockouts

in the period February to June. Under the Labour govern-

ment for the same period the figure is well under three million;

we must expect to go back to the older figure.

Mr. MacDonald was the first British Premier to take a

personal part in the League of Nations and his speeches at

Geneva had raised hopes and stimulated effort. Though Lord

Cecil is in many ways an admirable League worker, under the

reactionary government we cannot hope for the League to be

ten

as seriously.

)ne other point is worth serious consideration: the Con-

datives seem assured of many years in office, but it in no

r follows that Mr. Baldwin is as certain of as many years

leadership. Baldwin is of unimpeachable personal character

t should never be forgotten that he gave a large part of

his private fortune to reduce the national war debt and when

he wanted a protective tariff he went to the electorate for a

mandate and thereby lost his office. But the day is bound to

come when Baldwin will cease to be satisfactory as a party

leader and his honesty will become a liability rather than an

asset and then will come real reaction and a dishonest regime

leading at last to the inevitable return to government and

accession, this time, to power of a Labour cabinet.

Chicago JOHN LANGDON-DAVIES

Conferences in Europe?
To THE EDITOR: I wonder if any of your readers could give

me a list of organizations meeting in Europe in the summer of

1925 and the dates of their meetings. This information will be

of value in determining the date for the suggested meeting of

the International Conference of Social Work.
WM. HAMMOND PARKER

General Secretary, National Conference of Social Work, 25
East Ninth St., Cincinnati, O.

What Shall We Do About Poverty?
To THE EDITOR: It is most refreshing and encouraging to
ar this quetsion seriously asked.

I hope Elizabeth Tilton will be able to develop in the
Dthers the ideal that poverty as well as disease must be done

vay.
But how? Here we are confronted by the question: What
the causes of poverty?

As I have for the past year been studying the expense ac-

unts of families earning from fifteen dollars a week for
Drers to twenty-five dollars for foremen, I am naturally

impressed with the belief that low wages are the chief cause
of poverty, at least in this non-union town. When, however,
these men have been without employment for a time I have
realized that unemployment is a yet more efficient cause of

poverty. I see how it is that an employer who gives a man
a job at however low a wage considers himself a philanthropist.

I find the well-to-do folks attributing poverty to incom-

petence and extravagance. When I put the question: "Will
you please make out for me a budget for these families on the
basis of fifteen dollars a week?" they reply: "Oh, I couldn't

take the time to do that, but I know one can live on what-
ever one has and one spends according to what one gets."
Sometimes a member of one of these families falls ill. The

charity agency then steps in to relieve the distress by supplying
food or doctor's care. Once the crisis is over the problem
becomes again solely the problem of the family who gets the

$15 per week. The heads of this family, of course, consider
their poverty due not to incompetence or extravagance, as the

well-to-do would have it, but to low wages. Sickness, ill luck
and large families they admit as contributing causes.

Our well-to-do people say, "Why, we commenced with a
small income and we reared a large family."

(Continued on page 215)

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

An integral part of the University with full use of

its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare research

station and other departments. Field experience in

the small city and rural districts.

WINTER SESSION

(4 or 8 months course)

September 18, 1924 January 31, 1925

February 2, 1925 June 9, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

The value of training for success in

social work is so widely recognized
that over fifty students from twenty
foreign lands have enrolled at this

School alone, in the last half- decade.
Of these, many have returned to help
bring about better social and living
conditions among their native people.

Training will better equip you for

service. Enrollment is now open
for the Winter Quarter which

begins on January
fifth.

The New York School of Social Work
107 East Twenty-Second Street

New York
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AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New Tork City. Objects: To educate
American public in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive "ontraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfield,

president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New Tork City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $3.00 includes "The
Country Life Bulletin."

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Lita Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions in home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an inter-

national peace of justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of

Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,

812-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 370 Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-

minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
duea, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social

hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the

campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization
of state and local social -hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 including monthly journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. C. Carstens.
director. 130 B. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-

dren's agencies and institutions to secure improved standards
and methods in their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results in

phases of child welfare in which they are interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 305 W. J8th Street, New York.
Miss Rose Brenner, pros.; Mrs. Harry Sternberger, ex. sec'y. Pro-
motes civic cooperation, education, religion and social welfare in

the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Mrs. S. J. Rosen-

sohn, chairman. For the protection and education of immigrant
women and girls.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent Protestant national
women's mission boards. Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for

College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.

Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Gen. Sees.; 105 E. 22d St.,

N. Y. C.

Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W.M.Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 15 East 40th Street,
New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, in the business world,
and In the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches In
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,

Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago.
Atlanta. Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; Treasurer. B. H.
Fancher; General Sec'y, John R. Mott. The Committee maintains
a staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service in the
Interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home and
abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50

East 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar

ervices: to conduct related studies, education and publication:
and to interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for

the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CIVIC SECRETARI ES Walter
T. Arndt, president, New York; Robert E. Tracy, secretary, 313

South Broad Street, Philadelphia. Purpose To provide contact
and Interchange of ideas and information among professional
secretaries of civic organizations. Meets Cambridge, Mass. No-
vember 10-12. 1924.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
C'ratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New *ork City.
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.' on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretarial
at work In 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy,
sec'y: 215 Fourth Avenue, N'ew York. Industrial, agricultural
Investigations. Works for improved laws and administration;
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependency,
delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2, $5, $10. $25 and $100;
includes monthly bulletin. "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 1912,
incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 3T74). Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
of America through the harmonious development of their bodies,
minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with other
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
in the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides, and insignia.
Through its "American Order of Nobility" it provides homes,
schools and church schools with a method of character training
through actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finley, Pres ;Amos L. Prescott, Treas. ; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE Dr
William H. Welch, pres.; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. dir.;
Dr. Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beerg
sec'y; 370 Seventh Avenue, N'ew York City. Pamphlets on mental
hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mindedness, epil-
epsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, backward
children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene," quarterly,
$3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .25 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton,
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year It holds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June 10th
to 17th. 1925 Proceedings are sent free of charge to all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-
NESS Lewis H. Carrls, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hatha-
way, secretary; 130 East 22nd St., New York. Objects: To furnish
Information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service for
local organizations and legislation, publish literature of movement
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Com-

mittee.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEM ENTS Robert A.
Woods, sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms of
comparative study and concerted action in city, state and nation,
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlement
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization of
neighborhood life.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-
tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for

physical education. Established at the request of a committee
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 35 national
organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. Dr. Livingston Farrand, president; Dr. Linsly R. Wil-
liams, managing director. Pamphlets on methods and programs
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publications sold and distri-
buted through state associations in every state. Journal of the
Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.00 a year; American
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal, $8.00 a year; and
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among N'egroei.
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec. ec'y;
127 E. 23rd St., New York. Establishes committees of white and
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
(octal workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life."

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 311
South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government In
the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of
industrial legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president;
H. S. Braueher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
on playground and community center activities and administration.
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PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-

( reservation for all. C. G. Hoag. sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Phlladel-

fphia. Membership, $2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dir.; 130 B. 22nd St., New York. De-

partments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studies,

Library, Recreation. Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer

to the public in practical and Inexpensive form some of the most
Important results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment In race adjustment in the Black Belt of the

South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem ana
of the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton. prln.; War-
iren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee. Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AM ERICA Spencer Mll-
'nr. Jr.. spc'y: 476 West 21th St. A rloarinff-house for Workers'
Bducatlon.

COMMUNICATIONS

{Continued from page 213)

Perhaps by a combination of imagination, investigation, in-

tellectual honesty and moral integrity we shall finally settle

the question: "What shall we do about poverty?"
LAETITIA MOON CONARD

Tell Them ?

To THK EDITOR: The ethical questions on social practice
raised by Dr. Cabot in recent articles in THE SURVEY strike

deep into the heart of case technique. Increasingly during my
experience as a social worker and a teacher of social work,
the belief has grown that the social workers must attempt
to live in his own life the better social order, if through his

efforts that order is presently to appear.
But. here I am inclined to think the majority of us lose

sight of a fundamental principle, educational publicity to our

contributing public and to our clients must be persistent and

comprehensive ; educational publicity must be based whole-

heartedly on a belief in the scientific righteousness of the

technique of social work.

Perhaps, if we are honest, we shall not be able to give final

answers to all of the queries: What is social work? Why
is it organized? ' What are its ideals? What is its ultimate

joa] ? However, what social worker can be a social worker
and doubt the value of thorough-going case study? Is it not

then our first task to tell the public and our clients of the

reasons for this? Why should we be ashamed to emphasize,

specifically and generally, that we cannot be constructively kind

unless we have all the facts?

Of course, social workers should not lie; nor should they
act as spies. It is my opinion that the way out of our present

ignominy is to base student training, educational publicity, case

practice itself, on a larger faith in the technical processes of

our job, and a frank and frequently reiterated explanation
of that faith through the spoken and written word.

JUNE PURCELL GUILD
Assistant Pr'ifrssor of Social Work,
University City of Toledo, Toledo, O.

Thank You !

To Tin- EDITOR: For some time, I have read your magazine
The Survey and the Graphic Survey, in our free library. I

am a foreigner, not so very long over here, and I have found
(our magazine a very good way for better understanding of

the American people and its problems. Today, I send you
[enclosed $5.00 for a years subscription to the Survey.

HANS BURKHARD
Norristmi'ii, Pa.

The Servants of Relief

for Incurable Cancer
Have Received Magnificent

Help
for their plan of building a fireproof Home for IOO

poor cancer patients at Hawthorne, Westchester Co.,

in the gift of $50,000.00 from a benefactor who, when

St. Rose's Home in New York was needed, gave a

great sum toward its property and building. We ask

that at this auspicious time the friends of our can-

cerous friends will add to the fund now amounting to

$100,000.00, that a safe country Home may be built

on this Westchester Hill. An Annex House is already

finished, and working for 25 of the weakest among

our men and women, which has been praised by Dr.

W. B. Moodie, Dr. John L. Shells, Dr. James J.

Walsh (the noted lecturer) and Dr. Henry G. Mac-

Adam of the Board of Health, for its ideas favorable

for the comfort of the sick in air, light and commo-

dious arrangements. Shall our Wooden Home be

the chief reliance of those looking to us for a peaceful

death?

MOTHER M. ALPHONSA LATHROP, O.S.D.

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.

HOUSES SUPPLYING INSTITUTIONAL



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box

dumber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discount* on three 04- more
consecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 East 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

NATIONAL charitable Institution de-

sires resident representative with some

knowledge of Yiddish, capable of handling
solicitors in the field and of personally ob-

taining support from individuals anl com-

munities. Only thoroughly experienced
executive considered. 4953 SURVEY.

WANTED: Young Jewish woman as

neighborhood recreatio-nal worker and as-

sistant in Girl's Home. Jewish Alliance,

61O 1
/! Temple Street, Los Angeles.

TWO rooms in a settlement in a large

city near New York are available for oc-

cupants who will give two or three even-

ings of service, and $10.00 per week for

board and room including everything but

personal laundry. 4981 SURVEY.

WANTED: Headworker in New York

City Settlement. 498? SURVEY.

WANTED: Supervisor (male) for boys'

department and supervisor (female) for

girls' department; must be well qualified

professionally and temperamentally, and

preferably with successful experiences.

Apply giving full particulars to Mr. E.

Trotzkey, Superintendent Marks Nathan

Jewish Orphan Home, 1550 South Albany
Ave., Chicago, 111.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richard*

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book

now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,

jo N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

NATIONAL Charitable Institution re-

quires Executive Director to reside in Den-
ver and devote several months a year to

travel in the field. Only thoroughly ex-

perienced executive with knowledge of Yid-

dish considered. Address Box 1647, Den-

ver, Colorado.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management
In our new home study course, "COOKING FOR
PROFIT." Booklet on request.

m. School of Home Economics, 849 E. 58th St., Chicago
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TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-
vate schools, colleges and universities.

Education Service, Sieger building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
1154 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SCHOOL MAN Ph. D. IN EDUCA-
TION with wide experience, known as

test-maker and writer in educational jour-

nals, wants position at once. Need not be

in teaching. 4989 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position girl's work by

young woman. Thorough experience man-

agement adolescent and delinquent girls.

4976 SURVEY.

CHILD CARING, AGED, AND HOS-
PITAL EXECUTIVE, eleven years expe-
rience in money raising and membership
campaigns; management and training of

inmates; Hebrew; available for position.

Wife experienced social worker and book-

keeper. Highest credentials. 4977 SURVEY.

FINANCIAL AND PUBLICITY EX-
ECUTIVE; ten years experience with

relief, recreation, educational and general
welfare agencies. Available December

i5th. 4970 SURVEY.

PSYCHOLOGIST, A. M. degree, three

years experience with adults and chil-

dren, desires position. Hospital preferred.

Available after due notice. 4966 SURVEY.

STATISTICIAN and research worker,

college graduate, ten years experience in

social and civic work, seeks permanent
connection. Available January. 4985 SUR-

VEY.

PHYSICIAN with six. vears' experience
in public health, post-graduate work, de-

sires position with public or private or-

ganization. Executive experience. 4984
SURVEY.

SOCIAL WORKER GOING TO EU-
ROPE. Can I execute commissions for you
in England or on Continent? 4982 SURVEY.

YOUNG woman, School Social Work
training with two years' experience in case

work and Settlement work, desires position

with Child Welfare Organization. 4980
SURVEY.

LADY wishes position as useful com-

panion or household assistant. No cook-

ing or care of little children. C. O. 66

Maple Avenue, Mgrristown, N. J.

SITUATIONS WANTED &
EXPERIENCED Child Welfare worker

open for position either North or South.

Prefer Western Virginia. Best of refer-

ences. 4990 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position desired by experi-
enced woman organizer; financial secre-

tary; field secretary. Three years Tribune
Fresh Air Fund. Excellent testimonials.

4979 SURVEY. (Defoe; Chelsea 3929).

YOUNG college woman with school,

business, and institutional experience wish-
es executive, secretarial, or educational

positiom. Will travel. Address 4986 SUR-
VEY.

YALE GRADUATE, athlete, Phi Beta

Kappa, desires social service work. 4988
SURVEY.

MISCELLANEOUS

"Home -Making as a Profession"
Is a 100-pp. ill. handbook it's FREE. Home study
Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid
po.sitions or for home-making efficiency.

4m. School of Home Economics, 849 E. 53th St., Chicago

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES written
on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs. Dr.

Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Boston,
Mass.

RESEARCH: We assist in preparing
special articles, papers,

speeches, debates. Expert, scholarly ser-

vice. AUTHOR'S RESEARCH BUREAU, 500
Fifth Avenue, New York.

OPPOR i UNITY
WOMAN PHYSICIAN, engaged re-

search work, Health Department, wouk
give few hours daily medical service in

exchange for board in Settlement or in-

stitution in New York City. 4992 SURVEY.

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CHILDREN Organize Children to aid com-

munity. Teachers, etc., use and praise
the "JUNIORS SELF-GOVERNMENT PROCE-

DURE," a simplified, standardized club

method. Price 12 cents. Herman J.

Greenberg, 4005 Ave. K, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describe? home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and

lunch room management. "51 Wayi to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics. 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

COMMUNITY FORCES: A Study of Non-Par-
tisan Municipal Elections, by R. D. Mc-
Kenzie ; 24 double column pages, and

one of the best studies that has ap-

peared. Price soc. Address: JOURNAL
OF SOCIAL FORCES, Chapel Hill, N. C.

REPORT OF PUBLIC DANCE HALL COMMITTEE
on the San Francisco Center, by Maria
Lambin. A study of the development of

public dance halls in the U. S., together
with an account of the system of super-

vision in the dance halls of San Fran-

cisco. 23 pp. $ .25. Order from San

Francisco Center, Hotel St. Francis, San

Francisco.



ANNUAL STATEMENT BY THE EDITOR
THE YEAR ENDED 1923-24. THE YEAR BEGUN 1924-25.

Your Year And Ours
To SURVEY ASSOCIATES

AND ALL SURVEY READERS:

FROM

the word "Go" which with us rings out

October I we have entered on the new publish-

ing year in the hope and determination that in

a special sense and in an organized way we can

make it a readers' year for The Survey and a members'

year for Survey Associates, our cooperative publishing body.

At that word "Go" we enter the new year with a

slie/htly larger body of regular subscribers than last

fall and with the largest membership in the history

of Survey Associates.

SIX
months ago we could not have anticipated such a

showing. In common with other publishers we were

suffering from the business depression. It will be remem-

bered there were numerous newspaper mergers and, in our

,own publication group, The Interpreter and The Freeman

were snuffed out and The Independent went into receivership

and was sold. There was one spring month in which we were

carrying a swollen loan at the bank and had to hold up our

payroll. Then it was that readers and members came to

our support as never before. At the end of May we put

our case to them ;
in the months succeeding they saw us

through. Regular subscribers enlisted as ?IO cooperating

members; $10, $25, $50 members lifted their contributions

a notch. I/arger contributors responded generously and

brought General and Graphic funds to way-marks set in

1921-22. The tide turned in business receipts also through-

out the summer. September subscription receipts and col-

lections were a clear thousand dollars over September, 1923,

and brought the total for the 12 months to the level of

1922-23, which had been highest in our history.

But, looking at the year as a whole, it was a struggle to

hold our own by making good in the last six months the

slump in the first six which beset most serious publications.

And fundamentally, it was the living quality of Survey
Associates as a cooperative undertaking that enabled us on

September 30 to clear one of the most trying twelve months

;We have ever had. That quality enabled us to render a

measure of service which we shall hold and build on. It

i enabled us to carry out, in the midst of our difficulties,

several distinctive achievements in the borderland of journal-
Ism and education.

NOW, at the outset of the new year, we come before

readers and members not with the plea of emergency

but with the high challenge of opportunity. Help us keep

the momentum so hardly recaptured. Help us in these

twelve months to achieve the stature that will mean

security. It takes the edge off creative work to have to

carry it on two jumps ahead of disaster. It takes the edge off

constructive interest in that work to have to belabor it with

appeals of distress. Just a moderate increase in membership,

just a reasonable gain in twice-a-month readers coupled

with a spirited leap forward in Graphic monthly sub-

scriptions now that the Graphic has got its stride editori-

ally and we shall have solider footing. Staff and Board

of Directors will do their part but in canvassing the re-

sources we can call into play, our united conviction is that

the outcome of success or failure rests with our subscribers

and our members.

What You Can Do

THIS
refers not to some nebulous individual far re-

moved from you who read this statement. We mean

you, Survey readers, Survey members; and we ask you to

share up to the hilt in making the most of the opportunity

before us, in the same spirit 'that readers and members of

The Survey gave us their backing last spring in the face of

emergency.
IF You ARE A GENERAL SUBSCRIBER, the simplest, most

necessary "first-of-all" is to renew when renewal is due.

It's circulation turnover that is back-breaking.

And beyond that join the fellowship of The Survey. The

$IO cooperating subscription is the membership base of Sur-

vey Associates. Half of it covers your subscription ;
the other

half goes to the support of The Survey as an educa-

tional enterprise ;
into its non-commercial work ; into its

growth.

IF You ARE ALREADY A MEMBER OF SURVEY ASSO-

CIATES, the simplest, most necessary "first-of-all" is to pledge

renewal now : remittance to be made at the usual date.

There is no obligation to renew. We have built up Survey
Associates in the belief that the healthiest support is not only

a wide membership, but an annual one; based on fresh judg-

ments on the work done. But once a year is entered upon,
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any uncertainty as to what we can count on hampers the

productive months.

This new year we have set 1,400 as our goal for $10

memberships. In the year just closed their number lifted

from 1,079 to 1,163: a figure which would have been

larger had not so many members graduated themselves into

the higher membership classes by the enheartening process of

increasing their contributions. We carry the names of 296

twenty-five dollar sustaining subscribers against 247 the year

before; 77 fifty-dollar contributors against 51 the year be-

fore; 6 1 hundred-dollar contributors against 47 the year

before. The contributions of these four membership classes

together amounted this last year to $28,900 the soundest,

most democratic, most dependable personnel which one can

conceive of for such an adventure in cooperative journalism.

Their names stand for vision, for practical effort, for broad

social sympathy and the open mind in a hundred professions

and communities. Join them, in whatever group your means

may match your interest.

BUT WHETHER You ARE READER OR MEMBER, we have

a common project to propose to you. The Survey has been

carried on for a dozen years and more as a mutual under-

taking. It has steadily grown in backing and service. In

that service are values which should appeal to wider audi-

ences than any we have yet reached.

During the past three years we have entered on a two-

fold experiment. We have gathered our service depart-

ments into a Midmonthly unit for the mounting company of

those who are consecutively interested in their subject mat-

ter. We have cast the more human values embedded in

that service the most creative contributions of ideas and

experience and inventions we can draw from each of the

fields we cover in the form of an illustrated monthly which

may be separately taken at $3 a year (as against $5 for the

twice-a-month subscription). Our readers have responded

famously to the monthly Graphics, to their striking make-up
and readability, but we have conceived them as carriers to

people now on the fringe of our clientele. Who are these

people? And where are they to be found? Not in any com-

pact companies or organized groups. Here a physician,

there a lawyer, again a business man or labor executive, a

club woman or college graduate of enquiring mind. They
are, in the vernacular of salesmanship, too highly selected

to make circularizing altogether profitable. We shall do

circularizing, but we know its limitations. They are too

scattered to make canvassing profitable. We shall do field

work but as a matter of expense we have to confine it

largely to associations and conferences where like-minded

people get together. We shall do some advertising 'but

we have only meager funds.

BUT You, REARICR OF THE SURVEY, MEMBER OF

SURVEY ASSOCIATES you know these people. They are

members of your profession ; bear a hand in the civic enter-

prises that engage you : rub elbows with you in the day's

work; write you in kindred vein. As an agent of natural

selection you are inimitable.

If every member of Survey Associates were to get one new

Graphic reader as his part in our common enterprise, it

would give the Graphic the lift that will mean that \ve can

go forward with it.

If all Survey readers or half of them or a third of them

should do as much it would put the Graphic on its feet.

Why not assess yourself (humanly speaking) one new

Graphic reader not a gift subscription, mind you, but one

gained by actively engaging a friend's interest to the sub-

scription point to the point where he will give up $3 and

count that you have done him a good turn in calling to his

attention something he has wanted all along and didn't

know where to find ?

Why not you and him? or her? or them?

Will you? And NOW?

THIS
isn't a dash at the windmills. It's the most prac-

tical thing we have ever put forward. Even the

Saturday Evening Post with its omnipresent sales agents

hasn't such a staff of circulators as The Survey if we have

but the genius to set ourselves to work. Our membership is

countrywide. Only five states, Arkansas, Idaho, Mississippi,

New Mexico, Utah are unrepresented in otir roster of con-

tributing members. New York leads the list with over

500, Pennsylvania comes second with over 200, Massachusetts

has an even 150, California and Illinois have more than a

hundred each ; Michigan, New Jersey and Ohio over 50,

Connecticut, Missouri and the District of Columbia over 25;

Indiana, Maryland, Minnesota, Rhode Island, Washington

and Wisconsin over 10. Canada has 13 associates.

WE want your help in building up this membership.

But above all, this year we want to put the Graphic

on the same map. Roughly we have ten general subscribers

to every member of Survey Associates. That in any area

there are ten further people who are ripe to take the Graphic

as an illustrated monthly, to one whose interest is such

that he has joined the membership of Survey Associates,

is not an unreasonable expectation. Help us feel out the

situation by getting one for one. This is the fourth year

of the Graphic experiment, when decision must be made as

to whether we go on with it. Such a muster of interest and

help would be the clearest evidence, that our readers and mem-

bers believe in it and want to see it carried through.

The Spread of Our 1695 Members of Survey Associates

Alaska
Alabama
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Floiida

Georgia

1



On the Borderland of Education and Journalism

NOTHING
is more real in the history of education

than our expanding conception of it its personnel,

its implements, its purpose and range.

We feel that in a modest way we of Survey Associates

are breaking ground and pioneering in an epoch when adult

education is winning its place, when grown men and women

are seeing how they can keep on growing and how by their

united intelligence they may master the material universe

and control its forces for the general good. It has taken a

dox.en years to get across first to a handful and no\v to

1,700 contributing reader-members the idea of a journal as

an educational institution which warrants contributions over

and above subscription receipts just as a college is supported

over and above tuition fees. We do not exaggerate our

function by claiming that we are carrying on a school. But

it is equally beside the mark to lump the activities of Survey

Associates with the general run of publishers.

Let us set down some of the factors which distinguish The

Survey from this point of view. It is familiar ground to

old friends but we shall find fresh illustrations in reporting

on current work and plans.

Iln corporate form Survey Associates, Inc. is an educa-

tional association. It is a membership corporation

chartered November 4, 1912, without shares or stockholders,

under the laws of the State of New York,

to advance the cause of constructive philanthropy by the

publication and circulation of books, pamphlets and period-

icals, and by conducting any investigation useful or neces-

sary for the preparation thereof.

Contributions to institutions organized like Survey Asso-

ciates for educational or charitable purposes under the New
York membership corporation law are deductible from state

and national income taxes. The members elect the board

of directors; and we render an annual report.

2
In laying the basis for membership we have built on

an educational foundation. That membership is not

only national but the men and women who compose it re-

present a wide range in point of view. The Survey is not a

propaganda journal mustering its clientele with a watch

cry. We set ourselves a more difficult task. We have had

the college, the library and the laboratory as our prototypes.

True, we have taken over from journalism the independent

editorial column ; but we have not built on the sandy premise

that all readers would find agreement with the editors on

any point, or any one on all. We have built up the con-

tributing membership of Survey Associates among men and

women holding differing points of view on the solid execu-

tion of a series of educational functions:

Chronicling news in fields we have made our own
;

Pooling experience ;

Providing a medium for discussion and criticism ;

Investigating, interpreting results of research.

As an example let us take the Giant Power number of Sur-

vey Graphic published last March and edited by Robert W.
Bruere as industrial editor of The Survej

1
. Social and industrial

trends are to us as much news as are events; and in the swift

advances which are going forward in electrical transmission,

interlocking power from mine mouth and waterfall, we have a

force at work which may effect changes in the life of the com-

munity as sweeping as those which were brought in by coal and

steam and which piled up the bulk of our modern social prob-
lems. Our task was one of interpretation to get the engineers

to forecast what is going forward, to get those whose concern

is with the common welfare to raise the human issues at stake.

On the question of control of this new development men are

sharply divided; we gave a hearing to advocates of private

ownership and operation, of state ownership and operation, of

federal control with private and public ownership of intra-state

agreements. We portrayed against a background of community
life the most far-reaching power systems of the New World,
those of Ontario and the Pacific Coast. We pooled the ex-

perience of foresters and engineers, educators and social workers,
labor leaders and employers. \Ve tapped the investigations of

the Pennsylvania Giant Power Survey, and we carried out

three pieces of staff field work to gage developments never

before subject to disinterested social appraisal. And we em-

ployed maps, charts, cartoons and photographs as so many
tools of interpretation in this borderland of mechanical and
social engineering.

But it is, of course, not in such special numbers but in the

month to month work of our departments, in the general pages
of Midmonthlies and Graphics, that the four educational func-

tions named are woven into a fabric of consecutive service to

readers and members.

3
In our staff organization also we have built on educa-

tional precedent. It can be compared, perhaps, to the

faculty of a university department. A chair of social econ-

omy or psycho-biology or public health administration, is a

modern innovation in education. But a desk is a more com-

plete departure. We have five such desks. They are held

by men and women who in equipment rank with the faculty

members of our universities:

Education : Joseph K. Hart

Industry: Robert W. Bruere

Health : Haven Emerson, M.D.
Communities: Geddes Smith

Social Practice : Mary Ross

For example, our work in the health field these last two

years, has been a piece of collaboration between the health

desk of The Survey and the chair of Public Health Adminis-
tration of Columbia; Dr. Haven Emerson holding both, the

former on a very modest fee in order that he might reach lay-
men as well as students. Miss Ross has been his associate in

developing the department.

Last spring we called an informal conference of those

especially interested in the borderland of medical and social

work. Had this service of ours demonstrated its worth? Was
it worth carrying further? were the questions asked. The
answer made to us was "Yes," and as the result of suggestions
advanced spontaneously about the table, a tentative program
covering a four-year period of development was submitted for

criticism to from sixty to seventy physicians and nurses, ex-

perts and laymen, interested in this field. On their nonr'nation

an advisory committee of seven was appointed: Michael M.
Davis, Jr.," Miss Alta Dines, Dr. Lee K. Frankel, Dr. W. S.

Rankin. Dr. Ira S. Wile, Dr. Linsly R. Williams, Dr. Wade
Wright.

219
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The scope of the department, as outlined in the program,

thus drafted, is to explore the needs and interpret consecutively

the achievements in such important segments of the field as:

1. Public health administration exhibiting interesting ad-

vances, criticising areas of neglect, so that the body of Sur-

vey readers will become a force for enlightened public

understanding and pressure.

2. The economic burden of sickness interpreting the re-

sults of surveys, reexamining the relationship between

public, philanthropic and private expenditure; including

some of the promising cooperative experiments.

3. Health in industry the obligations of industry to the

worker and of the worker to industry and to himself.

4. The shift in point of view of health activities from the

curative to the preventive to the constructive, as ex-

emplified at this time by the movement for health examin-

ations.

5. The advances in medical science and in kindred fields

interpreting them so as to interest by their romance, but

also to orient one body of lay readers in their social im-

plications and applications.

6. The constant process of adjustment in the practice of

medicine ranging from experiments in pay clinics, and

the development of regional hospitals to reenforce the

country practitioners, to the advances in the application

of the insurance principle to health conservation.

7. Public health nursing with the varying scope and func-

tions which have been evolved in a score of different plans

attaining success at different points.

4
In our staff procedure, we have built on the standards

* of university research, using the inductive method as

distinct from that of the journal of opinion. When the facts

of a serious situation are in controversy, we go to first hand

sources: submit our findings in first draft to the parties at

interest ; winnow their criticisms before publication ; and

give opportunity for rebuttal. Our investigations range

midway between the ordinary magazine or newspaper article

and exhaustive inquiry. They are swifter, more opportune

than the latter, but grounded on the same scientific spirit.

They are carried out often in situations where existing pri-

vate or public agencies are not prepared to act. But with

such slender resources, the largest part of our work in this

field is to tap researches of the universities and public

agencies, the foundations, and national and local bodies.

No better example of such field work could be offered than

the study, The New Pied Pipers and What They Pay, of five

great institutions for children, ranging from ancient endow-

ments to the school for orphans with its trust of $60,000,000

set up recently by a chocolate manufacturer, and the large scale

children's colony maintained by the dues-paying members of one

of our newest fraternal orders. The study was made by Neva
R. Deardorff, since executive secretary of the Pennsylvania
Children's Code Commission; but then an associate editor of

The Survey. Her findings have been hailed as the most graphic

challenge ever made to the unthinking perpetuation of con-

gregate institutions for children. Brought out in the April

Survey Graphic, they have been reprinted by the Child Wel-
fare League of America.

Petersburg Plus by Geddes Smith (in our July Graphic,) the

story of how a southern community shook itself and faced

forward, was an example of more informal and occasional field

work. An illustration of handling the findings of other

agencies was Children Who Had a Second Chance by Mary
Ross (July Graphic). This interpreted the extensive study
made by the New York State Charities Aid Association of how

910 children had turned out, children who had been iplaced in

foster homes by the association in the last twenty years.

5
In gaining a hearing for the results of social research

we are making an original contribution to the tech-

nique of lay education.

More than once have we put findings, which later in book

form did not exhaust an edition of 2,000 copies, into the hands

of ten times that number of people; Our Giant Power number
and our Mexican number each ran into 30,000 copies.

6
The Survey has friendly relations with the more estab-

lished agencies of education schools, churches, libra-

ries. Between three and four thousand readers each year

are high school, normal school and college students taking

short-term subscriptions. They use it as current text or

collateral reading.

A social study page is conducted in each issue by Professor

Joseph K. Hart as an adjunct to his Education Department.
Last spring a canvass was made of teachers using The Survey
and their help was asked in developing its use more fully as an

educational tool. To this end a pamphlet on How to Use the

Survey was sent out in advance of the present school year and

an analytical index of each issue was instituted. Both have been

warmly welcomed. The head of a department of a western

normal school whose student readers number over 500 in the

course of a year, considers the current study of The Survey as

his best course in acquainting teachers in training with the com-

munity problems they are to face. The analytical index is

planned for the use also of clubs and study groups.

Another development dealing with organizations which have

themselves become one of the most educational forces in

American life -is Martha Bensley Bruere's monthly contribu-

tion What Has She Done With It? The "it" refers not

merely to the vote but to the opportunities of he new gen-

eration of women in the colleges and business, in municipal

housekeeping and industrial life.

The Survey will be found in the reading rooms of 2600

libraries.

7.
In handling books, we carry out two practical educa-

tional services.

During the summer we laid plans for turning our book re-

view department into a monthly seminar and placed it in the

hands of Professor Leon Whipple of New York University.

fere we present not cr.ly reviews of books "in our alcove," but

ilso discups ways for making the most of books as implements

for s.ic;?! research and interpref"aL"uJ.

The Survey last year distributed 6,600 volumes through its

sales organization.

8
The Survey's foreign service should be included in any

list of its educational functions. Our 26 members in

foreign countries include President Masaryk of Czecho-

slovakia, Sir Arthur Newsholme, Sir Thomas Oliver, and

B. Seebohn Rovvntree in England. The Survey is taken by

a growing list of domestic and foreign missionaries. We in-

terpret American overseas relief and educational activities;

interpret experience and developments in foreign countries

germane to our subject fields; and the social aspects of racial

and international relations.

Two outstanding pieces of work in the foreign field this last

year lay near at home our report of the National Conference

of Social Work which for the first time in twenty years met

in a Canadian city (Toronto) and our special number on

Mexico: A Promise (Graphic for May). Like our Irish and

Russian numbers, the purpose of this Mexican number was to

portray some of the problems confronting a people entered

upon new times. Field work, translating and editing were

carried out brilliantly by Frank Tannenbaum ;
and the social

aspirations of the new Mexicans were set forth by President-

elect Calles, by Felipe Carrillo (the Maya leader of Yucatan

who was shot by counter revolutionists during the winter) and

other leaders in the fields of education, agriculture and cul-
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.ural development. We drew on the art and song and letters

trough which the yeast of racial revival and revolutionary

truggle has expressed itself.

In December, Dr. Emerson was chosen by General Allen's

Committee to canvass health conditions in Germany as related

o the bitter need of the winter. On his return his ship was

torm-bound off New York and we held up our February

Graphic in order to include his swift appraisal "Hungry and

f;;c|c" which was hailed by an American relief expert as at

Lnce the most convincing and unprejudiced appraisal made of

hat great human situation. In midsummer we were alone

.rnong the magazines in issuing a special number on the tenth

Anniversary of the war: "What the Ten Years Have Taught

Js." It was given opportune and constructive interest by the

.eading article the first interpretation made by Professor

( ames T. Shotwell of the plan for securing peace and disarma-

?nent drafted by him and associates, which that month had been

nade public by the Council of the League and which in S'eptem-

er became the basis for the Geneva Protocol the most momen-

ous world development since Versailles.

~\ The educational conception of Survey Associates is

s embodied in its budget. We separate staff research and

j

he departmental work of our five major desks, as outlined

.bove, from our publishing operations. [Page 226]

The Survey Midmonthly and the Survey Graphic are in

urn separately budgeted as part of a long plan to bring

each of them to the point where their business revenues will

carry their maintenance cost.

The following table gives subscription receipts from 1908

on, exclusive of Graphic monthly subscriptions:

1908-09 $21,008.80 1916-17 $39,805.58
1909-10 22,280.55 1917-18 35,5'3-33

1910-11 25,046.57 1918-19 39,738.80
i9"-iz 34,555-3' 1919-20 47,609.66

1912-13 34,565-47 1920-21 52,030.68

1913-14 44,503.81 1921-22 50,367.15

I9I4-I5 39,893-56 1922-23 56,535-i3

1915-16 38,748.44 1923-24 56,693-95

The business revenue of the Survey Midmonthly is more
than double the contributed funds we allocate to it ($37,-

407 against $16,145); and at the end of three years the

business revenue of the Graphic approximates the contri-

butions of the Founders' Fund for the year ($44,122 against

$50,000). Less than half of this fund is available for

promotion.

Counting all funds and operations of Survey Associates,

we match contributions with business revenue dollar for

dollar. The recapitulation for the year in the financial

statement shows a ratio somewhat under this; but if

very properly we were to credit as a subscription receipt

the first $5 out of each contribution, the ratio would be

$9 I ,934-9 I commercial revenue against $87,810 in contri-

butions.

TN the past twelve months, our advertising suffered most
^

by the off year; not quite holding its own ($14,033.10

aking the two units together, against $14,719.67 for

(922-23).

Subscriptions have been practically stationary. We put

ur weight into the field work which had proved its worth

he year before
;
and under John D. Kenderdine, assistant

lanager, have kept from one to four traveling representa-

ives on the road. They brought in 3,601 subscriptions

gainst 3,497 the year before.

The net result of all new joint subscription promotion for

he year was: receipts $1,989.49 less than the year before,

ecured at a cost (field work, circularization and office ex-

ense) of $1,435.37 less than the year before. The tally

as 4,265 new regular subscriptions (a shrinkage of 244),

,484 new college (a shrinkage of 543). But subscriptions

rdered, but unpaid and not reckoned in, on September 30,

mounted roughly to $3,100 against $2,000 in our bill box

welve months before. The total investment for the year

i joint subscription promotion was $21,407.97 against total

w subscription receipts of $21,731.85.

Renewals counterbalanced the shrinkage in new subscrip-

ions, and brought our joint subscription receipts to $56,-

82.25 r within four dollars of our record year in 1922-23.
Renewals were considerably less than could have been antici-

ateci in a normal year; but in numbers (7,118) they regis-

sred a gain of 437; in receipts, ($33,452.91) an increase of

155.50 over 1922-23.

VTEW monthly subscriptions (Graphic) increased from

-^1 1,154 to 2,182; total written from 1,800 to 3,113; and

ross monthly subscription, receipts (exclusive of joint sub-

riptions already reported on) from $3,719.53 to $6,104.99.

Graphic sales on newsstands and in quantities rose from

11,482.85 to $4,534-53-

Publishing Operations

WE have shown that we can bring out what are for us

big editions of special numbers running double our

regular tvvice-a-month subscription list. Our sales trebled this

last year. In these special numbers we have hit upon an im-

plement for lay education with rare carrying power.
But we have yet to build up a satisfactory monthly cir-

culation for the Graphic. The first year of the experiment
we went into circularization on a scale large for us. It was
a bad year in most publishing houses, and our letters and

circulars went the way of all mail order flesh. The second

and third year, we put our emphasis on joint field work
with its proved results, adding $6,OOO a year to our joint

income. Last summer, we tried an experiment in canvassing

by college students, which, even if it was an off season,

yielded altogether too meager returns to continue.

THIS
brings us back to the starting point of this report.

The Founders' Fund of Survey Graphic covers four

years and this new year is the fourth. The quickened in-

terest of old friends, the arresting power of the Graphic as

a "runner up" for the Survey as a whole, our growing

group of joint subscriptions, the response on every hand to

our special numbers these things give us grounds for faith

that there are monthly readers to be gained for the Graphic.
'If Survey Associates were a foundation, with ample resources,

or had an endowment, we should be quite justified in con-

tinuing the Graphic as an educational enterprise, waiting
for it to win its way. We have no such funds. But we
have a matchless human endowment. Can we set it to

work? With the help of Survey readers, Survey members
in this fourth year we can try out the situation more swiftly

and economically than by any other means.

Can we count on you to help put the Graphic across in

the year for decision this year?

Can we count on you NOW?
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General Fund
($40.125)

(Chamberlain. Joseph P

de Forest, Robert w
jRosenwald, Julius

(Straight. Mrt. Willnl
Anonymous
Burnham, Hiss M. A
Cabot, Dr. Richard C
Hatch, Mrs. Harold

tLamont, Mrs. T. W .......

tLasker, Miss Fiorina and Mr.

Edward and Mrs. Rosensohn...

tLewisohn. Adolph
ttMacy, V. Everit

(Warburg. Felix N
Lee, Joseph
Eisendrath, Mrs. Joseph N
Woodward, Dr. George
Carter, Richard B

$1,000
1.000
1.000
1.000
500
500
500
500
500

500
500
500
500
250
200
200
150

$100 Contributors

Anonymous
Becker, A. G.

tBIow, Mrs. G. P.

Bonnell, Henry H.

Brown, David A.

Brown, James W.
"Bush, W. T.

Castle, Mrs. George P.

Colvin, Miss Catharine
"Converse. Miss Mary E.

Curtis. Miss Frances G.

Do Silver, Mr. & Mrs. Albert

Deutsch, Mrs. Armand
Du Pont, Mrs. Coleman
Flexner, Bernard
Ford. Mrs. Henry
"Gardiner, Robert H.

Goff Frederick H. (In Memonam)
Greenfield, Mrs. Albert M.

Kahn, Otto H.

"Kellogg, Arthur
Kellogg. Mr. &. Mrs. Frederic R.

Lewis, Mrs. Theodore J.

tLewisohn, Sam A.

McCormick. Elizabeth Memorial Fund

McGregor, Tracy W.
Mack, Judge Julian W.
Marston, George W.
Mason, Miss Ida M.

May, Mr. & Mrs. Walter A.

Merrlam. Mrs. W. H.

Meyer, Alfred C.

Morley, Frederick H. (In Memoriam)

Pollak. Mrs. Faqnie M.

Pope, Mrs. Wlllard

Post, James H.
Pulitzer. Joseph Jr.

(Rhoads, Mrs. Charles J.

Robinson, Henry M.

tRosenbaam, Mrs. E. F.

Rosenberg, Max L.

Rosenthal, Lesslng
Rounds, R. S.

Sandels, Dr. C. C.

Sapiro. Aaron L.

Schaffner. Joseph (In Memoriam)
"Scripps. Miss E. B.

Selling. Ben
Sherwin. Miss Belle

tSlbley, Miss Florence

tSteinam, Mrs. Edward S.

ISwift. Harold
Swope, Gerard
Torsch, E. L.

"Townsend, J. Barton

Upson. Mrs. H. S.

Volker, William
(Warburg, Paul M.
Webster, Edwin 8.

Weeks, Rufus W.
Wlnkler. Eli

$75 Contributors

Belknap. Mrs. M. B.

Buckstaff, Mrs Florence G.

Delano. Frederic A.

(Eastman. Mr. & Mrs. L. R.. Jr.

Hazard, Mrs. F. R.

Koshland, Mrs. Marcus S.

Lattlmer. Gardner
Lillle. Frank R.

Peabody, Rev. Endlcott

Saunders, B. H.

Sisson, Francis H.

Spingarn, J. E.

Wilkinson, Otis

$50 Contributors

Anonymous
Aaron, Marcus
Andrews. Mrs. W. H.

Asher, L. E.

Baldwin, Arthur D.

Barbey. Henry G.

Bernheim. Dr. Alice

Bigger. Frederick

Blaney, Mrs. Charles D.

Brewer. Franklin N.

Burllngham. C. C.

Butzel. Fred M.
Chamberlain. Mrs. Joseph P.

Chapln. MiiS Caroline B.

Cle. Mrs. Arthur H.

"Cravath. Paul D.

Gushing. 0. K.

Doyle, Nicholas A.

Dreier, Miss Mary E.

Earle, Mrs. E. P.

Eldlitz, Otto M.
English, H. D. W.
"Forbes. Mrs. J. Malcolm
Ford. Mrs. Bruce
Frank. Walter
Giles. Miss Anne H.

Gleason, Herbert P.

Hazard, Miss Caroline

Hiqgins. Charles M.
Hilles. William T.

Hoag. Mr. 4 Mrs. C. G.

Ide, Mrs. Francis P.

Ingraham, Mrs. H. C. M.

Ives. Mrs. D. G.
Jackson, Miss Mary Louisa

Janeway. Rev. F. L.

Kellogg. Paul U.

Kent, Hon. William
Kleinstuck, Mrt. C. G.

Kuhn. Mrs. Simon
MacLeich. Mrs. A.
Mack, Mrs. Clarence E.

Mack. J. W.
Madeira, Mrs. L. C.

Mary Hillard Society
Mason. Miss Mary T.

May. Mrs. Herbert L.

Milbank, Albert G.
Moors. Mrs. John F.

Morrow, Mrs. D. W.
Morse. Miss Frances R.

Newborg. Mrs. M.
Norton. Miss Grace
Parsons. Reginald H.

Patterson, Mrs. E. L.

Peabody, George Foster

Pope. Wlllard
Porter, Rev. L. C.

Potter, Miss Blanche
Potts, Thomas C.

Pratt, George D., Jr.

Price. Mrs. 0. J.

Reynolds, Colonel Dorrance
Richmond, Miss Winifred

Rogers, Francis
Rosenfeld, Mrs. M. C.

Sayre. J. N.
Schaffner, Joseph Halle

tSchwarzenbach, Robert J. F.

Thum, William
Vanderlip, Mrs. Frank A.

Vincent. George E.

Waid, D. E.

Weil, Mrs. Henry
Wile, Dr. Ira S.

Willcox, Miss M. A.

Wittmer. Henry
Wolff, Mrs. Lewis S.

$25 Contributors

Abbott. Mrs. Henry H.

Adams, Banton E.

Addams, Misi Jane
Almy, Frederic
American Rolling Mill Co.

Anonymous
Ashley, R. L.

Athey. Mrs. C. N.
Bacharach. Mrs. S.

"Baker, Mrs. Horace Forbes

"Baldwin, Mrs. Harry A.

Baldwin. Mrs. H. P.

Bartol. Miss E. H.

Barus. Mrs. Carl

Bayard. J. W.
Behrend, Dr. Otto F.

Bellamy. George A.

Bender, Mrs. Inez J.

Beran. T.

Bissell, Miss Eleanor
Blackstone, Mrs. T. B.

"Blauvelt. Warren S.

Blochman, L. E.

Blumenthal, George
Bookman. C. M.
Borg, Mrs. Sidney
Brewer, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph
Brooklyn Bureau of Charities

Brooks. Mist Bertha G.

Brooks, Mrs. Charles
Brown, Miss Dorothy F.

Bruere, Robert W.
Bucher, Mrs. E. S.

Buell, Miss Bertha G.

Bulkley, Dunton & Co.

Bumstcad, Miss Ethel Q.

Bunker, George R.

Burnham, E. Lewis
Burnham, Mrs. George, Jr.

Burns, Allen T.

Camp, Mrs. George R.

Carpenter, Mrs. Benjamin
Chaffce. H. Almon
Chapin, L. F.

Cheever, Miss Helen
Cheney, Dr. H. W.
Cleaver. Mrs. Albert N.

Clowes, F. J.

Coffee. Mrs. Doris H. (In Memoriam)
Cole. Edward F.

Conyngton. M'ls Mar)
"Conyngton, Thomas
Coolidge, Mrs. Dane
Cope. F. R.. Jr.

Council of Jewish Women, Rochester,

N. Y.

Criley, Miss Martha L.

Crook, W. Harris

Curtis. Miss Isabella

Curtis, James F.

Dakin. Mrs. Henry D.

Davis. Miss Betsey B.
^Oavis. J. Lionberger
Davis. Dr. Katharine Bement

de Forest. Henry L.

DeHoratlls. Dr. Joseph
Doll, Rev. Burnham North

Dennis, Dr. L.

t"Dennison. Henry S.

Dlack, Mr. & Mrs. A. W.
Dodge, Percival
Donaldson. Mrs. Henry H.

Dreier, Mrs. H. E.

Du Bois, Mrs. Anna G.

Ducharme, George A.
"Eavenson, Howard N.

Eddy, Sherwood
Edgerton. Charles E.

Edwards. William
Enrich, Mrs. Adelaide Price

Eisendrath, Edwin W.
Elkus, Abram I.

Ely, Miss Augusta C.

Emerson, Dr. Haven
Evans, Miss Anna Cope
Farnswroth, Charles H.

Farwell, Mrs. John V.

"F"
Fechheimer, Mrs. S. Marcus
Ferry, Mansfield
"Fisher, Prof. Irving

Flsk, Miss M. L.

Fitch, John A.
Fleet. A. S.

Fleisher. Alexander
"Flower, Mrs. Anson
Ford, Mrs. Edsel

Ford, Mrs. John Battice

Fradkin. Mrs. L. H.
Freeman. Harrison B.

Friedlander. Edgar
Frothingham, John W.
Fulford. Mrs. George T.

Gage. Lyman J.

Gavit. John P.

Gellcr. Mrs. F.

George, Miss Julia

George, W. D.
Gilmore, Miss Marcia
Greenebaum. Edgar N.

Griffith. Miss Alice S.

Groman, Clinton A.

Guillou, Mrs. A.
Guinzberg. Mrs. Harry A.

Hale, Robert L.

Hall. Mrs. Keppele
"Halleck, Mrs. R. P.

Hallowell, Mrs. F. W.
Hamilton, Dr. Alice

Harper, J. C.

"Harris. Mrs. A. I.

Hart, Mrs. Harry
"Haslett, Mrs. S. M.
Hatch. Mrs. P. E.

Heard. Mrs. Dwlght B.

Heinz, Howard
Henshaw, Miss R. G.

Hilton, George
Hirsch, Mrs. Alcan
Hitch, Mrs. Frederic Delano
Holt. Miss Ellen

Holt, Colonel Lucius H.

Howe, Mrs. F. J.

Howland. Miss Isabel

Hoyt. Mrs. John Sherman
Huyck, Mrs. Edmund N.

Huyck, Mrs. F. C.

Hyde. E. Francis

Ingham, Miss Mary H.
Isaacs. Stanley M.
Jackson. Mrs. Percy
Jamison, Miss Margaret A.

Jewett. Dr. Mary B.

Johnson. William Templiton
t Jones, Miss Myrta L.

Kahn, Mrs. Albert

Kane, Francis Fisher

Kelley. Nicholas
Kellogg. Miss Clara N.

"Kennedy, Prof. F. L.

"Kimber, Miss N. B.

King, Clarence
King. Mrs. R. F.

Kinnsbury. John A.
Kirkbride. Miss Mary B.

Knowles, Morris
Kohn, Robert D.
La Monte. Miss Caroline B.

LatbroB, Miss Julia C.

Lee. Thomas
Lewis. Theodora J.

Lewisonn. Misses Alice & Irene
Linton. M. Albert
Lipnincott. Miss Mary W.
Lobenstine. Miss Belle W.
Loomls. N. H.

Love, John W.
Lowenstetn, Solomon
Lucas. William Palmer
"Ludington, Miss Katharine
Ludlow. H. S.

Lukens, Herman T.

McAlpln. C. W.
McConnell. Rev. Francis J.

MtCord. Miss Mary Rose
McCormick. Miss M. V.
McGrath, James
McRae. Milton A.

Mack. Ralph W.
Macomber. Miss Bertha
Metzger, David
Milbank, Jeremiah
Miller, Miss Arabella H.
Miller. Nathan J.

Moore. Miss Alice E.

Moore. H. H.
Moore. Mrs. Mary Young
Morgenthau, Mrs. Rita W.
Morris. Mrs. Harrison S.

"Morse. Mr. & Mrs. H. M.
Munsell, A. E. 0.

Myers. Paul N.
Nash, W. K.
National Federation of Post Office Clerks
Nelll. Charles P.

Norris. George W.

Norrit, Miss J. Anna
Noyes, Mrs. Charles P.

Noyes. Henry T.

Paddock, Bishop Robert L.

Paddock. Mrs. Robert L.

Paine. Rev. George L.

"Parsons, Miss Emma
"Paulson, Miss Ernestine

Peabody, Mrs. Charles
Peabody, Prof. Francis G.

Perkins, Roger
Pischel, Mrs. Kaspar
PEtou, Miss Annie J.

Polachek, Mrs. Victor

Pope. G. D.
Porter. Mrs. James F.

Post. James H.
Prentiss. F. F.

Publicity Dept.. Detroit Community Fui

Rafferty, Fred
Rector, Miss L. E.

Rice, Mrs. W. G.. Jr.

Robblns, Mrs. Frances C. L.

Robins, Raymond
Robinson, Mrs. Geroge 0.

Rogan, Ralph F.

Rosenbaum, SeMg
Rosenberg, Abraham
Rosenberry, M. B.

Rothermel, John J.

Rowoll. Miss Olive B.

Rubens, Mrs. Charles
"Russell. Miss Marie
Sage. L. H.
Sayre, Miss Julia A.
"Schonblom. H. E.

Schroeder. Hyman
Scott, Mrs. H. B.
Seabrook. Mrs. H. H.
Seager, Mrs. Henry R.

Sears. Miss Annie L.

Seligman, Mrs. Isaac N.
Senior. Max
Senior, Mrs. Max
Shaw. Mrs. R. G.

Sherman, Charles A.
Sherman. Miss Corinne A.
Skinner, D. E.

Smith, Miss Mary Rozet
Smith, Mrs. Ruth Falrbank
Smith, Theodore Clarke
Spahr, Mrs. Charles B.

Stannard, Mrs. M. E.

Stella, Dr. Antonla
Stix, Mrs. S. L.

Stoltze. Mrs. F. H.
Straus. Mrs. H. Grant
Strong, Mrs. J. R.

Swan, Mrs. Joseph R.
"Sweet. Mrs. Carroll Fuller
Tlemann. Miss Edith W.
Thaw, Mrs. William. Jr.

Thllo, Miss Frances
Thompson, Mrs. William Reed
Thornley. William H.
Thorp. Mrs. J. G.
Tiffany. Mrs. Charles L.

Tltsworth. F. S.
Torrance. Mrs. Francis J.

Tower. Edward M. C.
Townsend. Miss Harriet
Troup. Miss Agnes G.
Van Schaick, John, Jr.

Villard, Mrs. Henry
Vlllard, Oswald G.
Vonnegut, Franklin
Wadsworth, El'Ol

Wanner. Rev. Clarence R.

Wald, Miss Lillian D.
Waldo, Miss Alice
Walker. Mrs. A. C.
Walnut, T. Henry
Walsh, Frank P.
Ward, Artemas
Watson. Miss Lucy C.
Watt. Rolla V.
We!ssenbach. Mrs. M. K.
West. W. L.

White. Burton F.
White. Miss Ruth
Whltfleld, J. A.
Whitmarsh. Mrs. H. A.
Wilbur. Walter B.
Wilcox, Ansley
Wllcox. Dolos F.

Williams. David W.
Williams, Mrs. L. C.

Willock, Harry H.
Wilson. Miss Mildred W.
Wise, Dr. Stephen S.

Zabrlskle. Mrs. C.

Unclassified Contribute

Baldwin, Mrs. Ruth Standish
Gannett. Mrs. Wm. C
Wlttpenn. Mrs. H. .

Sioussat. Mr. & Mrs. St. George I

Bancroft, Mrs. Wm. P
Marston. Miss Helen D
Norton, Miss Mary
"Seaver, Benjamin F
Senter, Miss J. Augusta
Woodman. Miss Mary
Becker, James H
Bronson, Rev. Oliver Hart
Cannon, Miss Mary Antoinette
Glflord. Dr. H
Hillard. Miss Mary R
Holt. Mrs. L. E
Howard. Mrs. C. McH
Johnson, Arthur S
Johnson, Mrs. Edward J

Llverlght. Mrs. I. A
MacNaughton. Miss Agnes B
Murray. Miss Helen G
Musgrove. W. J

Thompson. Thomas (Trust)
Warner. Mrs. A. D



. thony. Miss Julia B

*onymous
nsrwald. Mrs. Paul

Hrus, Mr. & Mrs. Maxwell

(Mile. Miss H. E. A
jiapin. Mrs. R. C
Mihran. Miss Fanny T
Hvls. Miss Anna N
K jry. Mrs. S. 8

:hner, Robert
P *isk. Rev. Francis H
mberling. Miss Adelaide

-odrich. Mrs. N. L
jening. Miss Roso

ynes. Rowland
II. Dr. William Preston

r dgman. Mrs. W. L
'

:kson, James F
-ttlt. Miss Alice Natalie
" inson. H. H

mbiill, Miss Martha S

t Monte, Miss Helen D
J-wrence, Mrs. Charlotte 10

tinny, Frank A
r irtln, Mrs. A. W

irton, Mrs. Isaac W
ss. Mrs. James

< tnam. Mrs. Charles P
P'Ssmann. .Otto

ge. Dean
niser. Charles H
jod, Thomas
ight, Dr. Jonathan

Hen, Rev. Joel B
r ng, Henry C
K:e. Miss Edith M

Service

($1.028)

n, Cleveland H .............. $250
Stergood. Mrs. Thomas ......... 200
A lymous ....................... 100

l.heimer. Mrs. Henry (In Me-
I *rlam) .......................
tergood. J. Henry .............
tergood. Miss Margaret ........
It, Mrs. Jacob H ..............
iy. Walter J .................
IS, Mr. & Mrs. Harold .........
t, Morris E..................
*r. Paul D. I ..................
ids. Charles J ...............
Ids. George A ................
nas, Arthur H ................

300
300

300
250
250
250
291
200
100
100

,'0 Industry Fund
10 ($5,000)
10 tBing, Alexander M
10 Fels, Samuel S
10 -(Macy. V. Everlt
10 Brandels. Judge & Mrs. Louil D..
10 Burnham. George. Jr /:
10 'Lasker. Miss Fiorina and Edward
10 and Mrs. Rosensohn
10 'Chamberlain. Joseph P
10 Fileno, A. Lincoln
10 "Pinchot, Hon. Gifford

10 Williams. Arthur
Anonymous

10 "Dennison. Henry 8
10 -Eastman, Mr. 4V Mrs. L. R., ir...

10 Evans, Mrs. Glendower
10 Fileno, Edward A
10 Huyck, Edmund N
10 Ittleson, Mrs. Henry
10 Mallery. Otto T

Robins. Mrs. Raymond
"Schwarzenbach, Robert J. F 100

Blow, Mrs. G. P
Crunden. Frank P
Davis, J. Llonberger
Farnam. Prof. Henry W
Jonos. Miss Myrta L

Weyl. Mrs. Walter E
Abbott, Henry H
Eddy. L. J

Moot. Adelbert
Ward. H. E
Anderson, Mrs. Rachel R
Beard. Charles A
Cooke, Morris Llewellyn

Jorgensen, Arthur
MacDcnald, George
Moyer. Walter E
Mltler. Mrs. Herbert
Prenderoast. William A
Steinam, Mrs. Edward S

Wells. Philip P

Social Practice Fund
($90)

100 Charity Organization Society. But-

100 falo, N. Y
100 Children's Aid Society of Penn-
100 sylvan la "
10 Associated Charities of Memphis,
10 Tenn '0

10 Charity Organization Society, New
10 Orleans, La
10 Church Home Society, Boston 10

10 United Hebrew Charities of the City

10 of New York 10

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Fiscal Year 1923-^4 as of Sept. 30, 19*4, with Certificate of Audit*

SURVEY ASSOCIATES (General)
Revenue

Contributions :

'el

$10 Cooperating Subscriptions .... $11,630.00

$25 Sustaining Subscriptions ..... Viinnn
$50 Contributors -

L^e
c
and

ri

^r.. :::::::::::::::: iSS* $40.125.00

Social Practice

Total Contributions

50.00
90.00 6,160.00

$46,285.00
620.46

Profit from Jobbing
.

9(
.

Discounts Earned *'J *

Administration IABI'I;?
Editor-Executive 7 76863
Membership '

Special Editorial Departments: .457 si
Industry

. Foreign Service
Civics
Social Practice
Health
Education

817.05
2,858.87
2,348.61 14,933.23 $31,885.79

Surplus for year 1923-4

II. SURVEY MIDMONTHLY
Revenue

Subscriptions: maoi
50% new joint subscriptions JlO.iB&a.si

65% renewed joint subscriptions 21,743.3V

183.79

Sales

Advertising

$32,609.30

1,097.49

3,700.85 $37,407.64

FOUNDERS OF SURVEY GRAPHIC
Disbursements

t. Estate of Mrs. George
h. Mrs. Henry G
t, George D
Ight. Mrs. Willard
t. John T. and Mn
Miwald, Julius

. Samuel S
I tor, Lou la

imbaum, Mrs. Emanuol
(dbourne. Thomas L
\burg. Felix N
I burg, Paul M
I lr, Henry R
t nes. John R
I y. Everlt V
I isohn. Adolph and Sam

II 'ready. Caroline P
1 1, Alexander M
Ins. William B

I row. Dwight W
i nton, Mrs. Thomas J

II. Morton
i no, Mrs. Emmons

t. Harold
Hiran. William F

lag. Milton F
iorest, Robert W

1 'son. Henry
liont. Mn. Thomas W
I nborlaln, Ellen S
Mberqer, Louis
I . Ethel

Hey. Florence

lads. Mn. Charles J

I for. E. J

1921-22
D $10,001

5.000
5,000
5.000
5.000

1922-23 1923-24

$10.000 $10.000
5.000 5.000

5.000 5.000

5.000 5,000

3,750
3.000 3.000
1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000

1.000 1.000

1.000 1,000

1.000 1,000

1.00* 1.000

1,000
1.000 1.000

1.000 1,000

1,000 1,000

1.000 1.000

1,000 1.000

1.000 I.OOt

500 500
500 500
500 500
500 500

500 501
500 500
500
500
250 1.000
500 500
250 250
250 250
250 250

$50.500 $45.000 $50.000

3.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

1.000

1,000
1.000

1,000
1.000
1.000

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
250

250

1924-25

$10.000
5.000
5,000
5,000

1.000

1,000

1,000

1.000

1,000

1,000

2,000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000

500
500
500
500

500
500

1.000

250

250

$41.500

Administration
Editor-Executive
Manufacturing
Editorial

Joint Subscription Extension.

Joint Subscription Routine . . .

Advertising
Sales

Deficit September 30, 1924, Survey Midmontlily.

Allocated at close of year from Division I.

$7,502.40
1,681.53

16,906.12
9,855.73
10,703.98
3,598.69
3,170.79
133.78 $53,553.02

$16,145.38
16,145.38

III. SURVEY GRAPHIC
Rerenue

Subscriptions:
50% new joint subscriptions *IO,S6S.y4

35% renewed joint subscriptions 11,709.5-

Monthly subscriptions 6,104.99

Advertising
Dividends
Newsstands and Sales

Contributions to Founders Fund

$28,680.45
10,332.25

575.08

4,534.53
50,000.00 $94,122.31

NATIONAL COUNCIL

Disbursements

Administration
Editor-Executive
Manufacturing
Editorial nrn99
Joint Subscription Extension

i toR 7n
Joint Subscription Routine ,tAA*l
Graphic Promotion '

'-S

Graphic Routine
Advertising
Newsstands and Sales

Surplus for year 1923-24, Survey Graphic.

RECAPIfULATION FOR YEAR
Addams. Jane, Chicago
Blcknell, Ernest P.. Washington
Billikopf. Jacob. Philadelphia
Blng. Alexander M., New York
Burnham, Mary, Philadelphia
Cabot, Riehard C., Cambridge
Curtis. Frances G., Boston
Davis, J. Llonberger. St. Louis
do Forest. Robert W.. New York
Devlne. Edward T , New York
Eastman. Fred, New York
Farrand, Livingston. Ithaca
Fols, Samuel S.. Philadelphia
Frankel. Lee K.. New York
Goethe. C. M.. Sacramento

Wald.

Harmon, William E.. Ntw York
Haynes. John Randolph. Los Angeles
Johnson, William Templeton. San Diego
Knowles. Morris, Pittsburgh
Lasker, Loula D.. New York
Leach. Acnes B.. Now York
Lee, Joseph, Boston
Lindsay. Samuel McCune. Now York
Mack. Julian W., New York
Macy. V. Everlt. Ntw York
MeRao, Milton A., Detroit

Rosenwald, Julius, Chicago
Ryan, John A., Washington
Seattergood. Alfred 6.. hiladolphia
Taylor, Graham, Chicago

Lillian D., New York

Contributions

I. Survey Associates Gen'l $46,285.00
II. Survey Midmonthly . . .

III. Survey Graphic 50,000.00

Business
Revenue
$1,929.96
37,407.64
44,122.31

Total
Revenue

$48,214.96
37,407.64
94,122.31

$94,054.03

$68.2J

Total
Disbursed
$31,885.79
53,553.02
94,054.03

$96,285.00 $83,459.91 $179,744.91 $179,492.84

STATUS OF FUNDS
SURVEY ASSOCIATES (GENERAL)

Balance Oct. 1. 19J3 $469.83

Deduct unpaid pledges (1S22-23) 245.00

FOUNDERS FUND: STTBVEY GRAPHIC
Deficit Oct. 1. 1923 $3.465.15

Loss on sale of securities 19.30

CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
have audited the accounts of the Survey Associates, Inc., for the

ir ended Sept. 30. 1924, and certify that the above statement is correct,

.tober 22, 1924 (Signed) HASKINS & SELLS.

Balance as adjusted $JJ4.S
Surplus for 1923-24 as aboTe

Balance on Sept. SO. 1924 $408.6;

Subsequent contributions
$3,484.45

, . 500.00

Balance aj adjusted, |2.84.45

Surplus tor 1923-24 as abore 68.28

Deficit on Sept. 30. 1924 $2.916.11

225



'URVEY ASSOCIATES
makes report to Survey
readers. On page 217 of

this issue you will find the annual

statement of the editor. It answers

the questions most frequently put
to us about the mutual organiza^

tion which publishes The Survey
and Survey Graphic. We invite

you to share in it as a $10 cooperat-

ing subscriber and member. Half

of the $10 covers your regular

subscription: the other half goes
to the support of the Survey as an

educational enterprise : goes into

non-commercial work and goes

into" growth.

Our corporate latch-string is out.

SURVEY ASSOCIATES, Inc.

112 East 19th Street, New York City

I enclose
1 ,| $ 1 as a Cooperating Subscription to the educa-

| will send )

tional work of Survey Associates, for the present fiscal year.

Name ....

Note: A $10 Cooperating Subscription covers the regular $5 subscription,
plus a contribution to the educational work and development of The Survey.
It makes such a subscriber eligible for election as a Survey Associate for

the current year, but creates no other financial liability, nor promise of

renewal another year.

(The fiscal year ends September 30)

Survey Associates
INC.

Publishers of

THE SURVEY

and

SURVEY GRAPHIC

ROBERT W. DE FOREST

President

JULIAN W. MACK

V. EVERIT MACY
Vice-Presidents

ARTHUR KELLOGG
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Wanted New Dreams
By Leon W^hipple

WE
need new dreams in our books. We have

enough of the literature of retrospection,

these ten years of war, and post-war. It

has been an era of trial balances books busy

casting up the debits and credits of the human race, trying

to find out whether or not it is a going concern. Recapi-

tulation, analysis, inventory, appraisal these terms from

mathematics and commerce are not the words to be used

of creative literature. We have been stock-taking, and as

usual after stock-taking there have been bargain sales of out-

moded ideas, and a remnant-counter full of odds and ends

of memoirs. We do not recall a single great hopeful book

since the war unless weary and wistful yearnings after

mystic consolation be called hopeful. Our literature has

been in the hands of "backward-looking men."

November, 1918, definitely ended something an era, a

civilization, a dream. Promptly in December, 1918, we

began to look back, and we have been looking back ever

since. First, the terrible phenomenon of the war itself had

to be examined, and, perhaps, explained. The moment it

stopped men began to dissect and annotate, to classify and

catalog ; there was a kind of neurotic urge to name the

thing that had debased us, to conquer it by treatises on

its causes, history, significance, morphology, etiology, psy-

chology and the like. Our heads were wrenched round

to look backward, like grotesques. There was little, you

recall, to look forward to. Wars always bring this flood

of talk about themselves (a not inconsiderable argument
for pacificism^ from white and orange and pink Papers to

the interminable reminiscences of one-legged men in chimney
corners. Perhaps soldiers develop some sort of compensatory

verbosity after the long suppression of the official com-

muniques. Even the hopes of spiritualism were of this

garrulous backward-looking sort; the devotees sought con-

solation for war losses, and not dreams of some future

beatitude. The interlocutors from eternity were merely

dead soldiers telling their reminiscences instead of live sol-

diers telling theirs. We have never had to listen to the

war stories of the dead before.

But we didn't stop with the war. We couldn't find any

sense in it, or explain it. We had to look farther back. So

we began chasing pell-mell back through history, H. G.

Wells at the head of the pack, until we stopped out of

breath in the gloom of a pre-historic jungle and looking

up, observed some apes fighting in the trees. Then we

came back down the corridors of time, peeking into all

the nooks and crannies, saying, "Well, if we can't find out

where we are, maybe we can find out how we got here."

So now we stand, dreamless, our hands full of outlines and

reminiscences.

Outlines! they are the archetype of our recent literature.

Outlines of the past, and outlines for the future. But the

latter are only outlines; they have no content, and so are

not dreams, but methodology. They are attempts to sum

up, to find out our mistakes, to get a fresh foothold. Mr.

Wells, as always one lap ahead of the rest, gave us the

Outline of History, and then came the others to end in

the wit's absurdity An Outline of Outlines. The war sug-

gests to Mr. Wells's brisk brain, the question : how did we

get this way? and he undertakes a complete answer. James

Harvey Robinson thinks we got that way by our minds,

and presents us with an outline Mind in the Making.
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Mr. Van Loon thinks maybe we have misread the Bible

and gives us an outline of that. In this Book Section of

The Survey we have reviews of Dr. Hart's appraisal of

how useful the intellect has proved in the history of the

race; and of Professor Lindeman's design for a new

methodology on social science. There is much about folk-

ways and groups and leaders, but, oh, who will tell us

whither the leader will lead, or dancing what will the

group follow?

The inertia of retrospection is still upon us. The

Encyclopedia Britannica, with unparalleled enterprise, gets

out an extra! but it proves to be only an outline of the

first twenty years of the century. Alfred Knopf announces

a History of Civilization in two hundred volumes, of

which some five have been issued. Here is an outline of

opulence, rotundity, and exuberance, an outline de luxe,

and it would be a noble thing if we could sum up our

knowledge thus, and burn all the lesser records. It would

prove an economical procedure, and if we had a loose leaf

device, we could change the record as we discovered the new
truth. We could remove the pages on Gravity and put in

fresh ones on Relativity. We favor one outline rather than

many, but for the life of us, we can't think of what Mr.

Knopf is going to put into his remaining one hundred and

ninety-five volumes . . . about civilization.

As for the reminiscences, well, c'est la guerre, too.

Everybody had to tell what he did during the war and
the statesmen and kings and such who did nothing had

to tell us what they said. The hero had to explain his

heroism, and the villain defend his villany. The Kaiser

and Margot and Lansing and Ludendorf and Winston
Churchill and Gerard and Jacky Fisher everybody, all

looking backwards. The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers

eyes back! They had this same sense of the end of an
era. "Well," said they, "I'd better get my name in the

record. I can't give them an outline of history, but I will

give -them an outline of me." They hastened to inscribe

their signatures on the scroll of time near that huge red blot

it might call attention to them. The disease infects the

very children until we have such things as The Diary of

Opal ; and not a wiseacre of five-and-twenty but must con-

fide to us his growing pains under the title memoirs. Next
week we expect a blurb on that forthcoming best-seller

Pre-Natal Memories, by a New-Born Babe (pseudonym).

TN the brutal vernacular, we are fed up on outlines and
" memoirs. We want dreamers. Yet at the very mo-
ment of this crying aloud for dreams comes the dreadful

shock that our dreamers are dying, and we breed no new
mes. Two magicians of the craft have gone on. this

fall. Anatole France was rather too wideawake for good
dreaming, but he could revive golden dreams of the past.

Conrad ah, but have you noted that the ocean has sud-

denly become a flat grey body of saline water disturbed by
minor oscillations? It is always that until a dreamer
broods over its wastes. Conrad gave it color and passion

just as he gave color and passion to the human soul, and
its queer isolated quests. Kipling has had dreams, imperial

dreams, but the late war rather shattered them. Doyle's
dreams are too much propaganda. H. G. Wells still seeks

Utopia, as he still seeks everything else, and we pin our
faith to his dreams as long as he lives, but even his mag-

nificent energy will not go on forever. In America, we
can't think of a single dreamer of dreams.

Do the American people, then, want dreams? Do they

really want anything else ? No one can overlook the pitiful

annual prostration of the credulous United States before

each new wise man from the East, prophet and messiahs

all combined. The hopefulness and naive spirituality of our

people has no truer sign than the gifts of fine gold, myrrh,

and frankincense these prophets take home with them

year after year for their private purses or public cults.

Last year we tried to warm ourselves at the divine fire

in the peasant hearts of Oberammergau ; the year before,

we visioned the resurrection in glands a la carte; and be-

fore that
:

this slogan-loving nation gave its laurel wreath

for the best slogan ever to the smiling Coue who asked us

to break a wishbone with him. A little back, and we were

wildly excited because Einstein proclaimed the world was

made of rubber though Lenin had just charmed some of

us with the opposite theory that people were made of rub-

ber. Gandhi has been hailed as a second Christ broken

on a steam-loom instead of a cross; Oliver Lodge begged

us to stick out our antennae to catch the hymns being broad-

cast from the hereafter. Why, years ago even, Bergson

brought us the elan vitale that sounds now like yesterday's

essence from a Parisian parfumeur.

Year after year we import a spiritual cocktail against

which prohibition and tariff walls avail naught. There is,

however, little reciprocity; in a century, we have exported

only three blessings to the Old World (omitting Henry

James) : the comfortable polygamy of the Mormons, rather

a bit of coals to Newcastle for Turkey and other points

East; the religion of Mrs. Eddy; and pragmatism, a

Rotary Club philosophy.

SO you see we need new dreams, and we want them.

But, can we have them by wanting them? Mankind

may not be able to lift itself above retrospection by the

bootstraps of a new analysis of its need. Dreams, after all,

are matters for the gods. But we may hope, for if it be

true that "There's no romance left on earth," we shall find

it off the earth, or the inter-stellar Goths may bring it to

us. Or perhaps the first of the new dreams is the dream

that mankind may will itself to dream new dreams.

But slim as seems the chance, we must have them ;
for

without the vision, we perish. And so we turn to liter-

ature asking again that it render the one priceless service

we can demand of the written word ; to-wit, that it keep

us hopeful. In this sense, all Art is propaganda, for Art

from the Stone Age to the Cinema Age has been the at-

tempt to decorate the walls of the cave of life, and with-

out it we could not have resisted fate as well as we have

done. There is no sense in an art of letters which is

worse than the blackness of the cave itself.

Whatever is the art of letters worth cultivating for ex-

cept to make life seem more worth living? What other

gift has literature ever bestowed on us but the gift of good

cheer at least, until this sad latter day? Always we have

turned from the gloom of life to the glow of art; but

nowadays we throw down the dismal books to rush to the

nearest slum that we may have our faith restored by the

great human kindness of the poor to each other. The

art of letters from the folk forms of lewd jest and animistic

fairytale to the final purgations of Lear or Jude has some-
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ho\v made life seem important enough to go on with, the

ni'xt breath an adventure, not without hopefulness. It has

painted man as an inspiring animal, and the race as an in-

stitution valuable enough both to live and to die for.

But our historians and realists now seem bent on spread-

ing a doctrine that may well make the race commit suicide.

They make life so unlovely, so cruel and wanton and

empty, so vicious in its processes and so idiotic in its con-

clusions that a young generation, convinced by their clamor,

may yet be persuaded that there is only one immorality

to bring children into a world where they are fore-doomed

to pure suffering. We cannot keep faith, hope and charity,

alive on a diet of husks. They must have dreams and

laughter.

And these are what the great servant artists who have-

pierced near the improbable core of life have always given

us. From their journeys to Hades they have brought back

two gifts a joke (fair or foul), or a fairy-tale. Aristo-

phanes, Rabelais, Cervantes, Mark Twain said: Life is

so sad, I have to laugh; Plato, Dante, Coethe. Walt Whit-

man said : Life is so sad, I must dream. Shakespeare did

both : joking in Hamlet : dreaming in The Tempest. No-

body who really knew about life ever told. Their reports

are like the letters of condolence on death written by mil-

lions of simple folk: "I have no words to tell you how

sorry I am . . . Nothing I can say will comfort you. . . ."

How many, many rides home from the cemeteries of the

world have been marred by what appeared unseemly jok-

ing
' There was nothing else to do.

Perhaps the outlines will prove useful ; certainly, they
seem inevitable, but whatever good they have to do, is

done. There is no sense in having the best of road maps,
with no destination and no will to go. Certainly no road

map offers the inspiration of a tryst with dreams. We seem

to have constructed a vast machine, but we possess no power
to make it work. The only dream we have been able to

bring to the people in years is the dream of health ; and

thev want health only because it is a preliminary to other

dreams. You can't really help people with a program, or

a methodology. You must make them dream. Beauty
conies not from a dailv dozen, but from a daily dance.

So, we repeat, we need dreamers. We need books about

the impossible. We must find more visionaries, and fewer

appraiser-: of wreckage, fewer embalmers. Now, as ever,
' it is wise to let the past do its own embalming. We have
dreams to make. Let vis have done with "outlines," and

go back to the dream-books.

A New Path Through History

Publisher's Note
Have Being bound in loose vermillion covers,

Gilt-edged, gray silk for pages, margined wide,
Red ink drawn from the fluent veins of lovers

And rebels hungry-hearted, starry-eyed.

Have printed numberless de luxe editions,

With illustrations . . . Circulate them free! . . .

T hen bid the world commit without omissions

The unfinished drama-text to memory.

PHILIP CIR.AV

Prom The Dlncovery of

The Conservative's Conception of a

Sophist

THE DISCOVERY OF INTELLIGENCE, frv Joseph K. H,:rt. The
Century Co. -Ul pp. Price $4.00 posipai,/ i'f The Surrey.

TTISTORIES a

few years ago
were made up of wars,

the days of glory, with

tedious politics in the

intervals. Joseph K.

Hart now writes a

thrilling history of the

world that almost
leaves out the warriors

and the politicians.

Apparently he is not

prejudiced against
them or aware of over-

sight; his history mere-

ly has not space for

their work. The sig-

nificant human activity

to him is thinking,

rather than fighting with its preliminaries and sequels. The
chief figure in history, then in Socrates, who did more than

any man before or since to reveal and exemplify the process

and function of intelligence. The time since Socrates is filled

essentially with failures and partial successes in an attempt

to reach and hold the height that Socrates attained. This

attempt is made primarily in the domain of Socrates, edu-

cation. To Mr. Hart human history and the history of

education are indistinguishable possibly he is right. "All

education is life and all life should be education." If there

is no best and ultimate way of considering history, this

seems at least a better way.
Our time does not need to glorify war or statecraft; it

has done enough for them. It has occasion to think, if it

can! For the alternative to intelligence at this juncture is

the return of folkways. Mr. Hart narrates and interprets

what folkways and intelligence respectively have done

hitherto. The chief value history has for our time may be

in history of this new kind, and Survey readers will find

it profitable to take Mr. Hart for their guide in following

the thread of intelligence through the maze of centuries.

But no man would disclaim infallibility more promptly and

emphatically than Mr. Hart; it is precisely the object of

his attack. His book is a phase of the truth, not all of it.

He is, then, a propagandist for intelligence; like Orosius,

he writes history adrersus paganos. He knows well enough
the penalties of intelligence and the merits of folkways ;

nevertheless, his emphasis tends to give intelligence more

than its due. The discovery that Socrates made brought
him troubles, and Athens could not live by good sense as

Athens had lived, prospered and even notably progressed

under its folkways. The strata of dust between ruins of

successive cities through the world record triumphs of folk-

ways over intellectual innovations. In our time Russia has

trusted intelligence until forced to the program, "Face the

village." An earlier formulation of an equivalent program

was, "I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence

cometh my help." Folkways seem to lose their debates,

but intelligence has nowhere yet proved adequate to save a

social unit, large or small, that trusted it. Until it proves
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that it can do the necessary work that folkways have done,,

there is an element of security in holding them, without

reason or even against reason; adventures in intelligence

hitherto have proved premature.

The remedy for intelligence seems either more intelligence

(similia sitnilibus curantur) or holding the folkways fast.

Mr. Hart would administer intelligence in no attenuated

dosage, but he may trust the homeopathic similia overmuch.

It is a beautiful faith, but remains the substance of things

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. If Socrates and

Athens had fared better when they questioned or if ques-

tioning ever had failed to end in "Face the Village," the

poor cause of the folkways might go down before this

valorous book. What is to be said for intelligence the book

says. Happily, it may not be read in the Tennessee moun-

tains, from whence, therefore, help may come. Our eco-

nomic order assures strongholds and vast regions to folk-

ways. It needs them.

Of making many books there is still no end, and most

reading of them is weariness of the flesh. This, however,
is a book to read, if one will risk shaking the hold of folk-

ways. It is not words, words, words honest and eager

brain-work is every sentence. With approving conscience

one could recommend it even .for the minutes of firelight

at the end of a young Abraham Lincoln's day. He would
understand Mr. Hart's language, would enjoy the manner
of its use, and would come upon fertile ideas all the while.

CLARKE F. ANTSLEY

Cherchez L'Enfant

WE fear, sometimes, the social reformer is going to

make childhood bear the whole brunt of civili-

zation. "Let me teach the children of the nation, ar

I care not who make the laws," he cries or, (model

ling on the paint-makers) "Save the child, and you sav

all." Once we solved problems by whispering cherchez

fettnne- Now, we solve them by urging cherchez I'enfant

From the compulsory spinach of the baby to the almost cor

pulsory immorals of the flapper, we are doing something

the body and soul of youth, every day. And half the tir

we really don't know what we are doing to them. But,

least, we shall let no guilty oedipus complex or tonsil escap

This propaganda for the children seems cowardly, and

certainly dangerous. They trust us so, and we do to then

what we have failed to do to their parents. It seems such

a supine admission of failure with the grown-ups who bafl

and defeat us with their indolence, ignorance, inertia and

vanity. They cling to their habits and die of them. Bi

we can mold the habits of the child ; so in one field afte

another we find the shock troops sent not against the hoar

and hardened, but against the innocent and tender. Is

not true that the main concern, not only of education, bu

of psychology, criminology and public health is with

young? The human race has apparently concluded that th

only thing it can do about itself is to do something to its

children.

The dangerous part is, of course, that we might succeed.

Children are splendidly resistant, but not quite so- They
are malleable . . . the one place we can take hold of life

and give it a twist. But we know we know so little! The
individual and the race both have been so often wrong.
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It takes a vain man to believe that what is wise enough for

a father is wise enough for a son. Imagine what evil might

follow if ever we did discover the secret of making children

do what we want! In the end, however, we must attempt

it, for they represent the solt hope of doing anything, but

let us walk humbly, and be sure we kill no joyous flower

of childhood under the heel of our persuasions.

Therefore we hope it really has been Children's Book

Week this mid-November, and not just Adults' Book Week

for Children. We hope no overseer stood by to point out

that Alice in Wonderland had a social message. Books are

not messages; they are bringers of joy and forgetfulness.

Moreover, if you put too many messages in books, the child's

revenge may be very simple, he will stop reading- Prop-

agandists can always eat their goose instead of enjoying

its golden eggs. I don't think Cinderella would have be-

come immortal if it had concealed a plea for orthopedic

shoes. The revenge may be more delicious as when ferocious

old Dean Swift wrote Gulliver's Travels as a devastating

satire and the little children stole it for a fairy-tale. If

you give them nice enough fairy-stories, they'll easily not

notice the propaganda.

Finally, if it be good to teach health by such couplets

bon vivnnt as

Eeeny meeny miney mo

Spinach and carrots make you grow,

may the device not be wrenched to more dubious purposes?

Propaganda has as many uses as were claimed by Cyrano
in the catalog of the virtues of his nose. Mother Goose can

surely supply rimes for politicians. For instance, in the

campaign just over:

Mary, Margery, Ruth and Avis,

Merrily singing "Whoops for Davis!"

or note the possibilities in the quatrain censorial

Dickery, dickery, dock,

John Sumner got a shock.

The clock struck one we home did run

Models must wear a smock!

And then think of the success cults devising such epigrams

of etiquette as

To hold your job you ought to know, Sis,

Garlic causes halitosis!

You see the dangers?

We overstate our case, of course; but we plead in de-

fence of childhood, and that stirs the emotions. Let the

books be written virginibus piierisque, and not for little

"economic men," or the average child, or adolescents, or

Case S. G., age 13. For in the long run. if the children are

happy and love fairy-tales, perhaps they'll be what we want

them, anyhow.

Tarts and Comfits

BOOKS
do many lovely things, but rarely do they do a

lovelier than to help build a children's hospital in

memory of a children's poet. Last month, the seventy-fifth

anniversary of James Whitcomb Riley's birth was celebrated

by all of Indiana and most of the United States with the

dedication in Indianapolis of the Memorial Hospital for

Children "for the children beloved by Riley and for the

Riley whom children loved." These are the words of a

very graciously written bit of publicity got out by Bobbs-

New Books of ALBERT & CHARLES BON1 New York

OUR CHANGING
MORALITY

by Bertrand Russell, Floyd Dell, Ludwig
Lewisohn, Elsie Clews Parsons, Edwin

Muir, Florence Guy Seabury, etc.

In fifteen brilliant essays which cover every

important aspect of their subject, that many
well known serious writers of today present
in this volume a symposium discussion of the

younger generation. Miss Freda Kirchwey,

managing editor of The Nation, in her intro-

duction says, "The subject of sex has been

treated in this generation with a strange,
rather panic-stricken lack of balance. ... A
few courageous, matter-of-fact glances into

the depths have been embodied in the articles

in this volume. The men and women who
have written them have approached the sub-

ject variously. . . . But none of them is afraid

to saunter up to the edge and see what moral
disorder looks like."

At all bookstores or from the publisher!.

$3-00 net.

BEGGARS
OF LIFE

(A Hobo Autobiography)

by Jim Tully

"A brilliant depiction of creatures who once were

men and still are." New York World.

"Orphan, hobo, prize fighter, and now an author

thus, in brief, the life of Jim Tully, whose autobi-

ography is by far one of the best autobiographies

written by an American in many years. A red-headed

and two-fisted Irishman, Jim Tully battered his way
up from the very gutters of life. His memories of

the six years he spent hitting the grit are vastly enter-

taining." Stanley E. Babb.

$3.00 net.

Publishers of The American Library
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Important
Publications

RECOLLECTIONS OF A
HAPPY LIFE Maurice Francis Egan
American memoirs to match Lord Frederic Ham-
ilton's. The delightful reminiscences of a poet,

scholar, critic, diplomatist and warmest-hearted
of friends. $4.00

A WANDERER AMONG
PICTURES E. V. Lucas

A. connoisseur of literature and art alike describes

the important paintings in the great collections

of fifteen European cities. With 73 reproductions.
$5.00

THE OLD LADIES Hugh Walpole
"This is a truly remarkable novel and will give its

author a still higher place in modern literature,"

writes William Lyon Phelps. $2.00

CHRISTIANITY AND THE
RACE PROBLEM J. H. Oldham
The most important book on its subject that has

yet appeared. A world survey based on all that

science can tell us and entirely unprejudiced.
$2.25

A LOITERER IN LONDON
Helen W. Henderson

"London, in a sense, belongs to us all," says the
author. No happier way to arrive at "the grand
destination" than through these chapters. Photo-

graph*. $5.00

THE ABOLITION OF WAR
Sherwood Eddy and Kirby Page

The case against war' frankly and intensely stated.

The second part of the book is devoted to actual

questions about war and the answers to them.
$1.50

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
LABOR MOVEMENT Mary Beard
A new and completely revised edition of the only
book of its kind. $1.50

THE LITERARY SPOTLIGHT
Edited by John Farrar

PORTRAITS: REAL AND
IMAGINARY Ernest Boyd
Sparkling, and sometimes sizzling, portraits of

American authors, anonymous and intimate. Mr.

Boyd presents both real portraits and literary

types. Each, $2.50

Merrill, which with the Riley estate lifted copy-right re-

strictions on Riley poems permitting editors to reprint one

poem a day during the celebration.

The hospital is to be a great children's health center,

and units costing $1,700,000 are ready for operation.

Indiana gave $400,000 of this, and has provided an annual

endowment of $50,000. The rest came entirely from con-

tributions. One hundred and twenty-five prominent edu-

cators, doctors and others marched in cap and gown to the

ceremonies. The literary life would be far easier if all

memorials were as beautiful as this, and all publicity as

sincere as this from which we must quote the last words:

From the spirit with which the project was received durins;

the three years it has been under way, it has been evident that

no more beautiful memorial to Riley could have been created

than one in which the sick and deformed and crippled children,

rich and poor, can be cared for, cheered undoubtedly by the

funny little man who seemed to have just them in mind when
he wrote the inscription of Little Orphant Annie:

To all the little children: The happy ones, and sad ones;

The sober and the silent ones ; the boisterous and glad ones ;

The good ones Yes, the good ones, too; and all the lovely

bad ones.

OPEAKING of Mr. I/indenian's book, we find our re-

k~'
viewer, in his effort to be clear and fair, has omitted

considerations of style. We are tempted (and fall) to print

these words of Spartan severity from a social-worker of

long experience concerning Mr. Lindeman's adaptation of

English to sociology:

If you are going to give space often to Mr. Lindeman (who
has a perceptible thought now and then amid his London fog
of stupefying words) don't you think you ought to publish at

the end of each article, a series of definitions?

For instance, why should you afflict us with this substitut

for language? "Essential conflict implies relation or necessar

interrelation and in the sphere of relation (barring physiologica

malformation) the social worker finds his fruitful medium

activity." (The Survey, p. 617.)

Life at best is short and precious. Why should we spend five

minutes stumbling through such mud-holes as that' ... It it

not merely the unbearable repetitions of words, or the numbe
of words. It is the fog, bog and mud that they produce ir

the mind.

Our editor defended the wells of English undefiled in

manly fashion:

There are so few of us with perceptible thoughts that I ar

almost willing to pay the price of many words for a man lik

Lindeman.

We shall return to this matter of the duty of style

incarnating social truth; meanwhile, we feel that the par

ties of the first, second and third part, in this controversy

each and severally did what the wife of the aforesaid mayt

said to Elizabeth of Belgium, "Queen, you said a mouth-

ful."

PERSONNEL
managers who want to do their Christ

mas shopping early may find a hint in the news tha

the Holmes Coal Company of Cincinnati has placed a larg

order for copies of The Quare Women by Lucy Furma

to distribute among their employes. Although classed

fiction, the book is actually based on fact and the scene is

laid in the Kentucky mountains where the Holmes people

operate a number of mines. But then, they might have a

book!



THE
DISCOVERY

OF INTELLIGENCE
By

JOSEPH K. HART
Dr. Hart says in "The Discovery

of Intelligence": In education "we
seem to be on the edge of a great and
as yet largely unknown land : Some
few explorers have gone into this

land, and they report possibilities.

Experimental schools have been at

work for three decades. . . .

". . . in the deep undercurrents of

public opinion hopes of a more in-

telligent social order may be found.

Something seems lacking, however.
What is it? Is it not a more inclusive

understanding of what we are trying
to do?
To supply this lack, to define the

problem of what education is trying to do,
is the purpose of Dr. Hart's latest book.
He traces the history of human educa-

tion from the development of folkways,
with due note of their long, long per-
sistence and basic importance; to the be-

ginning of intelligence that criticises and
evaluates the folkways and the role of

intelligence in the modern world.
He is not vague and general but con-

crete and specific; historical, chronologi-
cal. From earliest days to Socrates,

through Mediaevalism, to Bacon and
Comenius down to Froebel and Monte-
sorri. to Dewey, and our own day.

It is a brilliantly written historical

survey of human education for the lay-
man and an important contribution to

forward-looking educational thought.

One of the books that count

Illustrated $4.00

At nil booksellers. Publithed by

THE CENTURY CO.
353 Fourth Avenue New York City

Interesting

New Books

Mark Twain's
Autobiography
"A mighty picture of the spirit, the mind, the nature

of a man," says F. F. fan de Water in the Nev; York
Herald-Tribune. "Mark Twain rises from the dead to

stand before us more sympathetically, more nobly, and
more pathetically than he ever dared show himself in

life. It is a better memorial than any other of our

great has left us, a strong, fine echo of himself."

Tv;o 'volumes, photogravure frontispieces, boxed.

The Causes
of Industrial Unrest
BY JOHN A. FITCH

An investigator of twenty years' experiences has here

brought into a single volume all the available data re-

garding the conflict between labor and capital, bringing
to the discussion a thorough understanding of labor

psychology and conditions. $3.00

The Black Golconda
BY ISAAC F. MARCOSSON
"An arresting and revealing study," as the Boston

Transcript calls it, of the world oil industry, its domin-
ant personalities and its international complications. "In-

tensely interesting from cover to cover, full of enlighten-

ing facts and human incidents, dramatic and picturesque,
with plenty of action," adds the Christian Science Moni-
tor. $4.00

Gypsy Fires
in America
BY IRVING BROWN
A chronicle of the undreamed-of romance that lies

at our very doors, in the camps of the "raggle-taggle
gypsies." "This is an epic. If Mr. Brown or anybody
else could surpass it in warmth and passion and under-

standing, it would be a miracle," writes Konrad Ber-
covici in the Saturday Review of Literature. $3.00

Leviathan
BY WILLIAM BOLITHO

" 'Leviathan' is a book far out of the ordinary, tinc-

tured with magic. Mr. Bolitho writes with a sinewy
strength and dramatic intensity which remind one
of Carlyle at his best, in the French Revolution," was
the comment of the Neii- York Times on this extraordin-

ary pageant of contemporary European life. $2.00

HARPER & BROTHERS
Publishers Since 1817

49 East 33rd Street New York, N. Y.
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SURVEY READING LIST: NUMBER SEVEN
Cooperative Movements By Les/ie E. Woodcock

COOPERATIVE

endeavor falls into three fields:

cooperative marketing, producers' cooperation,

consumers' or Rochdale cooperation. They are

so distinct that a statement of their distinguish-

ing features may assist an inquirer in selecting

from the list in which he is interested.

Cooperative marketing is practically limited to agricul-

tural products. Farmers who own their farms and raise

their crops separately, form an organization through which

to sell the things they raise.

Essentially, it is a federation of private businesses for the

purpose of assuring, through joint merchandising of prod-

uct, a larger income to each member business than it could

get if it marketed "on its own."

A producers' cooperative is one which belongs to and is

controlled by the workers or "employes" in it. In a cigar

factory the cigar makers are the owners ;
in a printing shop,

the printers; in a restaurant, the chefs, waiters and pot

washers. Its purpose is to create working conditions that

are under the control of the worker and to give him all that

product of industry which our economic theory assigns, in

the form of profit and wages, to the capitalist and laborer

tetween them. A group of workmen pool their capital and

work together to get for themselves the profits.

The outstanding feature of consumers' or Rochdale co-

operation is conduct of a business or service by the consumer

the ultimate consumer on a non-profit basis. In a

restaurant the eater is the owner ;
in an apartment house,

the dweller: in a grocery, the housewife; in a shoe factory,

the wearers of shoes who are organized in their local co-

operative stores. Goods are produced for the personal use

of the owners, not for sale at a profit to others. This puts

quality and elimination of unnecessary cost to the consumer,

in the place of first economic interest.

The method of consumers' cooperation is to charge mem-

bers the market price for goods, and, after paying all oper-

ating costs and a definite interest on capital stock, to rebate

to each consumer any residuum of "business profits" that

may remain from that consumer's purchases. This distribu-

tion of "profits" to consumers in proportion to purchases

instead of on stock distinguishes consumers' cooperation from

ordinary business practice, and is the method by which

"business without profit" is attained.

For a .popular, reliable introduction to the consumers'

movement, its aims, history and methods, read Albert Son-

nichsen's Consumers' Cooperation. An older, but exceed-

ingly well written book is The Cooperative Movement, by

Beatrice Potter, long since Mrs. Sidney Webb.

Dr. J. P. Warbasse's Cooperative Democracy is a large

philosophical treatise on a very broad basis. It insists on

the essentially cooperative elements in man's nature, and

shows the necessity of those elements working out in such

adequate economic institutions of the voluntary cooperative

form, that all human needs will be fulfilled by them. Dr.

Warbasse's name is probably the best known in connection

with the movement in the United States. An outsider's

keen criticism of the British movement, most informative

to students, is The Consumers' Cooperative Movement, by

Sidney and Beatrice Webb. A mass of data on all phases

of the history and purposes of the movement is to be found

in Industrial Cooperation, by Catherine Webb.
For an incisive analysis of the consumers' and producers'

movements, their relation and their aims, Cooperation in

Many Lands, by Smith-Gordon and O'Brien, will well re-

pay reading.

For cooperative banking, Bergengren's Cooperative Bank-

ing deals largely with the credit union field of banking.

Wolff's People's Banks covers the general field of co-

operative credit.

The Cooperative Marketing of Farm Products, by O. B.

Jesness and Cooperative Marketing, by Herman Steen, are

clear, up-to-date accounts of the methods and enormous ac-

complishments of these organizations in the United States.

Cooperation in Denmark, by Smith-Gordon and O'Brien,

tell how the whole life of a country was made over by

the cooperative marketing movement. It is a fascinating

story.

For up-to-the minute news of cooperative marketing,

the U. S. Department of Agriculture issues a bi-weekly

bulletin.

Mr. Woodcock Recommends
Cooperative Marketing

THE COOPERATIVE MARKETING OF FARM PRODUCTS, fcv O.

R. Jesness. J. B. Lippii'.cott Co. 292 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of

Thf Survey.
COOPERATIVE MARKETING: the Golden Rule in Agriculture, by

Herman Steen. Doubleday, Page & Co. 366 pp. Price $2.00 post-

paid oi The Surrey.
COOPERATION IN DENMARK, b.v Lionel Smith-Gordon and Cruise

O'Brien. The Cooperative Union Ltd., Manchester. 74 pp. Price

$1 00.

COOPERATION IN IRELAND, by Lionel Smith-Gordon and Cruise

O'Brien. The Cooperative Union, Ltd., Manchester. 92 pp. Price

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATION, n bi-weckiy publication of the

Bureau of Aricultnral Economics. United Stoics Department of Aari-

ct'ltn're Jf.nttnry 1923 dnte. (Free on application.)

COOPERATION' IN MANY LANDS, by Lionel Smith-Gordon and
Cruise O'Brien. The Cooperative Union, Ltd., Manchester. 272 pi*.

Price $1.50.

Consumers' Cooperation
CONSUMERS' COOPERATION, fcv Albert Sonnichsen. The Macmil-
lan Co. 223 pp. Price $1.75 cloth, 75c paper, postpaid of The Survey.

COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN, by Beatrice'
Potter. Geo. Allen & Uimin. 1.7*1.. London. 260 pp. Price $1.00.

COOPERATIVE DEMOCRACY, !>v James P. Ifarbasse. The Mac-
millnn Co. 493 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.

CONSUMERS' COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT, by Sidney and Beatrice
Webb. Longmans, Green & Co. 504 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of
The Survey.

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION, by Catherine Webb. The Cooper-
ative Union, Ltd., Manchester. 287 pp. Price $1.50.

COOPERATIVE BANKING: A Credit Union Book, by Roy F.

Bergengren. The Maeniillan Co. 398 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of
Thf. Snncy.

PEOPLE'S BANKS, fc.v Henry I'.'. Wolf. P. S. King t~ Son, Lon-

dcn. 45? pp. Price A3. 00
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A SHORT HISTORY OF INTER-
NATIONAL INTERCOURSE
'By C. Delisle Burns "^jet $1.75
A timely volume covering a period from the Beginnings
of Peace in Europe to Since the Great War.

THE EUROPEAN STATES SYSTEM
<By R. B. Mowat ^et $1.00

Deals with the relation to each other of the different

States of Europe.

THE EVOLUTION OF MAN
By G. Elliot Smith ^et #2.85

"A work of first-rate importance. As easy for the lay-
man to read as Hendrik Van Loon's The Story of

Mankind."- !' rton Roscoe in The New York Herald-Tribune.

ISRAEL BEFORE CHRIST
<B;y A. W. T- "Net $\.00

"Mi-. Blunt ' r^velopcd his subject with a keen
int . "tnd social as well as its historical

Wil'.t ilitCi.

THE DIAR A COUNTRY PAR-
SON: The -r.d James Woodforde

Edited byJohn /kv> ,/'ord ^et $4.20
The di.-u-y this is a part, gives an intimate

picture
:n the eighteenth century with

references to tii War of Independence and mention

of many Norfolk md Somerset families the descendants

of which are still flourishing in this country.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
(American FS^l ^Branch

35 West 32nd St. New York City

matagsGKxsKBSKSsas^^

Henry Holt & Company
19 West 44th Street, New York

ECONOMICS OF FATIGUE AND
UNREST
and the Efficiency of Labour in English and

American Industry.

By P. SARGANT FLORENCE, Cambridge Uni-

versity, England
A summary of the most recent results of English and American

labour research, much of it conducted by the author himself. In-

dustrial inefficiency is considered from all angles, lost time, defect-

ive output, accidents, sickness, and labour turnover. $5.00

THINGS AND IDEALS
Essays in Functional Philosophy
By A I C "O, University of Wisconsin

MAN PI

By Ei>\\
"Tl;r ' '

.

:

i Oi ki .

wfcole.

''ically into the present state of society and
concerning the things and ideals that

ife. Current values are revaluated and
sized. $2.50

I INDUSTRY
WDKICK

..stry is analyzed clearly, conservatively,
look. The author views business and

.iml hence subject to publicity, the needs
. ueings, and the needs of the people as a

The Journal of Applied Sociology, $3.25

MIND AS A FORCE
By DR. CHARLES F. HARFORD
A practical, clearly written book for the layman, based on the

principle that the mind operates according to the same laws as does

wireless telephony or any other natural phenomenon. The author
discusses Memory, the Complex, Self-Mastery, Common Sense and
Conscience, etc. $1.50

Pre-pnblication notice.

GROWTH OF AMERICAN
TRADE UNIONS

18801923

By LEO WOLMAN

of the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.

with a foreu'ord by

WESLEY C. MITCHELL

Up-to-date figures of
Total Union membership annually from 1880 to 1923 inclu-

sive.

Effect of World War, and subsequent Peace, on Unions'

Membership.
Fluctuations of membership with business cycle.

Comparisons with foreign countries.

Proportions of total gainfully employed in union ranks today
and in years past.

Progress or decline of unions in various trades.

Status of women in trade unions.

Original data never before published interestingly presented
compact invaluable for reference.

160 pages, 6x9 inches, charts, blue cloth $3. net.

Order through your bookstore or direct of the

National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc.

474 West 24th Street New York City

DO YOU KNOW
How public opinion is moulded?

Why the major parties persist?
Whether a. vote for a minor party is thrown away?

read

OUR GOVERNMENTAL
MACHINE

by Schttyter C. Wallace

The shortest, simplest, clearest description of our gov-
ernmental processes ever written by a dependable scholar.

"Even the most seasoned veterans in book reading will

find something to their advantage in these pages." Charles

A Beard. $2.00 net.

DO YOU KNOW
How the inheritance tax could be more rationally ad-

justed?
What a world-famous economist proposes?

Why this plan has caused a stir thruout all Europe?

read

THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
of the INHERITANCE TAX

by Enyenirj Rignano

Every economist, business man, and socially-minded
citizen should read this important suggestion for the

reform of inheritance taxation from one of the most
eminent of European scholars. $1.75 net.

ALFRED A. KNOPF
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. .

(Information regarding edition for schools and study
groups on request)
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Playmates in

Healthland
By Grace T. Hallock

From Jc* O'Healtli ami Peg

OMoy, Charles Scrlbner's Sons

THE
literature designed to gain the interest of chil-

dren in the practice of good health habits is con-

stantly increasing. During the past year three new

publications have come out.

A Journey to Healthland by J. Mace Andress and Annie

Turner Andress begins with the merry song of the king's

bugler, as the children from the Land of Somewhere march

away to Health Land. In that country they have fascinat-

ing adventures with a jolly king and his jolly folk, the

Healthy-O's. The charm of this story lies in its simplicity

and in the description of characters and incidents that chil-

dren love. In Health Land the children of the book en-

counter all sorts of pets, an airship, a vegetable garden that

talks ; they hear stories of sailors, and they go on visits

to Grimy-Joe Town and Lollipop Town. The delightful

illustrations by Blanche Fisher Laite add the fascination of

a picture book to nearly every page.

The Boys and Girls of Wake-Up Town by Dr. Andress

was written for older boys and girls. It chronicles the

metamorphosis of the Drowsy Town School into the Wide-

Awake School. It is a book of stirring deeds and high

endeavor. Like the manuscript chronicles of old it is beauti-

fully decorated and pleasantly set down.

Health, of course, is a matter of doing things and his-

tory is a matter of recording things done. But just as

reading history has often inspired boys and girls to great

deeds, so a record of the health achievements of the chil-

dren in this book majr furnish its readers with an incentive

to put into practice the personal and community health habits

described.

The book is indirect health teaching, but it deals with

the material presented in a matter-of-fact way, through the

medium of a story of live children. The only fantastic

thing about the children is their "too-good-to-be-true"

nomenclature. (Herbert Think-well, Peter Stout, Sally

Stoops, Nellie Thoughtful, Nettie Thin-kins, and so forth.)

The only unreal thing is their polished, neat, almost par-

liamentary speech.

These two characteristics, however, are advantages rather

than drawbacks. The names make mind pictures at once

Some Other Health Books For Children
Textbooks for Children in Story Form

THE MOST WONDERFUL HOUSE IX THE WORLD, frv Mary S.

Hariland. J. H. Lippincott. 162 />/>. Price $1.00 postpaid of The
Survey.

THE PLAY HOUSE, by Mary S. Hariland. J. B. Lippincott. 162 pp.
Price $1.00 postpaid of Tile Surrey.
These books are written in the form of interesting talks

with two children whose questions and wonderings about

the human body and its functions and home and com-

munity hygiene are answered in a sane and charming
manner.

Tin; LAND OF HEALTH. />v Grace T. Hallock and C.-E. A. Winslow.
Charles B. Merrill Co. 20N pp. I'rif? $.72 postpaid of The Survey.
In this book two children become citi ens of the Land
of Health by learning to obey its laws. The laws are

taught them by five ministers of Dame Nature: Mr.
\Vind, Madame Rain, My Lord the Sun, Sir Food and

Lady Sleep.

HERE AM) MOW STORY HOOK, fry Lucy Spragiie Mitchell. E. P.
button & Co. 360 fP- Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

This is a health book, but many of the stories in it make
the desirable health habits attractive to children from
two to seven through the power of suggestion. Some of

the most charming of these are Wonderful-Cow-That-
Never-Was, Things That Loved the Lake and How the

Singing Water Got Into the Tub.

For Children in the Lower Grades
ALL THROUGH THE DAY, THE MOTHER GOOSE WAY. by

.'ran Rroudlnirst. J. B. Lippincott Co. 64 pp. Price $.72 postpaid
of The Surrey.
This book is not a parody on the beloved rhymes of

Mother Goose. The original rhyme is given on one page
and on the opposite side the health habit suggested by

the verse is talked about in an interesting, spirited man-
ner. The "Movie Man" and "Zookie" figures in the

book will delight young children.

CHILD HEALTH ALPHAHET, by Mrs. Frederick Peterson. The
Macmiltoa Co. 32 pp. Price $.12 postpaid of The Surrey.

This was one of the first books written to further the

new popular health education movement. Literally mil-

lions of copies have been distributed. The rhymes will

probably be read and chanted by many generations.
KVERYCHILD'S HOOK, ftv Mrs. Frederick Peterson. The Macmillan

Co. 33 pp. Price $.16 postpaid of The Surrey.

Alphabet rhymes for older children.

CHO-CHO AND 'I'll I

1

', II KALTH FAIRY, by Kleaimr Clciido-.ccr

Griffith. The Maemillan Co. 40 pp. I'ricc $.16 postpaid of The

Survey.
This too, is one of the earlier child health books. The
characters of Cho-Cho. the Health Fairy, the witch

Ignorance and all the rest of them have become part of

the goodly company of characters beloved in childhood.

RHYMES OK CIIDCIUVS GRANDMA. />v Mrs. Frederick Peterson.

The Maemillan Co. JO pp. Price * .'n postpaid of The Surrey.

The story of a healthy boy's day in rhyme.

For Children in the Fourth Grade and Above
ROSY CHEEKS AND STRONG HEART, bv J. Mace .Imlress and

.liniic Turner Undress. The Maemillan Co. 4S pp. I'ricc J.J2

postpaid of The Surrey.

The story of how Mary Ann and Jack come to be known

by the names of Rosy Cheeks and Strong Heart.

1ACK O'HEALTH AND PEG O'JOY. by Heatrice Stnyton Herbcn.

Charles Scribner's Sons. 39 pp. Price $.60 postpaid of The Surrey.

A charming health fairy tale.

A CHILD'S HOOK OK Till', THETH. />.v H. 1C. Ferguson. The
World Book Co. 63 pp. Price $.44 postpaid of The Surrey.

Facts about teeth told in an interesting way.
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without (to children) the annoying interruption of de-

scriptive phrases; and most children adore efficient, well-

groomed conversation in child book characters, just as some

gro\vn-ups adore the epigrammatic, brilliant, wing-clipped

conversation of "drawing room novels."

The Mary Gay Stories by Stella Hoothe, R. N., and

Olive I. Carter. A. M., were first devised by Miss Boothe

to be acted out in a miniature suit-case theatre. Dolls

moved by overhead wires were the actors. Children all over

the country have become acquainted with the stories in this

way, but now they may sit down with a pleasant little

book, charmingly illustrated by Anne Cooper, and pull the

strings that will make the characters perform on the stage

of their own minds.

The heroine is Mary Gay who is given the gift of seeing

things as they really are by the fairies and for whose favor

personifications of the good and bad health habits contend.

The master villain of the piece is the Dragon of Ignorance

with his three heads, I-Don't-Know, I-Don't-Care and Too-

Much-Trouble. Even if he is a dragon he is a comfort-

able, debonair sort of villain who vanishes with a "plufl"

when Mary Gay chooses Farly-to-Bed, Orlando Orange,

Caroline Custard, Betty Bread-and-Butter and Clean Hands

for friends instead of Late Hours, Lemuel Lollipop,

Delia Dill Pickle, Belinda Bologna and Dirty Fingers.

A lOl'RNKY TO HEALTHI.AXn. hv /. Mare Amtress and .-liniir

Turner Aintrcss. Glim & Co. 192 pp. Price 7-Y postpaid of The

THE'"BOYS \xr> GIUL? or \VAKK-IT TOWN. i>\- nr. Andres*.
dim fr Co. 218 pp. Price 76c postpaid of The Siirrev.

THK MARY GAY STORIES, by Stella Boothe. K. N. and Olire I.

Carter. A. M. U'or/,1 Boook Co. 119 pp. Price 6(lc postpaid of
The Survey..

A Classic ofPrevent!veMedicine
EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PUBLIC HEALTH, Vol. II. by Victor C.

raiiKliun. ('. /'. Alasby Cn. Price $5.00 postpaid of The. Surrey.

TO any one who has learned the value of the first volume

of what is already considered a classic in preventive

medicine, the second volume will come as a blessing without

disguise.

We find the same logical sequence of presentation as in

the first volume and note with especial satisfaction the con-

sideration of the nutritional disorders in their proper place

before the diseases due to ingestion of infectious or para-

sitic organisms.

What is known in the still incomplete stories of rickets,

pellagra, and endtmic goitre are clearly given and the

vacancies in our knowledge frankly admitted. This is one

ot the great merits of Vaughan's books, the opening up of

new vistas for research, the suggestion of new angles of

approach for students in laboratory, clinic or at large in the

field of health administration.

Another point of special merit is the conception of epi-

demiology as properly including and going beyond the bac-

teriological study of disease.

It is fair to ask why diabetes, our most rapidly increasing

cause of death is not discussed with other nutritional dis-

orders. Certainly obesity, diabetes, gout, non-specific mal-

nutrition of children are of as much importance as some of

the disturbances of nutrition presented.

The inclusion of cholera infantum among the problems
of epidemiology and preventable medicine is admirable even

though no treatise of forty-two pages can present all aspects

of this protean cause of mortality.

Publicity
-for social, civic, and religious work discussed

by Joseph L. Wheeler in ''The Library and the

Community*'
Evart G. Rout/.ahn of the Russell Sage Founda-

tion says, "The Library and the (Community prom-
ises to be more useful generally to executives doing

publicity work than any of the few books now avail-

able on publicity methods."

417 />/>., Illus., Bibliog., Index.

Cloth, $2.85 (Postage extra)

American Library Association Chicago

NEW PSYCHOLOGY
and the PREACHER

by H. CRICHTON MILLER, M.A., M.D.
The simple and sound study of religion in the light of

the new psychology, for the layman. As in Dr. Miller's

two previous books, well known to Survey readers, he

has taken the tried and proved principles of modern

psychology and made a clear, illuminating analysis of a

vital question. The works on psychology of Dr. Miller

have been recommended by the National Health Council
of America and the British Social Hygiene Board. $2100

By the same author

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY AND THE TEACHER $1.75
THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY AND THE PARENT $1.75

THOMAS SELTZER 5 West 50th Street NEW YORK

CHILD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION SERIES

(Publishedfor the Child Health Organization

of America)

For Very Young Children

A series of booklets, entertainingly written and

charmingly illustrated, in which health observances

and principles are taught in the form of alphabet

jingles, rhymes, fairy stories, and other stories.

CHILD HEALTH ALPHABET Pennon $.10

EVERY CHILD'S BOOK Peterson .15

RHYMES OF CHO CHO'S GRANDMA
Peterson .20

CHO CHO AND THE HEALTH FAIRY
Griffith .15

ROSY CHEEKS AND STRONG HEART
Andress .30

Write for further information

The Macmillan Company
New York
Atlanta

Boston
Dallas

Chicago
San Francisco
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JUST OFF THE PRESS

The Most Timely and Informing Book
of ToDay

British Labor Speaks
Authors :

J. Ramsay MacDonald

Philip Snowden

Margaret Bondfield

G. D. H. Cole
Seebohm Rowntree

Bishop Charles Gore
and other distinguished men and women

of England

Arranged and edited by Richard W. Hogue

Price Two Dollars

Order thru your book dealer or direct from

BONI & LIVERIGHT
61 West 48th Street New York City

Just Published!

BLOCKADE and
SEA POWER

By

MAURICE PARMELEE, PH.D.

Chairman of the Allied Rationing Committee

During the World War

The author's close contact with the British Foreign

Office gave him unusual opportunities to witness the

workings of the Blockade as a potent international

weapon.

"In its conclusion," says Mr. Parmelee, "this book is

a protest against nationalism, navalism, and militarism,

and a slight essay towards the attainment of the

supreme goal of the political evolution of mankind

the World State."

$3 at your booksellers. By mail $3.15

THOS. Y. CROWELL CO. : NEW YORK

The discussion of typhoid fevers and of malaria represent,

as was to be expected, great condensations of the encyclo-

pedic knowledge of these diseases which the author's previous

writings have exhibited.

Throughout the book we find the reliable and adequate
facts upon which educated persons, whether or not profes-

sionally trained in the medical sciences, or engaged in pub-
lic or private medicine in the curative or preventive fields,

can plan the protection of themselves and their fellow beings

against preventable disease.

We await with increasing eagerness the appearance of vol-

ume III in which we are promised a discussion of the vene-

real diseases and public health administration. The authors

are to be congratulated upon the maintenance of the same

standard of accuracy and clarity in exposition which charac-

terized the text of the first volume.

HAVEN EMERSON, M.D.

A Science of Society?
SOCIAL DISCOVKKY, by Eduard C. Unilcman. Republic Publishing
Company. 375 fp, Pri<:e $1.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

R. LINDEMAN has made a valuable contribution

to the technique of practical social organization. The
efforts of tobacco-growers and cotton-growers to readjust

their habits and by the aid of science to organize themselves

to survive in the present economic order are analyzed in a

most interesting way. The author has observed this organ-
ization in process, has noted the difficulties encountered and

has seen the shift of attack to cope with unexpected situa-

tions. He has presented this complicated- process more

clearly than it has been presented before. To the student

of the technique used in organizing social groups for specific

objectives Social Discovery will be valuable, and it should

be of use to the practical organizer, whether he be inter-

ested in agricultural or industrial organization. The book

is dearly a specialized study. That is its significance as

contribution to social science. Perhaps it would have served

this end better, if more detail had been included.

This much can be said without reservation, but, \vher

one comes to consider the professed aim of the book, he can-

not accept its claims so easily. Unfortunately it is projecte

as a contribution to the general methodology employed ir

the social sciences. "The non-utility 'of most sociologies

investigations," says Mr. Lindeman, "is not due to un-

trained research specialists nor to an unwillingness on th

part of the public to accept the social scientist's findings, but

to the method of investigation," (p. 8). "Science is

method of solving problems," (p. q), and, therefore, to

summarize the discussion briefly, if sociology aspires

scientific standing, it must be a method of solving socia

problems. Granting sufficient latitude to the definition of

"social problems," this is acceptable. Now, what is tr

contribution of Social Discovery to this end? Does it prov

the sterility of previous methodology? Does it substitut

a better general methodology?

Through eighty-five pages, methods which have been us

in sociological investigation are discussed. History, analogy,

. logic and statistics are reviewed and critical remarks cor

cerning each are rcorded. Then, in a footnote to Part

a synthesis of method is given in which the use of the

methods is outlined. There is nothing new in the critica

chapters; the limitations there set down for each methc



arc generally observed by the later sociologists, barring a

few still writing who retain impressionism as part of their

methodology. Among sociologists probably little discussion

could be aroused over the content of the synthetic outline.

In other words, we have a concise and clear review of some

nspects of sociological methodology as they are commonly

understood.

Part II bears the caption, A Proposed Step Toward the

Improvement of Methods of Social Discovery. What con-

tribution is made here to methodology ? It is that the func-

tional group is taken as the unit of sociological study and

that it is described in psychological terms. A group is

'"any number of human personalities acting jointly to ex-

press and attain a common interest" ; "the common interest

may be revealed as purpose, desire, feeling, will, thought or

(p. 121 ). Description by the historical, logical and ana-

terms as hopes, wishes and aspirations, are the psychological

terms which it is proposed to use. It is doubtful, however,

if such terms can be defined with scientific precision. Thev

are to be estimated, though, by behavioristic method

ties are the significant clues to the social process. "!

the activity point of view, the group becomes a new quality,

(p- 121 ). Description by the historical, logical and ana-

logical methods is declared to be inadequate. Consequently.

the investigator is forced to the invention of new categories,

and this is forthwith undertaken.

The new categories are psychological. Category T in-

cludes terms whose referents are persons or groups of per-

sons. Category TI comprises the terms which refer to activi-

ties of the group. Category III is concerned with terms

whose referents are controls or modes of control. That

the derivation of categories should accompany observation is

a stimulating suggestion, but actually the author has in-

cluded only old terms in his last two categories these old

terms after definition fitted his problem. This is not sur-

prising. Indeed, it would be extraordinary, if a social

scientist worked out a complete set of new categories. The
bit of originality contained in his new classification of terms

is in Category I, and that is mainly a matter of emphasis.

However, it exhibits the freshness that accompanies long,

painstaking observation. It is a real contribution to the

technique required to direct group processes.

The discussion concerning the "leader" and the "expert"
is especially interesting. The other categories are only

rough collections of terms used frequently in social psy-

chology and sociology, and common usage does not vary

greatly from the definitions given by Mr. Lindeman. He
uses the terms to advantage in describing the farmers' or-

ganizations which were studied, but they are not new. 'I'
1
'.

are parts of current methodology.

Furthermore, there is little that is new in rir

of the group here. In the history of sonoloir

the common practice to use the term "society" for s

groupings, whether primitive or complex, ancient or

ern. The author seems to restrict the term "gr

consciously organized groups in modern, complex societies.

For his immediate purpose there is no objection to that,

but it cannot be hailed as a new discovery; it is only new
definition of terms. "That individuals are created by
reciprocal interplay" (quoted from Follett by Mr- Linde-

man) is no more than saying that they are created by inter-

stimulation and differential response; this is not a new
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Personality and Social Adjust ment
By ERNEST R. GROVES, Professor of Sociology at

Boston University; Author of "The Rural Mind and
Social Welfare." Crown 8vo. $1.40.

This book is written for those who have to do with

people, especially with children. This book brings to

parents and teachers information of value regarding
social conduct, the adjustment of life to environment
and the socializing of the instincts and natural im-

pulses. Each chapter is followed by topics for discus-

sion and supplementary readings.

"The wholesome emphasis on the conduct problems
of normal members of society should secure for the

book a wide circle of influence and give it a large
measure of usefulness, both for general readers and as

a college text." Journal of Educational Psychology.

"Almost any preacher, lawyer, doctor, educator,
social worker or business man could pick up this

book, open it at random and read it to advantage."
Home, School and Community.
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concept. A "society" or a "group" has for a long time been,

the subject of sociological investigation, and it has been

regarded as functional. Rut a "group" has structure as

well as function, and both the present structure and func-
tion have a history. Determination of the rate of develop-
ment and the relative importance of different factors in the

functional group requires statistics, a valid method of social

discovery in spite of the author's skepticism.

A further observation should be made apropos of the

viewpoint stressed in Social Discovery that the functional

group constitutes the entire field of sociological investiga-
tion. This is an arbitrary limitation of the sociological field

and one which cannot be defended successfully. Population
studies are by no means confined to group functions, and yet

they are quite within the scope of sociology ; scientific stu-

dies of population have great practical importance in their

bearing on public policy. The relation of mechanical in-

ventions to social evolution is another field in which sociol-

ogists are interested ; psychological technique is necessary
for this, but we do not have the functional group in the

sense in which Mr. Lindeman uses the term.

Social Discovery is an important book, but it claims to

do too much. R. CLYDE WHITE

A Judgment on Judges
TIIK AMERICAN JITDGE, by .iinlmit Alc.\;n,,lcr Bnirr. R.A.. JJ..R.

The Macmillatl Company. 218 />/>. 1'ricc $2.00 poslpaiil of Tlir .S'urrr.v.

THIS volume, written by a professor of law in North-

western University, who formerly was Chief Justice

of the Supreme Court of North Dakota, constitutes the

latest addition to the Citizens Library of Economics, Poli-

tics and Sociology (New Series), edited by Professor Rich-

ard T. Ely, of the University of Wisconsin. It consists

of an attempt, in the main successful, to analyze the posi-

tion of the American judge in our judicial system. Some
of the chapter headings are: Are the Courts Oligarchic or

Democratic? The Courts, The Constitution and the Regu-
lation of Industry; The Need of Clarifying the Law; Are

the Courts Responsible for Lawlessness? The Courts and

the Legal Profession.

The views of the able author seem to have been colored

to a considerable extent by his unfortunate experiences in
j

North Dakota with the so-called "Non-Partisan League" ;

at times, as a result, he is more harsh to the critics of the

courts than the facts warrant. There is one type of lawyer

and judge who believes that everything in connect :on with

our judicial system is perfect; that sweetness and light

exude from it, and that it represents the unparalleled climax

of all human wisdom, surpassing even the Ten Tables of

Mt. Sinai. On the other hand, there is the extreme icono-

clastic type of lawyer represented by Clarence Da rrow of

Loeb and Leopold fame, who is reported to have said, in

a public address, "We lawyers burrow in dust to find out

what some fool judge said a thousand years apo . . . and

then we have the law. . . . There is only one true thing

about it, you always get a run for your money: as long as

you have got any, there is another court. There is no

effort in the courts to get at abstract justice. It's merelv a

method that has been evolved through the agrs for keeping

society as it is."

Now the fact is, and every sensible and liberal-minded

lawyer and judge knows it, that our judicial system and

our judges, our law and our decisions, like every other i



human institut on, are not perfect, but, on the other hand,

to assert that they are wholly imperfect is to utter a false-

hood and libel. Our la\v is a practical and progressive

science, of very slo\v growth, seeking to meet the every-

day needs of our people. It develops from generation to

generation, from century to century, by the familiar pro-

cess of making new precedents and gradually sloughing off

old precedents, or modifying them, to meet the gradual
shifts in confirmed and mature public opinion. It, of course,

errs occasionally, and in the nature of thngs it must err

occasionally, since the law is not an exact or a theoretical

science, but an intensely practical and developing one.

The judge, as Professor Bruce points out, must, there-

fore, be familiar with more than law itself. He must

understand the fundamental principles of history, economics,

sociology, ethics and similar s'ster-sciences. Otherwise the

developing case law will fail to meet the people's needs.

I

Here and there are some broad remarks in the book

which must well have been toned down in the course of

careful proof-reading. To say, as the learned author does

(p. 74), that "the public has lost its respect for law,"

seems quite unwarranted. It is true that there is prevalent

considerable criticism of the courts and of judges. There

always has been ; there always will be ;
it is wholesome that

there should be. But, in the last analysis, and taken all in

all, our judicial system functions satisfactorily. Who would

advocate a resort to the old days of the duel or of the trial

by battle? The average judge and jury reach a common-

sense, practical result, and still better results undoubtedly
mid be obtained if the courts were better pa'd and less

lentably undermanned. I. MAURICE WORMS r.R

The Hazards of Work
IDUSTRIAt, HKAI/m, by George M. Kobcr and Emery R. Hayhurst.
Blaltiitou. 1184 ff- 1'rice $15.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

'HE authors have succeeded in producing a work that

should prove an excellent text book for the student

of industrial hygiene and preventive medicine. The his-

torical review, given in the prefatory chapter, of the various

legislative measures taken in this country and Europe for

the betterment of the worker, furnishes a good background
for a study of present conditions. The medical man in-

terested in preventive medicine will find the general de-

scription of the main industrial processes and their hazards,

as well as the measures taken to protect the employe from
these exposures, a valuable aid in diagnosing cases that come
under his observation in the clinic; while the manufacturer

who is interested in the welfare of his men will learn of

the important bearing that ventilation, illumination and

temperature have on their health and production. Recog-

nizing that this is an age of specialization, the authors have

drafted the services of well known workers in their par-
ticular phases of industrial hazards in order that this book

might be made as complete, authoritative and up to date as

possible. This volume is thouglit to be the best single ref-

erence or text book of American experience and practice in

industrial hygiene. It is particularly complete in bibliog-

raphy which is adequate to give a point of departure in re-

starch in almost any field of industrial hazard. The thor-

oughness which has always marked the work of both authors
is apparent throughout this work. The illustrations, tables

and charts are appropriate and time-saving to the reader.

FREDERICK B. FI.INX

NEWAPPLETON BOOKS
SOCIETY AND ITS SURPLUS
A STUDY IN SOCIAL EVOLUTION
By Neii'ell Le Roy Sims, Ph.D.

A study of the causes for social change and the reason

for the diverse directions this development takes. $3.00

THE BIOLOGICALFOUNDATIONS
OF SOCIETY By Arthur Dendy, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Dr. Dendy probes to the very roots of sociology in this

study of the evolution of the human race. $2.50

HUMAN RELATIONS IN THE
LIGHT OFCHRISTY //. C. Carter, M.A.

The simple and practical treatment of the application of

Christianity to modern human society. $1.50

THE CRIMINAL AS A HUMAN
BEING By George S. Dougherty

A former chief detective of the New York Police Depart-
ment presents facts on how and why crimes are committed
and the expert detective's methods of working. Illustrated

$2.00

KEYS TO CROOKDOM
By George C. Henderson

In this book the public learns to combat crime by knowl-

edge of the methods of every type of crook. Illustrated.

RACE HYGIENE AND HEREDITY
By Hermann Werner Siemens, J\'I.D.

Translated and edited by Leizellys F. Barker, M.D.
A complete, simple and concise explanation of the scien-

tific facts of heredity and their application for the ad-

vancement of the human race. $2.00

YOUTH POINTS THE WAY
By Douglas Fairbanks

The dynamic actor tells how to develop enthusiasm, the

key to his success, and how to retain it. $1.00

THE NORMAL MIND
By William H. Burnham, Ph.D.

The new science of mental hygiene shows how to cul-

tivate good mental habits and make the most of one's

inborn ability. $3.5

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND
EDUCATION By Frank Watts

An illuminating exploration of the abnormal and it*

bearing on education. $2.00

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SCIENCETO
h Shailer Mathews, L.L.D.

Dr. Mathews and distinguished scientists survey the re-

lation of scientific truths to the faiths of religion. $3.00

HUMAN ORIGINS: A Manual of

Prehistory By George Grant MacCurdy, Ph.D.

This epoch-making work tells the whole story of man's
physical and cultural development during prehistoric
times. With over 40 illustrations. Two volumes.

$10.00 per set

CARGOES FOR CRUSOES
By Grant Overton

The most interesting book about books and authors of
the year. Illustrated. A $2.50 book for only 50 cents.

A descriptive catalogue of Appleton books
and authors will be sent free upon request.

At All Booksellers

D. APPLETON ck COMPANY
35 West 32nd Street : : : New York
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From the jacket of A Chilli's History of the Worl,

Run of the Shelves

Eiiicmon, Ethics and Sociology
A CHILD'S HISTORY OK THE WORLD, by V. M. Hillyer. Cen-
tury Co. 480 pp. . Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.

CHILDREN are interested in stories and history can be made
into a continuous story. The attempt is nothing new. Wells
and Van Loon have done the trick for various groups of read-

ers. Mr. Hillyer, headmaster of a Baltimore school, has at-

tempted the task in a bit of a different way. He has tried

his materials out upon his school groups, year after year, until

he thinks he has found the right word in every case. As these

materials appear in book form, interest is stimulated by many
typographical methods and by numerous excellent illustrations.

The story begins with the Sun spitting fire and ends with the

radio and its near relatives, and with a number of guesses as

to what is likely to happen next. The emphasis is rartier

too much on the conventional aspects of history; but interest

is maintained throughout. Some of the interpretations seem

not quite fairly balanced, as, for example, when die writer

makes the French Revolution out to have been almost wholly
vicious; and when he suggests that the Germans were more

unprincipled than other peoples in war. J. K. H.

RACE HYGIENE AND HEREDITY, by Hermann W. Siemens (tr. by
Lewellys F. Barker). Appleton. l7Bpp. $2.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

A LITTLE book dealing, first, with the mechanisms of hered-

ity, in terms of the "exact science" of biology. This part of

the book is excellently written, and the translation is above re-

proach. Three final chapters, on Degeneration, Race Hygiene
and Birth Polity enter the field of "inexact science," opinion.

Here, too, there is much that is valuable, especially the re-

markable chapter on Birth Polity. But readers must remem-
ber that these last chapters are speculative and, to some extent,

propagandist. J. K. H.

THINGS AND IDEALS, hy M. C. Otto. Henry Holt Co. 320 pp. Price
$2.50 postpaid of T!'.c 9nrrev.

POPULATION AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEM, by J. Swinburne. The
Macmillan Co. 380 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Simev.

EXPERIMENTAL PRACTICE IN SCHOOLS, by Caroline Pratt. E. P.
Dtttton fr Co. 302 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

GROUP PSYCHOLOGY, by Sigmund Freud. Boiti & Liveright. 126 pp.
Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

CHARACTER OF R.ACES. by BHtieorth Hiintiit.iton. Charles Scribncr's
Sons. 393 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Stirrcv.

OUTLINES OF INTRODUCTORY SOCIOLOGY, by Clarence M. Case.
Harcmirt, Bruce & Co. 979 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Sun-cv.

THE SOUL OF YOUR CHILD, hy Heinrich Lhotskv. Dodd, Mead & Co.
163 pp. Price SI. 50 postf-aid of The Survey.

Community and Civic Affairs

THE SOCIAL SURVEY IN TOWN AND COUNTRY AREAS, by
H. N. Morse. G. H. Doran Co. for the Institute of Social and Re-
ligious Research. 134pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

THIS' volume is described as a footnote to the eleven which

have preceded it in the Town and Country Series, the more

important of which 'have already been noticed in these columns.

It is in fact two footnotes: one a considerable array of statis-

tical and graphical matter documenting volume 1 1 on the Town
and Country Church; the other a fairly detailed discussion of

the social survey as a tool for social and particularly religious

advance. A book, obviously, for the student and not for the

general reader, though it is possible to glean from it such in-

teresting and suggestive facts as this, that the higher the ratio

of tenants to owners in a farm community the smaller will be
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the representation of tenant farmers on the church rolls. This

mass of data should form a sound underpinning whether for

the revaluation of denominational programs or for an intel-

ligent approach to the problem of a particular local church.

G. S.

CAMPING OUT. A Manual of Oryailirctl Camping, edited by the-

Playground and Recreation Association of America. The Macmillan
Company. 636 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Siirrcv.

GAMES AND RECREATIONAL METHODS FOR CLUBS,
CAMPS AND SCOUTS, by Charles F. Smith, uodd. Mead & Com-
pany. 463 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

THAT A MOVEMENT which enrolls from 800,000 to i,-

ooo.ooo boys and girls and grown-ups yearly even though
it is a movement initiated as a protest to our highly organized,

life, and even though it is a movement barely two decades old

should have developed within itself principles of organiza-

tion and a set and formulated technique, is perhaps character-

istically American. But so is the movement itself, "organized

camping" a purely American anomaly. As a study of the

technique of camping the survey of the Playground and Recrea-

tion Association is an invaluable hand book for camp directors.

The chapters have been written by people of wide practical'

experience who set forth painstakingly the problems that con-

front all camp organi/ers. Practically every phase of the-

subject is treated, including sanitation, choosing a proper camp
site, camp accounting, and program-making. As the first

comprehensive statement of the implications and educational

aspects of the camping movement of this concerted mass

movement into the woods each summer which has come as

a corollary to the growth of cities and of automobiles, the book

deserves a wider audience than the technical directors.

Mr. Smith's handbook will prove delightful reading to

everyone who has spilled the cocoa at a campfire supper, and'

will serve as a mine of suggestions for the recreational worker
with young people whether in camps or clubs or homes. It,

too, is the work of many writers, and offers what is perhaps
the cream of present-day experience and experiments in play
and games, out of doors and in. C. D.

THE STORY OF TEAPOT DOME, by M. E. Rarage. Republic Pub-
lishing Co. 19Spp. Price $1.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

MR. RAVAGE turns from The Malady of Europe to a run-

ning sore in Republican government. The New Republic,

building up its paper-bound bookshelf, puts a political pam-
phlet alongside Mr. Lindeman's Social Discovery. Either way
the effect is a bit disappointing. The Story of Teapot Dome
is an able piece of pamphleteering: consistent in its tone of

well-bred though somewhat self-conscious irony, convincing in

its array of detailed fact, conclusive in its demonstration of

the folly and faithlessness of the Harding administration in re-

spect to oil. But it remains the kind of book one would'

almost inevitably bind in paper. G. S.

THE INDIVIDDAL AND THE COMMUNITY, by R. E. Roper.
Moffat Yard and Co. 224 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

HERE is one of the most stimulating books that has ever

appeared in this field. It is, in no sense, a complete study of

the problem suggested in the title. It is, rather, an essay in'

that field. Perhaps just because it cuts 'cross lots and ploughs

deep furrows through old hedge rows it seems to be par-

ticularly penetrating. Some readers may be repelled by the-

author's efforts, now and again, to inject a bit of mysticism-
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Sargent's Handbooks
AMERICAN PRIVATE SCHOOLS

9th Edition, 960 pages; round corners, crimson silk cloth, gold
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A Guide ll<mk for 1'ari-nts. A CoiuinMuliuni fur Educators.
Annual Review of Kilm'ttL'miul Events.

A llismmiuatiiii; Hi-view of the Private Schools as they are today.

SUMMER CAMPS
First Edition 1924. 576 pages, 10 maps and more than 150 illustra-

tions. $5.00.

An Annual Survey of the Summer Camps and all matters pertaining
thereto.

A discriminating K view of the Summer Cani|> Movement, its origin,
development, present status, ami practices.

Educational Service Itureau advises parents in the selection of Camps
and Schools.

Consultation on appointment.

PORTER SARGENT
1 1 Beacon Street Boston, Mass.

A GATEWAY TO GOOD WILL
A collection of poems, stories and pageants for the

use of those who desire to promote peace among the
next generation. 80 pages, 50 cents.

FRIENDS' PEACE COMMITTEE
304 Arch Street Philadelphia, Pa.

THE ART OF HELPING

Cloth. $1.00.
Order from Mrs. E. W. Geer. Room 300. 105 East 22nd Street. New York.

^Announcing

Social Welfare

Administration

Published bi-monthly by Better Times
100 Gold St., New York, N. Y.

Subscription price $1.00

A FREE SAMPLE COPY
of this magazine will be sent you
on request. You will find in it in-

numerable practical ideas, that you
can adapt to your own organiza-

tion, on such matters as

Office Management Publicity
keconi Keeping Money Raising
Volunteer Workers Purchasing
Hudget Making Accounting
Committee Organization Anmutl Kepm-t>

Subscribers say that every issue is

worth many times the price of a

year's subscription.

HOME FAMILY
FOP U/FIFADF 1
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into his discussions; others by his efforts to state his problem
in terms of intelligence without the use of force. But the

reader with imagination will welcome the book for its broad

understanding, its tolerance and its keen insights into the mean-

ings of community and of individual living and their inescapable

need of each other. J. K. H.

AMERICAN STATK C.OVKKXMKNT. hy J,,liu Mubry llullim-s. U. .-Iftie-

ton ff Co. 660 pp. 1'riff $.1.75 postpaid </ The Surety.

POLITICAL PAKTIKS OF TODAY, ft.v Arthur Holcomhc. Harper &
Bros. 399 pp. Price S.I.00 postpaid nf Tin- Survey.

WORKING MANUAL OF ORIGINAL SOl'KCKS IN AMERICAN
GOYERN'M KXT. ''.v .Milton (onovcr. Johns Hopkins Press. 135 pp.
Price $1.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

THF, SUPtfR CITY, by Ruben K. Kern. K. K. Kern. 349 pp. Price

$2.00 pout paid of The Sun ev.

Tin, \VO.\! \X OX TIIK. lf . \R.\r, hv Marv Meek .ttkcsaii. The Century
Co. 331 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid 'of Tl:r Survey.

Health
YOURSELF AND YOl'U BODY, by Ifilfred T. Grciifcll. Illustrated i

by the Author. Charles Scrihiier's Sons. 324 pp. Price $2.50 /<.-

paid of The Surrey.

YOURSELF AND YOUR BODY was written to answer the

questions of Dr. Grenfell's own sons, who "'had just reached

the age of ten million Whys? and Hows? and Whens? and

Wheres?" Chapter headings such as Living Machinery, the

Framework, the Motors, the Wires of Communication, the

Pump and the Pipes, Waste and Renewals indicate both the

subjects covered and the freshness of viewpoint. The book

might be a revised stenographic record of selected conversa-

tions. The illustrations remind one of Van Loon's in the

Story of Mankind, and have the same quality of simplifying

and vivifying facts vaguely accepted. Some children and the

adults of their families will dislike both fhe conversational

style and the humorous figures occasionally introduced into

the illustrations. Children under fourteen and older children

who have ceased to take themselves too seriously, will find it

delightful and instructive. Most readers of The Survey could

read it with enjoyment and profit.

HOME CARE OF THE SICK, by Clara D. \'oyes. National Health

Council. 70 pp. Price $.30 postpaid of The Surrey.

YOUR MIND AND YOUR MENTAL HEALTH, by George K. 1'ratt.

National Health Council. 70 pp. $.30 postpaid of The Survey.

THE CHILD IN SCHOOL, CARE OF ITS HEALTH, by Thomas ll'ood.

National Health Council. 77 pp. Price $.30 postpaid of The Survey.

HEALTH OF THE WORKER, HOW TO SAFEGUARD IT, by Lee K.

Frankcl. National Health Council. 78 pp. Price $.30 postpaid of The

Survey.

ADOLESCENCE, EDUCATIONAL AND HYGIENIC PROHLEMS, fc.v

Maurice Riaclo-.t: Xational Health Council. 60 pp. Price $.30 postpaid

of The Survey.

Industry and Economics
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, by E. H. Do-.eney. The Mac-
Millan Company. 223 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THIS IS NOT only the latest, it is also the most authorita-

tive and interesting of the many books on accident compensa-

tion. Dr. Downey was a close student of workmen's compensa-

tion. He was a thoroughly qualified statistician and actuary,

and as a public administrator he was able and alert. His un-

timely death a year ago was a very serious loss to the meve-

ment for adequate laws, efficiently enforced.

This readable volume is comprehensive, covering with

especial care the social cost of industrial injuries, the scope

of compensation laws, the scale of compensation benefits, the

administration of compensation, the various forms of insur-

ance and the prevention of industrial injuries. "Workmen's

compensation embodies an ideal of social justice wholly for-

eign to that eighteenth century philosophy which inspired

the founders of our government," says Downey in an introduc-

tory statement concerning this one branch of social insurance

that has been widely accepted in America. In his concluding

C 1"1
'

i
, he points out that our compensation laws are still

I^V^vKte for the indemnity of workers injured, but. meas-

ure^ v the situation which obtained ten years ago, the advance

is very great. "That the new principle is still very imperfectly

realized in practice is less significant than its universal ac-
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ceptance in theory." Downey realized that "no far-reaching

reform was ever carried out until its justice and expediency

had taken hold upon the general conviction. Adequate com-

pensation benefits will be attained as fast as public opinion is

educated to the necessity thereof." JOHN B. ANDREWS

ECONOMICS OF FATIGUE AND UNREST, 6.v P. S. Florence.

426 pp. Henry Holt & Co. Price $4.00 postpaid of The Survey.

FROM ENGLAND has come the best summary statement

of the available facts about the measurement of fatigue and

unrest that we have had. Mr. Florence is particularly well

equipped to write such a definite study of the economics

of fatigue and unrest. His earlier work on the methods of

investigating industrial fatigue is still a classic in its field;

and Mr. Florence's studies during the war under the United

States Public Health Service were notable for their scientific

and illuminating character.

In the present book the author shows the place which must

be assigned to a quantity of data about fatigue and unrest

in any scientific study of economics and of business organiza-

tion. The data of this study is organized around the six

different forms of unproductive costs which the author dis-

covers: namely, labor turnover; absenteeism and loss of time

by strikes; the restriction of output; deficiencies in quality and

economy of output: frequency and severity of accidents;

frequency and severity of ill-health. The statistical evidence

adduced as to the amount of labor loss growing out of these

six causes is skillfully, convincingly, and exhaustively set forth.

The book should stand for some time as the best scientific

summary of the research in these fields which has been under-

taken in either Great Britain or the United States in ten

years.
If either economist or business manager has heretofore

doubted the magnitude of the many causes of human in-

efficiency in industry, the facts of this book will supply con-

clusive evidence of his error. O. T.

WOMEN AND LEISURE, by Lorine Pruette, Ph.D. B. P. Duton & Co.
255 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATION, by Morris Llewellyn Cooke. The
Ronald Press. 310 pp. Price $3.25 postpaid of The Survey.

THE LABOR SPY, by Sidney Howard. Republic Publishing Co. 200 pp.
Price $1.CO postpaid of The Survey.

UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF IN GREAT BRITAIN, by Felix Morley.
Hoi/ghton Mifftin Co. 199 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

Religion
THE PROCEEDINGS OF C. O. P. E. C. Longmans Green & Co.
295 pp. Price $1.25 postpaid of The Survey.

THE MOST absorbing conference of this year to those who
look beneath the surface is not that of politicians and financiers

wrestling with the state of Europe, but the gathering at Birm-

ingham, England, last April, of those daring souls who believe

that it is possible to solve the problems of to-day by a new
and vigorous application of the social ethics of Jesus Christ.

They dared to believe that these principles would condemn
much in the present organization of society, and they dared

further to declare that they would show the way of regenera-

tion. So they sat down for a week to examine the constitution

of society, the conduct of industry, the upbringing of children,

national and international politics, the personal relations of

men and women, and many other things in our life, in the light

of these principles. One may not agree with all their findings,

but one who wants to learn a way out of the muddle in which

we are cannot afford to disregard them. The book is com-

pact and well-arranged and handles efficiently the discussions

that followed the reports. WILLIAM E. BROOKS

CHRIST AND LABOUR, by C. F. Andrews.
183 pp. Price $1.75 postpaid of The Survey.

G. H. Doran Co.

THIS BOOK was published first as articles in "Young Men in

India," and is now put out by the British Christian Student

Movement after having been rewritten. The author is well

known for his previous writings on the labor question in

India. He begins with a brief study of labor conditions in the

NEW BOOKS
at 50% to 80% saving
A FEW ITEMS SELECTED
FROM OUR NEW BARGAIN
CATALOGUE (FREE ON RE-

QUEST)
1 Life of Alfred E. Smith, Governor of

N.Y.. by Henry Moskowitz. Publ. 1924 $1.15 $3.50
2 Story of Woman's Party, Inez

Haynes Irwin 1.19 3.50

3 Conception Control, by Lady Barret 59 1.50

4 The Czechs (Bohemians) in Ameri-
ca. Thomas Capek .49 3.00

5 Education of Karl Witte, Training of

the Child, Translated from German,
M. A. Bruce .59 1.50

6 Human Efforts and Human Wants,
Logan G. McPherson. Economics
for the laymen .59 2.00

7 Life and Letters of Herbert Spencer,
2 vols. boxed 2.50 6.50

8 Youth of Goethe, P. H. Brown 1.50 4.00
9 Progressive Religious Thought in

America, J. W. Buckham .69 2.50
10 The Budget & Responsible Gov't,

F. A. Cleveland, A. E. Buch .89 3.00
7b Walking Stick Papers and Broome

Street Straw, by R. Cortes Holliday.
Delightful Essays, de luxe edition
2 vols. boxed 2.25 10.00

1 1 The Social Diseases, Dr. J. Harcourt 1.00 3.00
1 2 Struggle for Power in Europe, 1917-

21. Dr. L. H. Guest .89 4.00
13 Innocents Abroad, Mark Twain .85

Miscellaneous Books 59c. Regular $2.00 and
$2.50 editions

Sex Knowledge, NorahNon Partisan League, H. E.
March

. .Gastan
What Is New Thought? Rebels an autobiography

<C. B. Patterson by Marie Gansz and Nat.

My Impressions of Ameri-
ca, Margot Asquitb

Plays of Old Japan, Tr. by
Leo Duran

Prelude to Bolshevism, A.
F. Kerensky

Garden of Peace, F. F.

Howe, regular, $4.00

Patients Handbook on Dia-

betes, Dr. T. Wv Edgar

J. Ferber
America and Phillipines,

Carl Crew
Magnetic
Mack

Our Greatest
Palmer

Themes of Energy, Horace
Remy

The American College,
Chas. F. Thwing

Paris, Adelaide

Battle, F.

Selected Late Fiction Now 59 cents each;
3 for $1.50

Kangaroo, D. H. Lawrence
Batouala, Renee Maran
Love Letters to Dead Wo-

man, H. D. Harbon
Open All Night, Paul Mor-

and
Escape, Jeffery E. Jeffery

People, Pierre Hemp

Basil Everyman, Elsie Sing-
master

Light, Henri Barbusse
The Mother, Norman Dun-

can
Best Psychic Short Stories

Vera, leather, by author

of "Enchanted April"

Any book listed, sent postpaid

SEIFER'S BRONX BOOKSTORE
757 WESCHESTER AVE.

N. Y. C.
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What They Read
Judging by sales through our Book De-

partment, two prime favorites among Survey
readers are

WHAT MEN LIVE BY
in which Dr. Richard C. Cabot draws on his

long and varied experience and his great fund

of idealism to compound a prescription for a

long life and a hearty one WORK, PLAY,
LOVE, WORSHIP

The HUMANIZING
of KNOWLEDGE

which carries on Prof. James Harvey Robin-

son's persuasive challenge to men to use their

minds as well as their fingers and feelings

The SURVEY ASSOCIATES EDITION of

either of these books sent postpaid for $1.50.

See the order form on back cover of this Book
Supplement

SOCIAL DISCOVERY
E. C. LINDEMAN
With an Introduction by

HERBERT CROLJ
IN*

this original as well as profound oontrilbutlon to the social sciences. Mr.
Iilndeman undertakes to perform for the social sciences a task analagoua

to that which Francis Bacon proposed to perform for the physical sciences in
his NoTum Organum. He attempts to clear away some of the mythology and
astrology which interferes with the ability of educated human beings to
consider what the behavior of man in society really amounts to. He has
Indicated a method which will help to penetrate a land which has proved
deceptive to many previous travellers. The result Is not only a trustworthy
but an exciting study of the behavior of man In society.

". . . It cannot be said too emphatically that this Is a book to be reck-
oned with by every sociologist, and not by the sociologist alone, but by every
social scientist intelligent enough to recognize bis responsibilities to metho-
dology. . . ."

Albion W. Small, In The American Journal of Sociology.

". . . This book Is the first crystallization in book form of the newer
thought on methods of fact-finding in the social sciences, and illustrates th
degree to which emancipation from metaphysical, dogmatic and deterministic

Interpretations of social conduct has been effected. The unconventionallty of
the book, both In Ita substance and arrangement, is a rather refreshing de-

parture. . . ."
J. O. Hertzler In the Journal of Philosophy.

". . . Professor Llndeman has written carefully, as the subject demanded,
but the reader feels throughout the book the simplicity of language and lucid-

ity of style that are born of close touch with human problems. . ."

Kdwln E. Aubrey In the Christian Century.

REPUBLIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
421 West 2ist St. New York City

For the enclosed SI. 00 please send me a copy of "Social Discovery" by

E. C. Lindeman :

Name

Address

In full

Roman world, and carries us on through a survey of mediaeval
monasteries and guilds to the modern world and its labor

problems. Particular attention is paid to economic imperialism
and British imperialism. The author's viewpoint can perhaps
be best understood by this quotation: "Europe did not bring
to Africa and the East for the first time these evil ways. But
in the case of Europe there has been this distinction, that in

spite of loud professions of a higher morality and of a more
rational and decent standard of living, whole nations have

committed brigandage and have glorified in it; whole nations

have grown luxurious out of the misery of other lands." The
author has deeply studied his New Testament, and he has a

way of indicting our system through the words of Christ that

must make us think. WILLIAM E. BROOKS

PRIMITIVE RELIGION, by Robert H. Lome. Boni & Liverigkt. 346
pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY AND THE PREACHER, by H. Crichton
Miller. Thomas Ssltzcr. 246 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

SIX DAYS OF THE WEEK, by Henry Van Dyke. Charles Scribner't
Sons. 355 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

Social Practice
AN INTERNATIONAL YEAR BOOK OF CHILD CARE AND PRO-
TECTION, compiled by Edmund Fuller. Longmans, Green & Co. 448

pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THE HUMANE MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES, by William
J. Shultz. Longmans, Creen & Co. 319 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of
The Survey.

THE ART OF HKLPINO PEOPLE OUT OF TROUBLE, by Karl de

Schnteinits. Houghton Mi/Kin Co. 302 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of

The Surrey.

THE ART OF HELPING, by Mnrv E. Richmond and others. Assn. of

Volunteers in Social Service. 88 pp.

Behavior and Mental Health

PSYCHIATRIC-NEUROLOGIC EXAMINATION METHODS, by

August Wimmer, M.D. C. V. Mosby. 177pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of

The Survey.

AN EXCELLENT addition to the many manuals of psychi-

atric-neurologic examination methods currently in use. The

special merit of this little volume, apart from the orderly and

precise presentation of the examination technique, is the dis-

cussion of the meaning of the various signs and symptoms and

their relation to the total clinical picture. For the social

worker, the discussion of the anamnesis in connection

with mental and neurological patients will prove of interest,

although the book is primarily written for the medical pro-

fession. BERNARD GLUECK, M.D.

OUR FEAR COMPLEXES, by Edward H. Williams and Ernest B.

Hoag. Bobbs-Merrill Co. 306 pp. Price $1.75 postpaid of The

Survey.

THE EARLIER chapters on the mental aspects of fear are

presentations of Freud and Coue in very mild form. But

worry is more than a state of mind. It produces physical

changes. The sections on these changes and their relation to

the ductless glands are sound despite the ease with which the

authors refer to "glands of courage, fear, health and person-

ality." Though not linked up with the rest of the book, the

best chapter of all is introduced under the patriotic but mis-

leading title "Cultivating our National Courage." This

presents the eugenical arguments for national action with

regard to birth control. J- H. O.

MENTAL DISEASES, by Walter Vase Gullck. M.D.

139pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

C. V. Mosby.

A VERY handy compendium on the classification, examination

and recognition of mental diseases. To one thoroughly in-

formed in this field the book may serve as a handy manual

for rapid orientation on some phases of the subject. For the

beginner, this over-simplified and necessarily altogether too dog-

matic presentation of the subject may well be misleading if not

positively harmful. The author has included in the booklet a

very interesting collection of photographs illustrative of the atti-

tudes and the general outward appearance of patients suffer-

ing from the various forms of mental disease.

BERNARD GLUECK, M.D.
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Pamphlets and Periodicals

DEFENSE OF AMERICAN SYSTEM OF
GOVERNMENT

By WILEY H. SWIFT

A Lawyer's Reply to Attack on Child Labor Amend-
ment and American Government by National Asso-

ciation Manufacturers

lOc. per copy; $5 per hundred (postpaid)

BRASS TACKS ON CHILD LABOR
AMENDMENT

Clear, Complete, Brief, Authoritative Answers to

Your Questions

5c. per copy; $3 per hundred; $20 per thousand

(postpaid)

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE
215 Fourth Avenue, New York City

THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
Official publication of the National

Organization for Public Health

Nursing, 370 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Published monthly.
Publishes articles on all phases of

public health in relation to nursing
activities.

The magazine is included in membership in the N. O. P. H. N.,

$3.00 per year. Subscription for non-nurse members $3.00 per year.

SUGGESTED READING FOR PUBLIC
HEALTH NURSES

Price 25c.

A price-list of magazine reprints, pamphlets, posters,

and publicity material sent on request.

WOMEN TORCHBEARERS
ELIZABETH PUTNAM GORDON

A fascinating historical story of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union dating from its unique

beginning in 1874 to *924. Fifty years of adventur-

ing into uncharted fields of social, religious and poli-

tical service, woven into a vivid word picture em-

braced in three hundred pages. Cloth $1.50.

The National Women's Trade Union League
of America

311 South Ashland Boulevard, Chicago

Pamphlets: "Self-Government in the Workshop,"
by Margaret Dreier Robins.

"The Children's Amendment,"
(one 4O-page handbook and one 6-page leaflet).

Official Organ: Life and Labor Bulletin,

subscription $1.00.

DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES
formerly The Charities Directory

Lists 2000 Social Agencies, 1800 Churches in New
York City and 5000 names of individuals connected

with the agencies listed.

500 pages; Cloth, $2.00

Charity Organization Society

105 East 22nd Street New York City

The Journal of

HOME ECONOMICS
devoted to

The Art of Right Living
The Science of Right Living in the Home

the Institution

the Community
Every homemaker, dietitian, nurse, and social worker should

read this Journal.
Subscription, $2.50 a year. Send for sample copy.

Published monthly by
American Home Economics Association

1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

THE GREATEST CAUSE OF DEATH

HEART DISEASE, the greatest cause of death

throughout the United S'tates, is preventable.
Often it is curable. The public is little aware

of the facts or of how t organ! -e to push heart disease
down in the mortality tables as tuberculosis has been
pushed down. The special Graphic HEART issue of
The Survey tells the story. First rate for distribution.
One copy 30 cents; 12 copies $3; 25 copies $5.75; 100
copies $20. The Survey, 112 East 19 Street, New York.

The

i December

Number

Will

> Contain

THE WOMANS PRESS
600 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y.

20c a copy $2.00 a year

Its primary concern is that women shall

think and think intelligently

By Marguerite Wilkinson
THE MINISTRY FOR WOMEN
What are women's opportunities
and responsibilities here?

By Ralph Sockman
YOUTH SPEAKS ITS MIND
More light on the Youth Move-
ment.

By Katharine Lee Bates
THE BLIND BOY OF BETH-
LEHEM
Simple, appealing, dramatic
Christmas play.

By Professor Shotwell
DISARMAMENT
THE NEW ERA IN GENEVA
Comments on the protocol.

Don't miss it. Send in your subscrip-
tion here and now.

THE WOMANS PRESS
Please enter my subscription for one

year beginning
M

$2.00 enclosed



Tou Don'tHave to Shop Aroundfor Books
ANY BOOK reviewed or advertised in this issue of the Survey

may be obtained direct of the publisher, whose name is given in

each case
;
over the counter of your local bookseller ;

or by mail of

the Book Department of The Survey. More than 6600 books have

been bought through The Survey during the past twelve months.

Books will be mailed with bill to Survey subscribers. Others are

asked to send payment with their orders. Personal checks are good
as gold with us. Use the handy order form below.

AUTHOR



THE AMERICAN NATION--A History
From Original Sources by Associated Scholars

Complete in Twenty-eight Volumes (Brand New and Boxed)

Edited by ALBERT BUSHNELL HART
Published at $56.00 Our Special Sale Price, $18.50

A-IISTORY

summarizing all present knowledge of the American Nation, from original sources by trained histori-

ans, in consultation with advisory committees from The Massachusetts Historical Society, The Virginia Historical

Society, The Texas Historical Society. The notable array of talent drawn upon is represented by college presi-

dents and professors from eighteen leading colleges and universities. Made in twenty-eight attractive volumes, tastefully

and durably bound in cloth, with titles in gold, each volume being illustrated by a frontispiece. The type is clear and
readable and the paper of good quality. Size of volumes 5x7% ins. The set complete published at $56.00. We still

have some sets left which we are offering at the special price of $18.50. Wt. 40 Ibs.

AUTHORS AND TITLES
Vol. I European Background of American His-

tory. By Edward Potts Cheney, A.M., Professor
of History. University of Pennsylvania. Adequately
explains American Civilization as a transplanted
growth and a study of European sources and in-

fluences, giving a true understanding of our na-
tional origin.

Vol. II Basis of American History. By Living-
ston Farrand, A.M., M.D., Professor of Anthro-
pology, Columbia University. An account of pre-
historic America of native products and animal
life, as well as Indian characteristics, in which
new light is thrown on obscure passages of Amer-
ican history.

Vol. Ml Spain In America. By Edward Gay-
lord Bourne, Ph.D., Professor of History, Tale
University. A compact, well-rounded account of
the discovery and exploration of America with a
full consideration of the Spanish colonial system.

Vol. IV England In America. By Lyon Gar-
diner Tyler, LL.D., President of William and Mary
College. A complete narrative of the earliest

periods of our country's history. Much new mate-
rial which has just come to light is now used for

the first time.

Vol. V Colonial Self-Government. By Chariest

McLean Andrews, Ph.D., Professor of History,

Bryn Mawr College. The development of the new
colonial system which followed the original char-

ter colonies is here clearly discussed and many
difficult problems are satisfactorily solved.

Vol. VI Provincial America. By Evarts Boutell

Green, Ph.D., Professor of History, University of

Illinois. The roots of many later institutions and
experiences found in this "forgotten half-century"
which have been inadequately treated by previous
historians, are here clearly set forth.

Vol. VIII France in America. By Reuben Gold

Thwaites, LL.D., Secretary of the State Historical

Society of Wisconsin. A clear and continuous his-

tory of French colonization in America from the

beginning of Gallic settlement to the expulsion of

the French from North America in 1763. Acadla,
the St. Lawrence, and the Mississippi settlements

are separately discussed.

Vol. VIII Preliminaries of the Revolution. By
George Elliott Howard, Ph.D., Professor of Insti-

tutional History, University of Nebraska. This vol-

ume affords a newer and broader view of condi-
tions and political standards on both sides before

the Revolution and the ignorance, rather than con-
scious desire for oppression which influenced the

English.

Vol. IX The American Revolution. By Claude
Halstead Van Tyne, Ph.D., Professor of History,

Vnivorsity of Michigan. A full account of the

Revolution, in which the parallel claims of the

civil and military struggles are fully recognized, to-

gether with the handicaps on both sides, and the
influence of the Tories.

Vol. X The Confederation and the Constitution.

By Andrew Cunningham McLaughlin, A.M., Di-
rector of the Bureau of Historical Research, Car-
negie Institution. In this history of our "Critical
Period" is fully but succinctly presented the re-

lation of earlier experiences and forms of gov-
ernment to the final work of tb Constitutional
Convention.

Vol. XI The Federalist System. By John Spen-
cer Bassett, Ph.D., Professor of American His-

tory, Smith College. This Is a vivid interpretation
of the great problems that the new national gov-
ernment had to face under the guidance of Wash-
ington, Hamilton and Jefferson.

Vol. XII The Jefferson Ian System. By Edward
Channing, Ph.D., Professor of History, Harvard
University. A compact but really Illuminating his-

tory of imperial democracy under Thomas Jefferson.

Vol. XIII The Rise of American Nationality.

By Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., President of
the University of Arizona. The author shows us
clearly and concisely the causes and development
of the new national consciousness which grew out
of the mistakes of the War of 1812.

Vol. XIV Rise of the New West. By Frederick
Jackson Turner, Ph.D. Professor of American His-
tory, University of Wisconsin. The author ade-
quately shows how the nation found itself in-

volved in questions relating to the West, and how
the Union was enriched by the appearance of a
new section.

Vol. X V Jackson ian Democracy. . By* William
MacDonald, LL.D., Professor of History. Brown
University. The Jacksonian period is treated in
historical perspective without misleading emphasis
upon the personality of Jackson.

Vol. XVI Slavery and Abolition. By Albert
Bushnell Hart, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of History.
Harvard University. The conditions of slavery, the
I. Iras of Its advocates and opponents, and the
events marking the agitation are digested and
traced side by side in a history meant to be im-
partial.

Vol. X V 1 1 Westward Extension. By George
Pierce Garrison, Ph.D., Professor of History, Uni-
versity of Texas, That momentous expansion move-
ment which carried the boundaries of the United
States from the Western edge of the Louisiana
Purchase to the Pacific Ocean is critically de-
scribed in the light of recent scholarship and the
latest study of the archives of Texas and Mexico.

Vol. XVIII Parties and Slavery. By Theodore
Clarke Smith, Ph.D.. Professor of American His-
tory, Williams College. The history of a transition
period and new alignments of voters. This vol-
ume gives a discriminating and compact account
of the struggle of the conservative elements of the
North and South to prevent an open clash over
the question of slavery in the new territory.

Vol. XIX Causes of the Civil War. By French
Ensor Chadwick, Rear-Admiral, U. 8. N., recent
President of the Naval War College. The author
gives an impartial explanation of these Intrinsic
differences between North and South which made
for divergence of political fortunes.

Vol. XX The Appeal to Arms. By James Ken-
dall Hosmer, Ph.D. LL.D., recent Librarian of
the Minneapolis Public Library. A brief, compact
and impartial political and military story of the
Civil War.

Vol. XXI Outcome of the Civil War. By James
KendallKendall llosmer, Ph.D., LL.D. The story
is told, not as a victory of the United States
over a national enemy, but as a part of the his-
tory of the whole people, both North and South.

Vol. XXII Reconstruction, Political and Eco-
nomic. By Wm. Archibald Dunning. Ph.D., LL D..
Professor of History and Political Philosophy. Co-
lumbia University. An illuminating, justly pro-
portioned history of the facts and forces which
manifested chiefly in the politics of the North
and West, transformed the naton from what it

was In 1865 to what It was in 1877.

Vol. XXIII National Development. By Edwin
Erie Sparks. A.M., Professor of American His-
tory, University of Chicago. The author begins
with a turning-point in our history, the break in
1877 between the old Issues left by war and the
vital questions of the adaptation of American gov-
ernment to the social and industrial needs of the
country

Vol. XXIV National Problems. By Davis B.
Dewey, Ph. D., Professor of Economics, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. In the light of the
author's clear analysis the true significance of this
period of confused and struggling interests is made
clear.

Vol. X X V A merica As a World Power. By
John Holladay Latane, Ph.., Professor of His-
tory, Washington and Lee University. A discrim-
inating narrative which rounds out the political
and diplomatic history of the last half century.

Vol. XXVI National Ideals Historically Traced.
By Albert Bushnell Hart, Ph.D., LL.D., Profes-
sor of History, Harvard University. A masterly
presentation of the America of today measured by
its own development as recorded In The Ameri-
can Nation.

Vol. XXVII National Progress. By Frederic
Austin Ojjg, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
University of Wisconsin. The narrative Is careful
and full, the arrangement such as to aid the
reader. The book furnishes to the reader accurate
and well -selected knowledge, and at the same time
brings the complicated Issues of the period into a
judicious whole.

Vol. XXVIII Analytic Index. Compiled by
David Maydole Matteson, A.M. Covering every im-
portant event, noted person, and historical fact
mentioned in the preceding twenty-seven volumes
and fully supplementing the separate indexes

NOTE: We have sold over 600 sets and there seems to be no letting down in the demand for this remarkable work. H. L B

We can supply any books in print at the lowest market prices and have a department for searching out of print books.
Write for our 36 page Holiday Bargain Catalog No. 173.
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A NEW PRIZE FOR A
DISTINGUISHED
ECONOMIC STUDY

In the belief that the

Theory of Wages
is of exceptional importance, and that constructive study of

it should be stimulated, a Committee composed of

PROFESSOR J. LAURENCE LAUGHLIN, Chairman

PROFESSOR JOHN BATES CLARK PROFESSOR EDWIN F. GAY
HON. THEODORE E. BURTON PROFESSOR WESLEY C. MITCHELL

has been authorized by Messrs. Hart Schaflfner & Marx to

offer in 1926 a cash prize of

Five thousand dollars
for the best original treatise on this subject

TJLHE Committee places no restrictions upon
the scope, method or character of the studies

submitted beyond the requirement that they
make genuine contributions toward our under-

standing of the problem. Emphasis may be laid

upon analysis of the economic principles under-

lying the determination of wages, upon the con-

ditions which set maximum and minimum limits

to the prices paid for important types of labor,

upon quantitative studies of the factors involved,

or upon any other aspect of the problems which
a writer can show to be significant and upon
which he can throw new light.

The prize will not be awarded except for a

work of high merit. Contestants are not limited

to any country; but the manuscripts must be in

English. This offer is entirely separate from the

annual competition in Classes A and B of the

Hart Schaffner &. Marx prizes elsewhere an-

nounced.

The ownership of the copyright will vest in

the donors, who will arrange for the publication
of the book.

Competitors should inscribe their manuscripts
with assumed names and in -sealed envelopes
give their real names and addresses, together
with degrees, distinctions, or positions held.

Inquiries concerning the competition may
be addressed to the undersigned. Manuscripts
should be sent on or before October 1st, 1926, to

J. LAURENCE LAUGHLIN
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
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Give them Health
WE are told that three wise men

followed the Star and journeyed

to Bethlehem that first Christmas

night, carrying gorgeous gifts Gold,

Frankincense and Myrrh.

And so the beautiful custom of

Christmas gift-giving began. But, as

time went on, many people made

drudgery of this lovely practice.

Making up Christmas lists became

almost as perfunctory as making

laundry lists. Tom, Dick and Harry received the

usual neckties, handkerchiefs and socks. Betty

Tuberculosis can be cured can be

prevented, and eventually wiped from

the face of the earth. But the great
battle against it cannot be left solely

to those who support our welfare

institutions.

Vast amounts of money are needed

to bring back to health those who
have been stricken with this most

cruel of all diseases. Money for

open-air camps out in the woods or

mountain slopes money for long,on sunny
restful vacations free from worry- money for

was put on Mary's list, and Mary on Betty's, proper food and care. Still more money is needed

because both hesitated to break a social custom. for the great work of prevention. And this money

Would it not be a sensible thing this Christmas to wil1
.

be raised through the sale of the little

give more as our hearts may prompt?
Christmas Seals.

Twenty-one years ago, on Christmas Eve, a young
man stood at his work in a post'office in far-away

Denmark. Thousands of Christmas letters were

pouring through his hands. And as he worked he

thought how wonderful it would be if all the happy

people who were sending glad Yuletide messages

would add a special Christmas stamp to their letters

and cards. That extra money would build a hospital

in his town for the children sick with tuberculosis!

The young man took his big idea to the King and

Queen of Denmark. His plan was enthusiastically

greeted. The first Christmas Seals appeared in Den-

mark in 1904 and the little children got their hos-

pital.

From this simple beginning grew the widespread

custom of selling Christmas Seals to fight the

Great White Plague.
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Plaintive voices are calling to you for help. Will you

help them? Let's all get together to help rid the

world of this dread disease that shows no mercy
for rich or poor.

Buy Christmas Seals as you never

bought before. Buy till it makes

you happy. Place a voluntary "health

tax" on all your cheerful Yuletide

letters, and thus brighten your gift

packages with these gay little symbols
of hope. The Christmas candles in

your heart will burn more brightly

because you have helped to smooth

away some of the troubles of the

world. This Christmas give the

greatest gift of all the gift of health!
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In spite of the splendid work already ac-

complished in the way of prevention
and cure, there are still in the United
States a million sufferers from Tuber-
culosis. A majority of these lives can be
saved if right steps are taken immedi-
ately.

In twenty years, the tuberculosis death
rate in the United States has been cut
one-half. In some places, the improve-
ment has been even greater. For ex-

ample, for seven years, the Metropolitan

has assisted in a demonstration of health
work in an industrial city, and there the
deaths from tuberculosis showed a de-
cline of 69 per cent. The Metropolitan
has also been able to obtain most excel-
lent results in its Mount Me Gregor san-
atorium for employees. About 70 per
cent of the 1,354 sufferers from tuber-
culosis discharged from the institution

during the last nine years are still at work.

Tuberculosis can be detected in its early
stages and can be checked. If men,

women and children were given a
thorough physical examination every
year and took steps to correct physical
impairments, 4 out of 5 deaths from
Tuberculosis would be prevented.

The Metropolitan has prepared a book-
let telling how to prevent and how to
cure Tuberculosis. A free copy of "A
\Var on Consumption" will be mailed
to all who ask for it.

HALEY RSKE, President.

Published by

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEWYORK
Biggest in the World,More Assets, More Policyholders, More Insurance inform, More new Insurance eachyear
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Social
Studies

Conducted by

JOSEPH K. HART

Around the World and Back

A RESTLESS, struggling world greets us. Travel-

ers have returned from many quarters with stor-

ies of the inability of the human race to settle down to

placid sleep. Russia is still struggling with the many
problems left by centuries of exploitation. India, praising

quietness and peace beyond all other people, knows little

of either. Mexico approaches a new administration with

more assurance than any other of the lately troubled

nations. In America, we find whole populations "on

the go," in their "touring cars": always ahead the grass

is a little greener; industrialists who are trying to bring

"religion" and the spirit of life into the relationships of

the workshop; and trade unionists who have got them-

selves lost in the intricacies of modern industrial organi-

zation and competition.

Correspondents 'writing from lands of the East,

where, according to legend, men are not interested in

becoming, but are satisfied with merely being, report

that they have little chance of being, under present con-

ditions, since the old foundations of being are disint-

egrating beneath them. Like the character in Alice in

Wonderland, they have to "run as fast as they can to

stay where they are."

Westeners are often ridiculed for acting as if they

enjoyed being alive and held up to scorn for their "in-

sane absorption in becoming." None the less, around the

world today, and back again, the nations and peoples that

have hope for the future are those that have an eye to

the future, too. Doubtless, all nations, groups and

individuals do need times of silence and repose. But just

now seems to be a time when all the gains of the past
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are in the balance; when, if ever, action is called for

not unintelligent, thoughtless, impulsive action, to be sure,

but action; not action that despises thinking; but action

that can get ahead somewhat and do some of its think-

ing in its tents. It is, after all, a poor sort of thinking

that can get itself done nowhere but in a school room or

a desert cave. And it is a poor sort of being that forgets

that it owes its present position to yesterday's becoming!
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The Qist of It

T)ERHAPS it is sentimental the effort to link up
JL the Christmas story (to which Mestrovic gives

fresh and vigorous expression in the wood-carved

panel which we reproduce as the frontispiece of this

issue) with the making of cast-iron pipe. But John

J. Eagan made that effort, and in recognition of his

picturesque and sincere approach to the problems of

large-scale industry we give first place in this Christmas

issue to Mr. Jackson's story of it (p. 255). Mr. Jack-

son, an Atlanta lawyer with wide civic sympathies, was
one of the contributors to the Giant Power number
who stressed the possible service of electric power to

the farmer and wage-worker.

SINCE
S. K. Ratcliffe reviewed the Indian situation

in The Survey for August I, 1924, it has changed
once more. What direction the nationalist move-

ment is now to take will be determined at the All-Indian

Congress this month; in that conference Gandhi, active

once more, will be a powerful factor. Savel Zimand

impresario for the Irish and the Russians in two

special numbers of Survey Graphic with his uncanny
knack of being on the spot when destiny stalks across

the stage, was at Poona when Gandhi was
"

released

from prison, and subsequently made a wide study of

the social forces which underly the whole nationalist

movement. He gives us the heart of his impressions

on p. 259.

BACK
and forth they drift over the prairies and

the desert, crossing the mountains, trailing up
and down the coast, some in search of health, some in

search of work, some in search of movement and

nothing more. They beg enough to buy gas, and on

they go the new gasoline gypsies. Mr. Sanderson,

executive secretary of the Wichita Council of Churches,
has watched them pass, and sketches them on p. 265.

In a forthcoming Midmonthly social workers at way-

stations on the long trail will tell what they are trying

to do to solve this new and puzzling problem in family

welfare.

TN
KEEPING with the Christmas mood, but in

whimsical contrast with the spirit of an age when

thousands of families make their home on four wheels,

is the group of old American fireplaces, borrowed from

the new American wing of the Metropolitan Museum
in New York, and eloquent of a day when a home took

gracious and enduring form in sturdy craftsmanship

(p. 267).

WHAT
MISS WALD found in her recent trip to

Russia particularly in the field of public health

she tells for the first time on p. 270. Miss Wald went

at the invitation of the Narkomzdrav (the Russian de-

partment of health), and before she left the United

States a cordial cable from Dr. Ignati Kalina, in charge

of the Narkomzdrav's Foreign Information Bureau, to

Dr. Michael Michailovsky, of the Russian Public

Health Service in New York, pledged the hospitality of

his department and the opportunity to inspect govern-

ment institutions and to meet the people responsible for

the development of the plans of the Narkomzdrav. The

far-flung system of official promotion of health which the

Commission on Russian Relief of the National Informa-

tion Bureau saw in outline two years ago, has evidently

weathered the famine year and the violent dislocation

of government finance which followed the new economic

policy.

I

OF what the Balkan peoples may contribute to a

new world, there can be no more heartening

evidence than such work in marble and wood as that of

the Jugo-slav sculptor, Mestrovic, p. 277.

OBERT BRUERE recounts the clash between the

1\. locomotive engineers and the miners an episode

which is big with significance for the future of the

labor movement in the United States, (p. 281). As we

go to press it is announced that the A. F. of L., in ses-

sion at El Paso, has unanimously called upon the loco-

motive engineers, through Warren S. Stone, president of

their brotherhood, to come to terms with the miners'

union or take the consequences.

i

WHILE
MacDonald fell and La Follette trailed,

Calles, a labor president, waited his inaugura-

tion as head of the Mexican government. What he

faces as he takes office this first day of December. Mr.
Beals points out (p. 285) with the authority of many
years' residence in Mexico. Survey readers remember

his study of The Obregon Regime in our Mexican num-

ber (May 1, 1924) and his illuminating book, Mexico

an Interpretation.

T)EOPLE crowd the closing pages of this issue:

1. Calles; Florence Kelley, whose valiant quarter-

century of service has just been celebrated p. 291 ; people

newly committed to print in books of biography, grouped

by Mr. Whipple in the second of his monthly depart-

ment on Letters and Life p. 287.
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ANGELS OF JOY

The Nativity, carved in wood for an altar piece, by the Jugo-Slav sculptor,

Ivan Mestrovic (.see page 277)
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The Kingdom of God in a Foundry
By MARION M. JACKSON

' OUR concern is now an autocracy a benevo-

lent one perhaps, but none the less an auto-

cracy operating for selfish gains. Your wel-

fare work, which is declining, is a pallia-

tive.

"You are now working men for less than

a living wage; a good part of your fortune has been made
as a result of this. You are in control of this property,
and responsible for the one thousand men and families,

or three thousand people."

So, in 1921, John J. Eagan of Atlanta described the

American Cast Iron Pipe Company, in which he was the

largest stockholder a corporation which he had seen grow
from almost nothing to the successful pipe making plant in

Birmingham, known as Acipco, with a selling force cover-

ing almost all America.

When in 1903, as a young man who had recently in-

herited wealth, he had invested in the stock of the company,
some of his friends said, "He's bought a gold brick." In-

stead, due to his wise judgment and skill in selecting men,
the venture had proved most successful. So much so, that

in 1911 Eagan, always intensely religious, had remarked to

a friend:

"Never again do I expect to entangle myself in active

business. My income is more
than I need. The plant in Birm-

ingham is doing wonderfully. It

is in the hands of a man in whom
I have absolute confidence. From
now on, I am going to devote all

my time and income to the ad-

vancement of the Kingdom of

God."

At the time, "the advancement

of the Kingdom of God" had for

Eagan little bearing upon the

business of the American Cast

Iron Pipe Company. But with

his decision, he had begun a study
of social, civic and industrial

questions in the light of the standard of right and wrong
set up by Jesus Christ. This study was to change his whole

outlook on life, particularly in the realm of economics.

The change came gradually. Its growth was hastened by

the horrors of the war with Germany, after which Mr.

Eagan began to make more frequent trips to Birmingham,

and to stay longer at the plant. It culminated in 1921, when,

for his own eyes alone, he analyzed the situation in writ-

ing, eliminating any chance of missing or mistaking the

facts, by putting them down on paper before him, facing

them, and then recording his convictions and outlining his

plan of action.

His conclusions were inevitable. Eagan could not deceive

himself.

I

This is the story of John J. Eagan, who
tried to make and sell cast-iron pipe in

the light of the teachings of Jesus. He
began his career with a strong religious
bent given him by his mother. At thirty
he inherited a moderate fortune; by the

time of his death in March, 1924, at the

age of 54, he had more than trebled it.

His property, like his business skill, he

regarded as a trust: at his death he willed

the common stock of the corporation he

controlled in trust for his workers and
the pipe purchasing public.

N the great shops at Acipco, he had seen huge ladles filled

at the blazing mouths of the cupolas in which the pig

iron was melted. He had seen the travelling cranes, man-

driven and guided, grip these ladles with hooks of steel, and

go flying with their monster burdens over and through the

midst of sweating men, working in flickering shadows where

a mishap meant indescribable agony, if not certain and

frightful death.

Men wearing goggle-eyed masks to protect their faces and.

eyes from the fierce heat and fly-

ing particles had leaped to skim

the scum of impurities from the

surface of the seething contents,

while he stood by watching.

And then, before him, the

giant ladles, slowly and carefully

tilted, filling the dust-laden mirk

with a myriad of star-like sparks,

had poured the glowing metal in-

to the lips of the pipe moulding
flasks that ringed the pits. About
them men swarmed, unmindful

of danger, yet alert to jump for

life if a slip should transform the

pit into a pool of hellish torture.
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Just beyond and below, he had seen men going to and

fro in an alley way between blazing furnaces hours spent

in a fiery atmosphere which Eagan himself could not have

endured for minutes.

And he knew the barren homes from which these workers

came the changing shifts in the dusk, or before the dawn,

passing one another on the way to work which went on

continuously from Alonday morning till Saturday night.

THEIRS
was a necessary labor. Equipped with materi-

als and tools by the capital of Eagan and others, and

guided by the knowledge of chemists and engineers and
the brains of the executive force, these men were making
life possible for millions of people, who depend for water,

heat, light and oil upon the network of pipe, made in Acipco,
and hidden beneath the homes, factories, stores and streets

of hundreds of hamlets, towns and cities, scattered through-
out the United States.

Chemists, engineers, and executive force were being well

paid. The investors of capital had received in dividends

the sum total of their investments again and again. As
the company's surplus had grown, their shares had risen

and were steadily rising in value. These stockholders could

count upon even greater returns upon their capital.

Having invested more than the rest, Eagan had profited,

and would profit most of all. His future, together with

that of his family, was assured.

The giant ladles, slowly and carefully tilted, poured the glowing
metal into the lips of pipe-molding flasks

But what of these sweating, toiling men?
To-morrow their jobs might be gone. Or worse, their

lives might be blotted out in a weltering deluge of clinging

fire, if anything should go amiss, while Eagan and the

other stockholders were seated at polished desks, or asleep

in their comfortable homes.

What then would the laborer and the laborer's family
have to show for their toil and danger?

Writing to his wife, Eagan said:

"One man. who has been with the company twelve years,

is earning only two dollars and a half per day. He has

three children, lives in two rooms. His wife and he sleep

in one room, his three children, a girl of sixteen, a boy of

fourteen, a small boy five, sleep in the same bed in this

kitchen and dining room, the other room.

"One of our men, white, has been in bad health, and has

had to give up his little cottage, for which he paid seven-

teen dollars per month rent, to move upstairs over a store

at twelve dollars and a half per month. They had to take

their little girl out of school because they could noi clothe

her sufficiently. ..."
To Eagan, Christ was a living spirit, speaking to us today

through conscience, reason and experience. In His presence

what must Eagan say not of others -but of himself, who

was profiting so largely by the labor of these people?

The answer could be neither softened nor altered for

him by pointing to Acipco's Y. W. C. A. Building, the

company's medical and dental clinic, the death,

accident and sick benefit provisions, the pension

system, and the store operating on a cooperative

basis to reduce the cost of living.

All good -yet these, as he had said, were only a

"palliative." True, they had made Acipco's labor

the most stable and contented in the district, more

than repaying their total cost to the company. But

they could not satisfy this man who was facing the

facts and applying to them Christ's law of love for

others and sacrifice of self.

Nor could Eagan dodge the issue by saying that

the president of the company was another than him-

self, and that, after all, the responsibility was the

president's and the corporation's, and not his as

an individual. John J. Eagan could control the

corporation and elect the president.

Furthermore, there was the question of the com-

pany's duty to the public. Should wages be ad-

justed by increasing the price of the company's out-

put, thus passing the burden to those who must

have the pipe to live ? Or should a cut be made in

dividends, and the saving used not only in increas-

ing wages, but also in decreasing the selling price

of pipe, in this way checking and lessening (if only

by an infinitesimal amount) the mounting cost of

living for multitudes?

Must not someone take such a step as a beginning,

if mankind were ever to be saved from the steadily

increasing burden? Or should the old course con-

tinue ?

Above all, should the men working in Acipco's

plant have a voice in deciding these questions so

vital to their very lives? Or should one man, the

president of the company, decide?

Eagan, so questioning himself, wrote the answer:
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"One-man control will destroy this country. At

the risk of loss you cannot stand for this."

And the battle with himself had ended, when

at the close of this remarkable "human document,"

he registered his final conclusion:

"You are ... afraid to assume the responsi-

bility."

Having decided that "autocracy" ought to

end at Acipco, and that he had the power to end

it, and that only his fear of shouldering the respon-

sibility of leadership was standing in the way,

nothing short of death or the absolute loss of power

could have stopped John J. Eagan.

When the directors offered him the presidency

of the company, he accepted instantly. First he

had put through a plan acceptable to the minority

who had opposed his views. They received pic-

ferred stock for their holdings in common stock,

leaving Eagan owning all of the common stock.

The newspapers made much of his announced

intention of running the company on a Christian

basis. As to their comment he wrote Mrs.

Eagan: "It does seem strange that the decision of

Christian directors to practise the teachings of Jesus

Christ in their business should cause newspaper

comment."

AT
the 1921 Christmas banquet of the men

of the plant soon after his election Eagan

explained his plan. The directors had decided that

henceforth the heads of the four departments into

which the company's work was divided should be

the heads of their departments in fact, as well as

in name, and that these four, together with .the

company's president, would constitute a Board of

Management having charge of Acipco's business

as an executive committee of the Board of Directors.

When the plan had been approved by a popular vote of

the entire working force of the company, the Board of

Operatives was organized. Its twelve members were, and

continue to be, elected by the workmen, voting each in his

own department.

This board has access to the corporation's books. It must

be consulted by the Board of Management on questions

affecting the employes, such as changes in wages, hours of

work, working and living conditions. Two of its number

are nominated by its members to serve on the company's

board of directors.

The members of the Board of Operatives are white. They
are elected, however, by the combined vote of the white and

colored workmen of the plant. When matters touching the

interests of the colored workers only are under considera-

tion, they consult with the colored directors of Acipco's

Negro Y. M. C. A., twelve in number, who are elected

by the colored workmen.

As soon as the Boards of Management and of Operatives

were organized and regularly at work, the next step was

taken. On April 22, 1922, Eagan addressed a letter jointly,

to the two boards, in which he said :

"My conviction that the first charge upon industry should

be 'a living wage' for every employe employed therein and

doing honest work has led me to the decision herein ex-

pressed."

He proposed that the earnings upon the company's com-

John J. Eagan

mon stock should be paid to the two boards, as trustees, to

be used by them to insure to each of the employes of the

company "an income, which together with his wage . . .

will enable the employe to maintain a decent standard of

living," the boards to be the sole judges of the amount

needed to accomplish this.

If there was any balance, a dividend of 8 per cent upon

the monies which he had actually invested in the stock was

to be paid him. Everything remaining was then to go to

the trustees for the employes. Eagan retained the right

to revoke or amend the trust agreement on giving twelve

months notice.

Some of the members of the board, laboring men, de-

murred when they were asked whether they would accept

the trust on the ground that the proposal was manifestly

unfair to Eagan. But they finally accepted, as Eagan ar-

gued they should. A few days later, he wrote Mrs. Eagan :

"It is all intensely interesting, and it is such a joy to

have self-interest eliminated."

As the letters to his wife at Atlanta show, Eagan's un-

resting brain was constantly full of big and little projects

for making health and happiness possible and secure in the

lives and homes of the thousands who looked to his com-

pany for the means to live. He was busy with questions

of organization and wages, the distribution of the product,

housing problems, better home contest, schools, churches,

better baby shows, even with a greased pole and pig for

the labor day celebration. Yet with it all Eagan was care-
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ful to make plain to the men that he did not regard these

things as a gift either from the company or from himself,

but as a just part of the laborers' share in that which they

themselves had helped to earn.

At the same time, in urging the men and their chosen

representatives to make decisions for themselves as to the

company's policies, he sought to put into the whole working
force of Acipco the men beneath the cranes, the salesmen

scattered throughout the country, the executive heads the

spirit, not alone of service, but of sacrifice for others, as

taught by Jesus to herdsmen and fishermen 1900 years ago.

Yet we had no illusions as to what he had undertaken.

"The real question," he wrote Airs. Eagan, "is 'have I the

spirit of Christ? And if so, have I enough of His life in me
to sell it to these men?'. . . .

"To change men's ideals so that they prefer sacrifice for

Christ to gain for self, can only be done by the power of

Christ."

In a letter, written just before Christmas, 1922, he said:

"Our men are feeling the Christ spirit as never before.

"But what a need there is!

"I learned more of this to-day as I walked home with a

Negro workman who has been in our employ only sixty

days. Came from a farm near LaGrange. Earns only
fifteen dollars per week and has a wife and five children.

Has not enough money to buy books and clothes to send

them to school. ..."
This president of a twentieth century corporation in a

Southern state, himself Southern born and reared, saw
more than the Negro and his needs. Christ was as real

to him, as he walked with the Negro home through the

deepening shadows in the Alabama city, as to the two dis-

ciples walking with the Master to Emmaus in far off Judea.
The white man could not close his eyes to the worries and

burdens of the black man at his side, and continue to walk
with Christ. Eagan had seen this, and had made his choice.

With the close of 1922, and at the opening of 1923, he

was again reviewing and analyzing the situation, forecast-

ing the future after a year of service as president of the

company. Beneath the figures 1922, he wrote:

Faced management of Acipco.
Faced financial outlook as had lost money in 1921.

Answer Shipped more tons and made more money than in

all our history. Organization very much stronger

today than a year ago More lines and greater

possibilities $200,000 appropriated for 1923 to

make organization stronger.
Minimum wage secured.

'Hitherto hath the Lord helped me.'

Cooperation between management and men, democratic

control with a leader sincerely striving to "walk with

Christ," had paid.

Below the question whether he should continue to serve

as president of the company, he wrote:

"For Jesus' sake, make a plain path for my feet.

"Outlook this year good one from business standpoint.

Way open for you to adopt new sales policy based upon
lowest possible profit, and largest possible service to public

To sell service and sacrifice to all your salesmen.

"Way open for you to put in better system of welfare

and service for men.

"Your policy as to purchase of iron, etc., safer and better

than would be without you.

"You have put in a life time in business and now have

the opportunity to turn it into service for the public.

"
'Fear not for I am with thee be strong and of good

courage Have not I commanded thee? Why criest thou

unto Me? Speak unto the children of Israel that they go
forward'."

To the list of obstacles to be overcome, he added:

"Old selfish system that tries to regulate instead of sub-

stituting the system of Christ."

His vision, already broad and deep, was becoming broader

and deeper, as his readiness to sacrifice himself reached for-

ward toward his ultimate goal. His thought, a few years

before, had been that his whole duty would be fulfilled

if he spent his income wisely in furthering worthy causes.

But now, having sacrificed leisure and a great part of his

income, as the result of an honest examination of the sources

of his income and leisure, he wrote:

"Would like to waive all returns from stock and receive

as salary only sufficient to support my family."

And, to be noted in his plans and purposes, he made these

jottings:

Thirteen hundred men and their families involved.

The whole present industrial system and the present concep-
tion of Christianity as a thing not closely connected with invest-

ments and the daily job involved.

The substitution of service and sacrifice in place of "pecuniary

gain."
"Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down

his life for his friends."

At the outset, he had written Mrs. Eagan:
"I know this following out the principles of Jesus Christ

is not to be easy. When was it ever easy to follow Him
whose path leads only to the cross? But I know also that

this is the only safe thing to do, and the only way."
Now he was writing her:

"Have been very busy here Am so happy over the way
our doctors and entire medical service are working We
have authorized to-day the employment of a baby specialist,

a throat and nose specialist, and a trained welfare nurse with

an auto. . . ."

In September, 1923, just before the break-down which

was to result in his death, he said in a letter to his wife:

"As we approach difficulties they seem to disappear or to

be overcome. God is blessing us greatly. I thank you for

your prayers for my physical strength. Am trying to do

my part in taking care of this body.

It is great that He promises wisdom to those who worjc

in faith.

Then came his illness.

At Asheville, where he went in search of health, word

came to him of the action of the Board of Management
and the Board of Operatives at their joint meeting Decem-

ber 31, 1923. It is recorded in their minute book, in an

entry of that day, thus:

"It is the judgment of these two boards that we are now

paying a 'living wage,' and effective January i, 1924, this

8 per cent dividend should be paid to Mr. Eagan."

Such was the verdict of the men themselves, as to the re-

sults of cooperation between management and men at Acipco.

It is believed to be unique in industrial annals.

One further step is yet to be taken before the whole

plan of cooperation, as designed by Eagan, will be in ef-

fect: the election of two directors to speak for the public

in the company's Board of Directors, as was provided at

the last meeting of stockholders which he attended.

(Continued on page 298)



Again One Man and An Empire
Gandhi moves for Indian unity

By';SAVEL ZIMAND
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From an original painting by Dr Abaninclranath Ta?ore, brother of the poet

Qandhi

V^^^^^^^HE All-India-Congress meets during Christ-

J^ ^-^. mas week at Belgaum, under the leader-

m C \ ship of Gandhi. It seems probable that

IL m December, no less than last February,

^^^^^^^T will enter into the history of India as a

great turning point. And again its pivot

will be a man who comes not with a sword but who, from

the Himalayas to the cape, is known to shepherds and peas-

ants and princes and wise men as the Mahatma, which

means great soul.

In February Gandhi was released from prison. His had

been the most potent figure in Asia since the massacre of

Amritsar in 1919. That stirred India to its depths and

loosened a new nationalism which at his hands was turned

from violence into the great protest movement of non-

cooperation. In February of this year, also, came the shoot-

ing down of the Sikhs at Jaito, the fighting tribe

which has accepted his doctrine of non-violence;

and Jaito took its place beside Amritsar in the pop-

ular ferment.

I was at Poona when Gandhi was released. I

was at hand when the Sikhs were shot down at

Jaito. I find that my American friends can grasp

the drama of these things (of which I shall tell),

but they fail to grasp the great welding of social

forces which has been going forward and which

within the month will be the driving power behind

a new crusade for parliamentary self-government.

They do not know what it means that such rival

leaders as Mrs. Besant and Gandhi have sunk their

differences. They do not sense the significance of

gains made this fall in overcoming ancient sources

of cleavage between Hindus and Mussulmen. They
do not apprehend the reverberations in India to be

looked for from the conservative triumph in the

October elections in Great Britain.

These swift moves can all be hung upon incidents

in which Mahatma Gandhi has himself figured

his release last spring; his slow recovery; his fast-

ing, (more powerful than a thousand harangues)

as a protest against the race riots ; his espousal of

the Untouchables (which can only be compared to

the Abolitionist agitation in the American 50*5) ;

and last his willingness to suspend the boycott and

join with all parties in framing a scheme for par-

liamentary government.

I shall try to interpret these developments in the

light of my contacts this year with the men and

forces which are now gathering head. But above

all I shall try to interpret them in terms of the

personality of the Mahatma, and the chords he

strikes with fearless gentle fingers deep in the

hearts of a people whose secular education has been

slight, but who for centuries have been attuned to the life

of religion.

Again, one lone figure stands out in disparity against im-

perial army and law and civil establishment.

Again in the East, we are witnessing the surge of the

human spirit.

ONE
of my many vivid recollections is a scene in the

Prince of Wales Museum at Bombay. At that time

Gandhi was still a prisoner, and in the city of Bombay the

cotton workers were on a general strike. I wandered through

the museum and came upon a group of cotton workers

with ragged and filthy pieces of white cloth tied around

their thighs. They were gazing at a painting. From where

I stood I could not make out what they were looking at

so intently. I saw one of them point his finger and then

259
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I heard another exclaim the familiar name of

Mahatma Gandhi. I waited until they left. Then
I approached the place and was amazed to find

that they had been looking at a portrait of Abraham
Lincoln.

They could not have mistaken him for Gandhi.

It may be that the name of- the great liberator was

known to these simple workers as that of a man
to be compared to their saint. It may be they read

in his face, also, Mahatma, which means great

soul.

IN
dealing with what is transpiring in India, as

those who have studied it long will tell you, it

is necessary to reckon with the abiding elements

as well as to pass in swift review the major events

since the close of the World War. India is ruled by
a semi-parliamentary system of government. In

The National Prayer.

. Lord I lead India towards, the path of truth

this doing teach her the religion of 'Swadeshi

and knit, the- Hindus, MussalmanSi Parsfs,

Christians, and Jews living. in India closer

together. Mahathma Gandhi.

reality

the affairs of the country are carried on by the efficient

Indian Civil Service. You see the English official hard at

work and honestly fulfilling his duty. But you hear the

Indian with renewed youth finding fault with the system
worked by that official on the ground that it is humiliating
not to have an Indian performing the task. The nationalists

demand some kind of home rule which will give them con-

trol over the internal affairs of India. It is important
to note that no responsible political group in India asks

for separation from the Empire. The Montagu reforms

of 1919, better known as "Dyrarchy," have not worked.

What the Indians want immediately is a responsible par-

liament, and a definite time limit set for the complete realiza-

tion of self-government.

Moderate as these demands may appear, those in charge
of Indian policy consider them full of dangerous possibilities.

The Civil Service has a poor opinion of the administrative

talents of Indians. Some hold that the Indians are un-

suited for self government; others that they are not yet

ready to take over such responsibilities. When you hear

Indians referred to as "Niggers" and find that they are

excluded from the leading clubs and that there is rarely
social intercourse between them, you begin to understand

why the British and Indians do not work intelligently to-

gether. The general run of civil servants want "to keep
the Indian in his place."

I do not wish to minimize -the Anglo-Indian official argu-
ment or the desirability of efficient administration. These
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The prophet as chairman

rationalizings, however, are not a sufficient answer to the

deep-seated unrest.

For one thing, the poverty which I saw in the land told

volumes why the nationalists have such a tremendous fol-

lowing. To give only a few figures: the average annual

income is below $15, the average expectation of life 23

years, and the percentage of illiterates 96. The causes of

these evils may lie in the economy, the education and the

habits of the people ; but responsibility for their persistance

cannot be evaded by those who have controlled the country's

destiny for one hundred and fifty years.

In the last five years the nationalist movements which

have sought to wring concessions from the British, have

undergone three important changes.

First came the period of Non-Cooperation under the

leadership of Gandhi. It may well be called the period of

industrial action; starting in 1919 and reaching its climax

in 1922. Self-government was to be achieved by rejecting

its make believe, by non-participation and by civil dis-

obedience. Economic self-dependence was to be achieved

by the re-introduction in every household of the spinning
wheel.

Gandhi devised the following strategical moves: the triple

boycott (against schools, law courts and elective assemblies) ;

the Hartal, which means a total suspension of the business

individual civil disobedience, and as the last resort, mass

civil disobedience.

Of these moves it is sufficient to say that the boycott

against the schools has not only been a failure but has also

done much harm ; that that against

the law courts has not been more

successful. The Hartals and civil

disobedience have been successful

only in a sense. Business was sus-

pended during the days when a

Hartal was declared ; but not

everywhere was the spirit of non-

violence predominant. Riots and

serious disorders accompanied by

bloodshed broke out again and

again, and the Mahatma confessed

publicly that his people were not

ready for mass civil disobedience.

The great practical achievement

of the 1919-1922 period lay in the
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A DISTINCTION should be made between non-

/V violence, as Gandhi understands it, and non-resist-

ance. I can best illustrate the difference by a story which

a nationalist told me. A snake charmer reprimanded

one of his snakes for continually biting the people.

"Why," he asked, "don't you adopt new tactics and

become a non-cooperator?''

"But," said the snake, "what shall I do if people hit

me."

"Well," said the charmer, "let them alone and they

won't bite you."

The snake followed his advice. When the children of

the neighborhood came the next day they found that the

snake was not biting. The news spread and they began

to tease the snake. Others threw stones at it. The

snake only ran away from them and hid itself. One

day the charmer came around and found the snake hid-

den in a hole.

"Is that the position you have come to?" he asked.

"From a very proud creature you have changed to a

coward. Shame on you."

"But," protested the snake, "I have only followed out

your non-cooperation theory."

"Oh, no!" answered the charmer, "I have told you

not to bite; but I have not told you not to hiss."

awakening of the national consciousness. It spread the

spirit of independence throughout the land. I found that

everywhere. Nationalism was carried as never before to

the masses. Gandhi's arrest marked the end of this chapter.

With Gandhi absent from the political arena, the Swaraj

party came into being in 1922 under the leadership of C. R.

Das; and in time became well organized and strongly

disciplined. In the fall of 1923 it captured the majority

of seats in one provincial Assembly

and a large number in all other

Assemblies, and the propaganda

in furtherance of the Council boy-

cotts was suspended until Gandhi

should be released. None the less,

throughout 1923 *nd tne early

part of 1924 the nationalist move-

ment was divided among Gan

dhistes who stressed the spinning

wheel and boycotts, Swarajists

who used obstructive methods in

the Assemblies, and Liberals un-

popular with the masses who

wanted more persuasive methods

To these party divisions should be L

added the friction between Hindus
[

and Mussulmen. The great task

ot uniting the conflicting elements

waited upon the man who could

command the unanimous respect

and love of his countrymen.

last. By good furtune I arrived on the grounds of Sasoon

hospital in the city of Poona (where he had undergone an

operation for appendicitis) at an early hour of the day when

word arrived that Gandhi was no longer to be held a

prisoner. Only the family of Mahatma Gandhi, his beloved

friend, C. F. Andrews, and a few others were near him.

All was quiet in the courtyard. The nurses and physicians

were making their rounds. The poor of surrounding villages

were waiting to be examined.

Suddenly a magic change occurred. "Have you heard

the good news?" whispered one employe to another. Tele-

grams began pouring in from all over the country.

I talked with Mr. Andrews in an adjoining room while

Gandhi was being dressed. He was too weak to stand.

About half an hour later as I looked in the corridor, I

noticed lines of men with white caps, white shirts, and

white dhotis. They were waiting to salute the modern

prophet of India on his release from prison. Gandhi, dressed

in white cotton, was carried out in a chair. The white caps

stood silent on both sides of the corridor. A few nurses

were near the front. More white caps at the back. On
both sides of the chair more youths, the vanguard of new

India.

The cottage put at his disposal was in the compound of

the hospital, and only a few steps from where he had been

interned. His medical treatment would go on; but the

cottage had more light and sunshine and it stood for

freedom.

The courtyard was now a sea of white caps. Mr.
Andrews took me with him into the cottage and we shook

Gandhi's hands. The thought that came to my mind was

that here was a modern St. Francis. He is fifty-five years

old, a mere slip of a man, with close cropped hair, which

makes him look bald in his photographs; his lack of teeth

adds to the effect of age in his pictures. Yet here in the

THIS
new chapter in the story

of India's fight for freedom

started with Gandhi's release from

prison on the fifth of February

Johnston & Hoffman, India

A pundit reading a sacred book to a devoutly attentive group. The Sikhs considered
it a sacrilege to interrupt such a reading, as British troops did at Jaito
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Johnston & Hoffman, India

The Qolden Temple of the Sikhs at Amritsar, from which bands of devotees good fighters all marched soberly to

]aito to face gunfire and imprisonment without resistance

flesh, he looked entirely different from any photograph I

had ever seen of him.

He seemed very weak and I hesitated to enter into con-

versation. The words of a Hindu seer came to my mind

that it would be one of the common people who would

save the country. At first sight, there was nothing extra-

ordinary about this man ; yet as I studied his face it told

me much. It told me of sympathy and infinite patience

and gentleness, of sincerity and simplicity, of joyfulness and

tenderness. But his jaw and chin suggested something else.

There was power and determination. They indicated the

fighting nature, the man of action. Yet what a difference

between the sculpturing of the skull of Lenin and that of

Gandhi. The one showed the man in whom the intellect

decided ; the other the man who acts because his insight

tells him the way. A friend had told me how in addressing

the students of his national college at Ahmedabad, Gandhi

said, "You people had to argue yourselves into the belief

of non-cooperation. For me there was no other choice."

But such stories do not mean that he is unintellectual. He
could hold his own with any living statesman. Did he not

come out victorious in South Africa when he pitted his wits

against so shrewd a political leader as General Smuts? It

is just that Gandhi has the heavenly gift of being able to

act swiftly without dwelling long in the house of reason.

He regarded me with his large brown eyes. Visions came

and went, but I could not utter a word. I could only bow

reverently and leave the room. Outside, people of all ages

were gathered, from school children who proclaimed a

national holiday, to old wandering Fakirs. There were

young students who tried to get a glimpse through the bars

of the corridors. There were old women, lifting children

to see the saint. An Indian companion whispered to me,

"If you want to understand Gandhi, go to the country.

There you will get the spirit of his message."

SO
I set out to learn what a stranger might of Gandhi

and of India a study in which a man might spend

his life. I could only spend a matter of weeks and months.

There are some seven hundred and fifty thousand villages

in India and nearly 90 per cent of the total population live

in them. I have seen a few of them and there I found his

fight for freedom. I wandered up and down the Great

Indian Peninsula, east and west, north and south, and must

have talked to thousands of people. I do not remember

talking to anyone without asking about the man I had seen

that morning in the cottage in the hospital compound. And
of all the different and mutually antagonistic people with

whom I talked, I can recollect no one who did not have

something beautiful to say about Mahatmaji. It seemed to

me that there was not a single person in that country to

whom his name is not a symbol of love.

In a backward section to the north, I made a house to

house canvas asking the villagers about Gandhi. When I

mentioned his name their faces lighted up and the usual

answer to my usual question whether he was a good man,

was: "Gandhi? Mahatma Gandhi? He is like God himself."

MONTHS
later I was to see again this man who to

them was as God ; and to talk with him. But before

setting down what he said, I must tell you something of

what those months held for him. There were feverish

weeks of consultation with the Sicarajist leaders. The

country waited with anxiety. At length, statements were

issued: the parties held to their different paths in seeking

the common goal ; and there was no agreement at the meet-

ing of the Executive Committee of the All-India-Congress

in June.

Meanwhile racial and religious antagonisms had flared up

anew. At Delhi some Hindus assaulted a Moslem boy and

following this the Mohammedans attacked Hindu temples

and perpetrated assaults on women and children. At Nag-
pur the Mohammedans interferred with a Hindu procession

and the result was a free fight lasting for over a week. At

Gulbarges in the native state of Hyderabad, the Moham-
medans destroyed temples, looted and burned houses,

wounded children and assaulted women. Gandhi appealed

to both great racial communities to give up their quarrels

and settle down to a peaceful program. But his pleas were

in vain. The Hindu-Moslem tension went from bad to

worse.

The Mahatma, as no one else, embodies the sufferings of

his nation. He grieved over these civil strifes. He prayed

for guidance. As a last resort, on September 18, he entered

upon a fast for twenty-one days.

"Something," he said, "has got to be done. I passed two
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nights in restlessness and pain. On Wednesday I knew

the remedy. I knew the remedy I must do penance. My
penance is the prayer of a bleeding heart for forgiveness for

sins unwittingly committed. It is a warning to the Hindus

and Mussulmen who have professed to love me. If they

have loved me truly and if I have been deserving of their

love they will do penance with me for the grave sin of

denying God in their hearts."

This self-inflicted punishment for the wrongs committed

by his people had for the time, at any rate, the desired

effect. The representatives of all religious communities in

India assembled in conference and urged him to abandon

the fast. On the fourteenth day of Gandhi's fast when

the doctors said his life was in danger the conference

reached an agreement. The cow is sacred to the Hindus ;

the Mohammedan sacrifices his cattle as Abraham did.

Music is a part of Hindu worship ; it is banned from the

Moslem mosque. Hence friction and race riots. Moslems

agreed not to drive cattle through the Hindu quarters on

their way to their religious sacrifices and to reduce "cow

slaughter." The Hindus agreed to avoid playing music

before the Mohammedan mosques. Both agreed not to use

force, and, if any disputes arose, to entrust the settlement

to the Mahatma.

A^TER
his release from prison Gandhi took up, with

greater fervor than ever before, the cause of the fifty-

three million people whose very touch is pollution. These

are members of the aboriginal tribes which inhabited India

before the Arvans came. The Hindus did not exterminate
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Beating such a drum as this an essential part of Hindu.

worship before a mosque where music is forbidden is a

frequent cause of friction

Part of the crowd of 50,000 who gathered at Amritsar to

pray for the success of the pilgrims to Jaito

them ; they became outcasts beneath even the very lowest

of the Hindu castes. These outcasts cannot draw water

from the public wells, cannot enter public buildings, cannot

pray in public temples, cannot walk on the public roads. If

one of them starts out on a walk, he must make a certain

noise, so that the caste people become aware that he is ap-

proaching and are enabled to keep at a distance of sixty-four

feet. It is worth noting that untouchability has permeated

even among Indian Christians.

Gandhi and his co-workers have for a long time tried to

recall to citizenship these millions. They have shown that

nothing in the Hindu religion permits the existence of

pariahs. Gandhi himself has adopted an untouchable girl.

The removal of untouchability would ease more than

their lot. Moslems find in these ostracized folk good ma-

terial for conversion to their religion. The Hindus naturally

resent this. But once untouchables are emancipated onp

cause of tension would be removed.

THE
Moslem conflicts and the division among his former

co-workers made Gandhi realize that the profound de-

mands which his original program made upon men's spiritual

natures could only be met by a long process of education.

He suspended his boycott program and asked the whole

nation to unite under the roof of the All-India-Congress
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with, as \ve would say in America, "three planks to their

platform": unity between communities; removal of un-

touchability ;
each member of the organization to spin for

half a day, whatever his rank or profession.

These he considers central to the main work of internal

development "without which there will he no effective ex-

ternal political pressure." On these three self-imposed

obligations the people of India could unite. They are the

price which he asks for leading their fight. He sympathizes

with those who claim that his program will take a long

time. But he holds that "some of us at least will have to

go through the agony and out of it only will a nation full,

vigorous and free be born."

The political field is not to be neglected. In the contrary,

political action is to be prosecuted with more vigor than

ever. On this question, too, the Mahatma was ready for

sacrifices. He suggested a general conference of all political

parties for the purpose of framing a self government scheme

acceptable to all and for presentation to the Government.

He pledged himself to be bound by the vote of the majority.

But Gandhi insists that the political activity be carried on

outside the Congress, which itself is to be devoted at least

for one year to internal development.

THE
one and only point in Gandhi's proposal which is

likely to encounter opposition is compulsory spinning.

To him it is the most urgent item not only for the economic

prosperity but for the social redemption of the country.

Daily he writes and talks about it; prays for it; spins

himself.

When I talked to him about his program almost his first

words dealt with his beloved charka.

"By far the most important," said he, "is the replacement

of the foreign piece goods trade by homespun. Foreign

cloth constituted the largest drain voluntarily permitted by

us. It means that six hundred million rupees ($200,000,000)

are annually paid by us for goods bought from the Lancashire

cotton mills alone. If India could make the effort to stop

that drain, the bleeding process will soon cease and the

English will realize that it does not pay to rule India as

it is ruled today."

One may be very sceptical as to the political benefits

India may derive from the universal introduction of the

charka and yet realize how much better off the people would

be if they spent their idle time at the spinning wheel. Fifty

million people of India have hardly more than a bowl of

rice a day, and the agricultural population is unemployed

a great part of the year.

But it is one thing to encourage the introduction of home-

spun ; it is another thing to compel all those who wish to

belong to the Congress to spin half an hour each day. There-

in lies a discipline of the spirit which smacks of the East;

but also a reliance upon a universal technique, imposed upon

high and low, which we in the West could call democratic.

The nationalists will probably arrive at some kind of a

compromise on this point. To reject the spinning-wheel

would mean that the Swarajists would lose their tremendous

reinforcement which Gandhi's hold upon the people would

bring to their cause ; to accept it will mean that they can

continue their fight in the legislatures with new prospect

of success. The British will not be able to withstand the

pressure of a united nationalist movement. Under new

conditions even "constructive repression" and the massacres

which it entails cannot be carried on for a/ long time.

But if massacres come, what will be the attitude of the

people? Will they respond with force? To the outside

world Gandhi's message of non-violence made the greatest

appeal. It filled a war-tired world with wonder that so

exalted a teaching should have affected so many people.

His gospel will, as before, remain the core of the move-

ment. To be sure, non-violence is not accepted by all as a

creed. But all are agreed that it is the only policy to be

pursued. I do know that political criminal acts have oc-

curred in the last two years. But the union of all political

parties under the Mahatma's leadership is the greatest assur-

ance against the spread of political crimes.

I had occasion to learn how a warrior community like

the Sikhs adopted non-violence in their fight against the

Government and held to it in the face of most unheard-of

circumstances. The Sikhs are a religious sect of the Punjab.
A few years ago they started to purge their religion of abuses"

and to drive out their immoral abbots. They organized a

United Shrine Protection Commitee and as the reform went

on, this became the body representative of Sikhism. They
called themselves the Akalis, which means followers of the

eternal. In a number of instances the abbots had been the

legal owners of the shrines and they appealed to the Govern-

ment for protection. The Sikhs held that this was a purely

religious matter and the British had no right to interfere.

The Government, following its position to its logical con-

clusion, was put in the unhappy position of aiding priests

whose conduct it did not approve; and in the course of the

clashes over the shrines, hundreds of Sikhs were beaten up

by the Government police. Moreover, last year the Gov-

ernment deposed the Maharaja of Nabha because of ap-

palling cases of misdoings and immoral private life, but

unfortunately did not make public the facts on which it had

acted. It happened that the Maharaja was also a strong

sympathizer with the reform movement and the Sikhs

claimed that he was persecuted because of his stand.

After his deposition the Akalis gathered at a shrine in

the village of Jaito. They had done this before. The
British now, however, suspected that their purpose was

political agitation. They raided the shrine and arrested a

large number of the congregation. The arrests in them-

selves would not have agitated the Sikhs so much, but they
considered the interruption of the reading of the scripture

a great sacrilege.

This was in September 1923 and the Sikh committee,,

taking it as a challenge, began to send to Jaito bands to

assert their right to worship. Early in February of this

year a jatha (company) of five hundred Sikhs took the

pledge before the Supreme Throne at the Amritsar shrine,

to observe non-violence in thought, deed and action, and

thereupon started on foot the one hundred and fifty mile

march to the village of Jaito. The jatha was to reach its

destination on February 21. I had arrived the morning
before in Amritsar, and I motored to Jaito in company with

two nationalist leaders to observe the outcome of the affair,

which had assumed a national character. We ran the whole

day through the Punjab districts, passed a few native states

and after dusk we reached the village of Bargar where the

jatha was encamped for the night. After the evening meal,

I visited the different tents where the jatha was resting.

All was peaceful and orderly, (Continued on page 305}
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Gasoline Gypsies
By ROSS W. SANDERSON

OULD you call it good sense to start out in

a Ford truck with two-weeks-old twins

and without a destination?

Did you know that it was cheaper to

move about in an auto than to pay rent?

If out of forty "auto tramp" families

with whom you came in contact in a period of six months

you discovered that twenty-five were just "birds of pas-

sage" on the road to anywhere, provided it was somewhere

else, wouldn't the romance of wanderlust begin to evaporate?

Is it the business of a family welfare agency to furnish

money for "gas" to any stranded "auto tramp" family that

may apply?
If two families were found to have traveled as "auto

tramps" for more than two years, living from hand to

onth, and working when forced to do so, would you call

em well-traveled?

If thirteen families which had applied to you for aid

ere known to be out sight-seeing in their cars while you
ere wrestling with their problems, would you still wrestle

erfully?

If one '"auto tramp" car brought a person of seventy,
id another a person of sixteen, and both were abandoned

your town, wouldn't you say that the abandoning busi-

was looking up?
If you found the typical "auto tramp" family more will-

to part with its children than with its car, however

apidated the latter, how would you appeal to the parental
tinct?

If you found nine families in six months who had come

your town thinking that the pot of gold was there at the

nd of the rainbow, and found out that the rainbow itself

was only a mirage, what would you advise them to do next?

These are some of the more obvious questions suggested

by reading a study of forty families who arrived in Denver

by automobile during the last six months of 1923, all of

whom were applicants for aid at the Denver Social Service

Bureau. These families arrived from sixteen states in nine

different sorts of cars. Some came during the severe cold

of the late fall. They camped on the ground, and slept

under their cars. Anna G. Williams who made the study
for the Denver Bureau asks, "Are we abusing our liberty

to such an extent that future generations will need pass-

ports to go from state to state, or will we have a national

fund to care for the increasing number of migratory desti-

tute persons traveling from state to state?" For "all the

time we were working with these folks from other cities

many of our own Denver folks were traveling in other

states, putting the cities in these states to the same trouble

and expense as Denver was being put to."

Yea, verily, they were.

UP
and down the roads of kansa--, Oklahoma, Nebraska,

Texas and many another state goes the unending
stream of "auto tramp" families. Their net capital is in-

vested in a Ford that may have cost as little as twenty-five
dollars. The children ought doubtless to be in school, but

they are getting the education of the gasoline gypsy. Once
in a while they stay in a town, but it would be too mono-
tonous to stay very long. Last month they were in Colorado,
this month in Kansas. Oklahoma City will tell you about

them in a few weeks, and later Dallas will report their

arrival.

Does all this sound a bit "contrary to fact"?

Well, here is Gertrude Vaile, formerly of the American

Association for Organizing Family Social Work, now

watching this procession from Denver. Says she, "It seems

to me that almost every society I have visited in this part

of the world has told me some striking tale of 'Ford tramps'
or 'gasoline knights' or whatever may be the picturesque

phrase that is used." At the Yellowstone National Park
a great number of travelers register these days "no fixed

address." They appear to have most of their worldly goods
in or on their cars or both. In organized communities

when a family welfare society tries to get any real grip on

such a family situation the family is "gone like a flea"

first to beg successfully in the more prosperous sections of

the city, and then to parts unknown. Social agencies dis-
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like to care for non-residents in anything more than an

emergency manner; but now we have a new riddle. When
is a family neither resident nor non-resident? Answer,
when it is an "auto tramp" family.

Needles, California, is a town of about 2,800 population.

It is not only an important railroad gateway to the state,

but also on the far edge of a long wilderness whither the

tribes go up, their machines broken down and their supplies

exhausted. Stranded gasoline beggars overwhelm such a

!town and the result is a stream of S. O. S. calls to San

Bernardino, the county seat. The Travelers Aid wonders

whether this isn't a problem for them. Says Virginia

McMechen, western field representative of their National

Association, "I am constantly in contact with the problem
as it confronts social agencies throughout the twelve states

in which I travel."

Salt Lake City says, "We get them both coming and

going from the coast and they turn up here as late as

December." A man and his wife start from California to

Nebraska in a practically new car, with sixty dollars in

money. Tire trouble. They arrive in Salt Lake City with

five dollars left. A man and his wife and three small chil-

dren start out from California in a new car. He has left

a job which didn't pay enough to suit him. His cash capital

is $160. He cares for two families on the road. Total

balance, two dollars. No work to be found in Salt Lake.

No food for the family. But the gas tank is full, so he

starts to beat it back to California. A man, his wife and
one child, go up and down the coast all summer, working
in the fruit orchards. They start east too late. The snow
gets them in the mountains. They have to sell their car

and pretty much everything else they have. They want
to be sent back to California. But Los Angeles reports
that they had sponged on friends there until told to get
but.

THE
"auto tramp" children are a new educational prob-

lem. An attempt is to be made in Oregon to amend
the compulsory school law so that any child who is in a

school district more than toco days when the schools are

in session must report to school. The State Board of In-

spectors of Child Labor reports that "the migratory work-

ers or 'Ford tramp families' are becoming less popular each

year with the ranchers." This is partly due to the fact that

the hop growers get all the labor they want from their own
permanent families. In the Hood River District the apple

growers are loath to take packers with children in the

families, because the children must be. sent to school.

"Auto tramp" families are of the sort that does not con-

sider an education of primary importance. Moreover school

authorities frankly state that they do not want children

of this type in school. The children are usually uncared

for, are irresponsible and have no books. Sometimes a

father and mother deliberately pull up stakes because their

children have been so badly treated in school. Concerted

action will involve a discussion of the responsibility of the

social and educational agencies to the wayfarer.
California, with its year-round succession of fruit and

vegetable crops, meets this particular problem at its worst.

The school attendance law had been written before families

began to follow the crops. There are now 10,000 children

follo\ving the .crops in California alone, and in 1919 the

California Department of Education began to adjust the

school attendance to the facts. (One teacher found that

she had only one pupil in the school house, while there was
a crowd of children within sight at work in the field.)

An appropriation of $10,000 provided for a migratory
teacher to follow the migratory children. In the walnut

harvest district a school was opened at 7 A. M. in the Sun-

day School room of a church. A six weeks experiment

proved that by going to school until noon and working in

the field in the afternoon the children picked as many sacks

as they did when they worked all day. All work and no

school makes Jack a poor picker. In the cotton, and in

the asparagus and onion country farther north it was

found better to put the migratory children into the es-

tablished schools- they needed the touch with resident

habits.

The auto camps would make a story in themselves.

Planned for the overnight tourist, they are now occupied

by large numbers of families who stay for indefinite periods.

Last year California camps registered 140,000 machines and
a million and a quarter people. We can only hint at the

facilities for the spread of communicable disease as families

drift in and out; at the migratory auto-trader who infests

the camps and plays the same role in the economic life of the

community as the traditional horse-trader ; at the breakdown
of all the standards which make for modern civilization in

the face of the casual congestion of those camps where large

families of children are spending the best part of their

childhood.

THERE
is another very different phase of the problem.

The hitch-hiker is familiar east and west. He or she

may be a self-respecting traveler on holiday, or he may
be merely a new kind of tramp, who mooches on the gasoline

line instead of hitting the brake-beams or riding blind bag-

gage. There have been some murders on the highroad,

to be sure, so even the good-natured tourist is not likely

to pick up a lone male traveler. But if the wayfarer has

his wife and children with him, toiling wearily along the

road from Joplin to Denver, or from Enid to Omaha, who
could resist his plea? And if the Associated Charities has

turned, him down, why shouldn't the housewife take pity on

him? Perhaps even the newspaper will turn in and raise

some money for the poor fellow.

Of course, the woman need not be his wife, or the child

the child of either of them. Any woman, any child will do.

You see they were robbed of $79 just out of town last night,

or they never would have been in this fix. Unfor-

tunately the cold-blooded Associated Charities person has

an analytical mind. He discovers that the very same family

were robbed of that same $79 just out of Fort Worth not

long since. What's more, the man himself is the same

man who had appeared in Wichita a few weeks back; only,

then he was single. To cap the climax, it turns out that he

has just "borrowed" the baby from a fellow "auto tramp."

Says the local social service expert in our village, "Give

me my wife and child, and I'll travel on the mohair cushions

from coast to coast at the expense of the other fel-

low."

It's a great game, this western game of the new-fangled,

gasoline-scented, "long, long trail" which changes from mud
and sand to brick and cement. The playing field stretches

half across a continent. The players laugh at life, and kee'p

on begging. And what are we going to do about it?



The exhibition gallery

epeats the structure of

the Old Ship Meeting
louse at Hingham,
lass. (1681). Trusses,

Teat curved members

and chamfering "show

he strong tradition of

late Gothic building

which the colonists

rought with them."

With "Old Ship" as

our clue, we may fancy

the roof an up-set hold,

emptying its cargo of

craftsmanship and de-

signs into our seaboard

settlements. For exam-

ple, the crude trestle

table is modeled after

the refectory tables of

15th Century England.

A Shrine of American Fireplaces
HTST! Have federal and municipal author-

ities been napping? How comes it that this

parcel of Revolutionaries and Roundheads,

Pilgrims and Cavaliers, refugees with who

knows what black marks against them, have

slipped by Ellis Island without so much as

a Hovvd-ye-do to the Quota Law. They have camped out

bag and baggage, of all places, in Central Park. They have

been joined up by a mixed company of Harts from Ipswich,

Bowlers from Newport way, and Ruggleses from Boston.

Here's Parson Capen from Topsfield ; there Captain Hew-

lett from Long Island ; and yonder Mine Host from

Gadsby's Tavern which Washington was wont to frequent

down in Virginia. Instead of the ordinary immigrants'

packs, these squatters have brought huge wains with them

laden with odd furnitures slat-back chairs and gate-leg

tables, betty lamps and rush lights, highboys and lowboys

without end, chest-on-chests and spread eagle fenders. And
what with their beakers, tankards, punch bowls and flip glas-

ses, they would bear watching by another branch of the law.

All of which is to say that our staidest of museums has

embarked upon an adventure which is not only an innovation

in the arts but is primed with civic and educational signifi-

cance. A hundred American cities and towns have pre-

served famous houses, redolent with patriotic or literary

memories and furnished with heir looms. Certain Euro-

pean museums have series of rooms which show the evolu-

tion of their domestic culture. In the American wing of

the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, we have

a chambered nautilus beginning with kitchens and keeping

rooms of the earliest colonists on to the state rooms of the

great houses of the early republic. Our museums are be-

ginning to gather collections which show the genesis of

master industries and of the sciences. Here we have the

sequence of the American home.

THE
new American wing visualizes the development of

the decorative arts but that is only one of its educa-

tional contributions. It is not by chance that every room

is built around a fireplace ; for two centuries our national

as well as our domestic ideas were warmed by the glow of,

log fires. The teacher of history will find here new and

colorful settings for the people who have made it. The
student of any of the crafts that go into housebuilding and

furnishing has their work of hand spread before him. The
American wing is, moreover, an original contribution to

our civic history, in which the household is too often lost

sight of in the maze of municipal activities. It is at once

the most artistic and the most accurate exhibit of the early

American housing and its emphasis on native design is like

to influence future housing enterprises.

Not the least interesting fact with respect to this wing
is that it is the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. de Forest.

Mr. de Forest is president of the Metropolitan Museum of

Art but he also was chairman of the state commission

which secured the present tenement house law enacted in

1901, and thereafter was New York's first commissioner.

He is president of the Russell Sage Foundation which is

today engaged in a large scale city planning inquiry of New
York and environs. He has spent fifteen years in winning

recognition of the household arts as within the scope of a

museum of art. The gift of the American wing will in

turn help secure recognition that beauty as well as open air

and cheap rents are essentials of the American home.
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Copyright, Metropolitan Museum of Art. 10-1.

Parlor of the Hart House, Ipswich, 1640

"TT was round the firesides of rooms

L like these that the discussions were

held which led to the founding

of the college at Cambridge (1639),

the planning of the campaigns of the

Indian wars. . . Such walls encompassed

as well the fevered talk which led to

the executions of the Quakers on the

Boston Common in 1649 and fierce

-denunciations of witchcraft. Rooms

similar to these sheltered Goffe, Dix-

well and Whalley, the regicides, who,

after the return of Charles II, fled to

New England, where they lived in

retirement the rest of their days. In

fact, almost all of the political history

and romance of I7th Century New

England could be written against the

backgrounds of such interiors."

From the Handbook of the American

Wing, written by R. T. H. Hahey
and Charles O. Cornelius.

FROM
the standpoint of the history

of the utilitarian arts, the two cen-

turies from the early settlements on fall

into three main divisions; to each of

which a floor is given in the American

Wing. They are exemplified by the

three tiers of pictures opposite.

The first period, (1730 to 1725) was

marked by late Gothic tradition. For
the early northern settlers as a rule

came from among the yeomanry of the

English provinces, tradesmen and work-

men ; and the forms and decorations of

the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean
manor houses survived in I7th Century
New England.

The second period (1725-1790) was

characterized by the Renaissance the-

ory of design which broke with the view

that building was primarily a structural

art. This was given widespread exam-

ple in England by Christopher Wren's

tremendous building activities and by

'750 it had become firmly established

over here.

The excavations before 1750 at Hercu-

laneum and Pompeii had laid bare new
Roman materials and Robert Adam, a

Scotchman appointed Royal Architect

in 1761, who had been fired by these

discoveries, rapidly established a new

style of purely classic derivation.

These changes, slow in architecture;

more swift in furniture ; free and ex-

travagant in metal work, textiles, pot-

tery and glass, are exhibited in the se-

quence of rooms in the American wing.

Copyright Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1924.

Room from Samuel Powel's "splendid seat" in Philadelphia, 1768
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bricks in the days before the iron crane, when A Connect
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A room from a Baltimore House, erected shortly before the war of 1SI2 expresses the

new mode of the early Republic. Paneling is largely gone; decorations ""rained;

woodwork of mantle and alcoves wrought from solid pine with sure craftsmanship



Public Health in Soviet Russia
By LILLIAN D. WALD

entered Moscow on time. Here at the

start it may not be irrelevant to say that

in all our travels in Russia we were late

but once, and then because of the washing
out of a 'bridge near Tiflis ; on another

occasion we failed to make connections on

coming down from the mountains to a railway junction.

We were driven to the guest house of the Department of

Health, the Zdravnitsa on Nikolai Vorbiovsky periyluk,

where Dr. Semashko's assistant, Dr. Shunshilevitch, met
us with cordial welcome. Our rooms opened onto a veranda

overlooking hundreds of cathedral and church domes of

Moscow yellow, blue

and gold, dazzling in

ttjse
light of the setting

sun ; and the long days,

from dawn at three till

dusk at ten
, gave us

in;my hours to marvel

at the colorful Muscov-

ite heritage, just as it

consequently in a student-research frame of mind. In giv-

ing our impressions of Russia we are invariably met with

the assertion that as guests of the government we saw what

the Soviet wished us to see, and nothing more. This was

true only in part, for although our hosts were definite in

their program of what they desired us to see and to judge,

there were no obstacles whatsoever placed upon visits to

people or places not slated for our scrutiny. We went to

institutions indicated as interesting by relief workers, by
chauffeurs or chance droshke drivers, or by suggestive signs

which we passed, or by occasional Muscovites unfriendly to

the Soviet Government. Many places were chosen at ran-

dom and we went to

gave the Russians more

ordinary time to

their adventures

interests.

tie departmental
guest houses are an in-

teresting feature of the

government, and we had

have heard much of the economic experiment of the Communist

Republic, but what place has human life in the scheme of Revo-

lution? Here, for the first time, Miss Wald gives her evaluation of the

public health service of Soviet Russia. As founder of the famous pub-
lic health nursing organization, Miss Wald is qualified to be an expert

appraiser. Her visit last summer followed an invitation sent by the

Narkomzdrav (Department of Health) to herself; to Dr. Alice Hamil-

ton, professor of industrial medicine at Harvard University; to Dr.
Haven Emeson, professor fo public health administration at Columbia

University; to Elizabeth Farrell of the Department of Education, New
York City; and to Professor Lillian Hudson of the Department of

Nursing and Public Health at Teachers' College. Rosalind Zoglin,
Barnard College graduate, accompanied them as secretary and inter-

preter. Dr. Hamilton's appointment on the Health Committee of the

League of Nations necessitated postponement of her visit to Russia

until October. Dr. Emerson's summer school engagements also caused

the privilege of residing. *<*?</ his visit.

in two of them. After

two weeks spent in

the Tidravnitsa, house

cleaners and summer re-

pairers took possession

and we were transferred

to the guest house of

the Department of Edu-

cation, the "House of

the Learned." Here, as

in the Ttdravnitsa, we
met medical and tech-

nical experts from the

provinces and from
many foreign countries,

invited as we had been

to inspect, to confer or

to report.

En route to Russia

we had visited new ex-

perimental schools, clin-

ics and nursing institu-

tions in England and

Germany, and were

The invitation was given in order to make possible the contacts nec-

essary to an exchange of ideas and to secure the benefit of observations

and to discuss public health problems.

Literally translated, the banners carried by the babies say We
demand defense from flies! We demand dry and clean diapers! We
demand mothers' breasts! We demand fresh air and light! We de-

mand healthy parents! We demand trained nurses instead ofmidwives!

270-

we
them unannounced.

I had visited Moscow
in 1910 and therefore I

was able to compare the

appearance of the city

under the lavish Roman-
off Dynasty and the

present Soviet proletar-

iat control. Beggars
were everywhere, even

more numerous than in

1910. Little children

clothed in patches were

pert and spry, and did

not look dejected as beg-

gars should look. The

aged beggars crowded

the churches and cathe-

drals as of old in Russia

and as we were once ac-

customed to see them in

Spain and Italy. There
was a notable absence of

the handsome equipages
and gleaming swords of

the ubiquitous officers

that decorated and im-

peded in days of old.

Then the people ap-

peared to be in constant

fear of the soldiers and

the police, and even our

American representative

used camouflage (al-

though the word was

not then in vogue) lest

we be embarrassed by
our friendship for

"Baboushka," at that

time on trial. In June

of this year as we drove
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This picture card says, literally translated: "Out of one thousand children in Russia who died under one year of age, 175
we,e MaKommedans, 306 were Russians and 140 were Jews. The large number of deaths is the result of giving suckers to

babies, and of feeding them with porridge and cow's milk especially in summer time. A smaZI number of deaths depends on

nursing and good care"

through the streets we thought that we had never seen so

much movement and bustle, unless perhaps around the

Brooklyn Bridge and Chambers Street at the close of the

working day. Very few soldiers were seen; everyone was

shabbily dressed ; and beggars were all about. The men
looked rather better than the women in their Russian blouses.

Many of the girls were bare-footed or often in high-

heeled shoes without stockings.

We visited the shops and found them jammed. One de-

partment store, at least, resembled Macy's on a bargain sale

day and we had a long wait before we were served in the

candy department. The shrines and the churches in their

splendor, as well as the shops, were alluring, and it was

with great effort that we set about to study the organizations

for the protection of health and the education of chil-

dren.

We spent four weeks in Moscow and its environs, and

then travelled by boat up the Volga, accompanied by a

doctor assigned from Dr. Lebedeva's staff, stopping at

Kazan, Nijni-Novgorod, and Samara, that unfortunate

center of the famines of the past and, alas, of the present

year.

Russia, by reason of her geographical vastness alone, for-

bids to a visitor at any time a complete picture of con-

ditions within her borders. Even more impossible is such

a picture today, the logical sequence of her ten years of

war, civil war, revolution, counter revolution, intervention,

blockade and probably the world's most devastating famine.

It is difficult, moreover, to give even a superficial picture

of the Russia of today without a background of knowledge
of pre-war conditions of the struggles of the revolutionists

reaching back into the seventies (perhaps best told in Prince

Kropotkin's "Autobiography of a Revolutionist").

There was more than sympathy in the United States at

the overthrow of the Romanoff dynasty, but many Amer-

icans shared the bitter disappointment of the early revolu-

tionists when Russia did not glide from Tsarist oppression

into a democratic republican form of government.

In the complex and difficult time of reconstruction now

taking its upward curve in Russia a visitor may study some

phase of life or purpose in which he is especially interested

and yet his study will be of impermanent value, for changes

and adjustments are so rapid that the Russia of 1924 is not

the Russia of 1923, just as the Russia of 1923 was not that

of 1920. Leaving to students of economics and politics to

appraise those phases of the government, it may be profitable

to sketch the picture seen by our party in the field of public

health organization during the summer of 1924.

It is sufficient to say that with a real desire to know the

facts about present day Russia and with perhaps unusual

opportunities to hear first hand reports from returning trav-

elers, we were surprised to find out how misinformed we

were of the actual conditions of 1924. As an example, most

of our acquaintances who had been to Russia before us

warned us of the terrifying and ubiquitous vermin and be-

stowed upon us many packages of Keating's insect powder,

rubber sheets for our beds, and sleeping bags to combat the

foe. In London, Mrs. Philip Snowden, who had previously

accompanied England's labor commission to Russia, gravely

assured us that a ton of Keating's powder would be insuffi-

cient. And visitors returning as late as 1923 gave us touch-

ing gifts to protect us from that "Red Invasion." As a
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matter of fact, we presented our rubber sheets to the Quakers
(in Russia always pronounced "Quackers"), had no oc-

casion to use the Keating's powder, and on reaching Tiflis

converted the unused sleeping bags into Russian gowns. In

hotels, guest houses, and in cabins on the Volga boats we
slept between clean linen sheets, and keen scrutiny on our

part failed to reveal the dreaded vermin. This riddance

from vermin is significant, for it implies concerted and
effective action on the part of the government throughout
Russia and reflects a wholesome state of mind in the direction

of cleanliness and order.

THE
scheme of organization through which this con-

cern for health is expressing itself is indicated by the

chart. The central department of the People's Commissary
of Health (the Narkomzdrav) of which Dr. Nicholai

Alexandrovich Semashko is the commissar is not unlike that

of the British Ministry of Health. He presides in dig-
nified quarters over the health of Russia. The Narkomzdrav
is federal in nature, having jurisdiction over the five united

soviet republics; White Russia, the Ukraine, Siberia, Turkes-
tan and Georgia. The functions are separated as shown by
the chart into departments for Finance, Evacuation, Sani-

toria Cures, Medical Cures, Sanitary Epidemiology, Sanitary

Education, Protection of Mother and Child, Protection of

Child Health, Roentgen Treatment, Medical Supply, Sani-

tary and Medical Division for the Navy, Transportation,
General Sanitary Management, etc. Related to these de-

partments are the Scientific Medical Council (i) which con-
ducts research and serves in an advisory capacity : the Foreign
Information Bureau (A) which is in a sense the interpreter
in all foreign relations ; and the General Administration Of-

fice(9)which also compiles the records for the Narkomzdrav.
The Goubzdrav is a political division which may be

likened to our state health departments, and from the central

offices in the provinces radiate twelve bureaus for the various

functions of health, sickness, and general public welfare.
The Oozdrm is the local organization and its duties are

of similar character for the restricted area.

The divisions of the Narkomzdrav, Goubzdrav and
Oozsdrav are inter-related and function somewhat as do our

federal, state and municipal departments.

On the sail of the child's boat this card says: Take care of the child.

Don't let him wreck on the rocks. Rocks: bad care; dirt
; suckers; dark

room; porridge given under the age of six months; cow's milk; bad air

RUSSIA'S SCHEME OF PUBLIC HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
^ I. The Narkomsdrav, similar to a federal department,
II. The Goubsdrav, similar to a state department,

111. The Oozdrav, a local health organization (see text)

THE
Bureau of greatest, interest to us was the Qohrana

Materenstva Mladenchestva, the division for the Pro-

tection of Mother and Child, to which our attention was
first drawn. Dr. Vera Pavlovna Lebedeva, re-

puted to be a firm disciplinarian (and a tender

mother), of dignified and attractive personality,

administers this department which protects preg-

nant women, and provides general maternity

care, consultation facilities, homes for mothers,

nurseries and children's homes. Her sphere of

influence extends wherever children under three

exist.

Although Dr. Lebedeva is an administrative

official of the central commissary she directs

hospitals, training schools, demonstration centers,

and exhibits for Moscow which are planned
to be models for the whole country. After three

the children are mechanically transferred with

their records to the department for the Pro-

tection of Child Health under Dr. Ivanoff

where they remain until they reach the age of

seventeen. Dr. Ivanoff, an impressively earnest

and devoted physician, is a Tolstoian. He had

recently returned much inspired from a visit
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The legend here reads: Why do so many sucklings die in

Russia? Because they are early given porridge and a sucker

to England and Scotland, made possible through the gen-

erosity of the Rockefeller Foundation.

An aggressive policy is evident in Dr. Lebedeva's depart-

ment and some of her exhibitions demonstrate striking

ability. To them come men and women, young and old,

from all over Russia. Pictures, post cards, posters and

ravelling exhibits are sent out to the provinces,

ito the villages, to the peasants and factory

i-orkers.

Attention to improper feeding is stressed as

be main cause of the very high infant mortality.

The importance of breast feeding is dwelt upon

id pictured from the legend of Romulus and

{emus, nurtured through the sagacity of the

volf, up to the latest statistical records which

show the relation of infant mortality to racial

traditions of infant feeding. A beautiful picture

of a Hebrew mother nursing her infant connects

pith the known results. Statistics are contrasted

nth those of the children of ignorant Russian

romen who give their babes the sweetened rag

suck.

Wax models showing symptoms of diseases

were almost too realistic for us, and there were

unattainable models. Pictures of rooms for

parturient mothers and their infants were dream

pictures, for every few if any could have ap-

plied the prescription to reality. But these are impressive

indications of Dr. Lebedeva's aspirations. Posters and pic-

tures warn against the diseases which should preclude mar-

riage: tuberculosis, venereal diseases, insanity and epilepsy.

Others on display read : "Motherhood is the social function

of woman"; "Science is the aid of the proletariat in the

struggle for existence." I coveted some of these pictures

for America, but the price of duplication was prohibitive.

In the exhibition rooms are citations and portraits of cele-

brated scientists and pediatrists, among them our Dr.

Abraham Jacobi.

Mainly through the generosity of Mrs. John D. Rocke-

feller, Jr., we carried to Russia an exhibit of movies, books,

charts, posters and reports, that indicated America's organi-

zation, instruction and administration in public health nurs-

ing. This is to be placed in a central library and loaned to

other cities and to other republics.

Day nurseries in the factories are maintained by the in-

dustries and are supervised and "staffed" by Dr. Lebedeva.

Pregnant women are paid their wages before and after

childbirth and there is a mandate that mothers be allowed

time off from work to nurse their infants. One day nursery

in the textile industry is worthy of further description.

The children there have a most thorough physical examina-

tion with tests and, as far as possible, mental measurements.

The day's routine was as non-institutional as possible, even

to the division at luncheon time into small groups in sep-

arate rooms. Mothers were allowed to stay at home with

full pay if their children showed indisposition and the

attending physician advised the infant's absence from the

nurserv. The bottles of milk were provided so that the

prescribed feeding need not be altered.

Though the communal care of children in Russia is

almost universal Dr. Lebedeva and other people in charge

of the various protective institutions declared home care to

be the ideal, and in one section at least, on the Volga, an

organized effort was made tb find foster homes for the

waifs and orphans. "What would you?" said Madame
Kalinina. "There have been migrations of 100,000 chil-

dren into Moscow alone, and we must take the quickest

way to shelter the greatest number."

The training school of the department of maternity and

infancy is supported in part by the Quakers under the

CBMBAHHE ^MSMI-AKT F/VJHI.IK
BOAK3HM ItOsfiM M ,*\EUIAK'r
PEEEHKV PACTM

M

OBPA3OBAHMK) KOPOK HAPOAOBE

The babies of Soviet Russia raise vigorous voices against the discom-

forts of swaddling, and all the menaces to baby health and welfare.

They demand fresh air and light, healthy parents, trained nurses

instead of midwives, breast feeding, and dry and clean diapers
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special friendship of Dr.

Graff, beloved by all. She

represents the American
Women's Hospital. The
school gives preference to

daughters of the proletariat

and peasantry, though in

June we saw several students

who had had higher educa-

tion and were of the student

type in the American and

English training schools. Dr.

Lebedeva, herself a univer-

sity graduate and filled with

zeal for the peasantry and

proletariat, believes that

these young women can best

carry across to their people

the instruction they have re-
W^ do you drink my milk 1

ceived. In two years the students, many of whom have

had little more education than to enable them to read and

write are to be educated academically as well as trained for

professional service.

A conference conducted by Dr. Lebedeva while we were

in Moscow was a replica of an extremely active annual con-

ference which might have been held anywhere in the United

States where medical social workers are gathered together.

In fact, the programs of the demonstration center in Moscow,

although not always carried out in the local health centers,

are far-reaching and admirably perfected in their details

of propaganda by persuasion and education. There were

clinics and milk stations where preparation, sterilization of

Containers, etc., were similar to the most approved technique

in America. Though milk is scarce the infants of Russia

have milk in abundance wherever the commissar of health

is in control.

Dr. Lebedeva's program does not begin to reach all the

women of Russia. In Moscow, the headquarters for health

protection, it is estimated that 60 per cent of all births take

place in hospitals : in the country regions only 10 per cent

of the births come under any medical care at all.

The institution of the public health nurse as we define

her has not been established, though in Moscow and in

Leningrad and in Nijni-Novgorad, in Samara and in other

places as well, we found the realization of her need and in

some places a definite program had been formulated for

the eventual development of this worker and teacher.

3AM1&MTI>I IlbEllIbMOEJVtOAOKO
PA3BETBOM MATfc HE KOPMitT TEEH IPVAblO I

WE found unanimity upon the conviction that the

primary problem in Russia was in the country. The
peasantry represents 85 per cent of the population and the

entire structure of education for the preservation of health

and the care of the sick will have to be built up. In so

far as it was possible the organization of the Narkomz-
drav was directed towards securing trained personnel will-

ing to live .in the country and to educate the women in

the care of their children and in the hygiene of their poor
homes. But what a problem !

Illiteracy was almost universal before the revolution.

There were very few hospitals or health centers, etc. These
are being developed as fast as the impoverished govern-
ment can do so. There are excellent schemes and idealistic

programs, unfortunately dependent upon money, a far larger

trained personnel than exists,

and upon willingness of the

staff to remain in these bar-

ren villages. In far greater

degree than in America are

country regions unserved by

doctors.

The Feldcher and Feld-

cherin have not been favor-

ably regarded by those who
have known their representa-

tives who have practiced in

foreign quarters in America.

They are really trained and

constitute an instrument of

service, at their best some-

where between the country

doctor and the nurse. In
Doesn't your mother nurse you? Moscow they are generally

discredited and doctors and nurses, it is hoped, will take their

place ;
but as we travelled farther from the capital we found

differences of opinion in regard to them, and in some centers

very emphatic conviction on the doctors' part that at present

they are the only people available for the poor villages.

In Samara the evidences of famine were plain to see. The
doctor assigned to us as a guide took us to the poor as well

as to the institutions of good repute. In some the babies

were pitiful indeed, not only because of the effect of the

famine, but because of the apparent unintelligent care. We
saw tragic conditions, recognizable as the results of starva-

tion. The hospital care was defended by doctors who
claimed that they could not do better because of the unintel-

ligent nursing. The buildings and equipment were clean.

Even the courtyards were swept and without debris. The

personnel seemed unnecessarily large, and with the exception

of the physicians it consisted of untrained, illiterate women.

One longed to get hold of the budget and to show where

savings might be made and greater skill secured.

OUR
hosts of the Narkomzdrav desired and asked for

frank criticism and for such deductions as we could

make; these we gave in a final conference in Dr. Semashko's

pleasant office. We saw far-reaching plans, the desire to

have the many children secure the best that science and

devotion can give and the sphere of influence of the com-

missar of health goes far. Care is not confined to the chil-

dren. There are convalescent homes for adults as well as

the young men in the country, near the cities, and in the

mountains, in the Crimea and in the Caucasus projects

conceived in a large spirit. Vast estates have been turned

over for healthful recreation and for cures. But it is

obvious that the performance lags far behind the aspira-

tions, and it would be unfair to compare Russia's organiza-

tions with America's. It is but just to record here that some

institutions, notably the preventorium for tuberculosis in

Moscow, the school medical institute and the permanent ex-

hibit were more thorough and complete than any similar

organization known to us.

Russia faces an unparalleled problem, but remembering

her wars, her famines, her poverty- and the long ages of

illiteracy of her people, the achievement of the last two

or three years in the field of public health and preventive

measures is extraordinary.



What Has She Done With It?

"Preferred Ways of Living"

By MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE

'KTTING through the election is like having

ordered twenty pounds of kitchen soap

you know you haven't got to think of soap

again for a long while ! There's time now
more or less to concentrate, on what the

election was for and to get down to the

main business of citizenship.

Which is?

Let Professor Franklin H. Giddings answer: "The
creative efforts of history are concentrated upon one com-

prehensive achievement, which is, attainment of a preferred

way of living."

What way of living do we women prefer and how are

we going to attain it?

A life with leisure !

LIFE with leisure and freedom in it; a life with

plenty of work but little toil, a life of interesting

happenings and time to take part in them1 we all know
be glittering generalities that make up the dream of our

preferred way of living. And precipitating these glittering

eneralities into brass tacks, that vast majority of us who
our own housework want it made much lighter than it

ver has been. We want some power besides our own
nuscles in the kitchen. We want electric power. Where-
ver we are not getting cheap electricity and that is most

places outside of California, Oregon, Washington, some

cattered sections of the Northwest and of Wisconsin legis-

ative action is usually necessary to give it to us. Why not

ee to it that the new legislatures which we have just

lected pass the necessary laws?

The legislation needed is different in different states,

'ennsylvania's Giant Power Survey is making a compre-
hensive plan of what can be done throughout the state. A
ompletely electrified farm is being established near Harris-

urg to show exactly how this preferred way of living can

established for the farmer's wife. But to make the plan
as far as they can go. It is up to the women of Penn-

ylvania to see that they get what has been proved possible.

It is planned to introduce a bill to create a Power Author-

into the New York State legislature early in the session

-a bill which will be the first step toward cheap electricity,

similar bill was defeated last year by a small majority be-

ause we women had not taken enough interest in it to direct

representatives to put it through. But busily perform-

ing those ardous labor? with the tub, the stove and the

broom from which cheap electricity would free us, we
absented ourselves from the hearing where we might have

made our wishes understood. Only one group of women,

the Women's City Club of New York, sent a representative

to urge the passage of the bill, and with the exception of the

State employes who were there on duty, she was the only

woman in the room.

Are we still too busy this year to give ourselves a chance

of leisure? A further step toward our preferred ways of

living? Or will the Women's City Club of Rochester,

and the women's clubs of Buffalo and Syracuse and the rest

join in too and get in the Granges and the Federated Clubs,

and the League of Women Voters and the rest and see it

through? There's no reason why we should let them balk

us by making it a party measure as they did last year and so

slating it for defeat. Democrat and Republican, Jew and

Gentile, black and white, we are all parasites of the power
that runs the cook stove. And that bill is slated to come

up in New York State in January.

Something of the sort will probably come up in every

state during 1925, and no more material gain can come

through legislation next year than through these bills

that may give us cheap power. If we pay no more atten-

tion to them than we have so far, what are our votes for ?

What right have we to leisure if we won't even use the

vote to get it?

Too busy to vote /or leiswe !

THIS,"
said the gentleman who "does" the books for

the Graphic, "is in your line. Can you give me a few

hundred words about it?"

He handed me Lorine Pruett's "Women and Leisure."

The title filled me with resentment. What have I to do

with leisure? If I had it whose business would it be but

my own? So I crushed it into my laden brief case and

commuted slowly up the Hudson. Opening it under a

purple gum tree on a summer afternoon belated into No-

vember, my eye fell upon tables and statistics ! Now I

have but a jaded appetite for tables and am sometimes con-

strained to do statistics myself, so that it was an effort to

plunge into it.

But being in I found, after the marshalling of much

material of the sort which is common property of those who

investigate, a very significant section giving the results of a

questionnaire which had been answered by more than three

hundred girls. If their choice had been actually unlimited

two out of three of them would have preferred a career to

a home with its implied husband and children, and in their

275
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self-revealing day dreams they made the same choice in

about the same proportion. But choice for women is still

usually between the half-time job of the wife and mother

and the full-time job of a career even though that may be

no more engrossing than filing bills in an office. Conflict

comes when women want one thing and must take another

how shall they reconcile these two things and get their

preferred way of living?

Freedom to adventure is Dr. Pruette's answer, made in

a very wonderful tenth chapter which is the real claim of

the book to permanence its value as a light in the be-

fogged present.

. . . What guarantee is there that freedom to adventure
will bring a preferred way of living? . . . There is no guaran-
tee, no certainty, no proof. Yet what of the other side? Can
society allow the man or woman who is needed to stay at

home to perform the maintenance tasks of living ... to

leave their old duties behind and run away to that wild sweet

thing called adventure? . . . Yet not otherwise can preferred

ways of living be found. ... In scientific language freedom to

adventure is freedom to experiment and they are experimenting
as far as they know how and as far as they dare. . . .

So long as the obligatory child or the accidental child exists,

there is not for women freedom of activity. When mother-
hood is recognized as a vocation to be chosen or rejected,
without public censure or private blame, women can be said

to have the right to choose their own vocations. . . . Strangely
it is often those who most devoutly believe in the maternal
instinct who are most fearful of the consequences of letting
women choose their children. ... It is the . . . dictum that

the child must be the foremost in all the interests of the

mother that operates as the greatest check upon experimenta-
tion by women.

Society cannot afford not to permit this freedom. And while

this freedom to adventure may lead to the destruction of

some women as it has of some men always, to the wrecking
of some homes as it has before with men, to the detriment

of some children as it has before when the father heard the

call of other values . . . that loss must be accounted happy
gain which serves to point the way toward ... the attain-

ment of a preferred way of living.

Dr. Pruette is preaching the very hardest doctrine for

women to understand or accept, the one we most need edu-

cation in the doctrine of toleration. But, of course, we
can be taught!

A preferred way 0} living !

WE know that we can be taught because we've suc-

ceeded in teaching ourselves certain definite things.

And I suppose we mustn't count the time long that it takes

us to learn when we can see that we are actually doing it.

Take such a definite thing as the Christmas shopping season

which is now upon us. Not more than a quarter of a cen-

tury ago the hardships to the employes in the department
stores during the Christmas rush began to be pointed out by
the Consumer's League of which Mrs. Florence Kelley was

general secretary. Up to that time women in general did

not think of it as being any thing worse than inconvenient to

themselves to shop in the last ten days before Christmas.

In 1902 the situation in the large cities was unspeakable.

In 1914 a book by Mrs. Kelley, Some Ethical Gains

Through Legislation shows a situation mitigated in spots.

A week ago Mrs. Kelley wrote:

The stories of Christmas cruelties in this book, could, I

think, not be duplicated now in New York. The Christmas
horror in the stores now, is not so concentrated in the week
before Christmas as it used to be. It is an appalling, sus-

tained, universal drive beginning in October. Having the num-
bejrs of little young children very greatly reduced in stores and
factories at all times in the year is at least a transitional gain.

That the Christmas shopping situation is improved shows
that we women who do that shopping are capable of educat-

ing ourselves: that Christmas is still a horror in the stores

shows how much more of that sort of education we still

need. Something like half a million women are employed
in stores with the relentless rush of our Christmas present

buying upon them at this very moment!
Here's a job for that restless contingent of the younger

women who want something to do now! Three weeks and
three days to work in. We got out the vote, didn't we?
Well, what's the vote for if we can't find a way to use

it to stop the Christmas rush? Go to it, Blanche!

Stop the Christmas Rush, Blanche !

THERE'S
a great deal of self-education and social train-

ing and an appreciation of the virtues of toleration in the

very fine action of the Young Women's Christian Association

in declining the invitation of the Department of Education
to cooperate with them, the National Educational Associa-

tion, and the American Legion, in the celebration of Edu-
cation Week. Of course on the face of it we should ex-

pect them to be cooperating enthusiastically but as Mabel

Cratty, genera! secretary, explains, the National Board "has
felt it necessary to decline the invitation to participate this

year because of certain elements in the announced program
which seemed to be inconsistent with the position of the

Board in regard to world peace and international cooper-
ation."

And so the Y. W. C. A. will throw the weight of its

six hundred thousand members with the American Educa-
tion Conference which is to be held independently at the

same time whose president has announced :

The presentation of the problems of vocational training,
public health, child welfare, home economies and allied sub-

jects seem to us of more value than generalities about patriot-
ism. We assume patriotism and then go on to build on it.

We women fought for our votes on the ground of mak-

ing democracy more widespread, as a step toward our pre-

ferred way of living. It almost looks as though we might
learn to use our new civic power to safeguard that toler-

ance under the wing of which our little adventures and

experiments in a new means to that end might be safe-

guarded ? And perhaps understanding how intolerance holds

us back from our own preferred ways of living, we might
make a definite stand with the Y. W. C. A. against having
the young trained under the ugly shadows of prejudice and

terror and fear and violence.

Education through fear



Photographs by courtesy of the Brooklyn Museum

The mother of Mestrovic

A Balkan Sculptor

SOMETHING

of the feeling of all children for their mothers is in the portrait of the mother of

Ivan Mestrovic at the top of this page. To the world she was a simple Dalmatian peasant woman
whose life was to work on the land with her husband and to rear her children with the wisdom
at her command. To Ivan her son, whose fingers shaped images in clay and carved them out of

strong Dalmatian walnut until the art world of Rome, Paris, London and now of New York placed
his name alongside of William Blake and Puvis de Chavanne as perhaps the greatest religious sculptor
since the Renaissance, this peasant woman was illumined with spiritual beauty, clothed in noble dignity.
So children are sometimes gifted to see the adults who make their world for them.

For the first time in America, in the new wing of the Brooklyn Museum, the work of Ivan Mestrovic
is exhibited, coincident with the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the founding of the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences. Survey Graphic reproduces a few characteristic pieces on the

following pages.

Americans have waited many years to see Mestrovic's work. The fame of his tragic and heroic

interpretation of the wrongs of Serbia has long since preceeded him for he has been recognized during
the past fifteen years in Europe as one of the foremost modern sculptors. Born in 1883, in Dalmatia,
his first triumph was in Rome when at the great International Art Exhibition in 1911, his work,
shown on a large scale in the Serbian pavilion, excited universal interest. Later, after the outbreak of
the World War, Mestrovic gained the admiration of England by his exhibition at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, and since then there have been many exhibitions in London, Paris and elsewhere in

Europe.

Mestrovic is the interpreter of the endurance and faith that kept Serbia's spiritual integrity intact

under the long centuries of Turkish domination, until at last under a peasant king, she won her freedom
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THE WARRIOR
Rodin, contemplating Mestrovic's choice of violent and primitive subjects and his original style and treatment
which lend to the impression of heroic strength, said of the exhibition in Rome in 1911 that the Jugo-Slav

sculptor was the phenomenon of the age

THE KOSSOVO MEDAL

In the Kossovo medal a totally different phase of Mestrov-

ic's genius manifests itself. The sculptor was moved to ex-

press his deep religious feeling in this emblem of peace.
The model for the medal was made after the first Balkan
War in 1913, commemorating the fact that the Serbian

army had won a great military victory, avenging the

equally great defeat on the field of Kossovo, over five

hundred years before. Serbia was at last free from Turkish

rule.

The warriors are kneeling with their spears laid at the

feet of the angel of peace, their heads bowed, their hands

clasped in prayer and thanksgiving. Before the figure is

monarchy reverently lowering its crown, back of the angel
an emblem of the Byzantine churches and monasteries, one

of which, and perhaps the most beautiful, is the Cathedral

of Qratchinitza on the field of Kossovo in southern Serbia,
where the great battle was fought and lost in 1389. King
Lazar, the ruler of the Serbian Empire had mourned over

the encroachment of the Turks during the period covering

seventy to a hundred years since the zenith of the Southern

Slav's greatest geographical holding, and widest world

influence, under Czar Dushan, and when the Turks
attacked Southern Serbia, and the battle on the field of
Kossovo was raging, he prayed for guidance ;

it may have
been a vision, it may be a legend, it may have grown out

of the hunger for consolation, but an angel asked him
whether he would choose for his country an earthly or a

heavenly crown, promising if he chose the former, victory
over the Turks on the morrow, with which would go all

the pride and loot and spiritual trauma (wounding) of

victory. If he chose a spiritual crown centuries of martyr-

dom, slavery, misery, but spiritual growth and eventually
the highest victory. King Lazar chose the heavenly crown.

Serbia is the only country in the world which has made its

National Day one of defeat, instead of one on which a
victory was won. Kossovo Day has been their greatest
National memorial holiday since 1389, because through
oppression, through poverty, through disillusionment, they
have believed unwaveringly that King Lazar made the

wiser choice. R. S. M.
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When Union Locks Horns With Union
By ROBERT W. BRUERE

HEN trade unionist faces trade unionist, the

one as employer and the other as employe,

old issues take on new complexions. What

may yet go down into history as an indus-

trial cause celrbre is the deadlock between

the United Mine Workers of America and

members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers as

owners and operators of the Coal River Collieries in Boone

County, West Virginia.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers is a trade

union, not affiliated with the American Federation of Labor,

whose members are among the most highly skilled and most

highly paid wage workers not only in America, but in the

world. In harmony with their policy of extending the ac-

tivities of organized labor beyond the limits set by tradi-

tional collective bargaining, members of the Brotherhood,

under the leadership of President Warren S. Stone, bought

valuable coal properties in the thick vein bituminous coal

fields of the Kanawha District in West Virginia. The Coal

River Collieries are not owned by the Brotherhood as an

organization, but stock is sold only to "locomotive engineers

and their friends." From the point of view of trade union

policy, the Coal River Collieries figure in the controversy

as if they were in fact owned by the Brotherhood instead

of by its members and officers as individuals.

For some months these mines have been shut down be-

cause the management finds it impossible to operate with-

out a loss under the wage scale stipulated by the United

Mine Workers of America.

The members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

[writes President Stone, in addressing John L. Lewis, Presi-

dent of the United Mine Workers] who have invested over

$3,000,000 in these properties are entitled to some return on

their investment, and I think you will concede this; and yet

at the present price at which coal is selling, and the cost of

mining under the Jacksonville Agreement, it is impossible

for the union mines to break even. Under the 1917 agree-

ment, it cost us $1.12 per ton loaded on cars, the actual wages

paid to miners without any charge for depreciation or over-

head. Under the Jacksonville Agreement of 1924, it costs

$1.63 per ton, without charging any overhead or any return

on the investment. The average price at which coal is selling

f.o.b. is $1.50 per ton not much incentive to open a mine or

work it under those conditions. We want to run a union

mine, and expect to run one if we run it at all, but it is im-

possible to do so when the non-union fields around us can

produce coal so much more cheaply, and have a monopoly on

the entire market.

In reply, President John L. Lewis of the United Mine

Workers writes:

You refer to the cost of production at your West Virginia

properties. Your company occupies no different position in

this matter than any other of the thousands of coal companies
which have agreements with our organization. The United

Mine Workers cannot be responsible for problems of manage-
ment in which they have no voice. The question of efficient

management and low cost of production to enable you to

remain in the market with competing coal companies is one

that must be dealt with by your corporation. It is a problem

that ever confronts one who elects to become a coal operator.

The issue raised in these sentences is pivotal to the ques-

tion as to whether collective bargaining shall become static

and so limit the activities of labor to hours, wages and physi-

cal working conditions, or whether wage-workers shall go
forward to that fuller participation in the development of

industry and government of which labor banks and inde-

pendent political action, if they survive, will be remembered

as forerunners. It is because this old controversy has arisen

between two groups of trade unionists instead of between

a trade union and an ordinary business corporation that it

is developing new and far-reaching implications. Already
there are signs that its settlement, if and when in this

instance it is settled, will profoundly influence the future

not only of the labor movement itself, but also of American

industrial and political policy.

These signs appear in the letters which have been ex-

changed between the two labor groups. As diplomatic

conversations they began with the chip-on-the-shoulder atti-

tude that so frequently characterizes trade disputes. There

had been a brush or two between local representatives of

the miners' union and the contractor to whom the locomotive

engineers assigned the preliminary physical equipment of

the mines, owing to the fact that "the original contract

for building certain houses at one of the mines was un-

wittingly given to a non-union contractor." The real set-to,

however, started when the locomotive engineers began to

load coal at the tipple. On March 21, 1923, Percy Tet-

low, international representative of the United Mine Work-
ers in District 17, with headquarters at Charleston, West

Virginia, reported to Philip Murray, then acting president

of the United Mine Workers, that he had been advised

"by the general manager of the company's headquarters

at Huntington, West Virginia, that they would not deal

with us and that we would be required to wait, and the

matter would have to be taken up with Mr. Stone by Mr.
Lewis upon his return from Europe." Mr. Tetlow ex-

plained that while preliminary equipment work was in

progress at the mines, he had permitted union men to

work there although the contractor "has been paying far

below the scale of wages for inside and outside work" ; now
that the mines were in operation, however, he had notified

the miners that "by reason of the company's attitude we
cannot permit these men to continue to work with the

flat declaration from the company that they are going to

run the mine non-union." The mine officials deny that this

statement was made ;
but on March 26, Mr. Murray, as

acting president, endorsed Mr. Tetlow's decision as "per-

fectly justifiable," and notified President Stone of Mr. Tet-

low's "purpose to call the men out, providing a sincere

effort on the part of your management is not made to nego-

tiate a contract at an early date." The Engineers' Chief

resented this "threat" as especially offensive in view of the

.fact that "the organization I have the honor to represent

fed and clothed the miners of West Virginia for months

281
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when no other organization was coming to their assistance."

He explained to Mr. Murray that the manager of the Coal

River Collieries had been instructed to pay the union scale

of wages and he called special attention to "the preparations

which are now being made to make this a model camp.

The miners will live under better conditions than any
miners have lived in West Virginia before. . . . And if

because of this we are to be selected to crowd the fight,

why, we will simply have to let the fight come." But

President Stone did not stop here. He, too, beat the tom-

tom:

You know, brother Murray, [he wrote] I have been in the

game too long to be scared by any threat like that. . . .

If the whole thing hinges on insisting that we sign the check-

off system and allow your representative to say who shall and

who shall not work in the mines, then the fight will have to

come because we are not going to instruct our manager to

sign the check-off system, and we intend to have the say as

to who can and who cannot work in these mines. No walking

delegate or business agent can keep a man in our employ who
either uses booze or dope, and who does not behave himself

and act like an American citizen should act.

Mr. Murray thereupon voiced his amazement at "the

arbitrary attitude you have assumed with respect to the or-

ganization of your company's properties in West Virginia

and Kentucky," and continued:

The inference contained in your communication would tend
to create the impression that the members of the United Mine
Workers of America are un-American. . . . The phrases used

t>y yourself in this letter are the common, everyday expressions
of the non-union coal operators in Logan, McDowell and

Mingo County fields of West Virginia.

The "Dear Friends and Brothers" were developing a

very pretty quarrel along the traditional line. By May
the strike was on. On June 8 the chief engineer of the

Coal River Collieries reported that matters had rapidly

gone from bad to worse "until it became clearly evident that

it would be necessary for us to discharge practically the

Keystone View Co.

Warren S. Stone, chief of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers

entire organization and start over again. . . . As a number
of these men were living in our homes it became necessary

that they be moved as soon as possible in order that the

new men we took on should not be subjected to intimidation

or suggestions of violence from within our own camp."

By this time the press, and the non-union operators par-

ticularly, began to "smile sarcastic." When in June Presi-

dent Lewis of the Mine Workers returned from Europe,
he took over the negotiations with President Stone. The
unseemliness of the temper in which the controversy had been

carried on apparently dawned on both sides. They called in

the president of the Iowa State Federation of Labor as a

friendly arbitrator, and on June 6 entered into a collective

agreement which remained in force until March 31, 1924.

By that date the United Mine Workers, under the leader-

ship of President Lewis, had negotiated a collective agree-

ment (known as the Jacksonville agreement because it was

framed at Jacksonville, Florida, in a conference with the

coal operators of the Central Competitive Field, Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, western Pennsylvania) which became the

basis for district agreements between the miners and the

coal operators in the outlying unionized fields, and which

the miners' officials interpreted as superceding the gentle-

men's agreement with President Stone under which all

disputes were to have been referred to the president of the

Iowa State Federation. The Jacksonville agreement pro-

vided that the wage scale which the miners had been able to

establish during and immediately after the war should be

continued for three years.

It is to the terms of this agreement that President Stone

referred when he said that its acceptance by the Coal River

Collieries would result in a loss of 13 cents a ton at the

f.o.b. mine price as it stood in August, 1924; refused to

renew the collective agreement with the United Mine

Workers; and rather than operate on a non-union basis,

decided to close the mines down. At the same time, he

stopped the policy of eviction disclosed by the chief engineer

in his report of June 8. In addressing President Lewis on

August 25, President Stone wrote:

If your miners are on strike, as you state, since April I, it

is news to us because there 'has not been a day passed from

April i up until now that every miner on the property, with

the exception of three, would have gladly gone to work had

we said the word. They have been allowed to live in the

houses without rent, and in addition to that, when their funds

were exhausted and some of the families were hungry, we
have fed them from our supply store.

The correspondence, published in the United Mine Work-

ers' Journal for October i, 1924, ends with a letter from

Mr. Lewis to President Stone in which the miners' presi-

dent declared that:

For nearly five months you have closed the four mines of

this company and maintained them in idleness rather than

make such an agreement (Jacksonville basis). For nearly five

months the United Mine Workers of America has been obliged

to provide food and other assistance for your striking em-

ployes. Will you settle or will you continue to fight? If

you elect to terminate this strike I shall be glad indeed to

meet you at once to arrange the details.

THERE,
at this writing, the matter stands. And there

it might continue to stand indefinitely if the colleries

were in an organized field and if the dispute involved only

the United Mine Workers and an ordinary business corpora-

tion. For the financial predicament of the Coal Rivr
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Colleries is not unlike that of scores of bituminous coal

operators in almost every unionized section of the country.

The developed capacity of the industry is so much in excess

of current demand that it is only at the peak of the business

cycle that even so many as two-thirds of all the mines can

hope to find a profitable market for their product. Through-
out the summer a half, and sometimes more than a half,

of the miners in the one hundred per cent organized bitu-

minous field of Illinois were reported out of work, a situa-

tion which President Farrington of the Illinois miners at-

tributes to the competition of the non-union fields, where

in certain instances of record operators have cut wages to

less than one-half of the union scale. But it happens that

the executives of the two unions whose members are in-

volved represent two fundamentally divergent points of view

with respect to the status and functions of organized labor,

that all unions within the labor movement are undergoing

a re-alignment on the basis of this divergence, and that the

case of the Coal River Colleries promises to become a test

case.

THE
contrast between the present economic and political

policies of the United Mine Workers and the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers is one of the curiosities of

labor history. In the early days of the American coal in-

dustry, the miners had a reputation for radicalism. Many
of their leaders had come from England in the days when

Owens' influence was strong; many of them had had first-

hand experience in the Chartist movement. They were

among the first of American unions to depart from the

traditional craft basis of organization and to require all

workers in or about the mines to transfer their allegiance

from the union of their craft to the miners' inclusive indus-

trial union. Before the Plumb Plan for "government owner-

ship and democratic management of the railroads" had been

heard of, the miners in convention assembled had gone on

record in favor not only of public ownership of the mines,

but also of all other means of production and exchange that

are collectively used. Again in their 1919 convention, they

adopted a resolution in -which they held that "the coal sup-

ply of our nation should be owned by the commonwealth

and operated in the interest of, and for the use and comfort

of, all the people of the commonwealth."

But the abnormal war demand and war prices resulted in

the opening of new mines and the enlargement of old ones

to a point where they could turn out almost twice as much
bituminous coal as the country normally uses. When the

post-war boom broke, the miners found that a bed of quick-

sand had been spread beneath their organization. The non-

union fields especially had expanded at an alarming rate.

During the strike of 1922 the non-union mines of West

Virginia, eastern Kentucky, Alabama, Tennessee, and the

Somerset and Connellsville sections of Pennsylvania were

able to supply over 60 per cent of the country's average

weekly consumption. When the industrial deflation was
in full swing, non-union operators began to slash wages
at such a rate that even the Coal Age, a trade journal

devoted to the operators' interests, declared that "if the

practice (in the non-union fields) of lowering wages to meet

every new contract made continues, the wage rate will fall

below a level at which any working man can live."

Confronted by this situation, the miners forgot everything

except the desperate necessity of maintaining their wage
scale which, in view of the reduced average number of

Keystone View Co.

John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers
of America

working days in the unionized fields, they regarded as the

only possible guarantee of a reasonable annual income.

Moreover, with the growth of the non-union operators'
influence in the industry, the United Mine Workers found
their large treasury recurrently depleted, not only by the

cost of defensive strikes and attempts to organize non-
union territory, but by assaults upon them in the courts,
of which the Borderland case, notable because of Judge
Albert B. Anderson's sweeping injunction designed to de-

bar them from the non-union fields, is still fresh in the pub-
lic memory.

UNDER
this pressure, every issue but the maintenance

of the wage scale fell into abeyance. It was against
the reduction of this scale that they waged the strike of 1922.
Their national leaders, having won the strike, tossed the

nationalization resolution into the discard. In an effort

to win and hold what was then prevailing public sentiment,

they lumped the advocates of nationalization with the "radi-

cals" and "reds," took from such recalcitrants as Alexander
Howatt in Kansas the command of their own districts,

and forced such advocates of the miners' "larger program"
as John Brophy, president of the central Pennsylvania
bituminous miners, to temper their insurgency and fall

back into line. By 1924, the national officers of the miners,
who in earlier years would have been counted upon to lead

in the movement for independent political action, were

notably inconspicuous in the Conference for Progressive
Political Action ; and during the presidential campaign,
President Lewis publicly announced his support of President

Coolidge and the Republican ticket. The policy of the

United Mine Workers today is essentially, and almost ex-

clusively, a policy of pure and simple collective bargaining.

They appear to have accepted as a proper delimitation of the

trade union's function the clause in their standard district

agreement which provides that "the management of the

mines and the direction of the working forces, are vested

exclusively in the operator."
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The Locomotive Engineers have been moving in the

opposite direction for reasons quite contrary to those

to which Marxian Socialists looked as the mainsprings of

labor activity. Not their poverty, but their prosperity, is

leading them to break the bounds of their traditional wage-

workers' status. The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

was organized during the Civil War in resistance to pre-

cisely such a wage cutting policy as is now being pursued

by the operators in the non-union coal field. Almost from

the beginning they were nicknamed the Aristocracy of Labor.

In contrast with the miners, they were conservatively in-

different to the appeals of industrial unionism. They were

quite willing to hold aloof from the unskilled men who

keep the tracks in repair, and from the skilled craftsmen,

who later formed the associated shopcraft division of the

American Federation of Labor, with which they themselves

have never affiliated. I remember how Carlton Parker,

after having observed their seeming indifference to the des-

perately exploited workers in the hop and wheat fields of

the Pacific Coast, used to protest that the Locomotive En-

gineers was not a labor organization at all.

From 1864, when it was organized in Detroit, until very

recently, the Brotherhood has very narrowly centered its

energies upon the interests of its own members. The un-

usually severe tests which, from the nature of the respon-

sibility involved in driving a train, railroad managements

apply in selecting engineers has made them a picked body

of men. Not only have their ranks been thoroughly pro-

tected from invasion by the unskilled, and especially the

unskilled immigrants who, until recently, flowed in a steady

stream into the bituminous coal fields, but they have had

the further advantage that their industry is not susceptible

of indefinite extension. Practically no new railroads p.re

being 'built in America today. The engineers' organization

thus rests upon firm rock as compared with the shifting

sands that harass the miners' union.

For these and similar reasons, the Locomotive Engineers,

both as individuals and as a union, have accumulated funds

which they are not disposed to bury or lay up in a napkin.

As early as 1867, they established a Mutual Life and Acci-

dent Association, which today carries over $200,000,000

worth of insurance, and pays out some $4,000,000 a year

in death, accident and sickness benefits. They operate pen-

sion and other funds, not only for the aged and disabled

members, but also for the protection of their wives and chil-

dren. In 1920, they opened the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers' Cooperative National Bank, which four

years later had resources exceeding $29,000,000.

The effect of this economic strength and of these enter-

prises upon the psychology of the Locomotive Engineers has

been profound. Increasingly they think of themselves not

in the terms of the master and servant clause in our statutes

and judicial decisions, but in terms of economic equality

with their fellow citizens of all ranks, pursuits and pro-

fessions. And this they do as iiMge-workers and m?n'bers

of a trade union, not as individuals who cease to be v/age-

workers and trade unionists insofar as they become capi-

talists and investors.

The implication of this psychological change emerges

in an editorial article published in the official Locomotive

Engineers' Journal for June, which declares that "coopera-

tive banking can and will revolutionize the power of the

wage-earners of the world ; when the workers once learn

to organize their saving and spending resources, they can

speedily obtain control of credit, and he who controls credit

controls industry as well." There is no disposition here

to accede to the proposition that the management and direc-

tion of the working forces "are vested exclusively in the

operator"! The implication of this statement runs through
another article in the same issue of the Journal which, under

the caption, The Plumb Plan, reminds the delegates to the

Engineers' Fourth Triennial Convention that they were the

moral and intellectual leaders in the plan for the "demo-
cratic ownership and control of the railroads" while its

author was alive. "The Engineers will have to resume an

even greater responsibility now that he has gone. . . . We
have long since taken our dirt roads out of private hands;
we shall have to do the same with our steel roads. . . .

Here is another opportunity for the Brotherhood to render

a great public service, especially since Grand Chief (now
President) W. S. Stone is the National President of the

Plumb Plan League." The logic of the policy so indicated

led the national executives of the Brotherhood actively to-

sponsor the Third Party movement just as the adherence

of the president of the miners' union to the Republican

Party was consonant with the recent conservatism of the

miners' industrial policy.

THESE
two divergent points of view are in clash at

the Coal River Collieries, and it is from them that this

controversy derives its larger social significance, The situa-

tion there bears certain underlying resemblances to that

which confronted the management and the shopcraft unions

on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at the end of the rail-

road shopmen's strike for 1922 (see B. & O. Engine No.

1003, The Survey, January 1924). Had the unions in that

case adhered to the rigid logic of traditional collective bar-

gaining, it is conceivable that the B. & O. might have felt

constrained to abandon its locomotive repair shops and make

contracts with outside non-union concerns. Instead, they

came forward with a plan for technical cooperation designed

to show that "organized labor under proper conditions

will rapidly acquire a fundamentally constructive attitude

toward industry ; . . . that there is a next step in collective

bargaining which, if it can be taken, will enhance the value

of the institution and replace its purely negative functions

by positive, constructive ones."

The situation at the Coal River Collieries is not unlike

that which has arisen scores of times in the needle trades

where, in periods of business expansion, new shops tend to

spring up with the same disconcerting rapidity that char-

acterizes the opening of new mines. I put the problem to

a leading executive in one of the largest needle trade unions.

Passing over the immediate equities in the case, which are

not here under discussion, and turning to the far-reaching

question of policy, he explained the practice in his own or-

ganization. In the years when the members of his union

were struggling for union recognition and for collective

agreements as the essential defense against the sweat-shop,

they necessarily focussed their energies upon a living wage
as their major objective. Now, however, that their union

is recognized at least as widely as the miners' union, and

the principle of the living wage has been established, they

find it both to their immediate and long term advantage to

introduce a considerable degree of flexibility into the enforce-

ment of their agreements.

Assume, [he said in effect] (Continued on page 304)



What Calles Faces
Can the First Labor President Solve Mexico's Puzzle?

By CARLETON DEALS

HE new labor president of Mexico takes

office this month. When Plutarco Elias

Calles returned from his European tour a

few weeks ago I interviewed him a number

of times in New York. He is of medium

height, powerfully built, with large piercing

black eyes and heavy Arabic-Indian features a picture of

health, energy and good-nature.

"What was the outstanding impression of your European

trip?" I asked him.

"The desperation of the German workers," he replied.

"And at that they are a thousand times better off than my
people of Mexico. And yet they call me a radical. Is it

too much to demand that twelve million people, heretofore

denied all the rights of civilized beings, be educated, given

sanitary homes and the possibility of earning decent wages?"
"And in France?"

"France is the refuge of the old so-called Mexican

aristocracy. In France they asked me, do you know such

and such persons men who have done their best to betray

country?"
:

'And your reply?"

He leaned forward in his chair, his finger vertical between

his piercing black eyes. "It was at a dinner. I sat between

a marquesa and a princess. The princess had asked me the

question. I told her, 'Why should I know such people?

I am a plebeian.' And at the banquet tendered me by the

Commune of Paris, a most reactionary gathering, when they

asked me what policy I intended to follow, I said, 'I intend

to carry on the work of Jean Juares, whom you murdered.'
"

Whatever may be the individual attitude toward General

Calles' opinions, his very personality is suggestive of a sweep-

ing change in the whole Mexican scene. But a few years

ago a would-be president of Mexico rode to power over the

blood of his people ;
he remained in his position with no

responsibility save to a small military and bureaucratic

clique. Today President Calles can tell me, "Everywhere
I have gone, I have sought contacts with the people of the

various countries, with those small organized groups that

represent the popular aspirations. I do not fit in with, nor

do I know how to be polite to the formal diplomat whose

principal function is to wear a frock coat, drink tea and

utter banalities. These men make war; the people make

peace."

Under Diaz, to belong to a labor union was a criminal

offence. As late as 1916 Carranza, then leader of the

Constitutionalist forces and provisional president, issued a

decree outlawing strikes, and shortly after invoked a treason

act against the leaders of a general strike in Mexico City.

Nevertheless in 1917 Mexican Labor was able to write

into the new Queretaro constitution the most liberal bill

of rights ever guaranteed to the industrial workers of any-

country. And today it has, ostensibly, put its candidate

into the first office in the land. What does this signify?

What chances has Calles for a successful administration ?

STATISTICS
in Mexico are about as thin as a Ziegfeld

Follies costume. But probably the industrial popula-

tion numbers about one million out of a population of fif-

teen million. One half of these are loosely organized into

the Confederation Regional Obrera Mexicana. Very few of

them pay dues. With the Confederation and the Labor

Party (its political wing) is nominally affiliated another half

million farm-workers organized into the National Agrarian

Party led by Soto y Gama. Here again the organization

is loose, inchoate. Yet these organizations, however lacking

in coherence, represent a widespread democratic tendency,

a popular social consciousness. They are the most active

popular groupings in a country which has known nothing

of democratic group control or direct political participation

on the part of the people. They represent a shift in the

bases of control of government that is revolutionizing

Mexican political practices by steadily curtailing the greed

and irresponsibility of the professional militarists and by

limiting the unprincipled concession-grabbing by foreign

capitalists. Oddly, Labor in Mexico has a decided Fascist

complexion. A small faction of the Fascist! supported

Calles for president. Mexican Labor is national and pa-

triotic because capital is foreign. This gives Calles a

broader appeal than he would have in most countries if

elected on a Labor ticket. Yet the recent development and

political inexperience of the labor and farm groups sup-

porting him makes his position difficult. True, this gives

his own personality disproportionate importance in the con-

duct of affairs; he is both less hampered and less assured

in his position.

The conflict between social reformers and military fac-

tions, under cover, has many nuances. Thus during the

recent revolution of De la Huerta, loyal militarists seize'd

many large estates on the grounds that the owners had

participated or abetted the rebellion. Nominally these

estates should come under the control of other governmental

departments; and the right of repartition of parts of them

belongs to the National Agrarian Commission. The Com-

mission has found it impossible to proceed in the face of

military occupancy. This is more than a passing phenom-

enon. Many hacendados have voluntarily put their prop-

erty under the wing of the regional military commandant.

The commandant receives a liberal rake-off and in turn

protects the owner against any expropriation by the

Agrarian Commission or attacks from Agraristas. Here

are points of friction that make difficult an orderly solution

of the land-problem. This arises from the fact that the

bases of political control are shifting from the feudal mili-
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tarists to the socially-minded agrarian and labor elements.

In other countries there is no such contrast of epochs and

tendencies; the various national forces are represented by

popular organizations from the interplay of which arises

orderly public opinion. But in Mexico such conflicts carry

the germs of civil war. Calles must still row with two

oars: the Militarists and Labor; and it is still a ques-

tion which one he can pull most strongly.

In addition he must conciliate American capital.

Obregon has been obliged to make more concessions than

is generally appreciated. American companies automatically

receive immunities not enjoyed by Mexican companies. The
result: just as in agriculture the hacendados are trying to

shield themselves behind the military, so many Mexican

companies are now trying to shield themselves behind the

American flag ; they are ayringandose a slang expression

to indicate that they are turning over their properties and

interests to American capitalists on ninety-nine year leases

and a right to share in the profits.

These phenomena indicate a general feeling of insecurity

that Calles must allay if farming and manufacturing is to

revive. He must definitely establish the semi-legal rights,

now very ill-defined, of the farm and factory workers, so

that the entrepreneur will know where he stands.

T)ERHAPS the greatest single administrative problem*

to my mind the most urgent for the moment is that

of public graft. The Mexican Government is the biggest

paymaster in Mexico. Inefficiency, incompetency, dis-

honesty are immediately reflected in a disruption of the

daily life of the nation, as witness the evils attendent upon
the non-payment of the teachers this year for a period of

two months and a half. Nowhere in the world is pilfering

of the public funds so flagrant. This arises from the fact

that -the Mexican official governs rather than administers.

He is a ruler, not the servant of the people. The Mexican

citizen enjoys privileges but neither rights nor responsi-

bilities. He is on a par with the cives romanus. A tra-

ditional irresponsible bureaucracy has grown up to take

advantage of the lack of public consciousness among the

people. This bureaucracy has only one aim to feather its

own nest. It has just had four years in which better

to entrench itself; and though the Obregon regime has

shown more rectitude than any previous administration, the

Government has been facing a serious money-shortage ever

since the De la Huerta revolt. One of the first things

Calles must accomplish is a sweeping reform of government
bureaus and a strict examination of public accounts.

This is part of a necessary program of financial retrench-

ment. Mexico cannot go on forever living off the petroleum

taxes. Calles must either inaugurate a modern system of

taxation difficult because of the paralyzed condition of

industry or he must inspire enough confidence to receive

a foreign loan.

"What," I asked General Calles, "will Mexico do for

finances?"

"President Obregon carried on his administration with-

out foreign assistance."

"But would not the upbuilding of your country be pro-

moted by proper reconstruction work?"

"Undoubtedly. We have one project. Obregon has al-

ready considered it. In accordance with the constitution

we are providing for workers' compensation and liability.

The employers will be required to contribute to this fund

a sum equal to ten per cent of the wages paid their em-

ployes. From private industry this will net thirty million

pesos a year; from the government twenty million pesos.

In ten years this will mean a fund of five hundred million

pesos. This will be utilized as a floating capital to pro-

mote agrarian reconstruction and necessary improvements in

working conditions."

"But this is only a drop in the bucket."

"True enough ; but I personally shall not rest until I

am assured that the economic life of my country is put

upon a prosperous basis. A people does not lie down and

starve, and there exists today, as never before, a desire

in all quarters to make of Mexico a great and modern

nation. The ways and means will be found."

MEXICO
has been attempting to solve its land-problem

by restoration of ejidos or village communes and

the repartition of large estates. To pursue this course as

recklessly and un intelligently as in the past is to court

ruin. It is true that the peon needs his freedom, his right

to a livelihood; but giving him land which he has neither

the knowledge nor the resources to cultivate is like giving

a tramp a dress-suit. Mexico has land ad nauseum. What
it needs is cultivated lands. Land-repartition has frightened

the hacendados and it has, for the time being, diminished

production alarmingly. The peon, quite unjustly, usually

receives the land at harvest time, after the hacendado has

been put to the expense of bringing the crop to maturity.

The regulations covering the crop-rights of the owner are

universally ignored. The peon reaps the harvest, sells it
;

but he is without sufficient resources for resowing it or

properly utilizing it. So the next year he asks for new

planted lands a refined form of crop-raiding. Go through

Mexico and you will find a few oases around the railroads

blooming, and in between vast stretches of virginal land.

The problem is to put this land under cultivation without

conflicting with the legitimate aspirations of the Mexican

peon. That can only be done with education, farm-

implements, development work, rural credits. And for this

money is urgently needed, if Mexico is not to find its farm-

production paralyzed and life made insuperably difficult.

The difficulties are tremendous ;
but the Mexico of today

is seething with new possibilities. The revolution has

tapped great fountains of popular energy and hope. Where

progress in the past depended upon a small group of rulers

whose first thought was the feathering of their own nests

and the maintenance of their own power, and only second-

arily the welfare of the nation, it now depends upon a

thousand and one popular tendencies which are making

themselves felt in the highest places in the land. The bases

of governmental sovereignty have, during these thirteen

years, been widened. The government of General Calles

rests upon broader popular foundations than any previous

government in Mexico. Slowly, painfully, the necessary

popular organization to sustain more honest government is

coming into being. Personal leadership, it is true, still

counts far more than in most countries ; it is less checked,

less restrained. But in the hands of Calles a resolute,

energetic man there is the possibility and probability that

Mexico may solidify the gains made by Obregon and con-

tinue the advance toward popular government without dis-

rupting the economic life of the nation.
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HE achievement of the fall books is in the

field of biography. The publishers have

set us a rich feast of the lives of interest-

'ng men written by themselves, or by other

interesting men. We are glad, for bio-

graphy is, after all, the most exciting read-

ing for adults, just as it remains the most difficult writing

for anybody. It is difficult because the biographer has

the task of a Recording Angel without a Recording Angel's

privileges of omniscience and aloofness. It is exciting be-

cause there is an emotional and intellectual tenseness gained

in the pursuit of the thread of a man's life in the real

world that can be enjoyed in no other form of letters, even

the drama. For here we have the thrill of a plot that is

real, and the charm of character that is not the puppet
creation of some author's imagination, but the child of Dame
Life herself.

Here, then, are reviews of some of these books, especially

those about men you would like to know in life, and will

rejoice to find in letters. We offer no tid-bits of scandal

and intrigue: no back-stairs revelations of secret history;
no morbid studies in the psychoses of genius. These, rather,

are the life stories of gifted men who generally have done

world's work in industry and social progress. Most of

them are Americans, so it may be a good thing for a some-

times doubting national pride to see how all of them have
lived honestly, hoped valiantly, and fought well. We do
not want to devil a lesson out of every life for biography
is not a matter of dogmatic morals but we cannot help

pointing out one common element in all these records,
the love of men. Scientist, engineer, story-teller, financier

each had a dream of happiness for his fellow travellers this

way. The secret of their energy was love. And as lovers

men, The Survey presents

Youth That Served
'R. CROLY'S life of Willard Straight has a double

interest. It is a contribution to contemporary history

which no student of the times can afford to neglect, but

more than this, it is the portrait in a very real sense the

self-portrait of one of the most adventurous and lovable

spirits of our time.

Willard Straight had not reached his thirty-ninth birth-

day when he died
; yet in his less than forty years he had

been artist, civil servant, journalist, banker, diplomat and
soldier. He knew intimately men who played leading parts
in the great game of international politics at a time when
the struggle that culminated in the World War was most

tense, and he himself had an important part to play in the

game. He won the confidence and regard of those with
whom he had to do to an extraordinary degree. He had a

genius for friendship and, even when he differed from men,
knew how to keep their esteem.

Most instructive for the student of international politics

are the chapters which deal with Straight's experiences int

China. Here his most important work was done and here

he formed the contacts with diplomats and bankers which

made his work possible. That work was in a sentence the

translation of the "open door" from theory into fact; the

substitution for the struggle of rival economic groups for

the control of China in the interests of their own nationals,

of a consortium, or cooperative group, strong enough to

resist the aggression of any individual nation and so to

maintain the integrity of China during her period of national

weakness. This conception, novel at the time, was largely

Straight's own and the work was on the eve of success when-

the outbreak of the revolution, followed soon after by the

World War, made the abandonment of the plan necessary,

for the time being.

One who desires to know something of the ins-and-outs of

the game of international politics as it is played on the

ground by the representatives of governments and of big

business, will find this book an invaluable source. Those

who desire to find in it a support of their particular social
1

panaceas may be led to salutary self-questioning.

Of more than ordinary interest is the record of Willard

Straight's war service, not so much in itself as for its revela-

tion of the inevitable conflict between the man of creative

spirit, eager to find new avenues of service and keenly
sensitive to the personal aspect of the experiences through
which he is passing, and the military machine to which the

individual is only an incident and any departure from tradi-

tional methods is looked upon with suspicion. Few more

revealing words have been penned than the ones in which

Straight sums up his disappointment at his failure to be

assigned to active service: "The more I am with our men,
the more I know that I could reach their souls. But I know
that I'll never really have the chance. This and many
other things that one sees makes one sick at heart. All the

opportunities, the great human opportunities, that are being
lost daily, hourly, for want of foresight. And I'll not get
the chance because I haven't had military experience, for-

sooth. Experience with a company of 60 men in a Western-

post ! That's the extent that most of 'em have had. Years
in service, that's all. Most people don't realize that imagina-
tion gets you to the same place, and is better than experience
in many cases. It's better because it's quicker; it's intel-

lectual, and experience in most cases is an accumulation of

lessons, gained from errors that imagination and sense might
haye avoided. Imagination is to foresee and mentally to-

construct what without imagination you have actually to

go through with. But to people without imagination, it is

anathema."

"Imagination gets you to the same place and is quicker."
That is the key to the understanding of this singularly at-

tractive personality. He brought to the complex problems
of our political and economic life a spirit ever alert, hopeful
and creative, and when we think how many and how baffling-

these problems are and how easy it is to lose faith in the
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possibility of their solution, we are tempted to make our

own the words written by one of his own soldiers in a letter

of condolence to his wife: "Oh, Madam, how could God

take him?" WILLIAM ADAMS BROWN

WII.LARD STRAIGHT, by Herbert Croly. The Macmillan Co. 569 pp.

Ptice $6.CO postpaid of The Survey.

Telling Tales On Life

SHERWOOD
ANDERSON'S wistful search for the

soul of his fellow men, particularly the souls of the

common folk of his own mid-western towns, has been the

theme of most of his writing. This autobiography is once

more the story of his adventures with the true nature of

men rather than a packet of dated events tied with the tape

of his years. For among the episodes, or chapters, or what-

ever you choose to call them, are stories that grip you and

show clearly enough the stuff of which this man was made

and how he was made. They have to do with people who

influenced him profoundly before he was a popular writer

or indeed a writer at all.

Among the reminiscences is one of the man who grew

a beard to cover the cheek scarred by his girl's angry brothers.

Told in a'scant fifteen hundred words, it has been held by

a competent critic one of the best short stories of our time.

The story of young Sherwood playing at Fenimore Cooper

Indians with his brother reveals the two boys cast precisely

for the white man in the woods equipped with nothing but

his rifle and the completely resourceful and relentless Indian.

And there is the marvelous yarn of his father, a professional

Southerner who fought in the Union Army and later decayed

into a cheap entertainer at crossroads' schoolhouses.

The book gives evidence that Anderson has in fact ac-

complished his heart's desire of talking with others without

holding back on the things that count in a man's life, of

seeing through the walls of houses into the warm life within.

Woven into these shining bits of fancy, or fact,, as you

will, he has put more clearly than before his quarrel with

life as life is lived in this age of machinery. For Anderson

believes that the factory has all but ground the life out of

men. First the crafts, then the arts, lost touch with their

necessary materials. Impotence followed. For the man who

has no vital contact with reality becomes merely a "hand"

whether his job is to punch rivets or paint pictures.

This modern source of sterility has been pointed out many
times. But Anderson does not come at it down from above

like most writers, smitten with a divine mission to the

working classes; but painfully up from his years as handj

boy about an Ohio village, as house and fence painter, stable

boy. rubber-down of race horses, from stultifying years ir

factories where he rolled barrels out of a warehouse, over i

platform, into a wagon barrel after barrel, hour after hour

day after day, world without end. His best indictment o!

it is put in the form of a soliloquy thus:

Suppose that the giving of itself by an entire generation t(

mechanical things were really making all men impotent. Then
was a passion for size among almost all the men I had known
Almost every man I had known had wanted a bigger house

a bigger factory, a faster automobile than his fellows. I ha<

myself run an automobile and doing so had given me a strangi

sense of vicarious power, mingled with a kind of shame too

I pressed my foot on a little button on the floor of the ca:

and it shot forward. There was a feeling that did not reall;

belong to me, that I had in some way stolen. I was rushinj

along a road or through a street and carrying five or six othe

people with me and, in spite of myself, felt rather grand doinj

it. Was that because I was in reality so ineffectual in myself
Did so many of my fellow writers want great sales for thei

books because, feeling as I did then the ineffectuality of thei

own hands to do good work, they wanted to be convinced fron

the outside? Was the desire all modern peoples had for ;

greater navy, a greater army, taller public buildings, but a sigi

of growing impotence? Was there a growing race of peopl

in the world who had no use for their hands and were th

hands paying them back by becoming ineffectual? Was th

Modern after all but the man who had begun faintly to realiz

what I was then realizing and were all his efforts but a

bottom to get his hands back on the ends of his arms?

The foul talk of factory workers, Anderson feels sure

is a flare-back from their sense of impotence. They mus

in some way create, feel strength ; they do it by endles

bragging of their sex exploits.

Over against this he sets the story of the old woodworker

a craftsman before the age of machinery. As a boy, Ander

son had seen him as he walked into the woods, "approachei

WILLARD STRAIGHT
He went East

SHERWOOD ANDERSON
He hates machines

JIM TULLY
Just a tramp
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a living tree and then walked away. He went close again

and then let his eye travel up along the tree's trunk. Then,

hesitatingly, lovingly he touched the tree with his fingers.

That was all. It was enough. It was the workman en

rapport with his materials."

The way out he cannot see, but he believes in it. "Ford

factories cannot kill the love of materials in the workmen

and always in the end the love of materials and tools in the

workmen will kill the Fords. Standardization is a phase.

will pass." ARTHUR KELLOGG

STORY TELLER'S STORY, by Shenvr.od Anderson. B. W. Huebsch,
442 pp. Frici: $3.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

Raw Life

THE
present trend in sociology and social psychology

is to utilize personal documents as objective material.

The critics of this recent method feel that social science

is on dangerous ground whenever it dabbles with material

that cannot be statistically measured. However, many stu-

dents of society continue to follow the strange gods. If

autobiographical material has value in understanding human

behavior then Jim Tully's new book is a real contribution.

Tully is again, as in his previous book, "Emmet Lawler,"

leading us into virgin fields. It is refreshing to see the

American writer after so many years of waiting turn to

the hobo, perhaps the most romantic type in American life.

Certainly he has been the greatest of pioneers. In his ef-

forts to portray hobo life Tully has torn away the veil of

mystery and convention thrown about the hobo by Yankee

cartoonists and fiction artists. He presents his hero as a

human being reacting very naturally to his unusual situa-

tions. The hobo is brought before us with all his faults

and virtues. Any judge could read this tale with profit.

Beggars of Life is a series of pictures of hoboland. We
are taken to the heights and the depths ;

from lean and hunted

childhood by way of the box car, the jungle, the bar room,

the jail and the brothel, to cynical manhood. Tully is a

representative of a type for whom life is a struggle. He
was no child of the golden spoon but the graduate of an

orphan asylum. He lived on the ragged edge of life. No,
he has not over emphasized. If he has sinned in this book

it is in grouping too many of the highly colored pictures.

There is much of the drab and melancholy in hobo life

but Tully has devoted most of his space to the dazzling

and exciting. We are led to believe that the hobo is a

professional job dodger when in reality he is a migratory

worker. He is also more of a city dweller than Tully

writes. But to tell of this other side would require another

book and that may be why it is left out.

Besides being a faithful picture of the road, Beggars of

Life is an excellent display of hobo slang, morals, ethics,

and above all, the philosophy of the underworld. In this

respect Tully has not been excelled. There is an occasional

departure from the thread of the story to rationalize points

of convention which I don't think is necessary; an example

of this is the last few pages. NELS ANDERSON

REOGARS OF LIFE, by Jim Tll\. .1. 6- C. Boni. 336 pp. Price $3.00

postpaid of The Suney,

Wielder of Thunderbolts

THE
man Steinmetz, the story of whose life Mr. Ham-

mond tells, is not only the technician whom President

Eliot, in conferring the degree of master of arts upon him

at Harvard, called the foremost electrical engineer in the

world, but also the Socialist and lover of mankind who

prized all science only as a means for building a civilization

in which "men and women would give each other the

fullest opportunity to make the most of their lives." Mr.

Hammond was himself an associate of Steinmetz in the

General Electric Company, and is therefore able to appraise

the scientific genius of his friend ; but he has happily chosen

to portray the magnanimous and gentle human being, the

rich idealism of whose character won the affectionate regard

of multitudes to whom even the names of other engineers

of equal technical rank are unknown.

To the layman it means little that Steinmetz discovered

the law of hysteresis (or the loss of power by alternating

magnetism) ; that he solved the very difficult problem of

alternating current calculation ; that he worked out the gen-

eral equation of the electrical current with special reference

to transient electrical phenomena and was thus able to

capture the thunderbolt (Continued on page 299)

EARNEST ELMO CALKINS
He is deaf

FREDERICK WINSLOW TAYLCR
He loved machines

CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ
HP made lightning
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EDITORIALS

IT

was the shank of the evening before the seven hun-

dred diners had filed out of one of the banquet halls of

the Hotel Astor, New York, where they had come to

honor the twenty-five years of service of Mrs. Florence

Kelley as secretary of the National Consumers' League.

They had caught afresh something of the "infectious power

and sweep of her intelligence" ; some had been kindled anew

to "intenser purpose by the flame of her spirit." Their

formality had been early and altogether unbuttoned at the

capable hands of the toast-mistress, Julia C. Lathrop, who
had infused the gathering with that Middle Western zest

of democracy which, recently, to employ her dig at Mas-

sachusetts, "has become a tradition." Through the words

of Jane Addams, they had recaptured the "fascinating nine-

ties," when Mrs. Kelley spent seven eventful years at Hull

House.

The last knot of diners to leave were these three, and

with them Nicholas and John Kelley. It was a picture

which indelibly stamped itself on the memory. One of the

proudest moments in Mrs. Kelley's life was when Ko showed

her the key to Hull House he had carried through his

years at Harvard. That was before he had served as

assistant secretary of the treasury under Wilson and become

a practising lawyer in New York; before John had become

one of our most gifted short story writers and knocked

about the world which had swirled before him as a boy

up Halsted Street. They had been children of a settle-

ment household; this was in a sense an old home occasion;

for everybody it was sort of a big family reunion.

That was the spirit of the birthday cake with its twenty-
five candles, which Mrs. Kelley was too moved to cut, but

which concealed a fund of $15,000 given to the Consumers'

League "to make it certain that her work continue." Mrs.

Kelley has ever been a crusader ; has given and taken blows ;

the miserable attacks made upon her within the year gave
an overtone to this spontaneous muster of loyalty and af-

fection by her friends. But no one can understand her life-

time of service in behalf of child laborers and women in

industry, the Negro and the immigrant, the cause of equal

suffrage and the cause of peace, without knowing that above

other titles she writes "grandmother."

CHICAGO'S
claim did not go uncontested ; for twenty-

five years the Henry Street Settlement in New York
has been Mrs. Kelley's coign of vantage; and a letter from
Governor Smith was not the least of the messages received

by the committee. But essentially her work has been na-

tional, as was brought out by Mrs. J. Borden Harriman;
it has engaged oncoming generations as well as her own, as

was brought out by Grace Abbott, chief of the Children's

Bureau; and her understanding has envisaged all races, as

brought out by W. E. Burghardt DuBois, editor of The

Crisis. A Negro singer gave his songs to the evening's

program. John Graham Brooks, of Cambridge, first presi-

dent of the National Consumers' League and dean of our

students of life and labor, related Mrs. Kelley's service to

our national genius for voluntary association, first noted by

de Tocqueville in the '3o's, which both buttresses govern-

ment action and affords freedom for those who would take

the adventure and risk of lifting the standards of life. To

this work she had brought a deep philosophic temper and a

fighting arm, said Newton D. Baker, the League's second

president. She had brought a method of progress in-

vestigation, education, legislation. "Mrs. Kelley has been

a dangerous woman," he went on, "not in the sense that

loose witted people might employ the phrase; her work

has centered essentially in protecting the home ;
but dangerous

in the sense that she knew what she was talking about.

She has educated Americaris in wliat it costs to progress;

and that we cannot afford to let the fruits of progress grow

so high on the tree that only the tall can reach them."

Miss Addams bore witness to this faculty. Chicagoans

had been used to talking about the corn crop; sometimes

they had pointed with pride when they counted a hundred

thousand more harrassed creatures run through the stock-

yards in a year. But Mrs. Kelley was the first to drive

home to them that theirs had become the third industrial

city of the United States and what this meant humanly

speaking. At Hull House they had seen men, women and

children trudging past with huge bundles of clothing, they

had read the Webbs, but they had done nothing about it

until Mrs. Kelley came. She went at it ; secured the first

anti-sweat shop act : became the first woman factory inspec-

tor; shared in securing the first juvenile court. At that

time the only public playground in the United States was

a small strip of land near the Charles River in Boston,

with a few swings and sand piles; and Chicago's city-wide

system today harks back to a lecture Mrs. Kelley gave in

which she contrasted the squalor of some neighboring

tenements with the ethical professions of their owner, at-

tached to a great university. Mrs. Kelley got back to Hull

House at six ; the owner arrived at six-thirty ; he had in-

herited the property and he forthwith turned it over to the

settlement, which, to his astonishment, razed the buildings

and threw open .a playground. One thing after another

happened ;
so swiftly that the years before and the years

since have seemed slow by comparison. Her wish for Mrs.

Kelley was a "long life and a great many more tough

situations" that she might live to see no children in Amer-

ica unprotected by Congressional legislation ; no women

engaged in night work ; no more girls working without the

protection of the minimum wage : no old men contemplating
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suicide because we have no provision against unemployment.
Miss Addams told of an incident at Zurich in May 1919,

before the peace was signed and when there was still hope

that the terms of the armistice might be salvaged in the

treaty. Mrs. Kelley and Mme. Augsburg joined in their

plea for the children of the devastated regions. There

arose an old scholar whose pupils they had been forty years

before. He quoted a line from Euripides which Gilbert

Murray has translated as "keeping your hand uplifted over

hate," and marked what it meant to him to mankind, if

you will that one woman from each side could stand to-

gether under the shadow of war in their old university

and unite in their noble message.

Miss Wald matched Miss Addams' picture with another:

that of "Sister Kelley" setting out, as so many times, from

the front steps of the House on Henry Street, her worn
suit case in hand, to catch a late night train that she might
meet university students of another generation and pass on

the torch ; might speak to congregations, to women's clubs,

to Congressional committees ; errands to stimulate and prod.
The press had recently compared Mrs. Kelley to Florence

Nightingale, to Joan of Arc, to other forerunners of their

times; but she would have those who come after look back

upon Florence Kelley as the valiant crusader; that old suit

case in hand, and under it the inscription, "To one who
made her generation think."

AND
then F. K. herself as Miss Lathrop introduced

her true to form on her birthday party. "Oh, kind

friends," she said, "I wish one thousandth part of what

you say were true. All we have done has been to scratch

the surface to blaze a few trails a little way." In spite

of what has been done in thirty years she questioned that

either morally or socially we had gone forward, and took

up the situation created by the action of the United States

Supreme Court in declaring the District Minimum Wage
Law unconstitutional. "When Josephine Shaw Lowell

started the National Consumers' League," she said, "it was
at a time when women were entering industry, and the

call which brought the league into being was the sobering
fact that there seemed to be no level below which, under

pressure of their need, the recompense of such women wage
earners could not be crowded down. We have worked by
the method of investigation, education, legislation, patiently
for a generation. Still, what Mrs. Lowell deplored as

something men and women had to attack at the close of

the '8o's is today the law of the land. There is no level

today below which they cannot be legally crowded down.

By decision of five all-powerful men in Washington, they
need not hope that government, federal or state, can come
to their rescue as the European countries have been doing
since the nineties. What then was the appalling vision of

a few enlightened people is now so firmly the law of the

land that after considering and pondering for a year and a

half, thirty of the most distiguished lawyers in the United
States have been unable to come to agreement as to the

next step we can take to remedy it." And in conclusion,

Mrs. Kelley swung home at that "threat to our civilization

the constitutional right to starvation."

With this challenge ringing in their ears as they filed

out, the diners could cherish only such encouragement as lay

in the words of the War Secretary turned president of the

Chamber of Commerce of a great industrial city. They
had met in a week during four or five days of which, by
some process of transmutation, three billions of dollars had
been added to somebody's wealth

; at a time when certainty
of steady business seemed of more delight to men than the

visit of angels. Mr. Baker's hope lay in the fact that in such

a week seven hundred people from many parts of the country
and from all walks in life had come together "in the financial

capital of the financial universe" to rejoice in the spiritual

achievements of a woman who had stood steadfast and

pressed forward toward ethical goals.

CHEMICAL
advance is one of the great frontiers of

industrial progress. Like many another frontier it

is beset with dangers, many of them only half recognized

or unsuspected. The scientist forages there at his own risks

but with the safeguards of the laboratory and with his

lively knowledge of the pitfalls about him. When the scene

shifts from the laboratory to the workshop, from scientific

research to experiments in commercial production ; from

chemical engineers and laboratory assistants to everyday

workmen who have only vague notions of the hazards they

take, the public welfare is at once engaged. How far should

we leave this frontier unprotected with safeguards compara-

ble to those thrown over known processes of work by factory

inspection laws?

This question is sharply raised in a setting of mystery
and horror by the recent accident at the plant of the

Standard Oil . Company of New Jersey at Elizabeth,

N. J, A laborer became crazed at work, possessed of

the delusion that enemies were pursuing him. He was

taken to a hospital and died. Then others who had worked

with him became violent. Four of them died in strait-

jackets on four succeeding days at the Reconstruction Hos-

pital in New York City, which specializes in the treatment

of industrial diseases and accidents. Practically all the

remaining men who had worked in that building, some forty-

four in number, were placed under observation in the hos-

pital or in their homes, some merely with headaches and

"nervousness," others with dreams and delirium.

For two days the identity of the "insanity gas" popularly

supposed to have been generated in a research laboratory

was unknown. Spokesmen of the company did not take the

public into their confidence. Then from an outside source,

Dr. Yandell Henderson, professor of applied physiology at

Yale University, came the suggestion that the men had been

poisoned by lead tetraethyl, a chemical used to treat gasoline

to increase its power without causing knocking of the engine.

Some two years before the General Motors Corporation,

which with the Standard Oil is interested in the Ethyl

Gasoline Company, formed to market the fuel, had asked

Dr. Henderson's opinion of the product. His report con-

demned it strongly on grounds of public health.

In recent newspaper statements Dr. Henderson reiterates

his belief that ethyl gasoline is highly dangerous to those
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who handle it in filling stations and garages and to

pedestrians who may breathe the fumes from the exhaust of

engines in which it is burnt. He is quoted as saying:

The real health question behind it is not one which affects

only workers in tetraethyl plants. It is one that is of vital

importance to the general public and to nearly the entire gen-

eral public. With lead dust being scattered through the air

from the exhausts of hundreds of automobiles, the result will

be bound to make itself felt on the public health. In many

cases there will not be acute lead poisoning, but a sort of

chronic low-grade lead poisoning, particularly noticeable among

children. Tuberculosis will increase. There will be an increase

insanity. There will be greater trouble with the teeth.

adequately safeguarded. If, on the other hand, the men

were killed in a kind of semi-scientific commercial experi-

mentation, the question remains as to how human life can

be safeguarded in such a new danger zone where the

tremendous pressure of commercial rivalry and the lure of

fabulous profits lead to immediate, if dangerous, action,

while the ordinary safeguards of public information and

regulation evolved during the process of routine manufacture

have not yet been established.

'ITH the deaths of the fourth and fifth workers

T T at the Standard Oil plant, came statements from Dr.

jilman Thompson, their consulting physician, and Thomas

lidgely, discoverer of the use of the lead tetraethyl in

.eating gasoline.

Lead tetraethyl has been known since 1854. Its poison

absorbed almost instantaneously through the skin of per-

who come in contact with it, or by inhalation when

^, escape during the process of manufacture. The value

:

its presence in gasoline in minute quantities was discovered

nost by chance in the course of research at the plant of

General Motors Chemical Company at Dayton, Ohio,

he accident at the Elizabeth plant occurred not during the

ourse of research, but during experimentation
^

in new

..ethods of producing the chemical on a commercial scale;

.he men who were poisoned were not research workers but

common laborers employed at eighty-five cents an hour. The

company had planned to try out commercial processes at

Elizabeth for six months to obtain data which would enable

them to build a large permanent plant, probably at Chicago.

In the course of similar work at Dayton two men had been

poisoned fatally ; two others had died at the du Pont plant

in Wilmington. Delaware, which makes lead tetraethyl

commercially. Ethyl gasoline, in which the compound is

present in the ration of one to a thousand parts, had been

placed on sale, however, in 10,000 filling stations, and no

untoward results from its use had been reported.

According to Dr. Oilman Thompson, the company physi-

cian, the processes of manufacture were still in a somewhat

experimental stage. Fumes which escaped from the large

retort would cause a congestion of the tissues of the brain

in those who breathed them, producing symptoms not unlike

those of delirium tremens. With continued experience such

accidents probably could be avoided. From the du Pont

plant came statements that whereas the experimental period

had been marked by "trouble with the men becoming

poisoned even to the extent of fatalities," recent production

showed only "slight difficulties."

Investigations have been started by the county prosecutor

of Union County, N. ]., who laid the matter before the

grand jury, and by the New Jersey State Department of

Labor, to find if the men met their death through neglect

of any of the safeguards of ventilation, equipment, or super-

vision which should surround work with so hazardous a

substance. Should it be shown that all known precautionary

measures had been observed, as the company maintains, the

question may well be raised whether or not a process so

dangerous to life should be permitted at all until it can be

IN
the meantime the question of the use of ethyl gasoline

is a matter of debate. The Board of Health of New

York City and certain health officers of New Jersey, acting

on Dr. Henderson's warning, have prohibited its sale. Some

time ago the interested companies asked the staff at Harvard

University engaged in research in lead poisoning to report

on the substance, but the request was refused. They then

asked the United States Bureau of Mines to study it, and

requested a similar analysis by the recently established de-

partment of industrial hygiene of Columbia University. The

latter study is still incomplete; a circular just issued by the

Bureau of Mines reports negative results from animals ex-

posed to the exhaust from engines burning ethyl gasoline

over a period of months, indicating the "seeming remoteness

of any danger of undue lead accumulation in the streets

from the discharging of scale from automobile motors."

Opposed to this is the statement of Dr. Henderson, previous-

ly mentioned. The Journal of the American Public Health

Association comments with approval on the company's

decision to have a new commercial product investigated from

the point of view of public health. That policy is excellent

but it is short-circuited if, as in this instance, the company

does not wait upon the pending investigations before experi-

menting with the manufacture and actually beginning the

sale of a product whose effect on workmen and consumer?

appears to be still a matter of grave question among experts.

The fact that the Standard Oil Company has in recent

years made notable advances in welfare work among its

employes, especially with respect to safety and sanitation,

and the fact that the Rockefeller philanthropies are leading

the world in medical research and its promotion of the

public health make by their very contrast the tragedy at

Elizabeth all the more a matter of grave public concern.

A chain is as strong as its weakest link. The experimental

plant, where chemical advances are being tried out in terms

of commercial production cannot remain a no-man's land.

The competitive need for secrecy and the profit motive must

be sharplv balanced there by the assertion of the community's
concern for life and limb.

THOUGH
it may be only one member of the body

which rebels or wears out, it is the whole man who is

sick, and frequently cause and cure must be studied with

regard for all of his physical and mental constitution. Medi-

cal science has become so vast and so intricate that no one

brain can encompass it; hence the specialists. But each

patient is more than a lung, or a heart, or a nervous system,

and one of the most urgent needs of present medical organ-
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ization is a scheme to join these links of specialized medical

skill.

There is no more striking example of this effort than

the development of the medical center a kind of social-

ized super-hospital. A medical center includes ideally a

group of independent institutions, closely coordinated, such

as a children's hospital, a maternity hospital, a psychopathic

hospital, an outpatient clinic, and the like. With these

facilities for treatment is combined a teaching center a

medical and a dental school and an institution for research,

both of which study the human wreckage brought to the

hospitals for salvage from the point of view of cure, present

and future, and prevention. Aside from the obvious ad-

vantages and economies of joint laboratory service, admin-

istrative service, and the like, it is easy to see that each

member of such a group profits by the strength of the

others, and that the total, whether for purposes of cure,

pedagogy, or research, is far greater than the sum of its

parts.

SINCE
its beginning thirty years ago at Johns Hopkins

University, the idea of the medical center has been

widely developed in this country. Such a center is being

built at the University of Iowa with the aid of the Rocke-

feller Foundation, at a cost of $10,000,000. In Rochester

$11,000,000 has been subscribed for a similar project; Yale,

Harvard, and the Universities of Michigan, Minnesota, and

Colorado, to name only a few examples in this country,

have their centers. Among the most recent, and probably

most extensive in its projected outline, is the center pro-

posed for New York city, inaugurated by the combination

of the School of Medicine of Columbia University and

Presbyterian Hospital. Both institutions have outgrown
their present quarters and they have decided to build a

towering skyscraper to house them both at a cost of $10,000,-

ooo on a twenty-acre plot donated for this purpose, in up-

town New York, overlooking the Hudson River. About

this key unit other specialized institutions will be developed

in time, establishing New York as one of the great medical

centers of the world. At the heart of the complex organ-

ization and building plan is one simple idea ; formulated bv

the committee in charge :

The best plant for the patient is the best plant for medical

education and research;

The best plant for medical education and research is the

best plant for the patient.

ALITTLE more than four years ago a number of lead-

ers in national social work began meeting together

from month to month to talk over their common problems.

The National Social Work Council grew out of these meet-

ings and announcement is now made that David H. Hoi-

brook, secretary of the American Association for Organizing

Family Social Work, will become its executive.

The significance of this new formation is to be viewed in

relation to various crystallizations of social work which

have gone forward in recent years. Beginning around 1905

there came the rapid development of various national bodies,

each committed to some one cause such as child labor,

prevention of tuberculosis, plyagrounds. Simultaneously

distinctly local activities formed national bodies for confer-

ence and the National Conference of Social Work itself by

1917 was ready to change its name from the old descriptive

title of Charities and Corrections to the more modern and

inclusive "Social Work." From a loose-jointed body it be-

came a permanent stable organization with a full time secre-

tary but has remained distinctly a conference for discussion

rather than action. The American Association of Social

Workers has entered the field as a professional association

of individual social workers.

Meanwhile we have had the rise, first of the war chests

and then of the community chest and federation movements
in the cities and in 1918 the National Information Bureau

was created on their initiative. Now in its sixth year, with

half its directing board representing the national agencies

and half the contributing public, it has been doing a unique

piece of liaison work. It has already conducted on behalf

of its national agency constituents one extensive study of

their common problems (national-local relationships; see

The Survey for July 15, 1923) and is beginning another

(see The Survey for Nov. 15, 1924, p. 168).
The local federations and community chests are not rep-

resented in the new National Social Work Council. That,
so far as structure and affiliation go. is the factor which

distinguishes it from the Information Bureau, together with

the fact that the latter is representative of agencies while

the council thus far is a group of executives as such. How-
ard S. Braucher of the Playground and Recreation Asso-

ciation, the chairman of the council, traces the history of

the new grouping and outlines its program thus:

The leaders in different national social work organizations,
through meeting together and discussing their common prob-
lems freely with each other, have come to understand one

another, to know each other, and to enjoy working together.
They have come to understand how much they have in com-
mon. At first the group had no constitution, no officers, no
treasury. Later it was realized that full time leadership was
needed because so many important matters were coming up
which needed to be followed through, and no one had the time

necessary to do the work required. So the group formally
organized and the name finally chosen was The National Social

Work Council.

The purpose as stated in the constitution is to help national

social work agencies, groups of such agencies, and formal

organizations of such agencies representing special interests

more readily to exchange information, to provide for regular
conference between leaders, to provide, through its committees,
for the investigation and study of common problems.
The common experiences of the national social work organ-

izations will be reduced to writing, statements of facts of

value to all will be mimeographed and sent to the organizations
represented. The leaders in a sense will go to school to one
another and their full time leader whom they have themselves
chosen. Experiences with reference to accounting, publicity,

money-raising, and legislative and other special problems will

be pooled through the Council, and the leaders expect through
this cooperative undertaking to be able through the years to

work more effectively to secure greater results with an economy
of effort put forth.

Membership in the Council is limited to "national social

work agencies having field workers assisting local com-

munities or local institutions, or having field work to secure

special legislation, and also supported by contributions from

the general public." The organizations which have been

active in the Council are :



The American Red Cross

Boy Scouts of America
National Health Council

American Social Hygiene Association

National Tuberculosis Association

National Organization for Public Health Nursing

American Association for Organizing Family Social Work
American Association for Labor Legislation

International Committee of Y.M.C.A.
Girl Scouts of America

Young Women's Christian Association

National Child Labor Committee

Playground and Recreation Association of America

National Association of Travelers' Aid Societies

National Consumers League
A number of organizations not now represented in the

ouncil, according to Mr. Braucher, have indicated a desire

have a part in its work. A budget not to exceed $20,000

year has been underwritten for three years.

'HE assembly of notables at Lausanne from twenty-

seven nations represented by the five hundred delegates

to the Fourth Conference of the International Union Against

Tuberculosis adds weight to the major convictions of the

present phase of this first and greatest popular campaign

against disease. The discovery of specific preventive or

curative substances for use in human beings is not to be

expected. Tuberculosis in the mother does not necessarily

forbid pregnancy, nor the birth and rearing of a normally

healthy and resistant child. The plan for the control of

tuberculosis as it has been carried out in England, Scotland,

Germany and the United States during the past twenty

years has been sound and successful.

In vain one looks to these learned scientists, these prac-

titioners of the healing art, these social crusaders against

disease, for a fair and generous recognition of the social

and economic progress effected by the organization of labor

in its own defense and for reasonable standards of well-being

in home and shop. If there is one factor for which specific

value can be claimed in the reduction of tuberculosis, aside

from early diagnosis and the separation of the sick from the

well, it is the higher standard of living made possible by

better wages, shorter hours of work and improved physical

conditions in factories, mines and stores.

The Lausanne conference brought out none of the en-

couraging evidence of the benefits of reduction in the con-

sumption of alcoholic beverages by wage earners as the

result of economic or legislative restrictions. The greater

ability of the wage-earner to purchase food, clothing and

shelter following interference with its unrestricted purchase

and consumption of alcohol, has been no small factor in

helping him, his wife and his children to an increased resist-

ance to tuberculosis.

Another notable opportunity was lost in the failure of the

conference to point to Germany's experience with tuber-

culosis in the past four years as a warning to other nations.

Not in recent history has so clear-cut a record been written

of the relation of economic conditions, labor and food sup-

ply, to tuberculosis in childhood, here traced on so broad

a scale among a people with accurate statistics available

for quotation. Without a stable currency, reasonably steady

Gifts that Last
Beauty, charm and usefulness are

combined in these gifts of brass and
copper from the workshops of Amer-
ica's leading metal craftsmen. Prize-
winning designs which have won for

these products editorial featuring in

America's leading art magazines. En-
dorsed by leading architects and
decorators. Specially priced orders
received up to Dec. 17th guaranteed
for delivery for Christmas. Sent pre-
paid to any point in the U. S.

Selected samples of these beautiful

gifts are on display in the Survey
advertising department for the con-
venience of Survey readers.

A-39 C a n d 1 e-

sticks. 754" high.
An unusually low
price, the pair,

$4.50

A-24 Three-branch
candelabra. Solid
brass. Height,
11 J4". The lions
are etched and sil-

houetted $4.75

4-72 Colonial brass
fire-tool set. Urn
top design. The
stand is 29'' high.
The tools are
28J4" long.

$28.00 the set

A-151 Bon-bon dish. Hammered
brass or copper. 3" high, and 5"

across the top surface. Cast brass
handles. Price $2.25

A-71 Colonial brass andirons.
Height 17". An ideal setting for

the small fire-place. For the room
of simple furnishings, executed
along colonial lines. Specially priced
at $16.00 the pair

A- 59 Xut-bowl set. In brass only.
Bowl 4)4" high and 7" aoross its

top surface. It is very hollow.
Chanticleer crackers oW long. The
set

A-137 Elephant's head and trunk.
Solid brass. The most novel object
in our collection. Made for "him"
to hang his ties on. Specially
priced $2-50

oArt Colony Industries

135 East 29th Street New York City
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THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

Extract from diary kept by member of "The Pelham
Party," 1923 . . . Extract No. 1

June 3d: Landed at Naples; automobiles met us at dock
it will be wonderful to have our own big comfortable cars

all through Italy! Next day by boat to the Island of Capri
and the Blue Grotto a bit of fairyland; lunch at Capri on an
awning-covered balcony overlooking the blue, blue bay; then
a drive over the island in one of those funny high two-wheeled
carriages; then by boat to Sorrento.

Slept in the "Longfellow !Room" in which, mine host proudly
told me, Longfellow lived for months; a lovely room opening
onto a great balcony, high on the steep cliff rising straight out
of the shining waters. Shall never tornet that night anil tile

early morning with the fishing boats slipping over the water,
their sails ruddy in the sunrise glow and Vesuvius across the

bay, flinging a plume of curling smoke against a vivid sky.

Had a dip in the Mediterranean and then a look at the quaint
old town. Exquisite hand-woven linens here couldn't resist

getting several small pieces.

Then the Amain Drive beside the blue waters of the Bay,

past orange and lemon groves, and at last up, up to Ravello

perched on her rocky heights. Supper on the terrace, the

stars overhead and the lights of the village gleaming far below.

Our hostess had made us one of her famous chestnut puddings
a special treat. It is really awfully nice traveling in this

way with a small, congenial group and the people so friendly

along the way. And it is surely luxury to have our own
comfortable cars all the time.

Tomorrow to Pompeii, then to Naples for a day and on to

Rome. They tell me the drive to Pompeii is most interesting

and Pompeii itself never to be forgotten. Am certainly glad

To be continued
I came. .

For information concerning these tours, write to

"The Pelham Tours,"

Room 1514,

100 East 42nd Street, New York City

Escape Winter Storms and Enjoy the

Balmy Mediterranean!

The beautiful Cunard oil-burner, S. S. Laconia (20,000

tons). THE HOLY LAND, EGYPT, TURKEY,
GREECE, ITALY, SPAIN, MADEIRA, FRENCH
RIVIERA, etc., etc., with their marvelous beauty, fasci-

nating romance, unique scenes, and sacred associations,

yielding fabulous dividends of enjoyment, education, and

inspiration.

62 days. Sailing Jan. 31, 1925

Stop-over privileges in Europe, returning first-class on

Berenj/aria, Aquitania, etc.

$600 and up
according to size and location of stateroom.

THAT IRRESISTIBLE
WORLD-ENCIRCLING CRUISE

HAVANA, PANAMA CANAL, LOS ANGELES, HON-
OLULU, JAPAN, CHINA, KOREA, MANILA, JAVA,
SINGAPORE, BURMA, INDIA, CEYLON, EGYPT,
SUEZ CANAL, HOLY LAND, NAPLES, MONACO,
CHERBOURG. European stop-over privilege. Round-

trip on the fine new oil-burner S.S. California (17,000

tons). Returning first-class any time during year on

Berenyaria, etc.

$1250 and up
including regular ship and shore expenses.

122 days:

Sailing from New York Jan. 20, 1925; from Los Angeles
Feb. 4, 1925.

For information address

CLARK'S TOURS, 112 EAST 19th STREET

and profitable employment, and access to the food stuffs

essential for the growth and development of healthy chil-

dren, all the specific medical and technical devices to

control tuberculosis usually will be found to be of as

little avail as was the case in Germany in 1922 and 1923.

WE have, for the most part gone beyond the stage

where the spoils system was the recognized personnel

policy of the federal government. There are wide open

spaces in the federal service where the political appointee

still roams comfortably at large the Veteran's Bureau and

the prohibition enforcement staff, for instance but step by

step the boundaries of the civil service are pushed forward.

The Rogers Bill, passed by Congress and signed by the

President in the spring, which took effect on July I, 1924.

applies the principles of selection for fitness and promotion

within the service for merit, to the diplomatic and consular

forces. The National Civil Service Reform League de-

scribes it as "the most noteworhty forward step which has

been taken with regard to our foreign service in more than

one hundred years."

Closing the doors of the public service to incompetents

and guaranteeing the competent a reasonable tenure of their

jobs are obviously first steps toward the creation of an effi-

cient government staff. But they are only first steps. The

United States has an enormous personnel problem on its

hands one that needs to be faced honestly and dealt with

scientifically. Employes should work at jobs that are in-

telligently defined, and should be free from the inequalities

of status and pay that have hitherto made a whimsical

muddle of the department officers and have taken the heart

out of many a good worker. The Survey referred several

times last winter and spring (January I, 15, February I,

March 15) to the temporary collapse of a well-conceived

effort to put the federal service on a scientific basis. The

Personnel Classification Board, created by a compromise act

of Congress and so ineffective that its own chairman advo-

cated its abolishment, was making a mess of its job. When

Congress adjourned a resolution to abolish the Board and

transfer its duties to the Civil Service Commission had been

passed by the House and was pending in the Senate.

That resolution is expected to come up for action early

next month. In the meantime, the Board has proved once

more that the sword of Damocles is an excellent teacher.

During the summer its attitude has changed materially. It

has decided, for instance, that an economic analyst belongs

with the professional and scientific people after all, and not

with clerks, administrative and fiscal officers. The ratings

in the Children's Bureau which gave it an inferior status

and salary schedule as compared with other bureaus of sim-

ilar responsibility, denied professional or scientific classifi-

cation to the heads of research divisions, and in general

handicapped it in securing and holding qualified workers,

have for the most part been adjusted on a basis satisfactory

to the Bureau. It would be a pity, however, if this sort of

patching up, under pressure, should blind the Senate to the

fact that the Board fumbled its opportunity to do a tech-

nically competent job, and is inherently unfit for the difficult

task laid upon it.
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The Big Novel of the Christmas Season

"What makes a story so good that you want

to tell your friends about it right away? . . .

Something positive and admirable comes out

of 'The White Monkey," something that

gives the reader the satisfaction of 'a good
book.'

"

HARRY HANSEN in the Chicago Daily News.

"I like 'The White Monkey' unreservedly.

It's my notion of a novel for anybody and

everybody. It is a good story, an excellent

story, easy to read and . . . worth reading."

FANNY BUTCHER in the Chicago Tribune.

By JOHN GALSWORTHY
"A delightful novel." New York Tribune.

"A fascinating story, exquisitely done, engaging, inter-

esting, and, as is usual with Mr. Galsworthy, thought-

ful." New York Evening Post.

"The White Monkey" is Mr. Galsworthy's first

novel in three years. A hook which is being read

and discussed throughout the English-speaking

world, it is bard to conceive of a novel which would

be more acceptable as a gijt. $2.00

Also for Your Christmas List The Novel of the Billionaire Era

THE NEEDLE'S EYE By ARTHUR TRAIN
A prominent critic says:

" He has taken the rich material furnished by the families of J. P. Morgan
and John D. Rockefeller (chiefly) and has welded all that is most characteristic in a harmonious

whole the Grahams of New York. . . . These Grahams of 'The Needle's Eye* are a gorgeous

collection, and one can no more leave them after making first acquaintance than one can refrain

from reading his morning newspaper. . . . Great stuff, Mr. Train!" $2.00

Select Your Christmas Non-Fiction from This List

MEMOIRS OF AN EDITOR. By E. P. Mitchell. The season's most entertaining memoirs. $4-5

LETTERS FROM THEODORE ROOSEVELT TO ANNA ROOSEVELT COWLES, 1870-1918 $2.50

IMPRESSIONS OF GREAT NATURALISTS. By Henry Fairfield Osborn. With portraits $2.50

SIX DAYS OF THE WEEK. By Henry van Dyke. An admirable gift book. Cloth, $2.00; leather, $3.00

THE FAITH OF A LIBERAL. By Nicholas Murray Butler. Liberal view-points of to-day. $2.50

A POPULAR HISTORY OF AMERICAN INVENTION. Edited by Waldemar Kaemp/ert. 2 vols. $10.00

RACIAL REALITIES IN EUROPE. By Lothrop Stoddard. A fascinating study. With maps. $3.00

THE CHARACTER OF RACES. By Ellsworth Huntington. The influence of environment. $5.00

GREATER FRANCE IN AFRICA. By Prof. Wm. M. Sloane. Profusely illustrated. $3.00

DOGS AND MEN. By Mary Ansdl. The famous Nana of "Peter Pan" was one of Mary Ansell's dogs. $1.50

THE DIARY OF A DUDE-WRANGLER. By Slruthers Burl. A delightful personal narrative $3.00

COWBOYS, NORTH AND SOUTH. ByWUUames. A man's book be sure to see it. Withdrawing!. $3.50

AS I LIKE IT: SECOND SERIES. By Wm. Lyon Phdps. These papers are an unfailing delight. $2.00

THE GENIUS OF STYLE. By W. C. Brownett. The distinguished critic's only book in recent years. $2.00

POINTS OF VIEW. By Stuart P. Sherman. For your Christmas list, Mr. Sherman's most delightful book. $2.00

MARY ROSE. By Sir James Barrie. One of the most delightful Barrie plays. Boards, $1.00; leather, $1.75

SIX PLAYS. By Rachel Lyman Field. These are ideal for amateur production. $1.50

THE NATURE, PRACTICE, AND HISTORY OF ART. By H. Van Buren Magonigle. $2.50

BEAUTIFUL GARDENS IN AMERICA. By Louise Shellon. A beautifully illustrated book. $10.00

GARDENS: A NOTEBOOK OF PLANS AND SKETCHES. By J. C. N. Foreslier. Profusely illustrated.

$12.00

For Young Readers

TALES FROM NATURE'S WONDERLANDS. By W. T. Hornaday. Fascinating natural history. $2.50

YOURSELF AND YOUR BODY. By Wilfred T. Grenfell. The famous Labrador doctor talks to boys and

girls. Illustrated. $2.50

Stevenson's DAVID BALFOUR,
with beautiful full-color illustrations

by N. C. Wyeth, is the new Scribner

illustrated classic for younger read-

ers. The 29 books in this series

have been reduced in price it's

now the

SCRIBNER $2.50 SERIES OF
ILLUSTRATED CLASSICS FOR

YOUNGER READERS

The Complete List

Robert Louis Stevenson's David Balfour,
The Black Arrma, A Child's Garden of
Verses, Kidnapped, Treasure Island;
Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans ; Eugene
Field's Poems of Childhood ; Jane Porter's

The Scottish Chiefs; Kingsley's Westward
Ho; Sidney Lanier's The Boy's King Ar-

thur; Poems of American Patriotism; Ara-
bian Nights ; Grimm 's Fairy Tales ; Jules
Verne's The Mysterious Island; Scott's

Quentin Durward; Frances Hodgson Bur-
nett's Little Lord Fauntleroy, A Little Prin-
cess ; Kenneth Grahame's The Wind in the

Willows; J. M. Barrie's Peter Pan and
Wendy, Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens,
Peter and Wendy ; Noah Brooks's The Boy
Emigrants; Mary Mapes Dodge's Hans
Brinker ; Louis Dodge's Ererychild, The
Sandman's Mountain, The Sandman's For-

est; F. B. Linderman's Indian Old-Man
Stories, How It Came A bout Stories, Indian-

Why Stories.

Reduced

from "Gardens:
A Not-book

of Plans and Sketch's."

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET, NEW YORK
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Bookswith Purpose
make ideal gifts

The books of Harry Emerson

Fosdick, for example, are espe-

cially appropriate as Christmas

gifts. His trilogy of Meanings,

THE MEANING OF PRAYER,
THE MEANING OF FAITH and

THE MEANING OF SERVICE,

already classic, may be had in a

specially bound edition, with mo-

rocco ridge, gold-stamped, gilt top,

with silk marker, encased in an

attractive carton, for 5.00

The three books may be bought

singly as follows:

MEANING OF FAITH Round corners, pocket size 1.35

Full morocco, gilt edges 2.75

MEANING OF PRAYER Round corners, pocket size 1.15

Full morocco, gilt edges 2.50

MEANING OF SERVICE Round corners, pocket size 1.25

Full morocco, gilt edges 2.65

OTHER FOSDICK BOOKS
always popular as Christinas gifts:

MODERN USE OF THE BIBLE 1.60

TWELVE TESTS OF CHARACTER i.so

CHRISTIANITY AND PROGRESS 1.50

ASSURANCE OF IMMORTALITY 1.00

MANHOOD OF THE MASTER 1.15

SECOND MILE 70

Association Press

Publication Department
International Committee

Y. M. C. A.

347 Madison Ave., New York

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN A FOUNDRY
(Continued from page 258)

IN
the very brief period which ended with his death in

March of this year, Eagan had accomplished much.

But he was not satisfied. His work had only begun. Its

continuance was insured by his will, written with his o\vn

hand a year prior to his death.

His will gave the common stock of the American Cast

Iron Pipe Company to the members of the Board of Man-

agement and the Board of Operatives, and their successors

in office, in trust for their fellow-workers and for those

who buy pipe of the company. The will closed with words

that set forth the aim and purpose of John J. Eagan:
"To insure service both to the public and to labor on

the basis of the Golden Rule given by our Lord and Savior,

Jesus Christ."

Fulfilling

By MAC KNIGHT BLACK
Life will finish the work your hands are doing.

You are only one who has joined the workers

In the morning, at noon or toward shadows.

Countless have toiled before you,

There will be countless toiling after.

The crowds on the streets move fast and faster,

Their eyes are on invisible clocks that speed the hours,

They move fast and faster, they must know soon . . .

There is a cause and they are comrades . . .

This is the word to come where men will look for truth.

On every one of the streets of all the cities

Not one of the hurrying crowds can flee this word . . .

I say it wherever there is one anxious,

Where there is one doubting or hoping over the land,

Where prayer is, or blasphemy;
To all who cross their thresholds at evening, slowly,

To the young and enduring, the old who sit listless,

The mothers, the thinkers, the makers, the dreamers . . .

I write it now in ink,

The word that was written in blood

It will come, one day, in light

For all to read.

Publicity
for social, civic, and religious work discussed

by Joseph L. Wheeler in "The Library and the

Community."
Evart G. Routzahn of the Russell Sage Founda-

tion says, "The Library and the Community prom-
ises to be more useful generally to executives doing

publicity work than any of the few books now avail-

able on publicity methods."

417 pp., Illus., Biblioff., Index.

Cloth, $2.85 (Postage extra)

American Library Association Chicago
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(Continued from page 289)

for laboratory experimentation, that he invented a complete

nethod of high-tension transmission which made it possible

:o perfect the modern far-flung electrical systems. Yet

Mr. Hammond contrives to trace the record of these

phenomenal achievements in such a way as not only to

nake them comprehensible to the layman but also to make

them reveal the essential humility, the patience and lovable

nature of the man.

For the story of the engineer and inventor is effectively

interwoven with the story of the bachelor who built a camp

on the Mohawk where he entertained many friends with a

delightful open air simplicity, who divided his time between

the research laboratory of the great corporation, whose

employe he was, and the class rooms at Union College ;

whose Socialism and love for children lead him to accept

appointment as president of the Board of Education in

Schenectady, where he lived, and where for a number of

years he devoted the best of his abilities to the moderniza-

tion of the public schools.

In politics as in electric science, Steinmetz frequently paid

the penalty of the pioneer. There were times, says his

biographer, when "having penetrated to realms hitherto un-

trodden, he found himself in unapproachable solitude." Such

a penalty he paid when in the spring of 1922 he wrote a

letter to Lenin offering his technical assistance to the Soviet

government. It was then widely rumored that he had

passed the prime of his usefulness and that he had become

more of a visionary than a practical idealist. But he already

had more than two hundred inventions to his credit, a

number of them of revolutionary importance. He continued

at work upon some of his most important experiments al-

most to the day of his death. "Any idealist," says Mr.

Hammond, "who has ever sincerely dreamed of and tried

to bring about a better world is a brother worker with

Steinmetz. . . . To hear this mild-mannered, calmly-poised
man enunciating his convictions as to the highest welfare

of mankind impressed one as the voice of brotherly spirit,

oaring ultimately for nothing so much as the enrichment
of life through practical means." It is this quality in the

man Steinmetz, as well as a sense of his technical greatness,
that Mr. Hammond succeeds in conveying to the reader of

this biography. RQBERT w
CHARLES PROTEUS STEINMETZ, by J. W. Hammond. The Century

Co. 489 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of Tl:e Survey.

Victorious over Silence

ArTER reading Louder Please by Earnest Elmo Calkins

many of us deafened people will feel almost proud
'of our affliction. Certainly we can be proud of the achieve-

ments of the author not least among them, the book itself.

Moreover, we can be sure that however much the book is

enjoyed by others and every reader will enjoy it the

I

full savor of it is for us alone. For we alone can put our-
I selves completely in the author's place and appreciate his

experiences.

The story of any one who has triumphed over natural

handicaps is always thrilling; doubly so to those who labor

Books

for Christmas

MARK TWAIN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
5 "In these pages Mark h completely self-revealed ; here

stands the strange genius that I knew intimately for

more than a quarter of a century. As far as the char-

acter of Mark is concerned, his individuality, his philoso-

phy, in other words the soul of him, this is the truth,

the whole truth and nothing but the truth," wrote Brandtr
Matthews in the International Book Review.

In two volumes, with photogravure frontispieces

boxed. $10.00

BARE SOULS
By Gamaliel Bradford
Author of "Damaged Souls"

5 "All at once the surface of life is torn apart and we
read bare soul." Sainte-Beuve's famous line is the

foundation on which Gameliel Bradford has built his

fascinating studies of eight of the greatest literary per-
sonalities of England and France. "Beyond question Mr.
Bradford's best book," said the Boston Transcript.

$330

GYPSY FIRES IN AMERICA
By Irving Brown

Author of "Niffhts and Days on the Gypsy Trail"

5 "It is a beautiful book. An interesting book. A valuable
and living one," writes Konrad Bercovici in the New
York Sun of this gay, robust and colorful record of the

lives of the raggle-taggle gypsies who live, unknown, at

our doors. $3.00

LOTTERY
By W. . Woodward
Author of "Bunk"

5 "The irony of Woodward is touched with pity, and his

respect for men leaves in his portraiture the warmth
of humanity. He does not destroy with his satire, but
chastises with grave burlesque," said the New York
Times of this new novel by the author of "Bunk."

$2.00

JULIE CANE
By Harvey O'Higgins
Author of "From the Life"

5 "The mark of genius is stamped indelibly on this good
book," wrote Horace B. Liveright in the Saturday Re-
view of Literature of this masterly novel of a forlorn
little man and the daughter to whom his teachings gave
the power to triumph over life.

$2.00

Harper & Brothers
Publishers Since 1817

49 East 3^rd Street, New York, N. T.
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HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
COMPANY

IMPRESSIONSANDCOMMENTS
Havelock Ellis

In this third volume of his journals, the author of

"The Dance of Life" gives further proof of his right

to the title "The most civilized of living Englishmen."
His sanity, his philosophy, his ardent love of beauty,

his profound knowledge of human nature combine to

make him a leader of thought in the world of today.

The thoughts, impressions, and vivid comments col-

lected in this book build a philosophy of living that

will give it a secure place on the booklover's shelf. $3.00

THE ART OF HELPING
PEOPLE OUT OF TROUBLE

Karl de Schweirutz

A practical interpretation of the art of living and a

description of a method of helping people overcome

difficulties. A book for every Survey reader. $2.00

WOODROW WILSON
William Allen Wkite

America's most famous editor turns from fiction, jour-

nalism, and politics to write a relentlessly penetrating
and superbly absorbing biography. It is high time for

a thorough, frank, and impartial appraisal of Wood-
row Wilson as man and as President. Mr. White has

made it in a book that will be one of the most widely
read and talked of biographies of recent years.

Illustrated, $5.00

THE HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN FRONTIER

Frederic L. Paxson

The first complete history of the American frontier;

a permanent and authoritative study of a subject of

absorbing interest. The volume begins with the col-

onies as they were in 1763, and includes the whole

thrilling story of the conquest of the wilderness. No

previous book has told the story with so wide a knowl-

edge and appreciation. With maps, $6.00

WHOLESOME CHILDHOOD
Ernest R. and Gladys H, Groves

Shows how to correct faulty development of character

and to meet the problems of childhood helpfully and

with intelligence. $i-75

LIFE AND LETTERS OF
JOHN MUIR
\Villiam Bade

A definitive biography of the great American natu-

ralist that will rank with Muir's own "Story of My
Boyhood and Youth" in its vividness and absorbing

interest. Illustrated, 2 vols., $7.50

THE PIPER
A periodical devoted to books and their authors will

be mailed free on request. Send now for the special

Holiday and Children's issues. Address The Piper,

2 Park St.. Boston.

under the same handicaps and have yet to win through to >

a satisfying outcome. Mr. Calkins' biography, unlike many [

others, is dominated by a single theme, and that theme 1

almost epic in its simplicity. Naturally the story has its

moments of pathos, but they are so mellowed by his genial!

philosophy and whimsical humor that pity is least among i

the emotions he arouses.

One is tempted to wonder whether Mr. Calkins' boyhood
teacher was prophetic in saying, "Earnest, I want you to

succeed, not in spite of your deafness, but on acount of it." I

If he had retained his hearing unimpaired would he have

developed that exquisite sensitiveness to line and color and
that fine feeling for words that have marked his advertising i

creations? Would he have had the opportunity for medita-!
tion that is necessary to develop any real philosophy of life?

It sometimes seems that consecutive thinking is so nearly

impossible in the hubbub of city civilization that it may i

become a lost art except among the deafened.

The author's only complaint if anything he says can be I

termed a complaint is that the difficulties of verbal com-
munication have lessened his opportunity for social contacts,

|

and hence for friendships. This is indeed a deprivation ;
j

probably the greatest deprivation the deafened must suffer,
j

Yet in the case of Mr. Calkins at least, that, too, has had
\

its compensation. Even people who read simply this one
book of his will feel that they know the author more com-

1

plefely than they know most of the people they meet and
j

talk with every day. Those of us who have also met him
j

through his letters and other forms of the written and i

printed word, have perhaps been almost unconscious that i

there were any barriers between us ; in fact, we hardly I

realized that we had seen him in the flesh so seldom.

Perhaps this is the greatest victory the author has achieved.

To have a personality that is worth knowing and to be

able without apparent effort to project that personality into

the lives of other people this is a consummation devoutedly
to be wished. Compared with it, of what importance are

ears or eyes or other temporary faculties?

Although Louder Please is a book of peculiar and special

interest to the deafened, its appeal is by no means limited

to them. Advertising men and writers will find in it wise

counsel as well as entertainment. Those who have lived in

small towns in the '7o's and '8o's will recognize and chuckle

over many a familiar figure, from the octagon house to the

red-flannel-bound slate. Everyone will find in it a philosophy
of life that may sweeten his own. For who is altogether
without handicaps?

GEORGE B. HOTCHKISS

"LOUDER PLEASE!" bv Barrest Elmo Calkins. Atlantic Monthly Prest.
260 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

Scientist of Work

ECONOMISTS
and engineers are in accord that this

is a significant portrayal and interpretation of an epoch

of major importance in American industrial history (1880-

1915) ; a panorama of the growth of a philosophy of which

Taylor was the leading artisan, which has so seized the

world as to have led to the holding this year of an inter-

national management congress dominated by the concept of

"scientific management" ; and that as an historical analysis

and exposition of Taylor (Continued on page 303)
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For Christmas

The Treasured Gift
For a gift of permanent value; a tribute to the

good taste of the one who give* and the one who
receives, Webster's Collegiate Dictionary is

ideal. It is a gift to delight anyone who reads,

writes, or studies, for it is a constant source of

the information needed most frequently. This

Christmas give the handsome Bible Paper
edition of

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY

The Best Abridged Dictionary
It Is Based upon Webster's tfetv International

A gift of lasting, everyday value with its

vocabulary of 106,000 words its dictionary of
Biography its Gazetteer department its guide
to rules of punctuation, use of capitals, ab-
breviations, etc. its foreign words and phrases

its wealth of other information. A handsome
book with 1700 Illustrations. 1256
pages; printed on Bible Paper.
Full limp Leather, $7.50;
flexible Fabrikoids, $6.00; art
Canvas, $5.00

Purchase of your bookseller ; or
send order and remittance direct
to us; or 'write for information
and sample pages.

G. & C. MERR1AM
COMPANY
54 Broadway

Springfield, Mass.

What They Read
Judging by sales through our Book De-

partment, two prime favorites among Survey
readers are

What Men Live By
in which Dr. Richard C. Cabot draws on his

long and varied experience and his great fund
of idealism to compound a prescription for a

long life and a hearty one WORK, PLAY.
LOVE, WORSHIP

The Humanizing of Knowledge
which carries on Prof. James Harvey Robin-
son's persuasive challenge to men to use their

minds as well as their fingers and feelings

The SURVEY ASSOCIATES EDITION of

either of these books sent postpaid for $1.50,

by mail of Survey Associates, 1 1 2 East 1 9

Street, New York.

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHIL-
OSOPHY

"By C. . M. Joad <2\(ef 1.00
Reviews for the layman the conclusions of modern
thought, explaining in non-technical language the at-
titude of modern schools.

CATULLUS
Translated by Sir William Marris $1.70

This beautiful book, of vest pocket size, carries, charm-
ingly translated, all the quaint conceits of that merry
though sometimes irascible Latin poet, Catullus. They
are agreeable and acceptable respite in the hustle and
scurry of this day. Hew York Evening Vast.

THE HOME OF AN EASTERN CLAN
<By Mrs. Leslie Milne ^et 5.35

An interesting and readable account based upon first-

hand observations, and extending over many years,
of the life and customs of a little known tribe of North-
Eastern Burma who are as yet hardly touched by
European Civilization.

JOHNSON'S JOURNEY
to the Western Island of Scotland and Bos-
well's Journal of A Tour to the Hebrides
with Samuel Johnson
Edited by % W. Chapman Cloth, ^et $4.20

India Paper, ^t $5.85
The Journey and Tour are here for the first time
printed in one volume, with notes and indexes which
make it easy to pass from one narrative to the other.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
(American

35 West 32nd St.

branch
New York City

"The Newspapers say
"

and have said many things about Mustapha
Kemal, about Gandhi, the new Germany, and
the League of Nations. As never before in

history, world events have had in recent years
an engrossing interest for American readers.

Of course, the newspapers cannot be expected
to interpret contemporary events broadly, or

to tie them up with the past. The daily press
lacks the requisite time and space to go much
beyond description of the isolated event.

For a deeper understanding of current world
events one turns rather to books, and to such

a book as

The Occident and the Orient

By Sir Valentine Chirol

Formerly Director, Foreign Department London Times

$2.00, postpaid $2.10

The University of Chicago Press

5746 Ellis Avenue Chicago, Illinois
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The Bibliopole

A home" without books Is,

^a house without windows/

.471 FIFTH AVE. CPT>. LIBRARY.,

'If you cannot corny to our
'ldrc nd for our colatof

The recognized place for

plays and books of
the Theatre

Our stock: The most complete to be

found.

Our cam : To make our service the

most intelligent and helpful.

Tvio lists of recent publications sent free

upon request.

DRAMA BOOK SHOP, Inc.
29 West 47th Street, New York City

THE RAND BOOK STORE

5-7 East 1 5th Street,

New York City.

Telephone Stuyvesant 3094.

THE NEW SCHOOL
BOOKSHOP

will be glad to help you choose your
Christmas gifts

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AND
GROWN-UPS

GIFT CARDS OF UNUSUAL
BEAUTY

Call or Telephone Chelsea 1386
465 West 23d Street New York City

Open Evenings

The Ideal Holiday Gift

How to be Free and Happy
by BERTRAND RUSSELL

Price 75 Cents clo.

On Sale at all bookstores

The Book and the

Play
Within the past seven years, Amer-

ica has become a play-reading country.
Where formerly not one produced play
in fifty was to be found in print, now-

adays there is hardly one, that has any
success worth speaking of, that does

not find a publisher at the earliest pos-
sible date after its opening. All over

the country Little Theatre organiza-

tions, amateur and professional, and

the dramatic groups of clubs, lie in

wait for everything new and interesting

that comes to the New York play-

houses.

The magazines of dramatic criti-

cism help them in their choice to a cer-

tain extent, but they rely on their book-

seller far more than on these. Selling

plays is very different from selling

novels, and entails a far greater fami-

liarity with the inside of the covers.

For one thing, novels get better pub-

licity in the many book reviews and

the public usually has an idea of what
it wants. Plays, unless by Shaw, Gals-

worthy, or equally well-known writers

are seldom reviewed, therefore the

bookseller must really have thorough

knowledge of his material. If the cus-

tomer is buying with production in

mind he, in order to give adequate as-

sistance, must know all minor details

such as royalties, playing time and

staging. He must also be able to meet

the constant demands for plays suited

to the requirements of individual

groups. These groups are sprfnging up
all over the country and forming an

integral part of the community life.

Libraries are being required to have

adequate drama collections and no col-

lege or high school considers itself pro-

gressive unless equipped with up-to-

date drama material to supplement its

well-rounded out classical collection.

Up-to-date material means not only the

modern plays but the latest books on

production which are constantly being
written.

All this puts play selling into a class

by itself, and offers intriguing possi-

bilities to the intelligent specialist.

PAULINE SUTORIUS-LANGLEY

( THE HIDDEN
> BOOK SHOP

UNDERNEATH
74 BROADWAY- 9 NEW STREET

NEW YORK

<4*

HANOVER 9073

RUMANA M CMANIS

offers

Old. books for children

New books for grown-ups

Christmas Bargains. New Books at secondhand
prices. Eleventh edition Encyclopedia Britan-
nica, handy volume, regular paper, 29 volumes
(publisher's price $86.50), special price $37.50.
Frazer's Golden Bough, unexpurgated edition,
12 volumes, $50.00. Ambrose Bierce best edi-

tion, 12 volumes, $18.00. Numerous other bar-
gains. Catalogues mailed. fiQOKS BOUGHT.
ONE OR THOUSANDS. FiHl value paid. Fair
treatment. Phone Stuyvesant 2550. Schulte's
Bookstore, 80 Fourth Avenue (Tenth Street).

Collectors and Lovers of Old Books

FIRST EDITIONS AND AUTOGRAPHS
May obtain a Catalogue listing the above Sub-

jects with prices attached, by writing to

HARRY STONE '"H^"
A
c"'

EiiulaS.GorKam

largest Display
ofxKristmas

CarcUjromal
Sources at ever

Price

It West 4.5
& 5tntt'"N.Y."

Y
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principles and practices of management, it makes these more

understandable than do the collective writings of Taylor
himself. There is general agreement also that Taylor was

a scientist of the highest order.

What started the young foreman along the line of

investigation and experiment which eventually resulted in

epoch-making discoveries in cutting metals, in the "Taylor

System" and scientific management, was a desire to find a

factual basis for better relations between employer and

employe. A strong social sense, an inherited Puritan-

Quaker tradition essentially religious in nature (although

he could not identify himself with any church), and a

democratic respect for every individual, no matter how

humble, governed the utilization of his scientific ability, and

made betterment of industrial relations the dominating mo-

tive throughout his life.

Taylor's abomination of "autocratic authority" affords a

fe cue to an understanding of his controversies with employers
and with organized labor. Although it was his controversy
with organized labor which received the greater publicity,

he \vas consistent, in that criticism of employers was equally

vehement and on the same grounds. To him autocratic

authority was the authority of mere ownership, or of organ-
ized power, or of guess, whim or prejudice. He believed

that both ownership and organized labor were in conduct

exponents of such autocracy. His attitude was governed
by the profound conviction that greater productivity, shared

by all, is the condition precedent to a higher standard of

living, and that "laws and the control of laws" of industrial

action, in general and in detail, which would lead to greater

productivity, could be discovered if owners, managers and
workers would consent to the discovery of them, and that

such consent would mean a getting-together which would
resolve most of the problems resulting from common mis-

understanding. Neither owners, managers nor unions would
in his day listen to this suggestion.

Being both fearless and intensely serious, he on the one
hand condemned "a hog employer or an employer careless

,of his workmen's rights," and on the other hand, with less

violence of speech but with equal intensity of feeling, con-
demned labor organizations which "as at present constituted

|

stand for war, for enmity." "The labor unions particularly
; the trade unions of England have rendered a great service,
not only to their members, but to the world. . . ." "There
is no reason why labor unions should not be so constituted

las to be of great help to both employers and men." "You
! realize of course that I am not opposed to labor unions.
Their proper field as they now exist is, I feel, outside of
scientific management. ... I can conceive of a union that
would be most helpful to scientific management, but I have

: not yet seen this union." One wishes he could have lived

j

to witness certain recent developments in various clothing
: markets and on a certain railroad evidences of a new
j

mental attitude on the part of some owners, managers and
unions, resembling that of Taylor himself and brought' about

' m no small part by his influence on industrial thinking.

H. S. PERSON

(FREDERICK W. TAYLOR: Father of Scientific Management bv Frank
Berkley Copley. Harper & Bros. 2 mis. 938 pp. Price $10 Of)' postpaid
of The Surrey.

Books As Gifts-
AT A GREAT SAVING

Children's Books
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WHEN UNION LOCKS HORNS WITH UNION
(Continued from page 284)

that an employer who has proved his readiness to work witr

the union, especially an employer whose factory is so located

as to bring him into direct competition with non-union manu-

facturers, finds himself in financial difficulties as the result oi

market conditions over which he as an individual has little

control; would it be to the advantage of the union to insist

upon the letter of the contract and thus force him to shut

his plant down or go into bankruptcy? We think not. If h(

is willing to take us into his confidence and open his books, wf
are always eager to help tide him over the shoals, even to the

extent of advancing him money when his security is sound.

We not only think such a policy just to the employer and im-

mediately advantageous to our membership, but we also be-

lieve that it is only by making use of such opportunities that'

labor can gain the technical knowledge of industrial manage- 1

ment \ipon which emancipation from its present semi-servile

wage status depends.

Again, take the case of the labor banks. Suppose the bank

clerks came to one of these banks demanding terms which it;

could not meet without endangering its solvency, and offered-

no alternatives but signing on the dotted line, or accepting!
the stigma of anti-unionism. If labor should decide to stand

on those impossible alternatives, would it not declare itseli

intellectually bankrupt?
Mind you [he promptly added] I do not say that this is

the situation at the Coal River Collieries, with the details

of which I am not familiar. But what I do say is that un-

less labor proves its capacity to meet such problems as that

which has apparently arisen between the miners and the loco-

motive engineers, then I can see no future for it beyond the

haggle of the market over wages and hours. The logic of

that position would be not only to compel all labor banks to;

discontinue, but also to debar all trade unions from the field

of insurance, journalism, or business enterprise of any descrip-;

tion. In that event collective bargaining would become a

Procrustean bed between whose head and foot boards labor <

would have to lie forever.

It is noteworthy that the unions, both within and with-:

out the" American Federation of Labor, that have been most

energetic in extending their activities beyond the traditional ;

limits of collective bargaining the locomotive engineers, the

machinists and shopcraft unions, the unions in the needle

trades are united in favor of independent political action,

whereas the majority of the unions that stand on pure and

simple collective bargaining are opposed to such action. This

would seem to be the inevitable logic of the two policies;

and it is for this reason that the re-alignment on economic

issues which is proceeding within the labor movement itself

is certain to emerge into the general community life. So

long as the new unionism was a matter of theory and paper

programs only, it remained in the realm of metaphysical de-

bate; now, however, that it has taken concrete embodiment

in enterprises in which labor has invested millions of dollars,

it has entered the realm of practical affairs subject to all

the opportunities and pitfalls inherent in practical affairs.

Unless the labor banks, for instance, are conservatively con-

ducted and kept absolutely disentangled from the speculative

ventures promoted by their trade union directors they might

conceivably land the new unionism in disaster.

S we go to press word comes that the Coal River Col-

lieries have been reopened as a cooperative organiza-

tion, with every miner a shareholder. It now remains to

be seen how this experiment in cooperation will affect the

larger issue involved in the refusal of the engineers to re-

new their agreement with the United Mine Workers.
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AGAIN ONE MAN AND AN EMPIRE
(Continued from page 264)

LECTURES AND DRAMA

, the quiet broken only by the singing of "Wahiguru, Wahi-

guru, Wahiguru Ji, Satnam, Satnam, Satnam Ji" (praises

of glory to God and their prophets.)

The next noon the jatha started for Jaito. They marched

like a regiment to war as the Sikhs had marched in the

British campaigns in Asia and on the western front in Eu-

rope. They had flags and a band and a separate kitchen

and a small ambulance corps. But they had no arms. That

was the only thing which distinguished them from a military

, regiment. The motor car I was in went on ahead. On
the way we came upon crowds of people waiting for the

jatha with refreshments ; others were clearing the roads of

branches and leaves for the feet of their heroes. There was

not a face that was not lit up with the fire of religious

devotion. Later I asked that the car be stopped that I

might observe the jatha in their marching order and also

the throng which accompanied them. These I estimated

at about 7,000, men and women of all ages. As they came

on their continual shouts of "Sat Sri Akal" sounded like the

murmur of an approaching storm.

"Sat, Sri, Akal," "Sat, Sri, Akal," those who were wait-

ing on the roadside took up the cry ; and it resounded louder

ithan ever when the jatha passed into the Nabha State. At
the frontier, our automobile stopped and as a matter of

courtesy a note was sent on to the British administrator of

Nabha State, asking permission to enter. The jatha moving

slowly past us. Five flags were borne in front and Guru
Grant h Sahab (the sacred book) was carried on a palanquin
in the middle. The crowds followed mostly in the rear

and on the right. Some kept up the shouting "Sat, Sri,

Akal," and others sang words of praise and victory to the

Deathless and the Prophets "Wahiguru, Wahiguru Ji,

Satnam, Satnam, Satnam Ji."

The whole procession passed in front of me and again
I saw no one carrying fire arms. The Sikhs wore the

Customary kirpan at the waist and about five hundred in

the crowd had sticks of the usual sort carried by farmers.

In the meanwhile the head of the procession, with its five

flags, had reached a point within a few yards of the main
shrine of Jaito. The Administrator advanced to meet the

lAkalis and "explained to them if they did not comply with

his order he would be compelled to open fire" (official

version). The order told that the Sikhs would be permitted
to enter the shrine in bands of not more than fifty at a

time; as soon as one band had completed the religious

ceremony and left another band was to be permitted to

approach. The jatha kept on towards the shrine and the

administrator ordered fire.

That was at 2 145. The firing was in tegular volley and
there were no desultory shots, such as would have been the

case had the Sikhs returned the fire. I timed it from my
position at the frontier, perhaps three-quarters of a mile

away. The firing lasted for fully two minutes. At 2:55
P. M. a second firing started and lasted for three minutes.

Men and women from the crowds rushed past me seeking

safety.

But the jatha advanced again. They were ordered under
arrest and submitted cheerfully. I was not permitted to
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cross the frontier, but those who were under fire and with

whom I talked with a few minutes later agreed on what

happened. The Akalis marched to the local prison with

heads erect while their wounded and dead were deposited

in nearby places. I could not ascertain definitely the number

of the casualties. The Government figures were at around

17 dead and 31 wounded. Others estimated that there

could not have been less than forty dead and eighty

wounded. I doubt whether the exact number will ever

become known.

During the firing only three of the Akalis left the ranks

of the jatha and these three only after they were wounded.

The rest of them stood their ground. They stood by their

vows of non-violence under fire. Two days later I talked

nt the Amritsar hospital with the three who were wounded.

The bullets had been extracted and as they lay there on the

sick bed they said to me that they were full of sorrow be-

cause they were not in jail with their jatha; better that

they had died than to have been separated from their fellows.

As the only non-Indian, non-British witness to the Sikh

pilgrimage, I have set down the exact time, my movements,

and my points of observation for a very special reason. The

official British report charged that the Sikhs were armed;

and the statement made in justification in the House of

Lords even charged that 6,000 of them opened fire. The

facts to the contrary as I knew them I told at the request

of the authorities under oath before Mr. Emerson, the

Deputy Commissioner of Lahore. I also made them public

before I sailed in an open letter to Gandhi which the press

took up. Since leaving India, I have been told that a

Bombay paper published a canard that I had repudiated this

letter. I stand by it absolutely.

The Akalis were not cowed by the shooting at Jaito. The

next day women offered their sons as a sacrifice to their

religion to go with a new jatha. Old men prayed to be

taken. A second jatha set out almost immediately; and

every two weeks new jathas took the road to Jaito, only to

be arrested without resistance on arrival. Up to September

6,000 of these shahide ("martyrs") had been thrown into

prison.

Eighty thousand Sikhs volunteered as British soldiers in

the Great War. Many of the jatha that came that day to

the shrine at Jaito had been under fire in its engagements;

they had attacked and they had fought back when attacked ;

counted as among the best fighters of the Empire. No mat-

ter what one may think about their way of trying to settle

difficulties, the religious zeal with which these veterans held

to their pledge with the volleys raining into them is, 1

believe, unparalleled in the history of soldiering. That day

at Jaito was a supreme test of Gandhi's gospel of non-

violence in the persons of his most warlike followers.

BEFORE
I left India I visited Gandhi again. This

time it was in a little fishermen's village near the city

of Bombay. His cottage was near the seashore and sur-

rounded with whispering palm trees. I found him much

improved in health, reclining in an easy chair and working

continuously. The place was a mecca for the nationalists.

The Mahatma gets up at four o'clock in the morning for

his morning prayer. He lies down again for a short period,

but from five o'clock on he works, writes, discusses policy,

edits his papers, spins, until late in the night.

No matter what one mav think of Gandhi's economic
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rogram, of his idea that modern civilization is pernicious

i its effects upon the individual, or of his belief that rail-

rays and' hospitals, for example, are at best a necessary evil

:
-Tolstoi and Ruskin preached such theories two genera-

x>ns back it must be admitted that his method of non-

iolence has not only contributed to the advance in self-

arrifice and self-respect in India, but has also had a far

?aching; influence all over Asia.

"Do you feel," I asked him, "that a true relationship

et\veen the British and the Indian people can only come

y complete independence of India?"

"A true relationship between the British people and the

ndian people," he answered, "does not necessarily imply

n India outside of the British Empire."

"What is your message to America?"

"I would like," said he, "on the part of the people of

kmerira an accurate study of the Indian struggle and the

lethods adopted for its prosecution."

What he asks of his countrymen is to adopt non-violence

3r the purpose of regulating the relations between the dif-

?rent races, and for the purpose of attaining Swaraj (self-

overnment). "This I venture to place before India, not

5 a weapon of the weak, but of the strong."

"Do you believe," I asked, "that your people will give up

very kind of violent method in their struggle for Sivaraj?"

"I believe that the Indian people will gradually come to

dopt the doctrine of non-violence," he replied. "All our

ncient traditions, our epics, our history show that we are

lore ready to suffer than to inflict punishment on others."

He has never asked his people to eschew violence in their

ealings with robbers or thieves, or with nations that may
ivade India. He has never presented that extreme form

'f non-violence, if only because he does not regard himself fit

nough to re-deliver that ancient message. Though his

itellect has fully understood and grasped it, it has not as

'et become part of his whole being. His strength lies in

sking people to do nothing that he has not tried repeatedly

i his own life. But in order that they may be better able to

rotect themselves they must learn to restrain themselves.

'he method of non-violence can never lead to loss of

:rength, but it alone will make it possible, if the nation

'ills it, to offer disciplined and concerted action in time

f danger.

As he was talking I seemed to hear again the voices of

ndia, to see the stormy background of his country,
:

) feel the innumerable sorrows of his people, to scan the

)fty passages of Indian scriptures, to experience the exalted

eeds of his countrymen. I saw again the varying robes,

iie brilliant colorings of the turbans as they struck me on

ly first day at Bombay, the peculiar headdress of the Sikhs

nd the ornamental shirts of the Mohammedans. I heard

le wonderful Indian singers of the Maharaja of Mysore,
i listened to the profound ceremonial music and religious

ances of Bengal. I wandered again through the sacred

tries and down the sacred rivers. I heard the triumphant
Imsic of the reborn Indian nation. I heard the sacred tid-

igs of peace on earth and good will which Asia sends, once

lore, to the children of men.

And then the Mahatma summed up his message: "I am
gluing for nothing less than world peace." "For," said he,

if the Indian movement is carried to success on a non-

iolent basis, it will give a new meaning to patriotism, and
:

I may so say, in all humility, to life itself."
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liind Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound methoc
m this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinic

visiting teacher work, and training for these and similar services
co conduct related studies, education and publication; and t

interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for tt

frevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIA
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mab-
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York Cit:
This organization maintains a staff of executive and travelln
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y.
C. A.'s on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign bon
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretarl*
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europ<

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejo:
general secretary, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrla
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admli
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health, school
recreation, dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $:

$5, $10, $25 and $100 includes monthly publication, "The America
Child.''

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. Charles J

Powlison, general secretary, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York. Original
and publishes exhibit material which visualizes the principles ar
conditions affecting the health, well-being and education of chl
dren. Cooperates with educators, public health agencies, and
child welfare groups in community, city or state-wide ervi<

through exhibits, child welfare campaigns, etc.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE D
William H. Welch, president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. dlr
Dr. Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beer
secretary; 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Pamphlets
mental hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mlndeJnes
epilepsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, b*ct
ward children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene, quai
terly, $3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .f

year.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLINC
NESS Lewis H, Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hatt
away, secretary; 130 East 22nd Street, New York. Objects: To fin

nish Information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal servk
for local organizations and legislation, publish literature of mov
ment samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York Stal
Committee.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. NortOI
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 Eai
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organizatlo
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to Increase tt

efficiency of social service agencies. Each year It holds an annul
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet
ing of the Conference will be held In Denver, Colorado, June 101

to 17th, 1925. Proceedings are sent free of charge to all membei
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MOTHERS AND PARENT-TEACHE
ASSOCIATIONS Executive office: Mrs. A. H. Reeve, presiden
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.; national headqjiarters: Mn
Arthur C. Watkins, executive secretary, 1201 Sixteenth Stree
N.W., Washington, D. C. An organization interested in the prc
motion of child welfare, adequate legislation for women an
children, closer relation between home and school.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Albert J. Ken
nedy, sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms o

comparative study and concerted action in city, state and nation
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlemen
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization a

neighborhood life.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSINO-
Member, (National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direo

tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu
catlonal service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 316 Fourth AT,
New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for physlca
education. Established at the request of a committee created b:

the United States Bureau f Education; 35 national organization
cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and Recreation Asso
elation of America.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroe*
L. Holllngsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Klnckle Jones, exec, sec'y
127 E. 23rd St. L New York. Establishes committees of white am
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negr
social workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "Journal of Negro life.'

NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION-
Anna A. Gordon, president; Headquarters, 1730 Chicago Avenue
EVanston, Illinois. To secure effective enforcement of th>

Eighteenth Amendment, to advance the welfare of the Amerlcai
people through the departments of Child Welfare, Women In In

dustry, Social Morality, Scientific Temperance Instruction, Amerl
canization and other allied fields of endeavor. Official publicatloi
"The Union Signal" published at Headquarters.

(In ansioerina these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, It Identifies you.)
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\ THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

OPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
Hentatlon for all. C. G. Hoagr, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Phlladel-
ia. Membership, $2.00, entiUes to quarterly P. R, Review.

JSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
l.nditions John M. Glenn, dlr.; 130 B. 22nd St., New York. De-
rtments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studies,
.brary, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
hiblts. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer
the public In practical and inexpensive form some f the most
irtant results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

JSKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
uth; an experiment In race adjustment In the Black Belt of the
.uth; furnishes information en all phases of the race problem and
the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prin.; War-
Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

'ORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mll-
Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers'

lucation.

| VlCTOP Portable
STEREOPTICON

Has established me
world wide standard of
Projection Excellence*.

26000 EDUCATIONAL SLIDES

FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Victor Anlmaroamph Co.
Victor Bldfr..

WRITE FOP.

SPECIAL EASY TERMS

Davenport,
Iowa.

Better Times is a monthly magazine
which reports the news of the 2,000
charitable and social agencies in New
York and touches the high spots of
social work everywhere. Subscrip-
tion, $2.00 a year.

Social Welfare Administration Is a
new bi-monthly magazine for execu-
tives, directors, and others Interested
in charitable organizations and wel-
fare institutions everywhere. It gives
practical ideas on money raising,
publicity, purchasing, management,
etc. Subscription, $1.00 per year.

Address of both magazines,
100 Gold Street New York

GIANT



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or bo

number, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three IK more

coniecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

\dJress Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 East 19th Street

New York City

WOKKEKS WANTED
WANTED: Supervisor (male) for boys'

department and supervisor (female) for

girls' department; must be well qualified

professionally and temperamentally, and

preferably with successful experiences.

Apply giving full particulars to Mr. E.

Trotzkey, Superintendent Marks Nathan

Jewish Orphan Home, 1550 South Albany

Ave., Chicago, III.

NATIONAL Charitable Institution re-

quires Executive Director to reside in Den-

ver and devote several months a year to

travel in the held. Only thoroughly ex-

perienced executive with knowledge of Yid-

dish considered. Address Box 1647, Den-

ver, Colorado.

WANTED, a superintendent for the

Convalescent Home for Hebrew Children

at Rockaway Park. Executive ability and

experience as trained nurse required. Ap-

plicants should communicate with Mrs.

Sidney New, 12 West 88 Street.

WANTED at The Children's Village,

Dobbs Fe-ry. N. Y.. nn ins'ructor in print-

ing to take charge of a small shop, getting

out a monthly magazine, doing local print-

ing and instructing boys. Must be a man
of good moral character, who is interested

in, and fond of boys. Direct reply to Leon

C. Faulkner, Managing Director.

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate

with at least one year of Social Case Work

Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED. Head nurse for Jewish
Tuberculosis Institution. References re-

quired. Apply Medical Director, National

Jewish Hospital, Denver, Colorado.

Looking for a position?
Want to make a change?
Instead of worrying about it

and getting discouraged adopt
the policy of this advertiser

and insert a want ad in the

Survey.

The Survey
112 East 19 Street

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

"Again I am resolved to try the

advertising columns of The Survey.
There has never been a time that I

ha<ve advertised in your journal that

brough no results so I am enclosing

copy which please insert in the next

issue."

Very truly yours,

WORKERS WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, experienced in the

care of children to take charge in a Shelt-

ering Home for Children. Must speak Jew-
ish. Apply by letter stating age, experi-

ence. Mrs. I. Kaufman, 68S High Street,

Newark, N. J.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SCHOOL MAN Ph. D. IN EDUCA-
TION with wide experience, known a*

test-maker and writer in educational jour-

nals, wants position at once. Need not be

in teaching. 4989 SURVEY.

N URSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau. 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book

now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,

30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FINANCIAL AND PUBLICITY EX-
ECUTIVE; ten years experience with

relief, recreation, educational and general
welfare agencies. Available December
1 5th. 4970 SURVEY.

PSYCHOLOGIST, A. M. degree, three

years experience with adults and chil-

dren, desires position. Hospital preferred.
Available after due notice. 4966 SURVEY.

STATISTICIAN and research worker,

college graduate, ten years experience in

social and civic work, seeks permanent
connection. Available January. 4985 SUR-

VEY.

EXPERIENCED Child Welfare worker

open for position either North or South.

Prefer Western Virginia. Best of refer-

ences. 4990 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position desired by experi-

enced woman organizer; financial secre-

tary; field secretary. Three years Tribune

Fresh Air Fund. Excellent testimonials.

4979 SURVEY. (Defoe; Chelsea 3929).

CHILD CARING. AGED, AND HOS-
PITAL EXECUTIVE, eleven years expe-

rience in money raising and membership

campaigns: management and training of

inmates; Hebrew; available for position.

Wife experienced social worker and book-

keeper. Highest credentials. 497? SURVEY.
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SITUATIONS WANTED
SECRETARIAL position desired in

York City by young lady capable an

thoroughly experienced in every phase c

office detail. Medical, scientific or commet
cial. 4997 SURVEY.

HOUSEMOTHER in school for boys o

girls. Ten years experience as executiv

of boys and girls organization. 499
SURVEY.

REFINED young woman with 5 yea
old daughter desires housekeeping positio

in protestant family. References exchange;
4993 SURVEY.

KINDERGARTEN GRADUATE we
known School desires position January is

public, private or Mission Church Schoc

(Episcopalian). 4995 SURVEY.

WANTED, two refined children undt
ten years, education, home care by col

women. Reasonable rate. Fifty miles f

New York. 4998 SURVEY.

TEACHERS WANTED
TEACHERS Wanted for colleges an

universities. American College Bureai

Chicago Temple, Chicago ; 1254 Amsterdai

Ave., New York.

idt

:

MISCELLANEOUS
SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES writte

on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs. D
Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Bostoi

Mass.

SOCIAL WORKER GOING TO El
ROPE. Can I execute commissions for yo
in England or on Continent? 4982 SURVE'

RECREATION GROUP

COME JOIN OUR GROUP! Girls from
11-14 meeting: Saturday afternoons to
visit points of interest and for g'-n'Tnl
recreation Skating, hiking, otc. Un-
der the supervision of a trainp'l i-om-
panion young, cheerful, responsible.

MISS E. UNNA. A.B.
542 West 124th Street

Telephone Morningside 120C-Apt. 1.

Do You Need
Institution Executives

Superintendents
Housekeepers
Matrons
Domestic Help
Nurses

Physicians
Te'achers

Tutors
Personnel Managers
Industrial Welfare Workers
Recreation Workers

Boys' Club Workers
Girls' Club Workers
Social Case Workers
Office Executives

An ad in the Survey's classified de-

partment will bring results. Rates:

8c a word, minimum charge $1.50

an insertion.

THE SURVEY
1 I 2 E. 1 9 St. New York



FOR THE HOME STATIONERY

Tea Room Management
in our new home-study course, "COOKING FOR
PROFIT." Booklet on request.

im. School of Home Economics, 849 E. 58th St.. Chicago

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CHILDREN. Organize Children to aid com-

munity. Teachers, etc., use and praise
; the "JUNIORS SELF-GOVERNMENT PROCE-

DURE," a simplified, standardized club

method. Price 12 cents. Herman J.

Greenberg, 4005 Ave. K, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

'COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describe? home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and
lunch room management. "51 Way? to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

COMMUNITY FORCES: A Study of Non-Par-
tisan Municipal Elections, by R. D. Mc-
Kenzie; 24 double column pages, and
one of the best studies that has ap-

peared. Price 3oc. Address: JOURNAL
OF SOCIAL FORCES, Chapel Hill, N. C.

REPORT OF PUBLIC DANCE HALL COMMITTEE
on the San Francisco Center, by Maria
Lambin. A study of the development of

public dance halls in the U. S., together
with an account of the system of super-
vision in the dance halls of San Fran-
cisco. 23 pp. $ .25. Order from San
Francisco Center, Hotel St. Francis, San
Francisco.

PERIODICALS

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING showi
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:

published by the National Committee for

Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

THE SUNNIGLOVV TRUMPETER. An illustrat-

ed Quarterly, in the interest of The
Outlook to Nature and Wholesome,
Creative Living. Delightful. A gem of

publishing art. Unique! A sample copy
gladly sent fcr a two-cent postage stamp.
SUNNIGLOW GARDENS, Box 406.
North Wales, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

"Home- Making as a Profession"
Is a 100-pp. ill. handbook it's FREE. Home study
Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid
positions or for home-making efficiency.

Am. School of Home Economics. 849 E. 58th St. Chicago

Professional and Business

Stationery

We can supply 1,000 sheets of the
well-known COLDBROOK BOND pa-
per, 8% x 11, with' your letterhead
PRINTED for ONLY $8.95; STAMPED
In blue or black instead of printed,
ONLY $5.95 for 500 sheets. We have
been selling stationery by mail for

forty years, which proves the value
of our offers. Our engraving prices
are lower than the lowest priced de-

partment store in New York City and
our engraver also handles the engrav-
ing of the most expensive Fifth Av-
enue stationers, so you can draw your
own conclusions. Send us your letter-
head and die and try us out with a
ream.

HERBERT L. BOWMAN,
Treas. & Mgr.

UNION LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
118 East 25th Street New York City

Printing

SMultigraphing

Typewriting

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We have complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Addressing
Mailing

If you will investigate you will find that
we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Let us estimate on your next job

Webster Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

34th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacre 2447

CAMP FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CAMP AMERICA
ON LAKE ST. CATHERINE

POULTNEY, VT.
1000 Feet Lake Front

OPPORTUNITY FOR INSTITU-
TION

Completely Equipped Summer Camp, in-

cluding Buildings and Furnishings.

READY FOR USE
Ideally lecated on the shore of Lake St.

Catherine. High, healthy and accessible.

For Particulars,

r\

Fifth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.
U W. 23rd Street

Multier.phintl GRA mercy 450) M.ilin
Typewriting ' J ' Addressing

Ask The Survey about Us!

67 Liberty St.. N. Y .C. Cort. 0744

YOUR REAL ESTATE
Have you a Cottage, Camp or Bun-

galow To Rent or For Sale?
Have you Real Estate transactions

of any kind pending?
Try the SURVEY'S Classified

columns.
RATES

25c an agate line $3.50 an inch
Discounts

3 Insertions 10% 6 insertions 15%

Advertising Department

THE SURVEY
112 East 19th Street New York City

Say It With Surveys

A FRIEND said recently that before

going out to a dinner he glances

through his latest copy of SURVEY

GRAPHIC. He had never failed to

find an article, he said, that lit up something

very much to the fore, and written by a per-

son he wouldn't miss hearing if he had the

chance. It helped him to think through on

social questions that many people are toying

with and so contribute something worth while

to the conversation.

Haven't you friends that would welcome

just that?

Give them a helping hand by a Christmas

gift of SURVEY GRAPHIC. It will remind

them of you a true Christmas reminder

every month in the year to come.

SURVEY ASSOCIATES
112 East 19 Street

New York City

I am looking for Christmas

gifts for particular people.

Send me your special gift rates

on The GRAHPIC by return

mail.

Name

Street, No.

City

State
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FINE "EMBOSSED" STATIONERY
wiTH_MONQGRAM OR NAME AND ADDRESS
ON 1OO SHEETS AND 1OO ENVELOPES

IN A BEAUTIFUL HAND-MADE CABINET

ACTUAL SIZE

OF MONOGRAM

FOUR STYLES OF EMBOSSING

Name and Address

STYLE B

Monogram Only

STYLE C
Address Only

CORRESPONDENCE SIZE

STYM D
Monogram & Address

$220
POST-PAID

$300

Cabinet contains 100 DOUBLE SHEETS and 100 En-
VELOPES, FINE LINEN PAPER, IN WHITE, BUFF,
BLUE, GREY OR PINK

GENTLEMEN (OR PROFESSIONAL) SIZE

Cabinet contains 100 SHEETS (7MxlO}) and 100 EN-
VELOPES, FINE SUEDE PAPER, IN GREY OR WHITE

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 25c EXTRA pn;T

PLEASE SPECIFY STYLE AND COLOR
DELIVERY GUARANTEED WITHIN FIVE DAYS

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

SEND US YOUR GIFT LIST AND WE WILL ENCLOSE
YOUR GREETING .CARDS OR USE OUR OWN CARDS
BEARING YOUR NAME. PARCELS WILL BE SHIPPED TO
ARRIVE DECEMBER 23rd. ADVERTISING LITERATURE
AND PRICE WILL BE OMITTED.

SATISFACTION IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Send Check, Money Order or Cash to

MERIT STATIONERY CO., 311 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. CITY

CHRISTMAS
GREETING CARDS

EMBOSSED
WITH YOUR OWN NAME
At Exceptional Prices

3*Mr mir tol;...f #nru* s [.141 .'^ .l.,n^

.
Jtllttir to*rtiw[p![ m iln; '['"

Style 101. White Paneled Card, with design
engraved in Red, Black and Gold. Your
name embossed on every card.

Style 103. Grey Paneled Card with design
engraved in Red and Black. Your name
embossed on every card.

^BHUH

Style 104. Blue Paneled Card with design
engraved in Red and Black. Your name
embossed on every card.

SPECIAL PRICE LIST

12 Cards. . .$2.00 50 Cards. . .$4.50

25
"

... 3.00 100
"

... 7-50

Additional IOO. . .$5.00

THESE PRICES INCLUDE YOUR NAME
EMBOSSED

and Envelopes to Match

CARDS ARE STEEL DIE ENGRAVED.

SIZE, 4x5
24-Hour Delivery

.Order Now For Prompt Delivery

Print Plainly

Order by Number

Make Check or Money Order Payable to

MERIT STATIONERY CO.

311 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

(In answering these advertisements please mertion THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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The Gist of It

ARE
we intelligent enough to be trusted with

gasoline engines on wheels? The mounting
total of deaths caused by the automobile
makes this an open question. Making streets

safe is a job that calls for the most vigorous leader-

ship and the most persistent team-play. Ernest
Greenwood tells how Secretary Hoover's conference
to be held in Washington this week goes about it

(P- 3I7)-

f^HE motor-car may kill and maim, but it has
J- other perils too. It's too easy to keep going in

it sometimes. Some of the social workers tell what
they are trying to do about it on p. 349.

U\X7E WANT better things," remarks Pro-
* T fessor Chapin of the University of Minne-

sota, "and we want more of them." From our

growing wants and our new ways of feeling poor
Professor Chapin proceeds agreeably to some reflec-

tions on the social organizations which try to save
us from poverty (p. 322), in an article based on a

paper read before the annual meeting of the St.

Paul United Charities.

'

ARTHUR GREENWOOD, late of the Labour

Ministry in Great Britain, sums up what the

Government accomplished in domestic affairs during
its brief span of office (p. 324).

WHAT can religion do for the cultural life of

the open country, and how? Mr. Lindeman

explored those questions in a paper presented at the

Columbus conference of the American Country Life

Association, from which is extracted the article on

P- 329-

ARTHUR
DUNHAM i& executive of the alert

Central Council of the Newtons, in Massa-

chusetts. He tells of one device used by this non-

financial federation to educate its public (p. 331).

Leroy Bowman teaches community organization at

Columbia and studies it through the New York

Community Committee, of which he is executive

(P- 332).

DR.
HART sums up in rounded form the prob-

lem of changing the folk-ways (p. 34 1 )) ar>d

Mr. Hogue, director of workers' education for the

Pennsylvania State Federation of Labor, takes stock

of the particular effort to prepare the world for

new folk-ways in which he is most interested (p.

343)-

MR. TEAD, who brings us to date on person-

nel-management (p. 351) was associated

with Robert G. Valentine in developing the "indus-

trial audit" which laid the foundation for modern

personnel work. He now teaches in the New York
School of Social Work and is editing technical books

for the McGraw-Hill Company. Mr. Barnes de-

scribes his own background for discussing the new

report on the technique of employment offices (p.

352). He might have added that he had served as

industrial arbiter in the clothing, garment, silk rib-

bon, shoe, fancy leather goods and shirt industries.

MRS.
WARBASSE is educational secretary of

the Cooperative League (p. 354). Mr.

Person, who reviewed in Survey Graphic for De-
cember I the life of Fred Taylor, here goes further

into a brief survey of the whole scientific man-

agement movement. He has been managing director

of the Taylor Society since 1919.

OMISSIONS
for which the author wishes to

offer his sincere apologies were made in the

article on heart diseases by Dr. Haven Emerson in

the Survey Graphic for November. The special

cardiac clinic at the Cincinnati General Hospital for

both children and adults and the cardiac clinic at

the Children's Hospital of Buffalo should have been

included in the list given on page 116. In the list

of heart associations already formed, page 117, San

Antonio, Texas, should have been given instead of

San Francisco.



Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

Making Things Safe

HAVING,

by means of wars and elections, made
the world safe for democracy, our attention turns,

naturally, to lesser issues filling in the details of

the picture. We are now interested in making

country roads safe for the "gasoline hobo"; making city streets

safe for the automobile; and civilization, in general, safe for

children. This latter problem seems to be peculiarly difficult.

Especially in the cities. Some authorities think children ought
to go to work in casual ways at six, on a fractional time

basis at ten or twelve, and on a full time basis at sixteen.

Others think they ought to go to school until they are at least

sixteen, and probably until they are eighteen.

Now comes one authority who feels that, in cities, they ought
not to start to school until they are ten. Up to that time,

they ought to be taken in busses to the country, and given a

look-see at the trees and nature in general. But in New York

City, for example, that would mean transporting some 300,000

children. At least 5,000 busses would be required. That many
more busses on our streets would take up all the room the

children had vacated. The situation is similar in all cities.

Can the city be made safe for children? That remains to

be seen not, however, that all children will be here when the

answer is made! Can the city be made safe for civilization?

It can for health, perhaps. Can it for minds? That, too,

remains to be seen, and not all minds will be able to com-

prehend the answer when it is made!

Can it for morality? That's a different sort of question,

since morality must always be a function of the actual life

men are trying to lead. The city is experimenting with moral-

ity, because, city life being new, men must find out how to

live it.

These are some phases of the problem of making safe and

materials bearing upon our progress in these matters lie be-

fore the reader on these pages.
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I
HE vicious circle, sublime invention of all the

amalgamated Devils, has once more made its ap-

pearance among the community of civilized nations.

In Egypt some misdirected idiots murder an

English general. A plague upon their souls!

The unavoidable ultimatum follows immediately upon the

funeral of the victim. The British Lion roars. A hundred
smokestacks belch dark clouds of expensive anthracite. Regi-
ments hither and yon begin to pack their shaving kits and tennis

rackets and commence to move leisurely in a south-eastern

direction. A million unemployed in the slums see a chance
to get a job.

E Egyptian scarab (or what-

ever national animal the new
commonwealth of the Nile has

adopted) gets on its hind legs and

hisses a defiant chirp.

Soon the Pyramids will behold

another manifestation of human
foolishness. The Sphinx will also

lose another ear and black-man,

white-man, gentleman, serf, will

stick long pieces of silvery steel into each other's bowels for

the glory of Allah and the wounded pride of Jehovah.

We shall read about it in the papers and we shall say,

".My! My!"

A ND twenty years from now the
^^ London pawnshops shall be

filled with Crosses of Egypt with

the swords and the clasps.

Kyrie Eleison!

Bismillah!

World without end!

Slaughter without cessation !

Amen, and next!

TV/I R. FREDERICK KEPPEL of the Carnegie Corporation
*-* announces that he is about to study the problem "as

to what the public shall do with its leisure time." A couple
of billions, so it seems, are available for this purpose. And
these are to be used to teach the esteemed populace how
to kill the tedious hours when it is not engaged in the pursuit
of bread and .jam.

In order that the whole thing may be done in decency and in

order, a preliminary investigation is now under way. Arts,

sciences, languages and possibly the drayma are to be drawn
into the magic circle and above all things, the "humanities."

We have heard of civilizations which drank themselves to

death and others which took an even shorter route to perdition.
But a civilization which goes voluntarily into bankruptcy and

appoints receivers to take care of its

most hallowed possession, laughter
and happiness, is something new un-

der the sun.

By nature I am an optimist.

Even the Treaty of Versailles and
the editorial page of the ''Evening
Post" have been unable to kill my
belief in the future of the human
race. But when we have reached

Van Loon's Page
the point where we need the assistance of a private corporation
to teach our citizens how to amuse themselves during their

hours of leisure, 'twere better we called in the engineers. For
half the money they will invent a method by which they can

suspend the law of gravitation for just five minutes.

The quick splash into the dark abyss of eternal oblivion

would be something of a shock. But it would save us from
the degradation of Gothic architecture via the correspondence
school and Greek sculpture sold across the counter.

Instinctively I see an ad in the Mycenae "Times" of the

tenth century before the birth of Christ. "Five thousand
drachmes are offered for the best prose version of the late

war with Troy." And I have visions of a Provencal Asso-

ciation for the Promotion of Troubadour Singing, Inc., in the

year 1200.

Give us back an interest in the business of living, brother

Keppel.

The rest will take care of itself.

EVENTY thousand people traveled to New Haven one

Saturday to see twenty-two promising young men wallow

through eleven inches of mud for an average gain of five feet

every fifteen minutes. Evidently the efficacy of prayer is no

longer what it used, to be.

For the "dominus" who has been

the patron saint of Yale Academy
for the last 224 years failed to do

his share of "illuminating," and

$400,000 of football was played in

the dark.

Thy hand, great Anarch! Let
the curtain fall

And University darkness cover all.

HP HEY say oh, I am sure you have heard it that good
*

reportering is a thing of the past; that the Munsey's and

the Reid's and the Oxen have trampled upon it and have killed

it; that the days of Dana are gone forever; that news-

papers are boiler-plated palliatives for the sick souls of

Babbitts.

Three days ago the Herald-Tribune printed an inconsequen-
tial story about a very inconspicuous burgher who knew his

rights and set on them until HIS subway-train (his by right

of his nickel and a broadly painted announcement) carried him

right to the point of destination. And it was as fine

a piece of work as you can have read these last twenty-

years.

And yesterday the World had a column of William Bolitho.

Who in the name of Heaven is this mysterious William who
makes the buying of newspapers a sacred duty once in every
seven morn?
He certainly told us nothing new. Anatole France has

been dead these many weeks. The cabled dispatches have told

us all about it. The rotogravure supplements have shown us

his coffin in front of Maitre Arouet's grinning statue. But
here at last was the story. Here was the one thing that was

lacking before the old master could really turn to sleep ever-

lasting and feel that the world was safe and that the little

sparks which he had struck with so mighty and skillful a

rapier had not fallen into the wet bog of indifference and

oblivion. H. v. L.
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A WAR SCARE IN EUROPE?

The Unemployed: Here, Bill, is some good news at last.
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Make the Streets Safe

By Ernest Greenwood

I
I

HE traffic situation on the city streets and

rural highways of the United States presents

a crisis which has crept upon the American

people unawares. Twenty-five years ago the

utomobile, as a practical unit in our transporta-

on system, was little more than a dream. To-

ay there are fifteen million motor vehicles in con-

ant daily use and the annual accident toll has reached

appalling number of 22,600 deaths and 678,000 serious

rsonal injuries. In addition to the human suffering in-

olved these cost the public somewhere between six hundred

nillions and a billion dollars each year. Little wonder that

lerbert Hoover, whose vigorous pleas for the elimination

Waste have been the subject of international comment,

ould, when faced with such figures as these, turn his at-

tition to the elimination of this

normous waste in human lives

nd human suffering, and should

all a conference to deal with

reet and highway safety and

cident prevention as one of the

st pressing of our national

oblems.

Eight special technical com- find some way to teach us all how not to

nittees were organized to study kill each other in and with automobiles.
he subject in all its major phases

a preliminary to the confer-

nce. Their reports have been

ubject of editorial comment and

neral newspaper discussion for

tie last three or four weeks:

hey require no exposition in

he columns of The Survey.

There are, however, certain

trains running through them

vhich if caught together supply

underlying motif in this effort

In Washington this week (December
15-16-17,) Secretary Hoover is calling

together technical experts from many
fields in a national conference on street

and highway safety. They will try to

Their technical findings will be based on

the reports of eight subcommittees on

statistics, traffic control, construction and

engineering, city planning and zoning,
insurance, education, the motor vehicle

and public relations. Mr. Greenwood,
secretary of the conference, draws to-

gether the threads of these studies into

a statement of the fundamentals which

every community must reckon with in

making its own streets safe

to build a national safety code of street and highway

practices.

The first of these is the old familiar battle cry, Education.

It will be found prominently in every report of every com-

mittee, though not always under that title. Education of

the automobile manufacturers and their customers, of the

insurance companies and their policy holders, of public offi-

cials and the general public, of children and their parents,

of railroads, street railways, and standard taxicab companies

and their employes, of motorists and pedestrians; at every

point will be found, if one seeks carefully enough, the

thought that accidents are primarily the result of ignorance

either as to matters of fact or as to proper values. The
Committee on Education states explicitly that "safety has

the characteristics of all fundamental movements in that its

success is dependent on educa-

tion" and that "a reduction of

the traffic accident rate presents

therefore a fundamental problem
of education."

In recommending the introduc-

tion of safety education in the

curricula of the elementary

schools this committee speaks of

it as "part of a general course in

citizenship in which due regard

is paid to the responsibilities and

obligations of human relations."

There are broader angles to the

question of traffic safety than

those implied by such simple

slogans as "Be careful or you
will be sorry," and "Railroad

crossing; a good place to com-

mit suicide." Good citizenship

is involved, and the citizen has

obligations to his fellows, to the
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community, and to the state. The report on education

quotes John Dewey as saying: "A curriculum which acknowl-

edges the social responsibility of education must present sit-

uations where problems are relevant to the problems of living

together, and where observation and information are cal-

culated to develop social insight and interest," adding tri-

umphantly: "There can be no doubt that safety belongs
in such a curriculum," and proceeds to explain in detail

the educational value of safety in the schools and shows
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appalling total of deaths from automobile accidents rises

steadily. The only cheering aspect of these figures assembled and
charted by the automobile department of the National Bureau of

Casualty and Surety Underwriters is that the ratio of accidents

to the number of cars registered steadily falls. Obviously vie can-

not afford to wait, however, until the use of automobiles reaches

the saturation point and the reckless drivers are all hilled off

tefoj-i taking vigorous steps to preserve life on the highways

how it can be introduced into the curriculum with the least

amount of disturbance by interpreting subjects already there

in terms of safety.

Nor does it stop with the teaching of safety per se in the

elementary schools. It would carry it on into the secondary

or high schools. "Upon the foundation which has been laid

in the elementary schools of social responsibility in the sim-

pler relationships of life," says the committee, "can be built

a structure in which the same attitude toward life is ex-

tended into higher and more complex fields." It then calls

attention to the duty of the community to provide a pure

water supply, good sewerage facilities, playgrounds by which

children may be kept off the streets, good traffic control,

and new city developments that insure the best traffic con-

ditions, as subjects of high social importance.

The committee deals with the necessity of adequate play-

ground space not only as an accident prevention measure

as a means of keeping the children from playing in the

streets but from the point of view that the playground

is peculiarly adapted to the teaching of safety habits. It

hopes to impress the child with the idea that the playground

itself must be as safe as possible, and to make the children

themselves responsible for seeing to it that all apparatus and

facilities are in proper condition.

Education takes on another phase in the selection and

training of traffic control officers, which involves an im-

portant relationship between officials and the public. Every-

one who has driven a car knows that some traffic officers

are popular with the motoring public and that their par-

ticular corners have excellent accident records. "Not every

policeman," the committee remarks, "has the personal quali-

ties necessary to succeed as a traffic control officer and even

though he may have these qualities a certain amount of

training should be required before he is charged with the

serious responsibility of controlling traffic at street inter-

sections in the cities or even on the rural highways." This

echoes the comments of other committees that if motor

vehicle officials are to succeed in their efforts to reduce the

accident rate they must have, to a much larger degree, the

understanding and cooperation of the public with which

they are dealing. The traffic control officer must not only

know and understand the traffic but he must know and

understand his public and deal with it accordingly.

Many questions of human relations are involved, too, in

the selection and training of drivers of passenger-carrying

busses, taxicabs, commercial vehicles and electric street cars.

The committee has not attempted to set up any definite

standard for selection but has laid down certain fundamental

principles such as the preferential employment of married

men, satisfactory references, sound mental and physical con-

dition, and the elimination of casual labor. Emphasis is

given to the problem of giving the driver of this class of

vehicles the community point of view of his responsibilities

and some idea of his financial value to his employer, the

community and himself if he is a safe driver.

The necessity of proper relations between the public and

its officials is stressed in the report of the Committee on

Statistics, the first committee to be organized by Secretary-

Hoover. This committee was assigned the task of painting

the picture as it really is; the result is ghastly. It was

faced with an almost total lack of systematic effort to se-

cure accurate and complete data regarding such accidents,

their types and causes, and methods of prevention, and re-
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that "the traffic accident problem cannot be success-

ly approached, and certainly no solution can be attained,

the extent and character of the problem has been fully

rtained." Hence this committee devotes the major por-

m of its recommendations to possible methods of collecting

d analyzing accident statistics. To this end it would make

mandatory by law upon motor vehicle officials to receive

ffic accident reports on a state-wide basis and to investi-

them. It would also make it obligatory by law for

concerned to report them and would provide "an

dequate penalty for failure to report." Until the motoring

ublic can be educated to the fact that complete knowledge

.cerning all accidents, no matter how or why they may
rur, is essential to the success of accident prevention, co-

operation between the public and officials should be made

mandatory \vith penalties for failure to cooperate.

Turning to the report of the Committee on Traffic Con-

we find in the opening sentence "Effective control of

raffic from the point of view of safety is bound up with

. . . the education of the public to realize their individual

responsibility to promote safety in every way," and later,

"unable to enforce the law continuously, the police have

tried spasmodic severity in the enforcement of certain rules

d regulations, thus frequently losing the cooperation of

>th the courts and the motoring public." Claiming that

e scope of the service rendered by insurance companies is

it limited to the indemnification of losses but that accident

ention is an integral phase of their business, the Com-
littee on Insurance calls upon the insurance carriers to

;age in very definite schemes of cooperation with each

:her, with their policy holders, with the community and

ith the state, in the discharge of their obligations.

The social aspects of the recommendations of the Com-
mittee on City Planning and Zoning are many and varied;

decentralization, or the creation of business sub-centers to

relieve congestion, arterial highways for through traffic, the

bypassing of main traveled highways around congested areas,

and the like, may be urged for many reasons; their contri-

bution to street safety is obvious. Even the committee on the

motor vehicle, supposed to deal only with technical methods

of making the automobile itself more safe, has found

it necessary to touch on questions of cooperation and

education.

At the very foundation of any national accident prevention

program, in brief, are the corner-stones of education, cooper-

ation, uniformity, and due regard for those principles of good

citizenship which involve the problem of living together. As

conveniences increase there is a growing tendency on the

part of the public to consume them faster than tV.ey can

be properly digested; Secretary Hoover asks: "Are these

wonderful inventions to be defeated by the fact that we

cannot use them safely because we will not use them

properly?" It is to prevent an affirmative answer that the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the American

Railway Association, the American Electric Railway Asso-

ciation, the National Safety Council, the National Auto-

mobile Chamber of Commerce, the American Automobile

Association, the National Bureau of Casualty and Surety

Underwriters, the American Engineering Council and the

American Mutual Alliance are cooperating with the Secre-

tary in setting up a code of safety practices which will bring

about a positive reduction of the accident rate. This is a

practical example of the cooperation so urgently needed.

No code, however, can solve the community's problem. Only

by the proper organization of the community and the whole-

hearted cooperation of everybody involved motorists and

pedestrians, public and officials, schools and homes can this

dreadful waste in lives and suffering be eliminated.

Donahey ID Tht Clertland riain Dealer
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Working Women Who Get Hurt
After the Compensation is Paid What Next?

By Mary Ross

ONE
girl's fiance broke the engagement because he

could not bear the thought that her maimed right

hand would prepare his food ; three women said

that their husbands left them because they looked

so ugly after they got hurt on the job ; an old woman weep-

ing told how she had become clumsy since her accident so

that she dropped the dishes and everything went wrong when
she tried to keep house for her sons; other girls were ashamed
to go out in company because they had to try to hide their

hands, or could not dance ; some women could not do their

own housework or had to hire a neighbor to come in to wash
and dress the children.

These were some of the unexpected aftermaths of indus-

trial accidents which the New York State Bureau of Women
in Industry turned up, when it went back recently to find

out what had happened to girls and women who drew

compensation four years ago for injuries at work which

caused "permanent partial disability."

Most of us go through life with little stock in trade ex-

cept the body which carries us fleetly or falteringly along
the corridor from birth to death. These hands, this brain,

are the capital of a life-time a capital infinitely more pre-

cious than the other riches which may be added to it (but

may not supplant it, because it is unique and irreplaceable.

Society, recognizing its stake in conserving that sole fortune

of the workers on the interest of which they must live

expresses this theory legally in the various laws which make

compensation of the injured a definite charge on industry.

It is comparatively easy to fix the compensation paid to

the family of a worker who is killed, or to the worker who
incurs a permanent total disability, in terms of his former

wages. By the same method a schedule can be worked out

to pay for the time lost from a temporary injury. Most
difficult of the ordinary categories in compensation procedure,

however, is the class of "permanent partials" persons who
are injured, and ordinarily must lose some time from work,
after which they recover, but with some permanent disability

a finger lost, the sight of an eye impaired which must

be reckoned with as a definite handicap for the future.

SO
it was 500 cases of this sort which the New York labor

authorities decided to study in an effort to find out if

compensation really had compensated a group of women.

The cases were chosen from the total number closed four

years earlier in such a way as to be thoroughly representa-

tive. The findings made possible a number of definite

formulations of interest to those who are administering

compensation laws: that only half of these injured women
had been able to get work at wages as high as they had had

before the accident ; that a fifth of them had been eliminated

from industry by the accident, and a quarter had gone back

at lower wages. It showed that the most serious accidents

were not those due to machines, but those due to slipping

and falling; that it seemed more difficult to rehabilitate

a worker with a major leg injury than one with a major

arm injury; that those had gotten along best who had gone

back to the same shop and employer a change in the kind

or even the place of work was an added handicap. Most

interesting, however, were the implications regarding work-

ing women which could hardly be formulated in statistics

but come out incidentally in the course of the study.

Taking this group as representative it would seem that

women cling to industry by a very narrow margin. In the

background is the shadowy refuge of the home, with house-

work for one's own family or one's relatives as a kind

of unstandardized panacea. Ten girls reported that they

were so discouraged by their accidents that they hurried

their marriages. And this same dual opportunity means

to any working woman a dual responsibility. An accident

which takes a finger may impair one's skill in operating a

certain machine, but it may prove to be even more serious

out of working hours, when one cannot plunge that finger

into hot water in the dishpan or washtub without par-

oxysms of pain.

More than a fifth of the women reported that since the

accident they had found many difficulties in their house-

work. Some were only clumsy ; others could do no laundry

or no sewing. In a number of cases this meant that there

had to be paid help at home, or the laundry had to be sent

out, incurring an ill-afforded extra expense. One girl lost

an extra income of $200 a year which she had made by

doing embroidery in her leisure time. Others had to give

up such of their recreations as reading or attending the

movies; forty-four had to stop playing the piano. Three

of these latter were professional musicians, one of them

a violin teacher who had gone into a candy factory to tide

over the slack summer when her little pupils were in the

country on the third day she lost two fingers of her right

hand.

At best these working women had earned little enough.

The median wage for the cleaners was $10 to $12. For

the other groups, which included workers on punch presses,

carding, spinning and weaving machines, sewing machines,

printing presses, buzz saws and the like, hand workers in

factories, and cooks, waitresses, laundresses, janitresses,

saleswomen, clerks and hospital attendants, the median was

$14 to $i 6. An accident to the lowest paid meant that they

were forced out of industry entirely ; it was no use to try

to go back at a smaller amount and live on it. So also

those who had no particular trade or skill, and those who

had little schooling to aid them, found it difficult or im-

possible to regain lost footing.

It was the youngest and the oldest who more frequently

were cast out, sometimes by a seemingly trifling accident.

Possibly it may be inferred that the very young girls, whose

earnings in any case were low, had gone into the factory

more for change and novelty than because of direct economic

pressure; the value to the family would be almost equal if

they stayed home to share in the housework. When an

accident came, and shook their nerve, they could retire to
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ie home. They would not be expected to buck up and go

on as would a boy, who had to look forward to supporting

a family. The older women, too, many of them with grown

children with families of their own, turned perhaps to this

same refuge, and escaped the nervous strain of competition

in an industrial group. Presumably the middle-aged group

were in industry because they had to be, to support them-

.ves or to aid in the support of their families. (The re-

t investigations of other groups of working women made

by the federal Department of Labor bear out this supposition

by showing the very large proportion of women in industry

who had young children at home and were swinging a double

job.) They were more in the position of men; they had to

have money to add to the labor they already were putting in

at home, and more of them were able to go back to earn it.

For the thing that stands out in this study of accidents,

nearly nine-tenths of which were classified as "slight," is the

fact that it often was not the mere physical hurt but the fear

that followed which incapacitated. Of the 143 women who

never returned to the same kind of jobs, 126 were oper-

ators of power machines, and nearly two-thirds of these were

experienced workers. It is easy to understand that a jani-

tress who has been seriously injured by a fall, or a needle

worker who has lost a finger when infection follows a prick,

may feel that care will avert another mishap. Some of the

women who were hurt by machines blamed the fact that

t

machine was out of order they put in a finger to release

erial- caught in it, or a punch press "repeated," unex-

:edly but more than half of that whole group did not

w how it happened. They were working as usual, and

machine caught them. They were terrorized by dread

another such bolt from the blue. Fifteen women who

it back to their machines after the accident had to leave

in because physically or nervously they were unable to

endure the work.

WHEN
one goes back of the report to the thumbed

record cards from which it was written, each sum-

marizing a long personal interview and an elaborate ques-

tionnaire, ever}' woman's story becomes a drama of human

suffering. Sometimes there is a happy ending, brought about

by an intelligent piece of rehabilitation, the cooperation of

an employer, or the girl's own determination not to be

wned. There was Anna, who worked in a packing fae-

ry, and lost one finger and part of another. When her

d had healed they offered her the job back, and she

>k it and worked at it for four long months while each

hour's work, which necessitated plunging that hand in hot

ter, cost her racking pain. Then she evolved the idea

iat she might work in the wrapping department and avoid

that pain. The manager said that no girl with such a crip-

.ed hand could keep up with the rest, but she volunteered

try for a week without pay, and she won.

Often the forced loss of the job meant far more than the

of wages. There was Grace, who liked the paper box

tory and loved its dramatic club, where for the first time

in her life she had been able to use her talent and taste for

acting. Ironically enough, when her hand was maimed,
the personnel department so intelligent as to foster excellent

dramatics was unable to find a job in the factory which she

could do, and she lost at once congenial work and her chief

recreation.

There was Ethel, who packed candy in a candy factory.

She had had two years in school and looked forward to a

future brighter than the factory. So she went to night

school to study stenography, in which she was progressing

excellently. It is only a plucky and persevering girl who

can work in a factory by day and at school in the evening,

but even Ethel's determination did not enable her to keep

on when she lost two fingers. Away with those dreams of

office job and office pay!

IN
a striking number of cases an experienced operator

was hurt during the first days of a new job, when appar-

ently she had relied too much upon her past training and

paid too little attention to the new factors in a new machine,

which differed a trifle from the old one, or in different con-

ditions of lighting and seating in a new factory. Or some-

times, when trade was slack in her own line, she would take

a piece of temporary work in another, knowing it to be but

a makeshift.

It was under these circumstances that Alice was hurt.

Ordinarily she was a feeder in a printing shop. But for a

few weeks they shifted her over to another department.

She knew that soon she would go back to the old work,

and perhaps she may have resented the inconveniece of the

change. At any rate, her attention flagged, and her hand

was caught. She was made incapable of going on with the

kind of work at which she had been hurt, and more impor-

tant, of going back to her own more skilled job. In her

case the bitterness of the blow was heightened by discord

at home, ending in her husband's desertion, which she laid

to the accident and its aftermath.

Wisely considered, the most tragic cases probably were

such as these, of girls or comparatively young women, whose

whole future was altered by the clutch of an iron claw. But

one can hope that eventually they may find some way to

adjust to the calamity. When misfortune strikes down an

old woman, and robs her of what little life had dealt out

to her, the situation often seemed almost hopeless. There

was Mrs. Arthur, for example, who had been a laundress

all her life long. She took immense pride in her work.

Then the accident, and she had to give it up, and go out

as a cleaner, just as though she never had known how to

do fine silks, and French pleating, and starched collars, or

to make ruffles lock as though they were new' organdie just

out of the shop. She lived with a sister, who also was a

laundress, and each day her pride was cut to the quick as

that sister went off to a skilled trade while she herself could

do nothing but mop and scrub and polish like any shapeless

drudge. So mordant did that bitterness become that even

her cleaner's job hung by only a shred at the time that the

study was made ; and the sister, supported by the testimony

of neighbors, reported that what with her sharp words and

hard looks it had become almost impossible to live in the

house with her.

For seventeen of the five hundred, the majority of them

older women, the accident precipitated a general physical

breakdown. Hardworking all their lives, they had man-

aged to keep going in the old rut, but once thrown out of

it, they could not regain their balance. Fifty-three others

felt they had never recovered their former strength. Though
the majority of these had gone back to work, their job de-

manded more of them, they felt, than they had to give.

Eighty-five, all but nineteen of whom were back at work,
felt that they had never got over the nervous shock ; some

of them could not talk about the accident without crying,
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and one felt that she could not stand the strain of seeing
the investigator and discussing it. Nineteen women had

developed a mental attitude which can best be described as

loss of morale.

"These women seemed thoroughly out of tune with life

and had come to feel that there was nothing for them either

in the industrial or social sphere. They had no complaint
of suffering but life just did not seem worth while . . .

Some were accepting a lower wage because they dared not

try for another job, fearing they could not hold it. Others
did not believe they could secure any kind of a job. Lack
of confidence, bitterness and despondency were handicaps as

great as some of the purely physical ones."

In how far wreckage of this sort is preventable or curable

could not, of course, be determined by lay investigators.
On the physical side, the large number of infections (nearly

2O% of all the cases) points perhaps to a complicating con-

dition which might be avoided by better care. At the end
of four years all but 77 of the 500 women continued to

suffer some pain. About one fifth of the women felt that

their medical treatment had been inadequate. This, of

course, does not mean that it was inadequate, but it does

mean that the worker held to a feeling of distrust and bitter-

ness which hinders quick and successful readjustment. It

is important that insurance companies and employers seek

physicians who understand and sympathize with industrial

workers. On the predominantly mental side a clear under-

standing is even more difficult. Surely, however, a warped
and twisted spirit requires treatment as certainly as does a

stiffened elbow joint. The story of these women workers
offers a clear argument for the extension of mental hygiene
and psychiatric service which already has proved so effective

in certain industrial experiments. For the social handicaps,
the thwarted hopes and ambitions, family discord, the loss

of recreation, no compensation could provide adequately.

"Probably no scheme can be devised which will indemnify
workers for the serious social handicap which follows a per-
manent injury," say the framers of the study. "But at least

a continued emphasis can be made upon the heavy cost of

such injuries as a further incentive toward accident pre-

vention."

IT
is unfortunate that no similar study is available to

show how a group of men have been able to adjust them-

selves to similar circumstances. Between the lines this re-

port gives suggestive glimpses of some of the especially com-

plex factors of responsibility to home and job which com-

plicate the work of women. There is always a potential

shift from the paid job in the factory to the job at home,

which, though productive, has no wages attached. About a

third of the group of 500, for example, had left industry
in the four years since the accident for marriage, or for home
considerations in no wise affected by the accident. But

others, who had to stick at it, had both sets of duties to

perform. In accounts of a group of men with hand injuries

there would be no mention of the complaints which ran

currently through the stories of these women that besides

their troubles at work there were also the handicaps of not

being able to mend, or sweep or launder. Any understand-

ing of the problems of working women must face the assets

and liability of the fact that they often have the alternative

of two sets of jobs and sometimes the undeniable handicaps
of having to undertake the two at once.

Some Thoughts on Our
Social Machinery

THERE
are more ways of being poor than ever be-

fore in the history of society. Not only that, but

there are more opportunities for social maladjust-
ments as the volume of requirements resting on the indi-

vidual becomes heavier and heavier.

We want fountain pens, vacuum cleaners, electric irons,

electric toasters, electric washing machines, phonographs
and radio sets, as well as a telephone and an automobile.

Some of us want several automobiles and a telephone con-

nection on each floor. This elaboration of the standard

of living presents more ways of being distinctive in dress and

dwelling than we had before, in spite of the standardizing
of fashion through machine-made garments and utensils

and furniture.

More than that, the fountain pen requires a pocket clip

or chain ring. Once the cook-stove warmed the living room

and we threw the dishwater out of the window. Now we
need humidifiers, radiator brushes and sink brushes. The
list of Ford accessories is hardly contained in a twenty-page
booklet and the number of radio parts and accessories grows

by geometrical progression. As our worldly possessions in-

crease the need for all such repairing and protective devices

grows too.

The average drummer, moreover, travels more and sees

more towns and cities than did the reigning prince of earlier

times; a petty tradesman or a cook sends and receives more

letters than did the average university professor of yore.

The average city dweller is engaged in a host of activities,

every one of which involves an effort of the nervous system

and a wearing out of tissue. Our sensory nerves and brain

centers are set to ceaseless activity by the countless stimuli

that pour in upon our minds, with every conversation, every

scene presented through the window of a moving street car

or automobile, every ring of the telephone or the door bell,

and we even go to bed at night with the radio head pieces

to our ears. The strain of these experiences helps to in-

crease and aggravate the social maladjustments of the

modern order and vastly complicates the work of a social

agency in attempting to cope with its problems.

We may vision a time when the economic causes of poverty

for whole peoples shall have been eliminated, just as we

have seen chattel slavery swept away from certain countries

by the appearance of a new economic order. But we are not

going to see the elimination of accident, calamity and unfore-

seen contingencies; we are not going to escape the process

by which new generations learn their own lessons by trial

and error; and we are not going to be free of perennial

and recurrent maladjustments.

AS the social structure elaborates we have found new

adjusting and protective agencies and organizations

necessary. The factory system necessitates child labor legis-

lation and factory inspection. The disruptive tendencies in

the modern home and the migration of foreign families to

our cities bring with them the need of child protective work.

The breakdown of the old controls of home life and the

commercialization of recreation have brought the juvenile

court and probation officer. The multiplicity of occupations

(there are 428 in the census classification) has brought the
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vocational guide and technical schools. Social structure

also grows and elaborates by the process of fission. The

social service exchange breaks off from the united charities

and becomes an independent organization ;
the legal aid

division separates from the family welfare association and

becomes an autonomous unit. The visiting nurse's depart-

ment withdraws from the associated charities and becomes

a lusty organization by itself. Thus the mother cell breaks

up into new and differentiated units. Then there are those

ell-meaning people, subconsciously yearning for recognition

id a chance to dominate some group, who are forever

_anizing new clubs, creeds, cults, societies, in order to

nd something to do in life. On the other hand, we wel-

ome certain integrating tendencies, such as experiments with

tieralized nursing in certain city wards, and the organiza-

on of central councils of social agencies, community funds

id welfare federations.

Now there is reason to believe that there is a limit to

bis sort of endless elaboration of social structure; a limit

beyond which it is not good for the given community to go.

In other words, the community may be over-organized. The

community may be marked by its feverish activities, peoples

rushing about from one meeting to another, and trying

to keep up so many group contacts that they fail to function

effectively in any one. We have the "joiner." It seems

likely that there is a fairly definite range in the capacity of

he average person to participate effectively in group activ-

This range is relative to age, sex, education, health,

cial experiences, etc. It is already apparent that the feeble-

ninded have a more limited range than the average indi-

iual, and as a result are constantly cast upon the shore by
i swirling eddies of group activity. Studies of the problem

over-organization are now being made by sociologists,

at it is premature at this time to do more than sound a

irning.

HERE are two grave social dangers in this situat:on

of over-organization. The first is the tendency to

rm the habit of meeting difficult situations by creating

iw machinery to deal with problems rather than to adapt

machinery; this is really a failure to accomplish the much

needed reorganization of the thought life and emotional

ife of the inner man. The second is the tendency of each

and group in the community to elaborate its own tra-

itions without relation to other traditions and thought

streams, so that we have dissociated systems of thought and

values that inevitably produce conflicts.

We like to create new social machinery, we like to or-

ganize new groups, clubs and societies to meet emergencies,

and even choose these means so that we can get personal

credit for the achievement. As opposed to this method

there is usually the chance of adapting old and existing or-

ganization to meet the situation and thus enlist the loyalties,

sentiments and team work habits of those accustomed to

work together, but this procedure means subordinating one's

self to established leaders and is not an act congenial to those

who desire self-recognition above other things.

The real inwardness of this rush to new machinery, to

new structure, is often fear of facing reality, because it is

unpleasant for one's own friends or because it requires hard

work to adjust existing social agencies to new needs. Thus
new machinery seems to be sometimes created to escape

from the need of really grappling with problems. The new

machinery, in the words of modern psychology, becomes a

I1CCU'
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system of defense reactions and provides a refuge from

reality. There is some reason for believing that memorial

orphan asylums and other similar institutions are brought

into being by those who try to avoid the need of inner

adjustment to external problems.

DISHARMONY
exists among the traditions of social

agencies in the community and is aggravated by each

new organization that is formed. Let us consider the pro-

cess. Each new organization develops its own traditions

and standards. An individual serving his organization de-

velops a sentiment of loyalty toward it. The interests of

the organization become his interests; criticism of the insti-

tution is taken as a personal slight and resented accordingly.

The individual becomes identified with the organization;

by serving it he grows in character and experiences an en--

largernent of personality that comes from identification with

a bigger whole. Since we are all actuated by mixed motives

it is hard to draw the line between the support of an organi-

zation that is given unselfishly, and the loyalty that exploits

the organization for one's own advancement and self-ex-

pression. At any rate the organization gets a push from its

members, its traditions grow and elaborate and become

specialized. It is inevitable, perhaps, that one organization

should wax powerful at the expense of a competitor, but the

expression gained for the members of the successful organi-

zation is often at the expense of repression of the same

instinctive impulses and experiences of the others. Social

disharmony and clash of traditions result ; members of the

successful organization suffer an over-weighting and over-

growth of certain elements of their natures and tend to

become over-specialized at the expense of other elements of

the personal make-up. The result of this is seen in mis-

understandings and petty jealousies between organiza-

tions.

The tradition of each social agency in the community thus;

grows and elaborates itself in communication-tight compart-

ments until we find in the community widely different mores

of social work existing side by side.

This situation exists in all communities I have any knowl-

edge of. It is not in itself pathological, but may easily be-

come so. It is natural and normal for social structure to

grow in complexity and specialization as it elaborates. It

is dangerous only when we allow things to drift year after

year without conscious guidance and serious effort at co-

operation in community planning. The effort at community

planning must be persistent; we can hardly be too conscious

of it, but we can easily be over-confident in the validity of

our vision.

I
believe the family agency holds in its hands a unique-

opportunity for checking the two destructive tendencies

I have mentioned. It should understand the real community
situation, better perhaps than any other agency, by virtue

of its insight into motives of behavior. It is in position to-

check the tendency in all American communities toward

meeting difficult social situations by creating new machinery,
and since social case work aims at the construction of char-

acter, the family agency is in a position to attempt a re-

organization of the inner life of thought and emotion of

those persons who persist in over-organizing the community
and dissociating its traditions. Here is a new group of-

clients, and a new and fascinating task.

F. STUART CHAPIN
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What Labour Did at Home
The first Labour Government in Britain has

come and gone. It took office towards the

end of January and resigned early in No-
vember. Its life was a short one, but those

eight months were perhaps the most sig-

nificant episode in the present decade of

English-speaking history. Much has been

written on the international and the politi-

cal aspects of the Labour regime; here Mr.
Greenwood sets down briefly for the record

what was accomplished in domestic affairs

BROADLY
speaking, the object of the Labour Gov-

ernment at home was to clear the ground for the

future and to bring some alleviation to the most

sorely pressed classes of the community. Of its housing

policy I have already written (see The Survey, Nov. 15,

1924, p. 201) and need do no more than to say that it

was framed with the definite purpose of providing better

houses for the mass of workers and their families.

The second problem with which the Labour Govern-

ment had to grapple was unemployment for which, its

critics have repeatedly reminded it, it had "a positive policy."

But a minority government in office for nine months could

not reasonably be expected to undo the mistakes of all the

post-war years. The Labour Party has always insisted

that the first step towards dealing with the present volume

of unemployment was the restoration of real peace and the

reestablishment of normal economic life on the continent

of Europe. It took greater steps towards this end than

any previous government, but its work cannot fructify

immediately. At home, previous governments had put into

operation some of the proposals pressed forward by the

Labour Party. The Labour Government, when it took

office, energetically pursued these proposals and the full

program adopted by its predecessors. In addition, it in-

creased the grants to local authorities carrying out non-

revenue producing public works. It developed a new na-

tional road policy; set on foot enquiries regarding the

possibilities of a great hydro-electric scheme on the river

Severn; and arranged a scheme for the development of a

national electric supply of standardized frequency to cost

the state about 10,000,000. Its housing policy provided

another item in Labour's unemployment program. Its budget

gave substantial relief to the mass of citizens and increased

their purchasing power and thereby their demand for goods.

During the time Labour was in office there was a net de-

crease in the number of unemployed and certainly a good

deal less real hardship amongst the unemployed workers.

But the results of its work will be garnered by the new

government.
The Labour Government gave more generous treatment

to the unemployed. More insured workers were rendered

eligible for unemployment benefit, the period during which

benefit could be drawn was extended and the amount of

benefit was increased from fifteen shillings for men and

twelve shillings for women to eighteen shillings for men

and fifteen shillings for women, whilst the allowance for

dependent children was raised from one shilling a week

to two. The effect of these reforms and of the improve-

ment in trade was reflected in the Poor Law statistics.

During eight months of Labour Government the number

of inmates residing in Poor Law institutions considerably

declined, and the number of people receiving Poor Law
"out-relief" fell by 207,000.

The Labour budget was greeted on all hands with ap-

proval. It imposed no new taxes, and though it reduced

and abolished some taxes, it also found money for increased

unemployment benefit, for further help to ex-service men
and their dependents and for the aged. It was a popular

budget in the sense that the maximum number of people

obtained the direct benefits to be derived from it. The
duties on sugar, tea, coffee, cocoa, chicory and dried fruits

were all reduced. The sugar duty was reduced by i
l
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per Ib. or more than a half ; the tea duty was reduced from

8d per Ib. to 4d per Ib. Almost similar reductions were

made in the case of other food duties. The reduction in the

sugar duty alone put more than 17,000,000 a year into

the pockets of the people. The Labour budget has been

truly described as "the greatest step ever made towards the

realization of the cherished radical ideal of a free breakfast

table." The total reductions in taxation amounted this

year to over 34,000,000. Philip Snowden, the Labour

Chancellor of the Exchequer, also removed what were

called the McKenna duties which were imposed during
the war, and had been continued as a protectionist device.

These duties on imported motor cars, musical instruments,

etc., were abolished, notwithstanding strong opposition.

Events have falsified the gloomy prognostications of the

tariffists and the industries concerned have fewer unem-

ployed today than before the duties were repealed.

It was not possible for the Labour Government to* carry

out to the full its social program, partly because it was in

a minority in Parliament, and partly because it would need

a long term of office even to lay the foundations securely. But

it did at least clear the ground. As I have already said,

unemployment benefit was increased, and more people ren-

dered eligible for it. Those who were disabled in the

Great War and the dependents of those who lost their

lives on active service have, as in other countries, been

made a special obligation of the state. The Labour Min-

ister of Pensions brought a new spirit into the adminis-

tration of war pensions; rigid regulations were relaxed;

modifications were made in existing arrangements; griev-

ances were removed; and the whole administration demo-

cratized. There are now thousands of ex-service men, ex-

servicemen's widows, parents and children who are receiv-

ing more generous treatment as a result of nine months of

Labour Government.

The Labour Government also turned its attention to

Old Age Pensions. It increased to the full amount the

state pensions of about 60,000 old people who had under

the existing law suffered deductions chiefly because of small

savings, and brought within the scope of the Old Age Pen-

sions Act over 150,000 aged people who formerly received

no pension. The unemployed, the victims of the war and

the aged have, it will be seen, cause for thankfulness that

there has been a Labour Government.

The agricultural worker ought also to be grateful. Dur-

ing the war the workers on the land who had always been

ill-paid, received for the first time a legal minimum wage.

After the war the Wages Board was abolished. The
Labour Government, (Continued on page 371)



The Common Welfare

HE labor war which has smoldered on in the

West Virginia coal fields for almost a genera-

tion, and which from time to time has broken

out in explosions of violence, has developed a

phase. On November 24 Circuit Court Judge A. H.

udgin, on application of State Attorney General E. T.

ngland, granted a temporary injunction prohibiting the

ntinuance of the so-called mine guard system in Logan

iunty, referred to as a "rule of terror." The court for-

iade the appointment as deputies of men to act as private

guards or receive pay otherwise than out of county funds.

Sheriff Don Chafin, Circuit Judge Robert Bland, the three

county commissioners, 125 deputy sheriffs and 75 coal com-

panies are defendants. The defendant deputies are restrained

from acting as private guards or receiving outside pay, and

the coal companies from contributing to the pay of deputies

directly or indirectly.

In bringing suit, Attorney General England charged

wholesale "framing" of enemies of the system by private

mine guards, deliberate violation of federal and state laws,

riving away, beating and even killing of "innocent citizens"

mine guards under the sheriff's protection, general use

if a mine guard system to corrupt the ballot and other simi-

r abuses.

In commenting upon the injunction, the New York

orld calls attention to the fact that Sheriff Don Chafin

d long been looked upon as the "Czar of Logan County,"
hich for years has been the "most notorious" non-union

rritory in the West Virginia coal fields, (see The Black

Avalanche, The Survey, March 25, 1922, and Free Speech

Logan, Apr. 15, 1923) and reminds its readers that the

arch of the union miners in Logan County a few years

was aimed at Sheriff Chafin and his system, under

hich deputy sheriffs in the pay of the coal companies acted

mine guards.

The action of the court in this case is especially interest-

ing in its possible bearing upon one of the most famous

decisions of the United States Supreme Court regarding the

status of trade union activity in America. The case of the

Hitchman Coal and Coke Company v. Mitchell was a suit

equity, commenced October 24, 1907, designed to prevent

United Mine Workers of America from all attempts

to unionize men under individual contracts which excluded

relations with the union. The majority opinion of the

Supreme Court delivered by Justice Pitney in 1917 has come

generally to be regarded by the trade unions as the main

bulwark of the so-called "yellow-dog" contract which has

turn been used to justify the deputy-mine-guard system.

ie dissenting opinion delivered by Justice Brandeis, and

concurred in by Justice Holmes and Justice Clarke, has,

on the contrary, been generally accepted by the trade unions

as a classic statement of the functions of trade union organ-

ization and of the rights implicit in those functions.

If the higher courts should sustain and make permanent
the temporary injunction granted by Circuit Court Judge

Hudgin, it is readily conceivable that the minority opinion

of the Supreme Court in the Hitchman case may yet pre-

!
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vail. If the deputy-mine-guard s}'stem is declared illegal,

unionization will inevitably proceed. From the point

of view of social policy, the question at issue is as significant

as that upon which the Supreme Court ruled on October

2O, 1924, in the case of Michaelson v. United States, which

J. M. Landis of the Harvard Law School reviewed in The

Survey for November 15.

THE American Country Life Association has added one

more to the slowly growing list of conferences at which

a new technique of group participation is replacing the stere-

otyped "program." At its annual session in November, at

Columbus, Ohio, the program was chiefly built up out of

the discussions of the delegates. The topic was Religion

in Country Life. Only a few formal papers were read (one

of the most striking, that of Mr. Lindeman, appears in

part in this issue of The Survey, page 329).

The first day was given over to a pooling of typical com-

munity situations. The delegates were divided into small

groups which were cross-sections of the conference; the dis-

cussions of these groups were in turn reported to the full

meetings through a recorder. The data brought in involved

such questions as the approach the church should make to

the community, the relations of the church to social and

economic agencies, duplication of religious agencies and the

denominational method of organizing churches. On the

second day "proposals" were on the docket. The confer-

ence chose to discuss changes in religious agencies, practically

ignored the specific problems it had gathered on the previous

day, and talked about proposals regarded as generally appli-

cable to rural churches and communities.

On the third day the conference divided into "respon-

sibility groups"; for example, professors of theological

seminaries, pastors, social workers, teachers in agricultural

colleges, the residents of farms, met to discuss what they
were going "to do about it" and to report upon what

changes they regarded as most necessary. The agricultural

college group confessed that they had been intellectual quit-

ters when they had dealt only with production; they thought
their chief contribution would be to give the farmer tech-

nique for turning his dollar into consumption goods. The
ministers held that working together, greater cooperation,

federation and union of agencies made a way out. The de-

nominational secretaries said they would express their con-

victions to their boards as well as to their constituencies and
that interdenominational action is the way out. At the stu-

dent section of the conference, attended by delegates from

colleges and theological seminaries, those preparing for the

ministry voted to refuse to go to over-churched communities.

,
The introduction of this discussion method at a national

conference was the occasion for lively comment on its merits

and weaknesses. The indications are that the large majority

325
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of those who attended were enthusiastic about the program
because it gave everyone a chance to contribute. Each dele-

gate spent five or six hours in small groups, and there was

time to draw upon the experiences and ideas of all. The
method undoubtedly assured a high degree of participation.

There were some criticisms, however from professors who

thought they had found the best educational methods and

opposed experimentation ; from religious leaders who com-

plained that the discussion was too much a mere pooling

of what people were doing and that there was too little

recognition of the need of new technique and methods
;
from

some who felt that the "experts" were not sufficiently

honored ; from others who thought there was too little time

to get the real opinion of the whole group as to a course

of action.

When the conference divided into "responsibility groups"
about twenty people, Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.

workers predominating, assembled to determine what social

workers and social agencies could and should do. They
agreed that in all contacts with rural communities each

social worker should tell the local people not only about his

own agency but also, as far as possible, about the work of

other organizations which might be helpful. Each individ-

ual social worker, in other words, should see to it that the

rural community knows what help it can get from various

sources, instead of being forced to rely, through ignorance,

on the service of the first agency that happens along. It

was also agreed that each social worker should seek out and

try to integrate the local opposition to the plan he himself

believes in. He has not met his full responsibility to the

community when he has found a group who are ready to

adopt his particular program; he must make effort to have

the problems in hand considered by a group of persons who
can fairly present the varying points of view in the commu-

nity, and to have this group work out a program and or-

ganization which they can all support whole-heartedly.
It was agreed, too, that social workers should in all cases

assist rural ministers in improving the service of their

churches in their communities and, in the case of a strug-

gling church in a non-competitive field, should even help
the minister with organization problems inside the church.

It was recommended that national social work agencies set

themselves to find out, by experiment, whether it is practical

for one full-time local executive to carry the programs of

two or more national agencies.

SEVERAL
questions are left hanging by the report of the

State Department of Labor of New Jersey on its in-

vestigation into the deaths of the five men recently poisoned

by lead tetraethyl at the Standard Oil plant at Elizabeth.

According to Dr. McBride, the State Commissioner of

Labor, the Standard Oil Company had complied with every
letter of the law in providing safeguards, such as gloves and

masks. But, he declares, it is an open question as to whether

the gas mask with a carbon content is of any practical value

in an operation of this type ; no authoritative documentary
evidence was produced to show that the masks were effec-

tive for the purpose for which they were worn. If it was

possible for the Standard Oil Company to fulfill its legal

obligations by general measures not adapted to the specific

hazard at issue, to subject its workmen to fatal risks with

legal sanction, and with the false sense of security which

they naturally would have drawn from complying with

safety regulations, surely these need overhauling.
On the other hand, there is some evidence to show that

the men did not always wear the masks or the rubber or

canvas gloves required by plant rules; and at several points
in the flow of material from the raw to the finished product
the processes employed made it possible for them to come
into contact with the poisonous substance, either in the liquid

state or in the gaseous form, to which Dr. Oilman Thomp-
son, consulting expert to the Standard Oil Company, appar-

ently attributes the fatal accidents. Dr. McBride feels that

it is the duty of the company not only to provide mechanical

safeguards, but to add what was lacking in this case super-
vision to ensure their constant use. Even granted both these

conditions, however, he declares the manufacture of lead

tetraethyl by the processes employed at Elizabeth should be

discontinued, since "experience has proved that workmen
cannot be safeguarded against the effects of poisonous con-

tact."

If men cannot be safeguarded it becomes unnecessary to

discuss whether or not they were. But it becomes also the

more imperative to devise out of this tragic experience some

procedure which will make it impossible to continue glean-

ing our wisdom by a kind of human vivisection and then

making post mortem investigations. Perhaps there is a sug-

gestion in the agreement which the Standard Oil Company
has made not to undertake the manufacture of lead tetraethyl

again in New Jersey without first notifying the Department
of Labor. A set policy of such a nature would at least

give an opportunity for a prior investigation by disinterested

experts. It is conceivable that a state might require that

a company be examined and licensed before it is permitted
to offer dangerous employment to the public, just as a phy-
sician or a pharmacist must be licensed, after the examina-

tion of his qualifications, before he can dispense poisons with

intent to heal.

MEANWHILE
the effect of ethyl-gasoline, which con-

tains lead tetraethyl in the proportion of one to one

thousand or fourteen hundred parts, remains a moot ques-

tion. A circular summarizing research of the Bureau of

Mines reports negative results in subjecting animals to ex-

haust gas from an engine in which it was burnt, and from

the American Chemical Society comes the conclusion from

a study directed by Dr. Hr.rrison E. Howe, emphasizing

the dangers of the manufacture of lead tetraethyl (dangers

no greater, however, than those which attend various other

commercial processes) but declaring that the dilution in

gasoline is a ''perfectly safe mixture." That statement con-

cludes optimistically : "But the public is not nearly so con-

cerned as are the manufacturers who realize to what extent

they would be the subject of attack should it develop that

the public is endangered by the use of this fuel."

True, perhaps ; and yet in a situation in which the doc-

tors have disagreed so widely, with expert judgment on both

sides, (see The Survey, December i, 1924, page 292) our

test of whether the manufacturer's self-interest is a sufficient

guarantee of safety hinges on whether they are willing to
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wait until all the evidence is in. So far no results have been

made public of the effects of subjecting animals over a long

period of time to the ethyl gasoline itself in liquid form, as

garage workers, employes at filling stations, and car owners

themselves would be exposed to it in common use. Pos-

sibly the Columbia University study, results of which are not

ret available, will have considered this aspect. Until then:

'ware Fankenstein !

:

not

R:

HE first international opium conference has failed,

and as this issue of The Survey goes to press, it seems

:ely that the second also is developing a very bitter dis-

;ion which may block any progress. The first confer-

re, convened on November 3, was called by the League

Nations, with the purpose of drafting a convention

tting a time limit for the gradual suppression

of smoking opium, which in the Hague Convention

was to take place merely "as soon as possible." It was al-

so to take up the great recrudescence of opium production in

China. (See The Survey, November 15, 1924, p. 183.)

At the third plenary session Dr. Alfred Sze, representative

for China, after deploring the great increase in Chinese cul-

tivation of the poppy, launched a vigorous attack upon the

opium policies of colonies in the Far East especially the

Portuguese colony of Macao, French Indo-China, and

ritish Hong Kong, suggesting that the powers show their

id faith by declaring smoking opium harmful and illegal,

d restricting import and export to medicinal require-

nts, licensing all habitual opium smokers. The British

preservative from India declared it was ironical for China

suggest measures of control when her own over-produc-

m was flooding the market, and other representatives in-

ted that the Chinese offensive was waged to ward off an

:ack of the Western powers on her present inability to

,t her own measures of control into effect, a step which

might have involved an extension of their commercial reg-

ulation of that country.

In the crisis precipitated at this, and in the later session

hen Japan demanded that Great Britain recognize all im-

port and export certificates signed by representatives of the

Japanese government, the contending sides showed a clear

;gnment

of East against West. Japan ultimately won her

int the universal acceptance of import certificates and

a compromise agreement was reached, which provided in

brief, that the import, sale and distribution of opium should

constitute a state monopoly, except as regards retail sale,

and that the right of import, sale and distribution should

not be assigned to private interests. However, in countries

here opium would not reach consumers through state ad-

inistration at present, the existing regime might be con-

ued for not more than three years.

This decision begged the real question at issue: the ulti-

mate suppression of the non-medicinal use of opium. Neither

the British nor the French proposed clear prohibitory meas-

ures; so far there has been no provision even for periodic

meetings to review the progress of limitation.

The second conference, which opened on November 17,

and at this writing is still in session, brought the clear-

cut American proposals (see The Survey for November i

and 15, 1924) into sharp relief against the evasive plans

of the other powers. But discussion of that plan was sharply

checked when the Business Committee voted to limit the

scope of the conference to the agenda. This cut out con-

sideration of several of the more drastic American provisions

except as they might come up incidentally in other debates.

There seems little reason to hope that the powers which are

competent to realize the American ideal of complete sup-

pression of opium (except for medicinal usage) are willing

to meet the consequences which would follow if it were put

into practice.

For entwined in the fate of the poppy is that paramount
consideration of governments revenue. The Far Eastern

possessions of Great Britain, France, Holland and Portugal
are largely dependent on revenues from the traffic in

opium; despite the honorable but powerless edicts of the

central government, the warring provinces of China have

fallen back on it as the one means whereby money can still

be squeezed from an over-taxed people. India's opposition

on the ground that she will have no discussion of her "in-

ternal problem" of opium eating, does not seem convincing
in the face of Mr. Porter's statement that he does not want

to interfere with the internal affairs of any country. China

is not competent at present to enter into any effective agree-

ment, and Japan's participation is bound up in the whole

political complex of the Far East.

In the Near East the outlook is a trifle brighter. Turkey,
whose opium is of the high grade used almost exclusively for

medicines, seems attentive and cooperative. The problems

here are to find a substitute crop, equally profitable to

fanners, economies and not revenue. Persia, on the

other hand, exports medicinal opium, but enjoys a con-

siderable internal revenue from sale of opium for smok-

ing within her border. Recent press dispatches report

that she is willing to fore'go this revenue if the other

powers (presumably the United States) will take up a loan

of $10,000,000 at not more than 5 per cent interest, one-

tenth of the principal to be repaid each year after a period

of ten years which would permit internal economic readjust-

ment. No real solution of the world problem can be looked

for, however, until England and France bring the strength

of empires to bear upon it; and so far the present confer-

ences give no promise of that.

ENDURING
brick and stone have been chosen by most

benefactors to express their gratitude to the community
and their wish to perpetuate a name and an ideal which has

stood for much in their own lives. Beautiful buildings on

many college campuses, churches, hospitals, libraries and

schools stand witness to a generosity to which many of the

nation's architectural treasures must be attributed. But even

beautiful buildings are sometimes outgrown, or become ob-

solete and outlive the ideals they were built to house, and

more recently those with money to give have tried to endow
service of education, of research, of the application of

science to every day life. Here, too, there is a temptation
to try to perpetuate for all time the plans which are dearest
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to the heart of the donor, or so to specify a self-perpetuating

board that any change in those plans is hedged with almost

insuperable difficulties. Signal in its generous response to

what is a real need today (and likewise in its frank recog-

nition that that need may cease to exist, or may be assumed

by a community educated and able to carry on the work

which, of necessity, has been supported privately by those

who were quick to see its present value and future possibili-

ties) is the trust fund recently given to the Visiting Nurse

Service of the Henry Street Settlement of New York by

Mrs. Felix N. Warburg in honor of the seventieth birthday

of her mother, Mrs. Jacob H. Schiff, who herself gave the

beautiful home of the organization. The income of this

fund will provide at present for the salaries of seventeen

nurses, but if, at some distant time, the settlement should

cease to exist, or its visiting nurse service should be greatly

curtailed, or taken over by the city and supported by taxa-

tion, or otherwise financed, the distribution committee of

the New York Community Trust will then exercise its dis-

cretion in employing the fund, in the light of conditions at

that time. Had so wise an admission of ignorance of the

needs of the future guided the generosity of some of the giv-

ers of earlier times, this generation would be spared the sight

of unused, and much needed, funds and equipment which are

tied up beyond the possibility of service save as a concrete

example of the moral of changing needs for changing times.

IN
the spring of 1923, the Director of Public Welfare

of St. Louis asked the Community Council to make a

study of the various city institutions under the Department

of Public Welfare with the idea of determining the need

of a social service department to serve them all. The result,

a report prepared by Mrs. Anna Colina under the direction

of the council, and submitted in September 1923, was an

emphatic yes. The existing department lacked records, sys-

tem, internal organization and any plan of coordination with

the sectarian volunteers who worked within the institutions

or with organizations and families outside it. It was in-

adequate both in numbers and professional preparation. Ob-

viously the value of the work within the institutions had

been crippled by lack of social adjustments which had to

be made outside; certainly a fair proportion of the institu-

tions' population were abusing the privilege of free care, or

were transients not entitled to the care of the city at all.

It was recommended that a social service section be organized

under a supervisor who should be a graduate of a school of

social work, and who should have had at least one year's ex-

perience under direction in a recognized department of med-

ical social service work ; her ten assistants should have had

two years' experience in a caseworking agency or training

in a school of social work or both. The Board of Aldermen

passed the bill, to become effective October 16.

Then came the rub. It developed that some of the old

investigators, who had been in the city service for six or

eight years, lacked qualifications for appointment under these

conditions. The aldermen decided that they had acted under

a misapprehension. The two years' experience or training

was tosh :

''This isn't necessary for a person who only has to go

to someone's door and find out whether the patient can pay
for his treatments at the City Hospital," declared Alderman

Uhlemeyer, who wrote a repeal bill. "These investigators

are only collectors, anyway. That's what we passed the

bill for."

Furthermore it developed that though nine appointments

as assistants had been made, no resident of St. Louis had

been able to qualify as supervisor, and a "Boston woman"
had been appointed. It is improper, the aldermen are quoted

as claiming, to give city jobs to unregistered voters. So the

Board of Aldermen recommended a repeal ordinance in

the face of the opposition of the Community Council.

WHAT happened afterward must have been as disturb-

ing to political peace of mind as it was gratifying to

those who had labored for the cooperation of public and

private social agencies in St. Louis, notably the Commu-

nity Council, which groups one hundred social, civic and

welfare organizations, and the City Department of Public

Welfare for common service to the whole city.

As soon as the re-

peal ordinance was in-

troduced public officials

called the Community
Council Committee

and a second piece of

propaganda work was

instituted. Newspapers
carried the fullest pub-

licity, emphasizing the

need of trained social

workers in city institu-

tions. Individuals
wrote commending
them upon their atti-

tude. Members of wel-

fare committees ap-

peared before the

Board of Aldermen at

their public meeting,

when at least twenty
different private social agencies of St. Louis were heard.

At this same meeting the president of the Efficiency Board

of the city, the director of the Department of Public Wel-

fare, the Hospital Commissioner, and the superintendents

of the largest of the city's institutions appeared before the

Board of Aldermen, asking them to withdraw the revoking

ordinance.

The result was unexpected. The mayor of the city gave
his endorsement to the original ordinance, and promised

that if the revoking ordinance were passed by the Board he

would veto the bill.

Finally the Board of Aldermen voted to dismiss the bill

which would have repealed the social service ordinance and

adopted a supplementary ordinance providing for five Class

B social workers at $85 a month (the wage which had

been paid to the former untrained personnel) who could

do miscellaneous odd jobs. Thus were preserved the ameni-

ties of politics, while the principle of social service was

maintained.

St. Louts Star

I'LL FURNISH THE TEST QUESTIONS



COMMUNITIES

Religion and Rural Culture

RURAL

culture is the series of life-qualities

which emanates from the activities involved in

the growing of plants and animals for human
use. Science, as a part of that culture, has

become a recognized and essential phase of adjustment. The

qualities of rural life which are really distinctive must arise

in proportion to the degree in which rural people discover

unified ways of life. What, then, is the place of religion in

the evolution of this culture?

The American rural scene from its cultural and religious

angles has no parallel in the other great agricultural na-

tions. Rural cultures with distinctive qualities exist in

Russia, Denmark. Roumania, China, India, but each con-

tains factors which make comparison with the United

States difficult if not impossible. Ethnologically, religious-

ly, politically we possess a divided, divergent, dissociated

rural population. Here for the first time in the history of

the world a dozen or more distinct ethnographic and cul-

tural groups constitute the agricultural population of a sin-

gle nation. What has happened to the United States may
ultimately befall the remaining portions of the world, but

either luckily or unluckily, it has happened to us first. We
are confronted with a cultural problem which is peculiar

to us and unique in the evolution of rural peoples.

If religion is to serve as one of the means of adjustment
in the development of an indigenous American rural cul-

ture, we must recognize the particular adjustments essential

to such a culture. Our query now is: where can religion

function in the evolving adjustments of a rural culture?

REAL
culture has its roots in the necessary activities

and relations of human beings. Eventually these

precipitate an economic problem. So far as agricultural

economics is concerned, there is now apparent agreement
that the farmer must set up cooperative processes if he is

not to be the victim of external exploitation. The rapidity

with which cooperative marketing has won favor in this

country since the war and the absence of opposition are both

astonishing and alarming. The American farmer is now

likely to accept the principle and practise of cooperation in

precisely the same manner in which he has received the

manure-spreader, the Ford car and the Delco lighting out-

fit, i. e., as an external adjustment.

But the cooperative process is one which deals with un-

knowns; it involves both inner and outer adjustments to

life. It assumes that the economic life may be so ordered

as to permit the production of good commodities to be sold

at a reasonable price ; that everybody engaged in the busi-

ness either as producer or expert is cooperatively honest.

In fact, the cooperative movement is one of the most far-

reaching and audacious assumptions ever made about life.

Farmers are entering upon this new way of life with much
the same spirit as is revealed when they "take a chance" on

a cheap automobile at an auction sale. They continue to

think of the cooperative marketing association as something
external to themselves. In many cases this attitude is, of

course, traceable to the leaders and experts now in control.

There has been and still is a firm conviction among many
of these leaders that marketing farm products either co-

operatively or through middlemen is a purely technical prob-
lem for experts. They seek to bind the individual member
to his new collectivity by means of a legal contract. The
fundamental ethics which stands as a foundation to the

movement is that of legal force and coercion.

Under its present technique cooperation may succeed.

It may bring to the farmer an increased proportion of the

money spent by consumers for his products and thereby

produce economic success for both the farmers who are

members and those who are non-members. But even if it

does succeed materially, this movement will not, unless its

technique is altered, make a wholesome contribution to

American rural culture. From the religious point of view,

cooperative enterprise cannot become ethically and psy-

chologically successful until the enforcement of a legal con-

tract is unnecessary. The assumption that human behavior

may reach levels where one farmer will not betray his fel-

low-producer is empty so long as legal compulsion remains

in the background as an explanation of integrity. Religious
ethics begins where legal ethics leaves off.

RURAL leadership in the United States is on the whole

incompatible with a thorough-going process of cultural

development. Its impact upon rural people is overwhelm-

ingly materialistic, prosaic, dull and uninspiring. As a pre-

requisite to a cultural renaissance, may I propose that an

expedition be sent to study agricultural methods in Siberia

and that the personnel be composed of 90 per cent of the

deans of agriculture in the agricultural colleges, 85 per cent

of the directors of extension, 80 per cent of the agricultural

agents or farm demonstrators, 50 per cent of the home demon-

stration agents and boys' and girls' club leaders, and a like

number of 'bosses' and office-holders in farm organizations.

While the expedition is away it might also be beneficial if

the United States Department of Agriculture could be re-

organized into a school of rehabilitation or re-education for

mis-educated specialists. One of the obvious objections is

the effect which the proposed expedition might have upon

Siberians. In this connection one can only hope for the best.

More seriously, is it not startling that the American

farmer retains so much of idealism and cultural hunger?

His instructors- and of all elements of our population the

farmer is the most-tutored are uniformly persons who have

been trained to view life through the lens of some technical

speciality. They seldom see life as a whole. The impact

which these leaders make upon the farmer is always specific.

329
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They look at the farmer in relation to hogs or alfalfa, but

they almost never see hogs and alfalfa in relation to the

total personality of the farmer. One would naturally think

that so much teaching on behalf of economic and technical

factors in agriculture would have long since made farmers

successful, but he is indeed a bold observer who views con-

temporary agriculture with optimism. These leaders fail

to realize that progress is general and not specific; that one

sector of life pushed too far in advance throws the entire

line out of adjustment. While they are busily engaged in

improving or attempting to improve material factors, other

equally integral factors are neglected so that in the end rural

culture becomes an unstable, unsatisfying mode of life.

This contention is frequenfl)' answered with the statement

that schools, churches and societies of various types must

supply the cultural needs, but where are these institutions to

secure their moral and pecuniary support so long as official

leaders lock themselves within their air-tight compartments?

Sadly enough most of the influential leaders to whom I have

referred do not live in the country. They live in cities and

merely circulate through the country as peripatetic experts.

They are for the most part infected with the foot-and-mouth

disease ; one sees them usually in the act of making a speech

or running to catch a train. (As an extension worker I

was myself thoroughly infected for four years, and three

years of living in a rural community have not yet been suffi-

cient to immunize me completely.)

If the refining influence of religion and culture is to play

a creative part in rural life, serious attention must be given
to the quality of rural leaders. Witness for example the

pitiful role which the rural press has played in connection

with the proposed constitutional amendment to grant to

Congress the power to regulate child labor. The editor of

only one farm paper has thus far spoken in favor of this

amendment. Those who have written editorials against it

have falsified the issue ; they have attempted to lead their

readers to believe that the amendment is itself a statute law

and that if it were passed Congress would thereby begin to

interfere with the labor of children on farms. I have inter-

viewed three editors of farm journals, all of whom believe

personally in the justness of the amendment, but none of

whom dares to say so in his paper. I do not know whether

the rural churches as units are rising to higher humanistic

levels on this occasion but I do know that the Federal Coun-
cil of Churches has waged an energetic campaign on behalf

of the amendment. Plenty of self-styled rural leaders are

ready to be spokesmen for the farmer's dollar but one must

search far and wide to discover a rural leader who will

frankly strive for those things which dollars cannot buy.
If bread is what the American farmer lives for, he is well

supplied with leaders who are interested in bread ; if he

still feels the need of the bread of life, his plight is pitiable

indeed.

THE affairs of life which stand most in need of the

purifying impulse of religion are those in which human

purposes are found to be in opposition. Nothing creative,

nothing fine, nothing pure can emerge from a community
dominated by petty jealousies, conflicting purposes and

cumulative hatreds. There can be no whole-hearted enlist-

ment in an engaging culture until a method is devised for

making peace on earth and good-will among men a reality

instead of a pious wish. Religion, particularly the Christian

religion, has traditionally presumed to have something to

say concerning the ways of peace and harmony. This is

not the place to discuss in detail just what religion has to

contribute but rather how it states what it presumes to

have to say. What means has the church devised for in-

fluencing human behavior? Are its techniques susceptible
of general application? Do the methods for influencing be-

havior tend to weave themselves into the community's social

process? In short, do the techniques for influencing human
behavior used by the church contribute to a progressive
culture ?

Preaching, teaching and worshipping as the means, with

conversion as the end, represent both the method and the

purpose of ordjnary church function. So far as the rural

church is concerned, the most important function is preach-

ing. In fact, in many localities the church service is still

referred to as the "preaching." Conversion, the decision to

embrace religion permanently as a way of life, is expected as

a product of preaching. Perhaps the one outstanding con-

tribution to religious psychology which the Protestant

churches have made is that which finds its concentrated ex-

pression in Billy Sunday and his fellow evangelists, exhort-

ers, revivalists. They possess a technique for influencing
human behavior which is so thoroughly perfected that they
can guarantee in advance the number of converts to be

anticipated in a given community. They accomplish on the

grand scale what the resident pastor attempts in his humble

way. The most successful revivalists cannot, of course, re-

main long in a single community ; no community could

permanently maintain the emotional pressure essential for

their purposes. An evangelist must perforce remain some-

what external to his clientele.

Is preaching a valid method for exerting wholesome in-

fluence upon the behavior of human beings? The answer,
in view of those portions of modern psychology where sub-

stantial agreement may be found, must be an unmistakable

negative. Preaching is not only inadequate but as currently

practised it is a pernicious inhibition to more valid methods
of changing conduct. Religious truth cannot be expounded ;

it must be discovered. The preacher seeks for the truth in

history but religious truth must forever be a p.ojection into

the future. The preacher creates through strange termi-

nology and sensual intonations an atmosphere of abnormality
which separates him from his congregation; the atmosphere
of unreality produced in the church cannot be reproduced
in field, farm and home on the morrow. The preacher car-

ries on a one-sided encounter; he talks at his congregation
and even if he does portray valid religious experiences, mem-
bers of the audience have no opportunity of matching these

with their own. One of the reasons for the existence of

so many preachers is the fact that individuals have shifted

the responsibility of spiritual discovery from themselves to

clerical employes. This simplifies the problem' in fact, it

simplifies it into extinction.

Preaching, if it is to be continued at all as a central tech-

nique of the church, will need to be revamped both in re-

gard to method and content. Religion will remain external

so long as a priestly caste within which religious experiences

are differentiated from those of the mass of people exists.

The tyranny of external authority is the barrier which

stands in the way of spiritual freedom. Whatever sym-
bolizes this authority, be it creed, dogma, synod, bishop, super-

intendent, preacher, elder, deacon or janitor, must be dis-
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solved and made fluid before well-meaning Christians can

discover the inner means for well-being.

These three adjustments may not seem to be the most

significant which rural groups need to make in order to

approach cultural solidarity, and obviously there are many
more. They merely happen to be the ones which interest

me most and which appear to me to be excellent points of

departure for practical programs. I believe that there are

techniques for making these adjustments which are satisfac-

torily scientific and which at the same time leave room for

the higher reaches of unpredictable spiritual experience. At

least the direction of these techniques may be suggested in

the accompanying box. They seem to me to lead toward

creative adjustments. I have faith in the possibilities of

a rural culture in which the lustre of religious aspirations

will glorify the humblest acts of man. And I believe that

"as the art of life is learned, it will be found at last that

all lovely things are also necessary."

E. C. LlNDEMAN

Come-and-See

COME-AND-SEE
tours have been used in some cities,

among them Cleveland and Philadelphia, as an ad-

junct to community chest campaigns. Newton, Massachu-

setts, recently tried them as a prelude to an all-day Com-

munity Welfare Conference and an exhibition of the work

of the welfare agencies of the community in which some

thirty organizations and well over a hundred volunteer

workers joined under the leadership of the Central Council.

A letter of invitation for the tours was sent to a care-

fully selected list of about a thousand people, and these

mail invitations were followed up by personal telephone in-

vitations on the part of a committee of volunteers one or

more for each of the eleven "villages" of Newton. The
result was two afternoon and two evening tours, with tour

groups ranging from thirty to sixty-eight people (in all,

2IO tourists). The mayor, the assistant superintendent of

schools, and two well-known business men acted as tour

leaders. About half of the people who made reservations

for the tours indicated that they would bring their own
automobiles and would carry extra passengers; the rest of

the guests were transported in machines furnished by volun-

teers for the occasion.

The tours were restricted to those social agencies which

had something of human interest to show at their buildings.

Each tour included from three to five organizations repre-

sentative of various types of social work. For example,

one evening tour group assembled at the Young Men's

Christian Association. A simple sixty-cent supper was

served by the Women's Auxiliary of the Association. The
tour leader spoke briefly, welcoming the guests, describing

the route to be followed on the tour, and suggesting that

the agencies to be visited carried on only a fraction of all

the social and health work of the community. Because the

"office agencies" were not included in the sights to be seen,

a representative of one of them the family welfare society

spoke briefly of the service of her organization.

The general secretary of the Young Men's Christian

Association led the visitors through the Association build-

ing, where the ordinary evening program was in progress,

plus a special exhibition in the swimming pool.

Leaving the Y. M. C. A., the group visited in turn

Toward a Rural Culture

1

Economic movements, such as cooperative market-

ing, will not defeat their own ends as specialized

organizations if their leaders once give recognition to the

fact that man behaves as a total personality. They will

then begin to see that the cooperative movement bears

a relation to social, to psychological and to religious

processes, and will then be in position to align coopera-

tive marketing with a truly cultural development.

2 Leaders who close their eyes to the whole nature

of man will always prosecute specialized interests at

the expense of total progress. They will keep rural cul-

ture continuously in a jumble of unequal, one-sided evolu-

tions and devolutions. If the present tendency, the eleva-

tion of economic leaders, continues; there will, of course,

be no possibility of creating a rural culture in America.

Even if these leaders could produce prosperity for farm-

ers, they would be unable to build rural communities in

which evolving needs of life could be adequately met.

They have built up habits of life which exclude cultural

and humanistic interests.

3 The most promising avenue of escape from narrow

* and increasingly false leadership is to set up methods

which will permit rural groups to act intelligently upon

decisions arrived at by means of their own resources.

This necessitates adult education and a substitution of

discussion and exchange of experience for sermons,

speeches and external forms of authority. It constitutes

a democratic effort to put experts in their proper place:

they should be "on tap but never on top."

4
In some manner any group which aims to be some-

* thing more than a cog in our economic machine

must learn how to keep inner resources on a par with

external activities. Every new invention should become

the starting-point for the release of energies to be used

on non-economic levels. Only in this way will it be

possible to create an adequate spiritual dynamic to keep

things in their subordinate places.

5
The creation of resources of spiritual energy is a

process which must go on in small groups. Energy
results from purposes matched with adequate means for

fulfillment and bringing together purposes and means

is an experimental procedure in which only small num-

bers may participate at first. For my part, I should

prefer ten such small clinical groups experimenting with

Christian hypotheses to one hundred churches where the

Christian assumptions have degenerated into verbalism.

6 Modern adjustments come more and more to be

adjustments of groups rather than of individuals.

This is now no less true of farmers than of city dwellers.

All of us in the modern world find our places through

group allegiances which represent our dominant interests.

At the same time it must not be forgotten that the

individual human organism is the adjusting mechanism.

Groups and institutions are merely means toward in-

dividual fulfillment. Once this fact is grasped it will

become easier to enlist right-minded persons in purposes

rather than institutions. When the institution is con-

sidered to be the end as well as the means, energies and

loyalties which might have gone to the development of

more effective means are devoted to the perpetuation of

fictitious ends. E. C. L.
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a school center, a Swedish home for the aged, a neighbor-
hood house, and a hospital. In each institution the executive
or some board member told briefly of the kind of service

given and then conducted the visitors through the building,
or at least through enough of it to give a cross-section view
of the work.

As an educational project, it is felt that the Come-and-
See tours were distinctly successful. The majority of the

tour guests had never seen the work of the welfare agen-
cies at first-hand ; and the questions and comments during
the trips indicated a real interest in what was being seen.

One visitor was so much impressed by the work of a certain

institution that he voluntarily sent them a check for a hun-
dred dollars the next day. The same institution reported
that several of the tour guests came back later, of their own
accord, bringing with them friends whom tney wished to

interest.

On one of the evening tours a group of some twenty
young people from a church young people's society were

among the guests. Two students from one of the vocational

classes of the high school also went on one of the tours,
to report back to their class. As a sequel to the tours the

Council has been asked to arrange for another special tour
for thirty high school boys and girls representing classes in

community civics. . ^ARTHUR DUNHAM

Between Neighbors

NEIGHBORHOOD
organization is by its nature

provincial, and as a result the best work and the most

effective methods of community organization are little

known, even to workers in the same field but in other

localities. This is especially true in New York, where a

large number of organizing experiments have been focussed,

and where the mere spread of population increases the isola-

tion of a particular neighborhood group.
To meet this difficulty, the Community Committee has

begun the publication of a series of studies each presenting

objectively a single New York neighborhood organization.
The first, dealing with the Bowling Green Neighborhood
Association, suggests in its opening paragraphs how dramatic

a situation may fall within the view of such a fact-finding

survey:

At the tip of lower Manhattan, from Liberty Street south
to the Battery and from the East River to the Hudson lies one
of the most interesting areas in New York. Here the rolling
farms of the early Dutch colonists, commanding a view of the

great harbor and the wooded Jersey shores, gave way in the

nineteenth century to tenements for factory workers which
within our own generation have been shouldered aside by huge
steel and concrete office buildings. No sharper contrasts in

this city of ama/ing variety are to be found than this tiny
district reveals. Within it are the offices of the greatest finan-

cial powers of our nation, such as J. P. Morgan and Company,
Kuhn, Loeb and Company, the Consolidated Stock Exchange,
the Equitable Life Insurance Company. And huddled in the

shadows of their stately and magnificent buildings are some
of the most antiquated and wretched tenements to be found
on the whole island, where dwell some fifteen hundred families,

mostly foreign born, from agricultural communities of the Old
World, bewildered, helpless, struggling under terrific handicaps
for food and shelter in the most highly industrialized community
of the world. Here are not only riches and destitution, oppor-

tunity and degradation, but a wide variety of languages, social

customs, habits of life, religious beliefs, attitudes of mind, often

sharply opposed to one another and to those we call "Amer-
ican." If one were seeking symbols, not of America as it is

hoped she will be, but of America as it actually is, one could

not choose a better one than this district which carries still

the quaint name it bore in early colonial days "Bowling
Green."

It is not often that extreme wealth and poverty are found
in such close juxtaposition and it is not always that we find
them united by a very real bond of organization, by mutual
helpfulness and sympathy. In Bowling Green that has been
accomplished. The organization, formed in 1915, is called the

Bowling Green Neighborhood Association. It is financed

largely by contributing members from the great firms and
corporations in Wall Street and it is devoting itself to aiding
the residents in their fight against bad housing and ill-health,
to interpreting the various nationalities to each other, to per-
suading them to adopt American standards of hygiene and re-

creation, to giving both adults and children opportunities for

education, play and work.

The report proceeds to an analysis of the organization
methods of the leaders and of the development of local in-

terest in civic and social improvement as well as the diffi-

culties and successes in fostering neighborhood support and

democratic control.

The Community Committee was formed a year ago by

persons prominent in the five different types of neighbor-

hood organizations: the settlements, neighborhood associa-

tions, community centers run by the Board of Education,

independent community center associations meeting in the

schools, and the community councils. The need of better

understanding and closer cooperative efforts between these

groups has been felt for a number of years. Efforts to bring

them together met with varying degrees of success until a

council was formed of delegates from each of the central

federations. The council held conferences for a year and

created the present Community Committee, a common ser-

vice body through which acquaintance and understanding is

to be built up among those who are expected to cooperate.

The Committee is not a federation nor an officially dele-

gated organ of the federations of neighborhood organizations

named, but has adopted a policy of service of a kind accept-

able to and approved by all of them. Its vice presidents, con-

stituting the executive committee, are selected each from

the most active leaders in one of the five groups.

A better knowledge on the part of the workers in each

type of neighborhood organization of the work and workers

in the others was unanimously desired, but just as unani-

mously a general academic survey was rejected. The result

has been a growing acquaintance on the part of the leaders

of the federations through association on the Committee.

Secondly, through a series of trips to a settlement, a council,

a center, a neighborhood association, and so on successively,

the local organizers and workers are learning of other sorts

of community service.

A dozen neighborhoods ranging from one of 120 families

to one of 350,000 population have been helped by the Com-
mittee in ways requested by the community groups in ques-

tion. Exhibits have been prepared; studies of population,

health, recreation, employment, motion picture houses, etc.

have been made as organization problems for the local or-

ganization required facts most easily secured and tabulated

by a common service staff. Organization procedure has been

facilitated by a systematic knowledge of the history and

organization of a couple of hundred community groups.

The Committee proposes to continue its present type of

service for two more years after which period it is hoped

the groups will have succeeded sufficiently in self-evaluation

to cooperate as closely as is practically helpful and unani-

mously desirable.
LEROY E. BOWMAN
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The Seventh Day
HOULD public playgrounds be open on Sunday? Some

of the towns which have secured play fields through

e cooperation of the Harmon Foundation have been raising

ic question recently. When it has been referred to the

bundation for answer though, of course, the decision must

st ultimately with local public opinion the donor has ap-

ived the "reasonable, dignified" use of the playgrounds
m Sunday.
When the London County Council took similar action

few summers ago, if memory serves, there was vigorous

test from the folks who write letters to the Times. Here

the United States the question is still decidedly an open
e. It was discussed, for instance, at a meeting of superin-

ndents of recreation in connection with the National Recre-

ion Congress at Atlantic City this fall, where "there was

general feeling on the part of recreation executives present

t Sunday offers an opportunity for providing wholesome

reation, though the form of recreation is often of a differ-

t character from that of other days and there is a different

emphasis." A clergyman from Scranton, the Rev. R. P.

Kreitler, declared that

Churches must realize that liberty in the use of Sunday is

:essary for recreation of the people spiritually and other-

wise. . . . The church cannot efficiently provide a seven-day
recreation itself, but must cooperate with the larger community
interests in recreation.

When the Playground and Recreation Association of

America asked for the facts in the spring of 1923, fifty-six

cities reported that playgrounds were open on Sunday as

compared with fifty-five where they were closed. But in

the cities where playgrounds were in use on Sunday, less

than half provided leaders and supervisors on that day; in

thirty-five the grounds were open for unsupervised use. It

would be hard to draw deductions from the distribution of

these cities as to sectional variations in Sunday observance,

for there were eastern, western and southern playgrounds in

both lists.

In answer to various questions it was indicated:

that the majority of playgrounds under supervision are open

afternoon and evening (closed in the morning so as not to inter-

fere with church attendance). The unsupervised playgrounds
are in general open all day.
The majority of cities having Sunday recreation under leader-

ship report that their programs are less formal than for week

days ; noisy games not being included. Sacramento, Denver,

Baltimore, New Orleans, Vincennes (Ind.), and Fresno

(Calif.) state that their Sunday programs are practically the

same as the week-day program. . . .

Only twelve cities report a definitely unfavorable reaction

to Sunday recreation activities from church forces. How-

How Long Fork Began to Play on Sunday

IT
is a far cry from the conventional churches and

playgrounds of the cities to Long Fork, up in the

Kentucky hills, where one travels up one creek, over the

divide, and down the other into lonely laurel-thicketed

valleys. But the way the Hard-shell Baptists came to

Sunday play there is not without significance. From
the settlement school worker who began the playground
on Long Fork, comes the story at our request:

"Four years ago when the first extension work was

begun on Long Fork there existed among the older peo-

ple more misgivings about playground any day in the

week. The folk dances, ring games and athletic games

taught by the extension worker when she made her week-

ly visits to the community soon became popular with the

young people. The older generation, on the other hand,

placed them in the same category with their deep-

rooted idea of dances "the running of sets" which they

had come to associate with whiskey, shootings and kill-

ings. When it began to be noised about that the exten-

sion worker "was a-holdin' dances" on the creek a num-
ber of parents, although they had not been on the play-

ground to see for themselves, refused to allow their

children to partake in what they considered a device of

the devil. A considerable number of parents, however,
who had watched their children in their wholesome new

play, continued to let them attend and in a little while it

was demonstrated that the young ones were simply having
"a peaceable and civil time" on the playground. The

playground idea was more or less rooted as far as it did

not interfere with the home activities of the children

and young people by the time the settlement house was

completed.

"Before the advent of the settlement house the Sunday
School idea was almost as foreign to this community of

Baptists ('hard-shell' for the most parts) as the week-

day playground had been before the coming of the ex-

tension worker into the neighborhood. Some of the peo-

ple actually had scruples against Sunday schools as such

because of their creed. In spite of this the plan, as out-

lined by the worker simply as a Sunday meeting, ap-

pealed to the majority, and a Sunday school was organ-

ized and held in the schoolhouse each Sunday.

"The people as a whole, however, being naturally

skeptical of gatherings of any sort because of their past

experiences with them, feared that trouble would come

out of the Sunday meetings. The workers, on the other

hand, hoped to make of them a much needed opportunity

for wholesome social intercourse. Necessarily they had

to be very cautious in the beginning. At first the meet-

ings consisted merely of singing, Bible stories and an

occasional speech by some "outside" visitor. As it be-

came apparent that they were being held without any
serious consequences the people began to linger after-

wards to chat socially. Out of this hour following the

usual meeting grew the S'unday playground. It came

entirely from the people themselves.

"Aside from a few lingering fears that something would

be bound to happen if such gatherings continued there

was little criticism of the Sunday use of the playground.

Sunday was the only day of the week when their work
was entirely suspended. Formerly they had spent it

according to their individual inclinations, and their ways

probably would not have been considered orthodox in

some more enlightened neighborhoods. Their new Sunday
habits merely meant that their inclinations were directed

in other channels. The question of whether it was right

or wrong to play games on Sunday was not the issue.

With them it was entirely one of whether it was safe to

mingle in groups and whether it was a profitable and

satisfying way to use their one free day in the week."
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ever ... a number of cities have not attempted Sunday programs
because of unfavorable sentiment existing in the community.

It appears that some playgrounds are in use because there

is no way to keep folks from playing on them if they want
to! Says a southern supervisor:

The playgrounds are open as there is no way of keeping
people out. But there is no supervision on Sunday. There is

more of a moral hazard due to opposition by churches due to

Sunday supervision, than the other six days of supervision.

And another rather negative motive turns up in Indiana:

It has been thought wiser to give out permits for tennis

and baseball than to have quarrels as to use of nets and
diamonds. To this the ministerial association and the priests
have agreed.

An Ohio worker is decisive in his personal opinion, but

his city is not listed among those which have open play-

grounds:

We feel that public recreation facilities should be open on

Sunday to meet the demands of people who have probably
this one day in the week to play, and we believe this can be

done without interference with the rights and thoughts of

others.

Some of the obstacles which may face those of his opinion

may be gathered from such comments as these :

I believe that the municipal recreational activities should be

a reflection of what the people who constitute the community
want, and it is quite evident that the playing of soccer foot-

ball, rugby football, tennis and golf are thought to be quite

proper in our community. However, it is contrary to the state

law and we have been obliged to violate the law to do what
we think is the proper thing.

Any activity on Sunday wholesome I mean is good if the

ministers of the city approve, but no organization that I know
of can afford to go against the wishes of the ministers. It is

good for the people but it is hard on the workers to be deprived
of Sunday.

And there is perhaps unconscious irony in the comment of

two workers, one of whom notes that "many thousands will

congregate on a Sunday afternoon to listen to a good whole-

some, yet educational concert," while the other complains
that "The field of Sunday recreation has been preempted by
the churches in the past. There is a crying need for a whole-

some program."

HARTFORD, Connecticut, has held its first community chest

campaign. It was of special interest because the chest has

been, to an unusual degree, an outgrowth of social agency

cooperation and because its executive, Margaret F. Byington,
came to her organizing task out of long experience in family
welfare work. (The assistant secretary is also a woman,
Ethel S. Bestor). Nineteen agencies (including the Central

Council of Social Agencies) appealed through the chest for

a budget of $315,000; the amount subscribed in the ten days

ending November 17 was $374,000.

JUST AS the Nordics had the ports of entry to the United

States nicely bottled up against possible contamination by land

or sea, a fresh immigration problem began to cloud the distant

horizon, and the President has had to issue an executive order

relating to Aliens Entering the United States on Airships.
This lays down regulations for the listing of the crews of

airships arriving in the United States "who intend to leave the

United States on the same airships on which they arrive,"

provides that alien passengers coming on airships must behave

like alien passengers coming on seaships, and suggests, per-

haps a bit naively, that "in case of airships coming to the

United States from foreign countries the Secretary of St '.!

should be informed in advance of the date and place of

expected arrival, in order that the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of Labor may be advised." The order is

reported in The Interpreter, published by the Foreign Lan-

guage Information Service, but no information is given as to

the appropriate action in case an airship neglects to make an

appointment before poking its nose over the aerial frontier.

NEW YORK STATE is not only committed to more and

better state parks the voters approved a $15,000,000 bond

issue at the last election by a majority of about 1,000,000

but it is experimenting actively in the effort to make the parks

it has more accessible and more useful to its citizens. Ray-
mond H. Torrey, secretary of the New York State Council

of Parks, reported some of these experiments in his address

before the National Recreation Congress in October. "At

Alleghany State Park in western New York," he said, "an

experiment in providing tents, with fuel, water and supplies

from a park store, for casual motorists who rambled in with-

out shelter of their own, has proved highly satisfactory to

the public. As many as 5,000 people were thus entertained

on pleasant weekends this summer. Greater recreational use

of the Adirondack and Catskill state forest preserves is under

consideration by the Conservation Commission, perhaps through

a system of leasing camp sites, for fairly long terms, on which

responsible citizens may build modest camps, with a low

maximum cost, to keep the privilege democratic and free from

abuses. (This plan was first adopted in the Pennsylvania

state forests.) The Palisades Interstate Park, which leads

all the other state parks of New York, and probably any

other park in the Union, in the number of visitors over six

million in 1924 so far has tried out a system of commissaries

for the public this summer, with success and a profit of $10,-

ooo which will be put back into the park service, as all its

receipts now are under an amendment to the state finance law."

SUPPOSE NOBODY CARED, the little

girl on crutches who has travelled so far at

the beck and call of community chest publicity

people, and still turns up on posters year after

year, has lost her crutches and acquired a

sister in Philadelphia. The new youngsters,

drawn by Jessie Willcox Smith for the annual campaign of

the Welfare Federation in November, appear in the corner

below. Meanwhile the original waif, crutches and all, has

ousted the knightly figure of Saint

Louis himself from the device of the

St. Louis Community Fund, suggest-

ing that sentiment is more valuable

than romance in raising hard cash.

The seal in the upper corner might
be supposed to indicate a new dignity

and restraint in community chest pub-

licity, but Grand Rapids is still using

along with it a cartoon showing the

"feeble, fallen, needy, blind" etc. in

the most approved sob-stuff style. Par-

ticularly interesting among the fall

crop of campaign posters is one in two
f---~ colors used in Cleveland shops, which

unfortunately cannot be reproduced here. There is a pathetic
small boy, to be sure, but he is rather overshadowed by a husky
one who is jumping almost clean out of the picture. The cap-
tion reads "The Making of a Man. Many of your fellow

workers and citizens got their start through Community Fund
Settlements. Healthy, alert, boys and girls using these oppor-

. tunities will be good workers and citizens of tomorrow."



HEALTH

~Jf W "T" 1THIN a few days newspaper headlines

^L ^i / blazoned one of their periodic announcements

^Ll M/ that American girls were condemning them-

selves to early graves because they smoked

cigarettes, or wore thin silk stockings and low-necked dresses,

or danced too much and ate too sparingly. That the story

below gave scant basis for the alarms sounded by the head-

lines is comparatively unimportant from the point of view

of popular psychology, for those headlines echoed a firm

popular misconception which is as unscientific as it is pre-

valent. Put in general terms, it might be stated this way:
Americans have lost the ability of their pioneer forefathers

to survive hardship and attain a ripe old age : civilization

has sapped vitality ; we moderns live sickly and die young.

Fortunately the accuracy of that generalization can be

determined quite objectively without

reliance upon the prejudice which

fosters it or the optimism which com-

bats it. Public health, as a conscious,

organized aim, has a history of half a

century, and this year, 1924, which has

registered the completion of half a

century of one of the pioneer state

health .departments that of Michigan

brings forward a number of reviews

of public health progress, in terms of

human life, which may be consulted as

objective measuring sticks.

It is hard for us, who take Boards

of Health for granted, to realize that

a half century does bound most of their

history. There was a sanitary survey
in 1849 in Massachusetts, due to alarm

over the cholera epidemic in Europe ;

New Orleans, which lost 8,000 of her

50,000 inhabitants from cholera in

1832 and 1849-50 enacted a law in

1855 establishing a board of health.

By 1870 more lasting efforts were ap-

parent. In 1869 Massachusetts estab-

lished a board with more comprehensive
duties and powers. California followed

the next year. 1872 saw the establish-

ment of the American Public Health

Association, and the following year the

start of work in Michigan. The cholera

epidemic of 1873 and that of yellow

fever, which devastated the southern

states in 1878, called attention to the

need for some central sanitary organ-

ization, and in 1878 Congress created

a National Board of Health to in-

vestigate the causes and prevention of

communicable disease, to indicate meas-

The First Fifty Years

Ups and Downs in the

Health of New York

PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
IiIU.li' NEW YORK CITY ['.

Pulmonary tuberculosis has steadi-

ly decreased in New York City
since 1868

Starlet fever shows jagged peaks
until 1891, but in common with

many other menaces of child

health, has since come under
control

The diseases of middle age show
an upward trend. Heart diseases

reached in 1923 a ratio of 232
deaths per 100,000 population

Charts from N. Y. Tuberculosis Aim. and
Bulletin of N. T. Dept of Health

ures of national importance and act as a center for infor-

mation. This body went out of existence when funds for

its support failed of appropriation, and its functions were
taken up by the United States Public Health Service in

1883.

Even in those early years the public health movement
was trying to build its practice upon a sound basis of scien-

tific experiment, though in the light of later knowledge,
some of the experiments sound amusing enough. In

Michigan, during the seventies, the State Board of Health

sent out a questionnaire to physicians all over the country

asking if in their experience, it seemed likely that tomatoes

caused cancer. At that time tomatoes were grown in flower

gardens as ornamental plants and known as "love apples."

By a process of reasoning unfortunately not yet obsolete,

the new habit of eating them was de-

clared popularly to be the cause of the

disease. Another questionnaire on diph-
theria disclosed the fact that the major-
ity of the physicians of that time consid-

ered it not contagious, but due to sewer

gas. It was with great difficulty that
the Board of Health tried to popularize
the idea that tuberculosis was commu-
nicable after Koch discovered the tuber-
cle bacillus. Monkeys were used in an-
other experiment to try to find out
whether or not pneumonia was due to
ozone in the air, since it occurred most

frequently in winter when ozone is the
most abundant; the only result was the

conclusion that cold air made monkeys
hungry but apparently did not cause
them to contract pneumonia!

However, it is by the actual numerical
records that social control of the public
health is to be gaged most accurately.
As few extensive and continuous records
can be traced back of 1870 in this coun-

try it is, of course, impossible to prove

statistically that men are healthier and

longer-lived creatures now than in the

days of the colonies, but a visit to any
old New England graveyard, with its

pitiful rows of tiny headstones, and its

frequent records of the death of "wife
and mother," in her early twenties or

thirties, gives ground for solid doubt.

The cause of one-tenth of all the deaths

in New York City in the first two
decades of American independence

smallpox has practically ceased to exist

in that city.

However, since the burst of interest

335
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and activity which followed the Civil War the records are

clear reading. Progress in eradicating certain specific dis-

eases, notably tuberculosis and typhoid fever, is so well

known that it is hardly necessary to do more than point

to recent graphic records of the gain in certain commu-
nities. Yellow fever and cholera have disappeared from the

records
; smallpox has become almost a clinical curiosity in

well organized communities
; diphtheria takes only a frac-

tion of its former toll. The saving in babies' lives is well-

known; gloomy predictions that babies would be carried

along through the first year only to swell the mortality lists

a little later, are contradicted by such compilations as the

one published recently by the Department of Health oi

New York City, which shows a continuous decrease in the

deathrate of the whole group of children under five years.

For apparently the added knowledge and care which saved

the lives of 17,900 babies in New York City last year (lives

which would have been snuffed out if an infant mortality
rate so recent as that of 1808 had prevailed in 1923) not

only have prevented death, but also have resulted in better

health for the children who survived. The "expectation

CONTROL OF TYPHOID FEVER IN CHICAGO, 1 87 1 TO 1 92 1
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of life" has been stretched for each one of the seven ages.

In fifty years the general deathrate of New York City
has been reduced by 61 per cent, and the deathrate of chil-

dren, under five by 81 per cent. On the basis of New
York's present population, that saving of 61 per cent means

the lives of 116,000 people in one year.

More interesting, however, than the number of deaths

prevented is the added measure of life in the United States

brought about by these advances in public health and sanita-

tion. At the time of its fiftieth anniversary the American

Public Health Association called attention to the length-

ening span of life in England and this country and ex-

pressed the conviction that the next half century might see

it increased by twenty years. In a recent paper, Dr. Louis

I. Dublin, statistician of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company, declares that approximately eighteen years have

been added to the average American life span since 1855;
four years of this gain were achieved in the decade 1910-20.

The average American baby has at birth an expectation

of 58 years of life. This record is surpassed by New
Zealand with an expectation of 60 years, and Australia,

Denmark, Norway, Sweden and possibly Holland. The
record of this country, however, is hampered by a mixture

of racial stocks, some of which, such as the Negro and the

Irish, have a much lower average longevity than the older

native stocks, the English, Italians and Jews in this country.

Charts worked out by Dr. Dublin show that the life line

has been stretched appreciably in other parts of the world

England, France, Switzerland, Sweden and Germany.
Children of today may reasonably expect a life nearly

twenty years longer than the average of the time of their

grandfathers, whether in this country or in Europe.
In any progress, however, there are eddies and back-

waters. While the high point of the half century's progress

has been the saving of the lives of babies under one year,

there has been very little improvement in the saving of the

lives of babies under one month. For a time, about 1910,

it seemed as though there was actually an increase in the

death rates of middle-aged people ; studies based on later

statistics show, however, that the age group 45-64 has also

shown a marked decline in mortality over the whole period

since 1900. It is predicted that this decrease will continue

even more markedly as the children who have been spared

scarlet fever, diphtheria, "growing pains" and other dis-

eases of childhood which used to be taken as a matter of

MEN VS. WOMEN
For the first time in history the death rate of 'women tends to

exceed that of men. This graph shows the experience of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

Chicago Department of Health Weekly Bulletin
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The lives of middle aged people as well as babies are being

saved. This graph shows the trend of mortality at ages 45

to 64 years, charting the death rate per 1,000 among males

and females in New York State, 1900 to igzz

The aider age groups, however, show the highest rates for the

onset of mental disease. Distribution by age groups in persons

admitted to institutions for the insane. This graph shows first

admissions in New York Slate, 1920
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course, grow up to maturity without the damaged hearts

and veins and kidneys which so frequently develop long

after the original diseases and often are first noticed when

they make havoc in middle life. As more people live to

reach middle age and old age, the diseases of these periods,

as has been pointed out frequently, will inevitably seem

more frequent ; we hear more of cancer, heart disease,

mental disease and the like than in the good old days when

the average life was forty years!

One member of the statistical family, however, has been

hardly more than 'holding her own, and it was on this fact

that the newspaper scareheads previously referred to, were

based. It has ordinarily been an all but universal phenom-

enon in civilized countries that at every age the deathrate

of women was considerably lower than that of men. In

this country a reversal of that state of affairs began to be

evident about 1918, and in 1920 records of the Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company show that the deathrate for in-

sured women (which is probably a fair indication of gen-

eral conditions) actually was higher than that of men. This

increase is limited chiefly to the ages 20-34. It

has been suggested that the increase in the num-

ber of young women employed in factories,

especially during the period of the war, was

responsible for producing an incidence of dis-

ease, especially of tuberculosis, more nearly

approaching that of the industrialized male

population than ever before had been evident.

On the other hand the Metropolitan Life In-

surance Company points out that this is the

child-bearing period, and that the United States

is notorious for its excess mortality among
women from causes related to pregnancy and

child-bearing. This explanation, which implies

inadequate care during the prenatal period and

confinement, may explain in part the lack of

improvement in neo-natal mortality deaths of

babies under one month which frequently re-

sult from conditions present at or before birth.

At any rate the condition among young Amer-
ican women is an anomaly in an otherwise

bright picture of public health which de-

serves the efforts at study now directed toward it.

The life span of Methuselah is a goal of the future, not

a glory of the past. M. R.

Too Common Colds

ONCE again common colds have been incriminated as

the chief cause of time lost from school through illness.

A study of some thousands of children in Hagerstown, Mary-
land, conducted by the United States Public Health Service,

shows that in the second half of the school year 1921-22
and all of the school year 1922-23 common colds, exclud-

ing sore throat, tonsillitis, bronchitis, influenza and other

respiratory disorders, accounted for more than twice as many
lost days as any other form of illness, and for nearly three

times as many cases of illness as the highest competitor, head-

ache and neuralgia. Fargo, North Dakota, which is busy

demonstrating health, has adopted the expedient of exclud-

ing children with colds from the public schools in an effort

to check the spread of such infections. While it has not

TREND OF LONGEVITY DURING THE
NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES
Expectation of Life at Birth in Principal Countries

at Various Times

FRANCS En, rf ift SWITZERLAND

Ex [> of life

More than fifteen years added b the life -scan in Massachusetts between 1855 and 1920.

Between 1910 and 1920 the increase was more than four years.

AN INCREASING LIFE-SPAH IS A MARK OF ADVANCING CIVILIZATION.

Courtesy of thp Metropolitan I*ife Insurance Co.
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THE SIMILAR COURSE OF COLDS IN EIGHT CITIES

yet been possible to demonstrate the result of the regulation

statistically, Dr. B. K. Kilbourne, the City Health Officer,

and Maud A. Brown, Director of Health Education in the

schools, feel that it has been distinctly worth while in im-

proving the general condition of the children.

First reports are just in from the extensive epidemic study
of colds and other respiratory disorders which the United
States Public Health Service is making, using college groups
in various parts of the country, and the families of officers

of the Army and Navy, the Public Health Service and the

faculties of the selected colleges, as subjects for study.
Most striking so far is the discovery of the remarkable sea-

sonal parallelism of colds in widely separated parts of the

country. Next comes more revelation of the frequency with

which they cause illness even in young and presumably

healthy groups. Only 10 per cent of a group of students

in Boston had escaped without at least one illness between
October 15, 1923 and March 31, 1924, and the average for

the whole group was nearly two colds per person.

IN
this study, as in an earlier one by the Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company, it was found that there

are two distinct peaks in the curve which shows illness

due to respiratory disorders one with the first sharp
autumn weather, the other in January or February, when
the more serious affections, such as pneumonia, reach their

highest point, making the first quarter of the year the most

hazardous season to the lives of both babies and adults.

The seasonal cycle of the pneumonias can be demonstrated

with surprising exactness. (See The Survey, January 15,

1923)-
On April i, 1924, Pittsburgh began an interesting attempt

to control pneumonia, which caused more than a quarter
of all deaths due to disease in that city in 1923, by making
all forms of it reportable and quarantinable. This measure
aims to limit the spread of pneumonia by direct contact,

to educate the public as to the communicable nature of the

disease, and obtain reliable statistics of its incidence in all

forms for the sake of further study. In announcing the

new regulation, which demands, among other things the

placarding of the houses of patients with pneumonia, the

Board of Health quotes the opinions of two leaders in the

field of public health:

"If pneumonia were a new disease it would be regarded
as 'contagious' and its spread would be guarded against by
isolation." Milton J. Rosenau, M.D.

"If every physician and other attendant on the sick

exercised well known precautions and did not carry infec-

tion from one patient to another, or permit such infection

to be carried, the mortality from pneumonia would be

greatly reduced." Victor C. Vaughan, M.D.

Pittsburgh's experience during this winter and spring will

be worth watching.

Organizing for World Health
HY?" an American visitor in Geneva inquired re-

cently, "Should the League of Nations concern itself

with matters of public health and social welfare, when pre-

sumably its purpose was wholely and solely to prevent war?"
Two paragraphs from publications prepared by the Infor-

mation Section of the League, best reply to this question,

which doubtless is puzzling others besides those who have

actually visited Geneva. The first paragraph gives a con-

crete definition of the League itself and states,

"The League of Nations is an association of States that

have accepted certain international obligations with the ob-

ject of preserving peace, and have undertaken to cooperate

in matters of international concern by their signature of the

Covenant of the League," (the italics are mine).
The second paragraph defines the work of the Health

Organization in a nutshell.

Inter-governmental health work cannot encroach on the

activities of national health administrations, nor can it embark
on purely theoretical enterprises leading to no practical action.

Within these fairly wide limits the object of the Health Or-
ganization is to advise the Council and Assembly of the League,
in all international questions of public health, to establish

closer relations between the health services of different coun-

tries, to act as a clearing house on public health questions and

finally, to help bring about the agreement necessary for all

international action in public health matters. The whole pur-

pose of this work is practical usefulness in the field of inter-

national relations.

At present the Health Organization has three divisions

an Advisory Council, a Health Committee and a Health

Section. The Committee of the Office International d'Hy-

geine Publique acts as the Advisory Council, dealing with

matters submitted to it by the Health Committee and in

turn initiates and transmits to the Health Committee ques-

tions that may be advanced by such a procedure.

The Health Committee, composed of sixteen members,

nmong whom are representatives of the International Labor

Office, the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau and the League
of Red Cross Societies and two Americans, Surgeon General

H. S. Cummings and Dr. Alice Hamilton of the Harvard

University Medical School, acts as an advisory organ to the

Council and the Assembly of the League, on all matters per-

taining to health. Its worth is subject to the approval of

these two bodies as that of the other technical organizations.

The Health Committee is likewise responsible for the policy

on technical questions of the Health Section. The latter

is the executive organ of the Health Organization, forming
a part of the Secretariat of the League. Its medical director

is Dr. Ludwik Rajchman, a Polish physician and bacteri-

ologist.

The activities of the Health Organization since its estab-

lishment in 1921 have been varied and remarkable in their

extent. Practically its first step was to annex the already

existing Epidemic Commission, which had been appointed

by the League Council in May, 1920, to work with the

Health Administrations of East Europe in their efforts to

control the typhus and relapsing fever epidemics in that

part of the continent. In their work they carried out such



KULDING FOR THE PRF.SHYTERIAN HOSPITAL AND THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Plans for this new building to be erected

at i6sth Street and Broadway, New York,

are to combine the best features of more

than 120 modern hospitals which have been

studied during the past three years. They
were evolved under the direction of a

joint administrative board by James Gam-
ble Rogers, architect of the Memorial

Quadrangle at Yale. Since the project was
commented upon in The Survey for De-

cember i it has been announced that a

psychiatric center will be built by New
York state as a part of this great medical

center. The new unit will take the place

of the present Psychiatric Institute, which

has limited facilities for research in its

present quarters on Ward's Island; funds

are already available through the $50,000,-

coo bond issue voted last year by New
York state for the improvement of the

state hospitals. Great advantages are an-

ticipated through the contact of psychiatric

workers with general medicine. Through
the outpatient departments of the medical

center it will be possible to get in touch

with persons suffering from the early

forms of mental disease when there is the

greatest chance of cure, but when the.

aid of a psychiatrist is seldom sought. The
psychopathic hospital will have beds for

from 150 to 200 patients under observa-

tion to be selected from all parts of the1

state because of the interest and importance
of their cases in the study of methods of

preventing and curing mental disease, and
in training physicians to treat it. A heart-

ening example, this, of the cooperation of

the state with two great privately endowed
institutions for the common welfare.

measures as the organization of quarantine stations, the

equipment of hospitals, instituted measures for cleansing

and disinfecting and supplied such necessities as food,

clothing and motor transportation. Their efforts repre-

sented the first experiment in international sanitary coopera-

tion on an extensive scale.

Following this phase of the activities of this Commission,

which resulted in the establishment of a permanent sanitary

defense along the entire western Russian frontier, an agree-

ment was drawn up between the Commission and the

Soviet authorities by which it was made possible for the

members of the Commission to be officially recognized and

be granted diplomatic privileges by that Government, facili-

tate close cooperation between the Commission and the

Soviet Health authorities.

Following the war in Asia Minor, upon the request of

the Greek Government, two members of the Epidemic Com-
mission were sent to Greece. Working with the Greek

health authorities, they organized a vaccination campaign

among the refugees. About eighty Greek physicians, medi-

cal students and hygiene inspectors were recruited for this

campaign and distributed among the refugee camps. In

the neighborhood of 550,000 refugees were in consequence

vaccinated against smallpox, cholera and enteric fever.

Another interesting service of the Health Organization
is that of Intelligence covering a varied and rapidly broad-

ening field. Much of this intensive development has been

made possible by an agreement with the International Health

Board of the Rockefeller Foundation, which has contrib-

uted $32,840 a year for five years toward its maintenance.

The direction of this service has been carried on consecu-

tively by two Americans, Edgar Sydenstricker, statisician

for the United States Public Health Service who was fol-

lowed by Dr. Otto R. Eichel, director of the Division of

Vital Statistics of the New York State Department of

Health. It issues reports on the epidemiological situation

of these countries from time to time and publishes monthly
an Epidemiological Intelligence Bulletin. The latest and
one of the most important developments under this service

is the plans being made to establish in Singapore, a Far
Eastern Intelligence Bureau. This has also been made
possible by a contribution from the International Health
Board of an amount not to exceed $50,000 for the first year
and $125,000 for a five year period.

Under this branch of the Health Organization comes also

the collecting of information from the health administra-

tions of the various nations on their methods of collecting
and compiling vital statistics. A series of "interchanges"
or group conferences, participated in by vital statisticians

and epidemiologists are being held in connection with this

phase of the service. Another series of conferences with
medical statisticians have been conducted for a limited num-

33Q
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her of officers of the health services of various governments,

giving them an exceptional opportunity to study the appli-

cation of statistical methods and practice at certain institu-

tions and public record offices.

During 1923 five interchanges for medical health of-

ficers, who were commissioned by their government to study

the public health problems and their solutions in other coun-

tries, were held. One of these interchanges was held in the

United States and was composed of twenty-four medical

officers representing eighteen countries.

Special studies in cancer, tropical diseases, malaria and

epidemic diseases in the Near East are likewise being car-

ried on. A special inquiry has been made into Far-Eastern

ports, for the purpose of studying the different methods

being enforced for sanitary, anti-epidemic and quarantine

regulations, in an effort to prevent the spread of disease

by sea-borne traffic. The mission engaged in making this

inquiry was headed by Dr. F. Norman White, assistant

director of the Health Section and formerly Sanitary Com-
missioner with the Government of India. The findings of

this commission will be particularly useful as a basis for a

conference between the various powers for coordinating and

tightening sanitary and epidemic measures in the Far East.

In view of the fact that sea-borne diseases from the Far

East have been one of the bitterest foes of sanitary author-

ities all over the world, this mission and its findings are

looked upon as an especially valuable contribution of the

Health Organization to the promotion of international

health. MARIE JACQUES EICHEL

Self-Support for Health

ALMOST unique as a neighborhood organization for

selling cooperative service of preventive medicine to

middle-class families, the Manhattan Health Society (de-

scribed in The Survey for October 15, 1923: The Health

Club) has been followed with interest and hope by those

who believe that normally people should buy their own

health services as they buy their own food and clothing.

It opened in June, 1922, underwritten and guided by a

Committee on Community Organization which represented

the Maternity Center Association, working with the New
York Diet Kitchen Association, and Henry Street Visiting

Nurse Service and a number of individual health workers.

For an annual fee of $6 a person, or $16 for a family, it

provided supervision of pregnant women, assistance at con-

finement other than doctors' services, health supervision of

babies and of children from two to six, and visiting nurse

care for sick persons of all ages.

With 5,000 members the Manhattan Health Society

would have been self-supporting, according to analyses of

the cost of other nursing and clinical services. But in its

two years it had written only 728 individual and family

memberships. Moreover, on October i, 1924, the subsidy

provided by an anonymous donor to see the undertaking

through its period of organization, came to an end. It

looked as though the experiment might have to be concluded

with the obituary of many intelligent efforts "Too far in

advance of the education of the public."

However, the actual likelihood that the society would

close its doors stirred up a lively concern in its members

which the mere announcement had failed to arouse. A mass

meeting of members was called by some of those who had

appreciated keenly the gap which the society filled for

families above the financial level of free clinic patients, but

still too limited in means to pay for private nursing or to

call the doctor except for serious illness. Members agreed
to turn over to a committee of themselves the funds on

hand which might have been returned for unexpired mem-

berships, thereby releasing the "Anonymous Donor" and the

Committee on Community Organization from further finan-

cial responsibility. Officers and a board of directors were

appointed from the membership group, and it was voted to

keep the flag waving with all the services that could be

carried on with the money available.

This present temporary organization is soon to be incor-

porated as the Cooperative Health Center of Washington
Heights. The most extensively used parts of the full pro-

gram supervision of babies and pre-school children, includ-

ing corrective physical exercises have been retained. The
basis of support is individual memberships at $10 a year,

supplemented by returns from some special event organized

by the members each month to raise a reserve fund to meet

possible deficits, and also to gain publicity. November saw
a Better Baby Contest, advertised by posters in the shops
and moving picture theatres of the neighborhood, which
carried the story and brought in new members. In De-
cember there is to be a theatre party. It is hoped that

eventually the whole program of the Manhattan Health

Society can be restored.

New York is a hard nut to crack in any new effort in

community organization. The constantly shifting popula-
tion of any of its neighborhoods, the infinite variations of

race, class and traditions found in any small area make it

especially difficult to arouse a community spirit. The ex-

cellence of the nursing organizations in the district which

provided service free or at a nominal cost made it difficult

for many people at both boundaries of the society's financial

zone to understand that a health center could and should

exist as a self-supporting venture, though there has been the

fullest cooperation on the part of the nursing organizations.
The committee which directed the demonstration feels that

a considerable degree of popular education is necessary be-

fore a complete program can be made to carry itself. The
demonstration, however, has attained its most important

objective: it has aroused a responsible local determination

to go on, which will be followed with keen interest by
health and community workers. A detailed analysis of the

experience of the Manhattan Health Society, compiled by
Mrs. Olive B. Husk, who directed the greater part of the

demonstration period, will be reported in a later issue of

The Survey.

NEW JERSEY announces that the 226 communities now are

at work in its Continuous Child Hygiene Program supervised

by the State Department of Health. (See The Survey: Febru-

ary 15, 1924, The Continuous Child; also March 15, 1924.)
The towns of Closter, Demarest, Cresskill, Norwood and

Northvale, Bergen County, and the borough and township of

Princeton have assumed full responsibility for the salaries and

expenses of their teachers of child hygiene, while financial re-

sponsibility for sixty-three of the ninety nurses supervised by
the state's Bureau of Child Hygiene has been assumed by the

local communities at the conclusion of a successful trial of the

child health program.
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New Folkways
N the seventeen years that have elapsed since the pub-

lication of Professor William Graham Sumner's

Folkways; a Study of the Sociological Importance

of Usages, Manners, Customs, Mores and Morals,

word "folkways" has become an accepted part of our

nguage. None the less, the exceptional significance of

tie concept of folkways for the interpretation of our social

periences is not yet generally recognized. It throws a

flood of light upon all our institutional usages, manners,

customs and morals, and especially upon the customs and

morals of education and the schools. It is probably not too

much to say that apart from an understanding of the im-

pact of our ancient and contemporary folkways upon the

life of today, the processes of education and the position of

the school cannot be understood. And such an understand-

ing is not possible apart from some appreciation of the his-

tory of our folkways, both European and American.

All primitive groups are controlled by their ancient folk-

ways the ways of the ancestors, handed down from the

immemorial past, unchanged, as they believe. Folkways

vary from group to group, of course. It is useless to in-

quire as to the "origin" of the folkways of any group:

they are the slow accumulation of the ages of group experi-

ences, both accidental and intentional, under the varying

circumstances of life. "Consciousness," however, had little

more to do with developing them than it had to do with

developing the capacity of our hearts to beat rhythmically.

"Reason" had little share in making them ; hence, they

seem eminently reasonable to the untutored mind that is,

to the mind that has been primarily made by them. The

experience of the group has given to them a sacred quality:

the group has survived it still exists. Hence, its ways
have been "right." The stamp of divine approval is upon
them. They have thus taken upon themselves something
of the permanence of the hills; they have achieved the

sacredness of the processes of nature, and are no more to

be interfered with by "science, falsely so called," than is

the circulation of the blood ! In short, they are and we
are made by them in ways we little suspect ; they are

and they remain, however much we may attempt, by tak-

ing thought, to change them !

The group and its folkways antedate the existence of the

individual. Hence, all social change must be change within

the folkways, must get itself accepted by and organized
into the folkways and must, therefore, to that extent, mean
the organization of neic folkways. All "reformations" must
be re-formations of the folkways. "Reforming" the individ-

ual while allowing him to continue within the unchanged
folkways has never accomplished much. All revolutions are

turnings over of the folkways if they succeed, or, to the

extent that they do succeed ; and they must set up and es-

tablish new folkways if they are not to fail in the long run.

In short, the folkways are and change must always fight an

offensive battle against them, offensive in more ways than

one!

None the less, all folkways are, more or less con-

tinuously, subjected to processes of attrition. Every change
in the environment of a group calls for some com-

pensating change in the structure of its folkways. All chil-

dren are dangerous to the folkways; all criminals and out-

laws must be watched and segregated ; all geniuses are to

be regarded with extreme suspicion. Any "cross-fertiliza-

tion" of the folkways of two or more groups, such as our

great cities provide in the intermingling of immigrant

groups, is bound to be continuously disintegrative of the old

folkways of the groups concerned ; and the "contagion" is

not unlikely to spread. Hence, "aliens" are always a factor

of danger in the nation. War, travel, books and periodicals,

all means of communication, science and inventions: all

these beat directly and, often, with terrific impact upon the

structures of the old folkways. The automobile is an ex-

cellent illustration of the ways in which what seemed at

first a fairly simple mechanical contrivance has become an

instrument for the disruption of the folkways of ages. Of
course, the most important invention, from this point of

view, that the world has ever known, is the steam engine.

The "industrial revolution" has been struggling with the

folkways of all the historic past for a century and a half.

In certain areas, that revolution has been almost completely
successful. In many industrial cities, especially with certain

industrial groups, all the older folkways are essentially gone,

though nothing effectively significant has been developed to

take their place: only disillusionment and sophistication

have taken their place in the negative sense of the word.

CONDITIONS
in Europe for a century or two be-

fore the discovery of America had been tending to

develop rebels against the Mediaeval folkways, which had

bound church, state, industry and social organization into

what seemed for a time to be a final, impregnable order of

the world. The newly discovered continent offered an

escape for such rebels as did not care to fight the battle

out on the old soil. America was very largely colonized

by individuals and groups that were in rebellion against the

absolutisms (all folkways are always absolute) of the

Mediaeval church, the Mediaeval state or its later repre-

sentative, as in England, the absolutistic national state or

against the harsh folkways of the aristocratic and feudal

social and industrial order rebels against some phase of the

iron folkways of Europe.

That is to say, the American pioneer was in most cases

a rebel against something : hence, in the American wilder-

ness, he felt himself "free." He was an "individual" in a

sense scarcely known before by any considerable number of

men. If he was interested in religion, he felt himself free

to ret up a new religion "in accordance with the dictates of
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his own conscience." In industry, he did the thing that

needed to be done in order to win for himself sustenance

and shelter. In morality, he felt himself freed from many
of the restrictions which had existed in Europe and which

he had, more or less respected, formally, though not always

in spirit. When he became interested in politics, at last, he

felt himself justified in throwing over the old European

orders and in setting up a "free and independent state"

though even in this effort he felt it necessary to act with a

"decent respect for the opinions of mankind" !

This conditional statement makes clear the outstanding

fact about the American revolt and rebellion against the

folkways of Europe. The "individual" discussed above was,

after all, not a true individual, in the full sense of the

word. He was never in revolt against the old folkways as

a whole, but only against some specific aspect of the old

ways. He was "individualistic." He never dreamed of

standing alone against the world, in all things, but only

in those few respects in which the old ways irked himself

particularly. That is to say, only fragmentarily was he an

"individual"; in most things he was quite as much a mem-

ber of the folkway group as the next man. He might fight

the old controls in religion, but help to run out of the coun-

try any one who criticized industry, politics or education.

His neighbor might rebel against the old controls in politics

and government, but accept whole-heartedly all the folkway

attitudes in religion, philosophy and morality. That is to

say, America has never believed in "individuality," but only

in "individualism" the right of the "individual" to set

up his own private rebellion in his own little quarter of the

old folkway world. The suggestion that anyone would ever

think of being a rebel-in-general never entered the head of

any pioneer or any "father of the constitution."

This American "individualism" early developed certain

folkway aspects, both positive and negative. It has always

been "right" in America to rebel against the feudal organ-

ization of industry in favor of the "American system"-

that a man should be free to work where he pleased and

should own and possess whatever he had earned or won.

It has always been "right" since the "Revolution" to re-

sist taxation without representation and to call one's self

a sovereign citizen -"the equal of kings." But it has al-

ways been "wrong" to rebel against religion, or "the family,"

or group "morality" as "wrong" in America, as it ever

was in Europe.

It is plain, therefore, that we Americans have been de-

veloping our own folkways for some three centuries. In

these folkways we have followed, in general, the European

model. We never escaped from it! We have made only'

such changes from that model as the conditions of our his-

tory have tended to select out of all the variations offered

by the "freedom" of the frontier. We became gravely con-

cerned about our folkways in war time: we felt them

menaced by various disintegrating forces. We became con-

scious of them and self-conscious about them. We tried,

and are still trying, to organize them more stably and per-

manently into some form of "100 per cent Americanism";

and certain of our institutions and groups have taken upon

themselves to "protect" them from any criticism or change.

None the less and in spite of all these facts, new folk-

ways are emerging, tentatively, here and there, under

the impact of inescapable conditions and often in the most

unlikely places. In industry, managers have established the

right to make whatever changes they please in mechanical

processes without consulting the protectors of the folkways
and without regard to the old ways of doing things. No-

body now thinks the heavens will fall if the electric light

supercedes the old tallow candle. Likewise, here and there

may be found an industrial manager who begins to admit

that the inventiveness that has transformed his mechanical

processes will eventually be quite as unquestionably employed
in dealing with all the processes of his plant, including the

problems of human relationships in industry.
The late election showed that there are some millions of

men and women in America who have quite fully escaped,
not only from the mechanisms of party folkways, but also

from those lingering, gnawing fears (the fears that gnawed
at the liver of Prometheus) which the upholders of the

folkways are such adepts at reinstating.

In religion, though the defenders of the folkways have
been stirred to unusual activity by the developments of re-

cent years, and have announced that they are going to com-
bine all their forces for the purpose of throwing all non-

conformists out of the fold, yet criticism and non-conformity
never seemed to be more definitely here to stay. In moral-

ity, leading writers and prominent periodicals carry on dis-

cussions of the folkway ethic in lines that would not have
been dreamed of twenty years ago.

In the intellectual life, science is the great dissolver of

the folkway mind ; but science is but little effective, as yet,
outside the range of mechanical processes; and where it is

effective it is often so unscientific in its dealings with the

opposition as to solidify that opposition and make its own
task many times more difficult.

"TT^WO problems must be faced. First, still, as of old,
* the critics of the folkways in these separate areas do not

know each other, do not understand each other, are often

suspicious of one another. Because a man is a rebel against
the old religious folkways is no reason, whatever, for sup-

posing that he will vote a progressive ticket. Such a line

of conduct may never have remotely suggested itself to him.

But how can we hope for new folkways unless all those who
are critics of the old folkways in any particular shall under-

take to become supporters of all intelligent criticism, in what-

ever particular? (To be sure, it seems perfectly proper that

just as England has retained her monarch}', as a sort of

anchor to windward, every rebel should maintain one center

of complete conservatism in his personality!)

And, finally, how shall we establish the new folkways of

the intelligent life save as each incipient new way pets into

our education, and as our education .gets over into the new
ways? The "new schools" are headed in this direction

but even the new school people do not always like to admit

the logic of their position. Probably forces much more
fundamental than academic efforts of any variety must be

depended upon to bring in the new folkways. Industry
.seems to be, whether consciously or unconsciously, moving
in this direction. Economic factors are compelling men to

think who have formerly scorned thinking as an "academic

folly." But education and the schools can help to brin?
the new folkways in.

Above everything else, education and the schools can help
to prepare the rising generation for the sort of life they will

be called upon to lead when those new folkways shall have

arrived. JOSEPH K. HART
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The Status of Workers'

Education

WE need in workers' education to face the actual facts

and real needs. There are too many exaggerated

claims and abstract promises. The primary fact about work-

ers' education in America is that it is still in its infancy.

Overlooking this fact, we are apt to expect of it and to

claim for it a size and strength beyond that of the slow-

growing infant stage. It requires the patient nurture of a

human infant, not to be paper-fed on published statistics,

"doctored" to please patrons and placate critics. We ought

to be our own severest critics, not only because it's honest

but because it leads to light and progress. Yet, a lot of

things spoken and written about workers' education sub-

stitute high-sounding claims that are not being fulfilled for

serious attention to the actual facts and the real needs of

the situation.

What are some of these facts and needs?

The movement as a whole is in that early and all impor-

tant stage that demands earnest, thorough and painstaking

attention. Until the labor movement gives it that atten-

tion, it cannot develop into healthy growth. Though it is

the child of organized labor, its financial support comes

almost entirely from sources outside the labor movement.

Our very self-respect should lead us to give more adequate

support to that which we claim the honor of having cre-

ated and the right to control. This fact is being faced

by the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union,

which is steadily extending both the organization and the

support of its educational work.

The second outstanding fact is the obvious but widely

overlooked truth that it is unfair, as well as foolish, to ex-

pect the best results from typewritten letters and printed

literature. Most labor locals have barely a quorum pres-

ent at regular meetings. That quorum listens to the read-

ing of various communications. One of these communica-

tions may be from this office. What happens to it? Less

than one hundred replies were received to two letters

written to fifteen hundred locals in the state last winter.

What is needed ? Personal work. There are about fif-

teen hundred locals affiliated with the Pennsylvania Fed-

eration of Labor. It would take over ten years for one

man to pay one visit to each local, staying long enough to

arouse interest and help organize classes and secure teachers.

In uiany instances more than one visit is necessary. Let

me illustrate. In two places visited last winter, classes

were organized, a committee was selected and teachers were

secured. Within a month both classes had disbanded, be-

cause of dissatisfaction with teacher or text book, and the

arising of difficulties that the local committee was unable

to cope \
-t
h. Until there comes a larger degree of self-

confidence, as well as self-support and knowledge of what

workers' education means, it is absolutely necessary to have

active and responsible representatives on the job all the time.

The third fact we must face is the indifference to work-

ers' education on the part of many trade union officials.

We are not trying to assign the reasons or assess the blame

for this. It is a fact that cannot be denied, that creates a

tremendous handicap, and that must be faced.

Only a minority of trade unionists are interested in work-

ers' education, and of that minority many have not the time
or the energy to devote to it. This is true not only of

workers' education. It applies to the people of America

generally. Our churches, benevolent orders and practically
all other organizations are maintained by the interest and
efforts of the few often the very few. The failure of

interest will not be greatly affected by printed matter and
circular letters from a central office. It can only be

changed by direct, personal efforts; which again emphasizes
the need of active agents in the field.

The task of workers' education extends beyond its study
classes, correspondence courses and other direct forms of
service to the workers and the labor movement. In Penn-

sylvania, for instance, the present superintendent of the State

Department of Public instruction has responded favorably
to the contention that the department should not follow a

ruling of the former superintendent, enjoining teachers from

becoming members of the American Federation of Teachers.
Local school baords can still refuse to renew the contract
of a teacher who joins the A. F. of T. The remedy for

this is in the election of members of school boards. In most
communities the ballots of the workers can correct this

form of arbitrary injustice and discrimination.

The vocational training system in many communities

compels high school boys to submit to exploitation. In a
certain city these boys are apprenticed to employers for

5400 hours during their last three years of high school,
on terms dictated entirely by the employer, which include
a wage scale ranging from seven to fifteen cents an hour.

A development of far-reaching value is the organization
of summer labor chautauquas in the smaller towns. Such
a chautauqua, on a small scale, met with marked success

in August in the town of Six Mile Run, district No. 2 of

the United Mine Workers.

The one big need is that the representatives of workers'
education should be regularly on the job in the various

sections of the country, working in properly organized
districts.

The one big problem is that so many amongst the rank
and file of organized labor are indifferent, that the few who
are interested are necessarily over-worked. This largest
need and this largest problem must be met and solved, not

only in behalf of workers' education, but for the sake of

the labor movement, itself.

RICHARD W. HOGUE

The Higher Education

THE high tide of the year for college freshmen has been

recently at the full. Here in the Middle West, our

large colleges and universities have received, but not assim-

ilated, the annual intake, and the fraternities and sororities

have looked them over, individually and collectively. We
have been through the time of the annual fall pledging and
of consequent hysteric joy on the part of those who have

secured the colors for which they have longed, secretly, but

not with the shameful openness of social ambition, to wear;
time of disillusionment to those unsophisticates who never

knew, till they became college freshmen, the prime impor-
tance in the educational world of being among the socially

elect. Now the little Smith girl from Centerville realizes

that the gown she wore at the Gamma Theta house was
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her damnation, because the Gamma Thetas sensed it was

last year's made over ;
now the Jones boy, also from Center-

ville, knows how much more fortunate he is in having a

banker for a father than in having a brilliant mind of his

own and a father outside the elect.

Over at the Psi Alpha Psi house, a noble stone pile in the

Italian villa fashion with its two great rounded windows

frowning down over the whole campus, the console phono-

graph wailed out "I Want to be Happy" for nearly a week,

while a continuous succession of freshman boys, flatteringly

called men by the Psi Alphas, were entertained at smokers

and tried by a jury of their peers, the members of the active

chapter. Each night those elected to be "bid" were taken

to the chapter room on the third floor to hear a recital of

the glories which only those in the inner circle of Psi Alpha

Psi may know, and the few, if any, who failed to desire

those glories enough to pin on the colors at once were put

through the sweat box lest they escape to rival organizations.

Those not of the elect were put to bed, three deep and none

too tenderly, in the fraternity guest rooms, and hurried

politely away next morning to find living quarters among

the barbarians. With the next day, the glory of the newly

made pledgings faded : they donned overalls and waxed

floors worn bare by the week's entertaining: they wiped

dishes and peeled potatoes when the kitchen help, dis-

gruntled by a week of overwork, failed ; they shined the

shoes and pressed the trousers of the fraternity brethren,

all cheerfully enough because of the benefit of final member-

ship in Psi Alpha Psi.

Across the campus, among the sorority houses, the stress of

rush week was even more tense. The Gamma Thetas trans-

formed their attic into a Japanese tea-garden, where rushees

wearing their winter suits and gowns because these were

the most modish in their new wardrobes, smiled and per-

spired and felt their hearts pounding as they responded in

their best manners to Gamma Theta hospitality. One

little freshman prayed that they might not have heard that

her mother once worked in a store; another wept behind

her smile because her marcel wave was straightening in the

fierce attic heat; still another was hoping desperately that,

lacking beauty or wealth, she might be chosen on her

meagre claim of having made the highest grades in her

class in high school. Meantime, downstairs, other Gamma
Thetas were transforming the first floor into a Spanish ball-

room for the evening's festivities, cutting minute chicken

sandwiches in two to provide for additional guests, or

ironing a few napkins needed for dinner because of a short-

age existing in the linen closet. At four the next morning,

when the Spanish ball-room effect had been removed, they

met to give calm and deliberate consideration to the ques-

tion as to which of their many recent guests they should

pledge. A few fainted ;
one fell sound asleep in the midst

of the voting; and another suffered nervous collapse and

went home for a semester's rest; but the great cause of

education goes on.

Farther down College Avenue, not overlooking any part

of the campus, is the Cooperative Boarding House. Here

was no confusion of entertaining freshmen, no flutter over

sorority bids or hysteria over failure to achieve election;

here was no joyous telegraphing to anxious parents that

the goal of a pledge pin had been achieved; here instead

began the weekly routine of Monday-hash, Tuesday-pot

roast, Wednesday-ribs, with no variation to the end of the

school year. But a ripple of excitement occurred when the

Johnson girl from Maple Grove, after filling three sorority

dates and failing unaccountably to achieve a pledge pin,

came bravely seeking a chance to share a room with some

girl in Coop House. The plain girl from her home town

took her into her small room with the consoling remark,

"Anyhow, you can study a lot more here, and maybe make
Phi Beta Kappa."

"But I never want to make it," the Johnson girl wailed,

and fell upon the hard bed in a burst of tears.

The plain girl wrote a letter to her mother, explaining

that enrollment cost ten dollars more than they had counted

on, and that she must buy a new gymnasium suit. "There

is a great deal to learn here," she concluded, "and I shall

do my best to improve my opportunity." Then she went

downstairs to set the dining table and pour the water, for

she is working for half her expenses at Coop House. Up-
stairs her new room-mate, after unpacking her ten dresses,

her rose silk table lamp and her hand-painted tea-set, ex-

amined her enrollment card to see what courses she had

been entered for. She sighed at the prospect of the open-

ing of classes on the following day; then brightened as she

pondered which dress she should wear.

ATHA LEAH BASS

MRS. MARIETTA JOHNSON'S well known School of

Education at Fairhope, Ala., has recently been incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York, for reasons set

forth in the articles of incorporation. The "particular objects"

are worth extracting: "i. To support and develop the School

of Organic Education at Fairhope, Alabama. 2. To assist in

introducing the principles of the Fairhope idea in the general

education process. The Fairhope idea maintains (a) that

education and normal growth are identical ; that the end is

inherent in the process, that is, the end in education is im-

mediate growth life itself; (b) that the school program, to

be educational must tend to create and preserve sincerity, fear-

lessness, and unselfconsciousness of spirit, intelligent and sym-

pathetic mental activity, and to develop a sound, accomplished,

beautiful body; (c) that grades, marks, examinations or pro-

motions are not necessary for growth, but often prevent growth
hence are uneducational ; (d)that the institution must not

ask "What do you know?" but "What do you need" and the

nature of the growing child indicates the answer; (e) that

in the measure that the school program meets the needs of the

unfolding organism at every stage of its development, it is

educational; (f) that society owes the young guidance, control,

instruction, association with others, and inspiration throughout

childhood and youth."

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY is undergoing a Self-

Survey at the hands of committees of its own faculties. The

details of the program are worked out along the more or less

conventional lines, especially in respect to the item "Persons

to whom studies when made are to be communicated." After

providing that the president of the university, members of the

board of trustees, the various deans and faculty members shall

all be provided with information after their several kinds, the

program concludes with two items, as follow: "To the stu-

dents, such matters as the president considers would lead to

increased loyalty, better scholarship, or stronger cooperation

in attaining the objectives of the university. To the public,

such matters as the president considers to be for the welfare

of the university/'



SOCIAL PRACTICE

Should Social Workers Tell? .

IN

the daily contacts of This has been written from an address not allowed to report infractions

social worker and client, delivered extemporaneously by Dr. Rub- of the prohibition law to the other

through the opportunity of inow at a meeting of the Philadelphia branch of the same government

entering the client's home
Chapter of the American Association of department. Here are two oppo-

and observing his personal life Social Workers, in reply to the question
site Ie8al or moral rules of con-

in a most intimate way, social
put tQ h ;m by the Association: "What is

duct
'
or PerhaP* to put it more

workers may have frequent op- thf, ob ligation Of the sociaf worker to re- accurately, one general rule of

portumties to observe infractions
pQft vio lations Qf the {aw to the prop er

conduct and one exception to that

officials?" The Philadelphia group felt
rule which is aPPHcable to cer-

that his answer deserved
wide^ reading ^l ccupatl ns

and urged its publication and discussion:

Survey readers now have the floor.

of law. Shall or shall we not

take the initiative in conveying

this information to the proper

authorities ?

The argument for an active

effort towards law enforcement

is obvious. One of the essential

"tain situ-

If the problem before us were

simply that as to which of

these two rules should apply,

if the question as to the duty

principles of our legal system dictates that the duty of law of the social worker to report violations were to be an-

enforcement is not limited to officers of the law. It is a swered by a simple "yes" or "no," then I will confess my
primary duty of every citizen, which may be delegated to own choice in the matter would be a negative answer. The

relationship of the social worker to his client is at least as

confidential as that of the physician, lawyer or minister.

Information as to law violations does not come to us

accidentally or in the natural course of our daily life, but

because the client himself volunteers it or because in our

effort to be of help to him we are forced to make a search-

specially appointed persons as a matter of expediency. It

nr legal duty in witnessing any infraction of the law

top it. One obvious way of stopping it is to report it

to the proper authorities.

There is, however, another principle, which we may
designate as "the principle of priviliged communication."

This principle, recognized in application to several pro- ing inquiry into all the aspects of his life. If the principle

fessions, sometimes by law, sometimes by public morality,

sometimes by both, limits the obligation of the private citi-

zen to report certain violations of laws.

The code of legal ethics does not permit the lawyer to

suggest to his client ways and means of avoiding his legal

liability for criminal acts. It does not, however, require

him to report any confession of a crime made by his client.

That is a privileged communication, and if an attorney-at-

law were to be placed on a witness stand, he could plead

that privileged communications are confidential is morally

correct, it surely must apply to the social worker. The fact

that as yet this principle has not found recognition in statu-

tory law does not modify its moral character.

Even more important is the pragmatic point of view to

the effect of our course of action upon our relation not so

much to the individual client concerned, but to the whole

social stratum in which we work. Social work can't be

successfully done unless complete confidence exists between

that as excuse for refusing to testify. The physician is the worker and his client. It is futile to expect that such

not required, and in many states he is not allowed, to give confidence can be gained if the client is to suspect that we
out information obtained from his client in his profesional enter his home or enter the innermost secrets of his heart,

capacity, though such information in dealing with certain

contagious diseases may have a bearing upon law violation.

The ethics of those churches in which confession is obtained

and even of many other churches where the minister may be

in possession of information, willingly given by violators of

the law, does not require him and in fact does not allow him
to utilize that information, no matter how damaging it may
be, by reporting it to the officers of the law. It is definitely

announced in every census by the United States Govern-

ment that in collecting the statistics, neither the census nor

its numerous agents will be allowed to disclose any infor-

not only as social workers but also as policemen in disguise,

if he is to fear that we are asking for information not only
to help him but also to bring him before the court of jus-

tice. If then, I repeat, the only possible answers were either

"yes" or "no," my answer would have to be "no" as the

only condition under which we could continue to do our

work.

But, is the situation so simple as all that? No one should

know better than the social worker, that complicated prob-

lems of life can seldom be answered by a simple "yes" or

no." We must analyze the problem more intensively, not

mation for purposes of tax collection, even if such infor- only from the point of view of law or abstract morality,

mation may indicate violation of some law. It has been

reported that many very prosperous bootleggers have paid

very substantial amounts under the income tax, but that the

government representatives who audited their books were

but also from a pragmatic point of view, in which interests

of the community and the interests of the individual must

be carefully weighed and balanced against each other.

In the very beginning we must have a right to question
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the holiness of the principle of law enforcement. I

recognize that in the political and social atmosphere of the

last six or seven years that requires a certain amount of

moral courage, but unless we have it the question might

better not have been put. There are, after all, at least two

conceptions of crime, as there must be two conceptions of

law. One is the purely legalistic conception of statutory

law and statutory crime; the other a moral or social con-

ception, which would limit the definition of crime to such

conduct as at any particular time goes contrary to moral

standards, contrary to the instinctive
_

conscience of the

community.

The distinction does not necessarily arise out of a crim-

inal tendency or disrespect for law. Take the case of a

ball game on Sunday. Our natural instinctive reaction

would not be uniform, depending to a large extent upon

our religious convictions. Most of us, I imagine, would

not see there a moral obligation to report, though some of

us might. Evidently the legal conviction that every law-

abiding citizen is potentially or should be a policeman, has

very definite moral limitations.

Not only do we feel no moral obligation towards law

enforcement in these minor infractions of a statutory, though

not moral, law, but we have a very definite instinctive feel-

ing of revulsion against such conduct under many circum-

stances. Remember the code of honor during our school

years, and the feeling of moral revulsion against a squealer.

The social purpose of this code of honor is not limited to

years of childhood. Try a little introspection to determine

your instinctive reaction to the professional stool pigeon

or private detective, or even to some extent of the regular

police detective. And yet law enforcement is their profes-

sional duty. Legally the profession of a stool pigeon is a

respectable and estimable one. He might be considered a

pillar of society. He might even qualify as a deacon of a

church. But you and I would probably not want to enter

it or prepare our children for it. We might even keep our

skirts clean of too close a contact with it. All this in illus-

tration of the rather obvious truth that the concepts of

morality and law do not necessarily in all cases coincide.

Under democratic conditions there is nothing mysterious

in the law which would necessarily command reverence.

The law is a rule of action. It is a collective rule of in-

dividual conduct. It is always a rule of the past to regulate

the future. Presumably, it is a rule of the majority, though

under the best legislative machinery, even that is not always

guaranteed. Frequently it is a rule of a dead majority.

The minority of the past may be the majority of the pres-

ent or the future. The law may express a definite ethical

ideal. It may be neutral in its content. And finally it

may, and sometimes does, go contrary to the ethical or

social standards of a very substantial part of the population.

The sensible citizen obeys the law so far as possible. He

may disobey it out of sheer carelessness, but there may be

some other reason. In either case he must be ready to

stand the consequences of his action. If for some reason or

other the majority rule of action goes contrary to his ethical

convictions, he may disobey the law knowingly and stand

the consequences willingly.

Surely such a pragmatic attitude to law must influence

our viewpoint as to the duty of the private citizen to par-

ticipate in law enforcement through voluntary reporting of

all observed violations. If the principle of law enforcement

is not to go contrary to ethical standards, to what you

might term instinctive conscience, surely you cannot extend

it to laws which we consider unethical, and need not ex-

tend to all neutral laws, or to laws which, through the

natural process of wholesale non-compliance, are on the way

to becoming obsolete.

THE
observed law violation may or may not have an

immoral content, but there may be also another classi-

fication. It may be a violation of the past, the present or

the future. After all, actual observation of an illegal action

in its process is not as frequent in a social worker's experi-

ence as information obtained as to past transgressions. We

may discover evidences of committed larceny, burglary 01

even murder. Our legal duty may be quite clear. Is the

ethical duty equally clear ?

It is not at all uncommon to read in the newspapers o:

old criminals discovered and brought to justice. Tw(

brothers were indicted recently for a murder committee

some ten or fifteen years ago. The situation has been some

what popularized by those acute interpreters of modern life

the scenario writers. Frequently the criminals are brough

to justice after they have become and have remained re

spectable citizens. In the very nature of things there cat

be no unanimity either in the public as to the advantage, o

among the social workers as to the ethical values of tb

situation. My own reaction in the situation described ii

the newspapers or movies is not one of indignation agains

the old criminal, but one of sorrow that he has been brough

to "justice." I do not believe that I stand alone in thi

attitude. It represents results of a valuation of the pre

vailing system of crime and punishment.

If the basis of punishment is the achievement of socia

vengeance or deterrence of others, we may regretfully ap

prove the belated accomplishment of justice. But moderi

criminology and penology is working for an entirely differ

ent ideal: the readjustment, the ethical and social recon

struction of the criminal individual. If there be ampl

evidence that such ethical readjustment has taken plac

should accidental discovery of the past crime lead to ne\

penologic efforts? Is there anything else to be achieved bj

bringing the delinquent to justice?

Even if we are not altogether certain that such
rea-.ljusij

ment has been completely successful, once we do accep

this modern ideal of penology must not our enthusiasm fo

retributive justice be tempered considerably by what '

know from experience of the social results of conventions

criminal justice? Even the private citizen may well as

himself the question while running to the police statior;

Surely the social worker trained in criminology and peno

ogy has no right to close his eyes to it. What is our opinio

as to the social results of a term of imprisonment, even i

most reformatory institutions? Whatever our legal dut

may be, the social worker must necessarily consider n<

only the legal but the human and social aspects of the siti'.

ation. He must temper his tendency towards law enforc

ment with ethics and social science.

SO
much for the general principle of law enforcement

I have already indicated the extent to which this do

trine has gained a foothold in several professions, and t!

social considerations which evidently outweighed the puref
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gal ones in establishing this doctrine. As far as I know,
where as yet has this doctrine been clearly established in

ise of social workers or social agencies. I am informed

lat even our records are not protected from inspection by
>urts or offices of the law for purposes of prosecution,

ibviously this is only one aspect of the general failure to

tablish the professional status of the social worker and the

gal privileges which must follow from such professional

atus. Through the establishment of the professional

ols, through the efforts of the agencies in exacting bet-

preparation for our workers, this professional status will

ally be established.

lowever, once this professional recognition is gained,

id with it the principle of privileged communication and

eedom from the obligation of law enforcement, and the

porting of law violations, will it alone fully satisfy both

ur ethical and moral standards ? Suppose the priest hears

>nfessions of repeated crimes which designate the indi-

idual as decidedly dangerous, or suppose even further, that

: hears evidence of a contemplated crime? Similar situa-

ons arise in the relation of doctor to patient, lawyer to

iient. Surely, in such cases, there is a social duty to help

i the prevention of crime which ethically, at least, should

rer-ride the legal immunity of a privileged communication,

^he principle of these communications also has its ethical

mitations; in its application we must distinguish between

ic various forms of law violation, whether they are in the

resent, past or future, whether they involve laws of ethical

Dntent or neutral laws, whether we find evidences of ethical

^generation. Willy-nilly, doctor, lawyer and priest must

e case workers.

rO
sum up: as the origin of law is human rather than

divine it does not necessarily command absolute blind

everence. Law enforcement is a legal obligation. It may
nd it may not be an ethical obligation. Written law must,

herefore, be subject to moral review, otherwise no changes
i law would be possible. The obligation to cooperate in

iw enforcement may be subject to ethical evaluation of

he law violation. The social content of the violation, the

acial results of the efforts to bring violators to justice must

Iso be considered. In other words, the first formulation

f the problem as it is stated in the query, "What is the

bligation of the social worker to report to proper officials

iolations of law," must be viewed in the light of the formu-

ation, "The duties of the professional person toward the

nterest of his client and toward the interests of his com-

nunity when these seem to be in conflict."

Whether the conflict exists or not must always be a mat-

er of very careful consideration. The mere violation of a

tatutory act does not necessarily prove it. After all, statu-

ory enactments necessarily represent the past, most of them
.Iso necessarily represent the rule of thumb. In the very
lature of things they cannot individualize human situations.

^ formal conflict does not necessarily mean a real conflict,

.nd the fact that the conflict had existed, had expressed
tself in an act in the past does not necessarily mean the

xistence of a conflict in the present. Nor can sworn of-

icers of the law be depended upon to possess the true insight

nto the nature of social conflicts, their cure, elimination or

irevention. And if it be their sworn duty to protect society

igainst a spirit of revenge rising in the maladjusted indi-

vidual, it may be often our moral duty to protect an indi-

vidual against a society's spirit of revenge, not because we

would protect the individual in his anti-social attitude, but

because of our conviction that in the final analysis society's

spirit of revenge may be anti-social.

In other words, the social worker must remain a case

worker and individualize in these as in many other situa-

tions. He may and he may not feel the necessity of break-

ing the principle of a privileged communication and act

as a voluntary officer of the law.

Does that place too big a responsibility upon the case

worker? Isn't there a serious danger of mistaken judg-

ment? To be sure there is, as there is the same danger

in every day's work in dealing with complicated human

problems. As his or her judgment may fail, so may the

ethical basis, his conscience, if you will, be sometimes mis-

taken. There is no mechanical rule ior achieving efficiency

in case work any more than in other human relations.

But it does presuppose that the social worker has not

only a technical but also a broader training in social science,

that he or she has a social philosophy which strives forward

and is not bound to the traditions of the past. It means

that a sociological training of the social worker becomes

a matter of very great importance. It also means that back

of the individual social worker must stand the agency with

a well-defined social philosophy and policy, and back of

them a unified profession which takes due cognizance of

the development of psychology, ethics and social science.

I. M. RUBINOW, M.D.

A County's Homeless Children

In the new report of the Children's Bureau
on Foster Home Care, Dr. Ellen C. Potter,

State Secretary of Welfare for Pennsyl-

vania, refers to a Pennsylvania county in

which an investment of $900 and travelling

expenses for a trained children's worker re-

duced the population of a boarding farm for

dependent children from 50 to 20 in four

months, which amounted to an annual sav-

ing to the county of $3,000 for board and

$700 /or school tuition, not to mention cloth-

ing, doctors' bills, and overhead, or the

rights of childhood which cannot be meas-

ured in money. Pressed for details, Dr.
Potter referred The Survey to Lillian A.

Oiiinn, who supervised the work and now
is vocational director for the American As-
sociation of Social Workers.

PROBABLY
with the motive of giving a child a good

home, Bradford County, Pennsylvania, started many
years ago to board with a farmer's wife the children for

whom the county Directors of the Poor were asked to care.

This way of providing for homeless children must have

seemed satisfactory to those early officials, (three men, with

other interests and other duties, elected to give part time

to the care of the needy throughout the county of 50,000)
for it became an established custom to send children to this

out-of-the-way farm, even now distant from a state road.
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Children came, and children stayed, all kinds, all ages, boys

and girls alike.

When the chairman of the county Mothers Assistance

Trustees took a member of the staff of the Pennsylvania
Children's Aid Society to see these children one December

day, they counted thirty, ranging from a year old baby to

fifteen-year-olds, and later they learned there were fifty

children living in this ordinary-sized farm house, an ample

porch of which fortunately had been requisitioned for sleep-

ing room. There were two other so-called boarding homes,

caring each for much smaller groups of children, but groups
also too large either to be mothered by one woman (who
was cook and laundress as well) or to keep the semblance

of family home life.

Small wonder that county officials and private citizens

alike were heartily sick of this careless antiquated way of

keeping the children most in need of protection, a practise

wholly at variance with the wide awake and progressive

spirit of other work there. The native county of Henry P.

Davison and of Jane Delano had felt a particular pride

apparently in furthering public health enterprise. A rural

district that can boast of sixteen men and women profes-

sionally engaged in some form of public health work sets

a standard few rural sections can match.

Without question, the work of this group was one of the

forces that threw into relief the lack of plan and inadequacy
of care for dependent children. The dental hygienist could

hope for no follow-up from the foster mother of fifty! But

where could she find the need of it more? Not that clean

teeth were the greatest need of these children; not that

physical health was alone important but here was a serv-

ice making for health, available for school children in the

county, and ineffective for half a hundred children needing
more than any others all the compensations the county could

offer. Except for the families of ex-service men, and for

those eligible under the Pennsylvania law for help from

the Mothers Assistance Fund, there was no organized,

ready way to help a family or an individual through a crisis,

or to prevent one, or to get on the road to recovery after

things had gone wrong, except in so far as material relief

by itself could help.

It is so easy to find a situation wholly unsatisfactory, and

so hard, when you are close to it, to see a way out. By
law, the county Directors of the Poor are responsible for

the care of dependent children. These directors inherited

both a situation and a practise that had apparently become

a fixture. To send more children to this so-called home was

impossible but what to do with them?

The Children's Aid Society of Pennsylvania had been

caring for such children in family homes for more than

forty years, and the situation, difficult as it was, did not

look impossible to them. The society was organized for

just such a purpose. They offered their plan to Bradford:

a social worker, trained and experienced in the art of dis-

covering what children need care in foster homes, what

kind of home a child needs, and what homes will give that

care. The Children's Aid even offered to go halves on

the salary of the social worker for a year, on condition an

appointment satisfactory to them be made. The directors

looked at the plan askance. Find family homes for fifty

children? A city worker (the headquarters of the Chil-

dren's Aid Society in Philadelphia, gave all its staff and

work, at a distance, a city flavor) accomplish this in a rural

county? Only the shadow of a chance of success. But the

plan had some virtue, it offered immediate action, and it was

so easy to change if it didn't work. Finally, they decidet

to take a sporting chance on the "lady from Philadelphia,'

and when she came, they gave her the most wholehearte<

and intelligent support.

On July 5, the eventful day of her arrival, there were

fifty-four boys and girls at this farm home. By Decembe

i there were seventeen boys and no girls. In the whole

county there were less than thirty dependent children, an<

some of these, of course, had come into care since July 5

How had this reduction been accomplished ? The socia

worker saw the job in two parts to weed out from those

already in care the children who could return home or who

needed other than foster home care, and to get thoroughly

acquainted with these who were to remain and "fix them

up"; and next, to make sure that when requests to tak

a child came, that foster home care was necessary, and was

the best answer to the problem. Often it was not, of course

and other remedies were found. The harder part was plan-

ning for the fifty-four already in care, and here the re-

sources of the county were used to the utmost.

A local physician volunteered to give a physical examina-

tion to all the children at the farm. The nearest Baby

Clinic revised its program and decided that for a time it

could be of greatest service if it examined children of

various ages. The State Department of Welfare sent a

psychologist to the county to examine these children. And

constantly during all this activity, the social worker was

trying to learn what kind of homes these children had come

from, what family and friends each might have to count

on, and what manner of child each one was. Two, though

beyond childhood, chronologically speaking, proved to the

permanently in it mentally and they went to the county

home to await vacancies in a state institution for the feeble-

minded, while two others went directly to such institutions,

Two needed long hospital care ;
still another went to a

state tuberculosis sanatorium. Others, happily in greater

numbers, went back to some stable remnant of their own

families, or into permanent foster homes through the Chil-

dren's Aid Society. Perhaps one of the happiest of these

reunions was that of a widower and his three small sons.

He had gone over to a nearby city in New York where his

kind of work was more plentiful, and was now able to pay

the full board of his children. A local children's worker

found a home for them near the father's boarding place.

It sounds so like easy magic to tell results first fifty-

four dependent children, then a social worker, then less

than thirty dependent children and to touch so lightly on

the hard work and resourcefulness that brought these re-

sults. Bradford County stretches over many miles, through

which distance north and south has been cut by good roads:

east and west the road program is only partly completed

and these wagon roads over high hills were no small ob-

stacle to the county Ford in rough weather. The farm

was in the south of the county; the only two hospitals in

the county were in the extreme north. After the special

visit of a psychologist from the Department of Welfare

such assistance was available only once a month from a clinic

which met first in one then another pat of the county

There was no family welfare society in the entire county

To find foster homes, whether boarding or free, in a dis-

trict that has not been used to the idea of placing childrer

in family homes is no mean task. To find a few familie;

in very accessible places who will hold themselves in readi
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ness to take children in an emergency is still harder.

Emergencies, of course, decrease almost to the vanishing

point when there is help and advice ready at hand con-

stantly, and used before crises come; but in the first months

of the work, situations having at least the outward look of

emergencies came thick and fast.

In spite of these difficulties and limited resources a very

remarkable beginning was made in the care of the county's

dependent children through the skilled service of a trained

and experienced worker. That homes could be found, that

children responded when they were happily settled in these

homes was again proved by demonstration here, as it had

been in many places before. That a county, if it takes

thought, need not have, so many dependent children, was

also demonstrated. One wants to tell the dollars and cents

in the county's pocket because of this. There was great

money saving through the work but who can figure the

full amount when he thinks of even one of the fifty-four?

An operation was performed on a small girl who had never

walked, and within a year she was walking as well as any
child. Even that is less hard to measure than many of the

adjustments that were worked out.

Next "to the story of each child, the most interesting

aspect of this effort was the number and kind of agencies

that contributed to its progress. The skill, devotion, capa-

city for hard work and ability to win people over on the

part of the social worker on which the whole success hinged,

would not have had an opportunity to be tried, had there

not been state and local organized forces to open the way
and aid in carrying on the work. Locally, an official group,

Directors of the Poor, gave both funds and authority to

the plan, aided by interested private citizens, the county

children's committee. Ready for local application, so to

speak, were the resources of the Children's Aid Society of

Pennsylvania, a state-wide child caring agency with the ex-

perience of years to draw on, prepared not only to help

start local work and furnish trained personnel, but to par-

. ticipate continuously in order that one county's children

might have the advantages of another county's home, when
t is desireable and that such special facilities as the

ety had developed might be used for rural counties as

-v>.il as city centers. Through such interplay of local and

state-wide forces and public and private agencies, results

that would otherwise have come very slowly were speedily

secured. LILLIAN A. QUINN

The Fly-By-Fords

tDEEP murmur of approval seems to follow the put-

ting of the questions asked by Ross Sanderson in

Gasoline Gypsies in the December Survey Graphic. Ap-

parently that plight of the agencies which he describes is

all too true, especially in those western states which have

sown colorful publicity as to their climate, only to reap

dusty knights of the Ford. But when one presses for the
' answer to Mr. Sanderson's questions, there is, in general,

silence, followed by a few tentative suggestions. Dis-

regarding one jocular newspaper suggestion that Henry
Ford be asked to rid the country of the pests he has let

loose upon it, and an irate letter to the Kansas City Star

demanding a state police force for the highways to head

off Ford tramps who "are of an inferior type and will

commit almost any sort of law violation," the effective

answer seems yet to be evolved by concerted agreement

among the social agencies.

Most drastic and detailed of the solutions turned up in

correspondence with interested groups is that adopted by

the Social Service Bureau of Denver, whose general secre-

tary, Anna G. Williams, writes that she feels that "help-

ing the auto tramp to get out of your city is a violation of

the transportation agreement and at least one other family

society in the West, the Social Welfare Society of Lincoln,

Nebraska, agrees."

"In Denver," Mrs. Williams reports, "the Salvation

Army and the Volunteers of America are both members of

the Community Chest, and at the suggestion of the Social

Service Bureau all auto cases have been referred to the

Bureau for the past eighteen months. Consequently it is

not as easy to 'get by' in Denver as in some cities where

cooperation is less close.

"This year Halsted Ritter, president of the Denver Com-

munity Chest and ex-president of the Social Service Bureau,

who is thoroughly familiar with the detailed workings of

this office, suggested early in January, 1924, that we draw

up a paper in which we ask the automobile folks to turn

over to this Bureau their car or such equity or claim which

they may have in the particular car in which they are travel-

ing. Needless to say we have not been over-stocked with

cars but we have saved some money and the automobile

traveler is aware of Denver's position in this matter. It

seems to the writer the only possible cure is to take possession

of the car, be it clear or mortgaged. Of course, our claim

would be second to any legitimate prior lien.

r'We understand that there is one town in Colorado of

perhaps from ten to fifteen thousand inhabitants that takes

possession of the car and keeps the family in quarters used

by the jail and the man is put on the road to work until

such time as he has earned enough to pay for the care of

the family and himself and to have a sum of money in his

pocket. After all, grown folks do pretty much as they

please, and children as they are taught, so our great con-

cern must be for the children and such laws in regard to

schooling should be in force as will enable the school author-

ities in any state in the Union to force the parents to put

the children in school or punish the parents accordingly.

"The solution is a long way ahead and necessarily the

process is slow. Education of the individual giver in both

large and small cities has got to be undertaken sooner or

later. Our experience with the ordinary automobile tramp
or hobo, which is the more appropriate name, is that he will

do anything but give up his car, and work. It seems to

me there should be no hesitancy at all in taking the children

away from a tramp family.

"It has also been suggested that the American Automobile

Association take up the discussion with its member organ-

izations in every state and then the member organizations

take it up with individual members, showing them the harm

as well as danger of 'giving a lift' or a 'hitch' along the

highway."
"The fact that a family is involved makes it a much

greater puzzle and a much more serious problem than that

of the homeless man," writes Justin L. Hills, agent of the

Associated Charities of Colorado Springs, Colorado, "and

the latter, so far as I have been able to learn, has really

never been satisfactorily solved.
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"The car of the auto tramp, generally a broken-down

Ford, usually has all the appearances of a crate of chickens,

such as one sees at a railroad station, heads craning from

every opening. They are always filled to over-flowing. In

Colorado Springs these families are handled by the Asso-

ciated Charities. Food and shelter is given but we have

consistently refused to give gas and oil in order that they

may continue their wanderings. However this has not been

in the least effective for in some way and from some source

they always succeed in getting the necessary supplies and

are usually out of town within twenty-four hours.

"Their reasons for continuing their journey are many but

generally they have a job or are going to relatives. The

jobs are always very vague and the relatives usually in an

inaccessible place. It is impossible to get an adequate record

of them and they have disappeared into the great unknown

long before the references they have given can be heard

from.

"I wish I could offer a solution for this constantly in-

creasing problem but I cannot. The public will aid them
in the matter of gas and oil and often criticizes the charity

organization society for not doing likewise. 'It is cheaper
to send them on than to keep them here.' Should we at-

tempt to inform the public and if so, how should we go
about it?"

Kansas City also knows the fly-by-Fords. Walter

Whitson, superintendent of the Kansas City Provident

Association, writes: "Leaving the office at five-thirty one

evening carrying a copy of Mr. Sanderson's article on the

auto tramp which had just come in the afternoon's mail,
I was greeted by a man and woman who wished to talk

with the superintendent.

"They had been in Kansas City twenty-four hours. The
evening before, upon their arrival, they and their children

had gone to a mission meeting and some one whom they had
met there invited part of the family to sleep on the floor

in his home. The rest had slept in their car, which was
not in running condition, a usual situation when the auto

tramp reaches the city. We offered them care at the two
homes which we have here, one for stranded women and
children and the other for men. However, they could not

think of being separated, even for over night. They would
much prefer to sleep in the car. Before the close of the

brief interview one reason for such independence was de-

veloped they had received $4.00 that day from the Amer-
ican Legion, of which the man was a member.

"This is an instance of the way the social service ma-

chinery usually breaks down in planning for the auto

tramps. As long as they have their car they will stick to

it, even though it means camping out in the park in severe

weather at the danger of suffering on the part of the chil-

dren. Other homeless people and transients are much more

willing to accept shelter and care in the form in which it

is provided by the community.
"Even though the children are suffering from neglect no

county is anxious to make the children its wards, assuming

responsibility for their care, which may result in consider-

able expense.

"When it comes to the question of transportation, pol-

icies fail. Even though a legitimate destination can be estab-

lished, there is no way of being assured that a family travel-

ing by auto would arrive at this particular destination if

provided with funds for gasoline and food until they reached

there. The social agency, therefore, does not wish to do

this. The family inevitably refuses to part with a broken

down car and travel by rail. They have learned from ex-

perience that a little solicitation either of gas at a filling

station or of money will give them sufficient resources to

get a few miles out of the city, where they will find gen-

erous farmers to help them continue on their way.
"The social agencies have done little toward solving the

problem. If the auto tramp is not to increase and multiply

a study of methods used and the formation of policies will

have to be worked out and agreed upon just as the trans-

portation code for other transients has been accepted by

social agencies."

Apparently the "tin-Lizzie-tourists" are not always con-

firmed tramps. Georgianna Garden, who has studied the

problem of educating the children of these birds of passage

for the California Department of Education, declares: "We
are having each year more of the good middle-class from

the Middle Western states the farmer type of family

which drifts out to the coast, and may range from Cali-

fornia to British Columbia, trying out the various types of

crops and climates, and trying to decide where to settle,

letting the children stay out of school and suffer many
hardships while they make up their minds where to locate."

But while the middle-westerners go to the coast, other fleets

are cruising through their own home states. The executive

officer of the Minnesota state department of health declares

that half a million automobile tourists visited his state last

year and points out the sanitary hazards and problems that

have always been raised by human migrations, the more so

by a kind of chronic migration. But sanitary procedure is

simple and standardized in comparison to the social dilemmas

which are a by-product of this new type of vagabondage.
The columns of The Survey are open to further discussion

and suggestions.

A NEW DIVISION has been created in the Massachusetts

Department of Mental Disease to be known as the Division

for Classification of Prisoners. It has been established to carry

out the provisions of an act passed by the 1924 session of the

legislature requiring a psychiatric examination by an appointee

of the Commissioner of Mental Diseases of every prisoner

serving sentence of thirty days or more, except for non-pay-
ment of fine, in the jails and houses of correction of the

state.

TO THE ANCIENT QUERY as to who's got the button

(usually to be answered by an accusing gesture toward the

laundry) the state institutions of Illinois can reply proudly

that there need be few such things. With the realization that

fashion had spelled economy in the prescription of narrow-

skirted slipover clothing, the managing officers of the Illinois

institutions together with the heads of sewing rooms came to-

gether some months ago for a conference on suggested changes

in garments. In some of the institutions, such as the Illinois

Soldiers' Orphans' Home, and the State Training School for

Girls at Geneva, the girls design and make their own distinctive

dresses. For the benefit of state hospitals and others, various

types of garments were chosen as standards from models sub-

mitted by the institutions themselves, with all due regard for

economy of materials and time, both in the making and the

mending. That the button question had an important bearing

was attested by the finding that the State of Illinois expended

for this item in the year ending September 30, 1923, the sum

of $3,125.15, not counting the upkeep of sewing rooms.
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The Progress of Personnel Management

I
out of touch with industrial activity

have largely assumed that "all that interest in

labor management and industrial relations" was

considerably deflated after the war, and that the

interest of tj'pical companies in personnel problems has

dwindled as the labor supply has increased. All this is

precisely contrary to fact, as it is the aim of this article

to show. Not only are more companies carrying on more

activities of the sort characterized as "personnel," but they

are taking these activities more as a matter of course and

pursuing them with an intelligence heretofore unknown.

The critics of the movement for increased emphasis" upon

personnel activities in management have made much of the

fact that the motives with which this work was pursued

were not disinterested. The tone has been : "It is all

done in order to make more money." While it is impos-

sible to subject the study of motives to quantitative measure,

I believe that the importance of the personnel movement

has been almost as much in its concern with motives of man-

agers as in its contributions to technique and procedure.

For personnel executives have in numerous companies been

able to illustrate increasingly the truth that motives and

aims change with experience indeed, change only as ex-

perience in a particular situation demonstrates the reality

and grip of new motives. And while much is done in per-

sonnel work because it is clearly shown "to pay," much also

is done only because managers and employes have worked

into a practical partnership where other human satisfactions

than profits are recognized as desirable products of industry.

In more and more plants profits instead of being the be-all

and end-all of enterprise are rather looked upon only as the

tangible criterion of economic solvency and utility a pre-

liminary condition to be satisfied in the course of pursuing

more varied, ultimate and immediate ends in which all

members of the enterprise may share.

But what have such generalizations to do with the prog-

ress of personnel work? Simply this: That it has been

those managers and owners who have been exposed to its

uences in stores and factories where good personnel

rk is being done, who have been in the vanguard of

executives consciously willing to admit the operation of

ler motives in management, broader standards in the

t of which personnel procedure and industrial achieve-

nt are to be measured. And it is this growing group of

managers who are responsible for the experiments which

clearly show a new trend in managerial technique.

Personnel management today is thus infinitely more than

"emplovment management," which is concerned only with

successful selection and placement. Probably between 3,000

and 4,000 plants employ individuals who specialize in se-

lection. Probablv 800 or 900 plants today have medical

departments with full or part-time nurses and doctors.

Safety engineers are accepted functionaries in over 1,000

plants. Training directors function in several hundreds of

companies. Although these figures are estimates they are

indications of an activity which is a real part of the person-

nel movement.

But personnel management is being pursued in a signifi-

cant way in all those companies where some member of

the responsible executive organization is explicitly charged
with correlating, directing and initiating all activities be-

lieved to be affected with a personnel interest. Whatever
is being done to assure that all members of the enter-

prise are applying their energies and intelligences to the

purposes in hand to the best advantage is per se personnel

work.

And today in addition to such accepted activities as se-

lection and training, more plants than ever are trying novel

experiments which look in a new direction. For it is now

recognized that workers and managers will work together

with the maximum effectiveness only if they are all com-

mitted to purposes which all can honestly accept as their

own. Hence companies are working with conscious desire

to discover methods which will create identity of interest

where divergence of interests existed before. The creative

emphasis is uppermost ; the desire to integrate and harmonize

the aims of workers, managers and owners is in the ascend-

ant. And with what result? With the result that experi-

ments which may be grouped into four general types are

now going forward. These experiments appear to offer a

clue to the type of development which will be recognized

as a practical next step for modifying the harshest conflicts

of interest which the capitalist regime at present provokes.

A WORD as to each of these four types of experiments

will serve to indicate the progress that personnel work

has made in the last few years: for all of these activities

are post-war developments, at least in their present flourish-

ing and contagious form.

1. The introduction of a plan of classification of work,

standardization of pay rates, measuring of production stand-

ards, payment of standard day rates with incentive payments

for amounts produced over the standard.

2. Some form of guaranteed employment or guaranteed

compensation in the event of enforced idleness.

3. Some form of supplementary income dependent upon the

profits of the corporation taking the form either of stock

purchase or profit sharing.

4.. The elaboration of shop committees.

The first of these experiments is addressed to the present

conflict between employers and employes over the amount

of work to be given in relation to the amount of pay re-

ceived. Thus far in the history of capitalism there has

been typically an anomalous condition of contractual re-

lations about pay with no supplementary understanding as

to the amount of work to be done in return for that pay.

Piece work methods were devised to correct this, but in

their simple form have certain conspicuous weaknesses. The
installation of production standards, based on scientific study

351
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and supervision, under the joint control of managers and

shop committees, oilers a practical method of making it to

the interest of both managers and men to have the men
work hard while they are working.
The tendency toward a method of pay which involves

these principles amounts almost to a definite "movement"
in the industrial world.

The emphasis both on stabilized employment and on un-

employment compensation has been marked in recent years

both because managers see the business advantages and eco-

nomics of continuous production ; also the demoralizing and

uneconomic effects of idleness are recognized on all sides.

The movement for unemployment compensation now ex-

tends to one or another branch of the garment industry in

five or six centers, and to the workers of six or eight indi-

vidual corporations. Today a total of probably over 500,000
workers is eligible for some form of unemployment com-

pensation, and some hundreds of thousands more are deriv-

ing the benefits which accrue from stabilized employment
due to the planning of employers to insure continuous em-

ployment for forty to fifty weeks in the year.

Approximately two hundred companies are now selling

stock to their employes on various bases, and there are

nearly one hundred companies which have some form of

profit sharing plan. And 75 per cent of both of these plans

have been installed since the war. Stock purchase plans

and profits-sharing plans are legally in quite opposite cate-

gories, but they are practically identical in their recognition

of the fact that companies owe an obligation to their em-

ployes which is not satisfied by the weekly wage. Indeed,

it seems to me that this is their greatest significance. They
indicate that companies are recognizing a right of their

employes to share in some way in the contingent profits of

the business as a whole. Numerous pitfalls are to be found,

particularly in stock purchase plans. But where these plans

are initiated conservatively in companies which are con-

servatively financed, the benefits seem on the whole to have

outweighed the disadvantages. And both of these devices

are conspicuous examples of experimentation looking to

securing, up to a point at least, an identity of interest in

the profits made by the company.

Immediately after the war studies indicated that there

were approximately two hundred shop committees in oper-

ation. Today conservative estimates place this number at

over seven hundred. A significant fact is that the number

of companies which having once adopted a shop com-

mittee have now revoked such plans, is practically neg-

ligible. Rather is it true that in a substantial minority of

the plans the amount of power allowed to employes has

year by year increased. And in this minority it is note-

worthy that equal power in the consideration of wage rates

is the conspicuous feature. Yet in respect to this device,

the important practical result is perhaps less the material

gains which employes have secured and more the growth of

the idea that joint representative deliberation with manual

employes on vital matters in a corporation is of practical

advantage to all concerned, and a fruitful method of educat-

ing all involved to the difficulties and responsibilities of cor-

porate conduct.

It will be clear also that in the midst of so much ex-

perimentation, the danger of not acquainting all interested

with the results of these efforts will be great. Hence not

only research bodies but a clearing house organization which

will record, publish and advise on all going experiments,

should be of special value. Such a body, The Personnel

Research Federation, has existed for a number of years and

it is now being revitalized under new direction. The task

of such a body in the midst of the current volume of activity

is a vital one and its opportunity impressive. It will join

with the already aggressive American Management Asso-

ciation and the Taylor Society in educating executives as

to the significant developments in this whole field.

Where large corporations and small, where those that are

progressive and those that are conservative, are embarking

on experiments of one or more of the above four types, it

certainly cannot be said that personnel work in its funda-

mental sense is on the decline. Clearly it was never more

dynamic than at this hour. ORDWAY TEAD

The Employment Office

The Russell Sage Foundation has recently

completed and published the result of an in-

vestigation of employment agencies. In the

last number of Survey Midmonthly Mr.
Bruere commented on some underlying

principles developed by this study. Here
Mr. Barnes, pioneer in the administration

of public employment offices, discusses its
'

technical findings from the point of view

of the man on the job.

AIN'T
nature grand!" may have been said by the

girl who was taken up on a high mountain, but

I want to make the same remark about evolution. Some

twenty years ago certain people with social instincts com-

menced to advocate the finding of jobs through some public

agency for those out of work. Then later, whenever we

had a financial depression, the subject of establishing public

employment offices was brought up because the general

public then believed and even yet believes that in some

vague way the establishing of public employment bureaus

creates jobs, not realizing that the function of employment

agencies, both in good times and bad, is the rapid and effi-

cient bringing together of the job and the worker.

In 1913 President Wilson appointed the United States

Industrial Relations Commission, better known as the Frank

Walsh Commission. The purpose of this commission

was to discover the cause of labor unrest, and, among other

things, it attempted to ascertain whether or not it was

advisable to organize a United States Employment Service.

I was appointed to investigate the public employment bureaus

then established in eleven states, and I spent a number of

months inquiring into the methods and policies of the offices

throughout the country. With few exceptions, I found

the state systems were reservoirs for political hangers-on.

In 1914 the legislature of the state of New York passed

a public employment office law, the bill having the back-

ing of the City Club of New York. This was the first

public employment office law requiring civil service examina-

tion for every appointee, from the state director down. In

the latter part of 1914 I was appointed from the civil ser-

vice list as state director and established employment offices

in six of the largest cities in the state. Using the knowledge

already obtained from other states, I made these offices serve

not only as places for bringing the worker and the job to-
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ther, but also as clinics for the study of proper methods

r running such offices.

At first it was thought that these offices scattered through-

t the state could be of help in directing the transfer of

)rkers from one section to another. But it was soon as-

ftained that there was no large movement of workers

3in one industrial center to another within the state of

:w York. It was, however, found that a large number of

)rkers in the cities could be directed to jobs on the farms,

he offices worked in cooperation with the farm bureaus of

i: state and met with considerable success. A few years

:er while working with the United States Employment
rvice I discovered that the movement of workers was not

cessarily from one to another industrial center within a

ite, but that it often entirely disregarded state lines, so

at clearance became a matter best handled by the federal

vernment.

We Wondered How to Do it

In the four years of my directorship, we all learned many
ings. But we still in a general way remained in woeful

norance of the best and most efficient manner in which

:blic employment offices should be run. The workers in the

fferent offices would listen to the assertion that every

iman being wanted to accomplish something and that there

as no greater satisfaction than that of doing a job effec-

/ely; that therefore when they placed any kind of applicant

a position in which he could do efficient work they were

)ing a greater thing for that man than the minister who
aved his soul." But while enthusiasm for what he was

>ing could be aroused in the employment office worker,

ere yet remained to be discovered the best and most effective

chnique of placing applicants. Even if we had had the time,

was not possible for the superintendents in the various offi-

s to stand at the shoulder of the nearly 100 interviewers

id pass on to them the little knowledge which we in our

ork of superintending had gained. So night and day we

i

tered a silent prayer that someone with the ability and time

ould make a study of all the employment offices then exist-

and set down in a book the fundamentals of public

nploynient office work and the best methods of doing that

ork, so that a copy might be given to everyone of the office

orkers. I passed out of employment office work before this

ayer was answered. But now I find that the mills of the

ids have been grinding and evolution has been at work.

i

'he Russell Sage Foundation has produced the very book for

Inch \ve all ardently longed.

''Ain't evolution grand!"

This Tells How
: The Russell Sage Foundation has just issued Public Em-

loyment Offices, by Shelby M. Harrison and his associates.

his study gives a history of the public employment office

lovement in this country, stresses the need for such offices,

veals in detail how they have functioned up to the present

me and what may be hoped for in the way of establishing

efinite centers of employment information for the use of

nployers and workers.

The problems of organization in both state and local em-

ioyment offices are shown. The connections which have

visted and which still exist between local, state and federal

^encies and recommendations for future cooperation are

escribed at length. There is much information regarding

ie attitude of employers, workers and labor organizations

ward a system of employment exchanges as well as toward

the way in which public employment offices have operated.

Reference is also made to special groups of rpplicants and the

relation of public employment offices to all classes of work.

The study clearly brings out the struggles of these offices

due to lack of interest on the part of even those most di-

rectly concerned, the blight of politics, the reluctance of

legislatures to give appropriations and the vague public con-

ception that such offices are only for the use of the very lowest

class of workers.

The mass of information which has been collected makes

several propositions very evident.

Public employment offices should be organized with the

state as the unit, but they should be federal-state-local offices.

The city should have a direct financial interest in the local

offices and such control as might be exercised by a local ad-

visory council which would see that the offices were im-

partially conducted.

The federal government should aid in establishing uniform

records, policies, procedures and methods, attend to interstate

clearance and collect national employment statistics. Unless

it established uniform methods of reporting employment

statistics, the information on that subject would be of little

value ; and the necessity for reliable statistics regarding em-

ployment is nowhere better demonstrated than in the wild

guesses made during financial depressions as to the number

of unemployed. It may be said in passing that it has often

been found that the federal connection raises the standing

of local employment offices.

Both national and local advisory councils representing em-

ployers and employes are desirable for arousing public inter-

est and in securing impartiality in the work, but the manner

in which these councils are to be selected and the methods

under which they shall function are yet to be determined.

Public employment offices can only function if they have

the confidence of and are used by employers and workers.

The belief held by a great many employers regarding the

partisan attitude of the United States Department of Labor

precludes the idea of the successful establishment of a federal-

state-local system under that Department. And therefore,

this study recommends that the system be administered by a

board made up of the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of

Commerce and the Secretary of Agriculture.

Owing to the limited field covered by the present number

of public employment offices, Mr. Harrison and his associates

admit the necessity for the various other kinds of employment

agencies the commercial or fee-charging agencies which are

so often accused of exploitation, the philanthropic agencies,

and the agencies maintained by fraternal and other organiza-

tions. There is no doubt of their present value if properly

regulated and it would be inadvisable to attempt by law to

eliminate them. But just as the public school has gradually

encroached upon and practically supplanted the private

school, so the public employment office should prove itself so

efficient and so able to serve the interests of both employer and

employes that eventually it will replace the private agency,

except in the case of the most highly specialized occupations.

There is hardly a question of technique that arises in a

public employment office but has been analyzed out of the

records for the third section of the investigation. Here are

gathered the results of wide experience on such vital sub-

jects as the organization of the offices, what sort of data

should be obtained from the applicants and what from the

employers, the methods of interviewing and referring ap-
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plicants and verifying the results of such referrals, the per-
sonnel of the offices, supervision, reports and statistics, local

and long distance clearing, publicity, selection of premises,

layout of offices, etc. It is because Mr. Harrison and his asso-

ciates have built their report and recommendations out of the

records of experience that their work is bound to have a

positive effect upon the growth of the public employment
office idea and upon the quality of the public service.

It is worth noting that events which occurred while this

study was in course of preparation clearly show the im-

possibility of establishing unemployment insurance, either

state or industrial, without the aid of employment offices.

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America lately

adopted unemployment insurance in the clothing industry in

two of the largest clothing centers of the country. It was
found absolutely necessary to create employment offices before

the plan could successfully function. This is suggestive of a

use for public employment offices which has as yet been little

thought of in this country.

CHARLES B. BARNES

Cumulative Cooperation
~*HE cooperative movement in this country is registering* two distinct kinds of progress both of them essentially

American. In no European country do cooperators have to

struggle to achieve the kind of progress toward which it is

necessary to work here. These gains were recorded at the

fourth national congress of the Cooperative League, held

last month in New York.

The first achievement of importance was this: the United
States is now freed of "fake cooperatives." The underbrush
of false and fraudulent "co-ops" that has prevented real

cooperation from taking root, or had choked its healthy

growth, has now entirely been cleared away. They have

either been stopped by the courts, have perished from exposure,
or have gone bankrupt. The American people have paid

dearly for their luxurious crop of fakirs. It has cost them
about $50,000,000 to learn the difference between coopera-
tion for service and "cooperation" for the private profit of

promoters. They have purchased quantities of worthless

stock. They have lost their money and their credulity. Now
they are ready to dig in deep and plant a sound cooperative

movement.

The legal committee of The Cooperative League reports

that since the last cooperative congress, six organizations

masquerading under the guise of cooperation have been com-

pletely put of of business. While agents of these organiza-
tions were peddling across the country their fake shares and

their fake promises, in the name of cooperation, progress of

the real thing was hampered. Now no fakes stand in the

way. This is a distinct gain.

"And the other kind of progress?" you ask.

In the United States we are confident of ourselves. We
go about things lightheartedly. We blunder cheerfully. We
try over again and finally find out the right way. In Europe,

cooperation is standardized. Experimentation is past. But

American cooperators have finally found the right way.
From Puget Sound to Buzzards Bay, the delegates at the

congress agreed on the essentials. No time was wasted on

arguments on how to start and run cooperatives ; no disputes

arose on technique ; the men and women delegates were so

sure of themselves and so sure of each other (more import-

ant!) that they got down to business on how their organize

tions could work together. This was the second distir

gain.

Eight groups of cooperative organizations formed a fedei

tion to buy together. They believe that commodity buyiij
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is the first step toward the formation of the much needed

tional cooperative wholesale. For instance, all of them u

quantities of flour, sugar and other staples. They plan no

to order them in carload lots.

The federation is composed of the following organisation

The Central Exchange of Superior, Wis., a local wholesa

with associated stores, doing an annual business of $700,00
the Washington Grange Cooperative Warehouse Compai
with 47 member stores, doing an annual business of $5OO,OCX

the Central States Cooperative Wholesale of East St. Loui

which is a federation of societies in Illinois; the United C
operative Societies of Massachusetts with seven strong stor

in Fitchburg, Maynard. Norwood, Worcester, Quincy ati

Gardner doing an annual business of $i,000,000; the Ma
sachusetts Bakeries, a federation of Jewish bakeries in Ne

Bedford, Lynn, Brockton, Lawrence, Springfield and Wo
cester, doing an annual business of $268,000. In great"

New York, there are three large cooperative societies eac

doing a business of $350,000 a year. One is the Finnish G
operative Trading Association, another is the Cooperate

Bakery of Brownsville and East New York and the third

"Our Cafeteria" (four restaurants and a laundry which hai

been incorporated under the name of Consumers' Cooperate

Services,) . These eight organizations understand each other

needs. They have agreed to pool their experiences. The

have definite plans for joint activities.

There remain very definite questions for cooperatives t

study. Some of them were debated at the congress. Wh
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example, do some cooperators believe that cooperative

ing is the best entering wedge for consumers' cooperation

:he United States?

trinaires believe that cooperation in the United States

follow the course of the English Rochdale weavers.

:iey began by opening a little grocery store, three nights a

\ek. That was in 1844. Now cooperation has grown in

1 gland until it does a distributive business of over one

ion dollars a year.

i Very good for England: but in America we don't need

grocery stores, and we do need more homes free from

I
ji
dilative profit. In Brooklyn there are at least twelve

: j 1 cooperative apartments, housing around 250 families.

'iese are financed and erected by the tenant-members them-

si-es. Cooperators pay $35 for five room apartments. In

i same neighborhood similar apartments, rented from land-

! ds, cost the hapless tenants $65. You don't need to per-

side people that this kind of cooperation is good. Living in

t se apartments every day is argument enough. Then again,

<ien people once invest their savings in as permanent a thing

: brick and stone, they stick. They don't drift off bargain

}lnting. But cooperative store members often lose the early

; lor and also their loyalty. The competing grocery

Is re, across the way, offers too many inducements. Among
ur country's drifting population, cooperation will succeed

>l;t, some think, along housing lines. It takes a permanent
lid on its members.

And besides, when cooperators unite under one roof in big

nrtments, or in a garden suburb, they soon begin to work

t;ether along other cooperative lines. In the Bedford-Bar-

i v apartments in New York, the members are cooperating

;)

many side lines that every tenant is included. Plans

en made for playgrounds, for joint purchase of coal,

tor log-wood for fire-places; for one milk company to

sve all at a reduction of price; for one ice-man, one news-

per boy, etc., all at a saving. Cases of fruit, canned goods,

spies, a small buying club these are all entering wedges
r consumers' cooperation on a large scale in the future.

Can cooperative milk distribution always succeed as well

i,

it does in Minneapolis? The Franklin Cooperative

(eamery is doing more than half of the milk business of that

Istling Minnesota city; $3,000,000 worth of the purest,

ihest milk that Minneapolis has ever had is being distributed

inually to the members of this consumer's society.

A few figures will tell better than anything else the steady

pwth of this cooperative enterprise. It started in 1919

\th a strike of milk-drivers. For over a year they studied

operation and finally educated themselves and some con-

sumers to a belief in cooperation. They opened a distributing
milk business in 1921. This is the way it has grown:

No. of No. of No. of Bottles Total
Wagons Employes Distributed Sales

July, 1921 46 120 968,495 $86,849.10
July, 1922 82 178 1,570,540 $137,006.40
July, 1923 146 381 3,234,959 $286,095.04
July, 1924 175 410 ? ?

And here are the figures which show the improvement in the

quality of the milk :

1921 1922 ist 7mos., 1923

Average Bacteria 31,719 per c.c. 16,166 per c.c. 19,206 per c.c.

Butterfat Test 3.71 3.79 3.76

Below is the contrast in costs and prices of milk between

Minneapolis, Chicago and New York. In Minneapolis the

consumers pay less for their milk and the fanners get more
for their product.

PRODUCER RECEIVES PUBLIC PAYS
PER 100 LBS. PER QUART

Minneapolis $2.90 12 cents

Chicago, 111 $2.67 14 cents
New York $2.78 15 cents

What are the factors of success for a cooperative coal yard
in a small city?

Why have cooperative restaurants succeeded better in New
York than cooperative grocery stores? Is it due to manage-
ment or demand ?

Most of the people who are familiar with Our Cafeteria

in New York will tell you that its growth has been due to

expert management. The management itself will tell you
that it is because there is a demand for the service it renders.

I think it is both. Its growth, noted below, is especially in-

teresting because it has hammered away on spreading the first

principles of cooperation as much as it has on serving good
portions of delicious food at fair prices. Its commercial

success has never turned its head. It confronts you with fig-

ures of growth and prosperity and then you believe it can

be done. Even in the greatest commercial city in the world,

cooperation can succeed.

Bakeries have been run largely by Jewish cooperators.

What are the conditions that make for wider success?

Can cooperative grocery stores buck the chain store system

in the United States without strong national and district

wholesales ?

How do labor banks differ from real cooperative banks?

Can they ever become cooperative in this country, in the

technical sense?

What legislation is needed to extend to credit unions the

banking privileges of ordinary banks?

' wines by Helen B. PhelM

XV

THIS IS THE WAY THE COOPERATIVE LAUNDRY IN NEW YORK ADVERTISES ITS SERVICE?
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Why do farmers need to cooperate in purchasing their

commodities just as much as in marketing their crops?

These are interesting questions, and they provoked inter-

esting discussions. But after all, as the delegates said, "Its

the work we do back home that really counts." Work, not

talk, is the thing that erects mile-stones of cooperative

progress.

There were delegates at the congress from the states of

Washington, Montana, Idaho, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Mi-

chigan, Iowa, Arkansas, Kentucky, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey, New York, Maryland, District of Co-

lumbia, Connecticut and Massachusetts, representing 170

societies.

Not very many ! The movement is yet young in the United

States. We have not suffered enough to turn to cooperation.

The encouraging thing is that the three hundred and thirty-

three strongest and best societies in the United States are

now united in the national federation which they control,

The Cooperative League. As a result of its standardization

and education, these societies are sounder and better organ-

ized than ever before. AGNES D. WARBASSE

The Social Ideal in Scientific

Management
SOME

forty-five years ago 1880 or 1881 a blond

haired, blue-eyed, i4O-pound young man, twenty-four

or twenty-five years of age, was made gang boss over a

group of machines at the Midvale steel plant, Philadelphia.

He had had an Exeter but not a college education, had

served his apprenticeship as machinist and patternmaker,

and had worked as yard laborer, machinist and time keeper.

Born with a disposition to do his best and to expect it

of others, to undertake a task with energy and to stick to it

with bulldog determination all intensified by an inherited

Puritan-Quaker conscience Fred Taylor set out to get pro-

duction from his machines. He naturally pursued the then

customary method of foremanship in the steel industry

guessing how much work should be done by a man at a

machine in a day, and giving orders with no question of

the accuracy of his guess or the certainty of hi authority.

The young gang boss immediately found himself in the

midst of a small cyclone. He discovered that workers can

believe there is a time when they should not give of their

best, that there can be quite a different point of view from

that which inspired him. Why should one get the work

done quickly, only to be laid off because there is no more

work to do? They had not forgotten incidents of the pro-

longed depression following the Civil War. Why should

one set a good pace only to have rates cut? American

workers at that time were having sore experience with rate

cutting. The struggle between Taylor and his gang lasted

for some time and the young foreman eventually won ; but

at what a cost of shattered nerves and shaken spirit because

of disillusion concerning the fairness as well as the effective-

ness of methods of management then prevalent in American

industry. Ownership and management left responsibility

and authority for getting output to the boss a functionary

peculiar to American industry; and because of limitations

of technical knowledge the boss could meet his responsibility

in only one way guess what the output should be and drive

men to get that output.

Looking back many years later, Taylor said: "I was a

young man in years, but I give you my word that I was*

great deal older than I am now, what with the wor

meanness and contemptibleness of the whole damn thing .

This life was a miserable one, and I made up my mind

either get out of the business entirely ... or to find soi

remedy for this unbearable condition."

Taylor was no quitter ; if ever there was a man for wh<

the fascination of a problem varied directly with its di

culty, it was he. He did not get out of the business; >

devoted the rest of his life to seeking the remedy for tl

"unbearable condition." Within two years he had work

out a boss's technique which solved the problem for h

and his gang; during the next fifteen years he extended a

refined this technique to make it adaptable to larger a

more complicated situations ; and then he translated wl

he had been doing into general principles and gave the wo::

a new philosophy of management.

The Taylor System
The boss's technique which he worked out during t;

year or two following that first and last quarrel with woi

ers under his supervision, was what in its later and me

refined form came to be known as the Taylor system.

that time as always later, when developed and utilized

the spirit of its founder and not in a counterfeit way-
established relatively harmonious industrial relations

highly productive cooperative effort. In its outline the s;

tern is simple: first, painstaking investigation to get t!

facts concerning every even the most detailed prob

of management, to determine what the output of a partic

machine on a particular job should be; second, setting

standards of materials, equipment, methods, achieveme

and reward on the basis of these facts; third, maintenan

of these standards as a stable basis for estimates, schedui

and expectations; fourth, making every worker a busim

man on his own account by high wages and high earnin

in accordance with his productivity on the basis of the

standards. Such things as time study, functional organiz

tion, route sheets and instruction cards are but devices

accomplish these essential things.

A great philosopher has said that the grand systems

philosophy are but rationalized explanations of systematiz

conduct acquired in reaction to environment. Environrae

changes, conduct changes, and then comes a new philosopi

rationalizing the new conduct. I imagine that is equal

true of specialized philosophies, such as a philosophy of ma

agement. At any rate, that is true of scientific managemer
which was first formulated as an explanation of the Tayl

system. The system was worked out first, developing st<

by step in the solution of practical problems as they came i:

then came- rationalized explanation. Taylor believed

philosophy and the principles formulated in explanation

be fundamental and enduring. He believed the systei

however, to be subject to change as industrial conditio

change he even expressed the opinion that not one mech

nism of the system as it then was, would be in existen

ten years after his death. The philosophy of scientific ma

agement is essentially this: knowledge of laws governii

industrial operations instead of guess must be the masti

industrial effort in the light of known facts and laws

be more productive of facilities for human happiness th

effort which is blind ; management must be the servant

knowledge instead of the ally of whim and chance;

manager must be a leader and teacher instead of a driv
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Such in brief were the nature and the origin of the Taylor
tern and of scientific management. From the very be-

inning, because of the man from whom they sprang, they

ad in them a strong strain of unsentimental, practical ideal-

sm. It was inevitable that the system, or rather some of

he devices in the system, should be appropriated and used

or ends not consistent with the Taylor spirit ; and it was

nevitable that these efforts should fail in their purpose, to

he detriment of the prestige of Taylor and his work. For-

unately it was also inevitable that there should be those who
hould adopt and adapt in the Taylor spirit and should

arry on to successful demonstration. In American, French

:nd English industry are to be found managements which

ire adequate proof of the penetration of the system ; and

it the recent Prague International Management Congress
vas overwhelming demonstration of the world-wide pene-

ration of the idealism and the philosophy.

Adopt and adapt! Scientific management is a dynamic

hing ;
its principles are the principles of growth and change,

ind it is for that reason that its progress has been sure

ind swift. In the eighties and the nineties as a nation we
vere still exploring, appropriating and exploiting a conti-

lent of great physical resources and mechanical problems
vere in the foreground. Under such conditions Taylor
ormulated a philosophy of management of material things

\V human beings for human interests. Into it he incor-

porated a social idealism. Since 1900 the development of

i more complicated and delicate industrial mechanism has

:reated complicated and delicate human relations, and the

Himan problem has come to the foreground. But that

social element which scientific management had in its be-

ginning, has enabled it to meet the challenge of the later

period. In so doing it has not lost its practicality and free-

Jom from sentimentalism.

Its Fundamental Objective

Because it is of the very essence of its philosophy, scien-

tific management watches for, listens to, considers and ap-
iraises whatever has a bearing on betterment of manage-
ment; and if it discovers something worth while, it adopts
ind adapts it. And in so doing it never forgets that human
welfare is the fundamental objective, and whatever it adopts
must be contributory to that welfare.

Ten years ago the voice of Robert Valentine, preaching
the doctrine of workers' consent, was as the voice of one

rying in the wilderness. The Taylor Society gave him a

forum, and it is to the bulletin of that society that one

goes to read the statement of his doctrine. About the same
time Robert Wolf came down from the woods of northern

KJ
Hampshire with a message concerning recognition in

agement of the part which may be played by the instinct

reative effort, and the Taylor Society gave him a forum.
Both the Taylor Society and these leaders became bigger
forces from the contact. They experienced what Mary
Follett in her Creative Experience describes as a circular re-

sponse. Recently the Society has joined forces with the psy-

chologists to bring psychology to the service of management.
During the war the movement towards the establishment

of functionalized personnel departments in industrial enter-

prises made noteworthy advance in fact, assumed the pro-
portions of an inflation, and subsequently suffered the penalty
of inflation. During this period scientific management
steadily refused to be excited by the artificial and temporarily
expedient, made its contribution by organizing personal re-

lations along fundamental lines, held to what it achieved,

and refused to become a party to reaction.

The depression from which American industry is emerg-

ing has focused attention on instability of industry as a.

major social as well as technical problem one to be solved

by wise administration and efficient management. Scientific

management plants have attacked the problem fundamentally
and their constructive efforts, as at the Dennison Manufac-

turing Company and the Walworth Company, are cited a

examples which point the way towards ultimate solution.

At the Dennison Manufacturing Company is a striking

example of effort to adapt corporate structure to all the

interests at stake in modern corporate enterprise a step

beyond the zone of technical into the zone of legal organ-
ization in search of a sound basis for just human relation*

in industry.

A few years ago John Commons reported the result of

a survey of plants having the reputation of superior achieve-

ment in the matter of industrial relations. It is interesting

to note that the list of plants investigated reads like a list of

examples of scientific management. It is equally interesting

to note the following among other inferences by Commons.
From 10 per cent to 25 per cent of American employers may

be said to be so far ahead of the game that trade unions cannot
reach them. Conditions are better, wages are better, security
is better than unions can actually deliver to their members . . .

the outstanding fact in our investigation is the importance of

management.
This inference affords no argument against labor unions,

but it is a tribute to scientific management.
And today in the shops of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

road, organized labor and management are cooperating* in

the development of better management along scientific man-

agement lines, the engineer being in the employ of the

unions. It will be a great day for American industry if

this effort is a success, and if, under the stimulus of the

success, such cooperation becomes general.

Scientific management can never lose its large social con-

tent. Its primary idea is management on the basis of facts,

and there is an essential fact which no research can ignore

industrial enterprise is human enterprise.

H. S. PERSON

*The Survey for January I, 1923, carried Mr. Beyer's

story on this piece of cooperation. President Halliard of

the B. jf O. has just expressed the conviction, in a public

address, "that the cooperative plan which the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad has put into effect, in cooperation with

its shop employes, and their respective unions, is no longer

an experiment. It has more than justified itself from many
different angles." The October issue of the Machinists'

Journal contained the report of that association's committee

on railroads dealing with the Union-Management Cooper-
ation Program. "After a very thorough investigation of

the results accomplished on the B. & O." the committee

finds that "the program has been of great benefit both to

the railroad (and to the employes) in improving working

conditions, lessening of grievances and more prompt settle-

ment of such grievances as do occur." The committee there-

fore recommended the extension of the cooperative plan to

other railroads. The actual record of experience seems fully

to have sustained Mr. Beyer's prophecy that B. & O.

Engine 1003 would come to stand in the eyes of manage-
ment and men as a symbol of a new development in col-

lective bargaining between the standard trade unions and
the railroad managements.



BOOKS IN OUR

Can the Popular Be True?
HE popularize!? of knowledge have a hard

time. If they are interesting, science calls them

"sensational"; if they are academically precise,

the people call them dull. We do not know
where in the field of letters there is a more difficult role

than that of liaison officer between new facts or ideas and

the popular mind. Nor what literary function is more pro-

foundly useful. We pity the men who undertake the job

and yet so robust and dynamic are they that none seem to

need pity less.

Two books before us suggest these reflections. The
first is scarcely a book

; it is a box slip-cover containing

twenty neatly printed paper pamphlets Lectures-in-Print.

The author is Everett Dean Martin, the social-psychol-

ogist, director of the People's Institute in New York City.

The subject is What Psychology Has to Teach You About

Yourself and Your World. Each lecture takes up a single

aspect of psychology, and contains perhaps 7,000 words.

They are popular, for they were given to what the cover

describes as "the largest audiences in the history of that

famous auditorium, Cooper Union." A stenographer took

down the lectures, they were edited and printed. And
there you have them Lectures-in-Print, a new way of

bringing to people of "upper middle-class" intelligence

facts about what students of society quite generally judge

the most important body of knowledge that the members

of society can master if they are to take places in a self-

conscious social organization.

Now we may ask two questions of Mr. Martin : does

Jie give an honest report of the present knowledge about

psychology? And does he make it understandable and

popular? The success of the original lectures and their

sale in print answers the latter question they do reach

people. The present device for reprinting we recommend

to those trying to disseminate information. There is noth-

ing particularly new about this method for the corres-

pondence schools long ago found out the value of the course

in sections. But we should recall the fear a non-trained

mind has in the face of a whole unbroken book. He feels

he has to follow a long and arduous course, along which

there can be no breaks or let-downs. So he just won't

start. Here he has to do only one stint at a time. He can

finish that and call it a day. Mr. Martin applied his

psychology pretty well, we imagine, in selecting this novel

format.

Now as to content: in fairness, we should ask no new
contiibution to the subject from these authors, though Mr.
Martin has, as a premium here, his own gift to make, and

includes his own estimate of the theories wherewith he

deals. The creative gift wanted is the dual ability to grasp

the original sources in their prickly difficulty and to invent

a method that will make them simple, clear and useful to
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average people. Indeed, the work is best done when it is

not confused by the author's advocacy of some private

controversy or thesis of his own. This requires great self-

restraint, and is one reason the art is not easy! Most

original sources are over disputatious.

Positively, we can demand that such books contain no

plain falsehood. Not even getting people interested in

ideas can justify getting them interested in untrue ideas.

But here again the criterion must be applied carefully.

The popularizer has no more absolute test of truth than

has the research scientist. He tells what he believes is

true, and he is just as liable as the rest of the human race

to make mistakes. What we ask perhaps is that he writ

with character; that he do not misstate or distort merely
secure notorious prestige, or to increase the sale of his

books. He must tell the truth in so far as it lies in him.

His purpose must be pure and honest.

Mr. Martin stands this test. His difficulties may be

indicated by some of the matters he undertakes to out-

line in his short lectures. For example, The Place of

William James; Psycho-Analysis ; Freud and His Fol-

lowers; The Fatality of Habits; Human Nature and In-

stinct; The Unconscious; the Significance of Intelligence

Tests; and Behaviorism. Psychologists, it is well known,
do not agree on these matters. But they do agree that

they are important practically important. Therefore, it

\vill not do to say they should not be treated in so brie

a space, but reserved for the authoritative and exhaustiv

treatment. Exhaustive tomes do not get read by the people

and yet the people are those we desire to inform on these

very issues that they may perhaps correct their habits and

control their instincts. Moreover, the main notions in

these fields are not too difficult to be presented briefly, even

with some statement of both sides. Read the lecture on

Freud, and you will see how the psychoanalytic concept of

dreams, of defense mechanisms, and rationalization can be

reduced to simple terms for everyday handling.

We hold no brief for Mr. Martin's ideas on psychology,

religion or crowds. He has plenty of critics. He is prob-

ably often wrong, and sometimes . right, like the rest of us.

But we do say he has a method which makes people think,

and offers them the first materials for thinking. These

are high achievements, likely to help society solve some of

its problems, and the only acceptable criticism is from the

inventor of a better method of doing these desirable things.

THE
second book is The Fruit of the Family Tree

by Albert Edward Wiggam, the author of the widely
read New Decalogue of Science. The titles indicate the

popular appeal. They have the color, picturesqueness, and

perhaps inaccuracy of the instinctive journalist. The subject

matter the meaning of heredity and the up-building of the
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by conscious control of the germ-plasm is clearly one

offers great chances for "sensationalism." It has to

ith sex which is the prime motif of sensationalism,

iromises too much, and that too quickly but that

appeals to the race with its hunger for speedy

illeniums.

Yet how would we get much done in the world if we bar-

d sex, and hope? The popularizer seizes these means of

teresting people because they do interest people. To be

teresting is his function; shall we blame him if he suc-

eds? Shall we blame the publishers (though your scien-

fic conscience turns over inside you) when they put on

jacket: "Would You Like To Know How you came

ive blue or brown eyes, why you are tall or short, fat

inder?

'hat science knows about the right sort of person for

to marry?
hat science can tell you about your future children?"

this sounds like a book on fortune-telling but we find

iding with an appeal to join the American Genetic

ssociation.

Pure science will find much to disapprove of in Mr.

lartin's book. Such statements as the one that modern

ivestigation is leaning toward the belief that tuberculosis

in part hereditary will arouse controversy. But if we

:duct all the doubtful views and claims there remains

ist importance to the person who reads and under-

lough of what science itself has labeled truth to be of

ands.

T 7 E fear these remarks may leave the notion that such

r V books are useful to a queer sort of average audience

mnd only in forums and classes. The fact is that

)cial service workers need precisely such summaries, inter-

etations, popular readable resumes of th~ tedinical

Ivances outside their own special field. They must under-

and the root ideas of modern psychology and eugenics for

;ample in order to place themselves and their jobs in right

Nation, and in order to know what the world is thinking,

'hey cannot pursue these problems through the ramifica-

ons of an abstruse research volume often for the very

omely reason that such reading has to be done in the eve-

ing when they are mentally too tired for scientific disci-

line. The interesting, yet accurate, volume here fills a real

eed.

The sum of the matter is that science needs interpreters,

'hese interpreters have to make themselves read. They
ave to attract attention in a noisy world competing with

)lf and the radio, say they must do something other than

:peat the original researches, for if people wanted them

icy can always get them. What results is a kind of com-

romise between the scientific precision of dispassionate truth

ecording, and a misleading and empty yet personally re-

mnerative sensationalism. The technique of this com-

romise should be investigated, and the authors who are

ttempting this dual life should get help, not the rather too

snerous dispraise now often given them.

LEON WHIPPLE

SYCHOLOGY, Lectures-in-Prittt, by Everett Dean Martin. People's
Institute Publishing Co. 248 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.
HE FRUIT OF THE FAMILY TREE, by Albert Edward IViggam.
Bobbs-Merrill. 391 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

The Endowed Family
THE DISINTERESTED FAMILY A Plea for the Endowment of The

Family, by Eleanor Rathbone. Longmans, Green & Co. 324 pp. Price

$2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

MISS
RATHBONE'S book, under a somewhat mis-

leading title, presents a very interesting analysis of the

wage concept, particularly that of a "living wage," or

"minimum wage," as well as a plea for the adjustment of

wages to family needs. Her contribution to the subject is

as simple as was Columbus's to the problem of standing
an egg on end; namely, that the principle of a living wage
when applied to industry at large is indefinite and illogical;

that it is bound to create excessive income at one end and

insufficient income at the other; and that the curve between

these two points is the life span of one individual from

singleness until he becomes the parent of a large family.

She makes most of the fact that all computations of "the

standard of living" and "living wages" are based upon the

so-called "normal family" of five. There is nothing normal

about such a family. It is questionable whether it repre-

sents a true average or median or mode, but whether it does

or not, there is no question that an income sufficient for a

family of five is excessive for a single individual and may
be totally inadequate for a larger family. This conclusion

will not startle any professional social worker, particularly
in the field of family case work or relief, who adjusts his

family budgets to the actual family necessities, not to an

artificial average.

The next step is a plea for the adjustment of wages to

family needs by a system of family allowances. The sugges-
tion may appear revolutionary, or even preposterous to the

American reader who has not thought of the subject, until

he learns from the material so ably brought together by
Miss Rathbone in the second part of her book, that this

proposal has been agitated in half a dozen different coun-

tries, and has actually been applied in some localities and
in some industries, both in France and Germany, for several

years.

Numerous weighty objections will be advanced: by indus-

try on the plea of excessive cost ; by labor in protest against
a subtle effort to destroy the family budgets as the basis

for "minimum wage standards"; by the financier because

here is a dangerous new burden to the state budgets ; and by
the sociologist because here is a possible incentive for an

excessive birth-rate among the unfit. These objections are

discussed and answered. She points out that the unmarried

workman "hides himself behind the skirt of the non-existing
wife and her children" to receive wages to which on the

simple plea of the cost of living, he is not entitled ; that

the profits of industry in England are not high enough to

permit the extension of a wage sufficient for a large family
to each and every workman ; that the present system breeds

extravagant consumption by some, and under-nourishment

for others.

Miss Rathbone will probably not help her proposal by

extending it too far. At one moment she shifts her argu-
ment from wage adjustment on the basis of family need

to general state family allowances to the entire population ;

and in her effort to cover all aspects of the problem, she

projects her program even to make it cover the problem
of unemployment. It is quite true, as she points out, that

some way or other the wage worker's children are supported
out of the general social surplus. 'But the suggestion that
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the cost of the support of the entire child population be

shifted upon the public treasury brings to the surface a

social ideal that has not been increasing in popularity, in

this country at least. The problems involved become more

complex, social and eugenic arguments, more numerous, and

the possibility of such a system depressing the general "liv-

ing wage" are very much more real.

On the other hand, within the limits of a well-organized

industry, some such adjustment of wages to needs may be

easily accomplished without any increase in labor costs, and

to tremendous social advantage. The main obstacles to be

overcome would be the employers' fear of something new,

and the very real disinclination of the unmarried workman

to forego his advantages of the past. But, after all, the

state of single-blessedness is in most cases a temporary one,

and in many industries, unmarried male workers must be

in a decisive minority.

Apropos the main thesis there is a good deal of material

on traditional militant feminist lines. But the style is so

engaging and the enthusiasm and faith so evident and some-

times so convincing that the reader, and particularly the

female reader, will not begrudge the author her frequent

yielding to the temptation to belabor the male sex. The

proposal for the adjustment of wages to family needs is

not yet a problem of practical politics or economics in this

country, but one may suggest that it is likely to become

so in the not very distant future. For the study of this

question and for a very eloquent presentation of arguments

for or against the proposal, the book can be warmly recom-

mended to every social worker.

I. M. RUBINOW, M.D.
Executive Director, Jewish Welfare Society,

Philadelphia

God-Fearing vs. Sport-Loving
YOU GENTILES, by Maurice Samuel. Harcouri, Brace & Co. 221

pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE Jew fears God. The Gentile "plays the game."

So, they live in two worlds between which breaks "an

unbridgeable gulf." Jews are sombre, moral, seeking for-

ever to understand and serve God ; Gentiles are romantic,

lyrical, laughter and love-loving, seeking joy and adventure

in all sorts of sports and making of their God little more

than a pal, or at best, only the Umpire for their games.

These sports include, as Mr. Samuel sees them, not only

the furious exaggerations of athletics, but also war, science,

business and Utopia-making; and they demand loyalties and

disciplines that the Jew does not understand and does not

want to master. He thinks the whole thing foolish. Sacri-

fice for the team; devotion to any fraternity; loyalty to

the nation ; regimentation in the army's goose-step all

strike him as silly. He is obstreperous in meetings and

disorderly in society. Yet, within the iron rule of his own

religion he has submitted to a daily and exhausting dis-

cipline and ritual beside which the abstentions of the train-

ing-table, or the regimen of the military man seem child's

play; and he has shown such unparalleled devotion to one

organism his race and religion that in spite of the per-

secution of centuries, he remains solid, while Gentile tribe

after Gentile tribe has risen, fallen, mingled and disappeared.

"Jews have a way of thinking and living; Gentiles have

a different way." Emphasis on this inescapable fact is, we

think, the chief gift of this bitter, but powerful and en-

lightening book. This difference is not a matter of physique,
or manners, or even of religion. The author points out

that when a Jew, persuaded that his religion is the barrier,

becomes Gentile, he gains nothing for the Gentiles at once

shift their antagonism from religion to ethnic or scientific

grounds. They abandon Christ-killing for the germ-plasm

always rationalizing this cosmic hatred. The Gentile

does not like Jews, however they may imitate him. Yet

the Western "new Jew" is in our societies no longer be-

yond the Pale, but where his questions and his disintegrat-

ing iconoclasm are more effective than ever before.

What can be done to reconcile these two ways of life?

Nothing. There can be no compromise. The only at-

tempt at an answer given is that Gentiles may absorb Jews.

But here new difficulties arise, for intermarriage involves

both parties. The Jew cannot be absorbed without absorb-

ing. He cannot marry into the Gentile family, without

the Gentile marrying him. This is the last thing the

Gentile wants. Moreover it is against the age-long end-

ogamous instinct of the orthodox Jew. Assimilation is a

weak prescription for a race that has resisted assimilation

for four thousand years. And if Gentiles absorb Jews the\

are by so much Judaized themselves. The author does nol

pretend to think the proposed solution much better than

the present antagonism.

This may not be the best book, but it is the most excit-

ing intellectual adventure, of the fall. Being a Gentile, 1

quarrelled with the man all the way. When he says as ;

Jew: "We to you are essentially without honor; you tc

us are essentially without morality. Your ideal moralin

is a sporting morality," it whips up the blood and the brain

The study of the difference cuts across all our institution;

so that we get a keen analysis of the hypocrisy of business

the futility of our science, and the asininity of our concept

of the universe. I think the chapter on our science is the

key to the book for here Mr. Samuel betrays himself as ;

mystic, the descendant of long lines of Oriental mystio

and fatalists. Nothing matters but the reconciliation o)

God and man.

Mr. Samuel believes the Jewish idea of this reconciliatior

involves social justice, and morals. But social justice i

not a mystic thing it is the application of science and poli

tics and business to helping people here and now. M;
a game of these is just one way of getting a practical jot

done. Moreover, social justice has nothing to do with tin

mystic contemplation of the God idea. You can do thai

anywhere, any time, rich or poor, sick or well.

I think that Jew and Gentile are so many chasms apari

that perhaps I can no more do justice to Mr. Samuel's Goc

than he can do to my "games." Though his God descender

to me through his Bible, and his race bred our Christ, \vt

make a different use of the gifts. It is perhaps futile ther

to say that maybe we play at life not because we regard i

as less serious than do the Jews, but as more serious. W<
veil life with dreams, sports, and romance, not because lifi

is that way, but because it isn't, and we attach so littli

value to our own lives in the vast image of God that w<

can toss them away with a smile as "a gentleman and ;

sportsman." Perhaps we worship in our own way.

This is a good book even when the Gentile believes i

wrong. It is not polite, but racial differences never are

Every page challenges to discussion with the hope of rebut

tal. There are blind spots, but thev arise from fervor
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ot from indolence; and the author's vigor sweeps fresh

ir into an arena long filled with dust and chaff from

raw men belabored with journalistic slap-sticks.

L. W.

KA.

Little Drama In Coal
STRIKE FOR UNION b\< Heber Blankeiihorn. Published for the

'ait of Industrial Research 'by the H. W. Wilson Company. 259 pp.

e $2.25 postpaid of The Survey.

THIS
is one of the books which present a difficult task

to the reviewer, because it is so rich in content that

nany things crowd and jostle to be said about it. In the

,
it is an able study of a typical chapter in the struggle

democracy in industry, which puts concrete meaning

the vague phrases ordinarily used to label such conflicts,

is also an intensive examination of the United Mine

kers in action, of the problems which must be solved

re the non-union coal fields can be organized. And it

piece of vivid journalism which somehow, in spite of

systematic plan and its background of technical detail,

:arries to the reader a touch of the emotional power and

:he humanities in a great labor struggle. Yet it is not a

liece of special pleading, but an exhibition of facts, which

randidly raises questions embarrassing to most of the parties

oncerned.

In the heart of the coal districts of Pennsylvania lies

Somerset County, the miners of which have not succeeded

in dealing collectively with their employers or permanently

affiliating themselves with the United Mine Workers of

America. This has serious consequences for them, and it

also remains as a standing threat to the continued progress

of the union miners, as do the other unorganized fields.

When the great strike of 1922 broke, Somerset County

somewhat unexpectedly followed the lead of the union. In

what degree this action was solicited and organized from

outside, in what degree it was spontaneous, and how it

fared, is told in a narrative full of incident that traverses

the whole realm of the struggle against company-owned

towns, restriction of civil liberties, use of thugs and armed

ils, "yellow-dog" contracts, injunctions, evictions, spies,

false rumors and reports, the slow drive of starvation against

the morale of striking men and their families. No chapter

of the American Revolution furnishes a more tragically

moving history.

Even more significant, however, are the sections telling

what the symbolism of the union meant to these men, and

what it actually did for them in the way of leadership and

help. There was the union as their own local organization.

There was the union as the adjacent, fully-organized District

No. 2. And there was the International, representing the

organized miners throughout the country. At first, in a

confused and clumsy but devoted way characteristic of

democratic action, all three units seemed to be working

lustily together to support the hitherto unorganized Somer-

set strikers. As the battle wore on, trouble arose. There

appeared rifts between the International and District No. 2

which seemed to prevent the one or the other from doing

all it could. Then came the so-called national settlement

which left out the hitherto non-union districts. Further

cross-currents of honest disagreement, and of political

intrigue assailed the morale of the heroic rank and file.

How to solve the problems of democratic administration

which if unsolved imperil the cause of victory, how to create

an economic situation in which it will not be necessary to

sacrifice one part of the army in order to safeguard the

rest these puzzling questions loom over the simple struggle

of the Somerset miners for industrial rights.

At length came the appeal to "the public" to salvage the

almost forgotten strike in Somerset. Emissaries to New
York strove to arouse the sympathetic consumers of the coal,

and the more liberal of the owners. But the pressure, al-

though it appeared at one time likely to produce results,

was too late, and not sufficient. That section of the owners

which was moved to take action was checkmated by the

masterly inaction of those who would move under no

circumstances. Autocracy held fast and at length broke the

strike. Could public pressure have done more if it had

been stronger? Would it have been stronger if the public

had known what the United Mine Workers intended to

do about the coal industry, once they were firmly established

in it? On these questions Mr. Blankenhorn ends.

Nothing is more essential to enlightened progress than

the careful analysis of past experience. Few experiences

in recent industrial history have been more significant to

the miners, the trade-union movement, and the consuming

public, than the coal strike of 1922. On that account Mr.
Blankenhorn's book will repay careful study no matter

whether one agrees with his interpretation and shares his

sympathies or not.

GEORG SOULE

How Homes Make Children
HOW FOSTER CHILDREN TURN OUT, edited by Sophie Van Senden

Theis. New York State Charities Association. 239 pp. Price $1.00
postpaid of The Survey.

THIS
monograph of the New York State Charities Aid

Society reports one of the most extensive and sig-

nificant pieces of research as yet contributed to the field of

child welfare. One cannot read it without being impressed

anew with the great complexity of social problems, and the

amount of time and effort required to make any additions

to our knowledge of them. The monograph reports a study

of all of the children given out for adoption, or placed in

free permanent homes by the society, who are now as much
as eighteen years of age. The study is based, not merely
on the records of the office, but upon field work in the

course of which each case was visited to ascertain present

conditions, and many records of the past were verified and

amplified. A thousand cases were dealt with, and over six

hundred proved to have data sufficiently complete to be

used in most of the tabulations.

From a mass of valuable material, one can select only
the few points likely to be of greatest general interest. First

of these is the fact that while 80 per cent of the families

from which the children came, were classified as "bad," 80

per cent of the children made good. By "bad," is meant

families that were not able to maintain themselves inde-

pendently, but were already, because of crime, disease or

inefficiency, public liabilities. The children who were

classed as making good, were those who had made a suf-

ficiently successful adaptation to the environment in which

they were placed, so that they were in no sense social prob-

lems. When the children from "bad" families were com-

pared with those from "good," it was found that the propor-

tion of successful outcomes of placing was about the same

in the two groups. The foster homes were classified as to
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financial and cultural resources. They varied from laborer's

families with very limited resources, to families of means

and culture. Again, no difference in the proportion of

successes and failures was found between the group of chil-

dren placed in the more limited type of family, and those

placed in families of good resources. In fact, but one dif-

ference could be found between the children who succeeded

in their foster homes and those who failed, and that was

the age of adoption. Those adopted under five years of age

had a distinctly greater chance of success than those adopted

after five.

One finishes reading the report with an optimistic feeling

that the importance of mere hereditary factors in determin-

ing the outcome of an individual has been over-emphasized,

that most human beings are capable of turning out to be

contributing members of society if they can be surrounded

with decent living conditions from early years, and that

social work for children can be pursued with even greater

hopefulness in the future. Equally strong is the impression

that while the chances for success in the home placement

of children are good, we are still far from understanding

the subtler factors which may make the difference between

success and failure.

HELEN T. WOOLLEY
Merrill-Palmer School,

Detroit

A Catalog of Erratic Souls
PECULIARITIES OF BEHAVIOR, by Wilhclm Steckel. Translated by

James S. Van Teslaar. Boni Sr Liveright, 2 vols. 665 pp. Price

$8.50 postpaid of The Survey.

OF course some one would do it, and Dr. Steckel

whose works Dr. Van Teslaar is making available in

translation has done it in general extremely well. We have

all been expectantly waiting for some one to catalog er-

ratic, and asocial behavior, under the psychoanalytic postu-

lates. Krafft-Ebing and Havelock Ellis made intriguing

reading, but that is about as far as they went. They reduced

the unspeakable to a science of classification and description.

Dr. Steckel adds the vital element of explanation. Yet he

does no more than other analysts could do; he simply un-

masks the motives and psychical genesis of some sorts of un-

social and erratic erotic behavior.

In one other important respect does his work mark a

great advance over that of his predecessors. They treated

sexual peculiarities as though they were of most social im-

portance while the other social misdemeanors were lightly

treated as irrelevant or inconsequential. Steckel has reversed

the emphasis. He studies first of all drug addiction and

drinking, theft, wandering, pyroniania, gambling, and allied

impulsive acts. Then in the larger field of sex and social

adjustment he looks for, and invariably finds, the explana-

tion.

The impulse to wander (called "an instinct" in the trans-

lation) sets in when one finds himself unable to adjust his

desires to the demands of organized society. He protects

himself, and society, by taking refuge in wandering or travel-

ling and indulging in fantasies. The wanderer also seeks

escape by travelling back to childhood in his reveries.

So too, indulgence in alcohol and other drugs, makes it

possible to adjust unwanted urges to social demands, even

if only by such an obscure avenue as "pleasure without

guilt." The use of drugs makes a man for a while more

socially adjusted. There is almost always conflict at the

basis of the craving for drink, or even of a normal desire

for its stimulation. It is not so much the habit-forming

qualities of the drugs as the channels they afford to make

a compromise adjustment that produce the devastating ef

fects. Of course, erotic conditions are found to be promi
nent in the etiology of the occasional spree as well as in

more involved addictions.

Stealing is found to be prompted more by the symbolic

components of the articles taken, and by the relief in the

act itself than by any financial motives. It turns out

often, to be a way out of sexual pressure, not so wel

socialized an outlet as drinking or wandering, perhaps, bu

still half a way out. These two are in the nature of self

protections against unbidden impulses ; stealing is more a

symbolization, or disguised outlet, for the impulses. Thi

same protection against vague impulses and at times they

are far from vague may take form in foolish fears, which

are not at all unreasoned.

Card-playing and gambling are found to be much like

drug-addiction, both in hidden motives and the outlet they

offer. Perhaps the best portion of the present work is the

analysis of gambling, although the author's original analyse

of cases are all too few.

Are these persons who follow asocial courses, criminal?

Steckel prefers to call them sick individuals. He has found

that they can be cured through psycho-pedagogy. This, as

well as vocational guidance, sterilization and education are

touched upon in the closing chapter. Regarding the last:

"The schoolroom, often, is but a torture chamber, ac-

centuating the revolt of the oppressed against society."

This is a good work. The views are socially optimistic

Yet nobody who has not himself worked with Steckel's

cases is equipped for just criticism. Long-range analysis

from case reports is as absurd as Mr. Dooley thought a

second tail would be for a pig. This applies to one who

would find mistakes in Steckel's case analysis : and it applies

to Steckel, who uses cases he knows only through a fifty-

word summary written as many years ago. Literary proto-

types are also used. If these are merely for purposes of

illustration, well enough, but their value ends there. A
second error would appear to be that the author took two

volumes for this work. His first chapter prejudices the

reader, and seems to have been written just because a book

must start somewhere. More translations of succeeding

volumes in the series are promised, ai.d I, for one, will

be among the first to read them. Anyone who thinks

about social problems perhaps he calls them just human

problems could do likewise to his advantage, if he can

secure the books, which are restricted.

DONALD A. LAIRD

Colgate University

Tarts and Comfits

OUR readers have asked us for some identification of

our reviewers. Unfortunately, however, most of them

have not been finger-printed so we are forced to the device

of a Who's Who such as adds to the gayety of nations in

the tail pages of our rivals. Certainly the thing seems harm-

less, to-wit:

Contributors to This Issue

DR. MEPHISTOPHELES BLUNT, is associate door-man (in
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charge of the back door) at the Massachusetts Derma-

tological Institute.

VAN KEGOWSKI is a Russian now living in Cos Cob with

his widowed mother.

'. R., the author of the delicate lyric used to fill up page

461 desires to remain unknown. Her name is Char-

lotte Russe, and her address, care of Kankakee High

School.

\ICHOLAS CARTER, who reviews Cuckoo in this number

is the author of Apple Sauce.

'RANK MERRIWELL, who reviews Apple Sauce in this num-

ber is the author of Cuckoo.

'. HIBBEN SPEDDEN is a member of our STAFF. He

wrote this lovely appreciation of Autumn Fogs while

the printer's devil waited.

CLAM CHOWDAR whose reminiscences of India have, we be-

lieve our readers will agree, the lilting quality of the

ancient Lilts is an Indian who left India before he

was born.

[OHM HANCOCK (deceased), was a writer of international

reputation.

\NON has contributed to many books and periodicals.

HEALTH
BOOKS,' the little buff-colored bibliography

issued by the American Public Health Association,

>n public health and allied topics has gone into the third

edition. The list has been thoroughly revised; many new

:itles have been added ; and many that appear to be less

jseful than before, have been dropped. Titles of about

750 books are listed, from go publishers, and the list is

up-to-the-minute, as it includes titles just out, or about to

ippear. This year's biography contains the dates of pub-

lication of all books. This should prove helpful.

Art is democracy in its very essence, knowing nothing of caste,

class or rank. It may bestow its choicest gifts upon utter

'poverty; it may deny them entirely to great wealth. It is the

best recreation in the true and literal meaning of the word. It

has power to recreate tissues of the soul and brain, sometimes

indeed the very zest for life. It is a strong force for civic im-

provement. It is a serious and important cultural element for

the community. ... It is a much needed outlet for emotions

which if not given the right kind of channel, are apt to express

themselves harmfully, if not destructively. In that sense, it is a

valuable antidote to Bolshevism. Otto Kahn, to the Brooklyn
Chamber of Commerce on behalf of the Brooklyn Little Theatre.

Panem et circenses, Mr. Kahn? And isn't this a reflec-

tion on the work of the Moscow Art Theatre?

PEOPLE
in other lands are hungry for English books.

Can we afford not to answer their petition? They
come asking, not food, not money, not recreation even, but

something of the spirit of America as it is recorded in books.

Christinas is a good time to listen to these appeals.

The Friends of Mexico, of whom the chairman is Thomas

Mott Osborne writes thus:

Will you help us collect and organize an English library for

Mexico? No gift the American people could make would be

more appreciated by the people of Mexico, or put to better use.

The Department of Education has agreed to house and main-

tain this Library as a separate- unit in Mexico City. Any
standard book will be appreciated the kind of book you would

give a friend!

There follows a list including everything from Aesthetics

to Zoology. Religion, belles lettres, and economics seem

S383S3K)ra:<>K3e33S3S3S3^

BOOKS
WHITE JACKET
<By Herman Melville 80c

The incidents portrayed were the outcome of the author's

own experiences on board the U. S. Frigate, "United

States," Moby Dick by Herman Melville was published
last year. Typee and Omoo will be published shortly.

RELIGION SINCE THE REFORMA-
TION
'By Lelghton Pullan ^et $3.75

"In these fascinating pages Religion since the Reforma-
tion passes in review." The Expositor,

INDIAN PAINTING UNDER THE
MUGHALS A.D. 1550 TO A.D. 1750

*By Percy Brown "Wft #35.00
"The word 'sumptuous

1
is emphatic and not to be used

slightly. But if a stronger adjective as descriptive were
at our command we would use it in describing this en-

grossing study. Into all public libraries and into the

home library of every lover of art this superb book
should go." Boston 'Transcript.

SELECT POEMS OF LORD DE
TABLEY
Edited by John Drink-water "fifel $1.20

A selection from Lord De Tabley's lyrical poems in-

cluding what Mr. Drinkwater considers one of the most
moving long poems of the century.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
^American

35 West 32nd St.

branch
New York City

A Gift Book That Is Different

By Willard Allen Colcord

ANEW illustrated

gift-book for chil-

dren, containing 300

stories, old and new,
about animals, birds, and

insects, all true and de-

lightfully told.

A book invaluable in

the home, for amusement
and information. Lovers
of animals will recognize
old favorites among the

stories. Lovers of chil-

dren will be glad for a

new stock of tales with
values in charactter-build-

ing.

Printed from large type. Containing sixteen original
full-page illustrations. 12 mo. in size. 462 pages.
Bound in Cloth, stamped in colors. Colored jacket.

$1.75 net

// you cannot secure "Animal Land" at your
local bookstore, order from the publisher.

THE JUDSON PRESS
1701-1703 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
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An Ideal Christmas Gift

HighRoad toHonor"
By Julia Scott Vrooman

Behind the Scenes in Social and Political

Wis higton

Enthralling love story and dynamic political

novel, bristling with action and tense situations.

A woman's love, a man's courage and a nation's

patriotism finally triumph in a brilliant crescendo
of literary beauty and dramatic power.

X-Rays the "Financial bloc," the "Railroad

bloc," the "Social Lobby," and other in-

visible forces at the National Capitol, organ-
ized to prostitute the powers of government
to profiteers.

EARLY OPINIONS
NEW YORK EVENING POST "A Tense Political Novel.

It is likely to introduce a new national pastime called,
Guessing the Senator."

FORMER VICE PRESIDENT MARSHAL "One of the
few really good stories of American politics."

GOV. HAMLIN OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
To anyone not familiar with Washington politics, it must

prove a revelation, the picture is so accurately drawn."

MISS JULIA LATHROP "If only a few million voters
would read "The High Road to Honor," they would in-

evitably think in a new way."

Minton Balch Co., Publishers
11 Eaut 45th Street New York

Price $2.00

ANK
^^^^B makes it possible for readers of The Survey to

^^^yr Put a mystery story on (their Christmas Gift-
Book list and on their own reading list as well.
The book is

CHALK
FAC E

which adds the thrill of beauty to the thrill of horror
and suspense. Its mystery is not a mere trick of
plot mechanics but opens for us, for a spelled inter-

val, the whole mystery of existence.
"The book is a fine piece of writing, with novel ideas,
well expressed, and artistically executed." Dr. Joseph Collins
New York Sun.

"The evil man with the white head of CHALK FACE is

assuredly in the category of those "other ghosts" that have
"9.?"'[i

ed the sou ' s f such writers as Dostoyevsky and Mel-
ville. Gorham B. Munson, N. Y. Evening Post. $2.00

BONI & LIVERIGHT
61 Wast 43th St., N. Y. C.

especially desirable. The address is The Library for Alex

ico, ii Broadway, New York City.

The other appeal is even more moving.

There has been formed in Moscow an Anglo-American Clu ]

of immigrants intending to remain here. Together with immi
grant clubs of other nationalities it has been given a fine build >

ing, and has established a reading-room and library. Books a

present are merely the composite of libraries of the members
ranging from Tauchnitz editions to catalogues. It would b

most useful to have a well-chosen library of IOOO or mor
volumes, giving a fair and general view of the United State
and its conditions. Knowledge on this is much lacking and muc
desired. We especially want books covering the government o
the United States, and its economic development, including Ian. :

policy, natural resources, and trusts ! books on business methods

including efficiency systems; labor and farmer movements; negr.
and immigration and nationality problems in general ; social or

organization ; and typical novels of American life.

There have been dozens of requests for books on cost-ac

counting, which is now much agitating the Russian factories

If we secure any large number of such books we shall arran&
to let them out on loan collections, in the government depart
ment or trade union where they are most in demand, and wher
English is read. Duplication of a few books will not be seriou
as there is a big demand through Russia, and there are man
distant colonies of Americans and English-speaking people whi
crave books. There are forty children in the American Colon)
in Moscow and we should not mind a' few classics, like Ivanhoe

It is easy now to send books to Russia, as printed matter, ii

small packages, wrapped in heavy paper. Address: Anglo
American Club, Leontifsky Periuluk, Moscow.

They "crave books" and want the little children to reac

Ivanhoe ! Here is a new famine to be ministered to, am
a way of peaceful penetration that is lovely and beneficien'

both to donor and receiver. These lands want to b<

Americanized !

THE RUN OFTHE SHELVES
Books are listed here as received. Many of
those mentioned by name only in the classi-

fied sections below will be reviewed later.

Religion
LETTERS AND RELIGION, by John Jay Chapman. Atlantii

Monthly Press. 132 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THIS very attractive voloume of essays is not concerned with

theology, but with the spirit of religion, and the intimate re-

lation that it has with the things of the mind. It is brilliant

in form, abounding in paradox, and immensely thought-pro-

voking. I cannot imagine the type of mind that would want

to read it through at one sitting. It is essentially the sort

of book in which one will want to dip again and again, and

by which one will be rewarded for so doing. W. B.

HISTORICAL METHOD IN BIBLE STUDY, by Albert Edwin Aviy
Charles Scribner's Sons. 189 pp. Price $1.25 postpaid of The Survey.

TORCHBEAR1CRS IN CHINA, by Basil Mathews and Arthur E. Soutlion

Missionary Education Movement. 186 pp. Price $.75 cloth, $.50 paper,

postpaid of The Survey.

Health
HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH, by George M. Price, M.D
Lea & Febiger. 280 pp. Price $2.25 postpaid of The Sur-.'re.

THIS HANDY VOLUME offers in a tabloid form for

medical students, nurses and other workers in the field oi

health some of the terms commonly used to define or describe

activities of hygienists and sanitarians. As a kind of quiz com-

pend or glossary of terms it may have its place, and for thost

wishing to pass state board examinations the brevity of its

paragraphs will be appealing. The Economic Value of Life
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ntcd in twenty lines may be convenient for the news-

er reporter, but hardly appeals to anyone seriously con-

with health and its protection. Sanitary inspectors

find this little syllabus to contain the germ of good in-

flation and an introduction to the elements of public health

In certain chapters the revision is far behind readily

able contemporary information. This is particularly not-

ile in the chapter of Milk Supply. A discussion of infant

.lity in 1924 based on the experience of Strauss milk de-

in 1906 seems a bit archaic, and reference to the studies

Hess on tubercle bacilli in New York City milk before the

of compulsory pasteurization adds little to an under-

iing of present day conditions. A serious omission would

ar to be the lack of mention of the value of the periodic

examination, upon the promotion of which as a major
or in hygienic and public health the medical profession,

e official and the volunteer health agencies have so fortu-

tely united in the past three years. As a pocket vade mecum,
it a text book or a treatise on sanitation this little volume

iows a deal of concentrated statement, reliable, useful and

fficiently up-to-date for field workers whose chief value is

eir personality rather than encyclopedic knowledge of the

clinical problems of their occupation. H. E.

GHTING IN RELATION TO PUBLIC HEALTH, by Janet H, Clark.
Williams & Wilkins. 185 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of The Surrey.
:NESCENCE AND REJUVENESCENCE, by Charles Manning cMid.

- of Chicago Press. 481 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of The Survey.
iIES IN HUMAN BIOLOGY, by Raymond Pearl. Williams &

'
j

:ins. 653 pp. Price $8.00 postpaid of The Survey.
!IE FOUNDATION OF HEALTH, by Wm. Barnard 'Sharp. Lea 6f
Febinger. 256 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.
HE PHYSIOLOGY OF TWINNING, by Horatio Hackett Newman.

. of Chicago Press. 230 pp. Price $1.75 postpaid of The Survey.
HE BIOLOGY OF TWINS, by H. H. Newman. Univ. of Chicago Press.
186 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

il. 71 pp. Price 30c. postpaid of The Survey.
' POX AND VACCINATION, by Benjamin White. Harvrad Univ.

Press. 90 pp. Price $1.00 postpaid of The Survey.

Industry and Economics
AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY, by Harold Underwood Faulk-
ner. Harper & Bros. 721 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.

'HIS IS AN economic history written by a historian. The
uthor stresses economic causes and explanations rather more
ian most economists would. It is obviously intended for a

\tbook but ought to appeal to the general reader. The style

. pleasing and the reader's interest well maintained. The
reatment shows a wide range of reading. Many interesting

uotations from contemporaries, are introduced into the text,

"he presentation of the subject is aided by a large number
f maps, graphs and statistical tables. At the end of each

hapter are "Notes for Further Reference" which give an

xtremely valuable critical bibliography and also "Selected

leadings" which are properly intended for teaching assign-

ments. The index is unusually adequate. Three chapters
rill be of especial interest to social workers, Labor in the

Colonies, Social Background of the Formative Period and The
'^abor Movement. The distribtion of space is rather better

han in some of the other texts ; about two-ninths is given to

he colonial period; about three-ninths to the period of the

Civil War
; and about four-ninths,- to the period since the

Civil War.

J. D.

THE WAY OUT, by Edward Filene. Doubleday, Page & Co. 306 pp.
Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

50CIETY AND THE SURPLUS, by Newell LeRoy Sims. D. Appleton& Co. 581 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.
BRITISH LABOR SPEAKS, by Richard Hague. Boni & Liveright. 282

Pt. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.
RECENT LABOR PROGRESS, by Roger Babson. Fleming H. Revell

Co. 336 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.
'AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY, by Harold U. Faulkner. Harper
i & Bros. 721 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.
THE INDUSTRIES OF THE CLYDE VALLEY DURING THE WAR.
by W. R. Scott and J. Gunnison. Oxford Univ. Press for the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. Yale University Press, sales aatnt.
224 tp.

Bishop Brown's Fight
A Fight for the Right to Interpret the Bible

in Accordance with Science

A Fight to Break the Shackles of Outgrown
Religious Creeds

A Fight Against Pulpit Hypocrisy

Bishop Brown's Fight is the popular title

given to the Brief filed in the Court of Review

by Joseph W. Sharts of Dayton, Ohio, counsel

for Bishop William Montgomery Brown, in

the heresy trial over his booklet, Commu-
nism and Christianism. Date of Review hear-

ing, January I3th, 1925. Place, Trinity

Cathedral, Cleveland, Ohio.

PUBLICATIONS

Communism and Christianism, paper 2$c

Heresy No. i, Before the Trial, 250

Heresy No. u, During the Trial, 350

Bishop Brown's Fight, 350

(This set covers the trial to January 13th, 1925,

and may be had for $1.00)

Communism and Christianism, cloth 750

The Bradford-Brown Educational Company, Inc.

GALION, OHIO

A New
MAUDE ROYDEN

Book

CHRIST TRIUMPHANT
With her stimulating spirit and common sense Miss

Royden essays the reconciliation of Christianity to

the complex life of today. This book will bring

satisfaction to many in perplexity. $ T -25

At All Booksellers

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS
2 West 45th Street New York

PSYCHOLOGY
"What It Ha* to Teach You About

Yourself and Your World"
A complete outline of Psychology, including
Psycho-Analysis and Behaviorism. Exactly as de-
livered by Everett Dean Martin before the largest
audiences in the history of Cooper Union.

"oA beautifully lucid exposition of the essential

facts of Psychology." H. L. Mencken
Write today for these authoritative lectures show-
ing the remarkable progress made in our knowledge
of the mind. Pay only $3.00, plus postage on de-
livery. Full refund if not pleased. Address: The
People's Institute Publishing Co., Inc., Box 5212,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York.



SOCIAL WORK SHOPT^LK
TWO middle-western conferences of

social work took on a new lease of

life this autumn South Dakota under the

leadership of Dr. Henry Kimball Warren,
president of the Yankiton College, and
Nebraska through the work of Henry
Monsky and William R. Blumenthal. Mr.

Monsky typifies the ideal of the layman in

social work. As a young lawyer in Omaha,
he became a director of the Jewish Chari-

ties and an officer of the welfare federa-

tion of the city (of which F. D. Preston ia

secretary). For two years he has served

as president of the state conference and at

this year's meeting in Lincoln delivered a

presidential address which was unique in

its presentation of a professional program
for the social worker and in its inspiration
for the layman.

Not far away in Iowa is another lay-

man who has contributed much of time and

intelligent leadership to social work. In

November, 1923, a child welfare com-
mission was appointed by the governor of

Iowa, with an appropriation of $2,500 to

cover the cost of a state-wide survey, the

repor|t to be submitted in January 1925. J.

B. Weaver, a former legislator and a busi-

ness man of Des Moines, was appointed
chairman and has contributed more than
a year of his time without compensation.
So keen was his interest that he refused

an invitation for a European trip in order

to see the child welfare job through. That
he is appreciated by the social workers
was shown at the state conference in Sioux

City, when, in twenty minutes, $500 was
subscribed to make up a deficit in the

routine expenses of the commission.
Iowa is one of the ouitstanding examples

of how a state university can promote the

social welfare program throughout the

state. The extension department, under
Dr. Edward S. Lauer with Louise Cottrell

and Effie Poan as field workers, is actively

working at organizing counties for social

work according to the "Iowa plan" of

coordination of public and private agen-
cies.

THE PROBLEM of arousing the layman's
interest was cleverly attacked at the Mis-

sissippi Valley Conference on Tuberculosis

at Sioux Falls. Fed up with formal ad-

dresses and discussions. T. J. Wehrly, sec-

retary of the Michigan Tuberculosis As-

sociation, and Will Ross, of Milwaukee,
staged an impromptu dialogue in which the

state tuberculosis secretary (Wehrly) ap-

proaches, in his office on a busy day, the

hard-boiled hardware merchant (imperson-
ated by Ross) whom he wishes to enlist

(or another year as a committee chairman.
The merchant gives all the stock reasons

why liis town should not contribute to a

state and national program and why he,

in particular, should not be selected. The
F. B secretary throws him for a heavy
loss.

The Missouri Conference for Social

Welfare was another to include the un-

usual in its program. An entire afternoon

was given over to race relations. The suc-

cess of the meeting was not marred by
the Hotel Statler which, unlike the Wash-
ington Hotel in Washington, D. C., at the

meeting of the American Sociological So-
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ciety, permitted Negroes to ride on i|ts

passenger elevators.

The Kansas Conference followed its

precedent of a year ago in setting aside a

portion of each day for an institute on
case work. This year David C. Adie, sec-

retary of the C. O. S. of Buffalo, conducted
the institute. A dramatic touch was added
to the conference when a member of the

State Board of Control wrote to the chan-
cellor of the University of Kansas protest-

ing against the presidential address of

Professor Sruart A. Queen and calling for

Professor Queen's resignation from the

faculty. The address had courageously
suggested a legislative program for the re-

organization of the state welfare work and
a careful re-reading of it was sufficient to

allay the fears of the state officials.

INDIANA and Ohio boith exceeded all

previous attendance records. Indiana, at

New Castle, scored 517 registrants and

Ohio, at Columbus, 1,001. The Michigan
conference was also unusually well at-

tended as it should have been. Seldom
is a program better balanced than this one.

Two conferences, Nebraska and Kansas,
were fortunate enough to have Grace Ab-
bo|tt on the program, and Nebraska scored
further by adding Julia Lathrop. Howard
W. Nudd, director of the Public Education

Association, and Eugene T. Lies, of the

Playground and Recreation Association,
were on the program at three of the state

conferences, and Edward D. Lynde, as-

sociate director of 'the Associated Charities
of Cleveland, spoke at Michigan and
Indiana.

As for frivolous entertainment, the Mis-

sissippi Valley Conference on Tuberculosis
took the prize, by providing a full-fledged
wild west rodeo, or broncho-busting ex-

hibition, and added a thrill by having as

guests of honor at its annual dance six

cowboys and one cowgirl, in full regalia.
In Kansas a relieving touch was introduced
when several members were called upon
to confess The Worst Mistake I Ever

Made. Iowa came through with Confer
ence Follies, a bit hesitant in technique bu

irresistible in satire. J. D. K.

JOSEPH LEE of Boston, president of th

Playground and Recreation Association o

America, is the donor of two prizes to b

awarded by the Committee on Publics
Methods in Social Work in its second on

act play contest. There will be a firs

prize of $350 and a second of $150. Th
judges include Julia Lathrop, Jane Ad
dams, Zona Gale, Winchell Smith, ani

Samuel K. Eliot, Jr. Entries close o

February 15. Contestants may obtain th

conditions of the contest by writing to th

Committee on Publicity Methods, 130 Has

22 Street, New York City.

AFTER five years at i Madison Avenue
the National Information Bureau and th<

American Association for Community Or

ganization have migrated, like the Na
tional Child Labor Committee and severa

other agencies, to larger quarters on Fourtl

Avenue. The new address is 215 Fourtl

Avenue, New York.

POPE PIUS XI has decorated Mrs. Ger
trude Hill Gavin, retiring president of thi

National Council of Catholic Women. Mrs
Gavin is now president of the New Yorl

Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women
to which has been assigned by Cardina

Hayes the task of caring for Catholic im

migrants in New York. In common will

other organizations working to aid thi

newcomer in adjusting himself to Ameri
can life, the Archdiocesan Council recog
nizes that the new law really increases th'

opportunity for service. Fewer immigrant
are coming, to be sure, but there is, then

more time for intensive work with tho*'

just getting settled.

IN ShoD|ta]king on October isth abou

Edwin G. Eklund we placed him in

advertently in the wrong Springfield. Hi

is Director of the Council of Socia

Agencies of Springfield, Illinois.

Gasoline Gypsies
They're a problem for caseworkers, sure enough. But they're folks, too, and
some of us hau a bit of a jeilinp we'd like lo be. the same sort of problem.
This is the way one member of The Survey staff reacted to the story by Mr.
Sanderson which ->we printed in the December j issue, and which has a sequel
on p. 349 of this number'.

They crowd the roads in paintless cars, springs broken on one side

With patched old tires and cushions torn, with curtains flapping wide.

They surge beyond the valley road with insolent honking cry,
While we stand at the little doors and watch the world go by.

They always know whaf's just beyond that farthest, bluest hill.

They know what summer dawns are like, when all the stars are still.

They fling across the tender earth, out out beyond the sky.

And we we plant our radish beds and watch the world go by.

Oh hurry all the children in and pull the curtains tight.

Don't listen to their cheerful horns shut out the luring sight!
We'd run quite short of ants and slugs if everyone should fly

Come, look and bar ithe little doors and let the world go by.
G. H.



Escape Winter Storms and Enjoy the

Balmy Mediterranean!

The beautiful Cunard oil-burner S. S. Laconia (20,000
tons). THE HOLY LAND, EGYPT, TURKEY,
GREECE, ITALY, SPAIN, MADEIRA, FRENCH
RIVIERA, etc., etc., with their marvelous beauty, fasci-

nating romance, unique scenes, and sacred associations,

yielding fabulous dividends of enjoyment, education, and
inspiration.

62 days. Sailing Jan. 31, 1925
Stop-over privileges in Europe, returning first-class on

Tferengaria, Aquitania, etc.

$600 and up
according to size and location of stateroom

THAT IRRESISTIBLE
WORLD-ENCIRCLING CRUISE

HAVANA, PANAMA CANAL, LOS ANGELES, HON-
OLULU, JAPAN, CHINA, KOREA, MANILA, JAVA,
SINGAPORE, BURMA, INDIA, CEYLON, EGYPT,
SUEZ CANAL, HOLY LAND, NAPLES, MONACO,
CHERBOURG. European stop-over privilege. Round-
trip on the fine new oil-burner S.S. California (17,000
tons). Returning first-class any time during year on
Verenaaria, etc.

$1250 and up
including regular ship and shore expenses.

122 days:
Sailing from New York Jan. 20, 1925 ; from Los Angeles
Feb. 4, 1925.

For information address

CLARK'S TOURS, 112 EAST 19th STREET

Why I Joined the

British Labor Party"
An Address by

Brig.-Gen. LORD THOMSON
Former Secretary of State for Air in the British

Labor Cabinet

DECEMBER 29, 1924, at 8:15 P.M.

at

Cooper Union
NEW YORK CITY

ckets $1.10 and 250. No collection will be taken.

Under the auspices of the

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION

National Headquarters :

9 East Forty-Fifth Street New York City

THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

Extract from Diary, The Pelham Tours . . . Extract
No.' 2

Siena, June 13th: My week in Rome is now a memory.
The Roman Forum, with the purple of wisteria against the

grey of a crumbling wall; the glow of the oleander and the

cool whiteness of a broken column; the flush of roses falling
over the sunken marble of an old basin; everywhere ruin grave
with the memories of centuries gone, yet tender with the blos-

soms of to-day. This I shall never forget.
Then the Colisseum, ghostly in the pale moonlight, and the

Spanish Stairs, radiant in the sunlight, trailing the flaming
colors of the flower-booths about its feet like the beauty of a

silken shawl; the haunting loveliness of the Appian Way,
wandering from the city of to-day between fallen and moss-

grown monuments of the past to the Catacombs, the city of the

dead, while across the wide Campagna the arches of the old

aqueduct against the blue sky remind one that beauty cannot
die.

We had three days in the Umbrian Valley; at Assisi. fragrant
with the memory of St. Francis, "the poor little rich one;"
Perugia, the home of Perugino; and Siena with its Cathedral

and its art treasures. To-morrow we have another wonderful
drive to Florence.

These long drives through the lovely countryside just a few

friends enjoying themselves together and talking over the

wonders they have seen these weave themselves into one's

memory of Italy, forming for it a background as perfect as

is the background of sun-drenched meadows, misty hills and

winding, poplar-bordered streams in a Perugino painting. How
different would my background be were I rushing from one

place to another in a hot crowded train, tired and distracted.

I am glad I am seeing Italy in this way instead.

To be continued

For information concerning these tours, ixrite to

"The Pelham Tours,"

Room 1514, 100 East 42nd Street, New York City

The Servants of Relief

for Incurable Cancer
Have Received Magnificent

Help
for their plan of building a fireproof Home for 100

poor cancer patients at Hawthorne, Westchester Co.,

in the gift of $50,000.00 from a benefactor who, when

St. Rose's Home in New York was needed, gave a

great sum toward its property and building. We ask

that at this auspicious time the friends of our can-

cerous friends will add to the fund now amounting to

$100,000.00, that a safe country Home may be built

on this Westchester Hill. An Annex House is already

finished, and working for 25 of the weakest among
our men and women, which has been praised by Dr.

W. B. Moodie, Dr. John L. Sheils, Dr. James J.

Walsh (the noted lecturer) and Dr. Henry G. Mac-

Adam of the Board of Health, for its ideas favorable

for the comfort of the sick in air, light and commo-

dious arrangements. Shall our Wooden Home be

the chief reliance of those looking to us for a peaceful

death?

MOTHER M. ALPHONSA LATHROP, O.S.D.

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.
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COMM UNIC^T 10 NS
Broken-time Workers

To THE EDITOR: Apropos of the matter under the caption
Work Wanderers, page 623, issue of September 15, 1924, may
I ask how long observers of the employment of broken-time
laborers are going to maintain their present superiority complex
towards that essential industrial group? How long before these

moral microscope-bearers can understand that harvesters and
other broken-time workers are an economic necessity and not a
social excresence?

One is entitled to the inference, I think, that a wheat crop
of some importance is harvested yearly in Kansas, and that a
reasonable number of "hands," not steadily employed in this

industry, are needed to help at the job. Are these "hands"
made up of, and this work done by, "a young poet out to

study Nature and Humanity at first hand, a minister of the

gospel disguised in blue jeans . . ., a seriously-minded student
. . ., a mere nondescript wanderer . . ." and "only now and then

among them ... a farm laborer "pure and simple"! (writer's
italics one would believe he would have to be in the above

company).
What of the Kansas news that filters out now and then of

tar and feathers, agricultural workers' unions, warehouse fires,

hijacking, labor wars with I. W. W., jailings, court injunctions
and the like? Are these activities directed at, or by, the Fal-
staffian army mentioned or the "pure and simple farm laborer?"
The author of the introduction appears to have a psychiatric

altitude towards these harvesters of crops and cleaners of fields

although able to get her feet on the ground when talking of the

work itself. Is it not time to recognize that broken-time workers
are just as much of a psychological and psychiatric problem as

their jobs, no more and no less? Carl Parker tried to apply
a Freudian cause-and-effect concept in this field, but was not of

this group, so did not have their viewpoint. As a result he sure

fogged-up the minds of a lot of writers with a human-interest

complex.

Flint viewed these workers as a criminal type; Solenberger
indexed them as moral deficients; Parker equipped them with

self-starting inferior complexes; while Nels Anderson, in The
Hobo, depicts them as "Hobohemians" burnt-corking their

merry winter way thru rain- and wind-swept "jungles", jails,

mission flops, lice-infested lodging-houses, while waiting the

call of the wild to go out into the country for a chance at the

part-time work that happens to fall in their way.
If it would do any good, it might be suggested to would-be

literati chroniclers of the working staff that they study
Business Cycles and Unemployment and Waste in Industry for

style, observe particular industries which depend for their func-

tioning on these broken-time laborers for facts except that

facts might put too much of a crimp in their literary style.

W. S. GOODRICH
Oakland, Calif.

The editors are glad to publish Mr. Goodrich's communica-
tion. With his fundamental point of view we entirely agree. We
would ask him, however, to read the article to which he refers

in connection with Don D. Lescohier on Hands and Tools of

the Wheat Harvest in the Survey Graphic for July, 1923. Mr.
Goodrich invites our attention to Business Cycles and Unem-

ployment, published by a committee of the President's Con-

ference on Unemployment of which Secretary Hoover was
chairman. We had hoped that our introductory paragraphs to

"Work Wanderers" and the article immediately preceding it, A
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report on Seasonal Operation in the Construction, which wa
an analysis of industries in another committee of the President

Conference on Unemployment, would make clear our apprecia
tion of the fact that the casual worker performs an essentis

economic function so essential, indeed, that we believe it

major responsibility of management to decasualize him.

THE EDITORS

Old Folks Aren't NewsinPennsylvani;
To THE EDITOR: Will you not allow us some space in yo

magazine to present to your readers in Pennsylvania, especia

those residing in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, a few public fa

to which they are entitled as citizens of the state, but whic

were not conveyed to them by their daily news channels.

Early in October, the Pennsylvania Old Age Pension Co
mission issued a call for a conference on the subject of Ol

Age Pensions. This was a result of the recent Dauphin Count

Court decision declaring the Pennsylvania's pioneer Old Ag
Assistance Act unconstitutional. The Commission invited a;

persons and organizations interested in the subject to attenc

Following the announcement, every Philadelphia paper carrie

an item that the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce woul

send two of its leading representatives to oppose this legislatio

because, they claimed, in addition to its being socialistic an

paternalistic, the act, if carried into effect, would cost the stat

at least $25,000,000 per year.

The conference was held on November 13 at the capita

Nearly two hundred persons from practically every county i

the state, representing approximately thirty different organiza

tions, including representatives of almost all church denomina

tions, as well as representatives from five other states, were i

attendance. The meeting, it was generally admitted, set a hig

water mark in public gatherings. The advertised representa

lives of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce did not appeal

The only representative of the S'tate Chamber of Commerc

present not only took no issue with any of the speakers, bu

later congratulated us upon "the inspiring meeting we had."

At this meeting some of the most startling public facts wer

disclosed. Governor Gifford Pinchot, who signed the Penn

sylvania Old Age Assistance Law, pointed out in a most enthu

siastic address that the basic Pennsylvania poor law today ":

identical in principle and almost identical in language with th

Elizabethan poor law adopted in England in 1601." He declare

that there are nearly 3,000 laws on our statute books dedin;

with poor relief and that "for nearly one hundred years ever

commission appointed to study the subject urged revision o

our poor laws. Philadelphia city," he added, "is managed b;

six different boards of poor directors, while one ward in tha

city is under the jurisdiction of four different poor boards."

The chairman, in summarizing the Commission's findings a

disclosed from nearly 3,000 applications of aged persons in th

state showed that, based upon as accurate and scientific figure

as are now ascertainable, the commission is convinced that evei

if every person in Pennsylvania, qualified under the law, wouli

be granted assistance, it would not cost the state more thai

about $5,000,000 per year. With this sum, the commissioi

would be able to take care of two and one-half times the numbe

now taken care of in the Pennsylvania almshouses at an actua

expenditure of at least $8,000,000 per year. It was also showi

that while the administrative expended, the administrative ex

penses under the Old Age Pension plan, according to presen

indications, would not exceed $6 or $7 of every $100 expended
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summary of the above facts was submitted four days in

to all the representatives of the big Pennsylvania dailies

as to all the press associations located in Harrisburg.

have the avowed assurance of the representative of the

dated Press at Harrisburg that the story was sent out by

; and furthermore that at least 700 words were released by

i during the day of the conference. The Pittsburgh office

tie Associated Press writes us that the report was received

ri their bureau at Harrisburg and was part of the regular

s: service and "undoubtedly reached all associated press

j rs in Pennsylvania at the same time we received it and in

i for publication as designated." The smaller papers in the

;: carried fair accounts of the conference as sent them by

i various press associations. However, of the six dailies in

.idelphia only two deemed the meeting of sufficient import-
' as to notice it on the inside pages in stories of a little

r loo words each. While an examination of several editions

to disclose even one of the five dailies in Pittsburgh which

tioned the conference either on the day of the meeting or

following morning.
/e know your Pennsylvania readers will appreciate these

s. Should they desire a more extensive report of the in-

nation disclosed at the conference, we shall be glad to send

n copies of the addresses delivered.

JAMES H. MAURER, Chairman.

A. EPSTEIN, Executive Secretary.

>ld Age Assistance Commission,

Harrisburg, Pa.

Before We Fight
THE EDITOR: Is there a rational and effective middle

between the positions of the man who will never parti-

in war and the adherent of "My Country, right or

"wo kinds of pressure may be exerted against war: the one,

b states upon each other the League and Protocol idea ;
the

oer, by individuals upon their governments the theory of

t se who say they will never support war. Both depend upon

pilic opinion; the second is here discussed.

Vithout subscribing to the dangerous fallacies that arma-

mts (the enforcing mechanism of policies) may be defensive

r/rely, and that preparedness prevents wars, it is possible to

ingine a war which is necessary, in the present world, to

p serve from utter discredit, if not from practical destruction,

a riceless inheritance of civilization. In such a war one should

fit. But such wars are almost as rare as white blackbirds.

3n the other hand, one can suppose wars in which any intelli-

fit soldier must feel himself a co-robber and co-murderer

\:h his government. In such a war only he can fight who
cisiders national prestige all-important.

[n any concrete case, where the issues are doubtful and con-

iied, has the individual any duty except to obey his government?
1 is believed that he has. This is the supreme time for the

plication of such intelligence and information as the individual

'ssesses. When he is confronted by the alternative of hinder-

i; or helping the national act in question, he is under a moral

;ponsibility to his conscience and to the future of mankind,
' make his own decision. The burden of proof, to show good
'Jse for war, is upon the government which demands support.

:w wars are fought without an attractive slogan; what is

i;ded is an intelligent analysis of the government's position, and

en a determination to be guided by conscience, in the light of

ailable information. Willingness to undergo punishment for

iobedience would be a guarantee of the objector's good faith.

At present the government which determines to wage war

inevitably encouraged thereto by the non-justified assumption
at as soon as war is declared all the forces of intolerance and

sincerity will be mobilized to make impossible any really in-

lligent or dispassionate opinion as to the propriety of the

Publicity Methods in Social Work, a

course to be given by Evart G. and

Mary Swain Routzahn, beginning Jan-

uary fifth, will concern the graphic,
written and spoken presentation of

information about social work. The
course will include discussions of the

principles and technique of publicity,

a critical examination of publicity

materials, and practice in the carrying
out of publicity assignments.
A complete curriculum

is available upon
request.

The New York School of Social Work

107 East Twenty-Second Street

New Yorfc

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

An integral part of the University with full use of

its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare research

station and other departments. Field experience in

the small city and rural districts.

WINTER SESSION

(4 or 8 months course)

September 18, 1924 January 31, 1925

February 2, 1925 June 9, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA
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AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American public in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persona
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfleld.
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership 13.00 includes "The
Country Life Bulletin."

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Lita Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of condilions in home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. ; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Aid.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
national peace of justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,
612-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 370 Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-
minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues. $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities In the
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 including monthly journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. C. Carstens,
director. 130 E. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-
dren's agencies and institutions to secure improved standards
and methods in their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results in
phases of child welfare in which they are interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent 'Protestant national
women's mission boards. (Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for
College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Gen. Sees.; 105 E. 22d St.,
N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W.M.Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 15 East 40th Street,New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, in the business world,
and in the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches in
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,
Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; Treasurer, B. H.
Fancher; General Sec'y, John R. Mott. The Committee maintains
a staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service in the
Interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home and
abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50
Bast 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods In this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar
aervices; to conduct related studies, education and publication;
and to interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for
the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CIVIC SECRETARIES Walter
T. Arndt, president. New York; Robert E. Tracy, secretary, 313
South Broad Street, Philadelphia. Purpose To provide contact
and Interchange of ideas and information among professional
secretaries of civic organizations. Meets Cambridge, Mass. No-
vember 10-12. 1924.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabi
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New v ork City
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work In the United States In 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.' on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lew
sec'y: 215 Fourth Avenue, N'ew York. Industrial, agrlculti
Investigations. Works for Improved laws and administrati
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependec
delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2, $5, $10. $25 and I
Include? monthly bulletin, "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 1!

incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774). P
motes as its chief object the building of character in the child
of America through the harmonious development of their bod
minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with ot
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational matei
in the form cf posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides, and inslgi
Through its "American Order of Nobility" it provides hom
schools and church schools with a method of character train
through actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finlo-y, Pn
Amos L. Prescott, Treas.; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HVGIENE-
William H. Welch, pres.; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. a
Dr. Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Bet
sec'y; 370 Seventh Avenue, N'ew York City. Pamphlets on met
hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-niindedness. e|

epsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, backw:
children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene," quart*]
$3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .25 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Nort
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organizat
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase '

efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an ann
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the me
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual me
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June li

to 17th, 1925 Proceeding's are sent free of charge to all incmh
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIN
NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hatl)
way, secretary: 130 East 22nd St., New York. Objects: To furn s

Information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service )

local organizations and legislation, publish literature of movemi|
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Co

mlttee.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 2109 Broadw.
New York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres.; Mrs. Harry Sternberg
ex. sec'y. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion a
social welfare in the United States. Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Miss Florei
Lasker, chairman. For the protection and education of 1

migrant women and girls.
Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H. Herz, cha
man, 5 Columbus Circle, New York City.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Robert
Woods, sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms
comparative study and concerted action In city, state and natl<
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlerm
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization
neighborhood life.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSINC
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., dir<

tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and tan
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and ed

catlonal service. Official Magazine. "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Foul
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation
physical education. Established at the request of a committ
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 35 natloi

organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Av
New York. Dr. Livingston Farrand, president; Dr. Linsly R. W
Hams, managing director. Pamphlets on methods and prograi
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publications sold and dlst:

buted through state associations in every state. Journal of t

Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.00 a year; Amerlc
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal, $8.00 a year; a
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among N'egrO'
L. Hollingsworth Wood, prea. ; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'

127 E. 23rd St., New York. Establishes committees of white a
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Xeg
octal workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "Journal of Negro Hf

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymo
Robins, honorary president: Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 3

South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government
the work shop through organization and also for the enactment
industrial legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMEl
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, preside!
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organlzatl
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information availal
on playground and community center activities and administratic

(In answering these advertisements ^lease-mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies y-)
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

iRTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
tatlon for all. C. G. Hoag. Bec'y, 1417 LOOUBI St., Phlladel-
Membership, 12.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

1.3ELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Coitions John M. Glenn, dir.; 130 B. 22nd St., New York. De-
M.: nents: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studies,
Jl.ry, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Si bits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer

tg e public In practical and Inexpensive form some of the moa).

Bfrtant results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

TKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
f:h; an experiment in race adjustment In the Black Belt of the
in; furnishes Information on all phases of the race problem and

a' e Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prln.; War-
I Logan, treas. ; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

WIKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer MH-
1*1 Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Worker*'
Et -ation.

HOUSES SUPPLYING



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
KATES: Display advertisements, 35 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box
number, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three more
consecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 East 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

NATIONAL Charitable Institution re-

quires Executive Director to reside in Den-
ver and devote several months a year to

travel in the field. Only thoroughly ex-

perienced executive with knowledge of Yid-
dish considered. Address Box 1647, Den-
ver, Colorado.

WANTED for Settlement House Health
Center near New York, a Polish speaking
visiting nurse who has had Public Health

Training. State age, religion, experience.

4975 SURVEY.

WANTED at The Children's Village,
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., an instructor in print-

ing to take charge of a small shop, getting
out a monthly magazine, doing local print-

ing and instructing boys. Must be a man
of good moral character, who is interested

in, and fond of boys. Direct reply to Leon
C. Faulkner, Managing Director.

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate
with at least one year of Social Case Work
Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED: Protestant community nurse.

Must do school work and welfare work
as well. Small village but alive to its

needs. 5008 SURVEY.

WANTED: Neighborhood visitor, family
and community work, Middle-west settle-

ment. State age, education, experience and
references. 5009 SURVEY.

WANTED: Jewish woman as Super-
intendent of a shelter for mothers and

babies, in New York City. 5010 SURVEY.

Looking for a position?
Want to make a change?
Instead of worrying about it

and getting discouraged adopt
the policy of this advertiser

and insert a want ad in the

Survey.

The Survey
112 East 19 Street

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen :

"Again I am resolved to try the

advertising columns of The Survey.
There has never been a time that I
have advertised in your journal that

brough no results so I am enclosing
copy which please insert in the next
issue."

Very truly yours,

WORKERS WANTED

SITUATIONS WANTED

KINDERGARTEN GRADUATE
known School desires position January
public, private or Mission Church Sc

(Episcopalian). 4995 SURVEY.

WOMAN EXECUTIVE, (Jewish)
perienced institutional executive, s<

service training, desires change.
'

P
position community center. 4983 Sun

WOMAN of refinement and education YOUNG MAN COLLEGE GRA
(to take charge of housekeeping and give ATE, wishes position as tutor or corn

some general assistance in New York Set- 'on - Willing to travel. Excellent r<

tleraent. 5006 SURVEY. ences. 5003 SURVEY.

WANTED: Trained worker for Big
Sister work in large middle western city,

one having experience with court cases.

In replying, give present position and ex-

perience. 5001 SURVEY.

WANTED: Trained worker for assist-

ant Big Brother work in middle western

city. Give experience and references. 5002
SURVEY.

AFTERCARE worker and investigator,

Jewish, for Southern Jewish orphanage.
Give experience and full details. Reply
to Box 5000 SURVEY.

WANTED: Head Worker in New York
Settlement. Address 5005 SURVEY.

SITUATIONS WANTED

CHRISTIAN woman, experienced in

care of children wishes position as matron
or nurse in children's home. Can give
references. 5011 SURVEY.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE, Social workers, secretaries, super-
intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital
positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

FINANCIAL AND PUBLICITY EX-
ECUTIVE; ten years experience with

relief, recreation, educational and general
welfare agencies. Available December
1 5th. 4970 SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED Child Welfare worker
open for position either North or South.
Prefer Western Virginia. Best of refer-

ences. 4990 SURVEY.

PHYSICIAN AND WIFE with 14 y
experience in social service and ins
tional work desire position in institu

Jewish orphanage preferred. 5004 Stl|

YOUNG MAN, Jewish, married, co

graduate, ten years experience in I

branches of Child Welfare. Now iu|
intendent of Orphanage, desires ch;|
similar or kindred fields. 5007 SURVJ

MISCELLANEOUS

SOCIAL WORKER GOING TO (

ROPE. Can I execute commissions for t

in England or on Continent? 4982 Sun I

TWO ATTRACTIVE ROOMS A
BATH for rent with board at n

hood house. A social settlement.
National Avenue, San Diego, Califou

Sunshine, air, view. Terms reason;;
Residents expected to give at li

evening weekly to work of house. .

SURVEY.

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES wr
on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs.

Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Bo:

Mass.

"Home -Making as a Profess!
Is a 100-pp. ill. handbook if FREE. Borne >l

Domestic Science courses, fitting for m&ny well-l
positions or for home-making efficiency.

.m. School of Homo Economics. 849 E. 58th St.. Cl

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and i

vate schools, colleges and universi I

Education Service, Steger Building, <

cago; Southern Building, Washing! i

1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

RESEARCH: We as ' !i* in P reP a i

special articles, pap
speeches, debates. Expert, scholarly
vice. AUTHOR'S RESEARCH BUREAU, c

Fifth Avenue, New York.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Managemel
In our new home-study course, "COOKING E

PROFIT." Booklet on request.
Am. School ol Home Economic!, 649 E. 58th St., Ch n
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THE AMERICAN NATION-A History
Edited by ALBERT BUSHNELL HART

Complete in Twenty-Bight Volumes

Subscription Price $56.00 Our Special Sale Price, $18.50

A history which summarizes alt that is known about the American Nation; that traces its peoples

back to their native soil; that tells of their struggles and triumps of what has made them

today the most powerful nation on earth: a history written by the best authorities In the land.

Read the Names of the Distinguished Authors Who Have
Written These Volumes.

Vol. 1 European Background of American His.

History. By Edward Potts Cheney, A.M., Pro-
fessor of History, University of Pennsylvania.

Vol. It Basis of American History. By Liv-

ingston Farrand, A.M., M.D., President of Yale
University.

Vol. Ill Spain in America. By Edward Gay-
lord Bourne, Ph.D., Professor of History, Yale:

University.

Vol. IV England in America. By Lyon Gar-
diner Tyler, JL.D., President of William and
Mary College.

Vol. V Colonel Self Government. By Charles
McLean Andrews, Ph.D., Professor of History.
Bryn Mawr College.

Vol. VI Provincial America. By Evarta Bou-
tell Green, Ph.D., Professor of History, Univer-
sity of Illinois.

Vol. VII France in America. By Reuben GoM
Tliwaites, LL.D., Secretary of the State His-
torical Society of Wisconsin.

Vol. VIM Preliminaries of the Revolution. By
George Elliott Howard, Ph.D., Professor of In-
stitutional History, University of Nebraska.

Vol. IX The American Revolution. By Claude
Halstead Van Tyne, Ph.D., Professor by History,
University of Michigan.

Vol. X The Confederation and the Constitu-
tion. By Andrew Cunningham McLaughiin, A.M.,
Director of the Bureau of Historical Research,
Carnegie Institution.

Vol. XI The Federalist System. By John
Spencer Bassett, Ph.D., Professor of American
History, Smith College.

Vol. XII The Jeffersonian System. By Ed-
ward Channiug, Ph.D., Professor of History,
Harvard University.

Vol. XI I IThe Rise of American Nationality.
By Kendric Charles Babcock, Ph.D., President
of the University of Arizona.

Vol. XIV Rite of the New West. By Fred-
erick Jackson Turner, Ph.D., Professor of Amer-
ican H istory. University of Wisconsin.

Vol. XV Jackson ian Democracy. By William
MacDonald, LL.D., Professor of History, Brown
University.

Vol. XVI Slavery and Abolition. By Albert
Bushnell Hart, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of His-
tory, Harvard University.

Vol XVII Westward Extension. By George
Pierce Garrison, Ph.D., Professor of History,
University of Texas.

Vol. XVIII Parties and Slavery. By Theodore
Clarke Smith, Ph.D., Professor of American His-
tory. Wlliams College.

Vol. XIX Causes of the Civil War. By French
Ensor Chadwick, Bear-Admiral, U. S. N., recent
President of the Naval War College.

Vol. XX The Appeal to Arms. By James Ken-
dall Hosmer, Ph.D., LL.D., recent Librarian of
the Minneapolis Public Library.

Vol. XXI Outcome of the Civil War. By
James Kendall Hosmer, Ph.D., LL.D,

Vol. XXII Reconstruction, Political and Eco-
nomic. By Wm. Archibald Dunning, Ph. D.,
LL.D., Professor of History and Political Phi-
losophy, Columbia University.

Vol. XXIII National Development. By Ed-
win Erie Sparks, A.M., Professor of American
History, University of Chicago.

Vol. XXIV National Problems. By Davis B.
Dewey, Ph.D. . Professor of Economics, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.

Vol. XXV America as a World Power. By
John Holladay Latane, Ph.D., Professor of His-
tory, Washington and Lee University.

Vol. XXVI National Ideals Historically Traced.
By Albert Bushnell Hrat, Ph.D., LL.D., Pro-
fessor of History, Harvard University.

Vol. XXVII National Progress. By Frederic
Austin Ogg, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science,
University of Wisconsin.

Vol. XX VI 1 1 Analytic I ndex. Compiled by
David Maydole Matteson, A.M. Covering every
important event, noted person, and historical fact
mentioned in the preceding twenty-seven volumes
and fully supplementing the separate indices.

When these sets are sold the cheapest edition in print will be the regular cloth

bound trade edition published at $63.00 net. At $56.00 you might think several

times before buying this set, but at $18.50 it ought not take you long to decide.

Send us your name to be placed on our mailing list to receive our Bargain book catalogs
as issued.

We absolutely guarantee satisfaction or your money back on all purchases made from us.

UNION LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
(Established 1884)

118-120 East 25th Street, New York
Herbert L. Bowman, Treas. and Mgr.

More Than % Off

the Subscription Price

These sets are brand new and packed
in wooden boxes. The volumes are 5 by
7^4 inches in size and durably bound in

dark red cloth with titles stamped in

gold. Each is illustrated with a frontis-

piece and the type is clear and of good
size. The set weighs 40 Ibs. packed for

shipment.

The Authors
The notable array of talent drawn upon

to write this set includes college presi-
dents and famous professors of history

representing twenty leading colleges and
universities.

When the publishers offered us these

few remaining sets at such a remarkable
reduction we grasped our opportunity at

once. For we knew that many more
people would follow our example than
there are sets to go round.

How Can We Sell Them At
This Price?

We'll tell you how we can do it. The publishers have
discontinued selling this subscription edition. They
hare another edition to sell at $63.00. This edition
ia Identically the same In contents (except for a few
unimportant maps) as the set we are offering you for

$18.501 Just because the publishers needed the space.
and we were on hand when they mentioned the fact,

you can save $44.50 from the price you would have
to pay them today. Here
Is your chance to round IMMMHHMHMM
out your collection of 4
Americana with this /
fine standard set. But f
remember that there
is only a limited
number of sets left, 9
so to insure your f
order being filled, *
send in the cou- f Please send me a set of
pon NOW I f the subscription edition of

the AMERICAN NATION in
t 28 vols., bound in dark red
f cloth. It is understood that,

if, upon examining this set I

/should
find it unsatisfactory, I

may return it to you and the

f money I paid for it will be re-

/ funded. Please put my name en your
mailing list to receive, free of charge,

f your Bargain Book Catalogues as
* Issued.

Name ....................................

UNION LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION

118-120 East 25th St.

New York

f City

Address

state
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Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

Life Is Sometimes One Thing Before Another

THE
"fates

7 '

nod, and the lives of the people of a rural

county become the scientific concern o'f the most com-

petent men for a period of years. Why? The an-

swer is closely allied to the old doctrine of "free

grace." Maybe it's because the city wants to make up for

the many years in which Cattaraugus County was regarded

as the place where all the "hayseeds" came from. Who can

tell? Life's like that, sometimes. There's a good deal to

the old religious doctrines in spite of the decision of the

younger philosophers to "cut them off with a jitney."

The "fates" nod again, and the children of Georgia within

certain ages go back to work in the mills, while children of

the same ages in Massachusetts keep on going to school or

fishing. Why' Well, Massachusetts, professing to believe in

the doctrine of centralization of governmental authority, hesi-

tates to impose that doctrine upon states that hold other doc-

trines. But Georgia, holding another doctrine, fails not to

live up to it. Or, maybe, neither state believes either doctrine.

Life's like that sometimes. Maybe both states believe that

the traffic should take all it can and will bear. Certainly

some of the business associations in both states cling cheer-

fully to that not altogether cheering doctrine.

We seem to be pulling in plenty of opposing directions.

Which is the more important a theatre or a church? That,

probably, is an enemv alien question, and ought to be deported.

It certainly is an alien, and probably is trying to get into the

country outside the quota. Which is the more important in

a factory a manager or a psychiatrist? Another suspicious

question: away with it! Managers have been there from time

immemorial -and they will probably be there long after psy-

chiatry is forgotten. And then again, probably they will not

be. Let's wait and see!

'Who would give up the infinite variety of the world that

plays through our streets and news? How shall we distin-

guish between "education" and ''propaganda"? What effect

does the passing of a law have upon the people who do not

know that it was even being considered? How are we all

going to live and do our work unless some of the poor people

will consent to become servants, once more? What a world!

And then the books ! As if life were not complicated

enough already, somebody has to go and write a book about it

and make it still more confusing. True, that makes it neces-

sary for some one else to write another in order to clear up
the confusion. If he only could! But, he can't! He merely
adds to the confusion. But that helps some. When the thing

gets confused enough we shall all get together and have a

grand clearing-up party. Here are some preliminary sugges-

tions along that line:

Analytic Index to this Number
1. Child Welfare:

Fighting the Amendment, p. 379!!
Rural child health, p. 3876?

2. Family Welfare:

How bi is a family? p. 409

3. Law and Lawbreakers:

Chicago's juvenile court, p- 415

4. Conquest of Disease:

Fighting disease in Cattaraugus, p.

3 8 7 ff

Cooperating against disease, p. 416

5. Promotion of Health:

The road to health, p. tfsS
A county program, p. 387(1

6. Mental Hygiene :

Minds of voung people, p. 4osff

Healthy minds in industry, p. 41 iff

Psychiatry in industry, p. 417

7. Organizing Social Forces:

Organizing a county for health, 39off

Fighing the Amendment, p. 379!!

9. City Communities:

The Neighborhood Playhouse, p. 395ff
Cincinnati's election results, p. 409
Work and the community, p. 4i2ff

TO Country Communities:

Health at the crossroad, p. 383!!
Rural health services, p. 387if
Electric power in rural homes, p. 409
Desire under the elms, p. 422

11. Immigration and Race Relations:

Migrations in the Near East, p. 4oz(f
America's duty, p. 403

12. School and Community:

The fate of school children, p. 405)?
Educational guidance, p. 4izff

13. Education outside the School:

Education by propaganda, p. 379

Educating for health, p. 387(1

Providing for labor education, p. 394

Getting books across, p.

14. Industrial Conditions:

The A- F. of L. convention, p. 391
A leisure-less cow, p. 408

15. Industrial Relations:

Death of the leader, p. 391
Satisfaction in industry, p. 4izf

16. Social Invention in Industry:

What shall we do without servants?
1

p. 408
Guidance into industry, p. 4iiff

Psychiatry and management, p. 417

17. Peace and International Relations:

When Greek passes Turk, p. 4028
End of the migrations, p. 417
Peace award to Dr. Jordon, p. 418

18. Motives and Ideals:

Persistence of propaganda, p. 379ff
The theatre in the nation, p- 395<f

and 42 if

On being pretty, p. 410
A free spirit, p. 415
The intrigue of books, p.
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ear jflesteage
by Chas. V. Vickrey

General Secretary of the Near East Relief

EARLY twice a. thousand years have been counted by gener-
ations of mankind, since that morning when the shepherds on
the hills by Bethlehem heard the angels singing "Peace on

earth, good will to men."

Nearly twice a thousand years, and still among men there is cruelty,

murder, and war. Who with the song of the herald angels in his heart

can look at the world around us without hearing that cry on Gol-

gotha, "How long, O Lord, how long?"
There are men, indeed, who say that the world grows no better, that

human life will never be nobler than it is.

Such men are wrong.
Changes come slowly. But it is not only the eye of faith that sees hu-

manity growing nearer to the spirit of Christ's teaching. It is an un-

fortunate American who, safe and happy in his own home today, does

not see beyond the happiness of his own children the happiness he has

helped to give to fifty thousand other little children on the other side of

the world. We might have closed our minds and hearts to the agonies
and death of those little children of the Near East; their cries were too

far away to disturb our music or our laughter. But we did not.

We gave and are still giving sympathy and help to those children

that most of us will never see. In our giving, we have built more greatly
than we knew. We have begun a new thing in international affairs; we
have created that great organization, the Near East Relief, which rep-
resents Christianity in the councils of nations. The spirit of Christ's

teaching is alive today in the Near East as it has not been since the skies

darkened over Golgotha, because it is a living force among us, here in

America.

Knowing what this spirit means in the Near
East today, we know that a love greater than
creeds as it was greater than all the creeds
it embraced when He walked among men /

is still working through mankind, /
x

with ever-increasing power. As /
x

never before, millions of human /
x ^

beings are feeling something x
/

.*^f^
of the spirit of brotherly
love which Christ

taught to men. /

The Near East Relief has a

significance in the field of

philanthropy, national and in-

ternational, which commands

the interest and attention of

every socially minded person in

America. Have you followed

the recent history of this great

charity? If not, see that your

name is put on the special

"professional" mailing list.

/

,<?.<'

fj^r r<^- ISA, wiJ'' "V V S O (V

This space lias been contributed by friends of Near East Relief
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Harlem
Mecca of the New Negro

A RAILROAD ticket and a suitcase, like

a magic carpet, have transported the

Negro peasant from the cotton-field and farm to

fhe heart of our most complex urban civilization.

Here the large majority survives a jump of two

generations in social economy and of a century or

more in civilization. .Meanwhile the Negro poet,

student, or artist, by the very move that normally
would take him off at a tangent from the masses

finds himself in a situation heightening his race-

consciousness and concentrating the racial side of

his experience. Indeed these moving, half-mvak-
t-ned masses provide the possible seed-bed for a

remarkable development in interaction with the

advanced and enlightened minority. And that is

ii'liy statistics are out, and will be, for a gener-
ation or so. We have possibly to deal with the

renaissance of a people but that is for the reader

to judge after the progressive spirit of contem-

porary Negro life has been set before him."
From the foreword Alain Locke has written for

the special HARLEM NUMBER of Survey Graphic
for March.

EACH
year Survey Graphic has brought out a

special racial number. Each has been made

up of a sheaf of articles by leaders of the race por-

trayed; each has drawn largely on the graphic arts.

In text and pictures we have sought to make artic-

jlate the aspirations and social statescraft of a peo-

ple: and there has been nothing which Survey Asso-

ciates has ever done which has won such warm and

widespread appreciation.

There was our number on "What Would the

Irish Do With Ireland?" brought out the week the

Irish Free State was made possible by the British-

Sinn Fein agreement. A. E., James Stephens, Sir

Horace Plunkett an$ other outstanding Irishmen

forecast the new epoch from its threshold.

There was our "Russia : Dreams and Realities"

with its articles by Mme. I^enin. Lunacharsky, and

the rest, gathered for us, like the Irish number, by

Savel Zimand.

There was last May our Mexican number,

b, ought out the month an American ambassador

was credited to Mexico and at the close of last

winter's civil strife which cemented the gains of

ten years of revolution. Calles, Gamio, Vasconcelos,

Carrillo, Diego Rivera were some of those enlisted

for this issue by Frank Tannenbaum.

IN
1025 our special racial number falls within the

borders of these United States. Its background is

not a centuries' old struggle for freedom ;
nor yet

that of political revolution. Its background is not

even our Civil War of three score years ago and its

familiar aftermath of problems. Rather its back-

ground is the northward migration of Negroes which

has come to its crest in the last decade ; which has

created new community problems in a hundred cities

north of Mason and Dixon's line; which has in

New York brought into being the greatest Negro

community in the history of the world; without

counterpart in the South, or in Africa, ancient or

modern. But what we are witnessing is something

more than a geographical shift and a new economic

opportunity. In a new environment a race is ex-

pressing itself in new ways. Writers, poets, artists,

professional men, social workers, express a social

and cultural ferment which is as interesting in its

ivay as the resurgence of Celtic Ireland or the

revival of native culture in Mexico.

HARLEM
will be the setting of this num-

ber, and the editors have been fortunate in

enlisting the collaboration throughout of Dr. Alain

Locke, professor of philosophy at Howard Univer-

sity, Washington, D. C., who is intimately in touch

not only with the cultural developments which afford

this new approach to contemporary Negro life, but

to springs of racial self-reliance and self-expression

which make it a great transforming human experi-

ence. White scientists, artists and investigators will

;i!so contribute to the issue.

Among the contributors will be:

Albert C. Barnes

Konrad Bercovici

W. D. Domingo
H. E. Burghhardt DuBois

Rudolf Fisher

Eric Walrond

George E. Haynes
Melville T. Herskowits

Charles S. Johnson

James Weldon Johnson

Winthrop D. Lane

Alain Locke

Elise McDougald
Claude McKay
Langston Hughes
Countee Cullen

Jean Toomer
Dean Kelly Miller

Winold Reiss

J. A. Rogers
Arthur A. Schomberg
Walter F. White
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The gist of It

AFTER
Massachusetts had voted to disapprove the

Twentieth Amendment, someone remarked that the

child labor .novement had beaten its old opponents but

would have to fight harder than ever to cope with
its new ones. Whether the first part of the analy-
sis is true or not and the oldest opponents of all,

the organized manufacturers, were much in evidence

in Massachusetts it is certainly true that the proposed
amendment has drawn new lines and made strange
bedfellows (p. 379). Mr. Chenery has just become
associate editor of Collier's. Since handling industrial

subjects for The Survey in 1920 and 1921 he has been

on the editorial staff of the New York Globe, and one

of the leading writers of the New York Times. We
turned to him as an experienced newspaper man to

make a detached appraisal of the new child labor line-up.

IF
you did all the things you knew ought to be done

for public health in a rural country, what would
be the result? That, stated broadly, is the motif of

the Cattaraugus County Demonstration, though there

are so many difficulties in the way that a 100 per cent

application of known fact is far too much to hope for.

Mary Ross, associate editor of The Survey in the

department of health, visited the county to study the

demonstration at close range, and writes her impres-
sions on p. 387.

FRANK
TANNENBAUM, rover that he is, saw

his first A. F. of L. convention last month. Fresh

from the emotion that rocked the hall at El Paso, he

set down the picture of Samuel Gompers at his last con-

vention, and of the men who loved him. The Sur-

vey will have more to say of Mr. Gompers' leader-

ship and the springs of his power in a later issue:

here (p. 391) we let the story tell itself through Mr.
Tannenbaum's vivid reporting.

THE best time to deal with sick personalities

before they get sick. Psychiatrists have accepted

enthusiastically the oportunity which childhood offers

for straightening the kinks that left unstraightened

might twist the adult personality. A few students of

personality have seen the opening which the college

study of psychology gives for a similar, if less inten-

sive, service. Donald Laird is one, and writes of his

experience on p. 405. He is now associate professor

of psychology at Colgate University, after teaching in

Dubuque, Iowa, and Wyoming, and holding a research

fellowship at Yale.

IN
Survey Graphic for November Ethel Kawin asked,

in Blind Alleys, some seaching questions as to the

significance and future of vocational guidance. Here

(p. 411) she offers some answers to those questions.

In a later issue of The Survey other workers in this

and kindred fields will discuss her suggestions.

IN
its ten years of vigorous dramatic history the

Neighborhood Playhouse has been building new

meanings for both parts of its name for it has neigh-

bored with the creative artists of a half a dozen cen-

turies and as many different lands, and it has made

play of the folk memories and racial fantasies of the

polyglot East Side. Mrs. Darnton writes of it (p.

395) with keen sympathy, and from the background
of years of observation of the stage in New York,

chiefly as dramatic editor of the late Call, and inci-

dentally as president for many terms of the Women's

University Club.

I
WENT to Vassar College," Miss Chater tells

us when we press her for gossip about herself,

"and have done a good deal of work among children

in schools in New York City. I spent last year in

the Near East travelling, and taking great interest

in the extraordinarily good work of the Near East

Relief. Visiting Macedonia on the way home, I was
so horrified by what I saw that I joined Miss Aletheia

Pattison of Cincinnati, who happened to have come

down to Macedonia from Poland where we had been

with the Junior Red Cross, and she opened a school

for 250 refugee children in a particularly desolate

camp near Salonika. We ran it ourselves for seven

months and then turned it over to Save the Children,

which we joined. Miss Pattison is still in Salonika

carrying on and possibly enlarging this work for the

S. C. F. and I hope to return." In the meantime,
however, Miss Chater has written down her eye-
witness impressions of the exchange of population in

Macedonia, which we are happy to publish just as the

international loan for the settlement of the Greek

refugees who form the major part of this migration
has been consummated (p. 402).

/GWENDOLEN HASTE'S poem on P . 304 harks

V_J back to the early trade on the Pacific which

flourished about the harbors where now Seattle and

Portland stand. Miss Haste, a newcomer in The
Survey's pages, won The Nation's poetry prize in 1922,

and is a member this year of The Survey's office

family.
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A GOOD SIGN BUT A POOR FENCE
Gaps between the state laws prohibiting child labor

let too many children through
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Child Labor The New Alignment
By WILLIAM L. CHENERY

R propaganda is a potent weapon now

being used to frustrate the ratification of

the Federal Child Labor Amendment.
The opposition to giving Congress power

to deal with child labor is, of course, not

limited to those who are attempting to tar

proponents with the stick of bolshevism. The principal

osition is still to be found in the well organized associa-

of manufacturers who have traditionally fought laws

lating the employment of children whether these laws

ere being sought from state legislatures or Congress,

new group has also come into the present campaign, a

dy of independents, whose hostility to the Twentieth

tendment is kindred to the familiar doctrine of states'

;hts. The enactment of the Volstead law following the

option of the prohibition amendment has engendered a

ide-spread distaste for federal interference. The farmers,

, who have hitherto been immune from child labor laws,

beginning to look askance at the possibility of national

ulation. War time interference with business and private

airs has left many people cold to any extension of national

trol.

The great difference, however, between the debate over

e proposed Twentieth Amendment and the earlier child

abor laws adopted by the Congress and by the state legis-

.tures is to be found in the amazing growth of what is

rally a "hang-over" from the orgy of post-war prop-

aganda. Thus the national protection of American children

from harmful industrial processes is being identified by

ie of its opponents with alleged Russian plans for the

tionalization of youth.

This is a new and significant development in the cen-

ry-old campaign to protect children from the devastating

ects of premature labor. Until Congress passed the

'lution last June submitting the proposed Twentieth

mendment to the forty-eight states for approval, the legal

protection of children had been an issue debated largely on

its merits. Within the last six months the realities of the

question have been ignored by many of the opponents of

child labor legislation and the argument has been confused

lati

lite

by the injection of the question of communism and of other

such topics no closer related to welfare legislation than to

the Einstein theory. But for the habit of propaganda

acquired during the World War it is hardly conceivable that

any group of Americans would have had the effrontery so

completely to misrepresent the realities of what is actually a

very simple question.

For at least one hundred years the employment of young
children in industry has troubled good American citizens.

Before the industrial revolution children worked with their

elders in the home, on the farm and in the shops. Educa-

tion for life was obtained in this fashion and the great

majority were taught only a little reading, writing and

figuring in the schools, when indeed they had any oppor-

tunity to go to school at all. The introduction of factories

created the child labor issue. A generation which had been

accustomed to see its children employed alongside their

parents in the performance of the various tasks essential to

maintaining a home did not at first perceive the revolution-

ary effects of the introduction of steam power and of

machines. Soon, however, the more intelligent members of

industrial communities observed the stunting consequences

of factory employment upon little children and ninety-five

years ago a joint committee of the Massachusetts legislature

recommended the enactment of the first child labor law

in this country.

It is significant to recall that the manufacturers of Mas-

sachusetts were strong enough in 1825 to prevent the passage

of this law just as they in the recent November elections

negatived the advisory referendum on the ratification of the

child labor amendment. Cumulatively since that year, how-

ever, the demand for child labor legislation has been in-

sistent. A half century passed before any considerable

progress was made. Even after the civil war children as

young as seven years were regularly employed in textile

factories. Throughout these generations the practical ques-

tion has been one and the same. It has been primarily the

issue of safeguarding the development of young people so

that they might develop normally into citizens capable of

carrying on the burdens of this republic. At no time has

379
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any attempt been made to prevent children from working
with their parents at non-industrial tasks. Sweat-shops
have been attacked and a few agricultural processes which

have been industrialized have been regulated. The onion

fields of Ohio and the large scale production of sugar beets

have been brought within the supervision of the child labor

laws of certain states. But in its practical application the

child labor issue has been and still is the question whether or

not the managers of large scale industry or sweat-shops, for

small establishments have often been the worse offenders,

shall be allowed to make use of the cheap labor of children.

Much desirable legislation has been enacted by the states.

Finally recourse was had to federal legislation and in 1916
the first national child labor law was passed. The demand
for a national statute arose, as the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee pointed out last summer, out of realization of the

need for uniform minimum protective legislation. The
same growth of national consciousness which in another

generation had led the people of the United States to refuse

longer to sanction slavery in certain states and in this age
to substitute federal action for state laws against alcoholic

drinking and for woman suffrage explained the desire to put

an end to injurious child labor throughout the country.

The first Federal Child Labor Act forbade the shipment
in interstate commerce of the products of mines and quar-

ries in which children under sixteen years old were em-

ployed. Commodities made in factories and shops which

employed children under fourteen years old, or which em-

ployed children between fourteen and sixteen more than

eight hours a day or at night, were also denied shipment

between states. On June 3, 1918, the United States

Supreme Court decided that the power of Congress over

interstate commerce did not afford a sufficient basis for

this Act and the statute was declared unconstitutional.

A second child labor law based on the taxing power was

passed on February 24, 1919. This imposed a tax of 10

per cent on the products of establishments which employed

children of the ages specified in the earlier law. On May
15, IQ22, the Supreme Court held that this second act was

beyond the scope of the powers delegated by the Constitu-

tion to Congress and it was accordingly annulled. Then
the agitation for a constitutional amendment arose and

two years later the proposed Twentieth Amendment was

passed by a Republican Congress at the behest of a Repub-
lican President and with the approval of the leaders of all

the three political parties which contested the subsequent

presidential election. The essential paragraphs of the pro-

posed amendment are as follow:

Section i. The Congress shall have power to limit, regulate

and prohibit the labor of persons under eighteen years of age.

Section 2. The power of the several states is unimpaired by
this article, except that the operation of state laws shall be

suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to legislation

enacted by the Congress.

This amendement is merely a grant of power. Under

its terms a Congress would be at liberty to enact various

child labor laws as the need might arise. It is in no sense

legislation. It prohibits nothing. Every state has greater

power. States may pass and some of them have passed laws

controlling the employment of minors under twenty-one

years of age. Other states have made little use of their

inherent power to regulate child labor. The ratification

of the federal amendment would accordingly give the Con-

gress less power than the states already possess. The oppo-

sition has been carried on for the most part by those

who either were at no trouble to inform themselves con-

cerning the realities of the question or else for ulterior

purposes preferred to draw a red herring across the trail

of rational discussion.

The important advocates of the child labor amendment

are social workers, labor unions, organized teachers and

women and a number of civic bodies. The leading oppon-

ents when the issue was before Congress were prominent

industrial associations. James A. Emery, general counsel

for the National Association of Manufacturers, is the au-

thor of an elaborate brief against it and they have been

supported by the American Farm Bureau Federation and

other agricultural groups. This industrial alignment was

to have been expected and it is a perfectly fair array. From

the very beginning of the struggle nearly a century ago

manufacturers, in spite of notable exceptions among indi-

viduals and organized groups, have been the chief oppon-

ents of laws designed to protect children from industrial

employment while social workers, union leaders, teachers

and reformers have been their proponents. Farmers hither-

to have been aloof because their interests were not affected.

HTTIREE days before the Senate approved the amend-

[ Tient, however, Senator Thomas F. Bayard of Delaware

introduced in behalf of the Woman Patriot Publishing

Company a long document injecting the issue of Rus-

sian communism into this question, which had been

characteristically American since in 1818 a governor of

Rhode Island made the first recorded protest against the

premature employment of children in factories. The Senate

evidently did not attach much importance to this hysterical

statement since on June 2 by a vote of 61 to 23 it registered

its approval of the proposed amendment. It is interesting

to note in this connection that such orthodox conservatives

as Senator Charles Curtis, the present Republican leader

in the Senate; Senator James E. Watson of Indiana, the

Republican whip; the late Senator Henry Cabot Lodge,

majority leader of the Senate at the time; Senator George

Wharton Pepper of Pennsylvania, Senator William B. Mc-

Kinley of Illinois and Senator Albert B. Cummins of Iowa

were among those who voted in favor of the child labor

amendment. There was not a bolshevist among them!

The paper sponsored by Senator Bayard, however, was

replete with charges of communism, bolshevism, the nation-

alization of children and many other wild terrors which

have been much discussed since the amendment has been

sent to the states for consideration.

Because of this it is important to examine some of the

arguments adduced by the Woman Patriot Publishing

Company against the amendment. Here is a choice tidbit:

This benign looking amendment drawn and promoted chiefly

by an American Socialist leader (Mrs. Florence Kelley, trans-

lator of Karl Marx and friend of Friederich Engels who in-

structed her how to introduce socialism "into the flesh and

blood" of Americans) is a straight Socialist measure. It is also

promoted under direct orders from Moscow.
The spearhead of the communist campaign in the United

States is the joint promotion of two congressional measures

of the amendment to prohibit the labor of all youth, making

government financial support (doles for children) a necessity

and of the Sterling-Reed federal education bill, engineered by

the self same group to obtain central control of the minds of

American youth to destroy their love of country and willingness
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defend her by means of doctored text-books prepared in the

terlocked interest of socialism, pacifism, internationalism and

ureaucracy. . . .

The youth of the country cannot be placed under the guar-
dianship of the pacifist, internationalist Federal Children's
Bureau without endangering America's future means of national
defense.

These amazing allegations, ludicrously untrue, were

swept aside by hard-headed senators whose attention was
directed to the practical politics of the issue. Months later

they were revived in the Massachusetts referendum and

were made the basis of a wide campaign of newspaper

publicity. Former Mayor James M. Curley of Boston,

who made a spectacular change of front on the federal

amendment, justified his final opposition by his discovery

of these allegations. As they were translated into "jour-

nalese" these fantasies of the women patriots became even

more virulent. Mrs. Florence Kelley was made the chief

butt of the newspaper attacks and it was insinuated that

she was a Russian immigrant in disguise.

It would be a salutary influence in public discussion if

some of the social workers who have been libeled during
the last six or seven years of post-war propaganda were to

bring their traducers into court. A libel suit is a sobering

influence and not many are needed to induce a proper

respect for the rights of others. Certainly the late Presi-

dent Roosevelt put an end to the unwarranted charge that

he was addicted to the excessive use of alcohol by his suit

against a careless editor. The debate concerning the federal

child labor amendment might very well be reduced to the

level of reality if those who have circulated untrue state-

ments about the advocates of the proposed grant of power
were held legally accountable for their acts. Whether or

not this is undertaken by the individuals affected, the facts

concerning Mrs. Kelley are significant since she has been

so wantonly attacked.

Mrs. Kelley is undoubtedly one of the leading advocates

of the federal child labor amendment. For more than

forty years she has been conspicuous among those who have

campaigned in behalf of the legal protection of women and

children. When she was a little child, her father, Congress-
man William Darrah Kelley of Philadelphia, called "Pig-
Iron" Kellej', put into her hands a book portraying the life

of little English children who were employed in the brick

yards. When she was twelve, he took her to a glass factory

near Pittsburgh where she might see with her own eyes

the conditions under which children in Pennsylvania were

then employed. After being kept in bed twenty-four hours

to prepare for the ordeal, she saw there at midnight little

children no older than herself moving about in the murk
of the large room lighted only by the fires of the blowers'

furnaces. The children, carrying trays of bottles, were

sometimes burned by the hot glass or cut by the broken

fragments. Congressman Kelley, stout protectionist Repub^
lican that he was, believed that not until the cherished

children of the land were solicitous concerning the plight

of the less fortunate would there be any possibility of

adequate reform.

The little girl of twelve who got her first glimpse of

industrial conditions that night more than a half century

ago is now a grandmother, but in all the long years since

her father, himself the grandson of an officer in the Amer-
ican revolution, first sought to awaken her interest in the

children of the poor, her spirit never flagged. Mrs. Flor-

Here is Where the Battle for the Child Labor

Amendment Will Be Fought in 1925

In the following states, regular sessions of the legis-
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with their parents in their homes or on the farms. There
is not one iota of truth in these allegations. The federal

statutes which were declared unconstitutional attempted to

stop the employment of children under fourteen in factories

and of children under sixteen in mines and quarries. All

child labor laws are directed at specific abuses
; this is true

of state legislation as well as of the federal acts disallowed

by the Supreme Court.

At the present time the laws of numerous states prohibit
certain kinds of employments held to be dangerous to the

health or morals of minors. The laws of thirteen states, for

example, forbid minors under twenty-one from acting as mes-

sengers at night. It was widely believed that such employ-
ment endangered the morals of young people. Twenty-three
states forbid night messenger service to minors under eighteen

years. Many similar laws are in existence. They are all

directed at specific conditions deemed by the legislatures to

be wrong. The history of child labor legislation records

this process. First a state of affairs considered dangerous to

the health or to the moral development of young people is

discovered. Then years later, in most cases legislative

bodies are induced to act. The experienced opponents of

child labor legislation who have something at stake in con-

tinuing to utilize the cheap labor of children are not

deceived. They know just what to expect.

There is, for example, the publication Ceramic Industry,
devoted to the interests of those who manufacture glass,

enamel whiteware, refractory and allied products. The
November issue carried a page editorial entitled Crush the

Twentieth Amendment. In part, it said :

The amendment attacks one of the greatest institutions of our
land, that of industrial liberty. It affects ceramic manufacturers
so vitally because of the vast number of youthful persons em-
ployed. . . .

Boys are employed to do a considerable amount of work and
to learn the trade in ceramic plants. If older men were to do
this work the cost of production would undoubtedly mount
because of the higher wages that it would be necessary to

pay....
It is safe to say that the pottery industry would be forced to

dismiss close to 40 per cent of its labor should this amendment
pass. . . .

Industry is already feeling the effects of immigration restric-
tions. To place this proposed amendment in force would simply
aggravate a situation that is already difficult for manufacturers
to meet.

This is a clear and definite opposition. The journalistic

representative of the ceramic industry exaggerated the effect

the passage of the Twentieth Amendment would have upon
that industry. The previous federal child labor laws cer-

tainly had no such disruptive consequences as this trade

paper now professes to fear. Congress and the legislatures

are accustomed to consider the probable results of proposed
laws upon specific industries and if the ceramic industry
does depend for its prosperity upon the labor of young
people Congress and the legislatures would undoubtedly
take that fact into consideration. The desirability of pro-

tecting minors against the effects of some dangerous process

might outweigh with the law-making body the appeal of

the manufacturers for cheap labor. Still the entire history
of legislation in America gives assurance that the question

would be carefully considered. Certainly the ceramic in-

dustry, which was able to obtain duties ranging as high as

60 per cent in the Fordney-McCumber tariff, is not with-

out skill in dealing with Congress.

Unfortunately for the country these natural and logical

objectors to child labor legislation have for the time

being received the adventitious aid of those who are

carrying on the propaganda rendered familiar during
the post-war years. In the opposition are also a number
of lawyers, such as Senator William E. Borah, who are

genuinely opposed on legal grounds to any growth of the

federal power. There are others who have solicitude for

the plight of children employed at tasks beyond their un-

developed strength, but who prefer the slower and more
localized processes of state legislation. Typical of this

group is Joseph Lee, president of the Playground and

Recreation Association. In a letter to the Boston Transcript,

Mr. Lee set forth his view in part as follows :

I am opposed to the Child Labor Amendment because I am
and always have been in favor of the regulation of child labor

and because I believe that national legislation upon the subject

will in the end largely supercede legislation by the several states

while itself necessarily lacking in that local support and that

adaptation to local conditions upon which the effectiveness of all

such measures must depend.
Child labor, as both the supporters and opponents of the

amendment are agreed, is primarily an educational undertaking.
It cannot be successfully carried out except in close coopera-
tion with the public school and with the home. To exclude a

child from work without at the same time providing him with

a school is to decree that he shall grow up in enforced idleness,

a prey to evil influence. To determine the sort of schooling that

shall be provided, moreover, and the ages at which it shall be

provided for different kinds of children is far from being a

simple matter. Some children, for instance can get very little

benefit from schooling after their fourteenth year and none at

all unless they have the experience of actual work. For others

the limit is fifteen years, for others, sixteen, for others, twenty,

twenty-two or twenty-seven. For some the best kind of educa-

tion outside of the home is through that form of part time

schooling in which two boys occupy one work bench in the factory

and one seat in the school, changing positions like Box and Cox
at the beginning of each month. .. .The working out of such a

system is an intricate piece of business, its successful develop-

ment depending on local conditions....

Under the proposed amendment Congress would indeed have

the power to decree what sort of schooling should be provided

in the several states to fit in with the labor legislation it might

adopt. But no constitutional amendment can give Congress

power of understanding local conditions and of carrying local

opinion along with it, nor the power of adapting its legislation

to particular conditions obtaining in that state.... The purpose
of this amendment is to enforce child labor legislation upon
states who do not want it now and it is not certain that they

will be eager when a law is thus enforced upon them to extend

their educational system to correspond. . . .

Without national legislation our laws regulating child labor

in the several states have rapidly advanced. They will continue

to do so if this amendment is not passed and they will in that

case retain the advantage of being effectively enforced. This

amendment tends to dry up at their source the springs of

public opinion from which in the long run all progressive legis-

lation must spring.

The New York World which hitherto has all but ad-

vocated nullification of the prohibition amendment assumes

much the same position as Mr. Lee. As a traditional pro-

tagonist of states' rights The World has opposed the Child

Labor Amendment, preferring to await the processes of state

legislation. It is but fair to state, however, that this con-

spicuous paper is, also like Mr. Lee, a sincere supporter of

the local regulation of child labor.

It is interesting to note in connection with Mr. Lee's

argument that none of the evils he fears were realized when

the first federal child labor law (Continued on page 425)



The people come to expert diagnosticians at the six district health centers

On the Rural Health Front
Camera Studies By LEWIS W. MINE

nEALTH

to the Crossroads and the Cross-

roads to Health ! Under this ringing slogan

Cattaraugus County, with the assistance of

the State Charities Aid Association and finan-

cial help from the Milbank Memorial Fund,
has set out to blaze a trail of health for

rural counties. The scouts of the Cattaraugus County
Health Demonstration are the public health nurses, each

with her indispensable car, weaving in and out of its hills

and valleys, carrying education,

cheer and healing. The Demon-
stration goes to the people of

Cattaraugus in the homes and in

their schools, ferreting out the

cases of tuberculosis, helping to

save babies, to build sturdy boys
and girls, to solve the problems
that press hard in many families,

and especially in families on the

isolated farms. The people come
to the Demonstration at the six

district health centers, where ex-
Thirty-six thousand

pert diagnosticians put their special knowledge at the service

of the family physicians, and there is a complete labor-

atory and modern equipment for diagnosis and for care.

Cattaraugus County is bringing and adapting to country use

for people who live in farmhouses, and villages and towns,

the proved weapons against disease which have been found

so effective in the cities.

Bit by bit Cattaraugus County is trying to saturate its

72,000 people spread over 1,300 square miles of hill and

dale, farm, village and town,

with that knowledge and prac-

tice of health which will enable

them to get the most out of liv-

ing and pass down a tradition

which will ensure an even great-

er attainment by their children.

Achievement of the success it

promises in the application of a

many-sided program to the prob-

lems and needs of an actual coun-

try county will set a new stand-

miles in six months ard for rural America.

383



They feared that this girl of seven could not last out the year, hut the County Sanatorium fought her

tuberculosis with every modern means, including the Alpine lamp, and she is getting well

When the nurse and her portable scale enter a district school. Health inspection includes the record-

ing of communicable diseases, weighing, measuring, simple tests of sight and hearing, and throat

examinations, and usually ends with a story



Where the Demonstration enters homes and hearts



"

i

Nut/u'n* the matter with him A madonna of the tenant farm house

This young Indian stoic is en route,

with his mother, to the doctor

Oldest and gayest of the guests at the County Sanatorium, undaunted by the

burden of tuberculosis, heart disease and seventy years



Health to the Crossroads

Cattaraugus County Tries to Practise All We Know About Health

By MARY ROSS

principal street pushes its straight, wide,

roughly bricked way through the middle of

the town. On either side of it, shepherded

in the shadow of the two columned banks,

cluster the shops, neat two and three story

brick boxes, interspersed with the gleaming

white front which has become the national symbol of quick

lunch, or the scarlet that means ten cents, chain grocery or

cigars. There is the park with a monument; a brown cut-

stone church with a pointed steeple; the opera house, movies

with glittering porticos. Along the high, dusty curbing

innumerable Fords, equally dusty, sidlo their battered hoods

obliquely toward the surviving hitching posts. An occasional

trolley car passes, clanging its gong.

On the shaded streets either side of Main Street there

are five modern schools; a few mansions of the mansard

or the cutstone era ; a few modern colonial villas, or remodel-

ed homes with obtrusive sun-parlors ; and the rank and file

of little brown or white or gray or ochre frame houses, with

a porch, and lace curtains, and a rubber plant in the parlor

window. Main Street becomes tangled with tracks at one

end, in a clutter of sheds and sidings ; it runs out at the end

of "the four-mile" in another clutter of shanties where dark-

eyed, quick-speaking sons and daughters of a sunnier land

huddle together. In the weedy, no-man's land that rims

the town there are factory chimneys and clusters of oil

tanks, with turfed moats about them.

All of this goes chiefly to say that Olean, N. Y., is a

regular, big American town, thriving, on the make. Almost

ten thousand of the twenty-three thousand souls who inhabit

it have come there in the last decade. Many of them have

been foreigners Italians, Greeks, Slavs destined for the

railroad shops, the wood-working factories, the oil works.

Others have been drawn into the town from the farms out-

side. For while the city has been gaining the country has

lost, as is so often the case along the eastern seaboard, lost

slowly, but definitely year after year. It is a country of

comfortable little farmhouses, usually without architectural

pretension, and great unpainted gambrel-roofed barns and

herds of dairy cattle. When I drove through it late in the

autumn, the misty bottom lands were pale yellow with stub-

ble and the corn stood shocked like the tents of an encamp-

ing army with golden pumpkins for camp fires between.

The woods on the abrupt, round little hills were losing the

last of their autumn russet, and settling into the purples of

winter, but the cattle still were grazing on the hillside fields.

Wood smoke floated from the chimneys of the little white

schoolhouses.

Against the haphazard picture of hustling town and sleep-

ing country which Cattaraugus County frames for so much
of rural America, has been laid the clear pattern of an

ideal that the life of its people shall be not only what

it has been, and is, but what it can be that they shall attain

what health and happiness is within the limits of their own

grasping. The name of that ideal is the Cattaraugus County
Health Demonstration. Its comprehensive plan covers five

years and supposes the expenditure of hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars. Completed, (that is, set on a permanent,

self-running and self-supported basis) it should prove once

more the dictum of the late Dr. Hermann Biggs for Nevl

York State, that public health is purchasable, and provide

the plan of the foundations and superstructure according

to which a thorough-going piece of health work for a rural

district can be built, a working model to guide rural counties

East and West.

While improvement in living conditions, in the popular
standards of health and sanitation, and in professional con-

trol of problems of disease since the Civil War have in-

creased by twenty years the expectation of life of the average
of us, the gain has been far greater proportionately in city

than in country. City people are more easily reached for

purposes of education or of medical care; their supplies of

water and milk are more easily safeguarded in bulk, their

problems of sanitation more easily standardized, than the

isolated, individual supplies and needs of farm and village

dwellers. Since 1910, the rural deathrate in New York
State has exceeded that of the cities. Dr. W. F. Draper
of the U. S. Public Health Service writes in a recent re-

port: "It is a well known fact that the natural advantages
which the rural districts possess in favor of healthful exist-

ence are more than 'offset by the better health protection

afforded to the city dweller." Less than 13 per cent of the

rural population of the United States is provided with local

health service under the direction of a full-time health

officer such as is taken for granted in the la-ge towns and

cities.

The problem of health work in rural districts, which is

pressing hard in the country-side far and wide, is in large

part one of education to make people realize the advantages
to themselves of supporting their family physician and pro-

viding him with some of the working essentials of a health

organization such as that which his city confreres have at

their beck and call: a public health nursing organization,

adequate health education and medical inspection and fol-

low-up in the schools, a laboratory center for diagnostic

purposes and the like. During; such a process of education

there often must be financial assistance from outside to start

the ball rolling and pay for these services till they have

justified their own being, and there must be some sort of

supervision to see that the organization profits by previous

experience and is established on a solid scientific and admin-

istrative basis. These two functions are performed by the

Milbank Memorial Fund and its supervising agency for the

Cattaraugus Demonstration, the State Charities Aid Asso-
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Old and new in Cattaraugus County

ciation. The Demonstration has the advantage of the long
and successful experience of the State Charities Aid Asso-]
ciation in New York State and of a notable Technical

Board and Advisory Council which include the country's
'

foremost experts in the special fields.

Fundamentally the Demonstration was made possible by
two recent pieces of legislation in New York State, one of

which makes permissive the establishment of the county
as a unit for health work under a county board of health,

and the other of which offers a state subsidy matching

money appropriated by the county board of supervisors for

new health work approved by the state commissioner of

health.

The use of the county as a health unit has been

adopted extensively in certain parts of the country notably

North Carolina, the pioneer in this field, and Ohio but

the Cattaraugus County Board of Health established by
vote of the Board of Super-

visors in Jan- ^^^ uary 1923, is the

first and only ^^ri^^Bpl ^^ example in New
York State j^U 1 and one of com-

A modern aboriginal

The nurse is just a good friend

paratively few in northern states outside of Ohio. The
principle of the use of state money to match that supplied

by local initiative is one which has been proved especially
effective in the cooperative rural health work of the Rocke-
feller Board and of the federal Public Health Service,

chiefly in states south of the Mason and Dixon line.

In Cattaraugus, as in its two other health demonstrations
in Syracuse and in a selected district of New York City, the

M i 1 b a n k

Memorial
Fund deter-

mined that its

programs
should be car-

ried out by,

not on, the

people whom

they were des-

ignated to be-

nefit. Cattar-

augus County
was chosen be-

cause it was

fairly typical

of rural coun-

ties in its pros-

perity and in

the division of

its people be-

tween farm
and village,

native - born

and foreigners. It has one special feature, picturesque,

though comparatively unimportant in point of numbers, an

Indian reservation with a population of some 1000 souls,

where the black-haired, glowing cheeked little Indian ur-

chins learn their A. B. C's in yellow schools of the federal

government and not in the white schoolhouse of the

county.

The term "health demonstration" has an alarmingly tech-

nical sound which is misleading. In the course of a demon-

stration, many technical matters enter in, of course, but the

purpose of the whole scheme is nothing more or less than

showing that by conscious effort the physical (and the newest

ventures include the mental) well-being of a community
can be bettered. The tuberculosis demonstration of Fram-

ingham, Massachusetts, is one of the early classic examples.

There in seven years of intensive effort to find, care for

and prevent cases of tuberculosis in a small city of 17,000

people, the number of deaths from that disease was decreased

by 68 per cent; in similar neighboring towns, where no

such effort was made, the decrease during that time was

only 32 per cent.

To undertake a piece of work of this sort means first to

take stock of the community's assets and liabilities and then

to weave all the assets into a program which will wipe out

the debit side of the ledger and, eventually, heap up a posi-

tive balance of health. There is a doctor who came back

from the war with a quickened sense of what teamwork

means, and an eagerness to try out for children some of the

principles of health supervision that worked for soldiers.

There is a school principal in the town who knows that

IOO per cent children will get much nearer to IOO per cent
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i, marks than those who struggle along with sore throats or

aching molars. There is an editor who has seen life in

many towns, and knows that even what is good can usually

be made better. There are tuberculosis nurses and social

workers already at work, somewhat isolated in their at-

tempts, eager for some of the help and cooperation on

which their friends of city agencies count almost unthink-

ingly. There are several far-seeing members of the Board

of Supervisors, and an officer or two of the grange, who

feel vaguely that some of the principles that have resulted

in growing better cattle might well be tried to grow huskier

children. Back of it all was Lilla C. Wheeler, whose fore-

fathers were pioneers in a Cattaraugus County then wilder-

ness. She herself has always lived in a village outside Olean.

Interested first in the tuberculosis work of the State Chari-

ties Aid Association in the county, she heard of the pro-

jected demonstration of the Milbank Fund and determined

that Cattaraugus County should profit by the rural trust.

To her enthusiastic enlistment of local support, and her

own work on its behalf, the Demonstration owes much of

its start and present progress.

Stir up such precious resources as these, and others too

many to mention, with a director who has been health offi-

cer of the rural state of Maine, with experts trained in the

best laboratories and clinics and organizations for public

health, and you have some idea of the dramatis personae of

the Cattaraugus County Health Demonstration. All are

working together with a common understanding that each

stone of their arch must be laid with the understanding and

support of the whole community; detailed programs have

been elaborated but each step they indicate must meet a

present pragmatic test: does it represent the wish and will

of the people? for only on that basis can the structure be

firm and self-supporting.

As Cattaraugus County is a dairy county, it was logical

enough that the first joint effort of the county and the

Milbank Fund was expressed by the appropriation of $6,000

made by the County Supervisors on December 8, 1922, be-

fore the chronological beginning of the

Demonstration, to aid in a campaign to

wipe out bovine tuberculosis. That cam-

paign reached an effective peak in Sep-

tember and October, 1923, when near-

ly 53,ooo head of cattle were tested

with tuberculin during a four weeks

intensive drive by the County Board

of Health and the Demonstration in

cooperation with the County Farm

Bureau. The work has been continued

at a less rapid rate through 1924 until,

it is estimated that a large ma-

jority of the cattle in the county

(about 80,000) have been tested

and the reactors removed, so that

the chance of carrying tubercu-

losis to human beings by this

means has been reduced to a mini-

mum.
In the meantime there was

hardly a month of 1923 that did

not see some new step in the ad-

ministrative framework on which The ?orta fcje y^-ray goes
the county plan is based. On to tne s ick patient

Triumvirate of the clinicdoctor, nurse and cheerful patient

January 10 of that year the county was established as a gen-

eral health district, and the County Board of Health was

appointed by the County Board of Supervisors, which 1

ap-

propriated $2,000 to meet its expenses from January 'to

April.

The two cities Salamanca and Olean joined in, so

that the project became country-wide. February saw the

start of a campaign to locate cases of tuberculosis, with the

employment of three staff nurses aided by a supervising nurse

detailed from the State Department of Health, and the

division of the county into six health districts with the

opening of a health station in one of them. In March the

first tuberculosis clinic was held in that district, and health

stations in two others were opened. In April the Board of

Supervisors appropriated $7,395 to meet the expenses of the

County Board of Health for the rest of the fiscal year, to

October i. During that same month appointment was made
of the County Health Officer, Dr. Leverett D. Bristol, who
is also the Director of the Demonstration ; during the first

months Dr. H. A. Pattison, detailed temporarily by the

National Tuberculosis Association, had made the successful

start.

In later months of the year a county laboratory was open-

ed at Olean, under a trained director, Dr. J. P. Garen, who
was already at work in the city, to make all necessary labor-

atory analyses for physicians and health officers of the county,

giving them a practically indispensable service ; the County
Tuberculosis and Public Health Association, a voluntary

body, was re-organized, put on a dues paying basis, and

established with an executive secretary, John Armstrong,

(who, as the editor of the Olean Times, knew the district

and the people well), a board of directors and local com-

mittees ; a supervisory school health service was started for

the public schools outside the cities, with Dr. C. A. Green-

leaf of Olean as director; the fourth and fifth district health

stations were opened ; a Bureau of Records and Reports was

established under the County Department of Health, and

Dr. Stephen A. Douglass, with long specialized training and

experience in tuberculosis, was appointed to serve as part-

time director of a bureau of tuberculosis and part-time super-

intendent of the County Sanatorium for Tuberculosis.

During 1924 the sixth and final district health station has

been opened, a medical social service worker added to the
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are only six or seven pupils. Moreover, in Ne\y York
State, outside of New York City, Buffalo and Rochester,
school medical inspection, school nursing and other
health services for school children are the duties and
functions of the local educational authorities, not the local

health authorities. The individualschool district is an almost

impossible small unit \vith which to work so without any ba-

sis in law but with the aid of the good offices of the Demonstra-
tion and some of its funds, an office of county superintendent of

school health was created. All the trustees of the rural and vil-

lage schools were called together, and it was decided per-

fectly practicable and highly desirable to form a county
service for school health based on voluntary operation. Un-
der that service nearly 8,000 children in the district schools

Counties or districts, wholly or in large part rural, with local
e*amin

f
d in ' 923 '4 b

/
* 5* ph^ns of the dis '

health service under direction of whole-time county health
tncts

^selves,
using uniform blanks and records worked

officers on January i, 1924

staff, a director of Public Health Nursing, Laura A. Gam-

ble, with training in Toronto, that Mecca of generalized

public health nursing, was appointed under the County
Board ; there is also a special supervisor on tuberculosis,

Berneta N. Platt; the nursing staff has been increased to

thirteen, and a nutrition service has been started. In 1924

the Board of Supervisors showed their substantial apprecia-

tion of the health demonstration by raising the appropria-

tion for the County Board of Health from the $9,300 of

1923 to $16,000.

Outlined as a five-year program, the plan for Cattaraugus

County falls into two divisions: general operations, and

a group of nine special programs. The first includes the

expenses of the county department of health and the district

health stations, the Bureau of Records and Vital Statistics,

the County Laboratory, the office and general expenses of

the County Tuberculosis and Public Health Association,

health instruction and nutrition activities. These general

services are the basis on which any specialized piece of work

must be built; they are the bask elements in county health

service, substantially as Cattaraugus County has established

them in 1923 and 1924. The specialized programs are

built on this structure as circumstances permit: they deal

with tuberculosis, communicable disease, school hygiene, ma-

ternity, infancy and child hygiene, mental hygiene, industrial

hygiene (yes, even in a truly rural county one-eighth of the

whole population works in factories or shops), sanitation

and food inspection, and health

conservation and life extension.
>

.U '^- J .'.

So far the emphasis in these lat-

ter has been on tuberculosis, in

which there is perhaps the most

carefully worked out technique

for communities, and school

hygiene.

When it came to the question

of examining the children in the

country school, the Demonstra-

tion was faced with a real prob-

lem. Those little white school-

houses some 270 of them were

scattered over approximately

1,300 square miles of country

that went up hill and down dale.

In some of the schools there Schooldays with a smiling nurse in the background

out by Dr. Greenleaf. Local school funds paid for the
actual examinations; the Demonstration provided the su-

pervisory organization including a director and a special

supervising nurse, and a nurse of the Demonstration was
present at all examinations. Only 862, or about one in

ten of those little country urchins, could be reported free
from physical defect. The rest of them 6,896 had 15,-

372 things wrong with them teeth that needed filling, en-

larged or diseased tonsils, eyesight below the normal, run-

ning ears, or a weight too low for their ages and heights.
The children most in need of attention are followed up by
the public health nurses, who were working frantically this

fall again to complete the routine annual inspection of all

the rural school children before the snow came and roads
became impassable to the Fords that carried them, their

portable scales, and the other paraphernalia for the work.
A concerted effort is being made to bring all the children
who are 10 per cent or more underweight in to the clinics

for a thorough physical examination, including a careful

survey of their chests, for it is from these skinny little boys
and girls that the tuberculous patients of later years are
recruited. As a direct result of this successful county school

service, a New York state law has been passed to provide
for permissive county school hygiene districts and Cattarau-

gus promptly took immediate advantage of the opportunity
to transmute its own organization into legal administrative

terms, with Dr. Greenleaf as director of the Cattaraugus
School Hygiene District.

It is easy enough to roll off statistics of thousands of chil-

dren and scores of doctors and
tens of thousands of miles (the
redoubtable Fords of the Demon-
stration travelled 35,000 miles on
official business in six months)
without in the least picturing
what it means to conquer local

jealousies; to quiet the resent-

ments which naturally arise when
some little clusters of houses de-

cide that city people are trying t

have the say-so of what shall be

done to their perfectly good chil-

dren ; to bump over distant roads
to the rendezvous of a busy coun-

try doctor, a distracted teacher, a

nurse, and some dozen, more or

(Continued on page 426)



Samuel Gompers' Last Convention
By FRANK TANNENBAUM

E forty-fourth convention of the American

Federation of Labor, the fortieth of Samuel

Gompers' presidency, was not a convention.

It was an emotional feast an epic, an e\-

travagant abandonment that stirred men to

their deepest roots and filled the air with

pathos and enthusiasm. It \vas also a tribute a silent and

a vocal tribute that bowed hardened men to reverence. These

be extravagant phrases and almost unbelievable when applied

to a convention uf the American Federation of Labor. But

as I have already said, this was not a convention except in

the most formal sense. The delegates assembled and organ-
ized for business, the program of scheduled problems and

decisions were gone through with and expeditiously, more so

than at any other recent convention, but all of that was

mere form and play. The real business of this convention lay

in another direction.

Delegates who have attended conventions for twenty

years swear that nothing like this has happened before and

others give thanks for the privilege of having lived long

enough to have participated in this one.

A novice at conventions, I have no basis of comparison
with what took place in other years, and everything had the

thrill of novelty and was pregnant with the unexpected. It

was good to see the famous figures of the American labor

movement all together. There were John P. Frey, with his

philosophical reflections, and Andrew Furuseth, like a Dante
risen from the grave to command attention by his erudition,

his fervor, his zeal, coining classic phrases impromptu. He
filled the large hall with his cry that the collection of foreign

debts by force is both "unknightly and immoral" and that

the people "all they can do is to bleed and pay, pay, with

their sweat if they may with their blood if they must."

There, too, was John Lewis, shaking a threatening head and

challenging the convention to battle. But there was little

battle at this convention ; such as there was took place behind

closed doors and all the floor saw was peace and ready

agreement ; a deliberate softness of tread, a deliberate avoid-

ance of angry controversy, quiet ruled the convention a self

denial, a reverence and an awe.

IT
ALL began in the responsive chord that followed the

opening of the convention when Green of the miners in

reading President Gompers' opening speech came to the lines

"Events of recent months have made me keenly aware that

the time is not far distant when I must lay down .my trust

for others to carry forward." That was the beginning.

Gompers sat in his chair, white, weak, seemingly shrunk to

a shadow of his former self, talking with an effort obviously

shaken to a reed by his recent illness. All of that sent a

tremor through the convention hall that put it into a mood
for further obeisance and homage.

Such was the beginning. What followed was even more

stirring. That afternoon the delegates to the Mexican Fed-

eration of Labor, which was meeting across the river, one

thousand strong, to the tune of a native band, marched into

the hall. They came in organized battalions, men and women
dressed in their native costumes, many of them wearing

sandals, with their colored sarapies, their wide brimmed hats,

their brown faces, some dressed in white suits, some just

from the fields with thread-bare clothing washed into re-

spectability one thousand of them, humming and singing the

hymns of battle, with a Mexican, an American and the red

and black flag of the Mexican Labor Federation came as the

heralds of a new and a free Mexico, and to cheer the coming
day with their American fellow-workers. The American

delegates were on their feet applauding and shouting their

welcome. Some were on the tables and some on the chairs.

A mood of boisterous joy and fellowship filled the hall.

People were carried away with joy and good will. Nothing
like it had ever happened before. Nothing just like it can

ever happen again. It was an adventure, an indulgence, a

promise and thanksgiving- it took all of that to make it the

spectacle it was. When quiet was restored and the assem-

bled delegates gathered themselves to listen to speeches from
the rostrum, a silence fell upon the convention, so deep and
still that even the faintest word carried through the large
room. On the platform were the delegates from five nations

Mexico, Germany (the first time), England, Canada and
the United States. And when President Gompers asked them
to hold hands and pledge themselves for international

peace and good will, the hall rang with cheers and big men
permitted their emotions to steal down their cheeks in tears

that could not be restrained. Such was the end of the first

day.

On the second day the American delegates returned the

visit of the Mexican delegates. It was late in the afternoon.

The sun was creeping to the West ; the blue sky was streaked

with gold ; the lazy Rio Grande seemed to stand still to watch
a ceremony that was strangely full of meaning and beauty.
Hundreds of Americans, big men arid hardened by battle,

mellowed to the spell of the hour. Gompers and Trevinio

embraced each other on the International bridge and called

the sky to witness their pledge of eternal comradeship.
The scene was fit for poets to describe, the mood one for

prophecy. The few short sentences of Mr. Gompers were
like hammer blows on an attuned anvil and thrilled the

surrounding crowd to ecstasy. It was with a swinging stride

and to the tune of a children's band that we marched to the

hall where the Mexicans were awaiting us, and there they
returned the reception that had been accorded them the day
before. What was said there deserves wide quotation. It

was largely an open and public acknowledgement of the

services the American Federation of Labor had rendered to

the Mexican people in their struggles for liberty. Every
mention of Gompers' name was cheered to the rafters and
the delegates of the American Federation of Labor took new
pride in their old leader so honored by the workers of a

foreign nation. Strange this may seem, and yet true : ten

years ago the name of Gompers in Mexico was a cause for

hissing and slander; today it was cheered and revered.
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I must insist that while it was a great international meet-

ing, that while it was a cementing of the two people, it was

beyond and above that a personal tribute to Mr. Gompers
and to his services to the Mexican struggles for freedom.

Speaking about Mr. Gompers' services to Mexico, Rico,

who was president of the convention, said :

He began life as a tobacco worker and he has dedicated all

of that life, with humility and with enthusiasm, to the services

of the proletariat, not only to the services of the North Amer-
ican proletariat, but to the service of the proletariat of the

whole world and principally to the proletariat of Mexico.

When just about a year ago the last counter revolutionary
movement began in Mexico, he was one of our most impor-
tant, one of our most resourceful assistants . . . and due to

that we can be here with you today, where we can talk freely

of our desires and our ambitions.

In reply Gompers said amongst other things:

The American Federation of Labor is organized for the pur-

pose of abolishing wrong and establishing right, the abolition

of wrong and the establishment of right not alone in the U. S.

or for North America. For wherever there is a wrong, there

is a work for us to do; wherever there is a right not yet at-

tained, there is a work for us to do. Recognizing that the

people of Mexico were enduring tyranny, injustice, brutality,

was it not our duty to help the people of Mexico to redress

their wrongs and attain their rights?

And the American delegates cheered. Such was the end of

the second day. It ended in feasts and fraternity in the

city of Juarez.

rT"l HERE was a third episode, the week following, on a

larger scale an episode which took President Gompers
and the three hundred delegates with him to Mexico City

and the inauguration of the first labor president on the Amer-

ican continent. It was a happy party: like a bunch of over-

grown kids off on a new adventure. Looking wide-eyed for

the strangest and most incongruous experiences, some of the

delegates secretly wrote their wills for fear of the bandits

that had been whispered about before the delegation started.

But bravely and smilingly and full of laughter the two special

cars, some thousands of bottles of beer, and extra soldiers in

iron coal cars with little holes punched in the sides for sharp-

shooters, and the sun setting over the Texas desert, they pulled

out to participate in the greatest international feast that the

American Federation of Labor has ever indulged in. Along
the way, governors and their staffs met the train and the

Americans mellowed to the welcome. After three days of

the most frolicsome journeying, the trains arrived at the

colonial station in Mexico City. From there, tired, slightly

giddy from the height, but expectant and in a receptive mood,

they were taken to the new stadium to witness the inaugura-
tion which took place at eleven o'clock on November 30.

They were all bedecked with badges and flags and escorted

to a special section reserved for the American delegates.

After much climbing between rows of picturesque Mexican

soldiers dressed in their gaudy uniforms for the special oc-

casion, we found a place of hiding from the hot sun under an

awning specially spread for our benefit. In front of us were
some 50,000 Mexicans, mainly poor Mexicans, workers, with

their broad-brimmed hats and their white suits, flying ban-

ners of gaudy colors, stretching on both sides down the

seats of the stadium. It was a colorful, buoyant, good hum-
ored crowd that cheered itself hoarse at the slightest excuse.

Mr. Gompers was marshalled in, supported by two friends,

his weak, halting step slowly climbing the stairs of the

special platform for the diplomatic and official guests; and

as he was recognized he was cheered not only by the Amer-

icans, but by the Mexican workers of the assembly. A few

minutes later Louis N. Morones, leader of the Mexican

labor movement and victim of an attempted assassination,

walked in. He had but risen from bed. A big man he is, who
stood out among his fellows, and when he and Mr. Gompers
embraced each other on the platform in view of the thou-

sands and thousands of Mexican, and hundreds of American

labor men, it was the epitome of an international brother-

hood which Mr. Gompers was dreaming about and build-

ing patiently when death carried him off. It was also

a tribute publicly and openly made to the leadership

of Mr. Gompers, acknowledging the services he had ren-

dered not only to Mexico, but to the United States, by so

powerfully easing the strain of enmity between the two

peoples. Gompers had come to witness not merely the first

peaceful passing of power in Mexico in half a century but also

the cementing of a new friendship between two peoples.

Mr. Gompers went to Mexico not only to attend the inau-

guration of a labor president, but also to open as president

the fourth convention of the Pan-American Federation of

Labor. This was to him the beginning of a league of

peoples of North and South America, and an instrument for

doing for the workers of Latin-America what he had helped

to do for Mexico, not merely a trade-union movement but

an agency for social construction in Latin-America. This was
the last full measure of his service to the new world.

'

But the real measure of that service lay in what he had

done for the workers of the United States, and the gage
of that was the El Paso convention rather than these color-

ful Mexican interludes.

IT
WAS interesting to watch Mr. Gompers at this con-

vention. Weak, at first barely able to speak, but im-

proving slowly, slow of movement, showing all evidence of

serious illness ; yet in spite of all that, in spite of his low

voice, of his broken health, of his white face, his mind keen,

his movement sure. It was interesting to watch the absolute

dominance that Mr. Gompers had, the absolute control of

his followers, their complete surrender to his judgment and to

his will. Some of it was due, no doubt, to the softness of

tone and self-denial which Mr. Gompers' recent illness and

obvious physical weakness imposed. There was a concerted,

attempt not to irritate, not to strain, not to burden an aged

and physically weak man a man whom many of them had

loved and fought for nearly half a century. But there was

something else. There was the personality of Mr. Gompers,
or of Sam as the delegates insist on calling him. There

was his ready humor. Nothing slipped by that could be

turned to laughter and when he laughed the convention

rollicked with him. There was his intelligence, for the

best speeches were made by him. On every occasion and in

every mood he rose to the needs of the situation. He made

things plainer and clearer and more pregnant with meaning
than any of them. He was the greatest and clearest thinker

amongst them.

I am speaking of this convention only, not having at-

tended others. There was his sincerity. He believed the

things he said. He believed it so profoundly that the others

were carried to conviction under the spell of voice, but added

to all of that there was his great depth of emotion. There

was an intensity in his voice that gripped the heart-strings

and kept people spell-bound in spite of themselves. There
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was something of the supreme artist about Mr. Gompers.

He naturally dramatized a situation, made it vivid and

illuminating. As one who has worked with him for many

long years said of him, "He has infinite capacity to do the

right thing at the right time and do it perfectly." He was

a great actor in the sense of becoming absorbed emotionally

in the thing he did, and acting it, he was a great orator.

When he spoke his enemies listened in spite of themselves.

They could not escape the grip of his voice. He was a great

leader because he inspired blind faith and the people who

have fought him, and who have known him, have respected

him. One of these men said to me: "Sam is the greatest

little fellow in the world."

AS
I have already said, this was not a convention, but a

drama. There were, however, certain new departures

taken at this meeting of the American Federation of Labor,

the most important of which was the passage of a resolution

for voluntary assessment of a half a cent per member for the

Labor Education Bureau, which is affiliated with the A. K
of L. This will give, in time, a fund for educational pur-

poses that ought to make possible a real contribution to the

labor movement. The position taken on a labor party was

perhaps a little different and may perhaps be interpreted as

a partial victory for those who argue for a political party,

but such an interpretation would be straining a point. The
decision to call a conference on insurance may also perhaps

lead to important results outside of that the A. F. of L.

reaffirmed its old policies. As to cooperation with the Wai-

Department on the training camps, a very indefinite resolu-

tion, referred to the Executive Council, may open the way
for an unnatural alliance between militarism and labor;

but it may also be that it was referred to the Executive

Council so that it could die a natural death without struggle

and discussion on the floor. The rest was drama and

homage.

THE
surprise of the convention occurred on the aftei-

noon of the sixth day. Sigman of the Ladies' Garment

Workers rose and asked the floor for a personal privilege.

"I ask you bear with me just a few minutes and give me the

opportunity to share with you some of the joy and happiness

of my organization, The International Ladies' Garment

Workers' Union, which is celebrating its twenty-fifth anni-

versary." In a slow halting manner, gradually filling with

emotion and sweep, he detailed the struggles, the sorrows,

the bitterness, the achievements of his organization. He

slowly painted a vivid story of a helpless and driven people

rising to master their own destiny and it was all a tribute

to Samuel Gompers and the help he had given the organiza-

tion. \Vhile he was still talking a beautifully made bust

of Air. Gompers was unveiled behind the chair in which

Mr. Gompers sat. An electrical shock swept the delegates

to their feet, applauding; Mr. Gompers, not knowing

what it was about, began looking around him. He rose

slowly to discover the source of the excitement, and collapsed

into his chair--a broken crying man, tears rolling down his

cheeks. His acknowledgement was so filled with emotion

that his audience followed his every word and shared his

every emotion and many a man who had not cried in years

shed tears bashfully, shamefacedly, but genuine tears. It

was more than a tribute to a great leader. It was a brooding

upon the inevitable day when he would be no more.

As was expected, Mr. Gompers was reelected without

any opposition ; but it was not known that he was to be

seconded by Fitzpatrick of the American Artists Federation;
that was the best speech from the floor. It was the fitting

climax to a great drama. It was in itself a piece of fine

dramatic oratory, filled with humor and sincerity. It was
as great a tribute as any man can hope for in this day and

generation, and it was given in words so simple, so full of

good humor, so genuine, that it will be remembered by all

who heard it as the closing act of the greatest drama in the

history of American Federation of Labor conventions. The
speech reflected a love for Sam Gompers and a sense of com-

radery which kindled hostile strangers to admiration.

Let me close with a few quotations from the speech:

Two characteristics men admire honesty and courage and
Sam has both of them. No one has ever been able, truth-

fully, to accuse him of having run under fire. No one can

ever say that when he has been taken up by the spirit of evil

on to the mountain top and shown all the kingdoms of the

world, that he has not in the language of the scriptures said:

"Get thee behind me, Satan.'" We admire and envy him for

his physical vitality. I am sure the only reason that Ponce

de Leon did not find the Fountain of Youth is because Sam
was not on earth at the time to show him where he got his

youth and vitality.

I am sure that when the last representative of the National

Manufacturers' Association comes to a convention of the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor to make his final peace with the

Labor Movement, he will find the young man who is occupying

the chair none other than the present incumbent of that office

Mr. Samuel Gompers. But if in the course of nature (to

be serious for just one minute) the finger of time writes exit

for Sam, at least we who have been associated with him can

in the face of all the world rise and say: "Take him all in

all, he was a man. We shall not look upon his like again."

And later that day Mr. Gompers closed the forty-fourth

meeting of the American Federation of Labor with the only

battle cry uttered during the six days: "It is better to havt

resisted and failed than not to have resisted at all."

The Trader-1850
By GWENDOLEN HASTE

McDonald leans, in a buckskin shirt,

Over the stern of his reeking sloop,

Dickering with guttural men who steer

Slim birch canoes across the bay.

He is drunk and deformed, blurred with dirt,

But the vision he holds is clear.

His eyes burn bright beyond this land

Where the white mist drips

And the cold gull dips

To the breakers shattering on the sand.

The sloop rocks,

And the smooth canoes

Nod over the waves with their muttering crews.

Dreams are made of curious stuff

A thicket of masts across the bay,

Sharp slender funnels, churning grey,

An arrogant city where men shall bring

The gold of the East and the gold of the West

To build smoke-blue towers where the cold mists cling.

The old sloop drifts and the forests fade

Strange the stuff of which dreams are made!
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A Playhouse of Wide Interests

Plays, Festivals and Pantomimes at the Neighborhood Playhouse

By MAIDA CASTELHUN DARNTON

'HIS year marks the tenth anniversary of

The Neighborhood Playhouse of New York,

one of the most significant little theatres in

America. On February 12 it will have com-

pleted its first decade. Yet so new or so short-

lived are our "rebellious" theatres as a class

that it is now the oldest experimental theatre in this country.

In its ten crowded years of adventurous youth, The

Neighborhood Playhouse has carried out an astonishing

variety of artistic and social experiments. It has used the

theatre as a social force, as an educational institution, and

as a vehicle for artistic creation
;
and in all its varied ventures,

from motion pictures to psychological drama, it has never

ceased to follow the line of beauty and the light of truth.

This is, perhaps, an even rarer and more difficult ideal

to pursue in the theatre, where the expediency of the moment
so easily affects integrity of purpose, than in the other arts.

By holding fast to it The Neighborhood Playhouse has

succeeded in bringing beauty into the daily life of thou-

sands, through the medium of the theatre; in directing the

play instinct inta artistic channels ; in restoring folk tradi-

tions in drama and dance; and in creating a new vision and

new forms for the theatre of today and tomorrow.

To make beauty an arresting force in the drab life of

commonplace men and women and to use the glamor of

drama and the other arts of the theatre to combat the crass

ugliness of a mechanized age is a social achievement of

extrarodinary importance. It is far easier to build model

tenements, to introduce bathrooms and open plumbing, to

win the battle for the minimum wage or the eight hour

day, even to fight the white plague, than to keep alive and

nourish the free, creative spirit of man. In an era of

standardized work and pleasure, the soul grows material

with the stuff it feeds on.

THE
importance of the theatre in enriching the life of

a community and in interpreting the human spirit is

a thing of recent growth in the United States. Until the

beginning of the present century the American theatre, gen-

erally speaking, was merely a place of amusement. Today,
when the church of their fathers has become an empty
shell to most of the younger generation, it may safely be
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The Hymn to Apollo from Salut au Monde (1922)

said that our theatres share with our schools the function

of forming the spiritual and ethical standards of millions

of mentally footloose, immature human beings.
In New York it was the amateur theatre, rather than the

commercial, that first recognized its own importance in the

life of today. Even ten years ago, few managers would
have denied that making money was the chief business of

the theatre; and to make money they gave the public what

they thought it wanted. Today every commercial man-

ager knows that his income, his choice of plays, his very
ideas of what the public wants, have been enormously in-

fluenced by three experimental theatres which have always

put money-making in the background.
In these days, when every empty garage or cellar has its

brief fling of glory with the drama, there are all sorts of

experimental theatres in New York. But only three have

maintained a clear purpose through the years. Only three

have followed a vital artistic and social ideal. Oddly
enough, all three were born at about the same time, ten

years ago, in the early months of 1915.
Of these, The Provincetown Playhouse has from the

first proclaimed itself the playwright's theatre. Its experi-

ments have been chiefly for the benefit of the American

playwright. Here George Cram Cooke and Susan Glaspell

began their careers. Here, above all, the tragic genius of

Eugene O'Neill found itself. But for this little theatre

in a MacDougal Street garage, The Emperor Jones would

scarcely have found his way to Paris and Berlin after Broad-

way, nor would The Hairy Ape have broken new paths

in our drama. Indeed, the Provincetown Playhouse

might well be called the House of O'Neill, even as

the Moscow Art Theatre became the House of

Chekhov, even though other writers have always
found a welcome on its stage. So closely is its life

interwoven with the work of America's greatest

playwright, in the mind of the public, that this is

its chief claim to recognition.

The Theatre Guild's contribution to New York
and to this country is as far removed as possible

from that of the Provincetown. The Guild has

made New York cosmopolitan in drama as in life.

Thanks to it, the stage of this, the largest city in

the New World, has ceased to be provincial. Only
within the last decade have we in America opened
our minds to the Continent. Formerly only Amer-
ican and English plays reached our audiences, along
with a sprinkling of mediocre adaptations of

French and German comedies and farces. The
Theatre Guild has put an end to all that. It has

spoiled our liking for such denatured fare. It has

put the drama of Central Europe on the theatrical

map, and has vitalized the native theatre by con-

tact with the freshest, most vivid, most audaciously

experimental theatre of Europe.

Until The Theatre Guild leaped the barriers of

language and timidity, the achievements of Hun-

gary, Germany, Austria and Czecho-Slovakia were

unknown in a city literally teeming with millions

of Central Europeans. The drama of Molnar,

Vajda, Kaiser, Scholz, and the Capek brothers, un-

adapted, in their native form and spirit, did not

spell ruin, any more than the intellectual and

philosophical comedies of Shaw spelled ruin. The
fact that an intelligent, adult public is eager to go to the

theatre when it is not fed wholly on puerilities and jejune

substitutes for life has impressed itself on many commercial

managers since then.

THE
achievement of the Neighborhood Playhouse, less

striking and slower in effect, has been equally valuable.

It has made three contributions that reach to the very roots

of dramatic and social life.

It has kindled and kept alive the flame of beauty and

joy in the hearts of men by restoring the drama of com-

munity expression, in the form of folk and ritual dances

with music. In the process it has actually re-created the

ancient art form of the festival and developed new forms

of lyric drama.

It has maintained a training-school and workshops as part

of its theatre. In the school, training in diction, voice

culture, choral song, dancing, pantomime, and plastic have

emphasized the relation between the actor and his technical

instrument himself. Albert Carroll, the sensitive and in-

telligent young actor and finished dancer, whose versatility

enables him to turn from pantomime, dancing and satirical

imitations to psychological characterization, is the best

example of its aims and methods. In the workshops, volun-

teer and amateur workers, many after a long working day

in business or factory, labor for the joy of the working in

the arts and crafts of the theatre side by side with pro-

fessionals. So the mediaeval guild spirit, when master and

apprentice taught and learned together, is fostered under the
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"to

?

direction of Alice Beer, a graduate of Vassar who

manages the workshops and acts as liaison officer be-

tween the directing staff and the craftsmen. Simplic-

ity and honesty of workmanship and skilled artisan-

ship are exacted in the execution of stage settings

and costumes ;
in the making of jewelry, masks,

wigs and properties; and in the weaving and dyeing

f textiles.

Finally, it has maintained a theatre of experi-

rit, at once a dramatic laboratory and an art

theatre. Guided by a tolerant spirit and cosmo-

politan tastes, it has envisaged the traditions of the

past, the changing life of the present, and the new

visions of the future, in its repertory and methods.

IN
terms of drama, the evolution of the Play-

house from social centre to neighborhood theatre

and art theatre would fall inevitably into a pro-

logue and three acts, with the curtain rising on

third act at this moment.

The prologue includes the period from 1907 to

1915 when, in the gymnasium of the Henry Street

Settlement, a social centre, and in Clinton Hall,

the Festival Dancers gave occasional public per-

formances of festivals and pantomime ballets; and

the Neighborhood Players of plays. As early as

1906 the Greek, Hebrew, and East Indian con-

ceptions of spring were represented in choral dance

and song. Again in 1908 and 1911, Hiawatha.

a spring festival of the American Indians, was

produced.

These group-representations of universal folk

drama are worth dwelling upon, for out of them

The Neighborhood Playhouse has developed the

festival dance as an art form. Just as, in all races, the origin

of drama is rooted in the spring festivals that mark the re-

birth of life in nature and in man after the death of \vinter,

so the group dance is its first emotional expression.

During these years Alice and Irene Lewisohn first made

real their conception of community drama as a vital expres-

sion of folk feeling and religion. To them is due the re-

vival of Old Testament ritual and melodies in a neighbor-

hood where the second generation was forgetting its ancient

heritage.

By 1915 the enthusiasm of actors and audiences alike

had outgrown their material limits, and "the little daughter
of the Henry Street Settlement" went on the stage in a

theatre especially built for her. The first act of her career

began when The Neighborhood Playhouse, built and en-

dowed by Alice and Irene Lewisohn, opened its doors in

1915 at 466 Grand Street, in the heart of New York's

crowded East Side.

The words of its founders best express their animating

purpose: "The Neighborhood Playhouse has grown from

the necessity to express an idea, not from a desire for the

perfection of form from the effort to voice the spiritual

beauty instinct in every human being and from a recog-

nition of the spiritual forces in the universe which are re-

flected through human action or drama."

So the Playhouse, recognizing that drama, art, is a dyna-
mic force in life, not a dead convention, has never lost

sight of the profound kinship between life, drama and the

dance. It insists on the training of the individual actor as
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Poet in the dramatic version of Walt Whitman's poem

a dancer. It teaches group dancing. It includes panto-

mime ballet, classical ballet or festival dance in every sea-

son's repertory.

Far from the influences of 'Broadway and the com-

mercial stage, the old playing and dancing groups began
their new life. During the first five years until 1920 the

young actors appeared in such plays as Dunsany's The

Glittering Gate, A Night at an Inn, and The Queen's

Enemies; Shaw's Captain Brassbound's Conversion and

Great Catherine ; and Guibour, a fourteenth century French

miracle. Here the Festival Dancers brought to life in

vivid group movement and color the festivals of Thanks-

giving, of Pentecost, and of the Tabernacles; or appeared
in such pantomime-ballets as Stravinsky's Petrouchka, De-

bussy's Boite a Joujoux, and Rossini's La Boutique Fan-

tasque; the Japanese Noh, Tamura, in which the dancers

wore the native masks of Old Japan for the first time on

our stage, introduced the ancient, exotic note of the Far

East.

WEEK-END
performances of plays and festivals, and

special programs and motion pictures during the week,

were varied with special performances by invited guest-play-

ers and their companies in which the Neighborhood Players

took smaller parts. So Gertrude Kingston, the English

actress, brought Shaw to Grand Street. Yvette Guilbert,

that rarest of French artists, made Guibour, the fourteenth

century miracle, live once more in the twentieth century.

Again, Ellen Terry, born under the star that danced, let her
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sparkling spirits play over the little stage in a few of her

loveliest Shakespearean scenes.

Motion pictures were dropped from the programs of the

Playhouse not because their value was minimized, but be-

cause more interesting experiments were clamoring to be

tried. The Playhouse was growing so fast that it had to

exclude in order to expand. In 1917 it had outgrown
its school and workshop. A building in its rear had to

be added to its producing plant, where to this day almost

every branch of stage work is housed. In the most literal

sense everything on the Playhouse stage is therefore "home-

made."

In 1920 the Playhouse made a new departure. It be-

came a full-Hedged professional theatre, with a permanent

company, recruited partly from its own players, and a modi-

fied repertory plan, presenting half a dozen bills each sea-

son, with seven performances a week. The amateur dancing

groups still appeared in choral festivals and ballets

though now, after their long apprenticeship, they were

amateurs only in the sense that they gave their services

freely.

The repertory, ranging from sociological drama such as

Galsworthy's The Mob and Granville Barker's The
Madras House to ultra-modern psycholgoical drama, such

as H. R. Lenormand's Time is a Dream, in which one

swings into the fourth dimension, maintained the cosmo-

politan tradition.
4

Russian, Spanish, Irish and English

plays share the hospitable stage with such native authors as

Robert Gilbert Welsh, Susan Glaspell, Eugene O'Neill and

Percy MacKaye.
This range of interest extended to the field of music where

the Spanish court-ballet in burlesque, The Royal Fandango,

introduced the Spanish composer, Gustavo Morales. Charles

T. Griffes, a young American composer, came to the front

in The Kairn of Koridwen, a festival. The interest in

drama of sociological significance shown in The Mob and

The Madras House had its parallel in the production of

Salut au Monde, a new art form perfected in 1922.

Founded on Walt Whitman's rousing invocation, this com-

posite lyric and dramatic festival fuses music, poetry, choral

dance, light, color and movement into a new synthesis of

rare spiritual meaning. Presenting in recurrent symbolism

the rituals of five great religions, Salut au Monde, with

mankind as its hero, brings to the hearer the universal re-

ligion of humanity and the brotherhood of man.

The same catholic interest and courageous spirit that led

The Playhouse to welcome the early musical productions

of young Griffes before his untimely death, brought Thomas

Wilfred's Color Organ to the knowledge of the world, with

its fascinating studies in the forms and rhythms of the vibra-

tions of light and color. Again, only last season, An Arab

Fantasia, dramatizing the mood of river, desert, city and

mountain, interpreted in music, dance, pantomime and color

the spirit and alien culture of the Mohammedans.

In the field of scenic design, too, this experimental the-

atre has found that it is blessed to receive as well as to give.

Here Robert Edmond Jones has assisted The Neighbor-

hood Playhouse designers, and Ernest de Weerth, Warren

Dahler, Aline Bernstein and Esther Peck have been free

to try decorative conceptions, from the symbolic to the at-

mospheric and the expressionistic, in poetic drama, grotesque

ballet and revue.

Recognizing the artist as a mediator between the spirit

and the material of daily life, the Playhouse has established

friendly contacts between drama, literature, music, science,

and its audiences. It invited Roshanara, interpreter of In-

dian dances; the Pueblo Indian dancers, and the Japanese,

Michio Itow and Kimura, to display the art of primitive

and exotic races in an occidental country. Rabindranith

Tagore and Madame Tchekova of the Moscow Art Theatre

Company have addressed its audiences; and a director from

that famous organization, Richard Boleslawsky, was given

the opportunity to show his experimental work with a

group of students trained in his laboratory methods.

Only an organization of singular breadth of view, dar-

ing and humor could venture as much and range as far as

the producing staff of The Playhouse. To Alice and Irene

Lewisohn, directors and instructors in diction, pantomime
and dance; to Agnes Morgan, director, playwright, product

of Radcliffe and of Professor Baker's first classes in what

later became the famous "English 47" at Harvard; to Helen

Arthur, whose generous humanity and sympathetic love

of the theatre and of acting drove her from commercial

Broadway to a more inspiring work in the East Side to

these The Neighborhood Playhouse owes its freedom from

convention and its willingness to try everything once, like

Jurgen.

THE
present season marks the third departure in the ex-

perimenal career of The Neighborhood Playhouse.

Playwrights, actors, dancers, musicians and designers have

brought their gifts to the community there and have re-

ceived inspiration, training and encouragement. Now the

audience, as a creative listener, is to be drawn into the

circle of forces that make the theatre. A permanent au-

dience, tolerant, cultivated and large enough to support a

varied repertory of classical dramas, modern psychological

plays, satire, and lyrical and dramatic forms still somewhat

inchoate, must be created slowly.

The theatre is a composite art form in which the drama-

tist, the actor, the dancer, the designer, the director, and

the audience play their parts. The weak elements in the

American theatre today are the director and the audience.

Audiences, unlike poets, are not born, but made. Knowl-

edge and intelligence, understanding of literary, dramatic,

and histrionic laws and traditions, discriminating critical

taste are not acquired over night. Here America must

again learn from the example of the Continental the-

atres. The Odeon in Paris, the municipal and state the-

atres of Austria and Germany, found the secret of train-

ing audiences for the best in the theatre long ago. A

repertory that ranges from Shakespeare and the native clas-

sics to musical comedy and farce, with three or four changes

of bill in one week; provisions for giving students of pre-

paratory schools and universities special rates and special

performances; reduced subscription tickets for groups of

workers and other organizations such as clubs of one sort

or another these are a few of the means used to

educate audiences beyond the mere crude desire to

kill time in the theatre. In Central Europe every

city of 50,000 inhabitants or even less has its combined

theatre and opera house that draws a public unconsciously

trained from early youth to regard the theatre as a neces-

sary part of its cultural life. (Continued on page 423)
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Constructiveness. A scene from Salut au Monde

Irene Lewisohn and Michio

Itow, wearing the ancient

conventional Japanese
masks in the production of

Tamura, a Japanese Noh
play (1918)

On this and the following

pages are scenes from some

of the diversified produc-
tions given at the Neigh-
borhood Playhouse in the

last decade
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Yvette Guilbert in a fourteenth century French miracle play, Quibour.
Settings by Robert Edward Jones (1918)

A processional from the festival of Pentecost (1918)
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Petrouchica, a pantomime ballet by Stravinsky, was Oroduoed in 1915

The Queen's Enemies, by Dunsany (1916)
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The Great Migration
What It Means to Transplant Two Million Greeks and Turks

L'T just where is

Macedonia?"
And then, a little

later : "Who are

the refugees?"

And finally a be-

wildered question: "What is the

exchange of population?"
These inquiries have been put

to me so often since I carm back

a few weeks ago from seven

months work among the children =====
of refugees in Macedonia, that

I begin to think there should be some simpler answer to

the questions than can be found, by even an earnest seeker

after truth, in the files of parliamentary papers or of the

Lausanne Treaty.

Where is Macedonia ? There comes back to me the glory

of mountainous Thgssaly, a hundred and fifty miles north

of Athens, through which we sped in the Continental Express

one day last February. Where Thessaly ended, there till

1912 Greece ended; and beyond lay the possessions of

Turkey in Europe Turkish for four hundred years, but

before that time known as the ancient Hellenic provinces

of Macedonia and Thrace. Since the close of the first

Balkan War, however, Greece has held the greater part of

these lands, and we flew on another hundred miles north-

ward, through treeless Hats bordering the Thermaic Gulf, to

the second largest city in Greece, Salonika, officially known

as Thessalonika.

Again I hear the "Sal pays!" of a Frenchified Jugo-Slav

as we alighted in the bitter February dawn in three inches

of mud upon the sordid station platform of the capital of

Macedonia Huddled against the outer wall of the building,

among vaguely shaped masses of emigrant bundles, I made

out a crowd of miserable figures.

"Prosfuges, men who flee from an enemy: refugees,"

explained some one with a sigh. The clear phrase of

Xenophon stirred strange memories. It seemed that they

were waiting some chance to depart to the northwest of the

province, to Berea or Edessa.

The light of great names struggled dimly to me through

the cold, wretched darkness; Paul, going on foot from his

prison at Philippi to Thessalonika and Berea ; Philip and

Alexander, those matchless barbarians, issuing from Edessa

upon conquests that sighed for more worlds to Hellenize.

For Macedonia is a surprisingly large place, covering some

twenty-five thousand square miles, and stretching three hun-

dred and fifty from the eastern area around Kaballa where

Philippi once stood, through rich tobacco fields and treeless

"hills to Salonika, and one hundred and fifty more to the

beautiful western country around Edessa and beyond.

But I knew nothing of Macedonia that February morning

except what could be seen as we jogged behind two bony

By ELLEN CHATER

When the treaty of Lausanne was being

shaped in the spring of 1923, The Survey
said of the proposal to compel Greeks to

leave Turkey and Turks to leave Greece'

"It is a cruel and stupid solution." Hoit
cruel and how stupid it was has become

increasingly apparent: a year and a hall

have passed, and the dreary migration
still goes on. Here an eyewitness tellf

what she saw of it, chiefly in Macedonia

horses over the muddy cobbles of

the Salonika waterfront. There

at a dock lay a fine Greek liner

bound for Constantinople and

Marseilles
; along the quay

nodded a hundred archaic, gaily

painted, little wooden ships look-

ing for all the world as if they

were just back from Troy; the

hillsides over which this Greek

city stretches were starred with

white minarets ; and above our

heads the upper stories of the

city buildings were still mournfully gutted from the fire

that devastated Salonika during the Allied Occupation six

years ago. Across the gulf showed the dim, lovely shape
of Olympus in far off Thessaly. Such is the capital city

of Macedonia: a city of great future perhaps; certainly

of an ugly and chaotic present ; but never in all its

history a place that men's minds have loved to dwell

upon.

A LL Greece and the Islands are crowded with refugees,

but Macedonia because of its proximity to Asia

Minor is the general landing place, the center of dis-

tribution, and we had gone there to see them and their con-

dition. They were not far to seek: underfoot every-

where in the streets, shuddering in rags ; standing in endless,

dejected bread lines at the four soup stations of Dr. N'ansen's

Committee of the League of Nations, and at the eleven

kitchens of the English branch of "Save the Children" ; at

those kitchens alone there were being fed in the city over

eleven thousand refugees mostly children, and thirty thou-

sand more in outlying places. Twenty thousand were

crowded into six refugee camps on the outskirts of Salonika,

and all through the country, settlements of tents and other

temporary shelters marked the places, where new villages

would rise in time. Nearly a million and a half refugees,

destitute or nearly destitute, had come in, and quarter of a

million were still due. A quarter of a million Turks had

gone out, and as many more were 'yet to go.

It was increasingly strange to me that so little had been

said in the American and English papers of the gigantic

spectacle of misery that we saw. Old churches, mosques and

schools were crammed with inconceivable thousands of

families, carrying on life in spaces eight feet square with a

bit of matting or a blanket hung to separate them from the

next family of five or six persons. We stood in the bitter

cold and rain on the stone floor of one mosque where a

hundred families were crowded together. In nearly every

little square, men and women sick from cold and lack of

food, lay rolled in bankets on the ground: no fire, no work,

no hope. The noble old basilica of St. Dimitri, where several

hundred families were wedged into the wooden galleries, was
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A Summons to America
American conception of conditions

JL in Greece is erroneous, because they have

never been put in possession of all the facts.

They are not aware that the Refugee Set-

tlement Commission [organized by the

League of Nations], of which I was chair-

man, is restricted to use its funds for "re-

productive purposes," and is prevented from

upending any money for temporary relief or

any other charitable purposes. Although
the entire ^10,000,000,. the proceeds of the

loan, are now at the disposal of the Commis-

sion, it is still a physical impossibility, on

account of lack of transportation and other

causes, promptly and successfully to estab-

lish the entire million or more refugees who
have inundated old Greece on farms or in

suburbs of the larger cities.

While the Commission is endeavoring to

carry out a three years' program, these poor
people are neglected, and are suffering from
exposure, hunger and sickness.

It is a great misfortune that the impression
should prevail in this country that the need

for helping these people has ceased. The
American Red Cross should be persuaded by
those of us who know the facts that the emerg-
ency created by the expulsion of the Greeks

from Turkey still exists. It is the duty of
the American people to relieve this situation

because the American Government was one

of the nations which influenced the Greeks to

send their army into Asia Minor. Their

present plight is entirely due to that ad-

venture.

HENRY MORGENTHAU

shade less freezing. Here we saw a few fortunate people

ting things over tiny fires of straw and twigs, but the

bought of what a conflagration would mean in those lofty

ild wooden balconies crammed with family life, sent us

away in a kind of terror. We went into the dark hallways

of the three story office buildings near the water front.

There each black corner had its family. In one, a thin

young man lifted a bundle out of a bit of cloth
^hung

as a

hammock, and held it up to us pleading, "Kalv, e?" (Isn't

it a nice baby?), "Must it die, do you think?"

In another black corner we saw a man sitting as if dumb

a stool, a woman on the floor and five small children

playing a mournful little game. They lived in those holes

all winter, and even in the summer were hard to move,

for in the heart of even Salonika there was some chance of

picking up an odd job. Under a bit of rusty tin roofing

,lanted against the wall of a brewery we came upon a half

crazed old woman and her daughter. There they had

xisted for three winter months unremarked in the general

calamity.

We went with the intelligent young Greek secretary of

the League's Committee, Mr. Vapiades, through the refugee

camps. Three had belonged to the allied armies and the

irracks were strongly built. But one must always remem-

ber that most of Macedonia, like the rest of the Near East,

is absolutely stripped of timber and that wood is so precious

that even the poor charcoal they burn is imported. So the

barracks had been dismantled, after the Allied Occupation,

of window-frames, doors and flooring, and we found the

fifteen families assigned to each barrack camping in the mud
in undescribable misery.

The first two days I spent in Salonika were like a haunt-

ing, incredible nightmare, but after a few days more, my
chief feeling was admiration and astonishment at the

refugees themselves and at the overworked, humane Greek

officials. They were all so uncomplaining, so courteous, so

good tempered ; and when the least opportunity did arise, so

quick to seize it, so intelligent. How often, in this land of

the oldest democracy in the world, were we amused, and

instructed, by the perfectly fearless point of the view of the

individual Greek. However destitute, he is the natural born

equal of every other man, capable of a naive disregard of

officialdom which in certain republics would be frowned

upon.

AT first, in the midst of this shifting of uprooted peoples,
with all one's preconceived notions of Turk, Greek

and Armenian smashed to bits, it was hard to get the his-

toric facts clear. It was too vast and tragic a spectacle to

grasp and catalog all at once. It was always hard to

remember that Greece had been at war three years before

we had, and for four years after the Armistice was signed ;

and that at the close of the Balkan wars, in July 1914,
while we were still at peace, arrangements had been con-

cluded at the suggestion of Mr. Venizelos for a mixed
commission to supervise a post-war interchange of the Greek
and Bulgarian populations left on the wrong sides of the

new frontiers. This first attempt, to solve the bitter ques-
tion of national and religious minorities in the Near East

by a deliberate and orderly exchange of population was, of

course, cut short by the outbreak of the Great War. It

seems, however, to have been well thought of. "A construc-

tive, humane scheme probably among the minor triumphs
of Mr. Venizelos's statemanship," is the comment of Arnold

Toynbee writing in 1921. Had he finished his valuable
book later, amid the welter of what we were witnessing in

1924, I wonder what he would have said of the wisdom of

this second exchange of population.

In 1915 and 1916, after the Armenian massacres, thou-

sands of those unfortunate people fled in terror to Greece,
their nearest Christian neighbor, and were given refuge.

About the same time, the Tsrkish military authorities,
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alarmed at the thought of having Greece enter the war on

the side of the Allies, began wholesale deportations of the

Greek communities in Asia Minor, and instituted the dread-

ed levy of forced labor battalions among all their Christian

minorities. There was an instant, tremendous exodus to the

mother country from all the Greek settlements of Anatolia,

settlements which had lived in traditional peace and pros-

perity in the Turkish empire since the days of Turkish

Conquest. In the same year, from the expatriated multi-

tudes of the Russian Revolution came thousands of refugees

to Serbia and Macedonia.

"But why," I often asked Greeks, "when you had so

many refugees of your own, did you let these Russians and

Armenians come in too?" Always, the answer was the

same: "In such suffering and misfortune what can one

do?" Whatever pages of modern Greek history may not

be glorious, the page of her generosity is a shining one.

Finally, after the close of the Great War and the col-

lapse of the brief Treaty of Sevres, came the sack of Smyrna
in September 1922; and a new flood of destitute and terror

stricken Greek refugees poured across the Aegean. The
little country with six million inhabitants, with nearly a

third of its government machinery only ten years old, had

been invaded, according to the statement in the Lausanne

Treaty, by "almost a million people who have left their pro-

ductive employment in Turkey and are without possibility of

securing other productive employment in Greece."

So terrible was the suffering of the Greek communities

in Turkish territory between 1917 and 1922, so bitter the

retaliation upon Turkish villages in Greek moments of tri-

umph, that there was inserted into the Peace of Lausanne

in July 1923, a clause providing for the "compulsory ex-

change of Turkish nationals of the orthodox Greek faith,

and of Greek nationals of the Moslem faith," the property

of these involuntary emigrants, except such as they might

choose to carry with them, to constitute a government debt

between the two countries and to be liquidated by the mixed

commission. Roughly speaking, the terms of the treaty

meant that a million more Greeks must leave Asia Minor,

the Black Sea, and Thrace for Greece ; and that more than

half a million Turks must leave Macedonia and other Greek

territory for Turkey.
This proposal came from Dr. Nansen, representing the

League of Nations: it was based on the precedent of the

Greece-Bulgarian Exchange, and the Greeks who were at

the peace conference wished it. It was felt that the "very

considerable hardships" it involved "will be less than the

hardships which will result for these same populations if

nothing is done." For us who live in this western world

where a native land is a more or less fixed piece of territory,

the whole arrangement seems monstrous ; but in those coun-

tries where frontiers have become as scraps of paper, and

where minorities have suffered indescribable horrors, it

seemed to the best men working in the situation, the wisest

solution.

THE
wisdom of it all lies with the future upon the

knees of the gods. But we, who saw it in operation

every day, all day long and longer for seven months,

could never connect wisdom with it. Necessity perhaps,

not wisdom.

In February we saw well to-do Turkish families mourn-

fully jolting down from their picturesque old quarter in

Salonika, leaving their carved jalousies to waiting, des-

titute Greeks. We heard them salute their neighbors in

Greek, while our Greek refugee coachman warned his horses

in Turkish to get out of the way.
As the spring came on, the Turkish camp of tents near

Lembet was filled and unfilled by the thousand every week.

It was well kept; the Red Crescent refused offers of help;
and fortunately the summer was dry. Every morning on

the Lembet road we met interminable processions of Turks

arriving or leaving: whole villages on foot, all the women

carrying babies and veiled far more orthodoxly than in

Constantinople; or riding in ox carts, seated on great house-

hold bundles wrapped in brilliantly dyed homespun woolen

blankets, the elders with immaculate white cotton folded

around their tarbooshes: gaily dressed, decent farm people,

uprooted from their ancient homes.

Those with whom we spoke had no wish to leave Greece.

Some of them did not even understand when our Greek
teachers from Anatolia spoke to them in Turkish. The
departing Turks replied in Greek: "We have never seen

Turkey. Why should we wish to go away?" We heard

that there were some who replied, "Turkey calls me !" We
never met those, but in all that confused coming and going
we never witnessed the least evidence of racial hatred or,

indeed, any particular racial self-consciousness. Greeks and
Turks were mutually friendly and sympathetic. Not even

in Kaballa where the city literally resounded with the bleat-

ing of sheep and goats which the Turks were taking with

them, leaving the country stripped of live stock, did we see

any evidence of resentment.

During the summer, every railway station, and even the

open fields were brilliant with temporary camps of the popu-
lations of little Turkish villages. Hundreds left by train

every day, and thousands every week by boat. Those boats

of the Turkish government were crammed as the slave ships

must have been. It was literally impossible to step between
the human beings seated on every inch of deck and inside

space. I do not see how they lay down to sleep. There
was no shelter from sun or rain outside. In what condition

did these friendly sunburned men and women, with their

throngs of tired little children, reach the Black Sea ports,

five or six days away? Probably in as pitiful a state as the

refugees who entered Greece ; often we heard sent at the end
of their journey, by some official blunder, on long marches
in the interior to villages that had never existed at all.

The Greek ships, if possible, were worse: they looked

from the shore as if they were swarming with flies. I can-

not count the number of times I have heard Greek children

answer thus:

"Have you a father and mother, Stavros?"

"None at all."

"Your father died?"

"In the war in Turkey."
"Your mother?"

"At Mikre Karaburnou."

Mikre Karaburnou is the landing place in Salonika for the

refugee ships a grim comment on the journey from Tur-

key.

All the Greek children, without exception, spoke Turkish.

I see before me, in one of the fresh thousands of Greeks

that reached Lembet, two pale little bo5's dressed in Turkish

fashion, wistfully lingering near the school door:

"What are your names, children?" (Continued p. 424)



Should Young People Study Themselves?
By DONALD LAIRD

'OST knowledge for most of us has unfortu-

nately had to be gained in the third person

neuter. All my life I have been a great

pursuer of knowledge. Never was it so fas-

cinating and beguiling to me as it became

after I found that you could study yourself

as well as the Romans and Greeks, paupers and dog anatomy,

light and the roots of flowers.

The notion of Pope that the proper subject for the study

of mankind is man long since put the human element to the

fore. But still knowledge remained tenderly depersonalized.

It was humanized, but in terms of the other person ;
it still

remained for it to be personalized.

This is, of course, not because we are interested less in

ourselves than in others; more likely it is the social result

of tender-minded teachers who have feared lest they offend

by becoming personal, or of zealots who have pursued truth

for truth's sake and woefully neglected the realities of their

lives and the lives of others. In contrast, it is personali-

zation that makes the. sales of self-help systems so phe-

nomenal. And this same eagerness for knowledge that is

personally helpful rather than curiosity-satisfying may be-

come a powerful incentive in the class room as a threshold

to life.

WHERE
I first got the notion or why, or how that

my own field of psychology was gruesomely in need

of personalization, I do not know. Perhaps my reading of

A Mind that Found Itself as a student, while the book was

still moist from the presses, may mark its genesis. Or perhaps

the beginning might be traced to the keen disappointment

that I felt after intimate acquaintance with the first courses

in psychology in four colleges.

Or perhaps it goes back to the summer following my
reading of Beers' book when as a student employed tem-

porarily as clinical assistant in a large mental hospital I

obtained personal data from five youths of my own age who
had been brought to the hospital almost before the com-

mencement addresses had had time to fade from their ears.

These student catastrophes were undoubtedly furthered

by the academic heritage of depersonalized knowledge. The
boys had studied everything listed in the catalogues, but the

most important thing was not listed themselves.

NINE
summers later I chanced across one of these stu-

dents. An assistant physician was showing me through

a mental hospital. We were walking through a ward in which

about thirty old men were sitting vacantly rocking. As

we passed one chair its occupant rose, extended his right

hand' to me, held the other high above his head, stared blankly

across my face at the wall, and in a whisper said, "Mr.

Laird."

The ward physician told me that in the five years Charles

had been in the hospital that was the first time he had been

heard to speak. I recalled from the case history which I

took that he had been on the college debating team and

had taken class honors in his freshman year. Here he was

now silent, living at his new level with twenty-nine mildly

demented old men, prematurely old in appearance himself,

yellow and stern, rocking from sunrise to sunset.

Could this have been prevented if his psychology courses

had been personalized ?

THAT
fall, a group of medical students asked me to talk

to them on behavior problems. The first evening after

our informal and frank discussion one of them apparently

with something on his heart that he did not want the others

to know about, introduced himself to me. I was struck by

the family name. It took me back to the mental hospital

nine summers before to another of the young graduates

whose cases I had studied there.

"How is Elmer?" I hazarded.

He glanced around to see if others were near, then he

replied.

"He is home now. Has been for not quite two months.

But the folks think they will have to take him back soon.

You know he was home for a short while three years ago,

but it was not the place for him. I am afraid he will have

to stay when they take him back this time."

Then he added ambiguously, "That is why I am study-

ing medicine; I want to see if I can do something to pre-

vent such things as this."

He was taking his courses in the first person, although
his teachers probably rambled along in the profanely classi-

cal fashion, teaching truth "for its own sake."

I wonder about the other three. Perhaps I shall cross

paths with them some time. One of them at least should

be restored to the community in good health in time, if

statistics hold true for this small group.
I wonder, too, about the other young people who had

their grips on the future cut viciously across by similar

causes that year, and the next year, and the next. Is it with-

out end? Surely a personal knowledge would help!

THESE
instances may give a distorted picture of the

behavior problems of young people. Those problems
are not limited to "breakdowns" and suicides. They are

just as vitally concerned with the nebulous, but none the

less real, characteristics that are called personality.

Take Nancy, for instance. She is a college senior now.

When she entered college she was "rushed" by one of the

sororities, but deliberately spurned its offers. Her four

college years have been marked by only one or two "dates."

Still she has lied continually about affairs, confessing to

hair-raising intrigues with married men.

In confidence she stated that she had always wanted to

belong to a sorority ; that she had always enjoyed and

wanted the company of boys, but had assumed an attitude

of cynical unapproachability to cover her sentimentality.

Ideas began to run through her head so she could not

sleep. She felt tired all the time ; she had many sexual
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dreams. She had the false impression that some of the

campus leaders were trying to harm her socially. She

became disgusted with her teachers, with college education,

with life in general. At times she felt as if she were not

her old self, and was greatly worried about it. She said

she could sit still without fidgeting and worrying, but she

usually did not. It became difficult for her to study since

"other thoughts" kept popping into her already wrought-up
head. She carefully planned and seriously contemplated a

spectacular suicide.

THEN
there was Ralph, who had been a favorite and all-

around athlete in his home-town high school. At the

university he was no more prominent than any other sub-

stitute on the second freshman teams. To his room-mate he

complained that the coach was against him. Shortly after this

lie began confiding to the same companion a low opinion

of the beauty and morals of the college girls. His next

complaints were lodged against his instructors.

As time passed he began to talk in his sleep and had

several severe nightmares. A little later he began wander-

ing around by himself at night, staying out till late in the

morning. Gradually he ceased to associate with other men

around the campus and would sit in his room in a half-

hearted, dejected attitude, gazing blankly out of the win-

dow. Before the close of his first freshman semester he

unexpectedly left the university.

Nancy had her difficult adjustments ironed out, and grad-

uated to enter teaching rather than the idealistic-artistic

career she had planned with the guidance of her pernicious

mental adjustments.

Ralph left school and entered into the everyday activities

of life with no one but his room-mate to suspect that he

was anything but "ornery."

Who is to blame, Ralph or third person knowledge?

ALGEBRA,
formulas, essays, theories of money. What

do these and the other atoms of an alleged education

, contribute toward an understanding of oneself? True

enough, they may be the scaffoldings with which a formal

education is built, but it is equally true that they contribute

nothing toward laying the foundations for a healthy per-

sonality throughout life, and that should be one of the

goals of knowledge.

Discipline committees, social ostracism, parental advice

their contributions, as many cases I have studied clearly

show, are oftentimes positively harmful, rather than simply

neutral.

CAN
we look to the teaching of psychology for this per-

sonalized knowledge?
The eye, the ear, the nose, the tongue. How animals

learn and how cats catch mice. Conception, judgment, rea-

soning. How to sell chewing gum and how to teach. This

is an epitome of the usual course in psychology.

Did you find your personal knowledge greatly illumined

by them? And what do they contribute toward any young

person's understanding of himself? I cannot discern, neither

can the students, and the professors frankly say that is no

part of their plan. They are still in the third person, and

the emphasis falls more often on rats than on humans.

I have tried, with considerable success, the experiment

of using a first person course in psychology on young

people. We cast off the fetters of a stagnant tradition.

Physics, physiology, and philosophy without which the

orthodox course in psychology ceases to have being were

left to their respective professors for elucidation.

This left us the modern mechanistic psychology. Human
motives, their thwarting, their struggle for expression, their

potency, and their vicissitudes were the topics we discussed.

Not a general discussion, after the principles were once

enunciated ; the burning realities of life, especially the lives

of young people, were talked over in the light of the newer

currents in psychology.

Each one read Brill's Introduction to Psychoanalysis,

Coriat's Abnormal Psychology, and Outwitting our Nerves

by Jackson and Salisbury. The first few meetings, while

the students were still trying to get their bearings in this

tangled reading, we followed through with Prince's Uncon-

scious.

Most of the class time was spent searching for and dis-

cussing incidents and reactions of later adolescence that

paralleled the principles and cases taken up in the reading.

We read in the third person, but talked in the first. Soon

it reached the point where there were no assigned readings;

they could not keep pace with class discussion. So we started

on the journals. The students read in the third person still,

but thought in the first.

ROSE
had been a frank, open-hearted girl in preparatory

school, with many friends. At college she appeared

very happy and gay. But she soon came to see through her

gaiety.

She had been accustomed to a very social life, and was the

youngest child, greatly indulged by her father. Now she

was living with relatives with a horizon so narrow they

could scarcely see across the breakfast table, and an out-

look on life that began and ended in Genesis. They selected

new friends and pastimes for her to conform to this narrowed

view of life. They looked upon amusements she had been

accustomed to as wicked ;
those she had taken innocently

as a matter of course now were taboo.

She became morbid, moody, sarcastic, and bitter, although

outwardly she maintained a mask of happiness. She had

headaches and nightmares, experienced dizzy feelings upon

getting up and long sieges of uncomprehended crying; she

shivered at unexpected moments as if in a chill.

Then came our experiment in group discussions of first

person psychology. Toward the close of the experiment she

told a friend : "I love to go to these discussions. They

give me a free feeling that I have not had for ages. They

help me to think that perhaps I am not really wicked. Even,

my hatred for my relatives has changed into sympathetic

understanding, now that I think I know why they have the

attitudes they do."

Capitalizing a morbid interest?

No!

Just an everlasting interest and a healthy interest in one-

self, and instilling a personal knowledge that will give a

more resolute faith in oneself and the amenities of life.

You could not have listened to the earnest discussion of

this group of three score young people without realizing that

this was the most personal thing with which they had yet

come into contact. Their previous knowledge had been

acquired in the academic third person. They had discussed
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the pauper, the prostitute, the other fellow and inanimate

things; now for the first time they found that there was

much to be learned about themselves.

BOOKS
that were annotated on the margins bore witness

of thoughtful perusal. I chanced to pick up one of the

student's books towards the .close of our discussions. On the

nargins of the early portions were notes such as: "mother,"

jrothy," "Dr. L." Third person knowledge, again.

Toward the close of the book, however, appeared the fol-

owirtg:

"Why do I detest my classes with - ?"

"Why do I take pride in being a debater?"

"Am I too much introvert?"

"Is my repulsion by - - a displacement?"

And beside a paragraph dealing with persecutions she had

yptically penciled the single word, "mother."

'HERE is no gainsaying that the first person knowledge
"took" so far as the students' interest was concerned.

Lit did it perhaps lead also to pernicious results? Did our

igle brief course leave them in an introspective, self-con-

ous state? I weighed the chances soberly before embark -

ng on the adventure. But the results were the opposite.

It is true enough that all passed through a period of un-

usual self-inspection and uncomfortableness early in the ex-

eriment. That is only what one would expect when young

pie for the first time begin consciously to study them-

ilves. It was not long, however, before this resistance to

ersonal knowledge which gave rise to the self consciousness

ssed off, and they came to look with a smile upon their

arlier scruples and foibles.

They did not leave the last conference thumbing their nose

at humankind : neither did they worship man as divinely

perfect. They had more sympathy with man and his prob-

lems not social, political, or economic problems, but the

problems of men and women than their teacher could pos-

sibly have helped them to gain in any other way.

WILBUR
is for me living testimony that this personal-

ized knowledge took. He was majoring in psychol-

ogy, and came into the conferences as a visitor, since he had

heard rumors of the new angle from which we were ap-

proaching things. He had one of the highest intelligence

scores that had been made in the school, and yet after six

years' attendance upon classes he was not able to complete

the usual four-year course.

This discrepancy between his intelligence and his scholar-

ship was due to his complete and intentional neglect of all

work that was required of him by his instructors. When
note books had to be completed by a certain date, Wilbur's

was always missing. When it was implied that anything

had to be done, it wasn't. Examination times usually found

him either sleeping all day long or spending the period at a

solo table in some converted but not reformed saloon.

The stilted points of honor by which he justified his course

and the crooked game of solo by which he was aiding himself

through school were plainly avoiding the real issues. In a

five minute conversation he would invariably ring in at

least that many rules of conduct, all apparently very de-

liberated and ethically toned. He began to study similar

conduct in others. Then came his awareness of the strik-

ing similarity between his case and theirs. Immediately

there was hot denial ; then his moral code was again called

in to win the battle for him. His repressions did not want
to be uncovered. He sought me out several evenings for

help. Next, he left the solo tables, possibly because he lost

consistently for a week, possibly because of a Mah Jong
set at the fraternity, possibly for other reasons.

Wilbur had always recoiled at his father's authority, which

was exercised with a stern hand. . . . He is more socialized,

now. When written work is required he is one of the first

to have it completed and on the instructor's desk.

I
MIGHT continue our Methodist testimonials in detail. I

might tell about the son of a well-to-do family who refused

their aid and was going through college on his own efforts,

with a warped personality, a facial tic, and a proud' record

of two nervous breakdowns. He entered the group under

advice and left it restored to the parental fold and on the

plus side of the social ledger. Or of Hubert who lost his

reputation as the contraries! cuss on the campus during the

experiment, or of Willard who lost his open antagonism to

athletics. A personalized psychology got some of the kinks

and handicaps out of them and out of a dozen of their

fellows.

How long will knowledge continue to be husked

in the third person? It has been depersonalized far too long

already. Is it an exaggeration to say that the education of

your son or daughter is successful in proportion to the under-

standing it gives them of themselves, or that life is rich

and of most usefulness in proportion to the personal knowl-

edge of those who live it?

I have not the least doubt. Theoretically, as a

proposition in pure psychology, young people should be able

to study themselves to advantage, both to themselves and to

society. I have found that they can.

The Stain

By MARY BRENT WHITESIDE

Some men told falsehood ; some, the bitter truth,

Who found a stain upon your shining youth.

I watched the lamplight, where it wove
A pattern of pale rose and mauve,
That turned to splintered golden bloom,
The lighted frescoes of a room.

But underneath the painted frieze,

Through tinted arabesque of trees,

.Gold, shadowy beeches, straight and tall,

A stain had darkened half the wall.

And only when the lamps were out,

And morning put the gloom to rout,

The marred thing was explained aright.

It was a shadow from the light.

There was a stain upon your lovely youth ;

What is the truth ?



What Has She Done With It?

"Dressed Beef

By MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE

^^" "** ONCE knew a cow named Maude a sleek,

shiny cow of a pleasing bisque shade, perfect

as to horns and with a tail like a willow

plume. She was a gentle cow of the non-

^^^ ^ hooking, non-kicking variety, but her milk

was creamless and limited, her offspring tend-

ed to pass on promptly to a better world, and no amount of

food would put fat enough on her bones to make it worth

while to slaughter her. Her chief economic function was con-

sumption and she lived to be served. The hired man fed her

morning and night, turned the hose on her, led her to a

shady spot under a maple tree for the day. Intermittently he

went through the form of milking her, but Maude was an in-

herently leisure-class cow and the results were inconsiderable.

She used to look over the fence of our playground and

wheedle us out of apples and bananas that we wanted for

ourselves. A thoroughly unprincipled cow, quite worthless

in a stage of society that expected anything tangible from

her race and sex. But Maude radiated charm and we loved

her. If she ever died it must have been of old age.

w HY don't you take up the problem of domestic

service and tell us where to get good, honest, con-

scientious maids? The wages they ask now are perfectly

outrageous and they don't half earn them. There simply

won't be any homes in America if this goes on !"

When I opened this letter from a New England woman a

few months ago I seemed to be listening to the voice of

Maude. For it has been some time since the old insistent

voice of her who feels that she has a divine right to be served

has been heard in our great cities. Mostly city dwellers

have disconnected their domestic machinery from the muscles

of some strong young female of foreign extraction, and either

personally supplied the motive power, or connected it up with

some source of energy as impersonal as an electron. It doesn't

give us the same sort of domestic establishment we had before

but it provides something we are getting used to. We eat

in health, sleep in cleanliness, rise in warmth and begin

over again next day! In spots the non-parasitic home

seemed almost a reality.

But here comes a report issued by the Women's Bureau

on Domestic Workers and Their Employment Relations

which makes it plain that this desirable state is not by any

means achieved. This study is based on the records of the

domestic Efficiency Association of Baltimore a city where

the Negro population is very large. Their records show that

although there are white servants in Baltimore, two-thirds of

the applicants for positions were Negroes and three-fourths

of them were women. So that in general the problem of

domestic service is one of the colored woman working in the

house of the white woman a woman's problem all around.

For a long time this has been true of the territory south

of Mason and Dixon's line a hang-over from the days of

slavery. But the great Negro migration northward which
swelled to significant proportions in answer to the call for

industrial workers during the war, and which is still a

rising tide, is making the situation in Baltimore typical of

large sections of the North. All up the Atlantic Coast to

Boston, west across to the Mississippi River and sometimes

beyond, the problem of domestic service, instead of being
solved by social reorganization cooperation in such activities

as can be performed outside the home, and the installation

of electric power through which brains can do the work
of muscles threatens to be dropped back into the unskilled

hands of another race.

An educated and intelligent colored woman in Washington
told me last year the proportion of self-supporting women of

her race was rapidly increasing, and that more than half of

them were going into the kitchens of white women. The

sighs of relief over this comforting fact solve no problems.

We white American women have tried the lazy trick of

dropping our domestic drudgery on the broad backs of a

succession of alien races before now but they have always

slid from under and we have had to pick it up again. My
pioneer great grandmother was her own servant ; my grand-

mother had the superfluous daughters of a neighbor as "help,"

my mother relied first on the Irish, then on the Swedes,

I began housekeeping with what seems to have been the last

of the Slavs and proceeded to the exploitation of the black

and yellow races ; my rapidly marrying flock of nieces relied

on domestic science training, the electric cook stove and the

cooperative laundry until the new tide of blacks came in.

Now the chance to blackslide is too enticing!

But if the chance is typified by this report on Baltimore it

is not as happy as it looks.

Two-fifths of those who applied for work were refused

because they could furnish no satisfactory references. It was

apparent that there was considerable restlessness and dissatis-

faction among the applicants as two-fifths of them asked for

work different from what they had done before. Apparently

the domestic workers of Baltimore change their jobs often,

since 66.
{. per cent of the women had held their position less

than two years and 52.2 per cent less than one year.

Pleasant prospect for the backslider isn't it! Let me

quote the report:

The increase in the number of women in the professions

whose activities call them from personal performance of dom-

estic duties, the growing tendency of married women to work

outside the home, and the quickening interest of thousands of
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women in public and political matters which take at least part
of their time and attention make for an exceedingly intricate

situation. . . . The two factors affecting the situation in this

country more strikingly than in others are the traditions and
ideals of democracy and the mixture of races. The principle
that all men are born free and equal is largely responsible for

the eschewing by many citizens of a form of service with which
are associated subserviency and a social stigma. . . foreign-born

persons newly arrived in this country in many cases are not un-

willing to enter domestic service, but eventually they make an
effort to break away from it.

And fortunate for them that they do, for the significant

investigations of Mary Conyington some years ago showed

that in no occupation open to women were the chances of

serious crime so great or the standards of morality so low.

That investigation of hers is a lifting of the veil from the

situation as it was when women thought their housekeeping

problems were solvable on the old basis. Their premise

was, we must have servants in order to preserve the Amer-
ican home. Their proposed method of solution was to

train servants to the job. So they busily established train-

ing schools for maids, club houses for maids, recreational

centers for maids, educational courses for maids, on the

theory that since maids were necessary their job was to

produce them.

And then came Miss Conyington's report, showing that

the cost of maids was so high, not in money but in moral-

ity, citizenship and ultimate dependence, that the United

States, rich as she is, could not possibly afford them. For

she showed that more than three-fourths of the women

serving prison terms of a year or more, and that means

that they had been convicted of serious offences, came from

the ranks of domestic service. Not the stage, dear to the

hearts of our grandmothers as the sink of all iniquity; not

the factory, hot-bed of revolutionary crime; not the office,

shadowed by insidious temptations from unprincipled em-

ployers, could in any way compete with the family kitchen

as a hot-bed of crime ! And this condition was not confined

to the cities where morality was generally supposed to be

low, but was as true of the small towns, and even of the

open country!

Her report was a considerable blow to those who were

struggling to bring the supply of domestic servants up to

meet the demand. In itself, it would not have hand any

appreciable effect, but taken together with the instinctive

objection of the maids themselves to their job, and the

coming in of a vast array of mechanical devices as servants'

substitutes, together with the electric power to operate them,

the number of women engaged in domestic service was great-

ly reduced between 1910 and 1920. The situation became

extremely hopeful, for the potential maids and for a com-

munity that desired to raise the level of its citizenship. But

now we are in danger of going back to that situation pre-

vious to IQIO, and this largely because of the northern drift

the Negroes.

This is a dairy county, somewhat suburbanized, and busily

occupied in supplying Milwaukee with milk a place where

Maude wouldn't stand a ghost of a show. It is an almost

servantless region, though prosperous, and it is abundantly

supplied with electric power at a fairly cheap rate. They
use from four to six times as much electric energy as is used

by farmers in the surrounding states. I have the record of the

electric equipment in forty-two Waukesha homes.

More than half of them cook on electric ranges; more than

80% of them use hot plates, toasters, grills, waffle irons or

percolators. More than half of them wash by electricity, and

all of them iron by it, and they curl their hair, fan themselves

and sweep their floors in the same impersonally vicarious

fashion. Now this means that the part of their job which is

operating the domestic machinery need not take them more

than three and one-half or four hours a day and no woman
with a half-time job like that needs any one to help her

do it!

The women of Waukesha can count on their electric serv-

ants so long as the coal supply and the petroleum supply and

the fuel alcohol supply last, and the rivers of Wisconsin con-

tinue to run. What are ideals of democracy, social distinctions

or a wish to better its condition to the electron ? And so the

Waukesha women can have at least half a day for other oc-

cupations for a profession, for such part of the dairy busi-

ness as is suitable to the human female, or for the bringing

up of their children if they have any.

DO we American women have to parasite on our sisters

any longer? Only if we are ignorant or lazy. There
are plenty of places where we are intelligent enough not to

Waukesha County, Wisconsin for one.

OF course there aren't so many children as there used to

be just as there aren't so many domestic servants.

The latest contribution to this subject is a pamphlet pub-

lished in September by Paul H. Douglass, late of Chicago

University, called Is the Family of Five Typical? Professor

Douglass advances the theory that if a man's wage is deter-

mined on the supposition that he has five people to support,

when the fact is that he has either more or less than that

number, the measure of what he needs would appear to be

inaccurate.

Now quite aside from the question as to whether a man's

wage should in any way be dependent on the number of

his children is the incontrovertible fact that his wife's free

time is very largely governed by the number of small children

she must bring up. Professor Douglass quotes the results of

investigations in England, France, Belgium and the United

States. In his conclusion he states :

The majority of the workers have fewer than a wife and three

children. In England. . . probably at least two-thirds of the

married have either no children at all or only one or two. In

the United States. . . somewhere between 50 and 60% of all

married workers had less than three children. . . The statistics

for other than English speaking countries indicate that the same

general tendencies that have been stated apply there although the

details naturally vary.

So it would seem that among the workers where large

families were formerly taken for granted, the average num-

ber of children is less than three. It would seem, too, that a

worker's wife needing only four hours to run her domestic

machine might care for two children and still have leisure to
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do some of the things she led the community to expect from

her when she asked for the vote.

SHE
can do these things and sometimes she does. She's

just done one of them in Cincinnati. In this year of a

Republican landslide she swung the election against the Re-

publican ring in control of the cjty politics to the extent of

giving the city a new charter. It was a good job and it was

worked this way:
Cincinnati has been in the grip of its "ring" for years. The

fact that it was a Republican ring had no significance what-

ever it wore the earmarks of New York's Tammany and

Chicago's Grey Wolves.

It was black as one of those old fashioned mourning rings

before the women's good job was done. Its members ba.ved

as loudly and as much in the open as the Grey Wolves, and

for a long time the only defence the people had was to vote

down all bond issues so that they would have less to grow
rich on. This left the city in a perilous way whole blocks

without police protection, a fire department pared down be-

low the safety point, streets unrepaired.

And then a charter committee was formed, not of

organizations but of citizens men and women who drew up
a new charter providing for a city manager to supercede the

mayor, and a council of nine members elected at large by

proportional representation to take the place of the old coun-

cil, which had members from all the wards nominated, elected

and controlled by the local representatives of the Ring.

They told me this week in Cincinnati that it was the women
who electioneered that charter through, and the aftermath of

the strenuous fight was evident everywhere.

"No, I can't come to lunch I'm right in the midst of the

fall house-cleaning I couldn't even start on that till the

election was over."

"I didn't realize how much time that charter committee

had taken till I thought of Christmas and that I'd been too

busy to get a thing done !"

That charter committee has no illusions as to its work

being done ; eyes were opened wide at the mere suggestion

of it. Efficient housekeeping either domestic or municipal

is not acomplished without supervising. The committee is

preserving its organization and engaging an able woman to

keep the eyes of the public on what their servants are doing.

Incidentally it wasn't the young generation impatient to

get something done now who won that fight. It was the

older women. "Mother" and not "Blanche." And
what a chance for her to miss !

Rut there's plenty to be done

in Cincinnati still ; Blanche can

work her fingers to the bone if

she wants to; for the city is

set like a murky jewel in the

tarnished silver coils of the

Ohio River. It would make
a marvelous belt-buckle for a

giant with a subdued taste in personal ornament. The steep

facets of the hills which cut the city do not flash and sparkle

as they should, the green trees in the park do not glow clear

green in the spring nor bright brown in the autumn, the new

paint in the business center does not keep its color.

"You should see it when the sun shows purple through the

haze!" they told me.

If Blanche does her part of the job, 1 may yet see the surt

shining on Cincinnati through no ha/,e at all. But right now
Cincinnati almost sits on the coal mines from which -she draws-

power for her industries and disregards the fact that she is-

in process of disappearing under a new carboniferous deposit.

"But we have a smoke committee!" a newspaper woman'

told me.

What they need is a committee to prevent the coal ever get-

ting into the city to change it into electricity at the mines

a committee on smoke prevention rather than cure. Something-

analogous to Pennsylvania's Giant Power Survey, which is-

busy on a plan to cut the domestic drudgery in half, to clear

the sky of smoke, and rescue even Pittsburgh from the greasy,

slimy layer like black butter which is spread upon her. And
now's the time to do it for the new charter has been won and

bonds are to be voted, and with the police department and

the fire department and the new streets might so easily come

the beauty of cleanliness!

It's hard to think that these practical things are expected)

of us now- other things have been expected for so long ! But

we have got to become new beings in a new world evert

Blanche is under the obligation.

AT
the International Live Stock Show the' other night,

I sat in front of a pretty clinging little woman es-

corted by two lank stock men. It was a strange setting for

one whose chief function was to radiate charm ! As she called

the trotting horses "pretty" and the milch cows "cute" and

laughed at the big feet of the draft horses she sounded like

something of the past. Finally there came slowly toward us-

across the tan bark ring the great prize short-horn steer. Pon-

derous, systematically overfed, deliberate, the fat pendulous on

his furry sides, a figure in profile like a packing box on legs,

great still eyes under drooping long-lashed lids, leaden footed,

ruminant.

"Oh, isn't it beautiful!" rippled the silver thread of her

voice. "Look at its expression just as gentle! Oh, see its

eyes! They're sweet! Isn't it a love!"

The jvtraged stock man beside her cleared his throat.

"Sadie,
1

he began, and he tried to summon the kindness

the American man thinks due his female relatives; "Sadie,

it don't count his being sweet and your loving him. And

that look in his eye is being pretty near asleep. The thing

that got him the ribbon is just how much the judges thought

he'd weigh out in dressed beef."

That's more or less what we're up against we women.

Being pretty and gentle about the eyes is no longer enough.

We've got to face the judges on the basis of how much

we'll weigh out in real brains

of what our available ener-

gies will tot up at, and

just what we're worth in the

scales of the society we've

created.

Not Maude but the prize

steer and no sex discrimination

intended !



Things Outside Their Work

HERE was
Mary. Mary
h a d come to

this country
when she was

nine. She was

fifteen when she graduated from

elementary school. Mary was

one of the eager ones. She ex-

plained to me smilingly that her

family could not possibly afford

to send her to high-school, and that she would have to have

a job. There were two tears she couldn't wink fast enough

to catch, so the smile didn't fool me.

I urged her to learn a good trade. In our vocational

work, we seldom encouraged girls without some high-school

training to attempt office work. But she soon convinced me

that her schooling was not yet ended, and I got her a job

at "general office work," which seemed to be what she

wanted. Mary was one of those cheerful souls who al-

ways insist upon finding the silver lining. She was eager

and willing to work, and nothing was too hard for her.

She didn't know just what job she was aiming for in the

end, but felt confident that as she gained experience in an

office and continued to educate herself, there would be many

interesting avenues of work opening up to her. She studied

typewriting at night, and I helped her choose books to read

and occasional lectures to go to so that her general knowl-

edge might be broadening along with her technical equip-

ment. Becoming a typist had been a definite goal to strive

for, but after she achieved it, she found that it increased

only her earning capacity. It really wasn't any more inter-

esting, as work, than filing had been. The logical next

step seemed to be dictaphone operating. In the office where

she worked, such operators were rapidly replacing stenog-

raphers. So Mary learned to type her letters from dicta-

phone records, and rose several dollars higher in the wage-

earning scale.

It happened that after that I didn't see Mary for a very

long time. I missed seeing her. No one could have helped

growing fond of Mary. Then one evening I met her, with

books under her arm obviously coming from night school.

After we exchanged happy greetings, I asked about the

books. She explained to me that she was taking a course

in psychology and one in the 'history of English literature.

Of course, I was surprised and interested. But Mary's ex-

planation was something of a shock to me.

"You see," and I missed the old gay note in her voice^

"I used to think the thing to do was to keep on studying

things that would advance me in my work. But I've tried

one job after another, and I can't seem to find a really

interesting one. Writing business letters all day long gets

monotonous almost anywhere after the first week's novelty

wears off. Of course, there are some interesting secretarial

jobs in the world, I'm sure, but you can't get those unless

By ETHEL KAWIN

In Blind Alleys (Survey Graphic for
November) Miss Kawin told how the

movement for vocational guidance had

failed to face the basic conflict between
what boys and girls wanted as normal,

living persons and what they found to

do as wage-earners. Here she explores
some of the roads toward a solution of
that conflict

you've had a college education

these days. I earn pretty good

money as a dictaphone oper-

ator, so I just decided to stick

at that and do things outside

my work that are interest-

ing. . . . Now this psychology

course it's simply great! AnJ
each term I get new courses in

all sorts of subjects at the

People's Institute, so I'm going
to keep on going there, even if what I learn isn't any use

to me on my job."

MARY is only one of many instances that I might cite,

but she will suffice as illustration. Industry has

become automatic not alone in the factories. The same

quality has been creeping steadily into the offices, where

dictaphonists make their inroads against stenographers, and

comptometrists against bookkeepers. In this day of hyper-

specialization, it is beginning to cast its shadow even over

some of the professions. What the automatic age requires

is an ever-increasing army of men and women whose eyes

and ears, backs and hands and feet, may be hired to operate

machines. Industry has become a giant power whose most

important auxiliary factor is human labor. The perfection

of a worker as an attachment of modern industry depends,
in the majority of cases, on how completely he can sur-

render himself to the time and rhythm of some machine

and its functioning. If he indulges in his personal desires

and impulses, he is apt to hinder the machine. His job is

to supply whatever human faculties the machine lacks. He
may have to see for it, hear for it, lift for it, pull for it

or walk for it. In most cases the machine sets the pace and

dictates the manner in which these operations must be per-

formed. According to its needs the worker must use his

eyes and ears, back and hands and feet.

But every pair of eyes and every pair of hands is a part

of a personality a psychobiological unit, compounded of

body and "mind" and a something that through the

ages has been recognized and designated as "spirit" or

"soul."

Are we to go on expecting that when the young person

enters industry, he will take into it with him only his eyes

and ears, his back and hands and feet, and a part of that

functioning process which we call his "brain," leaving all

the rest behind him? What is to become of this remaining
"self" this psychobiological organism with its needs and

desires and ambitions, this personality which demands out-

lets of creative experience and expression ? In it are basic

instincts that hunger for new experience, for recognition, for

response, for security, for beauty of one kind or another.

Does industry offer satisfaction for these crying needs? We
ask of education that it develop in our children qualities

of mind and spirit that establish individuality in their
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possessors and produce desirable social reactions to the world

in which they live. We say that we wish to develop in the

child a capacity to be himself. And then we turn him into

an industrial world that offers him no opportunity to ex-

press this self. Which are to be the outlets for those

capacities which the factories and shops and offices cannot

use?

Vocational guidance should answer this question, but voca-

tional guidance has hardly even heard it. For the most

part, it has thought of children as workers, and dealt with

them on this limited basis. As a result it has accomplished

little in helping them to resolve those inner conflicts which

modern industry by its automatic nature tends to produce.

What we must do if we are to help "guide" children, is to

think of them not only in terms of prospective work, but

in terms of personality. We must try to help them resolve

their conflicts so that they may live unified lives. If Mary
is to remain a dictaphone operator, then she should be wisely

guided into other channels of interest for her leisure hours,

so that her hunger for new experiences, her desire for learn-

ing, and other aspects of her rich personality may find satis-

fying ways of expression. Can such results be accomplished ?

Several answers to this question have been offered.

THERE
are many thinking people who believe that the

increasing automatization of industry is inevitable. To
struggle against it is futile, they tell us ; the only intelligent

course is to recognize it, accept it, and to plan our lives

accordingly. Work for most people must he an inescapable

drudgery, a monotonous routine performed by the worker

because it provides the wherewithal to meet his needs. The
work of the world must be done in order that the business

of living may be maintained. Responsibility for this rests

on every member of society and should be shared by all.

If it were, we are told, short hours of labor would then

be possible for everyone ; and a four or five hour working

day of even routine labor is not an unendurable hardship.

Accepting industry on this basis, educators would cease to

stress "education for work," and instead our schools would

educate for citizenship and a profitable use of leisure time.

The creative spirit which can find no outlet in the routine

processes of industry, might then find satisfaction in art,

music, literature, community activities, dancing, athletics,

gardening, and wholesome recreational activities of all

kinds.

Here and there one finds individual vocational advisors

who take a deep personal interest in some of their boys and

girls. (Under present conditions almost no advisor could

find time to do this for all of the young people whom he

is called upon to direct.) In such cases guidance may be

extended to some of the child's leisure activities. But one

does not find in the vocational movement itself any syste-

matic effort to include in the program of guidance consider-

ation of even such limited hours of leisure as young workers

now have, much less any concerted effort to establish the

short-working-day plan just discussed. In fact, there is not

even any general agreement as to its wisdom or possible

efficacy. Perhaps this plan might prove a solution for the

problem of industrial unrest, but it is not a simple one.

Whether it is possible to compensate through one's avocation

for the monotony of one's occupation is a very debatable

question. The personality that is benumbed and cheated at

work cannot be expected to express itself in a noble and

beautiful leisure, unless ignorance and poverty are eliminated

from its environment.

A NOTHER plan that is rapidly gaining support today

j y_ is that of granting workers a share in the manage-
ment and profits of industry. 'It is argued that such par-

ticipation will lend an intrinsic interest even to the most

routine work, and offer opportunity for creative expression

to those individuals who possess it to any considerable de-

gree. If this concept of workers' participation were gen-

erally accepted, education would have new lines along which

to develop. What the young person should have if he is

to share in the responsibility of managing an industry would

be a most comprehensive economic training. He should be

given a background of industrial history and a long view

of the evolution of human labor that would help him to

orient himself and his job in the world of modern industry.

In most cases brief courses of technical training would suffice

for the job itself, but the education which he would really

need would be training in the technique of industrial man-

agement. He must comprehend the system of which he is

a part, and be prepared to meet modern labor problems with

intelligence.

Only a very few feeble efforts along this line can be

discerned in the vocational field. From the beginning, most

vocational organizations have felt obliged to hold aloof even

from the problems of union organization, because their

placement bureaus were dependent for their success on the

cooperation of employers, and it was deemed wise to remain

entirely "neutral" wherever such questions of labor policies

and principles were involved. In addition, the best voca-

tional bureaus have either originated in the public school

systems or aspired to become part of them, and it has gen-

erally been felt that for that reason also, they could not

undertake any investigations or activities that might be in-

terpreted as being "sympathetic" to either one side or the

other in the struggle. Here and there one finds an excep-

tionally progressive vocational organization trying to give

a lecture or a study course that will acquaint young people

with the economic background and structure of the present

industrial system, but, for the most part, practical vocational

guidance has not been allowed so much as to rub elbows

with shop committees, trade unions, or any other experiment

in workers' participation.

A more hopeful outlook lies in a combination of the two

plans discussed. Many believe that industry thus modified

would begin to be really "fit for the child." This point

of view has been expressed by Helen T. Wooley, for many

years one of the foremost workers in vocational guidance, in

a talk on The Routine Job and the Routine Child. "The

human being who spends five or six hours a day at a mere

routine, but a routine whose purpose he understands and

whose product he shares, and who has five or six hours a

day free for some creative work of his own which he has

been trained to do, and for recreation, can probably reach a

higher stage of development than the former skilled artisan."

BUT
there are many who question whether even a com-

bination of short hours of labor with education for

leisure, and a share in the management of industry, will

afford the individual worker opportunity for satisfactory

expression of his personality. They contend that as long

as man's "instinct" toward variation is repressed by the
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ines themselves, the ill effects of monotony and routine

be inevitable. Most of them recognize the futility of

following William Morris and becoming "voices crying out

in the wilderness" in urging abolition j^t machines and a

return to the old handcraft system. "But they insist that

some method must be devised by which the concrete job

itself will again become interesting to the worker. Their

contention is that the machine was invented by man as a

labor-saving device, to relieve him of the burden of tedious

and difficult work, and to increase production. It must be

made to serve his ends to bring satisfaction for his human
needs ;

it must not be allowed to dominate and stifle his

individuality.

Little consideration has been given by vocational workers

and their organizations to these points of view. Unfor-

tunately, the challenging spirit of the early days of the

movement gave way to a general acceptance of industry

as it is. To accomplish any practical work in the world

there must be a very considerable amount of acceptance of

things as they are. Surely no one would encourage a hand-

ful of vocational workers to think that they can make over

the industrial order. But if we are to have any progress,

we must retain the challenging point of view. By con-

tinuing to insist that "industry be made fit for children"

(and by this of course we do not mean the very young
child), we may hope eventually to secure gradual modifi-

E)ns

of the present industrial order which will give to

k a satisfying place in the scheme of living. But this

most certain to be a rather long, slow process,

'here are many, however, who say that this point of
' about the young worker is "sentimentalizing," that

one must be careful not to "idealize" the "average" boy and

girl. They contend that it is quite right that most jobs
should be routine jobs, because most workers are "routine"

workers. Their usual concept of the routine child is the

child of inferior mental ability. They cite endless statistics

on "I. Q.'s" to prove that according to "intelligence tests"

the great majority of workers rank in the mentally inferior

group. The figures they quote range all the way from the

data of the United States army tests to the results secured

by testing American school children in groups and as in-

dividuals, from coast to coast.

The arguments based on intelligence testing are uncon-

vincing to me. These tests have definite values, but they
alsn have, at least at the present, very definite limitations.

They test primarily intellectual speed and accuracy, per-

haps also certain other abilities that pertain to "intelligence."
But the psychologists themselves have not reached agree-
ment as to what is the exact nature of intelligence, nor is

there complete harmony in their statements as to what the
tests do actually measure. The most generally accepted
definition of intelligence is probably that of William Stern

-"general mental adaptability to new problems and con-
ditions of life." (In this is usually implied ability to utilize

what has been learned in past experience in meeting the new
situation.) But tests that do not measure emotions and
traits of temperament and "character," nor take into ac-

count the life-history of the individual under consideration,
cannot possibly rate accurately his ability to meet "new
problems and conditions of life." Unless tests can do these

things (and it must be admitted that they do not as yet do
<o satisfactorily), how can they be used as criteria for judg-
ing the life-reactions of any individual as a human being

to an automatized regime in industry? For the assumption

of a set level of ideals for him and the determination of

his ultimate career, something much more closely approach-

ing a complete personality study of the individual must be

considered.

Many concrete examples are also cited to prove that the

"average" worker welcomes routine. For example there

was Lucy. She could not get beyond the fifth grade in

school, and so was obliged (under the child-labor laws of

her state) to stay there until she was sixteen years of age.

She couldn't "learn" and hated school, but triumphantly

reported after three days on her first job, "Gee! I've got

the swellest job! All I do all day long is put dirty collars

into a hole in a machine, and they come out at the other

end all washed and ironed! And every Saturday night I

get ten dollars for doing that !" Many employers argue that

when they try to relieve the monotony of routine jobs by-

changing workers from one mechanical process to another,

the workers resent even the very simple adjustment required

to do a slightly different task.

There are large numbers of "Lucys" among boys and

girls, and among men and women. Surely those of us-

who have done vocational guidance work among the un-

selected children from the public schools of a great city

are familiar with this type. Many of them remain con-

tentedly year after year in well regulated industries. But
the terrific labor turnover prevalent in large factories testi-

fies to the fact that many workers who prefer automatic

processes demanding the minimum of effort on their part

quickly tire of their jobs, and aimlessly seek a new experi-

ence.

Furthermore, so far as I can judge from my personal

experience with several thousands of unselected children,

"routine" children are not in the majority. Most boys and

girls would like interesting work to do. It is industry it-

self that ultimately turns them into routine workers. And
the employer who tries to break monotony, by shifting them
from one mechanical job to another, cannot expect that they
will welcome these changes with alacrity and gratitude.
After all, for routine he is substituting merely more rou-
tine. But in reality the effects of routine upon people are
not known. We are just beginning to understand a little

about the reactions of human beings as psychobiologicat

organisms, and we are only in the alphabet stage in our

study of the problems of human behavior. The time is ripe
for intensive scientific studies that will throw light upon
some of these problems of modern industry. It is quite
certain that a limited amount of routine is not harmful to

anyone. At what point or under what conditions does it

begin to dull mentality or to produce harmful conflict of
one sort or another? What ought we to know about a
human being to help him make satisfactory adjustments
with work as a harmonious factor in his scheme of life?

ANOTHER
angle of approach may help young people

deal with the industrial world so as to get greater
satisfaction out of living. In the light of modern evolution-

ary concepts, the individual is a biological organism that

should be able to adjust to, work with, and modify his

environment not to accept it as final, but never to abandon
it. Not only may situations be modified, but human beings
also. Modern social science is evolving new techniques for

changing fundamental attitudes and habits, ways of
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reacting to life. Thus far vocational guidance has

scarcely dipped beneath the surface in this realm

f possibilities. What happens to the young worker

in industry today? Most of the instinctive needs and de-

mands of his personality are denied expression in his work.

During his hours of labor they must be repressed while he

remains a mere automaton upon the job. He tries to find

satisfying outlets for them in his hours of leisure. As a

violent reaction against the monotonous routine to which

he has been subject, he usually turns to hectic, exciting

amusements out of which he hopes to get a compensating
"thrill." Others of perhaps a more sensitive type cannot

seek their satisfaction in such fashion, and they withdraw

into a sort of reverie, hoping to find their compensations in

a dream-world of their own creation. Neither method of

escape is satisfying. In many cases the mental health of

the individual becomes impaired, or his moral and social

fibre is destroyed.

Modern psychology and psychiatry have taught us that

a very important part of the art of living consists in keep-

ing one's personality unified. Any splitting up of the per-

sonality, through unwise suppression or dissociation, is dan-

gerous to the individual. There is probably no royal road

to complete integration of personality. Life is a continuous

process in which each new experience must be integrated

as it comes. A well-integrated personality is organized about

its master-motives. Tendencies that are usually subordinat-

ed may break away from these controlling master-motives

occasionally, but ultimate unity must be maintained if the

mental and moral health of the individual is to be pre-

served. How can the young person be helped to eliminate

the conflict he finds in himself between his function as a

wage-earner and his function as a normal living person ?

To achieve a wholesome and happy life, there must be a

balancing of yearnings, desires and ambitions on the one

hand, with resources, opportunity and actual performance
on the other.

So vocational guidance must study the young person as

a whole, of which his working self will be a part. It must

study the individual not merely for his skills, not merely
for his intelligence quotient. His physical health the

foundation for all the rest is entitled to first consideration.

We should know something of his heredity, his environ-

ment and his life-history. We are interested in all the

soul and spirit and mind for which we can get concrete

facts, but primarily we should study his reactions to concrete

situations, so as to keep our feet on the solid ground of

fact. What are his assets and his liabilities, his capacity
to use the assets and to overcome or compensate for the

liabilities? What are his habits of "learning" and their

flaws his emotional problems, his capacity for satisfaction?

How does he get on with his fellows? What are his inter-

ests and ambitions and ideals personal, educational, moral,

religious, social, civic, political, economic? Has he any
special skills and aptitudes? How can he balance his yearn-

ings and ambitions with his abilities, opportunities and his

actual performance? The intelligence tests of psycho-
metrics will be helpful in determining levels of certain

abilities, as will also various kinds of vocational and special

ability tests
>
but the standard we should set before us in

the study of any person child or adult should be some
such complete personality study as the above questions

suggest.

Most education has failed in the past to make any

conscious effort to help the student understand him-

self. Whatever equipment he gained to help him cope with

the forces within himself and outside of himself that formed

his life-problems \^~as a by-product of education rather than

a consciously-sought result. People of vision are gradually

awakening to these facts. Efforts to supply this lack in

education are beginning to be evident in the rapid develop-

ment of personnel work in colleges and universities, and

in the growing demand for programs of mental hygiene

in all grades of schools, from the nursery schools to the

universities. Both movements show the increasing recogni-

tion of the fact that the end of education is not merely

knowledge, but preparation to meet the problems of life.

THE
selection of a vocation is a problem of great im-

portance. No individual can make a wise choice of work

without a knowledge of occupations on the one hand, and

some understanding of himself on the other. Therefore,

in advocating the use of personality studies in vocational

guidance, one may well stress the fact that a study of one's

self made for this purpose is a very natural thing; it avoids

the danger of a forced, artificial, morbidly introspective kind

of self-analysis. To learn to consider himself his capacities

and limitations in relation to possible vocations, will help

the young person to get away from the subjective point of

view in so far as possible, and to be "objective" about him-

self. This sounds paradoxical, but in reality it is not. To
learn to view one's self objectively will be a great asset all

through life. The first step toward any modifications or

controls of industry that may ultimately solve the problem

of industrial unrest must be to give the individual worker

this self-understanding and self-mastery.

My own experience and observation have convinced me

that no one can tell another person what kind of work he

ought to do, but we can help him to find out what kind of

work he is fitted for and wants to do. The person who

has gained some understanding of his own personality will

have a much more intelligent point of view witli which to

consider the occupational information supplied by vocational

counselors. Continuous investigations of industry and

analyses of jobs must be carried on to gather data about

occupations. Some vocational organizations have this pro-

cess of job-analysis fairly well under way by now, but too

much stress cannot be laid upon this phase of vocational

guidance. The data gathered should be founded on fact,

and should be examined with the utmost honesty, no matter

how unpleasant that task may be. One of the supreme

adjustments which life demands of human beings is that

of a satisfactory adjustment to work. The minimum equip-

ment which every person needs to make this adjustment

is as complete and accurate a picture of work as we can

obtain for him, and as comprehensive an understanding of

himself and the rest of life as we can help him to get. This

is a tremendous program difficult, perhaps impossible, of

complete achievement, but such is the ideal toward which

we must direct our efforts. To isolate the problem of

work and guide a child into it, is inadequate. The problem

of work must be studied in the setting of life itself. The

goal should be not vocational guidance, but educational

guidance guidance for living, in which vocational informa-

tion and counselling play an important part.
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FEW
of us have that clearness of mind and leisure

of heart which enable men to live serenely without

clinging to the dogmas of hate and enthusiasm and

moral judgment which are the support of timid souls.

I

Albert UeSilver, whose life was snapped short in a railroad

accident on December 7, was one of those few. He had

little faith in the power of society to chart and follow a

conscious course. "It seems to me," he wrote in an un-

finished letter to an intimate friend, "that human activity

(except in a very few fields) is always at loose ends; that

it is always on its way but that it never knows where it

is going." To those who did not know the life behind it,

the impression of that statement might be negative. But

Mr. DeSilver had an abiding faith that human activity u'as

on its way ; and that that way stood open when there was

tolerance and friendliness and understanding for every man.

Hence his work for the conscientious objectors, though he

would not have chosen their course for himself ; hence his

generous gifts of time and money and personal service to

the American Civil Liberties Union, to the National Bail

Fund for political prisoners; to funds for the defense of

members of the I. W. W. convicted under the Espionage

Act, though he did not subscribe to their economic creed

or to any other. While thus he ranged far from the tradi-

tions of his earlier friends, he held their friendship and

their respect; it was only a spirit of wide horizons which

could encompass his work for the economic pariahs of the

country and the chairmanship of the Legislative Committee
of the New York City Club. Through the bitterness and

suspicion of the war years, and at the very points where

intolerance and injustice bit the deepest, there probably was
no one whose integrity stood unquestioned as did that of

Albert DeSilver, no one whose ready sympathy and exact

unswerving intelligence so carried the confidence and affec-

tion of men of the most diverse opinions. Those of us who
remember that never-failing cheerful smile of his hardly
fee how we can do without it, for back of it lay brave, free

qualities of heart and mind such as we shall not soon meet

again.

TWENTY-five
years ago the first juvenile court

opened its doors in Chicago. Fifteen years ago the

first Institute for Juvenile Research began its work as a

direct outgrowth of the experience of the Chicago court.

At that same time The Survey, celebrating the court's first

decade, called upon the men who were then leaders in the

new movement to set forth its gains: Bernard Flexner,

Judge Julian W. Mack, Judge Harvey H. Baker, Judge
Ben Lindsey, Henry W. Thurston, Homer Folks and
others.

This month in Chicago (on January 2, 3 and 4) a

Citizens' Anniversary Committee is holding a series of pub-

lic meetings to celebrate again the progress that has been

made through the juvenile court and through scientific re-

search to deal with the problem of the boy and girl who
doesn't fit. The purpose of the whole machinery of court

and probation though the details have changed with ex-

perience is still as Judge Baker stated it in The Survey

for February 5, 1910: "to put each child who comes before

it in a normal relation to society as promptly and as per-

manently as possible." But the program for these anni-

versary meetings throws into relief two interesting develop-

ments of the quarter century.

The first is the appearance of the woman judge. Judge

Mary M. Bartelme, who sits on the bench in Chicago, is

with her colleague Judge Victor P. Arnold, an honorary

chairman of the committee of arrangements and will preside

at one of the sessions. Dr. Miriam Van Waters, referee

of the Los Angeles court, is one of the speakers at a dinner

in honor of the attending judges. We cannot call the roster

here of all the women who hold responsibility in courts for

the protection of children and the adjustment of family

difficulties but their growing number has been a factor of

no small importance in the progressively 'wiser service of

those courts to the girl delinquent a problem which Mr.

Thurston recognized in his survey of the Chicago court

fifteen years ago as then being more difficult than probation

for the boy.

The other is the shift in emphasis from what was at

best an intuitive process on the part of the court, reinforced

in the early years by a probation system in which there were

few traditions and almost no trained personnel, to the pains-

taking scientific inquiry of the psychiatrist. The importance

of psychopathic ctudy of delinquents had been felt during

the first decade of the Chicago court; hence the Institute of

Juvenile Research. The work in which Dr. Healy pioneered

has flowered beyond all forecast; the memory of Judge
Baker is now perpetuated in a similar foundation in Boston ;

the Commonwealth Fund has held its demonstration clinics

in the north, east, south and west ; and we are beginning

even to realize that there is need for study and care of

the child as a malleable personality long before the stage

when it is fair to call him a psychopathic problem and very

long before he could be classed under the law as a delin-

quent. Yet, in the words of the committee, "the psychology

of delinquency is so new" that one of the features of the

program will be a symposium on "foundations of behavior"

in the hope that through a scientific synthesis "new under-

standing may appear." It is the adding of new resources

to all forms of child care that makes the outlook bright

today for the juvenile court and the brightest hope of all,

though still a misty one, is that it may become obsolete.

Already the juven
:
le court is the point at which our penal
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machinery has become most flexible; it may be the first

part of the whole unhappy system to be reshaped under the

creative influence of a genuine social therapy.

NO
LESS than their city cousins, country people need

that kind of supervision of water, of milk, of com-
municable disease, of the health of school children, and the

education for health of all ages, which to be effective in a

community, must be planned for the community as a whole.

Yet on January i, 1924, only about one in seven of the

rural population of the United States was protected by a

local supervision of health under the direction of a full-

time health officer. The effort of Cattaraugus County (see

page 387) to use the resources of the Milbank Memorial
Fund and the State Charities Aid Association, aided by a

Technical Board and an Advisory Council representing the

foremost American experts in the special fields, to evolve

a technique and a self-supporting program for health in a

rural county, is one of great moment in the achievement of

the public health of this country.
The first county health department under the direction

of a whole time health officer was organized on June i,

1911, by Guilford County, North Carolina. By 1920 the

total number of counties with this system had been increased

to 109; each year since then has seen a substantial addition

until now the number for the whole country stands at 250.

(See map, page 390.) But there are 2,850 counties in the

Unted States which are rural, or rural in large part. Ohio
heads the list with full-time supervision of health for

57% of its rural population ; the only other states which

provide for as many as 40 per cent are Alabama, New
Mexico and North Carolina.

North Carolina, the pioneer of the whole project, has

evolved an effective system of state cooperation coupled
with local responsibility and initiative. Before 1917 all the

funds were provided locally, but subsequent legislatures

have made it possible for the state to subsidize the counties

which establish and maintain a full-time health depart-

ment by as much as $2,500 annually, provided the county

expends at least an equal amount. Only $1,000 of this is

granted unconditionally; the remaining $1,500 is made
conditional on the ability of the county health department
to show items of complete work such as vaccinations

against smallpox, nursing visits, school inspection and follow-

up and the like, equivalent to the total of its expenditures
in money. The cost of each type of work, carefully admin-

istered, has been evaluated, as a kind of measuring stick of

successful accomplishment. In this way the central state

administration is not responsible for the details of local

work, yet is assured the funds granted by it are being em-

ployed to good advantage.

The principle of a subsidy to stimulate local initiative and

responsibility is one which has been used effectively in the

county health field also by the United States Public Health

Service and the Rockefeller Foundation. In 1925 the Rocke-
feller Foundation contributed toward the budgets of 173
of the counties which were maintaining full-time health

staffs.

"Such aid," declared President Vincent in a review of the

year's work, "was in no sense designed permanently to take

the place of public funds, but merely to help state and local

authorities to prove to communities the value, feasibility, and
eventual economy of modern public health work."

JUST
how productive such grants may be is told in a

recent report pf the United States Public Health Service.

For several years this branch of the federal service has had

an apparently meager 550,000 a year to invest in rural sani-

tation. But the $43,584.52 actually paid out in the fiscal

year 1924, for 72 cooperative county projects, was matched

by more than twelve to one in money from other sources:

$465,185.09 from state, county and municipal governments;
and $75,022.12 from local health organizations, local chap-

ters of the American Red Cross, and the International

Health Board. In the average county project the Public

Health Service aims to make its allotment about one-eighth

or one-tenth of the total money made available for public

health work in that district.

That this policy of fraternal, not paternal, aid is justified

is apparent in the moral drawn by the Service from the sad

fate of Vermont. In the reports as of January i, 1923, 100

per cent of the rural population of Vermont was under full-

time health supervision ; a year later, that percentage stood

at o. This decline is laid probably to the fact that the ten

district health officers in Vermont were appointed by the

State Board of Health and paid out of a special appropria-

tion from state funds. Local taxation bore no share of the

burden ; the local boards of selectmen have no responsibility

for the support or administration of the system.

"Had they been partners in the district health business,"

the Public Health Report concludes, "sharing official, poli-

tical and financial responsibility for its success, the result of

the attack made on the district health system of Vermont in

the state legislature in 1923 probably would have been dif-

ferent. The case of Vermont furnishes an illuminating

example of a state doing more than its proportionate part

in local health service. The result is practically the same

as that in a state which does nothing or less than its pro-

portionate part for local health service."

BUT
when it does work, it is fine. Take, for example,

the health department of Madison County, Alabama,

which has been going on for five years. In this time there

has not been an epidemic of any of the contagious diseases

(except influenza), which is attributed to improved sanitary

conditions, prompt reporting by physicians, and proper meas-

ures of control, both in general and of the patient. The
main lines of the department's work in 1923 included sani-

tation, safeguarding of the milk and meat supplies, malaria

control, a county laboratory for all sorts of analyses, child

hygiene and school health work, (7,546 children examined,

for example) hygiene of maternity and infancy, a clinic for

venereal diseases, a program of health education, and such
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miscellaneous bits as 282 examinations for life extension, 327

lysical examinations for marriage, 276 children for work

tificates, 1,581 complete anti-typhoid inoculations, and 942

llpox vaccinations. All this, for a county which numbers

,535 souls and covers 811 square miles, cost a trifle more

than $19,000. The Public Health Service provided $2,070;
the state, $2,619.99; the county, $6,459.66; the municipali-

ties in it, which are included in the county administration of

1th, $4,813.38; and other agencies. $3,119.70.

"A program of health work," declares the Public Health

ice, "can be carried out on the cooperative basis in most

ral counties in the United States at a cost to each county

dily within its means, and in accordance with what logi-

ly should be its desires for public health service. . . .

y good business management, every dollar invested in the

enterprise can be made to yield a remarkable dividend in the

tection and promotion of human health and in a money
ing to the community amounting to many times over the

cost of the service."

IRADITIONAL,
rule-of-thumb management in indus-

try made a fatal slip, back in 1881 or 1882, when the

authorities of the Midvale steel plant, Philadelphia, per-

mitted a young gang boss to organize his responsibilities

after a fashion of his own. When Fdederick L. Taylor was

permitted to substitute his early beginnings in scientific

analysis and organization for the older rule-of-thumb pro-

cesses industry all over the country, all over the world,

indeed, should have seen that this was the beginning of the

end for arbitrary rule everywhere. There was, after that

there is. now, no permanent stopping place for the scien-

tific analyst until every item of every process in industry

is understood and approved by the most adequate intelligence

that humanity can produce. And arbitrary, rule-of-thumb

management, wherever it persists, waits, on the defensive,

the coming of the scientist.

Workers long believed that the whole incidence of the

Taylor system was directed to the increase of the employer's

profits. For this reason they opposed the system in many
places. They should have understood they have since

found out that traditional methods, attitudes and relation-

ships have never specifically favored the worker.

It may even be that industrial management was first in-

duced to accept the Taylor idea because it seemed to promise
increased profits, at small additional outlay. If so, here is

another nroof that business men sometimes buy either more
or less than they agree to pay for. Management should have

been forewarned that science is not likely to give up, at

any arbitrary wish or command, an unfinished task.

Those early analyses had to do with physical factors in-

volved in specific operations. Management relished this and
the workers did not for the most part. But in those days
science had no technique with which to probe any of the

other processes involved in industrial operations. And, any-

how, the establishment of the scientific ideal with respect to

objective factors and in the elimination of obvious wastes
was not an undesirable first step. Waste serves no good
purpose; and management must learn to respect science,

since, in the long run, the impact of the new method will

be most severely felt on the side of management.
The intervening years have provided a new technique.

Anal}'sis is now rapidly passing over from the consideration

of the old physical processes to the uncovering of those

many intimate moral and emotional factors which under all

conditions of industry implicate the worker in his work and
which help to determine, not alone his present effectiveness

in his present work, but also his wider relationships to his

whole environment and, therefore, his ultimate effectiveness

in the industrial order and his human significance in and to

the community which supports and is supported by industry.

This new technique is that extension of the psychiatric ap-

proach which is coming to be called industrial psychology.
At the December, 1924, meetings of the Taylor Society,

in New York City, the significance of this wider analysis

was set forth by Dr. Elton Mayo, in an address on The
Basis of Industrial Psychology. It is impossible to sum-
marize that address here. It appears in full in the De-
cember number of the Taylor Society Bulletin. The spirit

of it its promise for the future of the workers and the

standpoint of the emotional release of the workers and the

humanization of the whole industrial complex may be

found in the following single quotation :

Taylor confined his attention, upon the whole, to the prob-
lem of irrelevant synthesis or mistaken coordination in our
muscular apparatus; there is urgent need to extend this in-

quiry to discover what irrelevant syntheses of emotions and
ideas are imposed upon workers by indifferent education and
unsuitable conditions of work. I use the term "worker" here
to include proprietors and managers as well as machine oper-
ators.

The address was characterized by one of the hearers who
took part in the discussion as "the most important message
ever delivered to industry in America." As applied to the

content of this particular address, the statement may be xan

exaggeration; but as applied to its import, it was but a

simple statement of fact. Arbitrary, rule-of-thumb indus-

trial management is more and more on the defensive. When
the management engineer and the industrial psychiatrist have
finished their work, every rule-of-thumb cranny in the in-

dustrial world will have been cleaned and swept; every
traditional and arbitrary management will have been dis-

charged ; and industry will have become, under the direction

of intelligence and good will, the effective and human means

by which the community provides for its inclusive economic
needs and desires.

THE
successful flotation of the 10,000,000 reconstruc-

tion loan for Greece (so attractive were the terms, in-

deed, that the issue was heavily oversubscribed both in Lon-
don and in New York) marks the beginning of the third,

perhaps the final phase of the most appalling migration of

modern history.

With the first phase the tidal wave of a million refugees
who fled from Asia to Greece in 1922, refugees who had
to be housed wherever a roof was available, in church or

school or theater if need be, and who had to be fed and

clothed and bulwarked against pestilence by heroic emer-

gency measures American readers are familiar. They have
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heard less of the second phase of the orderly steps taken

under the treaty of Lausanne to send Turks from Greece

to Turkey and the remaining Greeks out of Turkey into

the homeland ; of the Refugee Settlement Commission set

up by the League of Nations: of the success of that Com-

mission in working out, with limited funds, the technique

of establishing Greek refugees on the land and in city trades;

and of the negotiations for an international loan which

have just come to a successful denouement.

Henry Morgenthau. first chairman of the Commission,

outlines the facts as to the loan in a recent interview:

It was clear from the beginning that . . . philanthropic sup-

port could only be a temporary remedy. The definite settle-

ment of these Greek refugees in productive work was evi-

dently the task of the Greek Government. The financial

condition of the Greek Government was such, however, that

the situation could only be met by a foreign loan and that

could only be raised with the moral support and technical help

of the League of Nations.

The League of Nations, as in the cases of Austria and

Hungary, had the matter carefully investigated, as a result

of which a plan for a self-liquidating loan was prepared. . . .

The entire loan is to be administered by the Refugee Set-

tlement Commission with its American Chairman. The Greek
Government transfers directly to the Commission about 1,250,-

OOO acres of land suitable for cultivation and development.
The value of the land is estimated to be more than 10,000,000.

The Greek Government transfers to the Settlement Commis-
sion all the proceeds of the loan. . . .

The purpose of the loan is to establish returned inhabitants

upon a permanently productive and self-supporting basis so

as to not alone prevent suffering on the part of those people,

but make certain that they will be able to contribute to the

actual prosperity of their own country.

The work of the Commission is now adequately financed.

Sance it began work a year ago it has already placed on the

land some thousands of refugee families and equipped them

with ploughs, work animals, and seed grain. It has worked

out its plans a two-room house with granary and stable for

each family, a cooperative deal with the whole village which

insures ultimate repayment for equipment in addition to the

instalments or rent which the settler pays for his land, a like

arrangement for setting up city workers with a outfit of

working tools. Mr. Morgenthau, having guided the Com-

mission through its experimental months, has resigned ;

Charles P. Rowland, a member of the New York bar with

broad international outlook, succeeds him. The Commis-

sion has entire liberty of action, and should be able to do

a clean-cut job. The success of the plan, it would seem,

could be threatened only if the Greek Government, hav-

ing accepted this substantial help in meeting its domestic

responsibilities, should jeopardize its financial and moral bal-

ance-sheet by some fresh outburst of military expenditure.

IS
this the last phase of the migration? It is too soon to

say. Miss Chater, who writes on p. 402 of the great

migration as a human thing -more poignant by far when

one sees it family by family than it could have been when

diplomats talked census figures found plenty of evidence

that both Greeks and Turks were reluctant to give up their

homes for a theoretical homeland. They may drift back

in both directions. One cannot quite conceive of any treaty

strong enough to undo the racial habits that began to be

formed in the days of Marathon and Salamis.

Eventually, those who stay in Greece and are added to

the normally productive workers should make themselves

felt in the prosperity of the country. But it will take a long
time; houses cannot be put up, nor fields drained and

plowed, nor supplies made available, without long persistent

effort. In the meantime the refugees are still unable to help
themselves. The Commission is specifically debarred from

giving any charitable or merely temporary relief. New-

batches of repatriates are being received week by week;
they must all be cared for somehow in the interim between
their arrival and the methodical completion of the recon-

struction program. It is perhaps not enough for American
investors to loan their money at 8 per cent to build little

houses in Macedonia. There is need for giving too.

NOTHING
more appropriate could have happened in

connection with the World Federation of Educa-

tional Associations' peace contest than that which did hap-

pen, namely, that the prize was won by Dr. David Starr

Jordan, chancellor emeritus of Stanford University, and

one of America's foremost leaders in the movement to abolish

wars from the face of the earth. Dr. Jordan's plan is, both

by the terms of the contest and by his own predilections,

an educational program. The short and the long of it is that

the world can be saved from war only by educating the

peoples of the earth to other moods and to other practices.

"Any specific procedure can be at best only a step toward

the development of enlightened public opinion and cooper-

ation in effecting mutual understanding among peoples."

For this purpose, the plan suggests the followfing lines of

"hopeful activity" :

The formation of a general World Committee on Educa-

tion for Peace, to function in connection with the several edu-

cational groups in the different nations, and a second Inter-

national Committee to cooperate with many already established

organizations for peace in all parts of the world.

A committee to investigate the present teaching of history

the world over, reporting also on textbooks used, their virtues

and their delinquencies from the standpoint of international

amity.
A committee on the teaching of patriotism.

A committee to consider special plans of promoting mutual

international understanding.
A committee to consider the possibilities of better relations

through the international use of athletic sports.

A committee to consider the possibility of a continuous effort

to commit the visible influence of the Government of the

United States to definite activity in behalf of peace by means

of a Bureau of Conciliation in the Department of State, or

a Peace Council connected with the same department.
A committee to consider without prejudice the question of

military training in school and college, its possible advantages
to the individual and the Nation, with the alleged accompany-

ing drawbacks and dangers.
A .committee to consider 'preparedness' in regard to the

educational, economic and social aspects.

A committee to study The Hague Court of Arbitration,

also the present Permanent Court of International Justice

and the relation of these two activities to world education.

A committee to consider the League of Nations and the

problems involved in our acceptance or adhesion to that or-

ganization, with special reference to its bearings on inter-

national education.
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Confetti from Parnassus

L'

DouMeday, Page & Co.

O V E L Y as the autumn

leaves at Valambrosa do the

book jackets strew our desk,

luscious in color, intriguing in

design, sometimes stern in the

austerity of unadorned type. We
have had a riotous time playing

amongst them and we congratulate

the American publishers on this

largesse of decoration they give

with their books. We don't want

to be a book-reviewer anymore . . .

we want to be a book jacket re-

viewer! Here are some, though
our sober blacks and whites can never do justice to this

confetti from Parnassus.

We collected these jackets with two ideas; one, that

perhaps the books in the social service fields could imitate

these vivid city cousins, and dress to gain more readers and

carry their messages against such colorful competition ; and

two, that we could pass on from the book jackets a hint or

two on pictorial publicity.

THE
jacket is the Cinderella of book-mak'ng. Its hum-

ble duty was to protect the book from getting dusty or

shop-worn. It was a plain wrapper like the one of

butcher's paper Mother use to fold around the 'Rithmetic,

or those nobler ones of neatly-figured calico (water-proof

oilcloth, for boys) she sewed on the Jography with long criss-

cross stitches. (And why are not some of those striped and

checkered calicoes reproduced for native

: designed jackets today?) Book jackets

were homecraft products ;
in utility al-

is the birth of art.

o effort was made to produce attractive

effects. Frequently there was not even type-
matter on the wrapper. To introduce this

was the first step in making the jacket a

help in selling. Improvement in appearance
came about because of the keen competition
of books on tables and counters, and the

habit of buyers of going to a shop to make
a selection from what they found there

rather than with a definite title in view.
At present the design of the wrapper is

given the most careful attention by the edi-

torial, manufacturing, and publicity depart-
ments in a publishing house. In many cases

highly paid type experts and illustrators or

poster artists are called in. (Harper's)

Cinderella married a prince, you see The Macmilian Co

the Publicity Department! His wand changed her wrapper
into a "jacket," and he gives her such silks and satins and

cloths of gold that we will soon have to put back the old

paper cover to protect these beautiful jackets from dust and

finger-prints. Many of them are worth such protection.

The jacket is also a "poster or display piece" to catch the

wandering attention of a casual book buyer and bring to

his eyes as quickly as possible the title and the author. They
are of three sorts.

Book jackets are of three sorts:

The illustrative jacket is designed to catch the eye, to appeal
to the imagination, and in some way tell the story; the dec-

orative design attempts to catch the eye and appeal to the

imagination; the type jacket purposes simply to set forth a brief

resume of the contents of the book. (Knopf)
Pictorial wrappers in most cases have but one idea. They

present a striking picture, an exaggeration of some familiar or

exciting scene in the book, or some symbol of the book's mes-

sage, and the picture and the title tell the whole story of what
the book is about. Perhaps the picture is helped by a small

caption leading the interest on into the story. The best pic-
torial wrappers are those which most strikingly and forcefully
draw the reader's attention to the book. (Doubleday-Page)

We reproduce some pictorial packets on this page. They
are perhaps not very useful for serious books, yet we believe

lots of social books would gain readers by picturing the

drama so many of them do contain. Note that Robert

Lowie's Primitive Religion is a serious book, yet the jacket

is pictorially interesting, symbolizes the content and

remains dignified. There is drama and spiritual beauty

every real social book; many of them are lovely

future why shouldn't these be pictured

on the covers? Education, child study,

recreation suggest fields in which such

jackets would be helpful, and even re-

inforce the message of the text. The
rewards in wider audiences might be

worth the price. At present the author

of a book on Adolescence would feel him-

self a victim of sensationalism were he

to find a stirring love scene on his book

jacket, however much that scene deserved

to be both text and moral of his work.

The publishers declare, however, that

the trend is away from the four-color

process printed picture jacket, with its

conventional "action" scene between hero

and heroine, even for the 'thud and

blunder' tale, or the popular love story.

The difficulty with these jackets is that

visions of the

Ft'afs on the Fiord

The Children's Classics
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Boni & Liveright

A reflection of the

type and quality of the

contents of the book.

This is to help identify

the book quickly to a

prospective purchaser,

and to attract to it the

attention of people in-

terested in the subject

which it discusses.

(Harper's)

"PRIMITIVE!
RELIGION 1

Robert H.

Lowle
HARPER M BROTHERS ESTABLISHED ill]

given a row of twenty books in a

bookshop, displayed face outwards,
those books which display illustra-

tions in four colors cannot be differ-

entiated one from the other at a

distance of over ten feet. (Bren-
tano)

In Borzoi Books the tendency has

been in the direction of a com-
bination of decorative design and

type jacket. Type is used in

such a way as to render the jacket
decorative and all this is enhanced

by the brightly colored papers. . . . When an illus-

trative jacket is used the decorative art is not forgot-
ten so that Borzoi jackets are seldom purely pictorial.

The old-fashioned action jacket has been practically

abandoned by Alfred A. Knopf, and this new and more
artistic form has taken its place.

The picture is too easy to do, and meets strong

competition. Moreover, it does not express the in-

dividuality of the publisher, or the spiritual essence

of the book.

Most serious books have type jackets, and it is

upon type with the judicious use of decoration

that we must generally depend. The purpose of

this jacket is thus stated:

The type wrapper is essentially a type poster. It

plays up the title and in catching phrases, tells what
the book is about and why it should interest the reader.

The type selection should also express the spirit of

the book. That is, in the case of a book of poems,

easy flowing swash type, and a neat design is wanted;
in biography, dignity and restraint; in a sensational book, bold

face and glaring headline effects. Sometimes maps and sketches

help to portray graphically the story and often designs are used

to express some part of the spirit of the book.

What is meant can be learned from the beauty of the

type and design cover for Pipers and a Dancer, and from

the fantastic lettering of Punch and Judy, both reproduced

herewith. We fear that these covers enjoyed much greater

artistic pains-taking than the average volume on criminology

or mental health issued by the same publishers. Yet, study

reveals a deal of good type design on the covers of the

social service book as in Society and Its Surplus. The de-

fects are a certain barrenness one or two words thrown

in the face; a certain obvious stodgy utilitarianism; a de-

pendence upon pure intellectual appeal, rather than on any

combination of emotion and beauty; and an overanxious

use of many words to tell the importance and contents of

the book so the reader will go inside. The jackets look

poverty-struck, or else messily verbose.

Some publishers use a fixed style of jacket on their serious .

books.

The Macmillan Company's "standard jacket" in yellow, with

brown lettering and the Macmillan monogram, is now so well

known as to have real advertising value. So far as we know,
-,

this idea of a uniform jacket which can everywhere be recog-
j

nized as the wrapping of a Macmillan book is original with us.
\

In the case of serious books (on history, economics, science)

this jacket carries only a brief note descriptive of the field and .

aim of the book. With novels we try to give on the jacket:

some idea of the subject of the story, and the way the author

has treated it, leaving the purchaser to supply his own laudatory

adjectives after he has read it.

Doesn't this "standard yellow jacket" sacrifice variety,

and the vigorous appeal of individuality? We get the Mac-

millan guarantee rather than a thrill of discovery; we de-

pend upon a trade-mark rather than an autograph. We
rather feel a book deserves its own clothes.

The future of the book jacket? It's rather like asking

the future of an explosion. But the book jacket is here to

stay. It is already excellently done, and getting better. In

England several printers' annuals reproduce every year the

best book jackets along with the best posters and the best

examples of lithography that have come to the printing

shops. You may have seen the book

exhibition at the National Arts Club

in New York last November in whict

acres of book jackets disported them-

selves, and were admired as gracious

additions to the decoration of living

The publishers are hopeful a:

publishers have to be.

The poster jacket done simply in tw<

colors, with perhaps the jacket paper ai

a third color, has a strong news-stant

value. Of course, the impressionist!!

trend of modern art has made this sor

of book jacket possible. Designs whicl

five or ten years ago would have lookec

strange to the casual book-buyer an :

now accepted by him as strong sale:

arguments rather out of the ordinary

The Macmillan Co.

The greatest room

for improvement lies

in the art work and

this is a matter for

the artists to take in

hand. Under the

stimulus of the recent

Russian and German

immigrants, artists

have been stirred to a

little better original-

ity. When we fully

"cash in" upon this

new attitude ice may
reach the golden age
in jacket designing.

(Boni and Liveright ) G
'
P . Putn ',, Sons

In the [arid of the

jaughingBuddha
Upton Close
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Romance shows in his love for the theatrical, his pleasure

in the matter and manner of the stage.

He is visionary, too. His heart holds that there is some-

thing of dream and passion in life, something of the Fallen

Angel, exiled from Paradise. Me finds this passion of life

not only in the jungle with Emperor Jones, but even in a

brothel or sanatorium, and now in the suppressed desires

under an elm that persists in resembling a banana tree.

Thus he provides the drama of escape, granting a vicarious

thrill to the city-bound lashed to their machines, with the

religious emotions all crushed out of them, yet uneasy still

from a sort of vestigial primitiveness that survives in the

animal man who has to beat Nature and maybe will.

But both O'Neill and his escape-desirous audience are un-

fortunate they have modern souls, and cannot cheat them-

selves with mere fairy tales. N'o, romance must be here and

now. O'Neill the romanticist becomes O'Neill the realist.

He does not seek buried gold, but buried romance.

In Desire Under the Elms you can hear him arguing to

himself: "If I can find it here, I have proved my case. They
lived like stones among stones (why didn't he call it Desire

Among the Stones?) yet we moderns know they were full

of suppressed desires. If I can flay them before the audience

we will find their uncovered hearts to be seething cauldrons

of red lusts, purple passion, lechery, murder, and blind wrath,

color on color grand romance, and lovely theatre in the

contrast between this grey paintless house and the ascetic

pretense of these clod-hopper surfaces with the broth of pas-

sion in their breasts."

Even expressionism cannot flay people on the stage so

O'Neill flayed the house. The gable elevation is cut into

four quarters from which the clapboards can be removed

until we can see in turn into the kitchen, the parlor and

two attic bed-rooms separated by a thin wall. It is a Greek-

like device of extreme ingenuity though easily suggestive of

Le Sage's unroofed town in The Devil on Two Sticks. It

fails, not of itself, but for what it fails to reveal underneath.

For I confess I think Desire Under the Elms is a failure,

though better worth while so than many of our successes.

It opens like a "by heck" melodrama (there is even a

purse of gold under the loose board) with two hay-seed come-

dians going off to Californ-eye-a, after getting drunk and

slap-sticking their father, old man Cabot, all over the stage.

Next it speeds up into a bed-room farce wherein the 76-year-

old Father sits besides his new wife, Abbie, in her nightgown
on the bed, and maunders about how his Number One and

Number Two did not understand him, and how he wants

another baby. Disclosed in the next room is Eben Cabot, son

of Number Two, writhing on his bed with some compound
of emotion 'between love and loathing for this provocative

successor of his own Mother. Number Three vamps young
Eben on the parlor sofa, having lighted up the room for the

first time since his mother lay there in her coffin. Then we
have a rural cabaret to celebrate the birth of the baby, with

old Cabot doing a specialty dance number to prove he is

still vigorous enough to be a father though everybody else

knows the child is Eben's doing. Here comes something re-

markably like a fragment of Greek tragedy when young Eben

is persuaded that Abbie, the wife, has tricked him into helping

her get a baby so that this son will oust him and inherit the

farm. Abbie smothers the child in its cradle in the room

upstairs, and there arrives a clumsy Nemesis of a sheriff, and

\ve end on the "by heck" note.

The audience the night I saw this medley burst into spon-

Scene from Desire Under the Elms

taneous applause for the dance number just as they would
have done at the Palace vaudeville, and with more vigor than
for anything else in the play. This boneheadedness of an

O'Neill audience about when to laugh or applaud is not pure
Philistinism. It results from O'Neill's headstrong faith in

his ability to symbolize and project values that can't be sym-
bolized and projected. At one uncertain moment we de-

cided to begin this review: "If Mr. O'Neill isn't spoof-

ing us, he ought to be," and for safety's sake we put it in

now in case these bright youths of the Village some day e-

veal it was all a faked-up attack on the Puritan Complex.
Rut this is unfair, for the intent is fine and hnncst--yet the

way of the symbolist is hard. Now, O'Neill's surfaces are

harsh and ugly, but beneath he searches for passion and beauty,
and so he has to use symbols. He hates (and how lovely is

this hatred in an artist!) to label emotions, and to prove

spiritual essences by mathematics and syllogism. His silver

bullets, "the old Davil sea," his Hairy Apes and stoke-holds,

the polyglot names of the Glencairn crew Scotty and Yank
and Cocky even his drunkenness and lechery, all are signs

and tokens signs and tokens of something wonderful and

beautiful behind the bleary imbecilic face of life.

But crossing the abyss between realism and romance on

a bridge of symbolism is a teetering business. In the

theatre it demands the superlative acting and direction that

Mr. O'Neill doesn't always get. We can never be sure what
O'Neill suffers from the actor. One wise woman says we
can't do justice to Desire until we read it which we can do

soon in the complete edition of the O'Neill plays offered by
Boni and Liveright. Mary Morris, as Abbie, achieved a good
deal of the symbolic the exotic, destructive, female love

thing, but she was never a New England woman. We sus-

pect most people agree that The Long Journey Home was

the best sector of Glencairn not because it is better drama

than In the Zone, but because Walter Abel gave such a

grand simple character in Olson that he just lifted the whole

incident up where it belonged.

O'Neill is trying hard things, and if he fails at moments
it is because of his bitter honesty in refusing to be merely

photographic, or indolently sentimental. He seeks almost as

a blind man, for the marriage of reality and dreams which is

the spirit.
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A PLAYHOUSE OF WIDE INTERESTS
(Continued from page 398)

LECTURES AND DRAMA

Our experimental theatres have now followed this lead.

The Theatre Guild and The Provincetown Playhouse,

rhrough their subscription audiences, are underwritten so

that they can produce each season a fixed number of plays,

iome of which may not be commercially successful but

u-hich have experimental value.

Following late in their footsteps, The Neighborhood

Playhouse is seeking to create a larger subscription audience

of its own, ready to accept the fact that variety is the spice

of the theatre no less than of life. While it offers its sub-

scribers special material advantages, it is more deeply inter-

ested in gaining larger audiences to share in the pursuit of

its artistic and social ideals, to lend responsive sympathy

'to its endeavors, and to work towards that community under-

j

standing of life and the arts that marks off the civilized

societies of the world from nations of barbarians, boors

and Babbitts.

This season's repertory is characteristic of what an ex-

perimental theatre brings to the intelligence, the discrimina-

tion and the taste of its audiences. Its six bills include

The Little Clay Cart, a famous Sanskrit comedy dating

back as far as the eighth century at the latest and assigned,

apocryphally, to King Sudraka; Exiles, a subtly psychologi-

cal study of sex-relationships by James Joyce, of Ulysses

fame ; a revival of Salut au Monde, the dramatic version of

Whitman's poem ;
Sooner or Later, a modern form of dance-

drama; a new American play; and The Grand Street

Follies, a gay revue satirizing the tendencies of the theatri-

cal year in New York.

IT
WOULD be blind to fail to recognize that the road

of an art theatre, growing out of a social centre and a

neighborhood theatre, and aiming to be a well-spring of

life and of artistic inspiration far beyond the purlieus of

Grand Street, has been and is beset with material difficulties

not faced by the ordinary theatre. Its .location, a bit

\ time-consuming for audiences from up town, is in a neigh-

borhood whose people shift and fluctuate as they rise in

the economic scale, so that there is little permanence. The

creation of a permanent company, recruited from the danc-

ing and acting classes, is impeded by the fact that the

commercial theatre, with its facile standards and quicker

cuts to recognition, wins away those not dedicated to higher

artistic claims. The low price of seats, due to the fact that

the directing group steadfastly practises the theory that

freedom can be maintained only if an art theatre is not

wholly dependent on the box office, is another handicap.

Tax free as an educational and social institution, the Play-

house requires an enormous endowment to cover overhead

costs and a share of the administrative expenditure.

What of the future of the Playhouse? Can it live up to

its inspiring past, under the strain of increased cost of

living, labor and production?

On the part of The Neighorhood Playhouse itself there is

no doubt that it will always reach out to new ways of life.

To it drama is a spiritual thing as necessary to the men
of today as religion. If the art of a nation is healthy, the

nation is healthy. The art theatres and universities, acting

NEIGHBORHOOD

TELEPHONE- DRYDOCK 7516

Every Evening (except Monday)
Matinee Saturday

"The Little Clay Cart"
Clastic Hindu Comedy

A PLAY TWELVE HUNDRED YEARS OLD
THRILLS NEW YORK OF TODAYI

"The flavor is one of grace and lyricism and wit. . . .

One of the most admirable entertainments in town."

Stark Young in N. Y. Times.

"An American nights' entertainment. . . . Doing it

delightfully. . . . Imaginative fun."

Gilbert Gabriel in Telegram-Mail.

Orchestra $1.50; Balcony $1.00, 75 cents

RAND
SCHOOL ;:

7 East 15th St.

Courses beginning
Dec. 30, 8:30 p. m. Dr. Morris Kahn

"Heredity and Eugenics'
'

Jan. 7, 7:00 p. m. Mr. Algernon Lee
"History of Mankind"

,n. 8, 8:30 p. m. Dr. Walter Polakor
"Managing Industry for Protection"

n. 8, 8:30 p. m. Herman Epstein
"The Blng of the Nlbelungen"

Jan. 9, 8:30 p. m. Carl Van Doren
"Love in American Literature"

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

HOME
STUDY

Become More Efficient
through courses In Chemistry, History,
Mathematics, English, Psychology,
Education, Business and 35 other sub-

jects which the University gives by mail. They command
credit toward a Bachelor degree and may be begun at any

Efjc <Hntoeritp of Cijtcago

ome
Study
of the

Bible

10,000 MEN AND WOMEN
|

from all walks of life now studying
the Bible under competent guidance.
I E COURSES Interesting con-
**} atructive Modern Bible study
broadens vision. Deepens wisdom.
Begin now. Descriptive literature
free. ALL COURSES CA^The American Institute ^v*-

of Sacred Literature each

tEfte ?Hnttoerfiitp of Chicago
Opt. 350 CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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WINNERS
of the

PRIZE REVIEW
Contest for

THE PEOPLE'S
CORPORATION

by King C. Gillette

1st Prize, $5OO.OO
MR. STUART CHAbE

of the Labor Bureau

New York, N. Y.

2"dPrize,$25O.OO
MR. GEORGE SOULE

ofthe Labor Bureau

New York, N. Y.

3"'Prize,$100.00
MR.NORMAN THOMAS

of the League for

Industrial Democracy
New York,N.Y.

4th $50.00
|

MR. HARRY SALPETER

New York, N. Y.

5th Prize, $50.00
|

MR. RALSTON
FLEMMING

Norfolk, Va.

6th prize ? $5O.OO
|

MR. J. N. AIKEN

ofthe Virginian Pilot

Norfolk, Va.

In addition to the cash prizes, the next
100 winnersjeach receive a volume from
the Modern^ Library selected by them.

BONItLIVERIGHT
GOOD
BOOKS

61 WEST 48'-- STREET

NEW YORK, HI.

Cancer Cases Among
Earners

unable to work longer, suffer a heaped-up

distress, similar in extent to the appalling

miseries of famous disasters the sudden

destruction by great earthquakes, the cruel

deaths that occurred in the Black Hole of

Calcutta, the solitary wasting of plagues,

the deep agony of the lost wreck victims of

the sea, unless attention and aid make a dif-

ference. Believe the

SERVANTS OF RELIEF FOR
INCURABLE CANCER

among the destitute, when they say that this is true.

They have made a tiny beginning in the last 25 years to
turn sympathy toward tragic cases of this dragon-like
disease, and now are trying to accumulate money enough
to build a large fireproof Country Home in Westchester
County for 100 patients, of all creeds, who are in the
hands of despair. These sister-nurses have made a good
start in their fireproof construction, in a limited Annex
House to be connected with the future great Home, and
they still have about $130,000.00. But they need $300,000.00
more to complete a fine, sensble hospice on their splendid
hill property at Hawthorne, New York, thirty miles from
the Grand Central Station. The sick men and women pay
nothing, for they have nothing. None are accepted who
could pay.

Mother M. Alphonsa Lathrop, O. S. D., Treasurer,

Rosary Hill Home. Hawthorne, Westchester County, New York.

like anti-toxins, preserve the life of the theatre. They
will flourish as long as the theatre lives. So this little

theatre, a fountain of beauty and of artistic inspiration in

one strident, materialistic community, believes that it can

still capture glamor and color and laughter from life and

in a harsh, ugly environment bring about a new interpreta-

tion of life.

THE GREAT MIGRATION
(Continued from page 404)

"Alcibiades," said one little Turk.

"Herakles," said the other.

Out of the hundreds of Greek refugees whom we knew,
all spoke with affection of Turkey and their Moslem
friends. "Mine country," George called Brusa. His is a

typical history. The owner of an olive grove of twelve

hundred trees and a house of nine rooms which his father

built in the lovely river valley of Brusa, he fled from con-

scription in the Turkish army in 1916; returned to his home

the year after the Armistice only to escape with his old

mother and his two sisters on. ten minutes notice when the

Turks took Smyrna. "I just have ten minutes to get her

into a boat," he said pointing to the old woman, "I take

her up in my arms, so!" They had reached Salonika with

only the clothing that they wore and were living last sum-

mer like every 'better class' refugee family that we knew,

in one room: and like every other family they had had to

take in relatives who would otherwise have slept on the

street. George was now our coachman.

"But, ten years, maybe less, we all go back," he added.

We needed to buy mattresses. "I take you to men from

mine country," said the Greek from Brusa, and we stopped

before a little open shop in which three grave Turks were

sewing. We said that the prices seemed high. George
lost patience. "These mens not Greek! These mens not

Jew! These mens, Turkish honest!" From the Greek

who had been the wisest Governor General of Macedonia,

to the man who drove us every day, we heard no other

opinion of the Ordinary Turk : of the Turkish government,

as of many governments, we heard bad things.

And what is America doing? But for Save the Children,

thousands and thousands of people would have starved to

death. But for the advance made through the League of Na-

tions from England, the Refugee Settlement Commission

directed by Henry Morenthau, would not have had so far

money to begin a single new village or to buy even plows.

The Greeks are working for their lives, winning sincere

respect and admiration from all foreigners who work with

them. The refugees must be put quickly upon the land or

the people will perish. There is a famine of seed. Much land

cannot be used till it is drained or the farmers will die of

fever. The United States Government never concluded the

sorely needed Greek loan which was being negotiated when

the war began. This opportunity for American generosity

is past. The American Red Cross withdrew from Greece.

The two oranizations on the field, the brave little Village

Cooperative Society in Macedonia and the splendid Near

East Relief are, for any real alleviation of the tragedy, power-

less through lack of funds. In the presence of this agonv

of nations, the people of the United States seem still content

to be observers.
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CHILD LABOR-THE NEW ALIGNMENT
((Continued from page 382)

in force. The springs of local initiative were not dried

p. There was no cessation of state regulation. On the

contrary the state enforcement agents testified to the benefits

they received from federal cooperation and they were en-

thusiastically enlisted in the ranks of those who persuaded

Congress to approve the amendment. Moreover, neither

the first federal law nor the various state acts have in any
way deterred local educational authorities from developing
the public school system. Experience has plainly showed
that national protection and state action are complementary
and not mutually exclusive.

These intellectual arguments are, to judge by Massa-
lusetts' experience, a relatively minor current in a

powerful stream of public feeling. The conclusive factor

was the wide-spread dictum that the proposed Twentieth
Amendment "if ratified, will establish for all time federal

bureaucratic control over all activities of all youth under

eighteen in place of existing parental and local control."

This, said Charles R. Gow, "is the most dangerous assault

upon our institutions ever publicly proposed. Nationaliza-

tion of youth is the keystone of the Red program a. chal-

lenge to every thinking American." Mr. Gow's letter

appealing for funds with which to oppose the child labor

amendment began with a quotation from supposedly com-

munist writings: "We must remove the children from the

pernicious influence of the family." Massachusetts was
asked to vote against the nationalization of children, and

Massachusetts so voted.

The issue was further complicated by the appeal of Car-

dinal O'Connell, who apparently was successful in aligning

the Catholic clergy against the child labor amendment.

This was a curious and unexpected development. Father

John A. Ryan, the eminent social worker, published in the

Catholic World of November a powerful argument in

favor of the adoption of the Twentieth Amendment in the

course of which he quoted the following sentences from

Pope Leo's encyclical on the condition of labor:

In regard to children great care should be taken not to place
them in workshops and factories until their bodies and minds
are sufficiently mature. For just as rough weather destroys
the buds of spring so too early an experience of life's hard
work blights the young promise of a child's powers and makes

any real education impossible.

Such a pronouncement from the highest ecclesiastical au-

thority ought to make the injection of the religious issue in

the child labor question impossible. In general Catholics

have divided over the amendment just as have the members
of other churches and those without distinct religious affilia-

tions. War propaganda, not religion nor states' rights,

was the truly confusing factor.

Louis A. Coolidge, chairman of the Sentinels of the

Republic and treasurer of the United States Shoe Machin-

ery Company, was credited with a large share of the re-

sponsibility for the result in Massachusetts. Speaking

before the Boston Boot and Shoe Club Mr. Coolidge said

that the age of eighteen years was fixed in the amendment "by

groups actuated by communistic and bolshevistic interests

in Moscow, groups whose primary purpose was to nation-

alize the youth of the United States and place in the hands
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Just Published

CHILD LABOR
By Julia E. Johnsen Price $2.40 postoaM

In accordance with the plan of The Handbook Series

to which it belongs, this volume contains reprints of

leading articles from the press, touching the question of

child labor from all angles. In the General Discussion

the historical side is covered, including the present status

of child labor, its physiological, sociological and economic

effects, its bearings from psychological and educational

standpoints, legislative and administrative aims and

ideals, practical experiments, and the movement for the

international regulation of child labor.

The Affirmative and Negative Discussions contain, re-

spectively, facts and arguments for and against the ques-
tion of regulating child labor in the United States by
Federal Amendment to the Constitution. These sections,

together with the Affirmative and Negative Briefs in-

cluded in the volume, will be extremely helpful to those

interested in furthering the progress of the proposed 2Oth

Amendment thru the forty-odd legislative sessions to be

held in the various states during the coming months.
There is aho a carefully selected bibliography.
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THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
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The Education of

Exceptional Children
By

JOHN Louis HORN
Associate Professor of Education at Mills College and

author of "The American Elementary School"

Dr. Horn's book goes straight to the heart of the

matter of differentiated education education adapted
to the needs of the non-typical child. Children are

grouped according to intelligence measurements, and
the most effective methods for the education of the

different groups are suggested. Seventy percent of the

children are considered normal, and should be educated
as a unit. But the fifteen percent of super-intelligent
and the fifteen percent of sub-normal children should

receive specialized education. In the case of sub-normal
children juvenile delinquency and incorrigibility are

treated, and the book broadens out into the field of

sociology.

The volume also devotes chapters to the education of

physically defective children the crippled, the blind,

and the deaf and dumb. It discusses the pre-school
status of handicapped children and the training of such

children by their parents. For teachers in schools in-

structing physically defective children this book offers

many stimulating and practical suggestions. Its price
is $2-00.

THE CENTURY CO.
353 Fourth Avenue New York City
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of Congress the absolute power to say what every boy and

girl under eighteen years of age can or cannot do."

Congressman A. Piatt Andrew thus described the advo-
cates of the child labor amendment in a speech in Boston
on October 8:

They are for the most part pacifists and internationalists.

They regret our generous and glorious part in the World
War. They would do away with the army and navy and means,
of national defense. They would do away with the Supreme
Court. They would do away with the Constitution. They
would have the Federal Government take over all of the

functions of the states and local governments. They wouldi
centralize everything in Washington with federal laws, federal
bureaus and federal police, controlling every activity of our
lives. They would establish in Washington a modern form of

an ancient tyranny, no less obnoxious here than in Russia be-
cause it bears the label of democracy. It is from this point
of view that I invite your attention to the Twentieth Amend-
ment.

It was from that fantastic point of view that the entire-

Massachusetts campaign was keyed. The communist foe-

seemed to be marching on Boston and disturbed citizens-

of that ancient commonwealth arose to defend their homes
and their altars from the "bear that walks like a man.""

Nothing like it has been seen since a hundred years and

more ago the terror of the French Revolution blinded

Englishmen to the realities of their own social and political

problems. The red herring of Russian propaganda failed

to move hard-headed politicians such as President Coolidge-
and the late Senator Lodge, but it deceived its thousands,

and its ten thousands in twentieth century Massachusetts

which can't understand why its forebears in Salem were

afraid of witches! Yet ancient Salem dreamed nothing-

more remote from reality than did those who accepted at

its face value the false and misleading doctrine that the

protection of American children from injurious industrial

processes is a step toward the "nationalization of youth."

HEALTH TO THE CROSSROADS
(Continued from page 390)

less, interested but wriggling children, and weigh and measure

and look down throats and take records ; and eventually to cor--

relate all those records at headquarters with the comforting;

realization that practically every child from every little

hamlet or isolated farm has been through this uniform

process. As a result you know those whom you must

follow up at once; and then, that done, there are the-

alarming list of 2 X and 3 X tonsils, the first of

which need careful watching, the second immediate

operation, to lure one on to thoughts of district tonsil

clinics, and other similar devices which may come in time

to wipe out the general burden of preventable and remedi-

able physical defects which are weighing down childhood in

Cattaraugus County.
If the experience of other communities holds good in

Cattaraugus, there are probably about 525 cases of tuber-

culosis in the county. Up to December I, 1924, 407 of

these had been located. To find the rest, to find them in

an incipient stage when cure is probable, to make sure that

they are making use of every chance they have, and, above-

all, that they are not sowing the seeds of tuberculosis in-

fection in their homes or schools or factories, is the constant

aim of these nurses and doctors in all their work. A nurse,

following up a school child who needed glasses, may hear
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THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

Extract from Diary, The Pelham Tours . . . Extract
No. 3

Venice, June 24th: Beneath my window in Florence lay the
Arno and beyond it, from the grim old fortress on the right,
the crumbling walls of Michael Angelo's across the green hills,

past the tower of Galileo tall against the clear sky, past the

frowning splendor of San Miniato, down to the gaunt arches
of the Porta San Niccolo, and so back again to the Arno, the
Arno that I loved. About the river are clustered my memories
of Florence; its beautiful churches with their treasures of art;
its wonderful galleries; its magnificent buildings; Giotto's Tower
and the Battistero; the quaint shops of the Ponte Vecchio and
the lovely arches of that most perfect bridge, Ponte Santa
Trinita.

It was a full week and a happy one. We drove to Fiesole

on its hills to the North, with the Valley of the Arno spread
at its feet; and to Certosa to the South. The scent of lavender
will always recall to me, I am sure, the fragrant sunny cloister

of that old Carthusian monastery and the bees droning sleepily

among the purple blossoms.
The ride over the Apennines to Bologna was another memor-

able one and Bologna itself with its arcaded streets, most in-

teres'ting.
And now we are in Venice; We left the automobiles at

Mestre, just outside, and came in by boat. Last night we
drifted over dark waters spangled with the gleams of hun-

dreds of fairy lanterns like the one hung at the black prow of

our own gondola and listened dreamily to the music floating
across the waters. Fairyland it was and all the other princes
and princesses were floating happily in their gondolas too and

they also were enchanted and even though we would awaken
from the dream all too soon, still we would never forget.
Tomorrow we got out to the Lido and I shall have a dip in

the Adriatic. Then we pick up our autos again at Mestre
and are off to Verona, To be Continued

For information concerning these tours, <write to

"The Pelham Tours,"
Room 1514, 100 East 42nd Street, New York City

Escape Winter Storms and Enjoy the

Balmy Mediterranean!

The beautiful Cunard oil-burner, S. S. Laconia (20,000

tons). THE HOLY LAND, EGYPT, TURKEY,
GREECE, ITALY, SPAIN, MADEIRA, FRENCH
RIVIERA, etc., etc., with their marvelous beauty, fasci-

nating romance, unique scenes, and sacred associations,

yielding fabulous dividends of enjoyment, education, and

inspiration.

62 days. Sailing Jan. 31, 1925

Stop-over privileges in Europe, returning first-class on

Bereni/aria, Aquitania, etc.

$600 and up
according to size and location of stateroom.

THAT IRRESISTIBLE
WORLD-ENCIRCLING CRUISE

HAVANA, PANAMA CANAL, LOS ANGELES, HON-
OLULU, JAPAN, CHINA, KOREA, MANILA, JAVA,
SINGAPORE, BURMA, INDIA, CEYLON, EGYPT,
SUEZ CANAL, HOLY LAND, NAPLES, MONACO,
CHERBOURG. European stop-over privilege. Round-

trip on the fine new oil-burner S.S. California (17,000

tons). Returning first-class any time during year on

Berengaria, etc.

$1250 and up
including regular ship and shore expenses.

122 days:
Sailing from New York Jan. 20, 1925; from Los Angeles
Feb. 4, 1925.

For information address

CLARK'S TOURS, 112 EAST 19th STREET

of a neighbor sick in the next house. And this is what she

may find.

A shack, roughly thrown together, with five small clut-

tered rooms, and in it a family of eleven. The mother who

weighed hardly seventy pounds, was tired and frail ; the

father, much worn by unremitting hard work and exposure.

There were two grown sons who helped the father, three

children who were in school, and one too young to go. A
married daughter, weak after an operation, had just come
back to the family's care. The older daughter, a widow,
with a tiny two-year old son, was the patient.

She lay in the close little bedroom beyond the cluttered

living quarters. Even in the half light that fell through
its one window it did not take a practised eye to diagnose her

illness. Those flushed cheeks made a thermometer unne-

cessary; her painful gasping breaths could be heard across

the room. No doctor had seen her ; and the family, knowing
no precautions to protect the others, had taken none.

The nurse telephoned at once for the tuberculosis spe-

cialist. The diagnosis was unmistakable
; the urgent problem

to get the patient to the sanatorium at once, for the sake of

the ten others in that shack. Her chances were slight.

The woman was too ill to be transported by automobile,

but fortunately the inter-urban electric car followed the

valley stream that passed the house. The nurse came at

eleven the next morning with a folding cot, only to find

that there would not be a car until one which connected

with the cars going to the sanatorium. In her haste to see

that shack cleaned and disinfected, every hour counted. Just

then a shrill whistle announced the freight trolley. The
motorman stopped at her frantic signals, as she reached the

station platform just before he did. In hardly more than

the time it took to tell the story, the car crew were carrying
the cot out to the car, and patient and nurse, perched beside

her on a soap-box, were taken through to the sanatorium.

That story happened so short a time ago that the sequel

is yet to be concluded. Every member of that family, adults

and children, are being passed through the clinic, to have

that thorough general examination given to all patients, fol-

lowed by such special tests, including x-ray, as are indicated.

A position as waitress at the sanatorium has been found for

the delicate sister; in this way she can be near the sick

woman and herself is under constant observation. The
little house has been scrubbed and scalded and set in order.

There will be continued supervision of the whole family
while any one of them shows a single suspicious symptom.
With the present expert diagnostician aided by the x-ray,

with full time technician to operate the apparatus in the

office, and with a portable outfit which can be taken to the

homes of patients too ill to attend a clinic; with the op-

portunity for laboratory analyses, and for a sanatorium in

which the most modern methods of treatment, such as heli-

otherapy are available, any inhabitant of Cattaraugus who
is unfortunate enough to contract tuberculosis has every

opportunity that science affords. The work is one which

has been heartily appreciated by the county itself. Several

weeks ago when the Board of Supervisors met to make its

appropriations for 1925, they felt that they could not in-

crease their share of the budget of the County 'Board of

Health over the 1924 amount, $16,150. They did how-
ever vote $15,000 for new building operations at the county

sanatorium, bringing the whole amount spent by Cattaraugus

County for health to $125,000 or about $1.71 per capita

of its 73,000 population,
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Fair Warning!
OOK out for January colds!

This is the time of yearwhen
colds* are most prevalent.

:eds are now being sown for

__jiths from pneumonia that will

occur in January, February and

March. These diseases which blot

out an average of 150,000 lives

a year in the United States and

Canada frequently develop from

neglected colds. Out of every

seven who get pneumonia one
:

person dies. As many people die

each year from pneumonia as from

tuberculosis. Year after year the

same thing happens.

Do not neglect a cold. A cold in

the head is not a simple, trifling

annoyance but a real disease with

a medical name coryza. In addi-

tion to the danger that pneu-
monia may develop, a cold often

leads to chronic catarrh of the

nasal passages, to ear trouble end-

ing in deafness, to chronic bron-

chitis and inflammation of the

bony cavities of the face. A
neglected cold may even prepare
the way for serious heart trouble.

The first noticeable symptoms of

diphtheria, typhoid fever, mea-

sles, scarlatina, whooping cough
or smallpox may appear as a cold,

person suffering from what
zms to be an innocent cold may

on to someone else a fatal

tack of one of these diseases. If

people until you are certain that

the "cold" is not an infectious

disease. This decent precaution
will prevent many serious epi'

demies and save many lives.

A cold is an inflammation of the

mucous membrane which settles

upon the point of least resistance

"Just a cold I" But what will it

lead to? The first signs of influ-

enza, pneumonia, and other dan-

gerous diseases are often mistaken
for

"
just a cold."

the nose, throat, chest, or

gastrointestinal tract. Sudden

changes in temperature, drafts

and exposure to damp and cold,

breathing stale air and street dust

these are direct causes of colds.

Lack of fresh air and sufficient

exercise to keep the skin and body
healthy, lack of sleep and rest,

over-indulgence in rich indigest-

ible food these are indirect

causes of colds.
DU or your children are suffering
am colds stay away from other To take cold easily is to adver-

tise that your living

wrong. By follow-

ing simple health

rules you are likely

to keep well. But

if in spite of all

your care, you do
take a cold do not

treat it lightly. See

your doctor. Re-

member, it is not a

sign of weakness

but a mark of wis-

dom never to neg-
lect a cold.

habits are

The amount of absenteeism in large
business establishments is seldom real'
ized until the facts are thoroughly re-
viewed. Common colds are among the
chief sources of loss of time.

In a group of about 8.000 clerical em-
ployees of the Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Company at the Home Office,
records show that colds which involve
disability for work affect 2 out of every
5 employees during the course of a year*

Among school children, colds are prob-

ably the cause of more absenteeism
than any other illness with consequent
falling back in grades and extra expense
to the tax payer.

Medical supervision of schools is be-

coming more thorough from year to

year and isdoingmuch to prevent serious
epidemics and thus save lives. Parents
should cooperate with school authorities
in working to stamp out these minor
illnesses which frequently have fatal

consequences.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany has prepared a pamphlet,

**
Pre-

vention of Pneumonia " which will be
mailed free to everyone interested in

guarding against this dangerous disease
which ranks second only to heart dis-

ease in the death rate. Send for it.

Permission is gladly given to any indi-

vidual, organization or periodical to

reprint this page wherever it may serve
the interests of community welfare.

HALEY FISKE, President.

Published by

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEWYORK
Biggest in the World,More Assets, More Policyholders, More Insurance in force, More new Insurance eachyear

No. 30-A- 1
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New York Post-

Graduate Medical

School and Hospital

Offers a Course in

Medical Social Service

Beginning February First

For information, address The Dean,

304 East Twentieth Street,

New York City

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

An integral part of the University with full use of

its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare research

station and other departments. Field experience in

the small city and rural districts.

WINTER SESSION

(4 or 8 months course)

September 18, 1924 January 31, 1925

February 2, 1925 June 9, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Only those who realize the financial struggles of agi
cultural communities can realize how solid an appreciatic

lies behind that simple statement. On the basis of popul
tion alone, disregarding differing distribution of wealth,
is equivalent to a $1,200,000 sanatorium, a $io,ooo,oc

community health budget in New York City. An annu

per capita use of $1.71 is a considerably larger amount tha

the average expenditure (97.4 cents,) of the departmen
of health of the 81 cities studied by the American Publ

Health Association for 1920. The _vear before the demoi

stration started 1922 Cattaraugus County spent $82,00
for its health work, of which $44,000 went for the tube

culosis hospital, $15,000 for local boards of health, $12,00
for school health service, and $11,000 for voluntary healt

agencies.

Purposely I have waited to the end to say something aboi

that "generalized public health nursing service" which :i

the point at which the health demonstration enters into th

homes and hearts of the people. There is almost nothin

that a generalized public health nurse cannot and doe

not do. For rural purposes the gentle little Lady of th

Lamp of nursing history has become a brisk Lady of th

Ford. Each of the fifteen nurses attached to the Demon
stration (there are eight others in various forms of publi

health work in the county supported by local official o

voluntary health organizations and working in close an.

helpful cooperation with the project), has her own littl

closed car which snorts through all kinds of roads an.

weather to carry her on her way.
It is not an easy life. Each nurse reports at her offic

(at Olean headquarters or in one of the district stations

at nine to receive any calls that have come in and plan he

day's itineraries, unless there is a school to be inspected

in which case she arrives at school with the scholars. Thei

there are calls all morning a bedridden old lady to be mad
as comfortable as possible, a child with measles to be fol

lowed up to make sure that rules are obeyed, a new bab;

and his mother to be visited, an appointment to meet one o

the doctors at a patient's house. Then lunch on a distan

call it may come out of a box and a thermos bottle am
more calls ; or if it is clinic day at the health station, perhap

a trip to take in children who can go in no other way, anc

an afternoon helping the doctor with records and such like

And into all this must be sandwiched those voluminou

records necessary in any scientific piece of health work, anc

doubly necessary in a demonstration, which is trying t(

work out technique and standards. For this experience wil

be put in usuable shape for other country districts whicl

may be planning to do likewise. It is known, for example
that it costs $0.058 per mile to operate those Fords wintei

and summer.

You realize why past records show that ten mothers di<

in childbirth in Cattaraugus County to seven in New Yorl

or two in Italy or Norway, when you hear how two nurse:

in their Fords plunged through snowdrifts at midnight t(

attend a woman, who, except for them, would have beer

alone when her baby was born. You realize why the tuber

culosis rate in Cattaraugus County has been practically sta

tionary for ten years, when you hear how one nurse wen 1

to see a little sick Indian girl of seven, only to find that sh<

was doomed to die of tuberculosis, and her nine year olc

sister was in a serious condition from it; following that up

the doctors and nurses went to the school which the t\v<

children had been attending a week before, and among thi
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Smith College School

for Social Work
The Smith College School for Social Work operates

in two successive summers separated by a period of

nine months of intensive field work during which each

student gives her full time to some social agency. In

1924-25, students are attached to the Massachusetts
General Hospital; Child Habit Clinics, Boston; Bos-

ton Psychopathic Hospital; Boston State Hospital;
Foxboro State Hospital; Institute for Juvenile Re-

search, Chicago; Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic;

Minneapolis Child Guidance Clinic.

Five fellowships of $1200 each will be awarded to

properly prepared and certified college graduates en-

tering July, 1925; several $500 scholarships, and
numerous interneships paying all living expenses dur-

ing the period of field work are available.

The School emphasizes the applications of modern
social psychiatry and the psychiatric point of view
in preparation for case work in psychopathic hospitals,
medical hospitals, child guidance and child habit

clinics, schools, Juvenile Courts, and other fields of
social work.

The summer course of two months in theory is

open to experienced social workers.

For information and catalogue address

THE DIRECTOR
College Hall 8, Northampton, Massachusetts



THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American people In the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persona
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN CHILD HEALTH ASSOCIATION Headquarters, 532
17th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.; Administrative Offices, 370
7th Avenue, New York. Herbert Hoover, President; L. Emmett
Holt, MJ3.; Livingston Farrand, M.D.; Thomas D. Wood, M.D.;
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Vice-Presidents respect-
ively; Corcoran Thorn, Treasurer; Philip Van Ingen, M.D., Secre-
tary; Edward M. Flesh, Comptroller. To promote health among
children from conception to maturity this to be accomplished
tnrougn cooperation with parents, doctors, nurses, teachers, and
other health workers; by dissemination of scientific information
and teaching methods in schools, through conferences, addresses,
pamphlets, publicity material, and a monthly magazine, "Child
Health Magazine."

* Deceased.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfleld,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 includes "Rural
America" (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE
HARD OF HEARING Promotes the cause of the hard of hearing;
assists In forming organizations. Pres., Dr. Gordon Berry; Field
Secretary, Miss Betty Wright, 1601 35th St. N.W., Washington,
D. C.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION Dr. Lewis A. Connor, presi-
dent. Miss M. L. Woughter, acting executive secretary, 370
Seventh Avenue, New York. Organized for the purpose of pro-
moting the prevention of heart disease and the care of those with
damaged hearts in the United States and Canada.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Leta Bane,
executive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions In home, school, Institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics: office
of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
national peace of justice. Its official organ Is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,
812-614 Colorado Building, Washington. D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, executive secretary; 370 Seventh Ave., New York. To
disseminate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment
and prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities In the
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise In organization
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 Including monthly Journal.

.JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50 Easl
42nd Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound method!
In this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinics
visiting teacher work, and training for these and similar services;
to conduct related studies, education and publication; and tc

Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for tht
Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; 'Miss Mabe:
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City
This organization maintains a staff of executive and travelinf
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W,
C. A.'s on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretarlei
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy.
general secretary, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial,
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admin-
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health, schooU,
recreation, dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $1,

*5, $10, $25 and $100 includes monthly publication, "The American
Child.''

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 1S1Z,

incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774). Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
of America through the harmonious development of their bodies,

minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with other

organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
in the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides, and insignia.

Through Its "American Order of N'obility" it provides homes,
schools and church schools with a method of character training
through actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Flnley, Pres.;
Amos L. Prescott, Treas. ; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE Dr.

William H. Welch, president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. dir.;

Dr. Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beer*.

secretary; 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Pamphlets on
mental hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mlndeJness.
epilepsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service^ back-
ward children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene," quar-
terly, $3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .25 I

year.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-
NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hath-
away, secretary; 130 East 22nd Street, New York. Objects: To fur-

nish Information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal servlci

for local organizations and legislation, publish literature of move-
ment samples free, quantities at cost. Includes N'ew York Stall

Committee.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 Eas
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organizatioi
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to Increase thi

efficiency of social service agencies. Each year It holds an annua
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet
Ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June K
to 17th, 1925. Proceedings are sent free of charge to all member
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave., New York City. A NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MOTHERS AND PARENT-TEACHEf
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right ASSOCIATIONS Executive office: Mrs. A. H. Reeve, preside!
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent Protestant national
women's mission boards. Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for Col-
lege Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, General Becretarles; 105 E. 22d
St., N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W. M. Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE To assemble data on
International social problems and through work with individual
cases to develop methods of international social service. Head-
quarters, London. Viscountess Gladstone, chairman; Professor
Gilbert Murray, treasurer; Ruth Larned. executive. Address all

Inquiries to American bureau, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Director, Mary E. Hurlbutt.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 186,

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.; national headquarters: Mrs
Arthur C. Watkins, executive secretary, 1201 Sixteenth Street

N.W., Washington, D. C. An organization interested in the pro
motion of child welfare, adequate legislation for women am
children, closer relation between home and school.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 2109 Broadway
New York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres.; Mrs. Estelle M. Sternbergei
ex. sec'y. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion am
social welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Miss Florlni

Lasker, chairman. For the protection and education of 1m
migrant women and girls.

Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H. Herz, chair

man, 5 Columbus Circle, New York City.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS Albert J. Ken
nedy sec'y; 20 Union Park, Boston. Develops broad forms o

comparative study and concerted action in city, state and nation

for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlemen

work, seek the higher and more democratic organization <

neighborhood life.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF GIRLS' CLUBS Mrs. Fannie M. Pollal

"y. Educational Secretary. Non-sectarian an
jrganization of working women's clubs for recreatio
of program in Adult Education. Vacation Campf

472 West 24th St., New York City.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING-
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direo

tor 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand

ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edo

cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse.

ETUS of'

and abroad.

'SSntamedV the^yground and Recreation As*
elation of America.

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

JATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
.. Hollingsworth Wood, pres. ; Eugene Klnckle Jones, exec, sec'y,
27 E. 23rd St. L New York. Establishes committees of white and
,olored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
oclal workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life."

IATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
mna A. Gordon, president; Headquarters, 1730 Chicago Avenue,
Ivanston, Illinois. To secure effective enforcement of the
Eighteenth Amendment, to advance the welfare of the American
eople through the departments of Child Welfare, Women In In-
.ustry, Social Morality, Scientliflc Temperance Instruction, Amerl-
anization and other allied fields of endeavor. Official publication
'The Union Signal" published at Headquarters.

'ROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
esentation for all. C. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-
>hla. Membership, J2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dlr.; 130 E. 22nd St., New York. De-
>artments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studies,
library, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer
:o the public In practical and Inexpensive form some of the most
mportant results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment In race adjustment in the Black Belt of the
South; furnishes Information on all phases of the race problem and
of the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prln.; War-
ren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mil-

ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers'
Education.

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East i9th Street, New York City.

K

Professional Training
in Industrial Relations
The direction of human relations in industry has

become a growing profession of increasing impor-

tance. It demands personnel managers, employment

managers, welfare directors, and industrial Y. M.
C. A. secretaries. Those wishing to enter this pro-

fession need ( I ) to have a real interest in people,

(2) to understand the problems of industry, (3) to

have adequate training in economics, labor problems,

economic history, factory administration, sociology,

psychology, business administration, etc., and (4)

practical experience in industry.

We offer exceptional opportunities for technical

training which combines these subjects and actual

experience in local industries. A strong visiting

faculty of experts make our instruction valuable and

practical. Courses leading to degrees are offered to

undergraduates and graduate students. Scholarships

are available to graduate students.

For particulars write to

G. T. SCHWENNING, Director

Department of Economics and Industry,

INTERNATIONAL Y. M. C. A. COLLEGE
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

seven others found one positive and one suspected case of

tuberculosis and one case of heart disease. You see why
the deathrate of children under ten has remained practically

stationary when you find toddlers in the midst of a dairy

country, sitting down to a dinner of greasy fried potatoes
and black coffee. All these things and more, the nurses

are expected to ferret out, to bring to the attention of the

family and the family physician.

For the clinics of the Demonstration are diagnostic clinics

only; all the patients are referred back for treatment to

their own family physicians, on whom the continued respon-

sibility for their health must rest. The presence of the

Demonstration means that the country doctor can have the

benefit of expert judgment of specialists aided by the most

modern equipment, if he asks for it. He can have the help
of the public health nurses to follow up, to teach health in

the home. He can be assured that the community at large
is taking an interest in its general problems of milk and
water and sanitation and education for health. With these

aids he no longer suffers from some of the handicaps which
have oppressed the most intelligent and progressive of the

country practitioners, and have occasioned that drift of doc-

tors toward the city, which is watched so apprehensively by
those who are following the development of public health.

There -are still dark spots in Cattaraugus County. There
are stories, unfortunately true stories, of health and morality
cast to the winds in isolated farmhouses in valleys where
there is nothing to do but work and no one to care what
one does. All this is part of almost any rural picture.

When John Armstrong, the executive secretary of the Cat-

taraugus County Health and Tuberculosis Association, ex-

plaining why the Demonstration had a social worker at-

tached to it, -told some of those stories to a men's club in a

neighboring town there was a murmur of incredulous hor-

ror. "But think a moment," said Mr. Armstrong, "and
let any one of you who is sure that nothing of this kind is

happening in his own county, raise a hand." No hand
went up. The social service worker has had some of the

unfortunate children of such families removed to institu-

tions where they will be trained to use all of what little

mind they have; criminal prosecutions have been brought
to remove individuals who were a proven menace to the

community. All this is part of a health demonstration.

The space of one article cannot include all the things
done such as the county survey of crippled children, who
now are being followed up by the County Health Associa-

tion to make sure that they receive the necessary treatment ;

much less will it include all the hopes ahead a mental hy-

giene survey, with the establishment of the facilities which

its findings indicate; the social hygiene program, to make
available for the whole county such facilities as the city

of Olean now offers to its own residents; an effective pro-

gram for the hygiene of maternity, infancy, and the pre-

school age under a full-time chief of bureau and the like.

The achievement of any part of a good job merely strength-

ens the craving to see the rest done. The Cattaraugus

policy of staking out the whole field and then taking up
claim by claim, the parts which can be worked thoroughly,
is one which makes us look forward with impatience to the

filling of the whole field a glowing example of a county
which actually is putting into effect all or at least a large

part of what we know about health, lighting the way for

those from coast to coast who want health and happiness

for the country.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
K.ATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box
umber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three or more

consecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 1 12 East 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

NATIONAL Charitable Institution re-

quires Executive Director to reside in Den-
ver and devote several months a year to

travel in the field. Only thoroughly ex-

perienced executive with knowledge of Yid-
dish considered. Address Box 1647, Den-

ver, Colorado.

WANTED for Settlement House Health

Center near New York, a Polish speaking

visiting nurse who has had Public Health

Training. State age, religion, experience.

4975 SURVEY.

WANTED at The Children's Village,
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., an instructor in print-

ing to take charge of a small shop, getting
out a monthly magazine, doing local print-

ing and instructing boys. Must be a man
of good moral character, who is interested

in, and fond of boys. Direct reply to Leon
C. Faulkner, Managing Director.

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate
with at least one year of Social Case Work
Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED: Married couple with qual-
ifications for Cottage Father and Mother,
small school for boys 35 miles from New
York. One or both should be qualified
for class room work. Only high grade
persons desired. Apply by letter, or morn-

ings in person. A. E. Wakeman, 72
Schermerhorn Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED: Head Worker in New York
Settlement. Address 5005 SURVEY.

WANTED: First assistant in a Phila-

delphia settlement. Salary $1600 and par-
tial maintenance. 5018 SURVEY.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-
intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards
Bureau. 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

WANTED: Head Worker (male) and
house resident, at a well established Set-

tlement. Position open February first.

Address, Box 5, Mansfield, Ohio.

Bind Your Issues
Our binder makes a book of The Sur-

vey. Put in each issue as it comes.
Take out any issue at any time with-

out disturbing the others. By return

mail anywhere in the U. S .A. $2.20.

The Survey, 112 East 19 St., N. Y.

City.

WOKKERS WANTED

WANTED: Trained and experienced
social workers for high-class positions.
SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT, EX-
ECUTIVE SERVICE CORPORATION,
1515 Pershing Square Building, New York

City.

WANTED: Trained case worker; pre-

ferably one who has had some experience
with a family social work agency. Asso-
ciated Charities, Johnstown, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT, experienced, Or
phanage or Aged Home, desires connec-
tion with Institution requiring the service!
of a thoroughly capable man, Hebrew
Wife experienced social worker and book-

keeper. Highest credentials. 5012 SUR-
VEY.

SPECIALIST in health and welfare
publicity returning New York from in-

tensive Minnesota campaign seeks con-
nection after Christmas. 5013 SURVEY

EXECUTIVE position by Social Worker
of proven ability; expert case work
supervision assured. 4968 SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED EXECUTIVE and
Social Worker with extensive training
wants position as head worker of New]York City Settlement. Available Feb. i.

5016 SURVEY.

WANTED: Supervisor, male, with ex- YOUNG WOMAN desires position as

perience in handling and caring for boys. managing housekeeper or matron of in-

Apply in person Superintendent. Hebrew stitution. Seven years experience; trained
National Orphan's Home, 407 Tuckahoe dietition; available January. 5017 SUR-

Road, Yonkers, N. Y. VEY.

A COMPANION-HOUSEKEEPER. El-

derly woman and two professional women.
Interview required. 5014 SURVEY.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-
vate schools, colleges and universities.

Education Service, Steger Building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

EXECUTIVE position desired by ex-
perienced woman organizer; financial sec-

retary; field secretary. Three years Tri-
bune Fresh Aid Fund. Excellent testi-

monials. 4979 SURVEY. (Defoe; Chelsea
3929).

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent in
school for boys or girls. Ten years ex-
perience as executive of boys and girls
organization. 4994 SURVEY.

WOMAN PHYSICIAN engaged in Re-
search work, desires residence and board
in an institution or settlement in the city
in exchange for a few hours of medical
service. 5015 SURVEY.

TWO ATTRACTIVE ROOMS AND
BATH for rent with board at neighbor-
hood house. A social sattlement. 1809
National Avenue, San Diego, California.

Sunshine, air, view. Terms reasonable.
Residents expected to give at least one
evening weekly to work of house. 4999
SURVEY.

MISCELLANEOUS

SITUATIONS WANTED

PHYSICIAN AND WIFE with 14 years
experience in social service and institu-

tional work desire position in institution.

Jewish orphanage preferred. 5004 SURVEY.

YOUNG MAN, Jewish, married, college

graduate, ten years experience in all

branches of Child Welfare. Now super-
intendent of Orphanage, desires change
similar or kindred fields. 5007 SURVEY.
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"Home -Making as a Profession"
Is a 100-pp. ill. handbook it's FREE. Home study
Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid
positions or for home-making efficiency.

.m. School of Home Economics, 849 E. 58th St., Chlcagt

J/f/HEN you purchase goods ad-

vertised in The Survey, or

answer a Survey advertisement,

please mention The Survey.



CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CILDREN. Organize Children to aid com-

nunity. Teachers, etc., use and praise

he "JUNIORS SELF-GOVERNMENT PROCE-

DURE," a simplified, standardized club

nethod. Price 12 cents. Herman J.

3reenberg, 4005 Ave. K, Brooklyn, N. Y.

IIILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

Broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

,W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

OKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describes home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and

lunch room management. "51 Ways to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

WMUNITY FORCES: A Study of Non-Par-

tisan Municipal Elections, by R. D. Mc-
Kenzie; 24 double column pages, and

one of the best studies that has ap-

peared. Price see. Address: JOURNAL
OF SOCIAL FORCES, Chapel Hill, N. C.

2o-page pamphlet entitled "A proposal

i

to Establish an Experimental School

within the Public School System of the

City of New York", including addresses

and correspondence relating to the sub-

ject. Send 12 cents to the Teachers

Union, 70 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

PERIODICALS

'HI AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING show*
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

IENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:

published by the National Committee for

Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

"HE SUNNICLOW TRUMPETER. An illustrat-

ed Quarterly, in the interest of The
Outlook to Nature and Wholesome,
Creative Living. Delightful. A gem of

publishing art. Unique ! A sample copy

gladly sent for a two-cent postage stamp.
SUNNIGLOW GARDENS, Box 406,

North Wales, Pa.

YOUR REAL ESTATE
Have you a Cottage, Camp or Bun-

galow To Rent or For Sale?

Have you Real Estate transactions
of any kind pending?
Try the SURVEY'S Classified

columns.
RATES

c a.i agate line $3.50 an inch

Discounts
3 Insertions 10% 6 insertions 15%

Advertising Department

THE SURVEY
112 East 19th Street New York City

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management
In our new home study course, "COOKING FOR
PROFIT." Booklet on request.
4m. School ot Home Economies, 849 E. 58th St.. Chicago

MISCELLANEOUS

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES written
on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs. Dr.

Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Boston,
Mass.

^Printing

SWultigraphing

Typewriting

^Mailing

Looking for a position?
Want to make a change?
Instead of worrying about it

and getting discouraged adopt
the policy of this advertiser

and insert a want ad in the

Survey.

The Survey
112 East 19 Street

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

"Again I am resolved to try the

advertising columns of The Survey.
There has never been a time that I

have advertised in your journal that

brnugh no results so I am enclosing
copy which please insert in the next
issue."

Very truly yours,

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We hare complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimeographing
Multigraphlng
Addressing
Mailing

If you will investigate you will find that
we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Let uj estimate on your next job

Webtter Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

34th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacre 2447

Filth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.

16 W. 23rd Street

MDlti<r.phin(
|

GRA mercy 4501 I ...M'il
!
11*
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TeacheYS ^ Sociology, Social Problems
Civics and Current Events

MOST
teachers are experts in dealing with materials organized into

textbooks or laboratory manuals. But thert are areas of interest

and information which are incapable of being so organized. They
must be taken as they come, or not at all. Such an area is that

commonly called "current events." Although intensely interesting and im-

portant, most teachers find themselves very much at a loss to know just how
to deal with this area.

It is easy to say to a class: "Find something interesting and tell about it in

class tomorrow," or "Read The Survey for December 15 and tell what you
found there that was interesting." But in both cases, your teacherly soul

rebels against the smattering quality of the results. You feel you are wasting
time and the students often achieve a fine degree of boredom. You want some-

thing better.

Well, here it is. We have published a handy little pamphlet which gives
an analysis of social problems, a program for applying that analysis to class-

room work and ways in which The Survey fits into such a program. It shows
how The Survey can be used as a dependabfe current textbook of the world's

happenings in the fields of social progress and general welfare.

A copy of the pamphlet will be sent gladly to any teacher who will take

the trouble to send us a post card giving his or her name and address, name
of the school and the subject taught.

The Survey

112 Ea*t 19 Street, New York City
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On Growing Up

NEW
YEAR'S DAY is a smug affair. Why should

we ephemeral trifles of animal life on a planet

that grew old long before we crawled in the slime

make so much bother about a twelve-month?

It is a juvenile preoccupation we have with years and birth-

days and anniversaries and the more irrelevant because we

have no real deep-lying respect for the passage of the years.

If we had, we should at least try to grow up. But instead we

stop growing just as soon as we decently can. Partly we do

this because growing is so painful. We face too many dragons

in our youth, as Dr. Pratt tells us, and in the buffeting years

of adolescence many of us acquire that hard protective shell

which bars us forever from the sharp stab of insight, and keeps

us safe from change. Even if we survive that hazard, there

are the folkways to keep us from too much growth the folk-

ways that relegate learning to childhood and recognize in the

mature man only an adult, a finished specimen with convictions

and a dinner jacket. So, never having quite grown up, we have

never quite understood childhood, and have left it to the

mumbo-jumbo of institutions the courts of Pennsylvania, for

example; we have never quite understood each other, and keep

our denominational and racial fences in good repair lest we be

contaminated; we have never quite understood ourselves, and

refuse to think lest we be lost in an uncharted future. Here

in this number some of the penalties of our social immaturity
are set down and, to cheer us, some signs too of growing

pains: a little wider view of the community, a little more

knowledge of childhood, some effort to repair our own mistakes.

Analytic Index to this Number

1. Child Welfare:

Changing concepts of "delinquency,"

P- 447
Adoptions in Pennsylvania, p. 457

Keeping children well in institutions,

P- 461
The menaces of adolescence, p. 475
Under-nutrition in Germany, p. 480
Children as appendages to machines,

p. 487

2. Family Welfare:

Significance of lengthening life, p. 445
How poverty affects children, p. 463
Christmas baskets, p. 463

"Vampire mothers," p. 476.

3. The Law and Lawbreakers:
How courts function in adoptions,

P- 457
Juvenile court progress, p. 447
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New Haven deals with rickets, p. 478
Losses in child bearing, p. 480

Smallpox in the United States, p. 447
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p. 480
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Sublimation in childhood, p. 485

7. Organizing Social Forces:

A general staff for community prog-
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Carrying out city health programs,

p. 478
Community chest surveys, p. 448
Church cooperation, pp. 450, 451
Centralization in the Red Cross, p. 450

Financing building funds, p. 453
Civic research, p. 454
Too many social agencies? p. 488
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Traffic hazards in Boston, p. 445
Must factories be in big cities? p. 449
The struggle in New York, p. 449
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What "foreigners" get for their taxes,

p. 468
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p. 448
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How the new immigration law works,
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EIGHT
national women's organizations have

voted to take part in the conference on the

cause and cure of war to be held this month at

Washington. The newspapers are filled with dis-

patches from Washington, Tokio and London on the

tightening up of the three-power naval agreement.
At Geneva in November the question of limiting
land armaments was uppermost. There is prospect
of an international conference next summer. Be-

yond all else, the scientists tell us, the great threat

of the future lies in air fleet and chemical lab-

oratory.

Just at this time there comes to the United
States on invitation of the Foreign Policy Asso-

ciation, the author of "Old Europe's Suicide" at

once the most picturesque and forceful antagonist
of militarism who has emerged from the World
War. He is none other than Christopher Thom-
son, Secretary for Air in the MacDonald Ministry,
and member of the Supreme Council in 1917-18.

His military record is brilliant. "A brevet-major
when the war broke out," we are told that "sheer

ability forced him to the front and made him when
it ended one of the youngest generals in the British

army." He was in the War Office itself in the tense

years between 1911-14. During the war, on top
of a period at G. H. Q. in France, he served for

eighteen months on the Supreme Council, and then

in the Balkans, Russia and Palestine. His final

break with the traditions in which he had been edu-

cated came with Mr. Churchill's Russian gamble;
he resigned and threw in his lot with the Labour

Party. In December, he cabled "Yes" to the invita-

tion of Survey Associates to discuss Aerial Warfare
and Disarmament in the February Graphic.

JUST
ten years have elapsed since John D. Rocke-

feller, Jr., with the help of Mackenzie King,

today Premier of Canada, initiated the Rockefeller

Industrial Plan in the mines and mills of the Colo-

rado Fuel & Iron Company. How has it panned
out in the relations between the company and the

men? Miss Van Kleeck, who is chief of the Divi-

sion of Industrial Studies of the Russell Sage

Foundation, will answer the question not only

against the background of many years of industrial

warfare in Colorado but by comparison with the

partnership plan of the Dutchess Bleacheries, and

against the foreground of the new ideas about human
relations in industry which have emerged in the years

following the war. The Sage Foundation has sunk

deep shafts in its studies of wage-earners' partici-

pation in management. Its findings are being

brought out this winter in formidable volumes. Her
article crushes into a few pages rich ores of ex-

perience.

WHAT happens to the man who has been to

"san" with "T. B." and is discharged? Who
is there to tide him over the dreary, discouraging,

often disastrous period when he is striving to get

a foothold once more in productive work? Who
comes to the rescue of the family when as happens

cruelly often the struggle is too much and the

patient has to "go away" again? In terms of the

little town, a long-time friend of The Survey who
writes under the name of Mary E. Warren tells

the story of one such man and his family. In terms

of the city, Mary Ross tells of yeoman service done

by health agencies which have built up special ma-

chinery to fit the T. B. veteran into work which

will pay his way and keep his family intact.

THERE
is an old saw that a cigar is a stick

with a fire at one end and a fool at the other.

However that may be, Samuel Gompers was not

the fool. He was the fire. Not since Benjamin

Franklin, has there been a figure in the American

epic to compare with this rugged, sagacious, trucu-

lent, hard-hitting, 'hard-thinking but extraordinarily

able cigar-maker; this Jewish immigrant boy who,

by the grace of the Irish but through his rare ability

as an organizer, welded the clashing elements of

the American labor movement into a national in-

stitution and for forty years was its prophet.

Before his death Samuel Gompers wrote his life.

Gleaning from its unpublished pages but drawing
also on his varied independent sources as a student

of labor, Mr. Bruere will appraise some of the

factors which entered into Mr. Gompers' leader-

ship. His appraisal will be a discriminating com-

mentary which will complement Frank Tannen-
baum's spirited picture of Gompers' last convention

in Survey Graphic for January.
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The Gist of It

SIX
months ago a new immigration law went

into effect. The Nordics said it would save

American civilization. Social workers said

it would damage the delicate processes of as-

similation. How is it working? Mrs. Bremer, who
offers some answers to this question on p. 441, is

executive secretary of the Y. W. C. A.'s department
for foreign-born women and on the governing com-
mittee of the International Migration Service,

which, though a daughter of the Y. W. C. A. has

recently set up housekeeping for itself.

DR.
EMERSON'S challenging comment on the

scope and opportunity of the welfare feder-

ations in the field of health (p. 444) is based on an

address made before the contributors to the Phila-

delphia Welfare Federation.

MR.
SANDERSON of Wichita, who wrote

engagingly of the Gasoline Gypsies in Survey

Graphic for December, writes of his own job as

executive secretary of the Wichita Council of

Churches on page 451.

/^iLEVELAND has a long start on most of the

\^ welfare federations and has worked out some

questions of technique with great care. Raymond
Clapp, associate director of the Welfare Federation

there, tells how they handle capital account cam-

paigns (p. 453).

BABBITT
is a by-word and by-words are never

quite true. Mr. Brunner of the Institute of

Social and Religious Research and Mr. Cover, di-

rector of research in the University of Denver's

School of Commerce, tell of two cases where boost-

ing has been mixed with social insight (p. 454).

THE
"NUMBERS" with which Mr. Bruere

became fascinated (p. 464) are taken from

the newly published work of Leo Wolman, lectur-

ing this year at the New School for Social Research

in New York.

DON'T
live in a coal town unless you are

willing to do what you are told. That is

the upshot of the ironic situation which by Miss

McConnell, a staff worker of the Methodist Epis-

copal Board of Home Missions, was found in one

Pennsylvania town (p. 468).

WITH
MR. ZERO filling the front pages in

New York and Chicago's Men's Service Sta-

tion getting on into its second year's work for

homeless men and the cold weather bringing to the

fore generally the problem of casual and wandering

workers, Mr. Berman's story of how odd jobbers

are helped in Milwaukee becomes especially timely

(P- 466).

TWO
YEARS AGO Dr. Pratt, medical direc-

tor of the Massachusetts Society for Mental

Hygiene, pled in The Survey's pages for a sane and

unterrified consideration of mental illness (Feb-

ruary 15, 1923). On page 475 he discusses the

hygiene of adolescent personality in the frank, sim-

ple fashion which is one of the most notable assets

of the present mental hygiene movement.

WE print on the next page a racy cartoon, with

the greater appreciation because Mr. Van

Loon's ill health has compelled him to withdraw for

the time being from all his continuing engagements

and to lay aside plans for the pages of comment

begun in the last Midmonthly.

SOCIAL
workers like to define their own jobs;

sometimes they catch a glimpse of themselves

as the public sees them. One such glimpse, on

p. 460, is possible through the study made at Toledo

University under the direction of June P. Guild,

assistant professor of sociology.

DR.
WAHL'S study of the medical care of chil-

dren in institutions (p. 461) grows out of the

work of the Children's Bureau and the Lakeside

Hospital of Cleveland.
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How the Immigration Law Works

By Edith Terry Bremer

SIX

months ago the first of July ushered in a new

immigration law (see The Survey, May 15, 1924, p.

207). Undoubtedly that day began a new chapter in

the history of the relations of the United States to the

peoples of other countries. What the results will be,

whether the prophets of good, or the prophets of evil, will

prove to have had the ultimate wisdom, cannot even be

estimated in so brief a period. But we do know that the

new law introduced a remarkable departure from traditional

methods of administration ; and has erected a system of

"group selection" and "restriction" in addition to the pre-

vious systems of "individual selection," which amounts to a

profound change in our basic national philosophy on immi-

gration. Such drastic changes affecting the hopes and plans

of thousands of human beings could not come about without

causing certain social dislocations. Some effects of this have

already become apparent. On the other hand it is evident

that certain very real benefits have been achieved for immi-

grants themselves.

All this is quite apart from the fundamental question

about the philosophy of the law whether the country is

benefited or hurt by such group restriction and by national-

ity discrimination. This discussion is not intended to bear

upon that question, but only to describe some of the out-

comes of the working of the immigration law to date.

Of the constructive reforms for which the new law is

responsible, the most important lies in the prevention of

futile emigration. All testimony unites in praising the

statesmanlike plan by which, for the first time in history,

intending immigrants to the United States are examined in

their own country and at the consulates nearest their place

of residence. Thus the fruitless breaking up of homes, the

useless squandering of "toil money" and finally the sicken-

ing anxiety ending in heart-break, a familiar experi-

ence for "detained aliens" in the old scheme, is enorm-

ously decreased. Not yet fully abolished, for there remains

a final examination upon arrival at the port of entry. A
thorough medical examination, of the kind most of us have

to pay ten dollars for, is conducted at Ellis Island. The
next step in constructive immigration legislation should be

to transfer this final "sieve" also, with the necessary expert

medical staff, back into the "country of origin."

A second happy result of the foreign examination system

is that "excess quota," the curse of earlier quota laws, is

now permanently abolished. The quota control is

so perfectly arranged that no immigrant of quota

class leaves his country until he is in possession of an im-

migration visa. Once he has that, his quota number is

automatically assured. The heavy fines imposed on steam-

ship companies keep them from experimenting with the

new law, as they used to with the old. Commissioner

Curran of Ellis Island, in an interesting article in the

Saturday Evening Post of November 15, has vividly de-

scribed just what a blessing it is that the mad race of ships

to reach the imaginary quota line that "stretched from fort

to fort across the waters of the Narrows," exactly one

second past midnight on the first of every month, is ended.

It was a crazy thing- that quota race. The provisions of

the new law have not managed to do away with a "race."

But they have succeeded in transforming it to a race of in-

dividuals in their own native countries, for the most part,

between their homes and the United States consular office.

A third reform in the situation is dramatically evidenced

on Ellis Island itself. As long as final decision on admis-

sability remains with inspectors at points of entry and with

the Secretary of Labor there remains also an Ellis Island.

But, it is a remarkably changed Ellis Island. The frightful

overcrowding which was at the root of the worst conditions

of the past is gone. July and August were formerly months

of terrific congestion. This summer for the same period

only I O,8 1 8 immigrants, of both quota and non-quota

classes, came from Europe. Many of these, traveling first
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and second class, did not pass through Ellis Island at all

unless for "special inquiry." According to reports of 1921

and 1922, that number passed through in a single day in

the crowded periods, while 3,OOO were kept over night.

The average per day now is about three hundred souls.

Occasionally five hundred come and that is considered a

heavy day. The documents to be checked over now require

fifteen minutes for each immigrant even for "primary in-

spection"; when formerly primary inspection was done at

a double quick while the long lines were kept moving.

At last human beings emerge in their inalienable right

of identity as individuals. The large white-tiled detention

rooms still have that indescribable sound of much passing

along a busy street. Occasionally the overtime work of an

extensive radio equipment amplified five times causes them

to suggest a New York subway. But now at least there

is room for children to run about in, and enough cubic

space of air to accommodate the persons waiting the call for

"going out" without developing that terrible stench tra-

ditionally associated with the detention rooms of old, which

quite frequently visitors used to lay to nationality! The
new law, combined with a long needed appropriation and an

energetic and constructive administration both at Ellis Is-

land and at Washington, has brought about a general

reform. The housing facilities have been reconstructed ;

adequate modern plumbing is displacing the ancient exhibits ;

the iron-pipe two-decker curiosities called "immigrant
bunks" have been scrapped and in their place wonder of

wonders there now appear beds, real beds, with mattresses,

sheets and blankets! Every effort is made to keep together

the families who must be detained, while at the same time

providing separate quarters for single women and men.

"Ellis Island a gateway, not a hotel" is the aim from

the Commissioner down. There is a general speeding up

of the time required to carry an admissions case through

"S. I." and for appeal to Washington, with a consequent

decrease in the average length of detention. Many old

causes of detention, such as illiteracy or insufficient money to

proceed, have disappeared under the new law. Although

new causes are appearing, the number of detentions has de-

creased very greatly. And last, but not least, there is a

steady effort to make life for those who are unfortunate

enough to be detained approach a little nearer the normal,

by the introduction of the therapeutics of agreeable occupa-

tion and diversion : a period out of doors on "the lawn"

each day for all "detained" persons; school and games for

the children; reading, handiwork, activities, studying of

English and music for the adults.

Nothing can make the experience of being detained any

other than a weary and an anxious one, or that of be ;ng

debarred any other than a shock and a humiliation, if it is

not a tragedy; but within the handicaps imposed by the

fact of being on Ellis Island, life is far more healthful and

endurable than before. Commissioner General Husband

says "I am hoping for the time when that famous institu-

tion will be nothing more than a landing station and not

more to be dreaded than the Pennsylvania Terminal."

If only it might be argued that the changes at Ellis

Island had abolished forever the irritations and the sense

of being unjustly used, on the part of foreigners, then indeed

would the changes at Ellis Island be heralded as bringing

in a new era. But the truth would appear to be, rather,

that the irritations, misunderstandings, and hardships have

been largely shifted from the ports of entry back into the

cities of the consulates in Europe, and forward into the

local foreign communities in America. On the first of July,

people who had waited weeks at the border in Canada
started early across the bridge, hearts beating high. At last

immigration was open again and this time surely a place

in the quota would be theirs. Others rushed from ships

just docked at Quebec to race to the border, hoping thus

to win a chance in the first month's quota before ships in

New York harbor could land enough passengers to fill it.

In Mexico and in Cuba thousands of European emigrants
who had come to "contiguous territory" in the belief that

reducing the distance between them and the "promised
land" increased their chances of getting into the quota, pre-

pared to move once more. In Europe, the American con-

sulates were thronged with people. At the capital cities

of countries of transit and at the ports thousands of people

(one reliable estimate is 60,000) in possession of steamship

tickets, and with their passports properly visaed as required

under the old law, made ready to claim the earliest possible

sailing date.

Then the blow fell. No immigrant alien could be ad-

mitted who had not a duplicate of his application for an

immigration visa, filed with the consular officer nearest his

place of residence, signed in his presence and sworn to be-

fore him. The application must give at length the personal

history of the immigrant, and state facts relating to his

intended emigration, and take the place of the former

passport visa. Steamship companies dared not take im-

migrants on for fear of the penalties attached to bringing
over an alien who should be found to have been clearly

inadmissable at time of embarkation. Of all the many
thousands of persons believing themselves equipped with duly

authenticated visas issued by American consuls, on July

i, not one had the new immigration visa. There had

not been time since the act became law for the blanks to be

printed and distributed throughout the consulates, nor to

get the complicated international apparatus of quota-allot-

ment set up and understood by those who were to be re-

sponsible for its execution the United States Foreign

Service. Five months later this machinery is reported t

be working with remarkable precision. But the too precipi-

tate way in which the old law was scrapped, and the new

applied to persons who had no means of knowing it in ad-

vance, is responsible for a social disaster which overtook

thousands of perfectly "innocent" persons. Temporarily

there was a new class of "refugee." They could not go

forward
;

a large number of them had insufficient means

to return whence they had come, even if return were pos-

sible ; and they had no claim and little opportunity to

find a place and work in the country of transit in which

they were caught. When it is remembered that in the new

law the quota for persons born in Lithuania allows only

344 places a year or 28 and a fraction per month; for

Esthonia 124 a year, or 10 and a fraction per month; for

Finland 473, or 39 and a fraction per month ; for Hungary

437 or 36 and a fraction; for Jugo Slavia 671, or 55 and a

fraction per month; for Austria 785, or 65 and a fraction;

Armenia 124, or 10 per month; and Greece 100, or 8 per

month ;
while larger countries such as Russia have only

2,248, Poland 5,982, and Italy only 3,845 for the entire

year, the extent of the disaster and the hopelessness of their

case become apparent.
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The people had for the most part no alternative but to

drift back as best they could. Late in September, however,

a census of northern ports revealed a minimum of six

thousand such migrants, largely women and children and

including all nationalities, who either had nothing they

could go back to, since the husband and breadwinner was

in America and means of a living had been sold out in order

to come, or who could not be repatriated because they had

left their own country against regulations. Special organ-

izations have helped all they can. But congressional

ion is necessary before these unfortunates can be admit-

above quota, assuming they prove in every other way
issible.

Another class of unfortunates are the non-citizen resi-

ts of U. S. A. who went abroad before July first with

ports properly visaed, and who ever since have been

ing to get back. The new law requires an authenticated

tificate of former residence to be presented when a "re-

turning alien" applies for immigration visa. Without it

the non-citizen is classed as an immigrant coining for the

first time who can only gain admission in the quota. Thus

a Slovak mother, a resident of Chicago for seventeen years,

who had invested all her savings in a holy pilgrimage to

the "land of her Blessed Saviour" was detained in a state

of paralyzed bewilderment while the powers at Washing-

ton determined whether she could be "admitted" to the

ly home she had, where all her family were frantically

iting. Consuls are not allowed to grant such cases non-

ita classification when they have not the necessary papers

iving former residence. And again the quotas are too

nute to permit hope of a place in them.

Even more serious is .the plight of elderly parents of

rican residents. The rigors of the law have practically

them off permanently from their natural resource of

care for the aged:" the homes of their grown children.

Many such cases have been reported. Even citizens may
not claim the admission of parents outside of quota. Thus

problems of relief and home care resulting from this en-

forced separation of the active generation from the older

ration are adding to the social burdens of European

entries. This situation rightfully demands the attention

of the country which benefits from the presence of the active

generation, for whose years of childhood dependency it did

not bear the cost. Furthermore the congregating of would-

be emigrants in consular cities, hoping against hope, or

awaiting the slow transmission of official papers, is produc-

ing new problems of shelter and protection over there.

The third area in which to search for symptoms of

effects of the new law is among our citizens and resi-

dents of foreign birth here in America. People having

strong home ties here and also over there know what

the human consequences of an immigration law are.

A thoughtful American whose work keeps her in touch with

the nationality communities of her city reports many cases

that are tragically baffling, in which the great need is to

bring some one person over, either to unite a family here, or

to solve the problem of protection and maintenance for a

member over there. They are problems that cannot be

ended by merely explaining with tact and care what the

laws says. There is a young Greek girl left utterly alone

in Greece; both her parents are dead and her only surviving

relatire, a brother, in America. The quota of eight and a

fraction persons per month allowed for all persons of Greek

coun

birth has long been "oversubscribed." It is impossible to

foretell how many years it may be before the girl can get

a place in the quota, because of the large lists of "preferred

class quota" ahead. Finally the brother gave up a good start

here and has gone back to Greece to take care of

his sister.

In a western city, to take another example, is an educated

Russian who had worked his way half round the world to

get to America at last had toiled for a year, denying himself

all but meagre necessities, in order to bring over his wife and

two children. Now it is impossible: a waiting list to fill sev-

eral years ahead. He is not a citizen, having been a resident

here for but one year, and so he cannot claim a non-quota

class for them. He must wait another four years before he

can achieve citizenship. And then if he happens to appear be-

fore a judge who is interpreting "likely to make a good

citizen" as applying only to a man who has already brought

his family here, he is in danger of being denied citizenship

on the very ground that his wife is not now with him!

Meanwhile he must support his family over there and the

expense of maintaining a divided family is excessive. His

letter of protest was the cry of a desperate man.

A Polish worker in another city says that she fears a

growing change in the attitude of the younger men in her

community. Now that they have at last grasped the sheer

hopelessness of sending for their wives and for the girls

they intended to marry, they tend toward a cynical and more

reckless view of their responsibilities. The law leaves them

a personal dilemma very difficult to face. An Italian worker

reports that Italian men have been supporting families in

Italy, always in expectation of bringing them over as soon

as possible. And now they do not know what to do. If

they have already lived here two years, they still have three

more before they can achieve citizenship even if they pro-

ceed at once to take out their first papers and to undertake

the difficult study for naturalization examination. A prob-

lem almost as great as this of separated families appears

in the social chasm that has developed between the man after

five years in the United States and his wife, when she does

come. The man is changed for more than he realizes.

Psychologically the essentials of a harmonious home relation

have already been destroyed by the length of the enforced

separation.

Available statistics to date report the arrival and de-

partures of aliens from Europe from July only through

September. There entered 24,859. But there also departed

21,849, leaving a net immigration for the first quarter of

the year from Europe of only 3,010. Whether this exceed-

ingly high proportion of departures indicates a permanent

answer from our foreign-born people to the social dilemma

into which the enormous reductions in quotas have thrown

large sections of our population cannot yet be determined.

But it may be.

Another answer seems to be appearing in the great

increase in attempts at illegal entry, by stowaways,

deserting seamen, and over the borders. The "smuggling"
of immigrants has developed a new form of exploitation.

Much could be written both as to the extent of this illegal

entry, and as to the social handicap under which an alien,

having so entered, must everlastingly live always in danger

of being reported by some spiteful neighbor; never with the

hope of gaining the protection of citizenship ; liable to de-

portation at any time.
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The human urge toward family loyalty is a force beyond
the reach of legislation. People will come when all the

hope of security and happiness in the world lies "over here."

Ignoring for the moment that other gigantic force for emi-

gration economic necessity which is driving the people of

Europe today to seek an outlet somewhere, and regarding

only the force of affection and loyalty which is bringing
relatives of persons now here to follow them, we are com-

pelled to face the fact: in spite of certain beneficial achieve-

ments, this law is causing trouble. The basic difficulty seems

to lie not (except in the case of students) in the manner

of handling the law, but in the law itself, which ignores
the realities of present population, and seeks to control the

needs of our present population by the measure of a theo-

retical population of thirty-five years ago. The quotas are

too small. New immigration is coming steadily over the

Mexican borders for which there is no quota 4,386 in two

months, while we manipulate vast machinery to see to it

that only eight Greeks, 39 Finns, 51 Belgians a month, join

their relatives already here! "Larger quotas" may yet be-

come a campaign slogan in many parts of the United

States.

The Community's General Staff
A Sanitarian Challenges the Welfare Federation

By Haven Emerson, M. D.

AMAZING
as it may sound, I believe it is true that

up to the present time no official government of

any city in the United States has studied the needs

of the sick and poor, determined the amount and kind of

provision for remedy and prevention required, and carried

through an adequate program accordingly. This would be

precisely the most logical thing for a city government to do,

but the uncertainty and brevity of municipal administration

and the recklessness and vindictiveness of political campaigns

leave constructive projects in a parlous condition, and the

sick and poor come in second best when healthy victors need

the spoils.

As long as we have partisan, inefficient and uninformed

city officials, as is so often the case throughout the country,

each community for its own protection, for its own self-

respect, for the sake of the unfortunate and disabled will

need a permanent body representing a sound policy of pre-

paredness for health, of scientific salvaging, of consideration

for those handicapped by weak inheritance or caught in the

relentless pressure of competition.

The welfare federation of today, wisely organized, is the

conscience of the community in matters of public service to

the sick and poor. Its object as I see it is to provide the

general staff and the munitions for a perpetual and perennial

war upon all the preventable causes of sickness, death and

dependency, and to see that the strategy of this war is not

disturbed by confusion and contradiction in leadership. It

is to all intents and purposes the cabinet of the unofficial

government of the city, supplementing the official govern-

ment with quick resource, with experiment, demonstration

and unselfish non-political public work.

THERE
is little use in having the skin or teeth or

stomach in good order if the whole body is suffering

from a malarial infection. Still less does it avail to have a

physically sound body when the spirit of man is deformed

and shrunken, his personality distorted and mean, his mind

incapable. The body and personality of a community are

as accessible to examination, and nearly as available for

exact analysis, diagnosis and treatment as are those of the

individual. We have not fully recognized this fact. We
have created official health service to keep a skilled finger

on the pulse of community life, its lives and deaths, its sick-

ness and successes. We have provided public hospitals to

salvage those whose health we have not saved. We have
taken account of those who suffer from loss of opportunity
as well as loss of health, those whom incapacity, ignorance,
a foreign tongue, may have crippled to the point of depend-

ency. We have each in our separate way done our bit

salvaged a family here, given a crutch for the cripple there,

stood between childhood and neglect, lifted the helpless to

self-support. In the main we have done good ; we have

helped ourselves in the doing; but we have seen the in-

completeness of our job.

We have at last become conscious of the weakness of in-

dependence, the futility of individuality when both inde-

pendence and individuality are attained at the expense of

the real objective common service. We of the hospital

staffs have begun to look beyond our four walls to the

source of sickness, to the home results of our treatment in

ward and operating room. Hospitals have begun to be

health centers from which nursing and other health services

radiate. We of the relief agencies have become acutely

interested in the biology of disease, the technique of nursing,

the reason of rickets, the origins of poor bodies, as well as

in the justice and necessity of supplementing family budgets

and taking on the duty of constructing families out of broken

and scattered fragments. We of the health agencies have

begun to see that neither control of environment nor sanitary

policing will bring all the blessings of health. We have

accepted the testimony of the school teacher, the nurse, the

social worker that health means a personal understanding

of life in home, shop and playground, an interpretation of

science in the words of the kitchen, the sitting room, the

boy's club.

We study the cell, to learn the organism and its function-

ing. But we treat the whole human being. We are grad-

ually awakening to the obvious fact that just as each cell

bears the trace of its most distant and different fellow, so

in the city of today no person or family but shows the im-

press of every neighbor's act and thought. The reason for

a welfare federation is that it takes an entire community to

relieve, correct and prevent its own ailments.

HOW does this development relate itself to public

health? We have passed through the first two

hundred years of health work 1700-1900 when authority

and sanitary enforcement were the chief protection against
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Health Questions for Your Town
Have you in your city the following?

Five beds for general medical and surgical patients for

each 1,000 of population.

One bed for each death from tuberculosis per annum.

Beds enough to give 25 per cent of the births hospital

care for three weeks.

Beds in convalescent hospitals for 10 per cent of the

patients admitted to general hospitals.

One bed for every 2,000 of population for the acute

communicable diseases of childhood.

One visiting public health nurse for each 2,000 of popu-

lation.

A medical social service worker for each 100 patients

attending special heart clinics, to provide home instruction

and guidance.

Sorting stations for the unusual, the problem, the ill-

adjusted, the predelinquent child.

A prenatal service connected with every hospital that

receives maternity patients.

disease; through twenty years of organized education in

the ways and means of preventive medicine ; and through
a very few years in which we have embarked on a program
of personal participation in self-protection, in which we have

made public health a private concern in the home and have

diverted emphasis from the tax budget to the family budget.

The objective of our present effort is the family. We
seek its endurance and continuity. This has been advanced

by pushing the average span of life or life expectancy from

years to 55, more than by any other single accomplish-

nt of the last sixty years. We can add another fifteen

ars to life, in the course of the next thirty years, if we
to. Our whole social order is wrapped up in the

oblem of physical and mental growth and the preparation

the child, when matured in body and mind, for useful

ork. Without our advancing expectancy of life, without

the greater endurance of the family which that makes pos-

sible, we could not look forward with any confidence to a

still more generous program of social progress.

In our progress toward health we have seen that bacteria

are not influenced by creed or superstition, that vitamines

are as essential to one race as another, that disease and pov-

erty and crime are international, that health is incompatible

with social and industrial disorder, and that these are often

symptoms in their turn of the physical and mental instability

of a people. Like the Presbyterian Hospital of New York,

which has carved on its cornerstone the motto "Without

regard to race, creed or color," we are seeing more clearly

every day that the international war on disease and the

common attack on justice and ignorance are the only cam-

paigns we can all honestly join in sharing as active com-

batants.

The general staff of any useful army must have not only

full knowledge of its own resources, but all the facts about

the enemy which its intelligence service can provide. What
are some of the first facts which a welfare federation, as the

community's general staff, must know? The number and

kinds of the sick? The beds needed and available in hospi-

tal, sanatorium, preventoria, day camps, nurseries, convales-

cent homes? The births in hospitals and at home? The

expectant mothers wisely guided and carried safely through

confinement? The extent to which childhood is damaged

while waiting to get to school? Where and how many are

the blind, the crippled, the feeble-minded? How are their

numbers recruited ? How many children are crippled with

heart disease before they get to school ? At what age and for

what sex is tuberculosis still increasing. In what neighbor-

hoods is the tuberculosis death rate equal to that of Moscow,
the infant death rate similar to that of Bombay? Where

do industrial accidents occur and what becomes of the

victims? How much of the public money given out of

family savings or personal surplus is spent in duplication

of central office costs, in doing over uncompleted jobs, or on

shoe leather of long-enduring nurses whose skill is priceless?

The welfare federation cannot fail in its project of ade-

quate public service, neighborly help, prevention as well as

cure of distress, if it knows its community; if it thinks in

terms of the family, not the organization; of functions, not

personalities; of future needs, not of past accomplishments;

if it grasps for itself, and carries over to its constituents, the

concept of a community drawing on all its manifold re-

sources for a common forward movement toward longer,

sounder and richer lives for all of its people.

Boston Style

TRAFFIC
through the streets of Boston has ceased

to be a serious business of men and has become a

pastime. No one hurries: "Hurry gets you no-

where!" Horse-drawn vehicles of many descriptions,

taxis, automobiles, trucks and street-cars mingle in a

vast, interminable and joyous confusion. No one gets angry,

for anger gets you nowhere, either. All is good natured

Bostonian "acceptance of the universe."

Anyone who wants to get anywhere in Boston the same

day starts the day before and travels on foot.

Occasionally, business men have a run of luck. The taxis

in which they are trying to reach a place of engagement,

say for lunch Tuesday of next week, fall in with one
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our AND
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Cartoon by Collier in the Boston Herald

WHY NOT A TOTEM TRAFFIC TOWER?
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another, and stand, side by side, in the streets. There they

transact their mutual business, making much headway (in

their minds) without the distractions of eating and drink-

ing. Of course, they miss their lunches. But since they

were going to next Tuesday's lunch, they often refresh

themselves, in the meantime, on Saturday's or Monday's
lunch. There is some talk of providing the faster taxis

with automats. The slower ones will have to put up with

foundry-made sandwiches and crullers.

If these chance meetings of taxis could be organized and

standardized, this would solve many of the most pressing

business problems of Boston. But such chance meetings

cannot often be assured, at least under present conditions.

Now and then, a dam of traffic breaks through, and a flood

of vehicles pours down one of the hilly streets swamping

everything in its course and sweeping all cross streets clean.

The sight is both thrilling and ominous: like the breaking

of a river dam in the northern forests. And like those

northern floods, quite incalculable. There seems little likeli-

hood that schedules can be arranged by means of which

business engagements can be kept en route.

The first traffic control tower in Boston has just been

installed at the corner of Tremont and Boylston streets

a corner at which the average automobile can find more

ways of going, all at once, than any other corner in the

world. No movie scene depicting the antics of a bewildered

policeman has ever equalled the performances that have been

observed at this famous corner. There- is but one town in

America where the traffic is more diverting, and that town
is Burlington, N. C.

Now, however, all this is to be changed for the worse:

traffic officials have taken that corner in hand. A control

tower has been installed. I spent two hours of a recent

Sabbath trying to master the signals and came away a

sadder and more ignorant man. The lights in this tower

range from the ultra-violet, through purple, blue and green,

to red and amber and to infra-red and white, in several

shadings of meaning, according to the legends printed on the

various lenses. These lights have suggested to the officials

a most elaborate system of "stop and go" signals which, it

seems to me, none but a native Bostonian can ever hope to

understand. One of my fellow watchers said: "I think

they are over-estimating the intelligence of the Boston peo-

ple." Far be it from me, either to confirm or deny that

suggestion. I cannot say. But I do know that the system
"flatters" the intelligence of strangers and seems not un-

likely to be the proximate occasion for many casualties.

Consider the facts: At one of the signals a complex-

compound arrangement of three or four lights the autos on

the one street go forward, on all other streets they back

up, pedestrians change partners and all promenade. At an-

other signal, all the pedestrians take three paces forward

and two to the left, all the autos sound their horns and

give three bounds forward and stop suddenly and all horses

sit down on their haunches, and raise their right front feet

in military salute. After these preliminaries, traffic returns

to its starting place and proceeds as before. Further than

this, this witness averreth not. After several hours spent

in trying to figure the thing out, I gave it up and went
to my muttons over in Cambridge.

But I advise all strangers who contemplate visiting

Boston to write at once to the Bureau of Public Safety
for a copy of rules and regulations governing the move-

ments of traffic at Tremont and Boylston streets. At all

other crossings in the city, each individual takes his chances

with every body else: he solves the cross-street puzzle with

such words and thoughts as he has in his vocabulary. But

at Tremont and Boylston, the authorities have taken unfair

advantage of all passing citizens. No one will ever be able

to know what to do there, and since every one will read

the signals as his own private warrant to "hop to it," the

casualties are likely to be greatly increased.

At any rate, all Boston visitors are advised to carry along
a suit of black clothes. J. K. H.

From a Flop-House Diary
Here are fragments from a "mission stiff's" diary

found on the floor of the Chicago Municipal Lodging
House one ivinter morning and quoted in the recent

annual report of the Department of Public Welfare.

Midnight, New Year's Eve. Kneel in prayer in

Desplaines Street Rescue Mission, 334 S. Desplaines St.

in Chicago, 111. About 40 of us gathered here to see in

the new year. A good time. Out on the street snow on

the ground, cold, cloudy. Broke, no room. Went to

the place where I had been laying out, covered with

snow, had to walk street all night. Started to Madison.

Two young fellows passed me; stopped, turned around

and asked me if I had O-coat or money. I said no.

One said he hated to see me walk all night on night

like this. He gave me ten cents. I thanked him. They
went on. I went to Hogan's Flop, pay lOc to sleep on

floor. 4 story building, 3 floors covered with men. Sleep

on newspapers on floor. No beds. Sit in corner till

6 A. M. Sleep little. Down on street, cold. To Mc-
Guire's Peerless Hotel, 648 Madison. To wash room,

wash up. Sit down in Lobby. Man said I was good
writer. Down on street, down in loop, through alleys.

Got cake and apple peelings from garbage. Eat them.

Cold. To Vestibule Hotel, 66 W. Van Buren St.

(Follows a prayer)

Oh God the Creator of Heaven and earth

The Creator of my body, soul and spirit,

The Owner of the cattle on a thousand hills,

Hallowed be Thy name, Thy kingdom come

Thy will be done concerning me and everything else.

I thank Thee for what Thou hast done for me in the

past

Are doing for me in the present and are going to do

for me in the future.

(Diary continues)

Stand in lobby, roam down street, through alleys.

Found bread, eggs and pie. To Fafayette Hotel, 628

Madison. Stand in lobby. R down street, through alleys,

orange, cake, bread, nuts, bologna, vveiners, cakes. To
Peerless Hotel 648 W. Madison. Stand in lobby. Stand

in Bible Rescue Mission 626 Madison. Full of men

standing and sitting. Men mopping floors. Start to

Desplaines Rescue Mission, 334 S. Desplaines St. Good

meeting, prayers, testimonies, songs, good sermon, one

at altar, victory! They serve coffee, sandwich. Start

to Bible Rescue Mission. Service still on, 25 men at

altar, all saved. Stand. They serve plate lunch of

beans, bologna, bread, candy, apples and coffee. Gave

every man a ticket to Hogan's Flop House. I got one.

About 2OO men were given tickets to flop houses.

Crowded. I sprawled on floor till morn.



The Common Welfare

who organized the enthusiastic confer-

ence just held in Chicago on "the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the founding of the first juvenile

court and the fifteenth anniversary of the estab-

lishment of the first Institute for Juvenile Research were

careful to state that they were not '"celebrating" the double

anniversary, but were rather "marking" the occasion with

the feeling that there is still too much ahead to warrant

"celebrating" yet. One came away from the three-day ses-

sion with the feeling that the occasion was momentous both

because of the achievements of a quarter-century and of the

hope and promise that lie in the work of the future.

The program of the first day dealt with the origins, his-

tory, developments and problems of juvenile courts; those

of the second with similar aspects of institutes for juvenile

research and similar clinics. The program of the third day

struck a significant and modern note in presenting a sym-

posium on Foundations of Behavior a scientific synthesis

in which speakers from the fields of biology, neurology,

anthropology and sociology illuminated many of the prob-

lems connected with delinquency by the light of their scien-

tific contributions.

Speakers of the first morning carried the audience back

a quarter of a century to the founding of the Juvenile Court

of Cook County the first juvenile court in the world.

They threw over the many difficulties of those early days

the soft mantle of humorous tales, but- Jane Addams made

one conscious of some of their practical difficulties when

she told how a visitor at Hull House once asked their first

probation officer what her district was.
'

Surprised even at

the question, the officer answered, "Oh! It begins at the

lake and extends to the horizon!" Judge Ben B. Lindsey of

the Family Court of Denver told of Denver's contribution

to the development of juvenile courts. Judge Charles W.
Hoffman of Cincinnati told of their plan for "amalgama-
tion" of courts dealing with family problems. He stressed

the community responsibility in regard to delinquency,

"a disease which cannot be cured by moralizing to children

or depriving them of their liberty." He pointed out that

the old ideas of punishment have handicapped juvenile

courts in their development, and urged that even the juven-

ile court be made the "court of last resort" after educa-

tion, medicine, psychiatry, psychology, mental hygiene and

social agencies had done all they could to solve the problems

involved, without bringing the child into court. Discus-

sion of this paper emphasized the fact that whereas some

of the forward-looking workers in large cities are already

looking ahead to the development of preventive work which

may make juvenile courts unnecessary, the rural districts

are looking forward to the establishment of juvenile courts

as a step still ahead of them.

Professor George H. Meade of the University of Chi-

cago introduced the speakers of the second morning by

pointing out that the work of the Institute for Juvenile

Research and similar clinics for behavior problems is of

unlimited importance to society because the community must

continue to deal with the criminal by a technique of hos-

tility until the basis of a new technique of sympathy and

understanding can be worked out by studies of this kind.

At present we must identify the criminal and get him out

of the way because he is the enemy of society. The com-

munity must maintain this protective attitude until scientists

have developed a new technique to the point where it can

deal successfully with these enemies of society on some other

basis. The morning's addresses brought out the fact that

in the clinical work of the last fifteen years the technique

of diagnosis has become well established, but that we have

not sufficiently studied the results of our methods of

treatment to be certain as to their effectiveness.

Dr. Healy's brilliant and profound analysis of the Psy-

chology of Situations in Causation of Delinquency and

Crime struck several wholesome warnings against "isms"

in the work. His main thesis was that every situation must

be treated in its entirety (the situation as a whole}, that

every situation is a process continually in the making, and

that the court and clinic machinery becomes part of the

psychology of the situation of any offender the minute it

has contact with him. The process is one of continuous,

circular response what society does to the individual and

the individual's retaliation to it.

Milestones! Only a few of them were listed on the

chart that hung behind the speakers' table. But those

few were merely indicative of the countless steps that must

have been taken in a quarter of a century's progress front

the establishment of the world's first juvenile court to the

scientific methods of today in the study of personality prob-

lems and "psychological situations"! And the march goes

on.

EOPLE who are planning a trip abroad often debate

the wisdom of vaccination or revaccination before leav-

ing these sheltered and sanitary shores. Surprising, how-

ever, is the news of smallpox brought forward in a recent

bulletin of the League of Nations. In 1923 the United
States stood third in the number of cases of smallpox re-

ported by some fifty-odd countries of Europe, Asia, Africa

and other parts of the world. It was surpassed only by
India and Russia. Next highest after its 29,968 cases come

England and Wales with a total of 2,485. The whole

group of countries of northern Europe Norway, Sweden,
Denmark (these three with none at all), the Netherlands,

Finland, Germany, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Bel-

gium reported only 131 cases of smallpox in an aggregate

population equal to that of the United States.

Within our own territory the differences are equally

striking. Massachusetts reported a case rate of o.i per

100,000 of population; Montana, of no.o. Between these

extremes the honors, in general, lay with the New England
and north Atlantic states, the black marks with the whole

447
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northern tier of states (except Idaho) from Michigan west-

ward and down the Pacific coast through California. The

smallpox rate of California is about fourteen times that of

Japan !

Obviously if smallpox occurs a thousand times more fre-

quently in Montana than in Massachusetts, in relation to

population, the contrast is more than accidental. If coun-

tries which have been swept by war and famine and disease

can avoid this scourge, surely it seems unnecessary that

thousands should be killed or disfigured by it in American

states which are noted for their prosperity, their healthful

climates, and their excellent record for health administration

in other particulars. The case rate of smallpox in any com-

munity is a direct index of the degree to which universal

vaccination is preached and practised. The year just ended

will undoubtedly see an even higher record than that preced-

ing during its first six months, for which alone statistics

are now available, almost as many cases of smallpox were

reported as in all of 1923. With a sure means of prevention

at hand, and the experience of the world to compare with

our own, every case of smallpox in this country means a

victory of superstition, ignorance, or carelessness.

THE penalty for the ability to do one thing well is the

discovery that behind it lie other tasks, ranks on

ranks of them, awaiting capable hands. Without forgetting

or slighting the claims of the old, one must take account of

needs that are newly arisen or newly recognized. So the

Wisconsin Anti-Tuberculosis Association, with the approval

of the National Association, has decided to use some of the

money from the Christmas seal sale to add a specific de-

partment on heart disease to its work.

"For some time past," writes a member of the staff, "the

findings in our traveling free chest clinics have led the men

of our medical department to feel that there was great need

of attention given specifically to heart disease. This feeling

led to definite plans. . . . The intention to add heart

disease to our clinic work was made at the annual meeting

in October. I believe that the work in Wisconsin is to be

regarded as an experiment in the wisdom of the state tuber-

culosis associations taking on the fight against heart disease/'

After a recent study of experience in the United States

Registration Area in 1922 the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company points out that a child of ten is three times as

likely to die eventually from heart disease as from tuber-

culosis. This greater risk from heart disease increases

steadily with age, for tuberculosis is preeminently a disease

of the young, while heart disease becomes more frequent

with the wear and tear of added years. (Dr. Emerson's

article in The Survey for November i considers this fact in

detail.) By thirty-five the probability of dying eventually

from heart disease is four times that of dying from tuber-

culosis in the case of men; for women it is six times as

great. After forty the ratios are even higher.

"Facilities have been provided," the Company declares,

"for public education in personal, domestic and industrial

hygiene, for the early recognition and prompt treatment of

incipient tuberculosis, for the isolation and treatment of

advanced cases, and for productive research into causative

and other aspects of the disease. At the present time, how-

ever, organized effort for the study of heart disease is limited

to a few organizations, inadequately supported, and to de-

partments of internal medicine in isolated medical schools.

There is clearly a call for a revaluation in the effort now
being expended in the study of heart diseases, and for the

statement of a program of research, treatment and public
education commensurate with the importance of these dis-

eases as sources of preventable or postponable death."

OME, at least, of the welfare federations, have under-

taken to see all the way round the problems of their

community and act in a comprehensive job of diagnosis
and treatment such as Dr. Emerson advocates elsewhere in

this issue. From Dayton, Ohio, comes a concise and definite

survey of children's work with recommendations for ex-

panding and supplementing the fifteen existing agencies to

fill in the chinks, prepared by the Dayton Research Asso-

ciation for the Community Chest. San Francisco, spurred
on by the group of welfare agencies, underwent a health

examination at the hands of Dr. Emerson himself. As
Michael M. Davis, Jr. points out in reviewing the San Fran-

cisco report on page 478, the telling question to ask a com-

munity as well as an individual is "After diagnosis what?"
and in the answer to this, the contribution of Community
Council and Community Chest is of an importance in direct

proportion to the intelligence, the thoroughness and the

power of these disinterested agencies in the complex life of

their city.

DRESS DESPATCHES report that night raiders are

again abroad in the hurley tobacco country of Kentucky.
There has been over-production so that a militant group
are demanding a general "cut-out" of the 1925 crop to

hold up prices. Others say that to grow no tobacco next

year would wipe Kentucky hurley, the state's "money crop,"
forever out of the market. Discussion has blazed its way
into the Burley Tobacco Growers' Cooperative Association,

whose organization and early achievements were described

by Aaron Sapiro in Survey Graphic for April, 1923. The
rift in the association, the fact of over-production, the re-

vival of night riding to keep the fields fallow, all go to show
that the row of rural organization is hard to sow. There
is no "get-cooperation-quick" formula that will turn farm-

ers into partners over night, especially where the growers
of the commodity are scattered over a wide territory. They
must pay the price of democratic organization by baffling,

sometimes bitter experience; as the leaders of the California

cooperatives, Mr. Sapiro, among them, have pointed out.

Neighborliness, close contact among the members and be-

tween the members and their executive officers would seem

essential to the establishment of that confidence upon which

sound cooperation must be built. But even so it is not only

such ventures in cooperation as the Burley Association that
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have had hard sledding in America; thousands of retail

stores organized on strict Rochdale principles in small com-

munities have come and gone with last year's leaves.

The revival of night riding in Kentucky will be variously

interpreted as a symptom of an inherent weakness in the

crop type of organization, as due to organizing from the

top instead of the bottom, as the result of mismanagement,

forfeited confidence, factionalism, or as the handiwork of

adverse interests bent on wrecking the scheme that pulled

the growers out of the hole, made them a bargaining force

that squeezed out the middle-men and had to be seriously

reckoned with by the big corporate buyers. It at least is

another illustration of our incorrigible American individual-

ism and our pioneer impatience with new forms of organiza-

tion that require the subordination of the individual to the

group and the long discipline of experience and education

if they are to weather bad years as well as fair.

FOR many years the needle trades were the outstanding

symbol of sweating and the evils of overcrowding. They

were the special object of attack by campaigners against child

labor, uncontrolled tenement home work, unsanitary fac-

tories and fire traps. During the past ten years, these trades

have undergone a veritable revolution with respect to most

of these evils. Some sweating survives, there are still some

unsanitary factories; there is still room for improvement in

the regularization of employment and the technique of mod-

ern factory organization. But for the most part, the needle

trades have risen to remarkably high standards; they have

many of the finest factories in the country to their credit.

These improvements have not been without their pen-

alties. In New York City, especially, the movement of

the garment industry into its uptown stronghold (which

followed a vigorous campaign by realty owners to rid lower

7
ifth Avenue of its crowding alien workers) has been

companied by the erection of massive and elaborate build-

in which the rentals are high. Manufacturers have

It that they must have offices and show rooms in keeping

nth their sumptuous surroundings and this has meant a

urther increase in the cost of overhead. The cost of rents

become burdensome to the workers as well as to the

anufacturers. As a result, there is an increasing disposi-

on in the industry to get out of the metropolitan centers.

lants are operating successfully in small towns of New

England, New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. By

noving his factory out of the large cities, the manufacturer

can still keep his show rooms in the best market places.

The workers seem to like the small places where they can

have ampler homes with gardens, and where their children

can play with safety. The hope of city planners is being

realized ; economic forces are getting behind the decentrali-

zation movement.

But the ultimate success of the movement will largely

depend upon the extension to the small towns of the cheap

power which only a wisely controlled giant power system

can provide. This is essential not only to the economical

operation of small factories, but also to the equipment of

homes with those modern conveniences which only cheap

electricity can make practicable for the wage earners and

the professional men of small incomes. This tendency in

the needle trades might soon become typical of a general
and wholesome decentralizing process if the elements in the

problem were widely understood and made the subject of

intelligent planning and control.

j\T
EANWHILE the needle workers face the problem** of city housing. Confronted by the universal failure

of ordinary commercial processes to provide enough decent

housing for wage-workers, they have turned again to the

collective tools which they have forged for themselves.

Through their two banks, the International and the Amal-
gamated, a group of unions including the International

Ladies' Garment Workers and the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers have commissioned Andrew J. Thomas, architect

of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's tenements,
to study available sites and costs in Manhattan, the Bronx
and Brooklyn. If it appears that in some one of these

boroughs an experimental block can be built at a feasible

cost, the unions will finance the undertaking and be guided
in future housing enterprises by its results.

Mr. Thomas has also planned for John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,

a "garden tenement" on the upper East Side. This also is

announced as an experiment and may be the precursor of

more extensive operations. The buildings here are to cover

56 per cent of the ground area, thus falling about midway
between the 70 per cent allowed by law and the 30 per cent

to which the City Housing Corporation has found it possi-

ble to restrict its buildings on cheap land in Queens Bor-

ough.

These experiments are necessary and, within sharply de-

fined limits, hopeful. It is not yet clear that any accumula-

tion of cooperative or philanthropic capital now available

can make an appreciable difference in the quality of New
York's low-cost housing. The job of replacement left by
the thrifty builders of old-law tenements before 1901, which
are still at least as numerous as the new-law houses, is an

enormous one. It is noteworthy that the only considerable

slum clearance project now on foot the widening of Allen

Street and the consequent destruction of the equivalent of

four or five blocks of ancient tenements in a congested area

of the lower East Side was put forward as a step toward

traffic relief and carries with it no provision for replacing
the net loss in cheap shelter which it will involve.

There could be little quarrel with the demolition of old

houses on Manhattan and the shifting of their tenants to

outlying districts if that did not increase the distance between

their homes and their work and hence aggravate the all-but-

unendurable traffic mess. The tendency of population has

been to desert Manhattan. But the weary round of political

recrimination which has clogged for years even the slow-

moving stream of "rapid" transit has pretty nearly clinched

the conclusion to which New Yorkers have long been com-

ing, that the city planned, or unplanned, as it now is

is simply incapable of providing the transportation it needs.

Much energy is fruitlessly spent in irritation against this

or that public agent who has fuddled his job. It would be

more useful to consider whether it is physically possible to

keep spreading workers without spreading the work ; whether
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it is, after all, worth while to build subways on the theory

that most of the city workers will always have to be hauled

back and forth twice a day under weary miles of enormous-

ly costly ground. Building a few blocks of tenements in-

telligently, tearing down a few more that were built stupidly,

opening up the cheap land miles away from Manhattan

these things will help housing a little. But the worker

who wants to live and the manufacturer who wants

to pay dividends must ultimately unite in a flank movement

on congestion itself.

one hand conservative and evangelistic, but on the other

as willing to assume social tasks in larger measure.

THE quadrennial meeting of the Federal Council of

Churches held at Atlanta, December 2 to 9, produced

considerable evidence that the large group of Protestant

churches cooperating in the council are steadily assuming

larger social responsibilities. A significant report was that

on the growth of local church cooperation. There are now

fifty city and six state councils, with combined budgets of

about $500,000. These local councils are altogether inde-

pendent, an expression of church cooperation in their states

and cities. They do not contribute to the support of the

Federal Council.

The council urged its constituents to influence opinion in

favor of the World Court, the movement for the outlawry
of war and the "reestablishment of right relations with

Japan." Though no action was taken directly on the Chil-

dren's Amendment, the council approved the program of

its Commission on Social Service, which has actively taken

part in campaigns for its adoption. A Committee on Good-

will Between Jews and Christians has just been set up, with

Rev. John L. Herring as executive secretary.

The issue which was most actively debated arose through
the submission of a resolution in regard to chaplains, by
Dr. C. C. Morrison, editor of the Christian Century. This

resolution instructed the Committee on Army and Navy
Chaplains "to study the question of taking such steps as

may be necessary and effective to place the service of min-

isters of religion to the men of both army and navy upon
a non-military basis." The proposal would undoubtedly
have been defeated as too drastic a step by an overwhelming

majority if it had come to a vote but all matters pertain-

ing to chaplains were referred to a special investigating

committee. At a popular meeting Bishop Francis McCon-
nell of Pittsburgh made a defense of the industrial radical

on the basis of his social utility and a plea for free speech

for all unpopular industrialists. Dr. S. Parks Cadman, the

newly elected president of the council, in outlining the

tasks of the churches, dwelt at length upon the need of

a new spirit in industry and of abolishing war.

It is felt by those familiar with the cooperative program
of these churches that the will to cooperate in certain types

of work is increasing and that there is every indication of

a growing trust of the council's work by its constituent

bodies. There was no effort to curb its public utterances.

The church leaders appear to feel that through the Council

their opinions on outstanding public questions, such as im-

migration, for instance, may be voiced. The assembly at

Atlanta was probably a fair cross section of Protestantism

in the United States and revealed Protestantism as on the

THE American Red Cross has taken one more step

perhaps the final one in the matter of administration

in post-war readjustment. The divisional offices will be

closed on February 15. The divisions, which numbered
fourteen at their maximum just after the war, and which

have gradually been combined and rearranged until only
six remain, will be eliminated. Branch offices of national

headquarters will be opened at St. Louis and San Francisco
;

these will, however, be purely geographical conveniences

and there will be no administrative unit interposed between

the staff experts at Washington, or St. Louis, or San Fran-

cisco, and the local chapter. The New England, Washing-
ton and Southern Divisions will be served by the Washing-
ton office ; the Central and Southwestern by St. Louis ; the

Pacific states by San Francisco.

"The purpose of this action," it is announced, "is to bring

chapters into closer relations with the national officers, and

to extend and improve the service. An annual saving of at

least $130,000 will result. . . . There will be more field

representatives,"

It is perhaps on those "more field representatives" that the

success of the new arrangement depends. If budget allow-

ances which have hitherto been needed to maintain more
or less stationary offices and people can be transferred in

whole or in part to the strengthening of a mobile force of

field workers, continually shuttling back and forth between

headquarters and the chapters, and given a reasonably free

hand in dealing with the very wide variations in the cir-

cumstances of local work, the result may be a net gain

in resourcefulness and flexibility at both ends of the inter-

change. Workers who have seen the old divisions disappear

one by one have sometimes viewed the prospect with mis-

giving, but it is fair to say that in many cases the chapters

have shaken down into stronger, more independent units.

In the earlier period of post-war experiments there were

many who believed fervently that the Red Cross could

render its best service to the country only if the chapters

had all the freedom in interpreting their local job that was

consistent with efficiency in a national crisis. Undoubtedly
that freedom has sometimes been strained : chapters, we are

told, have supplied their communities with "everything

from fish basins, concrete walks, electric light poles and

swimming pools to social workers, hospitals and nurses."

Yet this local initiative, especially in socially underdeveloped

areas, has resulted in so many sound contributions to com-

munity organization that one would regret sharply the de-

velopment of national centralization of a type that would

jeopardize it.

Though there is clearly a delicate job ahead of the Wash-

ington office in conserving the sectional integrity of Red

Cross work in New England and the South, for example
the administrative change will not necessarily alter national-

local relationships. But the spirit with which the new plan

is operated will be watched with keen interest by those who
see in the Red Cross something more than an arm of the

military establishment.



COMMUNITIES
What is a Council of Churches Good For?

T
-* HE Council of

Churches movement

is an example of how,
i n a behavioristic

sense, the wish is

father to the thought. First we
dream of a functional activity.

Then we label it. Then we dis-

cover that our actual perform-

ance is far in arrears of the mean-

ing of the label. Then we try to

make the reality conform to the

label. That is the stage at

which many of us now find our-

selves.

In the application of democ-

racy to church affairs in an interdenominational sense we
face all the old difficulties which have perplexed the minds

of political democrats. Can we emancipate ourselves, a la

Miss Follett, from mere majority rule and build somehow,
in the churches of a community, a "group mind"?

It is difficult for an organization aspiring to community

leadership to maintain at one and the same time the repre-

sentative capacity and the prophetic spirit. The vanguard
has to be pretty largely on its own. The scouting aero-

plane gets ahead of the lines. Back at G. H. Q. the

conservatism of military procedure is likely to be felt as

strongly as ever. Educate a man in science, in modern

knowledge of the Bible, in economics, in inter-racial good-
will and in the wider patriotism and dare he speak out

in the face of a constituency which is afraid of science,

eager to "defend" the Scriptures, interested pretty largely

in the economic status quo, divinely inspired to maintain

white supremacy and subservient to nationalistic ideals?

On the other hand, could a Fundamentalist in the office

of the council serve all the churches? No nariow sectarian

can lead a cooperative movement; will narrow sectarians

permit a cooperative spirit in their representative to remain

cooperative? Or must a prophet undertake to be also an

intellectual mugwump ?

Suppose a secretary is invited (with his wife) to chaperon
a working girls' dance? Should he risk his job to please

the girls and their sponsor? His pastor, similarly invited,

accepts the invitation, but advises the secretary to decline.

Both pastor and secretary are agreed that Jesus would

probably have appreciated the invitation and accepted it,

but then, Jesus was not executive secretary of the Council

of Jerusalem Synagogues.
Must a council of churches be, as Lindeman says they

have been so far, "largely nominal and not functional"?

Or must it be a mere secretariat? Is no "social integration"

possible? Can there be not even a functional group men-

tality among churches in the community?
Well, there are difficulties.

Here the executive secretary of a small-

city council of churches spills his heart

out his perplexities, his discourage-
ments, the faith that is in him. His ques-

tions, keyed to the special problems of

denominationalism, have a pithy signi-

ficance none the less for all whose task

it is to further cooperation in any part of
our social organization. In a later article

Mr. Sanderson will deal with the con-

structive contacts already established be-

tween councils of churches and commu-
nity social work.

First of all the word "churches"

must be defined. In Boston it

can include all religious ele-

ments. In most other places it

must be sharply limited. With-
out being clannish, it is evident

that the only churches which,

by and large, will counsel to-

gether, not to say federate their

activities, are the so-called "evan-

gelical" Protestant congrega-

tions. In metropolitan areas it

may be the ecclesiastical units

next larger than the congrega-

tion which do the counselling,

but in smaller cities where the

presbytery, district or association exceeds the municipality

in area, the council has to invite congregations to be its

constituent members and work with them.

Ecclesiastically functional cooperation is difficult. Of

course, there are a number of reputed "arms of the churches."

The Y. M. C. A., the Y. W. C. A., the Sunday-school
associations rechristened councils of religious education, and

other such organizations claim to represent the churches

and desire earnestly to serve them. But as a matter of

ecclesiastical morphology it is perhaps pertinent to ask how
an organism can put forth an arm when it has no organic

entity of its own. Surely the evangelical Protestant churches

are "the body of Christ" only in the most mystical and

hyperbolical sense. It would take a psychologist of the first

water to determine the relationship of "the mind of Christ
1 '

to our disjointed, competitive Protestantism, which aspires

to be his body. The aspiration is sincere, but to borrow

a neurological term the synapses [the points at which

"habit paths" are made] are inadequate. Even the Federal

Council of Churches, naively referred to in some quarters

as a "super-church," is only an aspiration, a first weak, awk-

ward gesture on the part of a spirit of Protestant unity

which has but recently come to birth. Give it four hundred

years to offset the last four centuries and it may somewhat

restore the ecclesiastical balance. As an aspiration the

Federal Council is a noble indication of the integrating

tendency of Protestantism; as a functioning organization,

except in a few fields, does it now amount to much more

than a label?

As a particular example of this difficulty, take the case

of the movement which a few years ago was said to have

ripened in a merger of the International Sunday School

Association and the Council of Evangelical Denominations

into a new body called the International Council of Relig-

ious Education. It seems now that this fruit was plucked

before it was fully ripe. It needs someone to discover a

way to put the 'merge' into the merger. This "accredited"

body claims for itself the right to speak, with reference to

451
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religious education, for the denominations, but when the

actual churches, organizing from the grass-roots up, get

together in local councils of churches and essay to put on

"community training schools" without the label of its

auspices (through the proper local subsidiary), its educa-

tional committee gravely questions whether it ought to "give

credit" to their students. Dr. W. S. Athearn states what

is too often a fact when he says that "the local schools

which pay the bills for the complicated machinery get little

or no value from the system," and that "the method of

piping down from above the information and inspiration

which voluntary workers in the local church need has proved

to be inadequate." But the undenominational, non-eccles-

iastical body which Dr. Athearn suggests to serve as a com-

munity sponsor for religious education offers a still more

difficult basis of organization. We are still groping toward

effective functional cooperation between the inter-denomina-

tional bodies of national scope and the more or less co-

operative local groups of churches. In states like Kansas

the Council of Religious Education, abortive as it is in its

genesis, seems just now to be the only interdenominational

force for emphasizing the idea of the Kingdom of God in the

commonwealth. And what possible hope of local standard-

ization' and correlation of effort can there be without a

strong, democratically representative body to coordinate

programs at the top? Here again, a label is better than

nothing; much better.

WHAT,
after all, can these local groups do? Shall

the Protestants of a city put first in their thinking

certain matters of negative, prohibitive morality? Shall

cooperative Protestantism be synonymous with the idea of

restriction? Can we agree only on matters of restraint?

Do we want Protestantism to be known for its austerity,

and surrender to the Roman Catholic Church a proper

appreciation of the abundant life and its appeal to the

human heart?

Or can an ecclesiastical body maintain rugged health if

there is constant war in its own members ? As we approach

alien populations, for instance, does Christian American-

ization mean a sectarianizing process? Can we expect to

organize the Body of Christ by drawing color lines among
the blood corpuscles which are not drawn by the biologist?

Must we have a segregated, jim-crow type duplex organism?

Or can we function across race lines?

What shall we try to do together?

Shall we have joint publicity? As to what?

The obvious, but empty, answer is that we should publish

those things which make for cooperation. Well, just what

makes for cooperation?

Does work for delinquents ?

Does anti-gambling activity? Of course, it is far safer

to fight slot-machines in pool halls than the annual Shrine

Circus many of the Shriners are churchmen, and all wield

large political influence.

Does the use of the union label on printing? If you

do use it, the employing printer in an open shop town

rages; if you do not, the union printer charges the church

with being against the working man.

Does evangelistic effort? Union effort is surprisingly

productive of increased local effort. Disappointed pastors

are likely merely to increase the dose of "evangelism."

Extravagant claims as to the results are often made, but do

they stand the test of analysis? (A Council of Churches

secretary who can deal with liturgical churches will find

it difficult to understand the lingo of the revivalistic type;
if he could, he would find it difficult to serve all the

churches).

Does social service work make for the increase of the

cooperative spirit? This offers material for a whole dis-

cussion in itself, to which we may return in a later issue of

The Survey.

What shall the attitude of a Council of Churches be

toward the youth of the community? If they come to head-

quarters perplexed and seeking counsel, what counsel shall

be given them when it becomes apparent that the only diffi-

culty is in the mental lag of their pastors and elders?

How shall a functioning council be built out of good men
who have no genius for organization or appreciation of its

value? It is a matter of functionalism vs. individualism.

Don't you know prophets of unity who never unite with

anybody or anything? Prophets of tolerance who won't tol-

erate any differences? Friends of the common man who
cannot endure mediocrity? Liberals who are of all men
the most narrow-minded?

A distinguished guest comes to town, worth being heard

by all the people of the evangelical churches. Have a meet-

ing Sunday night? No, that would disturb the momentum
of the regular routine. Have it Sunday afternoon? No,
the people would not come. Churches exist for the sake of

their own routine, do they not?

As for patriotism, what shall be the goal of our function-

ing? Are we supposed to serve the state by maintaining the

status quo? Are we supposed to accept naively the report

(straight from Washington, of course) that really the hun-

dreds of peace societies in America are all controlled by
six men, and these six men by Moscow? Is the church to

become the lackey of the state?

In politics, what, Of course, every candidate for office

is a church member, or at least his wife used to be. But
our chief executive says: "Christ does not spend much
time in the ante-room of Caesar." It follows, does it, that

we shall suffer little children to work ten hours a day in the

cotton mills, and then spent with toil and shrivelled in

soul come unto Him who receives all those who labor and

are heavy laden?

Finally, some say that the chief function of a Council

of Churches is a spiritual one. Just what does that mean?
Has it any educational connotation ? Does it mean a revolt

against the too secular control of education?

We are on a live trail. Fifty churches unite in asking

public school time in which to teach religion to their youth.

Having secured it, alas, they claim the divine right to do

as they please. Are not these their children? Do they not

belong to the church as well as to the school, and to the

home more than to either ? Supervision ? No, we are

Protestants. We run each our own show. Educational

standards? Brother, you don't understand, what the world

needs is spirituality; what we want in our church school

is consecration ; away with diplomas and salaries, give us

warm hearts salted with chaos, if need be.

If we denominationalize, or worse, parochialize our youth,

have We done them a service ? Yet these are real tendencies.

Many a pastor resents having his leaders attend a community

training school or a community school of missions, for fear

they be weaned away from parish loyalty.

Is there even a common Protestant basis for training in
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character? Or is character held to be essentially denomi-

national and inextricably bound up with parisli loyalty.

Will the churches of a city dare to elect a superintendent

of religious education and let him superintend ?

Answer, not yet.

Wherefore, our defense mechanism all battered through,

we admit regretfully that Lindeman is right. As yet there

is little functional significance to the inter-church movement.

Yet this non-functional cooperative Protestantism has within

it seeds of that which is more durable, more pregnant of

future meanings than our denominationalism.

The design for the label has been drawn, the label has

been lithographed, there is gum on the back of it, and we

are beginning to paste it on. Now all that remains to be

done is to make the reality square with the label.

Ross W. SANDERSON

Dovetailed Building Programs

A"j
in many other cities Cleveland social agencies are

facing the problem of providing for ten years of ac-

cumulated capital account needs due to the postponement

of such projects during war time and the periods of high

cost and business depression following.

As a result the fall of 1922 and the spring of 1923 found

a dozen agencies anxious to go ahead with building' fund

campaigns, each one believing its need to be of paramount

urgency. Appreciating that a scramble for place would

be disastrous to all concerned, the agencies requested and

the Welfare Federation of Cleveland appointed a Capital

Account Committee for the purpose of guiding the efforts

of the agencies to finance their building plans.

Following the Cleveland practice of joint study and plan-

ning, the Capital Account Committee was appointed in such

a way that the agencies concerned have a part in the proc-

ess. On it is a representative of the governing board, in

most cases the president, of each agency having a major

project up for consideration. In addition there are several

individuals who represent the federation and contributing

public. The result has been that the agencies have been

kept informed of the progress of discussion and the develop-

ment of policy. In a number of cases recognition by the

agency of the wisdom of a policy has resulted in helpful

action by the agency in advance of formal adoption of the

policy by the committee and the federation.

A community building program for social agencies which

can be financed successfully is gradually shaping itself by
this method in which the logic of facts is the only force

necessary to secure agreement.

The first point of agreement accepted by the committee

and agencies is that the number of campaigns in any given

year, the amount sought and the time and method of cam-

paigning should not be such as seriously to harm the Com-

munity Fund, because of the paramount importance of

maintenance of present services.

The second point of agreement is that the frequency and

size of campaigns should not be such as to interfere with

the likelihood of success of the campaigns themselves, in

other words, twelve campaigns spread over a period of four

years would be preferable to twelve campaigns all held in one

or two years ; and any given agency might better wait two or

three years for a "clear field" rather than be one of too many
campaigns the first or second year.

The third point considered was the joint campaign. "If

it is good for current expense," the question was, "Why
is it not also good for capital account?" The answer is

that whereas current funds come largely from the current

income of the contributor, major building projects are largely
financed from accumulated wealth, and this means a com-

paratively few gifts of large amounts. Such gifts come
for specific projects of great personal interest to the donor

and are often memorial in character. They are unlikely
to come as the result of a conglomerate appeal.

The fourth point is that demonstration of need is pre-

requisite of federation approval and that a proved need of

outstanding urgency should receive priority of consideration.

Fifth, the appropriateness of the size of the expenditure

proposed for the object to be shown is considered, account

being taken of the need for such planning as will secure

the maximum of service for the minimum of capital in-

vestment.

Sixth, where a number of projects are proposed, none of

which is outstanding from the others in urgency, considera-

tion is given to degree of maturity of plan. For instance

where two hospitals have like need for a nurses' home, and
one has plans drawn and approved as suitable and econom-
ical of erection and operation and is ready to proceed with
solicitation of gifts, while the other has not as yet decided
the type or size of building it wants to erect, the first is

given the right of way.

Seventh, proof of ability to secure the necessary funds is

next considered. Failure of a building campaign reacts un-

favorably on all concerned, to say nothing of the loss of a

period of time which might have been successfully used by
some other agency with a project just as much needed.
From careful study of experience in Cleveland and other

cities we have come to the belief that from one-third to

two-thirds of a major capital account project must come
in large gifts from a comparatively small group of friends
of the institution. These gifts should be secured in ad-
vance of the public campaign, to assure its success. Our
committee is now asking that they be secured in advance
of formal approval of a public campaign.

Eighth, as a protection to the Community Fund and the
other agencies depending upon it for operating income, most
careful study is made of the current contribution budget
likely to result from the proposed building operation. We
believe that for the increasing needs of a growing city, and
with a better understanding of present conditions and the

opportunities for improving them, the Community Fund can
secure more money for social service. But we believe that
there is a limit to the rate of that increase and that it is

unwise to mortgage it so heavily with new institutions re-

quiring contribution support that present institutions and
non-institutional services cannot be improved or extended.

For this reason, where a building project does not provide
for its own additional maintenance needs through reduced
costs (as when a nurses' home replaces rented quarters) or

through earnings (as a Y. M. C. A. dormitory), and
where increased cost is likely to exceed what the Community
Fund can fairly be expected to provide from future increases

in contribution receipts, the agency is asked to add to its

goal provision for endowment funds sufficient to carry this

excess in anticipated current need.

Over-subscription of campaign goal is expected to add to

endowment, not to warrant extensions not approved in the
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original plan ; under-subscription is expected to result in

reduction or deferment of program, not in reduction of

endowment, nor in borrowing with resultant interest charges.

The procedure we are coming to adopt is about as follows :

1. The agency prepares its plan as a result of years of

contact with the problem and discussion within its member-

ship and with cooperating agencies.
2. It submits a statement of the need, the plans for

meeting it and a rough sketch of the buildings proposed, to

the federation for discussion.

3. After preliminary discussion, architect's plans and esti-

mates of building costs, and budget of operating costs and

earnings are prepared by the agency and criticised by federa-

tion staff and consultant experts.

4. On the basis of these steps and following appropriate
committee action preliminary approval is secured from the

federation for the quiet solicitation of initial gifts. At this

time a date for the campaign is tentatively set subject to the

ability of the agency to secure initial gifts.

5. Sufficiently in advance of the date tentatively set so

that if desirable it may be reallocated to another, the agency
is asked to show proof of progress in the securing of initial

gifts.

6. When a sufficient amount in initial gifts has been secured,
and the other conditions are satisfactorily met, final approval
is given.

Two agencies have followed this procedure through the

initial gift period within the past year. One has received

final approval for a campaign the last week in January,

having half its money already pledged. The second, prepar-

ing for a public campaign the end of March, had a third

of its money in December and expects to have half of it well

in advance of the campaign.
The acceptance of these principles as sound has led enough

agencies to agree to postpone campaigns to prevent such a

scramble for first place as would have resulted in a rapid

succession of hurriedly planned campaigns for half-thought-

out projects. Instead a well considered reasonable program
is developing which we believe will receive the approval and

support of the whole community.
RAYMOND CLAPP

Boosting with a Difference

I The Shenandoah Valley

THE thirteen counties in western Virginia which

comprise the Shenandoah Valley, through the or-

ganization of Shenandoah Valley Inc., have embarked upon
a plan for the development of all the resources of this match-

less country sufficiently different from that of the average
"booster" commercial club to bear examination.

The valley is one of the most beautiful and historic sections

in America. It was the granary of the Confederacy. Many
battles were fought between its mountains. Many of the

best preparatory schools and colleges of the East are located

in it, among them Washington and Lee, Mary Baldwin

College, Virginia Military Institute, Harrisonburg Normal,

Staunton, Augusta, Massamitten. Here too, at Winchester,

is the finest public school plant to be found in any town in

America of anywhere near Winchester's size (8,000). Per-

haps this educational environment partially explains the

program of the Shenandoah Valley Inc. for this essentially

rural area which holds no city of over 15,000 inhabitants.

Among the features of this program is the recognition

that agriculture is the basic industry of the valley. The

promoted. For instance, an exhibition of imported sheep
was held in one county to introduce a better breed. In the
fruit raising counties improved methods in packing, shipping,

labeling and marketing are being introduced.

The human factor in agriculture is not being forgotten.
The business of agriculture is represented on the directorate
of the organization and the affiliated local Chambers of Com-
merce are enlarging their membership and directorates so as

to include representatives of the farmers' organizations.
Much ground is still to be traversed but it is possible that the

following of such lines as these will produce communities as

well integrated as those in southern California.

Literary contests have been promoted among the public
schools. There is interest in cheaper power through the-

development of ample water-power resources.

Are industries desired ? Yes, but it is definitely announced
that only those which are not likely to create social problems
will be favored and then only in case there are homes to care

for employes. Shenandoah Valley Inc. is avowedly more
interested in real homes than in mushroom industrial growth.
One of the most unusual features of the organization is

that it brings together all phases of its interests in a joint

enterprise. Town business men and farmers are not alone

concerned. Schoolmen, clergymen, social workers and rep-i

resentatives of the other professions are actively interested.

The- Shenandoah Valley is planning for the total needs ofi

the total area and though but entering its second year it

has behind it a record of some solid achievements.

EDMUND DE S. BRUNNER

II Denver

TO the business man most community surveys are a I

philanthropic undertaking, to which he should lend

his pious support. Impractical in results, with a tendency in

some cases to dig up uncheerful findings, they have seemed i

necessary but not interesting. He has survived studies of

playground facilities, school accommodations, tenements and i

of what he has described at a safe distance as "the social

problem," including delinquency and other "irregularities." j

Acting in groups, on the other hand, in chambers of com-

merce, luncheon clubs, service organizations and the like, he !

has entered enthusiastically into programs which endorsed

the increase of the community's industries, without giving

thought to the social significance of the new industrial estab-

lishments. As a result, most studies of communities from

the business and industrial standpoint have been post mortem

an analysis of failures rather than a survey of potentialities

before the industry was invited. Possibly the interest in city

zoning and planning is the wedge bringing to the attention

of the business forces the value of the survey method.

Denver is going at it differently. A Department of Re-

search and Statistics, in the Chamber of Commerce, has for v

its objects the following: (i) to accumulate concrete facts

and figures on the resources, prosperity and natural endow-

ments of Denver and Colorado; (2) to encourage the

broadcasting of such facts through the printed and spoken

word ; ( 3 ) to create by these methods a wider knowledge

of the city and the state, their resources and their future.

A casual glance at this program by one who is familiar

with the limitless propaganda issuing from cities throughout

the country might stamp it as purely "booster." It is the

type of agriculture best adapted to each section is being policy of the department, however, to carry on its survey
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over a long period of years and to publish no material which

is not verified by the Bureau of Research and Statistics of

the School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance of the

University of Denver.

This cooperation was suggested in 1921 when, through
the effort of Charles Gates and at the suggestion of G. A.

Warfield, Dean of the School, a committee of the chamber

persuaded Professor Homer B. Vanderblue to obtain a

leave of absence from Northwestern for a year to undertake

special studies relative to the potential values of certain in-

dustrial processes. After one year, however, and upon

completion of findings, the work was discontinued.

This summer, following the reorganization of the Chamber
of Commerce, new impetus was given to the program of

statistical research, and the Denver University School of

Commerce offered its facilities, including the part time serv-

ices of a member of the family to direct the work as chair-

man of the chamber's research department, a group of ad-

vanced students who are interested in research, and a labor-

atory. The students receive credit for attending a research

seminar where problems and methods are studied and for

additional time spent in the gathering, organizing and pre-

senting of the data.

An undertaking of the size planned for Denver through
this cooperation necessarily requires a long time. It is an

attempt to answer such questions as: "What is the signific-

ance of our daily life in this community?"; "In what direc-

tion has our community been growing, and how can its

growth be scientifically guided ?" Its purpose, formally

stated, is to study economic and social conditions in the

community and the relation of the community to its environs

as the basis for determining its needs and its potentialities.

The survey may be divided into the following departments:

physical, economic, industrial and business ; social ; legal ;

defined thus:

Physical: This phase of the study deals with the topography
of the region with reference to adaptibility for human use. It

applies to such problems as drainage, health, location of resi-

dential districts, water supply.

Economic, Industrial and Business: Here are included such

studies as growth and character of the population; require-
ments for the care of the population considered both as possible

limiting factors and also as requisites for the support of the

estimated population of the future; transit facilities for persons
and goods; zoning of districts for business, industrial and
residential purposes; economic and industrial activities of the

region; dependence upon adjacent territory; possibilities of ex-

pansion through old and new undertakings; needs of industries

already established; availability of raw products; fuel, power
and their costs ; labor supply and character

; possible stabiliza-

tion of the building industry; scales of income; barometers of

i
business conditions and their correlation with general trends.

Social and Living Conditions: Housing, recreation, education,

public health and correction.

Legal and Governmental: The right of the community in

streets, parks, highways, transportation lines; power of con-

demnation and of regulation ; relation of the state constitution,

city charter and legislation to business and public affairs.

Studies of the cost of living, of real wages, of employment
!

conditions, of certain mineral and agricultural production,
1 of the trend in retail trade, in construction, in population,

and of certain financial barometers have been under way for

some time. And while the expenses are borne by the Chamber
of Commerce and School of Commerce, other agencies parti-

cipate in the responsibility. The city labor and trades as-
:

sembly, for instance, has a committee of three union mem-
bers affiliated in the work.

The Chamber of Commerce is, of course, particularly in-

terested in such subjects of study as the welfare of industries

already located in Denver and the advisability of attracting

new interests. But it has recognized fully the point of view

that the need for growth must be substantiated before further

industrial development is encouraged. It has accepted the

proposition that the value of Denver as a social community
can be gaged only by a complete analysis of all factors affect-

ing human relationships; that the technique of the survey and

of statistical method must be employed if the results are to

be scientific ; and that to insure impartiality, control of such

work must remain with the scientific worker. Denver be-

lieves that cooperation of this sort may result in a community

survey which is actually a comprehensive analysis of the

factors contributing to the standard of community life.

JOHN H. COVER
i

Neighborly News

THROUGH
the initiative of Augustus Seaver, a

Yankee printer who "can do everything from printer's

devil to editor" and composes editorials on the linotype

machine, and with the backing of South End House, the

South End and Back Bay sections of Boston have a weekly

neighborhood journal. The printer and his wife work to-

gether in the shop ; for some years they have published a

small labor paper ; and now they are putting the best part

of a 24-hour day into the South End Sun. South End

House has brought together an advisory board which rep-

resents the principal social agencies and local civic groups
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of the neighborhood, and contributes Albert J. Kennedy's
services to carry on the bulk of the editorial work. Mr.

Kennedy's breezy South End Almanac will be remembered.

As the accompanying facsimile shows, the little weekly is

shrewdly compounded of local personal news and an in-

formal array of social information. "We hope," writes

Robert A. Woods of South End House, "to present the

meaning and services of the various agencies largely in per-

sonal terms, but in a way that will really interpret them.

We have had an increasing feeling that their services were

more and more being accepted and understood by the people

of the district as part of its intrinsic life, of which they

could be proud and in which they could participate. The

reception accorded the paper thus far indicates that this is

really true."

The paper began its career with several hundred sub-

scribers and several hundred copies of the first number were

sold on the newsstands. At least one experimental year of

publication seems to be assured. Mr. Woods interprets the

enterprise thus :

I think the paper represents a new experiment in tracing and

encouraging the varied processes of community reconstruction

with direct and continuous appeal reaching out to people of the

community at large.
The reaction upon the social workers themselves will, we be-

lieve, be very valuable, both in stirring them to a more per-

sonal, more folksy attitude in first-hand relations, and in cast-

ing a larger, more dominant perspective in which their plans
are to be worked out.

We can already see many ways in which new types of per-
sons, with fresh ways of approach, can be wrought into the

district scheme of service through the demands and the oppor-
tunities which the paper will present.

It is certainly true that the scheme of community organiza-

tion, in all its phases, must find ways both of knowing the

community in its entirety and of making the comprehensive
appeal to it. We say a great deal to indicate that these two

things are being done
; but it is nearly always sadly evident

that they are not. The little paper, we feel, is likely to be a

really valuable instrument toward "seeing truth steadily and

seeing it whole" in neighborhood terms.

Beginning with twelve pages, the South End Sun had

climbed to sixteen in its second week, and if all the de-

partments which are announced the list begins with Art
and ends with Young Women and fills five inches of type

are actually introduced there's no telling where its zenith

will be.

Upstairs in the Town Hall

OUR years ago a Town Hall

opened its doors in New York.

It was to be a place where folks came

together as they still do in hundreds

of New England town meetings to

thrash out the problems of the body

politic. It is, to be sure, a town-hall

of a somewhat sophisticated order;

its auditorium is skilfully designed

for accoustic efficiency and architec-

tural satisfaction, and in the midst of

New York's theatre district it must perforce advertise it-

self, a bit self-consciously, by carrying its name carved large

above its doors. But it has been, through these four years,

a real center for public information. Here the League for

Political Education holds its sessions; here a fine organ
forms the cornerstone for musical events; here the

friends of better housing, for instance, come to celebrate

the anniversary of the tenement house commission, or the

regional planners tell their story, or this, that and the

other group finds an audience responsive to a new idea.

The charming colonial building has attracted over 100,000

persons every year since it came into existence.

Now the cracker-barrels are to be moved into the top

floors of the town hall again in a sophisticated reincarna-

tion: the Town Hall Club is opening its doors as "a meet-

ing place for men and women interested in literature, art,

science, civics and education." Its membership is to be half

men, half women. It hopes to surround the some-

what formal uses of the building the lectures and

recitals with the casual air of a place where folks

drop in to munch and talk together.

The club has been constructed under difficulties.

Funds were lacking till this year. No work could be

done while a lecture or concert was being given, and

a foreman kept close tab on what went on down-

stairs, blowing a whistle which stopped all work in-

stantly when a program began.

Like the rest of the building, the interior of the club is

early American. Simplicity is its dominant note. The
main lounge and library, a great room finished in American

pine from floor to ceiling, was frankly an experiment in the

use of this wood: architects say it is a successful one.

Lighting fixtures of pewter, upholstered fireplace chairs,

furnishings all of early American inspiration, have been

brought together to create as nearly as may be within a

few steps of Broadway the atmosphere associated with

the American colonial tradition.

Albert Shaw, editor of the American Review of Reviews,
is president of the Town Hall

Club, Rachel Crothers, the play-

wright, is vice-president. The
charter membership of 1,000 is

to be expanded to include not

alone New Yorkers, but Amer-
icans of note from other

"towns."

As the even balance between

men and women voters is to

be strictly maintained, an in-

teresting and delicate task

awaits the admissions com-
mittee.
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H AD the melancholy Dane ever whiled away
his time in reading modern adoption petitions

he would surely have been moved again to ex-

claim, "Words, words, words." The sonorous

phrases found therein about "persons of character, respectabil-

ity and property" and the court "being satisfied that the wel-

fare of the said child will be promoted by the said adoption"

owing to the "utter destitution" of the natural parents, turn

out on investigation to be sounds without meaning except, per-

haps, for those in authority to decree the adoption. What
is called "abandonment" of a child develops some very at-

tenuated forms. No more striking example could be found

of the wide discrepancy between life as set forth in the

stereotyped phrases found in legal documents and life as

shown in good social case records than is presented by adop-

tion petitions in Pennsylvania and doubtless in many other

places in the United States.

During the last several months the Children's Commission

of Pennsylvania has been making an intensive study of the

adoption laws and practices of the state. Through its own
staff it has accumulated information on IO22 adoptions con-

summated in Philadelphia County during the period from

January i, 1919, to June 30, 1924. Through the coopera-

tion of the State Department of Welfare, the adoptions in

Pittsburgh, and in the counties of Allegheny, Erie, Luzerne,

Cambria, Westmoreland, Blair, Berks, Dauphin, Washing-

ton, Fayette, Armstrong, Clarion and Huntington during

the years 1922 and 1923 have been brought under scrutiny;

while the Federal Children's Bureau is securing information

several others of the sixty-seven counties of the state. In

over 2,200 recent adoptions have been subjected to study

the basis for the Children's Commission's suggestions to

lie Legislature, meeting in 1925. So far as can be learned,

his is the most extensive body of material that has been

rought together by any community for the study of this

ractke.

ETWEEN twelve and fifteen hundred adoptions take

place each year in Pennsylvania. Children may be

jally adopted in either of two ways in this state.. In 1855,

ollowing the example of Massachusetts, which enacted the

"irst adoption legislation in 1851, Pennsylvania provided that

doption could be decreed by the common pleas courts of the

Dunties. In 1872 an amendment to this law was passed

legalized a process of adoption referred to as the

"common law form of adopting a child by deed." This dual

system makes it possible that an adoption refused by the

judicial authorities should be consummated by deed. While

the Commission has found no actual instance of this kind,

it has found traces of adoptions effected by deed because the

parties recognized that they were of such doubtful character

that they hesitated to submit them to the scrutiny of the

courts, casual as that often is.

The second outstanding defect of the Pennsylvania system

is that it provides for no social investigation of the child and

his natural family or of the adopting family. An adoption
can be consummated by a judge who has not seen any of the

parties and who has no information other than that contained

in the high sounding phrases of the petition. Some Philadel-

phia judges, more painstaking than others, do make inquiries

through the City Department of Welfare and in some cases

one or another of the parties at interest may be called in.

The Commission has unearthed interesting cases of perjury
as to the identity of the parents of a child and whether or

not they are dead. The minor's own consent is assumed.

The validity of an adoption cannot be attacked on grounds
which relate to the phrase in the law which says the judge
must satisfy himself that the welfare of the child will be

promoted by adoption. There are no requirements either

in the statutes or in the court decisions or in the rules of

court which require him to do anything at all in satisfying

himself regarding this important point. Moreover, it should

be remembered that when the legislature placed upon the

common pleas courts the responsibility for decreeing adoption,

it selected that part of the judicial system which has the

greatest volume and variety of legal work to perform. Thus

by failing to incorporate any specifications as to the way the

job should be done and at the same time adding it to the

burden of very busy judges, the legislatures of the past

decades have created a situation which made for just such

mishaps as are now being brought to light by the Children's

Commission.

Families in which venereal and other serious transmissible

diseases are present at the time of the adoption of unrelated

and very young children, families who are receiving assist-

ance from the charitable resources of the community, beggars,,

fortune tellers, families with prison and criminal court

records have all been found among those who appear in the

petitions as substantial citizens to whom it is a pleasure to

entrust the welfare of children.

The Children's Commission does not wish to convey the

impression that all or even a large number of the adopted

children went into homes of the kind described in the two

cases cited on these pages. Instances reminiscent of the

adoptions in story books, stand out, however, in somewhat

bold relief against a mass of adoptions in which at best the

child secures a tolerably good abiding place and at worst

sinks apparently to the deepest depths of misery and de-

gradation. Adoption gives the adopters control of the ser-

vices and earnings of a child during minority and a claim

for non-support thereafter ;
it becomes a very practical matter

when an aged couple of no financial resources adopt an

adolescent or a younger child.

In its study of the number of adoptions and certain of the

outstanding characteristics of the children adopted the Chil-

dren's Commission has not found that adoption is practiced

extensively in Philadelphia County as a method of adjusting

the problems of illegitimate or otherwise dependent children.

457
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Persons of Respectability

A married couple whose street address is omitted

in the petition to adopt, took a twenty-two months
old boy three days after they filed their petition in 1921
in the Philadelphia County Court. They are described as

persons 'of respectability by the two affiants, whose street

addresses are also omitted. The petition contains no in-

formation concerning their character or their home.
The records of the social agencies, however, had a great

deal of enlightening information. The family consisted

of a husband then forty years old, his wife, forty-seven,
and one daughter fourteen years old. Nine years prev-

iously the family had taken an illegitimate child and at

about the same time had appealed to the Salvation Army
for help on the ground of sickness. The Salvation Army
asked one of the relief societies to go in but the family was
found not to need material relief.

Not long afterward an anonymous complaint was made
to the Society to Protect Children from Cruelty that the

foster child was not receiving proper food.

In April of 1917 the man, who at one time had worked
as a street car conductor, was arrested on the charge of

disorderly conduct and indecent exposure. He was com-
mitted for thirty days to the House of Correction.

In August 1919 the Society to Protect Children from

Cruelty again received a complaint which alleged abuse

by the father of the twelve year old daughter. During the

early morning hours, neighbors had heard the girl begg-

ing the father not to touch her and not to turn down the

light. Stories were rife in the neighborhood of indecent

practices of the man toward his daughter.
The visitor for the Society to Protect Children from

Cruelty found that the woman kept a very dirty and un-

tidy house. She was known as a drinking woman who
told fortunes. Husband and wife were known to quarrel
and fight continuously. The Society filed a petition alleg-

ing neglect and improper guardianship and recommended
that the children be removed and placed in foster homes
with a court order on the father for their support.
The court left the children with the woman and put a

support order on the father, who also was ordered to be-

have himself toward the children. The case was put on

probation with the court and the Society to Protect

Children from Cruelty withdrew.

In January 1921 the boy taken in 1912 died suddenly of

broncho-pneumonia. His death certificate is signed by the

coroner.

In October 1921 the family took the boy, whose adop-
tion is described above.

At Christmas, 1923, this family appealed to a relief

society for a basket of food and for clothing for this little

boy. When in January 1924, they were asked to send the

little boy to the Sunday School maintained by the relief

society, they again dropped out of sight.

A conservative estimate of the illegitimate children born in

the county during the five and a half year period covered

by the study of the Children's Commission would place the

number in excess of 6,000. The adoption records show,

however, that only 365 illegitimate children, of whom only
281 were under six years, found their way into adoption
homes good, bad and indifferent. Of the 543 legitimate

children, only 95 were full orphans, no were fatherless, 179
were motherless, 89 had both parents living, 69 had parents
divorced or definitely separated while in one case, in which

the father was either dead or divorced, there was not suffi-

cient information to determine this point. As in so many
other situations where children away from their own families

are surveyed, the full orphan is found to comprise but a small

proportion of the cases in this instance only about IO per
cent of the 974 minors but the child from the broken family
is relatively frequent.

Among the i,O22 adoptions (which represented 1,019 dif-

ferent persons, as three children were adopted twice during
the five and a half year period) it was found that 48 were

adoptions of adults. The oldest person was a man of fifty-

nine. The oldest woman had attained the mature age of

forty-six. The great majority, however, were minors.

Seven hundred and seventy-eight were children who had not

attained their eleventh birthday. One hundred and eighty-

six were babies under a year. The youngest child for whom
an adoption petition was filed was five days old. The

adoption process does, therefore, apply very largely to a

group whose claim for protection upon the public is un-

mistakable.

FOR practical purposes of study, the Children's Commis-
sion grouped all of the adoptions into six classes:

Group I Adults 48

Group II Minors adopted by relatives 303
Legitimate 241
Illegitimate 60

Legitimacy undetermined 2

Group III Minors adopted by non-relatives with natural

families unknown to social agencies 246
Legitimate 151

Illegitimate 8l

Legitimacy undetermined 14

Group IV Minors adopted by non-relatives with natural

families known to social agencies 176

(agencies not participating in the adoption, how-

ever).

Legitimate 87

Illegitimate 89

Group V Minors placed for adoption by social agencies. . 214
Legitimate 48
Illegitimate 128

Legitimacy undetermined 38

Group VI Adoptions by deed 34
Record impounded I

Nearly one third of all the adoptions were effected by

relatives of the natural parents by blood or marriage. The

adopting relatives were as follows:

Minors of

Legitimate Illegitimate Undetermined
Minors Minors Legitimacy
241 60 2

70 32 2

7

5

2

63 4

87 17

Relatives

Total

Stepfathers
Putative fafhers

Stepmothers
Sisters

Paternal relatives

Maternal relatives

Blood relationship not

described precisely 14

The children placed for adoption by social agencies, were

carefully followed up in the agencies' records. Schedules

intended to measure the extent of recorded information were

secured in 167 cases. The amount and kind of recorded

information regarding the child and his famliy and the

adopting home is a good test of the quality of the technical

skill employed in handling those cases. It was not, however,

to test or compare the work of individual agencies that this

inquiry was made, but to see in what proportion of cases
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certain given items of information were a matter of record

with the whole group of agencies.

In two of the 167 instances, because of intimate contacts

between the adopting people and those in authority in the

social agencies, no records of any investigation in the adopting

home were made. The following figures refer, therefore

to 165 recorded investigations: Of these, 139 recorded the

fact as to whether the adopting family owned or rented its

home; 32 reported previous address for the adopting family;

98 recorded both the occupation and the income of the adopt-

ing father; 40 gave the occupation alone; 89 gave the

ocupation, usually "housewife," of the adopting mother; 26

cases gave neither ocupation nor income of the adopting

father; 27 made reference to savings, 17 to insurance. In

only 45 instances were there any references to any other

members of the child's household; such as the relationship

to the adopting family or the ages, occupations and physical

condition of these other members. In only 53 cases was

there any reference to the type of neighborhood in which

the adopting family lived; 85 gave the number of rooms in

the home; in 124 instances was there some description of the

general condition of the house; in 100 cases the quality of

the housekeeping was described; in 129 cases the fact as to

\vhether or not the child was to have a separate room was

recorded ;
in 96 cases the type of bathing facilities was de-

scribed ;
in 79 cases mention was made of yard, porch or

playground space. In 88 instances the fact as to whether

or not household help was employed was mentioned; and

in 40 the manner in which the laundry was done. In only

instances was there any indication as to whether the

opting parents understood child feeding; and in 64 cases

e medical service employed by the family was a matter of

:ord. In 125 instances the church connection of the adopt-

father and in 134 instances the church connection of the

opting mother were recorded. The recreational interests

adopting fathers were described in 1 8 cases and the recrea-

ional interests of adopting mothers were described in 2O.

'embership in clubs and lodges was given in 7 instances for

topting fathers and in 4 instances for adopting mothers,

he length of time that the adopting people had been mar-

id was given in 71 instances; their reasons for wishing to

opt the child were given in 137 instances. Indication of

e educational attainment of the adopting father appears

57 cases; of the adopting mother in 63 cases; the physical

ndition of the adopting father was recorded in 13 cases,

d of the adopting mother in 27 cases; some indication of

:he temperament of the adopting father is given in 89 cases

and the temperament of the mother in 105 cases. The

;

pinions of friends and neighbors, clergymen, physicians

nd other persons who knew the family, were secured in 135

cases; the occupation of these sponsors were given in 49

cases; whether or not they were related to the adopting

>ple was given in 78 cases. The amount of information

:garding the child which was given to the adopting people

as a matter of record in 80 cases. This item of informa-

ion is important because the policies of the agencies vary

rom telling adopting people everything that the agency knows

iout a child to telling next to nothing.

ITH regard to the quality of what is called admis-

sion work, that is, the study of the situation in the

natural family which underlies the decision to separate a

child from its parents, the situation can, perhaps, be sum-

marized by saying that in the Philadelphia community there

The Padlocked Baby

IN
March 1924 a petition for adoption was filed and

signed the same day. A man and his wife, living

in a colored section of the city wished to adopt an

illegitimate baby girl, ten months old. The adopting

people are described as cousins of the mother, who signed

consent for the adoption. No information regarding

occupation, income, or reasons for the adoption is included

in the petition which was drawn and signed by a clerk

of one of the courts. A physician and a clergyman sign

as vouchers for this couple.

The report by the S. P. C. C. follows:

A complaint came to us early in August, 1924, that

Mrs. E. goes out to work every day, and that there is no

one to look after the baby. Our investigation revealed

that Mrs. E. was a junk gatherer.

When on the first visit the agent entered the yard

through the alley Mrs. E. began to laugh and act crazily.

We asked her to stop acting so and come in out of the

sun. The first floor of the house was piled up with junk

such as old shoes, old clothes, bits of metal, everything

gathered from the streets. In the yard, which was also

in a frightful condition, was a baby carriage which Mrs.

E. said she had used for gathering junk. On the second

floor there was a large bed and a baby's crib; the baby

was fairly clean, due to the fact, apparently, that Mrs. E.

took five minutes before bringing her to see us. The
child looked undernourished and unkempt, and apparently

needed fresh air and food. Mrs. E. gave the name of

the mother and said the name of the father was un-

known; that the mother had left this child in her home

and she adopted it legally. Mrs. E. stated that she was a

widow; she earned her living by collecting and selling

junk ;
she showed our agent the record of Cradle Roll

of a nearby colored church where the child was entered.

She said she did not know where the mother was or any-

thing at all about her.

Our agent made a complaint in Juvenile Court on

August 18, 1924. In September we made another call at

the home. A neighbor said that Mrs. E. was out but

that baby was in the house. We tried to gain admittance ;

waited one hour ;
heard no cries or sound of baby. A

policeman, sent to assist us, entered the house by a window

on the second floor. The door of bedroom was padlocked.

Neither the agent nor the officer felt it wise to break the

lock since they heard no cries. In another half hour

Mrs. E. returned. She said she had been out of the

house only a few minutes. She took the officer and the

agent to the second story room (which was padlocked),

and the baby was found in the carriage in a frightful

state; the odor was overpowering. Mrs. E. took the

baby on her lap; she thought the visit a huge joke. She

showed us a card, saying that it had just come from the

City Hall and that the adoption papers were already

signed. . . .

After diligent search at the City Hall we brought to

light the adoption record of last March. When inter-

viewed, the physician who vouched for the adopting woman
said he did not know much of her just knew her casually ;

he had never visited the home nor had he seen the child

since it had been in her care. He felt that she was

erratic; but here was a baby whom nobody wanted and

if Mr. (?) and Mrs. E. wanted it it seemed to be the

best means of giving the child a future. He had never

been in Mrs. E.'s home. If the conditions are as ex-

plained he would certainly take steps at once to remove

his name from petition.
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is a very large number of children's agencies with a wide

range of standards of work and with varying policies with

regard to this point. Some make a very earnest attempt to

keep mothers and babies together, which is often the hard

road to follow, while others for a wide variety of reasons

feel that they are doing the mother or the child a service if

they separate them and find an adopting home for the child.

As this aspect of the case was a refinement which the Chil-

dren's Commission felt could await study until the more

glaring abuses of the adoption system were cleaned up, there

was not a sufficiently detailed examination and study of the

situation to warrant any conclusions at this time.

Perhaps the most significant point that can be made now
is the exceedingly small number of children placed for adop-
tion in Philadelphia County by agencies engaged in this form
of service in comparison with the number that went through
on direct application to the court. An average of less than

forty agency adoptions a year in a community of more than

four hundred thousand homes certainly indicates that the

number of children in the custody of social agencies whom
they consider available for adoption is almost negligible, as

the number of applications from persons wishing to adopt

always exceeds the supply of children.

'"T"*rIE comparatively large group of children who are not

JL adopted by relatives and not placed by agencies are the

ones who seem primarily in need of protection by the courts

themselves. This raises the interesting point with regard

to developing social service in the courts. As matters now

stand, six different courts in Philadelphia County have and

exercise the power to decree adoptions. Some courts have as

many as one adoption a week, while others have an average

of one a month. In all probability a better job would be

done if all the adoption work of the county were concen-

trated in one court where it could receive special attention

and study. Such a centralization would not amass a ham-

pering volume of work. At most, the adoptions would prob-

ably not exceed four or five a week, and if the proper waiting

period were made obligatory by law there would be ample
time for investigations.

The work of any adoption court will be greatly colored

by the attitude of those in authority regarding the very

nature of adoption itself. Is adoption to be regarded as the

right of any citizen who can find some parent or agency

willing to give a child into his keeping, provided he can

keep out of jail though we have recently heard of a man
in prison who filed an adoption petition not, of course

giving his address? Or is it a privilege which he may be

allowed to enjoy provided he can show positive assets of

security and of home life, of an ability to train and educate

a child?

To a very large extent the social customs of the com-

munity condition results in the field of adoption. If chil-

dren are handed on carelessly, if parents are encouraged to

give up their children quickly and easily, if advertisement of

a traffic in children is permitted, if children's agencies place

children in homes carelessly selected, a series of instances will

arise in which would-be adopting parents are allowed to

become attached to children whom they will insist upon

adopting, in such a way that any court will find itself at a

great disadvantage in attempting to balk their desires. If,

on the other hand, the community and the agencies dealing

with this problem can so arrange that parents in distress will

seek the aid and assistance of those who will help them

and, who, when children must be given up, will have extensive

information about the homes of people willing and equipped
to give desirable home life to an adopted child, the problems
of the court will be materially reduced. However, the re-

sponsibility for decreeing an adoption of doubtful benefit

or positive harm to the child, rests with the court, even

though it is the community which has failed to prevent an

undesirable situation. It would seem to be the duty of such

courts, as it is the duty of the private citizen who discovers

children in markedly unsuitable homes, to report the case to

the authorities whose business it is to protect children from

gross neglect and abuse.

At the present session of the Pennsylvania Legislature the

Children's Commission will offer amendments to the adop-
tion statutes to do away entirely with the process of adoption
of minors by deed and to incorporate into the judicial adop-
tion process safeguards which will make it impossible for

any judge hereafter unwittingly to decree adoptions such as

those decribed in the cases which accompany this article.

Among those recommendations is one that the judge shall

invariably see the adopting people and the child himself. The
Children's Commission has shaped all of its recommendations
to the end that facts as well as words will be brought to bear

on the situation when an adoption is being decided.

NEVA R. DEARDORFF

What Is Social Work?

THE inquiring reporter, pad in hand, has ventured into

the sacred precincts of social work. In this case he

happened to be an educated reporter, a student in the depart-

ment of social work at the University of Toledo, whose

members were asked to interview ten "men on the streets"

of Toledo asking them :

1. What is your conception of social work?
2. Do you believe in such work?

3. If you do, why do you? If you don't, why don't you?

Of course, considered in bulk, the answer was "Some do

and some don't." It is significant of something, however,

probably the ineptitude of publicity departments, that even

after those had been deducted who believed in social work

though they didn't know exactly what it was, there remained

53 of the 350 persons interviewed who admitted themselves

so ignorant that they could not hazard an opinion of any sort,

as for example, the gentleman who said "I am a good Re-

publican and haven't time to look up any new theories."

Forty-five of the remainder thought that social work was

"giving groceries and clothes" or something else equally tan-

gible; seven others felt that sometimes a little advice was

thrown in with the groceries for good measure; six added

the thought that social work meant "charity for the worthy"

or "keeping the liar from getting by" ; sixteen had a comfort-

ingly exalted idea of its functions "Nothing is more beauti-

ful and wonderful a sort of uplift work," on the one hand,

and on the other, the appalling picture of "A lot of women

getting together to uplift those who need it." Three saw it

as a Christian duty, and an equal number as a method of in-

creasing democracy. Seventy-five or a little more than a

fifth, gave a fairly clear description of it, suggesting its con-

structive and organized nature. This was not always or-

thodox witness the German grocer who declared it "Doing

charity as a business instead of a profit ;
I give my groceries

by the charity people, and they do my charity for me like my
banker does my money for me."
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Queried as to why they believe in it, if they did, the 350

replied somewhat as follows:

It makes for a better community or nation or citizenship. (32)

Training and experience are necessary to solve individual or

social problems. (23)
"We have to be trained to do right with the hair," said a

marceller, "so how can you expect a person to do right

for all the problems a person has without training?"
Without it, many people would suffer. (16)
It is our duty to help others. (14)
It is necessary. (9)

"It is necessary to keep unfortunates contented; if they
are idle and hungry they become desperate and this leads

to crime," etc.

It helps the worthy. (8)
"When I did my own charity I got stung. I had no time

to look out for the dead-beats ;
that is the business of the

charity worker.

Five thought that it tended to equalize the classes ; six

thought it "a valuable asset in the community" ; and the

same number said that it protected children and that it re-

duced pauperism more effectively than individual effort.

Still another six simply believed. Three said that it avoided

duplication, two that it "eliminated annoyance by beggars,"

and two that it cared for the feebleminded (whether as

worker or client is not specified). Other answers were even

more miscellaneous. Only four declared that it acted as pre-

vention as well as cure of social evils.

When it came to reasons for not believing in social work,

the outlook for pleasing the public grew even darker. Social

workers, apparently, are paid too much and too little ; they

are trained too much and not at all ; they are too nosey and

they are not at all interested in people, just in their file

systems. They are slushy with emotion and they have no

sentiment. Social work is the safety valve of the rich and

the tool of the grasping. It encourages the shiftless and

permits the survival of the unfit, yet help should be given

freely.

Several left not even a loophole for improvement. "Social

work does no good ; only those who are queer, or who soon

become queer do it." "Believe me, if I were your mother

you'd never get into this social work field." "Social work is

unnecessary, as there is no want ; God will provide."

Social workers, however may take heart from the fact that

of the 350 interviewed, nearly 196 believed in social work or

were favorable to it, while 59 condemned it. Another 42

believed in it to a certain extent but had criticisms, and the

aforementioned 53 did not know what it was. It is planned

to repeat the experiment each year, using the same schedules,

to try to gage the increase in the general understanding.

Keeping Children Well In

Institutions

THE Cleveland Children's Bureau serves as the cen-

tral planning center for needy children in Cleveland

and particularly as the investigating and case-work agency

for the twenty-three child-caring institutions of the city.

In July 1923, the bureau added medical service to its al-

ready existing child placing organization, to facilitate a

more adequate solution of the social problems involved, as

well as to give improved medical attention to the children

committed to the care of the various institutions. The
clinic also serves the children placed in boarding and adoptive

homes by the Cleveland Humane Society.

Children in Cleveland Institutions

Total children examined 852

Number of children with defects 808

Number of children without defects 44

Per cent of 852 children with defects 95

Per cent of 852 children without defects 5

Total number of defects found 2,097

Average number of defects per child 2.46

1. CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS

Total number of defects 2,097 Per cent

Dental caries 470 22.4

Simple goitre 451 2I.o6

Malnutrition 193 9-2

Eye disturbances 165 7-9

Abnormalities Genitalia 123 5.8

Diseased tonsils no 5.2

Nervous disease (obvious) 41 2.0

Other defects 544 25.9

2. CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS

(Based upon 852 examinations)

Per cent of 852 children with

Dental caries 55-

Goiter 53-

Malnutrition 22.6

Eye disturbances 19-4

Diseased genitalia H-4
Diseased tonsils 12.9

Nervous disease (obvious) 4-8

Other defects 64.

The organization of the medical division is unique among

agency medical clinics. The clinic is centrally located as a

definite department of the dispensary of Lakeside Hospital

and operates on the same basis as any other dispensary de-

partment. The advantages of this associated arrangement

are quite evident : It eliminates the necessity for a separate

clinic, saving duplication of service already at hand ; provides

immediately the highest type of consultation service in spe-

cial conditions, as well as all laboratory measures, the proper

social service direction from the medical standpoint, and the

direction of hospital and dispensary authorities in medical

problems of a community nature relative to the medical pro-

fession at large. It gives adequate contact with the modern

trend in pediatrics and child-health work through consulta-

tion with the heads of the Department of Pediatrics of the

Lakeside Hospital, and provides dental care for dependent

children for whom service is not available elsewhere.

The personnel of this centralized clinic consists of a

medical director, trained in pediatrics, who acts as the

medical examiner; and an experienced steering-clerk, who

has charge of clearing the cases, keeping the records, inter-

preting the examiner's findings, directing the follow-up

work all subject to the approval and supervision of the

head social worker in the Department of Pediatrics of the

Lakeside Hospital.

The dependent children prior to their admission into an

institution or a boarding home are brought to the clinic

by the field workers in charge of the cases. The medical

examiner examines each child, and the results of the examin-

ation together with proper recommendations are recorded

on the triplicate steering blank which accompanies the case
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Health Program for Child Caring Institutions

Initial or entrance complete physical examination to include:

General development; state of nutrition; age; height;

weight; average weight; body temperature; condition of

skin, lymph glands, scalp, head, ears, eyes, vision, nose,

mouth, teeth, throat, tonsils, adenoids, neck (goitre),

chest, heart, lungs, abdomen, genitalia, extremities, osseous

system, neuro-muscular system.

A competent physician, either skilled or trained in work
with children, preferably a physician who has vision of

preventive work, should make the first examination, and

present exact recommendations for each individual case.

Institutional facilities for the removal and prevention of

defects and disease.

Observation ward or cottage where children may remain
two weeks before mingling in main institutions.

Isolation quarters for cases of contagious and infectious

disease.

Hospital quarters for care of the sick (medical care} and

hospital quarters for operative procedures (surgical care)
either of which may be within an institution or outside

it by cooperative relation with a hospital or dispensary,
the preferred arrangement.

Preventive measures conducted by visiting physician at

the institution.

1. Small-pox vaccination.

2. (a) Schick Tests.

(b) Dick test (pending).

(c) Toxin-antitoxin immunization for diphtheria.

3. Prevention of goiter by iodide.

4. Nose and throat cultuies routine upon admission

and during outbreak ot diphtheria.

Dietary measures.

I. Diet should consist both quantitatively and qualita-

tively of the required food elements protein, fat,

carbohydrate, salts, vitamins.

2. Special treatment of malnutrition, following the re-

moval of all defects, includes specific additions to

diet plus bi-monthly weighing, rest periods, regula-

tion of exercise and sleep.

Laboratory methods (usually performed outside of institu-

tion).

1. X-Ray examination.

2. Wasserman test.

3. Tuberculin test.

4. Vaginal smear. All to be done upon recommenda-

tion of the physician.

Special examination by specialist for eye, ears, nose,

throat. Urinary tract with examination of urine, etc.

Skin diseases and other consultation necessities.

Dental care; with admission dental examination and re-

examination every six months. For the larger groups this

may be performed by a dentist within the institution; for

the smaller groups by an outside dental association.

Local hygienic measures as cleanliness, individual towels,

care of teeth, ventilation, etc.

There should be a reexamination of all children both from

medical and dental standpoint every six months.

Adequate though brief medical records should be kept to

record all medical and dental care performed. (A uniform

medical blank has been developed and is in use in most of

the institutions.)

No child should be discharged from the institution until his

defects have been removed. If this must be done there

should be a serious attempt to follow-up those in subsequent

charge of the child.

to the clinic. Subsequently, one blank is filed at the clinic,

a second is sent to the institutional medical attendant, and

the third to the social worker in charge of the particular

case.

For institutional children, the institution assumes the

primary burden for the removal of the defects noted ; while

the responsibility for the removal of the defects of the

boarding-home children lies solely with the clinic. The
remedial work for the institutional children is performed

by the visiting physicians, by dentists, and by a conveniently

located or desirable hospital. The boarding-home children

return at intervals to the clinic for further medical care,

according to their needs.

Apart from its function as a local examining clinic, the

most important purpose of this organization is to serve

the various child-caring institutions in an individual medical

way, incorporating modern child health measures on their

own programs. The paramount object is to centralize and

standardize the many measures necessary in the field of pre-

ventive medicine. The approach is made by the bureau

physician in collaboration with the bureau's social workers

working with the institutional authorities, especially the

visiting physicians and the medical attendants.

As a result of our contact with fifteen of the twenty-
three child-caring institutions in Cleveland, we have de-

vised a medical program as a goal for which to strive in

each institution.

Many additions, replacements, reorganizations must be

made before such a plan can be inaugurated and put into

effect in institutions, where the present organization often

is inadequate, and where such an innovation is handicapped

by the numerous other interests required by form of the

institutional authorities. Our examination of 852 children

demonstrates strikingly the prevalence of certain common

remediable and preventable defects, such as dental caries,

simple goiter, diseased tonsils, malnutrition (diagnosed from

the physical examination of the child, using the height-

weight tables as an index) and eye disturbances, which to-

gether outweigh all other conditions combined. Health

work is a fundamental requirement for the dependent child,

probably more imperative than for more fortunate children

in the usual family environment.

SPENCER A. WAHL, M. D.

PUBLICATION No. 139 brings from the Children's Bureau

a compilation of Laws Relating to Interstate Placement of

Dependent Children, with a convenient tabular analysis of

state legislation on the "importation" of dependent children,

and the text of the state laws, compiled by Lulu L. Eckman

of the bureau staff, and a summary of them by Emelyn Foster

Peck. The earliest law on the "importation" of dependent

children was enacted by Michigan in 1887; and the records

are carried through the 1924 legislation available at the time

of publication. The report was prepared at the request of

a conference of state officials responsible for the care of de-
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pendent children in Pennsylvania, New York, 'Ohio, West

Virginia and Delaware.

GAS'OLINE GYPSIES who camp out in the offices of social

agencies should be treated in accordance with the provisions

of the Transportation Agreement, according to a ruling made

at the recent meeting of the Transportation Committee of

Allied National Agencies. The rules for signers of the agree-

ment promulgated by the committee provide in general that

the welfare of the client must have the emphasis in questions

of transportation except in cases of public agencies, where the

settlement laws of the state shall be the governing factor; that

there shall be verification of facts concerning conditions at

destination and approval from that place: that through trans-

portation shall be arranged for before the start of the journey;

that "passing on" is forbidden; that disagreement between two

concerned agencies be appealed. Special mention is made in

the rules concerning seekers for work or health. The com-

mittee, which may be addressed through its secretary, Ruth

Hill, Room 706, 130 East 22nd Street, New York City,

hopes that the serious question of the automobile migrant

family may be taken up at the national conference.

I

IN REPORTING its third year of work the Jewish Board

of Guardians of New York, successors of the Jewish Pro-

tectory and Aid Society, calls attention to the fact that, con-

trary to popular impression, the greatest number of children

in its preventive departments for boys and girls from nine to

sixteen come not through the Children's Court, but from the

parents themselves. During 1923 the help of the Board of

Guardians was asked in the cases of 476 children who showed

symptoms of juvenile delinquency which had not yet involved

treatment in a correctional institution. Of these 476 new

cases only 9 per cent came through the Children's Court; 19

per cent each (disregarding fractions of one per cent) from the

social agencies, the public schools, and the Attendance Bureau

of the Board of Education, and 30 per cent from the parents

themselves! These figures in the opinion of the Board "in-

dicate the growing confidence of parents in the work of our

organization and they also indicate the tremendous growth

of our contact with the most important agency in the life of

le child, namely, the public school."

. . thrifty New York families would have had six Christ-

Das baskets apiece if their pleas to the social agencies had

een granted and there had been no Christmas Clearing

Jureau. Up to Christmas Eve the registration at the bureau

or Manhattan and the Bronx was nearly 15,000; that in

Brooklyn, just short of 7,000. In the former case 14 per

ent of the applications were duplicates, in the latter 17 per

ent. One benevolent gentleman filed a list of eighty names,

_nly to learn that fifty had been provided for otherwise. By

the simple expedient of registration at the bureau, in which

many groups, including the Elks, cooperated, nearly 3,500

Christmas baskets were diverted from families who already

had goodies in prospect to other families for whom no plans

had been made. According to figures compiled by the Bureau

of Information of the Charity Organization Society, a total

of some 54,000 Christmas baskets enough to give one to

each family in a city the size of Denver were handed out

in two boroughs of New York on Christmas day. "In so

far as Christmas celebration has given children and even adults

happy memories for future and perhaps gloomier days, it has

been money well spent," says the C. O. S., "though it lasted

but a day. As to the wisdom of all that was done there is

much that might be questioned. One wonders, for instance,

if 54,000 families needed Christmas baskets; if perhaps the

community and they might have been served more fittingly

and lastingly in other ways. Were 54. Christmas dinners

the gifts which the community took most joy in or were

they the easiest thing to think of and the conventional gift to.

make? We wonder."

A CORNER SALOON in Hell's Kitchen of New York City,,
known in its pre-prohibition prime as The Goats, has suc-
cumbed to the march of the Salvation Army. Purchased for

$47.597 and repainted and remodelled for another $8,500, it

now provides living quarters for 84 working women. There
were numerous clubs and homes for working girls; there were
some homes for women too old to work; the new shelter is-

designed especially for women no longer young yet still able-

to earn a little something at scrubbing or laundering or some-
other job. They pay thirty-five or forty cents a night for
their rooms and they may stay as long as they please. Each
of them has her own room or cubicle (once the cubicle oi
Turkish baths where the old soaks sobered up). There is a

laundry in the basement which all may use. Women who
work in the day time have a different floor from those who
scrub offices all night, so that they shall not disturb each other
in coming and going. The shelter is under the general direc-
tion of Colonel Bovill.

BETWEEN a statistical table at the front and a financial

statement at the back, which take care of the necessary exacti-

tudes, the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities tells an unusually
interesting story of its work for 1923-4 in its forty-sixth an-
nual report, entitled Tides of Life. A budget of $200,000
underwritten by nearly 25,000 contributors, made possible its

unusually varied program, which included service and relief

of needy families, a social service exchange, aid and employ-
ment for the blind, crippled and other handicapped, a health
and tuberculosis program (including health examinations) a

woodyard to provide employment for men and a laundry for
the training and employment of women (both of these nearly
self-supporting) a day nursery, and various activities relating
to housing, the courts, mendicancy, and addresses in churches
and before other organized groups.

THAT POOR FAMILIES are likely to include many chil-

dren, and children who are likely to be stupid, lazy, retarded in

school, has often been stated as a matter of opinion or ob-

servation. A recent study of the Iowa Child Welfare Re-
search Station reduces these observations to a matter of scien-

tific statement. Children born in 1908 and who now represent

nearly six hundred families in the public schools of Daven-

port, Iowa, were studied. The records of the confidential

exchange, the juvenile court, the school dental clinic, and the

indigent book list for 1923 were consulted to see which families

had obtained public or private charitable relief and the families

were classified as independent (with no record of relief), and

occasionally, intermittently or chronically dependent. Chronic

dependency was four times as frequent among families with

seven or more children than in the families with less than

that number. The average intelligence quotient of the children

from the independent families was markedly higher (by 8.9

plus or minus .65) than was that of the children of dependent
families; they were further advanced in school for their age,

with an average difference of more than half a grade of

school progress at 16 in addition to the differences related

to mental-test ability; their energy rating was 10.4 plus or

minus i.o as compared to i.i plus or minus 1.9 for all depend-
ents and 10.1 plus or minus 4.1 for the chronic dependents.
Under the Iowa law, children between fourteen and sixteen

may obtain work-permits under certain conditions, one of

which is that they attend continuation school. On the records

of this continuation school, appeared the names of 22 per cent

of the children from families with five or more living chil-

dren; of only 1 1.8 per cent of those with families of four

living children. The abstract of the Iowa study from which these

data are drawn was made for The Survey by Hornell Hart.
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Fascinating Numbers
THE MAIDEN: . . . Now the world is opening out for me. More than the world: the universe.

Even little things are turning out to be great things, and becoming intensely interesting. Have you
ever thought about the properties of numbers?

THE YOUTH (sitting up, markedly disenchanted ) : Numbers ! ! ! I cannot imagine anything drier

or more repulsive.

THE MAIDEN: They are fascinating, just fascinating. I want to get away from our eternal

dancing and music, and just sit down by myself and think about numbers.
- From Back to Methuselah

IN

these days when the very currents of the air are

buffeted by propaganda and counterpropaganda, when

legislative lobbies masquerade as scientific research

institutions, when scientists of expert rank bear con-

tradictory witness to the confusion of public opinion,

it is refreshing to find scholars capable of getting away from

the dancing and spellbinding music, sitting down by them-

selves and thinking about numbers. It is the policy of the

National Bureau of Economic Research, of which Edwin F.

Gay and Wesley C. Mitchell are research directors, to as-

semble and present objective facts as free as possible from

subjective opinion. The bureau was organized in 1920 in

response to a widely expressed demand for exact and im-

partial determinations of fact with respect to economic,

social and industrial problems, as the essential basis of fruit-

ful discussion among citizens of divergent views on questions

of public policy. Since that time it has published a number

of studies, notably Income in the United States, Its Amount

and Distribution, Business Cycles and Unemployment, Em-

ployment Hours and Earnings in Prosperity and Depression,

which, while unequal in their approximation to the bureau's

ideal, have greatly strengthened the quantitative foundations

of economics as an objective science.

No one who has attempted the very difficult task or dis-

engaging the pure gold of fact from bias, prejudgment and

subjective opinion in fields of human activity where vitality

is so largely synonymous with empassioned purpose, will ex

pect complete success in so heroic an enterprise. The bureau

itself bears the scars of birth amid the tug and pull of p^e-

judice. To safeguard Its ideal of impartiality, it runs all

of its studies in advance of publication through the gauntlet

of a right-and-left-wing board of directors composed of busi-

ness men, manufacturers, trade unionists and socialists.

Catholic as its board of directors is, it contains no church-

men as such, no syndicalists and no communists. Yet, as

the woman suffragists used to say of women, even communists

are people, distasteful as that fact may be to many of their

fellow passengers on this terrestrial ship. And on occasion

the influence of prejudgment has left its mark on the bureau's

publications, as when in its study of Business Cycles and

Unemployment, made for the President's Conference of Un-

employment, it expressed concurrence in Secretary Hoover's

fatalistic definition of the cycle as a "constant recurrence of

irregularly separated booms and slumps" by adding that

"business cycles run an unceasing round." This lapse into

prejudgment at the outset of an inquiry a main object of
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which was to determine whether the cycle was, indeed, a

meteorological phenomenon beyond human control or merely
a by-product of immature industrial organization the

manifestation of a 'natural law' or merely of bad human
habits illustrates the almost superhuman difficulties that

beset the quest of pure objectivity. But there are few tasks

whose conscientious performance is more vital to our demo-

cratic institutions with their dependence upon accurately

informed public opinion. In its latest report, a study of

The Growth of American Trade Unions by Leo Wolman,
the bureau has attained a degree of objectivity so pure as to

be almost disconcerting, so great is the inrush of unanswered

questions through the doors which the recorded facts open.

Here are numbers endlessly fascinating to anyone for whom
the growth of American trade unions has any interest at all.

Growth of Union Membership, 1910-1920
Total Trade Fnton Per Cent Total Trade Union Per Cent

Wage-Earners Membership Organized Wage-Earners Membership Organized
in U. S. Excluding in V. S.

Agriculture

1920 26,080,689 4,881,200

1910 22,406,714 2,101,502

18.7 23,480,077 4,881,200 20.8

9.4 19,262,941 2,101,502 10.9

Major Divisions of Industry Per Cent Organized
1920 1910

Extraction of Minerals
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Extent of Organization Among Persons Ten Years of Age and Over

Engaged in Certain Selected Occupations: 1920

Occupation Number of Persons in

Occupation
Total Male Female

Number of Members of

Trade Unions in

Occupation
Total Male Female

Name of

Organization Percentage Organized

Total Male Female

Actors and showmen
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cords. It has been said that facts without the capacity to

interpret and use them are as dust in the wind ; it should

also be said that opinions based upon incomplete or distorted

facts are as a devastating plague. Here are facts complete

as skilled and patient research can make them, as free from

all color of subjective opinion as facts can be that must pass

through the complex and colorful sieve of the mind. Who can

doubt that they will bear fruit in scores of special inquiries

inspired by the questions they provoke inquiries that will

bring rich argosies to port because they will have these

charts to guide them ?
ROBERT w> BRU^

Odd Jobbers

TO most persons familiar with labor conditions the term

"casual laborer" suggests the wandering workers so ably

described by the late Carlton Parker and by Professor

Lescohier. They think of workers who travel from lumber-

ing to construction work on the railways, from construction

work to the fields, where from June to late September they

migrate with the sun, helping with the pea harvest, the wheat

crop, the fruit harvest, and perhaps finish their yearly round

with a month or more in the canneries. Yet it would perhaps

be more acurate to call these workers "seasonal laborers,"

for the type of work they do is to a great extent controlled

by conditions of temperature and climate. It is the odd-job

man who is the true casual.

Everyone has seen men wandering about cities looking for

odd jobs. You may hire one to mow your lawn and clean

up the yard. If you are a housewife you may employ one to

beat rugs. If you are a manufacturer or builder you may
want men for a few hours to shovel coal, to unload cement,

to handle concrete. Such men often wander about from

plant to plant throughout the morning looking for odd-jobs.

By the middle of the afternoon they congregate on park

benches and at street corners. In small towns they are

familiar characters, known to most of the townspeople, ready

to do unskilled tasks of all sorts, but none too eager to accept

a steady job.

How many thousands of such men there are in the average

city it would be difficult to say. They fulfil a definite

economic function, for they do work which needs to be done

and which does not require steady workers. The placement of

these men and the elimination of the time they waste in

looking for jobs should make up an important part of the

work of public employment agencies. The pay they get on

each job is so small that private agencies are hardly likely

to find their placement profitable, assuming that no more

serious objections to private agencies were at hand.

The Public Employment Office of Milwaukee, a coopera-

tive venture operated jointly by the city, county and state,

has met the problem of these men in an interesting manner.

About five years ago the office rented quarters in the heart

of the rooming-house district of the city and set up a

separate division for the placement of transient lumber and

railroad workers and of the casual laborers here described.

Since that time the placement of casual labor has become so

important that it now constitutes the principal task of what

has come to be known as the Casual Labor Office.

An employer desiring men for any type of unskilled work

lasting an hour or a day is likely to call up the office and

place an order. The men gather at the office as early as six

in the morning, the opening hour, and wait for orders to

come in. When one comes the superintendent announces it

to the men, mentioning the type of work and the pay per

hour, and asks for applicants. From these he chooses the

required number, gives them a card of introduction and
sends them off to the employer. In busy times, of course,

many jobs cannot be filled.

The importance of this work and the economy in time
and money it means to both employers and men is apparent
from the accompanying table, giving the number of men
wanted by employers, and the number of men actually em-

ployed on being sent out from the office, during the fiscal

year 1923-1924, month by month. The decline during the

spring and early summer of 1924 was due to the industrial

depression existing at the time, while the slump from
November to February represents the usual winter condition

in this type of work. The figures for the summer and early
fall of 1925 represent the situation during a period of con-

siderable industrial activity.

1923-1924

July
August
September
October
November
December

January
February
March
April

May
June

Totals 1923-1924

HELP WANTED PLACEMENTS i

4,931 4,296
4,578 4,246
4,760 4,323
5,598 5,121
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Illustrations by C. B. Falls for Theodore Dreiser's Tlie Color of a Great City.

Bonl and Llrpright.

MEN IN THE SNOW

P. X., 33 years old, was placed ten times between December
and April. He loaded dirt, shoveled coal, did pick and shovel

work and cleared away snow.

Z. L., 30 years of age, was rent to twenty-two jobs between
November I and January 29, and to seven more in June and

August. He was even more versatile than the others, for in

addition to the usual jobs of moving, handling concrete, coal,

cement, etc., 'he handled fish, beef, rags and paper, shoveled

vegetables (!), painted, waited on table, and did carpentering.

C. Q., 40 years old, was directed to thirty-seven jobs between
November and June. He cleaned, piled steel, packed wool,
handled bark, pipe, and pig iron, unpacked crockery, washed
walls, cut grass, spaded gardens, etc. In addition he rilled eight

rug beating jobs.

D. R., 34 years old, filled fifty jobs obtained through the

casual office between November I and August 23. He is a

specialist in handling coal, being sent to do such a task thirty-
two times. He also did the other types of heavy work.

P. J., is the record holder among the nine men here men-
tioned. Between November I, 1923, and August 28, 1924, he

was sent to 105 jobs, all but one of which he filled. A man of

so, without much strength, he was usually sent to do relatively

light tasks. He beat rugs twenty times, washed walls fourteen

times, washed woodwork, washed windows, washed floors, did

other cleaning work twenty-one times, had six other housework

jobs, unloaded merchandise, shoveled snow eight times, chopped
wood, fixed screen and did garden work.

These instances show clearly enough the type of work the

men do, the extent to which they and the employers rely on

the Casual Labor Office and give some indication of the

duration of the jobs. The records show many cases in which

men fill two jobs in one day. More often, perhaps, jobs last

a H-ny or two, sometimes longer. Frequently a worker who
has been a continual applicant for several months will find a

relatively steady place and not reappear for a long time.

This is especially true during the spring and summer months,

when construction work is more plentiful.

The applicants for this casual work are of various types.

Many of them are men over fifty, who, after years of steady

work at jobs requiring considerable strength, are unable to

hold their places as they get old. They have come to rely

upon the casual office to a large extent for the opportunity

to do easier tasks such as house cleaning, which are usually

given to them by the superintendent.

A larger group are those who, after being laid off in slack

times, and coming to casual labor of necessity, get out of

the habit of continuous work at one job and prefer doing

odd-jobs even when steady work offers. The policy of the

office is to steer such men into steady jobs whenever possible,

but the effort is not usually sucessful. On being asked,
these men say they would prefer steady work if they could

get the "right kind." One man, approaching 50, told me
that what he wanted was a steady job as night watchman.
It was later learned that on receiving such a job through the

public office some time previously, he had held it two nights,

and shortly afterwards reappeared at the casual office. It is

a situation easy to understand. After doing odd-jobs each

lasting a very short time or not working at all for six months
or a year in times of depression, it requires unusual energy
and patience for the normal man to endure the mental and

physical discipline of a steady position. Some of the men
in this group prefer casual work for economic reasons.

During August, 1924, the usual pay offered was 45 or 50
cents an hour. Working three or four days a week, as

many claim to be able to do even in such times of industrial

inactivity as the summer of 1924, they think they can earn

more than they could doing steady unskilled work in a factory

or mill. Furthermore many do not wish and many cannot

afford to wait a week or two for pay day, as they must do

on steady work. Finally the feeling of liberty which casual

work permits is without question an important factor in

keeping these men from steady jobs. They cannot always
be sure of living wages, but they are their own masters

within wider limits than continuous work permits. Perhaps
the best name for this type, paradoxical though it may seem,

would be "steady casuals." They count on a fairly constant

amount of work and somehow they live on it year in and

year out, some of them even supporting families.

In a third group among these workers are the ones who
seek odd-jobs merely to tide them over through times of

slackness. As soon as the industry in which they ordinarily

work resumes normal activity they go back to their old jobs.

They register at the Casual Labor Office as well as at the

public office which handles skilled and steady help, and while

waiting for a steady job they do casual work for a short

time. The graduation from this group to that described in

the preceding paragraph is not a sharp one.

In a fourth group may be included miscellaneous classes,

such as men passing through the city in search of steady work

ON THE BENCH
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or because of wanderlust, who seek odd-jobs to supply them-

selves with a little cash
; and that most tragic class of all,

the untrained and under-educated youngsters, varying in age

from 1 8 upwards, who have never held a steady job because

of an inherent instability and lack of discipline. Many of

these men, as well as occasional members of the other groups,

recruit the ranks of the seasonal migratory workers. By far

the greater number of the applicants for casual work, how-

ever, are residents of the city who object to jobs away from

home. This attempt to classify casuals should not be too

rigidly applied. It is dangerous to make sharp distinctions

between groups of this nature.

Records of the office show a steady increase in the number

of calls for casual workers and in the number of placements

during the past five years. One reason for this is un-

doubtedly the increasing familiarity with the casual office

on the part of employers and workers. H. Lippart, the

superintendent of the Milwaukee Public Employment Office,

believes that an equally important reason is the increasing

demand for men to do odd-jobs. Whereas, in former times,

employers had to employ' many men steadily for odd-jobs

of a heavy nature about the plant, the increased use of ma-

chines for much of this work has made it unnecessary to do

this. When, however, a shipment of materials comes in for

which extra labor must be had, the employer requires casual

workers. If this theory is true it appears that the tendency

of machinery to eliminate steady common labor is offset by

the increased demand for casual common labor involved in

the process.

Whether or not the demand for this casual labor is likely

to increase because of the changing nature of industry, it is

certain that casual laborers are needed. They perform a

definite economic function and must be accepted as a rela-

tively permanent working-class group. In view of the un-

certain remuneration which they receive and the unstable

psychological conditions which their work promotes it would

be advantageous if more cities followed Milwaukee's example.

The elimination of much of this uncertainty and instability

is assured if the demand for and supply of casual labor are

centralized and correlated through a public agency. Even

so the problem is still fraught with many difficulties ; all

the more reason, therefor, that more cities should make a

beginning in the direction of its solution.

But it agencies like the Milwaukee one were set up in all

fair-sized towns and cities there would still remain a serious

problem to be solved. Even in prosperous times there is un-

employment among the odd-jobbers. In times of seasonal

and cyclical depression unemployment among them becomes

especially serious. They cannot even fall back on such in-

sufficient reserve as steady workers are sometimes able to

acquire. Is it not time that the necessity for their mainten-

ance in the form of properly administered unemployment

insurance should be more clearly seen by those concerned

with justice and social welfare? Industry does not seem

able to function without the odd-jobbers. Industry invaria-

bly sees the necessity for a replacement fund to maintain

machines and plant in good condition at all times, including

periods of depression. It should recognize just as clearly the

necessity for providing a fund by means of which the requisite

supply of labor may be maintained in health and vigor. If

industry itself will not meet the requirements of the situation,

does it not then become the duty of the state to devise some

form of compulsory unemployment insurance?

EDWARD BERMAN

Speaking of Taxes
ARVILLE lies in the coal mining section of western

Pennsylvania and has been a mining town so long that

mining and farming are the two accepted respectable pro-

fessions. Men own their homes. The streets are paved.

There is city gas and water.

By chance the district superintendent of the Methodist

church, making his rounds before fall conferences, arrived

in Carville just about the time I did. He welcomed me

hospitably.

"First trip to Carville?" he asked. "Fine people here,

good old stock Americans."

"One hundred per cent Americans," said his friend, "and

mostly Methodist."

Now that interested me. I am a Methodist myself.

We parted. He was staying at the home of one of the

local mines bosses who was also a town official. I went to

the preacher's house.

"One hundred per cent," I mused. It had an ominous

sound especially so closely associated with my church.

"Any foreigners around here?" I asked the preacher
almost the minute I got into the house.

"There's a colony of them over in the Hollow. About
the only members of the union around here. Italians!"

So that was it. I had often pondered on the fact that to

be real hundred per centers there must be foreigners about.

"What's this about Carville being made up of hundred

per cent Americans?" I asked.

"Oh," he explained, "most of my flock are either Ku Klux

members or sympathizers with the klan. You'll find out

we're a little daft on the Declaration of Independence, and

the Constitution of the United States and taxation without

representation is tyranny."

"And the Hollow?" I broke in, "Where is that?"

"Across the railroad tracks. I visit over there quite often.

I'll take you over to-morrow the district superintendent

too."

"Is it part of Carville?"

"Yes, it's part of town. They're tax payers the same

as every one else." He broke off a minute and said rather

irrelevantly, "Carville is a funny place. It's a mixture of

Ku Kluxers, union and non-union feeling and party poli-

tics. On the whole the people in Carville are mostly non-

union. The folks in the Hollow are union. The people

in Carville are Protestant. The Hollow are Catholic,

tell you these things so you can understand what a complex

tangle it is when you go over to the Hollow tomorrow." >

This is the situation as he told it to me.

There is a law, it is said, that.no road, after it has been

taken over by the city, can go unimproved for longer than

twenty-five years. Now the town-owned road to the I

Hollow was just twenty-four years old when a strange thing

happened. The people of the Hollow awoke one morning

to find their only way to the rest of town closed by a

barbed wire fence. To get to a store to buy their groceries

they had to follow a foot path through a field, walk the
j

railroad ties to the station, thence up the street to the

store. They could also go out a back road, through a I

private field, thence on to a main pike and so into town, i

We asked the district superintendent to go along the '

next morning but he thought the day a bit warm and he

did not care for Catholics. We left him rocking on the

porch of the mine boss's home.
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The Hollow has all the characteristics of a company

village. Two rows of flimsy houses face each other across

an unpaved street. At the far end of the street you can

see the opening of the mine. But there is this difference

between the Hollow and a company town. Here most of

the people own their own homes and pay taxes to Carville.

We climbed under the fence and made our way to Mrs.

Melecia's. She made us welcome in her front room and

obligingly got her tax receipt. There it was taxes $36.43

water tax, gas tax, street improvement tax.

"You have water piped out here?" I asked.

"No, no," she said emphatically shaking all over in denial.

"Where do you drink?"

"Once we geta water at neighbors now use comp'ny well."

"You carry all your water then?"

"Yes, we carry it all."

"Are there gas pipes out here?"

"No oh no."

"How do you get things in here, say coal or heavy groc-

eries like flour?"

"We drive as far as we can then boy he bringa wheel

barrow load at time. Lots time it takes. Not good for

boy, I think."

"If people move away what do they do?"

"They put bed on back and carry it up to road, then

come back getta table see?"

"Your husband?" with an enquiring look about.

"We all union here," she says, "we been out o' work

longa time. Union now stopa its mon'. My husban', he

go Clevelan' for work. I stay here for childer go to

school. We own house maybe by and by they open mine

again. See?"

"But I thought they would take no more union men

into the mines to work."

"No, they will not. They have paper what you call it

yallar dog sheet if they give work you sign your name

here. That say you will never no more join nothings

any kind. That makes you no member union."

"You have to go through a private field to get to town

then?" coming back to the first question.

"Yes, but he is a good man, that farmer. He say it

is bad luck with you peoples. You can come through

you want." She paused and suggested. "You talk to

Tony Balacci. He tell you more than me maybe."

We found Tony at home with his nine children. He
also could talk English and showed his tax receipt.

"Come, I take you to see private road," he said. And
we walked up toward the opening of the mine that has been

closed these many months. We paused to look at the

dead wires that lay on the ground.

"Mucha danger," he said, pointing to wires "when

mine open they hang them on trees, see?" We looked.

The trees were short poles, very little higher than a man's

head. "Still, mucha danger, special' with childer."

Beginning in a great mud hole, big enough to mire any

wagon, is the private road that leads out behind the Hollow.

The road is scarcely passable and does not lead into the

Hollow over the tracks that go to the mine.

"These farmers vera good," Tony said emphatically. "If

they no let us use their fields we not know what we do."

"Will you go back to the mine if it should open?" we
asked.

"What I goin' to do? I sign yallar dog sheet if I do.

But I gotta nine children. What I goin' to do?"

We walk back silently past the rows of flimsy houses.

"Not much warm in winter time," said Tony, striking

one knee with his fist. "Things are better though than

when I first come in here longa time, many years ago.

A mule he breaka de leg. That superintendent we had

then he bad fella. He say 'mule he costa two hundred

dolla man he costa nothin'. Why can't man breaka his

leg let mule go well?' Not such bada men now. But

they do different now. Now they do this closa da road

shut up de mine. For why?" a significant shrug.

We left Tony and walked down the cinder paved street

to the place it was cut off by the barbed wire fence. There

we met Felipe. He was born in this country and spoke

English readily.

"We don't know just why the road is closed," he

said, stopping to talk to us, "maybe because the road has

to be repaired next year if they keep it, maybe because we're

union, maybe because we're Italians. If we could get a

lawyer we could get it straightened up quick but a lawyer
takes one hundred dollars down first thing. Me and my
brother-in-law went up to see one at the county seat. We
went to the town council too but they won't do nothing

about it. We're getting pretty mad down here in the

Hollow. Reverend," he said to the preacher. "Now there's

a fella lives 'long side o' me a good honest fellow. He
went up to the city to get work when the mine closed down.

Before he went he paid all his bills, hunted up everyone

and paid. But he let his taxes go. Why? Because look

at this here fence and his old woman trailing through
the fields in the mud. It ain't because we're jealous that

other folks got paved streets and water and gas. It's just

that we're payin' for what we don't get."

We crawled under the fence, walked up the old dis-

carded road, crossed the railroad tracks and went past the

station. The paved streets begin at the station.

"Speaking of the Declaration of Independence and the

Constitution of the United States
"

I said.
"

and taxation without representation
'

added the

preacher.

And then we were both silent. After all, what could

be said? We passed the district superintendent still rock-

ing on the porch of the mine boss's home who was also

an official of the city of Carville.

DOROTHY F. MCCONNELL

DR. ROYAL MEEKER, formerly Commissioner of Labor

Statistics of the United States Department of Labor, who in

1923 resigned as chief of the scientific division of the Inter-

national Labor Office of the League of Nations to become

Secretary of Labor and Industry in Pennsylvania, has re-

signed that office in order to make an economic and social

survey of China, under the auspices of the Institute of Social

and Religious Research of New York City. Dr. Meeker will

spend considerable time in the principal sections of China,

making personal observations and conferring with leaders in

the political, social, industrial and commercial life of that

country. It is hoped that Dr. Meeker's survey will result

in the introduction of Christian standards of social welfare

and economic justice into the great Chinese republic which

is just beginning to adopt our western industrial methods.

Richard H. Landsburgh has been appointed by Governor

Pinchot to succeed Dr. Meeker.
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Antecedent to Adult Education
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HE "shocking menace" of "adult ignorance"

has come to the awareness of many individuals,

groups and agencies in recent years. Just what

this meance is does not appear in any one con-

vincing instance. In some cases it seems to be identified

with illiteracy, though there is no necessary con-

nection between ignorance and illiteracy. In other cases it

seems to be the projection of a fear that the extension of

leisure to the working classes may be destructive to "cul-

ture." An old-time New York dramatic critic used to

say: "The vulgar mob makes it almost impossible for a

cultured man to breathe." Hence, the working man must

be educated at least to the extent that he will come to have

a respect for "culture," and not be obsessed with the idea

that he must destroy it "merely because he does not under-

stand it." Other elements of fear enter into the matter,

too : fear is a great educator in some directions.

All sorts of plans are in the making and remaking: night

schools must be enlarged and extended ; university courses

for non-campus groups must be doubled, quadrupled ; cor-

respondence courses must be encouraged ; the radio must

be brought into nation-wide use for lectures of every con-

ceivable sort; the public library must become the "people's

university"; official efforts must be redoubled, and private

agencies of all kinds must find "needy groups" to work

upon. With our reputed passion for results, we are "going

in" for "adult education," our watch-word being: "Let

no adult escape!"

Serious work, however, is assured, now that the Carnegie

Corporation has appropriated funds for preliminary surveys

of the need, has appointed committees of educators to under-

take those surveys and to suggest plans, and stands ready to

give financial support to the program that meets the ap-

proval of its directors.

Some of the programs that are being proposed by inter-

ested groups seem quite up in the air; ethers have a very

definite subterranean character; a few seem to be on the

ground of facts more or less. Most of these plans have

a touch of "benevolence" in them like old-fashioned char-

ity, or they are flavored with patronizing, like some an-

tiquated forms of "welfare work." Most of them are quite

honest efforts to "save" something; the ignorant, or our

American institutions or even Democracy, itself. But not

every honest effort is equally intelligent. It remains to be

seen whether we shall be able to develop, out of all these

efforts and the discussions that must inevitably accompany

them, a program which will be both honest and intelligent

for dealing effectively with the problem of the American

"adult."

Such a program will involve us in a critical study of

history our own national history and the history of the

world. We shall be compelled to consider the effective

forces that have helped, through all the past, but especially

in the last century, to produce this particular phenomenon

the American "adult." We may even be compelled to

call in question the finality of some of our institutions,

notably, our schools and the education they profess to give.

"Tender minded" people will, of course, refuse to follow

here: they will have no criticism of our institutions. But
facts are stubborn things and "tender minds" are not in-

frequently severely torn upon them. It were better, maybe,
to face the facts from a distance, than to "bump into them."

In a sense, of course, the situation is as old as the hills.

But, in another sense, it is as new as the newer develop-
ments of science. Let us consider for a moment some con-

tradictions in which we find ourselves. Never before in

human history was life and the world so filled with material

and social stimulations to continuous growth. Progressive
enrichment of experience ought to be the inalienable con-

sequence of being alive today. How can anyone escape?
It is the age of science: the past century has filled the world
with materials and machines undreamed by Plato and Aris-

totle. It is the age of travel: we are at home in all lands.

All the world flows by our doors or just around the corner

from our doors. It is the age of quick communication: not

an important happening anywhere around the earth that

we do not read about within twelve hours. The movies

bring the ends of the earth to all who do not care to go to

the ends of the earth themselves. There is a library on

every corner, or a book store or at least a news-stand. It

is the age of conferences and assemblies: no luncheon is

complete without an address or two on "questions of the

day" such as "The need of regulating child labor," and

"The enfranchisement of women in Turkey"; no afternoon

is free from committee meetings ;
no evening too poor to

provide its lectures a la carte. What is all this heat about

"adult education"? The passing moment is, itself, such a

feast of world-experiences as no other age has ever dared

to imagine possible. Why, then, must we have "move-

ments" to promote further extensions of the obvious, the

inescapable? Is there some esoteric element in the phrase

"adult education," or in the problem it expresses, or in the

need it connotes?

HISTORY
throws some light upon these questions.

Amongst primitive groups education devotes itself

entirely to the training of children and youths. The adults

need no education. There is nothing for them to learn.

They know all there is to be known. Is it merely a coinci-

dence that a primitive group tends to become social stagna-

tion personified?

The city-state of the Greeks, on the other hand, was

often primarily an educational enterprise for the adults

of the community. All free adults shared the civic life,

accepted its responsibilities, made it, and were, in turn, made

and remade by it. Until after the beginnings of the decad-

ent ages, Athens had no schools for children, as we know
schools. But the children did not escape being educated.

470
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It was written of that city in a later time that "All the

Athenians and the strangers who sojourn there spend their

leisure for nothing else but either to tell or to hear some

new things." This intellectual and civic vitality commu-

nicated itself naturally and realistically to the children : they

could not escape becoming intelligent citizens But the com-

munity directed its educational attention to the adult. Was
it merely a coincidence that Athens became a "point of light

in history," and that we still turn back to the Greeks for help

in solving our modern problems?

Likewise, the mediaeval world, struggling through cen-

turies of ruthless wars to overcome the forces of barbarism,

without and within, spent practically all its educational

energies in the training of adults, permitting the education

of children to take care of itself. Yet, out of those same

centuries came, at length, the intellectual vigor that gave

to the modern world its first glimpses of freedom in religion,

critical science, political democracy, and those industrial

reconstructions that have made much of the world over on

new lines. The education of adults is nothing new: it has

always been the dominant educational interest in all pro-

gressive civilizations.

YET,
in the face of these not unknown facts, the modern

world has attempted an almost complete reversal of the

educational process. With the participation of larger num-

bers of adults in the civic life, and in other forms of human

activity, it became evident that education must become

more nearly universal. How was this desirable end to be

attained : by educating more and more adults for their new

responsibilities and privileges? Not at all: perish the

thought! The enfranchisement of the adult was evidence

of his educational accomplishments. Moreover, his en-

franchisement made him, not a subject to be educated for

his responsibilities, but a master of social policies, including

educational programs. And when he looked about for some

one to educate, he saw not himself but the children of the

community! Here was material for his educational ex-

ploitation ready to his hand.

"Education," he said, quoting his favorite theorist, "edu-

cation belongs to the plastic years to childhood and youth.

Adults know all there is to be known, including possibly

some things that ought never to have been known. There
is no hope of curing the evils of the world by teaching
adults new ways. Our children must be trained to know
and to choose the good and eschew the evil, and so to save

the world in their generation: the education of the chil-

dren will make the world safe for democracy!"
And so, we turned "education" over to the schools; and

by means of compulsory attendance laws, we delivered all

young children over to the ministrations of this "education,"

in these schools until we came to deny that anything hap-

pening outside of schools could properly be called "educa-

tion." Conversely, therefore, we were compelled to treat

even our college students as children in order to get them

into the picture. For our own part, we adults, in most

cases, washed our practical hands of all further interest in

education: "Learning is for children!" We relegated both

"education" and childhood to schoolhouses. Now, when
children complete their "education" we graduate them out

"into life." At a certain definite moment they finish their

education. (I am tempted to add that the education also

finishes many of them, but I refrain!) Should we be sur-

prised at the fact that many of them feel and some of

them say, when school days are done, "Well, thank God,
that's over!"? They have become "adults": they need never

learn anything more as long as they live.

THE literal meaning of the word thus becomes appar-

an "adult" is one who has come to the end ad

ultimam! (I am aware of the fact that the purist will

challenge this etymology; but when was a purist ever cor-

rect?) This has been the implicit aim of American educa-

tion for a century, and it grows more explicit from year to

year:- the schools should turn out "ad-ults" men and

women who have finished their growing, have achieved their

certainties and have "settled down." It was, of course,

inevitable that in an unorganized country like our own,
with the wilderness ever at the front door, some must resist

these processes and escape this fate, leaving always a "zone

of disturbance" on the frontiers. Moreover, America has

not been entirely outside the area within which scientific

investigations have been going on, and there has been some

interest in scientific inquiry as well as in the toys which

scientists have given the rest of us to play with. But most

of us have been happy to accept either the advice of the

schools or the "prudent counsels of commerce" and to

enter into our inheritance.

Do not these facts offer us a clue to the meaning of

"fundamentalism," anti-evolutionism, Ku Klux Klanism and

all the other dogmatic, ad ultimate and intolerant isms of

our times? Every one of these isms possesses the finished,

ultimate "truth." Every active supporter of these move-

ments is an "ad-ult." And what an appalling percentage
of the population claims membership here: we are becoming

largely aea race of such "ad-ults." Our minds were crammed
with tasteless pabulum in childhood and youth, until we
lost all appetite for new experiences, especially for any ex-

perience that promises to involve us in change, growth, ex-

pansion, reconstruction. May it not be true that we have

accordingly relapsed, psychologically, by this very education

which we thought was so progressive, into the mental states

MOST EFFORTS TO 'TEACH HIM A LESSON' GET ABOUT THIS FAR !
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of primitive peoples, becoming dogmatic, provincial, secure,

with this one difference a gain provided by our excursus

into the "age of science" that we now have many "scien-

tific" methods of enforcing upon our children the limitations

and prejudices of our own finished minds, thus all the more

surely and definitively turning them into "ad-ults"? Who
is able to characterize adequately the dishonesty of the

"fundamentalist" who uses the radio to denounce evolution

who accepts the materials of science but who denounces

its spirit? Calling him a primitive does no good: he glories

in that name. He wants above all else to be an "ad-ult"!

The scientist is not blameless here. He, too, has seemed

to believe that putting electric lights into our houses made

the world more "scientific." But, objectively, an electric

light is not one whit more scientific than is a kerosene lamp;

whereas, we shall probably some day realize that it takes

less mind to learn how to push a button in the wall that it

used to take to learn how to care for a kerosene lamp. Our
so-called "scientific advances" have made a few people pro-

foundly intelligent about certain aspects of life and the

world ; but it is not impossible that those same advances

have tended to make the asses of mankind still more "fun-

damentalist." The invention of photography and the "mov-

ies" has made "literacy" unnecessary: one New York City

"newspaper," made up almost exclusively of pictures, claims

a daily circulation of 800,000 copies. "Its readers" need

to know no alphabet !

Well, this is the "ad-ult" who is to be the subject of our

various movements for "adult education," or at least of

some of them. This is the "adult" who, in an age of science,

selects for approval and use those discoveries, only, which

support and glorify his own finalities ; who, when he travels,

takes his own village with him; who, when he reads, reads

those books and papers, only, which promise to fortify his

foregone conclusions; who, when he attends a lecture, goes

where he is sure to find the doctrines he likes, which, there-

fore, all the more smoothly finish him. This is the type of

"mind," the product of modern "-education" of every sort,

which "stands like a rock" in the way of the progress of the

world. In view of these facts, who will argue that "adult

education" is unnecessary?

Unfortunately, however, few of the present movements

for "adult education" have any concern with this way of

stating the case. They are not interested in the processes

by which their materials are produced ; enough for them

that such materials exist, and that it is given to them to

have some share in the "great social movement" by which

the problems are being "solved." We shall consider some

of the results of this attitude, and some of the more con-

vincing phases of the whole problem, in later issues.

J. K. H.

Night School Silhouettes
/
"T~

SHERE are many centers of Americanization in Cin-

*
cinnati, both public and private. I shall tell of one

little corner of our local efforts, covering certain phases of

work in a particular section of the city, namely the Dyer

Night School Community. No generalizations (save one)

will be attempted: merely descriptive bits of life and in-

cidents amongst the particular aliens with whom I have

spent nearly every evening of my life for the past five

years. Here I have seen growing the three factors neces-

sary in such work; namely, knowledge, sympathy and

admiration : knowledge of the shortcomings of immigrants.

their cupidity, greed, selfishness, dirt, lack of physical

stamina, short sightedness; sympathy with their misery,

poverty, extreme need, helplessness, emotional capacity and

their loneliness; admiration for their great adaptability,

remarkable linguistic powers, rapidity of absorption of the-

manners and customs of the new country, and (most hope-

ful of all) the emotional, spiritual and intellectual contribu-

tions which they bring to this country.

The appeal of the immigrant is very powerful. Look!

here a man stands before you, dumb, speechless, eyes wildly

appealing, mutely dependent on those around him, that

haunting look of past terrors, his trembling hands, his

tongue-tied silence, the stricken, dazed air of bewilderment.

Then see the same man some months later, smiling, confi-

dence returning, brokenly expressing himself and his grati-

tude to his teachers and his school. This is what makes

our task worth while. This is the real guerdon of the-

worker.

The most fascinating feature of this work is the variety

of human interest stories that weave themselves into the-

nightly routine. They hover around the school house and

peer in through the windows. They may sound trite and

dull in the telling but they have a terrific, fateful significance-

in the enactment. No pen can do justice to them. You
must see them, hear them, smell them, feel them. Perhaps-

life 's real bigness and richness comes to us most through the

daily contact with incidents that arrest our thought and

turn it outward to the life of others instead of eternally

inward on our own.

Tidbits of nightly conversation overheard run the gamut
of human emotion, a single sentence sometimes revealing a

deep sorrow or a ruling passion.

"My mother is walking from Poland to Russia. She has

no shoes any more and it is snowing."

"There are five of us, mother and four daughters I pay

the two dollars for the four girls, for myself I must wait

for the English I cannot pay yet."

"My wife wants to go to the expensive movies, but I

say 'No, we should go to the English night school' so I

save more money."

It is hard for us to realize how much ignorance of our

speech cuts off the immigrant from America and her ways,

and makes him rear those little islands of isolation known

as the foreign sections. Teaching English is the most pow-

erful weapon to destroy that isolation. In some of their

expressions, voiced in letters and compositions, we find

cries of loneliness that cut.

"Always I am by myself."

"I cannot speak English and so I am ashamed."

"Where I eat, there is no one to talk to me, but at night

I come to the English school."

"The teacher talks to me all the time, here it is nice."

"I am ashamed because I cannot say the teacher's name, it

breaks my tongue."

"In my shop where I work only Yiddish is spoken but

at night I can speak English to people."

"All of I know of America is in this school."

"All day I must be still at my work but at night I can

talk."

"This school means America to me because here I can

talk English to the others."
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A foreigner, without relatives in this country, pulled

from his pockets one evening many clippings from the Times

Star.

"Every night," said he, "I look in the paper to see if

there is anything in it about Dyer Night School and then

I cut them out."

Announcements and items about his night school con-

stituted his chief interest in his new country. Listen to

this excerpt from a talk by one student to his fellow class-

mates :

"And my friends, I do not wish to be foreign, for to be

foreign is to be lonely and loneliness is God's greatest pun-

ishment."

W'hen I try to sum up the experiences of my five years

in this work they take shape before me as so many stories

or pictures, each fraught with its peculiar meaning. Permit

me to pass these before you as silhouettes, silhouettes of the

night, which you may interpret as you please.

ONE
NIGHT when citizenship papers were to be dis-

tributed to our new countrymen a gang of thirteen

noisy, dark, straggling little children, all apparently the

same age, followed a tall Balkan who took his place in the

seats reserved in front for the new citizens. The principal

motioned the children out of the reserved section to the back

of the hall. After much excited discussion they finally

moved merely to another part of the section. They were

moved again to make way for the men who were to receive

their papers. In spite of many moves the little foreigners

clung most persistently to the new citizen section. When
the singing began, they sang Star Spangled Banner and

America loudly and with much gusto. When the Balkan

man received his diploma the attention of the entire audience

was attracted by the thirteen straggling after him clapping

and applauding. Then came the explanation: they were

this man's thirteen children and when he received his papers

automatically they became citizens and they were properly

celebrating the event.

JAKE
was very pround of his regular attendance at

school. He managed his domestic affairs with the same

business-like dispatch and acumen that distinguished his ac-

tivities at the school, as the following notes will testify:

January 2 Dear Miss B. I cannot come to school tonight,

I am getting married.

The next night Jake appeared as usual.

April 2 Dear Miss B. I cannot come to school tonight,

I am getting divorced.

The next night Jake appeared as usual.

SHE
could speak no English, neither could he. Never-

theless they were not without conversation, because both
1 came from the same part of Poland. In the long quiet

corridors of Dyer, while others were busy learning "to spik

Inglish," they met and imagined themselves by their native

waters. They were sweetly and fluently conversing when
alas ! a disagreeable and aggressive personality interrupted

the course of true love and sent them to their respective

classrooms. He went politely bowing, but she was some-

what sullen. For why had she worn that new American

blouse of pink tricolette that evening, if no one was allowed

to admire ?

Herrtman In the N. T. Journal

KRAZY CAT GOES TO NIGHT SCHOOL

~*HE first night that Abe came to the night school he

* had in his pockets all of fifteen cents but no more. He
knew no word of the English language nor had he relative or

friend, only a woeful back history which he wished to forget.

Three years later he was still with us but now conditions

had changed. Abe had prospered financially and frequently

he showed the principal his bank book with the $3,000

deposit, steadily increasing each month. He had now a reg-

ular torrent of English words at his command to let loose

when excited and a calmer flow for more peaceful moods.

He had become a very prominent member of the school and

was popular with many friends and with his teachers. And
more than all else he was about to acquire a wife.

They had met at night school and speedily they became

engaged. Every night the principal heard some of the hilar-

ious details "we have selected the flat" "we have bought
our dining room furniture," etc. All was set for the wed-

ding. Abe's face was full of radiance. Every one was

immensely interested for he had a host of well wishers.

One night Abe seemed very quiet. His teacher noticed

him continually consulting his bank hook. Soon the pupils

were grinning and nudging each other and the teacher heard

the comments -"Abe is pale for he is counting up his spend-

ings." "Abe is sick because his money is all gone." "Abe
feels bad his bank book is empty."
And so it was. Abe was truly in love and very happy,

but that awful wrench between romance and the hard fact

of his bank book balance had made him physically ill.

MAN, doubtful as to the proper method of ad-

dressing his respected teacher, whether as Milady,
madame or what, finally solved the matter by writing:

"Bratt, I thank thee for thy good lessons."

~^HREE years ago a young girl of 18, a Russian peas-
*

ant, appeared in the school. She came via Siberia and

Japan. She was beautiful but wore old world clothes and

manners. She spoke no English, had no education. She
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was without money or relatives in this country. She easily

won the interest and admiration of her teachers. Today
she is a saleswoman in one of our largest department stores.

She knows more about American clothes and styles than

anyone I know. I am going to buy my winter coat from

her. Her taste is perfect. She speaks English very well

with a natural refinement of accent. Every time 1 meet

her, I look at her and hear her talk with amazed wonder.

She is still with us in the eighth grade. Next year she will

go to night high school. She expects to become a college

graduate. She is sending money every month to her old

mother in Russia.

IN
OUR school, among those "just over" the great ques-

tion is: Have you got a job yet? Most of them have,

good ones too. The standard "how long over," by which

they measure themselves is frequently amusing, voiced as

it is in complaints to the teachers. "I have been here a

year but am not as far advanced as Jake who is here only

six months. It must be the teacher doesn't give me enough
attention." Two brothers-in-law entered the same class and

it almost broke up two families because one sister's hus-

band learned English faster than the other one. "I am

only in the fifth grade but my brother is in the seventh, yet

we came over on the same ship." "How is it he, only one

year over, reads better than I who am two years here?

It must be the teacher works more with him."

THE pathos of the handicapped is revealed in the grime,

the dust, the odors, the dim lights, the bad ventilation,

the smell of day labor clinging to rough hands, the evi-

dences of a hastily snatched night meal, hurried washings

pitiful attempts to clear off the stains of the day's enchain-

ing drudgery. Here in this school is all of culture, all of

refinement that life holds for them at present. This is the

seat of their striving, the agency of their ambitious goal.

What stories of hopes deferred, of soaring ambitions, of

passionate desires for eagle's flights are hidden beneath

these cheap and rough exteriors.

Night school is over, the gong rings, out the big door

they go, some solemn, serious, others laughing, jostling,

good natured crowd, all in a certain hurry now to leave,

to catch that car, to reach that inviting bed one day's pro-

gram completed, one day's striving over. Out the big door

they go with jest and quip. The last laugh dies away, but

into the quiet that settles over the empty halls, breaks a

plangent softly wailing echo. How can they sing the

Lord's Song in a strang land!

Pass on pass by, silhouettes of the night, shadowy,

slinking forms and figures, dim reflectors of the day world,

coming out from under cover like a night fog rising from

the ground under-dog types, the defeated, the handicapped.

Traces of old world patience and philosophy stare out of

large seeking eyes, in wistful faces. Why do you come so

eagerly to this night school of your adopted land? What
are you seeking, what motives impel you to punish tired

bodies and brains, to goad jaded nerve and intellect into

further action? What unsatisfied longings and what thirsts

that call for action, what deep springs that bore for out-

let? What hidden hungers for some of life's prizes, some

far off dream!

Out of all the impressions of these five years, one thing

is clearly and distinctly stamped upon my mind, namely,]
that patriotism and citizenship are individual matters, and

j

that no race, no religion, no color has a monoply of good

citizenship or of patriotism : under a black, yellow, or white

skin; in Nordic or Sudic Europe; in Pole or Angle, Ameri-
can or European, Jew or Gentile, Turk, Catholic or Protest-

ant; in the Fourth, the Seventeenth, or the Twentieth cen-

tury, A. D., or B. C., human nature is always demonstrating
the same laws, always evidencing itself as obedient to the

same forces. ELIZABETH THORNDIKE

THE LONDON CORRESPONDENT of the Journal of

the American Medical Association, writing in the issue of

the Journal for November I tells of a struggle in an English

Hospital that should prove interesting to students at Cornell

and Pennsylvania, and points east. The story follows: "With
the shortage of men students and physicians during the war,
a great increase of women students and physicians took place,

and several medical schools that previously had admitted only
men admitted women also. Now there is a tendency for some
of these schools to revert to the pre-war practice, and this

provokes resentment among the advocates of women's rights.

St. Mary's Hospital, London, is now considering the exclusion

of women, who were first admitted to its school in 1916, at a

time during the war when the number of men students was
so small that it was thought that the school would have to be

closed. At this time the London School of Medicine for

Women was so full that its hospital (the Royal Free Hos-

pital) was unable to accommodate all the students when they

reached the clinical period of their training. It was there-

fore arranged that St. Mary's would take a certain propor-

tion of the students for their clinical years. This policy

apparently proved a success, for after the war it was continued

Further, it was decided in 1920 to admit women for the whole I

curriculum.

"A movement to exclude women in the future began six 1

months ago with a petition to this effect from a large majority
1

of the men students. This was considered by the hospital I

staff, which recommended that the board of management grant ii

the petition. Then the women students submitted to the board ;

a protest dealing with the arguments urged against the re-

tention of women, urging that exclusion would be injurious to

the women who had graduated from St. Mary's, as they could

no longer take any pride in the school which had disowned

them. They also pointed out that in several of the appeals of

the hospital for funds the plea was made that it was com-
1

mitted to coeducation. The case of the men objectors is that

coeducation in medical subjects is undesirable.

"During the war, women were asked as a patriotic duty to

enter the medical profession, and they did so with eagerness.

But now with the normal flow of young men into the pro-

fession the men fear that the profession may become crowded.

Moreover, they think that sufficient women physicians to sup-

ply the demand of those who require their services can be

supplied by the schools devoted entirely to the training of

women. It is stated trmt the athletic record of St. Mary's has

suffered by thr admission of women, because first-class foot-

ball players will not join a hospital in which there are women

students. The women characterize the argument, that the min-

gling of the sexes in medical education is unseemly, as archaic,

and point out that all the medical schools in the provinces, and

in Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Paris, Vienna and Strasbourg ad-

mit women. Men, they say, will after graduation have to

meet and confer with women in general and special practice,

and in public health work on committees that discuss social

problems and diseases. If prejudices exist it is better that

the men should overcome them early in their careers."
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Youth and the Dragons

A DOLESCENCE is defined by Webster as "the proc-

/^k ess of growing from childhood to maturity."

/ % Usually it includes the years from twelve

^ m to twenty-five and represents the last of the

critical stages of development, mental and

lysical, in the life of the child.

If we examine closely into the life of a. normal child up

the age of twelve or fourteen we find his career has been

continuous and successive series of struggles to adjust

imself both mentally and physically to his environment. At

ich stage of this development dragons in many shapes have

in in ambush just around the corner to pop out at him

id prevent, if they can, a successful adjustment. Thus

. an infant he encountered the dragon seeking to prevent

ic change from mother's milk to the bottle. As a pre-

hool child another dragon blocked his path when he was

mfronted with the necessity for emerging from the nurs-

-y and learning to play amicably with others and to give

; well as to take. A third dragon snarled at him in gram-

lar school years when he was compelled to adjust

imself to new teachers, new companions and new respon-

bilities.

If we assume he has succeeded in slaying each of these

ragons in turn, he approaches the last bend in the road

'ith but one more of them between him and his goal, the

datively safe refuge of maturity. But the fiercest dragon

f all guards this last corner. Grim, many-hued and

;rocious, this last beast well knows his is the final stand

ul he snorts fire and defiance at the figure of the adolescent

udging sturdily, if a bit wearily, down the road towards

is goal. This last battle is always frightful and sanguin-

Sometimes the youth wins, and sometimes the dragon.

s
T
ot infrequently the latter's visage is so awesome and the

uuth so exhausted from previous combats that he fails to

immon courage for this final bout and declines conflict.

Either he retreats defeated and discouraged to his last pre-

ious stage of development, there to live out his life without

dvancing, or else he seeks some roundabout road whereby

e may attain his goal by dodging the dragon and out-

fitting him. Thus four possible results hinge on his ac-

tons: (i) He may face the dragon bravely and slay him,

oing on his road unimpeded and attaining adulthood with

sw permanent scars. (2) He may face the dragon bravely

nd be defeated. (3) He may become discouraged, and

efuse to engage in combat. (4) Or he may try to dodge
be dragon entirely. Each of these outcomes except the first

re of deep concern to the psychiatrist.

Some of the special menaces to a healthy adjustment at

he adolescent period are purely physical ones. Thus it

nay be that the adolescent youth has inherited not the dis-

ase itself but a tendency to some constitutional disorder

Jch as tuberculosis. This tendency may have been latent

11 his previous years but now perhaps his threshold of

resistance has been lowered by any one of a dozen factors

and the tendency is lighted up to burst into a full fledged

case of tuberculosis.

Other menaces partake of both physical and mental ele-

ments. Thus during adolescence the endocrine or ductless

gland system is specially active and certain heretofore dor-

mant glands begin to stir and awake. The gonads or en-

docrine glands specially concerned with sex differentiation

and growth come into prominence at this time and the first

normal stirrings of healthy sex interest are sensed. All

this time bodies are growing, organs are developing, and

tissues are changing, preparing themselves for the many and

varied demands on them by maturity.

But of all the menaces to a healthy adjustment, those in

the mental sphere stand out with clearest prominence and

are fraught with direst possibilities.

THE first and most important struggle, and the one on

whose outcome hinges the most momentous augury for

the future, is the struggle to face reality squarely. This

really means being honest with one's self, perhaps the most

difficult task within the scope of all human endeavor.

Children who have been taught by wise parents to face the

facts of real life habitually are well prepared to grapple

with strange and foreign experiences as they arise from time

to time, and thus are fortified against many forms of adult

nervous and mental illness. On the other hand, children

permitted habitually to avoid reality, to dodge unpleasant

duties or to shirk burdensome responsibilities by denying

their existence, by taking recourse in excusing physical symp-

toms, by excessive day-dreaming, or by a score of other

well recognized subterfuges are all too often heading for

disaster.

One may dodge the facts of real life a number of times

without apparent harm. Sooner or later, however, comes an

undodgeable experience, often during adolescence, which

must be bravely faced and struggled with. Then, if the

youth has no previous fund of knowledge to guide him, if

he has made escaping reality a habit so ingrained that its

conscious intent has long years before been pushed down

out of awareness, he finds himself unprepared to face this

inescapable experience. As a result, unless he is willing to

confess failure and humiliation (and no one willingly does

this) he finds all roads of escape closed to him except that

whose destination is labeled "nervous breakdown." The

world and one's family will not hold a sick man to strict

accountability for failure.

There was Dorothy, for example, who learned at seven

that a stomach ache turneth away wrath. At fourteen she

found a headache absolved from study. At twenty "nerv-

ous indigestion" was set forth as a charitable excuse for

tantrums and an undisciplined temper. At thirty "chronic

invalidism" with "heart spells" and weakness proved her

475
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last querulous hold on the affections of a once tolerant but

worn and exasperated husband.

She had never been taught to face reality. Confronted

with life as it really is, untrained to handle facts, failure

loomed blackly. Self-esteem and the affection of others

could be preserved only by a show of illness. This is the

secret of more than one domestic tyrant who rules ruth-

lessly through any one of a large number of physical corn-

plaints, based on no discoverable physical disease, which ex-

cuses failure and gives an escape from reality.

Adolescents find other means of escaping reality. One
of the most frequent is day-dreaming. Within reasonable

limits day-dreaming is harmless and even beneficial. Car-

ried to excess it is often productive of a deep and lasting

distortion of personality. If, as someone has declared, hap-

piness and satisfaction are the joint goal in life for each of

us, it is obvious that we will adopt any device to attain them.

So it is, then, when the cold world of reality treats us

harshly, when we find the going rough, when we must com-

pete sordidly with our predatory rivals, we are tempted
to seek happiness elsewhere. If the real world refuses to

offer it to us, then we try to discover it in a fanciful,

imaginative world. We are very careful to make this

little world of our own construction quite the opposite of

the actual world. We stock it with situations and experi-

ences that are always pleasant and designed to make us in-

variably the hero. We people it solely with friends whose

only aim in life is to be kind to us and to gratify our desires.

Some poorly trained adolescents, who have timidly ex-

perimented with real life and found it not wholly pleasant,

dread further contact and retreat into a realm of phantasy.

So pleasant is their existence there that they are reluctant

to return to mundane things. As a result they gaze dream-

ily out of the window during lesson time, they avoid others,

they grow detached for long periods and become more or

less dissociated from reality. In very serious cases this ex-

cessive day-dreaming may be the percursor of a type of

mental disease called dementia praecox. At any rate it

often enough represents a method of escaping reality which

unfits the adolescent from making a wholesome adjustment
to life. Excessive day-dreaming arid taking recourse in

vague physical complaints where no disease exists, both cor-

respond in a way to the fourth method of meeting the

dragon : namely by declining combat and seeking some

roundabout method of reaching the goal. Seldom does this

method succeed. When occasionally it does, it is only at

the expense of a permanently warped and twisted per-

sonality.

AN all too common failure on the part of adolescents

to become adjusted is their inability to emancipate

themselves from the clinging fetters of parental de-

pendence and home ties. Every boy and girl sooner or later

must learn to stand on his own feet. But some of them

have parents who retard or even prevent this emancipation.

If the child has been reared wisely, the transition from

childhood to maturity will be reasonably painless. His

mother and father will have taught him instinctively how
to handle new experiences in a wholesome manner. He
will have learned that life must be faced as it is and not

as he would always like to have it, and he will be encouraged

to look forward eagerly to the time when, without any

lessening in affection, restraining home ties and dependent

habits of childhood may be cast off, and he can meet thi

world joyously, with a challenge, captain of his own sou

at last.

-Unfortunately not all children are reared so wisely

Some are afflicted with parents, usually mothers, who in

dulge a colossal selfishness under the guise of "mother love'

and refuse to let their children taste the joys of sturdy in

dependence or to forge out their own careers. Such mother

for the most part have themselves always been thwartei

and dominated by some stronger member of the family am

they now find their instinctive ambition to subjugate some

one else restricted to ruling the bodies and souls of thei

helpless children. Thus they plaintively declare thei .

Johnny or their Mary is too young to face the world ; tha

somehow they must keep them "mother's baby" a littl

longer, and thus deliberately teach their children to viev

the unknown future with dread and terror instead of cage

anticipation. Such children are only too willing to declin

combat with the dragon and to retreat to the childhooi

stage from which they momentarily emerged. Here the

are sure of sheltering maternal arms: here their wants ar

all provided without expenditure of effort on their part

here they are assured of solace and sympathty when the pii

pricks of reality become uncomfortable: and here they ma
watch the hustle and bustle of life pass them by from thei

safe and detached refuge, mildly interested in the spectacl

but thankful for not being of it.

'But while their mental growth (one does not refer her

to intelligence) has thus been protected and arrested, Mothe

Nature has refused to be browbeaten and accordingly ha

pushed their physical development as per schedule. An
so it is that many an adolescent of this kind has the bod

of a sixteen-year-old youth, with the sophistication, th

breadth of view and the capacity for independent though

and action of a ten-year-old child. Eventually mother die

and immediately they are left a sort of adult orphan, alon

and bewildered, as helpless as a juvenile orphan. Any soi

of adequate adjustment to the world of real things is, c

course, out of the question when this happens. The though

of having to earn one's own living, of marriage with it

responsibilities, of the rearing of children, is all too uncoir
j

fortable to be faced. Yet reality usually demands at leas

an effort at working if one is to have food to eat and a bed

to sleep in. So a few of these adult or adolescent orphan!

make timorous attempts at gaining a livelihood- it littl

matters at what with pathetic results. Others give up th

struggle entirely, content to find their burden of respons

bility may be dropped on the plea of sickness, physicalli

simulated but mentally generated.

During their lifetime the mothers who are responsibll

for this choking off of a healthy emancipation give little
hir.j

in outward appearance of these vicious traits. SomeomJ

nevertheless, has called them "vampire mothers." Seen lat

in life they appear as gentle, frail, old ladies, tremendousls

respectable and oftener than not, attended by a faded daugl

ter of elderly years. This daughter's devotion proves j

touching spectacle to those who like to watch martyrs. Bd
the psychiatrist, whose future patient she is more than likel'

to be, groans in sympathy for her and clenches his fists i

impotent rage at her thwarted life. She has never marrie:

and has resolutely put romance behind her, because
shj

"couldn't leave mother." Furthermore she distrusts, an]

rightly, her own ability and judgment to succeed, and
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mrden of inferiority is thus added to her already broken

oulders.

PACE permits scarcely more than a mention of three

other menaces to adolescent adjustment. The first is a

iling feeling of inferiority. Youth reacts to such feel-

}

_ usually in one of two ways: either by accepting the

dea of inferiority, becoming resigned to it and modeling
:'s life plans and hopes on a lower level, or else by pro-

:ing one's self against its threat by buckling around them
defensive armor of bravado. There was Jim
During his last year in high school Jim was menaced
this spectre of inferiority. The concept was intolerable

but true. To protect himself against its discomfort he

iver-reached. Naturally quiet, even submissive, he donned
:n armor of arrogance and boasting. He grew loud-mouthed

flashy and felt he had quite fooled any one who might
ive suspected his weakness. For a time he got by. Then

lis armor began to fail. People penetrated it and saw the

hrinking personality inside. As a result failure and defeat

n life became more frequent. Jim grew bitter and dis-

:ontented. Always he carried a chip on his shoulder, he'd

lad a raw deal, the world wasn't fair, people wouldn't give
lim a chance, every man's hand was against him.

The last heard of Jim was his connection as the leading
ebel among a group of fiery young radicals, composed of,

iy and for identical types like himself. Unwilling to admit
:heir own deficiencies, struggling frenziedly to throw others
)ff the scent, Jim and his ilk project the blame for their

ailure and inefficiency onto a blameless and rather be-

n'ldered world. Such youths attain maturity with person-
alities permanently bent and twisted by revolt, dissatisfac-

i;ion, sullenness and a cynical resentment against any de
acto social system. "Not in our stars but in ourselves."

The second menace is the excessive development of inter-

ests, pathologic in their intensity, in religious matters.

Adolescence is notoriously the battleground for hosts of

onflicting fears, doubts, indecisions, and morbid introspec-
:ion regarding affairs of the soul. Sometimes sensitive and
maginative boys or girls of twelve to twenty may exhibit
i profound absorption in their spiritual welfare. They may
>egin to spend hours, in the privacy of their room, on their

yiees, deep in passionate and reiterative prayer: they may
ake an inordinate interest in Bible classes and church going.
They may seek numerous vague and rambling consultations

vith pastor or priest. Perhaps they are detected in the

performance of weird penances or atonements for all sorts

)f fancied misdeeds. These redemptive devices sometimes
:ake the form of interminably washing their hands a score

:>r so times a day, or fiercely scrubbing them each time they
:ouch anything. Possibly they pose for long periods in odd
)r strained positions, or make curious facial grimaces or

;:ontort their arms and legs in queer bizarre attitudes.

Clergymen and others interested in the adolescent's spir-
tual welfare often are delighted and flattered at such evi-

dences of religious zeal. As a cold matter of fact these

.'xcessive interests in ecclesiastic affairs in one of this age
'are recognized by the psychiatrist as disquieting and even
ominous symptoms of morbid pathology. Carried to pro-
found degree such traits often are displayed by persons in
the early stages of actual mental disease.

The third and final menace to be discussed here in

making an adjustment is the development of queer and

twisted personalities. Adolescents are distinctly the product
of parental training and seldom have their personalities

colored by direct inheritance. Thus if during plastic child-

hood traits of excessive belligerency, jealousy, over-sensitive-

ness, inferiority, etc., are permitted to grow and thrive,

adolescence is reached with these habits of mind in full

bloom. Such personality twists and eccentricities, especially

those marked by faulty methods of reacting to feelings of

inferiority, are found in persons who have never been able

satisfactorily to settle their own personal difficulties. They
are made uncomfortable by half-conscious emotions of guilt

or by sins of omission and commission a few real but

mostly fancied. They are unwilling, occasionally a few are

unable, to handle their intimate troubles frankly; and the

conviction that somehow they have missed out in a practical

solution of their problems causes them to seek compensation
for bungling their lives in what is termed a "call to service."

Such adolescents often embark on a career of altruistic

service to others in a vague and muddled welter of emotion

consisting of a hazy desire to atone for their fancied short-

comings on the one hand, and a passionate determination to

forget them in absorption of something else on the other.

Thus it is that formerly, more than at present when such

activities are rapidly being elevated to the ranks of trained

and professional work, a certain and clearly recognized type
of personality sought a life career as a clergyman, a mission-

ary, a nun or a monk, a Y. M. or a Y. W. C. A. attache,

or a social worker: anything whereby they might be per-
mitted to settle the problems of other people without the

uncomfortable and embarrassing necessity of first putting
their own house in order.

Parents, teachers and others thrown in contact with

adolescents can do much to familiarize themselves with some
of the mental menaces to a healthy adjustment at this period
and thus prevent many an adult disability.

Enough of the principles of practical metal hygiene are

now available to supply everyone who seeks with an authen-

tic knowledge of the mental mechanisms underlying our

thoughts and motivating our conduct. The difficulty is that

the traditional viewpoint of education and child training has

been so long focused on purely intellectual functions that the

importance of wrongly used emotions in causing adolescent

casualties has been wholly overlooked. Mental hygiene
insists that the wholesome training of emotions is even more

necessary than intellectual stimulation, if a well rounded
and balanced personality is to ensue. When universal recog-
nition of this comes about, adolescent struggles at adjust-
ment will be robbed of much of their danger.

GEORGE K. PRATT, M. D.

New Haven and Rickets
HAVEN has finished the first year of its three-

year demonstration to show that rickets is a prevent-
able disease. The study is being conducted by the federal

Children's Bureau and the Yale School of Medicine, in

cooperation with the Department of Health, the Visiting

Nurse Association, the Organized Charities Association and

other social agencies. It emphasizes once more those two

proved enemies of the disease, cod liver oil and exposure
to direct sunlight.

The birth certificates of all babies born in the district

chosen for the study are sent to the office of the Children's
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Bureau, to be delivered by the nurses to the parents. If it

is the first birth reported from that district by the physician
named on the certificate, one of the physicians of the bureau
calls upon him to explain the demonstration and obtain his

approval of giving cod liver oil to the baby. Then the

nurse, delivering the certificate to the mother, urges her to

bring the baby to the bureau, preferably before he is a
month old, for an examination which includes an X-ray
of the bones of the wrist. When the mother comes to the
bureau the need for cod liver oil and sunlight is explained.
Subsequent examinations are arranged once a month by ap-
pointment, and the older children are also examined for
comparison as a control group. Nurses follow up the babies
at home.

Rickets, diagnosed on clinical evidence, is exceedingly
common in that control group of 454 children between four
months and five years of age. Of the white children, 84
per cent showed evidence of the disease ; of the colored, 94
per cent. In the group of their baby brothers and sisters,
which includes 234 babies born in the past year who are
still under observation and care, only 12 per cent showed
clinical evidence of rickets; including the babies who show
X-ray evidence, which often precedes the clinical symptoms
by several months, the rickety group included only 29 per
cent. The rate was noticeably lower among the children
of parents who were known to have followed instructions
faithfully than of those who followed a more casual course.
While these young babies may develop rickets at some later
time, so that these percentages may vary considerably, the
finding is considered as highly encouraging evidence of the
control of the disease.

From the experience of the demonstration, confirming
earlier studies, Dr. Martha M. Eliot, director of the
Hygiene Division of the Children's Bureau, concludes:

Rickets is a disease which begins insidiously in the very first
months of infancy.

Rickets develops just as early in breast fed babies as in arti-
ficially fed babies.

Measures for the prevention of rickets must be undertaken
efore the time when X-ray evidences of rickets may first

appear, that is, before the end of the first month.
1 he large majority of infants in the first months of life take

cod liver oil without digestive disturbance.
All healthy infants can be given direct sunlight both in winter

and in summer, either out of doors or near an open
window.

In a paper read before the last session of the American
Medical Association and recently published in the journal
of that organization, Dr. Alfred F. Hess and Mildred
Weinstock report an investigation, including experimenta-
tion with animals, in heredity in rickets. They conclude
from their study that rickets cannot be prevented by im-

proving the diet of the mother before or during pregnancy,
or during lactation, or by giving her cod liver oil during
the last two months of pregnancy, though it can be mitigated
to some degree. All the evidence from the seasonal varia-

tions of the disease, which is most prevalent in late winter
and early spring, and from its greater frequency among
bottle-fed babies than among those who are breast fed, points
to the conclusion that post-natal factors are the most im-

portant ; until faulty conditions of the food and living con-

ditions of young babies are corrected, rickets cannot be pre-
vented. Experiments such as the New Haven demonstra-
tion should go far toward working out a technique for com-
munities determined to reduce this disease to its minimum.

After Diagnosis, What?
"^O HAVE a periodic examination, whether sick or
A well, is becoming not unusual for communities as well

as individuals. The recent report on Hospitals and Health

Agencies of San Francisco, by Haven Emerson, M. D.,
and Anna C. Phillips, reports a new job of community
diagnosis, piloted by the experienced technician who directed

the ten volume Hospital and Health Survey of Cleveland
in 1920.

Do health and hospital services in the City of the Golden
Gate fall below what Doctor Emerson and other investi-

gators have found in other communities because the needs
of fortunate California are less? Or, because understanding
of needs is less? The per capita expenditure for public
health purposes in San Francisco is about half that made
available in Detroit or Toronto. Practically nothing is

spent for health education
; hardly anything is done for

mental hygiene; there are practically no visiting nurses for

the bedside care of the sick.

Hospital and dispensary services are reported as fairly

adequate in quantity, but are submitted to much criticism

as to quality. San Francisco appears to have enough hospi-
tal beds in the ten main institutions, but each hospital has

proceeded along independent lines. Only about seventy

per cent of the hospital beds are utilized. Provision of

moderate priced beds for the middle classes is woefully lack-

ing. There are wholly inadequate provisions for the care

of convalescents and for chronic and handicapped cases, so

that hospitals intended for acute diseases carry many cases

which could be better cared for at half the cost in institu-

tions especially designed for them.

The outstanding requirement, therefore, is to direct re-

sources according to community needs instead of with a

mere eye to institutions. Hence, one of the main recommen-
dations of the survey is the creation of two councils, one

dealing with hospital and dispensary service, the other with

health or preventive service, designed to coordinate the think-

ing and the action of those concerned with medical and health

service in San Francisco. The essential difficulties in San

Francisco appear to be not finance, but program making and

coordination. The survey states, for instance, that if existing

beds are properly utilized and the needed provisions for

convalescents and chronics are made, no additional hospital

biddings should be necessary in San Francisco for some years

to come. Other cities might well consider how far these

conclusions would apply.

One cannot read this report without feeling the broad

gap between recommendation and realization. A survey's

function is to diagnose and recommend, but as in the case

of the individual physician, the desired treatment can only be

carried out with the cooperation of the patient. Recommen-
dations that involve mechanical or financial adjustments are

comparatively simple compared with those that require new

points of view and different standards of service. One won-

ders whether adequate educational forces exist to develop

the higher standards in hospitals and dispensaries, and in

social and health services, that are suggested at many points

by this survey. The reader may also be impressed with the

important function of the Community Chest, the financing

organization of welfare work in San Francisco, and of the

Council of Social Agencies, the thinking or planning body.

Without the presence of the chest and the council, a survey
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of this kind would hardly have been possible financially, and

all the machinery required to carry out its recommendations

would practically have to be created. A survey, after all,

can give only sailing directions, while the chest and the

council furnish the engineers and the steam.

MICHAEL M. DAVIS

Tricks of the Trade

ST.
LOUIS peddles health through the wanderings of a

staff gypsy; Pittsburgh (that is, the part of it which

patronizes the Irene Kaufmann Settlement) dips it up out

of a Milk Well. The Milk Well, to be sure, was a white

porcelain container, as sanitary as could be, but the name

had a double meaning, as was pointed out by the youngster
who evolved it during a contest for that purpose for well

means not only a place where you drink, but also the state

of health!

The Milk Well was a summer trick which the Irene

Kaufmann Settlement felt of real value. It consisted simply

in selling milk at cost in the

lobby of the settlement, which

was hung with ferns to make it

look cool and inviting, and with

pojters describing the value of

milk. An unobtrusive free
scales stood alongside as proof

of the pudding. Many pennies

which previously had gone- for

violently colored popcorn balls

or similar products were divert-

ed in this way to the purchase

of wholesome food, the impor-

tance of which was emphasized
in talks in the settlement

classes. One of the social work-

ers followed up seriously under-

weight children at home.

As the summer wore on the

Milk Well was supplemented

by a milk stand, which crept

right out on the sidewalk to

compete with push cart venders,

and caught not only the chil-

dren but truck drivers, the let-

ter carrier and other sensible

grown-ups. One patron sum-

marized his opinion by declar-

ing "The three cents that I

pay is not just for milk, but

one cent is for Health, one cent

for Wealth and one cent for

Happiness."

The Health Gypsy, on the

other hand, seems to inspire

not epigrams, but nursery
rhymes as she journeys about

the city and county of St. Louis

under the management of the

Tuberculosis Society. Her rosy
cheeks advertise the outdoor life and she wears a bright cos-

tume, with bangles and beads and bracelets, and carries a

basket of fresh fruits and vegetables.

IMami by Jessie fiillespie

From The Wisdom of Pro-

fessor Happy published by
the American Child Health

Association

JANUARY
1925

Speaking of milk, the shortest

distance between two pints is

one smile

WE'LL ALL BE
HAPPY WHEN THE
COWS COME HOME

I"- H T* *M TV
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II 13

Drawn by Brlggg

Happy's calendar for 1925
issued by the American
Child Health Association

How impressive is the pleasant foolery under which she

disguises lessons in the fundamentals of health comes out
in the aftermath of her visit, such as:

I am a happy little girl

As healthy as can be

I always drink nice sweet milk

And never drink strong tea.

Old characters suffer new adventures:

Little Bo-Peep has lost her teeth

And doesn't know where to find them
She left them alone and now they are gone
Leaving her gums behind them.

Mistress Mary was quite contrary
The reason I can tell

She didn't obey the health rules

So she didn't feel very well.

One school was so inspired by her teachings that it under-
took a complete Mother Goose, composed, as were the

stanzas above, by its own poets, and prefaced by a touching
tribute to the Board.

Clayton School Board

Sitting in session

Talking of business and rule

Put in a thumb
Pulled out a sum
And said, "Now we'll have a nurse for our school."

Incidentally, for children or elders still unequipped with

a calendar for 1925, there is Happy's version, republished by
the American Child Health Association and available

through that organization for a modest sum. The accom-

panying illustrations, by Briggs, are taken from it. Some
of the most famous saws of The Wisdom of Professor

Happy, illustrated by Jessie Gillespie, have been collected

in booklet form. Particulars of these and other publica-

tions may be obtained from the association at 370 Seventh

Avenue, New York City.

ALTHOUGH about forty cities in New York state have

opened clinics for indigent persons suffering from venereal

disease, the first county clinic is about to be opened through
the cooperation of the Board of Supervisors of Livingston

County who have agreed to finance the undertaking for six

months, while the Public Health Committee of the county
will obtain the site and operate it.

FOLLOWING the continued refusal of the city authorities

to license a clinic for the dissemination of information on birth

control, the Illinois Birth Control League has announced the

opening of an office at which appointments may be made for

consultations with a physician at a nominal fee. Dr. Rachelle

S. Yarros of Hull House is in charge of the office. Illinois

has no state law prohibiting the giving of contraceptive in-

formation; the action of the health commissioner in refusing
to license a clinic was based on general grounds of "public

policy."

OFFICIALLY the Quakers stopped their program of feeding

German children on October I of this year; actually their

reserves in food and money will carry 300,000 mothers and

children through this winter, and another 2OO,OOO will receive

supplementary rations contributed by the German cities and

states, and administered, as were the Quaker supplies, by the

Deutscher Zentralausschuss. The peak of the program came
in the late spring, when more than a million rations were
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supplied daily; with the new crops, and the improvement in

the general situation in Germany, which has made it possible

for the German people themselves to take over a large amount

of the relief work, the present rate of 500,000 is thought to

cover needs for this winter. The growth of tuberculosis and

other diseases fostered by under-nutrition among children is

still a troublesome problem, and the Quakers hope to use

some of the remaining funds contributed for relief in Germany

toward helping to meet it.

IN A REPORT which is a model for readable text and at-

tractive typography, the Infant Welfare Society of Minne-

apolis tells the story of another year of its work, illustrated

by the silhouettes which head this page. Work such as that

of the excellent prenatal and infant departments of this organ-

ization assumes added importance with the report just issued

by the Department of Commerce that in 1923 the United

States fell still further behind the rest of the world in its

record of the lives of women lost from causes related to child-

bearing. While some of the states, notably Washington and

South Carolina, showed .a slight decrease, the backsliding

of others was so great that the rate for the Registration

Area as a whole in 1923 was 6.7 per 1,000 live births as com-

pared with 6.6 in 1922 and 6.1 in 1915.

BALTIMORE has found a new and popular use for its play-

grounds. Nurses of the Department of Health, equipped

with a doll that can be bathed, a doll's bed with springs,

mattress, sheets, spread, pillows and pillow-cases, and other

miniature equipment, give a series of six demonstrations in

home nursing and mothercraft to children about ten years old.

Boys vie with girls for such coveted honors as making the

bed, setting a tray for an invalid, or filling a little hot water

bottle. At the end of the summer the deftest young nurse

from each playground is invited to show her skill in some

particular bit of home nursing procedure at a final general

demonstration. A certificate, highly prized by winner and

playground, is awarded for the best performance.

WITH THE NEWS that Rochester, N. Y., has reported

several cases of smallpox among unvaccinated persons, comes

a statement from the Health Bureau of the city on the colonial

history of a disease which has been all but wiped out in com-

munities where vaccination is widespread. In the days of

George Washington it was as distinctive not to be pitted by

smallpox as the pockmarks themselves are today. Were a

highwayman to be apprehended, not to be pitted by smallpox

made him a marked man. When a man advertised for a clerk,

or a woman for a servant, it often was specified that applicants

must have had smallpox. It was a popular adage that no

child belonged to his mother until he had survived smallpox.

One death in ten was due to it. Long before the discovery

of vaccination, healthy people resorted to a practice of ''in-

grafting," deliberately infecting themselves with a little ma-

terial from a patient suffering from the disease, in the hope

that they would take it mildly. By this method the attack

was usually less severe than when smallpox was contracted

in the usual way, but occasionally some one died in the course

of this heroic procedure.

MORE THAN A MILLION dollars was paid out by em-

ployers in New York state in compensation for accidents tc

eyes, during the year ending June 30, 1923, the last for which

complete records are available. The National Committee for

the Prevention of Blindness, pointing out the tremendous co-

nomic wastage covered only in part by that figure, declares

that a very large proportion of the 200,000 accidents in this

country each year involving injuries to the eyes can be prevented
when employers will make more thorough provision of safety

devices, safety education and supervision, and employes will

make more conscientious use of the safeguards provided by
the more progressive concerns.

ANY CHILD who has been absent from school in New
Haven, Conn., for three or more consecutive days must have

a permit from the Department of Health before he or she

can be readmitted. For the convenience of parents the nurse

in the school examines and gives permits for all illnesses and

absences other than for the communicable diseases, known or

suspected, and for sore throats. In the later cases, the permits
are issued after inspection at the office of the department,
or in the home of the child. Officials of the department feel

that much of the notable reduction in diphtheria cases in the

past few years is due to this measure, as is a general decrease

of illness, since it enables the nurses and physicians to keep
children away from school until they have recovered fully

from an illness and have built up a normal healthy resistance.

The authorities, familiar with disease conditions in any given

part of the city at a special time, are also thus qualified to

advise a parent not to return a child to school when there is

any unusual prevalence of infection in his district.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., has added the recently announced Dick

test of susceptibility to scarlet fever and the later immuniza-

tion of those children who require it, to its public health

repertory. Tests are made in the schools, with the consent

of the children's parents, and at the Health Bureau. Before

the actual start of the work as a routine there was an

extended campaign to educate physicians in the reading of the

test, which now makes scarlet fever a definitely preventable
disease. There is a little cycle of scarlet fever which comes

once in five or six years, and a big cycle, about once in forty

years.

AN EXTENSIVE bibliography on the pre-school child has

recently been revised and brought up to date by the National

Health Library and is available through that organization

at 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

DURING the past six years raw milk has caused 39 known

epidemics of communicable disease in New York state; during

the same period only 9 similar instances traceable to pasteuri/ed

milk were reported from the whole country. The illness of

more than 800 people and the death of 35 in the series of

New York state epidemics give additional urgency to the plea

put forward by the State Department of Health that all milk

except Certified and Grade A be pasteurized.



BOOKS IN OUR ALCOVE

The Pursuit of Truth in Print

H OW can we secure the helpful and intelligent

discussion of social problems in print? The

question was posed to the book editor by the

creative-minded secretary of the committee on

ace relations of the National Conference on the Christian

,Vay of Life. The conference has been studying how public

liscussion can distil the essential truths on industrial, race

nd international relations. It has invented some new ways

if defining the elements of these problems, and contributed a

iseful program for oral discussion by groups, even on con-

roversial questions. But this secretary feels that we need

ome better ways of handling controversy and discussion in

>rint to make them effective, to popularize such printed

tudies and to give permanence to the ideas, pro and con.

Spoken discussion has created three forms, with elaborate

echniques. The debate works through the clear definition of

he question, its assignment of negative and affirmative sides,

ts provision for direct and rebuttal argument, with the

porting addition in many cases of judges and a decision.

Parliaments have perfected, after centuries, a procedure so

ntricate that often the truth is lost in the procedure. Their

:oncern with practical legislation (and so with politics)

ather ruins them as instruments for arriving at abstract

:ruth, though this is not the fault of the machinery. The

:ourts have invented peculiar ornate ways of seeking justice

>->y the presentation of evidence, arguments, and the reference

':o precedent. Experience, ingenuity and rhetoric have done

eir best, and worst, for the speakers.

But the writers still wander in the woods. No one has

iiscovered how students, social experimenters, philosophers

ind scientists can thresh out a problem in print for the mu-

tual help of one another, and the public. They may, it is

too true, write a book or an article and months or years

later somebody else writes another book or article in which

he disagrees ... in a paragraph in an appendix concerned

with another matter. Mr. A is printed in one periodical or

by one publisher. Mr. B. appears under quite different

auspices.

(The
interested public learns vaguely that there are two

views of the issue : but there is none of the charm of a close

joining of arguments on a clear cut point, none of the vigor

of destructive rebuttal, none of the excitement of intellectual

combat. The writer is a monologist talking into the void,

with nothing dramatic to help him. We speak of putting a

thing in "cold type," but need we condemn ideas to the

forlorn isolation of the interstellar frosts?

Let us consider our resources. The book review jumps to

mind we write 'em, or beg 'em. But five hundred words

is no game against fifty thousand. Moreover, many reviewers

don't want to write about the book, but to use it as a spring-

board to dive off from into the empyrean of their own notions.

Again, the author of the book cannot reply to his critic ex-

cept by a letter to the editor, and such letters,

no matter how just their resentment, always sound either

whining, or publicity-seeking. Too often they are 'writ sar-

kastic' and poor Truth hides her face. Editorials are sporadic

and handicapped by brevity and one-sidedness. And there

is no greater printed bore than the ordinary dispute between

newspaper editors.

H. G. Wells contributed a good idea when he submitted

his manuscript of The Outline of History to authorities in

various lines and let them add their critical foot-notes to the

text. We wish more authors were thus broad-minded to let

their critics in on the ground floor where statement and

answer go together. But as we recall, the addends were mere

notes compared to Mr. Well's cosmos. Open forum columns

in newspapers and periodicals of opinion have their good

points. The New York Times prints many valuable com-

munications, and our columnists occasionally achieve some-

thing that approaches printed argument. But it is in catch-

as-catch-can style, intellectual matters need more of the

Greco-Roman, with a touch of the code duello.

Printing the oral debate does not answer largely because

the oral debate itself does not answer. It's a bastard thing:

part vaudeville, part mental gymnastics, some self-advertising,

a breathless chase after cleverness, and a cruel waste of words

in repartee and joshing. The trouble is not with the debate,

but with the debaters. They are propagandists, notorious

characters, bright boys and the like; the chemical search for

truth is not in their line. The John Sumner-Ernest Boyd
debate on Censorship of Books, printed by the League for

Public Discussion lies before me. The printing or steno-

graphy was faulty, and the contents is a melange of personal-

ities, incoherence, japing, and "(Applause)" or "(Hisses)"

by rival rooters. It added not one new thought to our

really very incomplete list of thoughts on the effects of words

on morals. They never even talked about the same thing.

Mr. Boyd clarions that antique and silly slogan: "The

crime of obscenity has never been defined. It can't be...

because it is subjective," while Mr. Sumner says: "The
court interpreted 'filthy' to mean just exactly what you and

I know 'filthy' does mean." There can be no common pur-

suit of truth when one pursuer caracoles toward Portland,

Oregon, and the other rides hell-bent for Portland, Maine.

No, oral debates may be useful to stir the sluggish mind of

the populace, they may spread certain notions through

the land, but they do not result in new truth by common
consent.

THE pamphlet and the symposium do hold out hopes.

Once the pamphlet offered just this sane and contin-

uous discussion of public issues we desire. Pamphleteers

helped make the American and the English Revolutions. The

Federalist papers disclose the pamphlet at its supreme mom-

ent, crystallizing current political controversy into enduring

literature. Nowadays the pamphlets of worth are submerged

in the ceaseless flood of ephemeral print ; advertising book-

481
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lets, propaganda, self-seeking documents of all kinds stifle

the worth-while essay all go to the waste basket together

The publications of the Association for International Con-

ciliation, the Federal Council of Churches, the Conference

on the Christian Way of life, and the League of Nations

bureaus prove we can do good pamphlets. What we need is

emphasis on one topic, say Population, for 1925, so that

everybody would feel a cumulative interest in the subject.

The foundations could each contribute their opinions and

gifts of research, the best minds write about this, and as a

result we might have made some appreciable scientific ad-

vance by 1926, when of course, the subject would be Birth

Control. We need one campaign, not a dozen. This suggests

a clearing-house to organize the intellectual joust and above

all else to prevent repetition.

The symposium the printing of several views on a

question or series of questions in one cover can certainly

be developed. It needs some sort of director. The spoken

techniques have found this essential and so we suffer

chairmen, judges and speakers of parliaments. This

gentleman would combine the functions of editor, interpreter,

censor and omniscient providence. He would see that the

question was properly defined, explain the experience, au-

thority and basic views of each contributor, control space

allotments, and regulate the printing, perhaps employing

parallel columns, black-face sub-heads, numbered lines to make

comparison of points easy. This unhappy moderator would

again find his chief job in taming vanities and bluepencilling

repetitions. Every controversy seems to me to be 50 per

cent repetition, often needful to orient the new thoughts,

often merely an author thinking old thoughts which he

imagines new because he has rephrased them. The moderator

would require the wisdom of the serpent and the gentleness

of a dove, but such exist. Anatole France would have made

a grand umpire; Bertrand Russell is almost ideal; and Dr.

Charles W. Eliot has all the needed gifts.

To further helpful, tolerant, truth-seeking discussion in

print is a service in which our universities, foundations and

forum leagues can do great good. This department would

be happy to print letters on the technique of better printed

debates. The Survey might even conduct a model symposium

given the model, and guaranteed immunity ! L. W.

Honor to the Printers

HERE
is a fine idea for the makers of books and for

those who believe that love of your craft and honor

by your guild are the beginning of peace in work. Messrs.

Williams and Wilkins (a fine Dickensian name!) publish

good books at Baltimore, Maryland. Moreover, they make

the books under their own roof, except the binding. They
are proud of their work and their workers, so after the word

"Finis" in Raymond Pearl's Studies in Biology, they added

a postcript that does the heart good. This postcript shall

speak for itself for it has a philosophy and a message for

this machine-mad age.

In the "elder days of art" each artist or craftsman enjoyed

the privilege of independent creation. He carried through a

process of manufacture from beginning to end. The scribe of

the days before the printing press was such a craftsman. So

was the printer in the days before the machine process. He
stood or fell, as a craftsman, by the merit or demerit of his

finished product.
Modern machine production has added much to the workers

productivity and to his material welfare; but it has deprived

him of the old creative distinctiveness. His work is merg-jd

in the work of the team, and lost sight of as representing hi

and his personality.

Many hands and minds contribute to the manufacture
a book, in this day of specialization. There are seven distin

major processes. . . .

The motto of the Williams and Wilkins Company is Sa
Tache. Our ideal is to publish books "without blemish"

worthy books, worthily printed, with worthy typography-
books to which we shall be proud to attach our imprint, rnai

by craftsmen who are willing to accept open responsibility
their work, and who are entitled to credit for creditable pe
formance.
The printing craftsman of today is quite as much a craft

man as his predecessor. There is quite as much discriminati<

between poor work and good. We are of the opinion that tl

individuality of the worker should not be wholly lost. Tl
members of our staff who have contributed their skill of har

and brain to this volume are:

And then follows the list of names, like a roll of hone

on some memorial plaque, bound with triple brass

Keyboard Composition: Hartman, Kocent, Luecke . . .

Press Work: Becker, Hildebrand, Dumler, Jr.

Proof Room: Katzin, Reuter, Reed . . .

and down through casting, hand composition, folder an

bindery. So long as this book shall embody the wisdom an

toil of Raymond Pearl on population and race, that Ion

may the reader learn also from this note what men, Ion

since wind-blown and forgotten dust, lent their quick nervi

and pliant muscles and artful eyes to make permanent th

wisdom in clean and lovely dress.

Williams and Wilkins have done a just thing a thin

that proves how some industries can preserve the craft ide;

even amidst modern complexity. They will doubtless rea

a reward of better work and domestic tranquillity amids

their type cases and presses. We call all publishers to not

this new imprint the spirit of the workers. But most c

all we rejoice at what must have happened in Messrs. Wi.

Hams and Wilkins's heart.

An Ironist on Population
POPULATION AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEM, by J. Swinburne. TA
Macmillan Co. 380 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

"*HIS is a delightfully amusing book, most of the tim

* because the author means it to be, and once in

while, one suspects, quite independently of the author's in;

tentions. Only a small part of the book is really devoid

to the consideration of population, but that part, fortun

ately, is entirely sound and exceedingly important. Th I

bulk of the volume is given up to a discursive treatment oi

various social problems wealth, trade unions, war, govern

ment, socialism, women and others with the principle o;

population always in the background, to be sure, but re

ceiving relatively little emphasis.

If the author's outlook on life is somewhat pessimistic anc

his general estimate of hr .ellow men not too flattering

we may reflect that the injection of a little pessimism int(

the current views on population will be very salutary anc

that others before Mr. Swinburne have been deeply de

pressed by the aspect of mankind viewed in the large. Then

is apparently a certain Chestertonian influence to be ob-

served in the author's treatment and style, particularly ir

his fondness for sweeping and paradoxical exaggerations

as for instance: "Capital has no power to increase wage!

out of its own profits" (page 113). "A League of Nations

to secure peace is an absurdity" (page 191). "The chiei

offender in keeping the social sore open and as large as pos-'
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ble is the church" (page 290). "The right to equality

opportunity is also nonsense" (page 308). "Though
>me of it is merely useless, nearly all public speaking is

j|trmful" (page 372).

The least satisfactory portions of the book are those in

r hich the author undertakes to apply a detailed economic

lalysis to a practical human problem. Strangely enough,

Illr. Swinburne seems to have fallen a victim to the in-

jllequacies and unrealities of the same conventional, ortho-

jpx economics which he himself derides and discredits,

larging it directly with failing to fit the facts (page 225).

[ or, while recognizing in certain connections that labor is

vpt wholly mobile, he nevertheless assumes a uniformity,

||obility
and objectivity of all economic factors including

bor, and a precision and regularity of economic processes

hich the facts by no means justify. This is particularly

?trimental to his treatment of such subjects as wages.

But on the central theme of population, the treatment of

>|iis
vital topic merits the highest praise. The basic truths

Ire clearly discerned and forcefully presented. Biological

jlictors
are kept in the center of the stage where they be-

Jt.fig, and the possibility of escaping from a biological deter-

Hiinism by intelligent social control is depicted as man's

lique and priceless prerogative. Finally, it is worth while

|> note, with appreciation, the author's recognition of vanity

'f..n the sociological sense) as a social factor outweighing
en hunger and sex hunger.

HENRY PRATT FAIRCHILD

Nav York University

The Three Faces of Man
,IB MONGOL IN OUR MIDST, by F. G. Crcokshank M.D. B. P. Out-

lit*. 123 Pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

PHIS
is the most ambitious book for its size I have seen

for some time, for the thesis upheld by Dr. Crook-

ank, the author, involves a basic revision of the philo-

netic history of man.

"The three faces of man" are none other than the white,

Jongol and Negro. But to these three faces there are

iportant homologies on the interpretation of which hinges

r. Crookshank's theory. The racial Mongol has an ape

molog in the Asiatic orang-utan and a human homolog
a kind of imbecile known by physicians as "Mongol."

niliarly, physical characteristics common "among certain

lites" are approximated by the chimpanzee and by some

Jividuals presumably suffering from dementia precox. The

egro, finally, bears certain physical resemblances to the

rilla, the great African ape, as well as to a type of idiot

metimes seen in Europe and distinguished by Langdon-
own as an "Ethiopic" variety.

The contrast between the three types in physical (and,

the author often adds, mental traits) is further strength-

ed by an examination of racial postures which leads to

e discovery that a horizontal position of the legs in sitting

characteristic of the Mongolian, whereas the Negro and

e white adopt two different variants of the vertical po-

ion. A similar contrast is observed between the postures

metimes assumed by the orang-utan, gorilla and chim-

nzee.

"It is even more singular," adds the author, "that the

ongolian imbeciles should not only love to sit like a

liddha but to sway the head, backwards and forwards,

like a porcelain mandarin, whilst I have seen a baby Mon-
golian idiot prostrate himself in his cot, for hours at a time,

doing the Kow-Tow. Now, when an English idiot of

Mongolian physique performs in his cot the symbolic act of

humiliation practised by the Chinese race, and does it

instinctively and persistently, it is idle to declare airily that

no real homology is involved!" (pp. 37-38)
This quotation indicates the trend of the author's con-

ception. He believes that a genetic relationship exists

between the three races of man, white, Mongol and Negro,
and their simian and pathologic homologs. Consistently

enough this leads to the revival of the time-worn idea of

a poly-genetic origin of man, three origins being substituted,

each from a separate branch of the anthropoid stock.

It may be of interest to add as a curiosity that in the last

pages of the book, where the author attempts to bring his

theory into line with those of Klaatsch and an old one of

Gobineau's, he suddenly resolves to restrict the variety of

white man alleged to bear resemblance to the chimpanzee to

the Semitic stock. Henceforth he no longer speaks of the

white as one of the "faces of man," but of the Semitic.

Dr. Crookshank's theory as such is no worse than man)
other theories and it is elaborated not without ingenuity
or even scholarliness. Only in one particular is it sorely
deficient and that is the method of proof. The author

apparently has never heard of numerical tests, averages and
distribution curves, or if he did, he failed to recognize the

applicability of these devices to the case at hand, for no

attempt whatsoever is made in his book to present any sort

of statistical grouping of the material, to indicate in any
way what the numerical ratios of the different physical
variants are, how frequent or rare is their occurrence, and
in how far they do or do not fall outside the range of pro-
bable accidental variations.

In the absence of this statistical basis, Dr. Crookshank's

theory must remain a curiously whimsical fantasy and it is

perhaps to be regretted that his book should have been

published in the same series in which have also appeared
these two jewels of popular yet wholesome scientific specu-

lation, Haldane's Daedalus and Bertrand Russell's Icarus.

ALEXANDER GOLDENWEISER
New School for Social Research

New York

Man Before History
HUMAN ORIGINS, bv George Grant McCurdy. D. Appleton and C

T-MO Vols. 440 and 516 pp. Price $10.00 postpaid of The Survey.

TTERE are two delightful volumes filled with the rec-

* A ord of man's "prehistory." Volume One tells the

story of the Old Stone Age and of the "dawn of man and
his arts" ; Volume Two covers the New Stone Age and the

Ages of Bronze and Iron, thus bringing the record, as far

as it is known, down to the dawn of recorded history.
After a brief discussion of the "stages in human evolu-

tion" the author discusses prehistoric chronology; the ice

age in relation to man's antiquity; the various stages in the

Old Stone Age; the earliest remains of human culture;
fossil remains of early man ; the transition to the New Stone

Age; characteristics of human culture in this new age; the

great inventions and discoveries of this age, including the

use of of fire, the raft and the boat, the wheel, domestica-

tion of animals and plants, the growth of agriculture, the

beginnings of commerce, the healing arts and an organized
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religion ; the progress of mankind during the Bronze and

Iron Ages, and some discussions of the physical characteris-

tics of man throughout these later stages of his development.

The emphasis is, of course, primarily on physical aspects

of culture and life, since "prehistory" has to be quite com-

pletely extracted from the physical remains of those ages.

But, for all that, the story is richly illuminating and the

few chapters devoted to the intellectual and cultural side

of those ages are quite exciting.

The book is fully illustrated, with photographs, repro-

ductions of primitive art, maps and charts. Complete glos-

saries make the technical terms intelligible to the non-tech-

nical reader. An index makes every detail readily acces-

sible. A final appendix makes a plea for the more effective

protection and preservation of the remains of this prehis-

toric culture. J. K. H.

Doctor of Drama
MEMORIES AND ADVENTURES, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Little,
Brown & Co. 410 pp. Price $4.50 postpaid of The Survey.

ONE day, at an Indian university, Patrick Geddes re-

ceived an overdue appropriation for a library of so-

ciology. Unable to restrain himself until an order could

be filled in England, he hurried to the only English bookshop

in town. Here he found plenty of stationery and paper-

backed novels, but no books he could use in his classes.

Then his eye lit upon a volume, and he carried it away in

triumph. It was The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

a book which, perhaps more than any other, has shown the

high adventure which a fact-finding investigation may be-

come in capable hands.

Since Conan Doyle put up his first shingle as a practising

physician, forty -two years ago, adventure has clogged his

steps. But one need only read his story with attention to

the author's mental processes to recognize that what he calls

"that curious faculty for running into dramatic situations

which has always been with me" is really the faculty of

keeping his eyes open for the unusual, and of setting the

impression against the background of normal human ex-

periences. Most people go through a humdrum existence

merely because, while they see things, they do not see their

significance.

So there is a real temperamental affinity between these

two men from Edinburgh the social student who can in

his mind's eye rebuild a past civilization from the casual

sights during a walk down a modern street, and the novel

writer who can make the figures that spring from his imag-

ination perform the most unusual stunts without departing

from the humanly possible.

His own life is Conan Doyle's best story. Wherever you

dip into it you are tempted to read on and on. Whether

you follow him in his early experiences as a student, doctor

and amateur story writer, or in his travels in the Arctic,

the Mediterranean and America, or in his wanderings at

the front during the late war, you walk in the company of

a man who loves to observe the queer twists of human

nature, be it in a street incident, be it in an interview with

a great writer or statesman, and who tells about them with

the naive artlessness of the perfect story teller.

This book should be read twice, first for sheer enjoyment,

then if the book editor will permit me for the technique

of its creative challenge to students of behaviorism.

BRUNO LASKER

A Pioneer in School Health
MEDICAL AND SANITARY INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS, by S.

Newmayer. Lea Sr Febiger. 462 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of 7
Survey.

I_I ERP^ one of the pioneers gives an accurate historic
* * record of undertakings and progress that are quick

passing out of the experience of their successors. So tl

second edition of this book will interest those wl

study the opinion of their predecessors; it is essentially

statement of personal experience. It is, for example, ba<

in the era before the communicable stage of measles w
accurately determined by Anderson and Goldberger. Ti

advice to quarantine a case of measles for at least sixtei

days is at wide variance with the present practice.

The omission of any reference to the classical monograi
on ventilation by the New York State Commission is ju

cause of serious criticism. Without the facts presented 1

Winslow, Miller, Lee, Kimball and Phelps, we should sti

be floundering in the midst of engineering phantasies, trus

ing to the chemical rather than biological tests of air coi

dition.

All the work of Marine and Kimball and their successo

in many states seems to have escaped the author, who do

not even mention endemic goiter as a problem for the scho<

medical inspector. One can readily recognize that Phil

delphia is not in one of the goiter areas of the United State

In dealing with malnutrition and the use of the standai

height and weight tables, Dr. Newmayer passes by the rac

ical revision of opinion as to the reliability of such indici

following the report by Schroeder and Gebhart a year agi

While quantity measurements are useful they appear to shoi

a margin of at least 50 per cent of error when controlled b

clinical examination for quality of body tissue and structun

Similarly there is passed by all the work of the past fit

years in Philadelphia as well as in New York and Bosto

on the standard classification of heart disease and the us

of special class or school and clinic supervision for childre

with heart disease.

The Schick test is a bit too superficially treated to mee

the insatiable interest in this convenient resource for detect

ing susceptible children of the upper school grades. In sug

gesting the use of toxin-antitoxin in mixture as a means o

controlling an epidemic of diphtheria, Newmayer apparentl

forgets that such artificial active immunity is slow in its de

velopment and does not reach its full effect for severs

weeks or even months.

It is a pity to see the terms infectious and contagious stfl

used as if they represented radically different processes o

transmission when the usable term communicable has s

much to recommend it, and its use avoids specious distinc

tions.

Certainly the observations by C. Hendee Smith with th

intradermal Von Pirquet test are of enough importance t

warrant comment upon the increasing evidence of a loi

infection incidence of tuberculosis even among the childre

of the poorest homes of our large cities.

What Dr. Newmayer describes as a medical examinatio

more nearly resembles the lay-teacher, or nurse, inspectio

of the school child than a medical observation of school chii

dren. The inspection is, of course, a valuable and necessar

procedure and quite within the capacity of a well taugh

teacher or nurse to carry out, but it is not a medical exam:

nation. With all the forms and records one searches i

vain for a basis for comparison between schools which can b
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.0 readily provided where the non-attendance on account of

.ickness is studied by age of pupil, by cause of sickness, and

jy week or month of the year, and expressed in percentage

)f possible days of school attendance.

After completing this useful volume one feels the lack

>f a vigorous statement as to the primary responsibility of

parents for the health supervision of their school and pre-

;chool children.

There is a finality of expression which betrays the char-

icter of the presentation as one of authority and dogma
ather than the open progress of a scientist seeking the truth

md ready to accept new resources when proof of results are

>ffered. The author has written much that it is wise for

:he lay school-worker, parent or teacher to know and to

iccept ; but progressive thought among physicians and nurses

equires more discussion and a vision of both sides.

HAVEN EMERSON, M. D.

A Star Reporter on W. Wilson
VOOPROW WILSON, by William Allen White. Honghton, Mifflin Co.
5:7 pp. Price' $5.00 postpaid of The Survey.

A biography of Woodrow Wilson will never be an easy
* ^

undertaking. Controversy will always rage. Bio-

graphers will abase themselves and try to abase Mr. Wilson

'ven though they may emulate Mr. White, whose purpose

las been "to try to get at some approximate of reality amid

:he romance of hero tales and devil myths." This is, he

ays, "a worthy exercise for those of us who flatter ourselves

nth a belief that we see things impartially." But how can

myone see Woodrow Wilson impartially? The attempt is

Particularly temerarious so soon after he stalked across the

vorld stage.

Mr. White writes as a star reporter rather than a bi-

igrapher. He presents Mr. Wilson's life in a series of

cenes, which are frequently effective and sometimes vivid,

t is the drama of Wilson's origin and rise that fascinates

im, rather than Wilson as a statesman. And where the

'iographer might generalize and interpret, and sacrifice

ruth to his analysis of causes and consequences, the star

eporter makes equal sacrifices by striving for the pictur-

sque. Mr. White, in other words, is more spectacular than

ound ; his book is a stunt in biography, as running for

overnor was a stunt in politics. Wilson as a man of

icotch-Irish descent, with the two strains struggling for

upremacy ; as a Presbyterian ; as an academician these

intters preoccupy Mr. White, and furnish a succession of

'peculative and sometimes conflicting motifs.

One example will suffice. Mr. White quotes the story

probably much exaggerated in the telling) that Wilson,
.hen a boy, said to his father: "I have found I have an

itellect and a first-class mind." Wilson "had been read-

ig an abtruse book, and the ease with which he mastered

: convinced him that he had a mind." Mr. White returns

T this story again and again, and even goes so far as to

efer to Mr. Wilson's "major delusion," that he had a first-

lass mind. But the story, even if not apocryphal, furnishes

ttle aid in judging Mr. Wilson, either as a man or as a

"atesman, and if Mr. Wilson did not have a "first-class

n'nd" what other modern statesman has had more than a

:cond-rate, second-class mind? Mr. Keynes's myth of 'bam-

oozlement" has been completely exploded by the quotations

irom the Minutes of the Council of Four, in Ray Stannard

laker's volumes on the Peace Conference. They show

that in knowledge, dialectical ability and mental power,
Mr. Wilson was the equal of any of the plenipotentiaries.
The proportions of Mr. White's book will not appeal to

some of his readers. More than half of the volume is de-

voted to the period before Mr. Wilson was elected Presi-

dent but this amount of space is necessary to set forth the
themes of the Scotch-Irish ancestry, the "first-class mind"
and the variations on them. Relatively little space is given
the diplomacy of the war and the Peace Conference, and
here facts are not numerous. There is little attempt to

judge Wilson by what he chose to do and what he chose not
to do a consideration which confronts a biographer only in

the case of a statesman at the head of things who can be an
inventor as well as a routineer, who can create his own
responsibilities and who can choose his theatre and write
his own role. And there is little attempt furthermore to

fit Wilson into the political and social background of the
first decade of the twentieth century. The biography is the
account of a major news event.

Like a star reporter Mr. White writes about new angles
of the story. He hints at the jealousy of the second Mrs.
Wilson and its bearing on the breaks with Colonel House
and Tumulty, and perhaps on the unwillingness to accept
reservations to the Covenant of the League of Nations.
Like a reporter, Mr. White sometimes shows unfamiliarity
with the political background. To say, for example, that
"the British Navy and the British commercial classes who
dominated the British Foreign Office could have stopped the
War but did not" shows some ignorance of European
history.

Mr. White's biography is frequently sympathetic; some
of his interpretations are penetrating, and his appeals for

sympathy with his subject are frequently successful. Never-
theless the reader has a feeling that Sir Henry Wotton was
right when he said, "Critics are only brushers of noblemen's
clothes." Mr. White may, if he desires, apply the same
dictum to me.

Columbia University

LINDSAY ROGERS

Sex-Sublimation in Childhood
PAPERS ON PSYCHOANALYSIS, by Ernest Jones, M. D. William
Wood and Co. 731 pt>. Price $8.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE forty papers which make up this volume, now in

its third edition, cover the entire field of psycho-

analysis very adequately from the strictly Freudian point
of view, but of particular significance for the non-medical
reader is the group of papers dealing with child-study and
education. The subjects covered in this group are the sig-

nificance of sublimating processes for education and re-

education; the unconscious mental life of the child; the

child's unconsciousness; some problems of adolescence; the

significance of the grandfather for the fate of the individual ;

the phantasy of the reversal of generations and anal-erotic

character traits. While a certain amount of repetition is

inevitable in a book constructed in the manner of the

present volume, the series of papers just referred to contain

most significant theoretical and practical suggestions for

education and child-help.

From the point of view of psychoanalysis, the most im-

portant aspect of the educational process is the weaning of

the child to external and social interests and considerations,

a socializing process which has to do essentially with the
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healthy management of erotic interests and stirrings of the

earliest period of childhood. These early tendencies are

preoccupation with one's own body, and especially with

particular parts; interest and pleasure in various bodily

functions, especially those of excretion ; selfish inconsidera-

tion for others; jealousy and resentment at being disturbed

or interfered with, curiosity about such questions as the

difference between the two sexes, the origin of babies and

the nature of marital relations and so on. These tendencies,

which have to be displaced by others, are unacceptable to the

moral and ethical standards of a civilized community, and

also, therefore, to those of the child as soon as he begins

to be subject to the pressure of his environment, i. e., after

the age of about six months. Now the natural process by

which this transformation of interest is achieved is the pro-

cess of "sublimation," a term borrowed from chemistry,

and designating, according to Freud, "the capacity to ex-

change an originally sexual aim for another one which is

no longer sexual, although it is psychically related." How
important this process is held by the psychoanalytical

school can be seen from the fact that the neurotic and

insane patient, the pervert, criminal and other social failures

are seen primarily as individuals in whom the process of

sublimation has failed to effect its social purpose.

Jones makes a plea for greater attention on the part of

educators to this process in the life of the child, and a

greater recognition of the importance of these primary

spontaneous interests of the child as energy carriers, whose

energies have to be attached to socialized goals. In this

connection he points to certain current erroneous con-

ceptions concerning the process of sublimation, such as for

instance, that it is a process whereby the normal sexual

desire of an adult becomes, more or less consciously, re-

placed by an interest in other matters, or as if it were a

question of the individual being disappointed in love, and

seeking consolation in the arms of religion, of work and

what not, or of his being spurred on by the stimulus of love

into some artistic or other activity. This is only partly

true. According to Jones "sublimation concerns not so

much the normal sexual desire as the individual components

of the sexual instinct; it refers to the child far more than

to the adult; it is an unconscious process, not a conscious

one, and it does not consist in a replacement." It does

happen, of course, that either spontaneously or on advice,

a person who is troubled by a desire that cannot be gratified

devotes himself to the pursuit of sport, study and so on,

and in so doing consciously sets going the first stage of the

sublimating process, but even then the actual transference

of the affect proceeds unconsciously, as one discovers through

psychoanalysis. The important thing is that these early,

spontaneous interests of the child constitute strong objects

of "appeal" which could be utilized in connection with the

more formal subjects of education.

In the paper entitled Some Problems of Adolescence,

Jones proposes the thesis that at puberty a regression takes

place in the direction of infancy, and the person lives over

again, though on another plane, the development he passed

through in the first five years of life. This correlation be-

tween adolescence and infancy is a generalization of the

utmost importance, and more so than any other explanation

helps one to understand the vagaries of the adolescent boy

and girl. This important chapter must, however, be read

in its entirety for a full appreciation of its tremendous

significance.

Most of what is said by Jones in this volume has, oil

course, been said many times before, but the special merii

of this contribution lies in its authoritativeness, lucidity and

well-rounded presentation of psychoanalytic psychology ii

its theoretical and practical aspects.

BERNARD GLUECK, M.D.

THE RUN OF THE SHELVES
Books are listed here as received. Many of
those mentioned by name only in the classi-

fied sections below will be reviewed later.

Industry and Economics
ENGLAND'S LABOUR RULERS, by Iconoclast. Seltzer. 136 pp.
frice $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

ENGLAND'S LABOUR RULERS suggests two viewpoints.

First, it shows the years of hard work by men of first-rate

ability that have gone into the British labor movement. New
political parties are not made over-night. Second, the breadth

and variety of personalities that go to make up the brew
from Tom Shaw and Sidney Webb to General Thompson
and Colonel Wedgwood. The book is by Iconoclast whose

volume on J. Ramsay MacDonald is as significant now as a

human document as it was the day it was issued and that was
before he was elevated to the premiership, held office and suf-

fered defeat. He is still a "man of tomorrow" but the on;

fault of Iconoclasts's book lay in the fact that it didn't really

fully reveal that this tomorrow business is a piece of big

team play. England's Labour Rulers may have been an effort

to make good on this point by portraying the personalities

of the first Labour Government. The book, however, has

neither the brevity of a Who's Who, the psychological pene-

tration and swing of the earlier biography nor the charm oi

the sort of character sketches that are associated with mirrors

and dusters. P. U. K.

THE BASIS OF SOCIAL THEORY, by Albert C. A. Bah. Alfrn
A. Knopf. 252 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

A VERY thoughtful, brief study of the growing field of social

psychology, including hereditary endowments and environmental

influences, and the problem of social control. The treatment

is greatly influenced by the writings and teachings of Joh

Dewey. The result is a provocative book: not a text-bool

for a college class; but a good book for the general readei

who wants to have his mind stirred up until it comes tc

believe somewhat in itself. J. K. H.

SEASONAL OPERATION IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUS-
TRIES: THE FACTS AND REMEDIES, by committee of t/u> presi-
dent's Conference on Unemployment. McGraiv-Hill Book Co. 213 Pp.
Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

Education, Ethics and Sociology
OUR CITY NEW YORK, by "the high school students of the City
of New York," edited by Frank A. Rexford. Allyn fr Bacon. 400

pp. Price $1.20 postpaid of The Survey.

THIS VOLUME, the product of competitive groups in each

of nineteen high schools, was written mainly as a means oi

studying local community civics. Out of this study comes

the finding that New York is a very wonderful city. Bui

the publishing of this material brings us back to the starting

point: future classes will not need to do this work, as the)

will have a text-book ready to their hands.

THE LOGIC OF CONDUCT, by James MacKaye. Boni and iitwi

right. 486 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid ef The Surrey.

IN THIS volume, the author undertakes to deal with ques-

tions of reasonableness and unreasonableness in the field oi

(Continued on page 491)



COMMUNICATIONS

What About Vocational Guidance?
's vocational guidance leading into blind alleys? Must

<oung workers look to things outside their work for genuine

elf-expression? Believing that the questions Ethel Kawin

isked in Survey Graphic for November and January probed

ieeply into a problem that vitally concerns both industry

md education, the editors invited a number of vocational

workers to share their reactions u'ith other readers. The

Irst sheaf of replies follon's.

MORE FACTS
To THE EDITOR: I shall be pleased to jot down some of the

houghts aroused by reading Miss Kawin's paper which you

o kindly sent me.

i. ROUTINUE NATURE OF VOCATIONAL ACTIVITIES We
nake a mistake when we divide jobs into two classes routine

md non-routine. The relation is not one of all-or-none.

ivery job, even the most highly creative, involves much routine

ictivity. The actor must spend hours learning his lines, and

nust then say those same lines night after night, and it is

isually found that he uses exactly the same intonations at

very performance. The scientist must take his measurements

iver and over again. The highest executive of the land under-

;oes an appalling amount of routine, shaking thousands of

lands, posing before hundreds of cameras, signing his name

housands of times. Even the job of traveling salesman, which

s regarded with envious eyes by those who say that they like

hange (until they have tried it), as any old salesman will

ell you, involves a sickening round of routine experiences:

.ame old day coaches with velvet or rattan seats, same old

\otel beds, same breakfasts of ham and eggs and wheat-cakes;

.ame Babbittesque customers, even the same old sales argu-

nents.

Routine is unescapable. The physical arrangement of the

miverse demands it, the social and economic organization

lemands it and the psychophysical organism demands it. It

s physically impossible for a person to make continually new

idjustments. The faculty of forming habits is given us as a

nethod of getting around this. I advocate, therefore, that we

jse the word routine not in an all-or-none sense but in a

juantitative sense ;
that we rate jobs according to the amount

>f routine they involve, and the number of new adjustments

:hey require. We might picture them on a scale from O to IOO.

Thus the job of tending a machine for pasting labels on cans

n a packing plant might call for 10 per cent new adjustments

md 90 per cent routine; selling ribbons might require 30 per

:ent new adjustments and 70 per cent routine; circumnavigate

ng the globe by airplane might require 80 per cent new

adjustments and 20 per cent routine. (The men who just

:ompleted this task observed that they would not care to do

it again.) All jobs have large amounts of it probably the

longer time one spends on a job, the larger the rotuine comes

to bulk unless one is constantly developing new capacities and

taking on new responsibilities, a thing most people are not

capable of doing or are not willing to do. It is a common
obserration that every one feels that some other man's job is

pleasanter than his. This is because he does not know how
'much routine there is in the other job. In our yocational

guidance, we .must not allow young people to delude them-

selves with the thought that they can get into a line of work

that will be free from routine.

2. INTELLIGENCE AS A CRITERION OF VOCATIONAL APTI-

TUDE Every person who has spoken an authoritative word

on vocational guidance has said emphatically that vocational

guidance should not be given on the basis of intelligence alone.

All of them believe that one should consider the other phases

and also physiological, social and economic aspects of the in-

dividual. The reason why intelligence appears to bulk so large

is that we have a tool for the measurement of it, while we

have not yet developed tools for measurement of the other

aspects of the individual. A number of investigators are

trying to develop them, however. The current literature of

experimental psychology contains numerous studies of person-

ality. They are not yet ready to be applied, but they are

proof that the problem is well recognized.

3. How INTELLIGENT ARE WORKERS AND POTENTIAL

WORKERS? Granted the ambiguities in the definition of in-

telligence, it is almost certain that regardless of the definition

adopted, there are wide divergencies in the amount (of any

kind of intelligence) that is present in the different members of

society. Fifty per cent of the population are bound to be

below the average. And the average is quite certainly not as

high as most people would like to believe.

4. THE WAY OUT There is no single prescription, and

no magic formula. For many years I have been preaching

and practicing the thing that Miss Kawin advocates that

our most pressing need is scientific research. This is, how-

ever, a slow process, much slower than is generally thought.

(It took Dr. Seashore thirty years to develop a method that

would enable him to give practical guidance to persons con-

templating a musical career). Until we have gathered facts

we shall have to rely on common sense in doing our guidance.

Such has been the history of all advancements. Progress is

slower in this field than it is in most fields because we are

here dealing with the human organism, which offers greater

complexity than any other creature.

I am very glad to see the pages of The Survey devoted to

this vital subject. I hope that the interest aroused by it will

lead laymen to see with greater understanding the complexity

of the task of developing methods of vocational guidance and

to regard with a more sympathetic eye the efforts of those

who are seeking for light. Finally, I hope such discussions

as these will stimulate scientists to exert greater activity in

the direction of needed research.

HARRY D. KITSON

Professor of Psychology, Indiana University

BRIDGES
To THE EDITOR: Miss Kawin has given a vivid and I

believe a true picture of the wage-earning child and his inabil-

ity to find self-expression through his work. With her we

must not forget the responsibility of making industry serve

us. This it will not do unless we recognize where it fails

and unless we do our part toward adjusting it to human

needs.

In the meantime children who are capable of creating real

values should not be obliged to act as appendages to machines.

In America we say that all children have equal educational

487
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opportunities. What about the children who cannot go to our

free high schools because their wages are needed in the home?
So far only in a few large cities of the United States is money
in the form of scholarships provided to take the place of the

child's wages so that he may remain in school. Until such

time as industry and the state provide for incapacity on the

part of the wage-earner through poor health, accident or death,

I think that each citizen should feel responsible for seeing that

this kind of scholarship is given to all children who are capable
of returning their education to the community in service.

These boys and girls may go unrecognized or may be incapa-

ble of using the education offered unless our schools know
each child as an individual and teach him how to adjust him-

self to life. An effort is being made by the White-Williams

Foundation to work out a plan for helping children to this

adjustment before they come to the attention of the vocational

counselors.

Their workers began in the schools from the angle of voca-

tional guidance, but soon discovered that children needed this

social and educational guidance back in the kindergarten and

first grade. When the problems of the boys and girls become

too difficult for social case work to solve, they take the

children to the psychiatrist and act as the psychiatric social

worker to help the family and the child carry out his instruc-

tions. Although these school counselors take into considera-

tion the child's future work life, they do not feel qualified

to give him specific vocational guidance because they cannot

maintain constant contact with industry. When the child must
leave school, they send him and a brief description of his

personality to the Junior Employment Service for occupational

guidance and placement. Here, of course, enter in the prob-
lems of industry which Miss Kawin so adequately described.

This coordination of functions has as yet been worked out

in a small and not wholly satisfactory way, but it does give to

the vocational counselor the understanding of the child as a

whole for which Miss Kawin asks. We hope that longer ex-

perimenting will show wherein it fails and how it may be

used more satisfactorily.

ANNA B. PRATT

Director, White-Williams Foundation, Philadelphia

"AN ADEQUATE PROGRAM"
To THE EDITOR: I have read with interest the article en-

titled Things Outside Their Work which has appeared in a

recent number of The Survey. As one who is earnestly try-

ing to bring the aims of vocational guidance within the limits

of practical procedure, I am moved to protest.

In four pages your author has written entertainly of a num-
ber of important topics "education for leisure," "dissociation

of personality," "the five-hour day," "employe ownership,"
"the iron man in industry," and "the frustration of the creative

impulse," not to metnion "the inadequacy of the I. Q.," and

"the struggle between capital and labor." All these are vital

problems and demand consideration but may I venture the

query, "Why lay the burden of their solution on Vocational

Guidance already provided with a full program?"
Taking our own organization as an example, may I state

for you briefly that the aim of vocational guidance is to secure

an harmonious adjustment between the capacities and the

desires of the individual and the opportunities of his industrial

environment, and further, to realize that that adjustment once

made is not fixed and static but necessitates continuous modifi-

cation.

In our attempt to estimate the capacities of individuals we
make use of such tools as health records, school marks, tests

of general intelligence, rating scales of personality character-

istics, etc. Through repeated interviews with the child and

his family we try to learn something of his ambitions and

desires and through the medium of a series of occupational I

talks, we aim to give children some knowledge of the range ot
;

industrial possibilities and the nature of the requirements.il

rewards and limitations of different lines of work, or through
||

personal investigation of employer's order, to give him specific!

information of the jobs now open.

When such service is extended to nearly 15,000 children a!

year, we contend that we have provided an adequate program I

for an eight-hour day. One that does not claim 100 per cent I

efficiency, but which justifies its existence in that it provides!
a definite practical assistance even though it leaves little leisure!

for comprehensive arm-chair musings.

MARY HOLMES STEVENS HAYES

Director, Vocational Service for Juniors, New York

A Job for the Family Agency ?

Here are three letters inspired by Professor Chapin s\

sketch. Some Thoughts on Our Social Machinery, in thel

December Midmonthly.

RESTATE SOCIAL WORK RELATIONSHIPS

To THE EDITOR: The brief article by Professor Chapin

in the December 1 5th issue of The Survey opens up a matter

which must receive greater attention from all of us. I find

myself in very hearty accord with his point of view. The

development of the specialized fields of social work has, of I

course, made possible great contributions to social welfare.

But inherent in this trend to specialization are some very great

dangers. It is not merely a matter of the development of

new machinery and the establishment of new agencies to take

care of new problems as they arise, but what is much more

fundamental, it tends to rob the social worker of the synoptic

point of view. Our inability to see things as a whole makes

it difficult for us to have a correct perspective and a controlling

sense of values and relationships.

I do not believe in the family agency merely because it i

a family agency. There is, however, in this type of organiza-

tion, as Professor Chapin points out, a possible opportunity for

correlation that probably exists in few others. Somehow or

other, we will have to develop, it seems to me, a correlation

of agencies, not merely in the interest of economy, but in the

interest of better workmanship. In the realm of record mak-

ing and record keeping, for instance, there is a terrible waste

at the present time. If some plan could be devised whereby
we would be able to find a great deal of common material

in common records, it would lead to much larger cooper-

ation, and much more extensive development in the future.

This is, of course, a minor point but it is probably one from

which a beginning could be made.

We know the difficulties that have come from specialization

in other lines. Industry itself is a fair example. It seems to

me that as social workers we must have a much larger vision

and must refuse to see things in sections and demand that

we see the problem as a whole. Whatever traditions we de-

velop should be on the broad basis of the welfare of society

and the development and protection of the wards of society.

The values embodied in the council of social agencies are

already evident. This already has had the effect of prevent-

ing individual agencies from branching out into new lines of

work without giving consideration to the other agencies with-

in the community. But not sufficient control is yet developed

within this type of agency and it is a control factor that,

largely, we need in this matter. It seems to me that the

day has passed for an individual agency, especially in an urban

area, to decide entirely its own policy without the advice and

counsel of the associated agencies within the community. If
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is policy were to be followed out and supported by a deep

nse of comradeship in the work, I believe we would be able

eliminate duplication of effort and the establishment of

:W machinery for the accomplishment of what might be

rmed "parallel lines of work." However the matter is to

accomplished, it would seem clear that not only from an

Iministrative point of view but from the point of view of

>plied sociology and the community interests involved there

ust come in the very near future a restatement of relation-

lips and agreement within the agencies themselves in matters

: function and scope of service.

Our task is bigger than any of our agencies and if we are

secure this end it will mean the development in the mind
: the individual worker of a social philosophy which will

mble us to recognize not only means but values; the relation

our several functions rather than preservation and develop-

ent of particular forms of social machinery.

Secretary, Charity Organization DAVID C. AIDE

Society, Buffalo

GIVE EVOLUTION A CHANCE
To THE EDITOR: When one studies the Directory of Social

gencies of any large city and notes the number of new organ-

ations, the variety of organizations, the complexity of their

otives and aims, one finds a good deal of sympathy with the

>int of view thoughtfully, if playfully, suggested by Dr.

hapin. Similarly, if the contributors to our philanthropies

op to read at all the appeals which reach their desks, they

ould undoubtedly think that Dr. Chapin was summarizing

social fact of which we are all perhaps increasingly conscious.

The gist of Professor Chapin's argument is that the simpler

ic society the fewer the ways of being poor and maladjusted,

id the less danger of over-development of social machinery

ir dealing with poverty and maladjustment.

In the stone age, how free from poverty they must have

en and how little must they have suffered from too much

icial organization. In the cave man period, they had still

wer of these difficulties and what a satisfactory situation it

ust have been, and yet how relatively numerous must have

:en the ways of being poor in that stage of society and how

;latively over-organized must have been the social machinery
; compared with the amoeba state of evolution. Here, after

1, we have reduced the number of ways of being poor to

e minimum. Here, the dangers of over-organization surely

e not great.

What has happened in the development from the amoeba

age of civilization to our present stage? Is it a fortune

r misfortune that there are more ways of being poor now
lan then? Is it a fortune or misfortune that we have societies

>r the relief of this and for the prevention of that and for

ic promotion of the other, now, as compared with nothing

>mparable to it in the early stage? In spite of the greater

amber of ways of becoming poor and the greater chance of

ly one of us being caught in the grip of any one of these

ays of poverty, in spite of any feeling of discomfort or social

orry which we may have with regard to the confusion and

)mplexity attending the tendency to over-organize, I fancy

lat we are all quite content to take our chances with the pres-

it multiplicity of ways of being poor and the present com-

lexity of social organization. I fancy that most of us are

illing to take our chances that that grim disciplinarian, the

/olutionary process, will serve adequately now and in the

iture, as it seems to have served in the past, in lopping off

ather mercilessly those complexities of social organization
hich do not prove to be really useful. Just as the individual

ariation that may have been grotesque and unusable was

uickly eliminated in the evolutionary process, so is it not

kely, after all, that we may have an adequate automatic check

The

Voluntary Parenthood League
Inc.

Organized 1919

Outgrowth of National Birth Control

League, founded in 1915, the first

national organization for birth control

in the United States.

Is in the midst of a Congressional Cam-

paign to release scientific information as

to the intelligent regulation of the family
birth rate.

BIRTH CONTROL
information is being constantly and un-

lawfully circulated. No laws can stop

it. Help to bring this information out

in the open, where the medical men can

take care of it adequately. This is the

only country in the world which treats a

phase of science as criminal indecency.

LONG OVERDUE
for a piece of legislation that requires

such little effort on the part of the Con-

gressmen. For five years they have been

asked to act via the passage of the Cum-
mins-Vaile Bill (now pending). The
Bill has had two Hearings. It now needs

pushing. With only two months to the

close of this session, the next four weeks

is the crucial period the time which
must be made to decide the passage of

the Bill. Therefore quick action is im-

perative. So will you,

Please help now. Send contributions to

the League.

Write letters to your Congressmen and
Senators.

The "Birth Control Herald" will keep

you in touch with the Bill's progress.
Send for further information.

THE VOLUNTARY PARENTHOOD
LEAGUE, INC.

19 West 44th Street New York City

Telephone, Vanderbilt 2040
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LECTURES AND DINNER MEETINGS

EDWIN GRANT CONKLIN, A.B., A.M., PH.D.
Professor of Zoology at Princeton University

Will Deliver a Course of Six Lectures at

The Community Church Auditorium
Park Avenue and 34th Street

On Thursday Evenings at 8:15

"Heredity and Environment in the Development
of Human Personality."

Feb. 5 Biological Aspects of Feb. 26 Environmental Factors
Personality. in Development.

Feb. 12 Heredity and Person- Mar. 5 Control of Heredity and
ality. Development.

Feb. 19 Mechanism of Hered- Mar. 12 Retrospect and Pros-
ity. pect.

Course Tickets $3.50, can be secured in advance at the Office of the
Community Church, 12 Park Avenue. Single Admission 85 cents.

Of Special Interest to All Social Workers.

LABOR TEMPLE SCHOOL
ANNUAL DINNER AND DISCUSSION
Aldine Club, 5th Ave. Bldg., 7 p.m., Feb. 3rd

Speakers: Harry Emerson Fosdick, Stephen S. Wise, Hevwood Broun,
A. /. Muste, John Cowper Powys, Edmund B. Chaffef, 'Will Durant.

Tickets $2.50, obtainable at 239 E. 14th St.; sale limited to 700;
reserve before Jan. 30th.

RAND
O/^I|/\/"V|

Walter N. Polaki

Dv/llV/ULl Herman Epstein"
1

7 E. 15th St.

Joseph Wood Krutch Wednesdays
"Realism and the Drama"

B. Charney Vladeck Wednesdays
"Topics of the Times"

Walter N. Polakpv Thursdajs
ing Industry for Production"

- Thursdays
"Rin of the Nibelungen"

Carl Van Doren Fridays
"The Love Theme In American Literature"

,
Jan. 30; Feb. 6, 7 Sherwood Anderson

Lectures at 3:30 p. m. "The Modern Impulse in Writing"

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-
ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-
vey, 112 East I9th Street, New York City.

K

THAT
distinguished British soldier and lover

of peace Lord Thomson, has written the very
pith of his message to civilized mankind, on

"Aerial Warfare and Disarmament," for the February
i Graphic issue of The Survey.
The next <war icill be a war in the air and here is

the man who knows about it.

If you heard Lord Thomson speak in New York,
Boston or Pittsburgh you will want this article to

refresh your memory. If you did not hear him

you can scarcely do without it.

Yearly subscription $5.00; six months $2.50. Fine

for distribution to the doubting Thomases you know:
i copy 30 cents; 12 copies $3.00; 25 copies $5.75.

THE SURVEY
112 East 19 Street New York City

on this troublesome tendency to over-organize, which Profess

Chapin is so conscious of?

Why lay this new and heavy burden, some of us who i

identified with family organizations would query, on the fam
welfare agencies which are already suffering from indigesti

due to the attempt to assimilate too large quantities and t

diverse social food? Do let us catch up a bit before thru

ing this new and complicated task upon us and do give evoluti

a bit of a chance to see if she of her own accord will r

solve this additional social evil without the necessity of orgt

izing either a new society to prevent over-organization or

new function of any existing organization for the same purpo
BAILEY B. BURRITT

General Director, New York Association for

Improving the Condition of the Poor

WHERE DANGER LIES
To THE EDITOR: Would that the family agency might d

with "this new group of clients" as effectively as it has wi

its clients in the past. The danger signals are up and shou

remain up until something definite is done to correct the ft

tendencies cited. My judgment is that because we are e

periencing just what Professor Chapin has so clearly point

out, the problem is one of concern to all agencies and shou

be dealt with through such concerted action as is made pc

sible by a council of social agencies or a federation. Wh
the family agency remains in a more strategic position th

some other agencies for checking these tendencies, the time h

come when community leadership rests primarily with a coun

made up of representatives of all organizations in the cot

munity.
As to the first tendency, not until we are willing to sacrifi

personal gratification for the good of those we endeavor to sen

can we expect a great change. Given a family for Christm

one club became so interested in the outward appearance

the home, that its committee considered, among other thin

arranging to have all the members call on the family ai

then replace the shack in which they were living by a fii

new house to be built by the men themselves meanwhi

having a moving picture taken of the first call and the follo\

up with the men in overalls hard at work constructing t

building. The argument presented was that such a film wou
win many new members for the club, and the suggestion th

the family agency could name a dozen families more wort

of such generous treatment made little difference as they fail

to appeal to the dramatic instinct of the committee.

The real problem today is to obtain for the social agenc

fa'r recognition and to develop their leadership to the point th

this nation-wide wave of interest in social work will becon

a definite part of the program of existing agencies. Mo
danger lies outside the circle of social agencies than within.

If we can gain such recognition for the existing social age

cies, I am optimistic enoueh to believe that the second tenden

referred to by Professor Chapin will eliminate itself throu

economic pressure. True it is that Fords, victrolas and radiii

are becoming a part of life and case workers face differei:

standards than ever before. On the other hand, many
our federated cities have reached the point where at least fi

the time being the chest budget cannot be increased with safet

This "saturation point" while distressing to some, is neverth

less a safety zone. Just as soon as the social agencies of

community are recognized for their leadership and are su|

ported to the best of the community's ability and no more, ju:

so soon will the whims and fancies of each agency give way to

more sound and coordinated community program which wi

finally lead to the survival of the fittest.

JOHN P. SANDERSON

General Secretary, Social Welfare League,

Rochester, N. Y.
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Run of the Shelves

(Continued from page 486)

du< t, using the method of Socrates as portrayed in the

ttoni<.- dialogues. The result is 45 "sessions," with dialogues,

i about 150 "summaries," or brief summations of the re-

ts agreed upon in the dialogues. The method is inevitably

cursive. The conclusions may be set forth in the first three

tmsnaries," as follows: "A scientific guide to belief has

ated a material civilization. A scientific guide to conduct

uld tend to create a moral civilization. Search to a scien-

; guide to conduct is an inquiry worth pursuing."

J. K. H.

ROADS TO SOCIAL PEACE, bv Edward Alsworth Ross. Univer-

sity of North Carolina Press. 133 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of Tin
Sur-.'ey.

CTIONALISM, sectarian strife, rivalry between nation-

ies, class war and the struggle between town and country

the areas of conflict selected for examination. Professor

ss permits himself ex cathedra pronouncements on these

ics with which other social students will not agree; and his

aedies, numbering from five to ten in each case, must, in spite

their arbitrary form, be regarded as suggestions for thought,
1 as such are stimulating. Incidentally, the author, as always,
ivides telling observations from real life. While doctrinaire

the problems discussed, he abstains from applying his method
race friction because he does not know the way out.

B. L.

WIT AT AILS OI.TO YOUTH?, by George A. Coe. Charles Scribner'l
Sons. 97 pp. Price $1.25 postpaid of The Survey.

OFESSOR COE has set himself the task of accounting at

same time for the lack of self-restraint observable in our

ng people, the meek acceptance of conventional ideals on the

t of the majority, and the revolt against authority on the

t of a small minority. His diagnosis is remarkable for its

rity and for the courage with which it goes to the roots

the trouble. His plan of educational reconstruction is

olutionary both in what it rejects in the present machinery
nstruction and in what it demands of the attitude of the

It world to youth. B. L.
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Religion
THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF CHRISTIANITY, by Shirley J. Case.
University of Chicago Press. 258 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The
Suney.

JATEVER Professor Case writes about the beginnings of

ristianity is sure to contain the latest researches in that

I. In addition to his historical knowledge, he has here

ught in the help of our contemporary social studies. The
ult is an interpretation at once historically dependable and

chologicaliy convincing. J. K. H.

THE ASCENDING LIFE, by Richard Roberts. The Womans Press,
pp. Price 75 cents postpaid of The Survey.

OSE who had the privilege of hearing Dr. Roberts' five

resses before last year's convention of the Y. W. C. A.
need no urging to read them; their beauty and depth will

ay many hearings and readings. The secret of Dr. Roberts'
islucent style is that he has something new to say and pas-

nately desires to communicate it. To the many recent inter-

stations of the last period of Jesus' life he has added one
which those moments are singled out for development that
fe most significance for the young people of the present day.
; frees from the incrustations of dogma the standards which
;us set up for measuring success and failure. B. L.

(Continued on page 495)

The Greatest

Book On Sex
Ever Published

Every reader of "The Survey" has wished hundreds of

times for a book that gives straight-forward, dependable
advice on matters pertaining to sex.

Wholesome advice, the kind you can give to your wife, your
husband, your son or daughter that's what you have long
wished for in a book on this subject. It's now available.

Dr. Vaughan, an ex-president of the American Medical

Association, and formerly editor of "Hygeia," in a review
of the book savs

"We have taken unusual
pains in the examination of
this book and have read It

through with great care. It
is free from exaggeration and
consists of plain statements
about facts which should be
understood by all adults, and
especially by those about to

enter or recently having en-
tered the married stats.

Malchow's book treats of the
most delicate relations of

married life in plain lan-

guage, without evasion and
without any possibility of

misunderstanding."

This book, now available to the readers of this magazine
and their families, is

The Sexual Life
By C. W. Malchow, M D.

Late Professor in the Hamline University

Two hundred thousand copies
have been sold during the last

twenty yea.rs. Twenty-five thou-

sand in 1924. No book can stand
this acid test unless it is right

Twenty years before the bar of

public sentiment winnows the

wheat from the chaff in literature

and science.

After 20 Years This Book

is Selling More Than

Ever

Stamp out vice with truth. Let

knowledge take the place of

error. With all thy getting, get
an understanding of the great

truths underlying sex and the' dominant role it plays in life.

Malchow gives this to you in his book The Sexual Life.
Note the subjects covered in the contents. You know they
are just the topics on which you have wanttd information

many times.

Sign and mail this coupon today

Table of Contents



SOCIAL WORK SHOPT^LK
HAT far-flung round-trip from home
to Denver to Paris to home is not to

lure American social workers this sum-
mer after all. After consultation with

those interested, both in Europe and here,
in the proposed international conference

of social work which was to have been

held in Paris in the summer of 1925 it

has been decided to postpone it to the

summer of 1926. This action has been

taken in the hope of stimulating wider
interest in the conference in both con-

tinents and in the belief that a longer
time for preparation might result in a

more valuable program. It is hoped to

roll up a regular snowball of interest in

the conference by 1926.

ON JANUARY i Paul T. Beisser, legis-

lative representative and secretary of the

child welfare division of the Public Char-
ities Association of Pennsylvania, became

general secretary of the Henry Watson
Children's Aid Society in Baltimore, which
is affiliated with the Maryland Children's

Aid. Mr. Beisser went to Pennsylvania
from New York in February 1923 as

editor of Social Legislation. During the

legislative session, in the words of the

P. C. A. Herald, he was a most useful

friend to all the welfare agencies of the

state. He organized the child welfare
division of the association, becoming in
first secretary.

ALFRED WHITMAN, director of the

Children's Aid Society, Boston, and Fanny
M. Whitman, of California, were married
in October. Mrs. Whitman was formerly
a medical social worker with the Amer-
ican Child Association and recently the

social worker of the Berkeley dispensary,

Berkeley, California. Mr. and Mrs.
Whitman became acquainted at the Na-
tional Conference of Social Work in

Toronto.

MRS. L. M. BUSH, formerly director of

the Child Welfare Department of the

state of Alabama, has resigned and has

married and is now Mrs. A. M. Tunstall.

She is succeeded by her assistant, Virginia
B. Handley.

DR. WILLIAM H. SLINGERLAND, of

the department of child-helping of the

Russell Sage Foundation, died at Denver
on December 21. He was for twelve

years superintendent of the Iowa Chil-

dren's Home Society and had been con-

nected for fourteen years with the depart-
ment of child-helping. He was a clear

and vigorous writer: his book on Child-

Placing in Families is a standard text.

His monumental work, a study of all the

public institutions for delinquent boys in

the United States, was completed not long

ago and is nearly ready for publication.

THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSO-
CIATION lost its executive secretary,
and hospital development lost an earnest

and enthusiastic leader in the death of

Dr. A. R. Warner on November 27, after

nearly a year of illness. Dr. Warner had
been active in hospital administration and

promotion since 1913, when he became

492

superintendent of Lakeside Hospital,

Cleveland, after a few years of general

practice. He had been secretary of the

Association since 1919. He was one of

the founders of the Cleveland Hospital
Council and of the Ohio Hospital Associa-

tion, and was instrumental in organizing
and developing the American Conference
on Hospital Service. He was a fellow

of the American Medical Association.

DR. RALPH M. CHAMBERS of West-

boro, Mass., has been appointed chief of

the new division which will carry out

psychiatric examinations of prisoners in

accordance with the act passed bv the last

Massachusetts legislature. Units of the

division are to be established at Spring-

field, Worcester, New Bedford, Salem and
Boston.

THE School of Social Service of the Uni-

versity of Missouri has just added to its

staff Bessie A. McClenahan, for some time

connected with the Missouri School of So-

cial Economy in St. Louis, and last year
assistant director of the Community Coun-
cil of St. Louis. Professor McClenahan
will be in charge of the family case work

group of courses, and in general of field

work; for all of which her training and ex-

perience has well qualified her. She is a

graduate of Drake University, holds a mas-
ter's degree from the University of Iowa,
and is a member of Phi Beta Kappa.

From Oberlin Alurani Magazine

CARLTON K. MATSON

THE gentleman whose likeness (as his fel-

low alumni of Oberlin see him) adorns this

page is the new director of the Cleveland

Foundation. Raymond Moley, it will be

remembered, came to New York last year
to teach at Columbia University. Mr.
Matson comes to civic and social work by
the well-worn path of newspaper experi-
ence. He has been publicity director of the

Cleveland Welfare Federation and the

Cleveland Trust Company, and returns to

the Cleveland fold after a spell of finan-

cial advertising. Professor Moley remarks

that "he has been successful in journal!
social work, in the direction of publu

policies and in the trust side of bankin
an admirable combination for the direc

of an institution which "stands for

translation of civic urge and social rig

eousness into . . . coin of life."

SUPERINTENDENT of the Massaci

setts School for the Feeble-Minded
more than thirty-five years, Dr. Wai
Elmore Fernald died in November at

age of 65. He had also been an associ

professor of mental diseases at Tufts C

lege.

FACILITIES for public talk about m
questions in New York multiply

kaleidoscopic frequency. This winter 1

Nairion is holding a series of dinners

its metropolitan subscribers, with n

intriguing subjects as Is the Press

Is Monogamy Feasible? Do Americ;

Speak English? The Community Chur
which under the pastorate of John Hay.
Holmes and John Herman Randall

long experimented with public forums

holding this year a series of lecti

courses, open to the public for a small

on topics ranging from The Causes of

World War to Philosophy in Present E

Life. Sidney Bradshaw Fay covers
'

first, Harry A. Overstreet the second, w
Professor Conklin of Princeton and Ha
Elmer Barnes discuss Heredity and

vironment in the Development of Per*

ality, and The Creation of ithe West

Mind, respectively.

SALLY LUCAS JEAN, long associa

with the brilliant educational work of

Child Health Organization of America

which she gave such distinction that he

propaganda became copy for which ma
zines of large circulation competed o

commercial basis, has now es|tablishe(

personal consultant service to business

professional groups in the development
health and educational programs.

WITH the National Committee for Me
tal Hygiene and the New York Neurolci

ical Institute as sponsors, a course of foi

teen lectures is being given in New
Ycj

in order to give those who are interest;

in guiding social work an intelligent undu

standing of the structure and function
J

the nervous system and the relation

mental hygiene and psychiatry to problei!

of health, education and life. The lectur I

by leading psychiatrists and neurologist

are given Friday afternoons at the Acai

emy of Medicine.

COURTENAY DINWIDDIE, general (I

ecutive of the American Child Heal
Association since its formation by merg.

of the American Child Hygiene Associ
J

tion and the Child Health Organizati( (

has been directing the child health demc

strations of the Commonwealth Fund. 1

dual load has become so heavy that V:

Dinwiddie has now resigned his office
j

the Child Health Association to devote
fij

time to the demonstrations, though remaii

ing in the closest contact with the a!H

ciation, which supplies special staff servic'

on request to the Child Health Demcj
stration Committee.



THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

Extract from Diary, The Pelham Tours . . . Extract

No. 4
Lucerne, July 9th: The drive through the Italian Lake country

was another unforgettable experience, along the shores of blue

waters shimmering under golden sunlight, with the green hills

rising on all sides. These three days by the Italian Lakes were

our "Good-bye" to Italy, for our next drive was over the Alps,

past tiny hamlets where peasants with great rakes gathered the

scant grass in the folds of the hills, past hollows where the snow

still lay unmelted by the side of the road, within reach of our

hands as we whirled by, into the heart of Switzerland, the

country of mountains. We spent the night in Brieg, a fas-

cinating village high in the Alps, and then drove on to Montreux,
on Lake Geneva, with the frowning old castle of Chillon by the

side of the quiet waters. From Montreux, by the lirunig Pass,

we went to Interlaken, under the very nose of the, Jungfrau,
and from here we made several most interesting excursions into

the country roundabout; through the picturesque Valley of

Lauterbrunnen, with the glory of the Staubbach Falls at its

head, and then to the Grindelwald Glacier. A winding passage
cut in the ice, leads into the glacier itself and I have never
seen anything more enchanting than the blue beauty of that

crystal chamber, hollowed out of the glacier with the sun
through the thick wall of ice turning all the world to a blue
radiance.

Another wonde-ful drive broupht us to Lucerne, with i*s ar-

caded old bridge and the lion on the side of the mountain.
We have had over a week in Switzerland now, in the most

marvelous part of the Alps. We have seen their snowy peaks
faintly rosy in the glow of sunset, or gleaming white in the
brilliant sunlight. Our long drives have shown us a great deal
of the country and the people and not even Paris, with its gayety
and its shops, will dim the memory which I carry away with me
of these impressive scenes.

Tomorrow we start on the lone: drive to Paris. It seems un-
believable to me at times that I should really be here. How often
have I dreamed of the day when I should see Paris at last and
tomorrow that day will come. ... It seems too wonderful to be
true.

To Be Continued

Tor information concerning these tours, write to

"The Pelham Tours,"
Room 1514,

100 East 42nd Street, New York City

THE HOSPITAL SITUATION IN
GREATER NEW YORK

A Survey of Hospitals in New York City

by

The Public Health Committee

of

The New York Academy of Medicine

"It is impossible to comment in detail on the contents of

this most valuable treatise a considerable volume might
profitably be devoted to such a purpose." The Hospital and
Health Review, London.

"This is a splendid survey of existing hospital facilities

in New York. It contains much practical knowledge about

running hospitals." The Journal of the American Medical
Association, Chicago.

"A careful perusal of the book will throw light on many
matters, and should provake much stimulating thought."
Medical Journal and Record, New York.

"Not only does the Committee's Report record interesting
and valuable statistics with regard to most phases of hos-

pital operation, but it emphasizes the phases of care which
are deficient in New York City." Hospital Social Service,
New York.

"It is a source book of information which will prove of

value for many years to come." The Ne-w York Medical
Week, New York.

"The book is a fine piece of wo>rk, clearly written, re-

strained and balanced in statement, and amply documented
by facts and figures." British Medical Journal, London.

$5.00

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS

F. P. A.
stands for

FREEDOM ofdiscussion

PEACE through understanding

AUTHENTIC FACTS

"A democracy which un-

dertakes to control its

own foreign relations

ought to know some"-

thing about the subject."

Send for Literature

FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION
For a liberal and constructive American Foreign Policy

National Headquarters

9 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Cancer Cases Among
Earners

unable to work longer, suffer a heaped-up

distress, similar in extent to the appalling
miseries of famous disasters the sudden

destruction by great earthquakes, the cruel

deaths that occurred in the Black Hole of

Calcutta, the solitary wasting of plagues,
the deep agony of the lost wreck victims of

the sea, unless attention and aid make a dif-

ference. Believe the

SERVANTS OF RELIEF FOR
INCURABLE CANCER

among the destitute, when they say that this is true.

They have made a tiny beginning in the last 25 years to
turn sympathy toward tragic cases of this dragon-like
disease, and now are trying to accumulate money enough
to build a large fireproof Country Home in Westchester
County for 100 patients, of all creeds, who are in the
hands of despair. These sister-nurses have made a good
start in their fireproof construction, in a limited Annex
House to be connected with the future great Home, and
they still have about $130,000.00. But they need $300,000.00
more to complete a fine, sensble hospice on their splendid
hill property at Hawthorne, New York, thirty miles from
the Grand Central Station. The sick men and women pay
nothing, for they have nothing. None are accepted who
could pay.

Mother M. Alphonsa Lathrop, O. S. D., Treasurer,
Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, Westchester County, New York.
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGU E President, Margaret
ganger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American public in the various aspects of the clangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life memhership $1.00; Birth Control Heview (monthly magazine)
12.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfield,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1819, Grand
Central Terminal Bklg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 includes "Rural
America" (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Lita Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions in home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an inter-
national peace of Justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.0n a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,
112-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 370 Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-
minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, {5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave..
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; tc combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities In the
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organisation
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 Including monthly journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. C. Carstens,
director. 130 E. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-
dren's agencies and institutions to secure Improved standards
and methods in their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results in
phases of child welfare in which they are interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 166 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent 'Protestant national
women's mission boards. Florence E. Qulnlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for
College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Gen. Sees.; 106 E. 22d St.,
N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W.M.Tippy, Sec'y;

International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 15 East 40th Street.New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, in the business world,
and in the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches In
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,
Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office. 347 Madison Ave.. New
Tork City, N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; Treasurer, B. H.
Fancher; General Sec'y, John R. Mott. The Committee maintains
* staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service In the
Interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home and
abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 60
Bast 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar
ervices; to conduct related studies, education and publication;
and to Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for
the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New v ork City
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States In 1.034 local Y. W.
C. A.' on behalf of the industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 4S centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMM ITTEE Owen R. Love,
sec'y: 215 Fourth Avenue, New York, industrial, agriculti
investigations. Works for improved laws ami adminiKiraii
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependei
delinquency, etc. Annual membership. $2, $5, $10. J25 mid I
includes monthly bulletin, "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est.
'

incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774). f
motes as its chief object the building of character in the child
of America through the harmonious development of their bod
minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with ot
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational mate
in the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides and inslgi
Through its "American Order of Nobility" it provides hon
schools and church schools with a method of character train
through actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finley,
Amos L. Prescott, Treas. ; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE
William H. Welch, pres.; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, med. d
Dr. Clarence J. D 1

Alton, executive assistant: Clifford W. Bet
sec'y: 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Pamphlets on me*
hygiene, nervous and mental disorders, feeble-mindedness. e'

epsy, inebriety, criminology, psychiatric social service, backwi
children, surveys, state societies. "Mental Hygiene." quartei
$3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .25 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Nort
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 E
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organizat
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an ann
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the m
ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual me
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June li

to 17th, 1925 Proceedings are sent free of charge to all memt>.
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIN
NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hat
way, secretary; 130 East 22nd St., New York. Objects: To turn
information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service
local organizations and legislation, publish literature of movemi
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Co

mittee.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN. 2109 Broadwt
N'ew York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres.; Mrs. Bstelle M. Sternberg
ex. sec'y. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion a
social welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Miss Flori
Lasker, chairman. For the protection and education of :

migrant women and girls.
Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H. Herz, cha
man, 5 Columbus Circle, New York City.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SE TTLEMENTS Robert
Woods, sec'y; 20 Union Park. Boston. Develops broad forms
comparative study and concerted action In city, state and nati<
for meeting the fundamental problems disclosed by settlem
work, seek the higher and more democratic organization
neighborhood life.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF GIRLS' CLUBS Mrs. Fannie M. PUs|
president; Mary L. Ely, Educational Secretary. Non-sectarian a.

self-governing organization of working women's clubs for re-
and promotion of program in Adult Education. Vacation Cam)
472 West 24th St., New York City.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member. National Health Council Anne A. Stevens. R.N.. dire
tor. 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and slam
ardlzation of public health nursing. Maintains library and ed
cationa) service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Four
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation f

physical education. Established at the request of a commltt
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 35 nation
organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground ai
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Av<
New York. Dr. Livingston Farrand, president; Dr. Linsly R. Wl
Hams, managing director. Pamphlets on methods and progran
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publications sold and distr
buted through state associations in every state. Journal of tl

Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.00 a year; AmericB
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal, $8.00 a year; at
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Kegroe
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'j
127 E. 23rd St.. New York. Establishes committees of white ar.

colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negi
(octal workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life.

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. RaymoD
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 3

South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government i

the work shop through organization and also for the enactment c

Industrial legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMEH
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organizatio
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information availabl
on playground and community center activities and administratiM

(In ansvserina then advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helts us, It identifies you.)
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JPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-

utation for all. C. Q. Hoag, sec'y. 1417 Locust St.. Phlladel-

Merabershlp, $2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

liSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Llvtaf

dltions John M. Glenn, dir.; 130 E. 2Znd St., New York. Da-
s' Charity Organization, Child-Helping. Industrial Studies,

ary, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and

Iblts The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer

'he public In practical and Inexpensive form some of the most

tortant results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

r iKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negro
ftlr an experiment In race adjustment In the Black Belt of the

Lth- furnishes Information on all phases of the race problem and

the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prln.; War-
i Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

iRKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mll-

Jr.. sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Worker*'
E cation.

"MODERN HOME EQUIPMENT
Our new booklet is a carefully selected Hit

of the practical equipment needed in an

average-sized home. It is invaluable, alike to

new and to experienced housekeepers already
in its fourth edition. It considers in turn the

kitchen, pantry, dining room, general cleaning

equipment and the laundry, and gives the price
of each article mentioned.

Ask for Booklet S it will be sent postpaid.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City

HOUSES SUPPLYING INSTITUTIONAL TRADE

Dry Good*
FREDERICK LOESER & CO.

484 Fulton Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Groceries
SEEMAN BROS.

Hudson and North Moore Streets New York

Electric Clock System!
LOCKWOOD & ALMQUIST. Inc.

501 Fifth Avenue New York City

Social Welfare Administration Is a new bi-

monthly magazine for executives, directors,
and others interested in charitable organiza-
tions and welfare institutions everywhere.
It gives practical ideas on money raising,
publicity, purchasing, management, etc. Sub-
scription, $1.00 per year.
Better Times is a monthly magazine which
reports the news of the 2,000 charitable and
social agencies in New York and touches
the high spots of social work everywhere.
Subscription, $2.00 a year.

Address of both magazines
100 Gold St., New York

Run of the Shelves

(Continued from page 491)

Biography
ALTGELD OF ILLINOIS, by Waldo R. Browne. B. W. Huebsch,

Inc. 342 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THERE WAS A TIME when the name of Governor Altgeld

was anathema to many of the American people. The years

are changing that verdict, and we are beginning to see him as

Brand Whitlock long ago characterized him as "one of the

most daring pioneers of the neo-democratic movement in Amer-

ica and the most courageous spirit of our times." This book

will do much to put him in the right light. He had his faults

and the author plainly sets them forth, and these faults were

magnified by his enemies a certain irascibility, a hot and

imperious temper, and a most definite ability to hit hard at

those who were opposing his ideas of justice. Perhaps if he

had been a little gentler, a little more politic in his methods

he might have accomplished more in his great program of

reform, but when is a reformer, who feels intensely, politic?

Altgeld had come out from a grinding poverty and his heart

suffered ever with those who suffer and he endeavored with

all that was in him to remedy the conditions that repeated

for others the things he himself had suffered. Vachel Lindsay

in the ode to him written after his death speaks of
' The

valor that wore out your soul in the service of man." The

stirring tale of this valor this book sets forth in a way that

should stir the hearts of those who fight the same battle today.

But it is not these alone that I would like to have read it. It

is a book that every Babbitt in the country ought to be com-

pelled to read if he would save his soul. For it is the tale of

a man who dared to defy all Main Street's mouthings when

he saw his duty before him. He faced popular hysteria, that

hysteria which is more dangerous to our democracy than all

the plottings of desperate radicals, and did what he thought

was right in spite of it. Perhaps it might even make the Bab-

bitts heroic to read of his heroism.

WILLIAM E. BROOKS

PERSONS THE NEW CHAMPLIN CYCLOPEDIA FOR YOUNG
FOLKS, edited by Lincoln McVeagh. Henry Holt & Co. 630 pp.

Illustrated. Price $5.08 postpaid of The Survey.

THE book represents a first draft in the preparation of an

encyclopedia rather than a finished work. Of the three thou-

sand names included, perhaps one fourth seem to have been

mechanically abstracted from the textbooks without regard to

the probability of their interest to children. One little girl points

out that William Goffe has 24 lines to his credit while Jesus

is not mentioned. While the work is written with commend-

able simplicity, too many biographies yet contain words that are

unfamiliar to children. Historical events are often mentioned

without such explanatory comment as would make them more

than just dates to be copied or memorized. B. L.

FRANCES WRIGHT, by William R. Waterman. Longmans, Green fr

Co. 267 pp. Price $2.75 postpaid of The Survey.

WILFRED GRENFELL THE MASTER MARINER, by Basil Mathews.

Ceo. H. Doran Co. 178 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

IMPRESSIONS OF GREAT NATURALISTS, by Henry P. Osborn.

Chas. Scribner's Sons. 216 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF JOHN STUART MILL. Oxford Press, Ameri-

can Branch. 343 pp. Price 80c. postpaid of The Surrey.

ALFRED E. SMITH, AN AMERICAN CAREER, by Henry Moskoyits.

Thomas Seltser. 312 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid- of The Survey.

MEMORIES AND ADVENTURES, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Little,

Brown & Co. 410 pp. Price $4.50 postpaid of The Survey.

ESSAYS AND ADVENTURES OF A LABOUR M. P., by fosiah

C. Wedgwood. B. W. Huebsch, Inc. 263 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of

The Survey.

CELEBRITIES OF OUR TIME, by Herman Bernstein. Joseph Lawren,

pub. 346 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

FRAGMENTS FROM MY DIARY, by Maxim Corky. Robt. M. McBride

ff Co. 320 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

A GALLERY, by Philip Guedalla. G. P. Putnam's Sons. 249 pp. Price

$2.50 postpaid of The Survey.



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
JUTES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box

umber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discount! on three or more
Mnsecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Addreu Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 Et 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate

with at least one year
of Social Case Work

Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED: Married couple with qual-

ifications for Cottage Father and Mother,
small school for boys 35 miles from New
York. One or both should be qualified

for class room work. Only high grade

persons desired. Apply by letter, or morn-

ings in person. A. E. Wakeman, 72

Schermerhorn Street, Brooklyn, N- Y.

WANTED: Trained and experienced
social workers for high-class positions.

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT, EX-
ECUTIVE SERVICE CORPORATION,
1515 Pershing Square Building, New York

City.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places

and better help. Hospitals, Schools and

Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book

now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,

30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers^
dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau. 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. T.

Looking for a position?
Want to make a change?
Instead of worrying about it

and getting discouraged adopt
the policy of this advertiser

and insert a want ad in the

Survey.

The Survey
112 East 19 Street

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen :

"Again I am resolved to try the

advertising columns of The Survey.
There hat never been a time that I

have advertised in your journal that

brouffh no results so I am enclosing

copy which please insert in the next

issue."

Very truly yours,

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED: Trained case worker; pre-

ferably one who has had some experience
with a family social work agency. Asso-

ciated Charities, Johnstown, Pa.

WANTED: Resident Girls' Director in

Settlement. State age, education, experience,
and references. Jewish Sisterhood, 21

Seventeenth Ave., Newark, N. J.

SUPERVISOR: Jewish Correctional In-

stitution desires woman with knowledge
of household management and plain sew-

ing. Resident position. Apply Council

Home for Jewish Girls. Jamaica 1624.

A MANUFACTURING establishment in

southern Ohio, employing over 2,000 men
and women U in need of a well-trained

industrial nurse to assist doctor in first-

aid work and do home visiting. 5021
SURVEY.

THE DENVER SHELTERING HOME
for Jewish Children, a national Home,
wants an executive Secretary, to manage
the financial affairs of the Home thn,i:{.'h

solicitors and otherwise, a'so to take < a r

of the Denver office. Must speak and
write Yiddish, must be in a position to

travel four months of the year. Good

salary to right man. Address 505

Bldg., Denver, Colorado.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT, experienced, Or-

phanage or Aged Home, desires connec-

tion with Institution requiring the services

of a thoroughly capable man, Hebrew.

Wife experienced social worker and book-

keeper. Highest credentials. 5012 SUR-

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent in

school for boys or girls. Ten years ex-

perience as executive of boys and girls

organization. 4994 SURVEY.

QUALIFIED Executive, Superintendent
and manager with ability and dependability
now head of large welfare and recreational

organization desires to make a change.
Good reasons. Address 5019 SURVEY

FAMILY CASE WORKER, college

graduate, experienced, available March.

Excellent references. 5020 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE POSITION with Progres-
sive Agency by Social Worker of proven

ability. Expert case-work supervision as-

sured. 5022 SURVEY.

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE,
Lucile Eaves. Study of children
broken families, based on records
Boston social agencies. Order from
W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, ]

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cl

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Brad
describes home-study course, which
eludes catering, tea room, cafeteria
lunch room management. "51 Way-
Make Money" free. Am. School of H<

Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chics

A 20-page pamphlet entitled "A propi
to Establish an Experimental Scl

within the Public School System of

City of New York", including addre
and correspondence relating to the (

ject. Send 12 cents to the Teacl

Union, 70 Fifth Ave., New York, N.

LESSORS IN GOVERNMENT ARRANGED
CLASSES IN NATURALIZATION. Seven si

lessons, four page pamphlet. Sin>

practical, good type. Third edition,

each, $2.00 a hundred, postpaid. He
M. Allen, Allen School, Auburn, N. 'i

PERIODICALS

THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING sh

the part which trained nurses are tal

in the betterment of the world. Pu
in your library. $3.00 a year. 19
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a ye

published by the National Committee
Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Aven
New York.

MISCELLANEOUS

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES wri
on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs.

'

Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Bost

Mass.

"Home -Making as a Professio

Is a 100-pp. 111. handbook it's FREE. Home stu<

Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-pa

positions or for home-making efficiency.

m School of Homp Economic. "<" E. 58th St.. CM

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and p

vate schools, colleges and universiti

Education Service, Steger Building, C

cago; Southern Building, Washingtfl

1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

RESEARCH: We
.

af ist
.

in PreP ari

special articles, pape

speeches, debates. Expert, scholarly *

vice. AUTHOR'S RESEARCH BUREAU, 5

Fifth Avenue. New York.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Managemei
In our new home-study course, "COOKING F
PROFIT." Booklet on request.

4m. School of Home Economic!, 849 E. 58th St.. Chit



Fa mi It e s of

evicted miners

at Crown Hill,

West Virginia

You Can Help These Victims
of a Bitter Industrial War

\ LL along the Kanawha Valley in West Virginia today, evicted union
**- coal-miners and their families are fighting Labor's Valley Forge. They
are living out in tents and windswept shacks because they will not accept
a thirty-eight per cent wage reduction.

The United Mine Workers of America is providing shelter and rations

enough for a bare existence to twenty thousand men, women and children.

It is impossible for the union to supply shoes and warm clothing for the
women and children. And the need is desperate.

Whatever your economic views, you are not willing to stand idly aside
when there is real suffering among your own people. These miners are
for the most part American-born with a fine spirit of independence. Some
of them have fought for what they believe is right, for three bitter years.
Whatever you give will be effectively spent for immediate relief.

Send shoes, warm clothing, or best of all money donations to

USE THIS COUPON
Will C. Thompson,

Secretary Treasurer, Dist. 17, U. M. W. of A.
1 2O1

/2 Summers St., Charleston, W. Va

Enclosed is my contribution for relief of West Virginia miners

Name . Address .

This advertisement is sponsored by a joint committee of the League for Industrial Democracy and The
American Civil Liberties Union which recently sent a trained investigator to West Virginia who obtained
the facts given above. The Committee is composed of Roger Baldwin, Norman Thomas, Robert Morss
Lovett and Arthur Hays.

tin answering this advertisement please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us it Identifies you )
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Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

The Aggressive Defense

THERE

are a lot of people who like to be Horatius at

the Bridge but who have no stomach at all for

playing David. They will fight with back against

the wall but they avoid trouble as long as they can.

And since there are not nearly as many Bridges as there are

fights, they often find themselves in a very tight hole indeed.

It isn't always enough to hold one's own; sometimes it is

necessary to carry the fight into the enemy's country. Here

is Nicholas Murray Butler, for instance, bewailing the fact

that ignorance is still so prevalent among his contemporaries

that the job of education is hardly worth the candle. Perhaps
he has been too busy digging in with the truth he had, when
if he had made a few forays over the breastworks he might have

brought whole squads of errors into camp. Families in trouble

didn't get far out of trouble so long as society closed ranks

about the pauper; it took a deal of skirmishing to kill off

some of the wolves before they reached the door. We thought

for a while during the last war that we could keep bombing

aeroplanes away by pot-shooting at them from anti-aircraft

guns. Now Lord Thomson tells us that the best defense again:

a bombing squadron is to go posthaste and bomb its own homi

town. Perhaps the same tactics would help elsewhere,

certainly is not enough to say "War must not happen agaii

We won't let it." Pacifists are taking the aggressive. VV

need more conferences on the cause and cure of war, and a de;

more of leadership in attacking the causes which we alread

know too well. It isn't enough, as Mary Van Kleeck poini

out, to stand firm against strikes and grievances in industry;

it's the scouts out in front of the lines who find the way t

turn the flank of distrust. It's not enough to dig our trenche

along the line of psychological inferiority and tell our brother!

with a low I. Q. to hang on till death ;
the psychiatrists hav

conceived the brilliant idea of making the world itself safe fo

personality. It is not even enough to slaughter the tubercle

where they stand; we must find a way to counter-attack thei

poisonous influence while we slay them. To "save civilization

it seems not to be enough to stand pat; sometimes the besl

defense is to attack.
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Eat your ABC's
""pHE most daring raider that sailed the seas during the Many of our physical ailments could be avoided by giving
A vx/r,r1rl \X7ar \\ria (nm>A tn rlasri fnr nnri- after mnrp than proper attention to the selection of food. Nutrition is an

individual problem and it varies according to age. For

instance, the person of

advancing years needs

A World War was forced to dash for port after more than

eight months of buccaneering with more than 100 of the

crew sick unto death

and the remainder on

the verge of the same

peculiar illness.

What had happened?

All had been rugged,

picked men. They had

lived well, seemingly,

during their months at

sea on a fare consisting

mainly of meat, mashed potatoes,

white bread, sweet

and coffee, with occasional treats

of fat and cheese. Yet

found that the lack of

vital food elements

these strong men sick!

minerals and vitamins that must

be part of a

were missing.

supplied in the form of fresh vege

tables, eggs, whole wheat bread,

fresh milk and the juice of oranges

the men quickly recovered.

Medical authorities are

more and more study to the pre

vention and cure o

use of proper foods.

to be well, happy and efficient,

must eat the right food.

/e eat three supposedly

ils a day and still

starving for the vita'

jr bodies need. So

ared" foods have be

important health-giving el&

ents which Nature put in them,

still be under-nourished.

"
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That Harlem Number
ENGRAVERS'

proofs of Winold Reiss's vivid

studies of Negro types, and printers' proofs of

the leading articles in the March Graphic have been

greeted with such enthusiasm in the office this week
that it has been hard enough to tear the editors away
from them to finish up this present number. We are

able now to make more detailed announcements:

Alain Locke The New Negro
Professor of philosophy in Howard University, edu-

cated at Harvard, Oxford and Berlin Universities

restates the Negro's attitude toward himself and his

world in fresh and brilliant fashion.

James Weldon Johnson The Making of Harlem

Executive secretary of the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People; journalist, editor,

poet, publicist, author of Fifty Years and After, Auto-

biography of an Ex-Colored Man; editor of The
Book of American Negro Poetry tells how Harlem
came into being.

Charles S. Johnson Black Workers and the City

Directors of publicity and research of the National

Urban League; editor of Opportunity; a Journal of

Negro Life; assistant secretary of the Chicago Com-
mission on Race Relations; social survey expert
studies the economic and social adjustment of the

oncoming masses to the life of New York.

Rudolf Fisher The South Lingers On
A young short-story writer of distinctive achievement,

graduate of Brown and Howard Universities

sketches facets of life in Harlem.
Delineator of folk types of international experience
and repute interprets Negro life conceived freshly in

its own patterns.

W. E. B. Dubois The Black Man Brings His Qifts

The versatile editor of The Crisis, leader of the in-

tellectual liberals, author of Soule of Black Folk,

Darkwater, and The Girl of Black Folk appraises

the contribution of the Negro to America.

Arthur A.Schomberg The Negro Digs Up His Past

Member of the American Negro Academy and New
York Society for Historical Research discusses the

efforts of the Negro to reconstruct his own history.

SURVEY ASSOCIATES
112 East 19 Street, New York

I enclose $ for which please

d Enter me for a year's subscription to Survey Graphic,
monthly, beginning with the Harlem number, $3.

n Enter me for a year's subscription to The Survey,
twice-a-month (Graphic and Midmonthly), beginning
with the Harlem number, $5 (6 months $2.50).

n Send me copies of the Harlem number on

publication day
i copy 50 cents 12 copies $4.80

25 copies $8.25 100 copies 30.00

Address ....

J. A. Rogers Jazz at Home

Author of Man and Superman characterizes jazz

and its makers in their native setting.

Dr. Albert C. Barnes Negro Art in America

Of the Barnes Foundation, art collector, connoisseur

and reformer estimates the art value to America of

the Negro in the present and future.

Melville T. Herskowitz The Pattern of Harlem

Instructor in Anthropology at Columbia University

considers the cultural reactions of the Negro to the

patterns of America life.

Konrad Bercovici Impressions of Harkm
Author of Dust of New York, Ghitza, Around the

World in New York, gives the essence of Harlem as

he conceives it.

Walter F. WhiteColor Lines

Journalist, investigator and novelist, assistant secre-

tary of the N. A. A. C. P., author of the recent novel

The Fire in the Flint interprets some of .the para-

doxes of color in American democracy.

Mrs. Elise McDougald Negro Womanhood
Social worker, vocational expert and leader in wom-
en's work studies the special difficulties and the for-

ward march of Negro women

Kelly Miller The Harvest of Race Prejudice

Dean of Howard University, veteran publicist and

essayist, sociologist, author of Race Adjustment, Out

of the House of Bondage etc. takes stock of the

products and by-products of race prejudice.

Winthrop D. Lane The City Ambush

Investigator and journalist studies various forms of

exploitation of the Negro.

George E. Haynes The Church and the Masses

Secretary of Commission on Church and Race Rela-

tions of Federal Council of Churches discusses the

role of the church in Harlem.
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The gist of It

SO long as war was an affair of "the military" it

was perhaps natural to speak of "pacifists" as if

they too were a sectarian minority in the body politic.

But when war pits whole peoples against each other and

sweeps into its service civilian no less certainly than

soldier it is inevitable that the mounting resentment

against its folly should more and more take on the

aspect of a folk movement. It is the "militarists," in-

deed, who begin to be on the defensive as an obstruc-

tionist minority. Among the nine national organiza-
tions which have been meeting in Washington to con-

sider ways and means of ending war there is not one

"peace society." In the forefront of these who seek to

do away with it are men who know war at first hand.

Such is Lord Thomson. Something of his career is

told on p. 503 where he writes of the bitter need for

aerial disarmament. Here it may be added that he
was a major when the war broke out, but that "sheer

ability forced him to the front and made him, when it

ended, one of the youngest generals in the British Army.
He was in the WarOffice itself in the tense years 191 1-14.
On top of a period at G. H. Q. in France, he served
for eighteen months on the Supreme Council, and then
in the Balkans, Russia and Palestine. His final break
with the traditions in which he had been educated came
with Mr. Churchill's Russian gamble; he resigned and
threw in his lot with the Labour Party.

1HAVE
been more or less in touch with The Sur-

vey," writes the author of The Americanization of

i-A-io (p. 511) "since the days when my fathet,

William I. Nichols, was secretary of the Brooklyn
Bureau of Charities. My own work has been teaching

T:

in private schools, last year (by way of the greatest

possible contrast) in a New York high school, and at

Hampton." In what she calls "the comparative leisure

of matrimony in the country" she hopes to trace for

Survey readers the whimsical outlines of other out-

croppings in the field of her educational experience.

'O TELL here what Pat-

rick Geddes has done,

what he is, and what he rep-

resents in that broad stream

of human progress where

The Survey casts its net
would be impossible. You
could give the "gist" of New
York or Bombay about as

easily as you could get Pat-

rick Geddes into a paragraph.

Fortunately The Survey had

Lewis Mumford to help, and

in a couple of pages (pp. 523-

4) he sets down some of the

facets of this extraodinary
thinker and dreamer and doer. Mumford, by the way,
is the author (most recently) of a charming study of

American architecture as an index to American culture,

under the title Sticks and Stones. But perhaps not even

Mumford could say so much about Geddes as Geddes

says of himself in offering this little device, with the

caption Regional Survey, as a favorite self-portrait!

HERBERT
PULLINGER, whose lithograph of the

graveyard of the battleships at the League Island

Navy Yard fronts Lord Thomson's article, will be

especially remembered by Survey readers for his draw-

ings of Pennsylvania breakers and collieries in the

issue of November I, 1923. Mr. Pullinger is a Phila-

delphian who finds his subjects most often in the piled-

up masses of cities and industrial centers.

MARY
E. WARREN is not the name of the author

of Our Town and the Leslies (p. 514). After

reading this frank story of a town's failure to see or do

its duty, and of some lonely efforts that were made to

meet the lack, one will appreciate the reticence which

led to the pseudonym.

McALISTER
COLEMAN is still, as The Sur-

vey remarked in introducing his article on

the oil fields of Oklahoma, In Full Boom, in October

i, 1923, and his piece on Herrin just a year later, "a

trained newspaperman with a penchant for labor."

This time he brings forgotten and unpalatable facts

from West Virginia (p. 532).

OF THE contributors from The Survey's own

family, Mr. Bruere writes with Samuel Gompers'

Autobiography as his background, a critical evaluation

of Gompers' assets as a leader of labor (p. 539) which

must be put alongside Frank Tannenbaum's vivid pic-

ture of Gompers at his last convention, published in the

January Graphic. A striking fact, not commonly known,
is added to the biographical material by the American

Federationist's statement, in its memorial issue of Jan-

uary, 1925, that for the last six years of his life Mr.

Gompers had been "almost sightless." Newspapers and

correspondence were read to him.
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LEAGUE ISLAND NAVY YARD: GRAVEYARD OF BATTLESHIPS

OF THE SEA UNDER THE LIMITATION OF ARMS AGREEMENT

WHAT ABOUT LIMITATION OF AIR FIGHTING FORCES?
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Aerial Warfare and Disarmament
By BRIGADIER GENERAL THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD THOMSON

World War began officially in the

British Isles on August 4, 1914. If at

that time aviation had attained its present

development, the first bombing attack on

London could have been made during the

evening of that first day of mobilization.

Moreover, if the German air force had then been as powerful

is the French air force is at the present time, it would have

icen able to drop anything up to seventy tons of bombs daily

>n London or other important centers in the British Isles.

These figures give an idea of

the form of attack to which the

^ates of Europe will be exposed

in the event of another European
So effective is this newwar.

The Washington conference taught us

of limitation in naval

great extent depend. Because if, during this first phase,

either side gains complete air supremacy, it will be able

to paralyse the action of the opposing fleets and armies by

extensive bombing of dockyards and military centers.

Opinions differ as to the lines on which aerial warfare

would be conducted in the event of another war in Europe.

Some hold that at the earliest opportunity there would be

a great aerial battle which would settle once and for all the

question of supremacy. No doubt the desire of the nation

with the more powerful air force would be to bring about

such an engagement, but it is

most improbable that those res-

ponsible for the conduct of

operations on the weaker side

would be sufficiently incompetent

iveapon, not only as an instrument

if destruction, but also as a means

, ; / / i . . wuuiu uc BUIUUCIIUJ uiiumijciciii.
armament can be reached between great , . .

,
, .

i

. . A. r< 'Art to let themselves be inveigled in-

nations A1 Geneva in
, , ,

breaking down the moral of ihe question of limiting land armament

uppermost. But the great threat ofboth combatants and civilians,

to such false strategy.

It was always supposed dur-

ing the last war that a general

that in future wars between two the future lies in air fleet and chemical fleet engagement would, sooner

countries within striking distance laboratory. How can we fend against it? or later, give victory to one or

by air of one another, it cannot Just at this time, when eight of our own other set of belligerents. In

fail to be a decisive factor. In national women's organizations have met point of fact no such engagement

every European state an air force
'm conference on the causes and cure of

s the first line of defence. 1m- war> (here has come to this country on

the invitation of the Foreign Policy Asso-

ciation the most picturesque and forceful

mediately after the declaration

of war, while both sides are

utilizing their land and sea
rebel against militarism who has emerged

torces, the first invasions of enemy

territory will be made by air-

place; Jutland was the

nearest approach, but even the

intention of the German admiral

was to avoid encountering the

main British fleet. In air stra-

tegy the opportunities of avoid-

ing battle are much greater thanfrom the World War. A member of the

Planes crossing an invisible and ^preme Council in 1917-1*, and Secre-
they are upon the sea; and un_

indefensible frontier; almost at tary for Air in the MacDonald ministry , less especially unfortunate the

once there will be encounters in J^rd Thomson speaks With authority and

the air. On the result of these from a full heart on the hideous possi-

encounters the whole course of bilities of an aerial war and the hope of

subsequent hostilities will to a averting them.

503

side that wished to avoid giving

battle would succeed in doing

so.

Where the opposing air forces
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are practically equal in size and efficiency, it is unlikely that

either side would seek an early decision, because for both it

would mean putting too many eggs into one basket and ne-

glecting other important features in aerial warfare.

For purposes of illustration, the case of Britain fighting

some Continental Power within striking distance by air of

her shores will be considered. It will also be assumed that

the British are not the aggressors and that the British air

force is restricted to taking the most effective measures for

repelling and preventing the incursions of enemy air craft.

In these circumstances the enemy's action, to begin with,

might be as follow: (i) Bombing such air stations in

Britain as had been located. (2) Bombing London as the

seat of government with a view to producing panic and hamp-

ering the administrative service. (3) Bombing all dock

yards within range so as to paralyse as far as possible the

movements of our fleet. (4) Bombing ports of embarka-

tion, large military centres like Aldershot, and railway

centres in and around London which would be indispensable

for the mobilization and concentration of our land forces.

Although it will always be difficult to persuade public

opinion of its truth, it is none the less a true statement to

say that the only effective defence against attacks of this

nature is counterattack. Anti-aircraft guns keep the enemy

airplanes at a great height and thus reduce the accuracy of

their bombing; home defence squadrons might engage the

attacking squadrons in the air before they reached their ob-

jective, or failing that, might cut off their retreat. Never-

theless there will be many occasions, and more especially

during the hours of darkness, when the enemy will get

through unobserved, drop his bombs and get away with rela-

tively little loss. Consequently, if mainly passive measures

of defence are opposed to his incursions, he will take the

risk knowing that on balance it will pay him well to do so.

If, on the other hand, the attack is countered promptly by

reprisals against similar objectives, the moral effect on the

public in the enemy state will be even greater than in Britain,

since our counter-attack would follow their offensive and

demonstrate its ineffectiveness.

The material effect of these tactics would be to put the

enemy air force, or at any rate a large part of it, on the

defensive, and tie machines, which would otherwise be used

for bombing British towns, to the more trying and un-

certain work of protecting a number of vulnerable points in

their own territory from an active and enterprising foe.

In aerial warfare, as in operations on land and sea, the

offensive is the best form of the defensive. Provision has to

be made, of course, for purely defensive purposes ; squadrons

of fighting airplanes, armored and armed with guns, are

needed for home defence; but in the end, it will be the

weapon of offence, the swift and terrible bombing airplane,

whose role is not to fight but to destroy, which will frustrate

the enemy's attack.

Once hostilities have taken the course indicated, the

aritiies and navies would be able to mobilize and concentrate

in comparative safety. The aerial war would be to a great

extent one of attrition, in which ground organization, facili-

ties for expansion, and the durability of engines and fabrics

would be at least as important, if not more so, than the num-

ber of machines available at the outset of hostilities.

This war of attrition may last long enough to enable

armies to be despatched overseas, and give time for old style

battles to be fought. But so soon as definite air supremacy

had been achieved, the side possessing it, and able to main-

tain it, would enjoy such an enormous advantage over the

other that its final victory could not be long delayed.

TO any one conversant with the progress now being made
in the development of air craft, the possibilities of aerial

warfare are at once terrible and awe-inspiring; and with

their horror goes a splendor of achievement which kindles

the dullest imagination. Night flying squadrons will reach

the upper air above their target at such a height that the

roar of their engines will sound to those below no louder

than a droning hum ; they will then swoop to rain death and

destruction ;
their asphyxiating and incendiary bombs will in

a few short moments make of a prosperous city a smoking
charnel house. Or these night raiders may be intercepted,

and an aerial battle will ensue, in which the antagonists will

be the flower of the male youth in each contending state, j

manipulating marvellous machines, the latest products of

invention in the conquest of the air. The pilots of these

engines of destruction must be young, thirty years old at

most, to have the necessary resilience. They must be intelli-

gent above the average, and possess a rare poise of hand and

brain and eye, enabling them to combine subconsciously

their different functions. They must be brave, not with

the valor of reckless ignorance, but with cool courage based

on self-confidence and unceasing vigilance. Each crowded

moment may be their last; in these aerial duels, one surely

dies. And when the crisis comes, these gallant youths will

each go out to kill another man, young, skillful, splendid,

like himself. The waste from every point of view, human,

mechanical and scientific, will be inevitable and appall-

ing.

REFERENCE
has been made hitherto only to countries

within striking distance of each other for purposes of air

attack. For the present, and for many years to come, the Am-

erican continent will be beyond the range of air attack from

overseas ;
but in a few year's time no state in Europe can ex-

pect to enjoy such immunity. The chief limiting factor in the

range of airplanes is fuel capacity. Various devices have

been the subject of experiment whereby refilling in the

air may be rendered possible; but, even if successful, these

Copyright by LnUerwooa ana unuerwuod
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vices will only half solve the problem, which consists

the fact that airplanes are tied to a base. Although air

uadrons can effect immense destruction over a wide area

ad and produce a tremendous moral affect on the enemy,
eir real rate of advance is measured by that of their base,

i.e. a place where they can land, refill with fuel, and, at

stated intervals, have their engines overhauled. Where the

territories of belligerent states are co-terminous, as in the

case of France and Germany, the air forces are entirely

dependent upon ground troops for frontier defence. But
where there are intervening neutral territories, frontier de-

fence can be reduced to a minimum. Airplanes will fly

over neutral states because no method has yet been de-

vised for stopping them, and aerial battles may take place
in so-to-speak neutral air.

Airships may play a considerable part in aerial warfare

in the future. These vessels can serve both as airplane

carriers and troop and fuel transporters. They are obviously

very vulnerable, but if expectations in regard to giant air

ships prove to be justified, they should extend considerably
the scope of air action and modify preconceived ideas on the

strategy of future wars.

ONE
form of aerial action remains to be discussed that

practised against adversaries who have no aerial equip-

ment. Irak is a good case in point. In this Arabian province
the British are the mandatory power and maintain law and

order mainly by means of a central air force whose head-

quarters are at Bagdad. There has been a great deal of

criticism of the use made of aircraft in this region, but most

of it has been based on misapprehension of the true facts.

Many of the tribes in Irak are lawless and predatory;

cattle stealing is a national sport, and is frequently accom-

panied by great loss of life, both in the actual fighting and

through deaths from thirst and famine in the desert, whither

the women and children flee in terror on the approach of

the raiders. Under Turkish rule, some of these tribes which

lived in localities difficult of access for columns of infantry

and cavalry became general pests, since they could conduct

their nefarious operations with impunity. At the end of

the war they had become rich by despoiling others, and

defiant of all authority; they often held up a fair sized

township and forced the inhabitants to leave their homes

as refugees. The consequent suffering was great and trade

was impossible under such conditions. Every effort was
made by peaceful methods to deal with these marauders.

As a last resource, air action was tried, and it is no ex-

aggeration to say that a marvellous change was at once

effected in what was rapidly becoming a dangerously chaotic

situation. The refugees were soon able to return to their

homes and live there in security; trade revived and com-

parative peace prevailed throughout the countryside. In

some cases the punishment has appeared unduly harsh, but

that has been due largely to the fact that the action taken
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was prompt and concentrated. In all cases casualties have

been reduced to a minimum by giving warning of attack and

enabling non-combatants to get away. The most inaccess-

ible places were visited daily by low-flying airplanes, which

dropped their bombs with greater accuracy and discrimina-

tion than field guns project their shells. Some destruction

and loss of life were inevitable; but fair-minded observers

on the spot were unanimously of opinion that any other

measures for restoring and maintaining order would have

been far slower and therefore less effective, much more ex-

pensive, and in the end less humane.

IF
the will to disarm existed, nothing would be easier

than to frame a set of rules which would preclude the

manufacture of airplanes suitable for military purposes. In

fact, nine such rules have already been drawn up and ap-

plied to the German aviation industry. These rules exclude,

as military aircraft, single sealer airplanes, machines capable

of flying without a pilot, or fitted with either armor or

armament, or with any sort of super-charging device which

would facilitate the adaptation of a commercial machine

to military uses. They also limit the load and speed of

commercial airplanes; the restrictions in regard to the for-

mer make it practically impossible for the Germans to con-

struct a machine which is a commercial proposition. It

will thus be seen that without reference to numbers or

quantity, it is possible so to control the types of airplanes as

practically to achieve disarmament. But since the European

states and America cannot spend their time inspecting each

others' airplane factories, it is obvious, as already stated,

that the will to disarm must exist; for while making rules

presents no difficulty, it is still easier to evade them in such

an industry as aviation. Engines and wings are much the

same in all types of aircraft; different parts of a military

machine can be made in widely scattered centres and as-

sembled rapidly without attracting special notice. In any

case, it will always be difficult, if not impossible, to control

types. Indeed, it would seem that a limitation of numbers

rather than of types, of quantity rather than of quality,

would be the best half way house towards disarma-

ment.

The acid test of sincerity in regard to disarmament will

be found in the attitude of governments towards the limita-

tion first and later the abolition of their air forces. These

centralized, technical, closely controlled and relatively cheap

services are going to dominate the situation should there be

another European war. Any industrial country can build

up an air force ;
and a large proportion of the organization

can be carried on and perfected under the guise of commercial

aviation. If such a state were exasperated into pursuing a

policy of revenge, it could make its preparations unobserved,

or practically so, until they were sufficiently advanced to

strike a deadly blow.

Warfare has entered on a new phase with the development

of aviation : the cumbrous paraphernalia inseparable from the

supply and maintenance of hundreds of thousands of men and

animals will disappear ; marching foot soldiers and slow

moving guns drawn by horses will soon be as out of date

as knights in armor. Whether wars will be shorter in the

future is not cleaV; but what is quite certain is that attacks

will be sharp and sudden, and, for the next few years at

least, will have the advantage over any methods of defence

so far devised.

One hopeful feature in the general situation is that only

highly developed countries can create and maintain efficient

air forces. Loaned pilots and airplanes do not make an

air force
; their bolt is soon shot they are useless without

skilled mechanics and repair shops. For every man in the

air at least five are needed on the ground. The whole secret

of efficiency consists in confidence between those who fly

and those who send them up. This state of affairs cannot

possibly be attained in countries like modern Turkey or Af-

ghanistan.

It remains, therefore, for the highly developed industrial

states to make the first move towards the disarmament of

their air forces. In some European countries these forces

have come to be regarded as indispensable to security; and

however open people may be to appeals based on humanity
and common sense, they would consider it reckless folly in

present conditions to diminish by one iota their security.

Disarmament will have to be complete and universal to cast

out fear.

In the foregoing paragraphs a picture has been given of

the terrible possibilities of aerial warfare. This picture is

in no way over-colored; many might consider it too mild a

presentation of what will happen if such an unspeakable cal-

amity as another European war should take place. It is the

duty of all those who wish to preserve our civilization to

face these facts, and determine that the latest triumph of

man over the forces of nature shall not be perverted to

suicidal purposes.

Courtesy of the Foreign Folicy Association

Lord Thomson



Ten Years of the Rockefeller Plan
Compared with Five Years of Employes' Representation at the

Dutchess Bleachery

By MARY VAN KLEECK

T is ten years this week since John D. Rocke-

feller, Jr., testifying before the Federal Com-
mission on Industrial Relations, announced

that a joint conference had just been held

Denver, (January 19, 1915,) betweenin

executive officers of the Colorado Fuel and

on Company and miners elected by their fellow-workers

each camp to represent them at a joint meeting called by

he company "for the purpose of discussing matters of mutual

oncern and of considering means of more effective coopera-

:ion in maintaining fair and friendly relations."

To Mr. Rockefeller, harassed by the prolonged strike of

)I3-I4, which had ended only a month before, and pursued

vigorous public criticism of failure to remedy serious

vils affecting the lives and happiness of employes in proper-

lies controlled by him and his family, it must have been a

reat relief to make this announcement to the commission

which had criticized him severely. "The company," said he,

"has already taken steps to initiate a plan of representation

of its employes. It is my hope and belief that from this will

develop some permanent machinery which will insure to the

employes of the company, through representatives of their

own selection, quick and easy access to the officers with ref-

erence to any grievances, real or assumed, or with reference

to wages or other conditions of employment."
Out of this beginning grew the Industrial Representation

Plan, initiated by Mr. Rocke-

feller and W. L. Mackenzie

King, whom he had called in as

consultant. Mr. King had been

head of the Dominion Depart-

ment of Labor, charged with the

administration of the Canadian

Industrial Disputes Act, and is

today Premier of Canada and

Laurier's successor as leader of

its Liberal Party. The Rocke-

feller-King plan was the first

prominent experiment in em-

ployes' representation in the

United States. It has been copied

a large number of plants, and

in a variety of industries. A year

later, writing in the Atlantic

Monthly (January, 1916), Mr.

Rockefeller described the plan

under the title, Labor and Capi-

tal Partners, and called it "a

comprehensive Industrial Consti-

tution." What meaning has been

given those words in the ten

years which followed ?

AS
words and concepts, they afforded a striking contrast

if set against the turbulent strife between labor and

capital which characterized the ten years preceding their

utterance. To grasp their radical significance, it is neces-

sary to recall the atmosphere of industrial relations in the

United States at that time. Colorado was but one area which

could aptly be described as a seat of "industrial war," with

its miners, mine guards employed by the company, and state

troops all arming against each other, as a means of settling

grievances arising in the unwarlike task of digging coal.

The Survey for that decade before the World War had

recorded the stories of strikes of steel workers at McKees

Rocks, street car employes in Philadelphia, coal miners in

Westmoreland, garment workers in Chicago. These were

but illustrations of strife in many industries, characterized

by efforts to settle disputes by force, often leading to blood-

shed. The dramatic climax had come in the nation-wide

struggle in building construction, between the Erectors'

Association and the Structural Iron Workers, when the Los

Angeles Times Building was dynamited. This led to the

appointment of the Federal Industrial Relations Commission

to explore and ventilate the causes of the unrest manifested

in so many diverse industries throughout the country. The
idea of this commission to let in light where there was so

much heat was conceived by social workers, and it was

they who at the instigation of The Survey organized the

campaign to secure its appoint-

ment,

ay 1 j /> 1 r> "
/

-^ analyze tne actual exper-
Labor and Capital: Farmers in ience of the Colorado Fuel and

Practice

Partnership between labor and capital was the

modus vivendi proposed by John D. Rockefeller,

Jr., for the coal miners of Colorado after the strike

of 1913. The same phrase was used by Harold A.

Hatch, five years later, when in 1918 he announced
to the textile bleachery employes of JVappingers

Falls, New York, a new order in the mill in which

they worked. . . . In Colorado, the plan for partner-

ship had been extended to the steel works of the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Company after it had been

in operation a year in its coal mines. Here in two

widely separated states, in three different types of

industry, in two companies having no relation to

one another, efforts have been made to put into

practice the idea of partnership between labor and

capital. In what schemes of organization has the

idea been embodied? Have these schemes given the

ivorkers what they want? Are they satisfactory to

management?
The director of the Department of Industrial

Studies of the Russell Sage Foundation gives answers

to these questions keen, discriminating answers, the

result of searching inquiry with no axe to grind.
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Iron Company with its new plan

of relationships with the men in

its mines and steel works against

the background of strikes which

had hitherto occurred on its own

properties would be worth while.

But far more significant is an

effort to appraise its value in the

light of new ideas about human
relations in industry which have

been gradually emerging in the

years following Mr. Rockefeller's

announcement to the Industrial

Relations Commission, and which

found their most striking expres-

sion in the recommendations of

the Industrial Conference called

by President Wilson in 1920.

The war was the great "pre-

cipitate" in that decade. "Dem-

ocracy" was its battle-cry, and

the cooperation of everybody
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The Russell Sage Studies
The Russell Sage Foundation is bringing out this

winter and spring a series of five volumes presenting the

results of the most incisive piece of industrial research

carried out since the World War. Its distinction lies

in the fact that it is concerned not with economic con-

ditions or abuses, but with constructive experience -with

the practical outcome of type-schemes of wage earners'

participation in management. Two volumes have come

from the press: Sharing Management with the Workers,

a Study of the Partnership Plan of the Dutchess Bleach-

ery at Wappingers Falls, by Ben M. Selekman (pub-

lished in December) ; and Employes' Representation in

Coal Mines, a Study of the Industrial Representation

Plan of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in its

Coal Mines, by Mr. Selekman and Mary Van Kleeck

(published in January). Within a month will be issued

the report on employes' representation in the steel mills

of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. Two more

studies in preparation are the Works Council of Rock

Island Arsenal, by Edwin S. Smith with the collabora-

tion of Miss Van Kleeck; and the Employment Policies

of William Filene's Sons' Company in their store in

Boston, by Mary LaDame and Mr. Smith.

In response to a request from The Survey, Miss Van

Kleeck, director of the inquiry and editor of the series,

sets forth the fundamental issues bared by their findings

in the first two studies.

managers, investors and wage-earners in maximum

production, was its breath of life. Naturally the two ideas

came together. Governments and employers in all the war-

ring countries in which modern industrial organization pre-

vails began to take an interest in shop committees, in works

councils, in industrial democracy in one form or another.

Trade unions, too, while looking askance at the types of

organization which they called "company unions," neverthe-

less began to take a fresh view of local organization within

the shop. As a necessary concomitant, the old conflict be-

tween industrial unions (as in the mines) and craft unions

(as in the building trades) took on a new significance.

Interest began to shift from conditions of employment

wages and hours to the status of the wage-earner as defined

by his share in determining what these conditions should be.

And still more fundamental was the emerging question : Will

these plans for employes' representation and the pressure of

trade unions themselves result in a greater actual sharing by

wage-earners in control?

The Employes' Representation Plan of the Colorado Fuel

and Iron Company has been copied in many other industries

including oil production, railroads, meat-packing, and the

manufacture of agricultural implements. It was the first of

a constellation of such plans, some of which were abandoned

immediately after the war. Others were started, so that in

1924 A. Lincoln Filene of Boston in his book called The
Merchant's Horizon was able to report, after an investiga-

tion made for him, that he had information about more

than a thousand companies, which have shop committees or

some other form of organized relationships between managers

and employes. Meanwhile, there have been injected into

the discussion such varied ideas as those of Henry Ford, John

D. Rockefeller, Jr., and Henry S. Dennison. Henry Ford

would revolutionize both wage rates and prices by skill in

management so as to raise wages, lower prices, and increase

profits at one and the same time; but he would not bother

with employes' representation, for he holds that technical

questions of skilled management which determine the work-

er's opportunity are decided by facts, not by votes of a com-

mittee, and "It is not necessary for people to love each other

in order to work together."

Mr. Rockefeller would restore "lost personal relation-

ships," and establish means of conference for the speedy

removal of all causes of friction ; one gathers that he is not

particularly interested in technical problems of production,

but rather in human relations. Mr. Dennison would and

does apply the scientific method to all questions confronting

management, but he would introduce a different plan for

choosing managers from the one which now prevails in in-

dustry; he would have managers chosen by the only group

who know the details of their job and can watch them at it

daily the workers. This in one stroke would seem to

combine Ford's emphasis upon efficient management as the

matter of first importance to the workers, with Rockefeller's

idea of representation of employes in a kind of republic of

the workshop, with the restoration of personal relationships

through the meeting of representatives.

THIS
was the trend in American industry with respect

to which the Russell Sage Foundation began to gather

data in 1919 in a series of studies of wage-earners' participa-

tion in management. Mines, mills, bleacheries, arsenals and

mercantile establishments represented for us so many test-

holes which we believed would yield fair samples of what

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.
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William Lyon Mackenzie King

is below the surface in the present range of industrial re-

lations in the United States.

We have chosen to spend a long time in a few centers,

a few industries, a few plants, rather than gain a brief view

of many, because we believe that the real facts lie deep
below the surface. The question to which we have sought
answers may be summed up in the main one, How do these

plans work and what significance have their results for

future industrial relations? and this main question can only
be answered for a given plant by spending months in it and

finding out what has happened as the workers see it and as

the managers see it. It takes time, too, to discover what

significance if any the experience of one company has for

another, or for industry generally. Our conviction is that

a study which goes deep enough always has a fundamental

meaning for all industry. Though a coal mine may not

look like a bleachery, nor a blast furnace like the notion

counter of a retail store, human beings are employed in each
;

wages, dividends, and output of consumable goods flow

from each
; the essentials of success in human relations and

the incentives which lead to action are all alike. In so far

as they do vary, the variations themselves have illumination

for those who seek to understand the labor problem. In the

last analysis, all these different occupations are joined toge-
ther in the frame-work of economic life

; and currents of

thought in one branch have their influence upon all the

others.

In truth, by a process of economic triangulation, we can

employ separate studies as bench marks in surveying the

lay of those fundamental relations which are taking the place

of the more theoretical contours marking the inception of

the plans. The Industrial Relations Plan of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company and the Partnership plan of the

Dutchess Bleachery, subjects respectively of our two first

volumes, are especially rich in comparative experience. The
Dutchess plan did not grow out of a strike but rather out
of the need for increased production during the war, and
the fresh visions of democracy which were compelling revalu-

ation of the status of wage-earners in industry.

THE
scope of the two plans and the contrasts between

them can be most clearly shown in the form of an out-

line, in parallel columns. The mines of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company employ five thousand wage-earners, but
the unit for handling employment relations is the single mine
or camp, and in each of these the number employed varies

from one to four hundred, as compared with six hundred in

the Bleachery. Comparison, therefore, is not made unrea-

sonable by the difference in size.

I. Fundamental Purpose
f COLORADO FUEL AND IRON

COMPANY
la. To restore personal rela-

tionships in industry, by giving
the employes the right to elect

representatives, and to prevent

wrong treatment of employes by
their immediate superiors by

giving them the right of appeal
to the higher officials; to pro-
vide for joint commitees and

joint conferences where all

questions of mutual concern

may be discussed.*

* The outline relates primarily to
the mines, but the same scheme of

organization exists in the Minnequa
Steel Works.

DUTCHESS BLEACHERY

i a. To establish a cooperative
spirit of partnership between

employes and management by:
(a) Giving the workers rep-

resentation in the executive
and administrative boards in

which the authority of manage-
ment is vested, thereby giving
the employes a vote in all mat-
ters of mill management and

establishing contacts between

managers, directors, and em-
ployes ;

(b) Giving the workers a

sense of security in employment
through establishing a fund far

payment in time of unemploy-
ment and sickness

; through
group life insurance jointly

inaugurated by the Board of

Directors; (a plan for old age
pensions is under consideration

by the Board of Management) ;

(a pension plan is in effect in

the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company) ;

(c) Giving the workers a

stake in the financial success of

the industry over and above
their daily wage through an

equal division of profits.

The directors of the Dutchess Bleachery and Mr. Rocke-

feller analyzed the need for partnership in similar terms, but

the actual plan of organization has differed in the two com-

panies. Like Mr. Rockefeller, Harold A. Hatch, the trea-

surer of the company controlling the Bleachery, had found

modern industry lacking in the necessary personal relation-

ships between owners of capital and wage-earners. He was

also in agreement with Mr. Rockefeller as to the dangers
of subdivision of labor. As a specialist, limited to one small

task, the worker has no conception of his job as a vital part

of the success of a big business. He feels the drive from his

immediate foreman for speedy production, but in many plants

he has no measure of his own share in the quantity or quality

of the final product. Both Mr. Rockefeller and Mr. Hatch

were vitally concerned also over a third characteristic of

modern industry: The workman has no vested interest in

industry, and no guarantee of security in employment. He
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is liable to discharge without warning, merely because work

is slack, and he is usually suspicious that his pay envelope

does not reflect his fair share in the success of the business.

He does not know the facts about the business. He has no

real stake in its success.

Out of this analysis came three elements of partnership as

they were defined to the employes of the Dutchess Bleachery

in the mass meeting when the new plan was announced. The
three elements were (i) A just and proportionate share in

the profits; (2) An appropriate share in the responsibility of

management; (3) A knowledge of the year's results. The

Colorago plan said nothing about profit sharing and did not

provide for actual participation in management. It insured

joint conference with opportunity for hearing and adjust-

ment of grievances. The differences in plan of organization

are brought out in the following comparison :

II. Plan of Organization
COLORADO FUEL AND IRON

COMPANY
23. In each mine and in each

division of the steel works em-

ployes elect annually two or

more representatives, in propor-
tion to the number employed,

choosing them from their own
numbers.

zb. The repesentatives are

to bring up for discussion at

district conferences, or annual

joint meetings, or personally
with any officer of the com-

pany any subject affecting work-

ing or living conditions. They
may express their views but no

assurance is given them of a

vote in the final decision, nor

is there any invariable pro-

cedure for consulting the work-

ers before any matter affecting

working and living condicions

is decided by the higher offi-

cials. The representative may
also serve, if elected, on joint

district committees.

2C. The meetings for con-

ference provided for in the plan
include: The annual meetings
at each camp, attended by em-

ployes for election of officers

for discussion, or for election of

representatives; district confer-

ences representing the mines of

any one of the five districts,

held at least every four months,

for discussion and for appoint-

ments of joint district commit-

tees; annual joint meeting held

in December to hear reports of

committees and to discuss any
matter brought up by officials

of the company or representa-

tives.

DUTCHESS BLEACHERY
aa. Employes elect annually

representatives who form a

Board of Operatives, meeting
monthly ;

with the executive

function of managing housing
and recreation in the communi-

ty; with the advisory function
of considering grievances and
all questions of employment in

the shops; and the elective

function of choosing represen-
tatives of the workers on the

Board of Management and the

Board of Directors.

zb. The Board of Operatives
elects from its number repre-
sentatives of the employes on
the Board of Management,
which is composed half of em-

ployes and half of ex officio

representatives of mill manage-
ment, the financial and selling

organization, and the stock-

holders. It is charged with

executive power to decide all

questions of mill management,
including the choice of a super-
intendent or other executive

officers, the determination of

hours, and the setting of wages.
2C. Employes have represen-

tation also on the Board of

Directors elected by the stock-

holders with one member repre-

senting the employes, who is

nominated by the Board of Op-
eratives. In addition, one mem-
ber is chosen to represent the

town, nominated by the Cham-
ber of Commerce. The Board
of Directors has the usual re-

sponsibility for the financial

management of the business.

The plan of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company was

adopted at the beginning substantially in its present form.

At the Bleachery the growth from advisory powers for

employes to full participation in management was gradual.

First, the Board of Operatives, composed wholly of elected

representatives of employes with an executive secretary giv-

ing full time to its work, was given the entire responsibility

of managing the company-owned houses in which most of

the employes lived. This they did on a budget from rents,

increased by appropriations from the earnings of the busi-

ness before profits were divided. Thus, all employes were

aware that they and the stockholders jointly paid for the

upkeep of the houses and the salary of the executive secre-

tary. Suspicions against a grasping, absentee landlord dis-

appeared with definite responsibility for management at this

point. By close attention to detail, dilapidated, unsanitary

houses were converted into comparatively comfortable homes

with a fairly modest expenditure.

The same Board was empowered to handle grievances

and to have an advisory relationship to shop management.
It was not long before its members were ready for more.

They asked for a definite share of management. As a result,

step by step, they were given the powers of representation

in a newly organized Board of Management and in the reor-

ganized Board of Directors.

III. Defined Responsibilities of Worker's

Representatives
COLORADO FUEL AND IRON

COMPANY
33. These include:

(a) Attendance at district

conferences, annual joint meet-

ings, or special meetings, all of

which are called by the presi-
dent of the company and pre-
sided over by him or by an ex-

ecutive officer designated by
him; the powers of the con-

ferences are advisory only.

(b) Committee service, if ap-

pointed, on the district commit-

tees, composed jointly of repre-
sentatives of management and
of employes, having advisory
functions in relation to concilia-

tion; sanitation, health and

housing; recreation and educa-
tion

;
and safety.

(c) Serving as a go-between
to bring to the attention first of

the mine foreman, then of the

superintendent, and then, if nec-

essary, of higher officials, any
grievance which a fellow em-

ploye tasks the representative to

handle. This, again, is merely
an advisory function, as in the

final adjustment of grievances
it frequently happens that deci-

sion is reached without consul-

tation with the represemaives.

HOUSING
is a good illustration of the difference be-

tween the powers given to employes in the Bleachery

plan and the Colorado plan. In the Bleachery, as we have

said, the Board of Operatives has full responsibility for

managing the houses. In Colorado, employes are repre-

sented on the joint committee which has to do with housing

in each district but the management is in the hands of a

supervisor of housing to which the district committees have

simply an advisory relationship. They go with him once

or twice a year on tours of inspection of camps in their

districts. They are consulted by him and by other com-

pany officials when they are deciding upon types of houses

to be built. But they are not charged with responsibility

for management in any such degree as are the operatives

at the Bleachery. The housing in the company-owned

camps in Colorado is remarkably good. Probably no coal

company excels it in this respect. Some of the camps are

beautiful. But they cannot be cited as an example of wage-

earners' participation in management. This difference can

be illustrated in other (Continued on page 549)

DUTCHESS BLEACHERY

33. These have been indi-

cated in describing the function)
of the boards on which the em-

ployes are represented. Mem-
bers of the Board of Operatives
have both executive and advis-

ory functions. Employe mem-
bers of the Board of Manage-
ment share with representatives
of the managerial officers the ex-
ecutive responsibility for all

matters of mill management.
The one representative of the

employes on the Board of Di-

rectors has one man's vote on
all matters for which the Board
of Directors is responsible. It

should be noted, however, that

four out of five of the members
of the Board of Directors are

also members of the Board of

Management, which makes the

Board of Management, with its

equal representatioa of wage
earners and executive officials,

the centriaJ influence in deter-

mining policies.



The Americanization of l-A-10
By ADELAIDE NICHOLS

TITLE as impersonal and unimaginative

as Convict 199 is i-A-iO. It is the name

of a variegated and colorful community
which is fast becoming 100 per cent Amer-

ican. With the help of its cryptic title,

you may track it down in the maze of a city

high school of seven thousand pupils: I a freshman class;

A group registered extremely low on the intelligence test;

10 those who appear in my room the tenth period every

day for the study of that intricate foreign language, English.

The i and the A and the 10 represent the major points

which this varied group possess in common. As to race, the

thirty-seven of them are scattered among fifteen national-

ities: as to years, they range from thirteen to sixteen, an age

limit bounded on one side by an inglorious departure from

some grammar school and on the other by the liberation

of working papers. As to attainments, they range from

Patrick Benito, whose dark eyes regard the world with

sympathetic understanding, but who starts like a fawn at

sound of a gun when he catches sight of books or paper, to

Nathan Liebowitz, who flaunts a phenomenal vocabulary

and immense self-esteem above complete mental vacuity.

Alma Swenson contributes enormous energy and persistence,

tragically barren of results. Creston DePerin, his face

ever alight with inspiration, waves his hand eagerly in the

air at every question and invariably forgets the question

before he has bounded to his feet. Minna Schwartz is

calmly silent, but her eyes grow wistful as the questions pass

her by. Mollie Bernstein is always prevented from emit-

ting her complete quota of knowledge by a fit of giggles, so

contagious that it sweeps the entire class. Rose Caccavajo
distracts herself and everyone else by injecting lengthy and

rammatical autobiography into every discussion.

These and thirty other manifestations of personality, all

lazingly diverse, are registered in the psychological depart-

ment of the school by numbers that are surprisingly alike

and surprisingly low, numbers known by the mystic name of

. Q., intelligence quotient, and representing the unani-

mous conclusion of the educators that i-A-io has an extreme-

ly low rate of intelligence. On the basis of this unprepos-

sessing I. Q., the class has been declared unfit for the ordi-

nary high school courses in Latin, French, or mathematics,

yet until the age of sixteen releases them from going

through the motions of education, they must be found within

school walls. And in the tenth of the eleven long periods
of a double session high school, you will find them in my
room learning English, a language which even their I. Q.'s
render them fit to cope with.

Yesterday we spent part of the period discussing "old

countries" together, in preparation for the writing of

themes. "Old countries" is a subject on which i-A-io can

give me information full of pathos and humor and racy

authenticity. For Samuel Leibowitz had an uncle who was
chased by wolves one time in the "old country" and the

horrors of his experience can be rehearsed in detail by
Samuel.

And Lillie Schumann held the sympathetic i-A-io spell-

bound while she told how "My mother's sister was lost from

her nineteen years, because my mother come to America and

she didn't see no one she knew and never got no letter from

the old country nor her sister neither, nor nothing. And
she thought she was dead but one day she gets news from

Ellis Island that she is alive and she come from the old

country at last and she goes and finds her, though she don't

look the same like she did but she is awful glad to see her

and they kiss and she brings her to our house." The intelli-

gence of i-A-io was not baffled by the confusion of personal

pronouns. It knew exactly who was lost and who was

found and saw in imagination the surprising reunion at

Ellis Island after nineteen years.

IN
the back seat, Maurice Sokol sat silent. His broad face

was alight with sympathy and interest. His eyes rested

with fatherly encouragement on each speaker. His great

man's frame was cramped into a seat meant for a little boy.

One leg stuck out into the aisle. It would not bend at the

knee and it caused Maurice trouble when he tried to rise

and made him walk with a lunging motion. In spite of it

Maurice always managed to rise punctiliously when called

on, but he rarely found an answer, though the patient mo-

ments went by in the hopeful silence of the class, craning
round to help him.

For they took especial interest in Maurice: They knew
that he himself had come from the "old country" only seven

weeks ago. He knew it as their parents knew it, yet he

found it almost impossible to speak in English of what he

knew. He seemed to them as old as their parents, too, for

he was six feet tall and his lameness made him slow in

motion among the quick, tumbling puppy motions of the

little boys about him. Moreover, he was fully eighteen and

i-A-io knew that he could have had his working papers

long ago had he desired them. But Maurice Sokol did not

want his working papers. He had come across the seas for

an education. He followed a dream beyond the vision of

i-A-io, yet by reason of his difficulty with the English lan-

guage, he sat among them, an object of their sympathy and

puzzled veneration.

What his dream was, I understood scarcely more than

i-A-io, so inarticulate was Maurice. But I had drawn bits

of it from him by questions to which he could nod answers,
and had read through his themes what he could not say.

He had studied English before coming to America and he

understood those who spoke to him slowly. He wrote Eng-
lish, too, quaintly and laboriously. On my desk was a

theme which he said had taken him three hours to execute.

I did not doubt it. He could not have uttered one half

as much with his clumsy tongue in that space of time.

An Experience of Travel
Seven weeks ago I was coming to this country. We were

on a big ship. We had been told that the Statue of Liberty
was so tall that the light from its hand could be seen half
across the Atlantic Ocean. When we looked every day for it

and could not see it, we were disappointed. On the day
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when we were going to get in to New York, they told us to

come on deck and we would see the Statue of Liberty. It was
not so big as we had been told but it looked very nice. As
we came nearer, it kept getting larger and larger but it never

became so large as we thought at first.

THIS
was theme Maurice had written me four weeks

before, when he first came into my class. Greater writers

have labored for three hours in vain to show as Maurice had

shown the dream of America that one immigrant boy actually

carried in his heart, the absurd exaggeration and groping

ignorance, the flame of idealism and hope righting disillusion-

ment to the end. Maurice had dealt with it simply as an

'experience of travel' but it was a key to his own spirit,

yearning toward a college education from the far shores of

i-A-io, as it had yearned toward America from a little

village in Russia.

Already his face was a little worn with the journey, but

his eyes grew bright with amusement as he heard Patrick

and Alma and Nathan recounting the experiences of a

generation behind them, whose adventures to the rest of

i-A-io were legends of long ago, but to Maurice the very

stuff of recent experience.

Yet although it was so close to him, he volunteered no

information to our discussion of 'old countries.' His tongue

could not easily be roused to the effort of packing the

crowding images behind those bright eyes into the tortuous

sentences of the English language. Even when I turned

to him with a direct question, "Is it still as Nathan tells us

in Russia today?" he only nodded, mutely smiling.

"Won't you tell us more about it?" I persisted.

A spasm of effort crossed his broad face and wrenched

his great frame out of the seat. Moments passed over his

physical and mental contortions. And then he sank back

with a shrug that was gallantly humorous even while it ex-

pressed despair.

"It is too hard for me to say."

"Perhaps you can write it." I said hopefully, rising to

pass paper to the class. Groans arose at this ominous

gesture, for most of i-A-io were better talkers than writers.

Spelling and punctuation were bars to self-revelation. But

Maurice nodded hopefully as I gave him the paper and, with

the rest, he bent his head low over the desk. There was

unwonted silence until the bell rang and they volleyed out

into the maslstrom of changing classes and fought their way
in a din of joyful excitement to the next cell in their educa-

tional prison. As they rushed past my desk, they snowed

it with papers which they cheerfully warned me were 'some-

thing awful.'

In spite of these warnings, the themes of i-A-io received

first reading in the bundle I carried home last night. Neither

i-A-io nor my classes of higher I. Q.'s can imagine my

eagerness to read every theme that may disclose new ad-

vances on the rough road that they and I are treading to-

gether. Indeed it is popularly supposed that no teacher

reads all of a class's themes. How can she when she has

almost two hundred every week? And did not that wag,

Mary MacMurty, once draw a "satisfactory" on the outside

of a theme labeled proudly The Duty of an American Cit-

izen and bearing within the neatly folded and endorsed

paper, a recipe for chocolate cake? No one in i-A-io had

the I. Q. required for a feat like Mary's but they hoped

vaguely that some of their ineptitudes were passed over in

the magnitude of my task. But last night as on other

nights, I read every one, strong with the hope that was now
and then rewarded. Of course, I found them, after all,

only cramped paragraphs of ill-assorted words or rambling

tangles of sentences, grotesque in grammar and spelling.

The racy spirit of our discussion on 'old countries' had died

out in the battle with the art of the scribe.

But I turned to Maurice Sokol's theme with undaunted

anticipation. I picked it up with the hope of finding some

new light on the dream that had lead him toward the

fabulous statue visible half way across the Atlantic. I

found his name neatly inscribed on the outside and beneath

it "Class i-A-io. Miss Nichols, teacher." I feared such

care must have consumed much of his half hour of com-

position. But I was unprepared for what I found when I

opened the theme. The paper was as unblemished and white

as when I had handed it to him.

I
REMEMBERED his head, bowed devotedly over the

paper till the bell rang. Surely he had had time to write

something, some broken sentence of all I had seen passing

in his mind as the others told their stories. Four weeks ago
he had written the Experience of Travel. By this time he

should have gained a greater facility in Engish to carry
him a step nearer to the goal he claimed to be seeking. I

resolved to speak sharply to Maurice the next day about

lack of courage and effort to put before him in fresh colors

the dream of America enlightening the world.

So in the tenth period, today, when he lumbered past my
desk on his long, uneven legs, and turned to give me over

his shoulder a corner of his shy smile, I stopped him quite

sternly.

"Maurice," I said, "why didn't you write any theme

yesterday? Aren't you learning anything at all from being

in America all these weeks?"

He looked startled at first as though detected in crime

and then his smile returned with a gleam of frank and

friendly impudence I had never seen in it before.

"Aw," he said with a perfect 'American' intonation, "Aw
I tot I cud get away wid it!"

From a community calendar for the Village of Luckau



Is This a Cure for Tuberculosis?
By HAVEN EMERSON, M. D.

1TH history all against us and a continuous

record of years of disappointment to give us

caution can we, dare we, shall we now be-

lieve the unbelievable and accept the promise
of a new specific, "a cure for tuberculosis?"

The history of medicine has but few spe-

cific treatments to relate the cinchona bark for malaria,

a gift of the gods revealed by accident to an unthinking

savage; diphtheria antitoxin, a triumph of testing and

analytical thought; a few others approaching but not at-

taining to the perfect performance of these -two, salvarsan

for syphilis, chaulmoogra oil for leprosy, atoxyl for sleep-

ing sickness. Specifics we now have for attack upon the

plasmodium of malaria, the spirochete of syphilis, the try-

panosome of sleeping sickness, antidotes for the bacterial

toxin of the diphtheria and other bacilli, but until this

year we have had no chemical destroyer of bacilli them-

selves, no true bactericide safe for use in the human body.

The story of sanocrysine, a salt of gold, which is said

to cure tuberculosis, comes with all the simplicity of truth

from our recent guest, that leader among the scientists of

the world, Dr. Thorwald Madsen of Copenhagen, whose

reasonable pride in the triumph of his colleagues in the

Serum Institute of his city illumines his face as he relates it.

Ten healthy calves received each the same amount of

a fresh culture of the tubercle bacillus in their tissues. After

the disease had declared itself in its characteristic manner

in all ten animals, five received into their blood vessels a

solution of the new chemical substance, an elaborate com-

pound containing gold and sulphur. The other five calves

were allowed to continue with the disease unmodified, and

in due time they died showing the classical destruction of

tissues due to the tubercle bacillus, and these organisms were

found in abundance in most of the tissues of their bodies.

The five calves which had received the chemical treatment

were then killed and no tubercle bacilli could be found on

examination of the tissues, nor was there any evidence of

damage from the previous presence of these organisms.

The simple, successful and fairly conclusive series of ob-

servations was repeated with other laboratory animals which

are known to be susceptible to tuberculosis

and uniformly die of an infection if the

dose of the organisms is massive.

This chemical, and the method of its

use, so far developed by Dr. Holger

Moellgaard of the physiological labor-

atory of the institute, was then put into

the hands of a few conservative, critical

clinicians who had in their care patients

with advanced, apparently fatal, tuber-

culous infections. In some of these

desperately sick consumptives the effect

of the chemical was to bring about very

serious reactions similar to those caused

by a rapid extension of tuberculosis. This

toxic or poisonous result was soon found
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to be due not to any injury by the drug on the human body,
but to be caused by its so rapid and widespread destruction
of the living tubercle bacilli in the tissues that a heavy dose
of the tubercle toxin was released from the substance of these

multitudinous organisms, in amounts even to threaten the
life of the patient.

Really this alarming outcome of the clinical test of some
of the seriously ill consumptives gave grounds for expecting
most hopeful results in patients with earlier and less ex-

tensive infections, whose bodies, not yet wasted by the

disease, do not harbor such broad areas of tuberculous in-

vasion and ulceration.

The danger of use in advanced disease thus strikingly
disclosed demanded a further resource which was promptly
brought into play. The serum of animals which had de-

veloped some degree of resistance to the tubercle bacillus

by their reaction to injections of doses of dead tubercle

organisms was found to be of much benefit in warding off

the unfavorable symptoms of poisoning which followed the

destructive action of the chemical treatment upon the liv-

ing tubercle bacilli in the patient's body.
It has been found further that where the infection is

recent, where the tubercle bacillus has not yet caused ex-

tensive ulceration or buried itself deep in encapsulating or

fibrous tissues, the effect of the chemical is most favorable.

In other words the body may safely be cleared by this

chemical cleanser of bacteria when they have just begun
their attack. Still other studies show that once the human
body has so successfully resisted the infection as to develop
scar tissue surrounding and closing in upon the colonies of

bacilli, it is only with difficulty, if at all, that the chemical

can reach them and destroy them.

There is yet no trade name, no marketing, no exploiting
of this substance. Samples are now reaching the hands of

trusted laboratory directors in other countries and we may
expect reports of confirmation or disagreement within the

next year from collaborators who must repeat step by step
the original tests. Such controls are essential for accuracy
and to check those errors which even the most critical

scientists are exposed to in breaking out new paths into the

borderland of the unknown. There is

no criticism so relentless as that born of

competition in facts, and it is only by
reexamination of each reported laboratory

experiment, and review of records of

patients claimed as recovered from the

disease, that the whole truth will be

known.

Certain it is now that a new prom-

ising treatment for bacterial infection has

been evolved on principles which appear
sound theoretically and successful in

practise. Whether or not this will prove
to be another and perhaps the final

needed resource to close our books with

tuberculosis, it is certain that even a
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partial, incomplete, perhaps fractional success, limited to but

a few types, stages or ages of tuberculous patients, will give

a renewed impulse and zest to the search for other chemical

compounds especially adapted to attack other bacteria which

cripple and kill.

If so very invulnerable a body as the wax-cased resistant

little tubercle bacillus can be fatally penetrated by a search-

ing solution, without injury to the delicate cells of our own
body in the process, may we not hold an honest hope that

blood poisoning, infectious heart disease, perhaps even

pneumonia may be attacked with at least as much success

and within our time? Here is a chance for chemistry to

establish itself as the great savior as it has so recently

been hailed as the arch destroyer of mankind.

Our Town and The Leslies

By MARY E. WARREN

'BOUT five years ago, Dr. Douglas of our

town said that Mr. Leslie, among several

others, had incipient tuberculosis, and ought
to go to the sanatorium. Mr. Leslie was a

man of about forty, a woodworker, father

of a family of four children. They were

home stock, self-supporting, church members, good neigh-

bors, well liked.

It would take about a hundred dollars for Mr. Leslie to

go to the sanatorium and stay three months. Of course, no

man in his position in life (that is, an average position)

would be at all likely to have the hundred dollars on hand.

So I proposed to Dr. Douglas to write t - five or six of the

summer cottagers in town, asking them to raise the hundred

dollars. They all contributed, the hundred dollars was
soon in hand, and one of the cottagers drove over to the

remote outpost of a scanty village where the Leslies' cellar-

less house stood, among two or three haystacks. This cot-

tager took a liking to Mrs. Leslie's refined and gentle man-

ners, and to her attractive baby. He said he would re-

member them ; and if Mr. Leslie made a good recov-

ery, he himself would give him outdoor employment.
None of us remembered that the Leslies would need

something to live on during the three months the bread-

winner was going to be away. None of us, I mean, except

the Leslies themselves. They were not, however, the people

to remind us. They felt that in furnishing the hundred

dollars we were doing a great deal; and the last thing Mr.
Leslie would have thought of was to place on any other

shoulders than his own and his wife's the burden of financial

anxiety his illness had become. He therefore kept it to him-

self and to her; and the natural consequence was that after

a week of bearing this with the additional burdens of idle-

ness, homesickness, and the sight of other invalids about

him, fie precipitately came home from the sanatorium.

Dr. Douglas wrote, and I wrote, to the officials at the

sanatorium, begging them to let him have another try. The
officials said he could try again, and Mrs. Leslie persuaded

him to go back. This time he stayed. He gained pounds

upon pounds of flesh. I was proud of the pounds he had

gained, and grateful beyond any of the words in which I

said so, to the cottagers who had subscribed the hundred

dollars.

And Mr. Leslie came home in the spring and went to

work in the sawmill where he had worked before. It was

a clean job, not quite as good as an outdoor job, but pretty

good. I felt anxious, though, about conserving his health,

and so I consulted Dr. Douglas. Dr. Douglas said that

he ought to work only on the days when he felt perfectly

equal to it. On days when he felt any inclination to rest,

he ought to rest. He should never push himself, should

always work moderately.
But sure that working moderately, and never pushing

himself, and laying off for a day whenever he felt inclined,

weren't going to make him popular with employers in

general ; and sure besides that three dollars a day, or even

three-fifty (when he was raised), couldn't give a family of

seven souls any margin to rest on. I went to see Mr.
Leslie's employer at the sawmill. And he was very human.

He said Mr. Leslie was about his best man. He said that

the idea of paying for the days when Mr. Leslie rested was
a perfectly good idea but, of course, the self-reliance of the

family mustn't be endangered. If I would take his advice,

I wouldn't make any direct fixed arrangement with the

Leslies. But he would instruct his secretary to notify me
at the end of each month how many days off Mr. Leslie

had taken, and I could then send Mr. Leslie the regular

pay for those days if I chose simply as a little present.

I was financially able to float this modest scheme through-
out that winter, without in any way impairing the scale oi

comfort and pleasantness to which I was accustomed. The
Leslie's eldest son Arthur was now about sixteen years of

\

age, and he found work in the sawmill too, and the family

weathered the winter fairly well.

But in the spring I lost some of the pieces out of my

piece-quilt of an income, and since I couldn't contemplate

cutting down the scale of my own expenditures, I had tc

cease to finance Mr. Leslie's days of rest. I thought perhap;

one of the summer cottagers who had helped to raise the

hundred dollars would take over this follow-up responsi

bility; so I wrote and laid it before him. The amount

needed was averaging eleven dollars a month, I think

This cottager wrote me a very kind letter, pointing out

that it might be dangerous to the self-reliance of the familj

to continue such an arrangement indefinitely. He felt tha'

it was a somewhat coddling, rather unwholesome arrange

ment, and consequently thought best not to assist me in it

he was sorry to disappoint me.

It seemed to me that I knew several rich people, some o

whom were deeply attached to the neighborhood of ou

town. But the two or three whom I thought most promis

ing to approach found that they were not financially abl*

to assume such a liability at that time. And in good faith

and without any sense of being self-indulgent at the expens>

of a fellow mortal's fight for life, I spent one eleven dollar

after another on modest pleasant customs of my own, whicl

my relatives expected me to keep up, such as travelinj

several hundred miles to see members of my family who wer I

in no pressing need of a visit from me, all being well am

happy. Mrs. Leslie wrote cheerful letters; her husbam
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was pretty well ; so glad to be able to work ! Arthur, too,

was bringing home- substantial pay ; and they couldn't thank

us all enough for the hundred dollars.

That fall, however, they needed a cow. They knew of

a good one they could get for eighty dollars ; and they said,

with frank friendliness which warmed the cockles of

my heart a good deal, that they hoped I would lend it to

them; they could pay it by degrees. I borrowed the eighty

dollars from the bank, believing that I was going to ask

a rich golfer, who had lived across the street from us for

a quarter of a century, to help me pay it. But I found my-
self procrastinating the request.

(That
winter Mr. Leslie had the flu. I was struck to

the heart when I heard that; and yet I didn't say to my-
self, as I would have said if it had been my brother, "I

will take a chance and let the repairing of my teeth wait

awhile, to start up that eleven dollars a month again." I

did write to Mrs. Leslie's pastor, and the cottager who had

once driven over to see the Leslies. He said he had already

helped them that winter, and would do so again. I am not

sure how much assistance he gave them altogether, or

whether any of it was in the convenient form of cash; he

didn't tell me. But I was afraid it was rather less than

the old eleven dollars monthly.
When I asked Dr. Douglas how the flu had left Mr.

Leslie, his answer was reassuring. "The old trouble" had

not been "kindled up." My spirits rose, and I had my dental

work done at once, and in full.

was a little dashed when in the latter end of that sum-

mer Mrs. Leslie told me that her husband was feeling

the heat a good deal. Her shockingly gentle voice, her

terrible uncomplainingness, I had already begun to discount.

That sweet, hollow optimism I no longer took at even half

:,face value. "He'll be better in the fall," she wrote; "in

:he cool weather he always is." The worst thing she said

vas,

"Kind of hard for him to work, these hot days."

I thought I should sell some of the manuscripts I had

ately finished. I did sell one of them ; but I found that

. needed all or practically all, the money for "necessary"

xpenses. I don't remember what they were, these projects

.o much more necessary than Mr. Leslie's days of rest, when
ic found it "kind of hard" to work.

But I ran over my accounts, and salvaged about eight

lollars which I sent Mrs. Leslie. Would she let me know
rhat the winter coat, rubbers and underclothes they needed

,vould probably cost? She made a polite excuse not to

,nention any sum, but I found out by detailed questions

:

hat her own winter underclothes were past patching. I

igured out an estimate, I remember, of forty dollars for

winter clothes for the whole family. (I forgot to ask

i

bout thick bedding, or hot bags; though always remember-

ng to urge upon her affectionately that the windows should

e kept wide open every night, including the dead of

vinter.) As for the forty dollars, I asked & few people of

nown generosity to help with that ;
and I also asked the

3cal Red Cross to keep the matter in mind, and to help

? they could do so without interfering with the Leslie's

ride and independence. They cordially said they could

nd would. Of the forty dollars, I succeeded in raising

fteen. I think the Red Cross lent the Leslies, for as long

ley should need it, about fifteen more; and I think in ad-

dition to this, there were some half-used furnishings sent

to them; the whole approximated what we had first listed

as their needs, though never, I believe, quite covering
them all.

That winter Mr. Leslie had the flu again, and wasn't

able to resume regular work that season. In the summer
there began to be talk once more among us of his going

again to the sanitorium. It took some time for him to make
up his mind to it. Eventually he did go ; but, depressed and

homesick, the desperate ordeal of idleness once more over-

came him, and after about six weeks, he gave way, and came
home.

He had been struggling, since he couldn't work for wages,
to dig a cellar under his house. Now, when he came back

from the sanitorium, he struggled to get in his hay, his

potatoes. Coal was expensive, and he tried to haul enough
wood for the winter. "My husband feels bad, because he

can't load much wood at a time. Seems it tires him more
that it used to. Still, I think he'll be better soon ! He coughs
some. But these past few days he eats more. He sure be

better!"

In February Mrs. Leslie wrote,

"My husband gets kind of blue these days. He can't

chop so well, quite. Still, he sleeps good, nights!"
I know there was help for the Leslies all winter, care-

fully administered (so as not to impair their self-reliance)
from the slim funds the local relief societies had at their

disposal.

LAST
spring Mr. Leslie went to the sanatorium for the

third time. He thought, I suppose, that he knew
what was before him and that he had nerved his sick strength
to endure that strange and terrible idleness. But evidently

by this time he was running a temperature. At all events,
he was kept in bed for four weeks steadily. "He felt,"

his wife said, "that he was losing all his strength, laying
there." At last he resolved to go home. On the day when
he was to start, he got up to breakfast, greatly excited, too

excited to eat anything. After a month in bed, and with

(supposably) a degree or two of fever, he set off on his

journey fasting. None of his family, of course, could afford

to go to the sanatorium to accompany him home.
The railway clerk inadvertently sold him a ticket to a

town of the same name as ours, in another state.

"My husband had been carried past the junction before

he realized it. The conductor let him off the train, and
he walked back the four miles to the junction. He had

enough money left to buy him another ticket, made out

right, this one wasn't; but after he'd bought it, he didn't

have more than a dime or two left. He bought an apple
to eat while he was waiting for the train, two or three

hours. When he got home at supper time, he was pretty
well beaten out, my dear friend, I can tell you!"

O HORTLY after this, I had a kind, sensible letter from

yj one of the home (not summer) people, who, of course,
have been the more constant friends to the Leslies. My
correspondent pointed out that the family have many friends,
and that the local Red Cross, their church, and other

agencies, are looking after them, as well. In the kindest

spirit she indicated that it is a mistake for an individual

to send them any little sums of money from time to time,
since it impairs the self-reliance of the family, and com-

plicates the difficulties of these agencies of community help.
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And she encouraged me by saying that they had lately

inherited a little money (I heard it, in the village, estimated

generally at about two hundred dollars), and that the

second son was now a sturdy boy of fourteen, who, not being

at all fond of school, preferred to work and help with the

family finances.

During the summer Mrs. Leslie spent an hour with me.

I asked how was Graham getting along, the second boy.

"Graham is better now," she said, in her terribly cheerful

voice ; "he don't cough near so much."

"Cough!"

"Why, you know it was the flu. It left him with kind

of a cough. He's most over it now. I did feel worried

about him, one while."

I asked if he worked out of doors.

"No but it's in a nice cool room."

"If you don't mind my asking, Mrs. Leslie, have you

got the money yet that was willed to you?"

"Yes, we've got that money: and my! we were glad to

get it. It was almost thirty dollars enough to pay our

taxes, and a little left over to pay the next instalment on

my daughter's teeth. She don't have those headaches near

so much since she got her new teeth. Seems she can bite

now."

This set me thinking about the children. I went to see

Dr. Douglas. "Why, of course, they're all needing to be

watched all the children. Graham oughtn't to be work-

ing indoors all summer ! What are the parents thinking of."

I went to see the Board of Health. Wouldn't it be a

good thing to get the children looked over before school

began? Excellent! If either of the two younger ones

proved to be run down, they could go to the preventorium.

And wouldn't it be a good thing if a nurse or somebody

could call on the family and remind Mr. Leslie to keep up

the careful habits he'd learned in the sanatorium? The

Board approved. Our town, however, had no district nurse.

But I was thinking of a young nurse with social experience,

who was personally acquainted with the Leslies. I reached

her on the telephone.

"You know," she said pleasantly, "people felt a little

disappointed that Mr. Leslie wouldn't stay in the sana-

torium last spring. They felt a little discouraged about

trying to help them, when that happened."

Feeling warm, I answered,

"I suppose that was natural, never having been tuber-

culous themselves, or been worried about how their families

were going to be supported, and sick and idle and home-

sick and solitary all at the same time. I suppose it would
look unreasonable. But what about safeguarding th<

children ?"

"Well, you see I'm busy just at present, and I'm rathei

tired, I'm afraid but I'll send you some literature to taki

them."

Mr. Leslie is worse this autumn. Dr. Douglas says hi

may even yet get well; but he needs to relax, take it easy

make himself comfortable. Of course, there's the self

reliance of the family to be kept in view. Dr. Dougla
doesn't seem to keep it in view as steadily as he ought to.

"My husband brought in a couple of armfiils of wood las

night," wrote Mrs. Leslie, "and it seemed to take all hi

breath for quite a while. He pretty near cried to thiril

he couldn't handle the wood for the range."
Late in a wakeful night, thinking of this letter, I had

buoyant thought. Since the best thing Mr. Leslie coul

do for his family and the community would be to rest ani

recover, why shouldn't the community pay him for doin

it that service, and keeping down its tuberculosis death

rate? Since the family needed some little help, why no

insert it into their pockets by way of their natural bread

winner? I fixed on fifteen dollars a month as a salary fo

Mr. Leslie to earn by his efforts for the public health. ]

seemed to me that fifty cents a day would be enough t

hold him on the painful and wearisome job of resting. An
I thought we ought to offer it for a period of ten montl

or twelve.

A hundred and fifty dollars was too much to ask tr

Red Cross for, or the church. So I wrote to that first co

tager who had called on the Leslies. Would he furnis

me with a hundred and fifty dollars to give Mr. Lesl

the psychological medicine he needed most?

He has never replied.

I
am beginning to be the prey of a question which I hav

heard other people ask themselves, but which I hai

never asked myself before in all my sixty years.

As long as the well-to-do are never able, collectively,

finance a thorough recovery for people like the Leslie

why extend our frugal help at all? Wouldn't it be bett

to spend our slight margin over and above our own we!

developed needs on the attempt to bring about a state >i

wages which would enable some Mr. Leslie, some tin

in the future, to afford to get well and stay so?

After "San"-A Job
By MARY ROSS

ONE
day the doctors listen to the patient's chest

for the last time; perhaps they take a final

X-ray. Then with a verdict of tuberculosis

become "quiescent," or "arrested," they tell

him to pack up his things, and notify his

family, and go home, a graduate of the "san."

What next? Behind the graduate lie six months or a

year during which he probably has been freer from care

and responsibility than ever before in his life unless he has

been worried about his family. There have been days in

the open air in a steamer chair ; a comfortingly exact regime,

guarded by the nurse, thermometer in hand quiet, su

light, and the proper food appearing, almost automatical

at the proper intervals. Everyone about him, docto

nurses, attendants, have been interested in him and in a ;

ing his tuberculosis. But outside the sanatorium waits

world which will fear him, which is full of dust and nol

and confusion, where worry and long hours of work ra

that body which has been built up so carefully by rest a !

care.

So it is no wonder that many studies of the "san" gr;

uates show that within a year and a half or two years hi
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of them have broken down again. They are back in the

sanatorium, or perhaps already dead of tuberculosis.

At the sanatorium the patient learned how necessary are

rest and food and fresh air and the other simple essentials

which constitute most of what we know of the cure of

tuberculosis. But how to get them? Tuberculosis charac-

teristically attacks men and women in their twenties and

thirties, when the burden of supporting themselves and of

raising a family is heaviest upon them. They must go back

|to earn as best they may, and often enough the trade in

which they broke down is not one to which they can return.

So they tramp the streets, hunting blindly for "suitable

.occupation," more often than not afraid to ask many of the

details of work on a particular job, or to ask for any special

consideration, for fear that it should become known that they
had had tuberculosis and the .door be closed with a curt

"we don't want lungers working here."

There was Mr. Simpson, for example, who had worked
in a certain New York firm for twenty-eight years. It was
the only place he had ever worked. When he came home
'from the sanatorium his employer was unable to take him

back (the best of solutions in professions and trades where
the work is not too hard and employers will cooperate),

though the New York Tuberculosis Association vouched for

the fact that he could in no wise endanger his fellow-em-

ployes, and offered to keep him under regular supervision.

He had no references other than this particular firm if

they will not take him, who will ? In this case the wife

had been a bank employe, so resuming her maiden name, as

many New York banks refuse to employ married women,
she went back to work to support the family.

There was Visocky, who had been a chef in New York

|hotels,
and whose whole working experience was as a cook.

There was Schmidt, 43, with three children, who had been

a butcher. But it would be difficult as well as unwise to

place men who had had tuberculosis where they would handle

food, though with supervision, their employment in less

intimate occupations would not involve the slightest risk

lo others. What are they to do?

There was the Asturias family, Porto Ricans who had

followed the cigar-making trade to New ork. In the midst
af its strange ways Mrs. Asturias found it hard enough to

nanage with the $20 $30 a week her husband earned and

keep the children and the flat tidy. He broke down, and a

Belief society tided her over the time he was at the sana-

torium. When he came back he could find no way to sup-

port the family except by making more cigars. So back
he went, despite warnings against the dangerous dusts of

the factory. After five months he had to return to the sana-

torium. When he came home the second time there was a

new baby, just a month old, and the flat was dirtier and
more cluttered than ever. Again the question of what he

:ould do. He replied flatly that unless he could find some-

hing which would pay him more than $18 a week, it was
10 use for him to work at all, and risk another breakdown.
So the mother, who had hardly regained her strength, set

int to look for work in a laundry, as she had worked before

her marriage, and the young father (he is only 29 now) is

it home in those dark little rooms, minding the baby and
:he two runabouts. Unless some other way out is found,

:

:hat flat is set for the scene of deeper tragedy.

The situation is not always as discouraging as this. There
ivas Torok who had been a cabinet maker in Czechoslovakia.

When he came to this country, whose language he did not

know, he took the first means that presented itself to sup-

port his wife and the four children. He worked as a watch-

man (that usually means much stair-climbing and sometimes

heavy lifting), as a helper in garages, as a waiter. When
he had recovered from the breakdown which followed, the

association found work for him in his own trade, which put
less tax on his strength, and brought more satisfaction as

well as money. Now he even is able to go to night school

a little to improve his English, and the children are helping
him in it at home.

These cases show some of the difficulties which the New
York Tuberculosis Association has found in the first year
and a half of its three years' demonstration of a vocational

placement service. Employers, who might point with pride

to their benevolence in hiring a one-legged time-keeper, are

afraid to take on a one-lunger for the same job. The trades

which break a man down are usually the least desirable for

him to go back to. Most of the men and women who leave

sanatoria must start earning at once.

But the greatest problem of all is the need for part-time

jobs. Each applicant at the vocational bureau is examined

by the association's physician who specializes in the prob-

lems of tuberculosis in industry. During the first fifteen

months of this service he found that more than 25 per cent

of the applicants ought not to do more than part-time work,
at least for the present.

But apparently there are almost no part-time jobs in in-

dustry. For good and proper reasons employers are un-

willing to make arrangements so that one man uses a machine

in the morning, another in the afternoon. And the best

efforts of the association, in New York City, where there

are at least as many opportunities as elsewhere in the country,

turned up only twelve such jobs in a year. This means

that where economic pressure is great many are forced to

do full-time work at the risk of re-lighting their tuberculosis.

Even with the best advice that circumstances permit, and

with the monthly physical examination which the New York
Association requires, many of the men and women aided

by the vocational service break down under the strain of

work. Others (more than one-third of those placed in the

past year) become discouraged at the lower pay which they

must take in changing from a skilled trade to one more

suitable, but frequently unskilled, or get panicky about their

health, or find work too irksome, and simply quit. When
sufficient data has been collected, the association will make
a comparative study of the experience of the men whom it

has placed ; and of a control group composed of those who
were examined by its physicians but did not take the jobs

which it offered and could provide, to see if the latter,

acting on their own initiative, have fared worse than the

men for whom skilled service has done what it could do

under discouraging conditions. The findings of this study

may shed some light on the question as to whether vocational

guidance for workers who have had tuberculosis is worth

while; at best trying to fit handicapped people to ready-

made industry is a solution which fails at many points.

Some of these difficulties were met by the experiment

of the Reco Workshop, for training tuberculous ex-service

men, which was maintained by the New York Tuberculosis

Association from June, 1920, until September, 1924, at the

request of the Federal Board for Vocational Education.

Jewelry making, watch-repairing, and cabinet making were

chosen and taught under medical supervision, since they
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provided suitable occupation for men who should not be

subjected to heavy manual labor, and yet offered a chance

of supporting a family. However, it is difficult to teach

new and specialized trades to men who have been used to

such different work as that of a blacksmith, painter, farmer,

or motorman, to mention the former occupations of some

who completed the training. This difficulty was accentuated

by the fact that the men could work only a few hours a

day for the whole group the average number of hours

of work a month was only a little more than ninety. For

this reason the average training course covered twenty-eight

months a period of time long enough to be discouraging

even to these ex-service men who had an allowance to cover

their support in the meantime, and unthinkable for civilians

without some special means of providing for their families

and themselves. Only 29 of the 291 men who were accepted

had completed their courses when the shop closed after more

than four years, while fifty more who were still in training

were transferred to other places. Two-thirds of the men
who started the courses left before the end of six months.

The venture was concluded because the Veterans' Bureau

is able to provide for the re-education of ex-service men in

its own institutions. Training for highly skilled trades does

not seem adapted for general civilian use. It is too ex-

pensive, and it takes too long.

One of the first things that should be done for a man or

a woman who has recovered from active tuberculosis, is to

find work that will bring in an immediate return, slight

though it may be. It is demoralizing to spend months of

unaccustomed idleness, even though it may be mitigated some-

what by occupational therapy. The "san" graduate comes

out eager to be able to provide again for his family, but

frequently over-fearful as to his own power, long on enthu-

siasm but short on endurance and sometimes on grit. The
fear of dependence on the one hand, and of a breakdown on

the other, leads to mental and nervous conflicts sometimes

more exhausting than the work itself. He needs the assur-

ance that someone is taking an interest in himself and his

family; he needs someone to encourage him to do all that

he can safely, with a doctor in the background to determine

what that is in each case, and to tell him to go slow, easy

and steady; and he needs to see some immediate return for

his efforts. After a period of social and industrial con-

valescence thus guided and guarded he may regain the ability

to carry the whole load alone.

Unique in the answer which it has given to this whole

set of vexing questions is the work of the Committee for the

Care of the Jewish Tuberculous in New York City. The
committee was started a little more than ten years ago

by a group of men representing the Free Synagogue, the

United Hebrew Charities and Montefiore Hospital. They
were determined to find some method of cutting down that

appalling wastage of the "san" graduates who relapsed.

Their answer was the establishment of a "sheltered shop" ;

and needlework was chosen as suitable and the best avail-

able industry since many of their Jewish group were already

familiar with it. The workshop started in the second story

of a shack in upper New York, the best place the committee

could rent after discouraging attempts to convince landlords

that it would not menace their property. Later it moved

to larger and better quarters, and a few weeks ago opened

its own building, a full-fledged factory, yet one of the finest

rehabilitation shops in the world.

'Business is business in the Altro Workshop. All work

is done and paid for at a piece rate at least equal, in each

instance, to the union scale. Its products washable gar-

ments suitable for hospitals and other institutions, hotels,

nurses, nursemaids, etc. must meet the commercial stand-

ard. Each finished garment is sterilized in live steam so

that there is not the remotest chance of its carrying infection.

The workshop competes in the open market like any other

manufacturing concern. Last year it paid out $40,000

actually earned in wages by the men and women who work

there, and ended the year with a small net loss. It is at a

disadvantage in comparison with its commercial competitors

in the amount of floor and air and window space for each

employe and in a dozen other particulars where nothing

has been spared to make it the best possible place to work.

In the new building, all but 18 per cent of which is paid

for, the workshop will not have to pay rent, and with the

larger output which will be possible in the larger space, and

the lower overhead, it is expected that it will meet all its

expenses.

But while business is business, work at the Altro Work-

shop means more than business; it means a thorough-going

"industrial convalescence." Each man or woman accepted

Rest hour on the roof of the Altro Workshop
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for employment is examined by the committee's physician,

not at the shop, which looks like the factory it is, but at the

central offices downtown. He (or she) is told how many
hours he may work a day ; what food is necessary ; and

other details of regime. A social worker visits the family,

if there is one, and notes home conditions, and helps with

plans to ensure cleanliness and fresh air and proper rest

and diet there. If there is any indication of need for it,

other members of the family are examined carefully for

tuberculosis or other disease.

The worker may be totally unskilled in any branch of

the needlework trade. Half of the whole group had never

come in contact with a sewing machine. However, because

of the centralization of the clothing trades in the Jewish

population of New York City, the group is almost sure to

contain some skilled operators, and even an unskilled worker,

after three weeks' instruction, starts on some simple process

which brings him a return in wages.

At the first he may be able to work only a few hours a

day. The working schedule of the whole group runs from

one-third to five-sixths of a standard day's work. His whole

time, however, is under the direction of the workshop.
When he is not working (a time-clock does the opposite

of its ordinary duty in this factory) he may be resting in

one of the rooms upstairs, where, as in the factory, the

walls are almost completely of glass; or, in mild weather,

on the large roof garden sheltered only by awnings. He
may be taking advantage of the excellent baths provided in

the building, or buying supplementary food ordered by the

physician in the cheerful dining room where about two
hundred patients can be fed. A nurse, not in uniform, is on

duty at the factory to see that the physicians' directions are

carried out and to give any necessary advice and instruction.

But while the cash in his weekly pay envelope shows only
the actual work he has performed, the committee realizes

that even the ex-tuberculous do not live by fresh air and sun-

shine alone. In addition to that cash, each pay envelope

contains a check for the amount needed to bring the family

income up to a level deemed adequate by a committee with

an unusually high budgetary standard. The check is signed

by Edward Hochhauser, executive director of the committee,

as president of the workshop. Cashed at the corner grocery,

it looks no different from any pay check.

As the money wages go up, with increasing strength and

skill, the check subsidy goes down. Within three years,

about two-thirds of the families of the workers "work out"

and become entirely self-supporting. Relapses have been re-

duced from 50 per cent during the first year and a half to

between 15 per cent and 20 per cent in a period extending

to six years from the patients' discharge from the sanatorium.

To say that two-thirds become self-supporting is to say

more than might be apparent at first glance. "Self-support-

ing," in this instance, means maintaining a standard which

has been raised by years of education as to food and sanitary

conditions necessary in any home, but doubly so in one

which has been shadowed by tuberculosis. Some of these

men never had earned a living wage in this meaning of the

word. To take them as adults, under a physical handicap,

and bring them up to that level, is a two-fold achievement.

There was a peddler, who had never had his chance. Oddly

enough he got it through tuberculosis; he now earns $32 a

week as skilled operator in the clothing trade. The assistant

foreman at the shop used to be a tinsmith.

In helping a family to bridge the gap between the sana-

torium and self-support the Altro Workshops are doing a

job as complete and as unique in its way as is the Home
Hospital, in which the Association for the Improvement
of the Condition of the Poor carries a whole family through

the actual illness due to tuberculosis of one of its mem-
bers. Altro has some special advantages which would not

be adapted to every community. Its predominantly Jewish

clientele has a larger degree of experience in the clothing

trade than probably could be found in a more mixed group.

Situated in New York City. (Continued on page 556)
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What Has She Done With It?

Meditations of an Amateur Stoker

By MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE

SEATED
on an upturned peach

basket before the furnace door,
I contemplated the monster of which
I had been left in charge. That

part of my family which by divine

right of sex winds the clock, carves

the roast and stokes the furnace, was
away and it was my job to keep our cellar-octopus fed. This

required not only wrist work, but experimental research

and considerable periods of intense contemplation, for only
one piece of instruction had stuck by me :

"And the last thing every night, shake it down till the live

coals begin to fall into the ash pit, then put on eight large
shovels of pea coal, shut that draft and open this door."

As I waited to see whether my inspirational arrangement
of the drafts would make the fire come up or go down, I

considered the incredible fact that vocational surveys show
some women who pursue stoking as an occupation. Is it

possible they think it a good job ?

WITH
thousands of girls beginning work every year

it does seem important to know those fundamentals

without which no job can be considered a good one for a

woman, and also to have some idea as to how those char-

acteristics may be acquired.

A good job must give enough to eat and to wear, a place

to live and some provision for unemployment and old age.

There must be a fair chance of living out one's years, and

the moral hazard must be low. It must be reasonably

permanent and well thought of in the community. Surely
a good job could do no less than this.

According to this standard, of the four women's jobs that

are best established, marriage, civil service, teaching and

domestic service the first three are good and the last ex-

tremely poor. For contrary to the general conviction

founded on the wish rather than the fact, the domestic

servant though receiving high wages is frequently dependent
in her old age. Though reasonably immune from accident

and disease her moral hazard is higher than in any other

occupation. There is little chance for advancement or com-

panionship and the profession is not regarded with envy in

the community. But there is no need for the altruistic to

concern themselves. That job seems to be eliminating it-

self. The last two censuses show a steady decrease, and the

rising generation at least of the white race though fre-

quently trained in domestic science is not planning to enter

domestic service, at any rate, to any observable extent.

But marriage, teaching and the civil service, considered

as occupations, are good jobs and have much in common.

They all pay a living wage although that of the wife is

assured her in "kind" as food, clothing and shelter. All

three make some provision for accident and old age pen-
sions for teachers and civil servants, and for married women
the dower right in their husbands' property. The health,

accident and moral hazard of them all are low. No one

can be dismissed without cause either through school boards,
heads of government departments, or the divorce courts, and
there is no social stigma attached to any of these occupations
as yet. We've been working for some two thousand years
to improve marriage so that it's probably the best job of the

three, all things considered: but the other two are pretty

good as jobs go. These jobs are good, however, because

they've been made so by large bodies of women working to-

gether for a long time not by individually successful mar-

riages, rapidly advanced civil servants, or popular teachers.

The younger women wage workers have grasped this fact

and have banded themselves together to fight for a minimum
wage and an insurance against unemployment, accident and

old age such as marriage and the other good occupations

provide, but the girls fresh from college who are just going
to work seem to be still relying on individual initiative to

make their jobs what they want them to be.

Last month in one of the Mississippi cities I spent an

evening with a group of these young graduates five

straight-spoken young women in the very early twenties,

with clear eyes and hair that looked like polished cabinet

work, girls wonderfully shod and with no more conscious-

ness of their legs than of their eyebrows. One dark haired

houri who had a position as assistant in the chemistry depart-

ment of the City College was in a state of protest.

"I think my job is a mistake," she said. "They keep

me correcting papers most of the time, so I'm going to try
for the laboratory of the General Electric. Of course, I've

headed myself toward the textile mills to learn to be a

buyer of cloth, but that means going east and I don't want

to cut mother and father out again so soon. I sort of like

'em and I guess a year or so in the Electric will count as

experience anyway. Any of you know who I better see

about a job there?"

"If you put on that red and grey sport suit you'll get a

job from any one that happens around."
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With these girls beauty was reckoned as high as an asset

in business as it has always been in marriage.

"You can overdo that, Marian." The speaker was a

tall slender beauty with incredible hair. "I did !"

They all laughed, and I ventured timidly to ask what

the story was.

"I ought to have known it, but I was such a silly as to

think that the big salary Jthey offered me in the publishing

house was on my college record not a chance! It was this!"

and she patted the hair over her ears. "They put me in the

reception room think of it! The reception room! Gave

me a little table and set me to talk pleasantly to people who
came in give them chairs and hand them magazines if they

had to wait. Once in a while I filed a few bills or sent

out a few form letters! At first I though it was a tryout,

but it didn't take me long to see that I wouldn't have a

chance in the real publishing business till my hair turned

grey or I got fat."

"What did you do ?"

She told me that she had gone into the advertising de-

partment of a big specialty plant where she put in eight hours

of good stiff effort every day.

"Of course, it's my steady work to see that the proof
comes and goes as it should, to check up on the space we
use and see what returns we get out of it. But the point

is that when I do get a thought of my own I can use it

on this job. I got quite a good idea about selling felt

slippers the other day took it up to Mr. Wessells and he

used nearly all of it! Told me to try it again! I'm hoping
to get up into Mrs. Varst's class before I die. They say

the stuff she writes never misses fire. It doesn't matter to

anybody that her hair's that terrible color between grey and

light brown or even if she's got any hair at all, or that

she wears fleece lined rubbers and forgets to take 'em off.

Of course, she gets a whopping salary and she'll keep on

getting it till she drops. A good job is what I'm after

something that sort of moves! Something I'll be willing to

stick by as long as I live something that'll stick by me,
the way Mrs. Varst's job sticks by her."

They were all like that these five girls from the one

who was about to be married to the one who was hoping
to go on the stage, they were crisp, definite and set on the

thing that they wanted a good job.

A>ID
permanence is an increasingly important char-

teristic of a good job since women's work has ad-

vanced from the strong wrist to the strong brain stage.

Not long ago I was shown a letter from a woman employed
by a firm of statisticians. It was a pathetic cry for help.

For that firm retired their women workers at the age of

forty and she was thirty-nine! Inside of a year she must
have a new job, and after forty is no good time to get one.

I knew the sort of work she had been doing tabulating,

reporting and organizing technical material : a "white col-

lar job": the job of a lady, which didn't preclude her being

asked to dinner or joining the Woman's Club, work the

college woman has been taking up. But what a job! Evi-

dently the firm thought it wore the brain into uselessness

or they would have kept their employes long enough to

profit by their experience. Palpably quite as heinously ex-

ploiting as though it broke the back, put out the eyes, or

crippled the fingers! And if this were true ought not this

worn-out woman to be a permanent charge on the industry

that had so used her just as much as the invalid wife is a

permanent charge on her husband? But perhaps when we
have spent as much time on the job of statistical tabulating,

as we have on marriage it may be equally reliable, or else

thrown into the discard along with domestic service!

A.yONG
in the upper reaches of university women, how-

ever, it is being grasped that a jood job is a social prod-

uct rather than a personal possession. Late in the summer the

International Federation of University Women, to which

twenty nations have been admitted, held its third biennial

conference in Christiania. One of the major committees

that was appointed was that on Careers for Women in In-

dustry, Trade and Finance. Elizabeth Baker of the De-

partment of Economics and Sociology a.t Barnard College,

who was one of the delegates, has sent me the following

account: This federation represents 25,000 college women.

Women have been slow in taking their places in the larger
commercial affairs of the world. . . . They have not

mastered the science of marketing between nations, of the pur-
chase and sale of raw materials and finished goods, and of the

extension of credit. These are pursuits that require a highly

specialized technique and involve an understanding of languages,
of differences in customs and national idiosyncracies. . . .

This committee sees its function to be the stimulation of women
to increased initiative through which they will equip themselves

with such technical knowledge as to fit them to be heads of

large scale production and leaders in finance.

AND
after all this, there was that furnace waiting

for me! How unreservedly would I have thrown

myself into any association for the

amelioration of stoking ! What ef-

forts I would have put forth to induce

the company to deliver fuel oil at my
door ! To establish a community steam

plant for the county ! To transmute

coal into electricity at the mine-mouth

so that stoking accomplished by pres-

ing a button, would become a good job !

But even as I reached for the shovel I

realized that for me it could never be

brought into the class with marriage,

teaching or the civil service.

And then eight large shovels of pea
coal!
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Talks From My OutlookTower
By PATRICK GEDDES

Who Is

Patrick Geddes ?

Foreword by
Lewis Mumford

F one dropped in on a luncheon group at the

faculty club of a metropolitan university and

asked a dozen scholars : Who is Patrick Ged-

des, there would probably be a dozen an-

swers, and though some of the answers would

be hazy, they would all, I think, be different ;

and one might get the impression that Professor Geddes is

a vigorous institution, rather than a man.

The biologist would probably be the first to speak up:
he would say that Geddes, with his old pupil J. Arthur

Thomson, the editor of The Outline of Science, had written

the classic book on The Evolution of Sex, and in more re-

cent years had collaborated on two fertile little volumes
in the Home University Series. He might add, if he had
been abroad, that Geddes had occupied the chair of botany
at St. Andrew's University for more than thirty years. The
economist is a little more shaky in his knowledge ; still, he

might recall that Geddes had written on statistics and eco-

nomic theory and cooperation in the eighties, and had only
a year or two ago published a closely written pamphlet on
the Principles of Sociology in Relation to Economics. At
this point the sociologist might wake up: for him Geddes
would be one of the main founders of the Sociological So-

ciety of Great Britain, the author of a series of papers pub-
ished by that society on Civics as Concrete and Applied

Sociology, the joint editor of a series of post-war books de-

voted to The Making of the Future; and if our sociologist

were quite honest, he would probably add that he had not

read any of these essays, since they were not in the Ward-
Giddings-Gumplowicz tradition.

So it would go on. The geographer would think of Ged-
des as the founder of the regional survey movement, and the

professor of city planning would put Geddes at the head
of the Cities Movement in Great Britain, and indicate how
Geddes' survey of Edinburgh was the starting-point of

the survey movement in England. Some one else might
volunteer that Geddes had spent the better part of the last

ten years in India and Palestine surveying and planning
and replanning some fifty cities, and laying the foundations
for the Universities of Jerusalem and Hyderabad, for Ta-
gore's college at Santeniketan, and for numerous temples
and gardens. Even the physicist would have a word: he

would remember Geddes as the man who anticipated Ost-

wald and Frederick Soddy in applying the concept of energy
to the social sciences, and as the biographer of the great

experimental physicist, Sir Jagadis Bose.

We have not yet exhausted the man. The instructor in

dramatics if for the sake of convenience we may include

him in this impossibly mixed group would perhaps know
that Geddes was one of the principal revivers of the masque
and the pageant ; while the librarian might speak a little

resentfully of this Patrick Geddes, who, in collaboration

with Paul Otlet, the founder of the International Institute

of Bibliography at Brussels, desired to substitute a rational

principle of classification for the ten arbitrary categories of

the Dewey decimal system, or the endless and even more

arbitrary categories of the British Museum ! The profes-

sor of philosophy and logic would probably be the only
member of our group who had never even heard Ged-

des' name ; and he would wince with skepticism if I told

him that, extraordinary as is the range and intensity of

Geddes' thought in the fields we have been glancing at, it

is as a rigorous systematic thinker, comparable to Leibnitz,

Aristotle, or Pythagoras, that Geddes will perhaps best be

known one day.

I have briefly sketched in the outward and visible results

of Geddes's threescore and ten years of unceasing activity ;

and yet it is only a beginning. In the cupboards of the

Sociological Society's headquarters in an old Victorian

house in Pimlico, and in numerous rooms in the Outlook

Tower at Edinburgh are boxes and bales that are filled, as

it were, with the debris of Geddes' thought. There is some-

thing in the quantitative total of these notes and lectures

which means more than figures can convey: these endless

heaps of notations and diagrams, here complete, there but

suggestive scraps, are witness to a constant fury of thought.

Such activity is too often only the compensation for a defect :

the intensity of Cavendish was the mark of a deep neurosis,

and Herbert Spencer completed his philosophy out of a

pre-occupied invalidism. Not so with Geddes; for his work

and his philosophy have sprung out of the fulness of his life,

as Hermes the traveler; as Apollo the thinker; as Ares, the

husband and father; as Hercules, the cleanser of the slums
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of Edinburgh, and now, at the summit of his life, as Jove,
the wise parent of spirit-children scattered about the world
in New York, Bombay, Calcutta, Indore, Jerusalem, Edin-

burgh, Montpelier, London, and where not.

Come in to Geddes and watch him at work. If you have

learned to use your eyes and hands, if there is still a touch

of the peasant or craftsman about you which will redeem

your cockney attention to the abstractions of money or litera-

ture, you will be twice welcome; and if you know how to

ask intelligent questions, or hold your tongue when you

can't, you may stay till long after your stomach has vainly

signaled the dinner hour and has collapsed in sheer despair

at not being attended to ! Geddes, like every great teacher,

is as ready to expound his faith and his views to the first

honest fool he can pick off the highway as he is to the scribes

and pharisees; for the scribes and pharisees do not like to

have their tidy habits and their comfortable arrangements

upset by one who touches no subject that he does not ques-

tion, and raises no question that he does not meet with an

answer not provided "in the back of the book."

Drop in, and behold a wiry little man, with a bushy,

reddish gray beard and a bulging forehead, carefully folding

and refolding a piece of paper to serve as a diagram a

method which grew out of a period of blindness at the very

outset of his career. A rapid flow of words strains through
the beard in a sort of muffled soliloquy; the eyes fill with

pucklike humor or with grave pity; the big, heavy master-

ful hands, hands that seem like roots that have not- quite

shaken off the earth, bend themselves deftly to the task;

and if the talk turns to the imbecility of the cockney or the

stupidity of the bureaucrat or the helpless mechanization of

the modern world or the rendering unto Caesar of the things

that are Caesar's and also the things that are God's, both

the humor and the pity may disappear from those grey eyes,

and they will be filled instead with a red berserker rage

which kindles momentarily into a memorable phrase or an

epigram. To be present when Geddes is at work is to know
what Bernard Shaw meant when in Back to Methusaleh

he pictured his ancients as living in a vortex of thought.

And whereas most of us do not separate thinking from

reverie unless we have some practical piece of work to do,

with Geddes the early morning hours are kept inviolate for

thinking alone, and if he has no fresh task to perform he

still goes through the ritual of thinking, as a musician will

go through his finger exercises, or run over a piece for the

five thousandth time for the sake of an additional depth of

perfection.

Professor Geddes perfected for his own use a method of

dealing with complex data which is comparable to the in-

vention of the logarithm table in trigonometry, and when

applied to social life, for example, it produces a degree of

symmetry and order in the haphazard jumble of facts com-

parable to that produced in chemistry by Mendeleeff's table.

The perfecting of this intellectual apparatus or "thinking-

machine" and the mapping of the world and life and time

have been the great intellectual adventures of Geddes's life.

They have been responsible, too, perhaps for the slowness in

which he has come into his own ; for he did not merely
create new ideas, he was forced to create a new framework

which would embrace the existing ideas and hold a place

for fresh ones. In other works, he not merely focused

attention on new objects: he hit the new objects by using

a new kind of glass. The Struldbrugs of thought regard

the discovery of new ideas as a serious offense ; but when

one compounds the offence by adding new categories they

become merciless. It is no little wonder that Geddes has

survived ; and no wonder at all that he has not the popularity

of a Wells or a Robinson.

Now, if we are to have fresh thinking, if we are to

create democratic art, a polity, a culture comparable to

those that have existed in the past, we must find a new
]

habitat for our thought. Geddes, as a biologist, looks upon

thought, with John Dewey, as a response to an environ- ;

ment, and does not expect new wine to ferment in old bottles

without breaking them. So it follows that Geddes not only

emphasizes the necessity for a new kind of university, but >

has taken the pains to create it. Whereas the ordinary

university attempts to meet the conditions of modern life

by introducing courses on business or engineering or what

not, Geddes conceived of a university militant which, in-

stead of passively following the currents of the outside

world, will stand above them and react upon them. The
name of this new university, or this new adjunct to the

old universities, is the Outlook Tower.

The Outlook Tower is both a real building and an

idea. It stands on Castlehill, at the head of High Street

in Edinburgh, watching over that historic mile between the

Castle and Holyrood, where the events of Scotch history are

sealed in a hundred buried stones and living edifices. Once

used by an Edinburgh optician as a museum of astronomical

instruments and scientific toys, this romantic building, with

its castellated roofs and turrets, passed into Professor Ged-

des' hands in 1892; and thereafter it was more than a

physical structure, it was a sociological laboratory, it was aj

meeting place for all those who had common interests in

the community or in the intellectual life.

From the gallery at the top of the Tower one has a view

of Edinburgh and the surrounding region, and by consider-

ing in turn all the elements of the view the sun, the clouds,

the distant hills and their vegetation, and the nearer works

of man one tends to drop the habit of thinking in terms

of bare abstractions, and one sees the variety and unity

of the world from which the sciences, the arts, the organi-

zations, the movements, take their departure. With this

initial view, one goes down from the prospect to the floor

devoted to Edinburgh, next to that devoted to Scotland, and

then to the English speaking countries, and finally to the

planet as a whole. One leaves the building with a new:

orientation : and if Professor Geddes has been at one's

elbow, as interpreter, one has perhaps for the first time

got one's bearings in the world of "reality" and the world

of thought.

For the twenty years between 1892 and 1912 Professor

Geddes was able to infuse himself in all the activities of

the tower. In the nineties it served as the center of an

artistic and literary revival in
1

Edinburgh and Glasgow,

which was dimmed only by the profounder Irish revival

of O'Grady, A. E. and Yeats; out of the collections of the

Tower grew Geddes' famous Cities Exhibition ; and out

of the Tower went forth a stream of disciples, colleagues

and visitors who had caught some glimpse of the new vision

of a life abundant, that had taken fire here. The Tower

and Patrick Geddes: it is almost impossible to distinguish

them. And as the Tower embodies a new outlook, a new

method, a fresh mode of life, wherever that vision is seen and

that mode followed, some new avatar of the Tower must

arise. "Why not," as Professor Geddes would quickh

urge, "in America?"
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A Schoolboy's Bag and a City's Pageant
By PATRICK GEDDES

The Outlook Tower in Edinburgh

S I wandered through New York two sum-

mers ago, I could not but see the city in terms

of its historic origins. Plainly I saw Jerusa-

lem ; not only with its synagogues but with

its churches. And the municipal greatness

of New York, like all those stupendous

manifestations of American power and government, law and

politics which we see at Washington, is substantially in-

herited from Rome. Thus the essential type, and even the

make-up, of our great modern communities, is far more

profoundly derived from these ancient cities than from Eng-
land and the other countries Americans may hail from. The

shipping and business activities of the United States have

come overseas from England and Holland ; but these came

down from Spain, Genoa, Venice ; and thence, a long way
back, from Carthage, as Carthage drew them from Tyre
and Sidon, with their "big business" doings between King
Hiram and King Solomon, with their ships from Tarshish

and other places too.

In grappling with the problems of city and

regional planning, now arising wherever citizens

are becoming conscious of their needs, we can thus

learn from the past. Those who do not see the

significance, to themselves and their times, of the

main developments throughout the world which

especially have contributed to the growth of their

own cities, are merely those who have never

caught the gleam and romance of history, and

thus of city-building, greatest of arts.

We are most of us old enough not to hold

the view, which is growing up among children

nowadays, that there always have been aeroplanes.

Yet the first time I was in Washington, twenty-
five years ago, I asked the bright young hotel-

clerk, "Do you know if . Professor Graham Bell

is in town?"
He said, "Who?"
I said, "Graham Bell, the inventor of the tele-

phone."
"Never heard of him'"

"Not heard of your great inventor? Why, look

at your telephone!"

"Oh, come now, we've always had telephones!"

Well, that was the modern town-dweller; not

of historic mind obviously ; yet none the less as

we find him, and indeed throughout the historic

process, habituated to things as they are, with-

out troubling about their origins, too rarely even

realizing they have any.

I

I.

N a simple way you may verify the conception

of the social heritage. Here is a vivid

instance. As the boys come out of school, you

stop one of them carrying his school-bag; and you
ask him to show you what he has in it. Take its contents

separately.

Here on top, is the all-important Arithmetic book, with-

out which there is no future for this youngster, either in

business or in college. Yet this careful study of arithmetic

in schools is of very recent origin. It came into British

schools about 1820 or so; and specifically as an initiation

into the commercial and financial age, into its pecuniary

culture, which is increasingly dominant in the present. Yet

although this emphasis on arithmetic is modern, its origins

lie far back in the past. Thus our "Arabic" numerals are

now known to be borrowings from ancient India.

But now, what next? The boy's Examination Paper.

That again is definitely a character of the modern imperial

tradition, borrowed largely from England, which got it from

Napoleonic France, which adopted it from old-world China.

For we Occidentals have as definitely imported examinations

from China as we have our tea, porcelain, silk, landscape-

gardening, and various other elements of our civilization.
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(The ladies have for the most part attached to themselves

the satisfactory and civilizing things, the silk, porcelain, tea

and gardens; while we poor men-folks got the weight of

the mandarins' examinations upon us!)
Next in the bag we find the Reading-book the boy is going

to be examined on ; often a book of extracts on all manner
of subjects, a mass of varied information : so when he has

disgorged it, we approve him as "a perfect encyclopedia."
We are at once taken back to the origins of the Liberal

age, so largely centered around Diderot's great Encyclopedia,
the characteristic and central authority since the main origins
of the French political (and British industrial) Revolution.

Yet again this had its origins all the way from ancient

Greece, as its very name implies.

So now we have localized, and dated, three items at the

top of the school-bag. But below we find a massive and

substantial Grammar, perhaps even a Dictionary and both

of these are indelible products of the Renaissance learning,

especially in its decline.

Below them a written paper. "What's this?" "Oh,
my Essay." On Nature, or Patriotism, or Duty, or some

other more or less abstract subject. This juvenile disserta-

tion dates obviously from the mediaeval university; it is in

principle one of its "theses," for graduation or for debate.

Then at length we come down to our boy's Virgil, and

even his Homer: here at length are the actual "Classics"

of Roman and Greek culture. Deeper still, we may find

a Catechism, or other matter of religious instruction ; and

these take us back to the Patriarchal Age.
Now a book of gayer cover, and contraband aspect ac-

cordingly a Storyjbook ! Latest in date, yet oldest of all
;

for tales hark back to the Matriarchal world, the mother-

age, of which anthropologists tell us, with its wealth of story-

telling "once upon a time."

And at the very bottom we find an apple, and a ball.

Both, though seeming so fresh and new, are charged with

history, indeed beyond all else. For this apple is obviously

the raw fruit, and this ball the ready missile, of the Prim-

itive Age of man and not merely of our youngster, though
he may himself be pretty primitive in his ways when out

of school.

Thus we see our school-boy, heir of all the ages, pos-

sessed of fragments from the great tradition of all the

main culture-phases of the past. With these, alas, he bears

also the burden of this long past, since too much turned from

gold to lead by the false alchemy and black magic of cen-

turies of bad schooling. All learning indeed, all kinds of

study are thus historical, for good and evil alike. Even our

modern mechanistic culture has the like remote origins: for

Edison with his light but continues Prometheus with his

fire. Aye, even our "price-system," our economic and finan-

cial systems, our modern war-infections and more, are all

growths. True, these have passed their flower; and they

now have competitors, of more than one new order, spring-

ing up to claim their place. Yet these new claimants also

have elements of a deep, and reviving past a pre-historic

past of ancient peace, when men were cultivating the plants

and domesticating the animals; and thus being cultivated

and domesticated by them. Even "the new woman," with

her political claims, is but reviving her ancient influence in

simpler societies; and the new educators, like Madame
Montessori, are renewing the mother-age. Whether we
are eager for progress, or for conserving what is old and

familiar, we are alike thus historical.

II.

THE
boy, if not stupefied by his burden, may ask us,

"If all this is in my school-bag, what have you in

the University?" Much the same, but more elaborately,
and thus more sub-dividedly. But now much of the uni-

versity, with its many specialized duties, is being con-

veniently condensed for the boy; and for those of older

growth as well. Witness the biggest of Wells' books: his

Outline of History is doing immense service as a general
outline of the heritage. The only footnote I need add to

it here has to do with his limitations as a Londoner. Like
earlier compilers, however reflective and critical, he is mainly
interested in the great states, and their great individuals.

Despite an unusually evolutionary treatment, he still too

largely neglects the elemental facts of regional geography,
and of the corresponding labors of human life.

If we study the geology of a district we must needs go
all over it, and survey it. Yet we cannot understand Lon-
don's clay, nor the far more ancient rocks of Manhattan,
until we relate these to the geological whole of the region,
and even the continent behind them. Studying the ways
of men about us, we are, as I have shown, committed to

look into the ways and doings of ancient Jerusalem, Athens,
and Rome; yet to understand these great capitals, we have
also in turn to base our thought upon their component ele-

ments. We cannot ignore the fifteen million human group-

ings which are known to the Universal Postal Union, as

big enough to have names of their own, from hamlets and

villages to towns and cities, small and great. And whether
we look into New York or Old Rome, we see it as originally
a village or a group of villages: and the ways of working,

living, thinking of these villages are traceable in the great
modern cities which have too much forgotten them. But

your archaeologists and anthropologists, historians too, re-

joice over each fresh discovery of such primitive survivals,
and point out their bearings. So we city planners now-

adays look at even the vastest of cities as developments.
This type of evolutionary inquiry is but common sense.

You would be the first to tell me, as a visitor to America,
that if I am to understand the Atlantic seaboard I must

obviously not be content with seeing modern New York,
but also go through New England. And more, you would
tell me I should find the true, the fundamental, New Eng-
land not in Twentieth Century Boston, which is so much

submerged by new populations, nor even in the great uni-

versity town beside it; you would send me to look for it in

old farmhouses, in old villages, in country towns I may
scarcely have heard of: and this you would advise me to do,

since these more plainly even than State Street or Back

Bay, disclose the developmental process through which this

whole great modern region and its cities have arisen, and

by which they are also being changed ; often far more, and

faster than their townsfolk realize, or their authorities either.

Just as every inquiry into the present leads us into the

past, so every study of city and town thus leads us back

to the villages. The "England" which Americans mostly
visit is South-east England ; and in that, London, with ex-

cursions to Oxford and Cambridge for choice. But from

London, go into rural Essex; from Oxford over to Camp-
den; from Cambridge go into the Fens: then you will bet-

ter understand all three. These and excursions further

afield will show you, that the English regions are none of

them of one type or mind with the London area, influential,
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composite, and varied in itself though that be. You need

to look into the ways of each particular people. In my
own little Scotland, for example, you will find, to begin

with, Sir Walter Scott's "four kinds of Scotsmen the men

of the border, the people of the West, the gentlemen of the

North (the Highlands), and the folk o'Fife" and you

will further forthwith find these differentiated exceedingly

alike in the flesh and in the spirit.

So again in Ireland so obviously not of one type or

mind, but many: and in America you have good reasons to

know these, at once spreading their living tendrils through

the American past, and also its active present ; as from

Tammany's leaders, with its qualities and defects, (those

largely of the old Irish clans) to some of your greatest

presidents, whose names, like Grant, McKinley, Woodrow
Wilson and more, are characteristically Scotch-Irish, from

Ulster. To understand that little region of Ulster, there-

fore, (and even the sub-regions these men's forebears came

from) becomes not unimportant for the historic understand-

ing of vast America. Thus again, take familiar figures in

recent intellectual history say William James; or in con-

temporary life say John Nolen, my town-planning col-

league in Dublin. I have had few more characteristic Irish-

men among my friends than these. And who is our Bernard

Shaw, who seems a unique figure to London? The very

type of the Celtic satirist, of whom Robert Burns was but

our most notable Scottish example.

India, for example, is too commonly thought of in Europe,

and still more in America, as if it were fairly homogeneous,

at least as broadly unified as China and Japan. But India

is not a "country," nor a "nation": it is practically a con-

:inent in itself. Thus it has well over two hundred distinct

iguages, not to speak of dialects beyond number; and not

ly the mosfi varied range of culture and civilization,

religions, philosophies and arts, which any great world-

ion can show, but all these developed by varied and con-

ted races and types throughout a still unmeasured past

a complexity which no mere "nation" can rival. Indeed

after a life largely of travel, of which the last ten years

have mostly been in India, I may safely claim that its his-

tory and sociology are comparable, in variety and intricacy,

to that of Europe and its two daughter-Americas put to-

gether if not surpassing these, had we but equivalent

records. There are in India far more historic monuments,

and these more varied too.

Just as our modern surveys of stars, of rocks and seas,

of floras and faunas, of peoples and languages have all

long been working their way toward completeness, so we

must inquire not only into the doings of men as generalized

into the great states, or important there as individuals; but

also, and thus fundamentally, we have to base our studies

on the regional place, the work that goes on it, and the folk

that inhabit it, for their regional and rural occupations have

conditioned all our societies; and they are doing this still,

far more fundamentally than we recognize. Every man's

origins are thus worth inquiring into, not simply Abraham

Lincoln's, though his are illuminating.

III.

IT
is natural to ask (but a little perplexing to an-

swer) How is any adequate conception of civic

development in these larger aspects, to be laid before a body
of citizens, so that the promise of knowledges and of powers

which it holds out presents itself to their minds as a pos-

sibility, even as a hope? In Edinburgh with my Tower and

kindred undertakings, the result after a generation is still

but small. So in London, as at Chelsea with Crosby Hall

on More's Garden, we had our "succes d'estime," but no

popular interest nor even civic contact to speak of. Le Play

House (the Tower's younger sister), has still a struggle.

Town planning reports have but a limited appeal in

Britain ; and even if not awakening opposition from alarmed

interests, they are apt to be postponed and pigeon-holed.

At great Exhibitions, such as that of the British Empire at

Wembley last summer, all such modest contributions are

drowned for the public, amid their general blur of impres-

sions, so much of shop-fronts and advertisements, of side-

shows beyond all. At Paris in 1900, however, with the Rue

des Nations, we did stir some public interest, as also in

Ghent (1913), but it is perhaps better on the whole to keep

our civic and town planning exhibitions distinct from the

world's expositions, and for quieter years. My own Ex-

hibition of that kind, in its many wanderings has thus not

been without effect, especially in Dublin (but not in Bel-

fast, as too absorbed by politics) ; as also in London and

Edinburgh. In Paris, as part of the Exposition de la Cite

Reconstitute in 1916 a characteristically gallant French

endeavor, with the enemy still so near some impression

was also made, as doubtless also in Jerusalem in 1920; and

similarly between 1914 and the present year, in half a dozen

Indian capitals. Yet only once have we really laid hold of

the imagination of a whole community of the population

of an entire city and its surrounding villages: so the method

employed in that case is worth briefly describing; since sug-

gestive, and adaptable anywhere.

IV.

THE
city in question was Indore, capital of the state

of that name, in Central India: a fine old city, with

no less than five colleges. It has some 70,000 to 80,000

people, and is well-situated on its plain at a junction of

rivers ; and thus with origins of sanctity, and later traditions

of warlike princes; a city of some wealth, headed by one of

the greatest financiers of India, and with substantial and

growing cotton manufactures, as well as the quiet prosperity

of a fairly fertile region around. But alas, a city peculiarly

decimated by plague, and depressed by malaria; in fact to

the worst degree I have found or heard of in India, and

thus with the shortest expectation of life. This was cal-

culated as low as 18.6 years; while the average of India

rises to about 30, and that of Britain to about 50. Evidently

then Indore was a place needing a careful survey, and cor-

respondingly thorough improvement ; and for a good part of

1917-18 I was busily employed there.

The townspeople, however, were not merely apathetic.

They were vaguely alarmed. To see a European prowling
into every lane and corner, and marking his plan, always

provokes fears of demolitions among Indian householders,

who vaguely gossip of what new roads or railroads this un-

canny engineer may be scheming. But here matters were

worse: people pointed and talked with more than usual

dread.

I asked my Indian assistant to tell me what they were

saying.

"Oh, nothing, nothing!"

"Pray tell me!"

No answer.

"My dear fellow, I insist; please translate!"
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"Well, if you must have it, sir, they are saying, 'That's

the old Sahib that brings the plague' !"

That afternoon was fixed for a consultation with the

Home-minister and the Mayor, each as progressive as could

be desired, but also sensing the public opposition. Despite

our powers from the Maharaja, we felt depressed, not seeing

how to diffuse a cordial understanding among the people,

toward the large clean-up and clearing-up we were out for.

Then, however, came a happy inspiration.

"Make me Maharaja for a day!" I cried.

"What do you mean?" asked the Minister.

I explained; (and not without reference to precedents,

such as Sancho Panza, and Christopher Sly). One main

business of a prince is to be magnificent, and thus to head

and express the ideals of his people. The Maharaja of In-

dore has two great processions yearly, one for his Hindu

subjects, and another for the Moslems; and each with its

appropriate sacred time, route and pageantry. Now, to

arouse all alike to cleanliness, and good works complemental

to such renewal and godliness, a civic pageant, a town-

planning procession might be the very thing. "Not a bad

idea," said the Minister, "I'll go and ask His Highness."

Which he did, soon returning with good-humored assent.

So now to planning and preparations. We bruited it

widely abroad that on next "Diwali" day a new type of

pageant would be given ; and that instead of following either

customary sacred route, it would take a new one through
those streets the houses of which should be judged by us as

best done up for the occasion. Diwali, it must be under-

stood, is a holiday more important than can be any of ours,

for it represents four or five great days in one. It is the

day kept as Harvest Home; it commemorates Rama's slay-

ing of a terrible giant; it is also the New Year's day of a

very ancient and sacred calendar ; and, for our purposes most

appropriate of all, it is the signal for that strange and ter-

rible domestic cataclysm, that annual insurrection of the

women, from which all men can but flee, and which is

as well known in West as East here as "spring-clean-

ing"!

The mayor, an able Brahmin doctor, threw himself into

the scheme with twofold ardor, administrative on one side,

sanitary on the other. Together we went on a round of

calls to wellnigh all the temples and mosques of the city ;

we told each priest and mollah how much not only we, but

the Maharaja, appreciated his good influence among the

people: and we asked him if there were any little thing we
could do to improve matters around his sacred building. So

we pleased each good man as far as might be, after his bent ;

we swept away the rubbish about his sacred place; we

mended the road outside and the pavements around ; we
whitewashed and color-washed, planted trees and so on.

We asked him forthwith to explain to his flock that we had

done this not only to show him and them our respect and

goodwill, but also to suggest that they now do the like for

themselves, in and around their own homes, while we would

help as far as might be. Then too we advertised the removal

of rubbish from homes and courtyards without charge ;
and

soon had a big squad of carters busy. In our six weeks of

preparation we took out some 6,000 loads of rubbish, with

much inconvenience to the rats formerly housed therein.

These we now trapped more easily with corresponding gain

to my proposed river embankment. An increasing number

of householders also began to do up their homes; and not

only with color, but sometimes with the gay old-fashioned

paintings of mythological scenes, or hunting, which so often

brighten an Indian porch, gable, or even house-front, bat

in these days is becoming a too much neglected art.

V.
on the

THENgreat day came

forth our Pageant,

with streets athrong

with villagers from

far and near. First

the procession of the

State music, cavalry,

camelry and elephant-

Ben Kutcher has given free and delightfu
u
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ry, as well as infantry and artillery: and after these a

chosen series of beautiful led horses, richly caparisoned,

from the Maharaja's vast stables; and one more marvelous

still, in golden trappings of which none had seen the like,

lent by the great banker.

Then the procession of Harvest. First of all the Sun-

god: a magnificent young fellow yellow-robed in a golden

chariot lent by the Maharaja, and with a radiant sun-

eymbol held aloft. Then the car of Rain a fine tall young

athlete picked from among the water-carriers, nude save

for waist-cloth, and tossing water from his huge skin-bag

high into the air a living fountain on the move, better

than any bronze monument could be ;
and with the rain

thus falling on and about him, upon long fringes of sprout-

ing corn from a range of low boxes which encompassed the

car.

These two main conditions of growth thus clearly satis-

fied, there came naturally next the Harvest-car, a mountain-

ous dray of millet-sheaves, with their long loose grassy heads.

And since Ganesha, the kindly elephant-god, has harvest

origins, he was first represented here in the old way of

village fun, by a man with big winnowing-baskets on each

side to represent the elephant's ears, and the base of a sheaf

tied over, for his huge head. Two long straws made his

trunk, which he playfully brought down on all spectators

within reach, and they received as his blessing. Then in

the succeeding car, the developed temple-Ganesha, properly

modelled. Next for the cotton-harvest, a big elephant laden

with cotton - bags on

either side, and these

fluffed out to make

him the broadest ever

seen ; and, in the sil-

ver howdah on his

back, a group of mer-

chants busily bargain-

ing, doing "puja" to

their books, or gener-

ously tossing out

handfuls of gold and silver (paper) among the laughing

crowd.

For the grand finale of such prosperous harvest, we ob-

viously needed Lakshmi, the goddess of prosperity. No dif-

ficulty with her, as a fine young actor was pleased to take

the part (for, as on the Elizabethan stage, youths still take

the women's parts in India). So Lakshmi was splendidly

robed in white satin, and ablaze with the theatre jewels;

crowned, necklaced and braceleted, girdled and even skirted

with their fire. A first difficulty was to find her the white

elephant without which she cannot appear. Of these there

were none nearer than the King of Siam's ; and his are only

pink! However, every Indian "mahout" is accustomed to

paint, indeed illuminate, his elephant's forehead and trunk

for every procession ; so with a little persuasion we were

able to give this mount two coats of whitewash, from trunk

to tail a snowy brilliance in the sunshine a paragon of a

white elephant, such as neither king nor goddess had ever

ridden before.

But now, after all this gaiety of harvest, came a dismal

change of scene and tone. Melancholy, wailing and dis-

cordant instruments; weird figures, as tigers, as demons, as

diseases, the latter breaking jointed twigs, like bacilli, and

casting them at the crowd. Types too of poverty and misery,

as well as wretched disease-sufferers; and among and after

these, sinister swordsmen, barbarous raiders, threatening with

dagger or with lance ; in short the ugly aspects of war.

Next followed models of slum-dwellings, well-caricatured,

with their crumbling walls, and staggering roofs, broken

windows and general air of misery and dirt. Then the

Giant of Rama's legend: but here presented as the giant

of Dirt a formidable figure some twelve feet high, splendid-

ly attired in blue, yellow and scarlet satin, and with enor-

mous long resplendent boots, yet all so daubed and torn

and dishevelled as to be the very type of fallen magnificence.

Then following him, the Rat of Plague, again made by

clever and skilful craftsmen, full of the fun of it a good
six feet long, this rodent; and quivering all over with the

rat-fleas which carry plague; (Continued on page 553)

oiation m interpreting Professor Qeddes' text



A Series of Linoleum Cuts from Life

By HENRY MOORE PICKEN

On a dingy side street in the manufacturing
section of almost any industrial city the night

lodging house is a familiar sight. The side

street will be depressing and its ugliness a

contrast to the busy main thoroughfare teem-

ing with its perpetual tangle of trucks and
street cars, shops and busy people. Such is

the location of the Keystone pictured here.

An ordinary night lodging house like this

takes in sixty to seventy thousand men a year

and in the more progressive cities these estab-

lishments are now carefully regulated by the

municipal authorities. Thousands of citizens

know no other home.

Charlie is the night watchman at the Key-
stone and the cat is his particular friend. At

night he is also the host who shows strangers

and transients to their beds. When not busy
he sits dozing in the office with the comfort-

ably purring cat on his lap.



In the reading room
some men read, others

doze and some just sit,

fometimes smoking and

sometimes not. They
come from almost every

walk of life. There are

college graduates, actors,

lawyers all sorts. Nearly
all of them do some kind

of work to earn a living.

Seven out of every ten

have left their families.

Some have taken to drink

and have been turned out;

sometimes their wives

drink and have ruined

their homes, and some-

times they just can't get

along with each other

just like other people.

They come in the late

afternoon and early even-

ing but at a surprisingly

early hour the crowd
thins out and they go to

their beds.

The dormitories are on the upper floors.

One of the large rooms accommodates a

hundred and fifty iron cots and lockers, ar-

ranged in four long rows with aisles between.

The red lights at the exits and a few deep

green drop-lights hanging from the ceiling

shed a dim, uncertain glow on the queer,

huddled masses on each little bed. Now and

again one or two restless spirits suddenly raise

themselves on their elbows and stare about

them in a bewildered, frightened manner.

F. A. W.



A Week in West Virginia
By McALISTER COLEMAN

IATURDAY. Percy Tetlow, who took over

the presidency of District 17, United Mine
Workers of America, when the old admin-

istration petitioned the International Union
to carry on the organizing work in West

Virginia last summer is a lean man, quiet

spoken, with a good business head on his shoulders and an

air of convincing authority about him. I found him in the

little two-story building that houses the union headquarters

just around from the postoffice at Charleston. I told him

that I had been sent down by a joint committee of the

League for Industrial Democracy and the American Civil

Liberties Union to look into the need for relief for his

striking miners and find out how it went with civil liberties

in West Virginia. He smiled slightly when I mentioned

"civil liberties." When you have seen the local papers whose

silence in regard to the industrial warfare that is raging on

their doorsteps fairly thunders, when you hear of some of

the things that happen to union organizers when they at-

tempt to invade non-union fields, when you note the com-

plete indifference of social and charitable agencies to the

continuous abuse of constitutional rights and the consequent

suffering among the families of evicted miners, you can't

blame Tetlow for smiling.

Will C. Thompson, secretary-treasurer of the district,

fairly explode with rage when you mention "civil liberties?"

"Civil liberties in West Virginia! There ain't no such

animal." That is expressive of the union attitude. The

leaders have frankly given up all hope of presenting their

case to the public through the medium of the local press.

Organizers who leave headquarters for non-union fields jest

grimly about the probable fate that awaits them at the

hands of deputy sheriffs. They tell you that it is as much

as your life is worth to go into

Logan, Mingo or McDowell
counties where Sheriff Don
Chafin's interdict against public

meetings still holds good.

on windswept hills side by side with those who would not

go back to work at a 38 per cent reduction last April and
still others who joined the union when an organizing cam-

paign got under way last November.
In all about 22,OOO union miners are idle in West Vir-

ginia today, while some 50,000 to 60,000 non-union men
are at work. In some instances operators are selling their

coal at cost or less in order to keep their mines open. In

other instances production and demand are normal. Much
of this non-union coal comes up from below the Ohio River

through unionized territory to the north where it under-

sells coal mined under union conditions. Unemployment
is rife in the central competitive fields, Illinois, Indiana,

Ohio and Pennsylvania. Union operators who pay $7.50
a day for day men cannot compete with a scale of $3.50
or less. If organization work in West Virginia is checked,

if the men are driven back to work at the 1918 scale, the

future of the United Mine Workers, the strongest unit of

organized labor in the country, is menaced.

That is why union headquarters at Charleston is being

watched by organized labor the country over. That is

why the International Union is pouring thousands of dol-

lars every month into relief work in West Virginia. Labor's

fighting front in America today lies along the Kanawha

Valley, in the camps on Cabin and Kelly Creek and on the

mountain-sides beyond Charleston where every day recruits

are taking the union obligation and being promptly evicted

from the company houses. Up and down the swollen creek-

beds, trucks bearing tents and rations from headquarters

race to provide food and shelter for these new converts to

unionism. If they will stand fast in the valley as their

fellow-workers to the north are standing, then the danger-

ous and difficult task of organizing Logan and the other

non-union territories can be un-

dertaken from a strategic base.

"Go to Eskdale on Cabin Creek

tomorrow," advises a union or-

'there'll be a parade

the

1UNDAY.
Through long

experience on these roads

automobile that takes vou

Under this colorful narrative lie the out-

lines of the long-drawn struggle in the

West Virginia coal-fields. The issues in- ganizers,

Union officials tell you that volved have been discussed in the press a"d some talking and you can

they are providing relief to
for the fas f ten years; they have been the f

ee wha* kllld of follcs are J '"-

twenty thousand persons, evicted su bject Of private and public inquiry.
ing up'"

Yet the scenes described are a hang-over
which not one American in a hundred
knows anything about. Mr. Coleman, a

New York newspaperman of experience, from Cabin Creek Junction up
has at various times been identified with

to Eskdale has acquired inva,.

the United Mine Workers. He was sent uable motor.boat characteristics.

to West Virginia by the League for In- For a third of the way at least

strikes and lock-outs in the West dustrial Democracy and the American road-bed and creek-bed merge in

Virginia coal-fields are overlap- Civil Liberties Union. He writes not as a boiling yellow torrent whipped

ping. Some of the union men a detached observer, but as a man who up by the steady down-pour of

whose operators would not sign cares, and at a time of all but universal rain, so that the front wheels

the contracts called for by the indifference The Survey welcomes the throw off waves that would do

opportunity to give him a hearing. credit to a racing craft.

miners and their families. They
are sending to the heads of local

relief committees rations enough

for bare existence and shelter in

the shape of tents and lean-to's.

In some instances they have been

doing this for almost three years,

for you must understand that

1922 agreement are living out

532.
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At Eskdale, miners huddled under the eaves of the little

store tell you that a parade of union men is coming down
from Dakota six miles up the valley. You drive on to

meet the marchers and presently hear the notes of a French

horn gargling through the downpour, "It ain't going to

rain no moh."

Lanky, broad-shouldered men in hip-boots are slipping and

sliding along the road. Ahead is a huge man with an

American flag furled limply around a six-foot pole. Back

of him comes the man with the horn. He stops to unload

cups-ful of water from the instrument and then continues

his musical weather predictions. Then come men with rain-

soaked signs stuck on poles, "We don't like the American

plan." "We won't work at a 38 per cent wage cut."

On past the homes of non-union workers swings the

little parade. The hills that hang sheer above the road

echo the notes of the horn. Men shuffle curiously to the

front porches of the company houses and survey the march-

ers with inscrutable eyes. An Italian cups his mouth and

shouts with full-lunged enthusiasm, "Meeting today at Esk-

dale. All come. Good speaking. Black and white speak-

ers."

Six miles down to Eskdale through the rain and six

miles back after standing in an abandoned store and listen-

ing to the speeches of the organizers from Charleston. Out-

side the store a knot of union men are talking to a colored

coal-digger who has been brought all the way from Point

Pleasant by the company to work non-union. He had been

assured that there is no strike in this region. Now he

wants very much indeed to go back where he came from.

He ain't going to work on no scab job, nohow. A bat-

tered felt hat is passed and enough small coins garnered

to pay the man's carfare back to Point Pleasant. He de-

parts, grinning with relief. Four or five white miners,

come over to the meeting from the company houses, consult

earnestly with the local union secretary, accompany him to

his tent and are given the union obligation then and there.

In a few davs they too will be out in tents, but they tell

Union families at Crown Hill, West Virginia

Tent Colony at Crau-n Hill, West Virginia

you that they are being paid in script and haven't seen any

real money for months.

"I was supposed to get $60 last pay," says one of them,

"and all I got was $11 in cash. The rest went to the

company store, the company doc-

tor and for 'personal protection.'

That means to pay these dicks

that the company hires to keep

out union organizers."

A deep purple darkness has

settled down as the homeward

bound parade is organized. Off

they go with the ironic horn still

optimistic. Every Sunday you

can see just such parades march-

ing and counter-marching all

through the valley. The rank

and file love them and the lead-

ers realize very well their enor-

mous psychological value.

MONDAY.
At six this

morning a crash of broken

glass and the whistle of a million

fiends. Rain is whooping in

through the smashed window of

the hotel at Charleston. On the

streets men are bending to the

force of the storm. You get

union headquarters on the phone.
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An evicted miner in the rain

"They wouldn't evict anyone in weather like this would

they?"

"Just the weather they like best. We're sending a

truck-load of tents up to Mammoth this morning. Want
to go along?"
No matter what your economic opinions, Mammoth makes

you mad. Deputy sheriffs armed with eviction notices and
revolvers have been "setting out" union miners and their

families since dawn. Women and little children are wan-

dering about in the mud seeking any sort of shelter. The
men are trying to erect tents in the teeth of the gale.

Wagons piled high with household goods slew about so

that every now and then something precious to someone is

knocked off into the creek, a child's toy, a phonograph,
an elaborately framed crayon. Over here next to the plot
of ground owned by the union is the little Baptist church
where the smallest children are being tucked away in cribs

hastily constructed out of pews and mattresses. Some of

the women are making dinner on a cook-stove brought in

from the wet. Others are quieting the frightened young-
sters. Seventy-year-old Will Woodsum, who went to work
at the face of the coal when he was ten years old and who
was born within stone's throw of the Canadian army tent

that has been assigned him by the union organizer, tells

you that neither he nor his sons will ever go back to work
at the 1918 scale. "Our women wouldn't ever speak to us

if we did," says he with a grin. Everything that he has

accumulated in the course of a long life is piled in the mid-

dle of the 14x8 foot tent. Through a bullet-hole in the

side, shot into the tent by German machine gunners dur-

ing the war, a trickle of rain is making a pool atop the

Woodsum bureau. He stops the leak and shows you with

pride the lines of the piece which he made himself.

Of course, it is all perfectly legal. These coal-diggers

have paid no rent since they joined the union and quit work
and the companies have clear title to the possession of their

own houses. And it is obvious that evictions in such

weather might be calculated to break the most rebellious

spirits.

TUESDAY.
In the Supreme Court at Charleston they

are wrangling over prohibiting the injunction which

Attorney General England obtained last November against

Don Chafin, sheriff of Logan, the County Court of Logan
and each member thereof, about two hundred deputy
sheriffs and a number of coal companies. The object of

the injunction is to prevent the appointment and service of

deputy sheriffs as private mine guards and to restrain the

coal companies from paying them and Chafin "large sums

of money for their appointment." [See The Survey, Dec.

15, 1924, p. 325.]

When the Attorney General is through, his young as-

sistant makes an eloquent plea for the upholding of con-

stitutional liberties. The coal companies' attorneys bring

technical arguments against upholding the injunction and

say that if the deputies are withdrawn there will be an-

other "armed march" of the miners against Logan. The

justices reserve decision, but listen with interest to these

arguments not often heard in West Virginia courts. Be-

hind the scenes political forces are moving. At the last

election Attorney General England was warned not to

come to Logan, his birthplace, to speak for the Republican

ticket. He didn't. His law partner ran on the Republican

ticket against Don Chafin's nominee for county prosecutor

and is now contesting the election. Citizens of Logan have

long petitioned state authorities to do something to curb the

Don's power and slowly the machinery is coming into action.

All this is to the union's good. It looks as though the

union-baiting sheriff were finally on the run.

\V 7 EDNESDAY. Logan, a town of electrically-lighted,

\\ paved streets with modern stores, churches, some

pretentious apartment-houses and a court-house and jail, lies

at the bottom of a pocket between coal-fat hills. On the

train coming down from Huntington all strangers are

closely scrutinized by slant-eyed detectives on the lookout

for union organizers. At the hotel, curious heads bob over

your shoulder as you register. When you go out after supper

you are closely attended.

Apparently Logan is becoming mystic. Two mind-readers

have rival acts at the motion-picture houses. They hypno-
tize or feign to hypnotize the local yolkelry, whose antics on

the stage delight the audience. Then they answer questions ;

"Is my husband going with another girl?" "Who stole my
ring?" "How can I get a fellow who has been keeping com-

pany with me ?" Next week a renowned evangelist will be

here to exhort the non-union workers to contentment and

warn them against the devices of outside agitators. With

your faithful attendants some paces in the rear, you return

to your hotel and go straight to your room, carefully shoving

the bureau against the door before going to bed.

THURSDAY.
Here are the non-union camps, fre-

quently held up as model by writers for the operators'

press. Certainly the houses are as good as any I have seen

in union fields. They have little garden plots about them

and seem well-built. Furthermore there has been some at-

tempt at starting community life, dance-halls and even a

tennis-court. Also the company stores are attractive. Phy-

sically, every prospect pleases. It's when you come across a

guard with a Winchester at his knee sunning himself in

front of one of these stores ; it's when you make a hasty com-

parison of the prices charged (Continued on page 557)



The Fortuitous Present
By JOSEPH K. HART

V,^^^^^^HE development of an experimental mood in

^f . ^ American politics was indicated last Novem-

M Q* \ her, when more than 4,000,000 voters rec-

L J orded themselves outside current party affilia-

^^^^^^^r tions; and not a few stu'dents of political

trends declared that, had the election been

held six or eight weeks earlier, this insurgent vote might
have run up to 6,OOO,OOO. That is to say, probably some

2,000,000 additional voters were "trembling on the brink

of action."

At the other extreme we find, however, in favorable con-

junction with the great body of the electorate, those who
have been frightened by this "specter" of millions of political

footloose individuals, and who are greatly concerned with

the task of stopping the movement. Some careful souls

among them can do nothing but scold about it and use

question-begging epithets. One positive but not very plaus-

ible suggestion has been made by James M. Beck, solicitor

general of the State Department. In an address before the

Pennsylvania Society, in December last, he urged that the

Supreme Court, which he thought the main object of attack

of this insurgent movement, should make itself more obvious-

ly a part of the law-making power of the federal govern-

ment, by undertaking to pass upon the constitutionality of

legislative proposals before their enactment into law. He

thought that the court, while not relinquishing its curb on

popular government, would make

itself less unpopular by drawing
rein more quickly, and thus, by

some mysterious process, allay a

bit the discontent of the "masses"

and assure their early return to

the party fold whether Repub-
lican or Democratic.

This experimental mood is not,

however, confined to the field of

politics. Industry, both on its

mechanical side and in terms of

its human relationships; both in

the counsels of the managers and

in the ranks of the workers, is

feeling it more and more every

year. Religion, in many of the

"communions," is engaged in a

more or less vital struggle as be-

tween the experimentalists and

the traditionalists. The insep-

arable family tie, whether we
care to admit it or not, is being

subjected to an increasing volume

of criticism, and the marriage relationship has become, for

very large numbers, intentionally an experimental matter.

Even in education there is some evidence of this same experi-

mental mood, on a small scale, and mostly in the elementary

schools. Not much of it may be found in the official pro-

All our social institutions, the state, the

church, business and industry, the home,
the school, are still officially and quite

naturally of the ancient glacial drift of
custom. But the experimental mood is

not unknown within each of them, and
each is, in greater or less degree, officially

upon the defensive. Hence in each of
these great institutional areas we have
the somewhat diverting spectacle of two

groups fighting each other all over the

place, whilst the larger, drifting mass in

each of them a somewhat blear-eyed
and sleepy giant now and then rouses

itself slightly and inquires, timidly. "I

say, you fellows, what's all the infernal
row about, anyhow?"

cesses of the secondary schools, the colleges or universities;

although as result the students seem to be inaugurating their

own experiments with life outside the curriculum.

Through all these disturbed areas runs an enlarging con-

tour of suspicion that many, perhaps even most, of our

traditional forms of social organization, in group and com-

munity life, had their beginnings in fortuitous circumstances ;

and that even those social relationships which can be traced

to some definite historical point of origin were not set up by

the deliberative intelligence of all who were concerned, but

were always the expression of some dominant or ambitious

group, and were, not infrequently, "put over" by some sort

of "strong arm" tactics, and then were accepted and en-

forced by some traditional institution which served as the

supreme court of a caste or epoch. Hence, these critics hold

that the most that can be said for all such traditional and

fortuitous relationships is that, under their guidance and

regimentation, those individuals and groups who have sur-

vived have survived; with the result that most who have

thus survived and prospered tend to believe quite religiously

in the conditions that favored, or at least, permitted their

survival ; they tend, quite naturally, to identify those con-

ditions with what we may call "permanent reality"; and

they think of themselves, not as those who have survived

under certain selectively favorable conditions, but as those

who have exactly fitted the ultimate conditions of existence

and who are, therefore, The
Ultimate Fit. Hence, it seems

almost blasphemous to them to

have their Ultimate Fitness

doubted, or the Finality of the

Social Institutions that fit their

Fitness called in question. So a

native breed of wheat or of

apples might have scorn for the

innovating varieties which have

outstripped them.

UESTIONING and criti-

__
cizing will go on, however,

even though these should be de-

clared lese majestas or treason.

To be sure, the masses of man-

kind will continue more or less

immune from all these question-

ings: the glacial drift of age-long

custom will continue and it will

hold people, however, some of

them may imagine themselves to-

be free. But over against this

drift, the cross-fire of two main lines of criticism is to be

discerned. On the one hand, we have a more or less

thorough-going, reconstructive analysis of the traditional

forms of our living, their origins and their values; on the-

other, what we may call a counter-apologetic. Each of

535
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these may be regarded as, on the whole, disinterested and

sincere with some reservations. Each has some under-

standing of the other though this is not always obvious.

Each claims some credit from the other. At times, the

parts shift and each is mistaken for the other though not

for long.

The counter-apologetic critic has undertaken to defend the

existent social order, and is calling to his service whatever

sciences and arts are willing to enlist, or can be made to

serve. Tradition is, itself, a great conscriptor, promising

everything, anything, and seducing the minds of men with

hopes and fears, and without mercy. It has much of human

reality within it, too, of course; and now and then, it finds

reality in something modern. But for the most part, with

the help of certain sciences and pseudo-sciences, a consider-

able case can be made out for "things as they are with

occasional tinkerings." Many economists want nothing bet-

ter than to take the existent industrial order as their client ;

historians can find plenty of reasons why we should let well

enough alone. Some sociologists have no difficulty in justify-

ing the ways of tradition to men. The bulk of religionists

are solidly behind these movements. And most moralists

shake their gloomy heads in the general direction of the

reconstructive critics and mutter: "The gobeluns '11 git ye

ef ye don't watch out!"

But the reconstructive critics have accepted the experi-

mental mood as their attitude toward life and the world,

and critical inquiry as their most effective tool. That is to

say, some of them have done so. The fact is that these

critics range all the way from those few who ate disinter-

estedly trying to understand before they reconstruct, to the

many who are bent on reconstructing something whether

they understand it or not ; who say, with the so-called "god-

sakers" of England : "We have no time to waste in study

or discussion for God's sake, let's do something!"

If, however, we may pass by with a wave of the hand

the most dogmatic of these and consider the more intelligent

of them, we shall find the beginnings, at least, of a program
of critical science gradually penetrating the domain of social

organization. Science must not here be defined primarily

as knowledge, nor as systematic knowledge, nor even as

verified knowledge. Knowledge tends too easily to become

dogmatic, and dogmatism is the one thing the reconstructive

critic is trying to avoid. For him science means inquiry into

every unilluminated area of the world, using not the "lamp
of the past," but the light of hypothesis to illuminate dark

corners. This is a daring proposal, of course, but it is not

without support. Some historians have found that the

method has not been unknown in the past. A few eco-

nomists have escaped from subordination to economic theory

and have become inquirers in the land of realities. Most of

the sociologists, since sociology is still comparatively youth-

ful, incline to this attitude. A few religionists hold that

"revelation is not a sealed book." And now and then, a

moralist finds out that moral relationships insist upon squar-

ing themselves within the conditions' of time, place and

culture level of a people.

All our social institutions, the state, the church, business

and industry, the home, the school, are still officially and

quite naturally of the ancient glacial drift of custom. But,

as we have already seen, the experimental mood is not un-

known within each of them, and each is, in greater or less

degree, officially upon the defensive. Hence, in each of

these great institutional areas, we have the somewhat divert-

ing spectacle of two groups fighting each other all over the

place, whilst the larger, drifting mass in each of them a

somewhat blear-eyed and sleepy giant now and then rouses

itself, slightly, and inquires, timidly: "I say, you fellows,

what's all the infernal row about, anyhow? Enough dis-

interested spectators sit on the bleachers, regularly, to keep

the show going.

Any forecast as to the outcome of this conflict must de-

pend upon the answer to the question: "Is human nature

capable of escaping from and living above 'the drift' or is it

inevitably and permanently committed to .'the drift' ?" Now
it must be obvious that any answer, or answers, to this

question, must take nature and human nature especially into

account ; they must be supplied, eventually, by the "sciences

of human nature." Two preliminary answers are being

offered by two current "sciences of human nature"-

psychology and psychiatry. These two preliminary answers

offer an instructive example of that "shifting of the parts,"

suggested previously, and they should make us wary of our

besetting dogmatisms, even our most prized ones. (It

should be said that these answers appear in the literatures of

these sciences; but it is not here assumed that any one

psychologist or psychiatrist would accept these statements as

wholly his own.)

CONSIDER
psychology first. Psychology began in

ancient religious mysticism. It was concerned with

Psyche, the Soul, and it held that concern intact for ages.

But within the past century, beginning to probe under the

surface of experience, it presently found, or thought that it

found, that it could dispense with the Soul. Since then it

has been dispensing with other once prized possessions of the

mystics, until as Professor J. McKeen Cattell is never

tired of telling us psychology, having some thirty years ago

lost its soul, undertook, some twenty years ago to lose con-

sciousness and, within the past decade, with the help of the

behaviorists, it has come pretty near to losing its mind.

What then remains? Nothing but the "mechanisms of be-

havior" and those discrete atoms of experience which can

be discriminated, counted, measured and set forth in tables

of statistics and in graphs. "Nothing is real that cannot

be measured and counted." That is to say, psychology, hav-,

ing begun in meditations upon the soul, has become as

nearly as possible a branch of mathematical physics. What,

then, has such a psychology to offer in the way of help to

human nature, whether in "the drift," or in an effort to

escape from "the drift"?

Before attempting to answer this question, let us consider

psychiatry. This growing science had its origins in the

needs of the physician and surgeon. The physician's ap-

proach had been from the fields of physiology, neurology

and pathology all sciences of bodily structures and func-

tions. On the basis of these "gross" sciences, working with

sick human bodies, he learned, slowly and against all his

wishes, that there are times when the "human mechanism"

fails to respond to mechanistic techniques. Realistically, he

attempted to find out what this meant. He found, first,

that human beings have "likes and dislikes" of the most

irrational, that is, non-mechanistic sorts. He found "loves

and hates," "hopes and despairs," "interests and ideals," and

an ever-widening array of curious manifestations that, at

times, supplemented his mechanistic techniques, at other
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times thwarted them altogether. Against his will almost,

he became more than doctor of medicine; he became a

psychiatrist and began to admit the existence in some

people, at least, of something that some memory, atavistic,

perhaps, prompted him to call "personality." And lo, we

were back where we started : Psychology had lost its soul-

hut psychiatry had found it!

Does this "shifting of the parts" mean that psychiatry is

less scientific than psychology? Does it not rather mean

that it is far more scientific? Modern psychology has ap-

proached its task almost exclusively from the disadvantage

of the academic atmosphere. Hence, it seems to hold, in

true academic spirit, that nature, including human nature,

is not "scientific," by nature, but must be made "scientific"

by science. That is to say, nature must be set in order:

it must be reduced to ultimate mechanism and discrete items

which can be measured, weighed or counted, as the case may

require, arranged in tables or charted in graphs, made into

percentages of some agreed total and assigned to a fixed

place in some scientifically ultimate series. "Science" is

thus opposed to "nature" : it becomes identical with the

mechanistic and, of course, a machine has neither soul, nor

consciousness, nor mind ! Hence, psychology is well advised

in getting rid of those ancient cumbrous mysteries.

Psychiatry, on the other hand, having come up out of the

search for health, conceives of health as something "na-

tural," which, in fact, "nature" usually contrives to secure

in spite of the efforts and meddlings of "scientists." Psy-

chiatry, therefore, has some doubt as to the superiority of

"science" to "nature," or the desirability of outlawing
"nature" in order to enthrone "science." The psychiatrist

is inclined rather to believe that the real business of "science"

is to help living to become "more natural" on new levels

of "nature," to be sure, but "nature" none the less. Nature,

at least in her romantic moods, offers a more entertaining

world than does science with its "absolutely predictable me-

chanisms." And though psychology frowns upon enter-

tainment as "anthropomorphic," psychiatry seems inclined

to argue that human life cannot well get on without it.

Who shall arbitrate : nature or science ?

Psychology's answer to our earlier question would seem,

therefore, to be that human nature should escape from "the

drift" but not into any such will-o'-the-wisp quagmire as

"the experimental mood." Rather, human nature is prob-

ably quite effectively expressed in the present social order,

but it does need one further development. It needs to be

completely set in order. It needs to be reduced to its ultimate

mechanisms and to those discrete items of existence which
can be measured, weighed or counted as the case may re-

quire, arranged in tables or charted in graphs, calculated

in percentages of some agreed total and assigned to fixed

places in some ultimate series. Human nature when thus

it has been scientifically reconstructed can be "controlled,"

(and "control" is the avowed aim of all "science"). Thus
will be secured the data desired by schools which are dom-
inated by modern types of psychology. These better schools

will turn out graduates who will be more readily handled

by the personnel divisions of business and industry. Such
"scientific individuals" would be welcomed by the leaders

of our civic life and our political parties. Marriages could

be arranged for them with mathematical precision. Homes
could be made completely efficient. Recreation could be

regulated to secure "scientific joy." Moral relationships

could be computed by logarithms. And even that salvation

which is traditionally "free" could be measured out by the

churches in amounts that would just perform the trick,

without skimping and yet without waste. It's a noble vision :

the details of it can be found in the literatures.

Psychiatry's answer, on the other hand, would seem to be

that human nature must be rescued from the drift to the

extent that will make possible the development of health

in all our social relationships. The ultimate values of life

inhere, not in the rule of a standard behavior, but in the

integrity physical, intellectual, emotional and moral of

the individual human being, as he lives and moves in his

physical and social environment what Dr. Adolf Meyer,
from the still broader base of psychobiology, envisages as the

entire personality. Hence, whatever else may or may not

be done by any real science, the integrity of the individual

must be ever kept in view, and his ultimate fulfillment must

be secured at whatever cost to institutions. This is not a

condition to be achieved once for all, but a matter of con-

tinual growth. If under any existent environmental con-

dition, that integrity is obstructed, invaded or threatened,

the scientist must consider as nearly as possible what Dr.

Elton Mayo calls "the total situation" the individual, the

environment, and the two as one; in order that methods

may be worked out not for "standardizing" the individual

to those conditions, or vice versa, but for making that "total

situation" expand to new contours, inclusive of new intelli-

gence, and assuring new increments of health, mental, physi-

cal and emotional, 'both for the individual and for all the

environment.

PHYSICAL,
mental and moral health: health for the

entire personality ; health in the total situation ! This

is the ideal the psychiatrist would make real in that teacher-

pupil relationship which is the central fact of the school,

and which is so often disastrously unhealthy. But, if there

is little of this real health in schools, if both manager and

worker have been educated unhealthily, how can there be

much health, on either side, in industry? Since neither

education nor industry has, in its traditional forms, much

understanding of or respect for this intimate health of

personality, how shall politics and our whole civic life escape

the sickly blights of repressed, suppressed and balked ambi-

tions seeking release, escape, reward, revenge? And how
shall such unrealized personalities avoid being victimized

by their ephemeral desires and fancies in such crucial, inti-

mate matters as the choosing of mates and the organization

of homes? Moreover, how can morality be anything but

obedience to the "rules of the game"? But most of all,

with what eagerness will such sickly souls embrace the prom-
ises of the religionists that eternal riches and everlasting

joys await those who will consent to brighten the corner

where they are! These problems, this condition, which the

psychologist sees as inevitable until he has learned how to

"control" it the psychiatrist sees as a traditional morass of

human traits and human folkways and human ignorance

and folly which needs to be drained and cleared and dealt

with intelligently with a view to bringing health into the

total situation.

Objectors will here interpose the retort that not all psy-

chologists are academicians, and not all psychiatrists are

wise men. And the remark will be true. Some psycho-

logists are tending slowly but surely toward the study of

the living, human being, as he moves, more or less bewilder-
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edly, through the mazes of the world. The social psycholo-

gists are rinding this to be their special task: to understand
the nature of the individual whose vital roots are in the

drifting mass, but whose active life is developing new civic,

economic, marital and other moral and social relationships.

tween psychology and psychiatry. The psychologist seems

to accept the world of institutions and orders as it is, and
to think of his own task as that of so understanding human

beings that he can classify them for purposes of "control"

and thus make possible the release of those "superior minds"
Some so-called psychiatrists are rinding it possible to deliver who are to do the great work of the world. The psy-
themselves of opinions that have the logical validity of the

sophisms of the soap-box orator. For example, some of

them are trying to make themselves believe that all non-

conformists are neurotics, or perverts, or worse; and that

all great human enthusiasms and achievements have always
been emotional debauches or rationalizations of mechanistic

results. It must be admitted that psychiatry has dealt it-

self some heavy blows within the past few years. And it

must also be admitted that no one science, and no one group
of scientists, and no one way of looking at the world monop-
olizes all the truth.

None the less, psychiatry will give us and a few psychia-

chiatrist, on the other hand, seems to think of the human
individual as needing release from old suppressions and

institutionalizations that now appear distinctly unnatural

and therefore are conducive to unhealth. He is working for

a real social order, not one on paper. That social order is

deeply rooted in the fortuitous past, of course; but it will

be always critical of that past, not for exploitative purposes,

nor for temporary or partisan aims, but for the purposes
of health : health of mind and body ; health of the individual

and the group; health of institutions and the community;
health of the nation and the world. He knows that there

can be no lasting health in any part of the whole as long
trists a new outlook upon human living an outlook not as the whole, itself, is sick; nor can there be any real health

of humanity as long as any part of it is permitted, or com-

pelled, to be its scapegoat.

afforded by a previously existent science. The real psy-
chiatrist sees the future as a great world problem that of

securing health in the total situation of the individual and
of the race, bit by bit. How this is to be done he is not ~^HE real psychiatrist is too much of an experimentalist

yet prepared to say, except that it will require long and

patient inquiries into the dark corners of individual and

community life, and the use of many imaginative hypotheses
for the illumination of those dark corners the hypothesis

JL and a rebel to be able to admit that other experimental-
ists and rebels are, and have always been without exception,

neurotics, paranoiacs or perverts. He leaves to some varieties

of psychoanalytic psychologists the pastime of showing that

that men have souls not being excluded, if it helps to bring the great leaders of the past have been abnormal men and

health to the race. Psychiatry holds that it is men, not

nature, that must become more scientific: men's minds must
follow the golden clues of experience, and test out the

promising hypotheses of the creative imagination and re-

make the world until the "total situation" within which

experience is involved becomes fit for the residence of health-

ful and natural men, women and children.

There is no virtue in a "home" unless the relationships

that make up its life are sur-

charged with this intimate health-

fulness. Humanity cannot for- Thg psych iatrist is working for a real

women. For himself, he can believe that Christopher

Columbus was the sanest geographer in Europe in the Fif-

teenth Century. He is sure that Louis Pasteur was a wiser

and a saner man than any of the members of the Academy
who ridiculed him solid and substantial citizens and con-

formers to the status quo of their profession though they

were. He holds that new continents of social and intellec-

tual and physical health lie still undiscovered before us and

beyond our present horizons;

that new methods of dealing

with human natures will be

contin-found on those new
ents.
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munity. Civic relationships we scape-goat.

must have. "Man is by nature

a. political animal," said Aristotle.

But a civic order that breeds criminals faster than it can cure

them and new wars before it can pay for old ones is not

He craves an understanding

and a freedom that will enable

the individual to live in society,

to be civilized and still be

moderately happy.

Of course, psychiatry alone cannot accomplish these re-

;an order that unreconstructed can long expect to retain the suits; but psychiatry, or the same thing under some other

loyalties of minds and souls that seek health for themselves name, will have an essential share in securing them. They

.and their kind. will come of the efforts of all the experimental movements

There is, then, a not unwholesome controversy today be- in all the ranges and areas of human experience.



Gompers : The Sources of His Power
By ROBERT W. BRUERE

O induce the man who for two generations

had been the head and front of the American

trade union movement to set down the rec-

ord of his unique career was difficult. Like

Theodore Roosevelt, with whom he had

much in common besides his strain of Dutch

blood, he revelled in the power and opportunities of national

leadership. He disliked self-analysis and introspection. The
activities of his position were much more congenial to him

than critical writing, except when the preparation of speeches

or articles had a direct bearing on the strategy of those ac-

tivities. He was accordingly slow to yield to the importun-

ities of his friends in the matter of the autobiography, and

when at length he did so, the resulting record though it

spans the whole of his career, contains large gaps tells

hardly half the story. Yet it reveals as no other book has

done the source not only of Samuel Gompers' power but

also of the power and limitations of the organized labor

movement in America. It is a contribution of major import-

ance to the documentary history of American industrial

society.

Says A. Lincoln Filene in his book, A Merchant's Hori-

zon ;
"A thing visible only to a political seer in the nine-

teenth century is patent to all in the twentieth. Certainly

the workingman is aware that this is his age." This un-

folding awareness in the minds of workingmen of their

preeminent role in the evolution of industrial society is a

salient phenomenon of our epoch. Of the influences that

have made possible this rise of the laboring masses none has

been greater than the conquest by western civilization of an

economic surplus. Hunger and democracy ar,e incompatible.

A starved people have neither capacity for nor interest in

the slow, arduous problems of self-government ; their harassed

spirits crave the compensatory relief of revolutionary or

Utopian fantasies. The prospect of actual escape from the

agelong terrors of recurrent famine and endemic want

came with the opening up of the vast economic resources of

America. To millions throughout the world, America means

nothing so much as freedom from poverty- the opportunity

to have a chicken in the pot not on Sundays only, but a

chicken or its equivalent every

day in the week. The full din-

ner pail ! From overalls to white

collars! A saving wage with a

bank account ! Business ideals are

preeminentlyAmerican ideals, free

from old world philosophies, im-

patient of Utopian theorizing, mat-

ter-of-fact, tough-fibred, realistic.

It was the genius of Samuel

Gompers that, surrounded by

revolutionary refugees and zeal-

utopian intellectuals, heous

grasped this central

turbulent American
reality of

life, saw

When Gompers died he left an autobi-

ography almost ready for the printer.

Through the courtesy of the publishers,
E. P. Dutton and Co., Mr. Bruere had
an opportunity to read its thousand-odd

pages in proof while the presses were be-

ing held for what is now the final chapter
of a two-volume book. On this material

Mr. Bruere has drawn for a fresh ap-

praisal of the sources and import of

Gompers' leadership.

that it was good, clung to it with dogged persistence, and

built the trade union movement upon it. When as a boy
he came to these shores, he found embryonic American trade

unionism in the midst of a cyclone of conflicting old

world theories, uprooted again and again by the tempes-

tuous passions of men who had just escaped from old world

oppression, delirious with the vain imaginings of an impend-

ing millenium which blew a bubble such as that of the

Noble Order of the Knights of Labor. What in his auto-

biography he refers to as one of his first literary produc-

tions to appear in print is a letter which as the youthful

president of the New York local of the cigar makers union

he sent to International Headquarters. "One of the main

objects of our organization," he wrote,
"

is the elevation of

the lowest paid worker to the standard of the highest, and

in time we must secure for every person in the trade an

existence worthy of human beings." Under his steadying

influence, American trade unionism became business trade

unionism, with its feet on the ground, aiming unromantically

at an ever increasing share of the national income, increased

leisure through the shortening of the working day, the stabil-

ization and tightening control of the labor market. "My
earliest official efforts," he wrote, "were concentrated in

promoting stability of labor organizations. This had to be

done by making the idea an inseparable part of the thought

and habits of trade unionists, by establishing a business basis

for unionism."

The significance of this clear perception of the strategy

essential to harmonizing trade unionism with the dominant

American impulse on the part of a youthful leader in the

turbulent seventies and eighties will be brought home to

the reader by a reexamination of the most famous study of

the labor movement in the America of that time, The Labor

Movement in America, by Richard T. Ely, then of Johns

Hopkins, now of Wisconsin University. Published in 1886,

the year when Samuel Gompers, after an effective declara-

tion of war to extermination upon the Knights of Labor,

was elected first president of the American Federation of

Labor, it does not so much as mention his name. Seven of

its thirteen chapters are entirely devoted to Early American

Communism, Cooperation in

America, the Beginnings of Mo-

dern Socialism in America, the

Internationalists, The Propagan-

da of Deed, the Socialist Labor

Party, the Strength of Revolu-

tionary Socialism. In the year

when Samuel Gompers concluded

once and for all that while the

Knights of Labor might have high

ideals, it was "purely sentimental

and bereft of all practical thought

and action," Dr. Ely wrote that

while he believed the Knights of

Labor represented "an organiza-
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tion of a higher type than the trade-union, I do not believe

that the latter can yet be dispensed with!" That was the

atmosphere surrounding American trade unionism when
Samuel Gompers took command of the ship and anchored
it to wages, hours, and business collective bargaining.

His final conversion to this gospel of business trade union-
ism appears to have occurred as the result of his experience
with a mass meeting in behalf of the unemployed held in

Tompkins Square, New York, in) the winter of 1874.

During the organization of the demonstration, "dissension

developed within the ranks of workingmen. The group of

radicals, so-called Communists saw in the situation an op-

portunity for propaganda. Propaganda was for them the

chief end of life. They were perfectly willing to use

human necessity as propaganda material. Practical results

meant nothing in their program. They were young heroes

determined to play a great part. Hence they were unwilling
to do the unostentatious, quiet orderly things that make for

constructive progress. . . . Just after they entered the park
the police seargent led an attack on them. He was followed

by police mounted and on foot with drawn night sticks.

Without a word of warning they swept down the defense-

less workers, striking down a standard bearer and using their

clubs right and left indiscriminately on the heads of all they
could reach. It was an orgy of brutality. I was caught in the

crowd on the street and barely saved my head from being
cracked by jumping down a cellarvvay. . . ."

Such experiences have made many men confirmed rebels,

converts to revolutionary philosophies, propagandists of the

deed. The effect upon young Gompers was exactly the op-

posite. "I was in no way connected with the arrangement of

this demonstration," he remembered with satisfaction, "and
was present as an intensely interested workingman and the

import of the situation bore in upon me. As the funda-

mentals came to me, they became guide posts for my under-

standing of the labor movement for years to come. I saw
how professions of radicalism and sensationalism concen-

trated all the forces of organized society against a labor

movement and nullified its normal necessary activity. I

saw that leadership in the labor movement could be safely

entrusted only to those in whose hearts and minds had been

woven the experience of earning their bread by daily labor. . .

I saw the danger of entangling alliances with intellectuals

who did not understand that to experiment with the labor

movement was to experiment with human life." From
that time forward he deliberately clothed himself and the

movement be led in the manners and ideographs of

accepted American usage. His penetrating sense of the value

of outward conformity lead him on the one hand to eager

participation in the activities of the National Civic Federa-

tion and on the other, after his return from the inaugura-

tion of an avowedly socialist-labor government in Mexico,
to shield the Mexican labor movement, which he loved next

to the American labor movement itself, by the calculated

wisdom of his dying utterance: "God bless our American

institutions
; may they grow better day by day."

I use the word calculated in no invidious sense. The
dominance which he exercised over the trade union move-

ment for nearly forty years, the regimentation which that

movement achieved, would have been impossible without

his sustained capacity for calculated strategy, decision and

action. That capacity marked him out for leadership years

before the American Federation of Labor was formed.

Charter No. 144, granted to the English section of the cigar
makers' union in New York under date of November 24,

1875, bears the name of Samuel Gompers as president. He
was then twenty-five years old. "It was customary then,"

he writes in the Autobiography, "for workers to go on
strikes haphazard," generally to their own injury. Accord-

ingly "union 144 adopted a provision in its laws that when
workers belonging to the organization, entering upon a

strike without first submitting to the organization their

case for consideration, approval or disapproval, it was the

duty of the union to man the shop with other members of

the union. In addition to establishing this regulation we
had to enforce it as a union practice." Sanitary conditions

in a certain shop were so bad and the management were so

indifferent to protests, that the sixty men employed there

went on strike without complying with the union rule. A
committee then came before the union's board of adminis-

tration for support. It was headed by Henry Gompers, the

president's brother. "Without further ado," the Autobio-

graphy runs, "I read the provision in the constitution of

union 144 and declared their application for approval of the

strike by the union was in violation of the laws of the

organization and that we could not accept their application.

The committee was angered beyond description and probably

my brother more than any other one of them. I advised

them to go to the shop and go to work even temporarily and

then call a meeting and make application to the union to sus-

tain them in their strike." The angry protestations of his

brother were unavailing. The union and its discipline meant

more to him than family ties. He was obeyed. Within

twenty-four hours after the strike had been regularly sanc-

tioned it was won. The calculated effect of this farsighted

policy upon the strength and prestige of the organization

was great and permanent.

THIS
capacity for longheaded calculation, a primary

source of his power in leadership, is again impres-

sively illustrate^! by an incident that grew out of the great

strike of 1877 against tenement house manufacture of cigars.

The strike was lost. No one paid a heavier penalty than

Samuel Gompers. He had been married ten years before at

the age of seventeen. He was already the father of a large

family. He was blacklisted as an agitator and trouble maker.

Finally he obtained employment in a shop where Larza Hart,

\vho had been the leader of the strike breakers, was employed.

In spite of the fact that he was under special surveillance,

his influence spread through the shop. The spirit of organi-

7-ation revived. The men held a shop meeting, and against

his advice and protest, called a strike to have Hart dis-

charged. They won. Hart was discharged. About a

month later he met Gompers on the street and "pleaded

with me to take his application for membership in the union."

The Autobiography continues:

I asked him to meet me some time during the following

week to talk over the matter. We met and I took in his

application for membership. It was a fierce contest to secure

his admission. Some of my friends, and those who did not

know much of me, opposed me bitterly. They could not under-

stand why I should ask application for Hart's membership and

so strenuously insist upon its acceptance. He was finally ac-

cepted. At the conclusion of the meeting, Hart, who was

standing in the corridor of the hall as I came out, rushed

toward me, expressed his gratitude and extended his hand. I

stepped back from him, folded my hands behind me and said,
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How dare you offer me your hand, you traitor!' He dropped
his hand and his head sank between his shoulders. I said to

him, 'Mr. Hart, 1 refuse to accept your hand now. But, in

a year from now, if you conduct yourself as a decent man, as

a faithful co-worker in the cause of labor you need not come
and extend your hand to me; in a year from now I will come
toward you, but until then don't you dare to speak to me again.'

He did well. He was not active simply attended the meet-

ings, never participated in any of the discussions and was later

really welcomed among the organization of true trade unionists.

I carried out my promise, and, within a year from the time

he had been accepted as a member, went up to him and offered

my hand which he grasped, and while we were not intimate,

we became friends. To me expulsion from a trade union had
like significance to capital punishment, and when this question
came up in my presence, I invariably took this view with those

who advocated or proposed expulsion from the union, what-
ever the offense. . . .

I am frankly a partisan a union man not a half hearted

advocate who may be swayed to either one side or the other.

I repeat and emphasize that insofar as the organization of

labor in trade unions is concerned, the general policy they

pursue, their purposes and aspirations, I am unalterably with

them, yea, even to the extent of their errors, their mistakes.

From that partisanship he never deviated even when the

issue seemed hopeless to others, when the temptations to a

political or business career were great. In the years before

the American Federation of Labor was formed, when the

membership of many of the older trade unions was actually

dwindling, he depored the fact than many men after attain-

ing prominence were lured away from the labor movement.

Realizing this situation as an actual fact injuriously affect-

ing the efforts to organize the workers our group agreed:
"Let us without formality pledge to each other and to our-

selves that under no circumstances will we accept public

funds or become interested in any business venture of any
character or accept any preferment outside of the labor

movement. . . . Such an agreement based on mutual under-

standing was more binding than an oath. It was the meeting
of men's hearts and minds in furtherance of a great cause.

I know of no one of that group who has not kept the faitb.

It was this little group that refused to subordinate the trade

union to any ism or political reform. We knew that the

trade union was the fundamental agency through which we
could achieve economic power, which would in turn give us

social and political power." One of the first resolutions

which he introduced as a member of the legislative committee

of the Federation of Organized Trades and Labor Unions

of the United States and Canada in 1881 read: "Resolved

that it is the sense of this committee that no member thereof

should publicly advocate the claims of any of the political

parties; but this should not preclude the advocacy of a man

who is pledged purely and directly to labor measures."

The force and ability with which he advocated this policy

at the time when the Noble Order of the Knights of Labor

was at the height of its brief but effulgent career lead to his

election as the first president of the American Federation

of Labor in 1886. This was a lean and unalluring honor at

that time. For five years he was the Federation's only full-

time official. He faced a situation which lead scholarly ob-

servers like Richard T. Ely to ask the question as to

whether the day might not be near at hand when labor

would dispense with the trade union altogether. He took

to the road, preaching his gospel and seeking converts.

"Everywhere I went," he writes, "I tried to make friends

with reporters so that labor stories might find a hearing in

the daily papers. I reached New York in March greatly

encouraged by the results of the trip though I was ninety

dollars out of pocket. Ninety dollars out of a salary of

one thousand a year with a wife and six children to sup-

port, was not an insignificant sum. Financial loss accom-

panied practically every trip I made, managed on the basis

of local payment of expenses. . . . The Federation was

the unified activity of the trade union men. It was de-

pendent upon goodwill and understanding of economic

power. So I became a seeker of men. ... At times I was

well nigh consumed with zeal, so that I gave little thought
to anything else. My work was my life."

THIS
almost fanatical zeal, this sagacity, this ability

to harmonize the immediate aspirations of the wage-
workers with the dominant business ideals of nineteenth

century America were the great sources of Samuel Gompers'

influence, prestige and power. They were also the sources

of his limitations as the leader of a group which had risen

from impotence and oppression to that preeminence which

Lincoln Filene certifies. He never recognized that the

policies of a solidly organized army of three, four, five mil-

lions of men and women, especially when directed at the

courts, immigration and kindred subjects, were matters of

proper concern to all other citizens and groups of citizens.

He defiantly resented what he called the meddling inter-

ference of outsiders when they brought these policies into

question. He was consistent in holding that the labor move-

ment was not responsible for the development of public

policies beyond those that directly affected its own specific

interests. This accounts in a general way for his hostility

to the leaders of the British Labour Party and for his sever-

ance of affiliation with the International Federation of Trade

Unions because of what he regarded as their socialistic trend.

To the end he adhered to the narrow path of pure and

simple trade unionism collective bargaining, business trade

unionism and had his reward in the wide acceptance by
the business community of himself and the organization he

represented as stalwartly, immaculately patriotic.

The result of this complete conformity to business ideal

was a considerable dimming of the peculiar and dynamic
idealism which characterizes the labor movement through-
out the world and upon which his earlier career was built.

This is evident in the fact that the recent pioneering activ-

ities of American organized labor labor banks, unemploy-

ment insurance, technical cooperation in production have

gone forward under the leadership of men and unions, such

as the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, the Amal-

gamated Clothing Workers and the Machinists, that are

either outside of the American Federation of Labor or of

the traditional radical minority in that organization. It

was only when he crossed the Mexican border as the friend

and patron of the socialist-labor movement there that he

gave intimations of what his course might have been had

he come into command of the American trade union move-

ment in 1924 instead of 1886. His autobiography reveals

nothing more clearly than that the mainspring of his remark-

able career lay treasured in his zealous militant youth, and

that not only his own policies during the closing years of

his life but also those of the Federation which he created

and dominated were largely determined by an old man's

wondering reverence for the youth that had made him an

acknowledged leader of men.
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into the inner circles of sacrosanct society

in New York is sufficiently difficult for the most

favored of fortune to rouse our curiosity when a

successful raid is made by less assuming beings. For

already some 850 citizens, most of them persons of social,

financial or intellectual distinction, or all three, have capi-

tulated to the insidious typhoid bacillus and more than

ninety have died of the invasion, which began just before

Thanksgiving and continues to date, although to a lesser

degree, throughout the five boroughs.

This sudden wave of disease has brought out in sharp con-

trast the customs and beliefs of several racial groups. It

is a Nordic epidemic, as well as an affliction of the well-

to-do. Mapping the residence of each patient as the reports

came in to the Health Department was very much like

drawing the zone of exclusive and expensive residence in

Manhattan and Brooklyn. There have been fifteen times

as many typhoid patients in proportion to the population in

the apartments and private houses of Park Avenue, on both

sides of Central Park and in the Riverside Drive regions as

in the city at large. One looks in vain for hospital or

private patients whose homes are in the Lower East or West

Side, among the Jewish, Italian or Irish tenement dwellers.

With the first hundred patients carefully studied it was

possible to exclude the usual sources of typhoid infection,

i. e., the water or milk supplies; with the second hundred,

showing as the commonest food factor the use of oysters

within two weeks of the onset of the disease, the probable

source of the epidemic was determined. Since then the

evidence has been increasingly definite.

At least 70 per cent of the typhoid patients in New York

City are known to have eaten oysters in public restaurants

or hotels, or at home from public supplies, within two weeks

prior to the development of the disease. And the same is

true of persons from the neighboring counties of Westchester,

Nassau and Suffolk, and of guests from Chicago, Pittsburgh,

Scranton, Philadelphia, Rochester and Buffalo, who shared

in the holiday festivities in New York. Everywhere the

correspondence reveals the names and addresses of "first

families."

Orthodox Jews do not eat oysters. Italians and Greeks

rarely use them, and among the first 700 patients there was

but one Italian name. The Italians, the most generous users

of lettuce, celery and other fresh green vegetables, have

given us admirable experimental proof of the sanitary safety

of these articles. Wage earners and people of small incomes

generally do not use oysters and throughout the city these

have fortunately escaped infection. The leading restaurants,

the most prominent hotels of the mid-city zone have appeared

commonly in the list of eating places of the victims of pol-

luted oysters.

Not only has the metropolitan area centering in New
York been the keenest sufferer, but the contamination ap-

parently has come from the same region. There are clear

indications that areas of oyster raising in neighboring waters,

hitherto safe, have been recently heavily polluted by the new-

ly opened system of sewage disposal of the Passaic valley. The
exclusion of supplies from these areas by the health authorities

was neither quick enough nor sufficiently wide and effective to

prevent shipments of infected shellfish to New York and

elsewhere from New York markets until after the damage
was done.

The oyster industry in general has been heavily penalized

by loss of trade and confidence. Chicago, for example, refuses

for the time to leave the eating of raw oysters to individual

discretion, and has made it an offense punishable by a fine

of $25. But no failure of the oyster dealers' profit will bring
back to life the more than a hundred fellow beings who will

have been sacrificed before the story of the epidemic is com-

plete. While our present day psychiatrists urge us to deal

gently with criminals, the fact remains that according to

sound sanitary philosophy some one should be hung for

every case of typhoid fever.

The personal moral of the situation is to give up all

New York shellfish, raw or cooked, at least for this season.

If you cannot control your own sea food supply, be vac-

cinated against typhoid fever now. This advice is offered

especially to Nordics who are omnivorous, have social habits,

and insufficient self control when dining out. The civic

moral of the situation is equally clear: the common in-

terests of municipalities in the metropolitan area have by no

means prevented neighboring towns from jeopardizing the

health of the most closely settled area in America: the com-

mon business interest of the oyster industry has not pre-

venfied one group of producers from spreading sickness even

though to do so destroyed the year's market. The public

authorities and newspapers have been lethargic. It is not

a creditable showing for the first city of the United States

and it is costing it dearly.

KIWANIS
CLUBS in general have taken "the under-

privileged child" under their wings. To the Kiwanis

Club of Butler, Pa., however, goes the special honor of

having discovered a new kind of underprivilege. "I would

give a thought," writes J. Walter Ketterer in an official

announcement of their plans, "to a class which includes rich

and poor alike in many instances." The thought is dulj

given to the child who is underprivileged esthetically.

"The consideration of the beautiful, the good, and the

pure has an elevating influence upon all who have learned

to appreciate idealism," Mr. Ketterer explains." ... If he

(the child) has never seen a building of exceptional archi-
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tectural merit, if he has never seen a painting which made

his heart glow within him, if he has never beheld a piece

of sculpture which touched something in his consciousness,

how can he ever hope to originate or encourage the other

fellow to design a beautiful building for his city or a worth

while group of sculpture for the community?"
So each year the Kiwanis Club of 'Butler plans to rent

a large interurban bus and take the forty pupils of the

Junior High School whose second term work has shown

the most improvement over the first to Pittsburgh for one

entire day of esthetic privilege. The first stop is at the

Zoo. Then there is a picnic lunch in the park, and a tour,

conducted by a member of the staff, through the galleries

of the Carnegie Institute, followed by an uncharted trip

through the museum.

"We who have seen the working out of this scheme are

convinced that it is of importance to the community in

many ways," Mr. Ketterer concludes, "although the actual

results may not be manifest until these children have grown
up and assumed their places in the management and growth
of the city. The child who has seen the beautiful has set

an ideal before him towards which he will strive and that

activity must be shown in his relationship with his fellow

men, shown in a happier, more harmonious and more beauti-

ful environment, making his city a better and more pleasant

place in which to live."

WHEN
Nels Anderson studied the homeless men of

Chicago a couple of years ago he found ample evi-

dence that he was dealing with the hobo capital of America

(see The Survey, June i, 1923). His study was made for the

Chicago Council of Social Agencies; on its completion the

committee which the council had organized brought in a

report outlining an extensive program.
Not all of that program, of course, has found its way into

organized activity, but the other day when Mary E. Mc-
Dowell made her first annual report as Chicago's Commis-
sioner of Public Welfare she was able to present the story

of nearly a year's work at the Men's Service Station which

had admirably carried out, though on a limited scale, the

spirit of the 1923 recommendations. Thomas W. Allinson

is superintendent of the Bureau of Employment, the division

of the Department of Public Welfare which under city

ordinance controls the Municipal Lodging House. This

house had been closed for nine years, and was opened last

winter only when the sudden onslaught of severely cold

weather caught an unusually large number of men unem-

ployed in Chicago and made some emergency shelter impera-

tive. It remained open for three months. Mr. Allinson

recommends that it be kept open throughout the year, and

gives these reasons for that policy:

1. It furnishes emergency shelter for individuals temporarily
out of funds until they get work. This need is ever present,

though it may be considerably aggravated in the lean seasons.

2. Its chief function is that of a clearing house for various

types of men who need reference or direction. There is no

other place accessible through which men may pass to the

various institutions serving the public, except the charitable

(private) organizations, to which the men have an invincible

objection.

3. Personal service is ever in demand among the thousands
of men who pass through Chicago each year. This demand
may be greater some seasons than others, but it never ceases.

There is no available institution capable of this in which the

men have confidence.

4. The Lodging House properly managed furnishes an op-

portunity for sociological and psychological research. This is.

of vital importance in view of the scarcity of information re-

garding this class of men. For this a competent staff of inter-

viewers, investigators and supervisors of case-work and un-

employment is essential.

The Men's Service Station, located in the lodging house,
is operated as an independent unit. Its business has been

"to assist applicants in working out their own individual

problems." For the first and most intimate problem of

getting body and clothes clean it provides free baths and

boiling tubs. "We have helped partially employables to

get work," reports Mr. Allinson, "advised and assisted

handicapped men in their rehabilitation; returned employ-
able and mentally unfit to their homes, or sent them to

institutions; directed and returned runaway boys to their

homes; sent for money for stranded men or boys; com-

municated with friends or relatives and assisted men in

getting back pay and compensation for injuries."

Ur
I

-O some of the popular criticisms of the municipal lodg-

ing house Chicago offers interesting answers. Does

free shelter lure to the city men who ought to stay in the

country and work? The two hundred who were housed

nightly in the Chicago lodging house were barely i per

cent of the unemployed casuals in the city, to begin with, and

the lodging house could not have been an important factor

in bringing the great residue. But 40 per cent of those

applying for shelter claimed a year's residence in the city

and were therefore entitled by law to the benefit of the

municipal institutions. "The hope of getting inside jobs and

free medical treatment," the superintendent reports, "brought

many more outsiders than did the prospect of free beds."'

Are the men unwilling to work? In the wood-yard, yes.

The "work test" is a make-believe ; able-bodied men know it,

and resent it accordingly. "The poor in body and spirit

make but a pretense of it." But on the night of the hardest

snow-storm in Chicago last winter, with a forty-mile gale

blowing, cars stalled and wires down, a call came after ten

o'clock at night for eighty men to work on the tracks and

keep traffic moving. More than a hundred answered the

summons that night, and eighty more the next morning.

The sequel is that more than thirty of them had frozen

ears, hands or feet misfortunes for which, in spite of the

public service these casuals rendered, there was no compensa-

tion available, so that but for the doctors of the lodging house

they would have fared badly.

But it is in the classification and careful study of these

men that the lodging house does its most distinctive work.

Out of a specially investigated group of 123 no less than

four were found insane and were committed to asylums;

four more appeared to need similar treatment but could not

be held for full examination ; six others had, without ques-

tion, psychopathic tendencies. Almost one out of five was

so inadequate mentally as to be a ready tool for criminal

leadership.
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leadership. Tjo lump these men with able-bodied adven-

turers, casuals out of luck, runaway boys and worn-out hand-

laborers as hoboes to be left either to the flop-houses or the

rescue missions for treatment en masse is obviously an archaic-

procedure. A service station that sees them as individuals

and acts accordingly is well named.

ONCE
more Judge Ben Lindsey appears as a stormy

petrel weathering with difficulty the gale of oppo-

sition which has been blown up by some of his fellow

townsmen of Denver. His right to the judgcship of the

Juvenile Court, won in the last election by a margin of

only about two hundred votes, has been contested by his

opponent, an avowed member of the Ku Klux Klan, and

while he is defending this front attack, a flank movement

has been launched in the Legislature by Representatives

Wheeler and Holcomb of Denver, both of whom were

elected with Klan support. Apparently the idea is that if

Judge Lindsey cannot be voted out of the court, the court

can be legislated away from under him, for the proposed

action consists of two bills, the first of which would repeal

the act of April 3, 1907 which created the Juvenile Court,

and transfer its unfinished business to the District Court,

while the second bill would create two extra judgeships in

the District Court, and leave the appointment of their in-

cumbents to Governor Morley, who also enjoyed Klan sup-

port in his campaign. The Lower House of the Colorado

Legislature is said to be dominated by the Klan, and the

attack on Judge Lindsey is declared the opening gun in a

general post-election campaign against Klan opponents.

Another proposed piece of legislation which is credited to

the Klan would make it illegal to obtain, possess, or dispense

intoxicating liquor for sacramental use, according to the

customs predominantly of the Catholics and the Jews. Judge

Lindsey has been under fire before and has come out vic-

torious on the record of a quarter century of service in the

interests of the women and the children of his city. East

and West, people who know that record must regard his

present situation as cause for alarm and for a prompt response

to the appeal of his friends for aid to help him bear the

heavy expense of meeting this double assault.

A GATHERING on a Sunday evening of fifteen thou-

^~\_ sand people in Madison Square Garden, with chimes,

a police band and the choirs of a score of churches to give

drama and uplift to the occasion, marked the initiation in

New York of the campaign for $15,000,000 to complete the

Cathedral of St. John the Divine not merely as a churchly

edifice but as a civic enterprise and communal center for

the city of New York. Perhaps we should have to go back

to the Middle Ages for its counterpart. It is to be ques-

tioned whether ten or fifteen years ago such a pageant of

the spiritual forces in the city's life could have been "put
over." This is not only because propagandists, publicity-

men and clergymen went to school in the war "drives."

The meeting was a symbol of the spiritual stirrings which

have been an aftermath of the war years the heart search-

ings among men as to the why of life and effort as to the

motivations of existence.

The winter has been notable for other outstanding gifts

those tens of millions given by Mr. Eastman to Syracuse

University and by Mr. Duke to Trinity in North Carolina.

Yet it is not disparaging of these gifts to religion and edu-

cation to point out that they are of the old order; the repe-

tition in our day, and on an unexampled scale, of giving
of a type which was pioneered in earlier centuries. Cathe-

dral and college are institutions of the great tradition; the

first to give to them of their means and devotion were fore-

runners of the dim past. It is natural that in our time

these institutions should commend themselves to those to

whom their appeal is ever fresh. But it is well to recog-

nize also the trail-blazing in this twentieth century; the ad-

vances made in mustering support to the less recognized,
less conventional, often less tangible institutions which have

been devised to meet the new needs of our modern civili-

zation.

THESE
considerations give distinction to the open-

handed giving of a merchant of Pittsburgh. The thir-

tieth anniversary of the Irene Kaufmann Settlement was

observed, in January. It was made the occasion by Henry
Kaufmann for turning over to the settlement down-town
real estate valued at $750,000, bringing his total gifts to

this social center to around $1,500,000. Thirty years ago
the settlement was one small room on the third floor of a

house on Miller Street. Today in terms of brick and
mortar it is a modern six-story structure on Center Avenue.
But in terms of human lives, in the twelve months of 1924
it rendered 34,473 personal services to youth and old-age
to the sick, the poor, the immigrant to those eager for

vocational guidance, for loans, for recreation, for all that

wide range of neighborly activities which have crystallized

in what we call a social settlement. Back of the settlement

js not a tradition reaching to fountain heads of the great

religions. Its conception is not something which has

gathered momentum from the experiences of generation after

generation of men who have known what classroom and

campus meant in their own youth and that of their fathers.

It is something new, growing out of the needs of our in-

dustrial cities, springing from beginnings which Arnold

Toynbee and Canon Barnett made in the East End of Lon-

don; beginnings taken up, adapted, made luminous in our

immigrant neighborhoods by the pioneers of settlement work
in America in the go's. The Hill District of Pittsburgh
has been such a neighborhood; and so brief has been the

span of the settlement story that Anna B. Heldman, a

visiting nurses in residence since 1903 and now head of its

widespread personal service, has watched and tended and
served throughout three-quarters of its history. Addie

Weihl, Elizabeth Nuefeld, Julia Schoenfeld, Ann Reed, are

some of the workers whose impress has been left on the

Hill; Mrs. A. Leo Weil, Nathaniel Spear and Louis J.

Affelder have in their presidencies spanned the whole course

of the work in three terms. But it has been Sidney A. Tel-

ler, since 1916 the resident director, who has been its mas-
ter architect ; who has made this settlement a galvanic center
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for an ever-widening range of civic, educational and health

activities reaching ever widening circles of folk. The Irene

Kaufmann Settlement is a big institution as settlements go.

It is as modern and dynamic as a steel mill or an office

building or a department store. It would be dizzying

to those first workers who, at the suggestion of Rabbi Mayer,

opened that first room in 1895. Yet no one who visits it can

come away without feeling that it is the home of the per-

sonal equation; these are real people who have real rela-

tionships to each other and build on them. "You and me"

is not lost in the multitude. For it is a multitude.

The service of the settlement has not been, however,

merely to its neighbors. It has pioneered things in Pitts-

burgh. Among the items listed in its history which indicate

this are the summer vacation school it started back in

'97 ;
the reading room it opened in '98 before Pittsburgh

branch libraries were in existence; the first free baths it

gave that year in a single bathtub at 32 Townsend Street ;

the first evening classes in English and citizenship which

started in 1899; lts district nursing work instituted in 1902;

its investigations of stogie factories and typhoid fever; its

early free kindergartens, settlement scholarships, employ-

ment bureau, immigrant aid work, its pre-natal and post-

natal nursing and so on. Nor has it hesitated to stand out

for civil liberties in days of intolerance, to carry forward

militant campaigns when moral evils and sanitary dangers

threatened its people.

Not only is the settlement one of the new institutions;

it has a dynamic which church and college seek and do not

always find a compensation perhaps for the fact that with

few settlements, in too few cities, have generous givers as

yet come to share comparably the giving that goes to

the older social institutions.

ON Sunday, January n, the University of Kansas had

no chancellor. He had been dismissed by the State

Board of Administration at the behest of Governor Jona-

than M. Davis. On Monday, January 12, Governor Davis

went out of office. On Tuesday, January 13 the new Gov-

ernor, Ben S. Paulen, had a heart-to-heart talk with the

board of administration, which promptly reinstated the

chancellor.

This kaleidoscopic procedure in educational administration,

naturally, set Kansas by the ears. The underlying issues

are somewhat clouded. There is, of course, talk of the Klan.

The university has resented the law which makes such an

ouster possible a law which places it under the control

of a board of administration responsible for all the state's

institutions jails and schools alike and under the gov-

ernor's thumb. When Stuart A. Queen, professor of so-

ciology, proposed a readjustment of educational adminis-

tration the chairman of the board of administration de-

manded that the chancellor, E. H. Lindley, dismiss him.

Chancellor Lindley refused, whereupon the governor backed

the chairman by ousting the chancellor himself.

The former governor alleged that the chancellor had been

dilatory, that the university had played politics, and that

Lindley had been aloof from the student body. Lindley
is opposed by some of his subordinates. He has not been able

to hold some of his best men. But with the game all over

but the last half-minute play, many who have criticized the

chancellor have yet more severely objected to the governor's

high-handed measure.

Governor Paulen took office with a chancellor-less univer-

sity, and a board of three men making the vain attempt to

manage the affairs of twenty-one state institutions, educa-

tional, penal, charitable. On his desk lay a petition signed

by three thousand students asking for the chancellor's re-

appointment. What he said to the board of administration

has not been divulged, but their action was unequivocal.

Chancellor Lindley is in office again. And the effort of the

university to secure a firmer status seems likely to succeed.

The new governor's first message to the legislature recom-

mends a separate non-political unpaid board to run the state's

educational institutions, in accordance with the recommenda-
tion of the Federal Bureau of Education. What will Kan-
sas do next?

Spreading the HamptorvTuskegee Idea

This map from the U. S. Department of

Agriculture shows the 184 counties in which

there is a Negro farm demonstration agent

that is, counties where 293 Hampton or

Tuskegee trained men and women are work-

ing under direction of an extension staff rep-

resenting the two schools, the work being

supervised and paid for jointly by the federal

and state governments. The two schools are

joining in a campaign for $5,000,000 to

strengthen their curriculum, teaching staff,

and physical equipment so that their gospel

of competence, training, and land ownership

may be spread still more widely. Two mil-

lions have already been secured.



Letters & Life
In which books, plays and people are discussed

Edited by LEON WHIPPLE

CAN
the human race muster wisdom enough

to lay its own course? That is the only

question for if that is answered "No," all

other questions are foolish. What can we

do about education or morals, for instance,

if we cannot supply the missing words:

'education for what,' 'morals for what'? If we can't lay

our course, Nature will continue to lay it for us, brutally

as always, and the only relief will be in mysticism that con-

templates her heroic terrors and humbly submits.

Committee Number Two of the Assembly of the League

of Nations, the Committee on International Intellectual Co-

operation, is plausibly the most important body in the world.

It is the germ of an organ of consciousness in the race; it

offers a hope that we may yet be able to put mind into life.

Yet there has been little if any recognition of its work on

this side of the water, and outside of a few scholars, little

if anything is known of its activities. These trench on the

social as well as the other areas of intellectual concern.

So it is with profound seriousness that we give place to a

review sent us by Mrs. Parker who was at Geneva during

the last Assembly:

"Strictly speaking, there is nothing in the Covenant of

the League of Nations authorizing activity along the line

of International Intellectual Cooperation. There were

those who wished it explicitly recognized as a legitimate

activity of the League. It is said that Wilson is partly re-

sponsible for its being left out, on the principle that it

was too self-evident to need mentioning. The very founda-

tions of the League must rest upon intellectual coopera-

tion. But each year the Strict Interpreters claim again that

nothing must be done about anything intellectual because

the matter is not definitely mentioned in the Covenant.

Back in 1921 Professor Gilbert Murray put the case before

the Assembly. He said:

The future of the League of Nations depends upon the for-

mation of a universal conscience. This can only be created

and developed if the scholars the thinkers and the writers in

all countries maintain close mutual contact and spread from

one country to another the ideas which can ensure peace among

the peoples, and if the efforts already made in this direction

receive encouragement.

"In 1922 the report was adopted by the Council and a

distinguished company of twelve scholars were invited to

form the committee. Now there are fourteen. One of the

interesting developments is that there has come to be con-

tinual agitation on the part of various races, cultures, na-

tionalities, interests, for representation on the committee.

One might well desire inclusion in such worthy company:

M. Bergson, the French philosopher; Professor Gilbert

Murray of Oxford; Mile. Bonnevie, professor of zoology

at the University of Christiania; Sir J. C. Bose, founder

and director of the Bose Research Institute, Calcutta; M.

de Castro, director of the Faculty of Medicine at the Uni-

versity of Rio de Janiero; Mme. Curie of the University

of Paris; M. Destree, former Belgian Minister for Science

and Arts; Professor Einstein of the Universities of Berlin

and Leyden ; Professor Sorentz, at present secretary-general

of the Netherlands Scientific Society ;
M. Lugones, professor

of aesthetics, publicist, editor, poet, of Buenos Ayres; Mr.

Robert A. Milliken, of the Norman Bridge Laboratory of

Physics in California; M. de Reynold, professor of French

literature at the University of Berne
;
M. Ruffini, professor

of ecclesiastical law at the University of Turin ;
M. de

Torres Quevedo, director of the Madrid Electro-Mechanical

Laboratory. In addition there is the Austrian correspond-

ent, Professor Dopsch, former rector of the University of

Vienna.

"To the above august fourteen has been entrusted what

Bergson calls 'the union of the mind.' . . . On a small

and unenthusiastic grant from the League budget, the com-

mittee struggled along the last thre years, holding its fourth

plenary session in July, 1924. At its first session in 1922

the plight of the intellectual life in Austria was dwelt upon,

and plans inaugurated to met the unhappy condition in that

unhappy country. Hungary has now requested that the

committee come to her intellectual aid, spiritually through

interest and through enabling them to live in closer intellec-

tual intercourse with other countries, materially, through

plans set afoot for circulating publications, organization of

exchange professorships and lectures, procuring funds for

destitute scientists and students. . . . Through the

generosity of the Italian Red Cross, the committee was able

to put the sum of 1000,000 lire at the disposal of specially

deserving Russian scholars. The committee took a hand

in helping to restore the intellectual life of Japan.

In the general report M. de Reynold constructed an

'intellectual map' of Europe. First came the 'black

zones,' countries where intellectual life had been

seriously affected, namely Germany and Russia ('the bal-

ance between Latin civilization and Germanic civilization,

upon which European civilization had been based, was now

destroyed' . . . the fact that no enquiry had been pos-

sible in the case of Russia was sufficient to show how grave

the situation was'). Then came the 'grey zone' mainly
those countries which had risen on the ruins of the old

empires, where though their intellectual life was seriously

threatened, yet it was developing and thereby enriching civi-

lization- Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria.

"A somewhat lighter zone was where intellectual workers

could continue their labors only under the difficulties of the

greatly increased cost of living. Lastly, the white zone

countries intact after the war, and yet even here economic

difficulties meant suffering to the intellectual workers. One
of the recommendations adopted by the present Assembly
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concerned an examination into the subect of an international

loan, under the supervision of the League of Nations, in-

tended exclusively for intellectual development in the coun-

tries of the League of Nations that might desire it.

"The Assembly records with great satisfaction the fact

that the system of forming national committees on in-

tellectual cooperation is making steady progress. . . .

and to date, such committees exist, or are planned in nearly a

score of countries.

"The Assembly adopted ten recommendations of the com-

mittee, including:

"2. The Assembly concurs with the plan or organizing

a meeting in 1925 to deal with the various problems raised

by the question of scientific property. Professor Ruffini

is the main spirit agitating a change in the existing order

of things whereby the invention of a rubber heel may make

the patentee a millionaire, while the scientist who discovers

some epoch-making law, or the property of a body discov-

eries which spell progress to industry and to humanity as a

whole is protected by no law, and may die starved in a

garret. It is hoped that a committee composed of scientists,

industrialists, and government representatives, will be able

to draw up a draft convention on the subject of scientific

property.

"j. The Assembly notes with satisfaction the important

results obtained by the committee in regard to the coordi-

nation of bibliographical work in the domain of physics, and

requests the committee to undertake a similar task in regard

to the other sciences, particularly the social sciences."

"Further resolutions concern cooperation with the Inter-

national Institute of Bibliography at Brussels; international

exchange of publications ;
further compilation of informa-

tion under the International Universities Information Bu-

reau ;
the providing of students with special travelling and

other facilities. In this regard the Italian Government

has already met the committee more than half way by de-

creeing last year that all foreign students should be given

access to all schools and universities without payment of

any fee. This means a loss of many million lire to its an-

nual budget. The subject of an international university has

been brought before the committee by Spain, but it was

thought the time for action was not yet ripe.

"Tenth and last, 'The Assembly being convinced of the

fundamental importance of familiarizing young people

throughout the world with the principles and work of the

League of Nations, and of training the younger generation

to regard international cooperation as the normal method

of conducting world affairs . . . instructs the secre-

tariat to investigate the means by which efforts to promote

contact and to educate the youth of all countries in the

ideals of world peace and solidarity may be further devel-

oped and coordinated, and to furnish a report to the Sixth

Assembly."

"This subject of world education is more and more prom-

inent. M. Lugones, eminent South American member of

the committee, submitted a plan for the Reform of Educa-

tion in which he made the fine statement: 'Since the politi-

cal conscience of the world, including conceptions of patriot-

ism and humanitarianism, depended on historical informa-

tion, his first reform would be a transforming of the teach-

ing of purely national history into teaching the history of

civilization. Geography, mathematics, classics, music, politi-

cal economy all should play a new educational role leading

toward the conception of genus humanum and away from

a too narrow nationalism.'

"At the meeting of the Assembly, a call for heli> was

sent forth, and France had heard and answered the only

one up to that time to answer with a home in Paris and

one million francs a year. The Assembly asked itself 'Is

Paris the place to raise my child?' The workers' delegate

from Australia was the most outspoken in his criticism

he thanked the French, but the place for an Institute of

International Intellectual Cooperation was in 'neutral

Geneva' and not in Paris. Some felt that a bit of decen-

tralizing would do no harm if only it could be more general :

France donating an institute in Paris for the study of certain

cultural subjects; great Britain an insiiute in London,

under League control, of course, for the study of colonial

problems; the United States might some day give an insti-

tute for the international study of industrial problems;

Italy, say, an institute for law; Germany, in the future, one

for chemistry and physics fine!

"None of these existed. It was Paris or no intellectual

activities whatever just as the promises of further develop-

ment under the committee were so encouraging. The As-

sembly unanimously accepted, Mr. Charloton of Australia

still dissenting (but without a vote). The Committee on

Intellectual Cooperation has provided for a thorough inter-

nationalization of the Paris institute. It will act as the gov-

erning body and hold entire administrative control.

"There were those who felt that, instead of a new insti-

tute being set up what should have been done was to

strengthen the valuable international institute in Brussels,

toward the development of which M. Lafontaine has given

so much of his strength and enthusiasm. Perhaps the insti-

tute, with its international museum, extensive international

bibliographies (twelve and a quarter million cards, classified

by author and subject), its international library, its annual

international university, its union of international associa-

tions, might have been moved to Geneva.

"Since I began this review, Italy has come forward with

her generous offer to found in Rome an International Insti-

tute for the Unification (Assimilation and Coordination)
of Private Law, under the direction of the League of

Nations, with one million lire a year as upkeep ... a

gift that at once eased that slight tension resulting from

the doubts aroused by France's generosity.

"There, in Committee Two, apparently far from the pre-

carious subjects of boundaries, sanctions, navies as far as a

book is, say, from a gun one comes to realize that interna-

tional intelligence, just as international peace, is going to

take the will and patience and good sense and pliability of

the whole world to attain. It is the same misunderstand-

ing, or lack of understanding behind books which helps to

lead to the lack of understanding behind guns. It is partly

because it is more difficult to point a loaded gun at some

one you understand that it is so important to spread inter-

national understanding. CORNELIA S. PARKER"

Gold vs Coal
A RTHUR TRAIN does better pamphleteering in fic-

y~\_tion than do noisier propagandists like Upton Sinclair.

Better in two ways, as his last novel, The Needle's Eye,

shows. First, because his legal training makes him saner

and better balanced in his analysis of social phenomena ; and

second, and mots importantly, because he writes good stories.



THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

Extract from Diary, The Pelham Tours . . . Extract

No. 5.

Amsterdam, July 23d: Paris, though I had expected more than

any one has a right to expect of any place, did not for one mo-
ment disappoint me. Over It all is an air so crystal clear, so

sparklingly brilliant that one's spirits rise at once and one
breathes in happiness and delight with every breath. 1 stood

beside the Seine, leaning against the stone embankment, the trees

behind me necking the quiet waters with their wavering green
shadow, and gazed across at the old bookstalls on the opposite
bank. Soon, I was sure, I would be over there myself, happily
browsing among the dusty volumes heaped on the curious old

stalls that line the Quai, sure in my heart that I would come
across some treasure among those old tomes, but so happy in the

search that it made little difference after all whether I did or not.

Down the river the waters part about the island on which stands

the magnificent pile of Notre Dame where but yesterday I stood

under the great dome and felt the spell of its beauty. Perhaps
I would saunter again along the Quai to that gem of architecture,

Sainte Chapelle, with its marvel of old glass, like nothing I had
ever seen or dreamed of before. It is as if all the color and

glow of the centuries of that sunshine that makes Paris so lovely

today, had been caught and treasured in that rich warm glass

and now the same sunshine, pouring through the beautiful win-

dows, saturates the air with wonderful light and stains the floor

with pools of liquid color. It is unbelievably beautiful. . . .

Then, of course, there are the shops, too enticing by far, and the

tea tables set along the sidewalk, where we sipped our tea and
munched delicious little cakes, too happy for words. We had one

day at Versailles and one at Fontainebleau ; two unforgetable

days. Then our week was over and we left that enchanting city.

Holland was immensely interesting to me. We had a day at

The Hague and then came to Amsterdam. One day we spent on
the Zuyder Zee, going to the fascinating Island of Marken where
the people wear the most amazing costumes (boys, girls, men and

women, everyone) and where the cows live in most luxurious

quarters. This is the home of the Edam cheese.

Tomorrow we go by the Hook of Holland to England and to

London. Will London be as marvellous, I wonder, as Paris was?
I shall soon know. To be continued

For information concerning these tours, write to

"The Pelham Tours,"

We hope that students of society who like the joy of an I

exciting novel, and who want that novel to be about some-

thing worth while, will read this study of what can, and

can't, be done with great wealth.

The main theme is what shall a social-minded young man
who falls heir to a vast fortune do with the labor situation

in his coal mines in West Virginia. This coal problem is

one Survey readers know about; they will be interested in

comparing their knowledge with Mr. Train's who, it is

said, studied the bituminous coal business for two years,

reading every report about it, and visiting West Virginia
to observe conditions at first hand. They will also be in-

terested in guessing at who some of the characters in the

novel are young Graham, for instance, who is not too

deeply disguised as the one-time foreman of the Grand
Jury investigating vice conditions in New York city, or his

sweetheart who is the daughter of the other kind of wealth,
the wealth of fast and loose living that ends in scandal and
a divorce that is recognized as a composite of some of the

recent unsavory cases. Most of all we would like to know
just which head of which great foundation Mr. Train had
in mind in his picture of Erasmus Dominick, one in a
hundred million, the most useful citizen in America.
You can see that this novel has meat on its bones of

plot. There is a rich scene in which that admirably drawn
and unforgettable character "great Uncle Shiras" tries to

give fifty million to the institute to further the study of

rejuvenation (he himself nearing eighty still wants favors of

life). The head of the research division has to refuse be-

cause there simply was no way of spending that amount on

Room 15U, WO East 42nd Street, New York City that subect science can't buy knowledge overnight, and

only a few men know enough to do the experiments, any-
how. Uncle Shiras sems to us more like the real creation

of a real novelist of the best English tradition than any we
recall in American fiction recently, always excepting Mrs.
Wharton.

Tuberculosis- 7 J?

BY F. M. POTTENGER, M.D., LL.D.
Medical Director of Pottenaer's Sanatorium for Diseases

of the Lungs and Throat, Monrovia, Calif.

270 pages, beautifully bound.

This is just the book social workers and those exposed
to tuberculosis will welcome and read with profit.

Prof. Osborne, of Yale University says: "Presents the

most sane discussion that I have ever read. Is full of

common sense and helpful truths concerning tuberculosis,

and its cure."

The Contents

Pottenger tells what
tuberculosis is, who
may have It, the
source of infection,
what to do when a
diagnosis is made; all

about open air, rest,

exercise, food, cli-

mate, cough, pain,
weight, temperature,
sleep, worry, heat,
cold, clothing, sana-
torium and home
treatment, friends and
relatives, marriages,
hygiene, cure, and in
fact everything one
should know.

ANin
authority with an

international reputation
tells in simple language that

any one can understand
what tuberculosis really ii ;

how to live with it, combat

it, ,and conquer.
It's a boon to any one

working with tubercular

cases to read and absorb the

message found in this great
book.
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= Send for a copy

Write your name and ad-

dress plainly in the space

below, tear off, and mail.

C. V. Mosby Company, Publ. (S. G.)

COS N. Grand, St. Louis.

Send me, prepaid, a copy of Pottenger's "Tuberculosis

and How to Combat It". Price $2.00.

Name

Address

ON labor and capital Mr. Train is almost too judicial.

He is persuasive in both directions fair to the unco'

rich (which is not always easy) and clearly pitiful of the

blindly striving workers. He is too easily contemptuous of

things that seem silly and unreal such as the Socialist school,
some Greenwich Village art, the high-brow papers for intelli-

gentzia only, and so on. They have merits in their place
as Mr. Train has in his. But he does cut through from
the surface where people talk down to the mines and dumps
where they work. And that is useful and true.

There is a good deal of argument pro and con on wealth,

its responsibilities, labor, its duties, and science, its possibil-

ities, throughout the book. Some of it is good talk; some

of it the talk of a successful novelist who was once an assist-

ant district attorney. We do not recall that Mr. Train

reaches any conclusion; but we do recall character after

character and scene after scene that are brilliantly done

and that combined with a serious purpose make a novel

that does comprehend and present something of the Ameri-

can scene.

It makes us hope Mr. Train has turned 'serious' for

good and will lend his certain narrative talents to further

studies of life that are also good books.

THE NEEDLE'S EYE, by Arthur Train.

$2.00 postpaid of The Surrey.
Scribners. 416 pp. Prici

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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TEN YEARS OF THE ROCKEFELLER PLAN
(Continued from page 510)

aspects of working and living conditions. In Colorado, the

environment but not the status of the worker has been ma-

terially changed. At the Bleachery a new relation to man-

agement has been accorded the worker.

IV. Changes in the Status of the Worker
Due to Representation

COLORADO FUEL AND IRON
COMPANY

43. Only for certain defined

offenses, a list of which is pub-

licly posted, can an employe be

discharged without notice. For
all other offenses he must be

given a warning. This protec-
tion against ruthless discharge
was a substantial gain which
the plan aimed to insure for the

workers.

4b. He has the right of ap-

peal of grievances, with or

without the help of his repre-

sentatives, to the superintendent
and thence through to the high-
er officials of the company, and

ultimately, if necessary, to the
Industrial Commission of Colo-
rado.

4C. He has, through repre-

sentation, the right of confer-

ence and the advisory functions

indicated in the outline of the

plan of organization.

4d. In general, the company
bases its wages on competitive
rates. Employes have no vote

in the determination of wages,
although they may express their

views on this as on any other

subject.

DUTCHESS BLEACHERY

431. He has, through his elected

representatives on the Board of

Operatives, the entire responsi-
bilities for housing and com-

munity relations.

4b. Through the Board of

Management and the Board
of Directors, his representative?
have a vote on all decisions.

4C. Security of employment is

increased by the protection of

the worker against unfair dis-

charge, through the powers of

his representatives on the Board
of Management, and especially

by the establishment of a re-

serve for the payment of half

wages in periods of unemploy-
ment.

4d. Through equal represen-
tation on the Board of Man-
agement, he has a voice in the

determination of wages and
other conditions of employment.

46. Over and above his

wages he receives a share in

profits, which is assigned in ac-

cordance with the following

plan: After the payment of

wages and salaries, a set per-

centage "to stockholders, and
other expenses, a reserve of 15

per cent is set aside for capital
and 15 per cent for unemploy-
ment insurance. The remain-

ing profits are divided half and
half between stockholders and

employes in proportion to their

wages.

In the Bleachery the executive secretary of the Board of

Operatives gives his full time to the administration of the

Partnership Plan, and is regarded as an advocate of the

interests of employes. Under the conception of partner-

ship and joint management prevailing there, however, and

the consequent widening of the area of common interest,

many of his activities are naturally to the advantage both of

wage-earners and stockholders. Managerial officials are re-

sponsible to both, since both are equally represented in the

Board of Management.
In Colorado, the president of the Company has admin-

istered the plan and his deputies have represented him in its

details. The employes have had no general representative

giving his full time to their interests. Their own elected

representatives are all fellow-employes at work in the mines,

on the company pay-roll, and conscious of being dependent

upon the company for their jobs. In the history of the plan,

no employes' representative, so far as we could discover,

has been discharged for activities in the interests of fellow-

employes, but the need for a representative with larger powers

(In answering these advertisements please mention
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THE HOSPITAL SITUATION IN
GREATER NEW YORK

A Survey of Hospitals in New York City

by

The Public Health Committee

of

The New York Academy of Medicine

"It is impossible to comment in detail on the contents of

this most valuable treatise a considerable volume might

profitably be devoted to such a purpose." The Hospital and

Health Review, London.

"This is a splendid survey of existing hospital facilities

in New York. It contains much practical knowledge about

running hospitals." The Journal of the American Medical

Association, Chicago.

"A careful perusal of the book will throw light on many
matters, and should provoke much stimulating thought."

Medical Journal and Record, New York.

"Not only does the Committee's Report record interesting

and valuable statistics with regard to most phases of hos-

pital operation, but it emphasizes the phases of care which

are deficient in New York City." Hospital Social Service,

New York.

"It is a source book of information which will prove of

value for many years to come." The New York Medical

Week, New York.

"The book is a fine piece of work, clearly written, re-

strained and balanced in statement, and amply documented

by facts and figures." British Medical Journal, London.

$5.00

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS
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A Half Hour Well-Spent
A well informed state of mind on the world's affairs ii no

more than a matter of half an hour's reading each week.

The source of information must, however, be reliable;

news presented must be facts, not fiction; editorial opinion

must be reasoned judgment, not insinuating propaganda.

JHanrlj?0frr Okiarbtan
WEEKLY

presents in compact form all the important news of the

world without suppression or distortion of facts.

During more than a hundred years The Manchester Guar-

dian has earned a unique reputation among the world's

journals for its frank and unbiased editorial opinion, no

less than for the accuracy of its news.

Today, in more than sixty countries, readers find that

given a half hour of time each week The Manchester

Guardian Weekly keeps their knowledge of the worlo"i

affairs in repair and enables them to maintain an intelli-

gent outlook on all vital matters.

i_i ~ MAIL COUPON BELOW -

THE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN WEEKLY,
Chandler Bldg.,
224 West 42nd Street,
New York City.

I enclose three dollars for a year's subscription to THE MAN-
CHESTER GUARDIAN WEEKLY, to be mailed to me direct

from Manchester, England, commencing with the current issue.

Name . .

Address
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and not answerable to the company was frequently voiced

to us by miners. Indeed, one of them testified to that effect

at a hearing of the Colorado Industrial Commission. Later

the project of selecting "one of their own number" to be

their paid representative on full time was submitted to the

employes in a referendum but they voted against it. To
sift the reasons lying behind this adverse vote would carry
us far afield, but the point to note is that in Colorado the

underlying principle is one of joint conference, and there

is little evidence of any considered plans for developing in-

dependent initiative among employes. Generally this can be

achieved only if they have leaders of their own choosing,
who are genuinely free to act on their behalf, without

danger to their own prospects.

LIMITATIONS
of space are embarrassing; for a full

and sincere tribute is due to the Colorado Fuel and
Iron Company for its achievements in improving conditions

since the representation plan was introduced. Let me quote
from the synopsis of our chapter on the work of the joint
committees as it will appear in the book which comes from
the press as this article is printed :

The company is shown to have been a pioneer in welfare
work which was developed prior to 1890 by Dr. Corwin, its

present chief surgeon. The excellent housing conditions and
the attractive communities are described. The procedure of the
various joint committees is fully analyzed in order to show
just how far employes display initiative. The conclusion is

that abuses through compulsory buying in company stores
are things of the past; that inevitable complaints against prices
are dealt with promptly and frankly through the representation
plan; that the old influence of the company in county and state

politics, so much discussed in 1913, is no longer exercised; that
life in the camps is happier and more healthtful, and oppor-
tunities for schooling are greatly improved. But our exam-
ination of the procedure of the joint committees has shown
that these changes are due primarily to the initiative of man-
agement. Employes are not given responsibility for decisions.

Despite these limitations which close analysis reveals, the

Representation Plan represents a long step forward over

pre-strike conditions in Colorado, away from a method of

decision without conference which still prevails in the major-
ity of industrial plants in this country, to a plan whereby
the two groups can meet face to face and begin to under-
stand each other.

Out of these conferences, a larger participation for wage-
earners in management could easily be developed. But
here again is a contrast. The Bleachery plan began in a

small experiment and gradually changed as employes be-

came ready for larger powers. The Colorado plan has not

changed in essentials, though details have been altered, in

the past ten years.

At the Bleachery it has not been all clear-sailing, as the

details in Mr. Selekman's book show. The low wage scale,

characteristic of the bleaching industry, is an unsolved prob-
lem which one plant alone cannot solve without reference

to its competitors. Division of profits, resulting in additions

to earnings, has, of course, put the employes of the Dutchess

Bleachery in a better position than their fellow-workers

in other bleacheries. In other ways, much remains to be

done to achieve a full sense of partnership. The final con-

trol, for instance, rests actually with the stockholders, who

could, at least in theory, vote to abandon the plan. But the

results have been real and substantial greater security of

employment; the abandonment of the old autocratic man;

agement which prevailed under former owners, and indeed,

in the early days of the present ownership ; and a new and

alert interest in production on the part of operatives, which

has actually registered itself in larger output and in a qual-

ity of product which the operatives call "the partnership

finish."

IT
is in the relation to trade unions that the plans diffet

most fundamentally, and this is due primarily to the

fact that in the bleachery industry, there is little organi-

zation, and in mining a strong national union.

VI. Relation to Trade Union
COLORADO FUEL AND IRON

COMPANY

53. The plan guarantees the

right of every man to belong
or not to belong to a trade

union.

5b. The company does not

make any agreement with the

trade union. The union is not

permitted to hold meetings in

any building in the camps owned

by the company. Frequent in-

stances of antagonism have oc-

curred.

DUTCHESS BLEACHERY

53. The United Textile Work-
ers have a local organization

among the folders in the Bleach-

ery. The relations between the

union and the company are

friendly in every particular. Tht

village clubhouse, which is

owned by the company and ad-

ministered by the Board ol

Operatives, permits the local to

hold its meetings there. The
national unio*) re friendly to the

Bleachery.

theIn the Bleachery only one small local union exists

folders' union, affiliated with the United Textile Workers.

This union became convinced that the Partnership Plan

was in no way dangerous to the interests of trade unions

and gave it their hearty support.

Coal-mining in contrast is strongly unionized. The

strike which finally called forth the Industrial Representa-

tion Plan was led by the United Mine Workers, the national

union of miners, and its main objective was to unionize the!

coal companies in Southern Colorado among which the most

important is the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. The

United Mine Workers, in common with other branches ofjj

organized labor, have officially expressed their opposition

to employes' representation in general. District 15, the

branch of the United Mine Workers which includes Colo-

rado, has coupled the Rockefeller plan with the One Big

Union and the Industrial Workers of the World and for-

bids its members to join any of them on pain of a heavy fine.

Yet the Industrial Representation Plan itself marked a

change in policy on the part of the company toward the

membership of its employes in the union. It declared that

any employe was free to join a union. After its adoption,

the camps were opened to union organizers, who had been

rigorously excluded from the property of the company be-

fore the strike of 1913. After gaining a respite from this

strike, the union again sent organizers into Colorado in 1917.

A strike was threatened, but out of consideration of war

needs the international officers of the union refused to

sanction an interruption in the output of coal. When in

1919 the United Mine Workers called a nation-wide strike,

Colorado miners responded by quitting work in consider-

able numbers. At the same time, as our detailed findings

demonstrate, the company through its superintendents

adopted a procedure which had the effect of convincing its

miners that it was "not healthy to be active in the union."

Be that as it may, the fact is that what the union desires

is a union agreement, and the mere grant by the compa:

of freedom to its employes to join the union is not sufficie

to satisfy the union. Nor does it satisfy the miners who



join the union. They join because they want an organized

means of dealing with their employers for the protection of

their wage scale. They know that under the Plan they have

no say as to their wage scale, and that it is dependent upon

the organized strength of miners in other districts who have

the power to bargain for it. The refusal to deal with the

union becomes an ever-present cause of friction in the minds

of the more intelligent miners.

Again let me quote from the proofs of our synopsis of

the chapter describing the relation between the union and

the Plan:

The attitude of the company toward the union is traced as

it has been described by W. L. Mackenzie King and by officials

of the company. Changes in policy since the strike of 1913-14
are shown so that, for example, President Welborn has will-

ingly met with representatives of the United Mine Workers
who were not employed by the company when they had asked

for conference. We describe, however, the refusal of the

company to allow the union to hold meetings in the camps.
The Y. M C. A., which includes officials of the company on

its board of managers, has not permitted its buildings to be

used by the union, and this whole problem brings up the ques-
tion of the freedom of community life in a mining camp and
the importance of distinguishing between the company as an

employer in the mine and as a landlord in the town. Full

credit is given to the company for its more liberal attitude

since the plan was introduced, but the facts presented show
that a conflict is in existence in Colorado between employes'

representation and trade unionism, which must be wisely dealt

with before any plan can be made to work satisfactorily.

The final paragraph of the chapter on unionism in Colo-

rado reads:

Unionism in the coal mines of Colorado has spent its ener-

gies in vain efforts to secure recognition. At that stage, fac-

ing the constant opposition of employers, a trade union be-
comes aggressive, rather than constructive. The leaders are

likely to be those who can stimulate antagonism to the com-
pany as a first step toward proving the need for a trade union
to protect the employes. Out of this kind of campaign develop
endless petty causes of irritation between a company and the
leaders of a union; and the employes share in these irritations.

Behind all these petty occurrences is a fundamental fact the

existence of a national organization of the miners. Employes'
representation is inevitably, therefore, a competitor of the
union unless a modus vivendi can be agreed upon between the

company and the union.

In this situation we see an opportunity for a piece of con-

structive statemanship on the part of Mr. Rockefeller and
his associates which would have wide-spread influence upon
the further development of employes' representation. This
is nothing less than to undertake the task which he himself

described in an article in the International Labor Review,
of April, 1921. in forecasting the ultimate development of

employes' representation "to include all corporations in the

same industry and ultimately all industries" when he said:

Just what part labor organizations and employers' associa-
tions can best take in such a plan remains to be worked out,
but certain it is that some method should be devised which
will profit to the fullest extent by the experience, the strength
and the leadership of these groups.

When the C. F. and I. introduced its Industrial Repre-
sentation Plan into its Minnequa Steel Works in 1914 it

marked a new departure in the steel industry. In coal,

the plan was an alternative to a going scheme of unionism.

In steel, on the other hand, the Rockefeller innovation had
as its natural background the policy held to by most of the

large operators, which finds its outstanding expression in

"The best novel

of the year."
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Harcourt, Brace & Company

Clinical Tuberculosis
By F. M. Pottenger, A.M., MX)., Medical Director of

Pottenger Sanatorium for Diseases of Lungs and

Throat, Monrovia, Calif.

Second edition in two volumes of 1432 pages, with 170
illustrations.

A practical and dependable book on tuberculosis that

can be read understanding^ and with profit by the

readers of "Survey Graphic".

The British Journal of Tuberculosis says: "Dr. Potten-

ger has gained for himself a prominent position as a
scientific, far-seeing, cautious, original investigator of

tuberculosis and a clinician of wide experience and sound
judgment, and his great work fully establishes his reputa-
tion as one of the most reliable and serviceable of living
authorities on tuberculosis."

Nothing will help so much to conquer this disease as

to thoroughly understand it. Dr. Pottenger has an in-

ternational reputation as an authority on tuberculosis.

You should send for a set and see for yourself what
a great work this is. Write your name and address

in the space below. A set will be sent you at once.

C. V. Mosby Co., Publ., (S.G.)
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Training at the Summer Institute will

give you intellectual recreation and
stimulus. By exchanging ideas with
students confronted by your own
problems in other environments, you
will widen your perspective, increase

your resourcefulness, and advance your
professional standing. 1? S? *$ Six pro-
fitable weeks in New York during the

vacation period, July sixth to August
fifteenth.

*

TB "i? The Summer
Institute Announcement will

give you further

particulars.

The Neu> York School of Social Work
107 Hose Twenty-Second Street

New Yorit

The Johns Hopkins University
Courses in Social Economics

Courses offered: History and Development of Social Work,
Family Case Work, Child Welfare, Health and Preventable

Disease, Social Medicine, Community Problems and Organi-
zation, Social Law, Immigrant Peoples, Home Economics,
Social Legislation, Delinquency and Probation, Social Statis-

tics, Administration, Publicity and Finance of a Social

Organization.

Field work training under professional executives.

Psychiatric and General Medical Social Service training
given in conjunction with the Social Service Department
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

College graduates eligible for M.A. degree after completing
the two years' course.

For circulars address Miss Theo Jacobs, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

FEDERATION FOR CHILD STUDY
Child Study Association of America, Inc.

announces

TEN SEMINAR CONFERENCES
On the Organization and Conduct of Study Groups

For Parents, Teachers, Social Workers, Etc.

At 242 W. 76th Street

Ten Successive Thursdays, beginning February 19th
3:45 to 5 P. M. - - Fee $5.00

For further particulars, write to above address or telephont
Endicott 8298.

the United States Steel Corporation and which denies to

the workers any organized means of conference with mana-

gerial officials or of representation in matters of employment.
I shall not attempt to set forth our findings as to the ex-

perience with the plan in the Minnequa Steel Works other

than to point out that the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
thus took advanced ground, compared with other steel plants,

in dealing with employes. On the other hand, no national

union of steel workers has existed with sufficient strength to

challenge employes' representation, and the problem of re-

conciliation between employes' representation and trade

unions has not arisen so sharply in the steel works.

OUR
study has already revealed a deeper reason for a

reconciliation of shop representation with wider or-

ganization of both workers and employes. In the nature

of the case neither the Dutchess Bleachery nor the Colorado

Fuel and Iron Company can set the basic wage standards

which at least within certain limits competition determines.

The Bleachery partners are troubled over the low minimum

to which wage rates sink in an unorganized, highly com-

petitive industry. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company

simply accepts the scale adopted by competitors who make

agreements with the strong national union. Actually, as

many a miner in the employ of the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company does not fail to tell you, that is the scale

for which the United Mine Workers have struck and

suffered. Employes' representation can handle many prob-

lems in day-to-day dealings which are not particularly the

concern of a national union. But a partnership plan in a

highly organized industry cannot give a genuine share in

control to employes if the machinery of their representation

be limited to one company. Their representation must be

as wide as the competitive area which sets limits to their

wages.

Here then is the nub of the whole matter: Employes'

representation as practiced in the company which has tried

it over the longest period, limited as it is to conference, and

concerned primarily with adjustment of grievances, does

not develop leadership or stimulate interest among the

wage-earners, though it works a revolution in remedying
the outstanding grievances of an earlier decade. In contrast

such definite grant of powers as has been tried in the Dutchess

Bleachery shows how leadership can be developed and in-

terest stimulated by the gradual growth of wage-earners'

share in management. Progress along this line demands,

at the Bleachery and elsewhere, definite recognition of the

responsibility of managerial officials to the wage-earning

group, equal to the responsibility which management has

traditionally felt toward stockholders.

Finally a company which has competitors must envisage

as wide an area of the industry as its competitors occupy.

Exponents of employes' representation in a highly organized

industry like bituminous coal must recognize by the logic

of the technical requirements of the business itself, that

standards of wages and hours must be settled by agreement
which includes the whole industry if the idea of labor's

partnership is to be made practical.

In Colorado today the opportunity is open to apply the

recommendations of the President's Second Industrial

Conference to combine the idea of employes' representation

in one establishment with the collective agreements over a

whole industry, which represent the goal of trade unions.
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A SCHOOLBOY'S BAG AND A CITY'S PAGEANT
(Continued from page 529)

which were here similarly magnified, by use of locusts dip-

ped in ink, and mounted on quivering wires. Nor did we

forget huge model mosquitos for malaria.

Again a brief break, after all these instructive horrors.

Then cheerful music, heading the long line of four hundred

sweepers of the town, two abreast, all in spotless white rai-

ment, with new brooms, flower-garlanded. Their carts

were all fresh-painted, red and blue, and their big beautiful

white oxen were not only well-groomed and bright-harnessed

:or the occasion, but with black polished hoofs, blue bead

necklaces and golden flower garlands; their great horns gild-

ed and vermillioned by turns. Every sweeper too was wear-

ng a new turban, and of the town's color as were all the

employes and the higher officers of the town, as well as the

mayor and myself and this arranged, with his warm ap-

>roval, as symbol of the democracy of civic service. When
the sweepers started their march, headed by their village-

leadman as magnificently white-bearded and stately an old

patriarch as one could wish for any scene I greeted him

warmly, and took from his broom-garland a big marigold
or my buttonhole.

Thereupon a burst of cheers went down the line.

"Well done ; a good idea !" cried the mayor to me.

"Why? What?" said I.

Said he, "Custom would not let me do that, as a Brahmin,
to an Untouchable; but as a European you were free to:

you could not have done better: you have treated them as

men, as equals, and thus encouraged them more than I can

tell you!" (And so indeed it afterwards proved.)

After the sweepers came the caste laborers, the firemen

and police, and then the officials and mayor: and behind

hem, enthroned on stately car and in worthy splendor of

apparel, a new goddess, evoked for the occasion Indore

Zity with her mural crown, like Rama and more. She

x>re her appropriate symbol, a banner, on one side illumin-

ated with the city's name, and on the other with the city-

,plan, simplified around its blue uniting rivers, and with its

.future changes outlined in red amid the existing black. Then
followed big models of the public library, museum, theatre

,and other projected public buildings; and best of all, of

better homes.

Thereafter, the cars of the Crafts; on one the masons

icwing, on another the bricklayers, the joiners, the carvers,

the ironworkers and so on, not forgetting the potters; and

'all of them busily acting their parts.

Finally the future gardens: great drays laden with fruit-

aden banana plants, papayas and more; and with flowers

as well, and sacks of fruit, to toss to the children. We
,5ven sacrificed the Maharaja's biggest and best orange-tree,

which went swaying through the streets, and dropping its

golden burden. And to wind up all, a dray giving away
innumerable tiny pots with seedlings of the Tulsi plant,|

(Ocymum sanctum of Linnaeus) the "sacred basil" of

European poets, which is the central symbol of the well-

kept Hindu home.

Thus we perambulated pretty well the whole city for the

long afternoon ; and then wound up at dark at the public

park, where the Giant of Dirt and the Rat of Plague were

burned in a great bonfire; and their disappearance announced

ay fire-works.
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The New School

for Social Research

Second Term
March 2 May 23

Purpose: To seek an unbiased under-
standing of the existing order, its geneeis,
growth and present working, as well as of
those circumstances which are making for

its revision.

MORRIS R. COHEN Science and Contem-

porary Thought.
Friday, S.-'O 9.50 P. M.

DAVID FRIDAY Principles of Economics.
Wednesday, 8.209.50 P. M.

The Future of Prices and Interest Rates.
Thursday. 5.206.50 P. M.

BERNARD GLUECK The Problem Child.
Thursday, 5.206.50 P. M.

ALEXANDER A. GOLDENWEISER Crime and
Punishment.

Monday, 8.209.50 P. M.

Primitive Life.
Thursday, 8.209.50 P. M.

ALVIN JOHNSON A Survey of Capitalistic

Ecqnomy.
Wednesday, 5.206.50 P. M.

HORACE M. KALLEN Religion and Its

Philosophies.
Monday, 5.206.20 P. M.

Dominant Ideals of Western Civilization.
Tuesday, 8.209.50 P. M.

FREDERICK R. MACAULAY The Statistical

Analysis of the Business Cycle.
Thursday, 8.20 9.50 P. M.

EVERETT DEAN MARTIN Psychological
Problems of Social Reconstruction.

Wednesday, 8.20 9.50 P. M.

LEWIS MUMFORD Architecture in Ameri-
can Civilization.

Friday, 5.206.50 P. M.

HARRY A. OVERSTREET The Technique of

Influencing Human Behavior.
Tuesday. 8.209.50 F. M.

WILLIAM I. THOMAS Formation of Racial

and National Character.
Thursday, 8.209.50 P. M.

FRANKWOOD E. WILLIAMS Problems in

Psychopathology.
Monday, 8.209.50 P. M.

LEO WOLMAN Problems of American
Labor.

Hours to be arranged.

STARK YOUNG Twelve Plays of the Season.
Tuesday. 5.20 6.50 P. M.

Tuition for each course of twelve lectures, $15

Write for catalogue to

465 West Twenty-third Street, New York City

VI.

SO
much then of pageantry; but now the fruit. Of the,

thousand or so of plots in the garden suburbs I had laid

out, over 700 were soon taken up ;
for improvement was now

in the air, and among all classes. There was no more fear

of me. The people again talked and pointed ;
but now my

assistant needed no pressing to translate.

"Do you know what they're saying now?" he said to me.

"They are crying after you: 'There's the old Sahib that's

charmed away the plague !'
"

Indeed so much was I esteemed by the people as a benevo-

lent wizard (and the plague really did stop then, its season

being about over) that the mayor asked me to write to the

local papers. This I did, taking occasion to explain that

while our undertakings were undoubtedly the strongest of

charms against the plague, faith in them was not enough,

without active cooperation from all the people of Indore

too, towards keeping all things clean.

No doubt there have since been grave delays: the city

renewal proceeds but slowly: a metropolis of malarial neur-

asthenia, though thus for the time regaining heart and hope,

does not so easily retain these. Still, things have not by

any means so much failed as they otherwise might ; and

after seven years it is encouraging to hear from various

sides that the lessons of the pageant have been remembered.

The sweepers work the better for it; the rats are more

kept down ; so that plague has abated, and public health

generally stands substantially better than before.

VII.

YOU
may ask how all this bears on American cities?

Well, my treatment of the sweepers was directly adapted

from what I knew of the doings of Colonel Waring with

his men in New York years before. So perhaps in turn the

reader may be stirred to devise kindred enterprises in his

own place and way, finding his own substitutes for my ele-

phants and what not. 1 was to have done it for another

Prince's capital three summers ago, but state-mourning

prevented. The general idea goes further that all cities,

towns, even villages, and everywhere, are in need of such

stir of show and festival to awake them from their daily

routine ; and from the depression, even stagnation, of civic

thought and hope.

So far then from being discouraged, as we planners tend

at times to be, by the slow and timid response of our public,

let us fall back upon the angler's reflection that if we

don't catch the fish, there's no use blaming them. Let us

improve our methods: and this of the Civic Pageant when

of no mere commemoration, as mostly hitherto, but also

of sharp criticism of the defects of the present, and bright

display of possibilities of the future is at any rate one

way for doing so.

Nor are any such great resources and preparations neces-

sary. Though in Edinburgh we have made great pageants,

we can do wonders with but a single piper. For children

cannot but follow: the procession thus soon forms, and

grows. All passers-by become spectators, and faces come to

windows, soon opening down the long unlovely street. Bet-

ter too than him of Hamelin, our piper leads to some new

Children's Garden, henceforth their own for work and

play. The music passes; yet even as things are, in this

"day of small things," its sowing of citizenship is not all

lost.
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Professional Training
in Industrial Relations
The direction of human relations in industry has

become a growing profession of increasing impor-

tance. It demands personnel managers, employment

managers, welfare directors, and industrial Y. M.
C. A. secretaries. Those wishing to enter this pro-

fession need ( I ) to have a real interest in people,

(2) to understand the problems of industry, (3) to

have adequate training in economics, labor problems,

economic history, factory administration, sociology,

psychology, business administration, etc., and (4)

practical experience in industry.

We offer exceptional opportunities for technical

training which combines these subjects and actual

experience in local industries. A strong visiting

faculty of experts make our instruction valuable and

practical. Courses leading to degrees are offered to

undergraduates and graduate students. Scholarships

are available to graduate students.

For particulars write to

G. T. ScHWENNINO, Director

Department of Economics and Industry,

INTERNATIONAL Y. M. C. A. COLLEGE
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
An integral part of the University with full use

of its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare re-

search station and other departments. Field ex-

perience in the small city and rural districts.

SUMMER SESSION

June 15, 1925 to July 24, 1925

/'or illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Smith College School
for Social Work

The Smith College School for Social Work operates
in two successive summers separated by a period of

nine months of intensive field work during which each

student gives her full time to some social agency. In

1924-25, students are attached to the Massachusetts

General Hospital; Child Habit Clinics, Boston; Bos-

ton Psychopathic Hospital ; Boston State Hospital ;

Foxboro State Hospital; Massachusetts School for

the Feeble Minded; Institute for Juvenile Research,

Chicago; Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic; Minne-

apolis Child Guidance Clinic.

Five fellowships of $1200 each will be awarded to

properly prepared and certified college graduates, en-

tering July, 1925; several $500 scholarships, and

numerous interneships paying all living expenses dur-

ing the period of field work are available.

The School emphasizes the application of modern
social psychiatry and the psychiatric point of view

in preparation for case work in psychopathic hospitals,

medical hospitals, child guidance and child habit

clinics, schools, Juvenile Courts, and other fields of

social work.

The summer course of two months in theory is

open to experienced social workers.

For information and catalogue address

THE DIRECTOR
College Hall 8, Northampton, Massachusetts

University Building in Historic Washington Square

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Summer School

July 7-Aug. 14, 1925

More than 200 Courses for Social Work-
ers, Teachers, Principals and Supervisors

Credits may be earned toward Baccelau-
reate and Graduate Degrees.

Special courses in Sociology, Personnel

Service, Economics, Psychology, Public

and Social Economy, Physical Education,
Health Education, Government, and

Languages.

Provision for comfortable, convenient,

inexpensive living quarters.

Address Dr. John W. Withers

Director Summer School

100 Washington Square, New York
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in the heart of the clothing

industry, it profits by acces-

sibility to markets for raw
materials and finished goods.

Though it has based achieve-

ment on substantial merit, it profits by the goodwill
of other manufacturers. Its factory, built at a cost of

$165,000, probably could not be duplicated for less

than $200,000, because from the bricklaying upwards,
it gained by special discounts from men who were interested

in its work. On the other hand, these very facts show an

intelligent grasp of the situation by taking advantage of the

favorable factors which were available. Other conditions

might dictate the choice of another industry, another scheme

of organization, to which much of the technique worked out

so successfully at Altro would, of course, be applicable.

EXPERIMENTS
in the field of tuberculosis "after-

care" have been tried in other parts of the country. One
of the most interesting of these is the Tomahawk Lake Camp
in Wisconsin, for the physical rehabilitation of tuberculous

men, establishad in 1913 by the State Board of Control on

550 acres of the State Forest Reservation. By its nature this

camp does not re-fit men to industry, but it provides gradu-
ated outdoor tasks to "harden" the quiescent and arrested

cases sent to it from the sanatoria of the state. In the

beginning the men do only light work such as gathering
brush on land that is being cleared by more seasoned workers

and this for only one hour a day. As time goes on they
become able to undertake heavy outdoor duties lumbering,

roadmaking, building on the camp grounds and repairing

motors on the place, running the light power plant, poultry

husbandry, butchering, painting, building row boats and

canoes, and running the motor boats. The patients them-

selves have cleared between fifteen and twenty acres of

land for farming and four acres for gardens. The camp
almost from the start has been under the direction of a man
who himself is a "san graduate," Frank Reich, who broke

down in a manufacturing job in Milwaukee, and started

again, after taking the cure, as a storekeeper at the State

Sanatorium. The medical superintendent of the state sana-

torium visits the camp once or twice a month.

At present the capacity of the camp is only twenty-two

patients. But after more than ten years of successful work

on this limited scale Tomahawk Lake has had its reward in

a recent appropriation of $115,250 by the State Board of

Control. This will provide pavilions to house forty addi-

tional men, a power house plant, a farm building, a work-

shop and other needed buildings and equipment. A study
made several years ago showed that less than 9 per cent of

the men who had spent from six months to a year at the camp
had broken down in later life.

The Central New England Sanatorium at Rutland, Mas-

sachusetts, recently opened, prescribes farm and industrial

work for its patients while they still are in an institution

known as a "san," either as active or after-care patients.

The Detroit Tuberculosis Association is establishing a farm

and industrial colony for after-care cases and their families,

with the expectation of housing each family in a cottage

and paying a salary sufficient to maintain its members in

comfort. A little workshop at Tujunga, California, pro-

vides guarded employment in making doll's furniture, for

ten men and women who have had tuberculosis. Economic

AFTER "SAN" A JOB

(Continued from page 519)

as well as physical rehabilit-

ation is the aim of the Ida

Potts Memorial Hospital,
to be opened next fall at

Livingstone, New York,
under the direction of experts connected with the National
Tuberculosis Association, through nearly $1,500,000 prov-
ided for buildings and endowment by the will of Miss Potts.

IN
the area from which -this institution may draw

patients, the New England states, New York, Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey, there are 21,500 sanatorium beds

for tuberculous patients. More than twice that number of

persons pass through them a year. It is estimated that at

the very least 5 per cent of these fall within the class to which
the Potts Memorial will be restricted arrested cases of

tuberculosis in persons who cannot return to their former or

similar occupations and so must pass through a period of

"sheltered employment," which may mean retraining for a

new job which eventually will support them. Both industrial

and agricultural pursuits will be offered, their precise nature

to be determined by careful study and experimentation.

There will be accommodation for forty or fifty patients at

the start and it is hoped that eventually that number may
be increased two hundred.

But even two hundred people and added to them the

group at Altro and the New England Sanatorium and the

other resources of the northeastern part of the country
leaves a big gap between the number who can receive this

kind of care each year and the 4,000 or more (at the lowest

estimate) who need it. That gap is multiplied many fold

by adding the rest of the country. An effective program of

after care of the tuberculous with the facilities necessary to

put it into practice, is needed, far and wide, to secure the best

returns from the present investment of time, effort and

money in the treatment of the active stages of the

disease.

Not alms, but an earned income is the right of thousands

of men and women who go under each year because they

can find no bridge which will carry them safely from the

peaceful inactivity of the sanatorium back to a hurly-burly

world which has little time to adjust itself to their frailties

and fears. It may be hoped that eventually employers and

labor, working together, may devise methods whereby shops

and factories will provide places for former workers crip-

pled by accident or illness. In many instances this would

require little more than the will to do so, and adaptiveness

in working out the solutions. A number of large employers

of labor (stores, banks and the like) now have the problems

of their tuberculous employes handled by the New York

Tuberculosis Association, taking the guidance of its experts

as to the treatment needed, helping to underwrite the cost,

and following their advice as to the kind and amount of

work to which the patient can return when he is able to go

back into their employment. Many plants already have a staff

physician or a nurse who could carry out the necessary

supervision on the job. Industry is largely responsible for

the circumstances out of which tuberculosis develops and

ultimately it must pay either for prevention or reestablish-

ment, carrying the burden of its own wastage and leaving

to the community only the inevitable residue which must be

laid to individual misfortune and to the ignorance and care-

lessness of all of us.
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A WEEK IN WEST VIRGINIA
(Continued from page 534.)

the non-union workers there (in many cases 30 per

cent higher than Charleston prices) that you are given

to think.

From such neutral sources as you can find you gather that

the community as a whole is sick unto death of all this guard

Business, is willing to give union organizers a chance to see,

!f by peaceful persuasion, they can add to their ranks in

Logan.

"I don't think there is much union sentiment in Logan,"
aid a lawyer. "I'd be surprised if more than 10 per cent of

:he workers would join up; but by the Lord Harry, I think

t's time we found out the truth and we can never do this

is long as Don Chafin beats up every organizer who steps

Dff the train."

It does begin to look as though Logan were anxious to

:ome back to democratic methods. The "strong man"
I stuff begins to pall after twelve hectic years.

FRIDAY.
A clear, cold day with a chance to get some

pictures at the Crown Hill colony near Charleston where

irhey have been out in tents, some of them for three

/ears.

Here's five-year-old Louise Bryant proudly holding up a

\ vriggling white puppy and eighty year old Luther Griggs
vho is going blind after seventy years of coal-digging, both

;ood union folks helping each other to bear the monotony
>f the years under canvas. Louise and most of her play-

nates are in sad need of shoes. Griggs could do with

L stout coat.

"What do you women do?"

"Well, you see, we have to watch the kids more carefully

j
iving out like this

; they're liable to get wild and out of hand.

; \nd then there's lots of figuring to be done to make the

Pinion rations last through the two weeks and by night time

[ve're all pretty well tuckered out. We get together some-

imes and have quilting parties or someone reads out loud

f one of these story book magazines. There's movies down
he road about five miles but we ain't got no money for

uch. Let me tell you, Mister, keeping house in an army
ent ain't no soft job."

"Do you want your husband to go back?"

"And go scabbing? Say, if I ever cotched him doing that

'd stomp him clear through the floor of this tent."

Far away in the valley below the tents a train whistles.

n the Pullman smoker a travelling salesman looks out on

he spirals of smoke twisting up from the tents.

"Say, are them red-necks still out on strike? I thought

hey'd settled that long ago."
"I guess they are," says his neighbor, returning to his

:ross-word puzzle, "what do you suppose a two letter word

neaning 'bone' could be?"

T
IHE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-
ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, nz East I9th Street, New York City.

K

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

HOME
STUDY Become More Efficient

through Courses In Chmitry( History,
Mathematics, English, Psychology,
Education, Business and 35 other sub-

jects which the University gives by mail. They command
credit toward a Bachelor degree and may be begun at any
time. ~_

Wnnxnfflp of Cfttcaao

ome
Study
of the

Bible

10.000 MEN AND WOMEN
from all walks of life now studying
the Bible under competent guidance.
| E COURSES - Interesting -con-Av structive Modern Bible study
broadens vision. Deepens wisdom.
Begin now. Descriptive literature
Iree. ALL COURSES Cfl~The American Institute "'V-

of Sacred Literature each
bt ainibtrsitp of Cljicaso

D.et. 350 CHICAGO. ILIIHOU

Hospitals
and

Institutions
in layout and plans should give expression to the
latest medical and social practice.

Advice on plans and operating problems made
available through
HOSPITAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUREAU

OF CONSULTATION
HENRY C. WRIGHT, Director

289 Fourth Avenue, New York City

At the Gate of

Public Mercy!
Frankly stationed as beggars at the

great gate of public mercy, the Ser-

vants of Relief for Incurable Cancer

among the destitute of every creed,
must continue to beg for their patients
who have nothing for food or harbor-

age but what comes from great-hearted

people in small sums or hundreds of

dollars. We need money now for a fire-

proof country home for 100 of the sick.

Think of them, a moment!

MOTHER M. ALPHONSA LATHROP,
O. S. D., Treasurer

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, Westchester

County, N. Y.

(In anstvering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the addreu or box
umber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three or more

emiecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 Eatt 19th Street

New York CUT

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate

with at least one year of Social Case Work

Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

THE DENVER SHELTERING HOME
for Jewish Children, a national Home,
wants an executive Secretary, to manage
the financial affairs of the Home through

solicitors and otherwise, also to take cnarg-

of the Denver office. Must speak and

write Yiddish, must be in a position to

travel four months of the year. Good

salary to right man. Address 505 Empire

Bldg., Denver, Colorado.

WORKER WANTED: Jewish assistant

and secretary to Superintendent
small in-

stitution for unmarried mothers on Staten

Island. Must have social service exper-

ience. 5034 SURVEY.

WANTED: In recognized Settlement

in middle west, a man to act as Assistant

Head Resident and Head of Men's Work.

Age about thirty, background of culture

and refinement, good mixer, with pep and

resourcefulness and with demonstrated or-

ganizing ability. Someone intending to

make social work his life work, willing to

begin at moderate salary and prove ability

to earn more. Must enjoy group life. Ad-

dress, giving age, training, experience,

whether married or single and salary re-

quired. 5033 SURVEY.

YOUNG JEWISH WOMAN, teacher,

social worker or dietitian, to take active

interest in girls camp 150 miles from New
York City. Small investment required.

State education and experience in first

letter. 5036 SURVEY.

WANTED: Trained and experienced
social workers for high-class positions.

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT, EX-
ECUTIVE SERVICE CORPORATION,
1515 Pershing Square Building, New York

City.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

HOME SCHOOL

HOME SCHOOL for the runabout child.

Individual care and instruction by college

graduates. Partial scholarships for chil-

dren whose parents are in educational
work. The Bird House, Oldwick, N. J.

WORKERS WANTED
EXPERIENCED CASE WORKER in

family welfare society one hundred and

thirty miles from New York. State refer-

ences and salary expected. 5031 SURVEY.

CASE SUPERVISOR and experienced
child placing and childrens' aid field work-
ers wanted at once. Good salaries to cap-
able persons. 5029 SURVEY.

WORKING HOUSEKEEPER in home
of social work executive near New York;
two school children. Possibility of per-
manent home. References exchanged. 5027
SURVEY.

WANTED, by modern Maternity Home
and Hospital a resident experienced court

worker and investigator. 88 Tremont
Street, Room 506, Boston, Mass.

WANTED: Protestant woman with busi-

ness and executive ability for position as

Superintendent in Orphanage, no child-

ren. Address: Porter Home and Leath Or-

phanage, 850 No. Manassas Street, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

A DIRECTOR and Case Worker are

needed in a small home for Normal Prob-
lem girls. Only those vitally and intelli-

gently interested will be considered for

these positions. 5037 SURVEY.

DIRECTOR (Woman) of Social and
Recreational activities. Must have ability
to observe and study children as well as

direct their play. Write in detail stating

age, education and experience. Samuel
S. Solender, Superintendent, Jewish Chil-

dren's Society (Levindale), Baltimore, Md.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,
30 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, Illinois.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

SITUATIONS WANTED
YOUNG MAN, Jewish, 8 years exper-

ience child welfare, desires connection with
institution. High credentials. 5038 SURVEY..

EXPERIENCED TEACHER of handi-
crafts wishes position for the next few
months in Boston, New York or Washing-
ton. 5032 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE position desired by a wo-
man with institutional experience. Eight
years in Children's work. Sheltering Home,
School, or Orphanage preferred. 5024
SURVEY.

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG WOMAN, 24 years old, will

4 years newspaper and magazine reportinj
and advertising experience desires oppor
tunity with social service organizatio
where part of work will consist of directin;

publicity, editing organization, etc. 502
SURVEY.

FINANCE SECRETARY. A souther
woman of unusual executive ability, ejj

perienced in school, social welfare, churcj
and modern finance work, especially com]
munity chest work, is available for a posi
tion February first. 5023 SURVEY.

MAN SUPERINTENDENT of Chi
ren s Home, who has satisfactorily til

two similar positions in the last fifte

years, desires change about June ist. 50
SURVEY.

A CHANGE would be considered by
Superintendent of a very high type Chi
ren's Institution of excellent standing, o

who is fully experienced amd trained
the dependent or delinquent problem. Ha
been associated with slate and private
stitutions. One who is an organizer a

executive, a progressive, efficient, indefat

able worker. 5025 SURVEY.

SUPERINTENDENT of boys horn

capable executive, eight years experien
five years in present position, age for

nine, Protestant, Methodist, must ha

change of climate to benefit wife's healt

Can give reference to other institution

and to President and Chairman of the e

ecutive committee of my present boa
Would prefer country institution for c

linquent or dependent children. 5035 Su
VEY.

SUPERINTENDENT, experienced, O
phanage or Aged Home, desires connec
tion with Institution requiring the service

of a thoroughly capable man, Hebre
Wife experienced social worker and boo

keeper. Highest credentials. 5012 Sui
VEY.

YOUNG WOMAN desires position
Assistant Superintendent or Head Work
of Girls' Department in child caring insti

tution. Fifteen years' experience in direct

ing children's activities. Fine record

Camp Fire Girls work, also problemat
children. Exceptional references. Avai
able immediately. Eastern cities preferre
5030 SURVEY.

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent
school for boys or girls. Ten years ex

perience as executive of boys and gir

organization. 4994 SURVEY.

TEACHERS WANTED
TEACHERS wanted for public and pr

rate schools, colleges and universitie

Education Service, Steger Building, Chi

cago; Southern Building, Washington
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management
In our new home study course. "COOKING FO
PROFIT." Booklet on request.
.m. School of Home Economics. 849 E. 58th St.. Chleal

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps tis, it identifies yon.}



SHOPPING SERVICE

SHOPPING by New York expert who
will send things, services free. References.

Hattie Guthman, 309 West 99th St.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Several complete volumes

Survey, Charities and Commons, beginning
1906. Write stating needs and price of-

fered. H. P. Fairchild, 32 Waverly Place,
N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

"Home -Making as a Profession'
IB a 100-pp. 111. handbook It's FREE. Home study
Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid
positions or for home-making efficiency.

m. School of Home Economics. 849 E. 58th St.. Chicago

SCIENTIFIC HOROSCOPES written
on Business, Finance, Domestic affairs. Dr.

Smallwood, 687 Boylston Street, Boston,
Mass.

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CHILDREN IN NEED or SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describes home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and
lunch room management. "51 Ways to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Dreiel Ave., Chicago.

A zo-page pamphlet entitled "A proposal
to Establish an Experimental School
within the Public School System of the

City of New York", including addresses
and correspondence relating to the sub-

ject. Send 12 cents to the Teachers
Union, 70 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

LESSONS IN GOVERNMENT ARRANGED FOR
CLASSES IN NATURALIZATION. Seven short

lessons, four page pamphlet. Simple,
practical, good type. Third edition, sc
each, $2.00 a hundred, postpaid. Henry
M. Allen, Allen School, Auburn, N. Y.

PERIODICALS

Tan AMERICAN JOURNAL OF NURSING show*
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:
published by the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

FINE "EMBOSSED" STATIONERY
WITHMONOGRAM OR NAME AND ADDRESS
ON 1OO SHEETS AND 1OO ENVELOPES

IN A BEAUTIFUL HAND-MADE CABINET

ACTUAL SIZE

OF MONOGRAM

FOUR STYLES OF EMBOSSING

STYLE A
Name and Address

STYLE B
Monogram Only

STYLE C
Address Only

CORRESPONDENCE SIZE

STYLE D
Monogram & Address

$2ooCabinet contains 100 DOUBLE SHEETS and 100 En-

VELOPES, FINE LINEN PAPER, IN WHITE, BUFF,
BLUE, GREY OR PINK POST-PAID

GENTLEMEN (OR PROFESSIONAL) SIZE

Cabinet contains 100 SHEETS (7}4xlO&) and 100 EN-
VELOPES, FINE SUEDE PAPER, IN GREY OR WHITE

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 25c EXTRA

PLEASE SPECIFY STYLE AND COLOR
DELIVERY WITHIN FIVE DAYS

SATISFACTION ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Send Check, Money Order or Cash to

MERIT STATIONERY CO., 112 EAST 19TH ST. N. Y. CITY

POST-PAID

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We have complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimeographing
Multigraphing
Addressing
Mailing

If you will investigate you will find that

we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Lft us estimate on your next job

Webster Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

84th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacre 2447

'Printing

&lultigraphing

Typewriting

SMailing

Fifth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.

16 W. 23rd Street

Multir.phine| GRA mercy 4501 ...M
1 ' 1 !"'

Typewriting I^HHM_^^_^HHM| Addressing

Ask The Survey about Us !

(In answering thtse advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)



THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American people In the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
$2.00 per year.

AMERICAN CHILD HEALTH ASSOCIATION Headquarters, 532

17th St., N'.W., Washington, D. C.; Administrative Offices, 370

Tth Avenue, New York. Herbert Hoover, President; L. Emmett
Holt, MJX; Livingston Farrand, M.D.; Thomas D. Wood, M.D.;
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Vice-Presidents respect-
ively; Corcoran Thorn, Treasurer; Philip Van Ingen, M.D., Secre-
tary; Edward M. Flesh, Comptroller. To promote health among
children from conception to maturity this to be accomplished
through cooperation with parents, doctors, nurses, teachers, and
other health workers; by dissemination of scientific Information
and teaching methods in schools, through conferences, addresses,
pamphlets, publicity material, and a monthly magazine, "Child
Health Magazine."

Deceased.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfield,

president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 includes "Rural

America" (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE
HARD OF HEARING Promotes the cause of the hard of hearing,

assists in forming organizations. Pres.. Dr. Gordon Berry; Field

Secretary, Miss Betty Wright, 1601 35th St. N.W., Washington,
D. C.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION Dr. Lewis A. Connor, presi-

dent. Miss M. L. Woughter, acting executive secretary, 370

Seventh Avenue New York. Organized for the purpose of pro-

moting the prevention of heart disease and the care of those with

damaged hearts in the United States and Canada.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Leta Bane,
executive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions In home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics: office

of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business

manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-

national peace of Justice. Its official organ Is the Advocate of

Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerln Call, secretary and editor,

12-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J Osborne, executive secretary; 370 Seventh Ave., New York. To
disseminate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment

and prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,

New York. To promote a better understanding of the social

hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat

prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the

campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization

of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 Including monthly journal.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave., New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right

use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out

leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue.

New York Organized In 1808; 20 constituent Protestant national

women's mission boards. Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for Col-

lege Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN

AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions Rev. C. P.

Macfarland and Rev. S. M. C'avert, Gen. See's; lOo E. 22d St.. N.Y.C.

Dept of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec y.

Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W. M. Tippy, Sec y;

International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gullck, Sec'y;

Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-

munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,

tame-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free

material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50 East
42nd Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound method!
In this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinlci,
visiting teacher work, and training for these and similar service*;
to conduct related studies, education and publication; and to
Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for the
Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City.
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States In 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.'s on behalf of the Industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy.
general secretary, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial,
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admin-
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health, school*,
recreation, dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2.
J5, $10

;
$25 and $100 includes monthly publication, "The American

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 191J,
incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774). Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
of America through the harmonious development of their bodies,
minds, and spirits. Its method Is, in co-operation with other
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
In the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides, and insignia.
Through its "American Order of N'obility" It provides homes,
schools and church schools with a method of character training
through actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Flnley, Pres.;
Amos L. Prescott, Treas.; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE, INC.
Dr. William H. Welch, honorary president; Dr. Charles P. Emerson,
president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams medical director; Dr. Clar-
ence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beers, secretary;
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Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

The Faint Light of Reason

IT
seems sometimes that in our complicated civilization

the hardest thing to do is to follow the obvious clue of

reason. How much of the difficulty is due to the weight
of the folkways, how much to those emotional attitudes

of which the psychiatrists so persuasively remind us, how
much to the subtle influence of those who prosper by existing

irrationalities, we are not yet wise enough to say. But we are

often brought face to face with a situation where elaborate

propaganda seems in order to give common sense a chance.

Many of us belong to societies which spend much money and

infinite effort just to get us and our neighbors to brush our

teeth, or keep our minds in reasonably good order, to take se-

riously the constitutional guarantee of free speech, or accomplish
some other obvious purpose.

It seems wholly rational for folks with small reserves to pool
what they have against a day of need, and for individual apple-

growers to sell cooperatively instead of spoiling each others

market yet when credit unions and cooperative marketing
are established and do thrive it is a matter of note; and all sorts

of compl'cating factors in the law without and habits of

thought within have to be dealt with before such success is

possible.

The obvious thing for folks with minds to do is to think or

at least to listen to what other folks think. Yet it takes an

ornate array of movements to provide "adult education" and
he would be a wise prophet who would untangle all the va-

rious motives that go into them. If there is a way to protect
children against diphtheria, the obvious thing is to use it

promptly and universally; but even the thrilling story of the dash

of dog-teams across Alaska with the precious serum will not be

enough to persuade some mothers to go 'round the corner for

antitoxin for their own children before it is too late.

The fact is that while finding out what is the reasonable thing
to do is the first step in hitching the world along; rationality

alone gets us nowhere. Digging a straight course through our
inertia is like digging the Panama Canal through the Culebra

Cut. It's hard work to use the cutting tools of common sense.

We need emotional dynamite to break through.
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A Page of Letters
Which We Wish to Share with the

Whole Fellowship of Survey
Associates

YOU may be sure we are looking on at your
performances in the Survey office with great

admiration; and that, without any jealousy of your
achievements, we are always stimulated to livelier

cerebration and more assiduous effort, by the way in

which you compel us to pay a lot of attention to

the successive issues of the Survey Graphic.
ALBERT SHAW, Editor Review of Reviews.

May I congratulate you once more on the fineness

of the work being done by the Survey. The recent

number which contained articles on Gandhi, Calles,
and the article by Bruere on the issue between Stone
and the United Mine Workers was a marvel. I do
not remember ever seeing before such masterful
treatments of such various themes brought together
within the pages of a single magazine issue.

FRANCIS J. McCoNNELL, Bishop, M. E. Church,
Pittsburgh.

Sometime after the first of the year I will send
in a contribution of $50 for next year. I think

the Survey is increasing its influence. I am glad
to say that I disagree with what it does and thinks

quite often; which indicates, I take it, that it isn't

running in any narrow rut. This is, of course, not

saying that I do not agree with it frequently also.

O. K. GUSHING, Attorney at Law, San Francisco.

I am simply carried away with the fine magazine
you are putting out. It is to be commended. It is

a much more worth while magazine than it was
when I used to read it years ago in college. I don't
see any reason for its not being in every home that
is interested in social and moral improvement.
LEONARD F. MORSE, Mobile County Training
School, Plateau, Ala.

It occurs to me you might be interested in my
"extension" project with The Survey. It consists in

urging my thirty students who are subscribers to

send their Surveys home, after they have been read
in college. My boys and girls are almost all from
Maine many from rural districts and I think the
educational value of The Survey to parents and
uncles and aunts will be significant. BERTHA J.

HOWARD, Orono, Maine.

I am very desirous of obtaining about thirty copies
each of the issues of The Survey for April I and
July i, 1924, in order that our Freshman Orienta-
tion Course may read the articles by Hackett on
"Manufacturers of Consent," and by Geddes Smith
on "Petersburg Plus." Will you please inform me
at your early convenience whether I will be able
to purchase these of you, or if not from yourself
whether any distributing firms are liable to have
copies of these issues? As other possibilities in the
event that you have no back numbers available, have
you any reprints of these particular articles? Finally

if all of these attempts should fail, may we obtain

your permission to have these two articles mimeo-

graphed for use by our course of 250 students?

JOHN MERRIMAN GAUS, Department of Political

Science, University of Minnesota.

Never have we known such reaction to a maga-
zine as the May issue of the Survey Graphic! The
influence has been far reaching. . . . The library

copy has almost worn out! Enclosed is a check for

a dollar hoping that we may still be permitted to

purchase two more copies (May issue).

No doubt this would be asking too much . . .

Forgive us if it is ... Would you on any conditions

permit us to reprint "A Hundred Years of Revolu-

tion" by Plutarco Elias Calles? Would you loan

us the two cuts? Of course, we shall acknowledge
the courtesy both with the article and in an editorial,

sending you the magazine, postage, and whatever

you should request. ESTHER TURNER WELLMAN,
Editor The official organ of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico.

Baroness Ishimoto was most appreciative of your
kind words about her in The Survey and very happy
that you got the point of her birth control agitation.

Many Americans get the idea as a Japanese policy

and are blind to its application to us.

I have sent The Survey to the Federation of

Women in Tokyo as a gift and know it will be en-

joyed and used widely. When I was there the as-

sistant mayor had a copy in his pocket often and I

know he read it. MARY BEARD, New York.

Why not expose some friend of yours to The

Survey?
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The Gist of It

IN
Survey Graphic for January of this year W.

L. Chenery examined the New Alignment on

Child Labor. To some particular groups

of opponents the conscientious objectors, so to

say Dr. Adler offers on p. 565 a reasoned, reas-

suring and clean-cut answer. The article is based

on an address recently delivered before the New
York Ethical Culture Society which, as almost

everyone knows, Dr. Adler established nearly half

a century ago.

CREDIT
UNIONS are a simple, sensible de-

vice for pooling the financial resources of a

group of people to meet individual needs as they

occur. Mr. Bergengren, who discusses them on p.

567, is actively promoting their organization in as-

sociation with Edward A. Filene through the Credit

Union National Extension Bureau in B ston.

WHETHER
one has "nerves" or not it is im-

portant to understand them. Tom Wil-

liams, who writes of them (p. 577), is neurologist

to the Gallinger Municipal Hospital in Washing-

ton and author of Dreads and Besetting Fears.

Wintering in Miami, he has lost no time in opening

a mental hygiene clinic there and reports that a

society of mental hygiene is in process of organiza-

tion too.

MISS
OGDEN, who reports the conference on

the causes and cure of war (p. 570) is mem-

bership secretary of the Foreign Policy Association.

EDWARD
NORMAN, who tells what he found

among the apple-growers of Clintondale

(p. 603) is a recent graduate of Harvard who is

a volunteer assistant this winter at The Survey's

industrial desk.

A LEADER in the British movement for guild

socialism, G. D. H. Cole is best known here,

perhaps, as an exponent of the newer unionism. On
p. 598 he discusses the growth of unionism in the

black-coat ranks the technicians, clerical and pro-

fessional workers which he will follow further in a

succeeding article.

AFTER
summer school, what happens to work-

ers who have this brief glimpse of "culture"?

Miss Kingsbury, who tells some of the sequels

(p. 600) is director of the department of social

economy at Bryn Mawr.

HOW Northwestern University had a patriotic

panic is the theme of C. DeWitt Norton, sec-

retary of the Young Men's Christian Association

there (p. 593)-

THE
COUNTY Achievement Contest in the

hill country of Kentucky which Mr. Vaughan
describes on p. 588 was conducted under his direc-

tion as secretary and superintendent of extension of

Berea College and Allied Schools.

CINCINNATI'S
ten-year story of federated

progress is told by the assistant secretary of

the Cincinnati Community Chest and Council of

Social Agencies, who left Cincinnati at the beginning

of the decade and has but recently returned (p. 591).

IOWA,
state of the tall corn and of tall problems,

is a livelier and more progressive place because

of the initiative and enterprise of the state university

and of Miss Cottrell herself (p. 581). Her official

title, she admits, is extension assistant professor of

.,ocial welfare.

HALF-WAY
between the law and social work,

and sharing the concepts of both, Mr. Wismer,
director of the Detroit Legal Aid Bureau, is well

situated to discuss what the lawyer thinks of the

social worker and his or her ways (p. 585).

THE BRISK sequel to Gasoline Gypsies which

begins on p. 583 and The Survey hopes there'll

be more of them comes from Edna Tibbits Hawley,

executive secretary of the Benton County Chapter of

the Red Cross, at Corvallis, Orego-.



Hendrik Willem Van Loon

STATES RIGHTS

The Constable: Well, maybe I ought to try and save that kid.

But I'd better find out whether he fell in from

this state or not. . . .
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The Child Labor Panic

By Felix Adler

A PAN1C is not due to the arguments advanced

by those who are subject to it. The panic comes

first, and then the arguments are picked up.

^^ There is a panic now over the child labor move-

ment. It may be that it will defeat the amendment; it has

already done so for the time being. But I should not be

absolutely discouraged even if this defeat seemed decisive,

for I see that our capricious democracy swings first one way
and then another. I should simply wait for the next swing
and there will be a swing in our direction after a while.

In the meantime, for the sake of our own self-respect, and
for the sake of the pool of opinion to which we are all con-

tributing, it is worth while to examine both the panic and
the arguments which go along with it.

Why are people so excited ? Why do they talk of this

national child labor amendment so fiercely? There is propa-

ganda far-reaching propaganda. And people who are dis-

cussing the amendment have not the time really to inform

themselves. It is one of the terrible problems of democracy
that great masses of the people are asked to decide ques-
tions on which they have not the facts. There is wild talk

about Moscow giving orders to the National Child Labor
Committee. Some of the people get curiously wrong notions

because of that word National; they think of nationaliza-

tion ; one woman said she was not in favor of the amend-
ment because she did not believe that Congress should have
the power to restrict the size of families!

If I were approaching the subject for the first time I

should first ask myself: What is the object of those who
have really been the fathers of this movement? And you
have our record. Some twenty years ago a stranger entered

my study who afterwards became one of my closest and
most beloved friends. He had a nature singularly com-
pounded of strength and sweetness. There was Irish fight-

ing blood in him, and at the same time he had the gentlest
of hearts. An Episcopalian clergyman of Montgomery,
Alabama, Edgar Gardner Murphy was the leader of the

forlorn hope that was fighting against child labor in that

state. He came North to say that he must have the assist-

ance of the nation, that the force against him was so strong

that there must be cooperation from among representatives

of all the states to help out wherever it was necessary.

And therfore he proposed the National Child Labor Com-

mittee, and he urged me to take the chairmanship of that

committee. I demurred, naturally, giving reasons that were

not pretexts my hands were full but he prevailed. I did

not know that I was a Bolshevik then or now. The com-

mittee is composed now of the same elements as in the be-

ginning. President Roosevelt at one time was an honorary

member; President Taft was an honorary member; the

late Cardinal Gibbons spoke with me on the same platform

in New Orleans when we had our meeting there. Some of

the early leaders are still members of the committee, others

have given way to persons of the same type well-known

respected citizens.

In the second place, if I were called upon for a judg-

ment of these widely advertised perils of federal action, I

should perhaps suddenly remember that a federal law was

actually enforced for nearly three years and that there was

no serious popular objection. People are always forgetting

that. The law was favored by the president. There was

no nationalization, no destruction of the home ; the daughter

was not prohibited from helping her mother in domesic

service ;
nor did we make lazy louts of these boys of eighteen.

The work of the Children's Bureau was carried on well and

modestly and there was the most splendid cooperation be-

tween the national and the state authorities.

Why not look at what happened instead of conjecturing

what will happen ?

WHAT is the cause of this sudden change of sentiment

why for instance, has the New York World which

was the champion of the child and favored the child labor

amendment now made a volte-face which has influenced

many of its readers? People say the amendment means that

the law will interfere, that it will come into the home. I

am referring now not to those who are opposed to the re-

gulation, the limitation or the prohibition of child labor, but
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to those who see danger in the amendment and maintain

that these duties should be left to the states.

I think it is the eighteenth amendment that has created

a feeling that unless local opinion supports a law it is unen-

forceable, and becomes a stench in the public nostrils, like

this bootlegging business. Some who believe that prohibition

should be left to local option argue that child labor legisla-

tion likewise should be left to local option, because if local

opnion is not in favor of it then it cannot be enforced.

But when we get down to the basis of this question, I

believe there is a difference between those cases in which a

law cannot be enforced unless local opinion has previously fa-

vored it, and those cases in which the law, as soon as it is

passed, creates the local opinion that favors it. The differ-

ence becomes clear in the case of prohibition. The difficulty

of enforcing the prohibition law is that there are people

who think that the law is a wrong done to themselves. A
man says: "My conscience does not approve of this law; it

wrongs me, because I believe in personal liberty. (I am not

examining the argument; I am merely stating it.) "I have

the right to say what I shall do in matters that concern

only myself. I have the right to drink or not to drink to

go to perdition if I choose." In cases where people believe

that a law is wrong it is not enforceable. Public opinion

must first be convinced that it is right. That is the

argument.
The same thing is not true where the harm done, if there

is harm, concerns not you as an individual, but someone else

whom you are harming. Then the law has a right and duty
to interfere. You may commit suicide if you like but if you
kill your neighbor, society acts.

Now the person who has robbed or drained the life out

of a little child has done it under some pretext: "It is busi-

ness; it won't harm the child; I worked at that age and

it did not harm me." He fills himself with sophistries.

But when once the nation speaks, when society says No, his

eyes are opened, he sees and agrees that it is wrong. Where
the wrong concerns not only himself but someone else his

conscience can be jogged up to the level of the public con-

science and so a local opinion is created that is favorable to

the public law.

Do not think that this is an academic statement. The
facts confirm it. When the federal labor law was in

force there was no objection to it on the part of the public.

The state of Alabama, which was in the rear of the column
when the law was passed, went right up to the front. West

Virginia, too, improved its legislation. The declaration by
the nation that it is a wrong to harm the child was not

contrary to state action it promoted, quickened, strength-

ened, reinforced state action. Let me add that the state

officials of thirty-one states have approved this amend-

ment on the ground that it will be beneficial to the states.

AWORD more as to the position of some honest object-

ors. They push aside all the nonsensical rubbish that

has been talked about interfering with the home, prevent-

ing the daughter from helping the mother, making husky

boys of eighteen into loafers and take their stand on the

ground that social legislation should be left to the states,

and that this amendment is a step in the direction of the

nation's assuming responsibility for social legislation.

Now every step should be judged on its own merits. And
in this case I have just shown that the action of the nation

in passing a modest minimum law, introducing no inno-

vation, was such as to quicken, to lift the standard where

it was too low, and to help further progress in states where

the standard was already higher. In the matter of social

legislation you cannot draw a hard and fast line; you can-

not say that social legislation should be left to the states

and that the nation should not take any part in it. You
cannot say, like King Solomon: "Let the child be cut in

twain. Give a half to each." There is no competition

here for exclusive rights in the protection of American chil-

dren. Instead of two rivals for the rights of motherhood,
it is a case of a father and a mother who must cooperate.

State and nation must go hand in hand in social legislation.

You cannot separate them by geographical line.

Was there ever greater interference with social legislation

in the states than the abolition of slavery? And has not

the South long ago admitted that the change of system was

beneficial all around Does anyone believe that if it were

put to the vote the South would go back to slavery? The
nation acted and brought up the conscience of that section

of the country. And the conscience of the South slowly

but surely and effectively accepted the decision as right.

How was it about polygamy in 1882? Was it left to

the Mormon people to legislate whether polygamy should

be permitted or not? In 1882 when Utah was still a ter-

ritory an act was passed making polygamy subject to punish-

ment by fine and imprisonment of not over five years. When
it was admitted as a state there was a clause in its con-

stitution forbidding polygamy, and it was further provided,

before Congress acted to admit it, that this particular pro-

vision should never be revoked by the people of the state,

except with the consent of the nation.

PEOPLE
object, again, to the extension of the powers of

government. When you speak of the extension of gov-

ernment you must again discriminate. The ability to dis-

criminate is really essential to correct judgment. If the

government assumed control of the railroads, or, as has been

proposed, took over some of the great industries, that would

be socialization, and many people who are not opposed to

national progress would greatly doubt the wisdom of letting

the government do business. But it is another matter to

decide whether the government shall have the power to

increase its administrative force. If you find that the police

force is not sufficient, you do not cry out against the ex-

tension of government power in New York when it is pro-

posed to increase it. If the national child labor amend-

ment is carried and forms the basis of a new law, there

will be no extension of government in the sphere of busi-

ness. There will be, there ought to be, an increase in the

number of administrative officers, in the bureaucracy, if you

like. "Bureaucracy" is one of the scare-crows at present.

An honest bureaucracy, however, is a great help to the gov-

ernment. A bureaucracy will be honest if there is assur-

ance of tenure of office if you have a good civil servii

system. And it can be undermanned as well as overmanned.

With false economy we are often undermanning our bureau-

cracy. In the state of Georgia, for instance, I am told there

is only one inspector to look into the enforcement of its

child labor laws. My reply to those who fear a great

bureaucracy is : look at the facts. What will happen ? There

were only fifty-one additional people employed in the federal

service during those three years when the federal child labor

,v-
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law was in force. Suppose there should be hundreds. If

they are needed, and if we have the right civil service, the

increase is not to be feared, but welcomed.

WE are not an evilly disposed people, but we are a ter-

ribly reckless people. Our resources, the richness of

the country, and the confluence here of vigorous individuals

from many lands has brought about a race for wealth that

stops short at little a kind of money monomania that eti-

mates human beings in terms of dollars. But there are

certain things which are holy, certain things which must not

be violated. The child is a sacred thing, not to be used up
and drained of its strength: a child should not work at all

when it is very young, and when fourteen or fifteen years
of age should not work at night or more than eight hours

a day, and when it is sixteen should not be exposed to poison-

ous gases and morally degrading surroundings. Work and
education may go together, in fact should go together, for

the best workers will be the educated workers.

But there are those who say "The states will be coming
on; they are doing pretty well; why be in such a

hurry?"
I am thinking of 412,000 children that are not protected

at all by the states in the different ways which I have in-

dicated. I am thinking not of a negligible quantity 15,000
of them under fourteen according to the latest statistics

for 1920, 172,000 fourteen and fifteen, 234,000 sixteen and
seventeen are employed in mining or mechanical and manu-

facturing establishments. But whatever they be, these figures
stand only for a few years. In a few years from now these

groups that I have mentioned will pass on, other children

of fourteen to fifteen, and so on in the other age groups, will

take their places, so that in the course of a dozen years you
can triple or quadruple the figures of those affected.

Things are not going well enough. There was improve-
ment during those three years of federal action. Since

then there has been a halt. And some of us fear that with

the restriction of immigration and resulting shortage of

labor, and with the processes of industrialization going on

in the newer states, there will be growing pressure for

cheap labor, child labor cheap in the most miserable and

pathetic sense. It is not a question of "either or," of legis-

lation in the states or legislation in Congress. It is a ques-

tion of creating an arrangement which will quicken and

stimulate the action of the states by the support of the na-

tional conscience as expressed in a national law. After all we
are a nation ; we are beginning to feel ourselves as one ; and I

think the time is coming if it has not yet come when the

whole nation will realize its duty to see that there shall

not be a single child slave north, south, east or west in

these United States.

E Pluribus Unum Banking
By Roy F. Eergengren

SHE
was a little girl named Rita, and she carried in

her hand, after the fashion of a sailor's bundle, a

handkerchief so heavily weighted that she could

hardly lift it up to the counter of the credit union

located in a settlement house in the Boston North End.
After the treasurer of the credit union had untangled the

many knots, out tumbled a vast accumulation of pennies
three hundred and fifty-six in all. With them Rita had
come to open her account.

This particular credit union was organized three years ago
by eight young men who were accustomed to gather weekly
at the settlement house which is patronized almost exclu-

sively by the Italians who predominate in that district;

eight young men almost boys who started the credit

union with fifteen dollars. It went slowly for many
months ; the credit union was something new and must prove
itself to men and women
who were suffering even then

from the immediate after-

effects of the closing of two
banks by the State Depart-
ment of Banking, banks that

had specialized in the busi-

ness of the North End. Now,
after three years, the credit

union has assets of a bit bet-

ter than ten thousand dol-

lars and is rapidly winning
the confidence of the people

who will eventually make use of it in large numbers.

Bill needed to borrow one hundred and fifty dollars. In

the state where Bill lives private money lenders are per-

mitted by law to charge 36 per cent per annum on loans of

less than $300 and are under regulation. The lender Bill

approached, however, had other ideas about interest and at

the same time wanted to be accommodating ; so he had Bill

execute a note for three hundred and one dollars, thereby

taking this particular transaction out of the operation of the

small loans law. This note called for a monthly interest

rate of 10 per cent 120 per cent per annum. Then the

lender gave Bill one hundred and fifty dollars in cash and

a receipt showing a repayment on the original loan amount-

ing to one hundred and fifty-one dollars. The transaction

was then completed except for the business of repaying the

loan. Analyzing this transaction we find that Bill is pay-

ing interest at the rate of

240 per cent per annum.

When he makes a payment
on account of the principal

the rate remains undisturbed

IO per cent a month on

$301. Possibly some ingen-

ious and well trained cross-

word puzzle expert can

readily work out the rate

Bill actually will be paying

when his loan has all been

repaid except ten dollars.

The credit union is still, in this country, a rel-

atively unfamiliar form of cooperation; but its

advantages, as Mr. Bergengren sketches them,
are so sound and so obvious that its growth
seems assured. A dozen to fifteen state legisla-
tures will have the opportunity during the year
to pass laws authorizing and safeguarding the

organization of credit unions. The states con-

sidering bills of this sort at present are listed

on the following page.
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To Make Credit Unions Possible

There are credit union laws in eighteen states; two

of them need amendment before they can be used effec-

tively. The states having adequate credit union laws

are Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, New
York, New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,

Indiana, Wisconsin, Texas and Oregon; the laws in

Nebraska and Utah need amendment. If you are in-

terested in organizing a credit union in any of these

states write to the author of this article in care of The

Survey. He will establish contact for you with some-

one qualified to assist you. During 1925 bills to au-

thorize credit union organization will be pending before

the state legislatures of West Virginia, Florida, Ohio,

Michigan, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Okla-

homa, Montana, Washington and California, and pos-

sibly Connecticut, Georgia, Arkansas, Kansas and Wy-
oming. If you live in any of these states your coopera-

tion is needed. Mr. Bergengren will be glad to tell you
how you can give it.

That is immaterial, however, as a credit union came to Bill's

rescue and he has served his purpose in this narrative. This

transaction illustrates usury in the style of 1925 A. D. The

best definition of usury I have ever seen reads: "Usury
is the normal result of a combination of two circumstances;

an acute need of credit coupled with a complete break down

of normal credit facilities."

Once a month the directors of the Massachusetts Credit

Union League meet in the very modest office of the league

in Boston. The league is a voluntary association of sixty-

nine Massachusetts credit unions. The board consists of

twenty members, most of them typical treasurers of credit

unions. The total assets of the credit unions they represent

approximate five million dollars and the total business trans-

acted by their credit unions last year would probably equal

twice that amount. They discuss problems of "interest

rates," "investments," "credit," "reserves" and the like. As

you listen to them you suddenly realize that these men and

women represent a new force, the principle of cooperation

applied to banking ; that they are the product of a new edu-

cation in democracy as applied to possibly the most impor-

tant phase of national economics.

The credit union is primarily concerned with these things :

with thrift which recognizes small savings and makes of

the business of saving a good habit; with credit which spe-

cializes in such small problems of credit that it can event-

ually not only eliminate usury but bring to the many the

benefits of an intelligent use of credit; with education that

recognizes the necessity that, in a democracy, the masses

of the people should know something about the management

and control of money.

TO understand a bit more of the possibilities of this sub-

ject, let's take a little walk. It's a typical New Eng-

land morning some snow on the ground ; the threat of

more snow in the air. We are in Boston. A gentleman

just arrived from Arkansas has come to Massachusetts

to learn something about cooperative banking, to fortify his

reading with some personal contact with the cooperative

principle in actual operation. It is a matter of great sur-

prise to him that Massachusetts passed a law fifteen years

ago to authorize one important type of cooperative bank.

Our first objective is the Telephone Workers Credit

Union. There are eight credit unions composed of em-

ployes of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany, located in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts

and Rhode Island. The first was incorporated in March,

1917 and began business with fifteen members and initial

capital of $3.75. After this modest beginning the credit

union idea took hold in good shape and the first report

showed a total membership of 147 and assets of $941.31.

Originally this credit union took members from wherever

the company operates. This became unwieldy and a credit

union was organized in Rhode Island for the employes of

the company in that state and, as soon as the state laws

permitted, credit unions in Maine and New Hampshire
were added. The next step was the division of Massa-

chusetts into districts with credit unions in Springfield,

Worcester, Lowell and New Bedford making, together with

the "mother credit union" at Boston, eight in all. The

original fifteen members have increased and multiplied until

the present total membership is over thirteen thousand ; the

initial $3.75 has also increased a bit in the seven years to

a present total in excess of a million and a quarter dollars.

We made an inspection of the finely appointed "banking

room" of the credit union in Milk Street where this unit

alone did a business of a million, three hundred and seventy-

six thousand dollars last year.

Then we take a car over to East Cambridge, going below

the street surface to get an "elevated" train as one can

only in Boston. One who delights in contrasts would en-

joy studying credit unions. There are at least four Cam-

bridges all living in the same house but hardly on speaking

terms with each other: the City of Colleges, the City of

Residences, the City of Industry and East Cambridge. In

East Cambridge anyone who has travelled much in Ameri-

can cities will feel right at home. It's a crowded section

for the most part; all sorts of folks live there with little

shops and big shops and churches and synagogues on the

same street and all the varieties of racial intermixture, of

good fortune and bad fortune to be found in a similar section

of almost any large city.

On one of the quieter streets is a little neighborhood

synagogue ; one night two years ago the Central Credit

Union was organized there by eighteen women. Its mem-

bership is confined to women. It is a neighborhood affair

and not anxious to expand unduly, and after two years, it

has seventy members representing possibly forty familie

and assets of $4,400. The women are, for the most par

housewives and their business is the business of keeping

house ; the money they have accumulated for the most part

out of their household allowances.

We visited the treasurer and talked with her in her

"office" which is also her kitchen, her children lively little

urchins supplying much incidental entertainment. The

credit union, which meets one night a week in the synagogue,

did a business last year of $13,031 ! While the treasurer had

had no bookkeeping experience before she was called to the

management of the bank, the examiners from the State

Department of Banking, who had the unusual experience

of examining the books in this same kitchen were unable

to find anything the matter with them. This credit union

makes the sort of loans that would naturally be of greatest
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value to these families: loans to relieve unemployment, to

pay for an operation or to help Mr. A. start a bit of a

business, to make it possible for Rachel to attend Normal

School. The fund is a community asset which accomplishes

amazing benefits for those who own it. The Central Credit

Union is every bit as successful as the credit unions of tele-

phone workers.

Here possibly we may leave the gentleman from Arkansas

who takes the train to go back home to induce the Arkansas

legislature to enact a credit union law. In Massachusetts

he has seen credit unions of postal workers, state and munic-

ipal employes, employes of factories, mills, department stores,

neighborhood and community groups, members of church

parishes and many more. He has seen the cooperative prin-

ciple in actual operation.

WHILE
we are taking a jump south to a little moun-

tain settlement in Tennessee, some three thousand

feet above the sea level, the best part of a day's journey

up hill from Knoxville we will lower the curtain as is

done in all well regulated plays to note the lapse of time,

and this will be a good time to explain the credit union

system.

The credit union has a substantial historical background.

In Massachusetts credit unions have been operating for fif-

teen years; in Canada since 1900; for over three quarters

of a century in various parts of Europe. Their record for

honest and efficient management is excellent. The initial

credit union in North America, organized by Desjardins at

Levis in the Province of Quebec has operated for twenty-

four years without a bad loan. It started with assets of

twenty-six dollars and now has nearly a million and a half.

The Skandia Credit Union of Worcester, Massachusetts,

with assets in eight years of almost a million dollars, has

a similar record. Credit unions in general have shown few

losses and much honest management.
Credit unions are in the strictest sense cooperative organi-

zations. To be a member one must own a share and each

member has a single vote in the management, however

many shares he may own. Money is accumulated exclu-

sively from the members and loans are made exclusively to

members. The business is managed by boards and com-

mittees chosen by and from the membership and all

profits are divided among the members in interest and

dividends.

Shares have a small par value generally five dollars

payable in cash or in weekly installments, the installment

unit being generally twenty-five cents; the emphasis is on

serving the small saver and making saving habitual. Loans

are made for provident purposes. The test is does the

loan promise to be of benefit to the borrower? Loans are

repayable in weekly instalments and interest rates are

low.

Twenty per cent of the net earnings are annually appro-

priated to a reserve fund.

UP goes the curtain again. The scene is the interior

of a little wooden schoolhouse in the Tennessee moun-

tains ; a snow storm, almost a blizzard is raging outside. We
gather in a circle round a red-hot pot-bellied stove, close up
because it is drafty and a bit cold in the far corners of the

schoolroom. The farmers have come in with their women

folk, despite the storm and the fact that the nearest house

is a full mile away through the woods. These folks are

organizing the first rural credit union of mountain farmers

under a recently enacted Tennessee credit union law.

Space limitations prevent a discussion of the problems

of the folks of the Southern Highlands; so much has already

been written about them that possibly no further discussion

is necessary. Three needs at least stand out prominently;

the need of credit resources at other than usurious rates of

interest ; the need to be able to make quantity purchases

and to buy cooperatively, with all the resulting savings; the

development of a sense of common problems and, with

knowledge that their problems are common problems, a

will to solve them cooperatively.

Many months after the snowy night on the mountain

an advertisement of a patent food for high-bred cattle came

to my desk, showing a picture of a pure bred Guernsey

bull, owned, cooperatively by the people of this mountain

community ; and below it a picture of four equally pure-bred

Guernsey heifers owned by four members of the credit union

and bought with funds provided by credit union loans. Here

is |a hint of a beginning which contains almost untold pos-

sibilities.

Now to Lowe's Grove, North Carolina. Here we en-

counter some new credit union problems. The difference

between cash and time prices on farm necessities is great

enough to account for a difference between profit and loss

on small farm operations. Crop-liensblanket mortgages

on the farmer's crop executed before the seed
|is planted

are written at exorbitant rates of interest; farm tenancy,

with all its train of inevitable evils, is on the increase.

Fortunately for North Carolina, John Sprunt Hill of Dur-

ham was a member of a commission from the United States

studying cooperative credit societies abroad in 1912. On
his return to North Carolina, thoroughly imbued with the

spirit of the Raiffeisen rural credit union, he was instru-

mental in securing in his own states in 1915, the enactment

of the first rural credit union law to be adopted in the

United States.

The Lowe's Grove Credit Union is typical of Mr. Hill's

splendid service to North Carolina. Starting with an orig-

inal capital of less than three hundred and fifty dollars, the

farmers in this small group were able, in 1917, to begin

buying their fertilizer cooperatively. Soon they had or-

ganized a cooperative buying society in connection with

their credit union. In seven years they have bought sup-

plies cooperatively totalling over a quarter of a million dol-

lars at a net saving of more than thirty thousand dollars.

While the assets of the credit union have never exceeded

$5,000, loans in addition have been made totalling over

$70,000 at rates of interest which have never exceeded 6

per cent.

Gone is the crop lien and gone the ruinous time-price.

Extension courses in agriculture conducted in the credit

union building by instructors from the state university, a

library of agricultural books and many other similar activi-

ties have followed in natural sequence. Where there was

once an old wooden schoolhouse with a single room at the

cross roads, there is now a brick elementary school, an

agricultural high school and another fine building for com-

munity and educational purposes. Lowe's Grove offers

another hint of the possibilities of an improved agricultural

system as applied to the small farmer a system more
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worthy of a democracy than one which overburdens farms

with usurious mortgages.

IT
IS a bit distressing at times (it doesn't happen very

often) to have some folks doubt the soundness of the

credit union because they dislike the name. Yet, if you will

take an old fashioned half-dollar from your purse you will

find that the eagle proudly flaunts a ribbon which carries

the motto of the United States E Pluribus Unum
which, according to my dictionary, means 'one composed
of many' and is quite fairly descriptive of the fundamental

basis of credit union organization. And the Constitution

of the United States opens with these much quoted words:

"We, the people of the United States, in order to form a

more perfect union. ..." A credit union is, as the words

imply, an association of individuals in order that they may
save money effectively and, as a result of their saving, create

credit for themselves. Their organization is a single unit,

composed of the many who belong to it. A credit union

seeks nothing but the service of its members from any man ;

it strives to create something for its members by an intel-

ligent use of what is already theirs.

Our social, economic and political institutions must, in

the long run, insure an even distribution, among all the

people, of opportunity to win for themselves and to enjoy in

security a fair measure of contentment and happiness; to

stimulate ambition and to give every man the chance to work

out a life which shall be worth the living. A condition

which makes possible the exactions of the usurer upon the

wage worker in desperate need of credit; a condition which

fosters crop-liens and drives the small farmer in despera-

tion to abandon his land and to crowd into the nearest city

to add to its problems of inadequate housing, unemployment
and congestion ; a condition which makes for discontent

among large numbers of people none of this should long

endure in a democracy. With these problems the credit

union is concerning itself ; thus far experimentally, but with

experiments which have been carried far enough to give

hints of great possibilities of patriotic service, patriotic indeed

because the most certain guaranty of the perpetuation and

perfection of our institutions is to be found in the even

distribution of the things which make life worth living. By
helping men to understand how most effectively to be of

service to themselves, the credit union has a part to play in

this process.

From Fatalism to Facts
The cooperating organizations have agreed that we shall

neither discuss the horrors of war nor argue whether or not
it is possible to abolish it. The conference opens with the

conviction firmly fixed that war is a relic of barbarism whose
abolition should have been achieved years ago.

WITH
this statement by the chairman at the open-

ing session of the Conference on the Cause and

Cure of War, held last month in Washington,
the ground was cleared in an effort to get at the roots of

the problems involved. Considering the time limits of the

program the digging went surprisingly deep.

The conference, with Carrie Chapman Catt as general

chairman, was called by nine national women's organiza-
tions: American Association of University Women, Council

of Women for Home Missions, Federation of Woman's

Boards of Foreign Missions, General Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs, National Board of the Young Women's Chris-

tian Associations, National Council of Jewish Women,
National League of Women Voters, National Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, National Women's Trade
Union League.

Assembled in the Hall of Nations from January 18 to

24, with a program calling for three sessions a day, the five

hundred or more delegates were there, it was evident, for

earnest study and discussion. No divergence from the sched-

ule was encouraged. There may have been delegates who,

remembering other conventions, planned for sightseeing in

the capitol city. If so, they soon discovered, under the in-

spiring but inexorable leadership of the chairman, that such

excursions could be indulged in only before ten A. M.
Mercifully, eight hours for sleep were permitted. No
speaker had been chosen for his or her oratorical gifts

though, incidentally, such gifts were brilliantly displayed.

The search had been for experts who would be severely

scientific in their approach, and for such enlightenment as

could be given only in that spirit. Thus, Professor Warren

Thompson discussed Overpopulation and Migration of

Peoples; Professor Edward M. Earle Imperialism; John
Foster Dulles had a brilliant paper on Economic Motives

and How They Lead to War; The Honorable William

Smith Culbertson, of the United States Tariff Commission,
discussed Raw Materials, Markets and War. One session

and an open forum were devoted to the Protocol of Geneva,

expounded by Dr. James T. Shotwell. Dr. Julius Klein,

of the Department of Commerce, discussed International

Commerce as a Peace Factor. Dr. Samuel G. Inman raised

the question Do Interrelations on the Western Hemisphere
Menace the Peace? Analyses of the Machinery and Achieve-

ments of the League of Nations were given by Manley O.

Hudson, Raymond Fosdick, Grace Abbott and The Honor-

able George W. Wickersham, while Professor Herbert Feis

told of the International Labor Office. The Need For

Codification of International Law was set forth by Professor

J. W. Garner; Arbitration Treaties by David Hunter

Miller; Competition in Armament by James G. McDonald;
Comparative Study of Text Books by Professor Donald

Taft. Under the title The Press and Peace, Bruce Bliven

left little doubt in the minds of his, hearers that "the press

can help to cause war and does" ; also that "the press could

help to end war and doesn't."

There were many other notable addresses, perhaps the

most notable that of Judge Florence Allen. The names on

the program of Major-General John F. O'Ryan, Brigadier

General Lord Thomson and General Henry T. Allen, all

of whose speeches testified to the possibility of a warless

world, are proof that even among seasoned warriors the

old fatalism about war is disappearing.

The lively open forum on Causes of War, with Julia C.

Lathrop presiding, was a memorable session. Some mem-
bers of the Program Committee had anxiously questioned

how it would "go." Five minutes after the gavel fell, it

became evident that the only momentum needed was Miss

Lathrop's genius for bringing out the best in every mind

her own mind meets. Delegates from every group sprang

up eager to question and to contribute. War to these women
is a condition, not a theory, not a sentiment. They talked

straight, meeting the issues squarely, and when for lack of

knowledge they could not come to grips with a given prob-
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lem, their determination for further study was made clear.

A commissioner of the United States Government who at-

tended this forum said later to one of his colleagues: "I

never heard better talks, on any subject, made by women

or by anybody!"
An encouraging feature of the conference was the youth

of some of the delegates, particularly in the Y. W. C. A.

group. Another surprise was the youthful appearance of

many of the experts. The older women greeted with a

joyous and infectious enthusiasm these men and women of

a younger generation who are making such good use of their

brains and their social heritage. While not in the least

minimizing the difficulties in the way, all the experts held

the hope, in several instances the belief, that the scientific

approach to the study of the causes of war and the scientific

application of the result of that study will eventually re-

mold the human mind until the peoples of the civilized

nations will demand that the present organization of the

world for war shall give way to world organization for

peace. With them, too, the old fatalism has gone.

The findings are already available in pamphlet form.*

They deserve sympathetic and careful study. The committee

which drew up the report on the Causes of War is careful

to state that its findings "make no pretense of being an ex-

haustive or scientific study of the question, but is an attempt

to present such facts as are at its command ... as de-

veloped by the different speakers at this conference and as

brought out in discussion from the floor." A simple classi-

fication is then given.

The findings on Cures of War is naturally much longer.

It is possible here only to touch on the section concerning

the Relation of the Conference to Local and Individual

Responsibilities where the findings recommend that three

projects should be pushed immediately or during the year.

1. Entrance of the United States into the World Court.

2. The participation of the United States in further dis-

armament conferences and in particular that provided for by
the Protocol of Geneva.

3. Work for the appointment of an Unde/ Secretary for

Peace in the Department of State.

The findings also favor:

I. Work for the outlawry of war, with the understanding
that this involves two definite steps.

(a) The enactment of an international law declaring that

war is a crime, in which an aggressor nation should be

dealt with as a criminal.

(b) The use of international machinery through which such

a law can become operative among all nations. This

involves and actually compels a permanent world

organization which shall be continuously operative.

A copy of a resolution urging prompt action by the United

States Senate for adherence of the United States to the

Permanent Court of International Justice was presented

by the chairman to President Coolidge when he received the

delegates on the last day of the conference. The Presi-

dent took this occasion to make a searching statement on

the responsibility of this country to help maintain the peace

of the world.

But more important than the findings was the confer-

ence itself, and the spirit with which women of the greatest

influence in their organizations and representing organiza-

tions of the greatest influence in their communities came

: together. While not sacrificing the identity of their in-

Upon application to Miss Josephine Schain, secretary of the confer-

ence, 1010 Grand Central Terminal Building, New York City.
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A Prayer for Peace, circulated by the League of

Nations Non-Partisan Association. Copies may be

obtained from the Association at 6 East Thirty-ninth

Street, New York

dividual groups they worked to find some common ground
which might bring them to agreement upon common sup-

port of practical measures for increasing international good
will.

Before adjournment the conference appointed a Contin-

uing Committee composed of the presidents of the nine co-

operating organizations and the chairmen of the committees

or departments which deal with international matters in

each of these organizations.

The cooperating organizations have a total membership
of 5,000,000. It is conceivable that a conference with this

backing may become a crusade. ESTHER G. OGDEN



The Common Welfare

1
WO facts emerge from the sweeping headlines

as to the status of the child labor amendment.

The first is that the amendment has met a

severe and not altogether expected check; that

more than a quarter of the states have taken partial or com-

plete action adverse to it
;
that rejections have come so much

more rapidly than ratifications that the drift of the moment
is obviously against the amendment. The other fact is that

the amendment has by no means been defeated ; that there is

both constitutional warrant and actual precedent for a state

legislature's reversing itself and voting to ratify an amend-

ment once rejected; and that the fight goes on.

On January 31 three states had voted to ratify Arkansas,

Arizona, California and one house of the legislature had

voted in favor of ratification in Montana and New Mexico.

On the other hand Georgia, Kansas, North Carolina, Okla-

homa, South Carolina and Texas had voted to reject the

amendment ; one house had taken similar action in Delaware,

Louisiana, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota ; Washington
had voted not to submit the matter to a referendum ;

Wyoming had voted in the House to postpone consideration ;

and an advisory referendum in Massachusetts had registered

a large popular majority against ratification. Similar refer-

endums were being suggested in New York and New Jersey.

The situation stood thus:

Complete ratification

One house voted to ratify

Complete rejection
One house voted to reject
Action postponed
Adverse referendum

states

state

From unexpected corners comes evidence to support Mr.

Chenery's observation in the January Graphic that the

trumped-up red menace is being worked for all it is worth.

New York social workers, for example, who arranged a child

labor debate for the annual meeting of the Monday Club

were favored by speakers for the opposition with a rehash of

the preposterous propaganda which was employed in Mas-

sachusetts. Yet it would be short sighted as well as unfair to

maintain that this illiterate sort of fear, added to the usual

opposition of organized manufacturers, accounted completely

for the vigor and temporary success of the opposition. The
New York Herald-Tribune put its finger on another range

of opposition in a recent editorial:

It is a reaction which appears to have very little to do either

with child labor or the real meaning and effect of the proposed
amendment. Barring the professionals, the bitterest opponents
of the measure have apparently neglected to study either sub-

ject; they have merely poured out an accumulated exasperation
with high taxes, Congressional errors, and especially with the

Eighteenth Amendment upon a proposal which appears super-

ficially to be part of the tendency they deplore.

There still remains a minority group in that opposition

men and women whose disinterested attachment to good gov-
ernment and orderly processes of social betterment is un-

questioned, but whose habit of thought leads them to dis-

trust the amendment as tending to throw out of balance the

delicate adjustment of federal and state functions in parti-

cular and of law and public opinion in general. To that

group Dr. Adler especially addresses himself in the article

which opens this issue. Friends of the amendment have a

double task: to join issue squarely with those who honestly
and intelligently oppose them, and to sweep away by every
available means of education the fog of superstitious panic
which darkens good counsel for so many of the majority.

WHEN the United States Supreme Court declared the

District of Columbia minimum wage law unconsti-

tutional, it was foreseen that similar laws in the states

would be brought under fire. The attack is in full swing.
On August 27, a federal circuit court issued a preliminary

injunction restraining the Wisconsin Industrial Commission

from enforcing the state's minimum wage law against the

Folding Furniture Works. On October 7, a case was

brought before the California Supreme Court to test the

constitutionality of the California minimum wage law.

The character of the plaintiffs in these two cases raises

an interesting question as to the quality of the opposition to

minimum wage legislation for the protection of women and

minors. The test case in California was brought in the

name of Helen Gainer whose identity was for months

shrouded in mystery. It was known that she had been

employed as a typist by a detective agency, it was inferred

that a woman who was anxious for employment at five or

six dollars a week was in no position to bear the expenses of

such a suit; but immediately after the complaint had been

filed in her name she disappeared like a phantom. The state

Supreme Court promised to hand down a decision on Janu-

ary 7 ; but four days in advance of that date Helen Gainer

suddenly reappeared in a new role. She presented a petition

to the court praying for the dismissal of her suit.

I became involved in this case against the Industrial Wel-
fare Commission unwittingly [she is quoted as saying] and
without realizing that I was being made the plaintiff in a
case contesting the constitutionality of the minimum wage
law of California, and threatening the welfare of the women
wage earners of the state. I do not care to occupy that posi-

tion, for I too am obliged to earn a livelihood and I am in

sympathy with all women who do so. ... Now that I fully
understand the purport of. the litigation, I would rather not

play the role of plaintiff of a measure which I now understand
has been of great benefit to the women workers of California.

The case was dismissed by the state Supreme Court on

January 25.

The plaintiff in Wisconsin can hardly be so innocent a

victim of back stage manipulation as Helen Gainer, but

there too it is obvious that the attack is being directed by

generals carefully screened back of the front line. Upon
investigation it appears that for months before they secured

the preliminary injunction against the Wisconsin Industrial

Commission the Folding Furniture Works employed no

adult women at all. Certainly the commission had no know-
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ledge that they were employing women at sub-legal rates.

After the complaint was filed a woman deputy of the com-

mission discovered from an examination of their payrolls

that during the entire preceding year they had employed

no adult women and that the one minor girl whom they

had employed had been paid a legal wage. The numerous

women who, according to the complaint, were clamoring for

the opportunity to work for less than the minimum set by

the commission, were not produced in the flesh
; they

remained invisible and unchristened. It would occasion local

observers no great surprise if the Folding Furnishing Works

should emulate Helen Gainer's example and slip the

manipulators' puppet strings.

THAT Helen Gainer, in spite of her involvement in

entangling alliances, should have reappeared as a sup-

porter of the California minimum wage law is more

significant than the fact that she was used as a tool in the

first instance. It shows how profoundly public opinion has

shifted on this major social issue. It is not likely that Helen

Gainer would have taken steps to have her suit dismissed if

prevailing public sentiment in California had not en-

couraged and sustained her
; especially such sentiment among

working women themselves. When the California minimum

wage law was passed in 1913, public sentiment was almost

as greatly divided on the principle it embodied as it is at

present over the proposed federal child labor amendment.

When in 1914 an amendment to the state constitution

designed to insure the constitutionality of the minimum

wage law within the state was submitted to the voters, it

carried by a majority of only 84,000 votes.

The canning industry is the largest employer of women
in California. In 1913 the opposition to minimum wage

legislation among canners was strong. Writing to Amy
Maher of the Ohio Council on Women in Industry early in

1924, the president of the Canners' League of California

says:

I do not believe you could find a reputable canner or other

large employer of women who would ask to have the law re-

pealed. ... At the time the California minimum wage law
was passed more or less opposition to this law was manifested

by tu.e canners as well as other groups of employers of women
and minors.

A member of the Minimum Wage Committee of the

California Retail Dry Goods Association writes that

although he had grave doubts of the effects that would fol-

low the enactment of the law, ten years of experience have

made him an unqualified supporter of the measure as a boon,
not only to women, but also to business. With few ex-

ceptions, such as the organization which behind the screen

of Helen Gainer brought suit to invalidate the law, the

sentiment in its favor is almost as strong among employers'

organizations as among trade unions and organizations of

women, barring the National Woman's Party and the equal

r;ghts advocates.

The bearing of this development of public opinion upon
the future of minimum wage legislation may prove to be
decisive. The basis of the Supreme Court's decision in the
District of Columbia case was the Fourteenth Amendment
and in numerous cases the court has made it clear that its

interpretation of due process is guided by the environment

surrounding specific legislation and by differences due to
local variations in the different states. We in New York
remember the language of the New York Court of Appeals
in the case of the People v. Schweinler Press where the
court said:

There is no reason why we should be reluctant to give effect
to new and additional knowledge upon such a subject as this

(night work of women) even if it did lead us to take a dif-
ferent view of such a vastly important question as that of
public health and disease than formerly prevailed.

Minimum wage legislation, like legislation regulating
night work for women, is essentially health legislation and
there is every reason to believe that the experience of states

like California and Wisconsin provides new and additional

knowledge of which the courts will take cognizance. If the
new knowledge provided by years of experience in these

states should lead the state courts to affirm the constitu-

tionality of their minimum wage laws, it would not be un-
reasonable to anticipate similar action by the United States

Supreme Court with respect to the constitutionality of these

statutes.

WE SHOULD like, sometimes, to put the shoe on the

other foot. Why should the feeble-minded always
be in the care of politicians? Why not reverse the rela-

tionship now and then? It might work just as well. Less

foresight, less ability to reason from experience, less social

consciousness could hardly be shown by the inmates of the

Indiana School for Feeble-Minded Youth than by the new-

governor of Indiana in forcing the resignation to make
room for his own brother of Dr. Byron E. Biggs from the

superintendency of that school at Fort Wayne.
Dr. Biggs is known as one of the ablest superintendents of

such institutions in the country. His fifteen years experience
as a psychiatrist include a long period of training as as-

sistant to Dr. Harley A. Haynes at the famous Michigan
School for the Feebleminded at Lapeer; a considerable
amount of work with Dr. Walter E. Fernald, that bril-

liant pioneer whose long service to Massachusetts has but

recently ended with his death; and service as first super-
intendent of the Mississippi School for the Feebleminded.
His successor was once a county farm agent and has been for

several years in charge of the farm maintained by the

Indiana institution.

Such is progress. Thirty years ago Alexander Johnson, in

those early adventuring days of his as superintendent of this

same school, which he has described for Survey readers

(Dec. i, 1922, Jan. i, 1923), established the school farm
as part of his broad-gage program for putting what had

previously been a feebly managed institution on a sane and

strong footing. The excuse now made that the school needs
a "business" man at its head is, in all conscience, a sorry
justification for jeopardizing all the progress slowly won
through a generation of effort.
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The late governor of Kansas, whose high-handed

manipulation of the state university has been happily undone

by his successor, tried to force the appointment of a police

matron as dean of women there. He and the new chief

magistrate of Indiana should know each other better.

WHILE
the dog teams were racing across the frozen

plains of Alaska carrying antitoxin to Nome the

imagination of thousands of newspaper leaders quickened

as they pictured the scene the desolate wastes of snows, the

"mild" weather ranging from zero to 2O below, the relays

of huskies straining at their harness, the veteran musher run-

ning behind to urge them on, while his relief, forewarned by

telegraph waited in the harness at the trail. Dogs and drivers

whose names are famous through the Yukon country cut the

usual fifteen days from Nenana to a little more than five

as Balto, hero of many sweepstakes, led the last relay of half-

wolf malamutes into Nome through a blizzard which blinded

his master.

If this is a real epidemic and follows the usual course of

such disasters in remote communities, it is quite possible that

only the telegraph and the help it is bringing will have saved

Nome from such a pestilence as those which decimated the

villages of Europe in the Middle Ages. Could an aeroplane

have been assembled and a pilot found to make the four or

five hours' flight each day's delay avoided might have meant

the sparing of life.

One ponders on the criminal carelessness that let winter

shut down wiith no provision of antitoxin in a stretch of

country which harbors 11,000 souls. It is reassuring to

reflect that here in the states one could probably buy
antitoxin at the drugstore just around the corner, or half-

an-hour away by Ford; or, with greater foresight, could

avoid the necessity of ever requiring it by the simple

procedure of the Schick test and the toxin-antitoxin injec-

tions for the susceptible. There are reaches of ignorance,

however, which condemn children to die of diphtheria in

the most highly favored parts of the country as surely as

in the isolation of snowbound Alaska. Almost exactly thirty

years ago, antitoxin was put into the hands of the medical

profession. Within five years the mortality from the disease

had been halved ; in the next quarter century it was reduced

to less than one-eighth its former toll. It has become almost

axiomatic that antitoxin given in sufficient amounts early in

the course of the disease will ensure the recovery of persons

suffering from diphtheria. There are few places in the

country where it cannot be obtained free from the public

health authorities. Yet in 1923 diphtheria caused the deaths

of nearly 12,000 persons in the registration area.

A recent issue of the bulletin of the Department of Health

of New York City tells the stories of some of these victims

children who were allowed to suffer with a sore

throat for several days before a physician was called, or whose

care was entrusted to "doctors who did not believe in drugs,"

till, too late, their desperate condition forced recourse to

the proved method. Every week such children are carried

into Willard Parker hospital in this city, dying; when

everything else has failed, the parents send for an ambulance,
and the ambulance surgeon gives the antitoxin on the way,
to lose no precious moment, though a glance has told him that

nothing can help. Sometimes the blame is to be laid to the

carelessness or incompetence of a physician, but more

frequently the ignorance, the procrastination, or the supersti-

tion of the parents is at fault. Bridgeport, Conn., studying

its diphtheria records, found that every death in a whole

year was chargeable to the parents' delay in calling a

physician. While children continue to die of diphtheria with

the resources of almost infallible prevention and cure at

hand, we cannot lean back and enjoy complacent thrills in

reading that desperate story of Nome.

Courtesy of the New York World

THE Universalist Leader of Boston gives the gist of a

paper read by the Rev. John Ratcliff at a recent

ministers' meeting. He "discussed frankly the actual leader-

ship of the Universalist Church in various fields," and asked

what place its ministers and laymen are taking in the

progressive intellectual and moral movements of the day.

Universalists, he pointed out, were accustomed to saying

that they were pioneers and indeed in the history of a

score of American communities, the communal outlook of

the Universalists and their high concern for the quick as

well as the dead, have made them count quite out of pro-

portion to their numbers in the civic and social movements

of the last fifty years. Mr. Ratcliff, however, was inclined

to question whether his fellow churchmen were keeping the

tradition fresh and gave various comparative statistics in

point. For example, "I have made a study," he said, "of the

Hibbert Journal, the International Journal of Ethics, The

Survey, the American Journal of Sociology, and Religious

Education representative journals in several distinct fields,

but all carrying articles on the church and religion.

Methodists contributed 27 per cent of the articles, Con-

gregationalists 25 per cent, Baptists 14.5 per cent, Pres-

byterians 11.4 per cent, Unitarians 5.5 per cent, Catholics

2.6 per cent, Jewish 1.3 per cent, and Universalists seven-

elevenths of one per cent."

The showing is challenging; but one pinch of salt needed

is to weight these percentages with the strength of the

different church followings. The Congregationalists are a

small denomination compared with the Methodists, for

example, and if rated relatively to their numbers, would

dislodge the latter from first place on the list. The standing

of the Universalists would be lifted similarly. Other factors

enter in, as in the Jewish and Catholic tallies.



HEALTH
Getting Well

SICKNESS

is expensive anyway you figure it, both

to the family on whom it falls and to the com-

munity in which they live. Yet in the past twenty

years, both families and communities have been

educated in some degree to realize that the cheapest way
out of the mishap, once it occurs, is to invest money at once

in the best medical treatment at home or in hospitals. Now
that that idea seems almost well enough established to stand

by itself, it has been possible to turn the energies of health

workers to the fringes of the problem of actual sickness to

the measures whereby it might have been avoided, and to

the after-care which prevents recurrence or relapse.

Two of the specific phases of convalescence have recently

>een discussed in some detail in The Survey. [Convales-

cence from heart disease in the Heart issue of November i,

924, and after-care of tuberculosis in the issue of

February i, 1925.] The question, however, runs like a

cross-section through the whole lists of illnesses and ac-

cidents. A hospital may take a man who is desperately ill

with appendicitis, or pneumonia, or typhoid fever, and treat

lim until the specific infection which caused the disease no

onger is present. But the chances are that when he is thus

cured specifically he still is white and weak and totally

unfitted to go back to work. Perhaps he can stay on at the

lospital until he is really fit; perhaps he can rest at home;

f he belongs to the favored classes he may go South or West

or to the mountains, as the case and season may be; but for

many patients treated in our hospitals no one of these solu-

tions is open.

Hospital care is terribly expensive and an overwhelming

>roportion of the people who receive it can pay only part

or none of the cost. The United Hospital Fund of New
York City estimates that in that city at any moment one

person in fifty is sick enough to require hospital or medical

care. But only about one in four of the 200,000 patients

who were cared for last year in the United Hospitals could

afford to meet the full cost of the hospital treatment. One-

ourth were wholly dependent on public philanthropy to see

them through their illness: they could pay nothing at all;

and about half could pay only in part.

While so large a burden of the expense of acute illness

must be met by philanthropy, or by family budgets which

are fairly cracking under the strain, there is every incentive

to find some cheaper place than the hospital for that con-

valescent period, on which, indeed, the ultimate success of

the treatment may depend. And while in so many of our

arge cities, homes are overcrowded, and home conditions

jften confused and chaotic in the strain under which alien

nationalities are adjusting themselves to wholly unac-

:ustomed ways of living in a strange land, for many con-

valescents the only solution is institutional care.

On one side the convalescent homes touch the field of

fresh air camps and vacation houses; on the other, sanatoria

md hospitals for the handicapped and chronically ill. In

the usual meaning of the term, they are institutions which
take ambulant patients on medical diagnosis, for a short

recuperative period of rest and upbuilding which will return
them to a normal or fairly normal life. For obvious reasons

they usually are located in the country. The patients whom
they receive may be recovering from a past serious illness,
or they may be "preventive convalescents" that is, they
may need rest and the other simple prescriptions of the

convalescent home to enable them to avoid an impending
breakdown. On the basis of this classification, the Sturgis
Research Fund of the Burke Foundation has listed 8,400
convalescent beds in the United States, while institutions

not reporting probably have enough to bring the present
total to 10,000 for the United States. New York City has
about 4,000 beds, or nearly half of those known to exist,
in homes scattered about in in New York, New Jersey, Con-
necticut and even Massachusetts, the furthest nearly
150 miles from the city. Dr. Frederic Brush estimated in

the Cleveland survey of health and hospitals that a com-

munity should provide convalescent facilities for 10 per cent
of the number of hospital bed patients plus 2 per cent of the

patients in clincs and dispensaries.

Convalescence, which thus is being recognized as one of

the major public health problems, is still without as definite

standards and organizations as have been evolved in some
others of the health fields. A convalescent home may be

administered by a hospital, by a social agency, or by an

independent board of its own ; it may be limited to some

specific field, such as cardiacs, or the tuberculous, or surgical

cases; or to special age groups. It may be open all year
round, or only through the summer months. It may be free

to patients or it may charge a nominal fee to those who can

pay, or it may take only those who can meet the major part
of the cost of their care. All these varieties and more besides

are included in the directory prepared by the Sturgis
Research1 Fund of the Burke Foundation.

THE
Burke Foundation itself, opened in 1915, is prob-

ably the outstanding example of convalescent institu-

tion in the United States. It has three hundred beds, all

of which, until recently, have been free; a small section

now is devoted to patients who can pay. It takes girls and
women from ten years and upward, and boys from fifteen.

They come through the hospitals and dispensaries and social

agencies, churches, physicians, employers and by direct ap-

plication from within the county, and are studied and ac-

cepted or declined at the Admission Bureau, which has its

office in New York City, and then driven to the home on
certain specified days each week in the large motor busses

of the foundation. Their length of stay depends upon
individual needs and progress ; it averages about three weeks,

though some of the patients with more serious conditions,

cardiac and the like, may stay on for several months. These
latter usually progress to the point at which they are able to
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do paid work for several hours a day about the institution,

helping in its kitchen, gardens, and so on, and thus gradually

work their way back to readiness for a job outside.

Only those patients are accepted at the Burke Foundation

who can profit by a frankly institutional and standardized

regime. They must be able to eat the regular food provided

for all patients with only such slight modification as can be

made by their own choice from it; they must be able at

least to hobble about on crutches ; and after a first few days

for rest and adjustment they are expected to put in an hour

each day, aside from certain cottage duties, in work for the

institution.

For the weakest, or those with some special disability,

such as the patients with bad hearts, there are sitting oc-

cupations making toys, repairing the clothing and shoes of

patients, or some part of the equipment of the building,

such as the hammocks or the clubs for the special "short

golf" course on the grounds, or sewing or mending or

preparing vegetables or repairing the books in the library.

Those able to carry on heavier work do part of the garden-

ing, under supervision, or other light tasks outdoors or in ;

and gradually they work up to such real exercise as snow

shoveling, or caring for the trees on the grounds. The work

period is from 10.30 till 11.30; it is preceded by breakfast

and a period for recreation indoors or out ; and followed by

dinner, a rest hour, and an afternoon devoted to recreation

or to light paid occupation until supper at five, followed

by an evening of reading, writing letters, dancing or other

entertainment, and lights out at nine. Proceeds from the

sale of articles made by the patients are devoted to the

Sturgis Research Fund of the Burke Foundation which has

made possible studies of various technical aspects of con-

valescence reported in many publications.

ON this simple regime patients from the most diverse

social classes and with physical and mental ailments of

most diverse kinds have regained their courage and physical

strength. For patients who are chosen properly, the effect

of group work and play is highly stimulating; there are

games, dances, golf, coasting, skiing, ballplay, to make

them forget their aches and pains and complaints and join

in the common fun. Participation in these and in the

required hour of work for the common good is considered

a test of the patient's progress toward a normal state of

mind and body which will enable him to get back to his or

her regular job of living. Some patients, of course, do not

do well on such a regime, and they must be returned to their

families or to the institutions from which they were sent,

perhaps for further medical diagnosis and treatment or for

some other plan of cure, or for reference to a home for the

chronically ill if they are found not able to win back at

least a measure of normal health.

In the study made by the New York Academy of Medi-

cine, it was found that convalescent homes of this type,

which provided for medical and nursing supervision, and

for a program chiefly of rest, fresh air, good food, and

therapeutic work and play, cost only about a third as much

as hospitals. Where they are available they make it possible

for a hospital to discharge sooner the considerable group of

patients whose homes are not proper places for convalescence

and so ensure a real economy to the community. For patients

whose homes can be made suitable for the convalescent

period, the costs can be cut again ; the expense of systematic

supervision which will see that the home conditions are ar-

ranged properly and that there is a correct diet, and will

connect the patient with his family physician or the proper

dispensary and clinic facilities, can be carried out at about
a third the cost of institutional treatment, according to the

estimate of Dr. Frederic Brush. He defines this supervision
as "essentially just standard social service with additions oi

more time, firmer control, a few supplies, and at times

surgical dressings, fuller cooperation of various agencies and

means, and surer follow through dispensary, etc., into oc-

cupation." The investment in weeks of hospital care, fol-

lowed by a period of supervised convalescence, may be lost

wholly or in part if the patient spends two weeks in the

desperately hard and fatiguing task of job-hunting when he

gets ready to start work again.

Much better, of course, than this whole complicated and

costly business of readjustment, is the early detection of

disease symptoms which will make it possible to ward off

a breakdown. Dr. Brush quotes estimates that one quarter
of the adult working population is in a condition of substand-

ard health sufficient to warrant recuperative rest. To find

these men and women before they became usually ill, and
enable them to undergo a preventive convalescence, is a public
health job in the hands of individuals themselves, of

physicians, social workers, employers, and insurance and

periodic examiners. To these candidates for convalescent care

must be added the handicapped groups the cripples, some

neuropsychiatric patients, the cardiacs and the like who
need such periods of rest and rebuilding in order to hold

even. With the surer recognition and detection of these

groups, with the inclusion of the vast numbers of mental

patients who are just beginning to be considered as suitable

for this type of care, convalescence assumes a major position

in the public health program of any intelligent community
and nation.

It is usual to find that from 5 to 10 per cent of the

patients in hospitals for the treatment of acute diseases

belong properly in an institution for chronic patients or a

convalescent home. By providing the comparatively in-

expensive facilities for the proper care of these two types

of patients many communities can postpone for a considerable

time the building of costly hospitals which seem necessary,

at casual glance, to meet a present need, and can ensure

the most effective and lasting results from the use of hospital

facilities already in existence. . ~

Gambling on Margins

IT
WAS but natural that a chorus of joy and self-satisfac-

tion should arise from cheerful, confident, congregations

of experts at Lausanne such as the international gathering

who tell the world that tuberculosis is on the run before the

happy hordes of health workers.

Granted that the peak of the great epidemic of tuber-

culosis which we now see waning was somewhere in the

prehistoric past, when a vital statistic was as unknown as

a stethoscope, and that the swift decline we have been riding

on began well before there was a health department, a chest

clinic, or even a Koch to show us Mister Tubercle Bacillus

in his brilliant scarlet dress all tidily presented under the

oil immersion lens:

Granted that with rising wages, shorter hours, more
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conscience in employer and more power in employes, there

has been in some great lands a victory over consumption

undreamed of by our most optimistic grandfathers, and that

with the great Semitic invasion of New York, together with

a particularly consistent and intelligent search for and

treatment of tuberculosis that city death rate from this

disease has fallen 65 per cent since 1900:

What then of the acute epidemic out-breaks of the disease

during and after the war in Europe and even since 1922 in

Germany? How can we congratulate ourselves upon a step

ahead in health understanding when almost overnight we

see the gains of thirty years swept away by the sudden

establishment of uncontrollable unsanitary conditions of

housing and the almost total inability of a nation of 40,000,-

ooo people to separate sick from well? Is it not true that

the margin of safety is much narrower in communities than

in individuals, and that a brief interruption in work,

wages, crops, may quickly prove the undoing of much of

our gains?

The meeting of the International Union against Tuber-

culosis at Lausanne last summer lost one of the best op-

portunities ever preesented for exhibiting the contrasting pic-

ures of England and the United States with Germany before

nd since the war. All the fireworks were in celebration of

ic successes and no torches were burned to compel attention

> the sudden changes which have taken place with almost

ic precision of a scientific experiment as a mass demonstra-

on of disease.

While in England and the United States the war set

ack but little the progressive decline in the tuberculosis

eath rate, in Germany where the rate had fallen from 219

1899 to 142 per 100,000 in 1914, 1919 saw again a rate

: 212. Hardly had the deaths from war and influenza

ided when there was repeated in three years a fall in the

ite equal to that which had taken 25 years before. Be-

veen 1914 and 1923 Germany's tuberculosis went through

1 the stages of sudden exacerbation, arrest at a brief peak of

tie year and then a tumble again almost to its former lowest

vel (148 in 1921). Hardly had this quick and favorable

icture been painted when financial catastrophe, universal

nemployment, housing and food crises and governmental

ankruptcy created a situation which in the two years, 1922

nd 1923 put the country back again to its tuberculosis

vel of 1908 and early 1917 (160 per 100,000).

Thus on four occasions within fifteen years we see the

lass of highly organized communities of Germany, in-

capably related to other countries and continents, touch

>r a brief period a tuberculosis death rate of 160 per

OO,OOO in 1908, first on the decline in the midst of

rosperity and the full swing of a highly developed

:ntralized bureaucratic sanitary service; next in 1917 on

le rise to the sudden heights of a tuberculosis developed

famine and the exhaustion of the industry of war; then

i 1919 when the appearance of post-war activities brought

jrnings and food again within reach of workmen's families,

ith a falling rate only to rest for a year at a low point

id finally in 1923 to reach on a new increase the same level

f 1908, 160.

With tuberculosis infection widely prevalent, it takes but

latively little change in the standards of living, and for a

tort time, to put the active open case of the disease back

the home. Contract the home to a few rooms so that beds

ust be shared by many; expose the young directly and

intimately with infected elders; cut down fuel and clothing
until the body is below par from exposure; reduce the

quantity and quality of food below the minimum necessary
to hold body weight and provide for growth or repair from

disease, and at once there occurs a jump in incidence of

active disease first among little children, and then in the

death rate of adults. Suppose we should find a jump from

41 to 106 in the tuberculosis death rate of our children

under 14 years of age, and 3 per cent of our school children

with active pulmonary tuberculosis, instead of learning as

we are in New York and Philadelphia that a constantly

rising per cent of our school children have not even been

infected during their pre-school life!

No sociological or statistical evidence presented at

Lausanne was so valuable for future education against

tuberculosis as the records which the American Friends, the

school doctors, the health officers of Germany could have

brought to such a meeting had they been invited, while the

facts were fresh, and quickly verifiable, to review and

confirm the slower history of many decades in the record

of ten years in Germany, 1914-1923. There was much in

German experience which would have added conviction to

the opinions widely held as to the essential relationship

between tuberculosis and industry, housing and wages,

illuminated by such critical implications of industrial and

economic disorder as could have been brought from

Germany.
The situation in Germany is notably better than it was

a year ago and we may expect a reasonably quick fall to the

pre-war status of tuberculosis. There and in our own com-

munities we must look to steadier industrial conditions,

good and secure standards of living in wage earners' families,

more workmen's savings in bank and life insurance, and a

surer knowledge of proper housing and the values of foods,

to broaden the margin between health and infection with

tuberculosis.

HAVEN EMERSON, M. D.

Three Kinds of "Nerves"

STRANGE
as it may appear, the fact that a person's

body is diseased is not the reason he seeks a doctor. It

is because something in the working of that bodily

mechanism has jarred or stopped altogether. Many men
are going about their business with dangerously high blood

pressure, or with disease of the heart or other vital organs,

quite unaware that they require medical aid. On the other

hand, thousands of patients consult doctors, and perhaps

even more seek charlatans, because of disturbances of func-

tions based upon causes which in reality are trivial and

easily remedied and to which other persons pay no attention

whatever.

Functional nervous disturbances may be classified in three

kinds, each of which requires a different approach for

diagnosis and a different management for cure. The first

category consists of the functional disturbances due to

changes in the structure of the nervous system itself because

of injuries, inflammations or growths. To these may be

added spontaneous deterioration. These conditions are well

described in the text books of neurology and need not

engage attention here.

The second category of functional disturbance appears
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when the cause is a disturbance of the medium in which the

nervous elements are bathed the blood and lymph. The
disease process is not in the nervous system itself, and causes

no alteration of its structure, but hampers its working either

through lack of proper nourishment or by the addition of

substances which prevent the usual chemical interchanges.

Frequent examples are furnished by such cases as typhoid

delirium or alcoholism. Other instances less manifest occur

when disordered metabolism prevents healthy integration of

the more complex nervous processes. This is conspicuous in

physical fatigue, in which the efficiency level falls markedly.

It is seen in the poorly nourished school child and in the

young person whose sleep is insufficient. It also occurs in

those who over-eat and during the course of many physical

disorders.

Endocrine Disturbances

Less discernible because more inherent in the individual

are the disorders of the endocrine system, where one or

more of the glands of internal secretion is insufficient or

excessive in action and gives rise to disturbances of the work-

ing of the nervous system. Too often the cause of these

escapes attention.

For instance, a man of forty-five, so neurasthenic that he

could not go to his business and sometimes could not bring

himself to leave the house, was sent to me, after some months

of treatment by a physician who stated that he was an

agoraphobiac, that is, afraid of wide places, an obsession

usually traceable to psychological sources. The patient was

depleted in the failure of his over-stimulated endocrine

glands on account of excessive intellectual and emotional

stress for a long period. The reason he could not face the

open spaces and his business was that the over-activity of his

thyroid gland left him too exhausted to deal with them.

Proper treatment was given, whereupon rapid recovery

ensued. In several instances states of depression, vague fears

and decreasing efficiency with lack of initiative were believed

to be due to inadequate output of the adrenal glands, for

when these were assisted artificially many of the patients

improved in a strikingly rapid fashion, although others

responded more slowly.

Endocrine disturbances in children are, I believe, much

more frequent than is supposed. They rectify themselves

through the development of the glands during growth and

recovery of balance after puberty, but it is not wise to leave

the whole matter to nature, because so many of them can

be greatly assisted, to the prevention of much suffering.

Improving the health in this physical way also prevents the

formation of bad psychological habits, which may after-

wards be very difficult to change, even though the physical

cause has ceased.

On the other hand, temperaments due to endocrine

differences are often looked upon as unhealthy when they

are merely peculiar or unusual and quite appropriate for

that individual. All of us know the sanguine type with

active thyroid, for whom activity is a necessity. Many of

us do not sufficiently recognize, however, the hypopituitary

type, with an active intelligence, to whom physical exercise

is a burden and to whom exercise and cold baths are often

prescribed with the effect only of creating discomfort and

impairing efficiency. Often unrecognized too, is the

hyperpituitary type of aggressive and active bodied person

who is disliked because of his rapid mental processes and

perhaps over-bearing character. For the patient to under-

stand his own nature in this way is a great help to him, and

may enable him to mitigate his functional peculiarities, as

regards their effect upon others at least.

When the Cause is Psychological

In the third category of functional nervous disorders is

that in which the cause is purely psychological. These cases

are the most common. They probably suffer the most, am
certainly, they are the most amenable to skillful treatmen

At present the neurologist finds the greatest field of use

fulness in these cases in making adjustments. In the futur

perhaps he may be even more useful in the matter of menta

hygiene and in the prevention of many of the individua

and social grievances from which so many people suffe

nowadays.
This kind of functional nervous trouble occurs withou

changes of structure of the nervous system or alterations o

body chemistry. It is due to what may be called dynami
factors, that is to say, alterations of the directing of th

energy of the nervous system into avenues which may b

called morbid.

Empirically everyone has known for centuries that ba
ance may be disturbed by great passions. The famous ex

periments of Pavlow were, however, the first successful scien

tific efforts to measure physical alterations by caused emo
tions, which the investigator himself controlled by externa

stimuli. Pavlow found that he could modify the animal

reaction without altering the apparent stimulus. This h

did by altering the meaning of the stimulus to the anima

e.g., a whip would excite no fear in one dog which woulc
in another, cause an immediate stoppage of all digestiv

secretions because of the fear it aroused. This was simpl
because the latter dog expected a whipping which custom

arily followed the sight of the whip, while the former do

attached no such meaning to it. These inevitable and sel:

controlled responses Pavlow called conditioned reflexes

Psychopathologists made application of these very simp]

data to the conditions under which some human beings
were emotionally disturbed by conditions which did no

disturb others.

These and later similar experiments gave simple, clearl

objective interpretations which satisfied men engaged i

experiments of exact science, and permitted physicians tc

understand how peculiarities of behavior need not neces-

sarily be referred to alterations of structure or chemistry
but were satisfactorily explained through the simple fact;

of dynamic psychology. Similar experiments carried out o

human beings, beginning with infants, have shown exactl

the same "conditionability" as was demonstrated in anima

An outstanding characteristic of these conditionings is thai

"all things are not what they seem" ; and it is by a study a
the patient that the significance of surroundings in deter

mining morbid behavior is to be estimated. Knowledge o

this kind of evidence is common property, but its inter

pretation is not. It often requires considerable analysis, mon

especially on the part of a physician who has not himsel

experienced like reactions. As Dejerine used to say "rn

who is the best psychotherapist is he who has himself beer

a little neurasthenic." This is not necessarily so nowadays

however; though to have had a diease does add to one'

knowledge of it. A better understanding of these con

ditions, which are known as psychoneuroses, may be afforde

by a few examples.
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A man aged thirty was referred to me by another phy-
sician because of a nervous breakdown. Superficially and
in his own estimation he appeared to be simply agitated, ter-

rorized and quite incapable of conducting the business which

brought him to Washington. His face was congested, eyes

bloodshot; he trembled violently; indeed the friend whom
I first saw doubted his willingness to see me. In spite of

this, a single interview sufficed to discover that this abject

picture was not caused by physical disease, but was the result

of fears. The origin of these were ascertained in part at

the time of interview, and during the following days the

genesis was penetrated so adequately as to permit the man
to return to his Western home, no longer incommoded by
the morbid fears which had incapacitated him.

This man's fear had originated during the excitement and
horror caused by the bursting of a large dam in the city

where he lived. His efforts to reach his home and rescue

his mother were impeded by the crowd, whereby an

anxious terror was induced. This persisted as a fear of

water and storms. Eventually the wind became the most

conspicuous feature which aroused fear. Fire would also

do this. Recently the phobia was becoming associated with

circumstances more and more numerous, and he had become
less and less fit for his business, which was of an exciting
nature. He had been sent to Florida for a change, and
while there he improved. He quickly relapsed, however,

upon returning to work. The real meaning of these phobias
was fear of death and it was that which had to be dealt

with before his peace of mind could be restored. It was

very necessary in this case that each step he took should

be expressed by him in writing before my review. It was
in one of these exercises that he made the significant declara-

tion "Perhaps, I don't amount to much, anyway." He made
the further statement "I have concluded that I will be just
what I make myself."

So far from having a sense of inferiority this patient felt

himself to be a highly superior individual. He was an only
Aild, spoilt, and things had always gone well with him,
wen in business, where he was protected and almost petted

by the heads of the firm. It was not until the sense of

iumility was aroused that he was able to deal with the

jroundwork of his fears.

A single woman, aged 31, was an expert counter in the

United States Treasury. She suffered for three months
with severe pain in the right shoulder and was unable to

jse her right arm, as motion caused her head to turn sharply
:o the right with a force she could not control. A physician
vas consulted. His diagnosis was neuritis, and electricity
vas prescribed. Relief was temporary. Her condition

ally worried her ; she had also another unusual worry.
Hiree months before she had an unpleasant episode with
in office associate, over which she brooded. Continuous

bought of this enemy unconsciously caused her head to turn
o the right in the woman's direction. Her counting only
ortly occupied her mind as it had almost become mechan-
cal. Thus she could not resist the motor response of her

tnderlying thought, a desire for harmony. Thus a need
f head-turning had begun to accompany every use of her

ight hand by process of psychological association. The pain
esulted from action of the muscles antagonistic to the head
movement which she consciously tried to avoid.

Though many ailments which seem due to purely physical
auses may thus be unmasked as psychoneu roses, it is most

important that there be thorough study before such a diag-
nosis is made to rule out the possibility that the symptoms
are due to some alteration of the nervous system or some
chemical disturbance.

The Danger of Unsound Therapy

Psychological treatment, more especially so-called psycho-

analysis, is itself responsible sometimes for the establishment

of morbid nervous conditions. Introspection into the in-

significant motivation of the past, too often guided by per-
sons without adequate clinical training who erect an artificial

mechanism, may give the patient a feeling of severe guilt,

which only adds to the feeling of inadequacy of the poor
victim. Much unhappiness as well as lowered efficiency

arises from such a pervading sense of inadequacy, which
interferes with the individual's undertakings, and prevents
frankness in social intercourse. For the most part this is

due to the diverting of attention from the matters in hand
and turning it to the imaginary ones. Crass blundering of

psychoanalysts has been the cause of suicides.

A great number of people are victims of this unfortunate

tendency to morbid habits of mind, as is attested by the tre-

mendous followings which psychological charlatans attain,

especially those who pretend that by a few formulae of

optimism they can give everything to their followers. As
a matter of fact, they apparently do considerable good to

some discouraged individuals, but unfortunately the irra-

tional optimism they engender for a time is soon destroyed

by the inevitable shocks of life and the person is often

apt to fall into a state much worse than before and come
to be a psychasthenic altogether.

Ostrich-like blindness will never solve life's problems.
Wilful blindness is no guarantee against accidents. But
these people can be reconditioned into a useful and happy
existence by a sound psychotherapy as is being attested daily

by the practice of scores of earnest and judicial neurologists.

TOM A. WILLIAMS

WHAT TIME do the eleven-year-olds of your town go to

bed? How many of them get a substantial breakfast before

they start off to school? How many of them drink that stan-

dard quart of milk a day, and how many sneak in a cup or

two of coifee instead? For these and other similar questions
in regard to the fifth grade children in all cities of from

40,000 to 70,000 population in the United States, the American
Child Health Association can supply an answer. In fact it

has supplied one to their various superintendents of education

and directors of health, telling them the median revealed by
the written answers of more than 35,000 fifth grade children

studied in the course of a survey of child health in these cities,

and the record of their own city and of the most favorable

city in the group. Median bed-time for the 35,OOO, for exam-
ple, is 8.55 p.m; but Chattanooga, Tenn. and Newton, Mass,
beat this record by forty minutes and have their median chil-

dren tucked in by 8.15. For the group the median number of
hours of sleep is just short of ten, but in Berkeley, Cal., it is

36 minutes longer. The median number of glasses of milk
consumed per day by all children was 1.4 (sadly short of the

recommended quart) but Kalamazoo, Mich., East Orange,
N. J., and Newton, Mass, reported a median of 2.4 glasses,
and East Orange and Newton took honors for the lowest

consumption of coffee. The children of Winston-Salem, N. C.,

seemed, on this showing, to be the cleanest; those of East
Orange showed the largest group who had visited the dentist
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within the year; in New Britain, Conn., a vaccination scar

was an all but universal possession; and, apparently, no fifth

grade child had gone breakfastless on the day preceding the

questionnaire in Sacramento, Cal; Davenport, la; Portland,

Me; Fitchburg and Salem, Mass; Hamtramck, Mich; Hobo-

ken, N. J; Lakewood, O; or Wichita Falls, Texas. Newton,

Mass., occupies 26 of the 49 places in the column in which the

most favorable city is specified. In addition to certain initial

advantages such as a high general degree of prosperity and a

lesser problem of social adjustments than many of the other

cities studied, Newton has a notably good program of health

education in its schools.

THAT COUNTRY AIR and sunlight are not always a com-

pensation for the better supervision of health usual in cities is

demonstrated once more in a study of rural and urban students

made at the University of Minnesota and recently reported

by Drs. W. P. Shepard and H. S. Diehl in the Journal of the

American Medical Association. Communities were defined

as farms, villages (from 50 to 1,000 population), towns (1,000

to 5,000 population) and small or large cities. Each of nearly

3,500 entering men students was classified according to the

type of community in which he had spent the greatest part of

his life. The physical examinations of these students showed

that the fewest physical defects occurred among those who
came from the large cities (of more than 50,000 population) ;

while the greatest number of physical defects, and the largest

number of multiple defects in individuals, were found among
the village students. "The nature of the defects most fre-

quent among students from villages," say the authors, "sug-

gest such possible common causes as neglect, congenital ano-

malies, poor development, frequent exposure to infection, poor

hygiene and lack of school health supervision. . . . The fact

that, in spite of the disadvantages of urban life, students from

large cities are lowest in physical defects speaks well for the

standards of living and the present-day health practices of

our cities."

WHILE residents of the New England and Middle Atlantic

states can congratulate themselves that their homes lie outside

the goiter belt that sweeps across the center of the country

(see The Survey, June I, 1924) a recent study of the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Company finds that they have another

geographical specialty pneumonia. The states which register

a high mortality from this disease come from these two groups,

to which are added a few scattering exceptions, Delaware and

Maryland, Michigan and Colorado. Pennsylvania, for exam-

ple, has a rate of 100 deaths from pneumonia per 100,000 of

population, as compared to an average somewhere around 50

for most of the southern and central states, and a low point in

Idaho of 8.9 in 1923, the year studied. As a rule the death-

rate from pneumonia is much higher in the cities than in rural

districts; ordinarily it is not correlated with the tuberculosis

rate of a community, as several of the states with a heavy
loss from tuberculosis report very little pneumonia. While

industrial conditions (coal mining and steel manufacture in

Pennsylvania, for example), and variations in grouping by age

and nationality probably have important bearing on the mat-

ter, the factor which seems most often to accompany a high

pneumonia rate is the combination of severe cold with a high

humidity. High humidity alone cannot be inculpated, as wit-

ness the clear records of such states as the Virginias, the

Carolinas, Florida and Georgia; nor can severe cold with little

humidity, demonstrated by the favorable experiences of the

western provinces of Canada. Among the cities with a parti-

cularly high record of mortality from pneumonia are Pitts-

burgh and Philadelphia, Pa; New York City, Troy, Middle-

town, Ithaca, and Cortland, N. Y; Camden, Orange, Hoboken,
and Jersey City, N. J; Baltimore, Md; and Boston, Cam-

bridge, Lowell, and New Bedford, Mass.

WHETHER OR NOT the new "gold

cure" for tuberculosis can substantiate

the hopes which the preliminary reports

seem to justify, (see The Survey, Febru-

ary i, 1925) there is still room for the

elimination of a vast burden of public and

private dependency by the steady lowering

of the death rate from that disease, such as

has been going on for the past quarter cen-

tury. In the short space of five years in the history of the Asso-

ciation for Improving the Condition of the Poor (New York

City) which keeps detailed statistics of its family records,

the number of families with a history of tuberculosis has

fallen from 16.3 per cent to 11.5 of the total number of fami-

lies on its books. The proportion of relief allotted to the

tuberculous families has remained just about constant, at a

trifle more than a third of the relief budget, which is to say

that it has become possible to give more adequate care to

each family. But tuberculosis still claims that third of all

relief expended by this organization. The Third Annual Re-

port of the Mothers' Allowances Commission of Ontario,

Canada, brings the experience of that province. Tuberculosis

characteristically attacks young adults and so bulks large in the

'history of families of young children rendered dependent on

public funds by reason of the death or illness of the oarents.

In the year ending November i, 1923, Ontario spent $214,000

for allowances for children whose parents had died of tubercu-

losis or were totally and permanently incapacitated by it. This

was 13 per cent of the total amount of allowances paid dur-

ing that year. The report concludes, "If the money expended

on the widow had been applied to combatting tuberculosis the

number of widows might be less."

APPARENTLY education of the medical profession and the

laity is becoming effective in helping to combat cancer, that

disease so little susceptible of control except by the education

of individuals. A recent report of the Pennsylvania Cancer

Commission, abstracted in the Campaign Notes of the Ameri-

can Society for the Control of Cancer, compares the results

of surveys of the treatment of the disease in 1910 and 1923.

Pennsylvania physicians whose work was covered by this study

have learned the necessity of prompt treatment, so that 70

per cent of the delay in treatment found in the first survey

had been obviated in the second group of cases, while there was

a similarly striking decrease in the delay of the patients in

consulting a physician after noticing a suspicious symptom.

Most of the delay chargeable to the physicians resulted from

the ignorance or carelessness of about 10 per cent of the medi-

A medical view of the small fraction of their profession who cal group who apparently had not kept abreast of scientific

Drawn bj Cropper In The Medical Quip

let scientific advance outrun them advance in their own profession.



SOCIAL PRACTICE
A Social-Working State University

WHY
social work in a rural state? Why does

the State University of Iowa hefp in develop-

ing and standardizing social work through-

out the state ? Social work suggests crowded

tenements, newly arrived immigrants, the noise and confu-

sion of city streets. The peace and plenty of the country

are a far cry from this.

Peace and plenty? Step for a moment into the un-

painted, unbeautiful shack of the Brown family. It lies

near the tracks and near the "pickers' sheds" of a large,

widely advertised firm of meat packers. Samuel, aged

eight, is at home, though the hour is ten in the morning
of a school day. Samuel looks frightened but braces him-

self for the explanation about his absence from school. "Ma
is picking chickens at fifteen cents per hour. Pa is look-

ing for a job. He had another 'spell' and got laid off."

A weary cry comes from a dilapidated baby-cab close to

the stove. Samuel bounces the buggy as he explains that

his baby sister has had pneumonia twice during the winter.

The doctor said to keep her warm so he has moved her

buggy as close to the stove as he can get it. This ex-

planation is difficult for Samuel has a speech defect that

makes talking to strangers a real undertaking. The break-

fast table with the leavings not cleared away furnishes in-

termittent refreshment for Samuel and his sick sister.

This picture belongs to the city? Oh, but it is a photo-

graph of family life in a town of five thousand in the

middle west. Furthermore it is only one of ninety-nine

others that the same county harbors. If the thinking people

of that county had stepped inside that door, and the other

ninety-nine doors, with one accord they would direct more

of their thoughts to social problems. But they do not enter

there. They whirl by in their automobiles, glad to be past

the unsightly, ill-smelling part of their community which

they believe represents industrial pursuits only.

Again, stop for the moment in the home of Mrs. Johnson.

Everyone who knows her vouches for the fact that she is

"a fine mother," yet Martha, her oldest and dearest, just

turned seventeen, went through a forced marriage cere-

mony ten days ago. She has left the flock now and gone
to live with "his people" with yearning in her heart for the

modest home of her mother, her head bowed with shame

before the searching eyes of the strangers who opened their

doors reluctantly to receive her. Her "man" is generally

conceded not much account. He is not yet twenty-one.

Already his work habits are slovenly. His school record was

poor. There seems some question about his mental re-

sponsibility. Mrs. Johnson's home is clean, but confusion

reigns. The three little children are left to keep house

while their mother scrubs other people's homes. They get
their own meals, and the school nurse reports them all

more than 10 per cent below weight. They are not mak-

ing satisfactory progress in school. Two are repeaters. The
oldest now at home is becoming difficult. The father, a

minister, died several years ago. His widow earns fifty

dollars a month at scrubbing.

And then there is Bessie Ward, whose mother died,

leaving her at eighteen sole protector of a flock of five

younger brothers and sisters. The father had died before

the mother. Bessie worked in the telephone exchange until

she suddenly went blind. At great personal sacrifice the

other girls took up a collection nd sent the girl to a

specialist in a city some distance away. His diagnosis traced

the difficulty not to a physical but to a nervous condition.

Anxiety must be lifted. Her load was too heavy. A con-

cerned neighbor asked the county supervisors for a monthly

allowance of forty dollars so that Bessie could give up

work and stay at home to keep house for herself and

younger brothers and sisters. But Bessie blind could not

keep house, and a younger brother was growing daily more

obstreperous.

To help the thinking people of Iowa realize that social

problems abound in the state, to help them study the best

methods of salvaging and preventing social handicaps and

of developing talents to their maximum among even the

lowliest citizens, the state university maintains a service

unique among seats of learning. The university employs

a social worker as a member of the staff of the Extension

Division and places her at the service of groups who wish

to study their social problems and improve local programs

for dealing with them. The group receiving the service

of this member of the faculty finances the actual expenses

involved exclusive of the item of salary, which is paid by

the university.

Obviously social handicaps appear in large numbers and

varied character on relief lists. If the handicaps are gen-

Mine, they furnish challenging material for study before a

way out can be suggested. If the handicaps are assumed

in order to get "relief," then the very imposition can be

shown up with all its implications. The fostering of the

spirit of pauperism by inadequate and unsound methods of

relief-giving can be traced clearly in "pauper families" in

every county into which the social worker on the University

Extension Division staff has yet been called. To help the

people of the counties to realize this and to assist them

in developing a constructive program based on their local

needs is an outstanding objective of this service of the

university.

BUT
how reveal the needs? In practically every com-

munity, however small, a few families are getting ir-

regular help in clothing or food or both from some local

organization. This organization has been aroused to meet

the need by a school-teacher, a minister, a public-health

nurse, a woman's club, or an individual who is a little more

alert and active than the other neighbors in seeing distress

and trying to remedy it. It is unhappily true that one of

the first efforts put forth in behalf of a particular poor
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family is a request for help from the nearest county super-

visor. In Iowa there seems to be a widespread feeling that

the care of the poor belongs wholly and exclusively to

county officials. As in all communities inexperienced in

organized social work with families, there is no facing of

the issues involved in each situation, no squaring with the

future if the present chaotic system continues indefinitely.

The first challenge which the would-be benefactor receives

arises from her request for aid from the public funds. The

supervisor, who probably knows the habits of the head of

the family on whose behalf the request is made, passes severe

judgment, tells of having "been stung before by that lazy

loafer" and curtly refuses aid : or, if he be of different polit-

ical tactics, he agrees to "give a little help," smothers his

grudge within himself and sends a few groceries. He har-

bors no intention of repeating the order later. This is his

way of meeting a disagreeable situation and of avoiding

future oppositon, should he decide to run for office again.

He gives the family no second thought unless a second

request for aid is brought. These requests are usually more

troublesome around the holidays. In summer the number

is relatively low.

Some conscientious and bewildered supervisors frankly

state their bewilderment with a few pertinent facts. "The
man won't work and the children are neglected. What is

the best way out for all concerned, including the taxpayers?"

There are as many answers as there are interested individ-

uals. 'But the usual outcome is another inadequate grocery

order and perhaps a small order of fuel. It is not surprising

to find that under this regime that Iowa met an outdoor re-

lief bill last year of two million dollars while her poor

became poorer and this in the face of the fact that she has

a higher per capita wealth than any other state !

The interested neighbor, usually a woman, is almost sure

to get another appeal from the family that has received help

once before through her intermediation. Even if the super-

visor responded before, she hesitates to approach him again

so soon. The situation seems to be becoming a bit personal.

If she has met with rebuff on her first approach to the super-

visor, she is almost certain to spare herself a second such

disagreeable experience. Instead she turns to a church aid

society, a local relief society, a woman's club, or a business-

men's organization. From these groups she usually receives

generous response. They give and give gladly. Do not

such opportunities supply one of their main reasons for

being?

THE Extension Division of the university is constantly

supplying speakers to organizations over the state.

It is easy to understand the spontaneous response from this

neighbor when a speaker challenges the present outgrown,

inadequate system of poor relief from the platform, and out-

lines a substitute plan more fitted to the need. She becomes

a disciple on the spot. She is apt to be a woman of some

prominence and leisure, and there are several of her in every

community. She cites local situations parallel to those men-

tioned from the platform. Led by her enthusiasm, others

take up the cause. Questions are raised. One of the com-

monest is: "How can we get started?" This evolution of

community consciousness has been going on for years. It

has its flower suddenly. After this milestone is reached, the

rest is easy. Positive objectives must be set up with care

to ensure that the values to be worked for are real and

not mere mirages.

In a state of ninety-nine counties of which seventy-three
have populations under twenty-five thousand the relief list

of the county is the most inclusive one. A clearly defined poli-

cy has developed in the Extension Division of the University
of Iowa with reference to the outdoor relief lists. If the

Extension Division can lead a group of people in a given

county to see the wisdom of studying the social handicaps
of the families who are receiving outdoor relief and to

finance that study, a more adequate program of family
social work in that county is practically ensured. Such a

study, even when it is quickly done, brings out unwelcome
truths so clearly that the actively interested groups cannot

stand by longer without trying to improve a program ob-

viously so ineffective and so damaging.
The Iowa Plan is not a nostrum suitable to all com-

munities, but it is believed by those in close touch with it

to be a step forward toward more effective help for "the

poor" in small cities and rural communities. The very

marshalling of community pitfalls which its records reveal,

make an intelligent attack upon them more possible. The
Iowa Plan involves the organization of a group of local

people representing the entire county as a local board of

directors. The county supervisors are ex-officio members
of this board, since they are responsible by statute for the

administration of poor relief from public funds, and the

board usually includes representatives of the county medical

society, board of education, farm bureau and the chamber

of commerce. This board employs a trained social worker

as executive, and a stenographer; their salaries are met in

part by the board and in part by the county. Usually an

office in the courthouse can be obtained through the county.

The social worker is responsible to the board for the

proper social treatment of those who apply for relief from

either public or private funds. Aside from providing for

vast improvement in the treatment of the socially handi-

capped who apply for relief, the Iowa Plan is helpful to

courts, schools, public health nurses, private relief organi-

zations and individuals in dealing with the handicapped.

It provides the local courts with a trained social worker

for all cases involving children or helpless adults. It sup-

plies trained social service to the schools in dealing with

problem children. It strengthens a public health progran

where there is one and helps evolve one where there is none.

It insures a reliable information service about institutiona

care and proper means for using it. It affords to help in

filing application properly for state benefits available to cer-

tain groups of handicapped people. It provides vocational

training for those handicapped for industry.

In one county operating under the Iowa Plan the state

insurance commissioner was asked by the local social worker

to use his offices in behalf of a certain man whose benefit

payments had been held up. The result was the prompt

payment of arrears and current benefits by the insurance

firm and prompt and entirely satisfactory service to two

other local beneficiaries of the same firm in the same county.

Finally, the Iowa Plan affords protection to the people of

the entire county against the imposture which swells public

poor relief expenditures and increases the difficulty of get-

ting adequate help for those in genuine need. In severa

counties whose experience was reported in a recent bulle

of the university it was found that the first year's work

of the social worker caused a reduction of from 7 to 34 per

cent in relief budgets which, in the absence of such trained

service had been increasing steadily.
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The Iowa State Conference of Social Work has elected

the social worker on the University Extension staff its secre-

tary each year for the past six years. This arrangement is

mutually helpful. It keeps the conference in constant touch

u-ith social work throughout the state at the same time that

it adds the sanctions and prestige of the conference to the

message of the university's social worker. Furthermore,
the university reserves time for this worker to carry on the

duties required by such an office. Ordinarily a state con-

ference pays for this service. In Iowa the state university

contributes it.

Gradually the need has been recognized by courts and

social agencies as such throughout Iowa for a study of the

state's laws as they affect children. The need for closer

supervision of child-placing and child-caring institutions is

outstanding. The adoption law is a gesture. The five

counties that are operating under the Iowa Plan do so

through a legal loop-hole only. Last year the State Con-
ference of Social Work voiced its conviction of the need

of a thorough study of the laws as they affect children in

a communication to the governor. Promptly in response

Governor Kendall appointed the lowa'Child Welfare Com-
mission to study these laws, compare them with the best

on the same subject in other states, and report findings

and offer recommendations to the General Assembly at its

next session. As secretary of the State Conference of Social

Work, the University Extension Division social worker was
named consultant to the commission. This appointment
welded together the work of the Child Welfare Commis-

sion, the State Conference of Social Work and the uni-

versity's service to the state in the field of social work.

The Fortieth General Assembly in Iowa amended the

mothers' pension law, requiring through this amendment a

re-investigation of all pension grants and a new court order

for each mother before January, 1924. Without renewal of

orders pensions were to be automatically cancelled. Realiz-

ing the tremendous amount of additional work which this

amendment would require of courts and county supervisors,

and the chance of suffering if the work was not accom-

plished before January, the University of Iowa Extension

Division undertook a special service to help meet the emerg-

ency. It employed temporarily two additional social work-
ers and placed them at the service of judges and county
supervisors in making the new investigations required by
law. The actual expense of this work was born locally with

the exception of the salaried trained workers whom the

university contributed. In revealing situations in which

pensioned children were suffering from neglect and inade-

quate homes, and in drawing the court's attention to others

whose claims were impositions, this work has had an edu-

cational value difficult to overestimate.

Visits to communities in which programs in social work
are active is another of the important and fascinating duties

of the social worker on the Extension Division staff of the

University of Iowa. The advantages of "an outsider" as

the source for a recommendation for needed increase in

staff, new blood in boards, new projects of the organization,
need not be pointed out here. It is not quite so easy for

a board to become complacent if reminded occasionally of

new victories elsewhere. Nor can it become quite so dis-

couraged when it hears how a neighboring social service

league weathered a similar snag and continued to carry
on. It is wholesome too for all boards of directors to acquire

a state consciousness. Objectives aimed at in various com-

munities in one state can easily become crystallized into a

state program. Organized action toward certain outstand-

ing social objectives created the Iowa Child Welfare Com-
mission. The extension of the Iowa Plan throughout the

state is due not alone to the stimulus which the university

offers but largely to the effort of counties already function-

ing under it to make it a state-wide program.
Another important function has been delegated to the

social worker on the University Extension staff in Iowa
in the chairmanship of the Division of Social and Industrial

Conditions of the State Federation of Women's Clubs. The
problems of children handicapped by social environment

find ready interest on the part of the organized women
of the state. As elsewhere these groups have proved in-

valuable in their support of progressive social action in

various counties in Iowa. The federation's committee on

Social and Industrial Conditions includes representatives

from every district in the state ; its members serve as minute-

men for social work. They help extend the lines for more

adequate organization. They suggest subjects for discussion

on club programs. They champion organization for social

work in case of attack. They help strengthen the weaker

organizations. They spread understanding and create sup-

port for the right foundations for local social programs.
Iowa has a far journey to travel before she can claim

a program commensurate with the state's needs in the field

of social work. But after all, social well-being and edu-

cation are common branches of a single root. The Uni-

versity of Iowa recognizes social work as an educational

movement, and is assuming a leadership in educating the

people of the state to discern social needs and to build sound

programs of constructive service. The response of the

people served by the university in this field encourages the

belief that this leadership is valued and may well be extended

further. The inquiries that come to the University of Iowa
from other states point to opportunity for a similar service

by other state universities that have not yet ventured into

this field so divorced by tradition from seats of higher learn-

ing, yet proved by Iowa's experience to be ripe for harvest.

LOUISE COTTRBLL

Hopping Hop-pickers

IF
the social agencies of Denver and Salt Lake City are

perplexed by the problem of dealing with Gasoline Gyp-
sies, what do you imagine to be the griefs of the lone social

welfare agency of a rural community with a population of

only ten thousand ? Put yourself in the place of the worker

in such a community with no factories or other industries;

a community in which all the employment "slack" is taken

up by the hundreds of young men and women who are

working their way through the college about which its life

centers. Take away the city emergency hospital, or even

the charity bed, and replace it by a privately-owned hospi-

tal when you have a "Ford-mother" about to give birth

to her fourth, "born on the road"; take away your child-

caring agencies, in which you may at least find temporary

refuge for your dependent (fast becoming delinquent)

"Ford-children"; and last of all face your problem without

even a county poor farm to fall upon as a last resort, and

you have some iVoji of wl.at "Ford- families" mean to those

pioneering in social work in the extreme West.
"Is this the Red Cross office?" comes the query over
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the telephone. "Will you come out and look after a family

in the Green River School District? No, they moved here

only about a month ago, man, wife and eight children ; the

children are all barefooted ; we hear they haven't even en-

ough to eat. We had a box social at the school-house last

night and raised $13.00, but that won't go very far in a

family of that size." Then the executive secretary (case

work supervisor, visitor, et al combined) prevails upon a

county commissioner to drive her eleven miles out in the

country, where they wade the last half mile in water over

their ankles, leaving the car on the last bit of dry ground.
Conditions are worse than they were depicted over the

phone, but there are details which the rancher's wife over-

looked; the tobacco bags hanging from the older boys' poc-

kets though the family claimed to be without food ; the fact

that the wife could give no permanent address since they

left Iowa in a car two years ago ; that the last firm for which

the husband worked proved non-existent upon investigation

by a cooperating social agency; that while they were work-

ing at hop-yards in an adjacent county the mother and two

oldest boys left this work to come into our county hunting,

bagging two fine bucks which, unfortunately, were not go-

ing to carry them through the winter; that those who did

remain at the hop-yards failed to make enough to get what

baggage they had out of storage there. At the time of this

writing some two months later the Ford has been con-

sumed, as you might say ; it was sold for $25 and the money
spent for food and the father has just departed for parts un-

known leaving his family behind him.

But to return to the hop picking. Loud and long were

the complaints from our local people over the invasion of

the yards this fall. During the past summer our county
carried on extensive road work which received publicity in

the press throughout the state and brought "Ford-families"

by the dozen. All could not get on the road work; so they

invaded the orchards, hop-yards and berry patches. In

many parts of the Willamette Valley, these seasonal indus-

tries are looked upon by the industrious farmer and home-

steader as a special dispensation of Providence for his bene-

fit. He and all of his family go in a body; as a result the

children earn their school books and clothes and the head

of the household puts by a bit for the long winter months.

This year, however, their earnings were not up to par.

Why? Because there were so many pickers on the job that,

in order that all of them might receive employment, the

amount of work of an individual family was limited. In

other words our diligent, self respecting home folks were

robbed of their much needed income by a floating popula-

tion that remained just long enough to get a "grub-stake"

to move on to new adventures. And this in spite of intelli-

gent effort on the part of a special state employment bureau

working on the problem of the shifting, seasonal worker.

Nor do they all move on. Within six weeks of the time

road work shut down because of the winter rains we began

to receive, from all parts of the country, calls similar to the

one above. Families stayed on till what little they had

ahead was gone ; then they lived on the bounty of nearby

farmers who couldn't bear to see little children suffer; but

finally even their patience wore out, and one by one itiner-

ants were dropped on the shoulders of the lone social agency.

It was truly said that if an agency provides for these

families it is criticized, and if it doesn't it is criticized; I

may add that in a small community this criticism becomes

a personal one on the head of the unfortunate executive

secretary. Well do I remember the shocked tones of the

bank president on my board when I stated that the X family

(eight of them) would have to have their brakes relined

before they could go on their way. "What! use money

given for charity to buy auto fixtures? Never!" The
next day the secretary went across the river to interview

the family with the bank president, who knew the financial

resources of both the organization and the community at

this season of the year, and the county commissioner, who
knew the employment resources of the entire county. The
verdict of how to care for the family was contrary to the

"transportation agreement" to which heretofore we had

subscribed. But as Ross Sanderson said, "What are you

going to do about it?"

All summer at an eastern graduate school of social ser-

vice I listened to admonitions that we must steadily raise

standards of case work, that we must lead our communities

on to broader vision of what social case work means; that

the worker must not lose her ideals through the daily round

of details, etc. With all the fresh enthusiasm which con-

tact with big people gives, I returned to my desk and fell

to work on the Joe D. family; the father seventy-two years

old and the youngest of the seven children with them six

weeks old. They left our community two years ago with

a new car purchased by mortgaging the home which had

been in the family for generations; they had taken the

usual tour of California
;
the usual marriage of daughters of

fourteen and fifteen on the road ; the usual disposal of the

car each time for one a little worse because of the food

and clothing thrown in the bargain ; the usual ending by

children begging rides so that "father might end his days

among his old relations and friends." The said relatives

had carried them for four months during the mother's four-

teenth confinement and then gave up the ghost.

The secretary traveled miles over rough country roads

trying to work out a plan for the family. They had been

here less than six months and so were not entitled to coun-

ty aid. She secured homes on two fine farms for the older

boys where they could work and go to school; she prevailed

upon a state children's agency to take four of the little ones

in one home; she secured a position for the mother where

she could have the nursing baby with her and finally ar-

ranged for the father at a home in an adjoining county.

And after two weeks thus working out the details, on the

Monday morning that she called to get the children to take

to a barber to be bathed and cleaned (the family were

camping) she found that on the day before (Sunday) the

father had sold the furniture provided by the Red Cross and

the wood donated by a philanthropic citizen, and had taken

this money to get himself and his family moved over the

line into an adjoining county. And the last we heard of

them they had hit a town with a careless post of the Salvation

Army and were said to be living on the fat of the land.

The father had "got religion." He needed it sorely to

make up for his two penitentiary records!

No, the social worker must not lose her vision nor her

ideals, and she must take on the one hand all the criticism of

irate citizens who feel that families that can afford cars

should not be helped (let the mother give birth to the child in

a truck) and on the other of the rural population who com-

plain that "we give our money to the Red Cross, and then

when we want them to help out a needy family they won't do
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a thing." How many more hours and gallons of gas than

any rural worker has at her disposal it would take to try

to explain to the big-hearted, widely scattered farmers just

why she won't clothe these children and buy their school

books until the father finds the job that he won't even take

when it is offered him !

We don't pretend to have any solution to offer, though
we have been gathering data for a thesis for over two years

on this very problem. There was a time when we dreamed

that some sort of confidential exchange could be worked out

between states and communities. But we have given that up,

for even now many of the wanderers have become "road-

wise" to the fact that it is better to hit the town wher? there

is no social agency ;
that when the town fails them, they still

have, as a last resort, the big-hearted farmer to fall back upon.

If their numbers keep on increasing, I think we might almost

be justified in broadcasting our warnings. In this way we

would reach even the isolated farmer. And maybe after

the Joe D's and the Bill P's found that their wives and

children could no longer be used as tools for an easy living,

they might settle down to supporting them as they used to

before Fords sold for $25 down and the balance "when

you can catch "em."

EDNA TIBBITS HAWLEY

A Lawyer Looks at

Social Workers

THE law and social work are both designed to ac-

complish the same ultimate result. For regulation of

itself, society has created law, and while the immediate

effect of it is the control of society, in last analysis law is,

as Burke said, "beneficence acting by rule."

Why then is discord sometimes manifested between the

two professions?

The lawyer's answer:

"Social workers know beneficence, but they don't know

the rules, and think they do."

"Lawyers know the rules, but they don't know

beneficence, and some of them don't even know the rules."

The lawyer is trained to respect and revere the law with

all its vagaries, as the accumulated wisdom of the ages.

The social worker derisively adds that the accumulation of

the dark ages is entirely too conspicuous in the law.

Wrapped in rules, fictions and presumptions, the logic

and wisdom of which are indelibly implanted in his mind,

the lawyer is naturally prone to consider a social problem

only in the light of those rules, fictions, and presumptions;

which is to say, simply as a legal problem.

The social worker, impregnated with a noble ambition to

diminish human misery, clear human confusion and remove

human error, all at once and by the very shortest route,

dislikes to be detoured from that route by mere rules, fic-

tions and presumptions of law. These conflicting tendencies

mark out the need for closer association and better mutual

understanding between the two professions.

Considerations of law are closely interwoven with many
phases of social service. Administrators of the law must
Derforce be encountered regularly in such service. Right or

;vrong, their perceptions must influence the accomplishment
)f the service, and their impressions of the social worker
limself may have not the least important bearing on the

result. If they entertain unfounded prejudice concerning

the social service profession, then for the advancement of

the profession, such erroneous notions should be removed.

It would be decidedly unfair to the social workers and

also to the legal profession not to explain at this juncture

that all lawyers do not, nor does any one lawyer, impute

any one of the following faults to all social workers, or all

to any one social worker. But in a combination of many
individual conclusions, even though separately they are based

mostly on limited experience, there may be found enough
recurrence of similar complaints to warrant consideration

of them as a charge by one profession against another.

After a careful culling of the chaff from the gist of

criticisms, provided with excessive liberality by attorneys,

young and old, the indictment is drawn in six main counts.

First: Personal rights created and recognized by law are

too often either unknown, forgotten or ignored by social

workers.

Second: Social workers are too credulous toward their wards
or charges, and too suspicious of adverse claimants, forming
beliefs on slight evidence which cannot be shaken by stronger
evidence to the contrary.

Third: They are influenced too much by ideals and not

enough by practical considerations.

Fourth: Information obtained in confidential relations is not

properly guarded.

Fifth: They arrogate to themselves the control of other peo-

ple's affairs, without solicitation or consent by the persons be-

ing managed.
Sixth: They give out too much legal advice.

The first count is that personal legal rights are too often

forgotten or ignored by social workers. A plea of not guilty

to that count is entered. The lawyer cites as proof of his

statement the detention by hospitals (charitable institutions)

of patients cured, but not discharged until bills are paid.

He mentions the arrest and overnight imprisonment of his

client, a husband and father, by police-women so that the

mother may spirit away the offspring of the union during

his enforced absence. He talks of the social worker who

prosecutes his client for child whipping because the client

does not make adequate provision for his wife's adornment.

The social worker pleads justification.

What if we do detain patients, even though we have no lien

on their bodies for unpaid bills; what if we do arrest worthless

men to help their wives take the children away, even though
in law the father and mother are joint custodians and equally

entitled to the control of the children; what if we do try

to make it miserable for a no-good man who won't properly

support his wife, even though he has a right reasonably to

whip his child in punishment? Doesn't the end justify the

means?

Thus, strange to say, the social worker unconsciously

turns lawyer, becomes technical and claims acquittal because

the charge is drawn in the superlative, arguing that if dis-

regard of personal rights brings forth good social results,

though he may forget or ignore such rights "often," it can

never be too often as alleged in the complaint.

Commending the enthusiasm of social workers, but

reprehending their one-sided faith, the lawyer passes on to the

second count, which assails the zealous but uncritical

sympathy of social workers for persons under their protec-

tion.

Instances might be multiplied, but one will serve to denote

the import of this allegation. A careful and hard working

lawyer, without receiving any advance retaining fee at all,

magnanimously undertook to defend a man in a prosecution
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for embezzlement after first taking a deed of all his

client's property to secure payment of $500 for his services.

Somehow or other, that diligence, so effective in securing

him his fee, was quite ineffective in securing his client an

acquittal.

Some time later the lawyer, not having been paid the

money owing him for services, threatened to sell the property.

In view of the client's asserted innocence of the crime, a

social worker in the prison concurred with the client in the

opinion that the lawyer's main effort had been centered

upon depriving the client of his property rather than upon

keeping him from being deprived of his liberty, and that

therefore the property should be restored.

At the instance of the social worker, another lawyer was

induced to investigate. His search brought him to the

conclusion that the case had been properly tried and that

the fee had been honestly earned. Whereupon he negotiated

with the first lawyer to have the premises sold, the fee paid,

and the balance turned over to the prisoner; all under the

second lawyer's direction. That report and plan was dis-

approved by the social worker, not yet willing to believe

that justice had not gone awry.

Into the picture comes a third lawyer to investigate the

actions of the first two, and to set aside the deed. In his

pursuit of the truth, he finds that the client had never owned
the premises; that at best, the client might have only a pos-

sible claim against an administrator of the property, and

furthermore that at all times the client had been aware of

these facts. The third lawyer's recommendation was that an

assignment be made by the client to the first lawyer for

immediate action against the administrator to save what-

ever rights there were from becoming outlawed in the near

future. Still uncertain, the social worker rejected that

proposal and assured the prisoner that the matter would be

looked into further.

It would seem that at least one social worker is guilty on

the second count.

On the third averment it is argued that social workers

think too much in terms of what ought to be done rather

than what can be done. Temporarily to relieve the monot-

ony of detail, particulars are not related but the point is

made by general comment on the failure of social workers

to consider the formidability of insurmountable obstacles.

To resort to plain vernacular, "they never know when they

are licked."

By those strange and subtle rules of law designed to bring

the most good to the most people, it is sometimes made

impossible to satisfy the requirements of natural justice in

some particular case. The social worker would have natural

justice administered in all cases without regard to fixed or

general rules. If a man has made unfair distribution of his

property in a will, the will must be broken ; if a bad bargain

has been made, the transaction must be annulled and the

parties returned to status quo; if property has been deeded

by a father beyond the reach of his children who have sup-

ported him, the deed must be set aside; all despite a clear

lack of proof or evidence upon which to base such action.

A claim must not be settled for just what it would cost to

defend it if there is plenty of available hearsay to prove it.

On the fourth count, the following case is set forth to

illustrate the charge that information obtained by social

workers in confidential relations is not properly guarded.
A social worker's interest in a client took her to the wel-

fare department of the client's employer. The factory well

fare agent confidentially communicated to the social workeil

a suspicion entertained in the employer's office against thfl

client concerning the theft of some articles. This
informa-j

tion was transmitted by the social worker to another, whcj

dutifully transcribed it upon her case record sheet. In t\

moment of the latter's inattention, the client's eyes wanderec I

upon this portion of the record left open to the gaze oil

any who cared to read. Fortunately the troubles following!)

were adjusted without intervention of the court in a law

suit for slander or libel.

Of course, no confidence of a client was violated in that

affair, but it needs only a glance at some of the question;

asked by one social agency of another to see what little

consideration is sometimes expected to be given to com:

munications that may have been made in confidence by :

client.

Be it remembered that no attempt is made to argue th<

inadvisability of cooperation among social agencies, or ii

fact to argue anything, this being merely a recital of th(

workings of a lawyer's mind, with a few exhibits to elucidat<

the statements made, all of which may mean whatever i

may mean.

It would often be palpably improper for a private attornej

or private physician to answer questions concerning his client;

or patients, such as are propounded by social agencies seek

ing information along the lines indicated in the following

excerpt from a questionnaire typical of those in common us<

by social agencies. At the top of the page there appear;

the client's name, address, and this:

Registered by you on
The above named has come to us because of

Then follow the questions:

1. Who brought the family to your attention and why?
2. Nature of service requested?

3. Total amount of relief?

4. What was your diagnosis?

5. Did family misrepresent with intent to deceive?

A lawyer conceives the probability that an unfortunah

who is compelled by circumstances to solicit the aid of i

charitable agency because of domestic trouble, illegitimate

offspring, involvement in criminal proceedings, disease, et

cetera, would care to restrict the number of his confidante

to the ones of his own choosing, and that he approaches th<

ones of his choice little knowing that his name may be bruitec

about at the head of a questionnaire announcing as reasor

for his approach to his benefactor that he is a henpeckec

husband, an illegitimate father, a thief or whatnot. Ever

though it be for his own good, he might still object to th<

possession by one benefactor of secrets intended for another

Unless there can be found in the quasi public nature o:

social agencies some basis to justify consideration of an appli-

cation for relief as carrying within it an implied agreement

that communications will not be deemed confidential, dis-|

semination of information so received is repugnant to th<

lawyer's sense of privilege.

Next it is claimed that social workers (if the eleganth

concise language of one attorney may be accepted here)

"have a penchant for butting in." It has been whimsicallj

said, "they will tell you where you must be born, when yoi!

must work, whom you must marry, why you must divorce

what you must eat, which you must not, how you must live

the death you must die, and the place you must lie."

And finally, social workers are censured for their fre-

quent perpetration of that blundering faux pas in social eti-
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quette, to wit: Presenting the law to others when they

are strangers to it themselves. "To explain the law and

convince of its soundness is beset with enough difficulty,

even in dealing with raw green clients unaccustomed to

law," grumble they whose business it is to advise of the

law, "without first having to dislodge the taint in minds over-

ripened in law by the radiance of those beaming luminaries

of the curbstone, practising without benefit of license."

And so ends the indictment in true legal fashion in an

abundance of words and a paucity of ideas.

But it is not entirely devoid of meaning if it has accom-

plished the purpose for which it was intended, that is, to

serve as an introduction, to trick you into attention and at-

tract your interest to the real object of this writing: The
easiest approach for a social worker to the law or the lawyer

is through a legal aid society.

Judges, prosecutors and other public officials are besieged

regularly by persons in distress. The pressure of their pub-

lic duties forbids the devotion of much of their time to such

personal matters, and while they give much help, they are

not in a position to prosecute or to defend the claims of

individuals in purely personal conflicts. Many an attorney

would gladly respond to the needs of those who require his

services but cannot pay his ordinary fees, but how is he to

;et in touch with the very persons who need him most, and

how are they to be sure that his professed generosity is

genuine? The needs of the poor man in court can best

ae met by an organized effort to see, immediately, that he

obtains the benefit of his legal rights, and, in the long run,

chat legislation is framed, if necessary, to meet the general

:vils of which his particular case may be an instance.

The Michigan State Bar Association, recognizing the pro-
:

essional responsibilities of lawyers in the field of legal aid,

las appointed a committee to spread information about the

jvork, to induce local bar associations to form committees,

ind to urge and assist in the formation of legal aid bureaus

vherever they may be needed. This committee feels that

here is need of an established legal aid office in all cities

>f more than 25,000 population, and of a definite group or

:ommittee of the bar to whom all poor applicants may be

eferred in cities of from 10,000 to 25,000. Not the least

if the advantages which might be obtained from a wide-

pread system of legal aid committee would be the collection

>f a body of data, which, analyzed and correlated, would

;ive reliable statistics on which to base legislation on behalf

f the poor. And it goes without saying, that such an

rganization can be obtained only with the aid of the social

corkers, who know of the need of it, to arouse lawyers and

ublic officials and politicians from their traditional lassi-

^de and conservatism and agitate them into action.

OTTO G. WISMER

Christmas, 1925

rHE
tumult and the telephone had died. Goodfellows

and volunteer Santa Clauses had departed. At her

esk in the Social Service Exchange, flanked by filing cases

nd barricaded with neatly stacked reports, the new executive

xretary added up the grand total of the Christmas Bureau.

"A thousand more families than last year," she said, "and

,;vo thousand fewer duplications. The idea of a safe and

me Christmas is getting over.

"Before the Christmas Bureau, the first epoch was

romiscuous, undirected Christmas giving, overflowing from

the well-to-do districts of the city into the ghettos and slums.

Later, it dawned on us that there was nothing Christmas-y,
much less Christian, in one enterprising family's receiv-

ing a dozen bouncing baskets and selling them at five dollars

apiece, while their self-respecting neighbors dined on dried

fish and dead hopes. The next step was the Christmas

Bureau, clearing the names of applicants for toys and din-

ners, guarding against duplications, and bringing the giver

into direct contact with one deserving and needy family.

This helped to discourage the professional letter writers,

and brought a cheerful order out of Christmas chaos.

"This year we've made at least one distinct advance. We
specialized on fifty selected families, and talked over their

particular needs with the giver. The Winnetka Congrega-
tional Church took twenty-six of them, several weeks before

Christmas. Each Sunday the minister told the story of one

or two families and asked his people for contributions. He
spoke of a baby who wanted a cuddly toy, a youngster who
needed a red sweater, a colored boy who had asked for a

Life of Lincoln. Bright children being educated by scholar-

ships made a special appeal. He talked, too, of intelligent

Christmas giving, and of how mothers liked to buy things

for their own children. So it worked out that in almost

every instance the gift was money, and the social worker on

the case went shopping with the mother. Afterwards she

wrote the church a letter about it, telling exactly how it

was spent.

"Nineteen Twenty-Five seems far ahead but we can plan.

The next step is more of everything. More special families.

More directed, intelligent giving. More satisfaction to the

family, giver and social worker on the job. More Christmas,

all around." HELEN CODY BAKER

SEATTLE CHILDREN seem, on the basis of juvenile court

statistics, to become delinquent about four times as often as

do the children of New York, and five times as often as the

children of Chicago. Behind those statistics, however, lie sys-

tems of classification which differ so widely from state to state

and city to city, that any comparison of this kind is worthless.

In the opinion of the federal Children's Bureau there is need
for a uniform method of recording the facts with reference

to the children who pass through the courts each year, so

that there may be some logical basis for national statistics

in this as in other departments of work for children. The
bureau reports that eighteen states now have agreed to supply

figures on the number of work permits issued for the whole

state, so that at least a beginning has been made in obtaining
national data on the trend of child labor. Increasingly com-
mon are the reports made to the state departments of public

welfare by the local agencies on the dependent children in their

care. During the coming year the bureau hopes to explore

extensively the question of the cost and feasibility of assembling
current national statistics as to children who are delinquent,

dependent or legally employed.

THE CHIEF of the Children's Bureau makes a special plea for

a continuing appropriation of $75,000 a year to make possible a

study of the prevention of sex delinquency among children and
methods of care for those who have become delinquent. The
bureau has ample authority to undertake such a work, but can-

not supply the information and advice constantly asked by local

communitieo unless it is able to create a division devoted to

this subject. "There is no field of child study," says Miss
Abbott more important or more neglected than this."
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Stirring Up Rural Kentucky
N the great mountain re- Here is an attempt to speed up progress.
gion of the South, twice Rural communities move slowly unless

they fall into the hands of "boosters," and
then it is a question whether they move
forward or backward. Under the leader-

ship of Berea College, Kentucky com-

munities, particularly in the hilly eastern

half of the state which is famous for its

isolation, were spurred on to better their

homes and farms and the outward struc-

ture of their common life. The competi-
tion lasted two years. This is the first offi-

cial report of the results in one of the most
ambitious community betterment contests

*hus far organized.

I the size of New York,

live five million people,

three and one-half millions of

whom are strictly rural dwellers.

Ahout one-third of this number

is not only rural in the ordinary

sense but "super-rural," living

"back of beyond," as Dr. Horace

Kephart puts it. The Extension

Department of 'Berea College has

tried for many years to discover

the most effective methods of

reaching this rural population.

Nothing it has done since the be-

ginning of its extension work

compares in effectiveness with

the County Achievement Contest that was conducted in

eastern Kentucky from August i, 1922 to August i, 1924.

There are many examples of local cooperative enterprises

that have done much good in community building but these

local movements are so slow that it would require a thou-

sand years to revitalize the rural life of America by such

methods. With our enthusiasm tuned up to a high note

and the needs of isolated rural communities burning into

our souls, we decided to try what some people said was

impossible; namely, an intensive mass movement for country

life betterment on a county-wide scale.

We launched the movement in the form of a county-wide

contest. Our first act was to build an ideal county on

paper. The county is considered the political and business

unit and, together with the normal activities of the county

seat, it usually circumscribes the lives of the people. If

any one community is to succeed permanently it must do

so through the success of the county as a whole. Hence

the county-wide plan.

Our program divided the activities of the county into

ten departments. After carefully thinking through the needs,

interests and activities of eastern Kentucky, we made the

following list of major interests and arbitrarily fixed the

standard of points they were to receive:

Points :

School System 2000
Health and Sanitation 1000
Home and Farm Improvement 1000
Church and Sunday-school 1000

Agriculture and Livestock 1000

Community Clubs 500
Junior Clubs IOOO
Roads and Public Buildings 1000

Newspaper Circulation 500
Social Work 1000

Total IO,OCD

We were of the opinion that a

county could not reach perfection

without showing a high develop-
ment in each of these ten major
interests.

With our ideal county on

paper, the question of getting it

into operation became the ab-

sorbing one. It must be launched

with an unusual impetus or it

would be impossible to arouse the

many isolated communities of the

county. We recalled that a num-
ber of smaller enterprises had

taken the form of a contest

for example, one promoted by Dr.

W. A. McKeever among a num-

ber of small cities in the state

of Kansas. Though there are a number of advantages in

favor of the town in carrying out community improvement

programs, where the population is compact, common interests

are in one place, and the leaders are usually better trained,

we decided to try the contest plan, provided some one would
furnish the prizes. Judge R. W. Bingham, publisher and i

editor of the Louisville Courier Journal, offered to back ,

the contest with $5,000 in cash prizes: a grand prize of
'

$3,OOO and the second prize of $2,000 to be given to the
'

two counties showing the highest rate of improvement dur-

ing the period of the contest. With our program on paper
and the prize money assured, we turned our attention to i

the important task of getting a few counties interested.

I made my first appeal to a number of county agricultural

agents who are in the main the most active and most effect-

ive community workers in the mountains of Kentucky.

Practically every agent to whom the proposition was pre-
>

sented manifested an interest from the beginning. Within
a month after the program was launched, ten counties had

signified their desire to enter.

Before accepting any entry, we required every public

official and every substantial service organization in the

county to sign an agreement of cooperation and good will. :

Mass meetings were then called in the courthouse and

other centers throughout the county. A finance committee

was appointed to procure funds for running special announce-

ments in the local paper, for printing and circulating posters,

and offering small prizes to school children for various

types of work. By the time each county was thoroughly

organized, nearly everyone was aware that something un- i

usual was about to take place. Our idea was to put so

much impetus into the launching of the contest that the

people would receive an unusual shock.

Such a shock must, of course, be followed up with a

real program that will sustain the aroused interest of the

588
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people or the whole proposition will fall flat. Our big task,

to hold the interest after the first shock, was accomplished

through the county council, the central organization. This

was composed of a chairman, secretary and the chairmen of

ten departamental committees. These twelve citizens, lead-

ing men and women of the county, meeting monthly, gave

much time and unstinted thought to the movement during

the contest. Every county that succeeded was one with a

live, working county council; the four that failed to com-

plete the program failed because of the lack of interest on

the part of the county council.

In order to divide the county up into units of workable

groups, community clubs were organized at every natural

center. A post office, blacksmith's shop and a store with

two or three good platforms on which farmers can sit on

rainy days and Saturday afternoons is enough of a metropolis

for the establishment of a community club. Such a center

can easily be reached by twenty-five or fifty families. These

community clubs might be called miniature county organi-

zations. All of the committees represented in the county

council were represented in the community clubs. It was

in these groups that the big work of the county was done.

The community club usually met once a month and always

had plenty to do. Two or three departments were usually

given the major portion of each meeting to discuss their

problems, which were the common problems of the com-

munity.

When the county council put on departmental campaigns

in cooperation with state or national agencies, it worked

through the community clubs. For example, the county

council cooperated with the Board of Education and the

county superintendent in celebrating Education Week in

November. The work was passed out to the leaders of the

community clubs and they in turn made education and the

duty they owed to their local schools the principal subject

of their club meetings. When the county council desired

to put on a health program for a week in cooperation with

the state board of Health, clinics were held and literature

distributed through the aid of the community clubs. Clean-

Up Week has become a rather fixed institution in Ken-

tucky and the County Achievement Organization in nearly

all of the counties placed special emphasis on cleaning up
and painting both farm and village homes during that week.

Building and repairing roads was an outstanding accom-

plishment of the contest. Nearly 20,000 man-days and

more than 2,0000 team-days of free labor were given on

the roads of Rockcastle, Jackson, Lee, Breathitt, Owsley,
Knott and Morgan counties during the two years of the

contest, worth approximately $60,000. Road working days
were set aside in three counties during which time 3,000 citi-

zens gave two full days of labor each on the roads. This

free labor did not include militia road working that is re-

quired by the county courts in all of these counties. Rock-
castle County reported 127 miles of roads reconstructed or

graded sufficiently for automobile service during a large part
of the year. In addition to the many miles of dirt roads that

were put in condition, the citizens of the same county built

six miles of permanent gravel road and gave more than 300
man-days and several hundred dollars toward building seven

miles of macadamized road. Road building in Rockcastle

County as well as in Lee and Jackson is going forward at

an unprecedented rate.

Rockcastle, during our home and farm improvement cam-

What Six Kentucky Counties

Gained in the Contest
Only a few of the tangible achievements registered in

the County Achievement Contest by Lee, Jackson, Rock-

castle, Breathitt, Owsley and Knott Counties are sum-
marized here:

Roads and Public Buildings

Two hundred and ten miles of roads graded or

repaired for automobile service. Eight miles of perm-
anent gravel road built by community cooperation.
Seven miles of stone road built largely by free labor

and local contributions. One court house remodeled,

public buildings in two counties repaired.

Schools

School attendance increased over preceding year by
average of 5 per cent. $6,450 raisej for school equip-
ment. One hundred and twelve Parent-Teacher Asso-

ciations organized than previous maximum.

Health and Sanitation

Twenty-seven health clinics examined 2,600 children

and young people. Twice as many school-children vac-

cinated as ever before. One hundred and twenty-seven

sanitary privies installed as compared with 7 installed

during previous two years.

Farm and Home Improvements

Nearly 200 country homes became "standard." One
community creamery established. More than 400 miles

of new wire fencing put up. Twenty-five thousand fruit

trees planted. Market value of eggs and vegetables pro-
duced increased $40,000 over previous years.

Church and Sunday School

Four new churches erected; 5 old ones replaced.

Fifty-five new Sunday Schools organized. Sunday
School attendance increased 57 per cent.

Newspaper Circulation

A campaign was made to increase the circulation of

dailies, county papers, school, religious and agricultural

journals. Of these county papers showed the largest

net increase: 2700 copies; 1 the farm journals increased

by 1700, the dailies 1650, and the religious journals 485.

One defunct newspaper rehabilitated under new man-

agement.

Community Organizations

One hundred and twenty-six community clubs organ-

ized; 85 held regular monthly meetings; 1,835 mem-
bers; 2 county ministerial associations, 3 county
educational associations, i Kiwanis Club, I credit union,

3 county boards of health, 2 singing clubs, 2 women's
clubs also organized.

paign, made a survey of 2,100 horqes. Credit was given
for all the homes that were below "standard" when the con-

test began and became standard or made improvements dur-

ing the two-year improvement. "Standard" homes were de-

fined thus:

1. Located so that natural drainage is good with privy, pig-

pen, stable and chicken house not nearer than fifty feet to

back door and well, unless privy has septic tank, and drainage
must not be toward the house and well from the outbuildings.

2. Not less than three rooms for family of two.

3. If more than two occupants, add one room for each two
persons added.

4. Doors and windows effectively screened against flies.

At least two windows to each room to afford sufficient light
and ventilation.
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5. Safe water supply tested by State Board of Health and

conveniently located within 10 yards of kitchen door.

6. A privy cleaned regularly and kept in repair.

7. Heated by open fire-place or furnace.

8. Front and back yard free from rubbish and litter of

all kinds such as tin cans, loose stones, vegetable refuse, weeds

and useless boards and brush.

9. Floors at least two feet above the ground with concrete,

brick or stone foundation, ventilated.

10. Walls plastered, kalsomined, painted, or if papered, clean

and not torn or defaced.

The report blanks for home and farm improvements were

sent out to the parents through the schools. Explanation of

the use of these blanks was made through circulars, through

the county paper, and at the community meetings. A stand-

ard home blank, in addition to the one for recording mis-

cellaneous improvements, was given to each family that ex-

pressed a desire to bring the house up to standard. One

farm home in Owsley county reported:

Cellar drained, a light plant installed, a Ford car bought,

a garage built, outbuildings whitewashed, fencing put up, a

lawn mower bought, 25 fruit trees and flower garden planted,

interior of house painted and papered, new hardwood floors,

a velvet rug, linoleum in the kitchen, new furniture bought for

bedroom and living room, porch and fence painted, porch and

privy screened.

No points were given for the new "bedroom suit" or the

other furniture or the Ford, but the cleaning up and sani-

tary improvements and garden work and light plant all

helped in the total score of the county.

When the contest closed, the ingenuity of the county

council was tested in the devising of the best and most speedy

method of collecting reports of the home improvements over

the country. In Rockcastle County, the council divided

the county into twelve zones and each member of the council

was made responsible for getting the reports of all the homes

in his zone. They agreed to choose two willing citizens in

each school district to collect reports. Interest had become

so great that before the close of the second day 144 people

had completely covered the county and collected data on

2,100 homes.

Space will not permit my going into the details of all of

the departments in the contest. A summary of recorded and

verified achievements is at best a cold, bare outline that

can hardly suggest the enthusiasm that went into many of

these projects.

One community chose an abandoned church for its first

meeting place. When the subject of finding something to

do came up someone called attention to the dilapidated build-

ing in which they were meeting. As a result of this dis-

cussion, the Church and Sunday School Committee was

directed to ascertain the attitude of the community toward

the reorganization of the church and the re-modeling of

the building. The outcome was practically a new building.

Both outside and inside were repaired and painted. The

house was newly covered and equipped with new seats and

pulpit. The rickety fence was torn down and a new one

erected. The church yard was cleared off and the grass

mowed regularly. A minister was found who agreed to be-

come a part-time pastor and direct the church life of the

community. A Sunday-school of one hundred scholars was

organized. The church is still living in Lee County, the

county that won the contest. Similar stories could be told

of other churches in the same county and in at least three

other counties.

Lee had gone through an oil boom and is today the larg- ,

est oil producing county in Kentucky. When oil was high

and prosperity unprecedented, the citizens of the county

seat did not stop long enough to consider the importance

of establishing a telephone system, but when the county

council was organized, the need of telephones was recog-

nized. In three months after the county entered the contest

it signed a contract for a modern system.

Since the recession of the oft industry, the county news-

paper became an unprofitable business and was abandoned.

The machinery was in bad condition and the prospects for

a newspaper seemed rather hopeless. But the county council,

in cooperation with the Kivvanis Club which was organized

after Lee County went into the contest, decided that they

could not profitably carry on a county-wide educational

program without the aid of a newspaper. The secretary

of the council agreed to join a partnership with some other

enterprising citizen for purchasing the plant and reorganiz-

ing the paper. This was done. The secretary was a leader

in the Republican organization, and his partner was a former

Democratic representative, and the Beattyville Enterprise

is no longer a political sheet but an independent county

organ.

How were the counties graded? There were two meth-

ods of scoring. Some lines of activity were given an abso-

lute score on specific achievements, while other lines were

given a relative score based on the amount of progress

made. In scoring the progress made in school attendance,

we had to bear in mind the difference in population of two

given counties. Attendance was therefore graded accord-

ing to the percentage of progress. This method was em-

ployed wherever possible to give the poorer and more sparsely

populated counties an equal chance with the larger ones.

Wherever it was not possible to give a relative score, each

achievement received a definite number of points. The
method of scoring was so carefully worked out that we
received no complaints from the contestants. The first

prize was warded to Lee County, because Lee made the

largest number of points (16,187), taking all the depart-

ments as a whole and because the observation of the judges

corresponded with the recorded achievements. The second

prize was very difficult to award as there were less than

fifty points difference between Rockcastle and Jackson. The

personal visit of the judges to the two counties determined

their decision. Although the Jackson County report showed

forty-eight more points than the report of Rockcastle the

inspection of the two counties was in favor of Rockcastle.

The judges combined their observations with the written

records and could come to no other decision than to declare

a tie between the counties.

Will the work of the contest be conserved ? At the time

the judges made their tour of inspection and scoring, the

county organizations voted unanimously to continue the

work after the close of the contest, regardless of the awards.

Reports that are still coming from the contesting counties

indicate that their interest in most of the departments is

still unabated. The chairman of one county that did not

win a prize told me that his county would never fall back

to the old unorganized way of doing things, that the con-

test had convinced his people that a compact county-wide

organization offers the best voluntary machinery yet de-

vised for accomplishing common purposes.

MARSHALL E. VAUGHV
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Ten Years of Federation

in Cincinnati

THE way people speak the name of a thing often betrays

their conception of the thing itself. For instance,

some say community chest, and we catch their thought in

terms of dollars; others say community chest, and thus re-

veal their sense of fellowship. Such emphasis is a slight

matter in itself but great in its significance. In Cincinnati

the accent is ever on community community of responsi-

bility, community of effort, community of life and it was

this spirit that characterized the tenth anniversary cele-

bration of her Community Chest and Council of Social

Agencies on January 12 and made it vital.

I left Cincinnati just prior to the organization of the

Council of Social Agencies and returned nearly ten years

later; so that perhaps I am in an unusually advantageous

position to judge of the progress of social work there during
this period under the federated system. Under the old order

of individual independence there existed a certain fine cor-

diality among the agencies and workers as well as a vague

idea that some sort of association would be desirable, but

the recognition of relationship was little more than academic,

while the setting up of new agencies in every field and the

process of specialization in every group went blithely on

without regard to the consequences of duplication. It was

a case of the spirit being willing but the action weak. One
accustomed to this state of things, who goes away for a few

years and on coming back finds a truly confederate system

in operation, is struck by the profound changes that have

been brought about. He sees most of the old established

agencies still at work but misses others and learns that

in some instances their service had become unnecessary, while

in others their tasks had been transferred to fellow agen-

cies in the interest of simpler organization and all had been

dissolved. Remembering the high birth-rate of such bodies

in the past he marvels that so few had come into being dur-

ing his absence, and traces the check to federation. He
sees no new work undertaken without an understanding

among all concerned; he sees the current work dispatched

through conference; he sees public authorities and private

agencies both serving the people through each other; he

sees the funds for social service vastly increased, the com-

petition for gifts eliminated, and all worthy agencies assured

of support. In short, he sees cooperation and the host of

benefits that flow from it.

The story of the gradual development of this cooperation
can easily be read in the names of six local organizations
in the order of their being: Monday Evening Club; Busi-

ness Men's Benevolent Advisory Association; Conference

on Charities and Philanthropy; Council of Social Agencies;
War Chest; and the Community Chest and Council of

Social Agencies. This last-named federation celebrated last

month not its own tenth anniversary alone but also the

more remote but none-the-less essential contributions of its

forerunners, as well as the city's tradition of civic pride

throughout the one hundred and thirty-seven years of her

life. It celebrated, too, the growth of humanitarian activ-

ities in all that period from the neighborly aid of the early

days in behalf of the sick and the starving to the massing
of forces in modern times for promoting the common good
in every phase of life. It celebrated the city's faithfulness

to her ideals in the face of disaster, as in the great flood

of 1913, when the people joined themselves together to

meet the pressing needs in that emergency and when impetus
was given to the growing tendency to pool local resources

of energy and funds. But above all it celebrated the flower-

ing of its own plans in the close association of church and

home and school, of institutions and agencies, of public of-

ficers and private groups, and of their several branches, in

the common cause of the common weal.

Nearly one thousand of the city's leaders in every line

of social, religious, civic and educational endeavor attended
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ED UC4TION

H
Will History Repeat Itself?

tion,

ISTORY repeats itself. This aphorism is

about to receive a mighty affirmation in our

time.

"There are some periods of great conflagra-

says John Jay Chapman, "when a whole epoch is

lighted up with one great flame of idea, which takes per-

haps a few decades to arise, blaze and fall, during which

time it shows all men in its glare. ... It happened that

a period of this kind passed over the United States between

the years 1830 and 1865. There is nothing to be found in

that epoch which does not draw its significance, its interest,

its permanent power from the slavery question."

One ventures to predict that the future historian or

biographer likewise will write: It happened that a period

of this kind passed over the United States between the

years 1914 and 1950. There is nothing to be found in that

epoch which does not draw its significance, its interest, its

permanent power from the war question.

The period between 1830 and 1865 was characterized

by hair-trigger nervousness, by suppression of truth, by

abridgment of free speech, by repression of generous emo-

tion, by insult and apology. "The patriotism of all classes,"

wrote Edward Everett, governor of Massachusetts, in a

message to his legislature, "must be invoked to abstain from

discussion, which by exasperating the master, can have no

other effect than to render more oppressive the condition

of the slave."

The students of Lane Seminary, Cincinnati, of which

Dr. Lyman Beecher was the head, organized a nine days'

solemn debate upon the whole question of slavery. Every

conceivable point of view was presented with entire free-

dom. That the argument was thorough-going and lively

may be gathered from the fact that the student body in-

cluded students from slave states, some of whom were sons

of slaveholders. One of the students was himself a slave-

holder, and another, a colored student, had purchased his

own freedom by the payment of a large sum of money
which he had earned by hard labor. Immediate emancipa-

tion finally carried the day. The whole country took an

interest in the affair, and the press attacked the seminary

as a hotbed of abolition.

IT
now appears that pacifism is destined to become as

formidable an issue as abolition, and that pacifist so-

cieties as well as individual pacifists will share no kindlier

fate than did the abolition societies o rthe abolitionists of

William Lloyd Garrison's day.

One hundred and forty-seven students at Northwestern

University, Evanston, gathered for a two days' solemn dis-

cussion of the existing social order as contrasted with a

Christian social order. In the course of the discussions,

thirty-eight students voted "that we, as individuals, refuse

to participate in another war." Among those who so de-

clared themselves were some who had fought in the World

War, others who held commissions in the United States

army, but who did not get into the war, and still others

in training in the university R. O. T. C. The press promptly
assailed the university as a hotbed of pacifism. The president
and trustees were harried and threatened. The incident

took on absurd proportions. It caused a national com-

motion.

1HAVE
in my possession 236 newspaper clippings and

editorials, 54 magazine articles and news items, 25 press

photographs, and 14 cartoons, all relating to this youthful

pacifist uprising and its developments. The headlines of the

leading Chicago dailies are straws in the wind. They noisily

announced Anti-War Meet Stirs Northwestern; Mob
Student Pacifists in Evanston Cafe; Pacifists Hiss U. S.

Flag; Charges Sedition Propaganda in Schools; Predicts

Pacifist Movement Will Soon Sweep Youth of Nation;
Pacifist Bomb Threat to President Scott; 5,000 Cheer
N. U. Pledge to Uphold the Flag; Pacifist Mobbed at

N. U ; Legion Starts Drive to Get Rid of Pacifists ; Pulpit
Patriots Lash Pinks for Pacifist Creed.

The slogan of the age may change but the heart of the

jingoist remains the some. "The little thirty-eight" were

deluged with epithets and invectives. These students who
had the courage of their convictions were made odious in

the sight of their fellows. They were called "Platonic

dreamers"; "delirious theorists"; "silly, lily-livered imbe-

ciles"; "tepid slackers"; "spineless, pusillanimous pacifists";

"tools of Moscow" ; "Trotzky cadets."

At first the newspaper editors were disposed to regard
the happenings at Northwestern as only a matter of passing
interest and to deal with them in a vein of mock-seriousness.

One editor consoled his readers with these soothing words:

A group of one hundred and forty-seven serious souls among
the students of Northwestern University have held a two-day
conference in a church and have given air to a number of

solemn opinions which will occasion some solemn editorial ser-

mons on what Northwestern is coming to. ... Of course,
this small minority of Northwestern's undergraduates are only

displaying adolescent seriousness. They are children playing
with theories over their heads. They utter old phrases with
the fervent solemnity of a commencement day orator. What
they think about war wouldn't have much effect if the country
got into war. If the thirty-eight utter pacifists were all male,

thirty-seven of them probably would be doing squads right
soon after war was declared. One might hold to his present

theory fanatically.

The editor of the college paper wrote more feelingly

about these students:

Many of our self-appointed priests of Internationalism are

bucking the stream of the crowd by proving themselves to be

a social evil and dangerous menace. The queer cosmos of the

"martyr" makes him enjoy the "pain" of oppression. He feed*

upon publicity. He is pleased to be hammered to the cross.

If such is the case, we will let him starve, and we will not

pound the nails. Too insignificant to be noticed; too vile to

be touched; too abominable to speak of!

593
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But history does repeat itself. Those pacifist students

continued to be noticed. What the editors supposed was an

isolated phenomenon began to look like a part of a gigantic

plot, masterfully conceived and subtly directed. Events were

happening at measured intervals, not merely on one college

campus but on many. Foreign influence was at work. These

students, after all, were not "self-appointed priests of Inter-

nationalism." They were deluded dupes. They were duly

ordained priests of Bolshevism. Skilfully and unwittingly

they were being manoeuvered by the covered red hand of

Moscow. The editors became thoroughly scared and warning

editorials began to pour forth from the press of the country.

A month later the first editor mentioned turns from jest-

ing and views events in Evanston as an ominous portent:

The stormy pacifist meeting at the First Methodist Church

of Evanston, Sunday night, when Brent Dow Allinson spoke,

was not an isolated thing. It was one of many pacifist meet-

ings which are being held throughout the country. It was

part of a tremendously organized pacifist campaign which over-

night has attained enormous strength and is endangering the

future of the Republic. We say that this is an overnight de-

velopment. There has long been a pacifist element in this

country a pacifist element composed in part of impractical

idealists and in part of people who hate America and its insti-

tutions and who want to see a proletariat revolution. ... It

is time for the men of the country and for the women the

women who do not blind themselves to the facts of life to

organize a counter-offensive and stop pacifism before it makes

further headway.

In their efforts to foment mob-terrorism, the editors were

ably assisted by nimble-fingered, agile-minded cartoonists

and by scheming, unscrupulous reporters.

THE challenge of the press was accepted and the

counter-offensive launched. Judges, generals, lawyers,

leading business men, bishops, presidents of various organiza-

tions loudly protested against the menace of pacifism, and

demanded that the "mental defectives who are cluttering

our ports and our colleges and who are tearing down

America's intellectual standards, be weeded out."

Flags were unfurled to the morning breezes from many
a porch-top. Service banners once more occupied their war-

time positions in a number of churches. One Christian

minister delivered a sermon in which, by a feat of

legerdemain, he caused Pilate to play the role of "the

Apostle of Pacifism."

A petition was circulated on the campus the concluding

paragraph of which read:

Therefore, we the undersigned hereby respectively petition

that each and every student at Northwestern University be

required to sign an oath or affirmation to read in substance

as follows: I .... do hereby swear or affirm that I will faith-

fully uphold the Constitution of the United States and the

laws enacted in pursuance thereto both in time of peace and

in time of war.

Students were barred by university authorities from hold-

ing an anti-war meeting in a college hall. The university,

piloted by the American Legion, which became the head-

quarters for full-fledged patriots, arranged a monster

demonstration to purge itself of the poison. In this mass

meeting, the president of the university exclaimed that "it

is the duty of the university to convert them [these misguided

students] by example and by precept." To make success

doubly sure, he called on all student members of the

R.O.T.C. and on all ex-service men and on the citizens of

Evanston and of America "so to exercise their powers as

citizens that this nation shall free itself from corruption and

support only worthy causes."

Again history repeated itself. Again the patriotism of all

classes was invoked to abtain from discussion. An instructor

of history who remarked that we were experiencing a

recrudescense of mediaevalism was vigorously rebuked. An
eminent preacher who defended the right of freedom of

speech was bitterly attacked. A social and religious worker

of international prominence who publicly expressed sympathy
with pacifist students, although he explicitly stated he did

not share their views, was openly repudiated by an influential

section of his own organization. Still others who spoke out

in the interest of truth and fairplay found important

engagements cancelled and heard doors of opportunity

slammed.

The first casualty of war is truth. The press, having

created a market for palatable, pacifist news, must keep the

public freshly supplied. Incidents were either manufactured

out of whole cloth, or done in pastel hues so vividly that

they but slightly resembled the original. No single

newspaper could boast of a monopoly on this profitable

practice.

In flaring headlines across the top of the page of their

morning paper, literally a half-million persons read: Mob
Student Pacifists in Evanston Cafe. A full-page article

described the incident under the head: Tomatoes and Eggs
Break up Peace Meeting; Grid Stars Lead Campus Army
Against War Opponents; Accept Bid to "Come In"; Cir-

cular Causes Rumpus; Surrender Even in Case of Invasion

of U. S. Urged in Handbill.

What actually happened? About seventy-five persons,

students, professors and townspeople not all of them

pacifists assembled and quietly listened to a British con-

scientious objector relate his experiences during the recent

war. The meeting adjourned in orderly fashion and the

audience went home without annoyance. The meeting had

not been publicly advertised, and the grid stars and the

campus knew nothing about it until they read the news-

paper account. Of the nineteen paragraphs composing the

story only this one was true: "Barred from the campus

(by the dean), Fletcher and the pacifist group went to

the Wayside Grill and started their meeting there." The
other eighteen paragraphs, excepting three, were wholly

false; and the three had so little truth in them that they

were entirely misleading. There was no display of eggs,

tomatoes, bricks or physical activity.

A ruthless disregard for the facts is shown in the news-

paper "write-ups" of the Allinson affair. According to one

account all were strikingly alike:

Pacifism and patriotism were brought into such violent colli-

sion last night in the auditorium of the First Episcopal Church

at Evanston that for two hours the assembly, consisting of sev-

eral hundred men and women, was swept with an hysteria of

rage. The American flag was cheered and hissed. Mention of

"the Star Spangled Banner" was applauded and booed. The

jeerers and booeis appeared to have an overwhelming

majority. . . Several times persons in the audience shouted out

promises of taking physical violence upon others, and in at least

one instance at the doorway of the church an advocate of

patriotism attempted to break the neck of a pacifist proponent.

According to the facts, nothing of the kind occurred.

Allinson, the speaker, born in Chicago and schooled both

at the University of Chicago and at Harvard, was not
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"somewhat fussed, his German accent becoming more

noticeable." There was no riot. There were no necks

nearly broken. There were not even any incendiary or

anarchistic remarks. The flag was not hissed. When two

flags and a service banner were displayed from the rostrum,

everyone respectfully rose and joined in singing America.

No eye-witness, however denied that the meeting was

tense. The newspaper* had advertised that a notorious

conscientious objector was scheduled to speak on The
German Youth Movement not on Pacifism and that the

American Legion was making an effort to bar him from

speaking. This news brought an expectant crowd to the

church.

The protest was formally presented by a dozen Legion-

naires. It was supported by a letter from the dean of the

Northwestern Law School, addressed to and read by the

pastor of the church. When the question was put to a vote,

the decision was overwhelmingly in favor of hearing Allin-

son speak. When Allinson had done speaking and questions

were permitted, he was cross-examined, not in respect to

his subject, but in respect to his loyalty. The chief examiner

later revealed himself to be an intelligence officer. At the

conclusion of the long-drawn-out session, a self-appointed

speaker leaped to the platform and demanded that, "If

there are any Americans left in this crowd, I want them to

stay and listen to a talk on 'Americanism'." This imper-

tinence provoked hisses. Certain ill-considered statements

in his impromptu speech also elicited boos and hisses.

War is on the agenda of the world's business. It is a

"little piece of left-over wickedness" to which the present

generation must attend. Men can no longer halt between

two opinions, to want to abolish war on the one hand, and

yet to prepare for it on the other. When the present epoch

is recorded, every inhabitant of America will be judged by
the words he uttered or neglected to utter on this question.

If the past and the present can be relied on to illumine the

path of the future, there will be a bit of rough traveling

on the road to a warless world.

C. DEWITT NORTON

Why Adult Education?

AS far as can be observed, round about the country as a

whole, we do not, at present, care to spend much of

our energy in developing educational systems which will

turn out the fewest possible numbers of "ad-ults" that is,

of complacent men and women who have no further capacity

to learn. Rather, we seem to feel that such people make

"good citizens" and that they are to be regarded as the

"bright, particular stars" of our educational firmament.

This is true not only in that legendary Middle West, which,

according to reports current on Broadway, turns practically

all its inhabitants into "ad-ults," or worse; it is specially

true of such cosmopolitan cities as New York and Los

Angeles, where the ideal of complacent subordination of

mind to existent patterns is almost irresistible. That is to

say, so far there is but the most incidental resistance to the

general tendency to produce "adults" in our elementary,

secondary and even collegiate education. We do not care

to go back of the returns. Education is "Education," and

it has to stand. We shall deal with the problem of the

adult when we get to him: we shan't confuse the issue by

mixing up the education of children and the education of

adults. Millions for cures, but not one cent for prevention !

We have taken this work of developing our elementary
and secondary schools very seriously, and we now have the

"greatest system of education in the universe." Not only

that, but there is almost no town of any size in America
that cannot boast of having the largest and best system of

schools of any town in its class; "and it is generally admit-

ted, down at the capital, that we really belong in the next

class above, only the jealousy of other towns keeps us out
of our rights." This is not just sheer boasting. There is

a quality of pathos about it. We have a tragic faith that

if we can just get "education" working we can stave off

most of the ills of our present social order, and give our
children a better chance!

For the present, there is, of course, no way of breaking

through this sincere and tragic belief in the magic of "educa-

tion." Hence, we must deal with the problems growing out
of the presence of large areas of ad-ult life directly: we
must have some form of adult education to depend upon.
A number of conflicting, and even antagonistic, motives

are at play in this field. Adults have been known since the

beginning of time. It seems likely that there were adults

before there were children in the dim, distant morning
of the race. And with the exception of a few glowing
moments in the history of mankind, always these adults

were ad-ults. Why then this rather sudden interest in

adult education? There are at least three answers to this

question, and these answers will be considered in some
detail. The first answer is that "with the development of

a much more extensive leisure, due to the shortening of the

work day, the race is in danger of destroying itself."

The most ancient of human emotions is fear. Fear has

had, in recent years, a hard battle with its opposite emotion,

curiosity. In some parts of the world curiosity has won the

battle, and fear is in a decline. But not in any large area;
and nowhere completely. The human race gets a great deal

of pleasure out of its fears, and has no intention of giving
them up altogether. Just now, one of its most satisfactory
fears is the fear that "unless something is done to educate

people, their larger possession of leisure will destroy them
and us !" What is at the basis of this fear ?

We have long had people of leisure even a leisure class.

We have all sought leisure for various purposes includ-

ing no purpose at all. We have no hesitancy in assuming
that we, personally, would not be hindered, nor would we
hinder others, by an extension of our own leisure. But, of

course, we have the good of the community, of the human
race, and of the world at heart. To what extent dare we
assume that these others who have long been subject to

the iron discipline of long work days will follow in our

steps ?

Evidently, we dare not too lightly assume any such thing.

At least, warnings come from many quarters against any
such too easy assumptions. Typical of this state of mind
is the suggestion in a recent bulletin of the Detroit Public

Schools, to the effect that since the eight hour day has now
become the standard work day of the land, and since that

fact makes for an enormous increase in the leisure time of

the workers, the future of civilization depends upon the ways
in which these released workers shall use this leisure. If

they use it wisely, all will be well; if unwisely, all will be
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ill. And those of us who know how to use leisure wisely are

responsible for helping to teach these workers the wisdom

that we have. Hence, the need of adult education.

Our first motive, then, in this new and somewhat sudden

activity is Fear. Of what, specifically, are we afraid?

Avowedly we are afraid of these released workers. But

that is not the extent of our fears. (By "we" I mean that

part of the community that is complacently ad-ult and

anxious for nothing so much as the continuance of the

status quo, or even the status quo ante.) We are afraid of

workers who have leisure, of course. That is an ancient

fear, though not a primitive one. It dates from the days

of slavery and serfdom, and is a compensation for the injury

the superior group inflicted upon the inferior, servile classes.

We still enjoy that fear: it enables us to justify whatever

we feel like undertaking in the way of limiting or repressing

the working classes of today; and it urges upon us the

necessity of "educating" the workers who are releasing

themselves from the old serfdoms.

But there are other fears that gather about the worker

and complicate this situation. Within the past forty years,

the worker has been becoming, more and more, an "alien."

Now fear of the alien is a much more fundamental fear

than that which attaches itself to the worker. Fear of the

alien is one of the most primitive of all our emotions. It is

irrational, biological, not to be reasoned with, and only

by the most severe efforts to be escaped. It is, of course, a

very precious fear for its obverse side is patriotism.

Now, an adult education motivated by fear of the alien

tends to degenerate into some of the most objectionable

forms of our not ancient Americanization programs. It

operates in two directions: it tends to make the alien an

object of disgust which must be made over before it can

be assimilated ; and it tends to feed the superiority-complex

of the worker in that field.

There is, however, another basic fear all the more difficult.

That is the fear of Ideas. For some strange reason, many
of these alien workers who are the real objects of our

fears are suspected of having Ideas. Having ideas was
once something of a virtue; and, even now, if the ideas are

"the right kind" it is not an irreparable disgrace. But
since 1914, the word idea has taken on something of a

sinister meaning. Certainly, to the ad-ult American nothing
more horrendous could be suggested than that his com-

munity sheltered one or more alien workers who are

suspected of having ideas.

Fear of ideas is not as ancient a fear as are the others

already discussed; neither is it, by the same token, as

honorable. It has been responsible, within historic times,

for some of the most stupid crimes. It has produced many
martyrs, the first notable one being Socrates. The history

of science is a lng story of the fight against this fear of

ideas.

At the recent meetings of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, President Calvin Coolidge

gave the assembled scientists his assurance that this old fear

of ideas had disappeared from America that the battle

for the freedom of the mind had been quite won. Most of

the scientists are still afraid of ideas; our patrioteers are

still afraid of them; our leading industrialists repress ideas

wherever they appear: and we are, almost all of us, ready
to undertake a great program of adult education which will

make sure that all workers, of alien race, who have ideas,

shall be properly "ized" subordinated to our folkway pat-

terns of action, feeling and belief, before they are fully

admitted to the leisure and the fellowship of our life.

There is one further group which fills us with fears, but

as these are not under present conditions, objects of adult

education, we need not linger to discuss them. I refer, of

course, to our children. They are handled much more

effectively at an earlier stage properly turned into ad-ults,

as we have seen our fear of them a primitive fear is

satisfied and we are left free to attend to these other im-

portant parts of our educational task.

It is not here contended that all programs of adult educa-

tion are motivated by these fears. Two other motives ap-

pear, as we shall see. These other motives are more intel-

ligent and justifiable. It is here contended only that much
of our discussion, at present, runs in the grooves of these

old fears; and that the motives actuating all but the most

intelligent leaders of adult education enterprises are of this

more primitive sort. Nor is it contended here that fear is

a useless human emotion. It is only contended that it a

particularly primitive emotion ; that it often becomes a

particularly despicable emotion ; and that it is capable of so

rationalizing its manifestations as to "make Satan himself

appear as an angel of light."

A nation-wide program of adult education may well turn

out to be the most important step in human education ever

undertaken at least since the experiment in universal

elementary education was first set up. But if that program
is directed specifically at workers; or at alien workers; or

at workers who have ideas ; or at workers who now have an

excess of leisure; or at alien workers who, because they now
have an excess of leisure and therefore have more time to

develop ideas if for any one or more of these excuses such

a program is undertaken, the result is likely to turn out to

be disastrous. Education, often a blunt weapon, may become,
does become, at times, a two-edged sword which cuts both

ways. We must find a more rational basis than that of fear

upon which to build our larger system of universal

education. J. K. H.

A Wisconsin Adventure
"TT IS NOT so easy to think as I had expected, but it

* does seem good to be around so many young people;

life and action grip one," said Inga Olson, as she closed her

text-book, and prepared to go to her swimming class.

Inga's little room in Chadbourne Hall, the girls' dormitory
at the University of Wisconsin, was flooded with summer

sunlight. Peace and quiet and beauty abode therein. Inga's

former experiences with rooms had not been very happy.

Previous to her coming to America she had lived in a

Norwegian peasant's cottage, clean but filled with the con-

fusion of poverty.

America later had not proved to be the fabled land where

gold paved the streets, but a place where the unskilled were

more desperately poor than they had been in the old country.

The family, nine in number, lived in two rooms. Inga

shared a bed with two younger sisters. Her days were

spent amid the whir of flying belts and the swiftly moving

machinery of a large, noisy factory. Hence, her room in

Chadbourne was a veritable jewel box of peace and quiet

and privacy to her.

Inga was one of eight girls in industry who had been
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chosen to attend the summer session of the University of

Wisconsin in 1924. Their places in shop and factory were
filled for the period of the summer session by regularly
enrolled students of the university, who wished to get at

first hand the worker's point of view, and at the same time

to hold the jobs for the girls who were working hard at the

unfamiliar task of studying.
The idea back of this adventurous experiment is stated in

words taken from the announcement which went out in the

spring :

That some college women who have been spared much of
life's drudgery may know in their own bodies and minds what
it may mean to do manual work;
That they may acquire concrete facts on which to base their

study of industrial problems;
That they may increase the number of college people who

know and can cooperate with those in the industrial world.

The motive back of the experiment of entering industrial

girls as students in the summer session of the university is

the desire to increase their "living capacity," and to bring
about mutual understanding and sympathy between student

and industrial groups.

This is the great point of divergence between the

Wisconsin plan and the Bryn Mawr plan. The Bryn Mawr
summer school has not attempted this conscious aim of

bringing worker and student together. The Bryn Mawr
summer school is one in which workers study in the summer
in order to be more effective in the cause of labor and to

enrich their personal lives. Wisconsin plans to have students

and workers meet at many an inn of friendship, and through
the understanding which comes of mutual experience to

bridge the growing gap between those who work with their

hands and those who work with their heads alone. "There
is a large group of people in America," said Professor Don
Lescohier, of the department of economics of the University
of Wisconsin, "who feel that there should be some alliance

between Labor and the purely intellectual worker. We
hope that the experiment at the university may act as a

liason, to bring the two groups more closely together. It is

only a beginning, of course."

It is interesting to note that upon the first presentation
of the plan to the girls in industry in Madison, applications

for permission to enter the group poured in. The number
for the first summer was limited to eight. The problems
to be met in handling students who were absolutely ignorant
of even the most ordinary approaches to methods of study
and academic contacts seemed almost insurmountable. The
applications showed all grades of preparation. Some of the

girls had not attained even the eighth grade; one had

completed her high school course. The choice was a

complicated matter because all of the girls were so eager
for the opportunity. However, when the list was completed,
it proved to be a very representative group. The girls pos-

sessed differing national characteristics; they were from
different industrial groups; they had every variety of

previous preparation : Two girls in housework, two business

girls, two from a large manufacturing plant, a cafeteria

worker, and one girl from a shoe factory.

The girls were notified of their selection, and at once

began a short, informal course of preparation. Weekly
meetings were held, at which some of the strongest men
and women on the faculty spoke on a particular phase of

university life. Professor John R. Commons explained the

use of the library to the girls. Dean F. Louise Nardin

spoke on Ideas and Ideals, and Professor Don Lescohier

gave them a set of suggestions on "how to study."
This preparation was too general, however. It was found

later that all of the girls needed specific instruction in

elementary English, of the type given to sub-freshman groups.
When the girls selected their subjects, it became apparent

that they wanted things not related to their lives. They
wanted what everyone wants en escape from reality. All

of the girls elected English; two chose accounting; two,
economics ; and four, public speaking. They all participated

in interpretative dancing and swimming.
In the whole group there was but one failure and that

was due to a language difficulty. The little Norwegian girl

was unable to cope on paper with the difficulties of fresh-

man English. The girls averaged 76 or 77 a remarkable

showing for students without, for the most part, either the

habit of study or any background of schooling beyond the

eighth grade.

At the end of the six weeks of college work, seven of the

girls returned to their old positions. But with what a

different outlook! The eighth girl gave up her position,

borrowed some money, and enrolled as a regular student

in the university. The other seven are following up their

English with night school courses.

The girls returned to their jobs at the end of the sum-

mer session filled with a divine dissatisfaction. They want
to learn more, to read more, to interpret their lives in the

light of wider knowledge and of wider experience.

These industrial girls have a great storehouse of concrete

experiences to draw upon. The training given by the

University of Wisconsin will teach them to draw upon this

storehouse and to translate it into expression. They have

earned the right to put life into words.

Next summer, the university will receive twenty-five

industrial girls, who will enter all classes on the same basis

as the other students. The economics department, however,

will offer a required course especially adapted to their needs.

The course will offer more concrete problems and less theory

than the ordinary course in elementary economics.

If the demand for admittance continues, the regents of

the university will be asked to provide funds to finance a

Workers' College, to be maintained and organized just as

the other colleges in the university are maintained. It will

be put on a straight workers' education basis.

Dean F. Louise Nardin summed up the spirit back of the

experiment when she said ; "It is quite fitting that Wisconsin

should do this. Wisconsin likes to face the facts as they

exist, with fearlessness. . . . She likes to give when asked ;

but she likes better to give unasked through understanding.

She likes to help her people to make life a gallant adventure."

LAURA F. GOSLING

A COMMITTEE APPOINTED by the state board of edu-

cation of California to consider whether the teaching
of evolution in the schools of that state was fundamentally
offensive to good taste and good sense has reported to the board

that such teaching as is now being done should offend no one.

The committee included representatives of many creeds, as

well as educators. Certain ministers who did not like some
of the text books now in use in the schools had filed protests

with the board, and the board, in order to determine the mat-

ter, appointed this investigating committee. Whether the

report of the committee is to be regarded as victory or a defeat

for the evolutionists does not appear.
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Black-Coats and Overalls

WHAT
the workers

who demand an in-

creasing share in

industrial control

are seeking is not the technical

government of industry by mass

meetings or even representative

committees, but a change in the

indwelling spirit of modern busi-

ness organization. They want,

though they would not put it so,

to get rid of the "dualism" of

modern industry, of the division

of the productive forces into hos-

tile groups, of the battle between
the recognized authority of em-

ployers and their nominees and
the unrecognized, but none the

less real and operative, authority
of trade unions. At the back of

their minds is the distinct and
sensible idea that the business of

industry is efficient production of

useful commodities, and that all

the persons whose work is neces-

sary for this production ought to

be working together as one team, whereas they now waste

much energy, and engender much inefficiency, by their con-

stant bickerings and mutual distrust.

Keen and forward trade unionists have realized that

"workers' control" implies an active collaboration of all

grades of workers by hand and brain. Each man cannot

have all techniques in his brain. But specialization means
that each branch of technique is the special care of some

man, or of some group. Workers' control implies the unity

of all those groups on the basis of a common objective, and

their working together for its accomplishment. In other

words, it implies the extension of the idea of solidarity

from the various groups of manual workers so as to include

v.ith them the various grades and classes of productive
and commercial technicians. Along this road British trade

unionism has been advancing, slowly and with many set-

backs, since the war.

How far has an industrial fusion or alliance between

manual workers and technicians been accomplished in Great

Britain? About the time of the Armistice a movement
towards independent organization among the salaried grades
in industry and commerce, already noticeable during the

war, took a great leap forward. Non-manual workers in

many different callings began rapidly to organize, mostly
in separate associations or trade unions of their own. Many
professional associations, hitherto devoid of trade union

In the history of the British labor move-

ment, the pendulum has always swung
from political to industrial action and
back again. A defeat at the polls has

been followed by a period of heightened
trade union activity, organization and
strikes. With the coming in of a con-

servative government, therefore, interest

shifts to what is astir in the economic

field; and especially to how far the out-

standing political innovation of the de-

cade has its counterpart in the workshop.
In the political field generals, lawyers,
doctors, salaried workers have joined the

Labour Party. In the industrial field,

how far have teachers, civil servants,

clerks, foremen, draughtsmen, engineers,
chemists and the like made common cause
with the trade unions? G. D. H. Cole,
author of Workshop Organization, an-

swers this question and shows its relation

to the movement for workers' control.

characteristics, began to take

shape as protective and bargain-

ing societies in behalf of their

members. A National Federa-

tion of Professional, Technical,

Administrative and Supervisory

Workers, of which I was the first

president, was formed early in

1920. There was then an ap-

pearance of great activity among
the non-manual workers.

The new movement advanced

most rapidly among the non-in-

dustrial groups of employed pro-

fessional workers. The civil

service, hitherto weakly organ-

ized, became a net work of asso-

ciations including almost every-

one from the top to the bottom

grades. But, while the higher

paid civil servants organized and

began the process of collective

bargaining through the Civil Ser-

vice Whitley Council, little com-

munity was established between

the uppermost and the lower

classes. The lower grades allied themselves, through the

Labour Party, with the working class movement. The higher

grades held aloof, were more anxious to form a professional

institute for research and similar work than to further trade

union objects. These grades were mainly instrumental in

forming, also in 1920, the Institute of Public Administration.

The teaching profession, even more than the civil service,

was swept into the movement. The teachers' associations,

already relatively strong before the war, increased greatly

in membership. This applies not only to the National Union

of Teachers, which enrolls mainly teachers in the public

elementary schools, but also to the associations of higher

grade school and university teachers. Moreover, while all

these teachers' bodies held aloof from any collective alliance

with the trade union movement or the Labour Party, more

and more teachers joined the party as individuals, and a

strong collective drift towards labor set in, particularly as

the National Union of Teachers, having established national

scales of salaries for its members, found itself pushed into

a strike policy in resisting attempted reductions in a num-

ber of areas.

The civil service and the teaching profession are both

marked off sharply from industry proper by the fact that

they are composed wholly, or almost wholly, of "black-

coated" workers, so that, within their own services, the

problem of the relation of their associations to those of the
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manual workers hardly arises. It is quite clear that this

state of affairs is favorable to the growth of trade union

action. The "black-coats" organize more readily in services

in which they form a preponderant element, and are in a

position to determine their own policy for the service as a

whole, than where they form however, important their

work may be only a small group among a large body of

manual workers.

The chief exception to this rule is the railway service, in

which not only the clerks but also a large proportion of the

supervisory and technical workers are strongly organized.

The Railway Clerks' Association, at first merely what its

name implies, has during and since the war enrolled a large

proportion of the station masters and supervising workers

drawn from the indoor grades. The National Union of

Railwaymen, which aims at being an "industrial" union

for all sections, has similarly enrolled many supervisors

drawn mainly from the outdoor grades. The great mass

of such workers on the British railways are men promoted

from either clerical or manual work, and, as the unions

have grown strong and forced "recognition" from the rail-

way companies, they have largely been able to retain the

allegiance of their members even after their promotion to

responsible posts. But even here the very highest grades

remain aloof. They are, indeed, virtually the employers,

with whom the unions negotiate nationally and locally in

cross-table conference.

THIS
problem will be found to arise wherever the or-

ganization of supervisors and technicians makes any
considerable advance. Who is the employer and who the

employed ? Under modern industrial conditions, with the

joint stock company or the municipality or the state depart-

ment as the business unit, the real employer of labor is

himself a salaried person. If he joins the union, and it

undertakes to represent him, he will often have to nego-

tiate with himself in a different capacity, and sit mentally
on both sides of the table at the same time. I have a friend

in the railway service who finds himself constantly in this

position. I have even known cases where men had to cor-

respond with themselves in two different capacities, brusquely

refusing their own demands. Such Gilbertian situations

are uncommon ; but in some cases of local negotiation this

problem has already become practically difficult. It has hardly
arisen nationally as yet. But there is no doubt that it will

arise in course of time.

It is, indeed, seen to be clearly inevitable if we examine
the idea of "workers' control" which looms constantly be-

hind the programs and manifestos of trade unions.

In so far as the "employer" is performing a valuable ser-

vice in production or distribution, the trade union move-
ment seeks necessarily to absorb him into its ranks. For
how else can it transcend the characteristic dualism of

modern industrial organization? But that this must come
does not make the transition easy. It is not easy for minds
on either side the industrial cleavage, habituated to fixed

concepts, to grasp how a man may divide his substance so

as to be at once an employer and a loyal member of the

union whose demand he, as an employer, has to meet. But
this is precisely what on the railways, in the civil service and
the post office, and in a few other cases, men are already
being compelled to do.

Trade unionism has advanced so far among railway work-

ers largely because of the clearly marked differentiation of

the industry and the semi-public status of the companies

controlling it. The three railway unions despite some quar-

reling, habitually act together and are fully used to nego-

tiation in common. Grievances of the supervisory and ad-

ministrative grades are there presented as part of an all-

grades program, and with the support of the main bodies

of manual or clerical workers. No other industry has yet

reached a similar stage of development. Indeed, in most

of the productive industries, organizatio'n among the tech-

nical and supervisory workers is still in a very rudimentary

stage.

ENGINEERING
is generally recognized as the key

industry of modern capitalist production. It is an in-

dustry of very highly developed technique, both productively

and commercially, and it therefore gives employment to a

large technical and administrative personnel. Among the

workers it is probably the one among the greater industries

in which "black-coat" trade unionism is most developed ; but

the distance so far travelled is comparatively small.

Before the war, the technical and other black-coated

grades in the engineering industry were almost completely

unorganized. During the war, and in the boom period

immediately following the armistice, the Association of

Engineering and Shipbuilding Draughtsmen, a weak little

group before the war, grew to be an important body, in-

cluding the great majority of the skilled men in this larg-

est and most homogeneous of the technical grades. It was

definitely a trade union, associating itself through the Trades

Union Congress and directly with the unions of manual

workers, and attempting to bargain collectively with the

engineering and shipbuilding employers over questions of

salaries and conditions of work. I say "attempting"; for,

until 1923, the employers refused to recognize or meet the

association, treating the draughtsmen as "staff" workers who
had no right to combine or associate themselves with the

wage-earning grades. Recognition could have been bought
much sooner at the price of a pledge of dissociation from the

manual workers; but this pledge the draughtsmen finally

refused to give. At length, in 1923, the employers gave

way, and recognized the association, which had proved its

capacity to stand firm through the trade slump. Since then

there has been collective negotiation on the draughtsmen's

behalf, and the association has conducted strikes against

firms which have refused to accept its standard conditions.

This is the most important advance yet made by trade

unionism in industry proper into the sphere of technical

organization. There is, indeed, another body which has

made an attempt to organize other grades of engineering

technicians, including men who occupy managerial posts.

'But this body, the Society of Technical Engineers, is very
weak numerically, and is, in any case, only half a trade

union; nor has it managed to secure from the employers as

a body any recognition of its right to represent its members.
A considerably more powerful body is the Electrical Power

Engineers' Association, which works under an agreement
with the Electrical Trades Union, representing the bulk of

the skilled manual workers in the power stations. But this

body too represents mainly the lower grades of technicians,
of whom a certain number are also organized in the Elec-

trical Trades Union.

Chemistry is, in these days, (Continued on page 614)
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The Worker at School

Miss Kingsbury's analysis of the effects

of the Bryn Maivr Summer School for
Women Workers in Industry upon the

subsequent life of the women who at-

tended its courses is significant not only
as indicating the intellectual quality of

the students but also the ideal of work-

ers education entertained by the faculty

of a great college which has pioneered
in this field. It raises the interesting

questions as to whether so-called work-

ers education can be effectively devel-

oped by colleges in 'detachment from
industry, and whether the colleges, if

they are to serve the industrial groups
as they have served the learned pro-

fessions, will not have to establish a

working relationship with the factory
similar to that which they have tradi-

tionally maintained with law, theology
and pedagogy

HAT becomes of the student who attends the Bryn
Mawr Summer School for Women Workers in In-

dustry? Since the foundation of the school in 1921 this

question has been asked again and again.

The Joint Administrative Committee, made up of repre-

sentatives of the college and of women workers, believes that

the success of the summer school can be measured only by

the extent to which the students have learned to use the

tools of study, and the extent to which they endeavor to

continue to use them, although it realizes that the double

demands of industry and of the family upon women must

frequently become so exhausting as to preclude attendance

upon classes or even the pursuit of reading. Therefore, the

committee determined to attempt a measure of the summer's

work by asking from the students of the summer of 1921, and

of the second summer 1922, a report of the classes they had

attended, the educational activities they had attempted and

the reading they had done.

Only 36 per cent of the students replied to the question-

naire sent out by the committee, but 46 per cent of the class

of 1922 answered, in comparison with 25 per cent of the

class of 1921.

We cannot tell whether students were so busy with their

work in classes that they neglected to fill out the schedule,

or whether the students felt that the questionnaire was in-

tended only for those who had been able to continue their

study, or whether failure to reply was due to inertia.

And so we cannot really say that the replies received tell

the story of effort for learning and for leadership on the

part of all our students, or whether the wonderful record

presented by those who did reply, namely, that 83 per cent

had attended classes, is true of all the students. On the other

hand, we cannot say that only 30 per cent were studying

during the winter of 1922-23.

However, if only 30 per cent, or almost one out of every

three students, went on with serious study, the record would

not be bad. But it would not be good. The committee

hopes that we shall have a fuller report during the present

winter, especially as in 1922 the questionnaire was sent out

early in the winter, before many of the classes had been org-

anized. The committee believes that the fuller report will

show a good record, and may even approach the most hope-

ful interpretation of the present returns, that four out of

five students are studying in the winter.

The question may well be raised whether the attendance

upon winter classes and the reading done was due to the

stimulus and direction received in the Summer School. How-

ever, an analysis of the application blanks submitted for

scholarships by these students tells two rather significant

stories. First, fully three-fourths of the students had never

attended any classes before coming to Bryn Mawr, or had

attended classes only in elementary English or technical sub-

jects (millinery, bookkeeping, typewriting). That is, only

one-fourth of the students had ever taken classes in what we

may call adult subjects, i. e., labor organization, economics,

civics. And too, it must be remembered that evidence of

study interest is one of the bases of award. Second, in the

reading returns only 43 per cent of the reports showed even

a mild interest in book-reading, and very few reported any

extensive amount of reading during the years before attend-

ing the school.

On the other hand, the reading reported by about the

same number was that of magazines, and many of these were

of the less desirable type, to say the least! They followed

closely upon the usual reading of the young employed woman

and girl, as has been discovered in a special study under way
now at Bryn Mawr College. This evidence shows that the

effect of the summer school training is, on the whole, then,

to face the students toward serious study and worth while

reading.

Whether or not this 36 per cent of the students is repre-

sentative of the intellectual efforts of the entire group, many

significant things come out of the study of the fifty-two re-

turns of those who attended classes. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant of all is that, if we include those students who are

doing full-time work, almost two-thirds (62 percent) of this

group of students had attended more than one class; but

even omitting the full-timers, one-half of the rest had at-

tended more than one class during the winter.

NUMBER OF CLASSES ATTENDED BY SUMMER STUDENTS,
CLASSES 1921 AND 1922

Year Attending Total Number Total Number Total Number
Summer School of Responses Attending No Attending One

Class or more clasies

1921

1922
Unsigned
Total

20

42
i

63

i

9
i

ii

'9

33

5

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ATTENDING
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SUBJECTS OF CLASSES ATTENDED AND THE ORGANIZATIONS OFFERING CLASSES*

OrganIMT

Y. W. C. A.
Clubs
Labor Organizations
City Public Schools
Summer School Students or

Committee
Universities or Colleges
Business School
Workers Education Bureau
State

Individuals

Unknown

Total

ToUl

29
8

II

IO

7
16

2

4
2

5

i

95

Per
Cnt

3"
8

12

II

7

'7
2

4
2

5

99

Bible Builneu Clrlct

3

Full time courses, attended by 6 students, are not Included.

tended, as reported by the students, seems to be of value to

the entire subject of workers' education. Twenty-three

per cent of the classes were in economics, including courses

on labor; 27 per cent were in English, English composition,

public speaking and journalism ( 10 of these were re-

ported as English and may therefore mean literature, but

probably not). That is, 50 per cent of the courses were in

economics and English. Seventy-seven per cent were in

economics, English, literature, history and psychology. The
-number listed for literature is 8, history IO, and psychology 9.

(See accompanying table.) We cannot tell whether this

choice of subjects expresses the impulse of the school

probably it does, since these are the subjects offered in the

school. On the other hand, it is true that the school is

offering subjects which it has found to be demanded by
workers. It is without doubt significant that only seven

classes were in technical subjects, and all of these had to

do with business; that is, our summer school students are

concerning themselves with the problems of general

education, the direct objective of the work at the summer
school.

Where are our students able to find classes? Of the 95

only 10 are in the city public schools, and of these, half are

in technical subjects and three in English ; 29 classes, the

largest group, were offered by the Y.W.C.A. Universities

SUBJECTS OF CLASSES ATTENDED AND THE LENGTH OF THE CLASSES/
AS REPORTED BY STUDENTS OF THE CLASSES 1921 AND 192*.

Cl Total Less * 10 13 14, 15 5 and OYOT Un-
than weeks weeks weeks and It 6 6 known

I weeks week! months months

Bible
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who had studied four subjects) ; "by class meeting oftener."

Following the same line, the answers to the question,

"What in your opinion makes a good course?" are enlight-

ening. Teachers in workers' classes may find helpful hints

in the following comments:

Using same book, and each student taking turns in reading
aloud. . . A course that gives a big, man-sized job, and sees

that the student does it. . . Socratic method. . . A combination
of theory and practice, and permission of discussion. . . To have
some outline of the course. . . To have the subject matter

presented truthfully and honestly, unbiased and not bigotted. . .

Individual attention from the teacher private tutoring en-

couragement to read and think outside the class. . . When
the students go for discussion and not for entertainment. . .

One that teaches the student to think for herself logically. . .

Exposition and discussion by class, with assigned reading and
short paper of what had been read by student. . . Counsel

adjusted to knowledge and experience of student. . . Courses I

had in Bryn Mawr Summer School. Few others measure up. . .

To arouse discussion but yet not to allow it to get away from

subject . . . To give some home work or something to think

about after each lesson . . .

Throughout there is an emphasis upon discussion. Fin-

ally there comes the pathetic appeal that "any course will

be a good course that can keep your mind alert from seven

to nine at night after having worked all day."

The second part of the questionnaire dealt with the

activities which the student had undertaken as a result of

her work at the Bryn Mawr Summer School, both educa-

tional and social. An encouraging report comes from 37

students with regard to the use of the city library, 27 stu-

dents reporting that they were able to secure required books

from the city library; eight had poor results; and only

two stated that there was no library. The number of books

which some of the students have read, and the titles, are

astounding and moving. Thirty out of 52 students at-

tending classes report outside reading in connection with

their classes, and the answers range from the simple state-

ment of "Yes" of 13 students, to lists of the books read.

The estimate of amount of time spent, ranges from the state-

ment, "A tremendous amount" to "Such reading as can be

done on the cars to and from work;" one reports 6 hours

a week, one 4 or 5, and one 3 or 4 hours ; one reports bio-

graphical sketches and 6 dramas, and one 16 books; others

write as follows:

History of England, History of the United States, This

Freedom, Up Stream, Martin Eden, Joan and Peter, Pilgrim's

Progress.

Economics, History, Literature.

Stevenson, Kipling, Scott, Conrad.

Literature, Economics, and Public Speaking.

Shakespeare, Eliot, Whitman.

Silas Marner, Strife, The Weavers, Principles of Labor

Legislation.

Treasure Island, Macbeth, Merchant of Venice, A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream, Leaves of Gras.

Whitman, George Eliot, Shakespeare, Browning.

But the largest amount of reading seems to have been

done outside of the courses. Twenty-seven of the 51 stu-

dents report independent reading. One student reports hav-

ing read 50 books, another "about a book a day," and still

another, 100 books, while the climax is reached by the stu-

dent who reported "a tremendous amount" of reading con-

nected with class work, and in answer to the question as

to outside reading, finally simply wrote the one word,

"Gosh!" Under this topic of independent reading, a few-

lists will afford interest:

Wells' Outline of History, Van Loon's History of Mankind.

Longfellow, Hugo, Tennyson, Hale, Stevenson, Conan Doyle,

Shakespeare, Schreiner; also, Main Street, The Reincarnation

of Brian Kent, The Call of the Clan, The Two Van Revels.

Articles in science and astronomy.

H. G. Wells, Marriage, Ann Veronica, Quo Vadis.

Adam Bede, Oliver Twist, Diary of Samuel Pepys, also

some poetry.

Psychology, Nature Cure, Shakespeare, New Race, Eliot,

Some Spanish Stories.

There was one other question which it must have been

difficult to answer, and yet one the answers to which seem

to show the spirit of service, the determination to be of

value in the community, a sense of obligation to fellow-

workers, an eagerness to help in the organized labor move-

ment. One student has prepared a report on working con-

ditions in Wisconsin hotels, in connection with the Con-

sumers' League. The report has been printed in The

Survey and is to be used in furthering legislative reform.

Other statements come, showing participation in legislative

efforts: in Ohio, "talks to industrial girls on minimum

wage bill"; "am going to Columbus to help fight for the

minimum wage bill" ; and from Missouri, "have taken active

part in the Legislative Committee of the League of Women
Voters in St. Louis" ; from California, "have served on

minimum wage boards, talked at women's clubs, and am
on Metropolitan Student Committee of the Y. W. C. A."

One reports having "worked on women's eight-hour bill for

about eight weeks in Illinois Legislature," and another, hav-

ing "attempted to help with education program of Y. W.
C. A." One student served on a committee in organizing

a class, securing the instructors, and planning the tutorial

period; she was chairman of the club.

The official positions reported include President of In-

dustrial Federation; Shop Committee Chairman; Chair-

man of Industrial Women's Service Center; Official Agent
of the New York League of Girls' Clubs, meeting with,

representative of workers' education; Financial Secretary

of our union, covering 385 members; Member of Board

of Trustees of Y. W. C. A., reporting each week to Board

on laws before Legislature. Some students show the extent

to which they have been stimulated by enumerating their

membership in various organizations, as, for example, "I am

a member of the Womens' City Club and of the Y. W.
C. A."

The endeavor to estimate the value of the summer school

work has brought all types of statements, some of little

import, others significant, still others full of pathos: "I

speak more freely at work and in clubs"; "Has helped in-

problems at the factory"; "I joined a gym class in order

to learn how to mingle with other people, to be of them

and not just a spectator"; "The Summer School has made

me more interested in everything"; "An eye-opener to the

world of history', science and literature"; "So far I have

not been of much service, but have started to get an educa-

tion in order to be of service at some time." And then

comes the flat negative, "Not to any extent," and the state-

ment, "I have no opportunity or have not found it"; and

finally, "So far no opportunity or situation has presented
1

itself where I could be of any use. Not believing in unions,

and still being able to see that the other side of the fence
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has just as many slivers in it, so to speak, leaves me in the

middle of the road. However, I'm still hoping to find a

niche where I can do something worthy of a Summer School

student'"
SUSAN M. KINGSBURY

Fruits of Cooperation

CLINTONDALE
is a village "just a little country

place" the policeman at the main crossing in Newburgh
calls it a few miles west of Highland in Ulster County,

New York, between the Shawangunks, a foothill range of

the Catskills, and the Hudson River. For generations, as

the elm-vaulted roads that separate its fields attest, its placid

Dutch farmers have been growers of fruit apples, pears,

currants and grapes which they sold as best they could,

from their wagons or to grocers in Highland, Newburgh,
New Paltz, and even across the river in Poughkeepsie. But

with the coming of the railroad to the secluded dale condi-

tions changed, the market became wider, more orchards

were planted, and a greater crop grown, so that selling in

distant city markets, especially New York, became a neces-

sity. Of course, the farmers didn't go to market any more;

it was too far, and the profit any one was able to make at

any one time would scarcely have made the cost of a trip

worth while. Buyers, representing New York produce

distributing houses, came up to Clintondale from time to

time. But the buyers were few compared to the number of

fruit-growers near New York; they knew one another, got

together, and arranged not to bid against each other. The

consequence was that the farmers got what the buyers

wanted to pay them, not what they wanted to get, and they

never received more than just enough to keep them from

going out of business, and often less. Then came the war

with its high prices for food. The produce buyers, like all

other merchants of those days, grew reckless and failed to

haggle as closely as of old, so that the farmers felt prosperous

and thought that all of their troubles were ower for good.

The same mysterious forces that so long had kept them poor

in money, in their usual inscrutable way, were now making
them rich.

There was, however, one in Clintondale who was not

kept so busy in the fields among the trees as the rest of the

men : Walter J. Margraf, a native, employed by the Central

New England Railway as station agent. He was in a posi-

tion to see the comings and the goings of the buyers, and to

hear their conversation upon their arrival before they went

out among the growers and while they waited for their

trains afterward. Being a naturally alert man he soon saw

their collusion, realized how it thrived on the dispersion

and separation of the farmers, and recognized its identity

with the hitherto unfathomable power that kept prices down.

Also he saw the remedy to meet unity with unity.

The problem then was how to unite to any effect.

Mr. Margraf disclosed his views to a few of his intimates,

and after some discussion they agreed: unity was the thing

to better their condition. But there would have to be more

than mere unity of will to gain at least an equal position

with the buyers in the bargaining game, for the farmers

were pitting apples and such like, which will rot quickly

in summer against money, which won't. The only answer

was to cause the apples not to rot.

Then came the war and its good times, and the farmers,

who the world around are "from Missouri," were so con-

tented that it would have been useless to launch any plan
for improvement. No one could see any need. But the

war ended, and none knew what was going to happen.
Mr. Margraf noticed an almost immediate change in the

manner of the buyers. At once they were their usual shrewd
selves. It was apparent that the old situation was com-

ing back.

A man like Margraf loves a fight, when there is an ideal

behind it. He called together those who had previously

agreed on the advisability of unison, and pointed out the

immediate necessity of its adoption if disaster to the district

was to be avoided. In February, 1919, the first little meet-

ing was held. Early in May of the same year the Clintondale

Fruit Growers' Cooperative Association had been legally

incorporated with fifty charter members and ground for the

construction of a cold-storage warehouse had been broken.

Margraf gave up his place as station agent and was chosen

general manager of its plant by the cooperative. The as-

sociation was organized under Article I3A of the Member-
ship Corporations Law of the State of New York, according
to which it can issue no stock and can make no profit. What
surplus it may make over and above expenses of operation
and funding of its debts must be distributed pro rata each

year among all, except dealers, who have sold or bought
commodities through it.

To raise funds for construction and operation was a

difficult problem. There was little liquid money among the

members. The plans for the warehouse, drawn by a western
New York expert, together with the necessary land next to

the railroad, called for an investment of $175,000.
Each member of the association was, and new members

still are, required to deliver to the directors a personal note
for five hundred dollars. By depositing these notes in nearby
banks as collateral for loans and by selling first and second

mortgage six per cent bonds to those members who would
take them, a hundred thousand was secured. Good-will
toward the success of the enterprise among the local trades-

men made them willing to accept the association's own notes

for the other seventy-five.

All has so far proceeded successfully. The building was
erected in time to handle the 1919 crop. The cold-storage

machinery was installed. The power for it is bought from
the Central Hudson Power and Light Company, whose high
tension wires cross the country from the generating falls in

the mountains to the cities along the river not a mile from
the Clintondale warehouse. The engineering crew was
trained from local men, and soon became very capable.

The 1919 crop was handled with much satisfaction all

around. None of the fifty members dealt separately with

buyers. All trading was through the association at the ware-

house, where the buyer could see for himself that the grower
did not have to sell at once or lose his crop. At first the

buyers were a little nonplussed. They mentioned, gently,

circumspectly, "considerations" to Mr. Margraf.
The Clintondale association is most fortunate, however,

in the caliber of the man who organized it, and whom it

employed to manage its business. Margraf's soul is in his

work. He loves his home country and his neighbors. His pay
is enough to enable him and his wife to have a decent and

comfortable living. A spare, hard, straight-gazing little

man, he is of the bluff type that loves honesty and hates
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underhandedness. The produce buyers soon discovered that

there was no flaw in the armor the farmers had built. They
found themselves forced to listen to, rather than to dictate

terms. The consequence was that the farmers sold and

the agents bought at a fair price. Against the farmers forc-

ing it above a fair level the buyers, as well as the ultimate

consuming public, are protected by the fact that Clintondale

represents such an infinitesimal part of the production in the

various fruits it handles. Monopoly price-fixing in any

agricultural product in this country is beyond the power

of any organization, but the elimination of graft and useless

profits is not.

In 1919 the growers not only got a better price than ever

for their crops, but their association made a considerable

amount of money. Three per cent commission is charged by

the cooperative on all purchases and sales made through it,

and there are regular rates on storage in the warehouse.

These are the main revenues of the association.

The initial success of the association brought many new

patrons to it, so that now it has one hundred and thirty-one

actual members, with their notes controlled by the co-

operative. It has a waiting list of about a hundred, and it

is the selling agency for over seventy-five per cent of the

fruit growers of the district, which extends for ten miles in

all directions from Clintondale station.

In six growing seasons the association has been able to

buy back the whole $75,000 worth of its notes payable, to

meet the interest on its mortgages, to buy in some of its

members' notes that were serving as collateral, to meet its

running expenses fully, and to buy very cheaply a run-down

crate and basket factory three miles away at Lloyd. This

subsidary, with some improvements, broke even in its first

year. It can hardly fail to make money hereafter.

Financially, the future of the Clintondale cooperative is

bright. Without any improvement in its methods or enlarge-

ment of its scope, it is but a matter of a few years before

the association will be entirely free of debt and its assets

will be owned by its members, having become their property

at no cost, in the meanwhile having been the instrument

of their making more money than they ever did before.

After all its debts are paid the law permits the cooperative

to begin the creation of a surplus and to distribute what

other money it makes to purchasers and sellers alike accord-

ing to the amount of their trade in the year.

The government of the association is very simple. Each

member has one vote. Any ten may cause a meeting to be

held. The actual business is in the hands of nine directors

in three annual classes, from whom a president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary, and treasurer are chosen. The directors are

empowered to employ a general manager, who may be any-

one member, director or outsider. The treasurer controls

all funds. By a sufficient majority the directors may remove

tny officer, and likewise the association may expel any

member. This system has proven very efficient. The manager

has had a free hand in carrying out the details of administra-

tion, but is in such close touch with the members on whose

confidence his position depends that he is entirely unable to

act counter to the interests of the organization.

In spite of itself, the cooperative is forced to keep in very

intimate and human touch with its members. They come to

look to it for all sorts of aid and advice not relevant to its

main purpose, and since its only hold on them is by render-

ing service and maintaining good-will it has to be of help in

every difficulty that it can: mechanical, legal, or what not.

It is no uncommon occurence for a farmer to complain that

some implement is out of order and that the town mechanic

wants an exorbitant fee to repair it. Usually the engineer
of the cooperative can fix it at no cost to the farmer and a

trifling expenditure of gasoline to the association arid a

friend has been won or more firmly bound. Kindliness on

the part of the management has been a big factor in the

success of the cooperative, both with its patrons and its

employes. The fifteen people who work in the warehouse

and the twenty in the crate factory are contented, happy
and loyal to their job, and their spirit is reflected in their

demeanor as they go about their work and in the spick-and-

span appearance of the premises.

For the future much is planned by the association and

Mr. Margraf. He and his co-workers realize, however, the

necessity of proceeding cautiously. Farmers are too busy
on their jobs readily to absorb new ideas ; they must educate

themselves gradually to each new step.

As to expansion in numbers, it is the intention to set the

limit at three hundred. That would include all the farmers

for ten miles around, beyond which distance contact would
be difficult. Besides, as numbers increase, the individual

importance of each member diminishes; excessive numbers

tend to chill the feeling of individual interest and respon-

sibility which is the life of cooperation. If farmers further

afield wish to have similar benefits it is felt that they should

form their own organizations, with which the Clintondale

association would gladly affiliate.

In widening its activities the most important project that

appears at present is the establishment of graded brands, so

that sales can be made in greater bulk and more expedi-

tiously. Now each man's crop keeps its identity and is sold

for him at the price he is willing to accept. In grapes and

currants there has, nevertheless, been pooling.

In a small way, the Clintondale cooperative has been a

purchasing agent of supplies for its patrons. It maintains

all the gasoline pumps, fourteen, in the district. It buys all

farm implements on order. The time is approaching, how-

ever, when it will be necessary to open a hardware store.

A general consumers' cooperative store is a distant

possibility. Care is being exercised not to arouse the

antagonism of the existing merchants, some of whom are

farmers too, or are related to farmers. Opportunity must

be seized where and when it presents itself. There can be

no success if issues are forced. There can be no price-cut-

ting. This would at once arouse active opposition to any

selling operations the cooperative might undertake. The

regular prices must be charged, and the surplus distributed

pro rata at the end of the year.

The Clintondale Fruit Growers' Cooperative Association

is most fortunate in its geographical situation, ease of com-

munication with its market, and the suitability of soil,

climate and moisture to the economical growing of fruit.

The career of Walter Margraf and his fellow-cooperators

suggests that, in the field of real cooperation, America ?till

affords unlimited opportunities for the play of individual

initiative, while it gives substance to the hope that coopera-

tion can be of material service to farmers, when it is founded

on proved principles and competently administered.

EDWARD A. NORMAN
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Books in Our Alcove

A Monthly Department Edited by Leon Whipple

I
Carnegie Foundations should be experts on

the diffusion of knowledge. They have studied

the problem in both university and library. Now

they offer us an unofficial memorandum of their

conclusions and hopes in a thin, graciously printed volume,

The American Public Library and the Diffusion of Knowl-

edge by William S. Learned.* Here is an exposition of

one of the moving dreams of our age the dream that we

can consciously better and enlarge the lives of men by our

mastery of communication. The dream is told with scholarly

reserve, but with eager and open-minded enthusiasm. The

little essay on the Diffusion of Knowledge we choose for a

text this month because it so brilliantly states a problem,

and outlines an answer, but you must read also the studies

of the library as a practical agent for the diffusion of knowl-

edge, of modern library progress, of the values and uses of

the American Library Association, and of Mr. Carnegie's

own philosophy of libraries, and the results achieved from

his gifts.

The Carnegie Foundation believes in intelligence as by

nature, it must. Next, it believes "our American society is

on the verge of a much more thoroughgoing organization of

its intelligence service than has hitherto been attempted."

Third, this intelligence service, if intelligent, must be prim-

arily, though not exclusively, for adults, who Mr. Learned

easily shows have been blindly neglected by our present educ-

ational designs. Last, and practically, the instrument for the

diffusion of the knowledge we need will be "a community

intelligence service ... a center as familiar as the local post-

office, and as inevitably patronized, not only for "polite" liter-

ature, but for every vocational and educational field of in-

Harcourt, Brace & Co. 89 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

formation." Here mechanics will consult technical books and

journals; merchants find catalogs (and dare we say, credit

ratings?) ; clergymen, the best works on religion; motorists,

the latest road maps and guides ; artists, both technical works

and collections of pictures. In short, an institution that will

put into perfect practice the familiar injunction: "Ask Mr.
Foster."

The library will be the nucleus, but more important than

the books will be a staff, not of librarians, but of specialized

personal service aids and expert teachers, to interest people
in ideas, to help them plan courses of reading and research,

and to answer their problems of an intellectual nature. These

aids will have to be supermen ; for the qualities essential are

defined as "personal tact, quick intellectual sympathies and

appreciation, a thorough knowledge of a certain field of ma-

terial, precision and discrimination of thought and the

power promptly to organize results." This is not a man,
but a synthesis, an intellectual Robot ; and we wonder
whether they will be pithless and pale as some librarians

are now.

But Mr. Learned's academic categories are incidental.

Why, he asks, should we provide a high school with per-

haps two score trained teachers for some hundreds of girls

and boys, yet provide nothing at all for the stimulation and

direction of intellectual life in the several thousand adults

of the same community? Literature and history, for ex-

ample, are cultural fields of life-long interest. One need not

be in a school to pursue them; he needs only the help and

inspiration that a real intelligence center of the sort de-

scribed might offer.

Such a center, again, could save much of the appalling

waste of intellect now found in mechanical occupations or

605
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due to enforced idleness. Book centers already do such

things: one farmer had his wife read over ninety books out

loud to him in one year while he milked the cows! The

unemployed could be directed in profitable reading while

waiting for a job (and after) ; the convalescent could be

both amused and educated; the inmate of jails might find re-

lief from vicious idleness; sailors on long voyages, even the

very policemen and firmen, would have given them what-

ever mental pabulum they were able to digest.

But books be not all of knowledge. The center, Mr.

Learned continues, can be a center of lectures, moving-pic-

tures, museums, and the fine arts, the non-print sources of

knowledge. The American passion for lectures would be

satisfied, "provided it did not degenerate into incoherent

dilettantism." The intelligence staff and university faculties

could give real courses that got somewhere. The museums

would not be "useless, but almost indestructible accumula-

tions from indiscriminate donors," but collections expressing

a living idea a process of manufacture, an age in history,

a procession of natural science. The motion picture, now-

neglected as a means of knowledge because of its commercial

exploitation, would offer both education and fine entertain-

ment, free from vulgarity, indecency and trite sensationalism,

because it would be under community criticism, and asso-

ciated with the other high intellectual interests. The fine

arts have, as the author points out, already found place in

many municipal programs, thanks to "trie steadily advancing:

popular education, to a reaction from materialistic preoc-

cupations of pioneer days, and to increasing contacts with

Europe." They need no defense as ways of promoting hu-

man understanding through fine emotional experience, but

they do need to be drawn into relation with the other gifts

of knowledge, each helping the other in a genuine community
institute of all the arts and sciences.

It is perhaps graceless to find fault with so painstaking

an outline of a way of spreading sweetness and light, but I

had an uneasy feeling that Mr. Learned is a bit too intellec-

tual to understand the queer paths by which men in the street

achieve knowledge. For example, his third method of dif-

fusing knowledge is by "news" the flood of ephemeral

print from which each selects certain facts to orient his daily

life. Here is the main instrument of diffusing whatever

printed knowledge most people ever get, yet it is dismissed

in a paragraph as something for commercial enterprise and

competition, with its "qualitative bedlam of ideas." The
movies too are admitted to be in bondage to commerce. Yet

nothing is suggested to be done about it. The radio is re-

cognized as a perhaps revolutionary way of spreading knowl-

edge, yet again there is no suggestion that if we bestirred

ourselves now while its habits are forming we might bend

it to serve fine social purposes, instead of later bewailing its

vassalage to commercial exploitation. A foundation faced

with a revolution ought to do something revolutionary, say,

like giving a million dollars to preserve the radio as a

means of diffusing knowledge rather than jazz. There is

a hint of side-stepping some of the most serious problems in

favor of those more readily susceptible of academic treat-

ment.

But the arousing nature of sentence after sentence, and

the actual fact that much of Mr. Learned's dream has

been put into piece-meal nrartice by our present libraries

makes us very grateful for his idealism, and very hopeful

that we shall yet find a way to harness intelligence for uni-

versal service. L. W.

Cinderella Goes to a Party
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, A Survey of Economic and Social Conditions,
by Joseph Cruber. Macuiillan. 256 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of Tki
Survty.

THERE
was a time when the Czechs referred to their

homeland as The Cinderella Among Nations. Then
the great Slav majority in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy
was subordinated to a minority centered in Vienna

whence under Hapsburg misrule it exploited the races it

governed.

The war changed all that. How it did it, and how the

Czechoslovaks have reacted to their combined responsibility

and opportunity is told in this volume edited by the

professor of economics at the University of Prague. It is

a most complete and illuminating symposium by nineteen of

the new republic's experts in such fields as agriculture, land

reform, natural resources, industries, foreign trade, govern-
ment finance and banking, social welfare. Nowhere else

is there available in English so comprehensive and up to

date a summing up of what has been achieved and what is

being accomplished in this Slav island in Western Europe.
It is not a stringing together of dreams and "glittering gen-

eralities," but actual demonstrable facts and figures.

The remarkable thing about the whole process of the

establishment of the six year old republic is the early con-

solidation of the country, politically, industrially, financially

and socially into a working unit which has served to steady

Central Europe.

The new republic of Czechoslovakia was scarcely founded

(October 28, 1918) when it unanimously passed on Decem-
ber 19, 1918 a law establishing the eight hour day. Be-

cause of the advanced standard of popular culture, social

legislation in Czechoslovakia despite the repercussions of the

Russian social revolution and of the collapse of militarist

Germany proceeded in a peaceful way without any violent

upheavals.

Characteristically, the government was the first of the

new states of Europe to put a constitution into force.

Included in its provisions was the establishment of a ministry
of social welfare which at once set about providing gov-
ernment aid to the unemployed, care of war sufferers and

social insurance. The first social welfare measures adopted
December 10, 1918 when the republic was exactly one month
and twenty days old have been supplemented by progres-

sive laws, providing increase of pensions, preventive medical

care, insurance of wage workers and certain classes of inde-

pendent workers, the extension of supervision of child labor

to include the protection of illegitimate children and chil-

dren under the care of strangers, juvenile courts modeled

on those in the United States, housing relief and protection

of tenants.

Agrarian reform is being carried out on an evolutionary
and constructive basis, without any economic or social up-

heavals, and promises to become one of the chief mainstays
of the liberated country.

This volume proves that Thomas Masaryk wrote with

vision when he declared that "The Czech humanitarian

ideal is no romantic fallacy. It demands that we shall every-
where and systematically oppose ourselves to all that is bad,
to all social rchumanity."

SARKA B. HRBKOVA

Foreign Language

Information Service, New York
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Inheritance of Effects

of Environmental Conditions
N the inheritance of environmental effects, no one in
the world has experimented so extensively as Dr.

Paul Kammerer. His fourteen year's intensive study
demonstrates, he believes, that environmental effects are
indeed inherited; in other words that they reappear
in later generations without the action of the condi-
tions that were in earlier generations required for produc-
ing them. The characteristics of the body so affect the germ
cells that the latter, when freed, tend to produce anew those
characteristics. The salamander that becomes yellow on a
yellow background, yields descendants that become yellow
even in the absence of a yellow background. The germ cell
that is in a yellow body produces in consequence of that fact
a new body that is yellow. And this sort of thing is general
in organisms. If substantiated, no conclusion in biology
could be more important.

In his new book Kammerer, though under the heavy
andicap of a style that obviously simply writes German

sentences into English words, these latter at times so ill-

chosen as almost to conceal his meaning gives on the whole
a clear, satisfactory, well-illustrated account of the salient
features of his own work and that of others, that have led
o the conclusion set forth above; together with a discussion
f criticisms and opposing evidence. If taken at its face

r

alue, the affirmative presentation makes a rather over-
whelming impression. In the absence, hitherto, of an ade-
luate compendium of the evidence, few have realized how
strong a case can be made, at least formally, for the inherit-
ance of environmental effects.

If all Kammerer's factual results be accepted, they meet
and overcome most or all of the objections urged against such
inheritance, (i) The objection that lies in citation of
negative instances and the call for positive ones is met by
etailed accounts of colors, structures, "instincts," reac-

s to particular agents, in various animals (mainly am-
Wbia), all altered by changed environment. This altera-

:ion becomes cumulative as time and generations pass; and
lescendants, even when developed without the changed

renditions, show for some generations the altered char-
sties the inheritance lasting longer in proportion to

time that the changed condition had endured. (2) The
:tion that this is not "real" inheritance is formally met

f showing that in crosses the new characteristics behave in
typical Mendelian manner. (3) What has appeared a

ondusive objection to any effect of the body on the germ
s such as to cause the latter to reproduce in later genera-

ions these bodily characteristics, has been drawn from two
irces: (a) In all breeding it is found that the dominant

y characters do not affect the contained germinal ma-
s with in later generations produce recessive characters
transplantation of germ cells bearing certain characters

i body bearing other characters has not, in numerous cases
[fed in changing what those germ cells shall produce,
eemmgly decisive objection is formally met and dis-
by Kammerer's own experiments in transplanting germ

ceUs ,n the salamander. If transplanted to bodies having
:nng newly accquired characters, these latter are im-

pressed on the germ cells; if to bodies with differing old
characters, the germ cells are unaffected. Since all previous
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experiments, both in routine breeding and in transplantation
were made with old characteristics, they do not touch the
decisive point.

This transplantation experiment (with its a priori highly
improbable result) is the keystone of Kammerer's edifice,
.f it be accepted his chief conclusions appear unavoidable A
similar statement might perhaps be made as to his experiment
with the ascidian Ciona, which Kammerer himself calls cru-
cial. These appear quite insusceptible of the explanation
that they are due to some form of unconscious selection by
the experimenter an explanation that appears possible for
many of the other observations.

Are Kammerer's factual results to be accepted at their
face value? In his original papers Kammerer's results are
presented with the traditional German detail and thorough-
ness; they give the impression of sound careful work. They
are vouched for by the head of the institution where he
worked, the Vienna Biological Institute by Dr. Prizbram
a scientist of high reputation. Redoubtable assaults have
been made by some men of high standing on certain pointsm his work. In a number of cases, at least, the resulting
controversies have led to the complete discomfiture of his
critics; as in the important case of the ascidian experiments,
and in that of Bateson's intemperate attack on Kammerer's
results with the midwife toad. Here Bateson made but a
sorry figure. Certain discrepancies between the details of
his work on color changes and those observed by a later in-

vestigator are as yet not cleared up. But no criticism dis-

crediting an essential aspect of his work has yet been made
to stick.

Though this is true, it is also true that in no case has the
crucial point, the actual inheritance of the enviromental
effects, yet been tested by anyone else, so as to be either con-
firmed or refuted. Most of the experiments require years,
and Kammerer has had too long a start. His essential results
and conclusions rest therefore entirely upon his single au-
thority.

It is commonly felt, I believe, by those at work in genetics
that so great a revolution in prevailing ideas as the acceptance
of his results would bring constitutes too great a weight for
one man's authority. This feeling is accentuated in the
present case by certain more or less extraneous facts In
his recent lecture trip through the United States, Kammerer
employed methods of advertising, and a sensationalism of
:atement, that seemed to many ill-compatible with scientific

eliability. Similar qualities appear in his recent books, in-

cluding the present one. Opponents who do not accept the
inheritance of environmental effects are charged with being
ihtical reactionaries anxious to block progress. In the chap-

ters not devoted to accounts of experiments, sweeping de-
clamatory assertions abound. General theorizing of a con-
used and sometimes self-destructive nature characterizes
some of the later chapters. All these things do not tend to
increase confidence in the author's judgment as applied to a
field of investigation that has shown itself most difficult and
deceptive.

Judgment then, it is felt, must be suspended until there
is corroboration or refutation of Kammerer's work by others.
But for many reasons such corroboration or refutation should
not be delayed. On the one hand, his conclusions have a
tremendous bearing on practice in all work with living things
including man. If they are correct, this should be known
before more time is lost in applying them. On the other
hand, this book is bound to arouse the adherents of its doc-
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trine, who will draw therefrom practical conclusions; if the

doctrine is wrong its ghost should be laid at once. Finally, if

the man is right in his work, he should receive the Nobel

Prize and be given every opportunity to continue his researchs,

instead of being left to seek a precarious livelihood through

sensational lectures and books. One of our great founda-

tions, or some private individual, could not make a better use

of resources than to see that his work is thoroughly tested.

Kammerer's "crucial experiment" with the ascidian could be

corroborated or refuted by comparatively small outlay of

time and money, through sending one or two reliable, unpre-

judiced investigators to Naples for a year or two. This

would go far in telling us whether Kammerer's work can be

relied on and it should by all means be done.

H. S. JENNINGS

Johns Hopkins University

THE INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED CHARACTERISTICS', by

Paul Kammerer. Translated by Paul Maerker-Branden. Bom & Liver-

rifht. 414 pp. Price ?4.50 postpaid of The Survey.

Tarts and Comfits

ANATOLE
FRANCE was an ironist even about him-

self. His father was a bookseller, but his acquaintance

with the literary world led him to object strenuously to his

son's ambitions to become a writer. Later, the famous

Anatole came to agree, especially after he had been elected

to the French Academy, as these words, quoted in The Liv-

ing Age, show:

"The poor man had the idea rather queer for a book-

sellerthat the business of writing books was disgraceful

and dangerous ;
but selling them, not at all ! Where, pray,

did writing them lead you? To prison or the almshouse.

And, mon Dieu, the poor man was right. It led me to the

Academy."

LIKE
the Italian Pagliacci players who tour the country

in a cart, the Carolina Playmakers have been traveling

throughout the South, from Atlanta to Miami. But with a

difference, for they Ford their scenery, and themselves

travel in a big white passenger bus, equipped with a smoker

and a compartment for hand luggage, and decorated with

Playmaker masks and banners. The actors, all students at

the' University of North Carolina, have written, mounted,

and produced their plays under the direction of Professor

Frederick H. Koch. Many of the plays deal with the

mountain folk, legendary themes, etc., so that they offer

a rich treasury of indigenous literature. The best of them

have been collected and published by Henry Holt and Com-

pany, in two separate volumes, the second having come out

this past fall.

LIBRARIANS
luckily don't have to read all the maga-

zines they subscribe for. Even the most distinguished

member of the highest "quality" group must look to them

much like a raw potato to a chef something to be made

useful and interesting and nourishing for others. Their

selection of magazines is, therefore, an expert opinion of

much concern to the reading public.

In the American Library Association's pamphlet, Periodi-

cals for the Small Library, edited by Frank K. Walter,

librarian of the University of Minnesota, The First Fifteen

includes none of the magazines usually called popular, and

of the special periodicals there are only two for women and

three on science. The Survey is not there. But in the lists

for schools it is one among twenty-two, for normal schools

one of fifteen. And in the association's Selected List of

Periodicals it is given a crisp "character" :

Discusses all kinds of movements, public and private, whose

purpose is social improvement. Aggressive, but constructive.

Sympathetic toward labor, but inclined to give both sides of

unsettled questions and not at all anti-capitalistic. Very widely

used for club work, by high school debaters and special social

workers. Formerly called Charities Review and Charities and

the Commons. The illustrated Survey Graphic monthly num-
ber is included in a regular subscription ($5.00) or may be ob-

tained separately for $3.00 yearly.

Pleasant as all this is, it conceals some middle-aged

shivers. For linking up The Survey with its grandpa, The

Charities Review, gives us a birth date in 1891 and an

uneasy feeling that even an editor of the Book Review De-

partment should not jump blithely into print without reading

up the family history in some fifty volumes.

LIBRARY
Work with Children, in a new and completely

revised edition, by Clara Whitehill Hunt of the

Brooklyn Public Library, has just been issued by the

American Library Association, .Chicago. It is a thirty-page

pamphlet discussing ways and means of directing children's

reading and taking up also some physical problems en-

countered in every children's room. It is issued as Manual

of Library Economy Number 29 (25 Cents).

Two new lists of children's books have also appeared

recently from A.L.A. headquarters. Children's Books for

General Reading is a basic list of 275 books for a children's

library. The list was selected for the Children's Librarians'

Section of the A.L.A. by Effie L. Power of the Cleveland

Public Library. (Single copy 20 Cents special prices in

quantity.) Gifts for Children's Book Shelves is an an-

notated list of 200 books selected for the purpose of helping

parents choose suitable books for children. (Five Cents.)

Labor from the Life
LABOR ATTITUDES AND PROBLEMS, By Willard E. Atkins

and Harold D. Lasswell. Prentice Hall, Inc. 520 pp. Price $5.00 post-

paid of The Survey.

A FORMIDABLE barrier to the open-minded discus-

** sion and understanding of organized labor and the

labor movement as a living force in America has been a cer-

tain timidity upon the part of writers on the subject, due,

no doubt, to the general unsympathetic atmosphere in which

trade unions have come into being. This timidity has led

interpreters and historians to take refuge in what might

fairly be called labor archaeology the documentary and

other monuments of a day that is dead. Where they have

dealt with the forms, policies, and activities of contemporary

and labor organizations, they have generally limited them-

selves to specific and picturesque examples of labor unrest

such as strikes, sabotage, or the rebellious raids of untypical

groups such as the casuals of the forest and wheat fields.

They have as a rule shied away from the portrayal of labor as

labor lives and thinks and struggles and aspires in the world

about us, lest they suffer the penalties of unorthodoxy with

labor itself.

Atkins and Lasswell have had the courage to break through

this barrier, with the result that their volume is both vivid

and illuminating. They have been at pains to make the

reader realize that the attitudes and activities of labor are



normal expressions of normal human beings under particular

circumstances. This determination to make the reader see

the workers as simply human, rather than as either heroes or

devils, has led them to stretch their definition of a worker

to a point where it is in danger of losing its value as a defi-

nition. To say that the "workers are all those who are

supposed, and commonly considered by the community as a

whole, to be workers," is to come perilously near to dis-

regarding the specific characteristic of the wage workers'

status in modern society out of which the characteristic labor

movement of our time arises. But this is a fault in the

right direction for the purposes the authors have in mind,

namely to destroy rigid and prejudiced stereotypes and to

supplant them with a sympathetic and scientific curiosity

about the infinitely various millions who in factory, field,
:

orest and mine do the work which enables the rest of us

to live.

The authors approach working group attitudes through
six chapters that deal skilfully and sympathetically with the

ife that goes on in coal mines, steel mills, agriculture and

:he clothing industry, and with casual laborers and unskilled

women operatives. These chapters are written with the

eye on the real thing. One leaves them with a feeling that

one has brushed arms with the miners and steel workers at

the face of the coal or the mouth of the furnace. They, lift

he book out of the ruck in which so many text books

lounder. These introductory chapters are followed by solid

mt not "highbrow" discussions of the major problems that

lave grown out of the character of work and life in machine

ndustry such as those of the labor market, industrial acci-

dent and disease, old age, unemployment, minimum wage,
and others. The sections of the book devoted to The
Struggle for a Status which includes the correlative Em-
3loyers' Activities and to The Assertion of Public In-

erests follow the labor movement out of the workshop into

the broad field of general life and place it in just perspective
o that the every reader can see it relation to himself as a

nember of the community.

Obviously intended for use as a text in high schools and

alleges, Labor Attitudes and Problems should find an

:ager audience outside of the classroom. It is not only in-

ormative but also good reading a quality not too frequently
sncountered in books in this field. R. W. B.

THE RUN OFTHE SHELVES
Books are listed here as received. Many of
those mentioned by name only in the classi-

fied sections below will be reviewed later.

Education, Ethics and Sociology
OUTLINES OF INTRODUCTORY SOCIOLOGY, Readings in Social
Science, by Clarence Marsh Case. Harcourt, Brace & Co. 980 **.
Price $5.00 postpaid of The Survey.

!RE IS the most considerable effort yet attempted to in-

clude the whole range of introductory sociology within the
mils of a single volume of selected "readings." A good many
alid arguments can be marshalled against such books of read-

igs; but all such arguments apply with less force against this

ook than most. The selections have been made with great care
;

ley illustrate actual situations and tendencies; each is, essen-

ally, a unit in itself and worth reading and study on its own

Read this Book
with your Son

Every reader of "The Survey" has wished hundreds of

times for a book that gives straight-forward, dependable
advice on matters pertaining to sex.

Wholesome advice, the kind you can give to your wife, your
husband, your son or daughter that's what you have long
wished for in a book on this subject. It's now available.

Dr. Vaughan, an ex-president of the American Medical

Association, and formerly editor of "Hygeia,'
of the book says

in a review

"We have taken unusual
pains in the examination of
this book and have read it

through with great care. It
Is free from exaggeration and
consists of plain statements
about facts which should be
understood by all adults, and
especially by those about to

enter or recently having en-
tered the married state.
Malchow's book treats of the
most delicate relations of
married life in plain lan-
guage, without evasion and
without any possibility of
misunderstanding."

This book, now available to the readers of this magazine
and their families, is

The Sexual Life
By C. W. Malchow, M. D.

Late Professor in the Hamline University

Two hundred thousand copies
have been sold during the last

twenty years. Twenty-five thou-
sand in 1924. No book can stand
this acid test unless it is right.

Twenty years before the bar of

public sentiment winnows the
wheat from the chaff in literature
and science.

After 20 Years This Book

is Selling More Than

Ever

Stamp out vice with truth. Let

knowledge take the place of

error. With all thy getting, get
an understanding of the great

truths underlying sex and the dominant role it plays in life.

Malchow gives this to you in his book The Sexual Life.
Note the subjects covered in the contents. You know they
are just the topics on which you have wanted information

many times.

Sign and mall this coupon today

Table of Contents

I. Sexual Sense.
II. Sexual Passion.

III. Female Sexual Sense.
IV. Male Sexual Sense.
V. The Copulative Func-

tion.
VI. The Act of Copulation.
VTI. Sexual Habits in the

Married.
Vni. Hygienic Sexual Rela-

tions.
IX. Sexual Inequality.
X. Copulation & propaga-

tion.
XI. Nervous Women.

r
(.Survey)

THE C. V. MOSBY CO.,
508 North Grand Blvd..
St. Louis, Mo.

Send me a copy of Malchow's
SEXUAL LIFE.
D I agree to pay for book in

30 days.

n I enclose $3.50 in full pay-
ment of book.

Name

(Write plainly)
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Religious Debates
A series of debates, on questions of im-

portance to the spiritual life, is now run-

ning in CHRISTIAN WORK. Among
the questions are

SHOULD CHRISTIANS PROSE-
LYTE JEWS?

IS THE BIBLE THE INFALLIBLE
WORD OF GOD?

DID THE EARTH AND MAN
COME BY EVOLUTION?

IS AMERICA'S FOREIGN POLICY
IMPERIALISTIC?

DOES THE INSTITUTION OF
THE CHAPLAINCY COMPRO-
MISE THE CHURCH WITH
THE WAR SYSTEM?

Among the protagonists are

HON. WM. JENNINGS BRYAN
WILLIAM FLOYD
DR. JOHN STUART CONNING
RABBI CLIFTON HARBY LEVY
NORMAN THOMAS
PAUL JONES
PAUL DWIGHT MOODY

and many other outstanding leaders.

Only those whose minds have clicked

shut will not want to read these debates.

A dollar will bring you at least four of

them. The subscription rate is $3.50 a

year.

CHRISTIAN WORK
A Religious Weekly Review

70 Fifth Avenue New York City

CHRISTIAN WORK
70 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Gentlemen :

I don't want to miss those debates. Please

enter my name for a trial subscription. Here is

my dollar to pay for the next twelve issues.

Name

St. and No.

P.O.. State.

account; and each is adequately supported by numerous biblio-

graphical references. Of course, in the hands of a dull teacher,

this book can become as much of an obstacle to understanding

as other such books have been under like circumstances. But

in the hands of a live teacher, there is no reason why this

book should not help to initiate the student into the wealth of

interest, material and understanding that have, in recent years,

been gathering into the fold of sociology.

J. K. H.

THE EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, by J. E. Wallace
Wallin, Ph.D. Houghton Mifflin Co. 349 pp. Price $2.25 postpaid of
The Survey.

FOUNDATIONS OF PERSONALITY, by Abraham Myerson, M.D.
Little, Brown & Co. 406 pp. Price $2.25 postpaid of The Survey.

THE PRE-SCHOOL CHILD, by Arnold Gesell, Ph.D., M.D. Houghton
Mifflin Co. 264 pp. Price $1.90 postpaid of The Survey.

POLITICAL ACTION, by Seba Elbridge. Lippincott Series in Sociology.
382 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

EDt'-CATIONAL JOTTINGS ABROAD, by Raymond Walters. Tht
Science Press. 85 pp. Price 85c. postpaid of The Survey.

CODES OF ETHIICS, A Handbook, by Edgar L. Heermance.
Press Printing Co. 520 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of The Sun>cy.

SKILL IN WORK AND PLAY, by T. H. Pear, M.A., B.Sc.
Dutton & Co. 107 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE RURAL HOME, Proceedings of Sixth Natl. Country Life Confer-
ence, by American Country Life Assn. Univ. of Chicago Press. 24<
pp. Price $2.00 of The Survey.

RACES, NATIONS AND CLASSES, by Herbert Adolphus Miller, Ph.D.
Lippincott. 196 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

ETHICS, Origin and Development, by Prince Kropotkin. The Dial Press.
The

~

Fret

K. f.

349 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of Survey.

Industry and Economics
THE WORKER IN MODERN ECONOMIC SOCIETY, by Paul H.
Douglas, Curtice N. Hitchcock and Willard B. Atkins. University of
Chicago Press. 948 pp. Price $4.65 postpaid of The Survey.

OF its kind, this volume is excellent. The selections out of

which it is made are authoritative and so arranged as to give

the appearance at least of organic unity. But after all, books

like this, made up of fragments of books into which men have

put the thought of a life time, bear much the same relation to

a library that pied type in a print-shop bear to a poem. They
are short cuts to education, aids to lazy teaching or overworked

teachers, destroyers of consecutive thinking and the instinct of

workmanship. Teachers, particularly in high schools and col-

leges inadequately equipped with libraries, are coming increas-

ingly to rely upon each volume of selections. To us they seem

as little likely to develop a capacity for individual research and

individual thinking as a book of quotations is likely to develop
a capacity for literary workmanship. For our own part we
should much prefer to place in the hands of students a single

essay by Paul H. Douglas, Curtice N. Hitchcock or Willard E.

Atkins than these membra disjecta of a multitude of economic

masterpieces. R. B.

STATISTICAL METHOD, by Harry Jerome. Harper & Brothers.
395 pp. Price $3.50 postpaid of The Survey.

INTENDED primarily as a textbook for students of economics

and sociology, this work gives the social worker simply and

comprehensively all he needs to know of statistical method

except in cases of particularly complicated problems when ex-

pert counsel is desirable anyhow. The only qualifications for

handling figures that are taken for granted are an average

education, a little imagination, intellectual honesty, capacity for

careful work and, of course, knowledge of the subject matter.

Social workers are a little tired of the claims made sometimes

for the infallibility of statistics when they know that certain

things, though "proved" by figures, aren't so. They are still

more tired of efforts to give a quasi-scientific appearance to

investigations by statistical charts when they know that the

heart of the matter cannot be expressed in means and averages

and the like. Let them take heart; here is a book that shows

exactly what can be done with the aid of mathematics in the

investigation and presentation of social facts, and what cannot

be done. Enlightenment starts with an explanation of the process

of "sampling," perhaps the most frequent of statistical tasks for
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the social inquirer when confronted by large areas of fact. It

proceeds to tabular and graphic presentation, incidentally dis-

couraging the use of pictograms but telling how to prepare a

bar chart, a circle chart and the more complicated visual aids

to the grasping of figures. Ten chapters are devoted to statis-

tical analysis, including such necessities as index numbers, cycles

and correlations. Admirably sane and helpful is a chapter on

how to get your hare before you cook it: the obtaining of statis-

tical data. Whatever is not in the text, in the way of useful

hints, is in the appendices.

SUPERPOWER, compiled by Lemar T. Bemon. H. W. Wilson Co.

89 />/>. Price 90c. postpaid of The Survey.

THE WOMEN'S GARMENT WORKERS, by Louis Leviite, Ph.D.
B. W. Huebsch, Inc. 608 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT IN THE SHOE INDUSTRY, by Augusta
Bmilie Calster, Ph.D. Ronald Press Co. 237 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid

of The Survey.

Foreign and International Affairs

GREATER FRANCE IN AFRICA, by William U. Shane. Scnkner
1
*

293 pp. Price $3.00, postpaid of The Survey.

MR. SLOANE writes as a guest of the French Government

and could only in courtesy return the gracious Gallic courtesy

which he received in abundance. Few nations know so well as

the French how to dispense official courtesy graciously. The

author is not blind to the limitations which official hospitality

places upon him. Yet in his sincere admiration for the French

he carries this responsibility lightly and throws up his hands

in proper amazement when he meets a French captain who

"had a lingering fondness for Germany." French imperialism

in Africa becomes the spirit of a wise and kind Western admin-

istrator. Oppression, extirpation of natives, are words only

mentioned after a courtly bow to the author's hosts. France,

he tells us, was generous and noble at the Algeciras conference

in 1906, yet she made permanent a precarious hold on Morocco;

again generous and noble at the recent Tangier conference,

yet she had nothing to lose. France is out to win in Africa,

for her future as a great power lies there. No longer must

we think of a France of 45 million with a declining birthrate,

but of France with a population of a hundred million. Mr.

Sloane tells us cheerfully that France can call no "fewer than

280,000 dark-skinned men to the colors every year," after having

announced that, "dark-skinned peoples vastly outnumber the

fair-skinned and if force is to rule, the former may become

lords of the earth." Is it noble work to train 280,000 every

year? Mr. Sloane's unofficial observations are often charming

though spoiled at times by a flowery style. He has an eye for

beauty in native architecture and gives a good picture of natural

beauty as well. ALPHA BUSE

HISTORY OF THE PHILIPPINES, by David P. Barrows, Ph.D. Wrlt
Book Co. 406 pp. Price $1.60 postpaid of The Survey.

ALFONSO XIII LNMASKED, by Vivente Blasco Ibanea. E. P. Dutton
& Co. 121 pp. Price $1.00 postpaid of The Survey.

Other Books Received
THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY, by Malar William

A. Canoe. D. Appleton & Co. 609 pp. Price $5.00 postpaid of The

Survey.
CAUSES OF THE CIVIL WAR, by Admiral French Bnsor Chadwick.

Harper & Bros. 372 pp. Price $2.25 postpaid of The Survey.

MISFORTUNES OF ELPHIN CROCHET CASTLE, by Thomas Love
Peacock. Oxford Univ. Press, American Br. 282 pp. Price 80c. post-

paid of The Survey.

THE BOYS' OWN BOOK OF FRONTIERSMEN, by Albert Britt.

Macmillan Co. 224 pp. Price $1.75 postpaid of The Survey.

THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES, by Edgar
E. Robinson. 382 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE $250 CROSS WORD PLTZZLE BOOK. The Stratford Co. 63 pp.
Price 35c. postpaid of The Survey.

DEBATERS' MANUAL, compiled by Edith M. Phelps. H. W. Wilson
Co. 206 pp. Price $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

FETTERS OF FREEDOM, 631 Prances Greddington. Small, Maynard
& Co. 383 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

COWBOYS NORTH AND SOUTH, by Will fames. Charles Scribner's
Sons. 217 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THE SHAKESPEAREAN ENIGMA AND AN ELIZABETHAN
MANIA, by John F. Porbis. American Library Service. 337 pp.
$4.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THE FREEMAN BOOK. B. W. Huebsch, Inc. 394 pp. Price $3.00
postpaid of The Survey.

MAMMONART
By UPTON SINCLAIR

A study of the world's culture from
an entirely new point of view.

Who made the "classics", and why?
Do the world's great writers and artists

serve the people? Or do they serve and

glorify the ruling classes?

The most revolutionary criticism of

literature and the arts ever penned; at

once a history of culture and a battle-cry.

George Sterling writes : "You may not

know everything, son, but you can sure

turn out interesting stuff!"

400 pages, cloth $2, paper-bound $i,

postpaid.

With either "The Goose-Step" or "The

Goslings", cloth $3, paper-bound $1.50,

postpaid.

Upton Sinclair, Pasadena, California

What They Read
Judging by sales through our Book De-

partment, two prime favorites among Survey
readers are

What Men Live By
in which Dr. Richard C. Cabot draws on hit

long and varied experience and his great fund

of idealism to compound a prescription for a

long life and a hearty one WORK, PLAY,
LOVE, WORSHIP

The Humanizing of Knowledge
which carries on Prof. James Harvey Robin-

son's persuasive challenge to men to use their

minds as well as their fingers and feelings

The SURVEY ASSOCIATES EDITION of

either of these books sent postpaid for $1.50,

by mail of Survey Associates, 1 1 2 East 1 9

Street, New York.



COMMUNICATIONS
More About Blind Alleys

To THE EDITOR: Miss Kawin brings together into one

picture all the fundamental shortcomings, problems and diffi-

culties of our modern industrial system, but is she right in

laying them all at the feet of vocational guidance? Her de-

finite counts against vocational guidance are: (i) "Vocation-

al guidance should answer this question but vocational guid-
ance has hardly even heard of it." (Namely, which are to

be the outlets for those capacities which the factories and shops
and offices cannot use). "One does not find in the vocational

movement itself any systematic effort to include in the pro-

gram of guidance consideration of even such limited hours

of leisure as young workers now have, much less any con-

certed effort to establish the short-working-day plan."

2) "Here and there one finds an exceptionally progressive
vocational organization trying to give a lecture or a study
course that will acquaint young people with the economic

background and structure of the present industrial system but,

for the most part, practical vocational guidance has not been

allowed so much as to rub elbows with shop committees, trade

unidns or any other experiment in workers' participation."

(3) "Unfortunately, the challenging spirit of the early days
of the movement gave way to a general acceptance of industry
as it is."

(4) "Modern social science is evolving new techniques for

changing fundamental attitudes and habits, ways of reacting
to life. Thus far vocational guidance has scarcely dipped be-

neath the surface in this realm of possibilities.

To summarize: Vocational guidance has not secured short-

er working hours nor provided for use of the slight leisure

which workers now have. It has not been active in helping
workers in securing a share in the management and profits

of industry. It accepts industry as it is. It has made small

progress in social science, pure or applied.

Miss Kawin's last three paragraphs concede that "Efforts

to supply this lack in education (namely, helping the student

understand himself) are beginning to be evident in the rapid

(?) development of personnel work in colleges and universi-

ties." Also, "Some vocational organizations have this process
of job analysis fairly well under way by now."

The fundamental point is this: the term vocational guid-
ance has no common connotation. Miss Kawin herself uses

it as parallel with personnel work of which it is but one fac-

tor. In regard to one thing there is, however, common agree-
ment. Vocational guidance is concerned essentially with the

individual rather than with the more generic approach to

problems of industrial management, of the use of leisure, of

the development of social science. All of these and much
more (for example the vital problems of education) are of

burning concern to vocational guidance but it is struggling with

the immensely practical task of helping the individual, given
the conditions of his inheritance, environment, education, per-

sonality, to make what Miss Kawin calls "one of the supreme
adjustments which life demands of human beings," a satis-

factory adjustment to work. In making this adjustment vo-

cational guidance cannot first abate the evils of a mechanized

industry, secure greater leisure, provide more participation in

management and the rest, for the individual at hand must be

adjusted to the work of the world today, in such a manner, to

be sure, as to provide the best possible chance for self-expression
in his work and for making in his experience a bit of contribu-

tion toward improving existing conditions.

6ia

To a solution of industrial problems and to social science

vocational guidance will have much fundamental material to

contribute from its close knowledge of human experience. For
the most hopeful outlook for a modified industry in the future

Miss Kawin herself refers to the point of view expressed by
a leader in the vocational guidance movement, Helen T. Wool-
ley. And certainly all vocational workers eagerly greet every
contribution toward a better understanding of human nature,
of social and economic laws all developments in the infant

social sciences.

Miss Kawin's doubts and estimates of psychological tests

are identical with those constantly voiced by vocational work-
ers. Her conclusion, "My own experience and observation have

convinced me that no one can tell another person what kind

of work he ought to do, but we can help him to find out what
kinds of work he is fitted for and wants to do" is the conclu-

sion of all honest vocational workers. They agree, too, that

"continuous investigations of industry and analyses of jobs
must be carried on to gather data about occupations" and
are doing it with increasing seriousness. As a result they are

not letting "Mary" worry on as a dictaphone operator with

the delusion that only a college graduate can get "an interest-

ing secretarial job" these days.

One does not so much disagree with the content of Miss
Kawin's article but one wonders about her attitude ; why, in

an ultimate analysis, is she disgruntled with vocational guid-
ance? She concludes: "The goal should be not vocational

guidance but educational guidance guidance for living, in

which vocational information and counseling play an important

part." One role only rather than the whole drama after all?

BEATRICE DOERSCHUK
Assistant Director Bureau

of Vocational Information, New York.

Give a Thought to the Personnel

To THE EDITOR: I had the pleasure of listening to Mr.

Chapin read to the Family Division of the Minnesota S'tste

Conference of Social Work the paper published in The Sur-

vey for December 15, 1924 under the title, Some Thoughts
on Our Social Machinery. At that time, his rather sweeping
commission to family agencies, urging on them a peculiar

responsibility for the problem of over-organization (so-called),

came as a logical conclusion to a stimulating address. It is a

bit difficult, however, to accept without question the implica-

tion of sole responsibility of family agencies that its publica-

tion in The Survey suggests. Unquestionably any case work

agency ought to apply to fundamental community problems
the same approach that it seeks to use for individuals' prob-

lems. Case work that does not do so is itself a sterile thing.

But just as only a small part of the case work with individuals

could or should be undertaken by the professional social work-

ers in any community, so the family agency, or, to be exact its

officers, board of directors, and staff can have no monopoly in

"understanding the community situation" or in attempting "a

reorganization of the inner life of thought and emotion of

those persons who persist in overorganizing the community
and dissociating its traditions." The logic of Mr. Chapin's

article suggests the council of social agencies as the proper

reference for this group of clients.

But should over-organization as an outstanding problem of

social work today be considered apart from the work itself

and the people doing it? And isn't much of the over-organ! ra-

tion itself due to the quality of leadership? Admitting that
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a cardinal sin of social workers of all kinds professional and

volunteer, is the undertaking of responsibility without due

regard to the limitations referred to in the article, it still

remains true that the complexities of modern life do create

problems of social adjustment as Mr. Chapin so entertainingly

points out in the first portion of his article. Probably these

will increase also with the growth of professional knowledge

and skill. Certainly they will change. And the most intelli-

gent community case work will be needed to adapt the ma-

chinery both appropriately and economically. But we are

pretty much alive to these dangers. The contributors are see-

ing to that and are crowding things a bit, largely because of

another need. I refer to the lack of enough social workers,

both trained and volunteer, to do what plainly needs to be

done under whatever scheme of organization may be advisable.

Until social agencies give as serious thought, singly and co-

operatively, to the problems of personnel (including the re-

cruiting of an enthusiastic lay membership), as they do to ad-

ministrative rearrangements, the pressure for economy will

have full sway. Not only more contributors but more people

intelligently interested in social work and competent to do it

is a need deserving consideration with the problem of better

coordinating the efforts of those now enlisted.

The number of individual contributors has been greatly in-

creased during the past ten years a period devoted primarily

to the problem of integrating the organization of social work.

Has there been commensurate progress in improving the quali-

ty of the work done, in finding and training people to do it,

and in developing informed constituencies for the various kinds

of work done?

DAVID H. HOLBROOK
Executive Secretary,

American Association for Organizing Family
Social Work, New York

A Massachusetts View of the Child Labor

Amendment
To THE EDITOR: The occasion of my writing you is the

article Child Labor The New Alignment by William L.

Chenery.
I am neither a politician nor a manufacturer. I am simply

an individual with an enthusiasm for combatting evil; which

inclination has caused the activities of a long life aligned with

reform causes. Some of their organizations favor the Child

Labor Amendment; but I am one of many individual members
who believe it should be fought against as a measure that

would bring more harm than good. In brief, the reason

for this stand is that for the sake of righting the wrongs of

a small proportion of the children of the present time, that

are being gradually eliminated by the states, Congress would be

given unlimited permanent control over all children of the

United States, so long as the federal government should exist.

With state laws, we, the parents can control legislation; if

the amendment is ratified the control is passed into the hands

of congressmen for all generations.

Massachusetts legislature recommended the enactment of the

first child labor law in this country. Mr. Chenery says, "The
manufacturers of Massachusetts were strong enough to pre-
vent the passage of this law in 1825," and yet today Massa-
chusetts has the best child labor law in the country; and Mr.

Chenery admits that "much desirable legislation has been

enacted by the states."

Since public opinion has caused the change from opposition
to the first child labor law, to the giving Massachusetts a

well-nigh faultless one, and having only three states with

objectionable ones (which are gradually being improved) a

federal control is needless.

Mr. Chenery says as do all advocates of the amendment
that it "prohibits nothing. It is merely a grant of power."
Its ratification would "give the Congress less power than the

states already possess"; but "the operation of stale laws shall

be suspended to the extent necessary to give effect to legisla-

tion enacted by Congress." State laws are directed at specific

abuses. The amendment carries no restraining limitations.

It is not safe to put future family affairs into the hands of

future congressmen, and say as is asserted by the amendment
advocates "Of course they would use common sense." Do
the present ones always do it? Why give them an unlimited

power which we wish them to refrain from using to its full

extent?

Mr. Chenery says, "It is interesting to note, in connection

with Mr. Lee's argument, that none of the evils he fears were

realized when the first Federal Child Labor Law was in

force." The first law continued two years. The second

federal law continued three years. The result in these short

periods, that were not long enough to let the new law get into

real practice, cannot be considered as proving what would

be the consequence of a permanent condition. Herein is

shown the difference between the conscientious advocates of

this amendment, and its conscientious opponents.

The first take a near view, the last take a far look into the

future. The first see only the present wrongs of the children;

the last see not only these present wrongs, but the rights of

all children in the years to come.

As Mr. Chenery says, "The realities of the question have

been ignored" "and the argument has been confused by the

injection of the question of communism" completely obscuring

"the realities of what is actually a very simple question." The
matter of its being pushed by Russian socialists, or not, has

nothing to do with the merits of the amendment itself; though
it surely is a step toward their style of government. The main

objections to it are being lost sight of (whether by the deliber-

ate planning of some of its advocates, or not) in stress being

laid on this Russian influence question.

The points against it are that it is unnecessary because its

object is being accomplished in a better way; and that it would

not only infringe on our own rights, but would irretrievably

defraud future citizens of their rights.

ELIZABETH MORTON MORLEY
Newton Centre, Mass.

Thinking About Education

To THE EDITOR: In your issue of October 15, under the

above heading, exception is taken by your educational editor

to a statement of mine in the June number of the Educational

Review. Doubtless you are entitled to believe as you see fit

on the matter of school discipline and the obedience due to

teachers. But is it fair to quote my words in a way that

somewhat twists their meaning by omission of context ; and

is it fair still further to twist their meaning by a more or less

flippant comment? Let me say that I do not think that there

was any deliberate attempt to twist the meaning; but that

the effect was produced nevertheless.

Your editor asks "why teachers, etc. should not receive the

same sort of respect and obedience which the city policeman

receives from the populace of the city." In answer, I should

be very glad if we teachers got even that degree of respect,

much less the higher degree which I have indicated, in the

quotation which you give, as desirable.

My position is that public-school teachers are charged with

a very definite responsibility for the educational work which

they are commissioned to do ; and that, in country and city

alike, they are entitled to that degree of respect and obedience

which is necessary for them to carry out the duties for which

they are appointed. A somewhat varied experience in educa-

tional work has shown me that, almost without exception, they

are not allowed to do their work: that any whim of any

parent or any anarchical action of any child counts for more

than the ten'-hers' duty. In a certain suburban town where I

was principal, I found that the (Continued on page 619)
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Fellowships of $1,200 each are offered

to twenty-one persons who wish to

prepare for positions of increasing in-

terest and responsibility. Candidates
are required to present evidence of

adequate preparation for study of
the problems now confronting social

workers, and for specialization
in one of several major fields

k
of social work. Write imme-

diately for additional

information.

The New York School of Social Work
107 East Twenty-Second Street

New York

TheJohns Hopkins University
Courses in Social Economics

Courses offered: History and Development of Social Work,
Family Case Work, Child Welfare, Health and Preventable

Disease, Social Medicine, Community Problems and Organi-
zation, Social Law, Immigrant Peoples, Home Economic*,
Social Legislation, Delinquency and Probation, Social Statii

tics, Administration, Publicity and Finance of a Social

Organization.

Field work training under professional executives.

Psychiatric and General Medical Social Service training
given in conjunction with the Social Service Department
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

College graduates eligible for MA. degree after completing
the two years' course.

For circulars address Miss Theo Jacobs, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

FEDERATION FOR CHILD STUDY
Child Study Association of America, Inc.

announces

TEN SEMINAR CONFERENCES
On the Organisation and Conduct of Study Greufs

For Parents, Teachers, Social Workers, Etc.

At 242 W. 76th Street

Ten Successive Thursdays, beginning February 19th
3:45 to 5 P. M. - - Fee $5.00

For further particulars, write to above address er telephone
Endicott 8298.

Black Coats and Overalls

(Continued from page 599)

an integral part of the productive technique of the metal in-

dustries, and several attempts have been made, with indifferent

success, to organize the chemists engaged in industrial establish-

ments. Between them the British Association of Chemists and

the National Association of Industrial Chemists organized

only a few thousand workers during the boom; and many
of these have fallen away during the trade depression. There

is now only the bare nucleus of organization in this section.

A few chemists, and a good many technicians of very various

callings, are enrolled in the National Union of Scientific

Workers, one of the more important of the war-time trade

unions formed among the salariat. The nucleus of this body
is formed of research workers, employed either by private

firms or by Government establishments such as the National

Physical Laboratory, or in universities and technical colleges

and schools. Major Church, D.S.O., the general secretary

of this union, sat in the last Parliament as a Labour member,
and the union, while collectively it has still no politics, shows

marked Labour tendencies.

The distinctively clerical and administrative workers, as

distinguished from technicians, in the engineering and kindred

industries are still very largely unorganized. A certain

number, more than before the war, belong to the National

Union of Clerks, which has recently absorbed a separate so-

ciety the Shipbuilding, Engineering and Steel Commercial

Staffs' Association foimed specifically to organize the office

staffs and business administrators of the great firms in the

metal industries. This body never had more than about two

thousand members, and it is doubtful if more than a thousand

among the many thousands of clerks and administrators em-

ployed in engineering and metal works are now organized

at all.

The chief remaining group is that of the supervisory

workers, including foremen and certain types of under-man- '

agers and departmental superintendents. The engineering

employers have always firmly refused to recognize any form

of trade unionism among these grades, on the plea that com- 1

bination, and especially any sort of alliance with the unions of

manual workers, is inconsistent with the foreman's loyalty

to the firm and with his duty as an agent of the firm's dis-

ciplinary measures. Nevertheless, many foremen used, even

before the war, secretly to maintain their membership in the

trade union to which they had belonged before their promo-

tion, though these unions were no longer able to negotiate on

their behalf or act as trade protection societies. The em-

ployers, objecting to such retention of membership, had or-

ganized the Foremen's Mutual Benefit Society on an anti-

union basis. On joining this body, a man had to sign a de-

claration which pledged him not to belong to a trade union,

and many employers forced their men to join the "Mutual"

and sign the original pledge. I have talked with many fore-

men who had signed this pledge under duress, but did not hold

themselves bound by the undertaking.

During the war, a good many groups of foremen tried to

form independent organizations of their own, and gradually

three well-defined foremen's trade unions emerged. The most

important of these is the National Foremen's Association,

which is confined to the engineering and shipbuilding trades,

and works under an agreement with the other unions in Scot-

land and the north of England. The National Foremen's

Association has only about two thousand members, and i

not recognized by the employers in the engineering industry,

though it is recognized by the railway companies as represent-

ing foremen in the railway locomotive shops. It is a real

trade union, following ordinary trade union methods. It is

a condition of membership that a foreman must belong also

to the union of the craft from which he was promoted, and
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:he association has negotiated working agreements with most

3f these craft unions. When the manual workers strike, the

Drganized foremen do not as a rule leave the shop; but they

guarantee not to 'blackleg' by undertaking any work that

rould normally be done by a man who is on strike. The
National Foremen's Association belongs to the Trades Union

Congress, and is thus definitely linked up with the working-

:lass movement as a whole. Small as it is, it may be the

nucleus for a much larger and more important organization

of the supervising grades.

MOST of the bodies described above work to a consider-

able extent together. Many of them belong to the

National Federation of Professional Workers, in which they

rub shoulders with men from the railways, the civil service

and from other productive industries. They have also among
themselves, for the metal industries alone, a Staff Workers'

Alliance, which is an important agency for purposes of organi-

zation and propaganda. In common with the trade union

world, they have lost ground and been reduced largely to

quiescence during the trade slump. But they have held to-

gether and survived, despite confident predictions, made by
trade unionists as well as by employers, of their speedy dis-

appearance after the ending of the post-war boom and the

ranishing of the militant spirit which was its accompaniment.

They enroll, it is true, chiefly technicians and 'black-coats'

who are little better paid than the skilled manual workers. But

it is only to be expected that non-manual trade unionism should

make a beginning at the lower end of the professional

ladder.

In no other productive industry has organization among
professional workers made even as much headway as in the

engineering group. There are various foremen's societies in

other industries, and in the mines, besides the deputy overmen,

the under-managers have organized on trade union lines

and joined the Trades Union Congress. The Mine Managers'

Association, on the other hand, holds itself carefully

aloof.

The professional institutes of civil, mechanical, mining, elec-

trical and other types of engineers, which are principally con-

cerned with the question of professional qualifications and the

issuing of certificates of competence, are powerful bodies;

but they are in no sense trade unions, and have shown no

tendency to adopt trade union methods still less to ally them-

selves in any way with the unions of manual workers. The
better paid technicians of industry remain corporately as far

as ever from an alliance of workers by hand and brain, though
a considerable number of individuals in these professions have

given their political allegiance to the Labour Party. Em-

ployers and salaried technicians are too much intermingled, and

the position of the consultant technician is too different from

that of the employed technician to encourage any strong de-

velopment along trade union lines. In short, the Labour
Movement has attracted to itself large sections of the profes-

sional world who, like teachers, civil servants, and railway

officials, are virtually in the position of wage-earners, though
their wage is called a salary and paid under rather different

conditions. It has thus paved the way towards a further ad-

vance; but it has so far done little to bring in the better paid

i salary-earners, and nothing at all to secure the economic ad-

hesion of the very large classes of technicians and professionals

who work, not for a salary, but for a fee. Clearly, the exist-

ing personnel of the trade unions falls far short of what is

needed in order to realize the dream of 'workers' control' and

the supersession of 'industrial dualism' by a team spirit animat-

ing every grade.

Is such a spirit possible, and what are the means of evoking
it? That is the most vital of all the industrial questions of

today.

G. D. H. COLE

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
An integral part of the University with full use

of its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare re-

search station and other departments. Field ex-

perience in the small city and rural districts.

SUMMER SESSION

June 15, 1925 to July 24, I95

For illustrated bulletin and further information

addrest

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Smith College School
for Social Work

The Smith College School for Social Work operates

in two successive summers separated by a period of

nine months of intensive field work during which each

student gives her full time to some social agency. In

1924-25, students are attached to the Massachusetts

General Hospital; Child Habit Clinics, Boston; Bos-

ton Psychopathic Hospital; Boston State Hospital;
Foxboro State Hospital; Massachusetts School for

the Feeble Minded; Institute for Juvenile Research,

Chicago; Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic; Minne-

apolis Child Guidance Clinic.

Five fellowships of $1200 each will be awarded to

properly prepared and certified college graduates, en-

tering July, 1925 ; several $500 scholarships, and

numerous interneships paying all living expenses dur-

ing the period of field work are available.

The School emphasizes the application of modern
social psychiatry and the psychiatric point of view
in preparation for case work in psychopathic hospitals,

medical hospitals, child guidance and child habit

clinics, schools, Juvenile Courts, and other fields of

social work.

The summer course of two months in theory is

open to experienced social workers.

For information and catalogue address

THE DIRECTOR
College Hall 8, Northampton, Massachusetts
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N THESE halycon days of Nordicism
* the least that men and organizations of

good sense and good will can do is to

avoid even the appearance of emphasis on
racial differences. In line with this ten-

dency the League of Foreign Born Citizens,
in New York, announces that it has re-

named itself the League for American

Citizenship.

NEW Readers of The Survey who saw
William L. Chenery's article on the new
child labor alignment in the January
Graphic, and older readers (who recall his

service as associate editor for industry in

1920-21) will be interested to learn of his

appointment as editor of Colliers. Mr.
Chenery has been associate editor of the

New York Globe and managing editor of

the New York Sun and Telegram-Mail,
not to mention his association with the

New York Herald, the Chicago Herald,
the Chicago Evening Post, and the Rocky
Mountain News. He is the author of In-

dustry and Human Welfare, and the editor

of Ideals of America and Standards of

Child Welfare.

THE RED CROSS is in a period of mu-
tation again. The first of the personnel
changes to be announced in the reorgani-
zation consequent on the abandonment of

the division organization is the appoint-
ment of William Carl Hunt and William
M, Baxter, formerly division managers at

San Francisco and St. Louis, to be assis-

tants to the vice-chairmen and t remain
in charge of the branch offices which will

replace the division headquarters in these
cities. Other changes are in process.
Meanwhile the Red Cross Courier has
been transformed into a semi-monthly with
a format new to that journal but agreeably

,_ reminiscent of an-

F
|/i

other to which
* m desty forbids our

further reference,
and the Junior Red
Cross News, which
has been addressed
to the elementary
school members of

the Junior organi-
zation has ac-

quired a new com-

panion named High
School Service, pre-

pared especially to further the work and

the attitude of the Junior Red Cross in

secondary schools. Judging by the E. W.
Kemble drawings in the first number of

the new magazine, one of which we bor-

bow, it is not going to limit itself to sober

altrusim.

COMMUNITY CHEST migrations of

varied sorts are reported by the American
Association for Community Organization.
The office of the Welfare Federation of

the Oranges has just been transferred to

the Metcalf Memorial Building, erected to

serve as a central office building for the

social agencies of the Oranges. Oscar

Kuolt, service secretary of the Rochester

Community Fund has become executive

secretary of the Council of Social Agencies
which, after long gestation, has finally
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achieved nativity in the same city. Harry
M. Carey goes from the Duluth Con>-

munity Fund to Wilkes-Barre to replace
Sherman Conrad whose removal to New
Orleans was recently noted here. Stacy

Bowing, publicity director for several

years of the St. Paul Community Chest,
succeeds Mr. Carey at Duluth. The young
chest at Los Angeles has acquired a per-
manent executive in the person of George
M. Babcock.

TRAVELERS AID workers have long
worn the familiar sheltering-palm-tree

badge and its oriental symbolism has

graced their desks in many a grimy rail-

road station. At the annual conference in

Toronto last June the society decided to

abandon this device, not only because it

had ceased to typify the service rendered

but because through long and sometimes

unsystematic distribution it had come into

the hand of unauthorized persons and had
somewhat lost its value as a guarantee of

disinterested and expert service. The new
badge (shown here) displays the hemi-

spheres in white with the continents and

legend in blue, the whole surrounded by
a band of red. The gold chain that links

the hemispheres has obviously a message
not only to the illiterate traveler, but also

to all parties to the Transportation Agree-
ment! At the January meeting of the

board of directors of the National Asso-

ciation Marcus L. Bell of New York, vice-

president and general counsel of the Rock
Island Railroad, was elected its president.
Division of the country into 32 sections

each with a district chairman is expected
to promote the local cooperation which,
with the aid and collaboration of the rail-

road, will make the gold chain not only
longer but firmer.

FANNIE S. JOHNSTON, of Chicago, has

joined the field staff of The Survey as

mid-western representative. Miss Johnston
was for three and half years a court rep-
resentative of the Legal Aid Bureau of

Chicago and has served also as a mothers'

pension worker with the Juvenile Court of

Chicago. She is equipped with The Sur-

vey's book display and will welcome the

opportunity to attend conferences and
meetings of social workers, in the inter-

ests of The Survey. Miss Johnston should
be addressed at Room 406, 308 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

THE TRUSTEES of the Elizabeth Mc-
Cormick Memorial Fund in Chicago have
appointed as director Mary E. Murphy,
who has for a number of years held execu-
tive positions with the organization. As
assistant director Miss Murphy was as-

sociated with Mrs. Ira Couch Wood, late

director of the Memorial Fund, and as

executive in charge during the past

months she has ably directed and organ-
ized the various activities. Miss Mur-

phy's connection with the Elizabeth Mc-
Cormick Memorial Fund has covered a

period during which the work has moved
forward with steady growth. During the

early years of its existence the Memorial
Fund interested itself largely in work for

infant welfare. Later on, it established

and cooperated in maintaining the open
air schools in Chicago, and promoted the

standards elsewhere. At present nutri-

tion work and general health education,

and educational research form its main ob-

jectives, together with varied activities

for the improvement of child life.

HASTINGS H. HART has resigned from

the position of director of the department
of child helping of the Russell Sage Foun-

dation and has been appointed a con-

sultant in delinquency and penology in

the Foundation. He will respond to re-

quests for service in this field from any

part of the United States, especially with

reference to legislation, administration,

building and equipment. He has been in-

terested in these subjects for more than

forty years, and was president of the

American Prison Association for the year

1922-1923. He has from time to time

made studies, by request, of prisons and

prison administration in Pennsylvania,

Delaware, Virginia, South Carolina, North

Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi and Mis-

souri. William Hodson, formerly director of

the division of child welfare legislation of

the department of child helping, has been

appointed director of the department of

child helping, the title of which has been

changed to the department of social legis-

lation. The aim of this department is_
to

study the form, content and administration

of certain types of social welfare law*

especially those relating to children and

the family, the judicial decisions inter-

preting them and the experience of public

and private case work organizations in

their practical application; and to advise

and to assist, upon request, state commis-

sions on child welfare and public welfare,

or other similar bodies, in the study and

revision of their social welfare legislation.

AT the annual meeting of the American

Sociological Association, in Chicago during

the holidays, Professor C. A. Ellwpod
of

the University of Missouri finished his term

as president. The new president is Pro-

fessor Robert E. Park of the University

of Chicago, whose community studies have

been attracting eager attention among
sociologists and community workers, and

who recently completed an extended field

survey of interracial relations on the

Pacific Coast under the auspices of the

Institute for Social and Religious Research.

RESEARCH fellowships in the social

sciences are offered by the Social Science

Research Council, Inc. The terms of the

grants may range from several months to

as much as two years. Particulars may be

had from F. Stuart Chapin, Folwell Hall

17, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Applications close March i, 1925



Just Out

YOUTH IN CONFLICT
BY MIRIAM VAN WATERS, PH. D.

Referee of the Juvenile Court of Los Angeles

Ai
the story of youthful waywardness this book is more startling than fiction because

every one of the many case histories described is true and can be duplicated by hun-

dreds in any large community. As a considered statement of what parents and teachers,

the community and society, ought to know about youth and often don't, ought to do and

often won't, the book is amazingly fertile in plain spoken and useful suggestions. It

offers of course, no final answer to the far-flung challenge to modern youth against the

established order, but what this book does above all else is to remove the discussion of

an intensely vital social problem from the pulpits of panicky preachers and the columns

of sensational newspapers and put it on a plane where reasonable people can talk about

it calmly, intelligently, and purposefully. It is not too much to say that every parent,

every teacher, every social worker, and every son and daughter in conflict at home, at

school or in society will derive real and practical benefit from this wise and discerning

book.

Dr. Miriam Van Waters, referee, Juvenile Court, Los Angeles, has most unusual

qualifications to be the interpreter of youth in conflict. Every day her court is thronged
with boys and girls who have gone a step too far. With them come parents and teach-

ers, probation officers and social workers. Case after case is heard. But the object

is not to determine and punish guilt. It is to find out why. Working in such a laboratory

year in year out, it is not surprising that an investigator possessed of the richest gifts

of insight and expression has succeeded in discovering and recording a very great many
illuminating truths about youth and its conflict in social relationship. Nor is it strange

that given a rare literary talent, she has made an absorbingly interesting book out of

such vividly dramatic material.

Youth in Conflict is the fourth title to appear in our series of paper-covered volumes ;

and sells for $1.00. It is a full length book of 300 pages, easy to read and convenient

to carry. Other titles are: Social Discovery by E. C. Lindeman, The Story of Teapot
Dome by M. E. Ravage, The Labor Spy by Sidney Howard. A fifth title, Education,

the Machine and the Worker by Dr. Horace M. Kallen, is now in the hands of the

printer.

For the enclosed $.

THE NEW REPUBLIC

421 West 2 ist St.

N. Y. C.

send me postpaid the fo!lo\ving books
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Address

In full

Titles S. 2-15 25
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President. Margaret
Banger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American public In the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
12.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfield,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 includes "Rural
America (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Llta Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions in home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-
national peace of Justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerln Call, secretary and editor.
612-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 370 Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-
minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave..
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities In the
campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise In organization
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 Including monthly Journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. O. Carstens,
director. 130 B. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-
dren's agencies and Institutions to secure Improved standards
and methods In their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results in
phases of child welfare In which they are Interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through rightue of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braueher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 166 Fifth Avenue,New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent 'Protestant national
women's mission boards. 'Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for
College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Gen. Sees.; 105 E. 22d St.,
N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W.M.Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L.. Qulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 16 East 40th Street,New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, In the business world,
and in the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches In
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
dome-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS First appointed 1854, located New York City 1866,
Incorporated 1883. Headquarters office, 347 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y. Tel. Vanderbilt 1200. Branch offices, Chicago,
Atlanta, Denver. Chairman, James M. Speers; Treasurer, B. H.
Fancher; General Sec'y, John R. Mott. The Committee maintain:
* staff of executive and traveling secretaries for service In the
interests of the Young Men's Christian Associations at home and
abroad.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, BO
East 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar
lervices: to conduct related studies, education and publication:
and to interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for
the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAP<
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabri
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work In the United States In 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.'s on behalf of the Industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
*t work In 49 centers In the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy,
sec y: 216 Fourth Avenue, N'ew York. Industrial, agricultural
investigations. Works for improved laws and administration;
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependency,
delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $2, $5, $10. $25 and J100
Includes monthly bulletin, "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 1912,
incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774). Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
>f America through the harmonious development of their bodies,
minds, and spirits. Its method is. in co-operation with other
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
ini the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides and insignia.
Through its "Knighthood of Youth" it provides homes, schools
and church schools with a method of character training through
actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finley, Pres.; Amos L.
Prescott, Treas. ; hC'arles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL OCMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE, INC.
Dr. William H. Welch, honorary president; Dr. Charles P. Emer-
son, president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, medical diector; Dr.
Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beers, secre-
tary; 370 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York City. Pamphlets
on mental hygiene, mental and nervous disorders, feebleminded-
ness, epilepsy. Inebriety, delinquency, and other mental prob-
lems in human behavior, education, industry, psychiatric social
service, etc. "Mental Hygiene," quarterly, $3.00 a year; "Mental
Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $.50 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton,
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year It holds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
Ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-
ing of the Conference will be held in Denver, Colorado, June 10th
to 17th, 1925 Proceedings are sent free of charge to all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-
NESS Lewis H. Can-is, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hatlm-
way, secretary; 130 East 22nd St., New York. Objects: To furniiti
information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service for
local organizations and legislation, publish literature of movement
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Co.r.

mittee.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN. 2109 Broadway,
N'ew York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres. ; Mrs. Estelle M. Sternberger,
ex. seo'y. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion and
social welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Miss Fiorina
Lasker, chairman. For the protection and education of Im-
migrant women and girls.

Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H. Herz, chair-
man, 5 Columbus Circle, New York City.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF GIRLS' CLUBS Mrs. Fannie M. Pollak,
president; Mary L. Ely, Educational Secretary. Non-sectarian and
self-governing organization of working women's clubs for recreation
and promotion of program in Adult Education. Vacation Camps.
472 West 24th St., New York City.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING-
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-
tor. 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand
ardlzatlon of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine. "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for

physical education. Established at the request of a committe*
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 35 national
organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. Dr. Livingston Farrand, president; Dr. Linsly R. Wil-
liams, managing director. Pamphlets on methods and programi
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publications sold and distri-
buted through state associations in every state. Journal of the
Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.00 a year; American
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal. $8.00 a year; and
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, iiec'y;
127 E. 23rd St., New York. Establishes committees of white am!
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
social workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life.'

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 311
South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government In
the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of
industrial legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
on playground and community center activities and administration.
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-
resentation for all. C. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-

phia. Membership, {2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
Conditions John M. Glenn, dlr.; 130 B. 22nd St., New York. De-
partments: Charity Organization, Child-Helping, Industrial Studio*,
Library, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Statistics, Surveys and
Exhibits. The publications of the Russell Sage Foundation offer
to the public in practical and inexpensive form some of the most
Important results of Its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An institution for the training of Negro
Youth; an experiment in race adjustment in the Black Belt of the
South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem and
of the Tuskegee idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prin.; War-
ren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee, Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mil-

ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers'
Education.

LECTURES

JUDGE REPRESENTATIVE
JACOB PANKEN ALBERT JOHNSON
"Shall Immigration be Rigidly Restricted?"

WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 2S, 1925
Tickets TOWN HALL Rand School

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50 7 E. 15th Street

"MODERN HONE EQUIPMENT"
Our new booklet is a carefully selected li*t

of the practical equipment needed in au

average-sized home. It is invaluable, alike to

new and to experienced housekeepers already
in its fourth edition. It considers in turn the

kitchen, pantry, dining room, general cleaning

equipment and the laundry, and gives the price
of each article mentioned.

Ask for Booklet S it will be sent postpaid.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City

HOUSES SUPPLYING INSTITUTIONAL TRADE

Dry Goods
FREDERICK LOESER & CO.

484 Fulton Street Brooklyn, N. Y-

Groceriei
SEEMAN BROS.

Hudson and North Moore Street* New York

Electric Clock Systems
LOCKWOOD & ALMQUIST. Inc.

501 Fifth Avenue New York Chy

Communications

(Continued from page 613)

parents were neither willing to give the children the needed

social and ethical training, nor willing to let the school do it.

I have since then found this condition to be nearly universal.

As one who takes the teaching profession seriously, I want
the power to do my duty. In the recent Loeb and Leopold case

we have seen where the "free discipline" of much contemporary
education leads to; and I for one do not want to be party to

producing Loebs and Leopolds.

STEPHEN G. RICH
Essex Fells. N. J.

Summer Conferences in Europe
To THE EDITOR: May I make urgent request that some

one look up the unusually large list of important meetings to

be held abroad in the summer of 1925 and give full informa-

tion, dates and places, in The Survey soon. All who go abroad

will want to take in as many of these meetings as they can.

The fact that the International Council of Women of so many
countries is to meet here in the United States for the first

time this coming May (May 4-14, Washington) will be an

aid to any one desiring to plan a social work travel-trip to

the best advantage. Information as to that conference can be

obtained from Mrs. Philip North Moore, Lafayette Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo. I am very desirous that The Survey early help

all of us to know when and where the various meetings will

be held and help us to prevent complications if there is still

time to do so.

ANNA GARLIN SPENCER

New York

The Survey will gladly publish as complete a list as possible

of such conferences, and asks the help of its readers in doing

so. A partial list based on preliminary information supplied

by Mrs. Spencer and others follows:

International Federation of Religious Liberals, London and

Coblenz. Information from the American Unitarian Associa-

tion, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

World Federation of Education, Edinburgh. Information

from Dr. A. W. Thomas, Superintendent of Education, Au-

gusta, Me.

Conference in honor of Josephine Butler, picneer in social

hygiene, London or Geneva, late in June.

Second International Conference of Settlements, Chateau

d'Argeronne, Normandy, France. Information from Capt. L.

F. Ellis, Stapley House, 33 Bloomsbury Square, London, W.
C. i, England.

Nurses' Conference, Helsingfors, Finland, July 20-25. In-

formation from Miss Reiman, Teachers College, Columbia

University, New York.

Women's Christian Temperance Union Conference, Edin-

burgh, July. Information from Anna Gordon, Rest Cottage,

Evanston, 111.

Universal Christian Conference of Life and Work, Stock-

holm. General Secretary, H. A. Atkinson, 70 Fifth Avenue,
New York.

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East i9th Street, New Yrk City.

K
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
HATES: Display advertisements, 25 cents per agate line, 14 lines to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cents per word or initial, including the address or box

emnber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discounts on three or mare
OBiecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Address Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 Et 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate

with at least one year of Social Case Work

Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

ary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED: In recognized Settlement

in middle west, a man to act as Assistant

Head Resident and Head of Men's Work.

Age about thirty, background of culture

and refinement, good mixer, with pep and

resourcefulness and with demonstrated or-

ganizing ability. Someone intending to

make social work his life work, willing to

begin at moderate salary and prove ability

to earn more. Must enjoy group life. Ad-

dress, giving age, training, experience,

whether married or single and salary re-

quired. 5033 SURVEY.

WANTED : Protestant woman with busi-

ness and executive ability for position as

Superintendent in Orphanage, no child-

ren. Address: Porter Home and Leath Or-

phanage, 850 No. Manassas Street, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

A DIRECTOR and Case Worker are

needed in a small home for Normal Prob-

lem girls. Only those vitally and intelli-

gently interested will be considered for

these positions. 5037 SURVEY.

NURSES, DOCTORS, TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places
and better help. Hospitals, Schools and
Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

HEALTH WORKER wanted with train-

ing in dietetics for Jewish organization in

large Eastern city. 5055 SURVEY.

LARGE SETTLEMENT not in New
York City desires an experienced teacher
in sewing and handcraft. Resident posi-
tion. State age, education, experience,

salary and when available. 5056 SURVEY.

CHRISTIAN MAN for Director of

Boy's Camp near New York. State par-
ticulars concerning age, education and ex-

perience. 5057 SURVEY.

WORKERS WANTED

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book

now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,

30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, tecretariei, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cateteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

WANTED: Young woman, Yiddish

speaking, by a Philadelphia organization.
Must have some college education and be

a capable club organizer. References re-

quired. 5054 SURVEY.

WANTED TRAINED SOCIAL WORK-
ER as Director to be in charge of girls'

camp in Illinois April i5th to September
I5th. State training, experience and full

particulars, 5052 SURVEY.

MAN AND WIFE, Protestants, under

forty, to be in charge of a cottage for boys
in a country home and school for children,

90 miles from New York. 5053 SURVEY.

WANTED: Supervisor (male) for boys'

department and supervisor (female) for

girls' department; must be well qualified

professionally and temperamentally, and

preferably with successful experiences.

Apply giving full particulars to Mr. E.

Trotzkey, Superintendent Marks Nathan

Jewish Orphan Home, 1550 South Albany
Ave., Chicago, III.

WANTED: MATRON-HOUSEKEEP-
ER, experienced, to take full responsibility
of the domestic affairs of large child-caring
Orthodox Jewish Institution. Good salary
to right person. Apply, stating age, ex-

perience, references and salary required.
E. Trotzkey, Marks Nathan Jewish Or-

phan Home, 1550 S. Albany Ave., Chicago,
111.

EXPERIENCED JEWISH Case Worker
in large middle Western city. College

graduates preferred. Applicants wi!:o have
had training with organized agency will

be considered. 5048 SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED JEWISH worker in

large middle Western city, for delinquent

girls. Also worker for delinquent boys.
Excellent opportunity offered. College

graduate preferred. 5049 SURVEY.

RESIDENT HOUSEHOLD MANAGER
for Jewish institution. Large resident

family. Ability at purchasing and plan-

ning meals, supervising help, and care of

building. 5046 SURVEY.

WORKERS WANTED
WANTED: Editor. Favorable oppoi

tunity for physician grounded in publi
health, industrial hygiene and general wei
fare activities, to assist in the productio
of a technical magazine circulated to put
lie health officials, industrial hygienist
health directors of schools and institution

State qualifications and salary consicierei

5043 SURVEY.

WANTED: Experienced Jewish famil
case worker for small New England 01

ganization employing only one worker. Ap
ply with full statement of educational an

professional qualifications. Also give salar

expected. Box 5042 SURVEY.

TRAINED, EXPERIENCED woman ej

ecutive for social service administrativ

position. Especially qualified for contai

with public officials and community group
5044 SURVEY.

SITUATIONS WANTED
MAN SUPERINTENDENT of Chilt

ren's Home, who has satisfactorily fille

two similar positions in the last fiftee

years, desires change about June ist. 502
SURVEY.

A CHANGE would be considered by

Superintendent of a very high type Chile

ren's Institution of excellent standing, or

who is fully experienced and trained fc

the dependent or delinquent problem. Ha\
been associated with state and private ii

stitutions. One who is an organizer an

executive, a progressive, efficient, indefatij

able worker. 5025 SURVEY.

SUPERINTENDENT of boys horn

capable executive, eight years experiene
five years in present position, age fort;

nine, Protestant, Methodist, must ha\

change of climiate to benefit wife's heaW
Can give reference to other institution

and to President and Chairman of the e:

ecutive committee of my present boar

Would prefer country institution for di

linquent or dependent children. 5035 Sui

VEY.

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent i

school for boys or girls. Ten years e:

perience as executive of boys and gir

organization. 4994 SURVEY.

YOUNG LADY 32 years old wishes i

change her position, five years experiem
as superintendent of children's home, at

four years experience in hospital work i

dietitian and manager. 5051 SURVEY.

A SECRETARY who cannot take diet:

tion but who has a good measure of tas

to make up for it. He has tact, sensitivi

ness and wit; he can write the perfunctoi

note without over formality and the ii

spired note when necessary a young ma

who has individual qualities which wi

lighten the burden of an employer, 5!
SURVEY.

YOUNG MAN, Jewish, 22, wishes
pi

sition in Settlement House as Recreatio

Teacher. 5047 SURVEY.
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Pay Yourself Bac
A.E

you tired? It is getting close to the time of

year when people talk of feeling "all tired

out" and there is much discussion of spring
tonics. If you are fatigued and there is nothing
organically wrong, the tonic you need and prob-

Wear and

^ Rest

\L
Thiscraph shows
what happens
when more ener-
gy is used by
wear and tear
than is paid back
by rest.

ably the only one you need is the right kind of rest

to restore your energy.

To one person, rest may mean sleep; to another,

physical exercise; to a third, recreation.

While it is true that few of us work up to our full

capacity, and much so'called fatigue is imagined or

just pure laziness yet it is also true that many
people work far beyond their strength without

realizing the danger.

A certain amount of fatigue after exertion is natU'

ral, but excessive fatigue is Nature's safety'device
for warning that rest is needed. When you are

over-tired, your powers of resistance are lowered
and you are more susceptible to disease.

What brings about excessive fatigue? Usually over-

strain either physical or mental and insufficient

rest. Because your activity is both of the body and
the mind, and one reacts on the other, your fatigue
is a close interlacing of physical and mental weari'

ness. Neither can be relieved separately. Emotional
disturbances worry, fear, resentment, discon-

tent and depression also cause fatigue. The tired

man is often a worried man, and the worried man
is usually a tired man.

If you are over'tired, find the reason and then try
to plan your time so that you will have sufficient

rest. If hard physical work is making you feel

"all in" you may require more hours of sleep
than usual even though this may mean temporal
ily giving up some form of amusement. Perhaps
you are not eating the right amount of energy

Surplus
Energy

Normal
Energy

Healthy
Fatigue

Excessive

Fatigue

Break-
down

making food. If you are a mental worker the kind

of rest you probably need is exercise in fresh air.

If excessive emotion is making you tired, the right
kind of recreation probably will help ycu.

Remember that excessive fatigue is not a thing to

be lightly shrugged away. There is often a direct

connection between the first neglected signs of

fatigue and a serious breakdown from which re'

covery is a slow, disheartening process.
If you tire too easily and if rest does
not put you back in good condition, it

is more than likely that your health

is affected and needs attention.

Workers take warning! Pay back the

energy that you take out of yourself.
As the years mount up, longer and

longer periods of rest are necessary to

make restoration. The "spring tonic"

that you need most likely is just a

rearrangement of your hours of work,

play and rest, and not medicine.

o "

V,

:>.

* $ '

Employers of labor are coming to find that
excessive, unnecessary fatigue is a great
source of industrial and economic waste.
It entails loss of production and loss of
earning power. It is said to be a factor in
the occurrence of work accidents and is

closely related to the cause or aggravation
of most cases of severe sickness.

Many large organizations have learned
that physical fatigue can be minimized by
careful control of working conditions.
Anincreasingly large number ofemployees
are now working onlv a reasonable num-
ber of hours each week. Machines, tables,

benches, and seating facilities are being and one in the afternoon. These periods
constructed to serve the needs and comfort of relaxation have a beneficial effect on
of those who use them. Adequate, proper both the work and worker,
lighting and good ventilation have been
found to be important factors in the
battle against the serious consequences of
abnormal fatigue.

Tests have shown that in connection with
certain occupations output can be in-
creased and fatigue decreased by arranging
rest periods. Here in the Home Office
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-
pany, our more than 900O employees
have two rest periods, one in the morning

There are many hours of the day when
men and women do not work. The good
use of these hours is as important to
health as is the right use of working
hours. The Metropolitan has published
a booklet, "What Would You Do With
36,000,000 Minutes (7O years of life)?"
and another on "Industrial Hygiene."
Either or both, of these booklets, will be
mailed free to those who ask for them.

HALEY FISKE, President.

.

Published by

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY-NEWYORK
B iggest in the World,More Assets, More Policyholders. More Insurance in force. More new Insurance each vear



The National Urban League
ORGANIZED 1910 INCORPORATED 1913

127 East 23rd Street, New York City

The National Urban League is an organization which seeks to

improve the relations between the races in America. It strives

to improve the living and working conditions of the Negro.

Its special field of operation embraces cities where Negroes re-

side in large numbers.

The Executive Boards of the national and of the forty local or-

ganizations are made up of white and colored people who have

caught the vision of social work and believe in justice and fair

play in the dealings of men with each other.

THE LEAGUE'S PROGRAM

A

<?

1. It makes thorough investigations of social con-

ditions as bases for practical social work.

2. As rapidly as practicable committees are or-

ganized to further the recommendations growing
out of such studies and especially to stimulate exist-

ing social welfare agencies to take on work for

Negroes or to enlarge their activities in behalf of

their Negro constituents. Occasionally special

work for Negroes is organized where existing agen-

cies are not willing to assume work for Negroes,
or where there are no available facilities for meet-

ing these needs. Its program embraces definite

social service activities where it is not expedient to

establish a new agency to meet the need.

3. The League furthers the training of colored

social workers through providing fellowships for

colored students at schools of social work and pro-

viding apprenticeships in the League's field activ-

ities for prospective social workers.

It conducts programs of education among colored

and white people for the purpose of stimulating

greater interest on the part of the general public

in social service work for colored people.

It publishes "Opportunity" a monthly Tour-

v nal of Negro Life which presents results of

> v scientific research and surveys of social

-* - conditions.

We are now trying to launch a

new National Industrial Depart-

ment at a cost of about $9,000

S per year for a three year ex-

perimental period, the pur-

poses being ;

v

\
<

V
\

\
\
\

s-
>

I. To standardize and

coordinate the local

employment agen-
cies of the League

s

so that exchange of information and more regular
correspondence between them can assure applicants
for work more efficient and helpful service and

employers of labor a 'more efficient group of

employees.

2. To work directly with large industrial plants
both in cities where the League is established and
the communities removed from such centers to pro-
cure larger opportunity for work and for advance-

ment on the job for Negro workers; and to stimu-

late Negro workers to a fresh determination to

"make good" on the job so that their future place
in industry may be assured :

3. To help thru available channels of information

to ascertain points at which there is need of Negro
labor and points at which there is an oversupplv
of Negro labor and to use existing agencies of

publicity and placement to direct Negro labor, in-

cluding migrants, to those points where they are

most needed and where their families will more

easily become adjusted;

4. To help develop a social program by which

Negro families may more easily become adjusted
to the requirements for good living in the districts

to which they go. This program will include, of

course, advising these workers at the earliest pos-
sible moment after arriving in a new communifv
to connect themselves with some church so that the

religious life to which most of the Negro migrants
have been accustomed may be continued.

In this connection, it might be well also to men-
tion the fact that it will be our desire to see bet-

ter relations between white and colored workers
this to be accomplished not through activities in-

volving force, but through the orderly develooment
of a feeling of good fellowship and comradeship.

(In answering this advertisement tlease mention THE SURVEY. // helps us. it identifies voti.)



NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
FOR SOCIAL SERVICE AMONG NEGROES

127 EAST 23KD STREET ROOMS si-ss-a* NEW YORK CITV

FELIX ADLSR
ROGER N. BALDWIN

MISS NANNIE BURROUGH
MISS IDITH CAMPBKLL.
JOHN W. DAVIS
JAMES H. OILLARO
PLATO DURHAM
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Dear Survey Beaden-

The Hational Urban League seeks to improve the living con-
ditions of Negroes in cities, making a specialty of opening new
avenues of employment to Negroes and encouraging them in their ef-
forts to become more efficient.

There are forty Urban Leagues, twenty-six with offices and
staffs. Eighteen are included in community chests, receiving the
endorsement that this connection entails. Colored social workers
are trained through fellowships provided by the League at leading
schools of social work. All League Boards, national and local, are

composed of leading white and colored citizens, thus guaranteeing
the best inter-racial thought on our common community problems grow-
ing out of race contacts.

Oar Department of Research makes careful surveys of social
conditions preparatory to launching program* of improvement. We

provide facts on the Negro for lecturers, writers and students. We

publish "OPPORTUNITY" magazine - a journal of Negro life, and our local

organizations conduct programs in health, housing, recreation or general
community welfare in accordance with the local need and demand.

Our budget for 1925 is $57,000, including $9,000 for the new
Industrial Department which we hope will help take the color line out
of industry. We invite you to $10 membership in the League or a
contribution towards the $1,500 balance needed to complete our special
industrial budget.

Sincerely yours,

EKT/PWJ

Secretary/

(la answering this advertisement please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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THE
CRISIS

A Monthly

Magazine

Would you like to know how it feels to be an American Negro?

Would you like to know what Negroes are thinking and doing?

Would you like to see their daily life pictured?

Would you like to see "facts" as Negroes see them?

Read:

THE CRISIS
A Record of the Darker Races

Established in 1910

Published by THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THR AD-

VANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Edited by W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS

(Ph.D., Harvard; Berlin; Fello\v American Association

for the Advancement of Science ; Spingarn Medallist.

Author "Souls of Black Folk"; ''Dark\vater" ; etc.)

THE CRISIS is the most hated, most popu-

lar and most widely discussed magazine deal-

ing with questions of race prejudice.

15 cents per copy $1.50 per year

Address :

THE CRISIS,

69 Fifth Avenue,

New York, N. Y.

(In answering this advertisement please me,i}ion THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

What Shall We Do with the Facts?

THIS

is no easy matter. The old white overseer of

a Southern plantation took the employer's son to town

with him one August day. He stopped at the grocery

to get some provisions. When the grocer had taken

down the order he suggested that the overseer take the small

boy down to the ice plant to see them make ice. After pro-

testing that the grocer must be "fooling," since anybody knew

there "couldn't be ice in August," he reluctantly consented to

the adventure. The two of them arrived at the plant just

in time to see the workers turning out a number of great

transparent cakes, which were undeniably ice. The overseer

gazed in terror for a few moments ;
then seizing the boy by

the hand, he ran down the steps and down the street for

several blocks before he stopped. Out of breath at last, he

turned and, shaking his finger in the small boy's face until he

had recovered his breath, he finally said:

"It aint so; and if it is so, it aint right, and I'm going to

have the preacher preach agin it next Sunday."

Here, also, are facts. What's to be done about them?

Well, it must be confessed that America is, on the whole, in

little mood for facts, just now. We prefer fancies more than

facts; and we like our fancies to be tinged with fearsomeness.

It cheers us mightily to be afeared. It makes us appreciate
our homes and schools and churches. The fate of the Child

Labor Amendment shows America at our saddest and best.

Facts are dull things. Bed-time stories, with bears growling
in the woods and lions under the beds, make our beds feel

wonderfully downy and comforting. We are going to take

care of our own children: we are not going to let some ogre

state, probably taking its cues from Russia, tell us what to do

with our children. When we have eaten fearsome fancies

long enough we shall become noble
; perhaps even become

handsome.

There are scientists who say, with that folly that is so char-

acteristic of the scientist: "You'd best be careful how you
fool with facts they are sometimes loaded!" But that sort

of talk is just the professional salesman trying to dispose of

his own wares. Facts can be evaded out of hand. We can

legislate evolution out of existence. We can turn the scientist

out of his chair and restore our old fanciful traditions. We
can feed our minds on folly and grow fat of mind.

What shall we do with facts? Some people face them
but that gets them into trouble. Perhaps we'd best continue

to do as we have always done, praise them and ignore them !
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A Glimpse Ahead!

KIPLING
gave us the high road of India in

"Kim." Sinclair Lewis set down America on

"Main Street." But that contrast is not the

whole story of East and West.

We have no hesitancy in saying that here in the

Northern cities of the United States, of which New
York is arch type, is going forward something which

will take its place in the great pageant of humanity.

But Harlem does not tell the whole story of the

Negro in America. It is a fresh approach to an old

story. It is a coat cut of city cloth with the seams

of social problems which underlie it, the cultural

pattern which surfaces it. In the months ahead

Survey Graphic will bring out articles which will

throw light on other factors in race relations.

Hampton, Tuskegee and PointsNorth
DR. ROBERT R. MOTON, Principal, Tuskegee Institute.

Thousands of countrysides have felt the yeast of the

leadership of Armstrong and Frissell, Washington and

Moton. Now comes the northward migration. How are

the values which have been wrought out in an educa-

tional program, which is slowly revolutionizing the

economy of the cotton states, to be conserved in the new
situation?

A Southern Negro's Impression
of Harlem

JOHN HOPE, President, Morehouse College, Atlanta.

President Hope, who is throwing open the sciences as

never before to the youth of his race, will give his keen

and outspoken observations of the Harlem scene.

The School of the Home-Acres
ROSSA B. COOLEY, Principal, Penn School, St. Helena

Island, South Carolina.

Here on a sea island off South Carolina is carried

forward what Professor Hart has called the most

interesting experiment in elementary education in the

United States today; where the farms have been brought

THE
Survey Graphic is maintained mutually by

1700 reader-members of Survey Associates to

engage in just such pieces of social interpretation

as this.

If you are a professional man or woman and

want to know of the living contributions of other

professions where they overlap yours in the realm of

the common welfare; if you are a lawyer who wants

to know of the big advances in health, a physician

alive to the cross fires of psychology and education a

business man aware of the upward thrust of labor

If you want to know Who and How and Whither

the Survey Graphic is for you.

SURVEY ASSOCIATES.
112 East igth Street, New York.

Put me down for a six-months trial subscription to

Survey Graphic, monthly, beginning with the current

issue and send me a bill for $1.00 (One year $3.00)

Name

to school, and then the school spread out on the Island

ntil school and community are coterminous.

Southern Experience in Its Bearing
on the Northern City

WILL W. ALEXANDER, Director, Commission on Inter-

racial Cooperation, Atlanta.

In many Southern communities a new method which
has promise has come in with the rise and spread of

the inter-racial councils. When the human history of the

South is written this movement may come to be looked

back upon as ushering, in a new epoch. What has this

constructive Southern experience to offer the North?

Where East Africa Borders
the Future

JAMES H. DILLARD, President, The Slater Fund, C/iar-

lottesville, Va.

We would have to go back to Stanley if not to Marco
Polo to find a counterpart of the educational expeditions

sent out by the Phelps Stokes Fund. Dr. Dillard was a

member of the East African Commission which reports

this spring.

The Regional Community

IN
late April a world conference on Town, City and

Regional Planning will be held in New York. As

their special contribution to the exchange of ideas

which will then take place, a small imaginative group

of planners who call themselves the Regional Planning

Association of America have collaborated with the

editors of The Survey in gathering for our May-

Graphic a series of articles, maps, diagrams and

sketches which will throw a fresh light on the

enormous quandary in which city-dwellers and city-

planners find themselves and on the promise of a

new approach to the city, with the region as a base.

Among those collaborating:

Governor Alfred E. Smith Alexander M. Bing
Clarence E. Stein Benton Mackaye
Lewis Mumford Stuart Chase

Art Young Henry Wright
Frederick L. Ackerman Joseph K. Hart

Frederick Bigger Robert W. Bruere
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The Gist of It

HT'HE Survey is seeking, month by month and year by

year, to follow the subtle traces of race growth and

interaction through the shifting outline of social organiza-
tion and by the flickering light of individual achievement.

There are times when these forces that work so slowly

and so delicately seem suddenly to flower and we be-

come aware that the curtain has lifted on a new act in

the drama of part or all of us. Such, we believe, was the

case with Ireland on the threshold of political emancipa-

tion, and the New Ireland spoke for itself in our issue of

November 1921 ;
with the New Russia which was to some

degree interpreted in March 1923; and with the newly
awakened Mexico, in May 1924. If The Survey reads

the signs aright, such a dramatic flowering of a new race-

spirit is taking place close at home among American

Negroes, and the stage of that new episode is Harlem.

FOR
the concept of this issue, for painstaking collabo-

ration in its preparation, for the full-length study

of The New Negro (p. 631) and for many smaller pieces

in the mosaic of this number, The Survey is indebted to

Alain Locke, a graduate of Harvard, Oxford and Ber-

lin, now professor of philosophy at Howard University,

and himself a brilliant exemplar of that poise and in-

sight which are happy omens for the Negro's future.

'

I 'HE Making of Harlem is recounted by James Weldon
JL Johnson (p. 635). This journalist, editor, poet,

publicist is executive secretary of the National Associai-

tion for the Advancement of Colored People, editor of

the Book of American Negro Poetry, and author of Fifty

Years and After, and The Autobiography of an Ex-

Colored Man.

/CHARLES S. JOHNSON, who studies Black Workers

V_> and the City (p. 641) is director of publicity and

research for the National Urban League and the editor

of its organ, Opportunity; a Journal of Negro Life. A
social survey expert, he was assistant secretary of the

Chicago Commission on Race Relations. Rudolph Fisher,
who sketches some Southern strains in the city (p. 644) is

a young short story writer of distinctive achievement. A
West Indian, a journalist and author, W. A. Domingo
writes of The Tropics in New York (p. 648).

WINOLD
REISS'S studies of Mexican types will be

vividly remembered by readers of the Mexican
Number.

THE
versatile editor of The Crisis, author of Souls of

Black Folk, Darkwater, The Gift of Black Folk,
W. E. B. DuBois presents the Negro bringing gifts (p. 655).
For the courtesy of permitting the republication of a num-
ber of poems, in addition to those here published for

the first time, The Survey's thanks go to the authors and

publishers mentioned. J. A. Rogers, who characterizes Jazz
at Home (p. 665) is the author of From Superman to Man.

WHAT
the Negro's creative temperament may mean

to America (p. 668) is the theme of Albert C.

Barnes, a connoisseur whose galleries at Merion, Penn-

sylvania, house a distinguished collection. Arthur A.

Schomburg (The Negro Digs Up His Past, p. 670), is

a member of the American Negro Academy.

TURNING
from art expres ion to sociological fact and

social problem Melville J. Herskovits, an anthro-

pologist engaged in an extended study of the problem of

variability under racial crossing, opens the third section

of the issue with a study of The Dilemma of Social

Pattern (p. 676), to which Konrad Bercovici, with the

intuitive vigor which characterized his Around the World
in New York, offers an intriguing companion-piece in The

Rhythm of Harlem.

WALTER
F. WHITE, whose The Fire in the Flint

was an outstanding novel of 1924, is assistant

secretary of the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People. He studies the personal effects

of prejudice in Color Lines (p. 680), while Dean Kelly
Miller of the Junior College of Howard University, a

leader in the Negro Sanhedrin,* discusses its social aspects

(p. 682). A further sidelight on segregation is carried by
Eunice Hunton's Breaking Through (p. 684). Miss Hun-

ton, a recent Smith graduate, is a social worker and writer.

A vocational expert, social worker, leader in women's

work, recently appointed assistant principal of

Public School No. 89, in Harlem, Mrs. McDougald telli

of the double task of Negro women (p. 689). The grim
facts of exploitation which must be reckoned with in Har-

lem are tersely summarized by Winthrop D. Lane (p. 692)

a contributing editor of The Survey.

E. HAYNES, secretary of the Commission

on Church and Race Relations of the Federal

Council of Churches of Christ in America, tells of the

churches in Harlem (p. 695).
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Harlem

rF
we \vere to offer a symbol of what Harlem

has come to mean in the short span of twenty

years it would be another statue of liberty

on the landward side of New York. It

stands for a folk-movement which in human

significance can be compared only with the

shing back of the western frontier in the first half of the

st century, or the waves of immigration which have swept
from overseas in the last half. 'Numerically far smaller

an either of these movements, the volume of migration is

ch none the less that Harlem has become the greatest

*gro community the world has known -without counter-

rt in the South or in Africa. But beyond this, Harlem
>resents the Negro's latest thrust towards Democracy.
The special significance that today stamps it as the sign

d center of the renaissance of a people lies, however,

yers deep under the Harlem that many know but few have

jun to understand. Physically Harlem is little more than

note of sharper color in the kaleidoscope of New York.

le metropolis pays little heed to the shifting crystallizations

its own heterogeneous millions. Never having experi-

ced permanence, it has watched, without emotion or even

riosity, Irish, Jew, Italian, Negro, a score of other races

ift in and out of the same colorless tenements.

So Harlem has come into being and grasped its destiny

th little heed from New York. And to the herded thou-

nds who shoot beneath it twice a day on the subway, or

e comparatively few whose daily travel takes them within

;ht of its fringes or down its main arteries, it is a black

It and nothing more. The pattern of delicatessen store

id cigar shop and restaurant and undertaker's shop which

peats itself a thousand times on each of New York's long
enues is unbroken through Harlem. Its apartments,
urches and storefronts antedated the Negroes and, for all

ew York knows, may outlast them there. For most of

ew York, Harlem is merely a rough rectangle of common-
ice city blocks, lying between and to east and west of

rnox and Seventh Avenues, stretching nearly a mile north

d south and unaccountably full of Negroes.

Another Harlem is savored by the few a Harlem of

racy music and racier dancing, of cabarets famous or no-

torious according to their kind, of amusement in which

abandon and sophistication are cheek by jowl a Harlem
which draws the connoisseur in diversion as well as the

undiscriminating sightseer. This Harlem is the fertile source

of the "shufflin'
"
and "rollin'

"
and "runnin' wild" revues

that establish themselves season after season in "downtown"
theaters. It is part of the exotic fringe of the metropolis.

Beneath this lies again the Harlem of the newspapers
a Harlem of monster parades and political flummery, a

Harlem swept by revolutionary oratory or draped about the

mysterious figures of Negro ''millionaires," a Harlem pre-

occupied with naive adjustments to a white world

a Harlem, in short, grotesque with the distortions of

journalism.

YET
in final analysis, Harlem is neither slum, ghetto,

resort or colony, though it is in part all of them. It

is or promises at least to be a race capital. Europe

seething in a dozen centers with emergent nationalities,

Palestine full of a renascent Judaism these are no more
alive with the spirit of a racial awakening than Harlem ;

culturally and spiritually it focuses a people. Negro life is

not only founding new centers, but finding a new soul. The
tide of Negro migration, northward and city-ward, is not

to be fully explained as a blind flood started by the de-

mands of war industry coupled with the shutting off of

foreign migration, or by the pressure of poor crops coupled
with increased social terrorism in certain sections of the

South and Southwest. Neither labor demand, the boll-

weevil nor the Ku Klux Klan is a basic factor, however con-

tributory any or all of them may have -been. The wash
and rush of this human tide on the beach line of the north-

ern city centers is to be explained primarily in terms of a

new vision of opportunity, of social and economic freedom,
of a spirit to seize, even in the face of an extortionate and

heavy toll, a chance for the improvement of conditions. With
each successive wave of it, the movement of the Negro
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migrant becomes more and more like that of the European
waves at their crests, a mass movement to\vard the larger

and the more democratic chance in the Negro's case a

deliberate flight not only from countryside to city, but from

medieaval America to modern.

The secret lies close to what distinguishes Harlem from

the ghettos with which it is sometimes compared. The

ghetto picture is that of a slowly dissolving mass, bound

by ties of custom and culture and association, in the midst

of a freer and more varied society. From the- racial stand-

point, our Harlems are themselves crucibles. Here in Man-
hattan is not merely the largest Negro community in the

world, but the first concentration in history of so many di-

verse elements of Negro life. It has attracted the African,

the West Indian, the Negro American
;
has brought together

the Negro of the North and the Negro of the South ; the man
from the city and the man from the town and village ;

the

peasant, the student, the business man, the professional man,

artist, poet, musician, adventurer and worker, preacher and

criminal, exploiter and social outcast. Each group has come

with its own separate motives and for its own special ends,

but their greatest experience has been the finding of one

another. Proscription and prejudice have thrown these dis-

similar elements into a common area of contact and inter-

action. Within this area, race sympathy and unity have de-

termined a further fusing of sentiment and experience.

So what began in terms of segregation becomes more and

more, as its elements mix and react, the laboratory of a

great race-welding. Hitherto, it must 'be admitted that

American Negroes have been a race more in name than in

fact, or to be exact, more in sentiment than in experience.

The chief bond between them has been that of a common
condition rather than a common consciousness ; a problem
in common rather than a life in common. In Harlem, Ne-

gro life is seizing upon its first chances for group expression

and self-determination. That is why our comparison is

taken with those nascent centers of folk-expression and

self-determination which are playing a creative part in the

world today. Without pretense to their political signifi-

cance, Harlem has the same role to play for the New Negro
as Dublin has had for the New Ireland or Prague for the

New Czechoslovakia.

It is true the formidable centers of our race life, educa-

tional, industrial, financial, are not in Harlem, yet here,

nevertheless, are the forces that make a group known and

felt in the world. The reformers, the fighting advocates,

the inner spokesmen, the poets, artists and social prophets

are here, and pouring in toward them are the fluid ambitious

youth and pressing in upon them the migrant masses. The

professional observers, and the enveloping communities as

well, are conscious of the physics of this stir and movement,
of the cruder and more obvious facts of a ferment and a

migration. But they are as yet largely unaware of the

psychology of it, of the galvanizing shocks and reactions,

which mark the social awakening and internal reorganization

which are making a race out of its own disunited elements.

A railroad ticket and a suitcase, like a Bagdad carpet,

transport the Negro peasant from the cotton-field and farm

to the heart of the most complex urban civilization. Here,

in the mass, he must and does survive a jump of two gene-

rations in social economy and of a century and more in

civilization. Meanwhile the Negro poet, student, artist,

thinker, by the very move that normally would take him off

at a tangent from the masses, finds himself in their midst,

in a situation concentrating the racial side of his experienc

and heightening his race-consciousness. These moving
half-awakened newcomers provide an exceptional seed-be

for the germinating contacts of the enlightened minority

And that is why statistics are out of joint with fact i

Harlem, and will be for a generation or so.

HARLEM,
I grant you, isn't typical but it is signit

cant, it is prophetic. No sane observer, howevii

sympathetic to the new trend, would contend that the gre?

masses are articulate as yet, but they stir, they move, the

are more than physically restless. The challenge of th

new intellectuals among them is clear enough the "rat

radicals" and realists who have broken with the old epod

of philanthropic guidance, sentimental appeal and protes

But are we after all only reading into the stirrings of

sleeping giant the dreams of an agitator? The answer

in the migrating peasant. It is the "man farthest down

who is most active in getting up. One of the most cha

acteristic symptoms of this is the professional man himse

migrating to recapture his constituency after a vain effo

to maintain in some Southern corner what for years bac

seemed an established living and clientele. The clergyma

following his errant flock, the physician or lawyer trailir

his clients, supply the true clues. In a real sense it is tl

rank and file who are leading, and the leaders \vho are fo

lowing. A transformed and transforming psychology pe

meates the masses.

When the racial leaders of twenty years ago spoke of
dj

veloping race-pride and stimulating race-consciousness, arj

of the desirability of race solidarity, they could not in ar;

accurate degree have anticipated the abrupt feeling that h

surged up and now pervades the awakened centers. Son

of the recognized Negro leaders and a powerful section >i

white opinion identified with "race work" of the older ord

have indeed attempted to discount this feeling as a "passir

phase," an attack of "race nerves," so to speak, an "afte

math of the war," and the like. It has not abated, ho\:

ever, if we are to gage by the present tone and temper

the Negro press, or by the shift in popular support from t!

officially recognized and orthodox spokesmen to those <

the independent, popular, and often radical type who a

unmistakable symptoms of a new order. It is a soci

disservice to blunt the fact that the Negro of the Northe;

centers has reached a stage where tutelage, even of tl

most interested and well-intentioned sort, must give pla

to new relationships, where positive self-direction must i

reckoned with in ever increasing measure.

As a service to this new understanding, the contribute

to this Harlem number have been asked, not merely to d

scribe Harlem as a city of migrants and as a race centt

but to voice these new aspirations of a people, to read t

clear message of the new conditions, and to discuss sor

of the new relationships and contacts they involve. Fir

we shall look at Harlem, with its kindred centers in t

Northern and Mid-Western cities, as the way mark of

momentous folk movement ; then as the center of a grippii

struggle for an industrial and urban foothold. But mo

significant than either of these, we shall also view it

the stage of the pageant of contemporary Negro life,

the drama of its new and progressive aspects, we may

witnessing the resurgence of a race; with our eyes focuss

on the Harlem scene we may dramatically glimpse t

New Negro.
-A. L.



Enter the New Negro
By ALAIN LOCKE

IN
the last decade something beyond the

watch and guard of statistics has happened
in the life of the American Negro and the

three norns who have traditionally presided

over the Negro problem have a changeling
in their laps. The Sociologist, The Philan-

thropist, the Race-leader are not unaware of the New Negro,
but they are at a loss to account for him. He simply cannot

be swathed in their formulae. For the younger generation

is vibrant with a new psychology; the new spirit is awake
in the masses, and under the very eyes of the professional

observers is transforming what has been a perennial

problem into the progressive phases of contemporary Ne-

gro life.

Could such a metamorphosis have taken place as suddenly
as it has appeared to? The answer is no; not because the

New Negro is not here, but because the Old Negro had

long become more of a myth than a man. The Old Negro,
we must remember, was a creature of moral debate and

historical controversy. His has been a stock figure perpetu-

ated as an historical fiction partly in innocent sentimentalism,

partly in deliberate reactionism. The Negro himself has

contributed his share to this through a sort of protective

social mimicry forced upon him by the adverse circumstances

of dependence. So for generations in the mind of America,

the Negro has been more of a formula than a human being
a something to be argued about, condemned or defended,

to be "kept down," or "in his place," or "helped up," to

be worried with or worried over, harassed or patronized, a

social bogey or a social burden. The thinking Negro even

has been induced to share this same general attitude, to

focus his attention on controversial issues, to see himself

in the distorted perspective of a social problem. His shadow,
so to speak, has been more real to him than his personality.

Through having had to appeal from the unjust stereotypes

of his oppressors and traducers to those of his liberators,

friends and benefactors he has subscribed to the traditional

positions from which his case has been viewed. Little true

social or self-understanding has or could come from such a

situation.

But while the minds of most of us, black and white, have

thus burrowed in the trenches of the Civil War and Recon-

struction, the actual march of development has simply flank-

ed these positions, necessitating a sudden reorientation of

view. We have not been watching in the right direction;

et North and South on a sectional axis, we have not noticed

he East till the sun has us blinking.

Recall how suddenly the Negro spirituals revealed them-

selves; suppressed for generations under the stereotypes of

Wesleyan hymn harmony, secretive, half-ashamed, until the

courage of being natural brought them out and behold,

there was folk-music. Similarly the mind of the Negro
seems suddenly to have slipped from under the tyranny of

social intimidation and to be shaking off the psychology of

imitation and implied inferiority. By shedding the old

chrysalis of the Negro problem we are achieving something

like a spiritual emancipation. Until recently, lacking self-

understanding, we have been almost as much of a problem
to ourselves as we still are to others. But the decade that

found us with a problem has left us with only a task. The
multitude perhaps feels as yet only a strange relief and

a new vague urge, but the thinking few know that

in the reaction the vital inner grip of prejudice has been

broken.

With this renewed self-respect and self-dependence, the

life of the Negro community is bound to enter a new dyna-
mic phase, the buoyancy from within compensating for what-

ever pressure there may be of conditions from without. The

migrant masses, shifting from countryside to city, hurdle

several generations of experience at a leap, but more im-

portant, the same thing happens spiritually in the life-atti-

tudes and self-expression of the Young Negro, in his poetry,

his art, his education and his new outlook, with the addi-

tional advantage, of course, of the poise and greater certain-

ty of knowing what it is all about. From this comes the

promise and warrant of a new leadership. As one of them

has discerningly put it:

\Ve have tomorrow

Bright before us

Like a flame.

Yesterday, a night-gone thing
A sun-down name.

And dawn today
Broad arch above the road we came.
We march!

This is what, even more than any "most creditable record

of fifty years of freedom," requires that the Negro of today

be seen through other than the dusty spectacles of past con-

troversy. The day of "aunties," "uncles" and "mammies"
is equally gone. Uncle Tom and Sambo have passed on,

and even the "Colonel" and "George" play barnstorm roles

from which they escape with relief when the public spot-

light is off. The popular melodrama has about played itself

out, and it is time to scrap the fictions, garret the bogeys

and settle down to a realistic facing of facts.

FIRST
we must observe some of the changes which since

the traditional lines of opinion were drawn have rend-

ered these quite obsolete. A main change has been, of course,

that shifting of the Negro population which has made the

Negro problem no longer exclusively or even predominantly
Southern. Why should our minds remain sectionalized,

when the problem itself no longer is? Then the trend of

migration has not only been toward the North and the Cen-

tral Midwest, but city-ward and to the great centers of

industry the problems of adjustment are new, practical,

local and not peculiarly racial. Rather they are an integral

part of the large industrial and social problems of our pres-

ent-day democracy. And finally, with the Negro rapidly

in process of class differentiation, if it ever was warrantable

to regard and treat the Negro en masse it is becom-

ing with every day less possible, more unjust and more

ridiculous.

The Negro too, for his part, has idols of the tribe to
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smash. If on the one hand the white man has erred in

making the Negro appear to be that which would excuse

or extenuate his treatment of him, the Negro, in turn, has

too often unnecessarily excused himself because of the way
he has been treated. The intelligent Negro of today is re-

solved not to make discrimination an extenuation for his

shortcomings in performance, individual or collective ; he is

trying to hold himself at par, neither inflated by sentimental

allowances nor depreciated by current social discounts. For

this he must know himself and be known for precisely what

he is, and for that reason he welcomes the new scientific

rather than the old sentimental interest. Sentimental in-

terest in the Negro has ebbed. We used to lament this as

the falling off of our friends; now we rejoice and pray to

be delivered both from self-pity and condescension. The
mind of each racial group has had a bitter weaning, apathy

or hatred on one side matching disillusionment or resentment

on the other; but they face each other today with the possi-

bility at least of entirely new mutual attitudes.

It does not follow that if the Negro were better known,
he would be better liked or better treated. But mutual un-

derstanding is basic for any subsequent cooperation and ad-

justment. The effort toward this will at least have the

effect of remedying in large part what has been the most

unsatisfactory feature of our present stage of race relation-

ships in America, namely the fact that the more intelligent

and representative elements of the two race groups have at

so many points got quite out of vital touch with one

another.

The fiction is that the life of the races is separate, and

increasingly so. The fact is that they have touched too

closely at the unfavorable and too lightly at the favorable

levels.

While inter-racial councils have sprung up in the South,

drawing on forward elements of both races, in the Northern

cities manual laborers may brush elbows in their everyday

u-ork, but the community and business leaders have experi-

enced no such interplay or far too little of it. These seg-

ments must achieve contact or the race situation in America

becomes desperate. Fortunately this is happening. There is

a growing realization that in social effort the cooperative

basis must supplant long-distance philanthropy, and that the

only safeguard for mass relations in the future must be

provided in the carefully maintained contacts of the en-

lightened minorities of both race groups. In the intellectual

realm a renewed and keen curiosity is replacing the recent

apathy; the Negro is being carefully studied, not just talked

about and discussed. In art and letters, instead of being

wholly caricatured, he is being seriously portrayed and

painted.

To all of this the New Negro is keenly responsive as an

augury of a new democracy in American culture. He is

contributing his share to the new social understanding. But

the desire to be understood would never in itself have been

sufficient to have opened so completely the protectively

closed portals of the thinking Negro's mind. There is still

too much possibility of being snubbed or patronized for that.

It was rather the necessity for fuller, truer, self-expression,

the realization of the unwisdom of allowing social discrim-

ination to segregate him mentally, and a counter-attitude

to cramp and fetter his own living and so the "spite-wall"

that the intellectuals built over the "color-line" has happily

been taken down. Much of this reopening of intellectual

contacts has centered in New York and has been richly

fruitful not merely in the enlarging of personal experience,

but in the definite enrichment of American art and letters

and in the clarifying of our common vision of the social

tasks ahead.

The particular significance in the reestablishment of con-

tact between the more advanced and representative classes

is that it promises to offset some of the unfavorable reactions

of the past, or at least to re-surface race contacts somewhat

for the future. Subtly the conditions that are moulding

a New Negro are moulding a new American attitude.

However, this new phase of things is delicate; it will

call for less charity but more justice; less help, but infinitely

closer understanding. This is indeed a critical stage of race

relationships because of the likelihood, if the new temper is

not understood, of engendering sharp group antagonism

and a second crop of more calculated prejudice. In some

quarters, it has already done so. Having weaned the Negro,

public opinion cannot continue to paternalize. The Negro

today is inevitably moving forward under the control largely

of his own objectives. What are these objectives ? Those

of his outer life are happily already well and finally formu-

lated, for they are none other than the ideals of American

institutions and democracy. Those of his inner life are yet

in process of formation, for the new psychology at present

is more of a consensus of feeling than of opinion, of attitude

rather than of program. Still some points seem to have

crystallized.

UP
to the present one may adequately describe the

Negro's "inner objectives" as an attempt to repair

a damaged group psychology and reshape a warped social

perspective. Their realization has required a new mentality

for the American Negro. And as it matures we begin to

see its effects ; at first, negative, iconoclastic, and then posi-

tive and constructive. In this new group psychology we

note the lapse of sentimental appeal, then the development

of a more positive self-respect and self-reliance ;
the repu-

diation of social dependence, and then the gradual recovery

from hyper-sensitiveness and "touchy" nerves, the repudia-

tion of the double standard of judgment with its special

philanthropic allowances and then the sturdier desire for

objective and scientific appraisal; and finally the rise from

social disillusionment to race pride, from the sense of social

debt to the responsibilities of social contribution, and off-

setting the necessary working and commonsense acceptance

of restricted conditions, the belief in ultimate esteem and

recognition. Therefore the Negro today wishes to be known

for what he is, even in his faults and shortcomings, and

scorns a craven and precarious survival at the price of seem-

ing to be what he is not. He resents being spoken for as

a social ward or minor, even by his own, and to being re-

garded a chronic patient for the sociological clinic, the sick

man of American Democracy. For the same reasons, he

himself is through with those social nostrums and panaceas,

the so-called "solutions" of his "problem," with which he

and the country have been so liberally dosed in the past.

Religion, freedom, education, money in turn, he has ar-

dently hoped for and peculiarly trusted these things ;
he

still believes in them, but not in blind trust that they alone

will solve his life-problem.

Each generation, however, will have its creed and that

of the present is the belief in the efficacy of collective effort,

in race cooperation. This deep feeling of race is at present
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the mainspring of Negro life. It seems to be the outcome

of the reaction to proscription and prejudice; an attempt,

fairly successful on the whole, to convert a defensive into

an offensive position, a handicap into an incentive. It is

radical in tone, but not in purpose and only the most stupid

forms of opposition, misunderstanding or persecution could

make it otherwise. Of course, the thinking Negro has shifted

a little toward the left with the world-trend, and there is an

increasing group who affiliate with radical and liberal move-

ments. But fundamentally for the present the Negro is

radical on race matters, conservative on others, in other

words, a "forced radical," a social protestant rather than

a genuine radical. Yet under further pressure and injus-

tice iconoclastic thought and motives will inevitably increase.

Harlem's quixotic radicalisms call for their ounce of democ-

racy today lest tomorrow they be beyond cure.

The Negro mind reaches out as yet to nothing but Amer-

ican wants, American ideas. But this forced attempt to build

his Americanism on race values is a unique social experiment,

and its ultimate success is impossible except through the

fullest sharing of American culture and institutions. There

should be no delusion about this. American nerves in sec-

tions unstrung with race hysteria are often fed the opiate

that the trend of Negro advance is wholly separatist, and

that the effect of its operation will be to encyst the Negro
as a benign foreign body in the body politic. This cannot

be even if it were desirable. The racialism of the Negro
is no limitation or reservation with respect to American life

;

it is only a constructive effort to build the obstructions in

the stream of his progress into an efficient dam of social

energy and power. Democracy itself is obstructed and

stagnated to the extent that any of its channels are closed.

Indeed they cannot be selectively closed. So the choice is

not between one way for the Negro and another way for

the rest, but between American institutions frustrated on

the one hand and American ideals progressively fulfilled

and realized on the other.

There is, of course, a warrantably comfortable feeling in

being on the right side of the country's professed ideals.

We realize that we cannot be undone without America's

undoing. It is within the gamut of this attitude that the

thinking Negro faces America, but the variations of. mood
in connection with it are if anything more significant than

the attitude itself. Sometimes we have it taken with the

defiant ironic challenge of McKay:

Mine is the future grinding down today
Like a great landslip moving to the sea,

Bearing its freight of debris far away
Where the green hungry waters restlessly
Heave mammoth pyramids and break and roar
Their eerie challenge to the crumbling shore.

Sometimes, perhaps more frequently as yet, in the fervent

and almost filial appeal and counsel of Weldon Johnson's:

O Southland, dear Southland!
Then why do you still cling
To an idle age and a musty page,
To a dead and useless thing.

But between defiance and appeal, midway almost between

cynicism and hope, the prevailing mind stands in the mood
of the same author's To America, an attitude of sober query
and stoical challenge:

How would you have us, as we are?
Or sinking 'neath the load we bear,

Our eyes fixed forward on a star,

Or gazing empty at despair?

Rising or falling? Men or things?
With dragging pace or footsteps fleet?

Strong, willing sinews in your wings,
Or tightening chains about your feet?

More and more, however, an intelligent realization of

the great discrepancy between the American social creed

and the American social practice forces upon the Negro
the taking of the moral advantage that is his. Only the

steadying and sobering effect of a truly characteristic gentle-

ness of spirit prevents the rapid rise of a definite cynicism

and counter-hate and a defiant superiority feeling. Human
as this reaction would be, the majority still deprecate its

advent, and would gladly see it forestalled by the speedy

amelioration of its causes. We wish our race pride to be

a healthier, more positive achievement than a feeling based

upon a realization of the shortcomings of others. But all

paths toward the attainment of a sound social attitude have

been difficult ; only a relatively few enlightened minds have

been able as the phrase puts it "to rise above" prejudice.

The ordinary man has had until recently only a hard choice

between the alternatives of supine and humiliating sub-

mission and stimulating but hurtful counter-prejudice. For-

tunately from some inner, desperate resourcefulness has re-

cently sprung up the simple expedient of fighting prejudice

by mental passive resistance, in other words by trying to

ignore it. For the few, this manna may perhaps be ef-

fective, but the masses cannot thrive on it.

FORTUNATELY
there are constructive channels open-

ing out into which the balked social feelings of the

American Negro can flow freely.

Without them there would be much more pressure and

danger than there is. These compensating interests are racial

but in a new and enlarged way. One is the consciousness

of acting as the advance-guard of the African peoples in

their contact with Twentieth Century civilization ; the

other, the sense of a mission of rehabilitating the race in

world esteem from that loss of prestige for which the fate

and conditions of slavery have so largely been responsible.

Harlem, as we shall see, is the center of both these move-

ments; she is the home of the Negro's "Zionism." The

pulse of the Negro world has begun to beat in Harlem. A
Negro newspaper carrying news material in English, French

and Spanish, gathered from all quarters of America, the

West Indies and Africa has maintained itself in Harlem
for over five years. Two important magazines, both edited

from New York, maintain their news and circulation con-

sistently on a cosmopolitan scale. Under American auspices

and backing, three pan-African congresses have been held

abroad for the discussion of common interests, colonial ques-

tions and the future cooperative development of Africa.

In terms of the race question as a world problem, the Negro
mind has leapt, so to speak, upon the parapets of prejudice

and extended its cramped horizons. In so doing it has linked

up with the growing group consciousness of the dark-peoples

and is gradually learning their common interests. As one

of our writers has recently put it: "It is imperative that

we understand the white world in its relations to the non-

white world." As with the Jew, persecution is making
the Negro international.

As a world phenomenon this wider race consciousness is
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a different thing from the much asserted rising tide of color.

Its inevitable causes are not of our making. The conse-

quences are not necessarily damaging to the best interests

of civilization. Whether it actually brings into being new
Armadas of conflict or argosies of cultural exchange and

enlightenment can only be decided by the attitude of the

dominant races in an era of critical change. With the

American Negro his new internationalism is primarily an

effort to recapture contact with the scattered peoples of

African derivation. Garveyism may be a transient, if spec-

tacular, phenomenon, but the possible role of the American

Negro in the future development of Africa is one of the

most constructive and universally helpful missions that any
modern people can lay claim to.

Constructive participation in such causes cannot help

giving the Negro valuable group incentives, as well as in-

creased prestige at home and abroad. Our greatest re-

habilitation may possibly come through such channels, but
for the present, more immediate hope rests in the revalua-
ation by white and black alike of the Negro in terms of his

artistic endowments and cultural contributions, past and

prospective. It must be increasingly recognized that the

Negro has already made very substantial contributions, not

only in his folk-art, music especially, which has always found

appreciation, but in larger, though humbler and less ac-

knowledged ways. For generations the Negro has been the

peasant matrix of that section of America which has most

undervalued him, and here he has contributed not only

materially in labor and in social patience, but spiritually

as well. The South has unconsciously absorbed the gift

of his folk-temperament. In less than half a generation
it will be easier to recognize this, but the fact remains that

a leaven of humor, sentiment, imagination and tropic non-

chalance has gone into the making of the South from a

humble, unacknowledged source. A second crop of the

Negro's gifts promises still more largely. He now be-

comes a conscious contributor and lays aside the status of

a beneficiary and ward for that of a collaborator and parti-

cipant in American civilization. The great social gain in

this is the releasing of our talented group from the arid

fields of controversy and debate to the productive fields of

creative expression. The especially cultural recognition

they win should in turn prove the key to that revaluation

of the Negro which must precede or accompany any con-

siderable further betterment of race relationships. But

whatever the general effect, the present generation will have

added the motives of self-expression and spiritual develop-

ment to the old and still unfinished task of making material

headway and progress. No one who understandingly faces

the situation with its substantial accomplishment or views

the new scene with its still more abundant promise can be

entirely without hope. And certainly, if in our lifetime

the Negro should not be able to celebrate his full initiation

into American democracy, he can at least, on the warrant

of these things, celebrate the attainment of a significant and

satisfying new phase of group development, and with it a

spiritual Coming of Age.

Drawn by Walter Von Ruckteschell
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The Making of Harlem
By JAMES WELDON JOHNSON

rN
the history of New York, the significance

of the name Harlem has changed from

Dutch to Irish to Jewish to Negro. Of
these changes, the last has come most

swiftly. Throughout colored America, from

Massachusetts to Mississippi, and across the

ntinent to Los Angeles and Seattle, its name, which as

te as fifteen years ago had scarcely been heard, now stands

r the Negro metropolis. Harlem is indeed the great

iecca for the sight-seer, the pleasure-seeker, the curious,

e adventurous, the enterprising, the ambitious and the

icnted of the whole Negro world ; for the lure of it has

ached down to every island of the Carib Sea and has

netrated even into Africa.

In the make-up of New York, Harlem is not merely a

egro colony or community, it is a city within a city, the

eatest Negro city in the world. It is not a slum or a

nge, it is located in the heart of Manhattan and occupies

e of the most beautiful and healthful sections of the city.
1

is not a "quarter" of dilapidated tenements, but is made

i of new-law apartments and handsome dwellings, with

:ll-paved and well-lighted streets. It has its own churches,

i:ial and civic centers, shops, theatres and other places of

.lusement. And it contains more Negroes to the square

le than any other spot on earth. A stranger who rides

magnificent Seventh Avenue on a bus or in an auto-

>bile must be struck with surprise at the transformation

Mich takes place after he crosses One Hundred and

'venty-fifth Street. Beginning there, the population sud-

nly darkens and he rides through twenty-five solid blocks

iiere the passers-by, the shoppers, those sitting in restaur-

ts, coming out of theatres, standing in doorways and

liking out of windows are practically all Negroes; and

tin he emerges where the population as suddenly becomes

'lite again. There is nothing just like it in any other

ty in the country, for there is no preparation for it
;

no

unge in the character of the houses and streets; no change,

ileed, in the appearance of the people, except their color.

TEGRO Harlem is practically a development of the

^ past decade, but the story behind it goes back a long

ly. There have always been colored people in New York.

the middle of the last century they lived in the vicinity of

iipenard, Broome and Spring Streets. When Washington
luare and lower Fifth Avenue was the center of aristo-

utic life, the colored people, whose chief occupation was
(tnestic service in the homes of the rich, lived in a fringe
i were scattered in nests to the south, east and west of

': square. As late as the 8o's the major part of the col-

i;d population lived in Sullivan, Thompson, Bleecker,

'ove, Minetta Lane and adjacent streets. It is curious

t note that some of these nests still persist. In a number
<the blocks of Greenwich Village and Little Italy may be

hnd small groups of Negroes who have never lived in

ip other section of the city. By about 1890 the center of

ored population had shifted to the upper Twenties and

lower Thirties west of Sixth Avenue. Ten years later an-

other considerable shift northward had been made to West

Fifty-third Street.

The West Fifty-third Street settlement deserves some

special mention because it ushered in a new phase of life

among colored New Yorkers. Three rather well appointed

hotels were opened in the street and they quickly became

the centers of a sort of fashionable life that hitherto had

not existed. On Sunday evenings these hotels served din-

ner to music and attracted crowds of well-dressed diners.

One of these hotels, The Marshall, became famous as the

headquarters of Negro talent. There gathered the actors,

the musicians, the composers, the writers, the singers, danc-

ers and vaudevillians. There one went to get a close-up of

Williams and Walker, Cole and Johnson, Ernest Hogan,
Will Marion Cook, Jim Europe, Aida Overton, and of

others equally and less known. Paul Laurence Dunbar was

frequently there whenever he was in New York. Numbers
of those who love to shine by the light reflected from cele-

brities were always to be found. The first modern jazz band

ever heard in New York, or, perhaps anywhere, was organ-

ized at The Marshall. It was a playing-singing-dancing

orchestra, making the first dominant use of banjos, saxo-

phones, clarinets and trap drums in combination, and was

called The Memphis Students. Jim Europe was a member
of that band, and out of it grew the famous Clef Club, of

which he was the noted leader, and which for a long time

monopolized the business of "entertaining" private parties

and furnishing music for the new dance craze. Also in the

Clef Club was "Buddy" Gilmore who originated trap

drumming as it is now practiced, and set hundreds of white

men to juggling their sticks and doing acrobatic stunts

while they manipulated a dozen other noise-making devices

aside from their drums. A good many well-known white

performers frequented The Marshall and for seven or eight

years the place was one of the sights of New York.

THE
move to Fifty-third Street was the result of the

opportunity to get into newer and better houses. About

1900 the move to Harlem began, and for the same reason.

Harlem had been overbuilt with large, new-law apartment

houses, but rapid transportation to that section was very

inadequate the Lenox Avenue Subway had not yet been

built and landlords were finding difficulty in keeping houses

on the east side of the section filled. Residents along and

near Seventh Avenue were fairly well served by the Eighth

Avenue Elevated. A colored man, in the real estate busi-

ness at this time, Philip A. Payton, approached several of

these landlords with the proposition that he would fill their

empty or partially empty houses with steady colored tenants.

The suggestion was accepted, and one or two houses on

One Hundred and Thirty-fourth Street east of Lenox

Avenue were taken over. Gradually other houses were filled.

The whites paid little attention to the movement until it

began to spread west of Lenox Avenue ; they then took

steps to check it. They proposed through a financial organ-
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ization, the Hudson Realty Company, to buy in all proper-

ties occupied by colored people and evict the tenants. The

Negroes countered by similar methods. Payton formed the

Afro-American Really Company, a Negro corporation or-

ganized for the purpose of buying and leasing houses for

occupancy by colored people. Under this counter stroke

the opposition subsided for several years.

Hut the continually increasing pressure of colored people

to the west over the Lenox Avenue dead line caused the

opposition to break out again, but in a new and more menac-

ing form. Several white men undertook to organize all the

white people of the community for the purpose of inducing

financial institutions not to lend money or renew mortgages
on properties occupied by colored people. In this effort they

had considerable success, and created a situation which has

not yet been completely overcome, a situation which is one of

the hardest and most unjustifiable the Negro property owner

in Harlem has to contend with. The Afro-American Realty

Company was now defunct, but two or three colored men
of means stepped into the breach. Philip A. Payton and

J. C. Thomas bought two five-story apartments, dispossessed

the white tenants and put in colored. J. B. Nail bought

a row of five apartments and did the same thing. St.

Philip's Church bought a row of thirteen apartment houses

on One Hundred and Thirty-fifth Street, running from

Seventh Avenue almost to Lenox.

The situation now resolved itself into an actual contest.

Negroes not only continued to occupy available apartment

houses, but began to purchase private dwellings between

Lenox and Seventh Avenues. Then the whole movement,
in the eyes of the whites, took on the aspect of an "in-

vasion" ; they became panic stricken and began fleeing as

from a plague. The presence of one colored family in a

block, no matter how well bred and orderly, was sufficient

to precipitate a flight. House after house and block after

block was actually deserted. It was a great demonstrate

of human beings running amuck. None of them stopp

to reason why they were doing it or what would happi

if they didn't. The banks and lending companies holdii

mortgages on these deserted houses were compelled to ta

them over. For some time they held these houses vacat

preferring to do that and carry the charges than to re

or sell them to colored people. But values dropped a*

continued to drop until at the outbreak of the war

Europe property in the northern part of Harlem had reach

the nadir.

IN
the meantime the Negro colony was becoming me

stable ; the churches were being moved from the low

part of the city ; social and civic centers were being forme

and gradually a community was being evolved. Followi:

the outbreak of the war in Europe Negro Harlem receiv

a new and tremendous impetus. Because of the war the

sands of aliens in the United States rushed back to thi

native lands to join the colors and immigration practical

ceased. The result was a critical shortage in labor. T
shortage was rapidly increased as the United States we

more and more largely into the business of furnish!

munitions and supplies to the warring countries: To ht

meet this shortage of common labor Negroes were broug

up from the South. The government itself took the fi

steps, following the practice in vogue in Germany of shi

ing labor according to the supply and demand in varic

parts of the country. The example of the government w

promptly taken up by the big industrial concerns, which sc

hundreds, perhaps thousands, of labor agents into the Soi

who recruited Negroes by wholesale. I was in Jackse

ville, Fla., for a while at that time, and I sat one day a

watched the stream of migrants passing to take the tra

For hours they passed steadily, carrying flimsy suit cas

Photograph hy Paul Thomt

Rush hour at the corner of 1351/1 Street and Lenox At'enue, the subway station in the heart of Harlem. Though the origin'

settlement of Negroes in Harlem came about indirectly because of lack of transit facilities, it is now served by the best Ne-

York has to offer, including a branch of the Fifth Avenue bus lines
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e\v and shiny, rusty old ones, bursting at the seams,

oxes and bundles and impedimenta of all sorts, in-

uding banjos, guitars, birds in cages and what not.

imilar scenes were being enacted in cities and towns

1 over that region. The first wave of the great

<odus of Negroes from the South was on. Great

umbers of these migrants headed for New York or

^entually got there, and naturally the majority

ent up into Harlem. But the Negro population

f Harlem was not swollen by migrants from the

outh alone; the opportunity for Negro labor ex-

-ted its pull upon the Negroes of the West Indies,

id those islanders in the course of time poured into

; arlem to the number of twenty-five thousand or

ore.

These new-comers did not have to look we work;

ork looked for them, and at wages of which they

ad never even dreamed. And here is where the

nlooked for, the unprecedented, the miraculous hap-

;ned. According to all preconceived notions, these

egroes suddenly earning large sums of money for

ie first time in their lives should have had their heads

irned; they should have squandered it in the most

lly and absurd manners imaginable. Later, after

ie United States had entered the war. and even

egroes in the South were making money fast, many

ories in accord with the tradition came out of that

ction. There was the one about the colored man

ho went into a general store and on hearing a

lonograph for the first time promptly ordered six

them, one for each child in the house. I shall

3t stop to discuss whether Negroes in the South

id that sort of thing or

ot, but I do know that

lose who got to New
ork didn't. The Negroes

f Harlem, for the greater

art, worked and saved

icir money. Nobody
new how much they had

ived until congestion

iade expansion necessary

ir tenants and ownership

rofitable for landlords,

id they began to buy

roperty. Persons who

mild never be suspected

f having money bought

roperty. The Rev. W.
/. Brown, pastor of the

letropolitan Baptist
hurch, repeatedly made

Buy propery" the text

his sermons. A large

m of his congregation

irried out the injunc-

on. The church itself ^ ^^ map show$ appwximate iy
:t an example by pur- wnere Negroes live in Harlem, according

lasing a magnificent to a housing survey made in 1924 by the

rown stone church build- New York Urban League. The fringe

ig on Seventh Avenue of houses: in which both Negro and white

tenants live is not indicated. The first
white congrega- houses occupied ^ Negroes were on

on. Buying property be- 134th Street east of Lenox Avenue

Photograph by Paul Thompson

Sadly as Harlem lacks fpace to play outdoors, there

is no lack of the play spirit either inside Harlem's
crowded homes or on the broad avenues^that cut

through it. Parades are almost of daily occurrence

whether the occasion be the arrival of a vaudeville

troupe, the patriotic enthusiasm of a new organ-

ization, or a funeral

came a fever. At the height of this activity, thar

is, 1920-21, it was not an uncommon thing for a

colored washerwoman or cook to go into a real

estate office and lay down from one thousand to

five thousand dollars on a house. "Pig Foot Mary"
is a character in Harlem. Everybody who knows
the corner of Lenox Avenue and One Hundred and

Thirty-fifth Street knows "Mary" and her stand

and has been tempted by the smell of her pigsfeet,

fried chicken and hot corn, even if he has not been

a customer. "Mary," whose real name is Mrs.

Mary Dean, bought the five-story apartment house

at the corner of Seventh Avenue and One Hundred
and Thirty-seventh Street at a price of $42,000.

Later she sold it to the Y. W. C. A. for dormitory

purposes. The Y. W. C. A. sold it recently to

Adolph Howell, a leading colored undertaker, the

price given being $72,000. Often companies of a

half dozen men combined to buy a house these

combinations were and still are generally made up

of West Indians and would produce five or ten

thousand dollars to put through the deal.

When the buying activity began to make itself
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felt, the lending companies that had been holding vacant the

handsome dwellings on and abutting Seventh Avenue

decided to put them on the market. The values on these

houses had dropped to the lowest jnark possible and they

were put up at astonishingly low prices. Houses that had

been bought at from $15,000 to $20,000 were sold at one-

third those figures. They were quickly gobbled up. The

Equitable Life Assurance Company held 106 model private

houses that were designed by Stanford White. They are

built with courts running straight through the block and

closed off by wrought iron gates. Every one of these houses

was sold within eleven months at an aggregate price of

about two million dollars. Today they are probably worth

about 100 per cent more. And not only have private

dwellings and similar apartments been bought but big

elevator apartments have been taken over. Corporations

have been organized for this purpose. Two of these, The
Antillian Realty Company, composed of West Indian

Negroes, and the Sphinx Securities Company, composed of

American and West Indian Negroes, represent holdings

amounting to approximately $750,000. Individual Negroes

and companies in the South have invested in Harlem real

estate. About two years ago a Negro institution of

Savannah, Ga., bought a parcel for $115,000 which it sold

a month or so ago at a profit of $no,OOO.
I am informed by John E. Nail, a successful colored real

estate dealer of Harlem and a reliable authority, that the

total value of property in Harlem owned and controlled

by colored people would at a conservative estimate amount

to more than sixty million dollars. These figures are amaz-

ing, especially when we take into account the short time

in which they have been piled up. Twenty years ago

Negroes were begging for the privilege of renting a flat in

Qateway and court in the block designed as a unit by Stan-

ford White before the Negroes moved to Harlem a block

which has few rivals in the city for distinction of line and
mass and its air of quiet dignity

Harlem. Fifteen years ago barely a half dozen colored m-

owned real property in all Manhattan. And down to t

years ago the amount that had been acquired in Harlem w
comparatively negligible. Today Negro Harlem is prs

tically owned by Negroes.
The question naturally arises, "Are the Negroes goii

to be able to hold Harlem?" If they have been steadi 1

driven northward for the past hundred years and out

less desirable sections, can they hold this choice bit of Ma
hattan Island? It is hardly probable that Negroes w
hold Harlem indefinitely, but when they are forced out

will not be for the same reasons that forced them out

former quarters in New York City. The situation

entirely different and without precedent. When color

people do leave Harlem, their homes, their churches, th<

investments and their businesses, it will be because the la;

has become so valuable they can no longer afford to li

on it. But the date of another move northward is ve

far in the future. What will Harlem be and become
the meantime ? Is there danger that the Negro may lose 1

economic status in New York and be unable to hold 1

property? Will Harlem become merely a famous ghett

or will it be a center of intellectu

cultural and economic forces exe

ing an influence throughout

world, especially upon Negro pi

pies? Will it become a point

friction between the races in Ni

York?
I think there is less danger

the Negroes of New York of 1<

ing out economically and industri

ly than to the Negroes of any lai

city in the North. In most of 1

big industrial centers Negroes {

engaged in gang labor. They <

employed by thousands in the stc

yards in Chicago, by thousands

the automobile plants in Det
and in those cities they are l

to be the first to be let go, ani

thousands, with every business (

The back of the houses pression. In New York there
on

"Strikers'
Row," as

hardly such a thing as gang lat

\w fc t
n among Negroes -

ex Pt among t

West 13,9th St. between
, , . . .

Seventh and Eighth W^^emen, and it is in the lor

Avenues is called by
snoremen s unions, above all othe

dwellers in less beauti- that Negroes stand on an eqi

ful streets footing. Employment amo

Negroes' in New York is highly
versified ;

in the main they are employed more as individu

than as non-integral parts of a gang. Furthermore, Harli

is gradually becoming more and more a self-supporting

munity. Negroes there are steadily branching out into

businesses and enterprises in which Negroes are employ
So the danger of great numbers of Negroes being thro

out of work at once, with a resulting economic crisis amoi

them, is less in New York than in most of the large cit:|

of the North to which Southern migrants have come.

These facts have an effect which goes beyond the

nomic and industrial situation. They have a direct be

ing on the future character of Harlem and on the quest

as to whether Harlem will be a point of friction betwe

Drawn by M. Gray Johnson j
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the races in New York. It is true

that Harlem is a Negro community,

well defined and stable; anchored to

its fixed homes, churches, institutions,

business and amusement places ;
hav-

ing its own working, business and pro-

fessional classes. It is experiencing a

constant growth of group conscious-

ness and community feeling. Harlem

is therefore, in many respects, typical-

ly Negro. It has many unique char-

acteristics. It has movement, color,

gaiety, singing, dancing, boisterous

laughter and loud talk. One of its

outstanding features is brass band

parades. Hardly a Sunday passes but

that there are several of these parades

of which many are gorgeous with

regalia and insignia. Almost any ex-

cuse will do the death of an humble

member of the Elks, the laying of a

corner stone, the

"turning out" of

the order of this or

that. In many of

these characterist-

ics it is similar to

the Italian colony.

But withal, Har-

lem grows more

metropolitan and

more a part of

New York all the

while. Why is it

then that its

tendency is not to

become a mere
"quarter"?

I shall give

three reasons that

seem to me to be

important in their

order. First, the

language of Har-

lem is not alien ;
it

is not Italian or

Harlem doorway

Yiddish; it is English. Harlem talks American, reads

American, thinks American. Second, Harlem is not phy-

sically a "quarter." It is not a section cut off. It is merely

a zone through which four main arteries of the city run.

Third, the fact that there is little or no gang labor

gives Harlem Negroes the opportunity for individ-

ual expansion and individual contacts with the life

and spirit of New York. A thousand Negroes from

Mississippi put to work as a gang in a Pittsburgh steel

mill will for a long time remain a thousand Negroes from

Mississippi. Under the conditions that prevail in New
York they would all within six months become New York-

ers. The rapidity with which Negroes become good New-

Yorkers is one of the marvels to observers.

These three reasons form a single reason why there is

small probability that Harlem will ever be a point of race

friction between the races in New York. One of the prin-

Loofeing toward the Lafayette theatre on Seventh Avenue

cipal factors in the race riot in Chicago in 1919 was the

fact that at that time there were 12,000 Negroes employed

in gangs in the stock yards. There was considerable race

feeling in Harlem at the time of the hegira of white resi-

dents due to the "invasion," but that feeling, of course, is

no more. Indeed, a number of the old white residents

who didn't go or could not get away before the housing

shortage struck New York are now living peacefully side

by side with colored residents. In fact, m some cases white

and colored tenants occupy apartments in the same house.

Many white merchants still do business in thickest Harlem.

On the whole, I know of no place in the country where the

feeling between the races is so cordial and at the same time

so matter-of-fact and taken for granted. One of the surest

safeguards against an outbreak in New York such as took

place in so many Northern cities in the summer of 1919 is

the large proportion of Negro police on duty in Harlem.

To my mind, Harlem is more than a Negro community;
it is a large scale laboratory experiment in the race prob-

lem. The statement has often been made that if Negroes
were transported to the North in large numbers the race

problem with all of its acuteness and with new aspects would

be transferred with them. Well, 175,000 Negroes live closely

together in Harlem, in the heart of New York, 75,000 more

than live in any Southern city, and do so without any race

friction. Nor is there any unusual record of crime. I

once heard a captain of the 38th Police Precinct (the

Harlem precinct) say that on the whole it was the most

law-abiding precinct in the city. New York guarantees its

Negro citizens the fundamental rights of American citizen-

ship and protects them in the exercise of those rights. In

return the Negro loves New York and is proud of it, and

contributes in his way to its greatness. He still meets with

discriminations, but possessing the basic rights, he knows
that these discriminations will be abolished.

I believe that the Negro's advantages and opportunities are

greater in Harlem than in any other place in the country,

and that Harlem will become the intellectual, the cultural

and the financial center for Negroes of the United States,

and will exert a vital influence upon all Negro peoples.
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Black Workers and the City
By CHARLES S. JOHNSON

'

HE glamorous city From bayou and island and Southern
is draining the hamlet they have come the black mas-
open spaces; i

ses> b eckoned by that "new Statue of

Liberty on the landward side of New
_____ York." What strain and stress of adjust-

threatens now to drain

r

the

P

b

e

iack
ment have they met? What have they

belt of the South. It makes no found to do in the shifting life of the

difference that New York is fast city? What handicaps reappear? What
becoming unlivable, a "great new opportunities have they won?
shop in which people barter and

sell, get rich quick and die early"

there are millions of others eager to offer t-hemselves. The
dull monotony of rural life, the high wages, the gaiety, the

unoppressive anonymity, the prestige of the city with its

crowds and exitement set in motion years ago a trek to New
York which knew no color line. How has the Negro fared

in this drift to the city ?

It is a strange fact that in the cities of the North, the native

born Negro population, as if in biological revolt against its

environment, barely perpetuates itself. For whatever reason,

there is lacking that lusty vigor of increase which has nearly

trebled the Negro population as a whole. Within the past

sixty years the natural increase of this old Northern stock

apart from migrations has been negligible. And its

status has been shifting. Time was when that small clus-

ter of descendants of the benevolent old Dutch masters and

of the free Negroes moved with freedom and complacent

importance about the intimate fringe of the city's active life.

These Negroes were the barbers, caterers, bakers, restauran-

teurs, coachmen all highly elaborated personal service po-

sitions. The crafts permitted them wide freedom : they were

skilled artisans. They owned businesses which were inde-

pendent of Negro patronage. This group is passing, its

splendor shorn. The rapid evolution of business, blind to

the amenities on which they flourished, has devoured their

establishments, unsupported and weak in capital resources;

the incoming hordes of Europeans have edged them out of

their inheritance of personal service businesses, clashed with

them in competition for the rough muscle jobs and driven

them back into the obscurity of individual personal service.

For forty years, moreover, there have been dribbling in

from the South, the West Indies and South America, small

increments of population which through imperceptible gra-

dations have changed the whole complexion and outlook

of the Negro New Yorker. New blood and diverse cultures

these brought and each a separate problem of assimilation.

As the years passed the old migrants have "rubbed off the

green," adopted the slang and sophistication of the city,

mingled and married, and their children are now the native-

born New Yorkers. For fifty years scattered families have

been uniting in the hectic metropolis from every state in the

union and every province of the West Indies. There havt

always been undigested colonies the Sons and Daughters
of North Carolina, the Virginia Society, the Southern Bene-

League these are

als of self-conscious, intimate

bodies. But the mass is in the

melting pot of the city.

There were in New York

City in 1920, by the census

count, 152,467 Negroes. Of
these 39,233 are reported as born

in New York State, 30,436 in

foreign countries, principally the

West Indies, and 78,242 in other

states, principally the South.

Since 1920 about 50,000 more Southerners have been added

to the population, bulging the narrow strip of Harlem in

which it had lived and spilling over the old boundaries.

There are no less than 25,000 Virginians in New York

City, more than 20,000 North and South Carolinians, and

10,000 Georgians. Every Southern state has contributed

its quota to a heterogenity which matches that of cosmo-

politan New York. If the present Negro New Yorker

were analyzed he would be found to be composed of one

part native, one part West Indian and about three parts

Southern. If the tests of the army psychologists could

work with the precision and certainty with which they are

accredited, the Negroes who make up the present popula-

tion of New York City would be declared to represent dif-

ferent races, for the differences between South and North by
actual measurement are greater than the differences between

whites and Negroes.

II

HE city creates its own types. The Jew, for example,

is by every aptitude and economic attachment a city

dweller. Modern students of human behavior are dis-

covering in his neurotic constitution, now assumed as a

clearly recognizable racial characteristic, a definite connec-

tion not only with the emotional strain of peculiar racial

status but also with the terrific pressure of city life.

The Negro by tradition, and probably by temperament,

represents the exact contrast. His metier is agriculture. To
this economy his mental and social habits have been adjusted.

No elaborate equipment is necessary for the work of the

farm. Life is organized on a simple plan looking to a mini-

mum of wants and a rigid economy of means. The incom-

plex gestures of unskilled manual labor and even domestic

service ; the broad, dully sensitive touch of body and hands

trained to groom and nurse the soil, develop distinctive phy-

sical habits and a musculature appropriate to simple proces-

ses. Add to this groundwork of occupational habits the

social structure in which the Southern rural Negro is cast,

his inhibitions, repressions and cultural poverty, and the

present city Negro becomes more intelligible. It is a motley

group which is now in the ascendency in the city. The pic-

turesqueness of the South, the memory of pain, the warped

lives, the ghostly shadows of fear, crudeness, ignorance and

641
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unsophistication, are laid upon the surface of the city in a

curious pattern.

The students of human behavior who with such quick

comprehension attribute the nervousness of the Jew and the

growing nervous disorders of city dwellers in general to

the tension of city life overlook the play of tremendous

factors in the life of the Negroes who are transplanted

from one culture to another.

The city Negro is only now in evolution. In the change

old moorings have been abandoned, personal relations, in

which "individuals are in contact at practically all points of

their lives" are replaced by group relations "in which they

are in contact at only one or two points of their lives." The
old controls no longer operate. Whether it is apparent or

not, the newcomers are forced to reorganize their lives to

enter a new status and adjust to it that eager restlessness

which prompted them to leave home. It is not inconceivable

that the conduct-of these individuals which seems so strange

and at times so primitive and reckless, is the result of just

this disorientation. And the conduct so often construed as

unbearable arrogance is definitely nothing more than a com-

pensation for the lack of self-respect, which fate through the

medium of the social system of the South has denied them.

The naive reaction of a migrant, as expressed in a letter to

his friend in the South, illustrates the point:

Dear Partner: ... I am all fixed now and living well. I don't

have to work hard. Don't have to mister every little boy comes

along. I haven't heard a white man call a colored a nigger you
know how since I been here. I can ride in the street or steam

car anywhere I get a seat. I don't care to mix with white

what I mean I am not crazy about being with white folks,

but if I have to pay the same fare I have learn to want the

same acomidation and if you are first in a place here shoping

you don't have to wait till all the white folks get thro tradeing

yet amid all this I love the good old south and am praying that

God may give every well wisher a chance to be a man regard-
less of his color

If the Negroes in Harlem show at times less courtesy

toward white visitors than is required by the canons of

good taste, this is bad, but understandable. It was remarked

shortly after the first migration that the newcomers on

boarding street cars invariably strode to the front even if

there were seats in the rear. This is, perhaps, a mild ex-

ample of tendencies expressed more strikingly in other direc-

tions, for with but few exceptions they are forced to sit in

the rear of street cars throughout the South.

The dislocation shows itself in other ways. In the South

one dominant agency of social control is the church. It is

the center for "face-to-face" relations. The pastor is the

leader. The role of the pastor and the social utility of the

church are obvious in this letter sent home :

Dear pastor: I find it my duty to write you my whereabouts,
also family I shall send my church money in a few days.

I am trying to influence our members here to do the same.

I received notice printed in a R. R. car (Get right with God)
O, I had nothing so striking as the above mottoe. Let me no

how is our church I am so anxious to no. My wife always

talking about her seat in the church want to no who oc-

cupying it. Yours in Christ.

Religion affords an outlet for the emotional energies

thwarted in other directions. The psychologists will find

rich material for speculation on the emotional nature of

some of the Negroes set into the New York pattern in this

confession :

I got here in time to attend one of the greatest revivals in

the history of my life over 500 people join the church. We
had a Holy Ghost shower. You know I like to have run wild.

In the new environment there are many and varied sub-

stitutes which answer more or less directly the myriad desires

indiscriminately comprehended by the church. The com-

plaint of the ministers that these "emancipated" souls "stray

away from God" when they reach the city is perhaps war-

ranted on the basis of the fixed status of the church in the

South, but it is not an accurate interpretation of what has

happened. When the old ties are broken new satisfactions

are sought. Sometimes the Young Mens' Christian Asso-

ciation functions. This has in some cities made rivalry be-

tween the churches and the Associations. More often the

demands of the young exceed the "sterilized" amusements

of Christian organizations. It is not uncommon to find

groups who faithfully attend church Sunday evenings and as

as faithfully seek further stimulation in a cabaret afterwards.

Many have been helped to find themselves, no doubt, by

having their old churches and pastors reappear in the new
home and resume control. But too often, as with European

immigrants, the family loses control over the children who
become assimilated more rapidly than their parents. Tragic
evidences of this appear coldly detailed in the records of

delinquency.

Living in the city means more than mental adjustment.
Harlem is one of the most densely peopled spots in the world.

The narrow strip between H4th and I45th Streets, Fifth

and Eighth Avenues, which once held 50,000 Negroes and

was regarded as crowded, now pretends to accomodate

nearer 150,000. Some of the consequences of this painful

overcrowding are presented in other pages of this number.

Not the least important is its effect on health. The physical

environment of the city registered a disconcerting toll in

deaths and disease until the social agencies forsook the old

dogma of the racial scientists that the physical constitution

of the Negro was inherently weak, and set about controlling

it. Notable advances have been made, but the glamor
of the city still casts grim shadows.

Ill

CITIES
have personalities. Their chief industries are

likely to determine not only respective characters, but

the type of persons they attract and hold. Detroit manufac-

tures automobiles, Chicago slaughters cattle, Pittsburgh

smelts iron and steel these three communities draw differ-

ent types of workers whose industrial habits are interlaced

with correspondingly different cultural backgrounds. One

might look to this factor as having significance in the selec-

tion of Negro workers and indeed in the relations of the

Negro population with the community. The technical in-

tricacy of the automobile industry, like the army intelligence

tests, sifts out the heavy-handed worker who fits admirably
into the economy of the steel industries where 80 per

cent of the operations are unskilled. A temperamental

equipment easily adapted to the knife-play and stench of kill-

ing and preserving cattle is not readily interchangeable either

with the elaborated technique of the factor}' or the sheer

muscle play and endurance required by the mill. These

communities draw ditfeient types of workers. Perhaps to

these subtle shades of difference may be attributed at

least in part this fact: Chicago's industries drew from the

current of northward migration a Negro increase of 154 per

cent and out of the consequent fermentation grew a race riot
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which took a terrific toll in life and property. Detroit's

industries, just a short space removed, drew an increase of

611.3 per cent, and nothing has happened to break the

rhythm of working and living relations. Moreover, in both

cities the Negro population by the increase became precisely

4.1 per cent of the whole.

Similar differences between cities account for the curiously

varied types of Negroes who manage to maintain themselves

in New York. They defy racial classification. The Negro
worker can no more become a fixed racial concept than can

the white worker. Conceived in terms either of capacity or

opportunity, the employment of Negroes gives rise to the

most perplexing paradoxes. If it is a question of what a

Negro is mentally and physically able to do, there are as

many affirmations of competence as denials of it. Employers

disagree. Some find Negroes equal to whites, some find them

slow and stodgy; some regard them as temperamental and

"snippy," some find them genial and loyal. What has not

been taken into account is the difference between the Negro

groups already referred to and between the stages of their

orientation.

The Negro worker facing a job confronts the cankered

traditions of centuries built upon racial dogma, founded upon

beliefs long upset. Racial orthodoxy seems to demand that the

respective status of the white and Negro races be maintained

as nearly intact as the interests of industry will permit.

Study the distribution of Negro workers in New York City:

they are by all odds the most available class for personal

service positions "blind alley" jobs which lead to nothing

beyond the merit of long and faithful service. They are the

porters, waiters, messengers, elevator tenders, chauffeurs and

janitors. In these jobs 24,528 Negro men, by the last census

count, found employment. And this number represented

nearly half of all the Negro men at work in New York.

The work is not difficult, the pay is fair and in lieu of any-

thing better they drift into it. On the other hand employers

know that with the normal outlets blocked for superior Negro

workers, the chances favor their getting better Negro work-

ers than white for the wages paid. None of the Horatio

Alger ascensions from messenger to manager or from porter

to president need be counted into the labor turnover where

Negroes are concerned. Once a porter, barring the phenom-

enal, always a porter.

We might take another aspect of this economic picture:

Negro workers, it will be found, are freely employed in

certain jobs requiring strength and bodily agility, but little

skill. A good example of this is longshore work. This is

irregular and fitful, combining long periods of rest with

sudden and sustained physical exertion. Employment of this

type also leads nowhere but to worn bodies and retirement to

less arduous tasks. The largest single group of Negro
workers are longshoremen. There were 5,387 in 1920:

14 per cent of all the longshoremen in the city and 9 per

cent of all the Negro men at work.

Negro women are freely employed as laundresses and

servants. Though they are in fierce competition with the

women of other races, 24,438 or 60 per cent of all the Negro
women working in New York are either laundresses or

servants.

In work requiring a period of apprenticeship Negroes are

rarely employed. This limits the skilled workers and the

number of Negroes eligible on this basis for membership
in certain trade unions. There were only 56 Negro ap-

prentices in the 9,561 counted in the census of 1920.
In work requiring contact with the public in the capacity

of salesman or representative, Negroes are infrequently em-

ployed (if they are known to be Negroes) except in Negro
businesses.

In work requiring supervision over white workers they
are rarely employed, though there are a few striking excep-

tions.

In skilled work requiring membership in unions they are

employed only in small numbers, and membership is rarely

encouraged unless the union is threatened. Since the ap-

prentice-recruits for these jobs are discouraged, and the num-
bers sparse, the safety of the union is rarely threatened by
an unorganized Negro minority. In certain responsible

skilled positions, such as locomotive engineers, street car and

subway motormen, Negroes are never employed.
The distinctions are irrational. A Negro worker may

not be a street or subway conductor because of the possibility

of public objection to contact but he may be a ticket chop-

per. He may not be a money changer in a subway station be-

cause honesty is required yet he may be entrusted, as a

messenger, with thousands of dollars daily. He may not

sell goods over a counter but he may deliver the goods
after they have been sold. He may be a porter in charge of

a sleeping car without a conductor, but never a conductor;

he may be a policeman but not a fireman ; a linotyper, but

not a motion picture operator ;
a glass annealer, but not a

glass blower; a deck hand, but not a sailor. The list could

be continued indefinitely.

For those who might think, however, that this reflects

the range of the Negroes' industrial capacity, it is recorded

that of 321 specific occupations in New York City listed

in the 1920 Census, there were one or more Negroes in 316
of them. In 175 of these occupations over 50 Negroes were

employed. This wide range of employment is one of the sur-

face indications of a deeper revolution. The sudden thinning

out of recruits for the bottom places in industry following

the declaration of war and the restricted immigration of

South European laborers, has broken during the past ten

years many of the traditions which held the Negro workers

with their faces to the wall. New positions in industry have

been opened up and gradually Negro men, at least, are aband-

oning personal service for the greater pay of industrial work.

This can be illustrated by a few significant increases.

Shortly after labor unions became active throughout the

country Negro artisans threatened to disappear. In 1910
there were but 268 Negro carpenters in New York City.

But in 1920 in New York the number had increased to 737.
Chauffeurs who numbered 490 in 1910 were 2,195 in 1920.

Ten years ago there were no known clothing workers, but

now there are over 6,000. The same applies to workers in

textile industries who numbered at the last count 2,685.

Electricians, machinists and musicians have increased over

a hundred per cent. The number of shoemakers jumped
from 14 to 581, stationery firemen from 249 to 1,076, me-

chanics from practically none to 462 and real estate agents
from 89 to 247.

One feels tempted to inquire of the "workers' friend," the

unions, why those trades in which these unions are well

organized have not shown equivalent increases in Negro
workers. Ten years added but 18 brick masons, 81 painters,

16 plasterers and 42 plumbers.

The number of elevator (Continued on page 718)



The South Lingers On
By RUDOLPH FISHER
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'ZEKIEL TAYLOR, preacher of the gospel

of Jesus Christ, walked slowly along One

Hundred and Thirty-Third Street, conspi-

cuously alien. He was little and old and

bent. A short, bushy white beard framed his

shiny black face and his tieless celluloid

collar. A long, greasy, green-black Prince Albert, with lapels

frayed and buttons worn through to their metal hung

loosely from his shoulders. His trousers were big and bag-

gy and limp, yet not enough so to hide the dejected bend of

his knees.

A little boy noted the beard and gibed, "Hey, Santa

Claus! 'Tain't Chris'mas yet !" And the little boy's play-

mates chorused, "Haw, haw! Lookit the colored Santa

Claus!"

"For of such is the kingdom of heaven," mused Ezekiel

Taylor. No. The kingdom of Harlem. Children turned

into mockers. Satan in the hearts of infants. Harlem

city of the devil outpost of hell.

Darkness settled, like the gloom in the old preacher's

heart ; darkness an hour late, for these sinners even tinkered

with God's time, substituting their "daylight-saving."

Wicked, yes. But sad too, as though they were desperately

warding off the inescapable night of sorrow in which they

must suffer for their sins. Harlem. What a field ! What
numberless souls to save! These very taunting children

who knew not even the simplest of the commandments

But he was old and alone and defeated. The world had

called to his best. It had offered money, and they had gone ;

first the young men whom he had fathered, whom he had

brought up from infancy in his little Southern church; then

their wives and children, whom they eventually sent for;

and finally their parents, loath to leave their shepherd and

their dear, decrepit shacks, but dependent and without choice.

"Whyn't y' come to New York?" old Deacon Gassoway
had insisted. "Martin and Eli and Jim Lee and his fam-

bly's all up da' now an' doin' fine. We'll all git together
an' start a chu'ch of our own, an' you'll still be pastor an*

it'll be jes' same as 'twas hyeh." Full of that hope, he had

come. But where were they? He had captained his little

ship till it sank; he had clung to a splint and been tossed

ashore; but the shore was cold, gray, hard and rock-strewn.

He had been in barren places before but God had been

there too. Was Harlem then past hope? Was the connec-

tion between this place and heaven broken, so that the

servant of God went hungry while little children ridiculed ?

Into his mind, like a reply, crept an old familiar hymn, and

he found himself humming it softly:

The Lord will provide,
The Lord will provide,
In some way or 'nother,

The Lord will provide.
It may not be in your way,
It may not be in mine,
But yet in His own way
The Lord will provide.

Then suddenly, astonished, he stopped, listening. He
had not been singing alone a chorus of voices somewhere
near had caught up his hymn. Its volume was gradually in-

creasing. He looked about for a church. There was none.

He covered his deaf ear so that it might not handicap his

good one. The song seemed to issue from one of the private

houses a little way down the street.

He approached with eager apprehension and stood won-

deringly before a long flight of brownstone steps leading
to an open entrance. The high first floor of the house, that

to which the steps led, was brightly lighted, and the three

front windows had their panes covered with colored tissue-

paper designed to resemble church windows. Strongly,

cheeringly the song came out to the listener:

The Lord will provide,
The Lord will provide,
In some way or 'nother,

The Lord will provide.

Ezekiel Taylor hesitated an incredulous moment, then

smiling, he mounted the steps and went in.

The Reverend Shackleton Ealey had been inspired to

preach the gospel by the draft laws of 1917. He remained

in the profession not out of gratitude to its having kept

him out of war, but because he found it a far less pre-

carious mode of living than that devoted to poker, black-

jack and dice. He was stocky and flat-faced and yellow,

with many black freckles and the eyes of a dogfish. And
he was clever enough not to conceal his origin, but to make'

capital out of his conversion from gambler to preacher and:

to confine himself to those less enlightened groups that

thoroughly believed in the possibility of so sudden and com-!

plete a transformation.

The inflow of rural folk from the South was therefore

644
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fortune, and Reverend Shackleton Ealey spent hours in

Pennsylvania station greeting newly arrived migrants, urging
them to visit his meeting-place and promising them the satis-

faction of "that old-time religion." Many had come and

contributed.

This was prayer-meeting night. Reverend Ealey had his

seat on a lo\v platform at the distant end of the double room

originally designed for a "parlor." From behind a pulpit-

stand improvised out of soap-boxes and covered with calico

he counted his congregation and estimated his profit.

A stranger entered uncertainly, looked about a moment,
and took a seat near the door. Reverend Shackleton Ealey

appraised him: a little bent-over old man with a bushy
white beard and a long Prince Albert coat. Perfect type

fertile soil. He must greet this stranger at the close of

the meeting and effusively make him welcome.

But Sister Gassoway was already by the stranger's side,

shaking his hand vigorously and with unmistakable joy;
and during the next hymn she came over to old man Gasso-

way and whispered in his ear, whereupon he jumped up

wide-eyed, looked around, and made broadly smiling toward

the newcomer. Others turned to see, and many, on seeing,

began to whisper excitedly into their neighbor's ear and

turned to see again. The stranger was occasioning alto-

gether too great a stir. Reverend Ealey decided to pray.

His prayer was a masterpiece. It besought of God pro-

tection for His people in a strange and wicked land; it called

down His damnation upon those dens of iniquity, the dance

halls, the theatres, the cabarets; it berated the poker-sharp,

the blackjack player, the dice-roller; it denounced the drunk-

ard, the bootlegger, the dope-peddler; and it ended in a

sweeping tirade against the wolf-in-sheep's-clothing, what-

ever his motive might be.

Another hymn and the meeting came to a close.

The stranger was surrounded before Reverend Ealey could

reach him. When finally he approached the old preacher

with extended hand and hollow-hearted smile, old man

Gassoway was saying:

"Yas, suh, Rev'n Taylor, dass jes' whut we goin' do.

Start makin' 'rangements tomorrer. Martin an' Jim L(e's

over to Ebeneezer, but dey doan like it 'tall. Says hit's too

hifalutin for 'em, de way dese Harlem cullud folks wushup;
Ain' got no Holy Ghos' in 'em, dass whut. Jes' come in

an' set down an' git up an' go out. Never moans, never

shouts, never even says 'amen.' Most of us is hyeh, an' we

gonna git together an' start us a ch'ch of our own, wid you
f pastor, like we said. Yas, suh. H yen's Brother Ealey
now. Brother Ealey, dis hyeh's our old preacher Rev'n

Taylor. We was jes' tellin him

The Reverend Shackleton Ealey had at last a genuine
revelation that the better-yielding half of his flock was
on the wing. An old oath of frustration leaped to his lips

"God "
but he managed to bite it in the middle "bless

you, my brother," he growled.

II

WHAT
makes you think you can cook?"

"Why, brother, I been in the neighborhood o'

grub all my life!"

"Humph! Fly bird, you are."

"Pretty near all birds fly, friend."

"Yes even black birds."

The applicant for the cook's job lost his joviality. "All

right. I'm a black bird. You're a half-yaller hound. Step

out in the air an' I'll fly down your dam' throat, so I can

see if your insides is yaller, too!"

The clerk grinned. "You must do your cooking on the

top of your head. Turn around and fly out that door there

and see if the Hundred and Thirty-Fifth Street breeze

won't cool you off some. We want a fireless cooker."

With an unmistakable suggestion as to how the clerk

might dispose of his job the applicant rolled cloudily out

of the employment office. The clerk called "Next!" and

Jake Crinshaw, still convulsed with astonishment, nearly

lost his turn.

"What kind of work are you looking for, buddy?"
"No purtickler kin', suh. Jes' work, dass all."

"Well, what can you do?"

"Mos' anything, I reckon."

"Drive a car?"

"No suh. Never done dat."

"Wait table?"

"Well, I never is."

"Run elevator?"

"No, suh."

"What have you been doing?"
"Farmin 1

."

"Farming? Where?"

"Jennin's Landin', Virginia. 'At's wha' all my folks

is fum."

"How long you been here?"

"Ain' been hyeh a week yit. Still huntin' work." Jake
answered rather apologetically. The question had been

almost hostile.

"Oh migrant." In the clerk's tone were patronization,

some contempt, a little cynical amusement and complete

comprehension. "Migrant" meant nothing to Jake; to the

clerk it explained everything.

"M-hm. Did you try the office up above between here

and Seventh Avenue? They wanted two dozen laborers

for a railroad camp upstate pay your transportation, board

and everything."

"Yas, suh up there yestiddy, but de man say dey had

all dey need. Tole me to try y'all down hyeh."

"M-hm. Well, I'm sorry, but we haven't anything for

you this morning. CoTne in later in the week. Something

may turn up."

"Yas, suh. Thank y' suh."

Jake made his discouraged way to the sidewalk and stood

contemplating. His blue jumpers were clean and spotless

they had been his Sunday-go-to-meeting ones at home. He
wore big, broad, yellow shoes and a shapeless tan felt hat,

beneath whose brim the hair was close cut, the neck shaved

bare. He was very much dressed up.

The applicant who had preceded him approached. "What'd

that yaller dog tell you, bud?"

"Tole me come in later."

"Huh! That's what they all say. Only way for a guy
with guts to get anything in this town is to be a bigger

crook 'n the next one." He pointed to two well-dressed

young men idling on the curb'. "See them two? They
used to wait on a job where I was chef. Now look at 'em

prosperous! An' how 'd they get that way? Hmph!
That one's a pimp an' th' other's a pickpocket. Take your
choice." And the cynic departed.

But Jake had greater faith in Harlem. Its praises had

been sounded too highly there must be something.
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He turned and looked at the signboard that had led him
to enter the employment office. It was a wooden black-

board, on which was written in chalk : "Help wanted. All

sorts of jobs. If we haven't it, leave your name and we'll

find it." The clerk hadn't asked Jake his name.
A clanging, shrieking fire engine appeared from nowhere

and swept terrifyingly past. It frightened Jake like the

first locomotive he had seen as a child. He shrank back

against the building. Another engine passed. No more.

He felt better. No one minded the engines. No one noticed

that he did. Harlem itself was a fire engine.

Jake could read the signs on the buildings across the

street: "Harlem Commercial and Savings Bank" "Hale
and Clark, Real Estate" "Restaurant and Delicatessen,

J. W. Jackson, proprietor" "The Music Shop" "John
Gilmore, Tonsorial Parlor." He looked up at the build-

ings. They were menacingly big and tall and close. There
were no trees. No ground for trees to grow from. Side-

walks overflowing with children. Streets crammed full of

street-cars and automobiles. Noise, hurry, bustle fire en-

gines.

Jake looked again at the signboard. Help wanted all

sorts. After a while he heaved a great sigh, turned slowly,

and slouched wearily on, hoping to catch sight of another

employment office with a signboard out front.

Ill

IT
was eleven o'clock at night. Majutah knew that Harry

would be waiting on the doorstep downstairs. He knew
better than to ring the bell so late she had warned him.

And there was no telephone. Grandmother wouldn't con-

sent to having a telephone in the flat she thought it would
draw lightning. As if every other flat in the house didn't

have one, as if lightning would strike all the others and

leave theirs unharmed ! Grandmother was such a nuisance

with her old fogeyisms. If it weren't for her down-home
ideas there'd be no trouble getting out now to go to the

cabaret with Harry. As it was, Majutah would have to

steal down the hall past Grandmother's room in the hope
that she would be asleep.

Majutah looked to her attire. The bright red sandals

and scarlet stockings, she fancied, made her feet look smaller

and her legs bigger. This was desirable, since her black

crepe dress, losing in width what style had added to its

length, would not permit her to sit comfortably and cross her

knees without occasioning ample display of everything below

them. Her vanity-case mirror revealed how exactly the

long pendant earrings matched her red coral beads and how

perfectly becoming the new close bob was, and assured her

for the tenth time that Egyptian rouge made her skin look

lighter. She was ready.

Into the narrow hallways she tipped, steadying herself

against the walls, and slowly approached the outside door

at the end. Grandmother's room was the last off the hall-

way. Majutah reached it, slipped successfully past, and

started silently to open the door to freedom.

"Jutie?"

How she hated to be called Jutie! Why couldn't the

meddlesome old thing say Madge like everyone else?

"Ma'am?"
"Wha" you goin' dis time o' night?"

"Just downstairs to mail a letter."

"You easin' out mighty quiet, if dat's all you goin' do.

Come 'eh'. Lemme look at you."

Majutah slipped off her pendants and beads and laid them
on the floor. She entered her grandmother's room, standing
where the foot of the bed would hide her gay shoes and

stockings. Useless precautions. The shrewd old woman in-

spected her grandaughter a minute in disapproving silence,

then asked:

"Well, wha's de letter?"

"Hello, Madge," said Harry. "What held you up? You
look mad enough to bite bricks."

"I am. Grandmother, of course. She's a pest. Always

nosing and meddling. I'm grown, and the money I make

supports both of us, and I'm sick of acting like a kid just

to please her."

"How'd you manage?"
"I didn't manage. I just gave her a piece of my mind

and came on out."

"Mustn't hurt the old lady's feelings. It's just her way
of looking out for you."

"I don't need any looking out for or advice either!"

"Excuse me. Which way Happy's or Edmonds'?"

"Edmonds darn it!"

"Right."

It was two o'clock in the morning. Majutah's grand-

mother closed her Bible and turned down the oil lamp

by which she preferred to read it. For a long time she sat

thinking of Jutie and of Harlem, this city of Satan. It

was Harlem that had changed Jutie -this great, noisy,

heartless, crowded place where you lived under the same

roof with a hundred people you never knew; where night

was alive and morning dead. It was Harlem those brazen

women with whom Jutie sewed, who swore and shimmied

and laughed at the suggestion of going to church. Jutie

wore red stockings. Jutie wore dresses that looked like

nightgowns. Jutie painted her face and straightened her

hair, instead of leaving it as God intended. Jutie lied

often.

And while Madge laughed at a wanton song, her grand-

mother knelt by her bed and through the sinful babel of the

airshaft, through her own silent tears, prayed to God in

heaven for Julie's lost soul.

IV

'"""T^OO much learnin' ain' good f nobody. When I was

her age I couldn' write my own name."

"You can't write much mo' 'n that now. Too much

learnin'! Whoever heard o' sich a thing!"

Anna's father, disregarding experience in arguing with

his wife, pressed his point. "Sho they's sich a thing as too

much learnin'! 'At gal's gittin' so she don't b'lieve

nuthin'!"

"Hmph! Didn't she jes' tell me las' night she didn'

b'lieve they ever was any Adam an' Eve?"

"Well, I ain' so sho they ever was any myself! An' one

thing is certain: If that gal o' mine wants to keep on

studyin' an' go up there to that City College an' learn how
to teach school an' be somebody, I'll work my fingers to

the bone to help her do it! Now!"
"That ain' what I'm takin' 'bout. You ain' worked

no harder 'n I is to help her git this far. Hyeh she is

ready to graduate from high school. Think of it high

school! When we come along they didn' even have no

high schools. Fus' thing y' know she be sd far above us
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we can't reach her with a fence- rail. Then you'll wish

you'd a listened to me. What I says is, she done gone
far enough."

"Ain' no sich thing as far enough when you wants to

go farther. 'Tain' as if it was gonna cost a whole lot.

That's the trouble with you cullud folks now. Git so far

an' stop set down through don't want no mo'." Her

disgust was boundless. "V got too much cotton field in

you, that's what!"

The father grinned. "They sho' ain' no cotton field in

yo' mouth, honey."
"No they ain't. An' they ain' no need o' all this arguin'

either, 'cause all that gal's got to do is come in hyeh right

now an' put her arms 'roun' yo' neck, an' you'd send her

to Europe if she wanted to go!"

"Well, all I says is, when dey gits to denyin' de Bible

hit's time to stop 'em."

"Well all I says is, if Cousin Sukie an' yo' no 'count

brother, Jonathan, can send their gal all the way from

Athens to them Howard's an' pay car-fare an' boa'd an'

ev'ything, we can send our gal
"

She broke off as a door slammed. There was a rush, a

delightful squeal, and both parents were being smothered

in a cyclone of embraces by a wildly jubilant daughter.

"Mummy! Daddy! I won it! I won it!"

"What under the sun?"
"The scholarship, Mummy! The scholarship!"

"No!"
"Yes I did! I can go to Columbia! I can go to Teach-

er's College! Isn't it great?"

Anna's mother turned triumphantly to her husband ; but

he was beaming at his daughter.

"You sho' is yo' daddy's chile. Teacher's College ! Why
that's wha' I been wantin' you to go all along!"

V

RARE
sight in a close-built, topheavy city space. A

wide open lot, extending along One Hundred and

Thirty-Eighth Street almost from Lenox to Seventh Avenue ;

baring the mangy backs of a long row of One Hundred and

Thirty-Ninth Street houses
; disclosing their gaping, gasping

windows, their shameless strings of half-laundered rags,

which gulp up what little air the windows seek to inhale.

Occupying the Lenox Avenue end of the lot, the so-called

Garvey tabernacle, wide, low, squat, with its stingy little

entrance; occupying the other, the church tent where sum-
mer camp meetings are held.

Pete and his buddy, Lucky, left their head-to-head game
of coon-can as darkness came on. Time to go out had to

save gas. Pete went to the window and looked down at the

tent across the street.

"Looks like the side show of a circus. Ever been in?"

"Not me. I'm a preacher's son got enough o' that stuff

when I was a kid and couldn't protect myself."

"Ought to be a pretty good show when some o' them
old-time sisters get happy. Too early for the cabarets;
let's go in a while, just for the hell of it."

"You sure are hard up for somethin' to do."

"Aw, come on. Somethin' funny's bound to happen.
You might even get religion, you dam' bootlegger."

Luck grinned. "Might meet some o' my customers, you
mean."

Through the thick, musty heat imprisoned by the canvas

shelter a man's voice rose, leading a spiritual. Other voices

chimed eagerly in, some high, clear, sweet; some low,

mellow, full, all swelling, rounding out the refrain till

it filled the place, so that it seemed the flimsy walls and

roof must soon be torn from their moorings and swept
aloft with the song:

Where you running, sinner?

Where you running, I say?

Running from the fire

You can't cross here!

The preacher stood waiting for the song to melt away.
There was a moment of abysmal silence, into which the

thousand blasphemies filtering in from outside dropped
unheeded.

The preacher was talking in deep, impressive tones. One
old patriarch was already supplementing each statement

with a matter-of-fact "amen !" of approval.

The preacher was describing hell. He was enumerating
without exception the horrors that befall the damned: mad-

dening thirst for the drunkard; for the gambler, insatiable

flame, his own greed devouring his soul. The preacher's

voice no longer talked it sang; mournfully at first, mono-

tonously up and down, up and down a chant in minor

mode; then more' intensely, more excitedly; now fairly

strident.

The amens of approval were no longer matter-of-fact,

perfunctory. They were quick, spontaneous, escaping the

lips of their own accord; they were frequent and loud and

began to come from the edges of the assembly instead of just

the front rows. The old men cried, "Help him, Lord !"

"Preach the word!" "Glory!" taking no apparent heed of

the awfulness of the description, and the old women con-

tinuously moaned aloud, nodding their bonneted heads, or

swaying rhythmically forward and back in their seats.

Suddenly the preacher stopped, leaving the old men and

old women still noisy with spiritual momentum. He stood

motionless till the last echo of approbation subsided, then

repeated the text from which his discourse had taken origin;

repeated it in a whisper, lugubrious, hoarse, almost inaudible ;

'

In hell paused, then without warning wildly

shrieked,
"

'In hell
'

stopped returned to his hoarse

whisper
"

'he lifted up his eyes. . . .'"

"What the hell you want to leave for?" Pete complained
when he and Lucky reached the sidewalk. That old bird

would 'a' coughed up his gizzard in two more minutes.

What's the idea?"

"Aw hell I don't know. You think that stuff's funny.
You laugh at it. I don't, that's all." Lucky hesitated.

The urge to speak outweighed the fear of being ridiculed.

"Dam" 'f I know what it is maybe because it makes me
think of the old folks or somethin' but hell it just

sorter gets me "

Lucky turned abruptly away and started off. Pete

watched him for a moment with a look that should have

been astonished, outraged, incredulous but wasn't. He
overtook him, put an arm about his shoulders, and because

he had to say something as they walked on, muttered reassur-

ingly :

"Well if you ain't the damnedest fool
"



The Tropics in New York
By W. A. DOMINGO

TTHTN Harlem's seventy or eighty blocks,

for the first time in their lives, colored peo-

of Spanish, French, Dutch, Arabian,

Danish, Portuguese, British and native

African ancestry or nationality meet and

move together.

A dusky tribe of destiny seekers, these brown and black

and yellow folk, eyes filled with visions of their heritage-

palm fringed sea shores, murmuring streams, luxuriant hills

and vales have made their epical march from the far

corners of the earth to Harlem. They bring with them

vestiges of their folk life their lean, sunburnt faces, their

quiet, halting speech, fortified by a graceful insouciance,

their light, loose-fitting clothes of ancient cut telling the

story of a dogged, romantic pilgrimage to the El Dorado of

their dreams.

Here they have their first contact with each other, with

large numbers of American Negroes, and with the American

brand of race prejudice. Divided by tradition, culture,

historical background and group perspective, these diverse

peoples are gradually hammered into a loose unit by the im-

personal force of congested residential segregation. Un-

like others of the foreign-born, black immigrants find it

impossible to segregate themselves into colonies; too dark of

complexion to pose as Cubans or some other Negroid but

alien-tongued foreigners, they are inevitably swallowed up

in black Harlem. Their situation requires an adjustment

unlike that of any other class of the immigrant population;

and but for the assistance of their kinsfolk they would

be capsized almost on the very shores of their haven.

According to the census for 1920 there were in the

United States 73,803 foreign-born Negroes; of that num-

ber 36,613, or approximately 50 per cent lived in New
York City, 28,184 of them in the Borough of Manhattan.

They formed slightly less than 20 per cent of the total

Negro population of New York.

From 1920 to 1923 the foreign-born Negro population

fruit,

The Tropics in New York
By CLAUDE McKAY

Bananas ripe and green, and ginger root,

Cocoa in pods and alligator pears,

And tangerines and mangoes and grape

Fit for the highest prize at parish fairs.

Set in the window, bringing memories

Of fruit-trees laden by low-singing rills,

And dewy dawns, and mystical blue skies

In benediction over nun-like hills.

My eyes grew dim, and I could no more gaze;

A wave of longing through my body swept,

And, hungry for the old familiar ways,

I turned aside and bowed my head and wept.

From Harlem Shadows, Harcourt, Brace & Co.

of the United States was increased nearly 40 per cent

through the entry of 30,849 Africans (black). In 1921

the high-water mark of 9,873 was registered. This in-

crease was not permanent, for in 1923 there was an exit

of 1,525 against an entry of 7,554. If the 20 per cent

that left that year is an index of the proportion leaving

annually, it is safe to estimate a net increase of about

24,000 between 1920 and 1923. If the newcomers are dis-

tributed throughout the country in the same proportion as

their predecessors, the present foreign-born Negro popu-

lation of Harlem is about 35,000. These people are, there-

fore, a formidable minority whose presence cannot be

ignored or discounted. It is this large body of foreign

born who contribute those qualities that make New York

so unlike Pittsburgh, Washington, Chicago and other

cities with large aggregations of American Negroes.

The largest number came from the British West Indies

and were attracted to New York by purely economic

reasons. The next largest group consists of Spanish-speak-

ing Negroes from Latin America. Distinct because of their

language, and sufficiently numerous to maintain themselves

as a cultural unit, the Spanish element has but little con-

tact with the English speaking majority. For the most

part they keep to themselves and follow in the main certain

definite occupational lines. A smaller group, French-speak-

ing, have emigrated from Haiti and the French

West Indies. There are also a few Africans, a batch of

voluntary pilgrims over the old track of the slave-

traders.

Among the English-speaking West Indian population

of Harlem are some 8.OOO natives of the American Virgin

Islands. A considerable part of these people were forced

to migrate to the mainland as a consequence of the opera-

tion of the Volstead Act which destroyed the lucrative

rum industry and helped to reduce the number of foreign

vessels that used to call at the former free port of Charlotte

Amelia for various stores. Despite their long Danish con-

nection these people are culturally and linguistically Eng-

lish, rather than Danish. Unlike the British Negroes in

New York, the Virgin Islanders take an intelligent and

aggressive interest in the affairs of their former home ;md

are organized to cooperate with their brothers there who

are valiantly struggling to substitute civil government for

the present naval administration of the islands.

To the average American Negro all English-speaking

black foreigners are West Indians, and by that is usually

meant British subjects. There is a general assumption that

there is everything in common among West Indians, though

nothing can be further from the truth. West Indians re-

gard themselves as Antiguans or Jamaicans as the i-nse

might be, and a glance at the map will quickly reveal the

physical obstacles that militate against homogeneity of

population ; separations of many sorts, geographical, poli-

tical and cultural tend everywhere to make and crystallize

'ocal characteristics.
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This undiscriminating attitude on the part of native

Negroes, as well as the friction generated from contact be-

tween the two groups, has created an artificial and de-

fensive unity among the islanders which reveals itself in

an instinctive closing of their ranks when attacked by out-

siders ;
but among themselves organization along insular lines

is the general rule. Their social grouping, however, does

not follow insular precedents. Social gradation is de-

termined in the islands by family connections, education,

wealth and position. As each island is a complete society

in itself, Negroes occupy from the lowliest to the most

exalted positions. The barrier separating the colored aristo-

crat from the laboring class of the same color is as difficult to

surmount as a similar barrier between Englishmen. Most

of the islanders in New York are from the middle, artisan

and laboring classes. Arriving in a country whose every

influence is calculated to democratize their race and destroy

the distinctions they had been accustomed to, even those

West Indians whose stations in life have been of the lowest

soon lose whatever servility they brought with them. In

its place they substitute all of the self-assertiveness of the

classes they formerly paid deference to.

West Indians have been conning to the United States for

over a century. The part they have played in Negro pro-

gress is conceded to be important. As early as 1827 a

Jamaican, John Brown Russwurm, one of the founders of

Liberia, was the first colored man to be graduated from

an American college and to publish a newspaper in this

country; sixteen years later his fellow countryman, Peter

Ogden, organized in New York City the first Odd-Fellows

Lodge for Negroes. Prior to the Civil War, West Indian

contribution to American Negro life was so great that Dr.

W. E. B. DuBois, in his Souls of Black Folk, credits them

with main responsibility for the manhood program presented

by the race in the early decades of the last century. Indi-

cative of their tendency to blaze new paths is the achieve-

ment of John W. A. Shaw of Antigua who, in the early

go's of the last century, passed the civil service tests and be-

came deputy commissioner of taxes for the County of Queens.

It is probably not realiV.ed, indeed, to what extent West

Indian Negroes have contributed to the wealth, power and

prestige of the United States. Major-General Goethals,

chief engineer and builder of the Panama Canal, has testified

in glowing language to the fact that when all other labor

was tried and failed it was the black men of the Caribbean

whose intelligence, skill, muscle and endurance made the

union of the Pacific and the Atlantic a reality.

Coming to the United States from countries in which

they had experienced no legalized social or occupational dis-

abilities, West Indians very naturally have found it difficult

to adapt themselves to the tasks that are, by custom, re-

served for Negroes in the North. Skilled at various trades

and having a contempt for body service and menial work,

many of the immigrants apply for positions that the average

American Negro has been schooled to regard as restricted

to white men only with the result that through their persist-

ence and doggedness in fighting white labor, West Indians

have in many cases been pioneers and shock troops to open a

\\ ;iy for Negroes into new fields of employment.
This freedom from spiritual inertia characterizes the

women no less than the men, for it is largely through them

that the occupational field has been broadened for colored

women in New York. By their determination, sometimes

reinforced by a dexterous use of their hatpins, these women
have made it possible for members of their race to enter

the needle trades freely.

It is safe to say that West Indian representation in the

skilled trades is relatively large; this is also true of the pro-

fessions, especially medicine and dentistry. Like the Jew,

they are forever launching out in business, and such retail

businesses as are in the hands of Negroes in Harlem are

largely in the control of the foreign-born. While American

Negroes predominate in forms of business like barber shops'

and pool rooms in which there is no competition from white

men, West Indians turn their efforts almost invariably to

fields like grocery stores, tailor shops, jewelry stores and

fruit vending in which they meet the fiercest kind of competi-

tion. In some of these fields they are the pioneers or the only

surviving competitors of white business concerns. In more

ambitious business enterprises like real estate and insurance

they are relatively numerous. The only Casino and

moving picture theatre operated by Negroes in Harlem

is in the hands of a native of one of the small islands.

On Seventh Avenue a West Indian woman conducts a

millinery store that would be a credit to Fifth Avenue.

The analogy between the West Indian and the Jew may
be carried farther

; they are both ambitious, eager for edu-

cation, willing to engage in business, argumentative, aggres-

sive and possessed of great proselytizing zeal for any cause

they espouse. West Indians are great contenders for their

rights and because of their respect for law are inclined

to be litigious. In addition, they are, as a whole, home-

loving, hard-working and frugal. Like their English ex-

emplars they are fond of sport, lack a sense of humor (yet

the greatest black comedian of America, Bert Williams,

was from the Bahamas) and are very serious and intense in

their attitude toward life. Always mindful of their folk

in the homeland, they save their earnings and are an im-

portant factor in the establishment of the record that the

Money Order and Postal Savings Departments of College

Station Post Office have for being among the busiest in the

country.

Ten years ago it was possible to distinguish the West Indi-

an in Harlem especially during the summer months. Accus-

tomed to wearing cool, light-colored garments in the tropics,

Subway Wind
By CLAUDE McKAY

Far down, down through the city's great, gaunt gut

The gray train rushing bears the weary wind;

In the packed cars the fans the crowd's breath cut,

Leaving the sick and heavy air behind.

And pale-cheeked children seek the upper door

To give their summer jackets to the breeze;

Their laugh is swallowed in the deafening roar

Of captive wind that moans for fields and seas;

Seas cooling warm where native schooners drift

Through sleepy waters, while gulls wheel and sweep,

Waiting for windy waves the keels to lift

Lightly among the islands of the deep ;

Islands of lofty palm trees blooming white

That lend their perfume to the tropic sea,

Where fields lie idle in the dew drenched night,

And the Trades float above them fresh and free.

From Harlem Shad<u:s, Harcourt, Bract k Co.
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he would stroll along Lenox Avenue on a hot day resplen-

dent in white shoes and flannel pants, the butt of many a

jest from his American brothers who, today, have adopted

the styles that they formerly derided. This trait of non-con-

formity manifested by the foreign-born has irritated Ameri-

can Negroes, who resent the implied self-sufficiency, and as

a result there is a considerable amount of prejudice against

West Indians. It is claimed that they are proud and arro-

gant; that they think themselves superior to the natives.

And although educated Negroes of New York are

loudest in publicly decrying the hostility between the

two groups, it is nevertheless true that feelings against

West Indians is strongest among members of that class.

This is explainable on the ground of professional

jealousy and competition for leadership. As the islanders

press forward and upward they meet the same kind

of opposition from the native Negro that the Jew and other

ambitious white aliens receive from white Americans.

Naturalized West Indians have found from experience that

American Negroes are reluctant to concede them the right

to political leadership even when qualified intellectually.

Unlike their American brothers the islanders are free from

those traditions that bind them to any party and, as a con-

sequence are independent to the point of being radical. In-

deed, it is they who largely compose the few political and

economic radicals in Harlem; without them the genuinely

radical movement among New York Negroes would be un-

worthy of attention.

There is a diametrical difference between American and

West Indian Negroes in their worship. While large sec-

tions of the former are inclined to indulge in displays of

emotionalism that border on hysteria, the latter, in their

Wesleyan Methodist and Baptist churches maintain in the

face of the assumption that people from the tropics are neces-

sarily emotional, all the punctilious emotional restraint char-

acteristic of their English background. In religious radicalism

the foreign-born are again pioneers and propagandists. The

only modernist church among the thousands of Negroes in

New York (and perhaps the country) is led by a West

Indian, Rev. E. Ethelred Brown, an ordained Unitarian

minister, and is largely supported by his fellow-islanders.

In facing the problem of race prejudice, foreign born Ne-

groes, and West Indians in particular, are forced to under-

go considerable adjustment. Forming a racial majority in

their own countries and not being accustomed to discrimina-

tion expressly felt as racial, they rebel
'

against the "color

line" as they find it in America. For while color and caste

lines tend to converge in the islands, it is nevertheless true

that because of the ratio of population, historical back-

ground and traditions of rebellions before and since their

emancipation, West Indians of color do not have their

activities, social, occupational and otherwise, determined by

their race. Color plays a part but it is not the prime de-

terminant of advancement; hence, the deep feeling of re-

sentment when the "color line," legal or customary, is met

and found to be a barrier to individual progress. For this

reason the West Indian has thrown himself whole-heartedly

into the fight against lynching, discrimination and the other

disabilities from which Negroes in America suffer.

It must be remembered that the foreign-born black men

and women, more so even than other groups of immigrants,

are the hardiest and most venturesome of their folk. They
were dissatisfied at home, and it is to be expected that they

would not be altogether satisfied with limitation of oppor-

tunity here when they have staked so much to gain enlarge-

ment of opportunity. They do not suffer from the local

anesthesia of custom and pride which makes otherwise in-

tolerable situations bearable for the home-staying majorities.

Just as the West Indian has been a sort of leaven in the

American loaf, so the American Negro is beginning to

play a reciprocal role in the life of the foreign Negro com-

munities, as for instance, the recent championing of the

rights of Haiti and Liberia and the Virgin Islands, as well

as the growing resentment at the treatment of natives in

the African colonial dependencies. This world-wide re-

action of the darker races to their common as well as local

grievances is one of the most significant facts of recent de-

velopment. Exchange of views and extension of race organi-

zation beyond American boundaries is likely to develop on a

considerable scale in the near future, in terms principally of

educational and economical projects. Former ties have been

almost solely the medium of church missionary enterprises.

It has been asserted that the movement headed by the

most-advertised of all West Indians, Marcus Garvey, absen-

tee "president" of the continent of Africa, represents the

attempt of West Indian peasants to solve the American

race problem. This is no more true than it would be to

say that the editorial attitude of The Crisis during the war

reflected the spirit of American Negroes respecting their

grievances or that the late Booker T. Washington success-

fully delimited the educational aspirations of his people.

The support given Garvey by a certain type of his country-

men is partly explained by their group reaction to attacks

made upon him because of his nationality. On the other

hand the earliest and most persistent exposures of Garvey '&

multitudinous schemes were initiated by West Indians in

New York like Cyril Briggs and the writer.

Prejudice against West Indians is in direct ratio to their

number; hence its strength in New York where they are

heavily concentrated. It is not unlike the hostility be-

tween Englishmen and Americans of the same racial stock. It

is to be expected that the feeling will always be more or

less present between the immigrant and the native born.

However it does not extend to the children of the two

groups, as they are subject to the same environment and de-

velop identity of speech and psychology. Then, too, there has

been an appreciable amount of intermarriage, especially be-

tween foreign born men and native women. Not to be ig-

nored is the fact that congestion in Harlem has forced both

groups to be less discriminating in accepting lodgers, thus

making for reconciling contacts.

The outstanding contribution of West Indians to Ameri-

can Negro life is the insistent assertion of their manhood

in an environment that demands too much servility and un-

protesting acquiescence from men of African blood. This

unwillingness to conform and be standardized, to accept

tamely an inferior status and abdicate their humanity, finds

an open expression in the activities of the foreign-born Negro

in America.

Their dominant characteristic is that of blazing new paths,

breaking the bonds that would fetter the feet of a virile

people a spirit eloquently expressed in the defiant lines of

the Jamaican poet, Claude McKay :

Like men we'll face the murderous, cowardly pack,

Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back.
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Congo : a familiar of the New York studios

Harlem Types
PORTRAITS BY WINOLD REISS

HERE
and elsewhere throughout this number, Winold Reiss presents us a graphic interpretation

of Negro life, freshly conceived after its own patterns. Concretely in his portrait sketches,

abstractly in his symbolic designs, he has aimed to portray the soul and spirit of a people.

And by the simple but rare process of not setting up petty canons in the face of nature's own creative

artistry, Winold Reiss has achieved what amounts to a revealing discovery of the significance, human

and artistic, of one of the great dialects of human physiognomy, of some of the little understood

but powerful idioms of nature's speech. Harlem, or any Negro community, spreads a rich and novel

palette for the serious artist. It needs but enlightenment of mind and eye to make its intriguing

problems and promising resources available for the stimulation and enrichment of American art.



Mother and child

/CONVENTIONS stand doubly in the

\^s way of artistic portrayal of Negro
folk ; certain narrowly arbitrary conventions
of physical beauty, and as well, that inevit-

able inscrutability of things seen but not
understood. Caricature has put upon the

countenance of the Negro the mask of the

comic and the grotesque, whereas in

deeper truth and comprehension, nature
or experience have put there the stamp of

the very opposite, the serious, the tragic,
the wistful. At times, too, there is a

quality of soul that can only be called

brooding and mystical. Here they are to

be seen as we know them to be in fact.

While it is a revealing interpretation for

all, for the Negro artist, still for the most

part confronting timidly his own material,
there is certainly a particular stimulus and

inspiration in this redeeming vision.

Through it in all likelihood must come his

best development in the field of the

pictorial arts, for his capacity to express

beauty depends vitally upon the capacity
to see it in his own life and to generate it

out of his own experience.

Young America : native-born
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WINOLD
REISS, son of Fritz Reiss,

the landscape painter, pupil of Franz
von Stuck of Munich, has become a master

delineator of folk character by wide ex-

perience and definite specialization. With
ever-ripening skill, he has studied and
drawn the folk-types of Sweden, Holland,

- of the Black Forest and his own native

Tyrol, and in America, the Black Foot

Indians, the Pueblo people, the Mexicans,
and now, the American Negro. His art

owes its peculiar success as much to the

philosophy of his approach as to his tech-

nical skill. He is a folk-lorist of the brusli

and palette, seeking always the folk charac-

ter back of the individual, the psychology
behind the physiognomy. In design also he

looks not merely for decorative elements,
but for the pattern of the culture from
which it sprang. Without loss of natural-

istic accuracy and individuality, he some-
how subtly expresses the type, and without

being any the less human, captures the

racial and local. What Gauguin and his

followers have done for the Far East, and
the work of Ufer and Blumenschein and
the Taos school for the Pueblo and Indian,
seems about to be done for the Negro and
Africa: in short, painting, the most local

of arts, in terms of its own limitations

even, is achieving universality.
A Boy Scout

A u'oman lawyer Qirl in the white blouse
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The Black Man Brings His Gifts
By W. E. BURGHARDT DU BOIS

WE'VE

got a pretty fine town out here in

middle Indiana. We claim fifty thousand

inhabitants although the census cheats us out

of nearly half. You can't depend on those

guys in Washington. The new Pennsyl-

vania station has just gone up and looks big

and clean although a bit empty on account of the new anti-

loafing ordinance. There is a White Way extending down

through the business section which makes us quite gay at

night. Of course, we have Rotary, Kiwanis, the Chamber
of Commerce and the Federation of Women's Clubs. There
are six churches, not counting the colored folks.

Well, last year somebody suggested we have an America's

Making pageant just like New York. You see, we need

something to sort of bring us together after the war. We
had a lot of Germans here and near-Germans and we had

to pull them up pretty stiff. In all, we had seven or eight

races or nations, not counting the colored people. We salute

the flag and many of us can sing The Star Spangled Banner

without books. But we really need Americanization ; a sort

of wholesome getting together.

So, as I have said, last year the Federation of Women's
Clubs started the matter and got a committee appointed.

They appointed me and Birdie; Mrs. Cadwalader Lee (who
is an awfully aristocratic Southern lady) ; Bill Graves, who
runs the biggest store; the editor of the daily paper and the

Methodist preacher, who has the biggest church. They
made me secretary but Birdie suggested that we needed an

impartial chairman who knew something about the subject,

for, says she, "What with the Germans, Poles, Scandinavians

and Italians, everybody will claim so much that there'll be

nothing left for the real Americans." We met and con-

sidered the idea favorably and wrote to the state uni-

versity. They sent us down a professor with a funny name
and any number of degrees. It seems that he taught soci-

ology and "applied ethics," whatever that may be.

"I'll bet he's a Jew," said Birdie as soon as she looked

at him. "I've got nothing against Jews but I just don't

like them. They're too pushing."
First thing off the bat, this professor, who wore a cloak

and spoke exceedingly proper and too low for anybody
to hear unless they were listening, asked if the colored people

ought not to be represented. That took us a bit by surprise

as we hadn't thought of them at all. Mrs. Cadwalader
Lee said she thought it might be best to have a small auxili-

ary colored committee and that she would ask her cook to

get one up.

""V\7 7F.LL," says I, after we had gotten nicely settled

VV f r our first real meeting, "what is the first thing
that's gone to making America and who did it?" I had

my own mind on music and painting and I know that

Birdie is daft on architecture; but before we either of us

could speak, Bill Graves grinned and said, "hard work."

The chairman nodded and said, "Quite true, labor."

I didn't know just what to say but I whispered to Birdie

that it seemed to me that we ought to stress some of the

higher things. The chairman must have heard me because

he said that all higher things rested on the foundation of

human toil.

"But, whose labor?" asked the editor. "Since we are all

descended from working people, isn't labor a sort of com-

mon contribution which, as it comes from everybody, need

not be counted?"

"I should hardly consent to that statement," said Mrs.

Cadwalader Lee, who is said to be descended from a gov-
ernor and a lord.

"At any rate," said the chairman, "the Negroes were

America's first great labor force."

"Negroes!" shrilled Birdie, "but we can't have them!"

"I should think," said Mrs. Cadwalader Lee, softly, "that

we might have a very interesting darky scene. Negroes

hoeing cotton and that sort of thing." We all were thank-

ful to Mrs. Lee and immediately saw that that would be

rather good ; Mrs. Lee again said she would consult her

cook, a very intelligent and exemplary person.

"Next," I said firmly, "comes music."

"Folk songs," said the Methodist preacher.

"Yes," I continued. "There would be Italian and Ger-
man and

"

"But I thought this was to be American," said the

chairman.

"Sure," I answered, "German-American and Italian-

American and so forth."

"There ain't no such animal," says Birdie, but Mrs.
Cadwalader Lee reminded us of Foster's work and thought
we might have a chorus to sing Old Folks at Home, Old

Kentucky Home and Nelly Was a Lady. Here the editor

pulled out a book on American folk songs by Krehbiel or

some such German name and read an extract. (I had to

copy it for the minutes.) It said:

The only considerable body of songs which has coma into

existence in the territory now compassed by the United States, I

might even say in North America, excepting the primitive songs
of the Indians (which present an entirely different aspect), are
the songs of the former black slaves. In Canada the songs of
the people, or that portion of the people that can be said still

to sing from impulse, are predominantly French, not only in

language but in subject. They were for the greater part trans-

ferred to this continent with the bodily integrity which they now
possess. Only a small portion show an admixture of Indian
elements ; but the songs of the black slaves of the South are

original and native products. They contain idioms which were
transplanted from Africa, but as songs they are the product of

American institutions ; of the social, political and geographical
environment within which their creators were placed in Amer-
ica; of the influences to which they were subjected in America;
of the joys, sorrows and experiences which fell to their lot in

America.
Nowhere save on the plantations of the South could the

emotional life which is essential to the development of true

folksong be developed ; nowhere else was there the necessary
meeting of the spiritual cause and the simple agent and ve-

hicle. The white inhabitants of the continent have never been
in the state of cultural ingenuousness which prompts spontaneous
emotional utterances in music.
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This rather took our breath and the chairman suggested

that the auxiliary colored committee might attend to this.

Mrs. Cadwalader Lee was very nice about it. (She has

such lovely manners and gets her dresses direct from New
York.) She said that she was sure it could all be worked

out satisfactorily. We would need a number of servants

and helpers. Well, under the leadership of that gifted

cook, we'd have a cotton-hoeing scene to represent labor

and while hoeing they would sing Negro ditties ; afterward

they could serve the food and clean up.

That was fine, but I didn't propose to be sidetracked.

"But," I says, "we don't want to confine ourselves to

folk songs. There is a lot of splendid American music like

that of Victor Herbert and Irving Berlin."

The editor grinned. But the chairman was real nice

and he mentioned several folks I never heard of Paine,

Buck, Chadwick and DeKoven. And, of course, I know
of Nevin and McDowell. Still that editor grinned and

said, "Yes, and Harry Burleigh and W. C. Handy and

Nathaniel Dett."

Here the preacher spoke up. "I especially like that man,
Dett. Our choir sang his Listen to the Lambs last Christ-

mas."

"Oh, yes," said Mrs. Cadwalader Lee, "and Burleigh's

Young Warrior was one of the greatest of our war songs."

"I am sure," said the Methodist preacher, "that our choir

will be glad to furnish the music."

"But are they colored?" asked the chairman, who had

been silent.

"Colored ?" we gasped.

"Well, you see, each race was to furnish its own contribu-

tion."

"Yes," we chorused, "but this is white American music."

"Not on your life," said the editor, who is awfully slangy.

"Of course you know Burleigh and Dett and Handy are

all Negroes."
"I think you're mistaken," said Mrs. Cadwalader Lee,

getting a bit red in the face.

But sure enough, the chairman said they were and we
did not dare dispute him. He even said that Foster's melo-

dies were based on Negro musical themes.

"Well," said the preacher, "I am sure there are no

Negroes in town who could sing Listen to the Lambs," and

the editor added, "And I hardly think your choir could

render The Memphis Blues just as it ought to be." We
looked at each other dubiously and I saw right then and

there that America's Making had a small chance of being

put on in our town. Somebody said that there was a choir

in one of the colored churches that could sing this music,

but Airs. Cadwalader Lee reminded us that there would
be insuperable difficulties if we tried to bring in obstreperous
and high-brow Negroes who demanded social equality. It

seems that one of these churches had hired a new social

worker a most objectionable colored person who com-

plained when Mrs. Lee called her by her first name.

THAT
editor is just lugging the Negroes in," said I

to Birdie,

"The Negroes seem to be lugging us in." she replied, and

she launched us into architecture. From architecture we went
to painting. There were Sargent and Whistler and Abbey.
Birdie had seen Tanner's Raising of Lazarus in the Luxem-

bourg and suggested a tableau.

"We might get him to help," said the editor. "He's

having an exhibit in New York." We were thrilled, all

except Mrs. Lee. "I understand he has Negro blood," she

said coldly, "and besides, I do not think much of his work."
We dropped that and hurried to inventions.

Here, of course, America is preeminent and we must pick

and choose. First the preacher asked what kinds of inven-

tions we ought to stress since America was so very inventive.

Bill Graves wanted to stress those which had made big

money, while the preacher wanted to emphasize those which

had "made for righteousness." Birdie said she was strong
for those which were really helpful and the chairman sug-

gested the telephone, things that had helped travel, labor-

saving devices, etc.

Weii, we named over a number of things and especially

stressed the telephone. The editor mentioned Granville

Wood as one who had helped to perfect the telephone but

we didn't listen. I'm sure he was a Negro. But in spite

of all, the chairman spoke up again.

"Shoes," he said.

"Well," said I, "I didn't know we invented shoes. I

thought they were pretty common before America was dis-

covered."

"But American shoes are the best in the world," said

the editor, and then the chairman told us of the

United Shoe Machinery Company and how they made
shoes.

"And," he added, "that lasting machine which is at the

bottom of their success was invented by a Negro."
"I don't believe it," said Birdie flatly, looking at Mrs.

Cadwalader Lee. Mrs. I^ee got pale this time.

"Of course," she said, "if you are just going to drag in

the Negro by the ears

"Still," said the editor, "we are after the truth, ain't we?
And it is certainly true that Matzeliger invented the lasting

machine and you wouldn't want your sister to marry Mat-

zeliger, now would you?"
"Ain't he dead ?" asked Birdie, and Mrs. Cadwalader Lee

doubted if we ought to be interested in anything as common
as shoes.

"I should think automobiles and locomotives would ex-

press our genius better."

"Only, we didn't invent them," said the editor.

"But we did invent a method of oiling them while in

motion," said the chairman.

"And I'll bet a colored man did that," said Birdie.

"Quite true," answered the chairman. "His name was

Elijah McCoy. He is still living in Detroit and I talked

with him the other day."

"\
yflGHT

I ask," said Mrs. Cadwalader Lee, looking

jLV JL the chairman full in the face, "if you yourself are

of pure white blood ?" We all started and we looked the

chairman over. He was of dark complexion and his hair

was none too straight. He had big black eyes that did not

smile much : and yet there couldn't be any doubt about his

being white. Wasn't he a professor in the state university

and would they hire a colored man no matter how much

he knew? The chairman answered.

"I do not know about the purity of my blood although

I have usually been called white. Still, one never knows,"
and he looked solemnly at Mrs. Cadwalader Lee.

Of course, I rushed in, angels being afraid, and cried,
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"Dancing we haven't provided for dancing and we ought

to have a lot of that."

"Lovely," says Birdie, "I know a Mexican girl who can

do a tango and we could have folk-dancing for the Irish

and Scotch."

"The Negroes invented the tango as well as the cake walk

and the whole modern dance craze is theirs," said the editor.

This time the preacher saved us. "I'm afraid," said he,

"that I could not countenance public dancing. I am aware

that our church has changed its traditional attitude some-

what, but I am old-fashioned. If you are to have danc-

ing
" We hastened to reassure him unanimously. We

would have no dancing. We dropped it then and there.

Mcs. Lee now spoke up. "It seems to me," she said,

"that the real greatness of America lies in her literature.

Not only the great writers like Poe and Lanier but in our

folk-lore. There are the lovely legends of the mountain

whites and, of course, the Uncle Remus tales. I sometimes

used to recite them and would not be unwilling to give my
services to this pageant.

"Negro dialect, aren't they?" asked the editor, with vast

innocence.

"Yes," said Mrs. Lee, "but I am quite familiar with the

dialect."

"But oughtn't they to be given by a Negro?" persisted

the editor.

"Certainly not ; they were written by a white man, Joel

Chandler Harris."

"Yes," added the chairman, "he set them down, but the

Negroes originated them they are thoroughly African."

Mrs. Cadwalader Lee actually sniffed. "I am sorry," she

said, "but it seems to me that this matter has taken a turn

quite different from our original purpose and I'm afraid I

may not be able to take part." This would kill the thing, to

my mind, but Birdie was not sure.

"Oh, I don't know," she whispered, "she is .too high-brow

anyway and this thing ought to be a matter of the common

people. I don't mind having a few colored people take

part so long as they don't want to sit and eat with us; but

I do draw the line on Jews."

Well, we took up education next and before we got

through, in popped Booker T. Washington. And then came

democracy and it looked like everybody had had a hand in

that, even the Germans and Italians. The chairman also

said that two hundred thousand Negroes had fought for

their own liberty in the Civil War and in the war to make

the world safe for democracy. But that didn't impress

Mrs. Lee or any of the rest of us and we concluded to leave

the Negro out of democracy.

"First thing you know you'll have us eating with Ne-

groes," said Birdie, and the chairman said that he'd eaten

with Republicans and sinners. I suppose he meant to slur

Democrats and Socialists but it was a funny way to do it.

Somehow I couldn't just figure out that chairman. I kept

watching him.

Then up pops that editor with a lot of notes and papers.

"What about exploration?" he asks. Well, we had for-

gotten that, but naturally the Italians could stage a good

stunt with Columbus.

"And the French and Spanish," said Birdie, "only there

are none of them in town, thank God!"

"But there are colored folk!" said that chairman. I 'just

gave him a withering leok.

"Were they Columbus' cooks?" I asked.

"Probably," said the chairman, "but the one I have in

mind discovered New Mexico and Arizona. But I'm

afniid," he added slowly, "that we're getting nowhere."

"We've already got there," said Birdie. But the chair-

man continued : "How could we when we're talking for

people and not letting them express themselves ?"

"But aren't we the committee?" I asked.

"Yes, and by our own appointment."

"But we represent all the races," I insisted, "except, well

except the Negroes."

"Just so," replied the chairman, "and while I may seem

to you to be unduly stressing the work of Negroes, that is

simply because they are not represented here. I promise
to say nothing further on the matter ;'f you will indulge me
a few minutes. In the next room, a colored woman is wait-

ing. She is that social worker at the colored church and

she is here by my invitation, I had hoped to have her in-

vited to sit on this committee. As that does not seem pos-

sible, may she say just a word?"
He looked at me. I looked at Birdie and Birdie stared

at Mrs. Cadwalader I-ee. Mrs. Lee arose.

"Certainly oh, certainly," she said sweetly. "Don't let

me interfere. But, of course, you will understand that

we Lees must draw the line somewhere," and out she

sailed.

I
KNEW the whole thing was dead as a. door nail and I

was just about to tell Birdie so when in marched that

Negro before we'd had a chance to talk about her. She had

on a tailor-made gown that cost fifty dollars if a cent, a

smart toque and (would you believe it?) she was a grad-

uate of the University of Chicago! If there's anything I

hate it's a college woman. And here was a black one at that.

I didn't know just how to treat her so I sort of half turned

my shoulder to her and looked out the window. She began

with an essay. It had a lot of long words which sounded

right even if they weren't. What she seemed to be driving

at was this:

Who made this big country? Not the millionaires, the

ministers and the "know-alls," but laborers and drudges and

slaves. And she said that we had no business to forget this

and pretend that we were all descended from the nobility

and gentry and college graduates. She even went so far

as to say that cranks and prostitutes and plain fools had

a hand in making this republic, and that the real glory of

America was what it proved as to the possibilities of com-

mon-place people and that the hope of the future lay right

in these every-day people.

It was the truth and I knew it and so did all of us, but, .

of course, we didn't dare to let on to each other, much less

to her. So I just kept staring out the window and she laid

aside her essay and began to talk. She handed to the Negro,

music, painting, sculpture, drama, dancing, poetry and let-

ters. She named a lot of people I never heard of ; and

others like Dunbar and Braithwaite and Chesnutt, but I

had always thought they were white. She reminded us of

Bert Williams and told us of some fellows named Aldridge

and Gilpin.

And then she got on our nerves. She said all this writ-

ing and doing beautiful things hurt. That it was born of

suffering. That sometimes the pain blurred the message,

but that the blood and crying (Continued on page 710)
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Youth Speaks
^- .^E might know the future but for our chronic

^fc 1 1 ^^ tendency to turn to age rather than to youth

^j B for the forecast. And when youth speaks,

m the future listens, however the present may

^kBi^^r shut its ears. Here we have Negro youth,

foretelling in the mirror of art what we

must see and recognize in the streets of reality tomorrow.

Primarily, of course, it is youth that speaks in the voice

of Negro youth, but the overtones are distinctive ; Negro

youth speaks out of an unique experience and with a par-

ticular representativeness. All classes of a people under

social pressure are permeated with a common experience ;

they are emotionally welded as others cannot be. With

them, even ordinary living has epic depth and lyric intensity,

and this, their material handicap, is their spiritual advan-

tage. So, in a day when art has run to classes, cliques and

coteries, and life lacks more and more a vital common back-

ground, the Negro artist, out of the depths of his group

and personal experience, has to his hand almost the condi-

tions of a classical art.

Negro genius today relies upon the race-gift as a vast

spiritual endowment from which our best developments

have come and must come. Racial expression as a conscious

motive, it is true, is fading out of our latest art, but just

as surely the age of truer, finer group expression is coming

in for race expression does not need to be deliberate to

be vital. Indeed at its best it never is. This was the

case with our instinctive and quite matchless folk-art, and

begins to be the same again as we approach cultural maturity

in a phase of art that promises now to be fully representative.

The interval between has been an awkward age, where from

the anxious desire and attempt to be representative much

that was really unrepresentative has come; we have lately

had an art that was stiltedly self-conscious, and racially

rhetorical rather than racially expressive. Our poets have

now stopped speaking for the Negro they speak as Negroes.

Where formerly they spoke to others and tried to inter-

pret, they now speak to their own and try to express. They
have stopped posing, being nearer to the attainment of poise.

The younger generation has thus achieved an objective

attitude toward life. Race for them is but an idiom of ex-

perience, a sort of added enriching adventure and discipline,

giving subtler overtones to life, making it more beautiful

and interesting, even if more poignantly so. So experienced,

it affords a deepening rather than a narrowing of social

vision. The artistic problem of the Young Negro has not

been so much that of acquiring the outer mastery of form

and technique as that of achieving an inner mastery of mood

and spirit. That accomplished, there has come the happy

release from self-consciousness, rhetoric, bombast, and the

hampering habit of setting artistic values with primary re-

gard for moral effect all those pathetic over-compensations

of a group inferiority complex which our social dilemmas

inflicted upon several unhappy generations. Our poets no

longer have the hard choice between an over-assertive and
and appealing attitude. By the same effort, they have shaken

themselves free from the minstrel tradition and the fowling-
nets of dialect, and through acquiring ease and simplicity in

serious expression, have carried the folk-gift to the altitudes

of art. There they seek and find art's intrinsic values and

satisfactions and if America were deaf, they would still

sing.

But America listens perhaps in curiosity at first; later,

we may be sure, in understanding. But a moment of pa-

tience. The generation now in the artistic vanguard in-

herits the fine and dearly bought achievement of another

generation of creative workmen who have been pioneers and

path-breakers in the cultural development and recognition of

the Negro in the arts. Though still in their prime, as

veterans of a hard struggle, they must have the praise and

gratitude that is due them. We have had, in fiction, Chest-

nutt and Burghardt Du Bois; in drama, Du Bois again and

Angelina Grimke ; in poetry Dunbar, James Weldon John-
son, Fenton and Charles Bertram Jofcnson, Everett Hawk-
ins, Lucien Watkins, Cotter, Jameson ; and in another file

of poets, Miss Grimke, Anne Spencer, and Georgia Douglas
Johnson; in criticism and belles lettres, Braithwaite and
Dr. Du Bois ; in painting, Tanner and Scott ; in sculpture,
Meta Warrick and May Jackson; in acting Gilpin and
Robeson ; in music, Burleigh. Nor must the fine collabora-

tion of white American artists be omitted; the work of

Ridgeley Torrence and Eugene O'Neill in drama, of Stribl-

ing, and Shands and Clement Wood in fiction, all of which
has helped in the bringing of the materials of Negro life

out of the shambles of Conventional polemics, cheap romance
and journalism into the domain of pure and unbiassed art.

Then, rich in this legacy, but richer still, I think, in their

own endowment of talent, comes the youngest generation of

our Afro-American culture: in music, Diton, Dett, Grant
Still, and Roland Hayes; in fiction, Jessie Fauset, Walter
White, Claude McKay (a forthcoming book) ; in drama,
Willis Richardson ; in the field of the short story, Jean
Toomer, Eric Walrond, Rudolf Fisher ; and finally a vivid

galaxy of young Negro poets, McKay, Jean Toomer, Langs-
ton Hughes and Countee Cullen.

These constitute a new generation not because of years

only, but because of a new aesthetic and a new philosophy
of life. They have all swung above the horizon in the

last three years, and we can say without disparagement of

the past that in that short space of time they have gained

collectively from publishers, editors, critics and the general

public more recognition than has ever before come to Negro
creative artists in an entire working lifetime. First novels

of unquestioned distinction, first acceptances by premier

journals whose pages are the ambition of veteran craftsmen,
international acclaim, the conquest for us of new provinces
of art, the development for the first time among us of

literary coteries and channels for the contact of creative
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minds, and most important of all, a spiritual quickening and

racial leavening such as no generation has yet felt and

known. It has been their achievement also to bring the

artistic advance of the Negro sharply into stepping align-

ment with contemporary artistic thought, mood and style.

They are thoroughly modern, some of them ultra-mod-

ern, and Negro thoughts no\v wear the uniform of

the age.

But for all that, the heart beats a little differently.

Toomer gives a folk-lilt and ecstasy to the prose of the

American modernists. McKay adds Aesop and irony to the

social novel and a peasant clarity and naivete to lyric

thought, Fisher adds Uncle Remus to the art of Maupassant

and O. Henry. Hughes puts Biblical ferver into free verse,

Hayes carries the gush and depth of folk-song to the old

masters, Cullen blends the simple with the sophisticated and

iputs the vineyards themselves into his crystal goblets. There

lis in all the marriage of a fresh emotional endowment with

the finest niceties of art. Here for the enrichment of Amer-

iican and modern art, among our contemporaries, in a people

who still have the ancient key, are some of the things we

thought culture had forever lost. Art cannot disdain the

gift of a natural irony, of a transfiguring imagination, of

rhapsodic Biblical speech, of dynamic musical swing, of

cosmic emotion such as only the gifted pagans knew, of a

return to nature, not by way of the forced and worn for-

mula of Romanticism, but through the closeness of an

imagination that has never broken kinship with nature. Art

jnust accept such gifts, and revaluate the giver.

Not all the new art is in the field of pure art values.

There is poetry of sturdy social protest, and fiction of calm,,

dispassionate social analysis. But reason and realism have-

cured us of sentimentality: instead of the wail and appeal,

there is challenge and indictment. Satire is just beneath

the surface of our latest prose, and tonic irony has come
into our poetic wells. These are good medicines for the

common mind, for us they are necessary antidotes against

social poison. Their influence means that at least for us

the worst symptoms of the social distemper are passing. And
so the social promise of our recent art is as great as the

artistic. It has brought with it, first of all, that wholesome,
welcome virtue of finding beauty in oneself ; the younger

generation can no longer be twitted as "cultural non-

descripts" or accused of "being out of love with their own

nativity." They have instinctive love and pride of race,

and, spiritually compensating for the present lacks of

America, ardent respect and love for Africa, the mother-

land. Gradually too under some spiritualizing reaction, the

brands and wounds of social persecution are becoming the

proud stigmata of spiritual immunity and moral victory.

Already enough progress has been made in this direction

so that it is no longer true that the Negro mind is too

engulfed in its own social dilemmas for control of the

necessary perspective of art, or too depressed to attain the

full horizons of self and social criticism. Indeed, by the

evidence and promise of the cultured few, we are at last

spiritually free, and offer through art an emancipating vision

to America. But it is a presumption to speak further for

those who have spoken and can speak so adequately for

themselves. A. L.

Harlem Life
Seven Poems by COUNTEE CULLEN

Harlem Wine
This is not water running here,

These thick rebellious streams

That hurtle flesh and bone past fear

Down alleyways of dreams.

This is a wine that must flow on

Not caring how or where,

So it has ways to flow upon
Where song is in the air.

So it can woo an artful flute

With loose, elastic lips,

Its measurement of joy compute

With blithe, ecstatic hips.

To a Brown Girl

What if his glance is bold and free,

His mouth the lash of whips?

So should the eyes of lovers be,

And so a lovers lips.

What if no puritanic strain

Confines him to the nice?

He will not pass this way again,

Nor hunger for you twice.

Since in the end consort together

Magdalen and Mary,
Youth is the time for careless weather;

Later, lass, be wary.

Tableau

Locked arm in arm they cross the way,
The black boy and the white,

The golden splendor of the day,

The sable pride of night.

From lowered blinds the dark folk stare

And here the fair folk talk,

Indignant that these two should dare

In unison to walk.

Oblivious to look and word

They pass, and see no wonder
That lightning brilliant as a sword
Should blaze the path of thunder.

To a Brown Boy
That brown girl's swagger gives a twitch

To beauty like a queen;

Lad, never dam your body's itch

When loveliness is seen.

For there is ample room for bliss

In pride in clean, brown limbs,

And lips know better how to kiss

Than how to raise white hymns.

And when your body's death gives birth

To soil for spring to crown,
Men will not ask if that rare earth

Was white flesh once, or brown.

From The Bookman
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She of the Dancing Feet Sings

And what would I do in heaven, pray,

Me with my dancing feet,

And limbs like apple boughs that sway
When the gusty rain winds beat?

And how would I thrive in a perfect plr.c

Where dancing would he sin.

With not a man to love my face,

Nor an arm to hold me in?

The seraphs and the cherubim

Would be too proud to bend

To sing the faery tunes that brim

My heart from end to end.

The wistful angels down in hell

Will 'smile to see my face.

And understand, because they fell

From that all-perfect place.

In Memory of Col. Charles Young.

Along the shore the tall, thin grass
That fringes that dark river,

While sinuously soft feet pass,

Begins to bleed and quiver.

The great dark voice breaks with a sob

Across the womb of night;

Above your grave the tom-toms throb,

And the hills are weird with light.

The great dark heart is like a well

Drained bitter by the sky,

And all the honeyed lies they tell

Come there to thirst and die.

No lie is strong enough to kill

The roots that work below;
From your rich dust and slaughtered will

A tree with tongues will grow.

A Brown Girl Dead

With two white roses on her breasts,

White candles at head and feet,

Dark Madonna of the grave she rests;

Lord Death has found her sweet.

Her mother pawned her wedding ring

To lay her out in white ;

'

he'd be so proud she'd dance and sing

To see herself tonight.

Lady, Lady
By ANNE SPENCER

Lady, Lady, I saw your face,

Dark as night withholding a star. . .

The chisel fell, or it might have been

V ou had borne so long the yoke of men.

Lady, Lady, I saw your hands,

Twisted, awry, like crumpled roots,

Bleached poor white in a sudsy tub,

Wrinkled and drawn from your rub-a-dub.

Lady, Lady I saw your heart,

And altared there in its darksome place
Were the tongues of flame the ancients knew,
Where the good God sits to spangle through.

The Black Finger
By ANGELINA GRIMKE

I have just seen a most beautiful thing

Slim and still,

Against a gold, gold sky,

A straight black cypress,

Sensitive,

Exquisite,

A black ringer

Pointing upwards.

Why, beautiful still finger, are you black?

And why are you pointing upwards?
From Opportunity



Poems
By CLAUDE McKAY

Like a Strong Tree Russian Cathedral

Like a strong tree that in the virgin earth

Sends far its roots through rock and loam and clay,

And proudly thrives in rain or time of dearth,

When the dry waves scare rainy sprites away;
Like a strong tree that reaches down, deep, deep,

For sunken water, fluid underground,
Where the great-ringed unsightly blind worms creep,

And queer things of the nether world abound:

So would I live in rich imperial growth,

Touching the surface and the depth of things,

Instinctively responsive unto both,

Tasting the sweets of being and the stings,

Sensing the subtle spell of changing forms,

Like a strong tree against a thousand storms.

Bow down my soul in worship very low

And in the holy silences be lost.

Bow down before the marble man of woe,

Bow down before the singing angel host.

What jewelled glory fills my spirit's eye!

What golden grandeur moves the depths of me!

The soaring arches lift me up on high

Taking my breath with their rare symmetry.

Bow down my soul and let the wondrous light

Of Beauty bathe thee from her lofty throne

Bow down before the wonder of man's might.

Bow down in worship, humble and alone ;

Bow slowly down before the sacred sight

Of man's divinity alive in stone.

White Houses

Your door is shut against my tightened face,

And I am sharp as steel with discontent ;

But I possess the courage and the grace
To bear my anger proudly and unbent.

The pavement slabs burn loose beneath my feet,

A chafing savage, down the decent street,

And passion rends my vitals as I pass,

Where boldly shines your shuttered door of glass.

Oh I must search for wisdom every hour,

Deep in my wrathful bosom sore and raw,
And find in it the superhuman power
To hold me to the letter of your law!

Oh I must keep my heart inviolate

Against the potent poison of your hate.

Song of the Son
By JEAN TOOMER

Pour, O pour that parting soul in song,
O pour it in the saw-dust glow of night,

Into the velvet pine-smoke air tonight,
And let the valley carry it along,

And let the valley carry it along.
O land and soil, red soil and sweet-gum tree,

So scant of grass, so profligate of pines,

Now just before an epoch's sun declines

Thy son, I have in time returned to thee,

Thy son, I have in time returned to thee.

In time, although the sun is setting on

A song-lit race of slaves, it has not set;

Though late, O soil, it is not too late yet

To catch thy plaintive soul, leaving, soon gone,

Leaving, to catch thy plaintive soul soon gone.

O Negro slaves, dark purple ripened plums,

Squeezed, and bursting in the pine-wood air,

Passing, before they strip the old tree bare

One plum was saved for me, one seed becomes
An everlasting song, a singing tree,

Caroling softly souls of slavery,

What they were, and what they are to me,

Caroling softly souls of slavery.

From Cane, Boni and Liveright
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Poems

By LANGSTON HUGHES

Poem
We have to-morrow

Bright before us

Like a flame

Yesterday, a night-gone thing
A sun-down name

And dawn to-day
Broad arch above the road we came,
We march.

From Tht Crisis

Song

Lovely, dark, and lonely one

Bare your bosom to the sun

Do not be afraid of night
You who are a child of night.

Open wide your arms to life

Whirl in the wind of pain and strife

Face the wall with the dark closed gate
Beat with bare, brown fists

And wait.

Dream Variation

To fling my arms wide

In some place of the sun,

To whirl and to dance

Till the bright day is done.

Then rest at cool evening
Beneath a tall tree

While night comes gently

Dark like me.

That is my dream.

To fling my arms wide
In the face of the sun.

Dance! Whirl! Whirl!
Till the quick day is done.

Rest at pale evening,

A tall, slim tree,

Night coming tenderly
Black like me.

The Dream Keeper

Bring me all of your dreams
You dreamers.

Bring me all of your
Heart melodies.

That I may wrap them
In a blue cloud-cloth

Away from the too rough fingers
Of the world.

Poem

Being walkers with the dawn and morning
Walkers with the sun and morning,
We are not afraid of night,

Nor days of gloom,
Nor darkness,

Being walkers with the sun and morning.

Sea Charm

Sea charm
The sea's own children

Do not understand.

They know
But that the sea is strong
Like God's hand.

They know
But that sea wind is sweel

Like God's breath

And that the sea hold*

A wide, deep death.

An Earth Song

It's an earth song,

And I've been waiting long for an earth song.

It's a spring song,

And I've been waiting long for a spring song.

Strong as the shoots of a new plant

Strong as the bursting of new buds

Strong as the coming of the first child from its mother's

womb.
It's an earth song,

A body-song,
A spring-song,

I have been waiting long for this spring song.
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Jazz at Home
By J. A. ROGERS

^* ___^"^AZZ is a marvel of paradox: too funda-

mentally human, at least as modern hu-

/*~^ manity goes, to be typically racial, too

|A ^L. international to be characteristically na-

^^_ _^P^ tional, too much abroad in the world to

have a special home. And yet jazz in spite

of it all is one part American and three parts American

Negro, and was originally the nobody's child of the levee

and the city slum. Transplanted exotic a rather hardy
one, we admit of the mundane world capitals, sport of the

sophisticated, it is really at home in its humble native soil

wherever the modern unsophisticated Negro feels happy and

sings and dances to his mood. It follows that jazz is more
at home in Harlem than in Paris, though from the look

and sound of certain quarters of Paris one would hardly
think so. It is just the epidemic contagiousness of jazz
that makes it, like the measles, sweep the block. But some-

body had to have it first: that was the Negro.
What after all is this taking new thing, that, condemned

in certain quarters, enthusiastically welcomed in others,

has nonchalantly gone on until it ranks with the movie

and the dollar as the foremost exponent of modern Amer-
icanism? Jazz isn't music merely, it is a spirit that can

express itself in almost anything. The true spirit of jazz
is a joyous revolt from convention, custom, authority, bore-

dom, even sorrow from everything that would confine the

soul of man and hinder its riding free on the air. The

Negroes who invented it called their songs the "Blues,"

and they weren't capable of satire or deception. Jazz was

their explosive attempt to cast off the blues and be happy,
carefree happy even in the midst of sor-

didness and sorrow. And that is why it

has been such a balm for modern ennui,

and has become a safety valve for mod-

ern machine-ridden and convention-bound

society. It is the revolt of the emotions

against repression.

The story is told of the clever group
of "jazz-specialists" who, originating dear

knows in what scattered places, had found

themselves and the frills of the art in

New York and had been drawn to the

gay Bohemias of Paris. In a little cabaret

of Montmartre they had just "enter-

tained" into the wee small hours fas-

cinated society and royalty ; and, of course,

had been paid royally for it. Then, the

entertainment over and the guests away,
the "entertainers" entertained themselves

with their very best, which is always im-

promptu, for the sheer joy of it. That is

jazz.

In its elementals, jazz has always
existed. It is in the Indian war-dance, the

Highland fling, the Irish jig, the Cossack

Jazzonia

By LANGSTON HUGHES
O, silver tree!

Oh, shining rivers of the soul!

In a Harlem cabaret

Six long-headed jazzers play.

A dancing girl whose eyes are bold

Lifts high a dress of silken gold.

Oh, singing tree!

Oh, shining rivers of the soul!

Were Eve's eyes

In the first garden

Just a bit too bold?

Was Cleopatra gorgeous
In a gown of gold?

Oh, shining tree!

Oh, silver rivers of the soul!

In a whirling cabaret

Six long-headed jazzers play.

From The Crisis

dance, the Spanish fandango, the Brazilian tnaxixe, the dance

of the whirling dervish, the hula hula of the South Seas, the

danse du ventre of the Orient, the carmagnole of the French

Revolution, the strains of Gypsy music, and the ragtime of

the Negro. Jazz proper, however, is something more than all

these. It is a release, of all the suppressed emotions at once,

a blowing off of the lid, as it were. It is hilarity expressing

itself through pandemonium ; musical fireworks.

The direct predecessor of jazz is ragtime. That both are

atavistically African there is little doubt, but to what ex-

tent it is difficult to determine. In its barbaric rhythm and

exuberance there is something of the bamboula, a wild,

abandoned dance of the West African and the Haytian

Negro, so stirringly described by the anonymous author of

Untrodden Fields of Anthropology, or of the ganza cere-

mony so brilliantly depicted in Maran's Batouala. But jazz

time is faster and more complex than African music. With
its cowbells, auto horns, calliopes, rattles, dinner gongs,

kitchen utensils, cymbals, screams, crashes, clankings and

monotonous rhythm it bears all the marks of a nerve-strung,

strident, mechanized civilization. It is a thing of the jun-

gles modern man-made jungles.

The earliest jazz-makers were the itinerant piano players

who would wander up and down the Mississippi from saloon

to saloon, from dive to dive. Seated at the piano with a

carefree air that a king might envy, their box-back coats

flowing over the stool, their Stetsons pulled well over their

eyes, and cigars at an angle of forty-five degrees, they would

"whip the ivories" to marvellous chords and hidden racy,

joyous meanings, evoking the intense delight of their hearers

who would smother them at the close

with huzzas and whiskey. Often wholly

illiterate, these humble troubadours knowT

ing nothing of written music or composi-

tion, but with minds like cameras, would

listen to the rude improvisations of the

dock laborers and the railroad gangs and

reproduce them, reflecting perfectly the

sentiments and the longings of these

humble folk. The improvised bands at

Negro dances in the South, or the little

boys with their harmonicas and jews-harps

each one putting his own individuality

into the air, played also no inconsiderable

part in its evolution. ''Poverty," says

J. A. Jackson of the Billboard, "com-

pelled improvised instruments. Bones, tam-

bourines, make-shift string instruments,

tin can and hollow wood effects, all now
utilized as musical novelties, were among
early Negroes the product of necessity.

When these were not available 'patting

juba' prevailed. Present day 'Charleston'

is but a variation of this. Its early expres-

sion was the 'patting' for the buck dance."
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The origin of the present jazz craze

is interesting. More cities claim its birth-

place than claimed Homer dead. New
Orleans, San Francisco, Memphis, Chi-

cago, all assert the honor is theirs. Jazz,
as it is today, seems to have come into

being this way, however: W. C. Handy,
a Negro, having digested the airs of the

itinerant musicians referred to, evolved the

first classic, the Memphis Blues. Then
came Jasbo Brown, a reckless musician of

a Negro cabaret in Chicago, who played
this and other blues, blowing his own ex-

travagant moods and risque interpretations

into them, while hilarious with gin. To
give further meanings to his veiled al-

lusions he would make the trombone

"talk" by putting a derby hat and later

a tin can at its mouth. The delighted

patrons would shout, "More, Jasbo. More,
Jas, more." And so the name originated.

As to the jazz dance itself: at this time

Shelton Brooks, a Negro comedian, in-

vented a new "strut," called Walkin' the

Dog. Jasbo's anarchic airs found in this

strut a soul mate. Then as a result of

their union came The Texas Tommy, the

highest point of brilliant, acrobatic execu-

tion and nifty footwork so far evolved

in jazz dancing. The latest of these

dances is the Charleston, which has brought

something really new to the dance step.

The Charleston calls for activity of the

whole body. One characteristic is a fan-

tastic fling of the legs from the hip down-
wards. The dance ends in what is known
as the "camel-walk" in reality a gorilla-

like shamble and finishes with a pe-

culiar hop like that of trie Indian war
dance. Imagine one suffering from a fit

of rhythmic ague and you have the effect precisely.

The cleverest Charleston dancers perhaps are urchins of

five and six who may be seen any time on the streets cf

Harlem, keeping time with their hands, and surrounded by

admiring crowds. But put it on a well-set stage, danced by
a bobbed-hair chorus, and you have an effect that reminds

you of the abandon of the Furies. And so Broadway stu-

dies Harlem. Not all of the visitors of the twenty or more
well-attended cabarets of Harlem are idle pleasure seekers

or underworld devotees. Many are serious artists, actors

and producers seeking something new, some suggestion to

be taken, too often in pallid imitation, to Broadway's lights

and stars.

This makes it difficult to say whether jazz is more char-

acteristic of the Negro or of contemporary America. As
was shown, it is of Negro origin plus the influence of the

American environment. It is Negro-American. Jazz proper

however is in idiom rhythmic, musical and pantomimic

thoroughly American Negro; it is his spiritual picture on

that lighter comedy side, just as the spirituals are the picture

on the tragedy side. The two are poles apart, but the

former is by no means to be despised and it is just as char-

acteristically the product of the peculiar and unique experi-

Tu>o Drawings by Winold Reiss

ence of the Negro in this country. The African Negro
hasn't it, and the Caucasian never could have invented it.

Once achieved, it is common property, and jazz has absorbed

the national spirit, that tremendous spirit of go, the nervous-

ness, lack of conventionality and boisterous good-nature

characteristic of the American, white or black, as compared
with the more rigid formal natures of the Englishman or

German.
But there still remains something elusive about jazz that

few, if any of the white artists, have been able to capture.

The Negro is admittedly its best expositor. That elusive

something, for lack of a better name, I'll call Negro

rhythm. The average Negro, particularly of the lower

classes, puts rhythm into whatever he does, whether it be

shining shoes or carrying a basket on the head to market

as the Jamaican women do. Some years ago while wander-

ing in Cincinnati I happened upon a Negro revival meeting

at its height. The majority present were women, a goodly
few of whom were white. Under the influence of the

"spirit" the sisters would come forward and strut much of

jazz enters where it would be least expected. The Negro
women had the perfect jazz abandon, while the white ones

moved lamely and woodenly. This same lack of spontaneity
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is evident to a degree in the cultivated and inhibited Negro.

Musically jazz has a great future. It is rapidly being

sublimated. In the more famous jazz orchestras like those

of Will Marion Cook, Paul Whiteman, Sissle and Blake,

Sam Stewart, Fletcher Henderson, Vincent Lopez and the

Clef Club units, there are none of the vulgarities and

crudities of the lowly origin or the only too prevalent cheap

imitations. The pioneer work in the artistic development of

jazz was done by Negro artists; it was the lead of the

so-called "syncopated orchestras" of Tyers and Will Marion

Cook, the former playing for the Castles of dancing fame,

and the latter touring as a concertizing orchestra in the

great American centers and abroad. Because of the diffi-

culties of financial backing, these expert combinations have

had to yield ground to white orchestras of the type of the

Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez organizations that are

now demonstrating the finer possibilities of jazz music.

"Jazz," says Serge Koussevitzy, the new conductor of the

Boston Symphony, "is an important contribution to mod-

ern musical literature. It has an epochal significance it is

not superficial, it is fundamental. Jazz comes from the

soil, where all music has its beginning." And Stokowski

says more extendedly of it:

Jazz has come to stay because it is an ex-

pression of the times, of the breathless, ener-

getic, superactive times in which we are liv-

ing, it is useless to fight against it. Already
its new vigor, its new vitality is beginning to

manifest itself. . . . America's contribution

to the music of the past will have the same

revivifying effect as the injection of new,
and in the larger sense, vulgar blood into

dying aristocracy. Music will then be vul-

garized in the best sense of the word, and

enter more and more into the daily lives

of people. . . . The Negro musicians of

America are playing a great part in this

change. They have an open mied, and un-

biassed outlook. They are not hampered by
conventions or traditions, and with their

new ideas, their constant experiment, they
are causing new blood to flow in the

veins of music. The jazz players make
their instruments do entirely new things,

things finished musicians are taught to

avoid. They are pathfinders into new
realms.

And thus it has come about that serious

modernistic music and musicians, most

notably and avowedly in the work of the

French modernists Auric, Satie and

Darius Milhaud, have become the con-

fessed debtors of American Negro jazz.

With the same nonchalance and impudence

with which it left the levee and the dive

to stride like an upstart conqueror, almost

overnight, into the grand salon, jazz now

begins its conquest of musical Parnassus.

Whatever the ultimate result of the at-

tempt to raise jazz from the mob-level

upon which it originated, its true home

is still its original cradle, the none too

respectable cabaret. And here we have the

seamy side to the story. Here we have

some of the charm of Bohemia, but much
more qf the demoralization of vice. Its

rash spirit is in Grey's popular song,

Runnin' Wild:
Runnin' wild ; lost control

Runnin' wild; mighty bold,

Feelin' gay and reckless too

Carefree all the time ; never blue

Always goin' I don't know where

Always showin' that I don't care

Don' love nobody, it ain't worth while

All alone; runnin' wild.

Jazz reached the height of its vogue at a time when minds

were reacting from the horrors and strain of war. Hu-

manity welcomed it because in its fresh jdyousness men
found a temporary forgetfulness, infinitely less harmful

than drugs or alcohol. It is partly for some such reasons

that it dominates the amusement life of America today. No
one can sensibly condone its excesses or minimize its social

danger if uncontrolled ; all culture is built upon inhibitions

and control. But it is doubtful whether the "jazz-hounds"
of high and low estate would use their time to better ad-

vantage. In all probability their tastes would find some

equally morbid, mischievous vent. Jazz, it is needless to

say, will remain a recreation for the industrious and a dis-

sipator of energy for the frivolous, a tonic for the strong

and a poison for the weak. (Continued on page 712)

Interpretations of Harlem Jazz



Negro Art and America
By ALBERT C. BARNES

HAT there should have developed a distinct-

ively Negro art in America was natural and

inevitable. A primitive race, transported

into an Anglo-Saxon environment and held

in subjection to that fundamentally alien

influence, was bound to undergo the soul-

stirring experiences which always find their expression in

great art. The contributions of the American Negro to

art are representative because they come from the hearts

of the masses of a people held together by like yearnings
and stirred by the same causes. It is a sound art because

it comes from a primitive nature upon which a white
man's education has never been harnessed. It is a great

a,rt because it embodies the Negroes' individual traits and
reflects their suffering, aspirations and joys during a long
period of acute oppression and distress.

The most important element to be considered is the psy-

chological complexion of the Negro as he inherited it from
his primitive ancestors and which he maintains to this day.
The outstanding characteristics are his tremendous emotion-

al endowment, his luxuriant and free imagination and a

truly great power of individual expression. He has in super-
lative measure that fire and light which, coming from with-

in, bathes his- whole world, colors his images and impels
him to expression. The Negro is a poet by birth. In the

masses, that poetry expresses itself in religion which ac-

quires a distinction by extraordinary fervor, by simple and

picturesque rituals and by a surrender to emotion so com-

plete that ecstasy, amounting to automatisms, is the rule

when he worships in groups. The outburst may be started by

any unlettered person provided with the average Negro's
normal endowment of eloquence and vivid imagery. It

begins with a song or a wail which spreads like fire and
soon becomes a spectacle of a harmony of rhythmic move-
ment and rhythmic sound unequalled in the ceremonies
of any other race. Poetry is religion brought down to earth

.and it is of the essence of the Negro soul. He carries it

with him always and everywhere ; he lives it in the field,

the shop, the factory. His daily habits of thought, speech
and movement are flavored with the picturesque, the

rhythmic, the euphonious.
The white man in the mass cannot compete with the

Negro in spiritual endowment. Many centuries of civiliza-

tion have attenuated his original gifts and have made his

mind dominate his spirit. He has wandered too far from
the elementary human needs and their easy means of na-

tural satisfaction. The deep and satisfying harmony which
the soul requires no longer arises from the incidents of

daily life. The requirements for practical efficiency in a

world alien to his spirit have worn thin his religion and

devitalized his art. His art and his life are no longer one

and the same as they were in primitive man. Art has be-

come exotic, a thing apart, an indulgence, a something to

be possessed. When art is real and vital it effects the har-

mony between ourselves and nature which means happiness.

Modern life has forced art into being a mere adherent upon

the practical affairs of life which offer it no sustenance. The
result has been that hopeless confusion of values which mis-

takes sentimentalisrn and irrational day-dreaming for art.

The Negro has kept nearer to the ideal of man's harmony
with nature and that, his blessing, has made him a vagrant
in our arid, practical American life. But his art is so deeply

rooted in his nature that it has thrived in a foreign soil

where the traditions and practices tend to stamp out and

starve out both the plant and its flowers. It has lived be-

cause it was an achievement, not an indulgence. It has

been his happiness through that mere self-expression which

is its own immediate and rich reward. Its power con-

verted adverse material conditions into nutriment for his

soul and it made a new world in which his soul has been

free. Adversity has always been his lot but he converted

it into a thing of beauty in his songs. When he was the

abject, down-trodden slave, he burst forth into songs which

constitute America's only great music the spirituals. These

wild chants are the natural, naive, untutored, spontaneous

utterance of the suffering, yearning, prayerful human soul.

In their mighty roll there is a nobility truly superb. Idea

and emotion are fused in an art which ranks with the

Psalms and the songs of Zion in their compelling, universal

appeal.

The emancipation of the Negro slave in America gave

him only a nominal freedom. Like all other human beings

he is a creature of habits which tie him to his past ; equally

set are his white brothers' habits toward him. The rela-

tionship of master and slave has changed but little in the

sixty years of freedom. He is still a slave to the ignorance,

the prejudice, the cruelty which were the fate of his fore-

fathers. Today he has not yet found a place of equality

in the social, educational or industrial world of the white

man. But he has the same singing soul as the ancestors

who created the single form of great art which America

can claim as her own. Of the tremendous growth and

prosperity achieved by America since emancipation day, the

Negro has had scarcely a pittance. The changed times did,

however, give him an opportunity to develop and strengthen

the native, indomitable courage and the keen powers of

mind which were not suspected during the days of slavery.

The character of his song changed under the new civiliza-

tion and his mental and moral stature now stands measure-

ment with those of the white man of equal educational and

civilizing opportunities. That growth he owes chiefly to

his own efforts; the attendant strife has left unspoiled his

native gift of song. We have in his poetry and music a

true, infallible record of what the struggle has meant to his

inner life. It is art of which America can well be proud.

The renascence of Negro art is one of the events of our

age which no seeker for beauty can afford to overlook. It

is as characteristically Negro as are the primitive African

sculptures. As art forms, each bears comparison with the

great art expressions of any race or civilization. In both

ancient and modern Negro art we find a faithful expression

of a people and of an epoch in the world's evolution.
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The Negro renascence dates from about 1895 when two

men, Paul Laurence Dunbar and Booker T. Washington,

began to attract the world's attention. Dunbar was a poet,

Washington an educator in the practical business of life.

They lived in widely-distant parts of America, each working

independently of the other. The leavening power of each

upon the Negro spirit was tremendous ;
each fitted into and

reinforced the other; their combined influences brought to

birth a new epoch for the American Negro. Washington

showed that by a new kind of education the Negro could

attain to an economic condition that enables him to preserve

his identity, free his soul and make himself an important

factor in American life. Dunbar revealed the virgin field

which the Negro's own talents and conditions of life of-

fered for creating new forms of beauty. The race became

self-conscious and pride of race supplanted the bitter wail

of unjust persecution. The Negro saw and followed the

patli that was to lead him out of the wilderness and back

to his own heritage through the means of his own endow-

ments. Many new poets were discovered, while education

ha,d a tremendous quickening. The yield to art was a new

expression of Negro genius in a form of poetry which con-

noisseurs place in the class reserved for the disciplined art

of all races. Intellect and culture of a high order be-

came the goals for which they fought, and with a marked

degree of success.

Only through bitter and long travail has Negro poetry

attained to its present high level as an art form and the

struggle has produced much writing which, while less per-

fect in form, is no less important as poetry. We find nurs-

ery rhymes, dances, love-songs, paeans of joy, lamentations,

all revealing unerringly the spirit of the race in its varied

contacts with life. There has grown a fine tradition which

is fundamentally Negro in character. Every phase of that

growth in alien surroundings is marked with reflections of

the multitudinous vicissitudes that cumbered the path from

slavery to culture. Each record is loaded with feeling,

powerfully expressed in uniquely Negro forms. The old

chants, known as spirituals, were pure soul, their sadness

untouched by vindictiveness. After the release from slavery,

bitterness crept into their songs. Later, as times changed,

we find self-assertion, lofty aspirations and only a scattered

cry for vengeance. As he grew in culture, there came ex-

pressions of the deep consolation of resignation which is

born of the wisdom that the Negro race is its own, all-

sufficient justification. Naturally, sadness is the note most

often struck ;
but the frequently-expressed joy, blithesome,

carefree, overflowing joy, reveals what an enviable crea-

ture the Negro is in his happy moods. No less evident is

that native understanding and wisdom which from the

homely and crude expressions of their slaves, to the scholar-

ly and cultured contributions of today we know go with

the Negro's endowment. The black scholar, seer, sage,

prophet sings his message; that explains why the Negro
tradition is so rich and is so firmly implanted in the soul

of the race.

The Negro tradition has been slow in forming but it

rests upon the firmest of foundations. Their great men and

women of the past Wheatley, Sojourner Truth, Douglass,

Dunbar, Washington have each laid a personal and im-

perishable stone in that foundation. A host of living Ne-

groes, better educated and unalterably faithful to their race,

are f.till building, and each with some human value which

is an added guarantee that the tradition will be strengthen-

ed and made serviceable for the new era that is sure to

come when more of the principles of humanity and ration-

ality become the white man's guides. Many living Ne-

groes Du Bois, Cotter, Grimke, Braithwaite, Burleigh P

the Johnsons, Mackay, Dett, Locke, Hayes and many others

know the Negro soul and are leading it to richer fields by
their own ideals of culture, art and citizenship. It is a

healthy development, free from that pseudo-culture which

stifles the soul and misses rational happiness as the goal of

human life. Through the compelling powers of his poetry

and music the American Negro is revealing to the rest of

the world the essential oneness of all human beings.

The cultured white race owes to the soul-expressions of its

black brother too many moments of happiness not to ac-

knowledge ungrudgingly the significant fact that what the

Negro has achieved is of tremendous civilizing value. We
see that in certain qualities of soul essential to happiness our

own endowment is comparatively deficient. We have to

acknowledge not only that our civilization has done prac-

tically nothing to help the Negro create his art but that our

unjust oppression has been powerless to prevent the black

man from realizing in a rich measure the expressions of his

own rare gifts. We have begun to imagine that a better

education and a greater social and economic equality for

the Negro might produce something of true importance

for a richer and fuller American life. The unlettered black

singers have taught us to live music that rakes our souls

and gives us moments of exquisite joy. The later Negro
has made us feel the majesty of Nature, the ineffable peace

of the woods and the great open spaces. He has shown us

that the events of our every-day American life contain for

him a poetry, rhythm and charm which we ourselves had

never discovered. Through him we have seen the pathos,

comedy, affection, joy of his own daily life, unified into

humorous dialect verse or perfected sonnet that is a work
of exquisite art. He has taught us to respect the sheer

manly greatness of the fibre which has kept his inward

light burning with an effulgence that shines through the

darkness in which we have tried to keep him. All these

visions, and more, he has revealed to us. His insight into

realities has been given to us in vivid images loaded with

poignancy and passion. His message has been lyrical,

rhythmic, colorful. In short, the elements of beauty he

has controlled to the ends of art.

THIS
mystic whom we have treated as a vagrant has

proved his possession of a power to create out of his own
soul and our own America, moving beauty of an individual

character whose existence we never knew. We are begin-

ning to recognize that what the Negro singers and sages

have said is only what the ordinary Negro feels and thinks,

in his own measure, every day of his life. We have paid
more attention to that every-day Negro and have been sur-

prised to learn that nearly all of his activities are shot

through and through with music and poetry. When we
take to heart the obvious fact that what our prosaic civiliza-

tion needs most is precisely the poetry which the average

Negro actually lives, it is incredible that we should not

offer the consideration which we have consistently denied to

him. If at that time, he is the simple, ingenuous, forgiving,

good-natured, wise and obliging person that he has been in

the past, he may consent to form a working alliance with

us for the development of a richer American civilization to

which he will contribute his full share.



The Negro Digs Up His Past
By ARTHUR A. SCHOMBURG

American Negro must remake his past

in order to make his future. Though it is

orthodox to think of America as the one

country where it is unnecessary to have a

past, what is a luxury for the nation as a

whole becomes a prime social necessity for

the Negro. For him, a group tradition must supply com-

pensation for persecution, and pride of race the antidote

for prejudice. History must restore what slavery took away,

for it is the social damage of slavery that the present genera-

tions must repair and offset. So among the rising demo-

cratic millions we find the Negro thinking more collectively,

more retrospectively than the rest, and apt out of the very

pressure of the present to become the most enthusiastic anti-

quarian of them all.

Vindicating evidences of individual achievement have as

a matter of fact been gathered and treasured for ovef a

century: Abbe Gregoire's liberal-minded book on Negro
notables in 1808 was the pioneer effort; it has been followed

at intervals by less-known and often less discriminating com-

pendiums of exceptional men and women of African stock,

But this sort of thing was on the whole pathetically over-

corrective, ridiculously over-laudatory ; it was apologetics

turned into biography. A true historical sense develops

slowly and with difficulty under such circumstances. But

today, even if for the ultimate purpose of group justifica-

tion, history has become less a matter of argument and more

a matter of record. There is the definite desire and deter-

mination to have a history, well documented, widely known

at least within race circles, and ad-

ministered as a stimulating and in-

spiring tradition for the coming

generations.

D1SSERTATIO POLmCO-THEOLOCICA' '

SERVITUTE, LIBERTATI CHRIS
NON CONTRARIA.

Gradually as the study of the Negro's past has come out

of the vagaries of rhetoric and propaganda and become sys-

tematic and scientific, three outstanding conclusions have

been established:

First, that the Negro has been throughout the centuries of

controversy an active collaborator, and often a pioneer, in the

struggle for his own freedom and advancement. This is

true to a degree which makes it the more surprising that it

has not been recognized earlier.

Second, that by virtue of their being regarded as some-

thing "exceptional," even by friends and well-wishers,

Negroes of attainment and genius have been unfairly disasso-

ciated from the group, and group credit lost accordingly.

Third, that the remote racial origins of the Negro, far

from being what the race and the world have been given to

understand, offer a record of creditable group achievement
when scientifically viewed, and more important still, that

they are of vital general interest because of their bearing
upon the beginnings and early development of culture.

With such crucial truths to document and establish, an

ounce of fact is worth a pound of controversy. So the

Negro historian today digs under the spot where his pre-
decessor stood and argued. Not long ago, the Public Library
of Harlem housed a special exhibition of books, pamphlets,

prints and old engravings, that simply said, to sceptic and

believer alike, to scholar and school-child, to proud black and
astonished white, "Here is the evidence." Assembled from
the rapidly growing collections of the leading Negro book-

collectors and research societies, there were in these cases,

materials not only for the first true

;^l writing of Negro history, but for

the rewriting of many important

paragraphs of our common Amer-
V
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From the Schomburg Collection, some of the documentary evidences of early scholarship,

progressive group organization, and pioneer social reform
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ican history. Slow though it be, historical truth is no ex-

ception to the proverb.

Here among the rarities of early Negro Americana was

Jupiter Hammon's Address to the Negroes of the State of

New York, edition of 1787, with the first American Negro

poet's famous "If we should ever get to Heaven, we shall

find nobody to reproach us for being black, or for being

slaves." Here was Phillis Wheatley's Mss. poem of 1767 ad-

dressed to the students of Harvard, her spirited encomiums

upon George Washington and the Revolutionary Cause,

and John Marrant's St. John's Day eulogy to the 'Brothers

of African Lodge No. 459' delivered at Boston in 1784.

Here too were Lemuel Haynes' Vermont commentaries on

the American Revolution and his learned sermons to his

white congregation in Rutland, Vermont, and the sermons

of the year 1808 by the Rev. Absalom Jones of St. Thomas

Church, Philadelphia, and Peter Williams of St. Philip's,

New York, pioneer Episcopal rectors who spoke out in

daring and influential ways on the Abolition of the Slave

Trade. Such things and many others are more than mere

items of curiosity: they educate any receptive mind.

Reinforcing these were still rarer items of Africana and

foreign Negro interest, the volumes of Juan Latino, the best

Latinist of Spain in the reign of Philip V, incumbent of the

chair of Poetry at the University of Granada, and author

of Poems printed Granatae 1573 and a book on the Escurial

published 1576; the Latin and Dutch treatises of Jacobus

Eliza Capitein, a native of West Coast Africa and graduate

of the University of Leyden, Gustavus Vassa's celebrated

autobiography that supplied so much of the evidence in 1 796

for Granville Sharpe's attack on slavery in the British col-

onies, Julien Raymond's Paris expose of the disabilities of

the free people of color in the then (1791) French colony

of Hayti, and Baron de Vastey's Cry of the Fatherland,

the famous polemic by the secretary of Christophe that pre-

cipitated the Haytian struggle for independence. The
cumulative effect of such evidences of scholarship and moral

prowess is too weighty to be dis-

missed as exceptional.

But weightier surely than any

evidence of individual talent and

.E/R M-
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scholarship could ever be, is the evidence of important
collaboration and significant pioneer initiative in so-

cial service and reform, in the efforts toward race emancip-

ation, colonization and race betterment. From neglected
and rust-spotted pages comes testimony to the black men and
women who stood shoulder to shoulder in courage and zeal,

and often on a parity of intelligence and public talent,

with their notable white benefactors. There was the already
cited work of Vassa that aided so materially the efforts of

Granville Sharpe, the record of Paul Cuffee, the Negro col-

onization pioneer, associated so importantly with the estab-

lishment of Sierra Leone as a British colony for the occupancy
of free people of color in West Africa; the dramatic and

history-making expose of John Baptist Phillips, African

graduate of Edinburgh, who compelled through Lord Bath-

hurst in 1824 the enforcement of the articles of capitulation

guaranteeing freedom to the blacks of Trinidad. There is

the record of the pioneer colonization project of Rev. Daniel

Coker in conducting a voyage of ninety expatriates to West
Africa in 1820, of the missionary efforts of Samuel Crowthe'r

in Sierra Leone, first Anglican bishop of his diocese, and that

of the work of John Russwurm, a leader in the work and

foundation of the American Colonization Society.

When we consider the facts, certain chapters of American

history will have to be reopened. Just as black men were in-

fluential factors in the campaign against the slave trade, so

they were among the earliest instigators of the abolition

movement. Indeed there was a dangerous calm between the

agitation for the suppression of the slave trade and the

beginning of the campaign for emancipation. During that in-

terval colored men were very influential in arousing the at-

tention of public men who in turn aroused the conscience of

the country. Continuously between 1808 and 1845, men like

Prince Saunders, Peter Williams, Absalom Jones, Nathaniel

Paul, and Bishops Varick and Richard Allen, the founders

of the two wings of African Methodism, spoke out with

force and initiative, and men like Denmark Vesey (1822),
David Walker (1828) and Nat

Turner (1831) advocated and or-

ganized schemes for direct action.

This culminated in the gener-

HEROIC SLAVS;;

Marrant's Sermon to the first

Lodge of Negro Masons in 1787

Crummell's early plea /or higher education:

"Provide you manlier diet"

The ex-slave turned emancipator:
a not unusual role
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ally ignored but important conventions of Free People

of Color in New York, Philadelphia and other centers,

\vhose platforms and efforts are to the Negro of as great

significance as the nationally cherished memories of Faneuil

and Independence Halls. Then with Abolition comes

the better documented and more recognized collaboration

of Samuel R. Ward, William Wells Brown, Henry High-
land Garnett, Martin Delaney, Harriet Tubman, Sojourner

Truth, and Frederick Douglass with their great colleagues,

Tappan, Phillips, Sumner, Mott, Stowe and Garrison.

But even this latter group who came within the limelight

of national and international notice, and thus into open com-

parison with the best minds of their generation, the public

too often regards as a group of inspired illiterates, eloquent

echoes of their Abolitionist sponsors. For a true estimate of

their ability and scholarship, however, one must go with the

antiquarian to the files of the Anglo-African Magazine, where

page by page comparisons may be made. Their writings show

Douglass, McCune Smith, Wells Brown, Delaney, Wil-

mot Blyden and Alexander Crummell to have been as scho-

larly and versatile as any of the noted publicists with whom
they were associated. All of them labored internationally

in the cause of their fellows; to Scotland, England, France,

Germany and Africa, they carried their brilliant offensive of

debate and propaganda, and with this came instance upon
instance of signal foreign recognition, from academic, scien-

tific, public and official sources. Delaney 's Principia of

Ethnology won public reception from learned societies, Pen-

ington's discourses an honorary doctorate from Heidelberg,

Wells Brown's three years mission the entree of the salons

of London and Paris, and Douglass' tours receptions second

only to Henry Ward Beecher's.

After this great era of public interest and discussion, it

was Alexander Crummell, who, with the reaction already

setting in, first organized Negro brains defensively through
the founding of the American Negro Academy in 1874 at

Washington. A New York boy whose zeal for education

had suffered a rude shock when refused admission to the

Episcopal Seminary by 'Bishop Onderdonk, he had been be-

friended by John Jay and sent to Cambridge University,

England, for his education and ordination. On his return,

he was beset with the idea of promoting race scholarship,

and the Academy was the final result. It has continued

ever since to be one of the bulwarks of our intellectual life,

though unfortunately its members have had to spend too

much of their energy and effort answering detractors and dis-

proving popular fallacies. Only gradually have the men of

this group been able to work toward pure scholarship. Tak-

ing a slightly different start, The Negro Society for Histor-

ical Research was later organized in New York, and has

succeeded in stimulating the collection from all parts of the

world of books and documents dealing with the Negro. It

has also brought together for the first time cooperatively in

a single society African, West Indian and Afro-American

scholars. Direct offshoots of this same effort are the exten-

sive private collections of Henry P. Slaughter of Washing-
ton, the Rev. Charles D. Martin of Harlem, of Arthur

Schomburg of Brooklyn, and of the late John E. Bruce, who
was the enthusiastic and far-seeing pioneer of this movement.

Finally and more recently, the Association for the Study of

Negro Life and History has extended these efforts into a

scientific research project of great achievement and promise.

Under the direction of Dr. Carter G. Woodson, it has con-

tinuously maintained for nine years the publication of the

learned quarterly, The Journal of Negro History, and with

the assistance and recognition of two large educational foun-

dations has maintained research and published valuable

monographs in Negro history. Almost keeping pace with the

work of scholarship has been the effort to popularize the re-

sults, and to place before Negro youth in the schools the true

story of race vicissitude, struggle and accomplishment. So

that quite largely now the ambition of Negro youth can be

nourished on its own milk.

Such work is a far cry from the puerile controversy and

petty braggadocio with which the effort for race history

first started. But a general as well at. a racial lesson has

been learned. We seem lately to have come at last to realize

what the truly scientific attitude requires, and to see that the

race issue has been a plague on both our historical houses, and

that history cannot be properly written with either bias or

counter-bias. The blatant Caucasian racialist with his

theories and assumptions of race superiority and dominance

has in turn bred his Ethiopian counterpart the rash and

rabid amateur who has glibly tried to prove half of the

world's geniuses to have been Negroes and to trace the pedi-

gree of nineteenth century Americans from the Queen of

Sheba. But fortunately today there is on both sides of a

really common cause less of the sand of controversy and more

of the dust of digging.

Of course, a racial motive remains legitimately compati-

ble with scientific method and aim. The work our race

students now regard as important, they undertake very

naturally to overcome in part certain handicaps of disparage-

ment and omission too well-known to particularize. But

they do so not merely that we may not wrongfully be de-

prived of the spiritual nourishment of our cultural past, but

also that the full story of human collaboration and inter-

dependence may be told and realized. Especially is this likely

to be the effect of the latest and most fascinating of all of

the attempts to open up the closed Negro past, namely the

important study of African cultural origins and sources. The

bigotry of civilization which is the taproot of intellectual

prejudice begins far back and must be corrected at its source.

Fundamentally it has come about from that depreciation of

Africa which has sprung up from ignorance of her true role

and position in human history andthe early development

of culture. The Negro has been a man without a history

because he has been considered a man without a worthy cul-

ture. But a new notion of the cultural attainment and

potentialities of the African stocks has recently come about,

partly through the corrective influence of the more scientific

study of African institutions and early cultural history,

partly through growing appreciation of the skill and beauty

and in many cases the historical priority of the African native

crafts, and finally through the signal recognition which first

in France and Germany, but now very generally the astonish-

ing art of the African sculptures has received. Into these

fascinating new vistas, with limited horizons lifting in all

directions, the mind of the Negro has leapt forward faster

than the slow clearings of scholarship will yet safely permit.

But there is no doubt that here is a field full of the most intri-

guing and inspiring possibilities. Already the Negro sees

himself against a reclaimed background, in a perspective that

will give pride and self-respect ample scope, and make

history yield for him the same values that the treasured past

of any people affords.



The Art of the Ancestors

FROM
one of the best extant collections of African art, that of the

Barnes Foundation of Merion, Pennsylvania, come these exemplars
of the art of the ancestors. Primitive African wood and bronze

sculpture is now universally recognized as "a notable instance of plastic

representation." Long after it was known as ethnological material, it

was artistically "discovered" and has exerted an important influence

upon modernist art, both in France and Germany. Attested influences

are to be found in the work of Matisse, Picasso, Modigliani, Archi-

penko, Lipschitz, Lembruch and others, and in Paris centering around
Paul Guillaume, one of its pioneer exponents, a coterie profoundly
influenced by the aesthetic of this art has developed.

Masterful over its material, in a powerful simplicity of conception, de-

sign and effect, it is evidence of an aesthetic endowment of the high-
est order. The Negro in his American environment has turned pre-

dominantly to the arts of music, the dance, and ppetry, an emphasis
quite different from that of African culture. But beyond this as evi-

dence of a fundamental artistic bent and versatility, there comes from
the consideration of this ancient plastic art another modern and
practical possibility and hope, that it may exert upon the artistic de-

velopment of the American Negro the influence that it has already
had upon modern European artisls. It may very well be taken as the
basis for a characteristic school of expression in the plastic and pictorial

arts, and give to us again a renewed mastery of them, a mine of fresh

motifs, and a lesson in simplicity and originality of expression. Sure-

ly this art, once known and appreciated, can scarcely have less influ-

ence upon the blood descendants than upon those who inherit by
tradition only. And at the very least, even for those not especially
interested in art, it should definitely establish the enlightening fact that
the Negro is not a cultural foundling without an inheritance. A. L.

Dahomey (Bronze)

Soudan-Niger Baoule Yabouba



Heritage
By COUNTEE CULLEN

Sculpture reproduced by courtesy of the Barnes Foundation

WHAT is Africa to me:

Copper sun, a scarlet sea,

Jungle star and jungle track,

Strong bronzed men and regal black

Women from whose loins I sprang

When the birds of Eden sang?

One three centuries removed

From the scenes his fathers loved

Spicy grove and banyan tree,

What is Africa to me?

Africa? A book one thumbs

Listlessly till slumber comes.

Unremembered are her bats

Circling through the night, her cats

Crouching in the river reeds

Stalking gentle food that feeds

By the river brink; no more

Does the bugle-throated roar

Cry that monarch claws have leapt

From the scabbards where they slept.

Silver snakes that once a year

Doff the lovely coats you wear

Seek no covert in your fear

Lest a mortal eye should see:

What's vour nakedness to me? BusKongo

African sculpture

All day long and all night through

One thing only 1 must do

Quench my pride and cool my blood,

Lest I perish in their flood,

Lest a hidden ember set

Timber that I thought was wet

Burning like the dryest flax,

Melting like the merest wax,

Lest the grave restore its dead.

Stubborn heart and rebel head.

Have you not yet realized

You and I are civilized?

So I lie and all day long
Want no sound except the song

Sung by wild barbaric birds

Goading massive jungle herds,

Juggernauts of flesh that pass

Trampling tall defiant grass

Where young forest lovers lie

Plighting troth beneath the sky.
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Ivory Coast ceremonial mask

So I lie, who always hear

Though I cram against my ear

Both my thumbs, and keep them there,

Great drums beating through the air.

So I lie, whose fount of pride,

Dear distress, and joy allied,

Is my sombre flesh and skin

With the dark blood dammed within.

Thus I lie, and find no peace

Night or day, no slight release

From the unremittant beat

Made by cruel padded feet,

Walking through my body's street.

Up and down they go, and back

Treading out a jungle track.

So I lie, who never quite

Safely sleep from rain at night

While its primal measures drip

Through my body, crying, "Strip !

Doff this new exuberance,

Come and dance the Lover's Dance."

In an old remembered way
Rain works on me night and day.

Though three centuries removed

From the scenes mv fathers loved.

My conversion came high-priced.
I belong to Jesus Christ,

Preacher of humility:
Heathen gods are naught to me
Quaint, outlandish heathen gods
Black men fashion out of rods,

Clay and brittle bits of stone,

In a likeness like their own.

"Father, Son and Holy Ghost"

Do I make an idle boast,

Jesus of the twice turned cheek,

Lamb of God, although I speak
With my mouth, thus, in my heart

Do I not play a double part?
Ever at thy glowing altar

Must my heart grow sick and falter

Wishing He I served were black.

Thinking then it would not lack

Precedent of pain to guide it

Let who would or might deride it ;

Surety then this flesh would know
Yours had borne a kindred woe.

Lord, I fashion dark gods, too,

Daring even to give to You
Dark, despairing features where
Crowned with dark rebellious hair,

Patience wavers just so much as

Mortal grief compels, while touches

Faint and slow, of anger, rise

To smitten cheek and weary eyes.

Lord, forgive me if my need

Sometimes shapes a human creed.

Zouenouia
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The Dilemma of Social Pattern
By MELVILLE J. HERSKOVITS

whirring cycle of
reflected in Harlem registers a ready

life in Harlem almost a feverishly rapid assimilation
leave the visitor

of Amerlcan patterns, what Mr. Hersko-

is constantly

vits calls "complete acculturation." It

speaks well both for the Negro and for

LIMPSES of the Looked at in its externals, Negro life, a\ money as their white fellows did.

They already had adopted the

white forms of religious faith)

and practise, and now they be-

gan to borrow lodges and other

types of organization. Schools

r
. . .

-
i sprang up in which they might

tempting invitation to compare
American standards of living that this is

learn> not the language and tech .

and contrast the life there with s - Internally, perhaps it is another mat-
nique of their African ancestors,

ter. Does democracy require uniformity?

bewildered at its

complexity. There

before one the

that of other communities one

has had the opportunity of ob- // so, it threatens to be safe, but dull.

serving. Should I not find there,

if anywhere, the distinctiveness

of the Negro, of which I had

heard so much ? Should I not

be able to discover there his

ability, of which we are so often

told, to produce unique cultural

traits, which might be added to

the prevailing white culture, and,

as well, to note his equally well-

advertised inability to grasp the

Social standards must be more or less

uniform, but social expressions may be

different. Old folkways may not persist,
but they may leave a mental trace, subtly
recorded in emotional temper and color-

ing social reactions. In the article which

follows this Mr. Bercovici tells of find-

ing, by intuition rather than research,

something "unique" in Harlem back of
the external conformity, a race-soul

complex civilization of which he striving for social utterance

constitutes a part ?

And so I went, and what I

but that of this country, where

they lived. The "respected"

members of the community were

those who lived upright lives

such as the "respected'' whites

lived they paid their debts, they

walked in the paths of sexual

morality according to the gen-

eral pattern of the prevailing

Puritanical culture, and they

went to church as was right and

proper in every American town.

The riiatter went so far that they

attempted to alter their hair to

conform to the general style, and

the fortunes made bv those who
found was churches and schools, club-houses and lodge

meeting-places, the library and the newspaper offices and the

Y. M. C. A. and busy i35th Street and the hospitals and

the social service agencies. I met persons who were lawyers

and doctors and editors and writers, who were chauffeurs

and peddlers and longshoremen and real estate brokers and

capitalists, teachers and nurses and students and waiters

and cooks. And all Negroes. Cabarets and theaters, drug-

stores and restaurants just like those everywhere else. And

finally, after a time, it occurred to me that what I

was seeing was a community just like any other American

community. The same pattern, only a different shade!

Where, then, is the "peculiar" community of which I had

heard so much ? Is the cultural genius of the Negro, which

is supposed to have produced jazz and the spiritual, the

West African wood-carving and Bantu legalism, non-existent

in this country, after all? To what extent, if any, has this

genius developed a culture peculiar to it in America? I

did not find it in the great teeming cen'.er of Negro life

in Harlem, where, if anywhere, it should be found. May
it not then be true that the Negro has become acculturated

to the prevailing /white culture and has developed the pat-

terns of culture typical of American life ?

Let us first view the matter historically. In the days

after the liberation of the Negroes from slavery, what was

more natural than that they should strive to maintain, as

nearly as possible, the standards set up by those whom they

had been taught to look up to as arbiters the white group ?

And we see, on their part, a strong conscious effort to do

just this. They went into business and tried to make

sold hair-straightening devices and medicines are a matter of

record.

In Harlem we have today, essentially, a typical American

community. You may look at the Negroes on the street.

As to dress and deportment, do you find any vast differ-

ence between them and the whites among whom they carry

on their lives ? Notice them as they go about their work

they do almost all of the things the whites do, and in

much the same way. The popular newspapers in Harlem

are not the Negro papers there is even no Negro daily

but the city newspapers which everyone reads. And there

is the same gossipy reason why the Harlemites read their

own weeklies as that which causes the inhabitants of

Chelsea, of the Bronx, of Putnam, Connecticut, or of West

Liberty, Ohio, to read theirs. When we come to the stu-

dent groups in Harlem, we find that the same process

occurs the general culture-pattern has taken them horse,

foot and artillery. Do the whites organize Greek-letter

fraternities and sororities in colleges, with pearl-studded

pins and '"houses"? You will find a number of Negro
fraternities and sororities with just the same kind of in-

signia and "houses." Negro community centers are at-

tached to the more prosperous churches just as the same sort

of institutions are connected with white churches. And they

do the same sort of things there ; you can see swimming
and gymnasium classes and sewing classes and nutrition

talks and open forums and all the rest of it that we all

know so well.

When I visit the Business Men's Association, the differ-

ence between this gathering and that of any Rotary Club
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is imperceptible. And on the other end of the economic

scale that equally applies to Negro and white, and which

prevails all over the country, we find the Socialist and labor

.groups. True, once in a while an element peculiarly Negro
does manifest itself ; thus I remember vividly the bitter

complaints of one group of motion picture operators at the

prejudices which prevent them from enjoying the benefits

of the white union. And, of course, you will meet with this

sort of thing whenever the stream of Negro life conflicts

with the more general pattern of the "color line." But even

'here I noticed that the form of the organization of these

men was that assumed by their white fellow-workers, and

similarly when I attended a Socialist street-meeting in

Harlem, I found that the general economic motif comes

in for much more attention tlian the problems which are

-of interest to the Negro per se.

Perhaps the most striking example of complete acceptance

of the general pattern is in the field of sex relations. I

shall never forget the storm of indignation which I aroused

among a group of Negro men and women with whom I

-chanced to be talking on one occasion, when, a propos of

the question of the treatment of the Negro woman in liter-

ature, I inadvertently remarked that even if the sexual

looseness generally attributed to her were true, it was noth-

ing of which to be essentially ashamed, since such a refusal

to accept the Puritanical modes of procedure generally con-

sidered right and proper might contribute a welcome leaven

to the conventionality of current sex mores. The reaction,

prompt and violent, was such as to show with tremendous

clarity the complete acculturation of these men and women
to the accepted standards of sex behavior. There was not

even a shade of doubt but that sexual rigidity is the ulti-

mate ideal of relations between men and women, and cer-

tainly there was no more indication of a leaning toward

the customs to be found in ancestral Africa than would be

found among a group of whites.

Or, let us consider the position of the Negro intellectuals,

the writers and artists. The proudest boast of the modern

young Negro writer is that he writes of humans, not of

Negroes. His literary ideals are not the African folk-tale

and conundrum, but the vivid expressionistic style of the

day he seeks to be a writer, not a Negro writer. It was

this point, indeed, which was especially stressed at a dinner

recently given in New York City for a group of young

Negro writers on the occasion of the publication of a novel

by one of their number. Member after member of the group
stated this position as his own not Negro as uch, but

human another striking example of the process of .accul-

turation.

The problem then may be presented with greater clarity.

Does not the Negro have a mode of life that is essentially

similar to that of the general community of which he is a
'

part? Or can it be maintained that he possesses a distinc-

tive, inborn cultural genius which manifests itself even in

America? To answer this, we must answer an even more

basic question : what is cultural genius ? For the Negro
came to America endowed, as all people are endowed, with

a culture, which had been developed by him through long

ages in Africa. Was it innate ? Or has it been sloughed

off. forgotten, in the generations since he was brought into

our culture?

To understand the problem with which we are presented,

it may be well to consider what this thing, culture, is, and

the extent to which we can say that it falls into patterns.

By the word culture, I do not mean the refinements of our

particular civilization which the word has come to connote,

but simply those elements of the environment which are the

handiwork of man himself. Thus, among ourselves, we

might consider a spinning machine, or the democratic theory
of society, or a fork, or the alphabet as much a cultural fact

as a symphonic tone-poem, a novel, or an oil painting.

We may best come to an understanding of culture through
a consideration of some of the phases of primitive life, where

the forces at work are not overshadowed by the great im-

ponderable fact of dense masses of population. As we look

over the world, we see that there is no group of men,
however simply they may live their lives, without the thing

we call culture. And, what is more important, the culture

they possess as the result of their own historical background
is an adult affair, developed through long centuries of trial

and error, and something constantly changing. Man, it

has been said, is a culture-building animal. And he is

nowhere without the particular culture which his group
have built. It is true that the kinds of culture which he

builds are bewilderingly different to compare the civiliza-

tion of the Eskimo, the Australian, the Chinese, the African,

and of ourselves leaves the student with a keener sense of

their differences, both as to form and complexity, rather

than with any feeling of resemblances among them. But

one thing they do have in common : the cultures, when
viewed from the outside, are stable. In their main elements

they go along much as they always have gone, unless some

great historical accident (like the discovery of the steam

engine in our culture or the intrusion of the Western cul-

ture on that of the Japanese or the transplanting of Niegro

slaves from Africa to America) occurs to upset the trend

and to direct the development of the culture along new

paths. To the persons within the cultures, however, they

seem even more than just stable. They seem fixed, rigid,

all-enduring indeed, they are so taken for granted that,

until comparatively recent times, they were never studied

at all.

But what is it that makes cultures different? There are

those, of course, who will maintain that it is the racial

factor. They will say that the bewildering differences be-

tween the cultures of the Englishman, the Chinaman, the

Bantu and the Maya, for example, are the result of differ-

ences in innate racial endowment, and that every race has

evolved a culture peculiarly fitted to it. All this sounds

very convincing until one tries to define the term "race."

Certain anthropologists are trying, even now, to discover

criteria which will scientifically define the term "Negro."
One of the most distinguished of these, Professor T. Win-

gate Todd, has been working steadily for some years in the

attempt and the net results are certain hypotheses which

he himself calls tentative. The efforts of numerous psy-

chological testers to establish racial norms for intelligence

are vitiated by the two facts that first, as many of them

will admit, it is doubtful just what it is they are testing,

and, in the second place, that races are mixed. This is

particularly true in the case of the Negroes ;
in New York

City, less than 2 per cent of the group from whom I ob-

tained genealogical material claimed pure Negro ancestry,

and while this percentage is undoubtedly low, the fact re-

mains that the vast majority of Negroes in America are of

mixed ancestrv.
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If ability to successfully live in one culture were re-

stricted to persons of one race, how could we account for

the fact that we see persons of the most diverse races living

together, for example, in this country, quite as though they

were naturally endowed with the ability to meet the prob-

lems of living here, while again we witness an entire alien

people adopting our civilization, to use the Japanese again
for illustration ?

OUR
civilization is what it is because of certain historic

events which occurred in the course of its development.
So we can also say for the civilization of the African, of the

Eskimo, of the Australian. And the people who lived in these

civilizations like ourselves, view the things they do as a re-

sult of living in them not as inbred, but as inborn. To the

Negro in Africa, it would be incomprehensible for a man
to work at a machine all day for a few bits of paper to be

given him at the end of his work-day, and in the same way,
the white traveler stigmatizes the African as lazy because

he will not see the necessity for entering on a gruelling

forced march so as to reach a certain point in a given time.

And when we turn to our civilization, we find that it has

many culture-patterns, as we may term these methods of

behavior. They are ingrained in us through long habitua-

tion, and their violation evokes a strong emotional response

in us, no matter what our racial background. Thus for a

person to eat with a knife in place of a fork, or to go about

the streets hatless, or for a woman to wear short dresses

when long ones are in fashion, are all violations of the pat-

terns we have been brought up to feel right and proper,

and we react violently to them. More serious, for a young
man not to "settle down" and make as much money as he

can is regarded as bordering on the immoral, while, in the

regime of sex, the rigid patterns have been remarked upon,

as has been the unmitigated condemnation which the break-

ing of these taboos calls forth. The examples which I have

given above of the reaction of the Negro to the general

cultural patterns of this country might be multiplied to

include almost as many social facts as are observable, and

yet, wherever we might go, we would find the Negro re-

acting to the same situations in much the same fashion as his

white brother.

What, then, is the particular Negro genius for culture?'

Is there such a thing? Can he contribute something of his-

vivid, and yet at the same time softly gracious personality

to the general culture in which he lives? What there is-

today in Harlem distinct from the white culture which sur-

rounds it, is, as far as I am able to see, merely a remnant

from the peasant days in the South. Of the African cul-

ture, not a trace. Even the spirituals are an expression of

the emotion of the Negro playing through the typical relig-

ious pattern of white ->America. But from that emotional

quality in the Negro, which is to be sensed rather than meas-

ured, comes the feeling that, though strongly acculturated

to the prevalent pattern of behavior, the Negroes may, at

the same time, influence it somewhat eventually through the'

appeal of that quality.

THAT
they have absorbed the culture of America is too

obvious, almost, to be mentioned. They have absorbed it

as all great racial and social groups in this country have

absorbed it. And they face much the same problems as

these groups face. The social ostracism to which they are

subjected is only different in extent from that to which the

Jew is subjected. The fierce reaction of race-pride is quite

the same in both groups. 'But, whether in Negro o-r in Jew,

the protest avails nothing, apparently. All racial and social

elements in our population who live here long enough become

acculturated, Americanized in the truest sense of the word,

eventually. They learn our culture and react according to its

patterns, against which all the protestations of the possession

of, or of hot desire for, a peculiar culture mean nothing.

As we turn to Harlem we see its social and economic and

political makeup a part of the larger whole of the city

separate from it, it is true, but still essentially not different

from any other American community in which the modes of

life and of action are determined by the great dicta of "what

is done." In other words, it represents, as do all American

communities which it resembles, a case of complete accul-

turation. And so, I return again to my reaction on first

seeing this center of Negro activity, as the complete de-

scription of it : "Why, it's the same pattern, only a different

shade!"

Our Land

By LANGSTON HUGHES

Drawings by Winold Reiss

We should have a land of sun,

Of gorgeous sun,

And a land of fragrant water

Where the twilight is a soft bandanna handkerchief

Of rose and gold,

And not this land

Where life is cold.

We should have a land of trees,

Of tall thick trees,

Bowed down with chattering parrots

Brilliant as the day,

And not this land where birds are gray.

Ah, we should have a land of joy,

Of love and joy and wine and song,

And not this land where joy is wrong.
From Opportunity



The Rhythm of Harlem
By KONRAD BERCOVICI

,
in the course of my study of New

York City, I visited Harlem, a white and

a colored man put the very same question to

me, in exactly the same words. They have

branded themselves in my memory:

"Why do you go to Harlem ? For

material ?"

And what they meant was: "Would you have developed

such an enthusiasm if you did not have to write or want

to write about Negroes?"
That Harlem was a revelation to me ; that I enjoyed

its colorfulness and vividness of life as much as I have

enjoyed anything in this country, would not have been

enough of an answer for either of my interrogators. The
colored people did not believe my friendship. The white

ones suspected it. The question put to me was the quintes-

sence of the colored man's attitude toward the white man
and the white man's attitude toward another white man who
shows an interest in the life of the colored people.

I am now, perhaps, better fitted to understand a good

many things that happened to me in Harlem. I have been

through Louisiana and Tennessee. ... I understand better

the gaze in the eyes of my Negro friends, and the drooping

corners of the mouths of the white ones, one sniffing and

the other sneering at my interest. It is this suspicion which

lives in Harlem, fostered by the years of slavery. It has

raised a second wall to surmount ; thicker even than the

wall the white man has raised between himself and the

colored population. Culture, friendship may after all be

unable to tear either of these walls down.

The white man does not believe that the Christian Negro,

praying in a Christian church, to the Christian God, is

entitled to do so. Does he believe that his God is listening

to the Negroes' prayers? The colored man thinks that

praying in a Christian church to a Christian God in a

Christian language entitles him to the white God's mercy
and to equality. I wondered and still wonder why the

colored people have not evolved a religion of their own, a

church of their own and a God of their own.

AN awakened consciousness of race stirs Harlem. Backs

are straightened out and heads are raised. Eyes look

to their own level when they seek those of other people.

The feeling is still one of being better than thou, but under-

neath that, it seemed to me, there was a striving for an-

other culture that was not an imitative one. Surely greater

difficulties beset this undercurrent than one would casually

think. The greatest of them all is the one of language.
For in the same word-figures one limits himself to the same

thought as the others using similar word-figures. At bottom,

the white man's feeling of superiority is based on the fact that

the Negroes have no language of their own. Had they

preserved their African tongue it would have been different.
lrWe are as good and as bad as the white man, neither

better nor worse" is the feeling of Harlem. It is not the

winning attitude for a people so different ! Different from

the whites would be the right starting point for a new cul-

ture. For the few hundred thousand Negroes in Harlem*

will ultimately be to the colored race living in the United

States the intellectual center from which its culture will

emanate. To pile up wealth as the white man has "done-

will not further them. To pile up industrial organizations,,

institutions, universities, charities and armies will not do it.

A different culture, a different music, a different art, of

which the Negroes are capable and which should be like

a gift to the races they live with, will do it.

They are not inferiors. They do not have to strive for

equality. They are different. Emphasizing that difference

in their lives, in their culture, is what will give them and

what should give them their value. They should take a

leaf out of the race life of the Jews. The Jews have main-

tained their racial entity by being different. Where and

when they have ceased to do so, they have ceased to exist

as such without in any way changing the attitude of their

neighbors. Quite the opposite. The non-Jew is less friendly

to the unorthodox than to the orthodox Jew.

I
LISTENED to the preachers in the churches of Harlem-
I understood the language. But was there not something

unsaid in the preachment? Was the preacher, the minister,

not fashioning another God for himself and for his congrega-
tion while he spoke? It seemed impossible that they should

all be serving the same one.

I went to the theater. Colored actors were playing a play

of colored people. And there, too, the whole thing seemed

to me a translation from an unspoken language lying dor-

mant in the souls of the people, which they had forgotten
and yet translated from. The color of the voice, the tone,

the rhythm, the music of the phrase was something peculiarly

their own. 'Beautiful? Yes. But different. The words
never meant anything to me. There was another medium
of communication. Words of another language should have

gone with that music, with that rhythm, with that cadence.

The thought process that animated them was so different

it required another medium than the one used.

I have heard their music and I have seen their dances.

Beautiful? Yes. But how totally unlike the music of the

rest of the people, and the dance of the rest of the people.

I was a stranger to it. It was a stranger to me. We re-

mained strangers.

I have heard Harlem men planning business, planning

politics, speaking of life and death. And in all of this,

though the surface was clear and understandable, there was
another element under the surface, hardly hinted at in the

words spoken.

Long after the white people have ceased, if they ever do

cease, to have any feeling of superiority toward the colored

race, there will still remain that feeling of essential differ-

ence. It is up to the colored people to direct their creative

thought into such channels as will give them a distinctive

superiority. Only then will one's friendship be neither

suspected nor reproached.
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Color Lines

By WALTER F. WHITE

hushed tense-

ness within the

theatre was brok-

en only by the

excited chattering

between the
scenes which served as oases of

reassured himself

his neighbor or

relief. One

by touching

gripping the edge of the bench as

a magnificently proportioned

Negro on the tiny Provincetown

Theatre stage, with a voice of

marvelous power and with a

finished artistry enacted Eugene
O'Neill's epic of human terror,

The Emperor Jones. For years I

had nourished the conceit that

nothing in or of the theatre could thrill me -I was sure

my years of theatre-going had made me immune to the

tricks and the trappings which managers and actors use to

get their tears and smiles and laughs. A few seasons ago

my shell of conceit was cracked a little in that third act

of Karel Capek's R. U. R. when Rossum's automatons

swarmed over the parapet to wipe out the last human being.

But the chills that chased each other up and down my spine

then were only pleasurable tingles compared to the sym-

pathetic terror evoked by Paul Robeson as he fled blindly

through the impenetrable forest of the "West Indian

island not yet self-determined by white marines."

Nor was I alone. When, after remaining in darkness

from the second through the eighth and final scene, the

house was. flooded with light, a concerted sigh of relief

welled up from all over the theatre. With real joy we
heard the reassuring roar of taxicabs and muffled street

noises of Greenwich Village and knew we were safe in

New York. Wave after wave of applause, almost hysterical

with relief, brought Paul Robeson time and time again

before the curtain to receive the acclaim his art had merited.

Almost shyly he bowed again and again as the storm of

handclapping and bravos surged and broke upon the tiny

stage. His color his race all, all were forgotten by those

he had stirred so deeply with his art.

Outside in narrow, noisy Macdougal Street the four of

us stood. Mrs. Robeson, alert, intelligent, merry, an ex-

pert chemist for years in one o'f New York's leading hos-

pitals ; Paul Robeson, clad now in conventional tweeds in

place of the ornate, gold-laced trappings of the Emperor

Jones; my wife and I. We wanted supper and a place to

talk. All about us blinked invitingly the lights of restaur-

ants and inns of New York's Bohemia. Place after place

was suggested and discarded. Here a colored man and his

companion had been made to wait interminably until, dis-

gusted, they had left. There a party of four colored people,

The color line, we say but there are

many color lines. One bars the man but

not the artist; another the man who looks

black but not the man who looks white,

regardless of race; another divides the

black from the mulatto. Some cross the

lines, and some refuse to do so. Mr.
White explores these tangled inhibitions

and their bearing on the human spirit tected us but we were too much

the personal aspects of race and color under the spell of the theatre we

prejudice. In the succeeding article had J ust quitted to want to in-

Dean Miller studies the mass effects- of

prejudice, viewing it dispassionately as

a factor in social development

all university graduates, had been

told flatly by the proprietress,

late of North Carolina, she did

not serve "niggers." At another,

other colored people had been

stared at so rudely they had

bolted their food and left in con-

fusion. The Civil Rights Act

of New York would have pro-

sist on the rights the law gave

So we mounted a bus andus.

rode seven miles or more to

colored Harlem where we could

be served with food without fear

of insult or contumely. The man
whose art had brought homage to his feet from sophisticated

New York could not enter even the cheapest of the eating

places of lower New York with the assurance that some

unpleasantness might not come to him before he left.

What does race prejudice do to the inner man of him

who is the victim of that prejudice? What is the feeling

within the breast of the Paul Robesons, the Roland Hayes's,

the Harry Burleighs, as they listen to the applause of those

whose kind receive them as artists but refuse to accept them

as men? It is of this inner conflict of the black man in

America or, more specifically in New York City, I shall

try to speak.

I approach my task with reluctance it is no easy

matter to picture that effect which race or color prejudice

has on the Negro of fineness of soul who is its victim.

Of wounds to the flesh it is easy to speak. It is not diffi-

cult to tell of lynchings and injustices and race proscription.

Of wounds to the spirit which are a thousand times more

deadly and cruel it is impossible to tell in entirety. On
the one hand lies the Scylla of bathos and on the other the

Charybdis of insensivity to subtler shadings of the spirit.

If I can evoke in your mind a picture of what results pro-

scription has brought, I am content.

With its population made up of peoples from every corner

of the earth, New York City is, without doubt, more free

from ordinary manifestations of prejudice than any other

city in the United States. Its Jewish, Italian, German,

French, Greek, Czechoslovakian, Irish, Hungarian quar-

ters with their teeming thousands and hundreds of thousands

form so great a percentage that "white, Gentile, Protestant"

Nordics have but little opportunity to develop their pre-

judices as they do, for example, in Mississippi or the Dis-

trict of Columbia. It was no idle joke when some forgotten

wit remarked, "The Jews own New York, the Irish run

it and the Negroes enjoy it."

Ne\v York's polyglot population which causes such distress
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to the Lothrop Stoddards and the Madison Grants, by a

curious anomaly, has created more nearly than any other

section that democracy which is the proud boast but rarely

practiced accomplishment of these United States. The Ku
Klux Klan has made but little headway in New York City
for the very simple reason that the proscribed outnumber

the proscribers. Thus race prejudice cannot work its will

upon Jew or Catholic or Negro, as in other more genuinely
American centers. This combined with the fact that most

people in New York are so busy they haven't time to spend
in hating other people, makes New York as nearly ideal a

place for colored people as exists in America.

Despite these alleviating causes, however, New York is

in the United States where prejudice appears to be in-

digenous. Its population includes many Southern whites

who have brought North with them their hatreds. There
are here many whites who are not Southern but whose

minds have indelibly fixed upon them the stereotype of a

Negro who is either a buffoon or a degenerate beast or a

subservient lackey. From these the Negro knows he is ever

in danger of insult or injury. This situation creates various

attitudes of mind among those who are its victims. Upon
most the acquisition of education and culture, of wealth and

sensitiveness causes a figurative and literal withdrawal, as

far as is humanly possible or as necessity permits, from all

contacts with the outside world where unpleasant situations

may arise. This naturally means the development of an in-

unsive Negro culture and a definitel) bounded city within

a city. Doubtless there are some advantages, but it is certain

that such voluntary segregation works a greater loss upon
those within and those without the circle.

Upon those within, it cuts off to a large extent the world

of music, of the theatre, of most of those contacts which

mean growth and develop-

ment and which denied, mean

stagnation and spiritual atrophy.
It develops as well a tendency
towards self-pity, towards a fatal

conviction that they of all

peoples are most oppressed.

The harmful effects of such

reactions are too obvious to

need elaboration.

Upon those without, the re-

sults are equally mischievous.

First there is the loss of that

deep spirituality, that gift of

song and art, that indefinable

thing which perhaps can best be

termed the over-soul of the

Negro, which has given Amer-
ica the only genuinely artistic

things which the world recog-

nizes as distinctive American

contributions to the arts.

More conventional notions as Thomas Dixon and Octavus

Roy Cohen- and Irvin Cobb have falsely painted them, of

what the Negro is and does and thinks continue to persist,

while those who represent more truly the real Negro avoid

all contact with other races.

There are, however, many other ways of avoidance of

proscription and prejudice. Of these one of no small

importance is that popularly known as "passing," that

Baptism
By CLAUDE McKAY

Into the furnace let me go alone;

Stay you without in terror of the heat.

I will go naked in for thus 'tis sweet

Into the wierd depths of the hottest zone.

I will not quiver in the frailest bone,

You will not note a flicker of defeat;

My heart shall tremble not its fate to meet,

Nor mouth give utterance to any moan.

The yawning oven spits forth fiery spears;
Red aspish tongues shout wordlessly my name.

Desire destroys, consumes my mortal fears,

Transforming me into a shape of flame.

I will come out. back to your world of tears,

A stronger soul within a finer frame.

From Harlem Shadows, Harcourt, Brace & Co.

is, those whose skin is of such color that they can pass as

white may do so. This is not difficult ; there are so many

swarthy races represented in New York's population that

even colored people who could easily be distinguished by their

own race as Negroes, pass as French or Spanish or Cuban

with ease. Of these there are two classes. First are those

who for various reasons disappear entirely and go over the

line to become white in business, social and all other rela-

tionships. The number of these is very large much larger

that is commonly suspected. To my personal knowledge

one of the prominent surgeons of New York City who has

an elaborately furnished suite of offices in an exclusive neigh-

borhood, whose fees run often into four figures, who moves

with his family in society of such standing that the names

of its members appear frequently in the society columns of

the metropolitan press, is a colored man from a Southern

city. There he grew tired of the proscribed life he was

forced to lead, decided to move North and forget he was a

colored man. He met with success, married well and he

and his wife and their children form as happy a family cir-

cle as one could hope to see. O'Neill's All God's Chillun

Got Wings to the contrary, his wife loves him but the more

for his courage in telling her of his race when first they met

and loved.

This doctor's case is not an exception. Colored people

know many of their own who have done likewise. In New
York there is at least one man high in the field of journalism,

a certain famous singer, several prominent figures of the

stage, in fact, in almost any field that could be mentioned

there are those who are colored but who have left their race

for wider opportunity and for freedom from race prejudice.

Just a few days before this article is being written I re-

ceived a note from a woman whose name is far from be-

ing obscure in the world of

the arts. The night before,

she wrote me, there had been

a party at her studio. Among
the guests were three South-

ern whites who, in a confiden-

tial mood, had told her of a

plan the Ku Klux Klan was

devising for capitalizing in New-

York prejudice against the

Negro. When I asked her why
she had given me the informa-

tion she told me her father,

resident at the time of her

birth in a Southern state, was

a Negro.
The other group is made up

of the many others who "pass"

only occasionally. Some of

these do so for business reasons,

others when they go out to dine

or to the theatre.

If a personal reference may be forgiven, I have had the

unique experience within the past seven years of investi-

gating some thirty-seven lynchings and eight race riots by the

simple method of not telling those whom I was investigating

of the Negro blood within my veins.

Large as is the number of those who have crossed

the line, they form but a small percentage of those who

might follow such an example but who do not. The
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constant hammering of three hundred years of oppression

has resulted in a race consciousness among the Negroes of

the United States which is amazing to those who know how

powerful it is. In America, as is well known, all persons

with any discernible percentage of Negro blood are classed

as Negroes, subject therefore to all of the manifestations

of prejudice. They are never allowed to forget their race.

By prejudice ranging from the more violent forms like

lynching and other forms of physical violence down to more

subtle but none the less effective methods, Negroes of the

United States have been welded into a homogeneity of

thought and a commonness of purpose in combatting a

common foe. These external and internal forces have

gradually created a state of mind among Negroes which is

rapidly becoming more pronounced where they realize that

just so long as one Negro can be made the victim of pre-

judice because he it a. Negro, no other Negro is safe from

that same oppression. This applies geographically, as is

seen in the support given by colored people in cities like

Boston, New York and Chicago to those who oppose lyn-

ching of Negroes in the South, and it applies to that large

element of colored people whose skins are lighter who realize

that their cause is common with that of all Negroes regard-

less of color.

Unfortunately, however, color prejudice creates certain

attitudes of mind on the part of some colored people which

form color lines within the color line. Living in an atmos-

phere where swarthiness of skin brings, almost automatically,

denial of opportunity, it is as inevitable as it is regrettable

that there should grow up among Negroes themselves distinc-

tions based on skin color and hair texture. There are many
placqs where this pernicious custom is more powerful than

in New York for example, there are cities where only
mulattoes attend certain churches while those whose skins

are dark brown or black attend others. Marriages between

colored men and women whose skins differ markedly in color,

and indeed, less intimate relations are frowned upon. Since

those of lighter color could more often secure the better jobs

an even wider chasm has come between them, as those

with economic and cultural opportunity have pr gressed

more rapidly than those whose skin denied them

opportunity.

Thus, even among intelligent Negroes there has come into

being the fallacious belief that black Negroes are less able

to achieve success. Naturally such a condition had led to

jealousy and suspicion on the part of darker Negroes, chafing

at their bonds and resentful 01 the patronizing attitude of

those of lighter color.

In New York City this feeling between black and mulatto

has been accentuated by the presence of some 40,000 Negroes

from the West Indies, and particularly by the propaganda

of Marcus Garvey and his Universal Negro Improvement

Association. In contrast to the division between white and

colored peoples in the United States, there is in the West

Indies, as has been pointed out by Josiah Royce and others,

a tri-partite problem of race relations with whites, blacks

And mulattoes. The latter mingle freely with whites in

business and other relations and even socially. But neither

white nor mulatto has any extensive contact on an equal

plane with the blacks. It is this system which has enabled

the English whites in the islands to rule and exploit though

they as rulers are vastly inferior numerically to blacks and

mulattoes.

The psychology thus created is visible among many of the

West Indian Negroes in New York. It was the same back-

ground of the English brand of race prejudice which actuated

Garvey in preaching that only those who were of unmixed

Negro blood were Negroes. It is true beyond doubt that

such a doctrine created for a time greater antagonisms among
colored people, but an inevitable reaction has set in which,

in time, will probably bring about a greater unity than be-

fore among Negroes in the United States.

We have therefore in Harlem this strange mixture of

reaction not only to prejudice from without but to equally

potent prejudices from within. Many are the comedies and

many are the tragedies which these artificial lines of demar-

cation have created. Yet with all these forces and counter

forces at work, there can be seen emerging some definite and

hopeful signs of racial unity. Though it hearkens back to

the middle ages, this is essential in the creation of a

united front against that race and color prejudice with which

the Negro, educated or illiterate, rich or poor, native or

foreign-born, mulatto, octaroon, quadroon, or black, must

strive continuously.

The Harvest of Race Prejudice
By KELLY MILLER

OREJUDICE

is a state of mind. Some affect

to believe that it is an innate passion parallel

with instinct, and is therefore unalterable.

Others maintain that it is a stimulated anim-

osity modifiable by time, place and con-

dition, and is on the same footing with other

shallow obliterative feelings. But whatever the basis of

race prejudice, whether natural or acquired, we do know

certainly that it is a pressing, persistent fact, easily stimulated

and appeased with difficulty. It forms a barrier between

the races which is as real as the seas and as apparent as the

mountains.

Like a two-edged sword, race prejudice cuts both ways.

It weakens the energies and paralyzes the moral muscle of

the white race ; it stultifies the conscience and frustrates the

normal workings of democracy and Christianity. It fosters

a double standard of ethics, and leads to lawlessness, lynching,

and all manner of national disgrace. The elements of the

white race that are most thoroughly obsessed by this passion

show the lowest average of intellectual, moral and spiritual

achievement. The Ku Klux Klan spreads its virus through

our democracy ; Nordicism carries it to the ends of the earth.

Its effects are nationally and internationally threatening,

and the American people and the Nordic civilization of

which they are a part must stop to consider whether in this

evil fruit they are not nurturing the fatal seeds of world

dissension and catastrophe.

But our present concern is mainly to describe prejudice as
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j\ affects the Negro. Here the harvest of prejudice is ripe

for the sociologist's gleaning. The outstanding and all-

inclusive effect of race prejudice on the Negro can be summed
up in one word, segregation. This is but the outer embodi-

ment of the inner feeling of the white race. Whatever the

nature and origin of this attitude, it is well nigh universal

in the scope of its operation. The watch word is "miscegen-

ation"; the rallying cry is "social

equality." The cunning propagand-
ist knows how to play upon these

alarms and to adjust their appeal to

the varying moods of popular passion

and prejudice as a skilled musician

plays upon his favorite instrument.

Until recently the Negro has been

the victim, with little capacity to

resist.

This attitude of the white race has

decreed residential segregation. Sev-

eral municipalities have sought to em-

body this feeling in restrictive ordi-

nances. In their too hasty zeal they

over-rode the reaches of the consti-

tution and the law; Negroes, through
the National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, con-

tested the constitutionality of these

ordinances and won a unanimous
decision from the Supreme Court.

Yet the legal victory merely modified

the details of procedure ; it had little

effect upon the actual fact of segre-

gation, which operates as effectively

without the law as within it, except
as to the finality of its boundaries.

The most gigantic instance of racial segregation in the

United States is seen in Harlem. There is no local law

prescribing it. There does not have to be. And yet, under
the normal operation of race prejudice, we find 200,000 Ne-

groes shut in segregated areas as sharply marked as the aisles

of a church. This is but an example of what it taking place
in every city and center where the Negro resorts in great
numbers. The recent tide of Northern migration has

greatly emphasized this tendency. In Boston, New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Detroit,

Indianapolis and Chicago, the Negro contingent lives in

wards and sections of wards which the politician and the

real estate dealer know as well as the mariners know the

depths and shallows of the seas.

We may then take Harlem as a fair specimen' of the

harvest of race prejudice throughout the United States.

Here we have the largest Negro community in the world.

It is a city within a city, a part of, and yet apart from the

general life of greater New York. We need not stop here

to dilate upon the inhumanity, the cruelty or the hardships
of race prejudice. The outstanding fact and the conse-

quences immediately flowing from it suffice for the present

purpose.

These Negro communities are everywhere extending their

boundaries without tending to any fixed limits we can now
set. In Chicago the rapidly expanding boundary of the

black belt precipitated the lamentable race riot. The issue

is still the cause of race agitation in milder form in all parts

I, Too

By LANGSTON HUGHES

I, too, sing America.

I am the darker brother.

They send me to eat in the kitchen

When company comes.

But I laugh,

And eat well,

And grow strong.

Tomorrow
I'll sit at the table

When company comes

Nobody "11 dare

Say to me,
"Eat in the kitchen"

Then.

Besides, they'll see how beautiful I am
And be ashamed,

I, too, am America.

of the country. The whites are trying to keep back the

rising tide of black invasion into residential areas previously

regarded as exclusively theirs. The Negroes are pushing
over the boundaries of racial restriction in quest of more
room and better facilities. We may expect this minor

border warfare to continue until the matter settles itself by

custom, understanding and acceptance. Thus it is that the

sharp accentuation of race conscious-

ness on the part of the white race is

developing a counter-tendency on the

part of the Negro. This is the first

fruit of segregation.

If Negroes were indiscriminately

interspersed among the white popula-

tion of New York, race consciousness

would weaken to the point of dis-

appearance. Three hundred thou-

sand Negroes intermingled among
six million whites would be unnotice-

able. But when segregated in two or

three centers the African contingent

becomes not only apparent, but im-

pressive. Whenever people are

thrown together they begin to think

of their common interests. A com-

mon consciousness emerges which

shortly expresses itself in organized

endeavor. The Negro race as a

whole has hitherto had a somewhat

vague and indefinite collective con-

sciousness stimulated in large part by

stress of outside compulsion. But

the race is too numerous, too wide-

spread in territory and too diverse

in interests to give this con-

scious edge. Harlem furnishes the needed pressure. The

Garvey movement furnishes the most extreme focussing

of this feeling. Marcus Garvey found in Harlem not only

a mass of Negroes surrounded and overshadowed by whites,

but also a considerable group of West Indians, who, in many
ways, felt themselves isolated and circumscribed by the

native Afro-Americans. Shrewdly enough he seized upon
this group as the basis of his focal operation. He preached

the impossibility of racial entente on the same soil and

under the same political and social regime, and urged a

racial hegira. His philosophy does not in this connection

interest us. But he has shown to the world the possibility

of focussing the racial mind, and of mobilizing racial re-

sources about a formulated ideal.

Another fruit of prejudice is the direction which race

effort and organization has been impelled to take; until

recently the Negro has been thrown quite too much on the

defensive. The National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People arose to cope with this situation on the

basis of fight and protest. Their fundamental philosophy

is based upon the belief that race prejudice is medicable by

legal and judicial process. Their method is militant; their

mood is optimistic. Equality is their goal ; the elimination

of prejudice their objective. The Urban League, on the

other hand, represents the ameliorative method which hopes
that in the long run smooth working relations will be ef-

fected on the basis of mutual forbearance and good will.

Its main attack is local, urban (Continued on page 711)



Breaking Through
By EUNICE ROBERTA HUNTON

nARLEAl

is a modern ghetto. True, that is

a contradiction in terms, but prejudice has

ringed this group around with invisible lines

and bars. Within the bars you will find a

small city, self-sufficient, complete in itself

,_j,
a riot of color and personality, a medley of

song and tears, a canvas of browns and golds and flaming

reds. And yet bound.

In it are some who year in and year out never leave the

narrow confines of Harlem. There are those who make rare

excursions into the larger shopping districts and rarer still

to the theatrical center. There are those whose work takes

them down to New York's factories, office buildings, hotels,

restaurants and places of amusement, but they know these

places only in working hours; their life is the life of Harlem.

There are those who, still ghetto-bound mentally, have been

pressed through the bars of the cage, but they have been

caught up and placed in tiny ghettos of their own in other

sections of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and on Long
Island. Their lives too are race-bound. But there is an-

other group,' which is not Harlem bound, whose contacts

are many, whose sphere of activity is wide and ever widen-

ing. Theirs is New York in its entirety ; theirs is the oppor-

tunity of giving Harlem to New York and New York to

Harlem.

Education is the way out of the ghetto. Age submits, but

youth even though the door be barred revolts. In many
instances age contributes to the burden by pressing youth into

the beaten paths of experience, by insisting upon teaching,

preaching and medicine as the appropriate professional goals.

Now youth is revolting and getting away from the com-

promise so often expressed in words like these: "Well, I'll

take it up any way, even if I cannot practice it, perhaps I

can teach it." Youth is escaping into business, art and the

technical professions. A few even are escaping into the

broad freedom of the leisure class.

In sharp contrast with these rebels of success who are

seeking to work out their own destiny, these individualists

who often appear in the first instance to be deserting the

race, are the conscious pathbreakers those who protest at

proscription. We find them of varied ardors and enthusiasms,

often misguided, from those who won't go to a colored

church or who will break into a white block to those who

organize some definite assault on occupational proscription.

Whereas many who break the bonds are actuated solely by

the desire to get the best for themselves in spite of proscrip-

tion, a few realize that they are blazing a trail that others

of the race may follow. This kind of thing is instanced by

the young man who about seven years ago succeeded in be-

coming the first interne known to be of Negro extraction

in a New York city hospital, or by the older surgeon who
a little while ago became the first of his race to be permit-

ted to conduct operations in one of the city's large hospitals.

This being "first" means a great deal in the life of the

racial group. There is a constant struggle among young
men and women to be the "first" to do a certain thing, for

the pioneer in any thing significant occupies, if only for a

little while, an exalted position while a large portion of

the race indulges in a mild form of hero worship. These

achievements are the pride of the race ;
this business of

reaching new heights is taken very seriously by the ghetto

bound, for each is a milestone on the road of progress which

leads to the goal of unrestricted opportunity.

These achievements have not always been regarded as

breaking paths for others to follow. There was a time,

in fact, when they were truly exceptional, when there was

a first and never a second, when the proud possessor of such

a record was even jealous and fearful lest some one rob him

of his uniqueness. Now among leaders and youth there is

prevalent the relay spirit which seeks to "keep openings,

open."

THERE
is also some tugging from without at the ropes

that bind the ghetto. It is the result of the efforts of

the whites because of curiosity, self-interest, a spasm of self-

righteousness or very rarely genuine interest, to establish

a contact with those within the ghetto. It takes the form

of the establishment of various organizations within the

ghetto and organizations outside the ghetto to "help" those

inside. We see it in the Christian societies, in the numer-

ous clinics, health organizations and social service bureaus

which are operating in Harlem, in the rapidly increasing

group of whites who are attending civic and social affairs

there and for varied reasons attempting to establish under-

standing and friendship with those within.

In many cases this is no conscious attempt to break the

ghetto bonds; indeed it may be a deliberate attempt to ,70

in and satisfy the needs of the inhabitants to prevent their

leaving the ghetto. Sometimes the ruse is successful but

more often, in the long run, it defeats its own end, for it

sets an example of broadness that the ghetto-bound spirit

eagerly seizes upon. Having secured a taste of the world

outside, the ghetto youth is eager to get more of it and

the determination to grow strong and break through

increases.

There is another side of the picture ;
it is a tale of long

dark years of dismal failure, of brave struggles to rise above

mediocrity, of bitter fights for existence, a tale twisted with

heartaches and heartbreaks, a tale drenched in sweat and

blood, but still shot through with flashes of sunlight upon

pure gold. It takes rare courage to fight a fight that more

often than not ends in death, poverty or prostitution of

genius. But it is to these who make this fight despite the

tremendous odds, despite the deterring pessimism of those

who see in the tangle of prejudice that surround the ghetto

a hopeless barrier, that we must look for the breaking of

the bonds now linked together by ignorance and misunder-

standing.
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The Double Task
The Struggle of Negro Women for Sex and Race Emancipation

By ELISE JOHNSON McDOUGALD

GHROUGHOUT

the long years of history,

woman has been the weather-vane, the indi-

cator, showing in which direction the wind

of destiny blows. Her status and develop-

ment have augured now calm and stability,

now swift currents of progress. What then

is to be said of the Negro woman today?

In Harlem, more than anywhere else, the Negro woman
is free from the cruder handicaps of primitive household

hardships and the grosser forms of sex and race subjuga-

tion. Here she has considerable opportunity to measure

her powers in the intellectual and industrial fields of the

great city. Here the questions naturally arise : "What are

her problems?" and "How is she solving them?"

To answer these questions, one must have in mind not

any one Negro woman, but rather a colorful pageant of

individuals, each differently endowed. Like the red and

yellow of the tiger-lily, the skin of one is brilliant against

the star-lit darkness of a racial sister. From grace to

strength, they vary in infinite degree, with traces of the

race's history left in physical and mental outline on each.

With a discerning mind, one catches the multiform charm,

beauty and character of Negro women ; and grasps the fact

that their problem cannot be thought of in mass.

Because only a few have caught this vision, the attitude

of mind of most New Yorkers causes the Negro woman
serious difficulty. She is conscious that what is left of

chivalry is not directed toward her. She realizes that the

ideals of beauty, built up in the fine arts, exclude her al-

most entirely. Instead, the grotesque Aunt Jemimas of the

street-car advertisements proclaim only an ability to serve,

without grace or loveliness. Nor does the drama catch her

finest spirit. She is most often used to provoke the mirth-

less laugh of ridicule ; or to portray feminine viciousness

or vulgarity not peculiar to Negroes. This is the shadow

over her. To a race naturally sunny comes the twilight

of self-doubt and a sense of personal inferiority. It cannot

be denied that these are potent and detrimental influences,

though not generally recognized because they are in the realm

of the mental and spiritual. More apparent are the eco-

nomic handicaps which follow her recent entrance into in-

dustry. It is conceded that she has special difficulties be-

cause of the poor working conditions and low wages of her

men. It is not surprising that only the determined women

forge ahead to results other than mere survival. The few

who do prove their mettle stimulate one to a closer study of

how this achievement is won in Harlem.

Better to visualize the Negro woman at her job, our

vision of a host of individuals must once more resolve it-

self into groups on the basis of activity. First, comes a very
small leisure group the wives and daughters of men who
are in business, in the professions .

and in a few well-paid

personal service occupations. Second, a most active and

progressive group, the women in business and the profes-

sions. Third, the many women in the trades and industry.

Fourth, a group weighty in numbers struggling on in

domestic service, with an even less fortunate fringe of

casual workers, fluctuating with the economic temper of

the times.

The first is a pleasing group to see. It is picked for

outward beauty by Negro men with much the same feeling

as other Americans of the same economic class. Keeping
their women free to preside over the family, these women
are affected by the problems of every wife and mother, but

touched only faintly by their race's hardships. They do share

acutely in the prevailing difficulty of finding competent
household help. Negro wives find Negro maids unwilling

generally to work in their own neighborhoods, for various

reasons. They do not wish to work where there is a pos-

sibility of acquaintances coming into contact with them while

they serve and they still harbor the misconception that

Negroes of any station are unable to pay as much as persons
of the other race. It is in these homes of comparative ease

that we find the polite activities of social exclusiveness. The
luxuries of well-appointed homes, modest motors, tennis,

golf and country clubs, trips to Europe and California, make
for social standing. The problem confronting the refined

Negro family is to know others of the same achievement.

The search for kindred spirits gradually grows less difficult;

in the past it led to the custom of visiting all the large
cities in order to know similar groups of cultured Negro
people.

A spirit of stress and struggle characterizes the second

two groups. These women of business, profession and trade

are the hub of the wheel of progress. Their burden is two-

fold. Many are wives and mothers whose husbands are

insufficiently paid, or who have succumbed to social mal-

adjustment and have abandoned their families. An appalling
number are widows. They face the great problem of leav-

ing home each day and at the same time trying to rear

children in their spare time this too in neighborhoods where
rents are large, standards of dress and recreation high and

costly, and social danger on the increase.

The great commercial life of New York City is only

slightly touched by the Negro woman of our second group.

Negro business men offer her most of their work, but their

number is limited. Outside of this field, custom is once

more against her and competition is keen for all. However,
Negro girls are training and some are holdine exceptional

jobs. One of the professors in a New York college has had

a young colored woman as secretary for the past three years.

Another holds the head clerical position in an organization
where reliable handling of detail and a sense of business

ethics are essential. For four years she has steadily ad-
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vanced. Quietly these women prove their worth, so that

when a vacancy exists and there is a call, it is difficult to

find even one competent colored secretary who is not em-

ployed. As a result of opportunity in clerical work in the

educational system of New York City a number have quali-

fied for such positions, one being appointed within the year

to the office work of a high school. In other departments

the civil service in New York City is no longer free from

discrimination. The casual personal interview, that tenaci-

ous and retrogressive practice introduced in the Federal

administration during the World War has spread and often

nullifies the Negro woman's success in written tests. The

successful young woman just cited above was three times

"turned down" as undesirable on the basis of the personal

interview. In the great mercantile houses, the many young

Negro girls who might be well suited to salesmanship are

barred from all but the menial positions. Even so, one

Negro woman, beginning as a uniformed maid, has pulled

herself up to the position of "head of stock."

Again, the telephone and insurance companies which

receive considerable patronage from Negroes deny them pro-

portionate employment. Fortunately, this is an era of

changing customs. There is hope that a less selfish racial

attitude will prevail. It is a heartening fact that there is

an increasing number of Americans who will lend a hand

in the game fight of the worthy.

In the less crowded professional vocations, the outlook is

more cheerful. In these fields, the Negro woman is depend-

ent largely upon herself and her own race for work. In

the legal, dental, medical and nursing professions, successful

women practitioners have usually worked their way through

college and are "managing" on the small fees that can be

received from an underpaid public. Social conditions in

America are hardest upon the Negro because he is lowest

in the economic scale. This gives rise to a demand for

trained college women in the profession of social work. It

has met with a response from young college women, anxious

to devote their education and lives to the needs of the sub-

merged classes. In New York City, some fifty-odd women
are engaged in social work, other than nursing. In the lat-

ter profession there are over two hundred and fifty. Much
of the social work has been pioneer in nature: the pay has

been small with little possibility of advancement. For even

in work among Negroes, the better paying positions are

reserved for whites. The Negro college woman is doing

her bit in this field at a sacrifice, along such lines as these:

in the correctional departments of the city, as probation

officers, investigators, and police women ; as Big Sisters at-

tached to the Childrens' Court; as field workers and visitors

for relief organizations and missions; as secretaries for

travelers-aid and mission societies; as visiting teachers and

vocational guides for the schools of the city; and, in the

many branches of public health nursing, in schools, organ-

izations devoted to preventive and educational medicine, in

hospitals and in private nursing.

In New York City, nearly three hundred Negro women
share the good conditions in the teaching profession. They
measure up to the high pedagogical requirements of the city

and state law and are increasingly, leaders in the com-

munity. Here too the Negro woman finds evidence of the

white workers' fear of competition. The need for teachers

is still so strong that little friction exists. When it does

seem to be imminent, it is smoothed away, as it recently

was at a meeting of school principals. From the floor, a
discussion began with: "What are we going to do about

this problem of the increasing number of Negro teachert

coming into our schools?" It ended promptly through the

suggestion of another principal: "Send all you get and
don't want over to my school. I have two now and I'll

match their work to any two of your best whom you name."
One might go on to such interesting and more unusual pro-
fessions as journalism, chiropody, bacteriology, pharmacy,
etc., and find that, though the number in any one may be

small, the Negro woman is creditably represented in prac-

tically every one. According to individual ability she is

meeting with success.

Closing the door on the home anxieties, the woman en-

gaged in trades and in industry faces equally serious diffi-

culty in competition in the open working field. Custom is

against her in all but a few trade and industrial occupations.
She has, however been established long in the dressmaking
trade among the helpers and finishers, and more recently

among the drapers and fitters in some of the best establish-

ments. Several Negro women are themselves proprietors of

shops in the country's greatest fashion district. Each of

them has, against great odds, convinced skeptical employers
of her business value; and, at the same time, has educated

fellow workers of other races, doing much to show the one-

ness of interest of all workers. In millinery, power sewing-
machine operating on cloth, straw and leather, there are

few Negro women. The laissez-faire attitude of practically
all trade unions makes the Negro woman an unwilling
menace to the cause of labor.

In trade cookery, the Negro woman's talent and past

experience is recognized. Her problem here is to find em-

ployers who will let her work her way to managerial posi-

tions, in tea-rooms, candy shops and institutions. One such

employer became convinced that the managing cook, a young
colored graduate of Pratt Institute, would continue to build

up a business that had been failing. She offered her a

partnership. As in the cases of a number of such women,
her barrier was lack of capital. No matter how highly

trained, nor how much speed and business acumen has been

acquired, the Negro's credit is held in doubt. An exception
in this'matter of capital will serve to prove the rule. Thirty

years ago, a young Negro girl began learning all branches of

the fur trade. She is now in business for herself, employ-

ing three women of her race and one Jewish man. She

has made fur experts of still another half-dozen colored girls.

Such instances as these justify the prediction that the foot-

hold gained in the trade world will, year by year, become

more secure.

Because of the limited fields for Workers in this group,

many of the unsuccessful drift into the fourth social grade,

the domestic and casual workers. These drifters increase

the difficulties of the Negro woman suited to housework.

New standards of household management are forming and

the problem of the Negro woman is to meet these new busi-

ness-like ideals. The constant influx of workers unfamiliar

with household conditions in New York keeps the situation

one of turmoil. The Negro woman, moreover, is revolting

against residential domestic service. It is a last stand in

her fight to maintain a semblance of family life. For this

reason, principally, the number of day or casual workers is

on the increase. Happiness is almost impossible under the

strain of these conditions. Health and morale suffer, but
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how else can her children, loose all afternoon, be gathered

together at night-fall? Through it all she manages to give

satisfactory service and the Negro woman is sought after

for this unpopular work largely because her honesty, loyalty

and cleanliness have stood the test of time. Through her

drudgery, the women of other groups find leisure time for

progress. This is one of her contributions to America.

IT
is apparent from what has been said, that even in New

York City, Negro women are of a race which is free

neither economically, socially nor spiritually. Like women
in general, but more particularly like those of other op-

pressed minorities, the Negro woman has been forced to

submit to over-powering conditions. Pressure has been

exerted upon her, both from without and within her group.

Her emotional and sex life is a reflex of her economic station.

The women of the working class will react, emotionally and

sexually, similarly to the working-class women of other

races. The Negro woman does not maintain any moral

standard which may be assigned chiefly to qualities of race,

any more than a white woman does. Yet she has been sin-

gled out and advertised as having lower sex standards.

Superficial critics who have had contact only with the lower

grades of Negro women, claim that they are more immoral

than other groups of women. This I deny. This is the

sort of criticism which predicates of one race, to its detriment,

that which is common to all races. Sex irregularities are

not a matter of race, but of socio-economic conditions. Re-

search shows that most of the African tribes from which

the Negro sprang have strict codes for sex relations. There

is no proof of inherent weakness in the ethnic group.

Gradually overcoming the habitual limits imposed upon

her by slave masters, she increasingly seeks legal sanction for

the consummation and dissolution of sex contracts. Con-

trary to popular belief, illegitimacy among Negroes is cause

for shame and grief. When economic, social and biological

forces combined bring about unwed motherhood, the reaction

is much the same as in families of other racial groups. Secrecy

is maintained if possible. Generally the married aunt, or

even the mother, claims that the illegitimate child is her

own. The foundling asylum is seldom sought. Schooled

in this kind of suffering in the days of slavery, Negro women

often temper scorn with sympathy for weakness. Stigma

does fall upon the unmarried mother, but perhaps in this

matter the Negroes' attitude is nearer the modern enlightened

ideal for the social treatment of the unfortunate. May this

not be considered another contribution to America?

With all these forces at work, true sex equality has not

been approximated. The ratio of opportunity in the sex,

social, economic and political spheres is about that which

exists between white men and women. In the large, I would

say that the Negro woman is the cultural equal of her man

because she is generally kept in school longer. Negro boys,

like white boys, are usually put to work to subsidize the

family income. The growing economic independence of Ne-

gro working women is causing her to rebel against the dom-

ineering family attitude of the cruder working-class Negro
man. The masses of Negro men are engaged in menial

occupations throughout the working day. Their baffled and

suppressed desires to determine their economic life are mani-

fested in over-bearing domination at home. Working mothers

are unable to instill different ideals in their sons. Conditions

change slowly. Nevertheless, education and opportunity are

modifying the spirit of the younger Negro men. Trained in

modern schools of thought, they begin to show a wholesome
attitude of fellowship and freedom for their women. The
challenge to young Negro womanhood is to see clearly this

trend and grasp the preferred comradeship with sincerity.
In this matter of sex equality, Negro women have contributed

few outstanding militants. Their feminist efforts are di-

rected chiefly toward the realization of the equality of the

races, the sex struggle assuming a subordinate place.

OBSESSED
with difficulties that might well compel in-

dividualism, the Negro woman has engaged in a con-

siderable amount of organized action to meet group needs.

She has evolved a federation of her clubs, embracing be-

tween eight and ten thousand women, throughout the state

of New York. Its chief function is to crystallize programs,
prevent duplication of effort, and to sustain a member organ-
ization whose cause might otherwise fail. It is now firmly

established, and is about to strive for conspicuous goals. In
New York City, one association makes child welfare its

name and special concern. Others, like the Utility Club,
Utopia Neighborhood, Debutante's League, Sempre Fidelius,

etc., raise money for old folks' homes, a shelter for delinquent

girls and fresh air camps for children. The Colored Branch
of the Y. W. C. A. and the womens' organizations in the

many churches, as well as in the beneficial lodges and asso-

ciations, care for the needs of their members.
On the other hand, the educational welfare of the com-

ing generation, has become the chief concern of the national

sororities of Negro college women. The first to be organ-
ized in the country, Alpha Kappa Alpha, has a systematized
and continuous program of educational and vocational guid-
ance for students of the high schools and colleges. The work
of Lambda Chapter, which covers New York City and its

suburbs, is outstanding. Its recent campaign gathered to-

gether nearly one hundred and fifty such students at a meet-

ing to gain inspiration from the life-stories of successful

Negro women in eight fields of endeavor. From the trained

nurse, who began in the same schools as they, these girls

drank in the tale of her rise to the executive position in the

Harlem Health Information Bureau. A commercial artist

showed how real talent had overcome the color line. The
graduate physician was a living example of the modern op-

portunities in the newer fields of medicine, open to women.
The vocations as outlets for the creative instinct became at-

tractive under the persuasion of the musician, the dressmaker

and the decorator. Similarly, Alpha Beta Chapter o_f the

national Delta Sigma Theta Sorority recently devoted a

week to work along similar lines. In such ways as these

are the progressive and privileged groups of Negro women
expressing their community and race consciousness.

We find the Negro woman, figuratively, struck in the

face daily by contempt from the world about her. Within

her soul, she knows little of peace and happiness. Through
it all, she is courageously standing erect, developing within

herself the moral strength to rise above and conquer false

attitudes. She is maintaining her natural beauty and charm

and improving her mind and opportunity. She is measuring

up to the needs and demands of her family, community and

race, and radiating from Harlem a hope that is cherished

by her sisters in less propitious circumstances throughout the

land. The wind of the race's destiny stirs more briskly be-

cause of her striving.



Ambushed in the City
The Grim Side of Harlem

By WINTHROP D. LANE

'N unkempt woman, with hair graying,

shoulders rounded and eyes rimmed with

thick glasses, reads a newspaper on a subway
car in New York City. She is colored. Her
skirt is in rags, one toe shows through a

shoe, an elbow pushes the lining of her

sleeve into sight; perhaps she has just left her mop and pail

in some downtown office building. Turning the pages hastily,

she seems to be hunting for a particular place. At last she

stops. Her forefinger runs up and down the columns. She

is looking at the financial page. Finding an item, she gazes

closely at it for a moment, and then throws the paper on-

to the seat beside her. She has a dejected look. Apparently
she is through with the paper.

She has been looking for "the numbers." The numbers

she wanted were the day's totals of bank exchanges and

bank balances announced each day by the Clearing House

and published by the newspapers. On these she has been

gambling. Suppose the exchanges were $793,482,450 and

the balances $86,453,624. She is then interested in the

number 936, because that is made up of the seventh and

eighth digits, reading from the right, of the first, and the

seventh digit of the second. She and many others are playing

this game a species of policy. If she has put her money,
which may be only a few pennies, on 936 that day, she wins.

Each day she looks forward to discovering what this combina-

tion is. It is the bright spot for her.

The stakes are high if she wins. She reaps 600 times what

she wagers. If she wagers a nickel, she wins thirty dollars;

if she wagers a quarter, she wins $150; a deposit of fifty

cents will bring her $300. These stakes have lure; they are

a king's stakes. They will make her rich for the moment.

She does not consider the chances against her. She does

not consider that she has never won and that only once did

she ever hear of anybody winning. The bare possibility of

capturing so much money makes her heart beat faster.

Since there are 999 numbers of three digits, or 1000 if

we include ooo, she seems to have about one chance in a

thousand of winning. By the law of averages, she might

play the same number daily for three years without a strike.

The banker pays 600 times the sum wagered. He, therefore,

seems to have a sure thing; barring lucky wins by large

gamblers, he can't lose in the long run. That does not

interest her, either.

All Harlem is ablaze with "the numbers." People play

it everywhere, in tenements, on street corners, in the backs

of shops. "Bankers" organize it, promote it, encourage it.

They send their runners into flats and stores. You give the

runner the money you are betting, write your number on a

slip of paper, and wait. If the number you chose is the one

that wins next day, you get your money. Runners round

up new business, stake off territory and canvass all the

people they can reach. A person living in an apartment

house may be the agent for that house. The names of these'

bankers are known in the neighborhood. One rides around
in a $12,000 limousine and has a liveried chauffeur. Minor
bankers abound ; men and women, getting $200 capital.

start in the "numbers" business. Recently, it is said, white
men have been trying to wrest the control of the game from
blacks; a Jew who formerly used his talents in the hooch
business is spoken of as the leader in this effort.

"Always out first with the bank clearing numbers" reads
a placard advertising the New York Sun in Harlem. Inspira-
tion for lucky numbers is got from every source. People get
their numbers from dream books; fifteen or twenty cents

will buy a dream book, and a dream about any topic listed

in it has an appropriate number. Or two people exchange
street addresses. "Ah'm gonna play it! Ah'm gonna play it!"

says one, as he takes down the address of the other. They
get their numbers from the numbers of hymns given out
in church, from subway cars, from telephone numbers, from

dates, from baseball scores, from the prices they pay for

purchased articles, from the license tags of passing auto-

mobiles. By combining or rearranging these, or using them

unchanged, they tempt fortune.

One trouble is, of course, that they don't always get what

they win. Many a banker, finding that large sums have
been won from him, avoids payment; his victim has no

recourse, since the whole transaction is outside the law. The
streets of Harlem are being walked by people looking for

those who owe them money won at "the numbers." The New
York Age, a colored weekly, published a story about one

banker who skipped to Cuba with $IOO,OOO taken from the

Negroes of Harlem; it is common to win $12, $18 and $30
and not get it. This is only an exasperation of the extortion.

The whole game, as it is staged, smells of exploitation.

REAT number of Negroes have recently swarmed up
from the South to swell the Negro colonies of Northern

cities. Many of them are unfamiliar with city ways. They
have become an invitation to the exploiter and the fakir

the gambling promoter, the necromancer, the fortune teller,

the fake druggist, the quack doctor, and even more deliberate

cheaters, such as the rent gouger. Living compactly in

restricted areas, they supply a fertile field. Density of

population is the fakir's paradise; it is the cheater's fairest

opportunity for secrecy and success. There he can strike

and hide, or be continuously lost in the moving mass of. his

fellow beings. And, credulous and child-like, the Negro
peasant migrant has provided fresh opportunities in Northern

cities for many forms of exploitation.

Black art flourishes in Harlem and elsewhere in New
York. Egyptian seers uncover hidden knowledge, Indian

fortune-tellers reveal the future, sorcerers perform their

mysteries. Feats of witchcraft are done daily. A towel for

turban and a smart manner are enough to transform any
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Harlem colored man into a dispenser of magic to his profit.

Come with me into any little stationery store on Lenox

or Seventh Avenues the two main business thoroughfares

of the district and p;ep into the dream and mystery books

there offered for sale. Some of these can be bought, as said,

for fifteen or twenty cents; others cost a dollar. Here is

one called Albertus Magnus. It is described as the "ap-

proved, verified, sympathetic and natural Egyptian secrets,

or White and Black Art for Man and Beast, revealing the

Forbidden Knowledge and Mysteries of Ancient Philoso-

phers." Another is Napoleon's own Oraculum and Book

of Fate, containing the explanations of dreams and other

mysteries consulted on every occasion by Napoleon himself.

Stop in front of a well-known drug store on Lenox

Avenue. Here roots, herbs and barks are displayed in the

window. "Devil's Shoestring" one of these is called; others

are "Jim Shanks," "John Conqueror," "Rattlesnake

Master," "Sacred Bark" and "Jesuits' Bark." In curled

forms, in powders, in spirally bunches, in thick Ifttle knots,

they lie there; they are sold as cures for various forms of

illness. I was interested in knowing just what these were;
so I asked the druggist. He showed me the United States

Dispensatory. Some of the names in his window are local

and folk names for plants growing in various parts of this

country and elsewhere, and these plants are mentioned in

the Dispensatory as being credited with cathartic, diaphoretic

and other medicinal qualities. That is all very well ; it does

not mean that taking these roots and leaves home and boiling

them and then drinking the water enables you to obtain the

benefit of those qualities. The plants have other qualities

which come out in the water as well as those you want,

and you get the essence of the whole, which may have quite

other effects than those you anticipate. Again, no one can

tell whether these plants are really what they are represented

to be or not. Their sale is under no supervision ; they may
be roots of saplings dug in the Bronx, or bark from cherry

trees disguised.

In these matters the Negro is, in large measure, his own

enemy. He is bringing his own simplicity to the help of

those who would take advantage of him. No good can come

from blinking the fact that the Negro is, by and large, the

great exploitable race of the Western world. Many Negroes
find it so easy to expect something wonderful to happen;

eager for pleasure, they are sanguinely expectant that it

awaits them around every corner. They have the child's

love of phantasy, too ; they would escape from the harsh

realities of a world in which they are not treated very well.

In addition to all this, many of the uneducated majority

have a deeply imbedded trust in the white man a hold-

over from slavery. This lies at the root of much exploita-

tion. The Negro comes to our Northern cities, and we
think that he is ready to cope with the complexity of

St. Louis, Chicago and New York City. He is not. To
transplant him from Georgia to Lenox Avenue is not to

change him on the train ; often he is still the simple and in-

nocent child of his Southern life.

I am not blithely cataloging the Negro here as the pos-

sessor of a "child-mind." That is the pet formula of pseudo-

scientific race detractors. The Negro has sufficiently proved

and this number of Survey Graphic is only further proof

that, given opportunities, he can rise to any heights. The

simplicity, innocence and child-like qualities of some Negroes
are due in large part to lack of education and to the lack

of certain kinds of experiences. They have not been invited

to play an aggressive role, or even to create beautiful things.

They have been kept under the thumb of the whites. Their

innocence is the sort that you will find among rural whites

and "green" foreign immigrants; it is "peasant-mindedness"
in part.

Neither the facts, nor the explanations of the facts, how-

ever, justify members of his own race, or whites, in taking

advantage of the simplicity that lies around them.

THERE
are ways in which the Negro is more deliberately

exploited in Harlem than in other Northern cities. He
is subject to being fleeced in rent. This is not a rhetorical

flourish. It is cold fact. I am not here referring merely to

high rents, to "what the traffic will bear." I am referring

to extortion.

The Negro is gouged. Because he is a Negro, because

he can be taken advantage of, because his racial position

makes it possible to gouge him, he is gouged.

Hear John R. Davies, judge in the Municipal Court in

Harlem, who sees colored tenants pass in streams before

him, seeking relief: "It is common for colored tenants in

Harlem to pay twice as much as white tenants for the same

apartments."

Hear Lillian Grant, acting chairman of the Mayor's
Committee on Rent Profiteering, also white, who looks at

the whole city and sees Harlem in the perspective of

comparison: "Negroes pay exorbitant rents. Their situation

is terrible."

Let us come to particulars. Sophie Ellerbee is a colored

tenant worth knowing. She came into court the other day
and told the judge that the white family preceding her in

the apartment into which she had just moved had paid $50
a month; the corporation owning it was asking her to pay

$75 now. This increase she thought excessive. Her attorney

requested that the owner be brought into court and required

to divulge its income, expenses and investment (as it could

be compelled to do under the law), and thus to show

whether the rent was justified. The jury awarded

Mrs. Ellerbee a $20 reduction from the sum asked. When
the verdict was announced, the attorney for the owner, who

was a colored lawyer, moved to have it set aside.

"This rent is justified," he said. "The colored district is

crowded. These Negroes cannot go anywhere else. If they

attempt to move into houses formerly occupied by whites,

they should pay what the landlords ask. It is the law of

supply and demand."

The judge, Jacob Panken, flamed at him. Judge Panken

had seen many colored tenants come into court with tales

similar to that of Mrs. Ellerbee, and he said :

"I agree that the verdict should be set aside, but for the

purpose of securing Mrs. Ellerbee a still greater reduction

in rent. Your own client has admitted that it is making

$IO,OOO a year on a $30,000 investment. That is excessive.

This rent is too large. And you. as a colored attorney,

ought to be ashamed of yourself. You as a lawyer are help-

ing colored and white landlords to prey on your own."

As the attorney left the court, embarrassed, cries of

"Shame!" came to him from the Negro spectators in the

room.

Other colored tenants were in court the same day.

Through the services of a white lawyer twenty-one of these

secured reductions varying from $10 to $23 below the rents
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asked. "It is pretty good evidence that the landlord knows

he is charging excessive rents if he accepts a reduction

voluntarily, without going to trial," said the attorney. The
calendar of the Municipal Court in Harlem is crowded with

the cases of colored tenants seeking relief. The white lawyer

who acts as attorney for the West Harlem Tenants' League,
an organization befriending tenants in that neighborhood,

had 15 cases set down for trial on one day, 41 on another,

37 on another and 32 on another.

The National Urban League is an organization of white

and colored social workers and others. It is interested in the

welfare of city Negroes. The New York branch of the

league studied rents paid by both white and colored people

in blocks accomodating both in the spring of 1924. "We
found that Negroes paid from 40 to 60 per cent higher

rents than white people did for the same class of apartments,"

said Mr. Hubert, secretary of the Harlem office.

Through the courts, under the emergency New York
state rent laws, relief can be secured. It is the families that

do not go to court that continue to pay the unduly high

rents. Unfortunately these are the vast majority. For every

Mrs. Ellerbee there are many other colored tenants who,

through ignorance, inertia or the congestion of the court

calendar, do not get relief. Obviously individual trials

cannot be given every tenant who is charged too high rent

in Harlem; the court of justice is not the remedy for an

extensive economic practice.

Let us look for a moment at the growth of this situation.

Fifteen years ago Harlem as it is today did not exist; the

colored population then was much smaller than it is now.

It has grown continuously, swollen by additions from with-

out. As the colored area grew, it has pressed against

contiguous white territories. Block after block gave way.

Stubbornly each block yielded. White people did not want

to see their neighborhoods turn black. First one street was

set as the "dead line" (in the white parlance) of the Negro
advance, and then another. Always there were outposts,

colored families breaking over the bounds and invading ter-

ritory hitherto exclusively white.

This situation is the paradise of the ruthless landlord, or

rent charger. If you own an apartment house in Harlem,
if you do not live in it, and if you want the largest profits

you can get, you will open it to those tenants who will pay

you most. These are the tenants who are most in need of it.

The whites do not have to have it. They can go elsewhere

to other parts of the city, to the suburbs, or they can just

keep ahead of the Negro invasion and move a few blocks

away. The Negro cannot; he will not be given an apart-

ment elsewhere, he cannot be easily accoinodated. He can

live only in a limited area, and that area grows only bit

by bit. So he will pay what you ask or, rather, he will

agree to pay what you ask and then he will pay it if he can.

The profiteering is not all done by white landlords. There

are men of both races who have a reputation for fairness.

There are colored operators who have performed a public

service to their race in addressing themselves to the extreme

problem of shelter, but there are colored owners of houses

who charge just as high rents as do white owners. Investiga-

tion shows that taking advantage of the colored people, or

making money out of them, is not a white monopoly.

How, it will be asked, do Negroes find money to pay

these rents? By strategy, and taking their own part. They
do it by going without other things. They cut down on fun,

food and clothing, and stretch what money they have to-

cover the rent. But they have other tridcs. One is the "rent

party." This is a popular form of diversion in Harlem. It

goes by the name of the "social parlor." A person invites

friends in for the evening, to dance and have a good time,

and charges them twenty-five cents a couple ;
that is one

way of getting help to meet the monthly rent bill. Another
is to take in lodgers. Lodgers are legion in Harlem. The
State Housing Commission told of one apartment properly

accomodating about ten persons that was occupied by forty-

four. Harlem has gone to the extreme of the double shift.

One room is not infrequently let out to two people, one of

whom occupies it at night and the other during the day.

THE
moment one begins to inquire about exploitation in

Harlem, he hears about cabarets. In Harlem there

are cabarets to which both white and colored people are

admitted. There are cabarets where white and colored sit

at the same table, dance together, talk together, drink

together, leave together. Many flashy young people of both

colors come to these and get riotously or near riotously

merry; some less flashy people come; and some -sober and

sedate folk sit at the tables. All told there are about fifteen

cabarets in Harlem. A few cater only to the well-behaved,

others to the less well-behaved, and some to roughnecks.

Two or three of the better places are now the resorts of

downtown specialists in the latest places of interest.

No doubt people are fleeced a bit in paying for their

entertainment, no doubt some people are swept along pretty

rapidly on a current of erotic pleasure, a current of un-

certain direction and ambiguous goal. But they come there

of their own accord ; they seek the cabaret. As ar

instrument of exploitation the cabaret does not touch many

people. Its scope is the scope of a retreat for devotees.

Another subject often mentioned in connection with ex-

ploitation is prostitution. I am aware of no way of proving

that the Negro is sexually more or less moral than other

people. If there is any exceptional organized assault upon

the continence of Negro women, I do not know of it.

T ET us turn now to the gentle subject of hooch. Harlem

is hooch-ridden. He is a bold man who will undertake

to say what part of a city like New York, with its many

congested foreign and native quarters, is the wettest. The

wash of the booze sea has not left Harlem out; that district

may well claim a deeper inundation than any other.

Those syndicates, or firms, or companies, or combinations,

that set you up in business as a druggist, equipping you with

the white jars and other colorful stock of a druggist's

shelves, in order that behind your counters you may run a

hooch dispensary, have lined Lenox and Seventh Avenues

with such fake establishments., These sell rivers of bad

booze to the colored residents of Harlem. There are ex-

cellent drug stores in Harlem, but these are drug stores-

only in name. They have small stocks and cannot fill

prescriptions adequately. They specialize in synthetic gin

and bad whiskey. Practically all of these places are owned

by white people.

There are syndicates also that fit you out with the window

displays and front rooms of delicatessen stores.

"A Negro clerk who works in a drug store on Lenox

Avenue came running in to me the other day," a competent

colored pharmacist in Harlem said (Continued on page 713)



The Church and the Negro Spirit
By GEORGE E. HAYNES

last Sunday of September, 1924, was a

dramatic day in Harlem. The Salem Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, a congregation of

Negroes, took possession of the church build-

ing, parish house and parsonage of the

Metropolitan Methodist Episcopal Church,
a body of white communicants. The white congregation
had assembled in large numbers for the last service they

were to hold in their accustomed place of worship. Just
a few blocks away there was an unusual attendance of the

Negro congregation at the building two converted apart-

ment houses with the partition walls removed they had

used for fourteen years, beginning with the days when the

church was a mission. At a designated hour, the Negro con-

gregation marched quietly and in an orderly manner out

of their old structure and up Seventh Avenue toward the

Metropolitan Methodist Episcopal church house. The doors

of the Metropolitan Church opened wide; the white pastor

and his people arose to receive the Negro pastor and his

people. There were Negro and white visitors from their

common denomination to witness and participate in this

historic event. The Negro pastor and the president of his

board of trustees were welcomed to the pulpit by the white

pastor and the president of his board. After appropriate songs

and addresses, the keys of the church property were pre-

sented by the white trustees of the outgoing congregation

to the Negro trustees of the incoming congregation. The
benediction was pronounced amid expressions of joy and

fellowship not unmixed with tears.

The taking over of church property by Negroes is a fre-

quent occurrence in Harlem, as it is in the other rapidly

growing Negro centers in the cities of the North. About

eight years ago the Metropolitan Baptist Church bought
from a white congregation an im-

posing stone building at Seventh

Avenue and ia8th Street and

moved into it. Three years ago the

Williams Institutional Church of

the Colored Methodist Episcopal

denomination purchased an excel-

lent plant once a flourishing Jew-
ish synagogue in i3Oth Street.

Such a transfer of white church

property not infrequently accom-

panies a shifting of population.

Within the past three years the

Negro population of Harlem has

pushed forward as the white pop-

ulation has moved westward

across Eighth Avenue to St.

Nicholas Park and up beyond
1 45th Street almost to the bound-

ary of the Polo Grounds, and

south of 1 25th Street, between

Eighth and Lenox Avenues. Dur-

ing that time the fine building of a

Swedish congregation west of St. Philip's P. E. Church
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Eighth Avenue has been taken over by a body of Negro Con-

gregationalists, the Grace Congregational Church of Har-
lem. The imposing structure of a Lutheran Church at Edge-
combe Avenue and i4Oth Street has been bought and occupied

by the Calvary Independent Methodist Church. According to

a recent announcement, the Mt. Olivet Baptist Church, one

of the oldest and largest Negro congregations in the city, after

worshipping for many years in a church house in 53rd Street,

has purchased for $450,000 the beautiful Adventist Temple,
built of white Indiana limestone, at i2Oth Street.

Quite as interesting as these acquisitions of existing edi-

fices has been the success of Negro congregations in erect-

ing new church structures in the face of the high cost of

land and building construction in Manhattan. About fif-

teen years ago St. Philip's Protestant Episcopal Church sold

its property in the Pennsylvania Station zone for a large

sum and used a part of the proceeds to erect, under the

supervision of a Negro architect, an attractive and very
serviceable brick church building and parish house on lots

extending from I33rd to i34th Streets. The Abyssinian

Baptist Church sold its property in 4Oth Street and built,

on 1381!] Street, a church building and community house

at a cost of about $325,000. In plan and program, like

many of the churches named here it is a thing of beauty and

an instrument of service. "Mother Zion" Church, of the

African Methodist Episcopal Zion connection, found about

twenty years ago that its constituency was becoming too

far removed from its location in Bleecker Street. A fine

structure therefore was erected in 86th Street where its

leaders thought a Negro neighborhood would develop, but

the subway opened up and carried Negroes farther north.

About twelve years ago "Mother Zion" moved again and

erected a building in I36th Street. To accommodate its

growing institutional activities a

new addition to the structure is

now completed on a plot which

runs through to I37th Street. In

a triangle near I38th Street, St.

Mark's Methodist Episcopal

Church, now in the mid-town

district, is erecting an institutional

structure to cost a half million

dollars.

In the purchase of buildings

from white congregations and in

the erection of new structures, the

development in Negro church

equipment in New York is typical

of what has happened on smaller

scale in such cities as Baltimore,

Chicago, Cleveland, Saint Louis.

Also in a few smaller cities

churches have made commendable

efforts to meet the growing de-

mands of these people. In Saint

Louis during the observance of

Race Relations Sunday this winter
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delegations from white congregations that had sold their

structures to Negro congregations returned for services on

that day to their former churches to worship with the pres-

ent occupants. St. John's Congregational Church in Spring-

field, Mass., Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

of Chicago, the Sharp Street Methodist Church of Balti-

more, Olivet Baptist Church in Chicago, "the largest

Protestant church in the world," with nearly 11,000 mem-

bers, and the Second 'Baptist Church of Detroit are out-

standing examples of a broad and vigorous institutional

service.

THE Negro church is at once the most resourceful and

the most characteristic organized force in the life of

the Negroes of the Northern cities as it was in the Southern

communities from which they come. Some of its main

problems may be summarized in a four-fold statement :

1. To provide adequate buildings and other physical equipment
for attracting and serving the rapidly increasing popula-
tions.

2. To give fellowship to newcomers who have been con-
nected with the church of the same faith and order in

their former homes.

3- To have adequate personnel and organization for render-

ing social service in the housing, health, recreational and
other needs of a large proportion of the masses in the

community.
4. To meet with understanding and wisdom the increasing

throng of intelligent people, who know little of serfdom,
and who feel the urge of their vigorous years in the tur-

moil of the city.

We have spoken of typical solutions of the first of these ;

let us now consider the others.

So recently have men of all races come to dwell in cities

that their churches often have the organization and equip-
ment typical of the small town and rural district. This is

especially the case with the Negro church because only in

the past sixty years have its constituents been moving with

the population stream from the rural districts to urban
centers. Only within the last twenty years have the num-
bers assumed large proportions in most of the communities

that have grown up around the industrial plants of

the Northern cities. As Negroes moved North they have

brought their church with them. Individuals and groups,

mainly of Baptists and Methodists, have transferred their

relationships from the little churches of their Southern com-

munities to the "watch-care" or to full membership of

churches of the "same faith and order" in Northern com-

munities. In a few cases whole congregations from South-

ern communities have moved North together and brought

their pastors with them. In other cases Negro churches in

Northern cities, which before the heavy migration of the

last ten years had small struggling congregations, have in-

creased their membership to large numbers and have become

powerful in resources. Many of them have able min-

isters who, like the physicians, lawyers, editors, and busi-

ness men who followed in the wake of the wage-earners,

have come from the South to answer the Northern call.

Back in the Southern communities the little rural church,

conspicuous for its bell tower, rests among the trees beside

the road. It is the natural meeting place of the people once

or twice a month when the non-resident minister comes to

preach, and when the weather does not make the roads un-

fit for travel. Often the people come as far as ten or fif-

teen miles. Frequently they bring baskets of food and re-

main all day. Between the enthusiastic and extended ser-

vices and amid the social amenities of meal time, they

exchange the gossip of the countryside, the wisdom and

experience of the cropping season, and the prospects, hopes

and fears of the future.

In the typical Southern town or small city one or two

churches of each of the more popular denominations, par-

ticularly of Baptists and the four principal Methodist de-

nominations, have a resident minister. The church building

is better built than those of the churches in the open country

and the services are held usually every Sunday with Sunday-

School for the children. The church enters considerably,

too, into the leisure time and recreational life of the people

by an occasional sociable or picnic, stereopticon exhibition,

and, on rare occasions, a traveling moving picture show.

Around the church revolve the interests of family life.

The churches in the larger cities such as Atlanta, Memphis,
Louisville or Richmond, in architectural design, physical

facilities, and personnel compare reasonably with other

favorable phases of Negro life. In Norfolk one of the lead-

'Mother Zion", A.M.E. Zion Church Mt. Olivet Baptist Church Abyssinian Baptist Church
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ing Baptist churches, under the guidance of a young col-

lege-trained man, has a community program including ex-

tension classes for boys and girls, day nursery, playground
and other social features.

From these communities of the South rural districts,

towns and cities thousands of Negroes have moved to

Northern cities. With the rapid increase of colored popu-
lations in the Northern cities, church facilities have not

been adequate either in seating space for the assembly of

worshippers, in arrangements for religious education, still

in its infancy among white groups, or in sufficient person-
nel to give the service of social ministry to the thousands

that come. For example, in 1920 the estimated seating

capacity of Negro churches in Greater New York was about

24,000. In 1924 with the increase that has been made

by taking over additional churches from white congregations
and the erection of commodious buildings, the estimated

seating capacity of twenty-seven Negro churches and six-

teen missions in Harlem alone is about 21,000. There are

thirteen churches with estimated seating capacity from 500
to 2,500 each

; the others range from 2OO to 400.
The thirst of the people for the cooling water brooks

of religion is shown in the way they crowd the buildings that

are available. Examples are many. The seats of the large
auditorium of the Abyssinian Baptist Church are filled

when the hour of service arrives and often standing room
is at a premium. St. Philip's Protestant Episcopal Church,
with a service of high church type, is often crowded to the

doors on Sunday morning. Mother Zion African Method-
iVt Kpiscopal Church and Metropolitan Baptist Church often

have larger numbers than they can comfortably seat. Fre-

quently some of these churches have overflow services.

Besides the large self-supporting congregations with well-

appointed buildings, there are nearly a score of "house-front"

and "mission" churches. The "mission" churches are those

that receive a part of their support from denominational

missionary or extension societies which are stirred to action

by the teeming unchurched masses of the district. These
societies subsidize salaries of ministers, assist in the pur-
chase of buildings or in other ways help to extend their

denominational effort to evangelize and serve the people of

this region. The "house-front" churches are started usually

when some individual who has felt the call to the ministry

has gathered about himself a little flock, or when several

persons join together and ask a minister to lead them. The
purchase of an equity in a private house is usually made.

The double parlors on the first floor are used for church

purposes while the upper floors serve as a residence for the

minister or for other tenants.

THE organization, support and operation of Negro
churches have become increasingly independent of white

people. Negroes have thus had valuable experience and

group training in standing upon their own legs and in going
forward to achieve ends mapped out by themselves. The
Negro churches are almost exclusively racial both in their

membership and in their administration. Even congrega-
tions that belong to denominations made up of a majority
of white communicants, such as the Protestant Episcopal,

Methodist Episcopal and the Congregational Churches, are

for all practical purposes autonomous, exercising great in-

dependence in government and being controlled only to a

nominal extent by the general organization.

In no place, perhaps, is the independent, voluntary char-

acter of the Negro church better illustrated than in Harlem.

One of the strongest Baptist churches in this area has

been developed during the past fifteen years under the guid-

ance of a minister of striking power, who once remarked

that "a leader is a fellow who has some followers." In about

ten years his preaching and work have enlarged a handful

of members into a host. With money largely raised by

themselves, they moved from a dingy brick basement to

one of Harlem's best stone church edifices. St. Philip's

Protestant Episcopal Church is widely known for its finan-

cial resources; it purchased, more than ten years ago, a

number of apartment houses in I35th Street. Three of

these churches have parish houses, three others have institu-

tional equipment, and two others that are soon to come

into the district have announced their plans for developing
work along these lines.

With the growth of numbers there has been concentration

of Negro communicants in distinctly Negro congregations,

and the denominations made up altogether of members of

the race have shown especially (Continued on page 708)

Me'ropolitan Baptist Church Williams Institutional C. M. E. Church St. Philip's P. E. Church
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HARLEM
is a new community. Its social work

structure, slight as it is, is probably more effective

for that reason
; it has been built flexibly and not

around a set of fixed ideas.

New as it is, however, Harlem inherited its physical

framework. One of its best informed leaders remarks that

the Negro in Harlem is like the poor relation who inherits

a limousine: he can ill afford to keep it going. Harlem
was built for families with incomes well above the average.
The Negroes who find themselves masters of it have not,

in the mass, attained to that standard. So the mere pres-

sure to win and hold shelter imposes a tax on the wage-earner
that leaves little margin for self-improvement, and less for

cooperative social activity. Out of Harlem's pinched resour-

ces, again, have come surprising sums for church buying and

building, as Mr. Haynes testifies. While several of these

churches have distinguished themselves by providing institu-

tional facilities and using them for needed social service, most
of them have not, so that the wave of church-building has

meant that the lion's share of the money Harlem has had to

give away has gone into brick and stone.

Harlem's newness affects also the personal resources on
which social work must draw. There is a leisure class in

Harlem, but it is not a large one, and it is not yet widely
diversified. Its money is new money, and much of it has

been made, not in the ordinary turnover of varied trades and

industries, but in the more picturesque enterprises cabarets,

the stage, sports, sumptuary establishments. Rich as Harlem
is in personal good-will and neighborly helpfulness, it is not

such money as this that makes good "prospects" for social

work financing.

Nor is the community as a whole, in spite of its apparent

cohesiveness, knit closely together. It has been recruited too

quickly from elements too diverse. It has been hammered

together by segregation, to be sure, but the unity that results

is different in kind from that which grows slowly among
people who live together and in a particular place by their

own full choice. Harlem is probably no more factional or

parochial than the typical American city of 150,000 or 2OO,-

ooo souls, but it is not safe to argue from the accident of

color that it is less so.

The leaders in Harlem social work are sensitive to these

facts. They recognize the comparative inexperience of the

Negro in organized social effort, and welcome the technical

aid and advice of the maturer organizations of New York.

Whether those organizations have been fully aware of their

responsibility to the rapidly growing Negro community is a

fair question. A recent conference on delinquency, for

instance, revealed an almost total lack of attention to the

underprivileged Negro boy. A thorough-going social survey
of Harlem had New York any cooperative body capable

of making one would no doubt uncover so many unmet and

ill-met needs that the "downtown" agencies would be spurred

to more adequate and more imaginative cooperation with
those groups among the Negroes which are already struggling
with their own difficult problems with growing initiative

and self reliance.

Granting the handicaps to community organization, it

is true that Harlem has exceptional resources in the service

of professional volunteers notably such physicians as those

who compose the North Harlem Medical Association. Henry
Street nurses testify to the unusually cordial cooperation of

local doctors with their work ; the eagerness with which the

services of the New York Tuberculosis Committee were re-

ceived and used, and the long association of Negro physi-

cians with the local work of the Charity Organization So-

ciety, are cases in point. Negro dentists not only give their

time for clinical service but have clubbed together to buy
equipment for their clinic.

WHAT agencies has Harlem for social work? The list

is a long one, and to answer the question fully here

is clearly impossible. Only a handful can be mentioned.

The work of the churches, for example, is presented else-

where in this issue: here it may be said in passing that they

are doing yeoman service in meeting one of Harlem's most

pressing needs that for day nursery care for the children

of thousands of employed women, many of whom work the

long hours of the domestic servant.

Harlem is fortunate above other communities of its size in

having one generalized community agency. While the New
York Urban League has a specific program of its own, its

significance is that it links up the social and civic work to

be done with the potential workers in the community. It

pioneers in its own right, and it organizes lines of communi-

cation after it has shown the way. It has had a hand in the

beginning of a number of enterprises which, once begun,

it has left free to develop. It has recently formed a con-

tinuing committee of one hundred women representing the

whole community. Subcommittees deal with special phases

of the Urban League program, but the group as whole is in

readiness for any call and limits itself by no fixed objectives.

The staff of the League, which of course is Negro, has called

together a luncheon conference of fourteen local executives

from social, health and educational agencies who meet per-

iodically for common counsel. It serves as a clearing-house

for newcomers in New York, and for specialized workers.

It functions, in other words, a little like a nascent com-

munity council.

The range of its own activities may be imagined from the

article on another page by Mr. Johnson of the National

Urban League. Like the national body, it is controlled by
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a board of white and Negro directors, with the Quaker tra-

dition strong among them ; like the national body, it devotes

much attention to the special problems of the Negro in

industry. It studies and promotes vocational opportunities;

it seeks to adjust the Negro in industry to his employer and

the unions; in some fields it does individual placement work.

In housing it acts as a medium between tenants and owners ;

in recreation it has labored with but a remote hope of suc-

cess for public outdoor playgrounds, of which there is

but one, and that on the western fringe, in all Harlem. In

health it is centering its efforts now on the problem of con-

valescense, and on the annual health week. Some indication

of its standing in Harlem may be seen in the fact that its

income from local membership has increased more than six-

fold in five years.

It is the Urban League, too, which has provided the nu-

cleus for a central social service building. It shares the

dwelling-house which it now owns (and which is soon to be

enlarged) with the Henry Street Visiting Nurse service and

with the Harlem Tuberculosis Committee of the New York

Tuberculosis. Association.

The Henry Street Nurses do their customary work, and

place special emphasis on a prenatal clinic. The Tuberculosis

Committee comes near to being a general public health agen-

cy. Its chairman, a Negro physician, is a member of the board

of directors of the New York Tuberculosis Association. Its

program, shaped by a group made up about equally of Negro

physicians and laymen and white social workers, and in the

hands of a Negro staff, is a broad and flexible interpretation

of the anti-tuberculosis campaign. Beginning with health

talk's in the churches and schools, it has come to include

school nutrition classes; summer institutes at which local

physicians have an opportunity to study the best technique

in the handling of tuberculosis an opportunity which is the

more valuable because even in New York the limitations

on hospital experience hinder the training of Negroes in

medicine; medical examinations; a health club for mothers ;

and a free dental clinic organized at the behest of local

dentists, with a volunteer staff of thirteen. It served as

the gathering point for the Harlem Health Conference and

each year gives the executive service necessary for carrying

on Health Week in behalf of this conference.

Other agencies too are building up their community con-

tacts. For example, during the past year the district secretary

of the Charity Organization Society has been released from

casework in order to develop community-wide relationships.

A special committee on Negro problems, organized some

years ago on the initiative of Negroes, has by a gradual and

natural process been merged with the district committee,

which thus becomes interracial, and there has been growing
local support for the Negro case-worker on the district staff.

The A. I. C. P., and other city-wide organizations, render

their usual services in Harlem under central office direction.

THE
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Asso-

ciations, both directed and officered entirely by Negroes,
both housed in handsome new buildings in central locations,

provide two much-used social centers for Harlem. The Y.

M. C. A. serves about a thousand members with a dormitory,

games, religious, athletic and social group activities, an em-

ployment office, a swimming pool and gymnasium, and, this

year for the first time, with a summer camp. Thanks to a

productive plant it is very nearly self-supporting. By way
of community service, it keeps a well-informed secretary on

duty all night to direct and help newcomers in New York

(sent often by the Negro red-caps at the stations) ; main-

tains a rooming-house directory; opens its pool one morn-

ing a week through the summer to all boys of the neighbor-

hood ; and was the first association in the city to institute

"splash week," during which every boy in the local schools

white or black who does not know how to swim is given

free instruction.

The Young Women's Christian Association, with a nom-

inal fee, has two thousand members. For the time being it

is without dormitory facilities, but it too maintains an all-

night service and refers girls and women to suitable rooms,

not to mention more difficult social adjustments, and its

cafeteria is much used by both men and women. Emphasis

is placed on a wide range of trade training courses. The in-

dex of the educational department's booklet is intriguing:

Bible, Bookkeeping, Business English, Charm School,

Children's Sewing, Citizenship, Crochet Beading, Dennison

Craft, Dressmaking and Designing, English, Eyebrow-Eye-
lash Culture, Facial Massage, Filing. ... A valued com-

munity service is given by the association merely by opening

its meeting-rooms to various outside groups groups which

have made themselves so much at home that they often

schedule their meetings without consulting their host! And
no one can doubt that the agreeably-furnished lobby where

girls and their friends of both sexes are welcome adds greatly

to the amenities of huddled Harlem.

THE
branch of the New York Public Library which

stands on the main cross thoroughfare of Harlem,

I35th Street, seeks to be what the Carnegie Corporation

would call an intelligence center. Its staff includes both

white and Negro librarians. It has held exhibitions of

Negro art and readings of Negro literature. On March i it

will open a loan exhibition of the original portraits and draw-

ings by Winold Reiss which are reproduced in this number,

together with a number of others made at the same time,

some of which will appear in future issues of The Survey.

The library is now beginning to build up a special stud-

ents' collection of Negro literature. Although there is rich

and varied material by and about Negroes, it is so widely

scattered in homes, in bookshops, in great reference libraries

where it is a small part of the whole, and in private collec-

tions that it is comparatively unknown to most white people

and to a large proportion of Negroes themselves. The library

will set apart a special floor where such a collection may be

easily available, with a competent colored librarian in charge,

and has already formed a permanent organization of men
and women to lend it support and to preserve and stabilize

its policies. Much of the material sought for this collection

consists of rare, out-of-print or costly books. It is hoped

that many such now lost to the public in garrets or second-

hand shops will find their way to a collection so well-founded

and so safeguarded for public use. Much material usually

regarded as ephemeral will be considered an essential part:
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photographs, broadsides, prints, newspaper articles, auto-

graphed letters, and the like. Survey readers who can

help in gathering such material are invited to do so

and should communicate with Ernestine Rose, branch libra-

rian, 103 West 1 35th Street, New York.

THE
Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation Act

was on January 2O declared ultra vires, or as we should

say, unconstitutional, by the Lords of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council. The purpose of the act was to enable

the Dominion Government to appoint anywhere in Canada a

board of conciliation and investigation to which the dispute

between an employer and his employes might be referred.

Among other things it made it unlawful for an employer to

lock-out or for a workman to strike, on account of the dis-

pute, prior to or during the reference, and imposed an obli-

gation on employes and employers to give thirty day's notice

of any intended change affecting wages and hours.

The powers of the Dominion Government, conferred upon
it by the Imperial Parliament, are defined in the British

North America Act. Under a section of this act, the Domi-
nion Parliament has a general power to make laws for Ca-
nada as a whole ; but these laws are not to relate to classes

of subjects assigned to the provinces, unless their enactment

falls under heads specifically enumerated in the act. Ex-

ceptions to this rule might arise in case of war and of emer-

gencies affecting the entire dominion such as the outbreak and

spread of epidemic disease. The Supreme Court of Ontario
had upheld the Disputes Act on the ground that a strike

might conceivably spread from province to province and so

create a menace to the dominion as a whole. It rested its

argument largely upon an earlier decision of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council that it was within the com-

petence of the Dominion Parliament to establish a uniform

system for prohibiting the liquor traffic throughout Canada

excepting under restrictive conditions. The Judicial Com-
mittee finds that this decision is not applicable to the case of

the Industrial Disputes Act, on the ground that at the

period of the passing of the Canada Temperance Act an

emergency affecting Canada as a whole must be assumed to

have existed, whereas neither in 1907 when the Disputes
Act was passed nor since that time has a strike or lockout

constituted such an emergency.
The final court of appeal in the British Empire therefore

finds that in passing the Industrial Disputes Investigation

Act, the Dominion Parliament exceeded its powers and after

eighteen years of the law's operation declares it invalid.

IN
a report which celebrated its semi-centennial, the Board

of Health of Michigan tells of the remote days of the

seventies and eighties when people had hardly heard of germs.
One visitor, gazing through a microscope, asked how long
those germs were, and learned with visible relief that

2O,OOO of them, laid in a row, would measure approximately
one inch. "Oh," she said, "I'm not afraid of them little fel-

lers." Within the past three months, however, some of

them little fellers, and the belief of the public in their un-

seen powers, has laid low an industry which involves millions,

of dollars annually. As some hundreds of cases of typhoid

fever, with scores of deaths, have been numbered in

New York, Chicago and other cities which draw their sup-

plies of oysters from the Atlantic beds, such a state of public

panic has been created that oystermen from the Chesapeake
northward are out of work ; their season is almost over and

their oysters have had no sale. Though some branches of the-

oyster industry have persisted in an unfortunate policy of

shilly-shally, pointing accusing fingers at lettuce or celery as

the source of the epidemic, the bulk of the group of producers

have accepted sensibly the inescapable inference that there

has been some pollution of oysters somewhere. They are ready
to do almost anything to restore public confidence, but what f

A Vigilance Committee of the producers centering in New
York pledge their word of honor that only oysters of the

most impeccable quality are admitted to the New York

markets ; other groups are crying for government investiga-

tion and certification. The Secretary of Commerce has asked
1

Congress to appropriate $25,000 for a survey into the oyster

industry to remove conditions which might cause typhoid or

other disease, to be administered in all probability by the

United States Public Health Service, which conducted a se-

ries of similar studies before the war. Whether the oyster

industry succeeds in cleaning its own house, or we shall be

obliged to bring in the government broom, it, and any other

industry which observe its pitiful and generally undeserved1

plight, have had an impressive lesson in the sensitiveness of

the popular mind to the germ theory, in the economies of

prevention over cure and in the fact that an industry, like

a chain, is judged by its weakest link.

THE
dismissal of the notorious suit to test the constitu-

tionality of California's minimum wage law fsee The

Survey, Feb. 15, 1925) leaves the question of the constitu-

tionality of the law, so far as the California state courts are

concerned, where it was before.

In Wisconsin Federal Judge Claude Z. Luse has made

permanent the preliminary injunction restraining the In-

dustrial Commission from enforcing the provisions of the

minimum wage law relative to adult women workers in the

plant of the Folding Furniture Works. In his ruKng

Judge Luse stated that "this case involves no attack upon
that part of the minimum wage law which applies to the

wages of minors. This court is bound to apply the prin-

ciple of the Adkins case to the one at bar, and it is therefore

held that the Wisconsin Act, so far as it affects the plain-

tiff in employing adult women is invalid."

In view of the fact that the members of the Industrial

Welfare Commission of California, as defendants in the

suit against the state minimum wage law, while accepting

the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the

Adkins case, leaned heavily upon the contention that that

decision did not properly apply in the differing environment

and circumstances surrounding the state's minimum wage

laws, this ruling of Judge Luse in the Folding Furniture case

gives occasion for serious apprehension. Doubt with respect

to the future status of minimum wage legislation is increased
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by the similar action of the Supreme Court of Porto Rico. Be-

cause of the decision of the United States Supreme Court

that the minimum wage law of the District of Columbia was

not a health measure and was unconstitutional, the Supreme
Court of Porto Rico has reversed its earlier favorable deci-

sion and has declared the Minimum Wage Act of 1919 un-

constitutional .

WHEN
the American delegation entered gallantly into

the opium affray at Geneva it had three main prop-

ositions: to "pull up the poppy," that is, to limit the pro-

duction of raw opium; to abolish the smoking of opium in

the East through a ten years' period of progressive restriction ;

and to establish a Central Board of Control to list and

check the amount of opium needed in each country for manu-

facture for home use or export, and control shipments from

one country to another. The poppy is not to be pulled up,

at least for the present ; the abolition of opium smoking is

shoved off almost indefinitely ; but the Central Board of

Control has been salvaged out of the confusion of crossed

interests, and apparently the United States and Germany are

to be asked to appoint representatives to sit with the Coun-
cil of the League in the election of its members.

The first opium conference, which was convened last Nov-

ember, met to consider the question of opium smoking in the

East. The tangible result of that conference is the con-

vention abolishing the "farm system," with an attached pro-

tocol. This convention removes opium from the field of

private sale and profit, and makes its distribution a govern-
ment monopoly an essential stage in the process of gov-
ernment regulation. The protocol, embodying a British

suggestion, would limit smoking opium through a period of

fifteen years, to start after an impartial commission has de-

cided that the time is ripe for it that is, in effect, when

smuggling has been stopped, when China has established in-

ternal control which will afford some check on the appalling

recrudescense of opium growing in her provinces, and when
the force of public opinion in the other eastern states will

permit more drastic regulation than their representatives

now declare possible. The policy of registering and ration-

ing opium addicts was affirmed as a declaration of principle.

In the meantime all the states are to use all possible means

to check the practice. This is a disappointing application of

the principle in Article 6 of the Opium Convention that

"The Contracting Powers shall take measures for the grad-

ual and effective suppression of the manufacture of, internal

trade in, and use of, prepared opium."
The second conference, of powers which produce

opium and other products from which narcotic drugs are

manufactured, has set up the Central Board of Control

practically according to the American plan. This board is

to consist of eight persons, not government employes, chosen

to inspire general confidence by reason of their technical

competence, impartiality and disinterestedness. It will re-

ceive estimates from the various governments stating in ad-

vance their probable requirements of opium for medical and

scientific uses. Every three months it will receive and publish

estimates of the current imports and exports of opium. The

discrepancy between the amount necessary for medicinal pur-

poses and the amount actually imported in each instance

will give a continuous indication of the quantities diverted

to illegitimate uses. If an undue amount is shipped to any
one point, the board can call the attention of the nations to

the phenomenon, and request that shipments be suspended

pending investigation. It has no administrative power ex-

cept publicity. What the effect or whether there will be an

effect of this new machinery can be determined only by
actual trial of it. It certainly will show where the raw

opium is going, and how much of the manufactured product
is accounted for in legitimate export or home use; more-

over it offers the inspiring precedent of an international

body met to consider the world's supply and distribution of

one raw material on the basis of national needs. Supported

by vigorous public opinion that principle might go far.

A1IDE
from their administrative achievements, the two

conferences have accomplished a piece of public educa-

tion of enormous magnitude, though many of their revela-

tions have been negative. They have shown the tremendous

complexities which beset the carrying out of any straight-

forward policy in the control of the world's supply of opium.
Before that can be assured, China must put down her civil

wars; Persia and Turkey, which produce opium for export,

say that they must have loans and other help to enable them
to change the custom of centuries and adapt other crops to

the regions where opium now is grown ; Jugo-Slavia must

provide for her opium farmers; India, which alone eats

opium, must discontinue the practice by domestic legislation,

or yield the principle, hitherto guarded jealously, that her

habits are subject to international agreement; the colonies of

the western powers in the Orient must find a substitute for

the opium revenue and some method other than the keeping
of opium dens, to attract Chinese coolie labor ; and a network

of smuggling, spread over the East, the Philippines, linked

even to the Occident, must be broken. Ideally the logical

method to cut under all these difficulties would have been to

stop excess cultivation of the poppy, and nip opium in the bud.

Since the largest producer, China, has apparently no power
to enforce such policy on her subjects, and the other countries

have at present no intention or desire to do so (if the ability)

the actual achievement of the conferences the Central

Board must be accepted as important in its potentialities,

and as a present tool for focussing and bringing into action

that part of the world's public opinion which believes that

opium must and shall go.

TUST a year afer The Survey's Giant Power number

J went to press, its forecasts of the social consequences

reasonably to be anticipated from the rapid extension

of large scale electrical development are sustained and re-

enforced by the scholarly and illuminating report of Penn-

sylvania's Giant Power Survey Board. 1 he authenticity

of The Survey's forecasts was largely due to the generous

cooperation of Morris Llewellyn Cooke, director of the

work of the Board whose findings and recommendations
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Governor Pinchot laid before Pennsylvania's General As-

sembly on February 17.

On the basis of intensive research carried on under his

direction during the past year by an expert corps of en-

gineers and economists, Mr. Cooke reaffirms our conclusion

that electrical development, and especially the art of trans-

mitting current in large volume over great distances prac-

tically without loss, has brought us to the threshold of

momentous changes in our industrial, home and farm man-

agement, and transportation technique which will vitally

affect conditions of life in both urban and rural areas.

These changes are already in process on a gigantic scale.

It is only a matter of months before electric energy generat-

ing and distributing companies will be interconnected from

Chicago to the Gulf, from the Atlantic Coast to the Great

Plains, from the state of Washington to and across the

Mexican border. The quantity of electric energy now used

for heat, light and power is such that in view of the present

trend toward tying together the generating, transmitting

and distribution systems, unprecedented economies are with-

in reach. "This," says Mr. Cooke, "makes possible not

only a widespread distribution but a revolutionary increase

in the use of electricity in factory and in home, on the farm

and in transportation."

These social advantages will not accrue to the great

masses of our people unless they bring to bear upon the

electrical industry the control of an enlightened public opin-

ion. "No one," says Governor Pinchot in his message of

transmittal, "who studies the electrical developments al-

ready achieved and those planned for the immediate future

can doubt that a unified electrical monopoly extending into

every part of this nation is inevitable in the very near fu-

ture." It is impossible, he affirms, to imagine the force

and intimacy with which such a monopoly will touch and

affect, for good or evil, the life of every citizen. "The time

is fully in sight when every household operation from heat-

ing and cooking to sweeping and sewing will be performed

by the aid of electrical power ; when every article on the

average man's breakfast table, every item of clothing, every

piece of his furniture, every tool of his trade, will have

been manufactured or transported by electric power; when

the home, the farm and the factory will be electrically light-

ed, heated and operated ; when from morning to night, from

the cradle to the grave, electric service will enter at every

moment and from every direction into the daily life of

every man, woman and child in America." The question

before us, he adds, is not whether there shall be such a

monopoly, but whether we as a people shall control it or

shall permit it to control us whether we shall respect the

human wastes and tragedies which were the by-products of

the steam revolution, or whether by taking counsel of that

experience we shall make the new giant more the servant

than the master of our common life.

The report of Pennsylvania's Giant Power Survey Board

is not only a great state paper but such a treasure house of

information arranged and simply interpreted for the use of

the laymen as has never before been available on the su-

premely important subject with which it deals, and which

is of direct concern to men and women in every branch of

social activity industry, education, health and family case-

work. Readers who were interested in The Survey's Giant

Power number will be glad to know that a limited number

of copies are available upon application to the Giant Power

Survey Board in Harrisburg.
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The Negro in Print

A Selected List of Magazines and Books

By and About Negroes

THE
whole trend of literature about the Negro has turned

from the controversial to the informational within

the last ten years, and a culling of the most outstanding

recent literature has been made for Survey readers. Except

for purposes of historical record, whole libraries of contro-

versial "problem literature" are now obsolete, and the pri-

mary requirements of the new situation are a fresh start

and an open mind. In the general literature of the subject

there are now available comprehensive and well-documented

histories of the Negro, both in relation to America and to

the African origins, with a marked tendency to take the

whole question out of the context of debate and controversy

and set it in terms of factual evidence in an accurate histori-

cal background and perspective. Even in relation to Southern

conditions, the economic and sociological interpretation has

eventually prevailed, and bias and special pleading are fad-

ing out of the literature. The following list is selected for

general reading.

I General Reading
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO, by Benjamin

Brawley. Macmillan. Price $4.00.

THE NEGRO IN OUR HISTORY, by Carter G. Woodson. Third

Edition. Associated Publishers. Price $2.50.

THE NEGRO, by W. E. B. Du Bois. (Home University Library)

Henry Holt. Price $l.OO.

THE GIFT OF BLACK FOLK, by W. E. B. Du Bois. The
Stratford Co.

THE NEGRO FACES AMERICA, by Herbert J. Seligmann. Harper
& Co. Price $2.50.

THE NEGRO FROM AFRICA TO AMERICA, by W. D. Weather-

ford. Doran. Price $5.00.

CHRISTIANITY AND THE RACE PROBLEM, by /. H. Oldham.

Doran. Price $1.75.

RACE ADJUSTMENT, by Kelly Miller. Neale Publishing Co.

THE EVERLASTING STAIN, by Kelly Miller. Associated Publish-

ing Co. $2.50.

More representative still of the modern scientific attitude

and approach, is the marked growth of special studies of the

Negro, not only of the academic type, and of the practical

scientific survey, but also of the reliable popular compendium

of detailed information, the latter especially in connection

with the details of current developments within the Negro

group. Quite noteworthy are the increasing evidences of

liberalism of view on the part of Southern investigators and

of the tendency to go to the Negro himself for that infor-

mation which can only come reliably from inside the group

life. A list has been made of the best available sources of

detailed scientific and sociological information.

II Sociological and Special Studies
A CENTURY OF NEGRO MIGRATION, by Carter G. Woodson.

Associated Publishing Co. Price $2.00.

NEGRO MIGRATION, by Thomas J. Woofter. W. D. Gray Co.

THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO PRIOR TO 1861, by Carter

G. Woodson. Associated Publishing Co.

THE NEGRO IN CHICAGO, Chicago Inter-Racial Commission,

University of Chicago Press.

DARKER PHASES OF THE SOUTH, jy Frank J. Tannenbaum.

Putnam. Price $2.00.

THE SOUTHERN OLIGARCHY, by William H. Skaggs. Devin-

Adair Co. Price $5.00.
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OPPORTUNITY
And the Creative Life of theNewNegro

Of the Negro magazines published in the United
States, none is more consistently interested in stim-

ulating and encouraging artistic expression among
the younger generation of Negroes than OPPOR-
TUNITY: Journal of Negro Life, published by
the National Urban League. Each month between
its compact pages it has boldly and resistlessly

fought for a hearing for that rapidly expanding
class of Negroes scattered all over the United
States who are endeavoring to live the creative

life who through poem or story or play or musi-
cal composition are passionately striving to bring
to the surface of our materially stimulated con-

sciousness something of the pathos and romance
and unflagging spirit of the black man.

Firm in its belief that it is this class that is

going to determine largely the character of Negro-
white relationships on the American scene, OP-
PORTUNITY believes that the more Roland

Hayes, the more Paul Robesons, Countee Cullens
and Rene Marans the Negro can produce, the bet-

ter for the race and the country at large.
* *

Facts about the race problem are essential in

these troublous days. To the columns of OPPOR-
TUNITY the foremost students of race contribute

their researches. Abreast of social movements, the

trends in the science of the question, and constantly

seeking new light and some expression of a live-

able philosophy, this journal provides a dependable
cross-section view of America's most perplexing

problem. For this it is recognized: sixty univer-

sity classes in Sociology find constant use for it;

116 Public Libraries subscribed to it last year.

Among other articles there appear in the March
issue: "Certain Preliminary Observations in a

Study of Negro-White Crossings," by Dr. Mel-
ville J. Herskovits; "Race Prejudice," by Herbert J.

Seligman; "The Impermanancy of Esthetic Values"

(a chapter from a forthcoming book) by V. F.

Calverton, Editor of the Modern Quarterly; "The
Fifteenth Year," a Record of Urban League Ac-

complishment, by Eugene Kinckle Jones, Exec-

utive Secretary; "Dark Children Who Work," by
R. Maurice Moss; "Obstacles to Race Coopera-

tion," by Bruno Lasker; "The Story of Ira

Aldridge;" "Bargains Come High," by Kate
Richards O'Hane; "The Negro Audience," by
Willis Richardson ; Poetry, by Countee P. Cullen,
Esther Popel and Angelina Grimke; Editorials,

by Charles S. Johnson; Book Reviews and an array
of social information.

' -USE THIS FORM

OPPORTUNITY (Journal of Negro Life,

127 East zjrd Street, New York City.
I enclose

Send bill for

$1.50 for one year's subscription to

Name

Address



WHYHAVE LYNCHINGS

DECREASED
FROM 60 A YEAR TO 16 IN 1924?

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED
PEOPLE OFFERS IN EVIDENCE THE FACTS BELOW:

I

3 ^

4

The N.A.A.C.P., beginning 1916, has SPENT MORE THAN $50,000 in the first and

only organi/ed, persistent, intensive campaign of fact and education against lynching in

America.

The N.A.A.C.P. has HELD MORE THAN 4,000 PUBLIC MEETINGS and has
distributed MILLIONS OF PIECES OF LITERATURE.

The N.A.A.CP. has INVESTIGATED 44 LYNCHINGS ON THE SPOT, often at

risk of life of the investigators, and has spread the facts obtained throughout the civilized

world.

The N.A.A.C.P. FORCED THE DYER ANTI-LYNCHING BILL THROUGH
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES by a vote of 230 to 119, making that meas-
ure a national issue.

The N.A.A.C.P. published "Thirty Years of Lynching," a iO5-page book, the ONLY
AUTHENTIC RECORD OF LYNCHING IN AMERICA.

The N.A.A.C.P. HELD THE FIRST NATIONAL ANTI-LYNCHING CONFER-
ENCE in New York, in 1919. Among those attending were Charles Evans Hughes,
Governor O'Neill of Alabama, and Moorfield Storey. This Conference issued an

ADDRESS TO THE NATION signed by 4 attorneys-general, 7 governors, 20 leading
Southerners, and others.

The N.A.A.C.P. SPENT $6,980 in reaching 5 million people through "THE SHAME
OF AMERICA," a full-page advertisement in leading dailies throughout the country,

setting forth the plain facts about lynching.

The N.A.A.C.P. sent a MEMORIAL TO THE SENATE urging enactment of the

Dyer Bill, the signers including 24 STATE GOVERNORS, 39 MAYORS, 88 BISHOPS
AND CHURCHMEN, 29 COLLEGE PRESIDENTS AND PROFESSORS, 30
PROMINENT EDITORS, and many other influential persons.

9
COMMENT OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REP-

. RESENTATIVES' (1924): "We believe that the decrease (in lynching) is due to the

publicity given this crime, and the fear of a law by the United States, providing for

punishment for those who participate and are responsible for lynchings. The American

people generally have been for the first time told the truth regarding lynchings, and that

they are not caused by the commission of heinous crimes, except in a small part of the

total number lynched."

BUT LYNCHING IS NOT YET ABOLISHED-THE DYER BILL MUST PASS

IN ADDITION
(In answering this advertitement please mentitn THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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TH NATIONAL
FOR
THEASSOCIATION

ADVANCEMENT
OF COLORED PEOPLE

i. WON BEFORE U. S. SUPREME COURT LOUISVILLE SEGREGATION
CASE IN 1917, MAKING RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION BY STATE OR MU-
NICIPAL ENACTMENT UNLAWFUL. 2. BROUGHT TO LIGHT THE CON-
QUEST AND OPPRESSION OF THE BLACK REPUBLIC OF HAITI. 3. EX-

POSED PEONAGE IN ARKANSAS DURING THE RIOTS OF 1919 AND SAVED
12 COLORED FARMERS FROM DEATH AND 67 FROM LONG PRISON
TERMS TO WHICH THEY HAD BEEN RAILROADED. OBTAINED SU-

PREME COURT DECISION PROTECTING WHITE AS WELL AS BLACK
MEN FROM MOB DOMINATION OF COURT TRIALS. 4- SECURED COM-
MUTATION FROM DEATH SENTENCES AND REDUCTION OF LIFE AND
LONG PRISON TERMS FOR MEMBERS OF 24TH INFANTRY SENTENCED
FOR ALLEGED PARTICIPATION IN HOUSTON, TEXAS, RIOTS OF 1919-

TWENTY-SIX OF THESE MEN HAVE BEEN RELEASED IN THE PAST 12

MONTHS. 5. BEGAN THE FIGHT TO THROW LIGHT UPON THE
NATURE AND METHODS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN. 6. HAS SPONSORED
THREE SESSIONS OF THE PAN-AFRICAN CONGRESS. 7. RECEIVES AN-
NUALLY 400 TO 500 APPEALS FOR LEGAL AID AND ASSISTS MANY IN

NEED OF IT. 8. THROUGH THE ESTABLISHMENT AND AWARD ANNU-
ALLY OF THE SPINGARN MEDAL HAS STIMULATED AND DRAWN PUB-
LIC ATTENTION TO DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT OF COLORED
AMERICANS IN MUSIC, LITERATURE. AND RACE LEADERSHIP.

DO YOU WANT
TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT THIS WORK?

WRITE FOR 1924 ANNUAL REPORT TO

N.A.A.C.P., 69 Fifth Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

WILL YOU HELP?
J. E. SPINGARN, Treasurer,69 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

I enclose my check for $ to be applied to

NAACP work.

Name

Address
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The Negro Problem

By JULIA E. JOHNSEN. 400 pages, $2.25 postpaid

This volume covers the leading aspects of the

Negro problem today in compact and convenient

form. A preliminary view is given of the history

and status of the Negro in our civilization, with

other material of general interest, followed by the

more specific phases of our race relationships: race

prejudice ; amalgamation ;
education ; violence, lynch-

ing, race riots and peonage ; the Negro of the South

and of the North ; Negro suffrage ; the Negro in in-

dustry ; segregation and colonization ; and lastly, the

expression of opinion as to the future, or the way
to racial peace.

A carefully selected, classified and annotated

bibliography completes this volume.

"Unusually good judgment has been used by the com-

piler in selecting these opinions and the result is a well-

balanced symposium." Nation

"A useful book for classes making a survey study of

the negro problem." American Economic Review

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
958-72 University Avenue New York, N. Y.

Tke Womans Press

600 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.

OUT OF THE DARK DOROTHY GUINN

A pageant of the progress of the negro, with

songs and dramatic interludes. .50

LIGHT OF THE WOMEN
FRANCES GUNNER

The service of women yesterday and today,

particularly adapted for use by negro groups.

.50

FOLK SONGS OF MANY PEOPLES
Vol. II

This includes delightful negro folk songs

with songs of North and South America and

Western Europe. 4-

DISCUSSION COURSE ON RACE
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE U. S.

An outline for a frank study of this question.

35

THE NEGRO PRESS IN THE UNITED STATES, by Frederick
Detweiler. University of Chicago Press.

THE VOICE OF THE NEGRO, by Robert E. Kerlin. Dutton.
Price $2.50.

SELECTED ARTICLES ON THE NEGRO PROBLEM, by Julia

E. Johnsen. H. W. Wilson Co. Price $2.25.
THE NEGRO YEAR BOOK, edited by Monroe Work. Tuskegee

Institute. Price $1.00.

CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM AND AFRICA, by E. W . Blyden.
RACES, NATIONS AND CLASSES, by H. A. Miller.

THE NEGRO IN THE NEW WORLD, by Sir H. H. Johnston.

Macmillan. $6.00.
AFRICAN QUESTIONS AT THE PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE, by

G. L. Beers. Macmillan. $6.00.
THE CLASH OF COLOR: A STUDY IN THE PROBLEM OF RACE,

by Basil Matthews. Doran. Price $1.25.
THE BLACK MAN'S BURDEN, by E. D. Morel. London 1920.

Ill Magazines
THE CRISIS, published by the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People, 70 Fifth Ave., New York
City. $1.50 per year. This Association publishes pamphlets
on various phases of Negro life.

THE MESSENGER, published monthly at 2305 Seventh Ave.,
New York City. $1.50 per year.

OPPORTUNITY, published monthly by the National Urban
League, 127 E. 23rd St., New York City. $1.50 per year.

JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY, published quarterly by The
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, Inc.,

Lancaster, Pa., and Washington, D. C.
THE HOWARD REVIEW: A Research Journal. Howard Uni-

versity Press, Washington, D. C.

In general literature, the treatment of Negro life has

taken a turn that can only be called revolutionary, so defi-

nitely and suddenly has literature broken with the traditional

attitudes of previous decades. In drama and fiction the

younger realists have gone in for detailed and serious studies

of Negro life that have scrapped the old stereotypes and

penetrated the true environment and psychology of the

Negro. The older school only went skin-deep into Negro
life : this new school with increasing penetration goes to

the heart of the life it attempts to portray. Another school

takes the aesthetic approach and just as startingly reveals,

both in the African Negro and the American scene, ele-

ments of strange exotic charm, individuality and beauty.

IV The Negro in General Literature
Fiction

BIRTHRIGHT, by T. S. Stribling. Century. Price $1.90.

BLACK AND WHITE, by H. A. Shands. Harcourt, Brace.

Price $1.90.

NIGGER, by Clement Wood. Dutton. Price $2.00.

HOLIDAY, by Waldo Frank. Boni & Liveright. Price $2.00.

PRANCING NIGGER, by Ronald Firbanks. Brentano's. Price

$2.00.
GREEN THURSDAY, by Julia Peterkin. Knopf. Price $2.50.

BLACK CAMEOS, by R. E. Kennedy, A. & C. Boni. Price $2.50.

WITH AESOP ALONG THE BLACK BORDER, by A. E. Gomales.

Drama
GRANNY BOLLING, by Paul Greene. Theatre Arts Magazine.
WHITE DRESSES, by Paul Greene. Theatre Arts Magazine.
GRANNY MAUMEE AND OTHER PLAYS OF THE NEGRO

THEATRE, by Ridgeley Torrence.

THE EMPEROR JONES, by Eugene O'Neill. Boni & Liveright.

Price $2.00.
ALL GOD'S CHILLUN GOT WINGS, by Eugene O'Neill, Boni

& Liveright. Price $2.00.

African Fiction

EBONY AND IVORY, by Llewelyn Powys.
Service. Price $2.00.

BLACK LAUGHTER/ by Llewelyn Powys.
Price $2.50.
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AFRICAN CLEARINGS, by Jean K. Mackenzie. Houghton,
Mifflin. Price $2.50.

THE QUAINT COMPANIONS, by Leonard Merrick. Dutton.

Price $1.90.

GOD'S STEPCHILDREN, by Sarah G. Millin. Boni & Liveright.

Price $2.00.

THE LONG WALK OF SAMBA DIOUF, by Jerome and Jean

Tharattd. Duffield. Price $1.75.

Negro Culture

AFRO-AMERICAN FOLKSONGS, by H. E. Krehbiel.

SONGS AND TALKS FROM THE DARK CONTINENT, by Natalie

Bnrlin Curtis. Schirmer. Price $4.00.

NEGRO CULTURE IN WEST AFRICA, by George W . Ellis. Neale

Publishing Co. Price $2.00.

PRIMITIVE NEGRO SCULPTURE, by Paul Guillaume and

T. Munro. (on press) Barnes Foundation.

African Art Issue of OPPORTUNITY, May 1924.

Sharing increasing contact with the general world of let-

ters, and speaking with a new cultural emphasis and breadth,

Negro authors are collaborating in giving an artistically

conceived version of Negro life and feeling to the world.

V Negro Belles Lettres

Poetry
AMERICAN NEGRO POETRY, compiled by James Weldon John-.

son. Harcourt, Brace & Co. Price $1.75.

AN ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN NEGRO VERSE, compiled by N.l

I. White and C. A. Jackson. Trinity College Press, Durham,'
N. C. Price $2.00.

FIFTY YEARS AND AFTER, by James Weldon Johnson. Corn-

hill. Price $1.25.

THE HOUSE OF FALLING LEAVES, by Wm. Stanley Braithwaite.

Luce. Price $1.00.

SANDY GEE AND OTHER POEMS, by Wm. Stanley Braithwaite.

THE HEART OF A WOMAN & OTHER POEMS, by Georgia

Douglas Johnson. Cornhill. Price $1.25.

BRONZE, by Georgia Douglas Johnson.

HARLEM SHADOWS, by Claude McKaye. Harcourt Brace & Co.

Price $1.35-

THE COLLECTED POEMS OF PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR. Dodd
Mead & Co. Price $2.50.

Drama
RACHEL, by Angelina Grimke.

Fiction
SPORT OF THE GODS, by Paul Laurence Dunbar. Dodd Mead.

Price $1.50.

THE UNCALLED, by Paul Laurence Dunbar.

THE MARROW OF TRADITION, by Charles W . Chesnutt. Hough-
ton Mifflin. Price $1.50.

THE HOUSE BEHIND THE CEDARS, by Charles W. Chesnutt.

Houghton Mifflin. Price $1.50.

THE WIFE OF His YOUTH AND OTHER STORIES, by Charles W .

Chesnutt. Houghton Mifflin. Price $1.50.

THE CONJURE WOMAN, by Charles W . Chesnutt. Houghton
Mifflin. Price $1.25.

THE QUEST OF THE SILVER FLEECE, by W. E. B. Du Bois.

McClurg. Price $1.20.

BATOUALA, by Rene Maran. Seltzer. Price $1.25.

CANE, by Jean Toomer. Boni & Liveright.

THERE is CONFUSION, by Jessie Fauset. Boni & Liveright.

Price $2.00.

THE FIRE IN THE FLINT, by Walter F. White. Knopf.
Price $2.50.

General
THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK, by W. E. B. Du Bois. McClurg.

Price $1.35.

DARKWATER, by W. E. B. Du Bois. Harcourt, Brace. Price

$2.25.

THE POETIC YEAR, by Wm. Stanley Braithwaite. Small, May-
nard. Price $2.oo.

UP FROM SLAVERY, by Booker T. Washington. Houghton
Mifflin.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, Frederick Douglass. A. L.

nere

Confusion
by JESSIE REDMON FAUSET

" A significant novel
* in it the edu-

cated Negro becomes

articulate." The N. Y.

Evening Post.

"The author of THERE
IS CONFUSION can

write. No one who reads

this story can fail to

recognize that fact. This

book can be read with

immense profit by white

and black alike." The
San Francisco Bulletin.

"It is in these glimpses
it gives, of a life about

which the majority of

white people know little

or nothing, that the book

is unusual and interest-

ing." The N. Y. Times.

$2.00

HOLIDAY
by WALDO FRANK

". . . FIFTY years from

now, Holiday will prob-

ably stand out in Amer-
ican literature as a new
landmark . . ." The

Survey.
"As a work of art this

book has few peers. As
a real book, with a sin-

cere motive, it is hardly

CANE
by JEAN

TOOMER

" A distinct achieve-
** ment, unlike any-

thing of this sort done

before. The book is in-

deed a spiritual chron-

icle of the Negro."
ff. Y. Tribune.

"Here is a realist with

an intense dramatic

sense of the mystic, the

unfathomable in life."

Detroit Free Press.

to be approached." San
Francisco Bulletin.

"Waldo Frank is a

genius." Syracuse Post

Standard.

"It is a book of power-
ful visualization and
emotionalism." The

Springfield Republican.
$2.0C

"He has his moments of

sweeping power, and

rarely loses a sense of

moving tragedy or

pathos. He does achieve

striking effects and his

style is peculiarly suited

to the subject the Negro
on the plantations of

Georgia and in the

crowded tenements of

Washington."
The N. y. Evening Post.

$2.00

BONI E LIVERIGHT
GOOD
BOOKS

61 WEST 48'-" STREET

NEW YORK. H.Y
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For Anyone Who Reads, Writes or Studies

here is an indispensable help, with a vast fund of

just the information so frequently needed about words,
people and places. No one who values correctness in

English expression and accuracy of information can
afford to be without the daily aid of

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
Based HP n Webster's

New International

The Best Abridged 'Dictionary
An ever-ready source of knowledge with its vocabu-

lary of 106,000 words its dictionary of biography
its Gazetteer department its foreign words and

phrases its guide to rules of punctuation, use of

capitals, abbreviation, etc. its other special features.

Quick, Accurate Answers to countless varied questions. Who
is Benevente? Where is Le Morte Homme? What is psorosisf
What is the pronunciation of Nietzscheism? the nature of

noi'ocainef the meaning of entente? Many thousands of

questions like these are answered for you in Webster's

The Authority fm_ Cross Word Puzzlers

The thin paper edition is especially
handsome and convenient to handle.

Art Canvas binding, $5.00; Fabrikoid,

$6.00; Leather, $7.50.

Purchase of your bookseller;
or send order and remittance
direct to us; or write for infor-
mation. Free specimen pages
if you mention Survey Graphic.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.

Springfield, Mass.

For the Vital and Unvarnished Truth
Problem Read

About the Race

FROM SUPERMAN TO MAN
By J. A. ROGERS

Highly endorsed by leading thinkers, colored and white.

The Boston Transcript: If this book could be placed in the hands of every
creator of public opinion in the United States it might bring about a

revolution in the country's attitude toward the Negro. . , . The author's

breadth of research, store of information, fascinating style, and convincing

logic are notable.
Prof. 2. Baber, University of Chicago: "From 'Superman' to Man is the

best literature I have read on the subject. I am placing it on the required

reading list for my classes."
The Negro World: "This is the greatest book on the Negro we have ever

Hubert Harrison, lecturer for the Board of Educaton, New York City:
"A genuine treasure. I still insist that From 'Superman' to Man is the

greatest b'pok ever written in English on the Negro and I am glad to know
that increasing thousands of black and white readers re-echo the high

opinion of it which I had expressed some years ago."

Price $1.65 by mail

The Amsterdam New*, 2293 Seventh Ave., New York City

New Opinion of The New Negro

THE MESSENGER
World's Greatest Negro Monthly

15c. per copy
Edited by men luith -vision

2311 7th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

$1.75 a year

M A M M O N A R T
by UPTON SINCLAIR

The most revolutionary criticism of literature and the

arts ever penned.
400 pages, doth $2, paper-bound $i, postpaid.

UPTON SINCLAIR, Pasadena, Calif.

THE CHURCH AND THE NEGRO SPIRIT

(Continued from page 697)

the vigor and power of numbers. In the independent Negro
denominations there are more than 35,000 churches with

over four million members enrolled and church property
valued at over seventy million dollars. In the mixed relig-

ious bodies there are over 6,OOO Negro churches, nearly three

quarter million Negro members enrolled and over seventeen

millions in church property.*

There is a strong racial tie between Negro churches,
both of the independent group and of mixed denominations.

Recently churches of the several denominations of Harlem

joined forces in a league, affiliated with the New York
Church Federation and employed an executive secretary.

Denominational differences are no problem with these

churches as there are frequent visits of delegations from

one congregation to another and frequent ministerial fel-

lowship and exchange of pulpits.

The Negro ministry has been making gradual gains in

intelligence and social vision. The facilities for training

of Negro religious leaders, however, are not commensurate

with the provision for training in other lines. A recent

survey of theological education showed how inadequate
are the curriculum and the personnel of institutions for

theological training of Negro youth. In New York, of

course, all avenues of religious and theological education

are open to Negro leaders, but most of the ministers lived

during their years of training in sections where such facili-

ties were not open to them. Negroes trained in social work
have been on the scene in small numbers the past twelve

or fifteen years, but social plans and programs are yet un-

certain and have not fully engaged the churches. The

Negro churches of Harlem, however, are developing along
these lines. Six churches have trained staff assistants for re-

ligious education and social service. The great demand is

for trained helpers for ministers to foster programs in these

churches which will meet the larger needs of worship, re-

ligious education and social service.

A WHITE visitor to the morning services of a pop-

ular Harlem church remarked, "These people are

taking their religion with intense earnestness. A white

congregation is usually so restrained in their services that

they seem to measure the transaction they are carrying on

with God." The spirit of the Negro people is shown in

the fleeting hours of their amusement and play, in the fur-

tive expression of their appreciation of things beautiful,

and in outpourings of personality and emotion as they

gather in their places of worship, and as they render the

many personal services the one to the other in the routine

of daily life. Free self-expression in these directions is

often limited in America by economic and social discrim-

inations. Emotional experience and the personal experi-

ence of service, however, find large objective opportunity

through the Negro church. The churches of the Negro

people are channels of their spiritual life blood. They are'

less restricted, probably, than any other group organiza-

tion. Especially in the South, from which the majority

of the Negroes in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago and

'

See Negro Yearbook, 1921-22, pp. 202-3.
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other Northern cities have come in the last twenty years,

the church is the most effective community agency for emo-

tional, intellectual and other group expression. "The pil-

lars of the church" are usually the leaders of the com-

munity. The social and cultural life of the group is largely

influenced by these leaders; and the new environment puts

this leadership to new tests.

RESIDENCE
in northern cities brings to Negroes sev-

eral advantages, such as greater freedom of movement,

freedom of speech and assembly, that give play to increased

group expression and intra-group intercourse. Lack of re-

strictions on street cars and railroad trains removes irritation

of mind and body. The greater attraction of the paved and

lighted streets, the parks, playgrounds and water fronts offer

allurements to the young folk. Greater access to libraries,

moving picture shows, theatres, dance halls, and other

means of self-expression set up keen competition with the

churches.

The throngs of the present generation have come up

through public and private schools which although inadequate

have given them a point of view based on modern knowl-

edge. Negro illiteracy has been reduced from 90 to 22

per cent in sixty years. Thousands have been awakened in

rural communities through such means as visiting lectures

and the war drives. They are no longer satisified with the

older types of church service. These must therefore be

pitched upon a plane of intelligence with an emotional

appeal which holds its own in competition with those other

channels of knowledge and emotional enthusiasm.

Nfearly all the Harlem churches are led by men who sense

this situation. Athletic and social clubs for young people

are promoted. Musical and literary organizations which

meet both on weekdays and Sundays attract large num-

bers. The Sunday afternoon lyceum or forum is on the

program of many churches. Week day religious instruction

and vacation Bible schools have also been fostered. The

regular religious services for the adult congregation in

most instances are conducted with dignity and order, with

intelligent sermons to meet the personal and group prob-

lems with which these people wrestle. These church forces

have been the principal power, against the evils of the dis-

trict which are always present.

The Negro churches of Harlem are visible evidence of

the struggle of an aspiring people to express the best of

life within them. Either in structures purchased from

white congregations or in those they themselves build,

they are organising and developing personnel and mem-

bership to conserve the spiritual and ethical values of the

race. They are struggling, often against great odds, to

provide an avenue of self-expression to a people that is

seeking to serve and to walk humbly with God.

The Greatest Reform in the World
This is a proposed tax on improved property which takes the ground

revenue, and, consequently, leaves only income from improvements.

Of course, since improvements are produced by labor, all such a

tax really leaves is income from labor.

Thus by and large, when there is such a tax, the only way to get

anything will be by working for it.

Mimeographed One Dollar

MILNER GIBSON LIBBY, MONTANA

THE POLITICAL NOVEL
Its Development in England and in America.

"By Morris Edmund Speare Nft $2.25
"Dr. Speare has succeeded admirably and has cast much light

upon a neglected phase of the history of the English Novel."
^Baltimore Evening Sun.

LORD LISTER
*By Sir Rickman Godlee Wet #7.00

The third edition of the standard biography of Lister. To
this edition the author has added an interesting appendix.

THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING NATIONS
"By G. W. Morris and L. S. Wood Wf' #3.50

This well printed and profusely illustrated book aims at

giving a readable account of the history and development
of the English-Speaking Nations.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION
<By W. B. Selbie Wf( <.20

The first of a series of volumes on questions of Religion and
Theology. The present volume is a wise and sober review
of psychology in relation to religion.

LETTERS OF JAMES BOSWELL
Collected and Edited

"By Chauncey Brevister Tinker 2 -vols. Wf* #10.00
Professor Tinker has added, from a multitude of sources,
over one hundred letters never before printed. The result

is a picture of Boswell unlike anything we have hitherto

possessed.

THE SWALLOW-BOOK
By Ernst Toller

English Version by Ashley Dukes Wf' 85c
Toller is one of the most eminent of the new school of

European dramatists sometimes called "Expressionists." This
little book is a poem in free verse suggested by the sight
of two swallows who nested in his cell to which he was
confined for his participation in the abortive Bavarian "Red"
Outbreak.

TRAVELS OF CARL PHILIPP MORITZ
IN ENGLAND
Introduction 'By P. E. Matheson Wft #1.20

"His letters have value as well as entertainment. The time

during which they were written was momentous in history."
Boston Transcript.

RESTORATION COMEDY, 1660-1720

"By "Bonamy Dobree #2.00
"Mr. Dobree writes penetrating and detailed criticism of the

plays and contributions of these robust leaders of Restoration

Comedy. His book is a pleasant and useful introduction to

one of the great Periods of dramatic writing." Theatre Arts
Monthly.

THE PROSE WORKS OF JOHN DONNE
"By Evelyn Simpson We* #5.00

Presents a sketch of Donne's life, character and thought, and
all Donne's prose works, together with a hitherto unpublished
sermon.

THE BUSINESS OF LIFE
By H. W. Sanford Wft $10.00
A rational, well ordered and frankly sympathetic effort to

chart the way towards a more intelligent and more ample
human happiness, by discussing in full detail the constitution

of the Ideal State.

The RETROSPECT of FRANCOIS VILLON
By George Heyer #1-50

Mr. Meyer's translation is one of the most remarkable of

recent years. French and English are given on opposite

pages. Francois Villon, born in 1431 was one of the greatest
of French Poets.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
<ByJohn Stuart Mill ^e 80c

Additional material, hitherto unpublished, has been added to

this volume of the World's Classics series.

VILLANOVANS and EARLY ETRUSCANS
<By David Randall Mac-Irer Nft #28.00

"Beautifully printed and well illustrated quarto. It is a
treatise which would incline any young man to become an

archaeologist and any old man to regret that he had not

been one." Boston Transcript.
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The most fascinating book of
Child Psychology ever written

CHALLENGE of
CHILDHOOD
by IRA S. WILE, M.S., M.D.

No more interesting or valuable book for all who deal

with children has ever been written. Dr. Wile, probably
America's most eminent authority on the subject, has

written the stories of fifty unadjusted children, their

treatment, and the result.

Full of good medicine, psychiatry, psychology, and

good common sense." Frankiuood E. Williams, Medical

Director, National Committee for Mental Hygiene. $3.50

THOMAS SELTZER, 5 West 50th Street, NEW YORK

The novel by the Negro author which won
the Prix Goncourt.

BATOUALA By RENEE MARAN
Published at $1.75. Our price 75c, postpaid goc

"Batouala itself is superb. A strange exotic work,
it will live on by the simple powerful story that it

tells." Nation

Send for our Book Bargain Catalogue No. 5 which
lists hundreds of book bargains at savings of 50%
to 85%.

For example: Facing Old Age by Abraham Epstein. A study of
the social and economic problems presented by the aged. ($3.50)
Our price $1.50. "His book deserves a place in the library of

every student of Sociology." Tribune

SEIFFERS, NATIONAL BOOKSELLERS
755 Westchester Avenue New York City

PROBLEMS OF CITIZENSHIP
By HAYES BAKER-CROTHERS, Dartmouth College, and

RUTH ALLISON HUDNUT
The Negro problem is sympathetically analyzed in this
factual study of civic problems. Other problems treated
are The Newspaper, Immigration, The Woman Question,
Labor, Civil Liberties, and International Relations. In
each case reasoned conclusions are substituted for pre-
judice and bias. $2.75

INSTINCT: A Study in Social Psychology
By L. L. BERNARD, University of Minnesota

"The author approaches the subject from an original point
of view, gives a thorough, precise and convincing discussion
of what is known about it, and arrives at conclusions from
which, though they are destructive of accepted doctrines,
there seems to be no reasonable escape. It is a decidedly
important book." Professor Charles H. Cooley. $3.60

PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
By FREDERICK A. BUSHEE, University of Colorado

A clear statement of the principles of sociology, so presented
as to give an adequate understanding of human relationships
and the forces at work in the social process. $3.50

ECONOMICS OF FATIGUE AND UNREST
By P. SARGANT FLORENCE, Cambridge University
A summary of the most recent results of English and
American research, much of it conducted by the author
himself. Industrial efficiency is considered from all angles,
lost time, defective output, accidents, sickness, and labor
turnover. $5.00

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
19 West 44th Street New York

THE BLACK MAN BRINGS HIS GIFTS
(Continued from page 657)

lurked beneath. And at last she took out a little thin

black book and read.

She read about this country not belonging to white folks

any more than it did to black folks and that the black folks

got here before the pilgrims. I couldn't help stepping on

Birdie's toes because she says her people came in on some-

boat named after a flower so long ago she's forgot their

names. The black girl said that the story of the Negro
could be found on every page of the story of America. Thii

made me sick and I turned and glared right at her. But

she looked right through me and went on. She said Negroes-

had been soldiers in all our wars, had nursed the babie-i,

cooked the food and sung and danced besides working so

hard that "working like a nigger" was about the hardest

work you could picture.

And she asked us if America could have been America

without Negroes.
She had me up a tree, I must admit. And I reckon

the rest felt as I did all except that editor.

The chairman looked at us with owl-like eyes ;
then

he shoved a paper at me and read it aloud as he did:

"Timeo Nigros et dona ferentes."

Nobody knows what he meant and nobody gave him the-

satisfaction of asking.

WELL,
we just sat and stared until she left. Then

we went on talking but we didn't touch the real

question; and that was, could we have America's Making
without Mrs. Cadwalader Lee and with the Negroes?

We couldn't make up our minds and before we had

courage to say so openly we went smash on religion.

We might possibly have had some sort of an America's-

Making pageant if we hadn't discussed religion. You see,

the editor who is downright malicious and hates the Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs because they start things, got us

all wrong by trying to get a definition of religion. He was-

strong on meekness and humility and turning the other

cheek and that sort of thing and I know he didn't mean a

word of it.

"I suppose," said Birdie, "that you'll be saying that the

Negroes have given us all our religion because they're

cowards and allowed themselves to be slaves and take insult

today meekly."

"I must admit," said the preacher, "that if the meek

inherit the earth, the American Negro will get a large

share."

"But will the meek inherit the earth?" I asked.

"I think so," said the chairman calmly.

Birdie jumped up and reached for her cloak. "I believe

you're a Jew and a pacifist," she said.

"I am both," he answered.

"And I suppose," said I, getting my hat on straight, "that

when somebody slaps you over, you turn the other cheek."

"I did," said he.

"Well, you're a fool," I answered, reaching for my coat.

And Birdie yelled, "And what did they do to you after

you turned the other cheek? Answer me that."

"They crucified me," said the chairman.
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THE HARVEST OF RACE PREJUDICE
(Continued from page 683)

Quickly clean!
urban and industrial. The Negro Sanhedrin, the most re-

cent attempt at race organization, seeks to understand the

nature and extent of race prejudice, and to work on the basis

of this understanding. If it should turn out that race pre-

judice cannot be overcome by direct attack and opposition,

it may possibly be circumvented by building independently

where independence is necessary, and by cooperation where

cooperation is possible. It would at least garner the harvest

of prejudice to the best advantage of the race. The Negro

Sanhedrin seeks to find the common denominator of racial

ills, and would federate into one effective effort the scattered

energies which are so largely wasted by friction and cross

purpose. As a matter of fact, the race as a whole had never

hitherto seriously essayed collective handling of the racial

situation as a whole. There have been innumerable at-

tempts at dealing with special features along local, religious,

political and economic lines. But the integration of the

race mind and the focalization of endeavor still await the

fuller unfoldment of the workings of some such compre-

hensive movement as the Negro Sanhedrin. The twelve

millions scattered throughout the length and breadth of

the land are treated by a single formula so far as the white

race is concerned. And yet the Negro has had to rely upon

local and scattered effort to offset the solid line of racial

exclusiveness with which he is confronted. He must seek

concerted action to confront difficulties that are nation-

wide and race-deep.

Every minority and suppressed group seeks self-expres-

sion. Woodrow Wilson let off the lid of a new Pandora's

box when he so eloquently preached this doctrine as the

shibboleth of the war. The Negro seeks self-determination

also. In Harlem he seeks political self-expression. He wants

men of his own race to represent him in the city council,

in the state legislature and in the national Congress. Wher-

ever a political area is numerically dominated by members

of the race, they will naturally seek a voice in political

councils. Here again segregation is basic. If the Negro
were thinly scattered throughout greater New York, he

would be politically negligible. In Chicago, in the recent

election, Negro candidates were successful for state Senate,

Assembly and the municipal Bench, and the whole race

rejoices. What is it that unites twelve million Negroes in

jubilation over such successes but the uniting force of race

prejudice?

Business is the last place in which prejudice shows itself,

and it is in this field that its harvest is least manifest.

Scattered throughout Harlem on practically every street

corner are Jewish stores catering to the vast Negro constit-

uency. The Jew makes the most acceptable merchant among

Negroes because he knows how to reduce race prejudice to

a minimum. In Harlem, as in every other large city, the

Negro proprietor conducts mainly sumptuary establishments

such as eating-houses, barber-shops, beauty parlors, pool

rooms, and such places as cater immediately to the appetite

or to the taste. The more substantial stores which require

a larger exercise of the imagination, such as those dealing

in dry goods, shoes, furniture, hardware and groceries, are

usually in the hands of whites. Race prejudice will sooner

or later lead to race patronage in business as it has already
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Safely clean!

Thoroughlyclean!
That's the short

story of washday
when you have
the extra help of

Fels-Naptha Soap!

Not only soap but soap and naptha

"MODERN HOME EQUIPMENT"
Our new booklet is a carefully selected Ht

of the practical equipment needed in an

average-sized home. It is invaluable, alike to

new and to experienced housekeepers already
in its fourth edition. It considers in turn the

kitchen, pantry, dining room, general cleaning

equipment and the laundry, and gives the price
of each article mentioned.

Ask for Booklet S it will be sent postpaid.

LEWIS & CONGER
45th Street and Sixth Avenue, New York City

Hospitals
and

Institutions
in layout and plans should give expression to the

latest medical and social practice.

Advice on plans and operating problems made
available through

HOSPITAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUREAU
OF CONSULTATION

HENRY C. WRIGHT. Director

289 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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NAIL & PARKER, Inc.

REAL ESTATE BROKERS

Specialists in Harlem and Colored

Tenement Properties

Collection Department Over

a Million Dollars Annually

145 West 135th Street, New York City

Telephone I 0670
Bradhurst \ 0671

FIRST
STANDARD

BANK
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

WILSON LOVETT, PRESIDENT

Capital and Surplus.. $137,000.00

Resources more than . . $500,000.00

When in Louisville we invite you to make the

FIRST STANDARD BANK
your Headquarters

done in the professions ; but it awaits the time when the

Negro shall have developed the business aptitude to com-

pete with the white dealer, who is shrewd enough to hold

prejudice in restraint for the sake of trade.

The final outcome of race prejudice operating to establish

and maintain Negro sections in New York and elsewhere

must evidently be a self-sufficient Negro community, com-

petent to cater to its own needs and necessities as well as

to contribute its quota to the general industrial and eco-

nomic life of the city as a whole. What then will be the

form of race adjustment? Will the relationship of the

two be characterized by amity or by enmity? We approach
the issue with a mixed feeling of hopes and fears, but with

our hopes triumphant over our fears. However bitter the

fruit of the tree of prejudice may be, the Negro will eat

thereof and thrive by the eating.

JAZZ AT HOME
(Continued from page 667)

For the Negro himself, jazz is both more and less danger-

ous than for the white less in that, he is nervously more

in tune with it; more, in that at his average level of eco-

nomic development his amusement life is more open to the

forces of social vice. The cabaret of better type provides

a certain Bohemianism for the Negro intellectual, the artist

and the well-to do. But the average thing is too much the

substitute for the saloon and the wayside inn. The tired

longshoreman, the porter, the housemaid and the poor ele-

vator boy in search of recreation, seeking in jazz the tonic

for weary nerves and muscles, are only too apt to find the

bootlegger, the gambler and the demi-monde who have come

there for victims and to escape the eyes of the police.

Yet in spite of its present vices and vulgarizations, its

sex informalities, its morally anarchic spirit, jazz has a pop-

ular mission to perform. Joy, after all, has a physical basis.

Those who laugh and dance and sing are better off even

in their vices than those who do not. Moreover jazz with

its mocking disregard for formality is a leveler and makes

for democracy. The jazz spirit, being primitive, demands

more frankness and sincerity. Just as it already has done

in art and music, so eventually in human relations and

social manners, it will no doubt have the effect of putting

more reality in life by taking some of the needless artificiality

out. . . . Naturalness finds the artificial in conduct ridiculous.

"Cervantes smiled Spain's chivalry away," said Byron. And
so this new spirit of joy and spontaneity may itself play the

role of reformer. Where at present it vulgarizes, with

more wholesome growth in the future, it may on the contrary

truly democratize. At all events jazz is rejuvenation, a re-

charging of the batteries of civilization with primitive new

vigor. It has come to stay, and they are wise, who instead

of protesting against it, try to lift and divert it into nobler

channels.

What Men Live By
BY RICHARD C. CABOT, M.D.

The prescription of a famous physician for a long life

and a hearty one: Work, Play, Love, Worship. Full

directions for taking in the Survey Associates Edition of

"What Men Live By," by return mail, postpaid in the

U. S., for $1.50.

Survey Associates
112 East 19 Street New York City.
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AMBUSHED IN THE CITY
(Continued from page 694)

to me. "He said: 'A friend of mine brought this prescription

into my store. I can't fill it. You fill it for me. If he'd been

a stranger, I'd have given him something. But I don't want

to hand out to a friend that stuff we have on our shelves.' He
didn't bother much with prescriptions, he confessed. Some-

times he put in substitute ingredients; sometimes he left out

something that was called for. 'You leave your label off this

and I'll put ours on' he said."

The Negro pharmacist continued:

"Some of these drug stores certainly are fakes. Why, they

don't keep enough drugs on hand to fill simple prescriptions.

Not long ago I sent three prescriptions out to fifteen of 'em

easy prescriptions; I just wanted to make a little experiment.

I didn't bother with those drug stores over on Lenox Avenue

I knew what I'd be gettin' into there. I just stuck to Seventh

Avenue.

"Well, you should have seen the collection that came back.

One prescription called for a nerve sedative, a compound of

chloral hvdrate, tincture canabis and some other things. Two
druggists put elixir of lactated pepsin for indigestion! into

the prescription, instead of the elixir triple bromides I called

for. And you should have seen those bottles! Some were half

choked with gelatinous substances that had no business there;

others had sediment. They were every color from yellow to

dark brown. Why, those druggists just put in any old thing.

Another prescription called for a seven-grain capsule. The

capsules that came back weighed all the way from three grains

to ten; the average was about four. They couldn't even get

the quantity right! Those stores are a crime. 'Anything's good

enough for niggers!' say the people who run them."

There are other forms of hooch joints cigar stores, small

restaurants, saloon-like shops, delicatessen stores and the like.

The drinks they sell are very bad; it is commonly declared

that the worst of the illegal booze is worked off on the Negro.

These places have been exposed. Their addresses have been

published time and again. The owner of The New York Age,

Fred R. Moore, already referred to, is a fighting Negro. He
is educated and intelligent. He believes in protecting his people

from exploitation. Every week for months he has been publish-

ing in his weekly a list of addresses; over it he puts the

headline: Old and New Hooch Joints in Harlem. I know of

no publication of a similar list of addresses elsewhere.

Sometimes Mr. Moore puts his list on the front page; it

runs to about a hundred addresses. Here is part of the list

on one street, taken from the issue of October 25, 1924: 404,

414, 419, 434, 448, 452, 481, 476, 477, 486, 488a eleven within

a single hundred numbers. Mr. Moore has never been the

defendant in a libel action for characterizing these places as

illegally engaged in selling liquor, and that fact is pretty good
evidence that they are really what he calls them.

THE Negro in Harlem, like Negroes in many other places,

is prey for poorly-trained white doctors and for un-

mistakable quacks. Some of these come to Harlem because

they know that here quackery is easy; they fatten on the

credulity of the Negro, and on his faith in the white man.

Many of these doctors are prominent members of the com-

munity; a population of 200,000 spreads out before them,

offering a lucrative field, and they take advantage of it.

Not long ago a white doctor in Harlem dismissed a colored

patient, telling him that he had ''spider cancer" at the base

of his spine, and that it was incurable. Now, there is no such

thing as spider cancer. The man had come to the doctor

because he had hurt his back in a fall. The doctor applied

dressing after dressing and plaster after plaster, and finally

produced a creased, web-like spot on the man's back; it was
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HARRY ELMER BARNES, A.B., A.M., PH.D.
Professor of Historical Sociology at Smith College

Will give a Course of five lectures

On "The Creation of the Western Mind"
in THE COMMUNITY CHURCH AUDITORIUM

Park Avenue and 34th Street

on THURSDAY EVENINGS, at 8:15

March 19 The Primitive and Ancient Back-

ground.
26 The Christian Mind.

April 2 The Decline of the Christian View
of the World.

9 Science, Industrialism and the Genesis
of the Contemporary Mind.

1 6 The Challenge of the Contemporary
Order.

Course Tickets at $3.00 can be secured in advance at 12
Park Avenue or at the door. Single Admission 75 cents.

SCOTT
NEARING

ADMIRAL
RODGERS

"Is Military Preparedness
Necessary?"

Sunday, March 15, 2:30 />. m.

Town Hall
Tickets Rand School
.50 to 2.00 7 E. 15th Street

Telephones CHELSEA 8901-2-3-4 104 FIFTH AVENUE

Sixth International Neo-Malthusian
and

Birth Control Conference
MARCH 2^th to $ist, 1925to $

AUSPICES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE, Inc.

MARGARET SANGER, President

TO BE HELD AT

HOTEL McALPIN, NEW YORK CITY
PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Leon j. Cole, Ph.D..
University of Wisconsin
Adolpli Meyer, M.D..
Johns Hopkins University

E. M. East, Ph.D.,
Harvard University
W. F. Ogburn, Ph.D.,
Columbia University

C. C. Little, S.D.,
University of Maine
Raymond Pearl, Ph.D.,
Johns Hopkins University

THIS CONFERENCE has aroused the interest and support of

many of the scientific men in Europe. Among the foreign vice-presi-
dents are found such names as:

Sir James Barr, M.D., LL.D.; Arnold Bennett; J. O. P. Bland;
H. G. Wells; Harold Cox, M.A.; Havelock Ellis; Edward Wester-
marck, Ph.D., Hon. LL.D. ; Lytton Strachey; Sir W. Arbuthnot Lane,
Bart., C.B., M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S.; Sir Edwin Ray Lankaster,
K.C.B., M.A., LL.D., D.Sc.; John Maynard Keynes, M.A., C.B.;
Dr. Bernard Hollander; The Hon. Mrs. Graham Murray; Mrs.
Pethick Lawrence; E. W. MacBride, D.S.C., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.;
Julian Huxley, etc.

March 24 Concert Aeolian Hall
March 25 Registration of Delegates
March 25 4-6 P.M. Reception

8-10 P.M. Opening Addresses Greetings and Reports of Organiza-
tions

March 26 A.M. Fecundity and Civilization I

2-5 P.M. Different Birth Rate f
*"

7-10 P.M. Pioneers' Dinner
March 27 9:30-12 Health of Community and Venereal Disease

Public Health
Economic-Poverty Labor-Economics
War and Population War
Sterilization, Crime, Eugenics. Biological
Fertility and Sterility Experimental
Free -Theatre -Opera
Contraception Free day
Psychic Release Woman's Session
Ethical factors Religious
Public Health and Birth Control (Public Meeting)
International Plans for future
Visit to Clinic

2-5 P.M.
8-10 P.M.

March 28 9-12 A.M.
2-5 P.M.

Evenings
March 29
March 30

2-5 P.M.
8-10 P.M.

March319:30-12A.M.
2-5 P.M.

Open Discussion to follow all Ses.sions.

this that he called "spider cancer." The poor fellow received

proper treatment only when he went to a trained colored

physician in the neighborhood.
"We know some of our white colleagues by their trails,"

said a colored physician, attached to the out-patient depart- -

ment of Harlem Hospital, to me. He was unwilling to be

quoted if the names of these doctors were to be used, and so

I have substituted letters for their names. "There's Doctor X,
for instance. He is known by the plasters he leaves behind

him. Whenever a patient has a pain, X puts a plaster over it.

If you raise the shirt of a patient and find a plaster of mole
skin adhesive there, you can say, 'Oh, I see you've been to

Doctor X.' He always uses mole skin adhesive.

"Then there's Doctor Y. He uses pills, rotating them by
color. 'What color did I give you last time?' he asks his

patients, and then changes to another. It's easy to follow

Doctor Y; just look at the mantlepiece and if his pills are

there, you know what your patient has been up against.

"Doctor Z flops down on his knees and prays and prays
with his patients. Though white, he knows his colored people,
or a certain class of them. He will blare out in fine style his

appeals to the Lord to help the treatment he has just given.
I guess prayer is often necessary.

"Then there's Doctor A. 'What!' exclaimed Doctor A.

'Read medical books! I haven't read a medical book for ten

years. I don't have to read 'em to practice on niggers!'

"They charge some of these colored people pretty high fees,

too. The other day a white doctor charged $600 for drawing
the water off a patient who had pleurisy aspirating, it is

called. This is ordinarily done by a physician in the course of

a routine call. This doctor called it 'a major operation' and

collected $600. They play on the Negro's ignorance of what
is being done to him, and rob him."

ALL this, it can readily be imagined, has none too good an

effect upon the Negro's health.

Any improvement that the race makes is made despite great

obstacles. We all have heard that the Negro is not a healthy

race. In a measure, this is true. Tuberculosis is the great

enemy of the Negro. In the long run it kills one out of every

six; few races show a greater tuberculosis deathrate. The
incidence of rickets, a disease of malnutrition among children,

is also high with the Negro. Chronic degenerative diseases,

such as cerebral hemorrhage and organic diseases of the heart,

are strong among Negroes. Cancer and diabetes carry off

large numbers of them. The deathrate for the race as a whole

is high, especially in cities.

In 1921 the deathrate among Negroes in the rural parts of

registration states was 13.8 per 1,000; it was 10.8 for whites.

In the cities it was 19.7 for Negroes, 1 1.8 for whites. Mortality

among Negroes, 30 per cent higher than that among whites

in the rural parts, was 67 per cent higher in the cities. In

New York City the deathrate for Negroes in 1923 was 20.85,

for whites 11.25. It looks as if the Negro were paying an

unnecessarily heavy toll to
'

the city by being unadapted to

climatic conditions, or to prevailing industries, or to the housing

available, or to all.

But what has the Negro been doing about this? He has been

showing the world how a race can improve in health. His

record is amazing. It is as if the Negro had said, "Come, we
will be a bigger, better und physically more perfect race," and

then had achieved it. Not long ago, Louis I. Dublin, statisti-

cian of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, published

facts concerning health among the two million colored policy-

holders of that company; here is a group large enough to be

representative and they live chiefly in towns and cities. From

1911 to 1923 twelve years the deathrate for tuberculosis

among these policyholders fell from 418 per 100,000 to 246,

a startling improvement. In this same period the deathrate

from typhoid was reduced 77.5 per cent. Who will say that
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the Negro is not improving in health? The four communicable

diseases of childhood measles, scarlet fever, whooping-cough

and diphtheria together show a decline of 33 per cent; there

was a drop of more than 50 per cent in the mortality rates

from diarrhea and enteritis among young colored children. The

mortality rate for colored children under fifteen years was IO.I

per 1,000 in 1911; in 1923 it was only 5.5. "Colored mothers,"

writes Mr. Dublin, "have not been slow to learn how to care

for and feed their babies in accordance with the best practice

of the day."

Translate these figures into terms of life expectancy. In 1911

the Negro in this country considering the Metropolitan figures

as representative was enjoying an average expectation of life

of slightly more than forty-one years. In 1923 he was

enjoying an expectation of nearly forty-seven years. In the

short space of twelve years the Negro added six years to the

length of time ht had reason to expect to live, an astounding

improvement.
The Negro's life expectancy to-day is just about that of the

white people of the United States thirty or forty years ago;

he is only a generation behind. He is where a number of

European countries were just before the Great War. The

mortality rate from tuberculosis is beginning to look like that

among whites only twenty years ago, when the anti-tuber-

culosis campaign was begun. A race still living under primitive

conditions in many places and often from hand to mouth has

done this. "The Negro in America has proved himself

thoroughly capable of profiting from the public health

campaign," says Mr. Dublin.

All the more disheartening, then, are the difficulties to which

attention has been called. The Negro in the Northern city

lives in restricted areas of great congestion; he is elbowed and

crowded by people of his own and the white color; he knows

the evils of bad housing and often of bad sanitation and even

squalor; he is set upon by quacks, tricked by fake druggists,

fed every form of vile nostrum and vicious patent remedy

concocted by man. "Anything is good enough for niggers" is

the motto of too many white doctors, druggists, dentists,

practitioners of all sorts who infest the colored districts and

who have deliberately flocked thither as the colored population

has grown.
The Negro has come to the Northern city and the exploiter,

the conscienceless sucker of other people's welfare, has risen

in his midst.

May it be as a result of these conditions that the improve-

ment just noted has already suffered a set-back in some cities?

In Chicago in 1923 the mortality rate was 27 per cent higher

than in 1921 ; in Detroit it was 23 per cent higher. Has the

Negro found that in health the Northern city is inhospitable?

Have congestion and other difficulties reached a point at which

they are beginning to take toll? The effect of the Northern

city upon the Negro will bear watching.

Send for a Bundle

Copies for your friends, your fellow workers, your

minister, any one who is or ought to be interested in this

Harlem Issue

of Survey Graphic
Price: i copy 50 cents

10 copies $4.00

25 copies $8.75

100 copies $30.00

in a bundle mailed to one address.

Survey Associates

112 East 19 Street New York City

Howard University
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Founded by GENERAL O. O. HOWARD

J. STANLEY DURKEE, A. M., Ph. D., D. D., President

EMMET J. SCOTT, A. M., LL. D., Secretary-Treasurer

The Capstone of Negro Education

A University located at the Capital of the Nation. Modern,,

scientific and general equipment. A plant worth approxi-

mately $2,000,000. A faculty of 175 members. A student

body (1923-24)- of 2,007 ir m 37 different states and 10

foreign countries. Generally acknowledged to be the out-

standing National University of the Colored People of

America.

Purpose
To provide the Twelve Million Colored people of

the United States with college-trained and profes-

sional leaders through its courses in Arts, Sciences,

Sociology, Education; its Schools of Commerce and

Finance, Public Health and Hygiene, Music, Archi-

tecture, Engineering, Medicine, Dentistry, Phar-

macy, Religion and Law.

Students may enter for Collegiate Work at the

beginning of any quarter

REGISTRATION Spring Quarter March 14, 1925

FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION WRITE

F. D. WILKINSON, Registrar

HOWARD UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON, D. C.

The NEW YORK URBAN LEAGUE is

located at 202-204 West I36th Street in

the heart of Harlem. It seeks to make the

Negro in New York City economically

self-supporting by promoting programs of

better Health, Housing, Industry and

Recreation. It works to secure more and

better jobs for Negro workers, especially

in the skilled trades.

The budget of the League for 1925 is

$30,639.96. The League also seeks funds

to complete payments on buildings recently

purchased and to be remodeled as a Center

for Welfare Agencies working among

Negroes in New York.

Officers of the League are:

ARTHUR C. HOLDEN, Chairman

JOHN E. NAIL, Vice-Chaiman

A. S. FRISSELL, Treasurer

EVA D. BOWLES, Secretary

JAMES H. HUBERT, Executive Secretary

The League is supported by volunteer

contributions.
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tft JHemortai College
Swift Memorial College, Rogersville, Tennessee, is an
institution for the Christian and higher education of

Negro youth, and is under the auspices of the Presby-
terian Church, U. S. A.

It is directly under the supervision of the National Board
of Missions for Colored People, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It carries an English, Normal, Scientific, Teachers, and

College Courses.

Its students have been recognized by the leading colleges
and Universities of the U. S. A.

It is painstaking in the selection of its teachers, careful
in the government of its students and thorough in in-

struction and training. No mistake will be made in

going to Swift Memorial College.

All necessary information can be had by addressing,

W. H. FRANKLIN. PRESIDENT,

Su-ift Memorial College,

Rogersville, Tenn.

State of New Jersey

Manual Training and
Industrial School

at

BORDENTOWN

Maintained for the vocational training of

colored youth, with admission open to all

residents of New Jersey.

Academic training for all students.

Stress is laid on all round development of

students, physical and social as well as

mental.

"Bordentown trains for life by giving the

students a taste of life."

W. R. Valentine Principal

To the

NEW NEGRO
greetings

from

WILEYCOLLEGE
Marshall, Texas

M. W. Dogan, President

A Class "A" College
for Future Leaders.

Makes a Specialty of

the Study of Race
Problems

The

Atlanta School
of

Social Work
Trains Colored Social

Workers for the South

Courses offered in

Social Case Work

Community Organization
and Social Research

Field Work with Social Agencies

For further information address:

E. FRANKLIN FRAZIER, A. M.

36 Chestnut Street

Atlanta, Georgia
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Professional Training
in Industrial Relations
The direction of human relations in industry has

become a growing profession of increasing impor-

tance. It demands personnel managers, employment

managers, welfare directors, and industrial Y. M.
C. A. secretaries. Those wishing to enter this pro-

fession need ( i ) to have a real interest in people,

(2) to understand the problems of industry, (3) to

have adequate training in economics, labor problems,

economic history, factory administration, sociology,

psychology, business administration, etc., and (4)

practical experience in industry.

.We offer exceptional opportunities for technical

training which combines these subjects and actual

experience in local industries. A strong visiting

faculty of experts make our instruction valuable and

practical. Courses leading to degrees are offered to

undergraduates and graduate students. Scholarships

are available to graduate students.

For particulars write to

G. T. SCHWENNING, Director

Department of Economics and Industry,

INTERNATIONAL Y. M. C. A. COLLEGE
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
An integral part of the University with full use of

its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare research

station and other departments. Field experience in

the small city and rural districts.

SUMMER SESSION
June 15, 1925 to July 24, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Fellowships of $1,200 each are availa leto

twenty-one persons desiring to attend a

three-quarter session of the school. Up
to April eleventh, applications are invited

from the following groups, to which dis-

tribution of the awards will be limited :

recent college graduates ; foreign students
;

probation officers ; visiting teachers ;

and social case workers pre-

paring for service in

field of psych-

iatry.

The 'New York School of Social Work
107 East 'Twenty-Second Street

New York

Smith College School

for Social Work
The Smith College School for Social Work operates

in two successive summers separated by a period of

nine months of intensive field work during which each

student gives her full time to some social agency. In

1924-25, students are attached to the Massachusetts

General Hospital; Child Habit Clinics, Boston; Bos-

ton Psychopathic Hospital; Boston State Hospital;

Foxboro State Hospital; Institute for Juvenile Re-

search, Chicago; Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic;

Minneapolis Child Guidance Clinic.

Five fellowships of $1200 each will be awarded to

properly prepared and certified college graduates en-

tering July, 1925 ; several $500 scholarships, and

numerous interneships paying all living expenses dur-

ing the period of field work are available.

The School emphasizes the applications of modern

social psychiatry and the psychiatric point of view

in preparation for case work in psychopathic hospitals,

medical hospitals, child guidance and child habit

clinics, schools, Juvenile Courts, and other fields of

social work.

The summer course of two months in theory is

open to experienced social workers.

For information and catalogue address

THE DIRECTOR
College Hall 8, Northampton, Massachusetts
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HARTFORD
W. Douglas Mackenzie, President

Theological Seminary
Dean, M. W. Jacobus

School of Religious

Pedagogy
Dean, E. H. Knight

Kennedy School of

Missions

Dean, E. W. Capen

Through these associated schools
Hartford offers full training for:

1. The Christian ministry.

2. Religious education and
social service.

3. The foreign field.

Each school has its independent
faculty and its own institutional

life, and together they form one
interdenominational institution with
the unity of common aim and spirit.

Hartford Seminary Foundation, Hartford, Conn.

(fuarter

ardi 3flttj

1925 Summer Quarter

erm, 3un* 22 3ulg 29

Strut, Sale 3fl g>pptembi?r 4

Courses leading to the degree of A.M. and Ph.D.

A limited number of fellowships and scholarships

available for the academic year 1925-26. Special

arrangements for undergraduate and unclassified

students with adequate experience in social work.

For Announcements, apply to Box 55, Faculty

Exchange, The University of Chicago.

The Johns Hopkins University

Courses in Social Economics
Courses offered : History and Development of Social Work.

Family Case Work, Child Welfare, Health and Preventable

Disease, Social Medicine, Community Problems and Organ!

zation, Social Law, Immigrant Peoples, Home Economic*.

Social Legislation, Delinquency and Probation, Social StatU

tici, Administration, Publicity and Finance of a Social

Organization.

Field work training under professional executives.

Psychiatric and General Medical Social Service training

given in conjunction with the Social Service Department
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

College graduates eligible for M.A. degree after completing

the two years' course.

For circulars address Miss Theo Jacobs, The Johni

Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating

article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East igth Street, New York City.

K

BLACK WORKERS AND THE CITY
(Continued from page 643)

tenders and teamsters decreased absolutely in the last decade.

Aside from the clothing industry, the range of work remained
about the same. Nearly 5,000 new women entered domestic

service. The gross numbers of Negro men go into unskilled

labor. There was an increase of only 57 male servants

during the ten years and just 301 janitors. The solid con-

centration in personal service is being broken, and the workers

scattered, but the skilled trades in such centers as New York
still remain virtually locked to Negroes. The increases where

they occur are striking, but this can be attributed to the low
base from which these increases must be computed.
One may look to the character of New York's industries for

another peculiar handicap. While offering a diversity of

employment, the city has no such basic industries as may be

found, for example, in the automobile plants of Detroit, or

the iron and steel works and gigantic meat slaughtering indus-

tries of Chicago. In Chicago there is diversified employment,
to be sure, but there is a significantly heavier concentration in

the basic industries; more than that, there are gradations of

work from unskilled to skilled. In certain plants skilled

workers increased from 3.5 per cent of the Negro working
population in 1910 to 13.5 per cent in 1920 in Chicago. In the

slaughtering houses there are actually more semi-skilled Negro
workers than laborers. The number of iron molders increased

from 31 in 1910 to 520 in 1920 and this latter number repre-
sents 10 per cent of all the iron molders.

In the working age groups of New York there are more
women than men. For every hundred Negro men there are

no Negro women. This is abnormal and would be a distinct

anomaly in an industrial center. The surplus women are

doubtless the residue from the general wash and ebb of migrants
who found a demand for their services. The city actually at-

tracts more women than men. But surplus women bring on
other problems, as the social agencies will testify. "Where
women preponderate in large numbers there is a proportionate
increase in immorality because women are cheap.". . . The
situation does not permit normal relations. What is most likely
to happen, and does happen, is that women soon find it an added

personal attraction to contribute to the support of a man. De-
moralization may follow this and does. Moreover, the1

pro-

portion of Negro women at work in Manhattan (60.6) is twice

that of any corresponding group, and one of the highest pro-

portions registered anywhere.
The nature of the work of at least 40 per cent of the men

suggests a relationship, even if indirectly, with the tensely active

night life by which Harlem is known. The dull, unarduous
routine of a porter's "job or that of an elevator tender, does

not provide enough stimulation to consume the normal supply
of nervous energy. It is unthinkable that the restlessness which
drove these migrants to New York from dull small towns
would allow them to be content with the same dullness in the

new environment, when so rich a supply of garish excitements

is available.

IV

WITH
all the "front" of pretending to live, the aspect of

complacent wantlessness, it is clear that the Negroes are

in a predicament. The moment holds tolerance but no great

promise. Just as the wave of immigration once swept these

Negroes out of old strongholds, a change of circumstances

may disrupt them again. The slow moving black masses, with

their assorted heritages and old loyalties, face the same stern

barriers in the new environment. They are the black workers.

Entering gradually an era of industrial contact and competi-
tion with white workers of greater experience and numerical

superiority, antagonisms loom up. Emotions have a way of re-

enforcing themselves. The fierce economic fears of men in
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competition can supplement or be supplemented by the senti-

ments engendered by racial difference. Beneath the disastrous

East St. Louis conflict was a boiling anger toward Southern

Negroes coming in to "take white men's jobs." The antagonisms

between the Negroes and the Irish in New York, which even

now survive, were first provoked sixty years ago when these

workers met and clashed over jobs. The hostile spirit was

dominant in the draft riots of New York during the Civil

War and flared again in the shameful battle of "San Juan

Hill" in the Columbus Hill District. These outbreaks were

distinctly more economic than racial.

Herein lies one of the points of highest tension in race re-

lations. Negro workers potentially menace organized labor and

the leaders of the movement recognize this. But racial senti-

ments are not easily destroyed by abstract principles. The

white workers have not, except in few instances, conquered the

antagonisms founded on race to the extent of accepting the

rights of Negro workers to privileges which they enjoy. While

denying them admission to their crafts they grow furious over

their dangerous borings from the outside. "The Negroes are

scabs!" "They hold down the living standards of workers

by cutting under!" "Negroes are professional strike break-

ers!" These sentiments are a good nucleus for elaboration

into the most furious fears and hatreds.

It is believed variously that Negro workers are as a mat-

ter of policy opposed to unions or as a matter of ignorance

incapable of appreciating them. From some unions they are

definitely barred; some insist on separate Negro locals; some

limit them to qualified membership; some accept them freely

with white workers. The situation of the Negroes, on the

surface, is to say the least compromising. Their shorter

industrial experience and almost complete isolation from the

educative influence of organized trade unions contribute to

some of the inertia encountered in organizing them. Their

traditional positions have been those of personal loyalty, and

this has aided the habit of individual bargaining for jobs in

industry. They have been, as was pointed out, under the com-

prehensive leadership of the church in practically all aspects

of their lives including their labor. No effective new leader-

ship has developed to supplant this old fealty. The attitude

of white workers has sternly opposed the use of Negroes as

apprentices through fear of subsequent competition in the skilled

trades. This has limited the number of skilled Negroes trained

on the job. But despite this denial, Negroes have gained skill.

The disposition violently to protest the employment of

Negroes in certain lines because they are not members of the

union and the equally violent protest against the admission

of Negroes to the unions, created in the Negroes, desperate

for work, an attitude of indifference to abstract pleas. In

1910 they were used to break the teamsters' strike and six

years later they were organized. In 1919 they were used

in a strike of the building trades. Strained feelings resulted,

but they were finally included in the unions of this trade.

During the outlaw strike of the railway and steamship clerks,

freight handlers, expressmen and station employes, they were

used to replace the striking whites and were given preference

over the men whose places they had taken. During the shop-

men's strike they were promoted into new positions and thus

made themselves eligible for skilled jobs as machinists. In fact,

their most definite gains have been at the hands of employers

and over the tactics of labor union exclusionists.

Where the crafts are freely open to them they have joined

with the general movement of the workers. Of the 5,386

Negro longshoremen, about 5,000 are organized. Of the 735

Negro carpenters, 400 are members of the United Brotherhood

of Carpenters and Joiners. Of the 2,275 semi-skilled cloth-

ing workers practically all are members of the International

Ladies Garment Workers Union. The musicians are 50 per

cent organized. The difficulty is that the great preponderance

The New School

for Social Research

Spring Term

March 2-May 23

Psychological Courses for Social Workers

PROBLEM CHILDREN Dr. Bernard Glueck.

Thursdays, 5.20-6.50 P. M.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF SOCIAL RECON-
STRUCTION Everett D?an Martin.

Wednesdays, 8.20-9.50 P. M.

THE TECHNIQUE OF INFLUENCING HUMAN-
BEHAVIOR Harry A. Overstreet.

Tuesdays, 8.20-9.50 P. M.

PROBLEMS IN PSYCHOPATHOLOGY- Dr. Frankwood
E. Willams

Mondays, 8.20-9.50 P. M.

Tuition for each course of twelve lectures, $15.

Special rate of $10 to social workers and others.

465 West 23d Street New York City

ll!IIIIIT!^

TheAncrum School of Music
;

Boston, Masi.

Founded and directed by Mrs. Estelle i

Ancrum Forster, a native of North

Carolina, a graduate of Bennett Col-

lege, and of the New England Con-

servatory of Music, Boston, in both

the piano and pipe organ. The school

offers courses in Piano, Organ, Violin,
Voice and other principal instruments.

Harmony, Solfeggio, and all theoret-

ical subjects. Its object is to provide, j

at a small price, adequate instruction to those who have

;
music in their blood but with no training to correctly ex-

press it. Special attention given to Negro Folk Songs, Negro
\ compositions. A faculty of nine experienced teachers, excel-

lent dormitories. Registration opens the first Monday in Sept.

I
Send for Year Book. Address, 74 West Rutland Square,

Boston, Mass.

iiimmii'iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiii iiiimiiiiinwuiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiini! i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii?

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

Mrs. Ancrum Forster
Director

HOME
STUDY

Become More Efficient
through courses In Chemistry, History,
Mathematics, English, Psychology,
Education, Business and 35 other sub-

jects which the University gives by mail. They command
credit toward a Bachelor degree and may be begun at any

fje mbtrsfttp of Chicago
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American people in the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
12.00 per year.

AMERICAN CHILD HEALTH ASSOCIATION Headquarters, 532

17th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.; Administrative Offices. 370
7th Avenue, New York. Herbert Hoover, President; L. Emmett
Holt, M.D.;* Livingston Farrand, M.D.; Thomas D. Wood, M.D.;
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Vice-Presidents respect-
ively; Corcoran Thorn, Treasurer; Philip Van Ingen, M.D., Secre-
tary; Edward M. Flesh, Comptroller. To promote health among
children from conception to maturity this to be accomplished
through cooperation with parents, doctors, nurses, teachers, and
other health workers; by dissemination of scientific information
and teaching methods In schools, through conferences, addresses,
pamphlets, publicity material, and a monthly magazine, "Child
Health Magazine."

Deceased.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L,. Butterfleld,

president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Central Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 includes Rural
America" (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE
HARD OF HEARING Promotes the cause of the hard of hearing;
assists in forming organizations. Pres.. Dr. Gordon Berry; Field

Secretary, Miss Betty Wright, 1S01 35th St. N.W.. Washington,
D. C.

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION Dr. Lewis A. Connor, presi-

dent Miss M. L. Woughter, acting executive secretary, S70

Seventh Avenue. New York. Organized for the purpose of pro-

moting the prevention of heart disease and the care of those with

damaged hearts In the United States and Canada.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Leta Bane,
executive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions In home, school, institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics: office

of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business

manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828, labors for an Inter-

national peace of justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of

Peace, $2.00 a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor.

12-614 Colorado Building, Washington. D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OF CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, executive secretary, S70 Seventh Ave., New York. To
disseminate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment
and prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, $5.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social

hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the

campaign against the venereal diseases; to advise in organization
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues $2.00 Including monthly Journal.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Ave., New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 156 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Organized in 1908; 20 constituent Protestant national
women's mission boards. Florence E. Quinlan, exec, sec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for Col-

lege Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.

Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Gen. See's; 105 E. 22d St., N.Y.C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. WL M. Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L,. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 60 East
42nd Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound method*
in this field, with particular reference to psychiatric clinics
visiting teacher work, and training for these and similar service*;
to conduct related studies, education and publication; and to
Interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for the
Prevention of Delinquency.

Ac BOARD OF TH E YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president; Miss Mabel
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York CityThis organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W
C. A. s on behalf of the Industrial, business, student, foreign born
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work in 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COM M ITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy
general secretary, 215 Fourth Avenue, New York. Industrial
agricultural investigations. Works for improved laws and admin-
istration, children's codes. Studies child labor, health school*
recreation dependency, delinquency, etc. Annual membership, $1,

' 25 and n includes monthly publication, "The American

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 1J1J
incorp. 1914), 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. (tel. Chelsea 8774) Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
of America through the harmonious development of their bodies
minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with other
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
in the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides, and insignia
Through its "Knighthood of Youth" it provides homes, schools and
church schools with a method of character training through actual
practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finley, Pres.; Amos L- Frescott
Treas.; Charles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.
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NAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE, INC.-

Dr. William H. Welch, honorary president; Dr. Charles P. Emerson
president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, medical director; Dr Clar-
ence J. D Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beers, secretary
370 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Pamphlets on mental hygiene'mental and nervous disorders, feeblemindedness, epilepsy, inebriety'
delinquency, and other mental problems in human behavior, educa-
tion, industry, psychiatric social service, etc "Mental Hveiene "
quarterly, $3.00 a year; "Mental Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $ .so'a

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-NESS Lewis H. Carrls, managing director; Mrs. Winifred Hath-
away, secretary; 130 East 22nd Street, New York. Objects- To fur-
nish information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, personal service
for local organizations and legislation, publish literature of move-ment samples free, quantities at cost. Includes N'ew York State
Committee.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it holds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
ng, and Issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-

>nS of the Conference wil1 be held ln Denver, Colorado, June 10th
to 17th, 1925. Proceedings are sent free of charge to all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN 2109 Broadway,New York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres. ; Mrs. Estelle M. Sternbereer
ex. sec y Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion and
social welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway Miss Fiorina
Lasker, chairman. For the protection and education of im-
migrant women and girls.

Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H Herz chair
man, 5 Columbus Circle. New York City.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIANASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 347
Madison Avenue, New York City (Telephone, Vanderbiit 1200)
Composed of 344 business and professional men, representing 1 540
Associations in 48 states. Hawaii, and the Canal Zone and '388
Associations in 32 Foreign Lands. Officers: F. W. Ramsey Cleve
land, O., President: Adrian Lyon, Chairman of the General Board-
John R. Mott, New York, General Secretary.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF GIRLS' CLUBS Mrs. Fannie M Pollak
president: Mary L. Ely, Educational Secretary. Non-sectarian and
self-governing organization of working women's clubs for recreation
and promotion of program in Adult Education. Vacation Camns
472 West 24th St., New York City.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal. Publishes "Southern Workman" and free

material on Negro problems. J. E. Gregg, principal.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-
tor, 370 Seventh Avenue. New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION SERVICE To assemble data on
International social problems and through work with individual

cases to develop methods of international social service. Head-
quarters, London. Viscountess Gladstone, chairman; Professor
Gilbert Murray, treasurer; Ruth Lamed, executive. Address all

Inquiries to American bureau, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Director, Mary E. Hurlbutt.
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NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 316 Fourth Are.,
New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for physical
education. Established at the request of a committee created by
the United States Bureau ef Education; 35 national organization*
cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and Recreation Asso-
ciation of America.



THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes
L. Hollingsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Klnckle Jones, exec, secy,
127 E. 23rd St., N'ew York. Establishes committees of white and
colored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
social workers. Publishes 'Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life.

'

NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
\nna A Gordon, president: Headquarters, 1730 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston. Illinois. To secure effective enforcement of the

Eighteenth Amendment, to advance the welfare of the American
people through the departments of Child Welfare, Women in In-

dustry, Social Morality, Scientlific Temperance Instruction, Ameri-
canization and other allied fields of endeavor. Official publication
"The Union Signal" published at Headquarters.

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
KuMiis honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; oil

South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government in

I he work shop through organization and also for the enactment of

:ivi; legislation. Information given.

PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To secure rep-

resentation for all. C. G. Hoag, sec'y, 1417 Locust St., Philadel-

phia. Membership, J2.00, entitles to quarterly P. R. Review.

RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living
conditions John M. Glenn, dir.; 130 E. 22d St., New York. Depart -

ririty Organization, Delinquency and Penology, Industrial

Studies Library, Recreation, Remedial Loans, Social Legislation.

Statistics, Surveys and Exhibits. The publications of the Russell

Foundation o&er to the public In practical and Inexpensive
some of the most important results of Its work. Catalogue

it-lit, upon request.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE An Institution for the training of Negrc
Youth; an experiment in race adjustment in the Black Belt of the

South; furnishes information on all phases of the race problem ana
of the Tuskegee Idea and methods; Robert R. Moton, prln.; War-
ren Logan, treas.; A. L. Holsey, acting sec'y, Tuskegee. Ala.

WORKERS' EDUCATION BUREAU OF AMERICA Spencer Mil-

ler, Jr., sec'y; 476 West 24th St. A clearing-house for Workers
Education.

SPEAKERS:
We assist in preparing special articles, papers, speeches,

debates. Expert, scholarly service. AUTHORS RESEARCH

BUREAU, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York.

At the Gate of

Public Mercy!
Frankly stationed as beggars at the

great gate of public mercy, the Ser-

vants of Relief for Incurable Cancer

among the destitute of every creed,

must continue to beg for their patients

who have nothing for food or harbor-

igc but what comes from great-hearted

people in small sums or hundreds of

dollars. We need money now for a fire-

proof country home for 100 of the sick.

Think of them, a moment!

MOTHER M. ALPHONSA LATHROP,
O. S. D., Treasurer

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, Westchester

County, N. Y.

of Negro jobs is in lines which are not organized. The porters,

laundresses (outside of laundries) and servants have no or-

ganization. The Negroes listed as painters are not in the

painters' union, many of them being merely whitewashes. The
tailors are in large part cleaners and pressers. The waiters,

elevator tenders (except females) are poorly organized.
The end of the Negro's troubles, however, does not come

with organization. There is still the question of employers,

for it is a certain fact that preference is frequently given white

workers when they can be secured, if high wages are to be

paid. A vicious circle indeed! The editors of The Messenger
have suggested a United Negro Trades Union built on the

plan of the United Hebrew Trades and the Italian Chamber
of Labor. The unions are lethargic; the Negroes skeptical,

untrained and individualistic. Meanwhile they drift, a dis-

ordered mass, self-conscious, but with their aims unrationalized,

into the face of new problems.

V

WITH
the shift toward industry now beginning, and a

subsequent new status already foreshadowed, some

sounder economic policy is imperative. The traditional hold

of domestic service vocations is already broken : witness the

sudden halt in the increase of Negro male servants and ele-

vator men. The enormous growth of certain New York
industries has been out of proportion to the normal native

production of workers. The immigration on which these for-

merly depended has been cut down and the prospects are that

this curtailment will continue. For the first time, as a result

of promotion, retirement and death, gaps are appearing which

the limited recruits cannot fill. Note the clothing industry, one

of the largest in New York. There is a persistent lament that

the second generation of immigrants do not continue in the

trade. Already Negro workers have been sought to supple-

ment the deficiencies in the first generation recruits. This sort

of thing will certainly be felt in other lines. The black masses

are on the verge of induction from their unenviable status as

servants to the forces of the industrial workers, a more

arduous, but less dependent rank. They require a new leader-

ship, training in the principles of collective action, a new

orientation with their white fellow workers for the sake of

future peace, a reorganization of the physical and mental

habits which are a legacy of their old experiences, and de-

liberate training for the new work to come. It is this recrea-

tion of the worker that the Urban Leagues have tried to ac-

complish, accompanying this effort with a campaign against the

barriers to the entrance of Negro workers into industry. Con-

ceiving these workers as inherently capable of an infinite range

of employment this organization insists merely upon an openness

which permits opportunity, an objective experiment uncluttered

by old theories of racial incompetence and racial dogmas.

The workers of the South and the West Indies who have

come to this city with vagrant desires and impulses, their

endowments of skill and strength, their repressions and the tell-

tale marks of backward cultures, with all the human wastes

of the process, have directed shafts of their native energy into

the city's life and growth. They are becoming a part of it.

The restive spirit which brought them to the city has been

neither all absorbed nor wasted. Over two-thirds of all the

businesses operated by Negroes in New York are conducted

by migrant Negroes. They are in the schools they are the

radicals and this is hopeful. The city Negro an un-

predictable mixture of all possible temperaments is yet in

evolution.

But a common purpose is integrating these energies and once

leashed to a purposeful objective, it is not improbable that in

industry and in the life of the city the black workers will

compensate in utility and progressiveness for what they lack

in numbers and traditions.
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HATES: Display advertisements, 25 centi per agate line, 14 linet to the lack.

Want advertisements, S cents per word or initial, including the address or box
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lecutive insertions. Cash with orders.

Addreu Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 East 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED: In recognized Settlement

.in middle wtst, a man to act as Assistant

Head Resident and Head of Men's Work.

.Age about thirty, background of culture

and refinement, good mixer, with pep and

resourcefulness and with demonstrated or-

ganizing ability. Someone intending to

make social work his life work, willing to

begin at moderate salary and prove ability

to earn more. Must enjoy group life. Ad-

dress, giving age, training, experience,

whether married or single and salary re-

quired. 5033 SURVEY.

NON-ASSEMBLED EXAMINATION
for SUPERINTENDENT of the Cook

County Juvenile Detention House, Chicago,

Illinois. Salary $4,000 and maintenance

for self and family. Requirements: Age

25 to 55 years, inclusive; high school edu-

cation; 4 years experience in social or edu-

cational agency of recognized standing.

Special credit will be given for advanced

education, experience and successful ad-

ministrative work. Local residence is

waived. Examination may be taken where-

ver candidates reside. Application must

he made before March 5 to the Cook

County Civil Service Commission, Room

512. Cook County Building. Chicago.

WANTED: Supervisor (male) for boys'

department and supervisor (female) for

igirls' department; must be well qualified

professionally and temperamentally, and

preferably with successful experiences.

Apply giving full particulars to Mr. E.

Trotzkey, Superintendent Marks Nathan

Jewish Orphan Home, 1550 South Albany

Ave., Chicago, III.

WANTED: Trained nurse and social

worker to take charge of small mining

community situated about forty miles from

New York City. No. 5069 THE SURVEY.

WANTED: Executive Secretary for

Eastern Young Women's Hebrew Associa-

tion; Jewish community center experience;

organizing and executive ability required.

5058 SURVEY.

WANTED: Girls Club Leader, Eastern

Settlement, State education, experience and

references. 5063 SURVEY.

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-

vate schools, colleges and universities.

Education Service, Steger Building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
1254 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

WORKERS WANTED

WANTED: MATRON-HOUSEKEEP-
ER, experienced, to take full responsibility
of the domestic affairs of large child-caring

Orthodox Jewish Institution. Good salary
to right person. Apply, stating age, ex-

perience, references and salary required.

E. Trotzkey, Marks Nathan Jewish Or-

phan Home, 1550 S. Albany Ave., Chicago,
111.

HEALTH WORKER wanted with train-

ing in dietetics for Jewish organization in

large Eastern city. 5055 SURVEY.

WANTED: In Eastern city, Jewish case

worker to direct activities of district house

and carry responsibility for neighborhood
case work

;
also visitors for family case

work positions. 5059 SURVEY.

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate
with at least one year of Social Case Work
Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

NURSE, graduate, Protestant, settled

woman. Home for unmarried-expectant
Mothers, not maternity. Near Philadel-

phia, pleasant surroundings. Social service

training preferable. Reference. 5074 SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED Boys' Worker for set-

tlement house in New York City. Must
have executive ability. State experience.

5071 SURVEY.

ASSISTANT headworker for New York
Settlement. Must understand girls work.
State experience. 5072 SURVEY.

AN Assistant to Superintendent in a

Jewish Southern Orphanage. Must be

athletic and experienced in handling of

boys. Give references, education and

salary. 5077 SURVEY.

AFTER-CARE worker in small South-
ern Jewish Orphanage. Give references,
education and salary. 5078 SURVEY.

SUPERVISING MATRON (white) for

an institution of 300 children with an op-

portunity for working out the problem of

the colored child along advanced lines.

5079 SURVEY.

EMPLOYMENT office worker, college

graduate with case work or employment
experience preferred. Protestant, young,
able to use typewriter. $1200.00-$! 500.00.

Apply to Carol W. Adams, 1545 Glenarm
St., Denver, Colorado.

WOMAN WORKER WANTED: Jew-
ist. assistant and secretary to Superinten-
dent small institution for unmarried moth-
ers on Staten Island. Must have social

service experience. 5034 SURVEY.

WORKERS WANTED
WANTED: Executive Secretary. Jewish

Big Brother Club, personality, executive

ability and sotiological training or exper-
ience with bojs, desirable qualifications.

5070 SURVEY.

QUALIFIED ana experienced person as

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF GIRLS &
WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES in a large, old,
well organized settlemint not in New York
City. Jewish neighborhood. Resident

position. State age, edtcation, experience,

references, salary desirec, and when avail-

able. 5086 SURVEY.,

SITUATIONS WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN, 30, Protestant, col-

lege graduate, desires travel Europe this

summer as amanuensis to auhor, or ym-
erness-companion ;

German and French.

5087 SURVEY.

WANTED: By Registered Nurse with

executive experience in Public health. Hos-

pital Social Service. Dispensary manage-
ment, position as Head Worke; in small

Hospital, Dispensary, or Home ior Child-

ren. Employed at present, change desired.

Address 5067 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE with years of intensive

experience organizing and conducting in-

stitutions and other works of socUl char-

acter in connection with dependent, delin-

quent and problem boys desires position as

Superintendent of large Orphanage or In-

dustrial School. Rural community and cot-

tage plan preferred. References from those

with national reputation as authorities]

5068 SURVEY.

SUPERINTENDENT Experienced, de-

sires position in Child Caring Institution.

Young children preferred. Nursing knowl-

edge. Available May i. 5062 SURVEY.

SUPERINTENDENT of boys home,

capable executive, eight years experience,
five years in present position, age forty-

nine, Protestant, Methodist, must have

change of climate to benefit wife's health

Can give reference to other institutions

and to President and Chairman of the ex-

ecutive committee of my present board

Would prefer country institution for de

linquent or dependent children. 5035 SUR-

VEY.

EXPERIENCED MAN now handling

important work in New York wishes to

join organization where his knowledge of

publicity, editorial work, booklet writing,

motion pictures and exhibits will be of

value. 5041 SURVEY.

TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED social

workers supplied for high-class positions.

SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT, EX-
ECUTIVE SERVICE CORPORATION,
1515 Pershing Square Building, N. Y. C.

Young couple, Jewish, thoroughly expe-
rienced SUPERINTENDENT and MA-
TRON, who have satisfactorily filled pre-

vious positions eleven years, desire affilia-

tion with Institution, highest references.

5088 SURVEY.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management
In our new home-study course, "COOKING FOR\
PROFIT." Booklet on request.
4m. School of Hom Economic*. 849 E. 58th St., Chicago
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SITUATIONS WANTED
MAN SUPERINTENDENT of Child-

ren's Home, who has satisfactorily filled

two similar positions in the last fifteen

years, desires change about June ist. 5026

SURVEY.

SCHOOL EXECUTIVE, 33, now public

school superintendent Connecticut town,

specialist educational and vocational guid-

ance and social studies, desires executive

position or department headship in a New
School. Begin preferably September. 5060
SURVEY.

YOUNG MAN, 30, Jewish, with execu-

tive experience in public schools and pri-

vate institutions desires work in executive

or semi-executive capacity. Can assist in

publicity as a speaker or writer. 5061

SURVEY.
'

WOMAN director of publicity, exper-

ienced in community organization work
and public speaking. 5064 SURVEY.

WOMAN of experience and culture for

executive position in protective and social

hygiene work. 5065 SURVEY.

WOMAN EXECUTIVE, twelve years

experience in Community and Social work.

Qualified to meet public officials and com-

munity groups. 5066 SURVEY

EXECUTIVE Public Health Nurse de-

sires position as Director of Health Center,

Visiting Nurse Association, or County
Health Work. 5082 SURVEY.

SETTLEMENT HEAD WORKER de-

sires executive position in settlement r

community house. Fifteen years of success-

ful experience in Eastern settlements. No
preference as to locality. 5081 SURVEY.

YOUNG LADY 22, wishes position in

settlement as recreation and girls' Club

leader. Three years experience. 5080
SURVEY.

COLLEGE SOPHOMORE desires posi-

tion as counselor in select boys' camp.
Considerable experience. Good references.

5076 SURVEY.

WOMAN Ph. D., desires position as

director health or welfare work; research

or surveys. Experienced lecturer. 5085
SURVEY.

JEWISH social worker, male, 38, four-

teen years experience in executive capa-
city now employed, is seeking a new con-

nection. Write to 5084 SURVEY.

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent in

school or institution for boys or girls. Ex-
cellent qualifications. 4994 SURVEY.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book
now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nursei,
30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richardi
^nr^jiii M Rarnc Strwt. Providence. R. T

OFFICE SPACE

Approximately 1000 square feet of at-

tractive space in high grade office build-

ing; Murray Hill section; particularly
suitable for small welfare agency. 5075
SURVEY.

SHOES

FOR THE LAME
THE Perfection Extension Shoe for

any person with one short limb. Worn
with any style of ready-made shoes
with perfect ease and comfort. Write
for booklet. Henry S. Lotz, Inc.. 125
East 28th St.. Xew York City.

SHOPPING SERVICE

SHOPPING by New York expert who
will send things, services free. References.

Hattie Guthman, 309 West 99th St.

HOME SCHOOL

HOME SCHOOL for the runabout child.

Individual care and instruction by college

graduates. Partial scholarships for chil-

dren whose parents are in educational

work. The Bird House, Oldwick, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS

"Home -Making as a Profession"
IB a 100-pp. 111. handbook It's FREE. Home stud;
Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid

positions or for home-making efficiency.

Am. School of Homo Economics, 84t E. 58th St.. Chicago

HAVE you something to write, perhaps
half written, which needs working over

before it goes to publisher or printer?
A report? An article? A book? If you
are pressed for time, or have difficulty

in expressing yourself, why not get an

editor to help you? Understanding, ex-

perience, command of English, and a

knowledge of editorial requirements are

at your service. For further information

address 5083 SURVEY.

TO OUR READERS: Contributions

are solicited by a magazine published at

a Sanatorium by the patients, and devoted

to arts, letters and discussions. The sin-

cere thanks of the readers can be the only

compensation. Address "98.6," Cragmor
Sanatorium, Colorado Springs, Colo.

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

CHILDREN IN NEED OF SPECIAL CARE, by
Lucile Eaves. Study of children of

broken families, based on records of

Boston social agencies. Order from the

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Street, Bos-

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid, cloth.

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice Bradley,
describes home-study course, which in-

cludes catering, tea room, cafeteria and
lunch room management. "51 Ways to

Make Money" free. Am. School of Home
Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., Chicago.

LESSONS IN GOVERNMENT ARRANGED FOR

CLASSES IN NATURALIZATION. Seven short

lessons, four page pamphlet. Simple,

practical, good type. Third edition, sc

each, $2.00 a hundred, postpaid. Henry
M. Allen, Allen School, Auburn, N. Y.

TALES OF ONE CITY, The Rehabilitation of

the Morally Handicapped. By Alice D.

Menken. Jewish Board of Guardians,
228 East 19 Street, New York City, N. Y.

TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES

EARN TRIP TO EUROPE: Organizers,

Conductors, Chaperons, Needed. Economy-
Tour Europe next Summer. Y. W. and

Y. M. C. A. and College Leadership. So-

cial Workers, Y leaders and College Rep-
resentatives wanted at once. 6 weeks Tour

$390. Others $275-$55O. Nine Countries.

Small Group Divisions. Entire party limit-

ed 200. For appointment write, ALLEN
TOURS, Boston, 17, Mass.

WANTED A Party of 15 for trip of 67

days, starting June 23, to the Swedish

Peninsula, Finland and the Continent. For

further details apply Harriet Leek, Visit-

ing Nurse Association of Hartford, Con-

necticut. 5089 SURVEY.

BOARD

RIDGEWOOD, New Jersey. Private

family can accommodate two guests. Com-

muting distance 32 minutes, Erie Central.

Tel. Ridgewood, 125 M. 85 Woodside Ave.

RESORT

THE BEECHES
Paris Hill Maine

HEALTH RESORT for delicate, conval-

escent and nervous ladies seeking rest and

pleasant recreation in Maine's delightful

climate. Open June to November. Address

letters to Station B., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

until June 1, care Blanche Dennes.

FOR SALE

OLD Colonial house, one acre, State

Road, Northern Connecticut. Location for

Tea House and Antiques. Price $3,5-

5073 SURVEY.

PERIODICALS

THI AMERICAN JOURNAL or NURSING show*

the part which trained nurses are taking

in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HYGIENE: quarterly: $3.00 a year:

published by the National Committee for

Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,

New York.

Better, Cheaper, Quicker
We have complete equipment
and an expert staff to do your

Mimeographing
Multigraphlng
Addressing
Mailing

If you will investigate you will find that

we can do it better, quicker and cheaper
than you can in your own office.

Let us estimate on your next jot

Webster Letter Addressing &
Mailing Company

4th Street at 8th Avenue
Longacre 2447

Fifth Avenue Letter Shop, Inc.

16 W. 23rd Street

Multir.phinc| GRA mercy 4501 I .,,
M 'n!"

Typewriting
' ' * Addrcm(

Ask The Survey about Us!

(In anitvtriitff thin advertittmtnts pleat mention THB SUBVET. It kelps us, it identifies you.)
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An Ideal Vacation
CLARK'S SUMMER
CRUISE TO EUROPE

Portugal, Spain, Morocco,
Algeria, Italy, Monaco, Norway,

Sweden, Scotland, England
(or Germany) and

France

Round trip of 12,000 miles on the new oil-

burner S.S. "Lancastria" (17,000 tons) with
the unsurpassed Cunard service and cuisine

throughout. 53 days. Sailing July 1, 1925.

Stop-over privileges in Europe.

$550 and up including regular ship and
shore expenses, chartered first-class trains,

fine hotels, best of travel service everywhere.

Membership limited.

FORUM ROMANUM ROME

These Cruises have enjoyable and inspirational features.

Shipboard Services and Lectures; Travel Club Meetings,
Entertainments, Deck Sports, Orchestra, Concerts, Cos-
tume parties; Special Chaperones for ladies traveling
alone.

Superb Cunard service with some of their newest ships
with the most modern ventilating systems and safety

appliances, and sumptuous public rooms and equipments.

D. E. Lorenz, Ph.D., author of "The Round the World
Traveller" anil "The New Mediterranean Traveller," is

organizer of special parties and will personally go as

Special Director on the Summer European Cruise. He
can give you expert service in your plans and help you in

making advantageous reservations.

JOIN A CONGENIAL PARTY!

Wrtte to us direct Send for literature, illustrated hunk,

and ship diaf/ram DO IT NOW !

Address Clark's Tours (Cruise Dept.),

112 East 19th Street, New York City

THE CENTER. OF DISTINGUISHED SOCIAL LIFE-

WASHINCTON-D-C-
4

THE NEWEST AND MOST
LUXURIOUSLY APPOINTED

HOTEL
IN THE

NATIONAL CAPITAL,'

\

CONNECTICUT AVENUE
MIDWAY BETWEEN THE WHITE HOUSE & DUPONT CIRCLE

m.

(In answering these advertisements please mention THE
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THE PELHAM TOURS
"MOTORING IN EUROPE"

From Naples to Paris by Automobile

From a Diary, The Pelham Tours . . . frlxtrtut Sn. t>

Stratford-on-Avon, July 30th: \\

Hook of Holland. I had heard so much ahmit tlie ;

Channel that I was really uneasy but I went to bed as v.n as

we got on the boat and knew nothing more until we
Harwich in the morning. So much for tlte Channel. \\

in London a week and the longer I was there the more I lik'-d

it. It is so absolutely different from anything else we have seen;

so grey and misty where Paris is all sparkling light; s>

and British, so matter-of-fact and at the same time so full of

a poetic beauty. The wonderful facades of the I h>n^.-s

liament. seen from Lambeth Bridge, with Westminster Abbey
in the distance, all veiled by the pale blue haze that often

over the Thames, are a lovely sight. I have stood on London
Bridge and it did not fall down; I have seen the Tower of Lon-
don and marvelled at the Crown Jewels and no less at the

Beef-Eaterfl in their mediaeval i-nst nines standing guard nvn
them. Somehow when an Knglishman wears a mediaeval cos-

tume he looks as if he were "dressing up," whereas an Italian

is an tin-selfconscious as a child. One day we went up tin-

Thames to Windsor Castle and jt was most beautiful. \\V
lunched at Richmond on the River and on the way home we
passed any number of little boats, or punts, tied to the bank,
while the occupants drank their afternoon tea as calmly
please. Nothing interferes with that important function in Knj.-.

land. The London shops were quite wonderful and the literary
landmarks of more interest to me here than at any other place;

probably because I know a bit more about Knglisli literal UK
\Ve visaed The Old Curiosity Shop and Dr. Johnson's old tavern.

"The Cheshire Cheese." It was a never-failin delimit
to me to prowl about in these narrow lanes and by ways leading
oft" from the Strand: fn wander up through Drury Lane an<t into

Ccvent Garden or lal.e tlie bus for a Inr.u -id<- over i<>
'

side and hear English spoken by Orkneys ^o that it seemed as

unintelligible to me as a foreign tongue.
We have had one day at Stratford-on-Avon. It is a delightful

place of thatched cottages and half-timbered houses. The home
nf Shakespeare is most interesting and the cottage of Ann
Hathaway across the fields at Shottery, most enchanting. Tt

would be easy to fall in love there.

Tomorrow we go to Oxford and then on to Salisbury. Then
home. Tt has been a wonderful summer, every minute of it

and 1 am sorry it is almost over.

For information concerning these tours, write In

"The Pelham Tours"
Room 1514, 100 East 42nd Street, AVii- York City

SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)



Social Studies

Conducted by

Joseph K. Hart

Spring Is Coming

SOME
doubtful matters clear up a bit as the days go by.

For example, it is now becoming quite apparent that

certain ancient forces are battling for existence these

days. The campaign by means of which the Child Labor
Amendment was defeated reveals this desperate battle. It is

altogether probable that the amendment would have been de-

feated if the campaign against it had been conducted on a

basis of truth; it is much better for the amendment that its

defeat was accomplished as it was. Presently the public will

wake up to the fact that it was grossly deceived. To be sure,

the public learns very slowly: it is infinitely credulous and

swallows its old legends with avidity. But it learns a bit,

now and then, here and there; and having learned, it never

goes back to quite its old besotted fatuousness. To be sure,

also, no one really likes to learn for learning reveals to us

our past follies. We resist learning just as much and just as

long as possible, and we give in, if at all, only when there

is no other recourse for us; and even then, sometimes, we say:
"I don't care what the facts are

;
I don't care what anybody

says ; I know what I know, and nobody can tell me any-

thing!"

There are two sorry creatures in the world today: first,

the more intelligent man who feeds his neighbor (and him-

self, too, inevitably) on lies, believing that in this way he is

bulwarking society against the forces of change that is, against

the forces of evil ; and second, the less intelligent man who
is compelled, slowly, bitterly to admit that there are some

things for him still to learn about the nature of the world.

It is said that lies travel faster than truth, and that no truth

ever caught up with a lie. But the saying is not true. The
newer truth grows from day to day: it is catching up with old

falsehoods every day in the mind of some new freedman; it

is slowly reaching out to take in the ancient lands of ignor-

ance, and of error and of active lies. For the people who
walk in darkness, whether it be a darkness of their own making,

or a darkness which they have inherited from ancient dark

ages there is no escape: they must eventually come out into

the light, give up their lies, give up their ignorance and their

childish fears of the day, and take their places in the ranks

of the humanity that believes in truth and is willing to organize

its social and individual living on the basis of truth. There is

such a humanity, today and the future belongs to it!
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Glimpse ^4head

WITH
the business office panting to keep up

with the orders for the Harlem issue of Sur-

vey Graphic, and the editorial office drawing
a deep breath for its next special issue The Re-

gional Community in May, The Survey has hardly

wind enough to whistle but here are a few brief

toots to announce, for early publication :

I. Everychild in Philadelphia

By Jacob Billikopf

There's a lot of talk about the child and his

problems child welfare and so on, which sounds

as if the child were an animal in a vacuum. Where-

as, of course, a child is more often than not the off-

spring of parents and the denizen of a home. In

preparation for the All-Philadelphia Conference of

Social Work Mr. Billikopf and Miss Deardorff

and their associates set out to get a picture of Phila-

delphia children in terms of the houses they live in,

the economic circumstances of their parents, and the

common life in general. The result is a graphic

array of facts that parents and social workers will

find of keen interest.

II. The Automobile in the Middle Ages

By Joseph K. Hart

Professor Hart has just returned from a lecture

trip that has swung him through twenty-five states

down the Atlantic Seaboard, across Oklahoma and

Texas to California; then back through Colorado

and the Middle West. He has talked with edu-

cators, social workers, community leaders, parents

and preachers, boys and girls. Everywhere he has

found the crossword puzzle of youth pored over

by their elders. They are "rotters," say some. They
are no different from us in our day, say others.

Neither dictum satisfies. The automobile is but the

symbol of a new generation which has "stepped on

the gas" and in ten minutes is clear of the parental

and community controls which have served since

the Spanish brought horses overseas in their galleons.

III. Cementing the Broken Year

By Robert W. Bruere

In twenty years we have seen a revolution with

respect to one hazard in industry. Twenty years

ago, when a workman lost an eye or an arm or a

life at his work, the burden fell with crushing weight

on the wage-earner and his family. Today, through

compensation laws, the loss falls on the employers;

through the employer's insurance, it falls on the in-

dustry and by the industry is transferred to the

consumer. Where it belongs. It's part of the cost

of finished goods, and because accidents come higher,

they are fewer. The economic pressure of their

cost spurs industry to make work safe. But there

is no such pressure to make work secure. The eco-

nomic loss of broken employment falls on the house-

holds of the wage-earners laid off. We may be on

the threshold of another revolution which will ease

this hazard. Mr. Bruere tells of the most promis-

ing beginnings of a new way the experiments with

unemployment funds in the garment trades.

IV. Rockefellers, Inc.-Internationalists

By Arthur Ruhl

"Somewhere in that long trail leading back to

the days when the pious young clerk used to give

a dollar of two of his meagre salary to some widow-

ed scrubwomen in the same store, the Rockefeller

millions crossed a bridge." So writes Mr. Ruhl in

a painstaking survey of the devious ways in which

the various Rockefeller foundations are promoting
the well-being of mankind throughout the world

a dispassionate review of the sort that Mr. Ruhl

contributed to the October issue when he told the

history of the Carnegie peace millions.
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The Gist of It

READING

behind the headlines is nowhere
more difficult or more necessary for a

clear view of the facts than in that range
of news which hegins at the police court

and winds up at the death house, with sensational

"copy" all along the \vay. The Survey turns, as it

has often turned before, to Professor Kirchwey of

the New York School of Social Work for an esti-

mate of the net significance of recent outgivings on

the subject of parole and its abuses (p. 729).

READING
behind the headlines, again, John

Graham Brooks, dean of American students of

the labor problem, author of The Social Unrest and

of Labor's Challenge to the Social Order, a long-

time friend of Robert A. Woods, presents the man
whose death has removed one of the most stalwart

leaders from the settlement movement in America

(P- 732).

THOUGH
Mrs. Bass, who wrote of harvest

hands and mid-western Freshmen in The Sur-

vey for September 15, 1924, lives in Chicago now
rather than Wichita, she writes just as freshly of

Wonderful Westernville, Pride of the Prairie

(P- 734)-

MR.
WOLMAN'S Fascinating Numbers being

a lavish array of statistics on labor unions
in the United States were reviewed in the Mid-
monthly two months ago (Jan. 15, p. 464). Here
he turns more particularly to the fascinating num-
bers of women wage-earners who are organized
(p. 741). Mr. Wolman is on the staff of the New
School for Social Research, and director of the

research department of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers. Two of the volumes in the Russell Sage
Foundation studies in employe representation were
summarized by Miss Van Kleeck in The Survey for

February I, 1925 (Ten Years of the Rockefeller

Plan). Here (p. 742) John Fitch of the New York
School of Social Work, author of The Causes of

Industrial Unrest, and not so long ago industrial

editor of The Survey, discusses another volume, that

dealing with the steel plants of the C. F. and I.

John B. Andrews, of course, is secretary of the

American Association for Labor Legislation. That
it should take a campaign, and a stiff one, to per-
suade mine owners to stop coal-dust explosions (p.

744) is an interesting foot-note to Dr. Hart's social

studies.

MR.
KEPPEL, now president of the Carnegie

Corporation, was dean of Columbia College

before the war and had a deal to do with the life

of American communities as the assistant secretary

of war particularly charged with training-camp and

recreational activities in 1918 and 1919. His paper
on p. 749 is based upon an address delivered at the

last Recreation Congress.

THE tempered and scientific review of an in-

vestigation of birth control (p. 751) comes

from Mrs. Pinchot, a lay member of the executive

committee of the Committee on Maternal Health,

\vho has been interested in birth control for many
years. It was she who insisted on policies that would

meet with the approval of the medical profession

and inaugurated the activities she here describes.

AS consulting psychiatrist to Dartmouth College,

Dr. Ruggles knows his ground in writing of

the need for mental hygiene in the colleges (p. 753).

AS
the executive of the Indianapolis Community

Chest, Homer Borst is one of the young social

workers who have been making their influence felt

in an old community (p. 759).

O wonder Frank needed shoes," wrote Gor-

don Hamilton in The Survey for April 15,

1923, in reviewing the work of the sub-committee

on feeblemindedness of the New York Charity Or-

ganization Society, which found Frank and many
like hirri knotty problems in adjustment. Now,
from her chair at the New York School of Social

Work, Miss Hamilton writes again and more broadly

of the social control of feeblemindedness (p. 763).

IN
Topeka is the Provident Association; its gen-

eral secretary is Virginia Campbell; and 'the

Housekeeping Center of which she writes (p. 765)

belongs to all three. Mr. Areson is associated with

C. C. Carstens in the far-ranging work of the Child

Welfare League of America (p. 766).
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Hendrik Willem Van Loon

HISTORY AS SHE IS TAUGHT

Johnny! Why did Abraham Lincoln set the slaves free?

I dunno, ma'am! I suppose he done it on orders from Moscow
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Parole

By George H^. Kircbwey

NO
phase of the humanitarian movement lives

more dangerously or holds its feeble gains more

precariously than that which is associated with

penal reform. The tide ebbs and flows and

ebbs again. Dean Pound has recently reminded us of the

alternations of severity and mildness that have in the long

past marked the legal attitude toward the criminal exces-

sive solicitude for the technical rights of the accused fol-

lowed in times of transition and unrest "bv an orgy of

drastic penal legislation." It is such a period of reaction

that we are now living through. Judges, prosecuting attor-

neys, the man who writes to the papers all see red. Crime

ceases to be a social symptom to be studied and understood.

It is again the enemy to be destroyed. Crushing the Crim-

inal is the title of an article published a few weeks ago by
the distinguished district attorney of Boston. He sees a

better time coming in the fact "that the public is now in an

angry mood against the criminal."

And so it comes to pass that the indeterminate sentence,

after fifty years of trial, and the system of releasing prison-

ers on parole, which in one form or another has a century

of experience behind it, are again called upon to justify them-

selves. It is true that our blindness to anvthine as abtsract

as a system has led the public to focus its main attack on

the visible instrument in this case the paroling authority.

Two notorious offenders, neither of them a criminal in the

ordinary sense of the term, are released from Sing Sing

Prison before the public has forgotten them. So the parole

board that set them free is overwhelmed with abuse. A
leading judge grows hysterical, refers publicly to the "sob-

sister commission" which "lies awake nights figuring how

many crooks it can turn loose," demands the abolition of

the parole board and concludes: "Wake up .... Compel
the enactment of laws with teeth in them."

It seems a pity to damp down this lyrical outburst by

calling attention to the fact that the parole board in ques-

tion has, in all the c? ces referred to, acted in strict con-

formity with law and settled practice. The parole law and

the statutes governing the commutation ef sentences for

good behavior are perfectly explicit and leave no discretion

to the board except the arbitrary power to detain a prisoner

for cause after he has earned his parole. It is the court

and the statute, not the parole board, that decide how long

a prisoner shall be confined.

While these tame predictable events are producing such

temperamental reactions in celestial minds, a more dramatic

phase of the problem is flashed on the screen. The daily

press of March 6 in this year of grace reports the parole from

the most famous of the state reformatories of a young male-

factor, described as "a veteran parole breaker," who promptly

celebrated his release by murdering a policeman. The cul-

prit had a record of at least ten previous arrests, one of them

for murder, and had been diagnosed in the reformatory as

a psychopathic case. Notwithstanding all this, he was ad-

mitted to parole on the ground that his conduct in the

institution had been such as to leave the board of parole no

option except to release him. Obviously something is rotten

in a prison-house or in a prison system whose secrets are

revealed in such a tragic fashion.

In the state, New York, to which the foregoing story

relates, the legislature has before it several bills aimed to

correct the evils complained of. One of these, sponsored

by the governor, proposes to make the matter of parole pri-

marily, if not exclusively, an incident of the management
of the prison industries. Another measure, proposed by the

Prison Association of New York, aims to introduce effi-

ciency and a more scientific spirit into the paroling function

through the institution of a board of qualified men devoting

their entire time to the study of the prisoners and the de-

termination of their fitness for release. A third bill, of a

more radical character, provides for the appointment of a

legislative commission to make a study of the laws relating

to parole, probation and prison sentences with a view to

the reformation of the entire system.

While New York is thus blindly groping for a solution of

the problem, several other states notably Pennsylvania

729
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and Ohio are similarly engaged. It seems an appropriate

time to review the history and to recall to mind the funda-

mental principles of the policy under consideration.

THE history of parole in the penal system of the United

States is a pathetic story of high aims and defeated

hopes. In its inception it represented a revolt against the

practice of imposing on the convicted offender a fixed term

of imprisonment \vhich could be mitigated only by the

exercise of the pardon power. The older law. under which

the penalty of every crime was fixed by statute, was found

objectionable in practice because it made no allowance for

mitigating circumstances in individual cases. The practice

which succeeded this, of placing on the court the responsi-

bility of fixing the term of imprisonment, also fell into dis-

favor. In actual operation it worked unevenly and therefore,

it was believed, unjustly. There are no more eloquent pas-

sages in Beccaria's epoch-making pamphlet on Crimes and

Punishments than those in which he denounces the prac-

tice which places "the lives of wretches at the mercy of the

false reasonings or the temporary caprice of a judge." Then

when, at a later period, the sentence to a period of impris-

onment came to be regarded, not only as a punishment

justly due the offender, but also as a locus fioenitentiae, an

opportunity to work out his own salvation with fear and

trembling, it was also felt that the best and most conscien-

tious of judges was incapable of estimating accurately the

recuperative powers of the individual culprit and thus of

determining in advance the date when he might wisely be

released to take his place in the life of the community again.

It was at this stage in the long debate, some fifty or

sixty years ago, that the indeterminate sentence, with the

possibility of release on parole, presented itself as a solution

of the problem. The convicted offender was to be punished

for his crime by commitment to prison for an indefinite term

until he had purged himself of his guilt. The stern justice

of the law was vindicated in the judgment of imprisonment

and in the rigorous discipline which the imprisonment in-

volved. The mercy of the law was manifested in the

opportunity offered the offender to earn his release by giv-

ing satisfactory evidence of a determination to lead a better

life. As a distinguished New York judge expressed it:

"The rais'iti d'etre of the law was to make the sentence

as indeterminate as possible, to the end that, when the door

of the prison closed behind the prisoner, the door of hope

might at the same time open before him."

It was this vision that inspired the legislature of New
York when, in 1876, it enacted the first indeterminate sen-

tence law providing for the commitment of youthful, male

first offenders to the new Elmira Reformatory. This law,

which has been followed in most of the states that have

since established institutions of this type, leaves nothing to

the discretion of the court except the selection of the in-

dividuals deemed worthy of reformatory treatment. Those

offenders whose crimes or whose- demeanor seemed to the

court to indicate a depraved or reckless disposition might

still be sentenced to the state prison. In the case of those

committed to the reformatory, the aim of punishment of

the offender, while not wholly absent, is deliberately sub-

ordinated to that of effecting his reformation. The insti-

tution is to be a school for education in character and in

the industrial arts and the orisoner is to be released on

parole at any time when, in the opinion of the managers,

he has demonstrated his determination and capacity to lead

an honest, law-abiding life. The only limitation on the

term of confinement was the statutory provision that he

should not be held beyond the maximum term prescribed

by law for the offense of which he had been convicted.

But the spirit of the indeterminate sentence is not satis-

fied by the device of furnishing the opportunity for re-

demption to the few youthful offenders whom the court

may select for reformatory treatment. If it does not fully

accept the faith that

While the lamp holds out to burn,

The vilest sinner may return,

it nevertheless assumes that not all the men and women

committed to the state prison are incorrigible, but that

many of them, as a result of their hard experience, may be

turned from their evil ways. It assumes further, that the

state prisoner, too, should, as a matter of common justice,

be provided with the opportunity and the incentive to prove

his fitness to resume his life in the community and that it

is only after prolonged study of the individual and by noting

his reaction to prison discipline that his fitness for release

can be determined.

It is on these principles that the legislatures of the several

states have in the last twenty years progressively, but with

considerable diversity, put the parole system into effect in

all their penal institutions. Some of the states have courage-

ously and wisely gone the whole length of vesting in ad-

ministrative boards the power, in their discretion, to release

any prisoner on parole at any time after commitment, or,

in other cases, after one or two years of confinement. In

some states the court fixes a definite sentence but the pris-

oner becomes eligible for parole after serving one-half or

one-third of the sentence imposed, while in about one-half

the states it is still left to the courts to determine the

minimum as well as the maximum limit of the term to be

served within the wider limits prescribed by statute. As

a matter of fact, it is only in rare cases that the law fixes

a minimum penalty for a given crime, though a few states

have, as stated above, set a minimum of one or two years

for all offenses of the grade of felony. Obviously, our

legislatures are more afraid of the severity than of the

leniency of judges, for they invariably set a limit beyond

which the court may not go in imposing sentence.

AS was intimated in the first sentence of this paper, the

radiant promise of this legislation has not been ful-

filled. It is almost too easy to place the responsbility for

this defeat on the paroling authority, which usually con-

sists of the prison management or wholly or in large part

of officials having to do with the administration of the

penal system of the state, and which rarely has an adequate

knowledge of the individual prisoners entitled to considera-

tion for parole. But the chief responsibility for the failure

of the parole system lies at the door of the prison and t

the bar of the court.

To carry out the design of the indeterminate sentence the

prison should have been a character-building institution,

with the most varied opportunities for testing the purpose

and capacity of the prisoner to lead a life of service to the

community. But, as everyone knows, the prison has not

become a school of character or of industrial education or
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of training in the responsibilities of citizenship. Its dull

routine and its regimentation of the daily life of the inmates

have furnished no test of excellence except the negative

virtue of passivie obedience to the rules of the institution.

The paroling authority, having no knowledge of the men-

tal life or the social history of the prisoner, has proceeded

on the impression which the prisoner has made on his

keepers. Assuming that one who has been a good prisoner

will make a good citiz.cn, they have almost invariably re-

leased him at the expiration of his minimum term. The
result is that the minimum sentence has come to be regarded

by prisoners and prison officials alike as the real sentence,

and the prescribed maximum as an empty threat.

In the state reformatories for men, where there is no

minimum sentence, a similar situation has developed. In

these institutions the inmate becomes eligible for parole

after earning a certain number of credits, representing due

observance of the rules and the faithful performance of

duties. It is only in rare cases that the requisite number

of credits cannot be earned in about a year. The result

is that nearly all tht inmates of the reformatories are

paroled after a year to thirteen or fourteen months in the

institution.

The significant fact in this procedure is that it is precisely

that which the judges intend in fixing the minimum sen-

tence. To the courts, as well as to the prisoners and the

prison authorities, the minimum sentence is the real sen-

tence and the prescribed maximum only an empty threat.

Having usually a discretion in the matter of selecting those

to be committed to the reformatory, the courts send to the

penitentiary or to the county prison such of the youthful

first-offenders as, in their judgment, have earned a sub-

stantial term of imprisonment; and, having a discretion as

to the minimum sentence to be served in the state prison,

they keep up the old practice of making the punishment fit

the crime by fixing the minimum high enough to satisfy

the ends of justice. So consistently have they lived up to

this principle that the indeterminate sentence law, as thus

administered, has upon the whole resulted in much longer

periods of imprisonment for the average penitentiary pris-

oner than were imposed in the preceding period of fixed

sentences. Thus one abuse, by a kind of fatal necessity, cre-

ates another. For the courts have not, since the invention

of the indeterminate sentence, become any more competent

than they were before to avoid the injustice of unequal sen-

tences or to anticipate the number of years it will take to

fit a prisoner for his return to normal conditions of living.

It is hard to say which of these abuses the abuse of the

parole power by the administrative authorities or the abuse

of the sentencing power by the courts is the more detri-

mental to the interests of society. The one releases on the

community many prisoners who are mentally or morally in-

capable of responding to the conditions of right living to

which they are expected to conform after their release. The
other keeps in wasteful and demoralizing confinement per-

haps a large number who might be an asset rather than a

liability to a community that needs their services. Neither

of these conditions would be long tolerated by a community
that had a proper understanding of its best interests.

It is an interesting fact that it is the abuse of the judicial

power that has thus far excited most attention. The exer-

cise of this power has in many of our states been curbed

by laws restricting the minimum sentence to a specified

fraction of the maximum, or specifying the time in

the course of a fixed sentence when the paroling author-

ity may assume jurisdiction. Thus half a dozen other states

have, like Pennsylvania, fixed the minimum at not to ex-

ceed one-half of the maximum prescribed by law. Many
states have a fixed minimum of one or two years which

the courts have no power to increase. In many others a

minimum is fixed by statute for every crime but rarely

higher than one-fourth of the maximum. More and more

the tendency of this legislation is toward the adoption of

an indefinite sentence without a minimum. The further

step, to a genuine indeterminate sentence without minimum
or maximum limit, must await the indispensable reform

of the paroling authority.

AS appears from the foregoing analysis, the outstanding
defect of the present methods of granting parole is the

lack of expert knowledge on the part of the paroling author-

ity, with, perhaps, a defective sense of responsibility to the

greater community outside the prison walls. The obvious

remedy for this condition of affairs is the concentration of

this important function in the hands of a central board of

parole, composed of persons of expert knowledge, devoting
their entire time to the task and acting under a complete

sense of official responsibility. With a body of this type,

aided by qualified investigators and equipped with a staff

of parole officers wjho can be depended on to furnish the

requisite supervision and guidance to those released on

parole, it is not too much to hope that the aim of those

who conceived the indeterminate sentence may soon be

realized.

It is well to keep this aim in mind : The offender, having

been brought to justice, must be kept in confinement until

he has learned the error of his ways and is prepared to lead

an honest, law-abiding and useful life. The prison must

fit into the scheme by assuming the responsibility of training

its inmates in the art of right living. When that object

has been achieved, the prisoner should, in his own interest

and in the interest of the community, be released. If that

time never comes, he should, in his own interest and in the

interest of the community be kept in confinement until he

is released by death.

It must be confessed that there is a suspicious simplicity

about this alluring program. It is surely a naive concep-

tion of human nature to assume that the perilous stuff that

has made the criminal what he is can be eliminated by the

purgative effect of prison discipline of any sort as the filthy

ingredients of water are eliminated by the filter or the

germs of disease by medical treatment. Here there is no

"sweet, oblivious antidote" that will minister to a mind,

a will, a purpose diseased. The new attitude toward life

which the prisoner is to achieve must be wrought out in

conflict in the \vorld in which he is to live. Rut we may
at least demand of the prison that it shall create in its in-

mates a certain sense of social responsibility and that it

shall equip them with the technical skill and the habits of

industry which will provide them with a footing in the

strange, half-forgotten world that lies beyond the prison

wall. Being thus equipped, the prisoner may rightly de-

mand that he be given the chance to try out his powers in

freedom under the watchful supervision and with the help-

ful guidance which the parole system at its best will pro-

vide him. The rest we must leave to the powers that be.



Robert Archey Woods

By John Graham Brooks

IN
conferring an honorary degree upon the head of

South End House in 1910, President Lowell used these

words: "Robert Archey Woods a man who labors to

raise his fellow men trusted alike by those who toil and

those who think a knight of Christ's chivalry, without fear

and without reproach."

Some years later in a half bantering dispute over the

meaning of the word gentleman, a dozen social workers

finally agreed that the ancient commonplace "consideration

for others" still held its own. One of the number not quite

satisfied, added "Why not take Robert Woods for the de-

finition, and let it go at that?" Knowing him with some in-

timacy for a full third of a century, my first thought of

him in this grieved hour, is that of the gentleman in the in-

clusive human sense which frees it from the snobbishness of

all class limitations.

No definition of gentleman would account for Mr.

Woods, but the word coupled with the charm of a natural

and instinctive modesty, as much a part of him as the fine

lines of his face, gives the atmosphere through which the

real strength and dignity of his character appeared.

No one has yet put into words just what it is that attracts

and holds the enduring loyalty of such helpers as the leader

in the more difficult social tasks requires. What was it in

Toynbee and Canon Barnett? What is it in Jane Addams
that brought to her such women as Florence Kelley, Mary
McDowell, Julia C. Lathrop and Alice Hamilton? What is

it in Lillian Wald that brought about her such supporters

as to make of that Nurses Settlement one of the most be-

neficent institutions in the United States? What was it in

Robert Woods that drew both love and fealty from men
like President Tucker and Dean Hodges ; from wise and

discriminating women ; from men busy and successful in the

larger affairs of industry? One of these latter said it was

Woods' vision coupled with the extent and accuracy of his

knowledge of the situations coming before him. Though it

covered little except our ignorance, we used to chatter much
about magnetism as the compelling power. This did not

even apply to Mr. Woods. The word character did apply,

but it leaves too much unexplained. I once asked Mrs.

Kelley a question about Miss Addams to which she re-

plied, "She has the quickest and surest judgment of persons

of any one that I have ever known." Now that tells us some-

thing and at least points the way to what I am trying to say

about the founder of the South End House, which some-

one called A University for the Overlooked.

That he had unusual talents in appraising persons, I do

not know, but he had one gift quite as rare and quite r.s

indispensable. He could discover and understand the

deeper and more permanent needs of the peoples that crow-

ded the districts where he chose his settlement. Nowhere
have errors of judgment been more frequent or more waste-

ful than in ihis field. It was among his first convictions that

these needs were neither to be understood nor met by noisy

and irnpafi'-nt radicalisms; neither were they to be met by

charities then current; neither by any mere doing for the

people. If stimulating opportunity could be opened through

which their own local energies might act, a right beginning
was assured. In no generation of social service known to

me were there fewer serious mistakes than in the evolution

of South End House.

As one turns the leaves of the last report just issued ( 1924)
with its summarized activities ; its wide range of clubs, class-

instruction, hygiene, sports, arts, music; its organized affilia-

tion with every municipal and outside agency like dispen-

saries and legal aid, we understand this tribute: "With his

helpers in the settlement, Mr. Woods' thirty years' service

has worked a change so great that not a boy or girl within

reach who shows any aptitude or hunger for education,

practical or artistic, need go unsatisfied. Even if it is for

an art outside our range, like playing on some rare instrum-

ent, we quickly find through our scores of volunteer workers

someone eager to extend means of help, gratis if necessary.

Nor are these aids in the least confined to the young."
This creation and organizing of opportunity has so de-

veloped that one reason for the new venture at South End

House, of a weekly settlement newspaper is to explain and

keep before the public the exact nature, place, time, when
and how these openings may be put to use by every resident

old and young.
The tributes which poured in on the news of his death are

unmarred by a single labored or perfunctory note. They
come from President Coolidge, from the Senate, from the

Speaker of the House, from Felix Adler, from Catholic

priests, from men high in business circles. President Eliot

was one of the first to express affectionate admiration of the

man and his work. The state senator from South End,
Patrick J. Melody, writes, "A nobler, more generous, more

honorable man than Robert Woods never held high esteem

of all who enjoyed his acquaintance." As official head of

Catholic Charities a highly honored priest, Father Scanlan,

long in close touch with Woods in local problems, writes

at length in words as full of genuine feeling for the loss of

his friend as of appreciation for his intelligence, his devotion

and his high service as citizen.

ROBERT
WOODS' life at Toynbee Hall, London

(which preceded his founding of South End House in

1891) had not only broadened his outlook on social and

labor questions, it had also strengthened his convictions on

points at that time very vital. What attitude, for example,

should he and his fellow workers take toward prevailing me-

thods of administering charities or toward the trade unions,

at that time fighting with their backs to the wall ? It was

fundamental in his purpose to encourage and create the ut-

most local vigors and independence in the chosen community.

Socialist and trade union agitation had developed an atmos-

phere of acute hostility to charity in its popular sense. This

hostility developed its own cant, but it also carried whole-

some and saving truths. At no time was Woods in danger

of flouting the acquired experience that marked the onward

step of the associated charities. From the first he was

critical of what are now recognized as obvious weaknesses

both of temper and of method, but that he was to work

732*
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with it; to learn from it and if possible, to supplement and

humanize the spirit of it was never in doubt. As local self-

direction and control of home affairs was primary, so too

was friendly cooperation especially with opponents yes,

even with enemies. He learned the depths of misunder-

standing between the separated social sections of the city;

he learned that the ignorance among the lowest about those

at the top was as dense and as dangerous as that of the top

about the lower. The hoards of our unweeded immigrants

multiplied every source of this ignorance and suspicion.

What then could be done to open and to keep open avenues

of understanding 'between these separated groups ? This en-

deavor should be elemental in his thought. It is this which

explains the flexibility and power to adapt measures to the

rapid technical, residential and other social changes so baf-

fling to this kind of educational effort.

In the recent volume of Woods and his yoke-fellow Albert

Kennedy, The Settlement Horizon, we find dotted through

every chapter confessional notes like the following which

show the growth and enrichment of spirit and of procedure :

"Early settlement workers cried out against the danger of

over-individualism; those of today see that the growth of

mechanical forms of socialization is an equally serious men-

ace."

IF
I were to fix upon a single word, hackneyed as it is, to

define this feature, it would be the word interpretation.

Each new center, every added educational agency became an

organ of interpretation. The history of the institution is the

history of racial and class misconceptions abated or removed.

A Catholic resident reports "We long assumed it to be the

old game of proselytizing. When we learned they were not

trying to convert Catholics, we thought the game was to

add to some one of the many Protestant sects ; we came to

see there was nothing in this either; that the only aim was

to do what we all wanted to do, make good citizens." The

popular Irish mayor of those days, Pat Collins, turned to

Mr. Woods "because he gives me information and help that

I find nowhere else."

This gift as interpreter brought him academic lecture-

ships, positions on important commissions and natural leader-

ship in the various national organizations directly and in-

directly concerned with settlement work. He and his assist-

ants were enlighteners and interpreters even to the dis-

ciplined worker under the associated charities. The settle-

ment atmosphere was more favorable to detached and un-

biased views of the somber facts and of the methods of ap-

proach. There is no abler or better known social worker

trained under the associated charities than one who said

to me "Robert Woods was one of our educators. He was

one who helped broaden our outlook but especially quickened

us to understand our own problems from the viewpoint of

those requiring help, as well as that of the neighbors among
whom they lived." Woods would have been first to add to

this: "Yes, but if we helped organize charity, organized

charity helped us quite as much."

Every task was made easier by the marriage which brought
him new happiness. Already skilled in social work, Mrs.

Woods 'brought rare executive gifts not only for the lighter

duties but for the severer tasks like those set by the whole

lodging house problem.

We are not through with Mr. Woods without one fur-

ther word. It concerns settlement work in general,

rather than with the particular person, or institution. These

Universities for the Overlooked have had and still have critics

in plenty. There is first the wholly inevitable human

challenge from those living in the settlement sections ; there

is a collective conceit often more sensitive than that of the

individual. Why, it is asked, does our part of the town need

elevating? Are ignorance and the vices peculiar to our quar-

ter? With Mr. Woods, I heard from one lively radical,

that Boston's fashionable Back Bay was in far greater need

of a slum-settlement than South End. Let us go into the

homes of the rich; study their ways of life, look into their

marital difficulties; see how they got their money and espe-

cially how they spend it ; what their amusements, sports, va-

cations and travels cost. Look carefully into their dances

to be sure they are moral and refined. When we get all

through, we will compare rich folks' morals with South

End morals and see which the Lord prefers.

There was some gaiety in this, but also serious purpose.

It is a kind of criticism that settlements cannot escape and

ought not to escape. I am thinking here however of very
different outside criticisms. On the one side, they come
from super-radicals of all sorts and on the other, from the

super-cautious and prudent. After an irritating discipline

from both quarters, Mr. Woods asked me for an opinion, as

he doubtless did of others. With some care, I went over

such observations as I had made on settlement work. Never
in residence there, I had visited Toynbee Hall and two other

London centers. With Canon Barnett and with several

university men who had lived there, I had many interviews.

An Oxford coach and critic of the settlement gave me

my first lesson. Attempts to educate the masses at the bot-

tom, he said, had of course to be made, but it was a sorry

occupation for able men to engage in. The real work was
to hunt for talent and if possible, genius. Then you had

something worth working for. This concentration on what
he called emerging cleverness was not only the real thing for

the educator, but was the best and surest way to help the

dullards at the bottom. In the twenty-five or more years

since that conversation, I have listened so often to that

same opinion, sometimes more urbanely expressed and usually

with ingenious qualifications. I have heard it from educators

of most unquestioned eminence and given with such em-

phasis as to be very impressive. It is the patrician view and

deeply satisfying to the teacher's subtlest intellectual pride.

What glory is there in spending good time on the slow-wits

at the bottom ? To detect and to deliver a few shining speci-

mens carries distinction for teacher and for school. Against
this view which he had seen at closest range, I saw the crafts-

man-poet, William Morris, in a fine rage over what he

called a cringing and snobbish pedantry. "I choose my ap-

prentices for the art," he said, "as Christ chose his apostles

take them as they come. It is the one thing that keeps up
my faith that I find so many gifts among the plebs."

It is quite as easy to pick flaws in this view as it is in its

opposite. Nothing will stop or ought to stop the extra

attention which exceptional intellectual quality requires. But
the plebs meantime must have their chance. If there is to be

left us even the tatters of democracy, both these methods

will be retained, they are but parts of an educational whole.

Is it not enough to say that the humbler view is as necessary

for future security as the more aristocratic? At any rate it is

the supreme service of the hundreds of settlements scattered

through our city life, as well as in lagging back-country

spaces, to turn toward the "overlooked" ; to turn Christ'ike

toward the greater need.
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A more ambitious career, academic or other, was easily

opened to Robert Woods. He chose as he did, 1 think, be-

cause he could not help it. Whatever was deepest in him

led him where he willingly went. It was the spiritual gal-

lantry, his moral courage, his happy freedom from pant-'ng

and fussy enthusiasms which gave evidence that the man

was consecrated, caring always and so tenaciously for his idea,

that others wishing well to their fellows gladly followed him.

All these and the larger multitude that held him in love and

honor will find no words that have more truth and fitness

in them than those already quoted: "a knight of Christ's

chivalry, without fear and without reproach."

Pioneers

WHEN
Westernville was founded, with the open-

ing of new territory in Oklahoma in the fall of

'93, there was no other town in the whole world

like it. It boasted sod houses, pine-shanty business buildings,

a tent saloon where beer and whiskey stood in open barrels

around the tent walls with a convenient tin dipper attached

by a string to each barrel, and a population as conglomerate

and individually interesting as its buildings. But that day is

past. We of the second generation are largely in control of

affairs here in Westernville now, and we've pushed the

pioneer days and scenes as far into the background as pos-

sible. Pioneer stuff, we feel, may be all right to read about,

when it concerns some other community than our own, but

we younger boosters for Westernville want our little city to

take its place with older eastern ones in as short a time as

possible.

"Wonderful Westernville Pride of the Prairie." This

is the slogan of the Westernville Chamber of Commerce

recently adopted for our city. Some of the old-timers held

out for "Pioneers' Pride," but we soon over-ruled that. We
love Westernville, you see, we younger citizens, and we want

to equip it with a slogan that will never make eastern spec-

ulators think of covered wagons and sod-houses when they

see the phrase in print.

We grew up in Westernville, most of us, and we actually

saw it develop from a straggling row of shanties to the fine

little city of twenty-five thousand inhabitants that it is now.

We used to say, before all these new brick and concrete build-

ings went up, that we knew every nail and board that went

into our home town. But we've too much civic pride
^to

waste any time recalling the old pine-shanty days, when we've

buildings now like the new First National Bank to glory in.

It has marble floors and enamelled elevators and automatic

ventilators, and a row of hand paintings all around the

lobby. Some of the old-timers on the board of directors of

the bank wanted scenes of Westernville during its first year

represented in the paintings, but the younger ones didn't

allow that. They got a chap to come out from New York

to do the whole thing, regardless of costs, and he knew

enough to stick to Greek subjects. The president he's

practically retired, though he still has a desk at the bank

wanted to drag his old hickory chair that he used when he

first began banking into the new building, saying he'd sort

of grown to that chair and it reminded him of some of the

financial storms the old First National had weathered, but

as the boys didn't want him telling those stories too often

anyhow, they got him a solid mahogany desk and chair that

come up to the style of the whole building. So, thanks to

the younger men on the board, there's not a finer bank build-

ing in the country, though some of them may be bigger and

taller, than our First National Bank.

Strangers, of course, are always surprised to find we're up

to such things hand paintings and ventilation systems and

all that. But in spite of a few old-timers who can't adapt

themselves to new ideas, as a whole we've got over our

pioneer days in a hurry, and there is nothing of the crude

pioneer about our second generation, any more than there is

about the people of a place like Chicago today. We've got

the finest high school in the state, with cooking laboratories

and intelligence tests and all that. And our social life is

up to standards elsewhere. There's the Elks' Club right

here in town, where all the fellows go except a few of the

old ones that keep a checker board in the back part of John-

son's grocery ; and there's the Country Club three miles out,

with the finest golf and swimming in the country. Now
our parents, at our age, never heard of a golf match or a

swimming meet, or of cooking food in a laboratory to learn

how. They were too busy putting up shanties to keep off

the wind and the rain, or cooking food to keep their families

from starving, to learn how to cook it. But most of them

don't tell much about that, of recent years.

Even our newspapers follow the city styles in journalism

now. We have two dailies, morning and evening, and an

outsider can hardly tell them from the papers of his own

city. There has to be some local stuff, of course, society

news and county items and such things; but the local news

is reduced to a minimum, and our society events read just

like those of the Chicago papers, except that the names are

different. The Westernville Hornet used to be a pretty

old-fashioned, small-town piece of journalism, but it's past

that now, since the new editor took it over and introduced

syndicated cartoons and news articles and stories.

Young Doc Allen, whose sign appears on one of the office

windows in the First National Bank Building, is typical of

all us younger business and professional men. He trimmed

off all his rough edges about the time he went into long

trousers, and now his annual income from his practice is

a pretty neat sum. His father, Old Doc Allen, used to ride

horseback twenty miles or more through those old-time bliz-

zards that haven't visited our part of the country much in

recent years, if he heard of a sick baby or of some farmer

that had broken his leg. In his time, that's what a doctor

had to do. But Young Doc Allen doesn't treat any cases

that take him off the paved road in the country, and he sends

all his confinement cases to the hospital. That gives him time

for his golf regularly, and he plays the best game of any

fellow on the course. Just like one of your successful city

doctors, Young Doc Allen is.

The women have changed too. When Annabel Ames

was a little girl, her mother made all the Ames children's

clothes out of the grain sacks that she could buy for almost

nothing at the elevator; and Mrs. Ames wore the same

winter coat for ten winters in succession, until it was actually

back in fashion, as far as we followed the fashions in those

days, for the second time. Now Annabel is buyer for the

dress department of the Smart Shop, and we all know that

when she is in New York nobody there supposes she belongs

anywhere this side of Fifth Avenue.

Time was when a Westernville young couple, marrying

and founding a home of their own, took some little cottage

wherever they could find it, and furnished it with things

their parents could spare them a chest brought out from

Illinois or some walnut chairs that they had had back in

Ohio, and some hand-made rag rugs. Now the most of our

young couples build themselves a California bungalow or a

Dutch Colonial, and they buy an overstuffed living-room

suite, a Jacobean dining-room suite, and a Queen Anne bed-

room suite, all before (Continued on page 783)



The Common Welfare

THE
Boston Evening Transcript of February 21

carried the following paragraphs:

Purple crepe hung from the door at 20 Union

Park this morning. Inside, in the assembly room

where his spirit had for years guided the gatherings of people

of the neighborhood, lay the body of Robert A. Woods, founder

of South End House. All morning men and women and chil-

dren passed in through the door, silently, to look for the last

time on the face of their friend.

Expressions of sympathy and bereavement were not con-

fined to any creed or class of society. All felt the loss. From

the White House, President Coolidge sent a telegram, ex-

pressing the sorrow of the chief executive of the nation.
^In

the same spirit, an eight-year-old youngster, clad in an ill-

fitting, moth-eaten coat of indescribable fur, twisting in his

hands a knitted red cap, crossed himself and knelt before the

flower-covered casket to whisper a prayer.

In the course of his more than thirty years as head worker

of South End House, the press had borne record many times

to Mr. Woods' impress on the life of the city and in mould-

ing opinion. There was his service on the Boston Public

Bath Commission in the nineties, his chairmanship of

the Foxboro State Hospital for Inebriates, his membership

of the Licensing Board of Boston, his fight for the owner-

ship of the Washington Street Tunnel, his leading part in

the adjustment of the gas situation, his organizing work on

the State Commission on Industrial Education the list

could be lengthened indefinitely, facets of his many-sided

interests and outcroppings of his staunch faith that the cure

of community ills lay in the community itself. He had been

a forerunner in founding South End House in 1891, follow-

ing his stay as a young man at the mother house of the

world's settlements Toynbee Hall in the East End of

London; and in all these public services there was the

element of pioneering; they broke ground. Yet en-

compassing them, grounding them, lay his infinite human

understanding, his personal relationships with all sorts and

conditions of men: his personification of the great qualities

of neighborliness. And this quiet gathering of friends, as

recorded in the Transcript, was instinct with the spirit of

the man as nothing else might be: was as he would have

had it.

Mr. Woods was born in Pittsburgh in 1865, and it was

after his college days at Amherst, his theological studies at

Andover, that he definitely threw in his lot with the settle-

ment movement. This approach gave distinction to his

contribution to it throughout the years. He underscored its

moral implications; character building no less than com-

munity building was his durable concern ; character building

amid the complexities, the stresses, the uprootings of our

cities in transition. The dynamic of the church he carried

over into his ministry to a parish which knew no lines of

race or creed or color. But in the broader sense he was in

no way parochial. He served not only the South End. but

Boston, the state, the nation.

In the early go's, Robert Woods had brought back from

England not only the flame of Canon Barnett's spirit

and the mounting enthusiasm of the English Social Move-

ments which his book of that name interpreted, but the

scientific method of Charles Booth whose great work, Life

and Labour of the People of London, was the first compre-
hensive example of our modern social research. As South

End House grew, and established its various centers on

Union Park, West Newton Street, West Brookline Street,

and Bond Street, its horizons expanded also, and Mr.
Woods' social inquiries crystallized in a series of revealing

studies. The City Wilderness, which dealt with the great

lodging house area of the South End, was followed by
studies of the North and West Ends of the city.

As Canon Barnett handtd on the torch to Mr. Woods,
so the latter passed it along to George Hodges, later Dean
of Cambridge Theological Seminary, who, as minister of

Calvary Church awakened the interest of Pittsburghers in

the settlement movement. Through the endeavors of Dean

Hodges and Mr. Woods, Kingsley House was founded.

As a member of the advisory committee of the Pittsburgh

Survey Professor John R. Commons and Mrs. Florence

Kelley were the other members he rendered another unique
service to his native city. He brought exceptional insight

into the social genesis of the steel district, disclosing elements

and relationships which escaped others of the staff, and

making his interpretation of its community development a

remarkable chapter in our understanding of industrialism.

[Pittsburgh: an interpretation of its growth]. More than

that, as in Boston, he linked inquiry with initiative, and was
instrumental in bringing the Pittsburgh Civic Commission
into being. It was in his native city, also, that in 1917 he

was elected president of the National Conference of Social

Work; but it was to the National Federation of Settle-

ments that he gave himself throughout the years, as secre-

tary and as president ; especially in shaping the masterly
series of studies which have garnered the philosophy and

practise of neighborhood work.

A study and appreciation of Robert Woods appears on

page 732 of this issue.

TEN years ago the dress and waist industry in New York
was a shining example of American industrial progress.

In a short span, it had risen out of the sweated slums into

fine modern factories. The garments it produced were

distinguished not only for cheapness but also for beauty and

quality and style. The majority of its workers then as now
were women, organized in the largest and strongest women's

trade union local in America. The industry operated under

the famous protocol, of whose Board of Arbitration Louis

D. Brandeis, and after his appointment to the United States

Supreme Court, Federal Judge Julian W. Mack, was chair-

man. From 60 to 70 per cent of the workers were employed
in "inside" shops, modern manufacturing establishments

owned and operated by manufacturers.

735
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Last month, after a short strike, the workers won a new

agreement which on its face is remarkably favorable to them.

It provides not only an unusually high scale of wages, the

reformation of the forty-eight-hour week and full union

recognition, but also an unemployment insurance fund and

a guarantee that all garments made in union shops shall

bear a label certifying that they were made under conditions

approved by the Joint Board of Sanitary Control, the un-

official health department maintained by the union and the

employers.

These provisions would undoubtedly have indicated a sig-

nal triumph for the workers under the manufacturing condi-

tions that existed ten years ago. But radical changes have

come over the technical organization of production which se-

riously qualify the apparent gains of victory. The men who

formerly owned and operated the large "inside" shops who
a decade ago were really manufacturers have for the most

part ceased to be such and have become jobbers. Instead of

employing workers directly they have their garments made

by sub-manufacturers or contractors, most of whom have

only a small working capital and, in their eagerness to get

on in the world, indulge in cut-throat competition for the

jobbers' orders. The initial investment needed to open a

garment factory, especially in a trade devoted primarily to

cotton and silk dresses, is very small. The temptation for

lower executives and the more skilled workers, who have

been by extreme thrift able to save a few thousand dollars,

to take a gambling chance at making a fortune by running

shops of their own, is irresistible. The business mortality

among them is high. There are some 1,800 contractors in

the market, about 1,200 of whose shops are unionized. To

protect these from disastrous non-union competition, the

union is forced to make organization drives practically every

season. These drives will ordinarily net from 400 to 500 con-

quests. But by the middle of the next season, the number

of union shops, instead of registering at 1,600 or 1,700, will

again stand at the 1,200 mark; that is, from 400 to 500

contractors will have gone out of business and as many new

aspirants to independent business careers will have come

into being. And many of those whose shops and small

capital will have been snuffed out will have left behind them

workers without jobs and often wage bills unpaid. In spite

of wage increases and the general improvement of sanitary

conditions, which have increasingly been buttressed by the

police power of the state, the trade which for a brief period

ten years ago promised to attain the dignity of a full-fledged

manufacturing industry, efficiently run and financially stable,

has again in many respects reverted to the characteristics of

its sweatshop infancy. The jobbers who have most of the

money have tended to assume less and less responsibility

toward the working force and to shunt employment problems

to the sub-manufacturers and contractors. Instead of

60 per cent, probably not more than 15 or 20 per cent of

the workers now work in the large inside factories; all the

remainder work in the relatively small and unattractive

contractors' shops.

The principal purpose of the novel clauses in the new

agreement just signed is to force the jobbers to reassume the

responsibility which they carried when they were manu-

facturers, to make them responsible for the wage bills of

the contractors whom they hire to manufacture their

garments, and to limit the number of contractors they are

free to employ. The new agreement, so fair on its surface,

is a desperate effort to give stability to an industry which
is built upon shifting sand.

THERE
is an unpleasant look as of a marionette show

about some of the recent developments in the cases of

Count Michael Karolyi and Carlo Tresca. A Hungarian
dictator nods, apparently, and our State Department grants
a visa to Count Karolyi to come to this country from

England to see a sick wife only on condition that he shall

abstain from all public writing or speaking on politics! The
Italian Ambassador is displeased by an article on "Down
with Monarchy," and Carlo Tresca, editor of the paper
in which it appeared is arrested and sentenced to a year's

imprisonment. Not, however, for that article; the irony
of holding a man in Atlanta for opposing a royalist system
is obvious. Tresca was arrested after the complaint of the

Italian ambassador on this article, but he was tried and
sentenced for printing a one-inch advertisement of a birth

control publication and sentenced to one year instead of

the sixty days ordinarily given for such an offense. It is

reassuring that President Coolidge has lopped eight month's
off Tresca's prison sentence. At the same time, a Senate

investigation is under way to learn more of the circum-
stances of the promise exacted of Count Karolyi, though its

provisions have not been relaxed to permit him to reply
to bitter attacks launched against him by American com-

patriots whose more or less radical political faiths differed

from the liberal position which he has affirmed consistently.
These two conspicuous instances of repressive policy come

in striking contrast to the recent revolution in the Depart-
ment of Justice under the administration of Attorney General

Stone, which has discontinued the anti-radical propaganda
and the system of provocative agents which were active un-
der the Daugherty-Burns regime. "So far as we can learn

there has not been a single case since last May of a Depart-
ment of Justice representative acting as a provocative agent,
or engaging in unlawful searches or seizures in connection

with radical or labor activities or gathering evidence by such

unlawful means as tapping telephones and opening mail,"
the American Civil Liberties Union reports. "Most of the

detectives whom Burns brought into the department have

been let out and their places have been taken by investigators
with law school training. The files of the department have

been closed to the professional patriotic organizations which

formerly got so much of their inspiration and misinforma-

tion from government secret service reports."

I" N fact, 1 924 showed a hopefully low level of all forms
-* of active intolerance. There were fewer cases of free

speech prosecutions of mob violence, and of police inter-

ference with public meetings than during any year since

the beginning of the war. California still leads the country

in prosecutions for opinion, with a record of some 202

members of the Industrial Workers of the World arrested

under the criminal syndicalism act but the number is low-

er than in previous years, and during the past five months
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prosecutions have almost ceased. Aside from the lynchings,

mob violence centered chiefly about the Ku Klux Klan ;

observers may draw what moral they will from the fact

that "the violence was more often against the Klan than

by it, as in previous years." Only one instance was reported

of the use of state troops in an industrial dispute, that of

the Liberty Coal and Coke Company of Kentucky. The

general decline of mobbing, by troops, or private citizens,

is attributed by the Civil Liberties Union to "the growing

tendency to control public opinion through propaganda; the

absence of any serious industrial conflict and the increased

freedom of opinion usual in a presidential year." The pros-

pect of a continuance of the truce depends largely upon
industrial and economic conditions. With the sweeping
conservative victory in the past elections the fear of radical-

ism has abated, and with it some of the impetus to interfere

with minority propaganda.
But naturally enough, there are some parts of the country

which have not yet heard the good news ; Idaho, for example.

Idaho has just released the last of the prisoners held under

its criminal syndicalism law, but Governor C. C. Moore
is endeavoring to patch up the law, rather battered by an en-

counter with the Idaho Court of Appeals last year, by chang-

ing the definition of "sabotage." If the legislature grants

his request, in Idaho sabotage will cover, in addition to

other things, "slowing down work on production," "work

done in an improper manner," "improper use of materials,"

"loitering at work." This would make the indictment com-

paratively simple, so simple, in fact, that any employer could

apply it almost any time. Sabotage no longer would depend
on anything so involved as industrial philosophy; it would

run a feverish course with the spring, flare up in sporadic

epidemics on Saturday afternoons or before holidays. The

picture would be almost funny if one did not think of Em-

bree, that prisoner just released, who went to Idaho in

1921 as a representative of an I. W. W. defense association,

was arrested for soliciting memberships in the organization,

and now is out on a year's parole, broken in health, after

serving three and one half years of a ten years' sentence.

THE most popular form of mob violence still extant

in the United States is lynching, though 1924 saw a

remarkable decline in its frequency. If someone were to

plot the lynching rate of the United States as other death-

rates are charted, it would trace a fairly level course for

the ten years 1912-1922, showing an average of some sixty

of these sadistic community festivals each year, and then

swerve sharply downward in 1923 to twenty-eight lynchings

and in 1924 to sixteen, the lowest point in the forty years'

records- This apparent checking of a peculiarly American

disgrace is at least in part the harvest of many earnest

efforts. Since 1912 the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People has led an active campaign
of investigation, publicity and legislation to check lynching

The Dyer bill has not become law, but during the agitation

for and against it many unpalatable facts in regard to the

injustice, the barbarity and the trivial occasions of lynching

have become public property. In the southern states, which

have bounded most of the lynchings in recent years, there

has been a coordinated campaign for law enforcement and

B? Hendrlck WUlem Van Loon

MARTIAN KID: Why do they take that man to jail, father?
FATHER: Because he does not believe in monarchies
MARTIAN Km: / kno<w! His name is George Washington.
FATHER: No. His name is Carlo Tresca.

against this form of mob violence through the various inter-

racial commissions, notably that of Georgia. An increasing

number of lynchings have been prevented by officers of the

law; Alabama, Kentucky and South Carolina have passed

measures for the removal of officers who surrender prisoners

to mobs, and South Carolina has a law making the county

responsible, for damages, to the family of the victim. While
it still is exceedingly difficult to get the courts to bring a

conviction in lynching cases, the shrinkage of the "lynching
area" and the decrease in the number of lynchings bear

witness to the real force of public opinion which is back of

the legislative measures ad he organized local committees.

BUT
aside from these specific campaigns against lynching,

may not its diminishing frequency mark the course of

larger, perhaps unconscious forces? While it is not ex-

clusively a problem of Negroes (one tenth of the victims

since 1900 have been white), it is most frequently a

symptom of race antagonism, and the atttitude which fosters

it must have been sadly jolted by the great northward

migration of Negroes and their success in establishing them-

selves in the North. A lynching is merely the crisis of a

reign of terror, which darkens a cemmunity for days or

weeks. During that period the families whose friends and

relatives have won a place in the northern cities may think

of them often and longingly as a refuge ; the more enter-
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prising may go. And, faced by a colored labor force which

is actually dwindling in proportion to the population, it

behooves boards of commerce and manufacturers to think

of social attitudes ; the items and comments on the migration

in their journals show that they are thinking of them.

AFTER
a ten year's legislative campaign probation is

to be extended to the United States district courts,

bringing them under the working of a system which has been

adopted by every state in the union and the District of

Columbia. Prior to 1916 the district courts exercised a

kind of probation by suspending sentence or by placing the

defendants under state probation officers or volunteers. In

that year, however, the Supreme Court denied their right

to do this, and ruled that an act of Congress was necessary

if they were to adopt probation powers in the future. Bills

to authorize this action failed of passage in 1917 and 1921.

The present legislation which has passed both houses and

received the President's signature, was drafted by a com-

mittee of the National Probation Association and has re-

ceived widespread endorsement by individuals and organi-

zations in the fields of criminal law and prison reform. In

becoming law it will bring nearly 50,000 convictions each

year under a plan which has been proved humanitarian,

economical and an effective disciplinary system.

These convictions result from violation of the post office

laws- such as stealing from freight cars, violation of the

food and drugs act, the white slave act, the national prohi-

bition act and so on. Last year two-thirds of the convic-

tions were under the last. While the use of probation in

liquor cases probably is not as important as in the other

classes it probably would aid in the enforcement of this law.

At present the discretion of the federal courts is absolute

in prohibition as in other cases. The court may impose a

fine of one dollar or less. Probation can give no greater lee-

way than is now held by the judges and, properly employed,

serves to place the defendant under continued supervision.

More than half the federal prisoners committed in the year

ending June 30, 1923, were imprisoned for the first time;

almost half of these were under 30 years of age, and 673

were boys under 2O, while nearly three quarters of them

were natives of the United St;i is.

IT
is a discouraging but inevitable corollary of our munic-

ipal history that the city planner's tool today is more

often the wrecker's hammer than the surveyor's transit. Our
cities are so deeply encrusted with the remains of unintel-

ligent building that the first step in letting light in and

traffic through is almost always to knock walls out. But

the satisfaction which public-spirited citizens naturally take

in the disappearance of anachronisms in the form of in-

sanitary housing and wasteful factories must be tempered ;

often enough the negative achievement is not balanced by an

equivalent gain in new facilities.

Sometimes, of course, the processes of destruction and re-

construction proceed together as part of a systematic plan.

Chicago, it is reported, is now ready to wipe out its South
\Vater Street produce market, which lines half a mile of the

oldest trading street in the city the street which once was
a road leading to Fort Dearborn and to move its occu-

pants en masse to a new location a mile and a half away
which has been designated by the Chicago Plan Commis-
sion. This is a more radical change than the shift of the

garment industry which was referred to in a recent issue

of The Survey, and it is to be hoped that its effects will

be more permanent.
More often, perhaps, the fine gesture of sweeping old

buildings out of the way to make room for improvements
lacks the follow-through that would fully justify it. Phila-

delphia, for instance, has evicted more than 7,000 persons

during the past year in the process of opening new thorough-
fares or putting up new business buildings. Only twenty-two
of the 936 houses destroyed were replaced by new dwellings.
The Philadelphia Housing Association, which reports these

facts, points out that "this loss depletes the number of small

houses which have provided accomodations for the low-wage-
earning class, thereby increasing the congestion ; for the remo-
val of these houses from the industrial centers has forced the

dehoused population to seek accomodations in the same or

contiguous neighborhoods." Even though some of the demol-
ished buildings were unfit for habitation, the alternatives

worse congestion in the neighborhood or worse congestion on
the transit lines to more distant low-cost dwelling areas are

both unsatisfactory. The moral would seem to be three-

fold not only, as the association urges, to set up a com-
mission to make intelligent and correlated plans for com-

plete cycles of improvements, and to promote good low-
cost housing ; but also to relate industrial areas and housing
areas, far outside the city perhaps, in some structural way
that will permit future growth and development without
the hard vicissitudes of patchwork planning.

ARTHUR
D. WOLF, chairman of the board of trus-

tees of the Unemployment Insurance Fund established

last August by agreement between the International Ladies'

Garment Workers' Union and the New York cloak and suit

manufacturers, announces that payment of unemployment
benefits will begin on June i. The conditions of payment
provided by the agreement differentiate this novel experi-

ment in unemployment insurance from all of its predecessors.

One of the primary objects of such insurance, beyond the

immediate relief of the unemployed, is the stabilization of

production by penalizing the employers who fail to keep

their plants in steady operation. It is a significant comment-

ary upon the stubbornly seasonal character of the women's

clothing industry that the workers have agreed to allow the

two periods of nine weeks each year as "normal" periods

of unemployment for which no benefits are to be paid.

For the purposes of administering the fund, the year has

been divided into two seasons, the spring season running
from February I to July 31, and the fall season from

August i to January 31. Nine weeks each season arc writ-

ten off as "normally" dull and for these no unemployment
benefits are provided. Seventeen weeks during each season

are recognized as the full-time period during which workers
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are entitled to full employment. Members of the union

working less than seventeen weeks are entitled to benefits,

but then only for a maximum period of six weeks during
each season. Those working fifteen weeks will receive two

weeks' benefit ; those working twelve weeks, five weeks' bene-

fit
;
those working eleven or less will receive six weeks' bene-

fit at the rate of $10 a week up to a maximum of $120 for

twelve weeks during the year.

In order to be eligible for unemployment benefits, workers

must have been members of the union for at least one year,

must have been employed in the New York market for one

year, and must have registered at the union's registration

office and have reported at specified intervals. To offset

these limitations, unemployment within the full-time period

is cumulative ; that is, a member of the union who is given

only part time employment during the seventeen full-time

weeks will be credited with the difference between the

number of hours he actually works and the number of work-

ing hours in the week.

The plan is obviously experimental. It is a tribute to

the statesmanship of the leaders on both sides that they have

faced the harsh facts of the situation in their industry and

kept their initial experiment within workable bounds. To
have attempted more at the outset would have been to invite

failure by placing upon the industry a burden greater than,

at this stage of its development, it could reasonably be ex-

pected to bear.

THE idea that the social work of a given community
should be seen as a whole, planned as a whole, financed

as a whole, though still a new one, is undeniably useful.

The first step toward such social planning was to put one

.agency's program and budget beside another's and study

their relationships. This the budget committees of the

financial federations have been doing, and even if their view

has sometimes been unduly colored by the conservatism of

the typical contributor it has undoubtedly been advantageous

to check the judgment of the individual agency, as to the

relation between money asked for and work done, by

the more objective judgment of a detached or cooperative

group.

A further step toward an objective view of social finance

and hence toward more intelligent planning is being taken

now by a number of councils of social agencies and com-

munity chests, acting through the American Association for

Community Organization. They propose to put one city's

social work budget beside that of another and to draw from

the comparison whatever suggestions it may hold as to the

cost of comparable units of service and the significance of

local variations in income, outlay and program. It will be

remembered that W. J. Norton opened up the possibilities

of such comparison in his articles last year in The Survey.

The information to be secured includes the total expense

of services in the fields of family welfare and relief, child

care, hospitals and health promotion, recreation and

character building, such as are usually financed through

community funds and welfare federations. The expense of

parallel public services financed from tax funds is likewise

to be included.

This information is to be secured in such a way that

it will be possible not only to compare the total expense of

these services for various cities but to compare the cost of

care of children in orphanages and in foster homes
; the cost

of care of the sick in hospitals, in dispensaries and by bedside

nursing; the cost of character building through the settle-

ments, young men's and women's associations, scouting
and so on. The services will be classified in this way into

thirty-one different groups. In addition to the expense, in-

come is to be classified into contributions, endowment

earnings, payments for service rendered and public revenues.

This classification of income is to be secured for each of the

above thirty-one groups.

While comparison of financial figures will be of interest,

it will be of comparatively little value without some in-

dication of the volume and character of service rendered.

So the information to be collected will include the simplest

possible statistics of this sort. The questions asked are few
because it will be an arduous task to collect even the simplest

figures for all public and private agencies in a large city and
it has been thought best to get a few basic figures for a

considerable number of cities rather than a mass of informa-

tion from two or three.

The study grew out of a plan of the Cleveland Welfare
Federation to secure information of this sort from several

cities of Cleveland's size, and as Cleveland has already
made some progress in that direction the American
Association has asked Raymond Clapp, associate director

of that! federation, to organize and conduct the whole

inquiry.

A conference was held in Cleveland last month to consider

the questionnaire to be used, and the councils or federations

in twenty-three cities have already agreed to cooperate in

securing data. While it is not expected that much will be

accomplished in the first year of study there may be a

preliminary tabulation of returns in time for the National

Conference in June, and it is hoped that the attempt will

result, at all events, in the establishment of a country-
wide program of securing and tabulating social work in-

formation.

Social work has been conspicuously lacking in standards

of measurement. With all due reservations as to the

importance of the financial yardstick and the difficulty of

relating human service to statistical units, it is a wholesome

spirit of self-examination that prompts such an inquiry as

this and the parallel study of national agency financing now

going forward through the instrumentality of the National

Information Bureau (see The Survey, Nov. 15, 1924,

p. 1 86). Even in New York self-examination has gone
far enough for the Coordination Committee to make a

preliminary report on a plan for a welfare council, at the

Better Times dinner to be held on April 2.

XE February day the postman's brown mare could not

get through at all. So the postman left the Thomp-
son's paper down at the foot of the hill with the Joneses, and

phoned up that they would have to send someone on foot.

And the Thompsons, highly indignant, asked what the gov-

ernment paid its mail carriers for if not to deliver the mail.

This particular mail carrier, who rides a route in the hills
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,of northern Connecticut, has had $750 a year. Out of that

he must pay for the gasoline and tires and repairs on the

Ford, and for the horse and buggy, to use when the roads

are impassable to any machine because of the sno\vdrifts or

mud. In the summer lie usually can get back by early after-

noon and put in a few hours of farming. In winter he

spends all of the short day on the road. Last summer,

trusting to the promise of salary increases in the postal

service, he turned down a job in the village which appealed

to him only because it promised enough to make ends meet.

When the outlook for the postal pay bill looked black he re-

called that hopelessly, unable to see how $750 and the garden
could be made to keep the family, the Ford and the horse.

News that the 'bill had passed and been signed by the Presi-

ent wipes out the constant question of how they were to go
on at all.

To thousands of homes like that of this rural mail carrier

and of the city men who have struggled to pay for city flats,

and food for the family, and uniforms and pension fund pre-

miums and shoe leather on $1800 a year, this bill brings

urgently needed and well-deserved relief.

THE
defeat of the child labor amendment, so far as the

legislative sessions of 1925 are concerned, has become a

landslide. Since The Survey last reported the action taken

but one additional ratification has been won that of Wis-

consin, and one house of the legislature in Arkansas has

thrown some doubt on that state's earlier action by with-

drawing its vote of ratification. Meanwhile the roll of states

which have rejected the amendment by vote of both houses

has risen to twelve, and eleven others have registered an

adverse vote in one house. Of the remaining states, New
Mexico has gone half way toward ratification and prospects

for favorable action in the Montana house are good, though

the senate there is understood to be slightly unfavorable.

Action is pending in thirteen states, among them New York,

where the legislative duel between Governor Smith and a

Republican majority has rendered the fate of all progressive

bills uncertain, though platform pledges should insure rati-

fication by the Republicans with the cordial support of the

Democrats. In several of these states the forecast is for the

postponement of action; in others an advisory referendum

will probably be held.

TT7" HAT happens between the proverbial cup and lip is

nothing to what happens between the potato-patch

and dinner-plate, or between the cow and coffee-cup. It

is pretty generally recognized that we waste food-stuffs

egregiously and pay too much for them. The "spread"

between producer and consumer, though an equal threat to

the economic security of both, has not been greatly reduced

as yet by all the study which in recent years has been focused

on it.

Action in the face of the complex muddle which now
attends the distribution of food-stuffs is possible only when
unusual precision in technique and unusual audacity of

imagination come together. The meeting of these necessary

elements bids fair to take place at New York's Town Hall

Club on March 25, when a public gathering will consider

a plan for a producers' and consumers' holding company
which as a first operation would consolidate milk distribu-

tion in New York, would build up a strong producers' and

consumers' organization and gradually, on a basis of ex-

perience, would move on to centralized distribution of other

farm-grown food stuffs. The plan is the work of a com-

mittee of producers and consumers which includes a sub-

stantial and representative group of experts who have come

slowly into agreement as to the outlines of the project.

Reduced to the baldest possible summary, their suggestion

is this:

Milk costs more when distributed competitively and for

private profit than it would cost if competition were eliminated

and dividends limited. Milk is so universal a food and so nec-

essary to children that there would be a strong emotional

urge toward consumers' organization in dealing with it. A
community holding company, built up on sound organization
principles and operating the consolidated industry through
a subsidiary corporation managed by men of unquestioned
competence, would be a sufficiently stable enterprise to merit
and attract the confidence of those stockholders who now own
the private corporations which handle milk in New York, and

might therefore be set up and financed as a merger through
exchange of securities without any large investment of new
capital. Once the community had consolidated milk distribu-

tion, savings would result and those savings would be divided

between the farmer, the workers and a fund wherewith to

set up and maintain an efficient consumers' organization and
relate it to the organized farmers. Through this organization
there would be conducted a widespread educational campaign
through which the ownership of the distributing facilities could

gradually be spread through the whole community and other

foodstuffs than milk could be brought one by one under the

control of the community corporation, with definite lowering
of living costs.

The economic, engineering and sanitary factors in the

plan are being studied with painstaking care by the com-

mittee, which expects to continue its research, with the aid

of staff workers, until the whole project is grounded in un-

impeachable fact and worked out in comprehensive detail.

This slowly maturing program may not meet its first de-

cisive test a formal invitation to the milk industry to co-

operate in carrying it out for a year or longer. It rep-

resents in the meantime one of the boldest and most in-

triguing projects in the fallow field of community organiza-
tion for economic ends.

The public has not shown itself greatly interested in

consumers' organization for its own sake. But the trend

toward private monopoly in milk distribution is creating

uneasiness. Concentration of control has increased in New
York through the absorption of small competitors by

Borden's, one of the two major milk-distributing agencies.

The National Dairy Products Company, whose stock is

listed on the New York Exchange, seems to be on its way
toward a giant inter-city merger of milk handlers. Un-

regulated monopoly in this basic food would be as repug-

nant to the consumer as unregulated monopoly in public

utilities and might be visualized much more vividly.

Women, especially, are likely to resent speculation in the

commodity most vital to child life. If circumstances forced

him to choose between private monopoly, public operation,

and the new type of semi-public consumer and producer

corporation which is now being studied, the consumer might
turn to the new plan in spite of his lethargic indifference

hitherto towards all efforts to organize him or, rather her!
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Are Women Hard to Organize?

IT

is an old superstition that women are hard to organ-
ize. They are. So are men. But it is doubtful, on the

record, whether women are harder to organize than

men. Both men and women, in this country have,

for long periods at a time, appeared to be not very easy to

organize. Barring the early waves of organization among the

coal miners, the more recent successes among clothing work-

ers and actors, and the unusual circumstances of the war, the

American trade unions have penetrated into unorganized in-

dustries on rare occasions and with slight achievement. Great

areas of industry and of trade some overwhelmingly male,

others female all with varying proportions of skilled and

unskilled labor remain unorganized now, as they were in

1897. Whether the reason for this state of affairs be hostile

public opinion, or the deterrent influence of the courts, or

the absence of vigor, ingenuity and imagination in the con-

duct of organization campaigns, the fact of its existence is

beyond question.

On almost every occasion in recent years when trade union-

ism spread into new fields among unorganized workers,

women, like men, participated in the activities of organization

and swelled the ranks of the old and new unions. In both

the men's and women's clothing industries all advance in

organization, from 1910 to the strike of the dress and waist

makers in this past week, has been shared by men and women.

Except where the industry itself has undergone some profound

revolution, the women are nearly as strongly organized as

the men. In the trade union movement on the stage, women
are not only extensively represented in the membership, but

they were also among the most active in the

period of agitation and organization. Dur-

ing the war, likewise, when many factors

contributed to the rise of unionism among
unorganized textile, railroad, and packing-

house workers, the membership of women in

these industries grew pan passu with that of

men.

One reason for current misconception con-

cerning the organizability of women is the

misleading character of the bare statistics of

female membership. In 1920, when both

male and female membership was at its peak,

men appeared to be four times better organ-

ized than women. All women wage-earners,

excluding agriculture, were in that year less

than 7 per cent organized, whereas men
were more than 25 per cent organized. On
the face of the statistics there would seem to

be a glaring disparity between the extent of

trade unionism among women and among
men.

The gross data, however, tell only a small

part of the story. Statistically, the trade union

Drawn by Jean Henry for
the Women's Bureau, U. S.

Department of Labor

movement in the United States is a very uneven affair. It is

strong in some industries and particularly in some occupa-

tions, and weak or non-existent in others. From the very
outset it has been strong among certain crafts in the building,

transportation and printing industries; for a long time among
all types of workers in the coal mining and clothing in-

dustries; and exceedingly weak in almost all other manu-

facturing industries, such as iron and steel, food, chemicals

and packing. In the important category of industries offi-

cially described as trade, professional service, domestic and

personal service, and clerical occupations, trade unionism has

always been, abroad as well as in this country, small in

number and ineffective in action. Whatever the cause, labor

organization rarely flourishes in the white-collar occupa-

tions.

It is precisely, however, in this group of occupations that

the female working population of this country is concen-

trated. At the time of the last census of occupations, 1920,

more than 60 per cent of the women who worked were em-

ployed in clerical occupations, or in trade, or in the domestic

and professional services; while less than 25 per cent of

the male working population was engaged in the same ran^e

of occupations. In this type of work, even bank clerks and

women stenographers, engineers and trained nurses, servants

and bootblacks, bookkeepers and saleswomen, are all, re-

gardless of sex, unorganized. So long, therefore, as the wo-

men who work for a living in this country will continue in

this disproportion in white-collar or genteel occupations, their

showing on the balance sheet of trade unionism will continue

to be less favorable than that of men.

As long, also, as the American labor move-

ment remains a movement of craft unions,

women will be relatively less well organized
than men. In spite of all that has happened
since 1897, the backbone of American trade

unionism is still the craft unions in the build-

ing trades, in the transportation and printing

industries. In none of these important crafts

do women work in substantial numbers. Nor
do they work in mines and quarries. Yet

more than 60 per cent of the total member-

ship of American trade unions was in 1923
in the three industries of mining, building

and transportation. Women naturally have

no organization where they do no work. In

the clothing industries where they work in

large numbers, nearly half of them were in

1920 members of the existing unions in the

industry.

For the rest, the problem of the unorgan-

ized woman in American industry is little

different from that of the unorganized man.

The spread of company unions, the rapid

741
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dissipation of skill following the introduction of machinery

and the division of industrial processes, the opening

of new industrial areas in the South and in small

towns and villages, give rise to conditions that make

organization of any class of workers more difficult than

it had been before. It is only an accident of industry, and

not a peculiarity of women that, in these vast industrial

transformations, women frequently take the place of men,

in the factory and in the workshop. But even this replace-

ment has never assumed the proportions with which it is

commonly credited.

EXTENT OF ORGANIZATION AMONG PERSONS TEN YEARS OF AGE AND OVER

ENGAGED IN CERTAIN INDUSTRIES IN WHICH WOMEN ARE EMPLOYED, 1920

Industry or Occupation Number of wage-earners Percentage organized
Male Female Male Female

Manufacturing 7,151,858 1,623,685 24.3 18.3

Clay, glass and stone

industries 223,635 >7,5 8 6 -5 8.5

Potteries 23,082 6,191 28.2 24.1

Clothing industries 231,349 368,508 76.6 46.0

Food and kindred

products 376,502 93,14 "-8 5-6

Slaughter and packing
houses 97,34 i2,'97 59-7 4*-<

Shoe factories i6,3O7 78, 55** 3 2 - 1 44-6

Printing and publishing 226,334 47,57* 55-4 2 5-

Cigar and tobacco
factories **,557 97,8** 47-7 13-5

Telegraph and telephone 127,650 196,171 53.7 7.0

Clerks and salespeople
in stores 1,059,873 53',539 '-7 -5

Clerical groups ',556,35' ',410,285 13.2 2.7

Thinking on the subject of women in trade unions is

bound to be distorted, as long as circumstances like the fore-

going are overlooked. It is true, of course, that marriage,

rapid labor turnover, the relation of the woman worker to

her family, all play a part in blocking the progress of the

labor union. It is true, also, that men have often looked

with disfavor on the organization of women and they have,

when the opportunity presented itself, arrogated to them-

selves most of the honors, as well as the responsibilities of

the union. This is, however, an old story ;
and one not

peculiar to labor movements. LEO WOLMAN

The Rockefeller Plan in Steel

IT
IS possible that opposite conclusions may be drawn by

different people from Ben M. Selekman's recently

published study of the Rockefeller Plan as it operates in the

steel mills at Pueblo, Colorado.* "Some, in reading the report,

will probably conclude that the Rockefeller Plan is a

failure, and that its failure proves the validity of the con-

tention that only a regularly organized trade union can be

counted on to give the workers adequate protection. It is

equally likely that other readers will find in the report

evidence that the plan is a great success. They will compare
the conditions now prevailing with those before the plan

was adopted, and they will see in its tendency to grow and

expand evidence that it carries in its own structure the

remedy of whatever defects it may have.

The Rockefeller Plan, as was made clear by Miss

Van Kleeck in Survey Graphic for February i functions

through representatives of the workers meeting in conference

with representatives of management. It was established in

the steel works in Pueblo in 1916, after a similar plan had

been in operation in the coal mines of the Colorado Fuel

Employes' Ileicesentatlon In Steel Works, by Ben. M. Selekraan. Russell Sage
Foundation. 293 pp. I'rice $1.50 postpaid of The Survey.

and Iron Company for about a year, and was accepted by
a fairly timid group of elected representatives, who were

bold enough to amend the plan by making what was

originally Part 1 into Part II, by changing the word

"departments" so that it will read "sub-divisions" and by
similar drastic changes!

As nearly as one can make out by reading the set of by-

laws that were adopted, the principal purpose of the plan

was to afford an agency by which grievances could be taken

up for discussion, and for two years it moved along without

anything very startling taking place. In 1918, however,

it was for some reason galvanized into action. In that year

the eight-hour day was established for the five thousand or

six thousand employes of the steel works as a result of the

insistent demand of the elected representatives of the

employes. In a sense this appears to be the outstanding
achievement under the plan. It gave to the Pueblo steel

workers an actual eight-hour day at the same time that the

employes of the U. S. Steel Corporation were getting

nothing more than a basic eight-hour day, which meant an

increase in wages with no reduction in hours. Furthermore,
it gave them the eight-hour day as a result of the initiative

of the employes, five years before the employes of the United

States Steel Corporation got the same results through the

initiative of the President of the United States.

Important as the hour question is in a continuous in-

dustry like steel not even here does it precede in impor-

tance the wage question, which is a matter of primary con-

cern in all industrial relations. Here the achievements have

not been as noteworthy as in the matter of the length of the

working day. The plan provides that with respect to wages
and working conditions the practise at Pueblo shall be at

least equal to that of the principal competitors of the Colo-

rado Fuel and Iron Company. This means in effect that

the latter company agrees to follow the lead of the Steel

Corporation, which sets the pace for the industry as a whole.

Operating under this clause of the agreement, wages were

raised frequently during the period of rising prices between

1916 and 1920. The practise was for the fuel company
officials to find out the prevailing wage rate in other cen-

ters and adjust their payrolls accordingly, and there was

very little discussion with the employes about it.

In 1920, however, there was a striking departure from

the usual practise. Company officials were in doubt as to

just what had been done with respect to wage increases in

the east, and a committee was appointed, consisting of rep-

resentatives of both employers and employes, for the pur-

pose of visiting the eastern mills and making a report. All

of the expenses of this trip were paid by the company, and

an extensive tour was made of the leading steel mills of

the country. On their return the employe members of the

committee made a report to the representatives of the em-

ployes, and an agreement was then reached regarding the

new wage rate to go into effect at Pueblo.

This was an unusually interesting and constructive ar-

rangement, because it constituted a recognition on the part

of all concerned that it is at times impossible, without mak-

ing a direct contact, to discover what the practise in other

centers may be. At the same time it illustrates some of the

defects inherent both in exclusively company organizations

and in the practise of depending upon other companies to set

the wage scale. It seemed to be a beginning toward a more

intelligent handling of the matter, and yet curiously enough
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there has been no further recourse to this method of deter-

mining wages. Nevertheless, there has been since that time

a rather livelier interest in the wage question and more of

a determination on the part of the employe representatives

to have something to say about it. In the era of wage cut-

ting since 1920 the employe representatives have vigorously

opposed the reductions suggested by the management, and

have been successful at times in getting a better adjustment
than the company was originally prepared to offer.

In studying the effectiveness of the plan as an agency for

the correction of grievances, one is impressed, in reading the

report, with the necessity of considering separately the peri-

ods before and after 1919. In that year the steel workers

in Pueblo went on strike, along with their fellows in scores

of other steel mill towns over the United States. For some

time before this trade unionism had been growing in the

plant. There is a provision in the rules that any employe

may belong to a union if he so desires, and apparently this

rule afforded protection for the union movement if pro-

tection were needed. As a matter of fact, organizing activ-

ity was carried on within the plant with the consent of the

company officials. One of the reasons for joining in the

strike was the existence of dissatisfaction over wages. An-

other was a growing feeling that only through trade union

organization could they have adequate machinery for the

adjustment of grievances. There existed also a hope that the

company might be in a mood to accept the idea of trade

unionism for the steel mills in view of the fact that it had

only a short time before concluded an agreement on its

railroad lines with two of the railroad brotherhoods.

Insofar as the movement was for recognition of the union

it failed. But it opened the eyes of the company officials

to a point of view on the part of the workers which they

had not taken sufficiently into account. Accordingly, since

1919 there has been an increased willingness to listen to

grievances, and at the same time there has been an increased

tendency on the part of the workers to make use of the plan

in presenting their point of view to the company officials.

As the report states, "It is significant that once having been

granted representation, the employes of the Minnequa steel

works desired a voice in all decisions affecting conditions of

work."

Turning now to criticisms of the plan, one of its most

striking characteristics is that it was inaugurated, and is

administered, by the company. The stated meetings are

called by Mr. Welborn, the president, and he or a repre-

sentative presides over them. The decisions reached at such

meetings are not mandates to anybody, but constitute recom-

mendations upon which the executives later decide whether

or not to act.

That the plan has at different times broken down and has

meant less to the workers than its by-laws would seem to

provide is pointed out here and there in the report. For

example, despite the existence of an elaborate system of

appeals by which in theory a worker may carry his grievance

up to the president of the company, there has been at times

a hesitancy in making use of this system.

If an employe should win his case before the president,

he would have to go back and work under the official who
had been over-ruled, and that might be embarrassing. Alto-

gether, the number of appeals has been comparatively small,

and the report states that interviews with the workers have

revealed that "they had not yet gained sufficient confidence

in the industrial representation plan to present their griev-

ances freely through the various channels established under

it."

At various times there has been no consultation with the

employe representatives on important changes in employ-
ment policies concerning which consultation might reason-

ably have been expected, and, at any rate before 1919, there

was a good deal of difficulty about receiving from the local

officials, foremen and superintendents the consideration of

grievances that seemed to be implied by the adoption of the

plan. One of the grievances leading up to the strike of

1919 was said by the workers to be the fact that "foremen

and superintendents did not even discuss grievances." In

this connection there seems to be a good deal of significance

in the fact that the plan was inaugurated without consulting

the foremen at all, and must have seemed to them, in part

at least, a scheme to deprive them of some of their authority.

Another criticism of the plan which is of outstanding

importance is that on the most important subject of wages
there is no real opportunity for bargaining. The plan pro-

vides that wages shall be at least as high as those paid in

competing companies. This removes the function of bar-

gaining altogether from both the officials and the workers

in the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and invests it in

other individuals having no connection whatever with that

corporation or its employes. It is doubtful whether there

would be, in any organization, satisfaction with a plan that

thus left the final determination of one of the most impor-

tant questions to the judgment of outsiders.

Just here one of the most significant criticisms of the

plan is made. It involves the ability of the employe repre-

sentatives fully to discharge their responsibilities to their

constituents. On wage questions they are in no position to

discover the truth to their own satisfaction unless the com-

pany consents to the appointment of a committee. Sources

of information that are open to the company are closed to

the workers. They have no funds with which they can

defray the expenses of an investigation on their own account

because essentially they have no organization. Under the

plan the employes as such have no power to take any action

except the election of representatives. There is no organi-

zation of the workers as a whole for determining policy.

One of Mr. Selekman's most definite conclusions is that

an organization limited to a single plant, as is the case with

the Rockefeller plan in the steel works at Pueblo, cannot

possibly have sufficient strength to make collective bargain-

ing effective, because conditions in that plant are bound

to be determined very largely by conditions in the market

as a whole, instead of by local considerations.

In trying to decide whether the plan is altogether a suc-

cess or altogether a failure I have been helped somewhat by

remembering a story that was told me back in 1911 on

my first visit to Colorado and my first acquaintance with

the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. The story was to

this effect: The switchmen at work on the railway tracks

within the plant at Pueblo had held a meeting and decided

to ask for an increase in wages. They appointed a com-

mittee to call on the superintendent and lay this request

before him. At about the same time, either because of

knowledge of this movement among the men or for other

reasons, the company decided to grant an increase in wages
to the switchmen to take effect at once. Accordingly, the

men went to work on a Monday morning at the increased
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rate. They did not know it because they were not organ-

ized, and there was no regular means of communication

between the company, and the men. If they had waited

two weeks they would have found out about it on account

of the increased amounts in their pay envelopes. However,

ignorant of the change, the committee called on the super-

intendent early in the week and presented their request,

which was for an increase similar to, if not identical with,

the one that had already been granted. Instead of inform-

ing the committee of the change and sending them back

to work, the superintendent discharged the committee and

all of the switchmen in the plant, securing new men to take

their places.

Now one reads in Mr. Selekman's book that the com-

pany has a signed agreement not only with its switchmen,

but with the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, to which

they belong. A careful reader of the report might con-

clude that the signing of this agreement with the union was

dictated by force of circumstances. However that may be,

it is interesting indeed to find that this company, which in

1911 could not accept petitions, has now voluntarily pro-

moted a representation plan and provided facilities by which

a man with a grievance may be heard.

'It is also interesting to read in a footnote a statement by

President Welborn showing the advantage of discussion be-

tween company officials and employe representatives as a

result of which, he testifies, certain difficulties were over-

come. When the company proposed to raise rents after an

increase in wages, a thing which they undoubtedly would

have done without considering its effects in the old days

the president's statement continues: "rents were not raised

because the representatives contended that such action might
start a general raising of rents throughout the community."

Attention is directed again and again throughout the re-

port to the tendency of the representatives to hold meetings

by themselves to consider what their attitude should be

toward matters that are to be discussed with the executives.

One of the criticisms frequently made of plans of this sort

is the fact that they do not provide for any means by which

the employes may take counsel with each other. The plan

as originally adopted by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Com-

pany made no provision for such separate meetings; unless

it has 'been amended, it contains no such provision now.

Nevertheless, Mr. Selekman's reports seem to indicate that

whenever matters of unusual importance are up for con-

sideration the employes' representatives hold separate meet-

ings in order that they may agree upon a policy. In fact,

joint conferences have sometimes adjourned, or the employ-
er's representatives have withdrawn in order to make such

conference possible. This fact, together with the obviously

increasing demand of the workers for consideration and the

increasing use of the plan for placing before the executives

the workers' desires, seems to point inevitably to the con-

clusion that it is a plan which provides machinery for dis-

cussion and conference and that is slowly enlarging its

functions, partly through pressure from the employes, partly

from the natural evolution of experience ; with the result

that a body of common law seems to be in process of devel-

opment, making the plan a progressively better agency and

a stronger instrument for advancing the interests of the

employes.

And yet one cannot get away from the limitations of

this plan as compared with a general organization of labor.

One cannot escape the fact, repeatedly stressed in the re-

port, that employes have very little power under the plan,

that in the main it is a plan for presenting a point of view

to the executives in the light of which they are still *o make
their own decisions. One must constantly contrast the

limited advantages that it offers with the freedom of activ-

ity of such an organization as the United Mine Workers.

On the other hand, the plan has had the effect of creating

a desire for a constantly stronger voice with respect to the

making of decisions. It has provided a means for the discus-

sion of grievances that apparently has grown into an agency
for the adjustment of a considerable number of them.

Through the plan the eight-hour day was adopted, and while

bargaining over wages is in an unsatisfactory state, Mr.
Selekman points to the contrast between the practise in the

United States Steel Corporation, where decisions on all

employment matters are made by the board of directors

alone, and that of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
in appointing a joint committee to investigate and decide

on rates of pay.

Another advantage is the increased security in the job.

"From our interviews with the workers as well as with

superintendents and foremen we are convinced that with the

introduction and growth of the plan, foremen and superin-

tendents became less arbitrary. The men felt that however

the plan was introduced, they could secure a hearing, espe-

cially did they feel as time went on that the higher exec-

utives of the company were always willing to listen to griev-

ances and make fair adjustments."

JOHN A. FITCH

Stop Coal Dust Explosions

STIRRED
to a high pitch of interest and sympathy, the

whole country waited hour by hour for a fortnight re-

cently to get the latest news bulletin about the plight of

Floyd Collins who was trapped underground during an ad-

venturous exploit in Sand Cave, Kentucky.
Before the rescue crews succeeded in digging a way into

what proved to be Floyd Collins' tomb, this country together

with the rest of the world was aroused over another under-

ground tragedy a coal mine explosion in Germany in which

more than a hundred miners were killed. All Germany
sorrowed. The Reichstag stood with bowed heads at an-

nouncement of the disaster. The American ambassador

formally extended his country's sympathy.

Such manifestations are heartening reminders that people

in the mass can be emotionally concerned over the fate of

fellow beings who have met with Catastrophes.

But is it not equally an occasion for nationwide emotion

when a coal mine explosion in our own country kills at a

stroke scores of miners in the darkness underground ? Twenty
times within two years the first pages of the newspapers have

carried the story of a coal mine explosion. In the eighteen

most recent "major" disasters 716 men met violent death

and many more hundreds of widows and children suffered

the loss of their breadwinners. Last year alone ten mine

disasters due to coal dust explosions killed 459 miners!

Many more miners were killed in the coal dust explosion

at Castle Gate, Utah, last year than were killed in the recent

disaster in the German mine at Dortmund. The Castle

Gate explosion which took 172 lives was followed by a series

of big explosions including those at Yukon, West Virginia,
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killing 24 miners; at Sublet, Wyoming, where 39 lives were

lost; and at Benwood, West Virginia, with 119 deaths. But

Utah alone was stirred to action. This state, with commend-
able promptness, adopted new and advanced safety regula-

tions, becoming the pioneer among the states in requiring the

use of rock dust in the mines to prevent coal dust explosions.

The other bituminous states, despite a similar shocking in-

crease in fatalities from this cause, still delay in putting into

effect the known preventive.

The real tragedy of catastrophes due to explosions of coal

dust is that they are needless. Science has at last dispelled

the mystery in which they were formerly shrouded and has

provided an effective measure of prevention. The discovery

was made that coal dust is highly explosive. As a mine is

worked fine coal dust settles on the passageways, walls and

roof. It lies there until the shock and flame of a "local"

explosion throws the coal dust into suspension in the air and

ignites it, thus propagating throughout the mine an explosion

that is terrific in violence and heat. Government experts in

a series of scientific tests more than ten years ago proved that

by properly mixing rock dust with the coal dust, the resulting

mixture becomes non-explosive. The remedy is simple

sprinkling the underground workings of the mine with rock

dust and it costs less than a cent a ton of coal mined. Scien-

tific research and practical application both have proved it to

be effective.

For nearly a decade, however, the remedy lay unheeded

in government reports. Meanwhile fatalities due to coal

dust explosions have increased at an appalling rate. As our

mines grow deeper, the dangers increase. For the ten-year

period ending with 1921 coal dust and gas explosions were

the cause of n per cent of the total coal mine fatalities in

the United States. By 1923 the proportion had risen to 15

per cent, and in 1924, it mounted to about 2O per cent.

Here is a record that should arouse the public.

When the American Association for Labor Legislation

opened its present campaign for the prevention of needless

coal mine accidents, following investigation in Europe as

well as in this country, it found that we were killing coal

miners three times as fast in the United States as they were

killed in Great Britain. The association was criticized for

making this statement. Recent official figures show that the

record now is even worse. We are really killing our miners

four times as fast. Every year 2,400 coal miners meet death

in the course of duty an average of more than seven deaths

each working day. The recent deplorable increase in

the fatality rate is due chiefly to gas and coal dust explosions.

In England where rock dusting the mines is required by na-

tional law, coal dust explosions have been eliminated. Since

a simple, inexpensive and effective remedy 'for coal dust ex-

plosions is at hand, clearly here is a point of immediate

attack.

There have been encouraging developments in this cam-

paign during the past two years. Utah's enlightened action

has pointed the way to the twenty-four other bituminous

states. The press is aiding with noticeable effectiveness in

the educational campaign. Insurance companies after in-

vestigation have recently lowered their rates on mines that

are equipped with the rock dust safeguard. State mine

inspectors at their national convention last year urged that !

rock dusting be included in coal mine safety regulations. In

1922 the association found less than half a dozen isolated

coal companies protecting their mines and miners with rock

dust. By the end of 1924 the list of companies that had rock

dusted their mines or were beginning the practice had grown
to more than fifty.

But the more thoughtful and conscientious employers who
have installed rock dust in their mines should not longer be

placed at a disadvantage in competition with those who are

less scrupulous. The use of this thoroughly tested safety

measure can be made a universal practice only through le-

gislative action. Legislatures in many bituminous states are

now in session. The urgent need is for the strengthening of

coal mine safety laws in all these states to require the use of

rock dust to prevent coal dust explosions. Prompt action may
be the means of forestalling hundreds of deaths in the next

year.

An informed and insistent public opinion will put an end
to coal dust explosions and abolish a source of cruel family
and community tragedies. Practically all of the bread-win-

ners of a mining camp are sometimes wiped out by a single

coal dust explosion. Coal consumers may well ask if this

essential commodity is to continue coming to them at the

price of needless sacrifice of human lives. At this stage the

force of public sentiment is peculiarly necessary since it has

been found that among mining inspectors in the outlying

districts, state mine officials and even federal mine officials,

there is appearing a sensitiveness to the antagonism which

mere mention of the word "regulate" arouses among coal

companies. Public officials as well as legislatures would be

stiffened against shortsighted opposition if the nation should

show a sustained interest in saving lives in the coal mines

half as intense as it has shown in the tragedy of Floyd Collins.

Constitutional limitations, it is argued, stand in the way of

a federal law. It is now up to the various states. Much
is being heard about "leaving protective measures to the

states." Will the responsible states now demonstrate thiir

capacity to function ?

JOHN B. ANDREWS

By Karl Erich Mereeburger

COAL



ED [/CATION

How Young Should A Pupil Be?

WHEN
is an individual educable and when is

he not? How young should a pupil be? At
what age does elementary education really

begin? Does it lie within the province of the

state to see that the elements of education are supplied at the

proper age to each future citizen ? Shall they be supplied by
the state if they are not available in the home? What are

these elements?

"Now you know," said Plato, anticipating the modern
behaviorist by about twenty-four hundred years, "that in

every enterprise the beginning is the main thing, especially

in dealing with a young and tender nature. For at that time

it is most plastic, and the stamp sinks in deepest which it is

desired to impress upon anyone."
In the earliest years of childhood, learning and adjustment

to the environment, natural and social, go at a rate unpar-

alleled at any other time in the life of the individual. It is

of basic importance that the habits, mental, moral and phy-

sical, formed during these impressionable years should be the

result of carefully considered first steps in an education which

it is expected to continue logically without waste to the indi-

vidual or to society.

The traditional disregard of this obvious need still reflects

in the otherwise excellent plan recently pesented by the

Teachers Union of New York city for the establishment of

an elementary experimental school within the public school

system. The plan, which provides for a humanized learning

environment, supplying natural, evocative situations for

work, play, character-building and information-getting,

fixes the earliest age of admission to its proposed classes

at four. Why not at two at one? Why not at six

months?

To be a valid test of childhood's full capacities and edu-

cation's best theories, an educational experiment nowadays
should be made in the light of all that has of late years be-

RiMiom'ttes by Kls

come known of the very early genesis of character habits and

mental fixations. The following, to be found in the U. S.

Hiennial Survey of Education for 1920-22 (Vol. i) sums up

the general findings in ever-widening fields of research re-

garding the child of pre-school age.

Town . . . has made an analytic study of a group of five

and six year old children in order to determine what kind of

children the Iowa homes are sending to the Iowa schools. Each
child was given a physical, anthropometric, speech and mental

examination. One important conclusion reached is that the

basis of physical defects and character defects is already fixed

when the child first enters school.

Such findings are justification for the belief that a public

experiment, even more than a private one, demands from

laymen, and from parents especially, a thoughtful considera-

tion of the relative values of preventive and corrective edu-

cation.

The records kept at child welfare stations, research bureaui

and habit clinics indicate with sufficient force the basic cau-

ses not only of most of the ills which breed us our classes of

social dependents, penal or economic, but the undoubted

sources of the inefficiency, distorted attitudes and discord-

ances which present themselves, consciously or unconsciously,

in our very generally warped, groping and ill-developed

adulthood.

As a future citizen, the basic foundations of his inheritance

of "... liberty and the pursuit of happiness" should be

safeguarded to every babe alongside of the "life" to which he

has, within the last century in most parts of the world at-

tained inalienable legal right in the eyes of the state. Whe-
ther nursery training is carried on in the homes or is made

part of the public school system, it has become increasingly

evident that standards and minimum requirements should be

set up by the state to assure that every child is rightly en-

vironedmentally no less than physically nourished ; that a

child's earliest surroundings shall be such as to secure him

freedom from the depredations made upon his heritage

through laxity, neglect, repression and all pitiful domina-

tions by ignorant, careless or misguided elders over the

yielding nature of infancy.

Minimum standards of infant health have been established

by federal act and state legislation. This is a hard-won step

in progressive social legislation, but the equal right of the

infant to be given full opportunity to form right mental and

moral habits remains yet to be legally provided for.

In New York state, at least, it appears that special legisla-

tion would have to be enacted to permit the inclusion of

nursery education within the public school system. What

the laws in this regard may be in other states is a question

which evidently awaits research. No reliable facts appear

to be at present obtainable. According to the U. S. Biennial

Survey of Education for 1918-20, in forty cities with a pop-

ulation of 100,000 and over, the school census age begins at

from four to seven ;
in a least two cities of considerable

size eight is given as the minimum age. According to this

746
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tabulation, Illinois is the only state (with the possible ex-

ception of California, for which the school age \vas listed as

O to 20) in which a child of one year is apparently recognized

as educable. Whether this is by legal enactment, or whe-

ther the census figures simply serve to record the fact that

some private schools in Illinois are accepting children of one

year old as capable of being taught, is something for the

curious to ascertain. The entire compilation is shrouded in

vagueness, since no definition of the term "school census

age" accompanies the figures, nor are the sources given from

which the record has been compiled. It remains doubtful

that legal provision for the public education of children

under four has been knowingly made anywhere in the United

States.

HOW is it elsewhere? In England, France, Belgium

and Italy the public education of children of pre-

school age has recfived considerable attention from state and

municipality.

In Belgium there have been nursery schools, or etolet

gardiennes, since 1880, and at the present time the state

provides funds for the greater part of the salaries of mis-

tresses and superintendents, which vary from 4,000 to

8,500 francs a year. The state also contributes 50 per cent

of the gross expenditures for buildings, furniture, etc., the

remainder being a charge on the municipal funds. Although
little is to be found recorded of the type of training given at

the ecoles gar(Henries, a report made by the education

committee of the Joint Parliamentary Advisory Council of

London (1923) indicates that it is in some measure de-

finitely educative.

In Italy, the nursery school movement is best known

through the Casa dei Bambini iounded bv Dr. Maria Mon-
tessori as part of a model tenement enterprise in Rome, in

1907. These "Houses of Childhood," fully described in the

writings of their founder, were designed to "place the school

in the home. . . as a collective property," and their full func-

tioning was dependent upon the social changes and archi-

tectural arrangements proposed by Dr. Montessori.

In France, where schools for very young children have

been an integral part of the national system since 1833, there

now are 3,400 nursery schools, of which 2,622 are state-

supported, accepting children from two to six years of age.

However, to convey no misleading impression in regard to

thise imposing figures, it is well to give here the statement

made to the writer by Professor F. W. Roman, author of

The New Education in Europe, and for long an observer of

European school conditions, that the popularity of the ecoles

maternellet is due to the fact that they provide daily for the

young children a substantial free lunch, thus assuring an at-

tendance while the lay school classes for older boys and girls

may be, as they frequently are, entirely unattended.

"Parents of the middle and upper classes do not send their

children to the ecoles maternelles; the sanitary conditions

are depressingly poor ;
the educative apparatus meagre ; and

there are usually only two teachers to manage about thirty

or forty children. Those in charge are motherly women,
but without specific training for the care of young

children."

A far different report comes from England, and is avail-

able through the published works of Grace Owen and Mar-

garet McMillan, pioneers of modern nursery education there.

Over their efforts there appears to brood the spirit of that

great friend and lover of childhood, Robert Owen, who a

century ago founded an infant school in the cotton mill dis-

trict of New Lanark, to which children were admitted al-

most as soon as they could walk, and where he aimed to

"form their dispositions to mutual kindness." Owen decreed

there were to be no punishments for these babies; their

"instruction was combined with singing and dancing and as

much amusement as was found requisite for health," and to

render them "active, cheerful and happy. In fine weather

they were much out of doors. . . . They were to be taught

the uses and nature or qualities of the common things around

them." (Monroe: Cyclopedia of Education)

Under the English Board of Education's Regulations for

Nursery Schools (1919), which read as follows, we see out-

lined the type of infant training which is permitting the

nursery school to develop there into a social and educational

institution of deep significance, one which it has been pro-

posed shall become the foundation of the educational system

of that country.

A nursery school or chiss is an institution providing for the

care and training of young children aged from two to five

years, whose attendance at such a day school is necessary or

desirable for their healthy physical and mental development.
It has therefore a twofold function: first, the close personal

care and medical supervision of the individual child, involving

provision for its comfort, rest and suitable nourishment; and,

secondly, definite training, bodily, mental and social, involving

the cultivation of good habits in the widest sense, under the

guidance and oversight of a skilled and intelligent leader, and

the orderly association of children of various ages in common

games and occupations.

While two is the minimum age given above, the writer

understands that younger children are found in the English

nursery schools, probably by special arrangement.

In addition to having brought pre-school education within

the scope of its control, the British government has planned

to provide a special school for the training of teachers to

care for children from two to five years of age. Under

detailed regulations, state aid is given to nursery schools,

a number receive municipal support, others are kept up by

voluntary aid from the parents, who willingly pay a small

sum weekly in return for the benefits their children receive.

The type of training in the English nursery schools, as

in private ones more or less patterned upon them in this
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country, supplies opportunity for the child to develop every

element of character and mentality that will contribute to

individual all-roundedness. Ranging from cloak-room

training, setting and waiting at table, handkerchief and tooth

drill, building, speech-training, to work and play with color

and number, drawing, story-telling and musical rhythms,
with many other activities in house and garden, self-ini-

tiated or suggested by the informal environment, it is aimed

to bring about "right habits of discipline, cleanliness and

concentration which the child who is running wild on the

streets or neglected in the home would never learn."

The social character of this newest public venture runs

parallel with its educational value. The Regulations quoted
above affirm that it is

. . . much more than a place for "minding" children. The
need of nursery schools is greatest in the more congested areas

of the large towns. The influences which an adequate supply
of efficiently managed nursery schools could exercise upon both
children and parents in such areas can hardly be overestim-

ated.

Thus England has awakened, it will be seen, to the

moral need of giving the mother, ". . . with her perpetual

round of washing, cooking, cleaning and mending," who has

little time to spare for her children's occupations, amuse-

ments and necessary outings, an opportunity to "get through
her work with some reserves of energy, and leisure where-

with to raise the level of home comfort and happiness."

Without dwelling unduly upon the harassing conditions

which the nursery schools have relieved, for both mothers

and children, the report of the education committee of the

Joint Parliamentary Advisory Council of London (from
which the quotations in this and the preceding paragraph
are taken) tells "how greatly the overworked mothers ap-

preciate and cooperate with the training. . . received by
their babies."

IN
this last observation may be found the principal signi-

ficance of the nursery school. It will not, as some

doubtfully infer, transfer to the school responsibilities and

functions which rightly belong to the home. As a com-

munal venture of a high order, it offers the hope of awaken-

ing parenthood to a scientific interest in the nature and needs

of childhood, awakening parenthood to an interest in self-

education. It will gather together fathers and mothers in

a bond of common interest such as no other neighborhood
association could offer so appealingly and so effectively for

right parental guidance.

There are increasing numbers of mothers who, although
free from the burden of poverty, yet recognize that the

early educational need of their children is something beyond
their understanding. They welcome the opportunity which

the nursery school offers as a demonstration center for the

elements of home-making as well as child-training. They
welcome it as a community work-and-play place where they

themselves, as well as their babies, may come together for

mutual profit. It is to the mothers themselves that the

state should turn to supply cooperatively in each neighbor-
hood the personnel of the nursery school staff. The few
trained leaders and workers available in this field would
make the assistance of neighborhood mothers for some time

as necessary as it is desirable. Once given, this responsibility

is not likely to be relinquished, and we shall have moved a

step further forward in the democratization of education

a step Germany has already taken by the legal provision of

elected Parent Councils with power to initiate reform* in

the school system.

The sociological value of the nursery school has been strik-

ingly brought out by the experiment carried on in Boston

at the Ruggles Street Nursery School, and is indicated every-
where by the increasing tendency amongst parents to seek

enlightenment upon questions of infant welfare, mental hy-

giene and habit formation. It remains for this interest to

crystallize in the demand for the inclusion of nursery educa-

tion, coupled with parent education, in the public school

systems.

To use the apt figure of Arnold Gesell in his address

before the International Kindergarten Union last May,
"The educational ladder is a tall one and a stout one, but

it does not reach the ground." We conserve in many direc-

tions forests, crops, water-power, fledging martins and the

spawn of fishes and the large sums of public monies ap-

propriated for these purposes is given with the assurance

that the fundamentals in each case are being taken care of.

Saplings are not planted in a place where they have to fight

for every inch of growth against inhibiting and repressive

elements, nor young fishes bred in hatcheries unfit for them.

Are we ready to begin to give at least equal consideration

to the problem of conserving citizenship conserving char-

acter and intelligence, personality at the time and in the

place of their earliest budding?
THE AUTHOR OF A MOTHER'S LETTER TO A SCHOOLMASTER

Religion in Schools
HE fears of the older generation with respect to our

* civilization and, especially, with respect to the part
that the younger generation seems inclined to play in that

civilization, have driven many good people to the advocacy
of a general program of "religious teaching in the schools."

P'or example, Alderman Henry Baum, of Queens, has intro-

duced into the New York legislature a bill which, if it

becomes a law, will require that all teachers in the public
schools of the state shall read the Ten Commandments tc

the pupils at the opening of school each day.

Moreover, in connection with Public School 46, Man-
hattan, by selection of the superintendent of schools, repre-

sentatives of the Jewish, Catholic and Protestant faiths will

presently undertake an experiment in giving religious instruc-

tion to school children outside of school hours and in places

outside the school building. The interest of the older genera-
tion in this matter is shown by the news report that "a

wealthy real estate man, on hearing of the movement, had

sent an unsolicited check for $500 to forward it, saying that

he felt that the future of the city was endangered by the

growing lack of religion, and he regarded the $500 check

as a business investment."

With a program for a real education having religious

values few intelligent persons will take issue. But the bur-

den which some of these programs seek to lay upon children

in the name of religion seems a bit heavy. Consider, for

example, what is proposed by Rev. Otto Brand, of the Knick-

erbocker Avenue M. E. Church, Brooklyn. In the February
issue of Progress, the monthly news bulletin of 'hat church,

Mr. Brand argues for religion in the schools in the following

fashion :

When folks attempt to locate the cause of increased juvenile

delinquency and of crime among young men and women they
make a serious mistake looking for it in conditions of the im-
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mediate present; serious, because it is not to be found there

and thus precious time is lost in applying the remedy. Would
it not be more reasonable, when a young man of twenty to

twenty-four years of age manifests criminal tendencies, to look

back to conditions which prevailed when he was perhaps be-

tween five and twelve years old? Parental control in early
life figures largely in the problem. There is one thing about

parental control which is often overlooked in discussions of

this kind. How much parental control can be expected in

cases where there is a consciousness of intellectual superiority
over its parents on the part of a child? Once let Luigi, the

young son of Italian parents, realize that he knows a great

many things which his parents do not know, and probably never

will know as long as they live, and he is almost certain to lose

for them the respect which intellectual superiority rarely fails

to inspire. Luigi must interpret for them; they know little

English. He knows the laws, customs, manners of the country ;

they do not. With the loss of respect goes parental control and
henceforth Luigi becomes a law unto himself; a risky occupa-
tion for any child, even under the most favorable conditions.

This situation is to be resolved by the setting up of re-

ligious education in the schools. Luigi is to be made a

respectful child by being taught religion. What does such a

solution imply? One of three things: that the religious

training of Luigi will make Luigi's parents wiser than he,

and so worthy of his respect once more ; or, that it will

make Luigi more stupid than they or that it will make him

willing to be controlled by people for whom he has no intel-

lectual respect.

Advocates of "religious training in the schools" in

this narrow sense, seem not widely able to realize that

the minds of children must have positive content of some

sort. Hence, Mr. Brand goes on to argue for a negative

program a process of knocking things out of the minds of

children:

Knowing some things about the minds of children, this

writer would suggest that for about five years, daily, our
school teachers be compelled to deal with those known child-

irregularities which are so prevalent among school children that

the necessary psychological conditions for efficient religious

motivation are almost entirely lacking. For five years, daily,

with seasonal emphasis let these teachers hit out hard against
such habits as profanity; use of obscene language; passing from
mouth to mouth of filthy tales and jingles; the practice of

secretly defiling public wall surfaces with pornographic in-

scriptions; building street-fires on costly asphalt pavements with
loss of thousands of dollars to tax-payers; crap-shooting;
deliberate destruction of property; vandalism in public parks

in short, let them inveigh against every form of child-lawless-

ness insidious and contagious, which a community of child-life

has a tendency to produce and which is only saved from be-

coming specifically criminal because unexposed. Steady ham-

mering away at these undeniable evils would, inside of five

years, produce an entirely new generation of young men and
women for later years. Then, maybe, Religion !

Meanwhile, these same children are living in the city, com-

ing and going through the city's streets, fed by the city's

sights and sounds, lured by the city's most profitable acti-

vities, continually drenched by the city's continuous floods of

stimulations. The city pounds these "undeniable evils" in

at every turn outside the school. We shall counter by pound-

ing them out inside the school ! It is certainly a great pros-

pect for the city child. But it serves him right for having
been born in such an age! Perhaps he is not to be blamed

for taking to the woods!

Why should we be so greatly concerned about the reli-

gious education of children, and so complacent about the in-

tellectual narrowness and the moral obtuseness of the adult ?

Luigi uses hi? mind and outgrows his parents: does that make
him immoral and irreligious? He must be taught respect!

Since when has "respect" for that which cannot itself com-

mand respect become of the essence of "religion"?

It is true, of course, that Luigi loses much when he loses

respect for his parents. But the loss is not to be set down
to him as a fault ; it is a misfortune, rather. And it is not to

be cured by recapturing him and suppressing him and com-

pressing his new life within the forms of the old. If the

problem could be solved in this way this sort of "religious

education" would be an easy escape from the impasse into

which our civilization has fallen ; if it could be solved in this

way, $500 checks to further such propaganda would indeed

be real "business investments."

Such a solution is,' however, worthy of consideration as

"one of the ways out." It appeals to "adult minds" ; to

conservative minds ; to nervous real estate owners who
have vested interests in the maintenance of the status quo ;

to all who are suffering from moral and intellectual fatigue.

But it does not seem to appeal greatly to the average child.

And the average child will likely have something to do

about the matter even though he may have little to say

about it. J. K. H.

The Arts in Community Life

IT
seems to me that we are just at a time, today, when

a number of factors and forces that we can't control

and that we can, to but a very slight degree, direct, divert

or influence, are coming to a point of concentration. The

first of these is the greatly increased amount of leisure that

is available to humanity. And the electric washer is quite as

important a factor in this as is the eight hour day. From

every possible source, time is being saved. For what? Most

people haven't been giving very much consideration to that

aspect of it. But there are two or three streams of conscious

thought as to what shall be done with this new-found leisure

that seem to me to be coming closer and closer together, if

they are not actually merging.

One of those streams is what is ordinarily known as re-

creation work of various kinds, and another is what is even

more vaguely and imperfectly known as adult education. Up
to the present time the two things have been in different

planes, and we are only beginning, I think, to realize their

essential unity, that recreation can be brought about by what

men call education, and vice versa.

This is also true with regard to the arts, which are find-

ing their place in our thoughts and in our activities side

by side with recreation, and with adult education. The

remarkable thing is that the American people have gone so

far in other directions, while they have succeeded in going

so short a distance in the appreciation, and considering their

opportunities, in the production of the arts. I don't sup-

pose any great civilization in the history of the world has

relatively so few people drawing from that inexhaustible

spring. Either, it seems to me, we are not nearly as far on

as we think we are in what is called civilization, or else

we are due for an extraordinary development of interest

and understanding and participation in the arts.

The peculiar quality, the peculiar value of their appeal

to us is, I feel sure, its absolute directness. We don't have

to have a long preparation to enjoy great art, to get the

thrill which it gives. And this thrill stimulates and vit-

alizes all the other things for which we do have preparation.
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Though I don't know that there has ever been any scien-

tific work done in this field, I have an idea that one could

find a very close relation between the appeal of nature and

the appeal of human art. And I hope that someone who
is qualified to do so will see if there aren't ways of bring-

ing out that relationship; because I think that, as a people,

we have a much closer contact with nature than we have

with art.

Recreation and education and the place of the arts are

all part of the same great process. And when those of us

who are especially interested in any one of them recognize

that fact, recognize that no one of the three sides is the

all-important side, that they are all faces of the same thing,

then I think we may get somewhere.

We have then, first, this greater opportunity, with the

greatly increased leisure time. Second, we are beginning
to have a feeling that no matter from what point we start

in the process of finding ways to profit by it, we are cer-

tain to get into the other fellow's territory.

We have recently had what really amounts to a redis-

covery of what team play means in all these matters. Most
of us in one way or another have had the joy of being mem-
bers of teams. The war brought out countless opportunities

of this kind, and I think a good many of us have been grop-

ing about to find something to take its place some outlet

that isn't in industry or commerce for manifestations of

team play and of the very deep joy that comes from it.

In any nation-wide efforts to provide this three-fold

human nourishment for any community, there is one factor

;hat I think more and more must be reckoned with as, per-

haps, the basic one ; and that is the actual local demand,
the local effort that must underlie and make possible any
worthwhile manifestation. You cannot impose these things
from outside and elsewhere. There must be something on

the spot to build on.

In England the government is far more interested, and

participates far more actively in projects for adult educa-

tion and for other work outside and beyond what we call

the school system than, so far as I know, is the case here.

In discussing these matters last summer with the men in the

Board of Education, the one thing they all emphasized was,
"You must have a real" local demand, a real nucleus of

people, no matter how small, who themselves know that

they want to do something and want to do it together.
You can build on that, but you can't impose the desire from
outside. We have learned to watch patiently, and when
we find this desire in any community, then His Majesty's
Government is only too glad to help out. But the Govern-
ment doesn't say, 'Let there be a movement of this kind

or that kind or the other kind' and assume it exists because

we say so, and then wonder why we fail when we try to

carry it beyond the point of non-existence."

When we turn to community art in America, it is evi-

dent that we are only just beginning to recognize that the

appeal of art is one appeal, no matter what the manifes-

tation may be. One soul may be touched more directly

by music, another by design, and another by color, but it

is the unity of the arts and the unity of their appeal which
must be at the basis of any real, successful and vital com-

munity effort.

This unity of the arts, I need hardly say, is nothing new
;

it was a commonplace in earlier civilization. All the arts

grouped themselves perfectly naturally around the temple,

or around the forum or around the cathedral. These were

the great flowerings of the human spirit in the past. And
now when we more or less consciously want to build up

something of the same kind today, we must always remem-

ber this lesson of the past, that great work in art was always

part of the community life. The statues that we admire

so much today weren't chiseled to be put into museums.

Each was fashioned to be put in its particular position in

some community gathering place. The plays that we read

in books were prepared for a certain audience as part of

its community life.

From every point of view, the important thing for the

leaders in the community, no matter what their own chief

interest may be, is to watch and foster in every possible

way the community efforts which are now emphasizing the

unity of the arts, their close relationship to recreation

and education, and, in general, their normal place in

human life.

F. P. KEPJM-I.

AFTER AN exhaustive study of the subject, the committee

on janitorial service of the Teachers Union Auxiliary has sub-

mitted a printed report on "A plan for reorganizing the

janitorial service." But the essential of the report is to lay
York." Much of the report is taken up with "the record

of inconsistencies, inadequacies and unsuitable methods in the

janitorial service in the public schools of the city of New
before the reader the outlines of a new plan and to secure

support in getting this new plan considered and adopted by
the authorities. Through a fortunate combination of circum-

stances, it was possible for the committee to compare two

systems of janitorial service in the city schools the civil service

system and the contract system. Supporters of both systems
were found, and arguments for and against both are adduced.

The civil service system costs more, but it produces better

results on the whole. It seems likely that the schools cannot

be kept clean and sanitary on basis of the present budgets
under the contract system.

"The facts we have given [the report of the Teachers

Union Auxiliary suggests] would seem to point to the need

of a radical change in New York's janitorial system. No one

who has read these pages can fail to realize that the schools

of New York City under the contract system are neglected

and dirty. The schools are dirty because they are not properly
cleaned. They are not properly cleaned because of insufficient

and low grade help. Help is insufficient and low grade because

of low remuneration. The remuneration is low because of

the uncontrolled contract system. The contract system is un-

controlled because the custodian has the absolute power to

divide his budget as he sees fit." In conclusion the report

lays before the school authorities a comprehensive plan for

reorganizing the service. That plan is too detailed to be given

here, but it should be studied by all school authorities who are

troubled by this problem. Copies of the report can be secured,

for a nominal cost, from the Teachers Union Auxiliary, 70
Fifth Ave.

NEWS DISPATCHES from Geneva carry the word that

the League of Nations is planning a program for the education

of the youth of all nations in the ideals of world peace. All

member nations of the league have been asked to furnish

suggestions. A report on the subject is in preparation for the

next meeting of the assembly. This program will stress in-

ternational cooperation and normal methods of conducting the

afrairs of the world.
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Surprises in an Investigation of Birth Control

DECADES

of argument and volumes of propa-

ganda have gone into the discussion of birth

control but the residue of medical fact to

support a sound social philosophy is surpris-

ingly slight. Realizing this lack, a group of men and women,

mostly physicians who had long felt the necessity for a scient-

ific study of the subject, came together early in 1923 and

formed the Committee on Maternal Health in New York

to investigate the matter of fertility and sterility from a

medical point of view. It was agreed, of course, that all

work with patients in New York should be within the in-

terpretation of the law that sanctions control of conception

"to cure or prevent disease."

Conferences with persons thoroughly familiar with the

work of national medical and public health organizations

and with a large number of men and women interested in

public welfare revealed no existing organizations whose

activities could readily be arranged to include promotion of

this project at this time, either because their directors wire

unwilling to undertake this work or because they believed

the fundamental scientific facts were not yet available. The
conferences disclosed, however, a general sentiment that

something ought to be undertaken in the way of proving what

is practicable in the matter of contraception, what is needed

and what is in full accord with the best interests of society

and of family life.

THE committee made its own program under two

main divisions: to determine what may be scientific and

effective in dealing with problems of fertility and sterility,

witli particular reference to prevention of conception for

reasons of health ; and to collect and examine case records

bearing on these problems and to obtain data on the practical

aspects of these subjects. This outline of their plan was sub-

mitted to the New York Obstetrical Society, the group of

specialists most concerned in the matter. A questionnaire

brought out a favorable vote and aid useful in this study.

The Public Health Committee of the Academy of Medicine

endorsed the plan, enlightened women provided the funds,

and a scientific investigation was undertaken, under the

direction of leading representatives of the various specialties.

This involved a review of the literature; personal inspections

of birth control clinics and their records; critical collection

of foreign experiences and American practice ; the gathering
of opinions and evidence as to conditions under which the ad-

vice could properly be given ; consideration of methods and

their effects; collection and analysis of a large number of

case histories; and securing actual studies in clinics and

laboratories bearing on fertility and sterility, and finally,

regular bulletins and other publications to keep the medical

profession informed.

The report of the first year's work brought the coopera-

tion of the American Gynecological Society, and elicited a

favorable editorial from the Journal of the American Medi-

75'

cal Association. The first surprise, then in view of the

impression that the medical profession refuses to interest it-

self in birth control and is officially antagonistic was the

ready acceptance by physicians of a reasonable plan of action.

The literature on birth control was abstracted. A library
of propaganda and attack simmered down to a pamphlet of

histories of cases confirmed and properly recorded. Medical
text books and college lectures were found to avoid any-

thing but the most casual references. Doctors, conscious that

they would be criticized if they tendered advice, possessed

few or no records, and could, naturally, offer no body of

data on which to draw. Such statistics on birth control as

existed save for two imperfect series were made by pro-

pagandists, and their value may be gaged by the fact that

they classed and published as successes all cases which had
not reported themselves as failures. The scant value of such

claims may be further judged by the statements that two
clinics lost sight of 20 or 50 per cent of their clientele respect-

ively.

The second surprise, then, was the scanty amount of exact

information on the subject.

A QUESTIONNAIRE had been sent out to the members
* * of the Chicago Gynecological Society. The New York
Obstetrical Society was stirred to like action. The results

of the sixty-four answers were compared with first, answers

given by a thousand married, well educated American wo-.

men, mostly college graduates, to the Bureau of Social Hy-
giene in its study of normal sex life ; second, with the figures

furnished by the three birth control clinics of London and
New York either in their publications or to representatives
of our committee ; and, finally, with the results obtained by
the committee's investigation in Holland, long quoted as

the paradise of birth control. The uncertainty and disagree-
ment found by this comparison will be the third surprise,

for it confutes the argument constantly brought forward that

any doctor can, if he is willing, advise or provide a generally

applicable and guaranteed preventive.

For fifty years and more the French have systematically
lowered their birthrate ; for forty years the Dutch have been

held up for emulation as showing how a really free people,
if allowed to organize clinics, could successfully regulate their

progeny. The committee set out to discover the facts. In

France more than sixty interviews with those who should
know most demonstrated that there the knowledge is under-

ground, conflicting, indefinite and has never been gathered.
In Holland none of the "fifty-two clinics" was found

whether independent or located in "hospitals" nor any under
sanction or control of "medical associations" nor was there

knowledge of a sure method of contraception. A full report
on Holland, England and the rest of the Continent will be

made by the committee in the autumn.

One very important report was available. The Bureau
of Social H,vgiene had secured 1000 anonymous answers to
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questionnaires. Nearly three-fourths approved of birth con-

trol and practiced it. The 730 women practicing birth con-

trol (the bulk of the group being thirty years old,), averaged

two and a half pregnancies each. Those who did not

practice birth control averaged a little more than one and

a half pregnancies apiece. The higher the education the

greater the endorsement of the practice and the fewer the

children. This may have been due to later marriages among
the college graduates. As far as happiness in marriage went

87 per cent reported happy marriages the presence or

absence of birth control did not appear to affect this report

either favorably or unfavorably.

This rather general use of preventives is no surprise, but

it is surprising that these arc our first trustworthy figures on

the extent of the practice.

WHAT should be done to get at the facts and place these

facts before the medical profession for action ? Deem-

ing the first duty to be the organization of a series of impar-

tial well-studied tests, and believing that these should be

made in responsible institutions, an appropriation of $300
was made by the committee to each of six outpatient depart-

ments in conspicuous hospitals in order to obtain a proper

collection of records. These clinics are furnishing informa-

tion concerning the need of contraception and of sterilization ;

the methods; the harm or harmlessness of various practices

in the meantime taking care, as far as possible, of the

patients entitled to contraceptive advice.

In order to determine and define the conditions under

which advice should be given opinions are being collected on

the effect of pregnancy in all types of heart and kidney trou-

bles, tuberculosis, insanity and epilepsy, nerve tire and ex-

haustiongathered both in America and abroad from the

men whose experience has been widest. The experience of

Central Europe and Scandinavia will be gathered in 1926 by

a representative of the committee, because of the value of

the data obtained from Holland, England and France.

While tests are being made of the methods commonly in

use ; while the information thus far provided is made avail-

able to the profession through the medical press; and while

lectures are being provided for medical colleges ;
the next

section of the task is to take up consideration of the measures

which hold out a hope that we might do away with some of

the undesirable features of present methods of contraception.

There were several interesting and promising results dis-

covered by study of the fertilities and sterilities of animals

which point toward better methods for what Professor Ross

calls an "adaptive fecundity."

In this inquiry there has developed a striking difference

between the results of a given method among a group of the

intelligent and considerate, or the reckless and poverty strick-

en. Adaptation to individual conditions is required constantly.

It becomes evident that the medical profession alone can

determine many physical questions relating to structure,

function and abnormal or diseased states. In addition to

these strictly professional aspects the various mental and

moral reactions which come chiefly to the knowledge of the

doctor, as the father-confessor in matters of sex, should be

studied from available records.

For fifty years the educated, the thrifty and the self-con-

tfolled have been increasing their precautions to limit their

progeny, while there have been only four systematic attempts

toward lessening indiscriminate breeding of the less fit and

its world menace by giving preventives to the poor.

The Nieuw-Malthusian Band of Holland under Dr.

Rutgers, has "trained" women of the lower middle class

for more than forty years by a few lessons and a reasonable

pamphlet of instruction. The "Band's" printed list carries

the names and addresses of three doctors, four midwives,

and forty-three "practitioners." These are under no super-

vision by health authorities or the "Band" and decline to

make reports to the parent organization. The charge is four

to eight guilders ($1.60 $3.20) for visit and supplies, but

there are several thousand small-fee members, mostly of the

working class, who receive a rebate. No records are kept. The

propaganda is largely on the basis of the economic indication.

Each Amsterdam mother receives a circular after delivery.

The conservative and orthodox would appear to have been

antagonized. The Protestant Queen, whose subjects are one-

third Roman Catholic, is said by the opposition league to

endorse the "Band" only automatically as one among other

national societies. The open-minded Health Commissioner

in Amsterdam stated that the government's attitude is

officially neutral, but actually rather against it. There was

no contraceptive instruction heard of in hospitals, dispen-

saries, clinics or in medical schools. Dr. Aletta Jacobs, on

her recent visit, could give the committee no evidence of

extant clinics in institutions. Of the seventeen specialists in

diseases of women and obstetrics and among eight other doc-

tors interviewed, none has observed anything like the results

claimed for the Dutch methods. Holland's experience there-

fore is very disappointing in the way of definite information.

Under the common understanding of the term clinic as con-

nected with an institution, a hospital or dispensary, where

an instructor teaches medical students in the presence of

patients, or the more recent use whereby a college or

hospital group runs a free or pay clinic under medical

direction nothing was heard of in Holland that substan-

tiates its claim to the title of clinic.

THE Mother's Clinic, 61 Marlboro Road, London, was

opened March 17, 1920, and reports about 4,700 pa-

tients up to our investigator's visit in June, 1924. Entirely

supported by Marie Slopes, her husband, and the large re-

turns from her books, it is located in a middle-class neighbor-

hood among stores, occupying two tiny but pleasant rooms in

a frame building. It is open five mornings, three afternoons,

and one evening a week. Two midwives are on duty, but a

woman physician attends once a week, and pathological cases

are referred to her. Admission is free, but unmarried women
are not accepted and women who have had no child are re-

ferred to physicians. For supplies a price list and pharmacist's

addresses are furnished. The history calls for scant data and

the records seen were not complete. Each patient is given a

blank for report of results and about one-half fill in the

record.

Marie Slopes, Ph. D., is an authority on coal. She is

forceful, eager, critical and discursive. Her book covers the

ground very completely but also with a definite bias. She

stated to our observer that the records of the clinic had not

been analyzed but affirmed that she knew of only twenty to

thirty failures. This clinic's Research Council with names

of some prominent surgeons and physicians has not published

results of any research nor of confirmation of the clinic's

claims, though our English interviews brought general com-

mendation of the idea of a scientific investigation.
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The Wahvorth Women's Welfare Center, I53-A East

Street, Wahvorth, London, S. E. 17, supported by the New
Generation League (formerly the Neo-Malthusian) was

started six months later in a two-story, frame building in the

slums. It is open three afternoons and one evening a week,
and shows friendly, crisp, intelligent methods, under an upper
class worker superintendent, with an efficient woman doctor,

a nurse and a maid. Everything is scrupulously clean. The
minimum charge for those able to pay charge is one shilling ;

nothing, if she cannot pay ;
five shillings if this can be af-

forded. Mail inquiries are answered by a pamphlet. The
return visits comprise nearly half the attendance, the total

about 225 a month. The record blank cards are excellent.

There is said to be a new pay clinic, the Wallace Institute,

an offshoot under two women doctors.

The "clinical research" that was conducted for two years

up to January, 1925, by Dr. Dorothy Bocker had a room

on the upper floor of a business building at 104 Fifth

Avenue, New York city, among the offices of the 'Birth

Control League, the organization which publishes The
Birth Control Review, under the direction of Mrs. Mar-

garet Sanger. Five visits were made by six members of our

committee. There was a fair equipment, and attendance

morning and afternoon five days a week and nearly a

thousand letters a week to answer on medical aid.

Dr. Bocker is particularly well informed on matters

of contraception and her report to the profession is a

medical contribution of value. The history forms were

full and well balanced but the entries often scant. For fol-

low-up they depended on the return of patients for purchase

of supplies. Twenty-one per cent failed to come back or to

report. It is a matter of no small regret that, with over

$25,000 expended, the promised research was not carried

out with such study of results and inspection and consultant

supervision as would have furnished dependable data on the

efficacy and on the injury or freedom from harm of the

various measures recommended. The Voluntary Parenthood

League of 19 W. 44th Street, New York, started in 1919,

does no case work but is concerned wholly with attempts to

alter the Federal Law, at present by advocacy of the Cum-
mins-Vaile bill.

SPECIAL
birth control clinics, widely heralded, may be

required at present to furnish legitimate advice not other-

wise procurable, and to gather clinical evidence. But they

seem needlessly costly in America, at nine dollars a patient

when ample obstetrical and gynecological outpatient serv-

ices are able to tender this care at seventy-five cents to a

dollar per capita. In attempting to determine what was the

size and character of the problem the Committee on Maternal

Health opened an office, not for examination or treatment,

but for reference and record, supposing that there would be

considerable demand by patients for whom the diagnosis had

been made diagnoses which called for prevention of preg-

nancy for reference to institutions of high standing for safe

and effective professional advice. But it was found that an

intermediary was little needed, inasmuch as most institutions

could recognize proper cases and furnish advice, provided

their trustees and staff were willing, their doctors informed

on the subject and supplies available.

It has ta'-.en more than a year to induce a few leading insti-

tutions to agree to make the study and develop the means of

giving contraceptive advice in legally suitable cases. The

committee has worked with one nurse to visit settlements
and institutions to make inquiries and to follow-up, and one

stenographer with a short-time library worker ; with a doctor

(who was traveling) consenting to undertake our foreign

study, while an unsalaried medical secretary gave odd times
to getting reports together and summarized.
The Committee on Maternal Health, thus, has under

way clinical, chemical and laboratory studies which in due
time with proper supervision and adequate professional col-

laboration and sufficient funds, should obtain the medical
facts. One can attempt, in clinical tests, to set apart the

purely medical from the economic considerations involved in

a consideration of birth control. This is our present thesis.

But this segregation is feasible only in part. The problem
of contraception forms but one section of a study that must
be conducted by a well-balanced group with wide interests,
a group that would take up the interlocking and overlapping
problems of fertility and sterility and normal sex life, with
the weighty bearing of these matters on individual character,
and on family and community well-being. The sociological
and religious aspects must be held constantly in mind. The
work of the various organizations that are in touch with
these questions must be headed toward coordination.

GERTRUDE MINTURN PINCHOT

Why Mental Hygiene
in Colleges?

MOST of the colleges in the country are actively in-

terested in the mental health of their students. For
a number of years Princeton has taken a leading part in in-

creasing the welfare and efficiency of its students through
offering help in their problems of adjustment. Dartmouth
has a full-time professor of mental hygiene. West Point has

found good use for a psychiatrist and now Minnesota, Vas-

sar, Brown, Vermont and many others are endeavoring to

provide their students with constructive assistance in the

problems of securing and maintaining nervous and mental
health and efficiency.

Mental hygiene has always been needed in the colleges,

but we have only recently realized the fact and only com-

paratively recently have we .had it to offer. College men and
women are selected almost altogether on the basis of in-

tellectual attainment with little or no consideration of phy-
sical health, emotional stability, personality defects, or other

psychopathological handicaps. For years we have witnessed

far too many "nervous-breakdowns," suicides, and failures,

to say nothing of mediocrity among our college populations.

For years we have stood idly by while boys and girls spent

years of study while their parents spent large amounts of

money in preparation for a so-called higher education only
to end in nervous ill-health that should have been foreseen

long before it happened. We have been educating our young
people to be teachers, preachers, lawyers and doctors, yet
never have we taught them to understand themselves, much
less to be leaders of others or parents of children. Fears,

indecisions, inferiority complexes, sublimations and delusions,

all have a basis, as well as having a bearing on human con-

duct. How can our college professor or our minister direct

our training or even his own when he knows nothing
about mental mechanisms, either normal or abnormal?

Some educators and even some physicians have said, "We
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must not make our colleges into nurseries by too much at-

tention to nerves, nutrition and organi/.ed recreation."

Nothing is farther from the minds of those who have the

welfare of our students at heart, from the point of view of

their nervous systems ;
but is it not the responsibility of the

college to graduate those who seek education as well equipped

to use that education as is possible; and have the colleges

not in the past been directly responsible for many so-called

"nervous breakdowns" of their students? When we read of

the tremendous casualty list in the freshman year in our

leading colleges, we must perforce wonder what is wrong

either with the students or with the institutions. Some will

say that the students have not been properly prepared. This

is, of course, true in many instances, but those of us who

have surveyed the nervous systems of some of the college

students believe that there is a rather large casualty list re-

sulting from preventable maladjustments.

If mental hygiene work can prevent even I per cent of

students from falling victims of nervous illness, and another

i per cent of failures through maladjustment, is it not then

the responsibility of the college to make this effort toward

reducing the number of cripples turned out of our colleges?

We all know that many who graduate from college pro-

duce only mediocre careers in after years, and, again, is it not

possible that a large number of these could be helped to lead

much more efficient and consequently happier lives if some-

thing were done to help them to know themselves and to

handle their own problems? Contrary to the experience of

private practice and hospital work, where we are accustomed

to first see our patients only after months, and sometimes

years of nervous invalidism, in the colleges we find the young

men and women, even those who have developed definite

neuroses, with their disorders still in a formative period.

Usually a rather brief interview serves to spread before us

all the individual's problems of adjustment; perhaps half the

cases we may see in colltge can be helped to an adjustment

in one or two interviews. When rightly approached no in-

dividuals are more eager to understand themselves and their

problems than are the usual college students.

Many students suffer a severe conflict between the ideals

of early home training and the modern freedom of col-

lege life :

H. A. R. was a junior in college when he was sent to me

by one of his professors who stated that he had become so ner-

vous and so depressed his personality seemed completely changed.

Brought up under the strictest New England home training

which demanded abstinence from dancing and card playing;, and

an unswerving adherence to certain religious dogma, he began

early in college life to suffer a conflict between an adherence

to the teachings of home and an acceptance of some of the

college activities, especially dancing and card playing. He went

through two years with very satisfactory marks, but in the

third year he began to fall down badly. The final breaking

point came when he openly denounced the social activities of

some of his fraternity mates. He was laughed at by many
of them and became almost a social outcast. In addition to

these upsetting factors, a course in the philosophy of religion,

which presented a new conception of some of the religious

teachings, further added to the disquietude of mind.

H. A. R. struggled with this conflict for weeks and finally

came to this conclusion: he had either to be disloyal to the

teaching of father and mother, if he were to remain in college,

or give up college and thus lose his most cherished ambition,

which was to he a college graduate. He could not make a

decision and in his overwrought condition could see no way
out except through self-destruction.

With these facts before the examiner, it was not difficult

to show the patient that there was a middle ground which

might give due consideration both to the early training and to

the modern freedom. The cooperation of the family had to

be sought in helping the boy to make his adjustment. This

done, the patient went back to his work with a new philosophy,

not at first altogether compelling. Progressively, however, he

was able- to get a better understanding of himself, and now he

has graduated from college, and gives promise of being a suc-

cessful teacher, with a thoroughly satisfactory adjustment of

his previous conflicts.

An example of an emotional upset with repression, and

an educationally disastrous attempt at sublimation, may serve

to illustrate the early neurosis, dissipated after a few inter-

views :

W. L. completed two years in a western university very

successfully. The third year she failed in every subject, and

had it not been for the wisdom of an understanding dean she

would have been summarily dismissed from the university. On
the basis of her previous record the dean felt something must
have happened to her nervous system during the third year,
and told her to consult a specialist and that her reinstatement

would depend upon the advice of the specialist..

At the first interview with this girl, it was difficult to obtain

from her more than the statement that she believed she had
taken up some social activities which had so interfered with

her studying that she had not been able to prepare herself

for the examinations. It seemed obvious that some underlying
cause was at work, and in a second interview she told the

following story:

During the summer vacation, at the end of her second year,

she had gone out boating with a girl friend and the friend's

father. A sudden storm came up, capsized their boat which

could not be righted, and the three clung to the boat many hours.

During that night, the girl friend, who was rather frail, died

from exposure, and our patient and her friend's father held

the lifeless body on the boat, while struggling to maintain

their own hold. In the morning boats passed but not near

enough to heed their plight, and it was not until four o'clock

on the following afternoon over twenty-four hours after the

accident that they were picked up in a state of extreme ex-

haustion. Our patient was taken to her home where her fam-

ily immediately adopted the wrong attitude of never referring

to the incident, not even allowing her to see her friend's

family later, and going so far as to forbid the subject of boats

and water in their family circle. W. L. then began a repres-

sion which her family not only encouraged but insisted upon.

She was in a very nervous state the rest of the summer, but

returned to her college work only to find that when she picked

up a book and endeavored to concentrate on her lesson, the

whole picture of the tragedy of the summer came up before

her and she had to give up her attempt at studying. In an

effort to forget, she plunged into a mad social whirl; she

became the head of her sorority activities and through her

energy in this direction was able to secure the best delegation

that her sorority had had for years, but she was unable to

study. The mad whirl of forgetting through social activities;

continued and resulted in her failure at examination time.

This girl had no realization of her problem. The explana-

tion proved a great relief. Of course, a further step had to-

be taken in explanation to the family, but with their coopera-

tion a more natural attitude toward the emotional experience

was obtained. She had a chance to relieve her repression;

after a summer with mild out-door activities, light reading

begun in small doses she regained an adjustment that allowed

her to concentrate and to handle her own problem, and she-

has now graduated.
This girl said that had she been dismissed from college she-

had planned not to go to her home, but to disappear from sight,

try to obtain work where she was not known and, if she could

not become economically independent, commit suicide. Thus

the cause for a scholastic failure was determined, and remedied,

the college course was completed, and a human ship-wreck

was averted.

P. L. was a senior in college. He was an only child, a fnct

which carries with it many problems of adjustment. His.

father was dead. His mother was a neurotic woman who was.
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constantly announcing to the boy that she was about to be

carried away by a severe heart disease. The mother endeavored

to keep this boy constantly in her presence and under her

influence. He was a brilliant fellow and, as most brilliant

people are, sensitively constituted. After two years in college

in his home town, he felt he was not getting the training he

wanted and emancipated himself to the extent of transferring
to a distant college. His mother cut off his financial help and

he was forced to support himself and, for financial reasons,

had to live a considerable distance from the college, which

necessitated six miles of walking each day in addition to

tending fires, shoveling snow and cutting wood. He had
insufficient nourishment, lost much weight and, with his studies

and examinations, became so acutely exhausted that he

developed an actual psychosis. The few days in the local

hospital did not suffice and it was necessary for him to go to

a sanatorium. Here he was found to have an abnormally low
blood pressure, a considerable loss of weight, an inability to

sleep, some confusion and marked apprehension.

Physical up-building was soon accomplished, but an equally

important therapeutic measure had to be carried out in show-

ing him his own tendency to over-react to situations both

physical and mental and give him the right perspective regard-

ing his mother's nervous illness; in brief, so to regulate

his thinking, feeling and acting, that his highly organized
nervous system would be protected both from physical ex-

haustion and over-emotional stimulation and too great intel-

lectual effort.

P. L. had to remain out of college for six months, but was
able to return, has graduated, and is keeping well.

In such mental hygiene work as these cases illustrate, we

must have the closest cooperation between the directors of

physical health and physical activities, the personnel and vo-

cational departments, the psychology department, the dean's

office and the leaders in undergraduate activities. Without

such cooperation, many cases needing help would be missed

altogether, and many others would be seen so late that almost

irreparable damage would be done.

At the present time the mental hygiene work in various

colleges is carried on in association with different depart-

ments; in some colleges the mental hygiene consultant is as-

sociated with the department of hygiene. At Dartmouth,

the work has been done in association with the department

of personnel research, which serves as a vocational clearing

house as well as a department for the investigation of per-

sonnel problems, especially those related to a study of the

psychological tests of freshman year, and which sees large

numbers of men who have problems of adjustment, educa-

tional, social and personal. These cases are referred to the

mental hygiene consultant when there appears to be any

problem which arises from an improperly functioning ner-

vous system. It is yet impossible to be dogmatic as to where

mental hygiene belongs in a college organization; the deci-

sion must be based on local situations. My own belief is

that mental hygiene should be an integral part of the health

organization of our colleges, depending upon the mental

hygiene consultant in charge of the work to bring about the

necessarily close cooperation with all other parts of the

college machinery. With a full-time physician in charge of

the work, some plan should be worked out whereby every

member of the freshman class may be briefly surveyed as to

nervous reactions, either through a questionnaire, or, perhaps

better, by brief personal interviews; those men and women

who show any difficulties of adjustment should be seen a

second time. In this way many potential maladjustments

could be foreseen and undoubtedly corrected. A certain small

percentage of cases would probably have to be seen periodi-

cally in order that they might be helped not only to mental

health but also to a higher degree of mental efficiency.

In addition to the constructive service we can render the

maladjusted individuals, there is, perhaps, an equally great

opportunity in instructing all undergraduates in the facts

underlying mental health. What service to himself, his com-

munity or his nation is an intellectual giant who is racked

with emotional upsets, flights from reality, and unmastered

conflicts? How can we hope to produce the highest type of

teachers, lawyers, ministers, doctors, industrial captains, and,

above all, parents, on mathematics, languages, sociology and

chemistry, even with the addition of academic philosophy and

psychology? Many of the ills of present day society would

be cured if, in our educational system, we introduced the

teaching of those facts that will help each one of us to un-

derstand and direct that powerful but complex organ, our

brain, in which resides not only our intellect but also our

emotions and makes of each one of us a marvelous dynamo
wherein struggle instincts and judgments, faith and uncer-

tainty, desires and inhibitions.

In the past we have been left to "muddle through," and

while many of us have had balancing factors enough to carry

us through to what the world calls normal achievement,

many have been failures, and many more, in spite of a college

education, have swelled the ranks of the inferior. We have

been puzzled or shocked by the presence of the defaulting

bank president, the boy bandit, the faithless wife, and the

college-graduate murderer, not realizing or trying to direct

the personality potentialities in each one of us.

Our colleges have a wonderful opportunity. Mental hy-

giene offers, at least in part, the means by which to meet such

opportunity, and I cannot believe it will be long before

every college in the country gives wise and considerate at-

tention to the mental health of their students, as well as

caring for their bodies and their intellects.

ARTHUR H. RUGGLES, M. D.

A HEALTH STORE has become a part of the program of

health education at the Cincinnati School for Crippled Chil-

dren. It carries supplies such as tooth brushes, tooth paste,

nail files, soap, and the like, housed in a glass case in the

schoolroom, and each child in turn runs it for a week, combin-

ing a short course in salesmanship with a little concentrated

arithmetic, and handing out a health talk with his wares.

The materials are sold at cost, and the families as well as the

children themselves have taken advantage of the opportunity

offered by the scheme.

NURSES' proverbially are paid poorly and worked hard. It

is, therefore, especially gratifying to read the announcement

of the Association for the Improvement of the Condition of

the Poor that a bequest of $300,000 from the late Emily How-
land Bourne will make it possible for that organization to

open a convalescent and rest home for nurses of the New
York Metropolitan Area. The New York County Chapter

of the American Red Cross will share the management and

the cost of conducting the home with the A.I.C.P. Property

has already been purchased at Babylon, L. I., and it is ex-

pected that the institution will be opened in about two months,

with facilities to care for about five hundred nurses each year.

IRONDEQUOIT, Monroe County, New York state, under-

went a disease census some time ago. So when chickenpox

and mumps recently made their appearance the health officer

consulted his census cards and obtained from them the names

of the parents whose children had not had the diseases. A
circular was sent at once to these parents, warning them to

watch their children carefully, describing the first symptoms,
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and reminding them of their legal responsibility to report cases

of contagious disease if no physician is in attendance and to

keep the children away from public gatherings. The work of

preparing and getting out the notices was far less, according

to Health News, the publication of the New York State De-

partment of Health, than would have been caused by an ex-

tensive outbreak of either of the diseases.

PROBABLY 1924 was the best year for health ever recorded

by the United States and Canada. At any rate, it was the

best year ever recorded for the 16,000,000 industrial policy

holders of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, who
constitute about one seventh of the combined populations of the

two countries, and whose experience usually reflects accurately

the conclusions which later become evident from the official

mortality statistics. This is the first year when every impor-

tant cause of death has shown a decrease as compared with

the preceding year. Probably the greatest single public health

achievement, the company declares, was the decrease in the

deathrate from tuberculosis; for the first time in years the

death rate from alcoholism showed a decline ; there was a

hopeful decrease in the deaths incidental to child-bearing, and

in deaths from diabetes, the latter probably due in part to the

extension of the insulin treatment. Cancer showed a slight

decline, chiefly among the younger age groups, who may have

been influenced to seek early treatment by the extensive edu-

cational propaganda in that field. Heart disease showed the

first backward drop since 1919, though it is possible that this

improvement may have been due to the absence of widespread
influenza epidemics, which tend to hasten the deaths of persons

afflicted with heart disease. While there was a very slight

decline in fatal accidents from all causes, the automobile

fatalaties increased from 15.4 to 16 per 100.000. The number

of deaths due to automobile accidents has doubled since 1916,

tripled since 1915, quadrupled since 1913; and increased seven

fold since 1911 in the experience of the Metropolitan Life In-

surance Company. In 1924 automobiles killed more of their

policy holders than diabetes, influenza, or diphtheria, and nearly

four times as many as typhoid fever.

WHAT a health demonstration may mean to a community is

suggested in the products and by-products of the past year's

work of the Commonwealth Fund at Fargo, North Dakota:

two summer playgrounds in the city parks financed by the

Rotary Club; open air school started by the Board of Edu-

cation; tuberculosis cases and contacts uncovered by a special

study in cooperation with the National Tuberculosis Asso-

ciation ; consumption of milk by school children increased two

and one half times ; silver cup offered by the Commercial Club

for the school with the best health record; mothers urged to

be present at the physical examinations of their children with

a resulting attendance of 65 per cent in one school; cooperation

of the dentists in a dental program for school children; in-

crease throughout the entire school year in the weight-for-

height of the school children. Similar gains arising from the

demonstration in Athens, Georgia, and Rutherford County,
North Carolina, are listed in the report of the Commonwealth
Fund for 1924. Courses in health education have been estab-

lished in the Normal Schools of both communities.

OREGON has joined the list of states which require annual

physical examinations of children in the elementary schools

by a recently enacted bill sponsored by Representative William

F. Woodward. "Our State Superintendent of Public In-

struction will use all the agencies at hand for the purpose

of carrying out the provisions of the law," Mr. Woodward
writes. "Our State Board of Health has offered to cooperate

freely. We have county nurses in some nine counties of the

state, and in these areas it will be possible to carry forward

the work without difficulty. The various medical societies

have also promised to assist, all this without charge. The
whole idea seemed very revolutionary to many legislators and

any effort toward securing an appropriation would have prob-

ably defeated the measure. We have districts practically with-

out highways where skilled medical and surgical aid is well-

nigh impossible to secure. We have approximately 140,000

school children in our state and over half of them, at least, will

come under the provisions of the law."
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A Letter to a Church Federation Secretary

YOU
have held your

new position long

enough now to permit

you to wonder whe-

ther you were wise in accepting

it. No doubt you are labeling

those doubts as cowardly, but I

hope you won't mind my saying

that I think they are quite na-

tural. Personally, I entertain

doubts as to whether anyone who

is not in his native right a true

prophet of religion is wise in

accepting the job you now hold.

Will anything less than the re-

volutionary influence of a new

religion bring order out of the

conflicting creeds and institu-

tional interests of the Protestant

churches? I doubt it. Still, I also doubt, on second

thought, the ability of a real religious prophet to get himself

recognized by his own generation to the point required for

election to such secretaryship as yours, or to get himself re-

cognized t\vice alike in any succeeding one. So the doubts

cancel, and we are back where we started; you are the sec-

retary of the church federation.

fr suppose you have thought yourself through to the point

of wanting both a religious and a social program for your

federation, admitting that the distinction is useful, and I

suppose you have conceived that since the federation is in

somewise charged with bringing the churches together, it

will probably be easier to do that through an activity than

through a line of thought.

Shall it be evangelism ? That certainly is a religious activ-

ity. What others? Not so easy. WTiat about the social pro-

gram? Now here is where you are likely to face a real temp-

tation, namely, to turn the church federation into an al-

most exclusively social service agency. The possibilities of

activity seem so inexhaustible.

IN
the first place, there seems to be an unusually

clear field for service in the direction of repression and re-

form. Where are the former Committees of One Hundred,

or Committees of Thirteen, as the case may have been, that

once assisted the police in various and sundry ways? The

police apparently still need assistance, and the result is that

you may shortly find yourself investigating burlesque shows,

acting as movie censor, running down boot-leggers, and

raiding houses of prostitution, with or without the aid of a

committee, and with or without the cooperation of the

police, depending upon the degree to which your zeal is tem-

pered with discretion. Of course, you won't keep it up

forever.

Sooner or later you will discover Walter Lippman's Pre-

When the Rev. Ross W. Sanderson asked, face to Politics, which is in out-

in the January Survey Midmonthly,
line a criticism of the Chicago

"What is a council of churches good
vice repression campaign, and in

for?" he opened up a question of grow-
ing interest and concern to those who
think in community-wide terms of the

substance a query which, consid-

ered seriously, reforms reformers.

Why can't the positive attacks,

the preventive, constructive ways
organization of social forces. Here the of helping the

'

situation grip our
executive of a community chest ap- imaginations strongly enough to

proaches the question from the other side permit them at least to leaven

of the fence. In a later number Mr. our intolerance? Perhaps it is

Sanderson will return to the subject with only another example of the naive

an article telling just what a number of
faith Americans have in organ-

church federations are finding to do ization
'
but l >n>t help feeling

along the boundary-line that distinguishes
that l

r

here a certain J ustlfica
"

themfrom "secular" qroups
tlon for ask 'nS a llctlve

program, rather than a repres-

============:======:====; sive program, from a federa.ioi':

that has ambitions to unite undc"

one banner all of the Protestant followers of Jesus in the

community.

OF course you will feel that too, and you will find

yourself drawn in the direction of social case-work.

What your preliminary essays in this field may be doesn't

much matter. The idea will strike you suddenly some day,

that all charity, all social work, should be performed by the

church, and in the name of the church. There will be a

species of familiarity about the idea, but also an exuberance

that will mark it as reborn. Here is the social program of

the churches, of the church federation. Why hasn't this

been seen before? Why has social work been organized so

almost entirely under other auspices than those of the

church? Because the churches have given all their time and

energy to theology and theological differences? Because

there has been no church federation to discover the com-

mon meeting ground of faith and draw them together in

good works?

At any rate the church federation is here to do both of

those things now.

The church appears, when you first think of it, to have

a rightful claim to the social service function. Once all

charity was of the church. Church people even now probably

give most of the money that supports social work. Moreover,

the church is the source of the charitable impulse, the force

that makes men want to help their neighbors. It is time

the church came into her own as the great administrator as

well as the great cultivator of good will.

On the other hand, you will be impressed with the idea

that social work needs the church. Isn't this the answer to

those plausible accusations one constantly hears about modern

charity ? That it is overorganized. That there is too much

red tape about it. That it is too muoh in the hands of experts.

That it doesn't make use of religious conversion as the

757
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starting point of moral reform. That it is stingy with re-

lief.

Now you have it. The church will take over family so-

cial work and administer it. The Catholics and the Jews,

you will remember, have already done this very thing for

their people. All the more reason why the Protestants should

do it for theirs. Red tape shall be cut, although of course,
the church must keep performance up to a high standard.

Religion shall be recognized ;
in fact it might be well to

state that social work as a part of the church program is

fundamentally for the purpose of bringing men to God.
Volunteers shall be used in large numbers, under competent
direction.

Your first conversations with those in touch with reality

will be disheartening. The history of the situation is more

complicated than your broad generalizations would indicate.

Social work has a scientific flavor. Social work has its insti-

tutional loyalties. Some of these institutions seem to their

friends almost as sacred as the church, if not quite as much
so. They have championed principles. They have set

standards. The place of religion in social work is not de-

finitely settled, let alone the place of social work in religion.

Some of the types of social work that are held least in re-

pute among just those church people whose vision is clearest

in respect to the need for church federation, are the ones

which have emphasized religious conversion, ready relief,

volunteer service and no red tape. Intelligence, character

and training seem to be recognized as the desirable qualifi-

cations of social workers.

There will be a host of practical problems as well. Does

membership in an evangelical church automatically fit one
for responsibilities as a volunteer social worker? Probably
not. Volunteer social workers must possess a taste and talent

for their job, qualifications by no means universal even

among Christians. And as a rule volunteers must be appealed
to on the basis of those tastes and capabilities, not on the

basis of being a Christian, if they are to be enlisted.

What part of the social service job shall be performed by
the individual churches, and what part by the church federa-

tion? Why shouldn't every church employ a case worker,
or if not every one, at least the larger ones? What evidence

is there that churches as churches would employ real case

\vorkers? What evidence is there that these workers would
be free to follow professional standards, without sentimental

interference? Or that they could follow them in isolation?

Or that a city-wide program fitted to the needs of the

community, rather than to the institutional development of

the churches, ever could be worked out under these condi-

tions ?

Suppose the federation itself would undertake this job.

Would there -be much time for anything besides family wel-

fare? Wouldn't the federation become almost exclusively a

social agency? Would the churches accord sufficient support?
Such a program costs heavily, both for service and relief.

Would not benevolent individuals necessarily be approached
foY gifts in addition to such supports as could be secured

through the churches? Would these people give any more
on the appeal of the church than they do now on the appeal
of the community fund?

I am quite sure that you would conclude that enticing as

your dream had been, it gave no promise of results better

than those obtainable now. Other forms of social work,
such for example as probation work in the courts, would also,

I am confident, prove under analysis not much more prom-

ising. To be significant, the contribution of the church fed-

eration to social work must be something unique, something
different, and all its own.

HOW may the churches make a unique contribution to-

social work and the church federation find a social

platform? Perhaps you will find the answer through this

example.

The church federation has endorsed the child labor amend-
ment. Does that mean that the churches endorse it? Or
that the members of the churches will work to ratify it?

What would the church federation need to do to make its

endorsement of the child labor amendment means something,
both from the standpoint of educating church members, and
from the standpoint of securing the ratification of the amend-
ment? Can the church federation bring to bear upon the

discussion of this question an attitude of mind uniquely un-

selfish, and free from the impracticality of mere piety?
Can the federation render this service for the World
Court?

For a host of lesser but important social issues, from whole-
some recreation to the sterilization of the unfit ?

I believe that it can, but only through a thoroughly re-

presentative, yes, laborious, system of committee education

and action.

Meanwhile, is the church federation to have no definite

connection with the operative social service program of the

city? Yes, and to my mind the same as it does to these

broader movements. The social service program needs to be

explained to the churches and to the church membership.
The churches and church membership need to be taught
how to use it. The churches need to be taught that it is the

natural and fitting expression of the idealism which they as

institutions cultivate and that churches as institutions, and
charities as institutions are partners in the service of the

Church universal.

I know one church body that is realizing such a partner-

ship. This church has a distinct religious message, and a

constructive social sympathy. So many of its members are

actively identified with the social agencies of the city that it

has been remarked that a quorum for a board meeting of

almost any charity in town could be got together after

morning service. The social work scheme means "we" with

this church, not "they," and not in the sense of monopoly, but

in the sense of identity. Isn't the cultivation of that spiritual

unity the best contribution the church federation can make
to the field of operative social service? For my part I think

that it is.

So we return to an explanation of my early remark that

I feared you might be tempted to over-emphasize the social

program of the church federation at the expense of the re-

ligious program. You see, after all, the people who make up
the churches, make up the social service institutions. If the

Christianity of these people is anything more than a name,

the social service institutions are Christian. If it is true that

the Christian religion is the compelling force that brings

social workers to dedicate their lives to service, then it fol-

lows naturally that social workers are as a rule Christian in

some deeper sense than that which leads the Chinese, for

example to classify all Americans as Christians. The contrib-

ution which the church can make to social service perform-
ance through its own institutional activities is slight. The
contribution it can make through educating church people t^
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use and support social agencies is greater ; but its best con-

tribution of all, from the standpoint both of religious and so-

cial program, will have to do with religious thinking. It

will have to do with the problem of putting religion and

.science at each other's service for the inspiration and guid-

ance of the human heart and mind. Perhaps when you

have done that you will have produced a church with a more

simple creed, but I am confident it will possess a robust will,

.a will quite in line with social progress, and in sympathy
with the instruments that have been forged to achieve it.

HOMER W. BORST

Fifty-four New Playgrounds

THE
selection of the winning cities in the 1924 play-

ground gift made through the division of playgrounds

of the Harmon Foundation has at last been completed (see

The Survey, August 15, 1924, p. 536). Although only

fifty were promised, fifty-four playfields have been added to

the number of permanent recreation places throughout the

United States. When the offer was announced in March

of last year, it was expected that perhaps three or four

hundred applications would be received. More than eight

hundred requests to participate in the gift came in, how-

ever, which necessitated a tremendous amount of correspond-

ence in determining the right of many of these to qualify

for consideration. This number was then reduced to eighty-

eight, which as far as could be determined from the cor-

respondence were grade A applications.

In order to furnish more detailed information regarding

local cooperation and activity in recreation development,

as well as a knowledge of the sites for which application

was made, representatives of the Foundation made personal

inspection of these towns. The advisory committee assist-

ing in the selection was: Howard S. Braucher, secretary

Playground and Recreation Association of America; Lee F.

Hanmer, director department of recreation, Russell Sage

Foundation, and Owen R. Lovejoy, general secretary Na-

tional Child Labor Committee. After all the information

was in, it was found that fifty-four of the propositions were

so nearly equal in merit that a choice which would elim-

inate any was almost impossible. Mr. Harmon, therefore,

solved the difficulty by increasing his gift to include them all.

Thirty-one states are represented in the selection, Ohio

leading -with four winning towns, while Arkansas, Michi-

gan, Minnesota, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas fol-

low with three awards for each state. Four of the success-

ful applications were initiated directly for the purpose of

developing playgrounds for colored children, the one in

Mobile being initiated and carried through by a colored

physician of that city. The list follows:

ALABAMA
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What the Southern Division Did for the South
On February 5 "funeral services" were held for the Southern
Division of the American Red Cross under the auspices of
the Atlanta chapter of the American Association of Social
Workers. Some paragraphs are quoted here from the oration

by Burr Blackburn, secretary of the Georgia Council of Social

Agencies. Another ceremony dealing more personally with

Joseph C. Logan, retiring division manager, is noted on the

Shoptalk page in this issue

WHAT has been the post-war contribution of the Red
Cross to the social progress of the South?

In other sections of the country this may be measured in

terms of active chapters, ex-service men rehabilitated, nurs-

ing and family service, Juniors enlisted, disasters handled,

etc., etc. But these things rank low in the list of values for

which the South is indebted to the American Red Cross.

Except in a few fertile spots, the field of social work in

the South was a washed out, broken down, sour, dilapidated

field. Like much of our tenant-robbed land, it wouldn't

grow anything. National agencies and untrained local up-
lifters had scattered a few nitrates here and there, but the

crop was ragged and the profit almost nil. The war period

developed a wet weather growth of lady bountifuls and

patrioteers, but the first hot peace time spell dried them out

and withered them to the roots. There was no life in the

ground.
It was too big a job for an ordinary tenant. The terraces

needed rebuilding. Seemingly profitless crops of legumes
had to be plowed back without reaping and turned in deep
season after season before the soil could be ready for ro-

tating crops. There is nothing in farm life that takes more
faith and vision and perseverance than the reclaiming of

worn out, washed out land.

Six years have passed. Red Cross field representatives,

bureau chiefs and Red Cross division officers with state de-

partments and state universities have been out in the gullies

building terraces. Many a Red Cross Chapter has been

plowed under. Scores of enthusiastic chapter executives

and public health nurses are under the soil, buried beneath

the red clay clods. Few of them realized what they were

doing just as the humble pea vine perhaps never knows
what life it puts back into the played-out hillside.

But the old field will grow things now something be-

sides weeds. There are signs of fertility here, there and

everywhere not only Red Cross chapters but family

agencies and public departments and recreation services and

community chests. The vitality in the soil is the result of

education education and more education putting in work-

ers against insurmountable odds, impossible situations,

plowing them in and then planting others.

We begin to have people in the South who can under-

stand case work and children's work and health service,

boards of directors who replace incompetents with trained

personnel. And we in the South owe much to the Red
Cross for this new life that is stirring in the social work
field. We may say that it could never have been, but for

the Division Headquarters. An absentee landlord would
never have had the faith and the perseverance of our Logan
and Van de Vrede and their corps of bureau chiefs and

field staff right here on the ground.
Here in Georgia we may trace much of our growth to

the cultural work of the Red Cross. The creation and the

constructive service of the State Welfare Department,
State Council of Social Agencies, The School for Training
Colored Social Workers, the Community Chests, the Chil-

dren's Code Commission, securing the Athens Health De-

monstration, the adoption of the Ellis Health Law in some
counties are all activities in which the Division Head-

quarters played a constructive part.

Red Cross chapters may live and others spring up as

monuments to these years of soil development, but as years

pass crops will be planted and garnered that will never

know how the strength which they gather from their roots

was stored in the soil during these six years past. The
South has more, far more to be thankful for to the Amer-
ican Red Cross than just the scattered chapters which

survive.

THERE are more girls between fifteen and twenty-four years
of age in the country than boys of the same ages, and the girls

seem to be flocking from country to city in greater number
than the boys. Such were the conclusions of Father Edward
Roberts Moore, director of the division of social action of the

Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of New York, in a study

which he reported at a recent conference in that city of the

Association to Promote Proper Housing for Girls. Girls be-

tween the ages of fifteen and nineteen form 9.2 per cent of

the total population, as against 8.7 per cent for boys; girls

of twenty to twenty-four are 9.2 per cent of the total popu-

lation, boys 8.4 per cent. In Illinois girls of twenty to twenty-
four are 9.1 per cent of the total population, but girls of the

same ages form 9.9 per cent of the population of Chicago; the

figure for all of Massachusetts is 8.8 per cent, for Boston

9.4; for all of Maryland 9.1, for Baltimore 10.1 ; for all of

New York state, 9.4, for New York city 10.5. This tendency

toward concentration of girls in the cities is, of course, the

more striking when it is recalled that the city birth-rate is

less than that for the rural sections. In the country as a whole,

again, there are 98.3 males to every 100 females between the

ages of fifteen and nineteen; in the cities there are 91.5 boys of

these ages to too girls. In the 20-24 vear age-group the boys
stand 95.3 to every 100 girls, the country over; but in the

cities they fall to 91.3 for every 100 girls. In the city of DCS

Moines alone there were found to be 791 girls from fifteen to

nineteen and 1403 from twenty to twenty-four in excess of

the number which there would have been if the division of the

sexes had matched that of the country as a whole. Here are-

facts to stiffen the program of girls-work agencies in the cities.

AN interesting contribution to the problem of housing the self-

supporting single woman in the city is being made by the Hotel

Irvin for Women, Inc., a limited-dividend corporation which

plans to build on New York's west side an apartment house-

exclusively for women, to be let furnished in suites of four

rooms which will presumably be shared by two or three ten-

ants. As compared with the prevailing rates for furnishei
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rooms the rents are not high, especially when it is considered

that the use of a private living-room and well-appointed kitchen

is included in the rent of each apartment. The enterprise is

to be self-supporting and will have none of the custodial aspects

sometimes associated with housing for girls. It is directed by

a group of men and women prominent in the civic life of

New York.

THE JUSTLY famous financial statements of the Corn Ex-

change Bank in New York, which are so readable and so readily

understood that they are used as advertising copy in theatre

programs along with What the Man Will Wear, have had

few counterparts in the reports of social agencies. The idea

that financial reports must be competently audited in order to

carry conviction has been pretty firmly established, thanks

largely to the pioneers in the charity endorsement movement.

But the idea that they can be good copy is still an unfamiliar

one, and few publicity persons in social work offices have

learned to strike the happy medium between the gushing

paragraph which carries no conviction and the elaborate welter

of the ordinary balance-sheet which carries no gleam of in-

terest. The report from the Girl Scouts, below, is an interest-

ing sample of a financial statement treated with imagination

and a shrewd sales-sense: the explanatory paragraphs along-
side the columns of figures, as well as the wording of the

separate items in everyday rather than bookkeeper's English,

help to catch and hold the reader's interest as no bare state-

ment could do. The report takes its cue from the contrast

between the girls of sixty years ago with "squeezed-up feet,

squeezed-up waist, squeezed-up body and squeezed-up mind"
and the Girl Scout of today, ''muscular and wiry," skin tanned,

hair "pert bobbed and brown," "competent, valiant, resource-

ful." The booklet is cut to the silhouette of a befurbelowed
damsel of the earlier day.

ACCORDING to figures given by Congressman Albert John-
son the total admissions of immigrants during the fiscal year
which ends June 30 next will be approximately 460,000, or

about 47 per cent less than the total for the last fiscal year.

But in spite of the fact that American consuls abroad are now
presumed to be sifting out applicants for immigration visas the

proportion of rejections at the ports of entry seems, on the face

of the returns, to have increased. Rejections to December 31

indicate that the total for the fiscal year will be 13,024, which

is only 14 per cent less than the total for last year, in spite of

the large shrinkage in total inflow.

GIRL SCOUTS, INC.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR. ENDED

DECEMBER 31, 1924

Every Girl Scout

kelpj support her

w n organization
with her dues of 50
cents n year.

Contribution* and
donations are used to

ex tend Scouting
smong the girls of

our country.

Through the Laura

Spelman Rockefeller

Memorial service it

being rendered to

hundreds of commu-
nities through the

training of Girl Scout
leaders.

i roop tees, council

dues, and the profits
from sales pay our

operating expenses.

All account* of the

Girl Scouts are au-

dited monthly by a

certified public ac-

countant.

INCOME
Money Received:

Registration Fees, Troop Fees and Council Dues .

Th? FieU, to promote Scouting in the Field

From Regular Sources

From Individuals

From Miscellaneous. anj Profit and Loss Adjust-
ments

Tbe Borough of Manhattan .

Lanra Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, to be expeidcd cnly
for the extension of educational work

Taining Course Receipts and Dues

Convention Fees and Training Course Receipts . . .

$61,669.50

Pageant Receipts

Girl Scout Leader Subscriptions .

Sates and Subscription*:

American Girl Magazine and money for advertising

space therein ...........
Rental of moving picture film, "The Golden Eaglet" .

Interest on money deposited in banks ......

Miscellaneous Income...........
Income from sales of equipment and supplies, including

cnmmtuions and discounts allowed the Girl Scouts.

2,614.00

M37-49

30,750.70

M64.47

1.74 -94

84.20

51.90

28.561.39

420.00

482.65

95-83

GIRL SCOUTS, INC.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED

DECEMBER 31, 1924

EXPENSES
Salaries:

Administration $15,094. 41

Field Service 65,118.38

American Girl . 16,582. 38

Educational Unit 17,553.20

Travel:

Administration ....
Field fcy Education . .

*
.

Educational Unit . . .

American Girl ....
Other Expense Educational Unit .......
Expense of National Convention

Organisation Expenses, Legal Expense, etc. . . . .

Cost of Training Classes .

Equipment Camp Andree Clark

Cost of Publishing, The American Girl Magazine . .

Cost of Publishing, The Field Leader

Cost of Rent and House Service, including alterations and
repairs

Cost of Stationery and Printing

Cost of Expressage and Postage

Coat of Telephone and Telegraph

Cost of Insurance and Compensation

Depreciation of Office Furniture and Fixtures ....
Cost of checking and auditing our accounts by certified

public accountant

Cost of Propaganda and Publicity, including Exhibits . ,

Collection Charges and Exchange

Miscellaneous Expenses connected with various depart*
ments

Adjustments of various charges and credits to the Profit

and Loss Account on our books

Gain of Income over Expense, to be used for running Ex-

penses of 1925

3.813-48

17,291.41

10,254.13

4J1-31

1,622.80

1,841 85

l.39 9?

91.18

5,000.00

14,794 93

1,566.92

<5,I37.05

11,561.83

5,440.83

1.313-16

455.8o

1,746-14

437.50

9,500.08

116.14

978.91

39.67

6,315:64

TOTAL ....... $119,392.04 TOTAL $119,392.04

WHAT IS DONE
WITH

THE MONEY
Through "Adminis-
tration" help is given
to individual troops,
local councils and
rural troops.

Through "Travel"
the direct, personal
assistance of trained

workers is rendered
our girls* groups.

Through our "Edu-
cational" work Lead-
ers are trained in

what girls need and
can wisely undertake.

The "AmericanGirl"
ii more than an inter-

esting magazine it

is a raafasine of ideals.

Publicity and Exhib-
its are the nation!

advertising medium
of the Gid Scouts,



Grin and Give
An Engaging Sample of Publicity That isn't "Sob-Stuff"

MOST people are so sober about helping others to

be gay that it is a positive joy to see the publicity of

thePeople's Institute, United Neighborhood Guild (Inc.)

of Brooklyn, which has a devious name but goes straight
to the point when it advertises itself and its ten com-

munity centers. In The Survey for
June 15, 1923, its Community Cen-
ter Primer was offered in evidence

to that effect. Here gathered on a

single page, is a series of post-cards
which are being mailed, one by one,
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to friends and neighbors of the Institute in Brooklyn,
in the hope that a chuckle a week brings a check like

a streak not to mention the general good will on which

community enterprises thrive. Each card carries an

advance notice of the next so that no momentum will

be lost between chuckles. Seymour
Barnard, director, admits author-

ship of both text and pictures

-
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*People's Institute, United Neigh-
borhood Guild (Inc.), 176 Nassau

Street, Brooklyn
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SOCIAL PRACTICE

The Private Agency and the Feebleminded

WHEN
the discovery was made that the feeble-

minded were not a dead loss to the com-

munity and state and that a large percentage

could be trained in spite of their handicap

to perform or were indeed already performing a useful

work in this world of ours, a Waterloo was won.

But at first the intelligence quotient with its impressive

mathematical front bound our conception of the problem

into too exact calculations. The quantitative analysis of

intelligence has a tremendous fascination for a certain kind

of mind. Later when we realized that feeblemindedness

was not a diagnosis, that feeling, emotion, impulse, social

opportunities, instinct and good habits were all part of the

picture, the problem became aesthetic and social as well as

mathematical. Later still we realized that that elusive thing

we call personality is found in as many combinations below

an I. Q. of 70 as above it; and later still we realized that

there is an interrelation of personality and environment

perhaps even more compulsive with metally defective per-

sons than with so-called normal persons, which is only to

say that the problem of the feebleminded person's adjust-

ment, like that of the cardiac or of the behavior child, is

a rase work job. While feeblemindedness as a pathological

condition is relatively simple, feeblemindedness as a social

condition is infinitely complex; that is why, when programs

of community supervision seem so alluring and so hopeful,

the private case working agency with its intimate relation-

ship to people's problems still may have something to say.

From the point of view of the agency, feeblemindedness

is not a diagnosis; it is not an isolated intellectual phenom-

enon but a condition which, in the family group, is found in

certain characteristic and not always too reassuring com-

binations and patterns. In a recent study made for the

Charity Organization Society in New York more- than 400

records were analyzed where there was a diagnosed problem

of feeblemindedness. These were not histories of 400

defective individuals they were simply 400 "run of the

mine" family records where one or more members of the

family group were mental defectives, with a total of many
more than 400 mental defectives. The interesting and sig-

nificant part of this analysis was that irrespective of the

adequacy or inadequacy of the social adjustments of the

mental defective himself, these family groups showed two

or three times as much syphilis, tuberculosis, cardiac, and

endocrin conditions, alcoholism, immorality and illegitimacy

as the ordinary family known to the C.O.S. If you choose

to predicate that figures drawn from such sources are not

characteristic of the state at large since the C.O.S. deals,

generally speaking, with the little privileged and the greatly

handicapped, you must also note that in this marginal social

group known to the C.O.S. the 6 to 10 per cent in the

annual case load of the families which included a mentally

defective person, were the least privileged and the most

handicapped in their group were the most pathological

family combinations with which the C.O.S. dealt. Lay the

blame on any casual factors you will, the interesting, char-

acteri$U thing is th pathological social-mental combination.

The nwtie index for overcrowding, lack of sanitation, in-

ferior habits of eating and sleeping also was characteristic-

ally lower in the feeble-minded group than with the average

family known to the C.O.S. If these patterns mean any-

thing to the case worker, they call for wide and often costly

social therapy.

\

WE are all optimistic as to what training can do for

the feeble minded child of normal parents or in a

reasonably normal home, but what of the inadequate chil-

dren of a feebleminded parent, of the feebleminded chil-

dren of mentally diseased or mentally defective parents?

It is the two-generation defective home that makes the case

worker turn gray before his time. The following cases may
seem extreme but we must look at such extremes as well

as the more hopeful ones both exist in the community at

the present time.

Mr. B. was irresponsible, feebleminded, chronically out

of a job ;
his chief occupation was flying pigeons on the city

roofs. Mrs. B's father had dementia praecox, her brother

suffered from involutional melancholia, she herself, with an

I.Q. of 51, took drugs and begged on the streets. The

marriage was a forced one. The C.O.S. was not able to

persuade a protective agency to act in this case and of the

four children sacrificed to this home, Joe is a battered little

fellow with an I.Q. of 57.

Anna, I.Q. 76, cardiac and endocrin, congenitally syphil-

itic, married a man whose family has been known inter-

mittently to various social agencies since 1898, during which

time the family had deteriorated steadily from alcohol and

syphilis. Mr. S. was already a widower with one feeble-

minded and one borderline child, and the district office

took the drastic step of going to the Marriage Bureau and

presenting such information as should, under the law,

effectively prevent it from issuing a license. A few days

after this step the license was issued without any inquiry.

Under the law, Anna was committing perjury, and the Mar-

riage Bureau had the facts. It may be that there will be

no children of this union of disease and deterioration, but

there are already two defective children to be "supervised"

in this home. Supervision, of course, is a mockery here.

In the L. family the paternal grandfather suffered from

"head injuries" and drank. The grandmother went "in-

sane" for a time. The father has a psychosis ; the mother,

of a morbid family with six infantile deaths, is a medium

grade moron. In 1921 the man lost his position because of

delusions of persecution, and a diagnosis of paranoia was

made. As his insanity was mild, commitment could not be

forced and there was equally no way of committing the

mother. In other words, this marriage was permitted to

function like an ordinary marriage with all the responsi-

763
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bilities and privileges of family life. The oldest child is

the most normal. The others were rachitic and anaemic

with various grades of deficiency. Harry, the fourth child,

had a neglected tumor on his face. Elizabeth, the sixth

child, is a neglected cripple. The eighth child was born

in 1921. A children's agency which had long known the

family never felt they could take action even to enforce

medical attention for these blighted little folks, because

there was a strong bond of family affection and the family

were not socially delinquent. Hectored and frightened by

various people without mentality enough to understand

what it was all about, the family has drawn in on itself,

trying to keep out of sight, and to keep the children off the

streets so they will not be noticed. The reader may say

that such cases as these are clearly institutional but the

point is this, they are not in institutions ; they are still in

the community; the private agencies are still asked "to

supervise them" ; and nothing short of dynamite will get

them out of the community unless they do something overt.

An unstable young Frenchman married for the second

time an unstable young American woman with an I.Q. of

60 and with the very common complications of syphilis.

Her family history was not good but the young woman
was appealing and there were many elements in the case

that looked remediable. The District Office planned to in-

struct the woman in housekeeping and better care of the

children and to improve the general health of the family.

The record shows the usual several sided services of employ-

ment secured, child placing, educational service, health care,

and definite work for family rehabilitation. From April

1920 to November 1922 there were 139 personal calls and

interviews, an average of more than one week for two

years; 18 calls and interviews were in the nature of in-

vestigation and evaluation of the situation ; 29 calls were

made in the interests of employment, child-placing, health

and other treatment; the man was interviewed 14 times per-

sonally and the woman 60. There were 18 medical visits

and 24 other contacts with clinics and hospitals. In addition

there were 79 miscellaneous services, including letters, tele-

phone calls, etc. It was not a "relief case" and only about

$40 was expended incidentally during treatment. In No-

vember 1922, except for health improvement the home was

still utterly miserable. The man's habits were not improved

and the whole accomplishment in home training and family

training, admitted by the district and corroborated by the

record, was practically negligible. This case is cited be-

cause it presents an actual problem of supervision in terms

of salaries, time, dollars and cents.

GRANTED
that most homes are not so deteriorated

and that many can and we know that they can

be successfully supervised, few people not actually up against

the job of supervising even the much better type defective

home in an uncontrolled environment realize the time,

service and money it takes. If the community wants

efficiency in supervision the private agency must exercise

some judgment as to what it can in common sense under-

take. So many people who speak of community supervision

seem to stop bookkeeping after the child goes home and is

more or less fitted to a job and is earning money instead of

costing the state money, but what of the child in homes

like the ones I have cited? If I write with less buoyancy

than some of my colleagues it is because feeblemindedness

in an uncontrolled environment in a big city like New

York feeblemindedness when it is part of the pattern of

dependency, ill health, bad housing, bad associates, alco-

holism and lack of recreation has its depressing side. To
hope that any immediate program will make whole groups
of these people good workmen, good citizens, good parents,

good ancestors, is whistling up the wind and folly.

We are going to need every trick in the bag, better in-

stitutions, and more colonies, a good machinery for state-

wide registration, parole and supervision, better administra-

tion of our marriage laws, more and better ungraded and

special classes, more manual training, more and better trade

training and placement and industrial follow up, and more

intelligent recognition and responsibility on the part of

the case working agency of the types of cases it can supervise

successfully. In this age of general enlightenment the

private agency is seeing more clearly what it can do within

the limits of the working day and common sense, without

jeopardizing its service to other and less exhaustive problems.

It will gladly do its part in the supervision program as

various plans of constructive effort are worked out among
us all. Midway between the extremes of so called "pre-

ventive" work on the one hand or "palliative" effort on the

other, is a rich field where patient, educational and re-

educational methods of public and private agencies can make

a signal contribution. The leadership of such men as Dr.

Fernald and Dr. Bernstein gives us all inspiration as to

what may be accomplished in this direction.

But in trying to play its part the private agency must

recognize individual difference in defectives. It will no

longer try to commit a feebleminded person just because

he is feebleminded and rather a burden but it will make

a careful personality and family and environmental study.

If there are enough positive elements in the home (and the

case worker will have learned to glean and hoard his grains

of wheat from unpromising soil), the agency still will try

to simplify the problem as much as possible and gear its ex-

pectations for a limited performance. Many case workers

still expect too much of these handicapped family groups

and fail because of lack of understanding.

The case worker will try to see that training forces in-

side and outside the home are mobilized as far as possible

and that the health and living conditions are made as satis-

factory as possible. He will then settle down to a long

patient period of educational supervision. His success will

depend first on his own qualities of leadership, insight and

persistence, on the small number of cases per worker re-

quiring this sort of intensive work, on the adequacy of

clinical and educational therapy in the immediate com-

munity, on decent industrial opportunities, on the organi-

zation of family, neighborhood and social forces to help

back and carry on the supervision program. Success too

implies some control over the more flagrant forms of city

vice, gambling dens, prostitution, boot-legging and crime

gangs. The environment needs training also.

As Dr. Taft says "there is no use training feebleminded

children for the scrap heap." This problem has long roots

and long tendrils. Community supervision will never be

simple or cheap or easy. I cannot see things wholesale or

panaceas anywhere. I find no merit in a program that

wants to jam all feeble-minded persons into institutions or

in one that wants to haul them all out into the community.

We must not study the feebleminded en masse, or treat

them en masse. We need facts as well as courage and hope.

We need case studies and more case studies and those over
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long periods of time. We must get away from rule of

thumb and test again and again with infinite patience all

the ways by which we can assure to these grown up children

protection, and happiness, and the sort of social and in-

dustrial opportunity in which they can most fully realize

themselves. GORDON HAMILTON
i

The Housekeeping Center

WE called in a home where there was a pretty young

girl of fourteen, with eight other children and the

parents. We found the front door glass broken with a bed

cover nailed over the door. Inside everything was dreary;

dishes unwashed, beds unmade, floors unswept. The chil-

dren were irregular in school attendance and the mother

was a "nagger."

The neighbors had likewise a large family and a supply

of dirt. Unwashed dishes, a pan of cold gray dishwater

and a stack of soiled clothing occupied one end of the table

while the family ate greasy potatoes and watery beans from

the other, sharing the dinner and unwashed dishes with the

swarms of flies. Two young girls lolled on filthy beds.

Our hearts were in our shoes.

Other homes were visited
;

other problems discovered ;

discouraged mothers and disgusted fathers were interviewed

always the same conditions; the money which father

earned was not spent intelligently, much less systematically.

In one home the women spent in a day for meat more than

the man earned ; there was no family spirit, not even family

meals; family recreation was unheard of. So we became

a "ways and means committee" and set about formulating

some plan by which we could teach home making.

The plan of a housekeeping center came as an inspiration.

Could we do it? Money! Money! If we only had money.

Why wouldn't that telephone bell let us dream on but it

persisted in ringing until answered. "Can you tell us what

the Mizpah Bible Class (First Presbyterian Church) can

do to help in your work?" We told our dreams and after

several conferences our plan was ap-

proved and a special meeting of the

board of directors of the Provident Asso-

ciation brought the experiment into be-

ing. It has been so satisfactory that

the plan has been adopted as a part of

the program of preventive work by this

association, and was included in the

budget asked of the Community Chest.

Draiun by Jean Henry for the Women's Bureau, U. S. Department
of Labor

A beautiful little home with a flower crarden was ob-

tained ; a teacher of home economics in Topeka High School

was engaged as resident worker ; a class of six girls entered,

and behold ! A family of seven, functioning in a perfectly

normal way. The first instructions were:

Keep neat and clean.

Do the work given you the best you can.

Scald dishes thoroughly. Wash out dish towel when dirty.

Measure carefully when cooking.
If you spill anything, clean it up at once.

Straighten beds after rest hour.

Cut pictures in dining room only.

Keep back screen hooked.

Be happy and make others happy.
Be fair, honest and industrious.

Be courteous to company by entertaining them.

Talk in a low voice.

Always remove the bed spread when you lie down.

FIVE DONT'S
Don't lie on beds except during rest hour.

Don't lay things down. Put them back where you got them.

Don'.t waste time.

Don't throw anything around the house.

Don't leave the bath tub dirty.

A daily schedule was worked out:

Rise at 6:30.
Throw back covers to air.

Drink at least a glass of water.

Wash and comb. Brush teeth.

Prepare breakfast.

Eat, and wash dishes at -once.

Make beds.

Clean up house and porches.

Prepare dinner 11-12.

Wash dishes and clean up kitchen and dining room.

Rest hour 1 130-2 :3O.

Bathe and clean up.

Sew, mend, notebooks, etc.

Prepare supper 5:30-6:00.
Wash dishes.

Recreation.

Bed at 9 o'clock.

To change habits of going to the neighborhood store and

purchasing boiled ham at eighty cents per pound and charg-

ing it without even asking the price, a balanced menu was

planned and the "family" was taught to plan meals. The
main points of the instruction ran about like this: Choose

food from each of the five groups: mineral foods, protein

foods, starchy foods, sweet foods, fat foods. Have a variety

from meal to meal and day to day. Consider how many

people must be fed and what kind of work they do.

Think of money, time and strength. Don't charge pay

cash. Keep the bills and check them and always count

your change.

MARKETING
Plan what you want before going to market.

Always ask the price.

Do not get large amounts of perishable foods.

Choose from food. Don't just read the order.

Buy things in season. They are cheaper and have better flavor.

If the prices are higher than you can afford to pay get some-

thing in its place.

Buy medium sized fruit and vegetables.

Always check your bill and count your change.

Don't buy a thing just because it is cheap be sure you need it.

Remember the good brands.

Buy where you can get things at the cheapest price.

These lessons were followed by instructions in cooking,

serving even in eating. Personal hygiene lessons brought
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out many original comments. One
girl wrote in her note book, "We
don't use the same water to bathe in

twice." Many are the buckets of

water she will carry when she re-

turns home for few of the houses have

water in the yard and sometimes it

must be carried more than a block.

Throughout the year a sewing class

is maintained by volunteers, and this

year the girls will wear

middies, skirts and bloom-

er* of their making.

After two weeks the

class changes and a new
familv occupies the house.

Ideals are instilled in the girls that make it possible for

them to return to the miserable homes from which they

come, with the determination to make the most of them.

Two sisters, told that the resident worker would call at

their home, promptly replied that she was not wanted ; that

if she lived in such a "derned old dump" she would not

want company. This was the house of dirtv dishes and

flies. We watched intently for some manifestation that

justified us in believing the plan had been helpful. An
undesirable relative was eliminated from the home ; the

house was cleaned and the little girl who "didn't see why
you washed woodwork anyhow" set about the scrubbing.

As no paint was available, the walls in two rooms were

whitewashed, the windows were washed, and the whole

family took on the appearance of thrift so much so that

the landlord came out and promptly increased the rent two

dollars per month.

Not only is new interest in life created in the immediate

family but neighbors run in to borrow the recipe for the

"three hour rolls" or to ask "won't you tell us how you
cooked the birds that you called veal birds but made out

of round steak? We always fry steak but just want to

try your way." The note book so beautifully illustrated is

brought out and the recipes copied. Thus the Housekeep-

ing Center belongs to the community. Next year in place

of one cottage with twenty-four girls there will be two cot-

tages and forty-eight girls to receive the instruction and in-

spiration. The community knows the Center is here and

wants it to stay and will support it through the Community
Chest. VIRGINIA CAMPBELL

Children's Year in Memphis
"OLEASE tell Miss Tann she needn't come out to the

* home this morning ; there won't be any meeting of

the admission committee because there aren't any applicants."

This telephone message which came to the Memphis, Ten-

nessee office of the Tennessee Children's Home Society a few

days ago gives in a sentence one of the results already ob-

tained by a modest beginning of children's case work service.

About a year ago the Memphis Council of Social Agencies

sought the advice of the Child Welfare League of America

on some of its pressing problems. It was then in the fourth

year of its existence and the Community Fund was preparing

for its second drive after a very successful first year. But

the orphanages were all full ! There was no place to "put"

dependent children. The Tennessee Children's Home So-

ciety with headquarters in Nashville maintains a branch office

in Memphis, but it is empowered by act of the legislature

only to place children under the age of seven in free foster

homes for the purpose of ultimate adoption. Unfortunately
for Memphis many of its children needing help had gone be-

yond this magic age and, worse still, had parents and relatives

of various sorts who strenuously objected to the business of

adoption because they wanted and expected to provide for the

youngsters later. One orphanage estimated that three-

hundred children had been refused in twelve months and was

busy on plans for new buildings.

Still worse than the orphanage situation in itself was the

dilemma thrust upon the Juvenile Court by this crowding of

the institutions. Dependent children are frequently wards

of the court; many were not eligible for adoptive homes and

the judge, progressive and humane, had no recourse but to

confine them with delinquents in the cramped upper floors

of the house in which the court is located, or to send them to

the Industrial School, again to be thrown with delinquents.

Little time was spent in determining a remedy ; the Mem-
phis Council, with energy characteristic of the city, at once

set out to finding a worker to undertake general children's

case work, to develop boarding-homes for all ages and kinds

of children, and to investigate applications for the admission

of children to the orphanages. In spite of the act of legis-

lature and long tradition, the Tennessee Children's Home

Society broadened its program and the new worker functions

as a department of the Memphis office of the society. The
service began last May 15. The message at the head of

this article came to the worker on February 1 5 of this year.

It means that the estimated list of 300 rejections has en-

tirely been disposed of and that the committee on admissions

never accepts a child until the Children's Aid worker has

investigated and presented all the facts. Further cooperative

effort between the home and the society has reduced the

population of 115 (five more than capacity) to a more reason-

able 82 and has seen the infants from the nursery of the

Home go out to boarding-mothers for individual care under

supervision. All in all a great example of teamwork. Other

institutions have cooperated in the same way but to a lesser

degree.

It required no urging for the judge of the Juvenile Court

to see the chance for her dependent children. Today those

who have to leave their homes for a time are found in good

suburban boarding-homes in the outskirts of the city and are

no longer condemned to associate with delinquent children

for lack of other provisions.

Another interesting development is that under way for

the care of colored children. Several years ago a sum of

money was raised among the colored citizens for an orphan-

age. The sum obtained was not sufficient ; and after the

success of the Community Fund the Council of Social Agen-

cies decided to add to the amount in order to provide the

service. There were, and are, several small private ventures

supported by or supporting their founders through widespread

beggings, and the unsatisfactory character of these undertak-

ings hastened the decision.

Last Fourth of July two one-story buildings nicely ap-

pointed and beautifully located on the edge of a park for

Negroes were dedicated under the name Charles Wilson

Children's Home, in honor of the colored man who raised

the first money. But they are not an orphanage.

A Board of Negro Welfare, five white and five colored.
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had taken cognizance of modern methods in child care and

decided that theirs was to be as full a case work service as

could be developed. No one could tell exactly what that

would mean in a southern city. Were there many or any

Negro orphans to be placed for adoption, or did this open-

hearttd race look after them without the formalities of

"placement" and legal procedure? Could boarding-homes be

developed where most homes were already well supplied

with children ? What amount of rehabilitation would Negro
"broken homes" stand? No one knew, for the venture had

few if any precedents. One of the colored workers from the

staff of the local Associated Charities was drafted to become

the case worker for the new work. The figures which follow

give some picture of what she has been able to accomplish.

In the first six months the cases of more than 100 children

have been dealt with. Of these 42 have been readjusted

into their own or other homes without entering the institu-

tion at all. Of the 58 who had entered only 21 were present

on February 15 and one of the two units has not yet had a

child in it. So far as one can see current needs are being

met, although not a few among the Negro population are

distressed at what seems to them a lack of success in filling

up the buildings. Fortunately, the board understands the

situation and is determined to adhere to a careful case work

policy.

And to complete the picture of this "Children's Year" a

Child Guidance Clinic was established with the coopera-

tion of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, be-

ginning work in April 1924. The response to its offer of

service to problem children has been phenomenal on the part

of the general public, usually rather slow to understand

this opportunity. The school system has sent many children

who were beyond its resources. These come only after a

conference of their parents with the clinic staff members.

Parents have even come to the clinic before going on their

vacation to make an appointment to have their children stu-

died on their return. The social agencies have forborne to

use the clinic as freely as is usual, knowing the already heavy

load of cases on the waiting list. But further development of

children's aid work in the Tennessee Children's Home So-

ciety and the establishment of visiting teacher service in the

schools, for which a movement is already under way, will

spread the clinic's service even more widely. Meanwhile

the clinic staff are speaking, conducting study courses and

interesting many groups in the newer understanding of chil-

dren.

Justly proud as many Memphians are of these achieve-

ments of a single year, there is a wholesome realization that

they are new steps and first steps, to be followed by many
others before the whole case work need of Memphis children

is met. There may be danger that such speed will occasion

blunders, but the energy behind it is an unquestionable sign

of vigorous life. C. W. ARESON

Professional Amateurs

THE sign in front of the theater announces that it is

Amateur Night and positively $25 in gold will be div-

ided among the entertainers, and invites you to try your turn.

And if you drift into the audience, sure enough, between the

regular numbers on the program, an amateur, usually a very

young one, will emerge and do a toe dance, or sing in a

shrill high pitched little voice, and you will imagine that

somewhere in the theater sits a row of proud though mis-

guided relatives thus fondly showing off a clever child.

But even that dubious picture is rosier than the facts

which the Juvenile Protective Association of Cincinnati

turned up in a study of fifty children (42 girls and 8 boys,

between the ages of 8 and 15) whose cases passed through
its records in about five years. Being a child amateur is not

the casual matter which the term suggests, but by way of

being a profession in itself. The management of the movie
house and cheap vaudeville and burlesque shows which spe-

cialize in amateur nights risk nothing to chance. They
know sometimes weeks in advance what talent will appear
on a given night, for they book it just as they book any of

their other acts and children cost less than adults and keep
a tinge of spontaneity even when they appear pretty regularly
at the amateur performances of several theatres, perhaps even

in several cities.

Fourteen agents were found to have booked children in

Cincinnati within the past few years. Three of these four-

teen had been involved in serious complaints in regard to

questionable conduct with the young girls whom they booked ;

one, who later skipped his bond, had been arrested on a

charge of fraud; another had been indicted for obtaining

jewelry by false pretense and for violating the narcotic act,

and was sentenced to the penitentiary for fraudulent use of

the mails ; and still another, put out of business in Cincinnati

because of the obscene nature of the acts he staged, established

a studio across the river in Kentucky where he continued

for six years to book Cincinnati children, sometimes for Cin-

cinnati theatres but often for Detroit or Chicago or places

even more distant.

The agent usually gets a fee for each child booked, though
in some of the more ambitious undertakings he gets a per-

centage of the box receipts on amateur night. The children

get from fifty cents to $3 for a performance. Usually they
came on at about nine for a short act, though sometimes

there were two shows in an evening, and occasionally a whole

troupe of them would hold the stage for an hour or more.

And as to the admiring relatives, they seemed non-existent,

for in the large majority of cases the children went to and

from the theater unattended.

The homes to which they slipped back at ten o'clock or

later were studied in detail. The fifty children represented

forty-six families. In twenty-two of these families some

member had a court record ; in eleven one parent was dead,

and in another eleven the parents were separated ; in another

eighteen there was lax family control due to shiftlessness,

extreme quarrelsomeness, and in some cases, sex immorality.

In almost half of these homes the mother is a breadwinner;

a quarter of them were listed with the relief agencies at the

time the child actor was appearing on the stage, and in only

a very few instances was the family income more than $25

a week. Only three of the forty-six homes were in neigh-

borhoods where living and environmental conditions were

good. These professional amateurs were the children of

poor parents, of broken homes, living for the most part in

the crowded business districts of the city, close to the theater,

with little opportunity for play.

And the children themselves? Offhand one would guess

that they would be youngsters with some little trick or trait

of cleverness to set them apart from the general run. All

the young performers, thanks to the laws on compulsory at-

tendance, were in school by day while they were acting oc-
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casionally or fairly often at night, and 80 per cent of them

were retarded in their school work by from one to six years.

Probably those nights at the theatre bore a direct relation to

their poor work and irregular attendance at school, though

the authors of the survey, considering all the facts, felt that

aside from that factor, these children probably represented

a natively inferior group. All of them showed evidence of

bodily fatigue, and hoarseness from forcing their voices to

try to fill the theater, and ten of them were suffering from

serious physical ailments at the time of their performances.

Of these, five were under the care of the Bureau for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis, and one, a little girl of twelve,

was suffering from venereal disease. Eighteen, or more than

a third of the group, were showing serious behavior problems

at home or in school, so serious as to have brought ten of

them into court for sex offenses, stealing or other delin-

quencies.

Every stage appearance of these children violated the

child labor law of Ohio and was punishable by fine and im-

prisonment. Prosecutions of employers in that city were

handled in the Municipal Court, and doubtless because of a

lack of general understanding of the system behind these

"amateur" performances, the fines had been purely nominal.

The Juvenile Protective Association feels that they should

be handled in the Juvenile Court, where the prevailing bad

home conditions can be taken under treatment, and so that

parents as well as theater managers and booking agents can

be held responsible, a condition particularly necessary be-

cause of the sporadic nature of the children's employment.

Public information, however, is the single factor most

needed. When you see a little girl dancing and singing on

the stage of your favorite movie house, remember the young-

sters in Cincinnati. If the experience of that city holds good

elsewhere, the chances are that this is a pretty regular part of

her week's schedule, for the family counts on her precocious-

ness to add a few dollars to a miserable income; that she

conies from a dreary overcrowded tenement, and drags home

at ten or later after a day which may have been an unbroken

run of school, rehearsal and hanging about in the wings for

two shows ; that she is below her proper grade in school, but

learning other things all too rapidly from the people back

stage or in the booking offices ; and moreover, that she is

not an exceptional child on the bottom rung of a professional

ladder, but more likely below normal in mind and body,

perhaps even definitely feebleminded, spending her little

capital of childhood. There was grim truth in the little

girl whom the Cincinnati agents found shouting shrilly,

"I've Got No Future, But, Oh! What a Past."

AIDED by a special grant from the Commonwealth Fund and

by the Federal Council of Churches, the Child Welfare League

of America has opened an information exchange for churches

and their members who are interested in problems of child

welfare. A monthly news sheet, supplied free of charge, aims

to keep the superintendents of children's institutions informed

of new developments in their field, and a consultation service

is available for church officials, local churches, and church

members who wish assistance in approaching problems of in-

stitutional care. Except in cases where such a consultation

involves unusual field expenses, this service also is supplied

without charge. Interested persons and organizations are

urged to send reports, periodicals and bulletins to Child

Welfare League of America, 130 East 22nd Street, New York.

THE LAST ten years which have gone under the bridges of

Cincinnati are the subject of a special report recently issued

by the Council of Social Agencies and the Community Chest
of that city. In two aspects of social practice it registers sharp
changes. In 1915 an aggregate of 3,100 days in the workhouse
was imposed on deserting or negligent husbands in an effort

to get them to support their needy families; in these cases the

court collected some $17,000 in wages. By 1924 a liaison had
been effected between the court and the social agencies, notably
the Humane Society, which collected $200,000 of the wages of

remiss fathers, instead of the earlier $17,000. And instead of

those 3,100 unproductive workhouse days, the court sentences

registered a total of 36. "These men had been kept at work in

productive labor either through a strengthened sense of moral

responsibility or through the discipline of a court order,"
declares the report. "Such an achievement was unthought of

ten years ago, and it is the official opinion of the court that it

is the constructive service of the social agencies which has

made these results possible." Another great change in social

policy is registered in the paragraphs dealing with material

relief. In 1914 the Associated Charities of Cincinnati helped

3,794 families. Three-quarters of these families received

material relief in food, shelter, rent, fuel, clothing and so on.

In 1924 approximately 6,000 families were aided, but only

17 per cent of these required material relief. The remaining
83 per cent had been brought to a condition of self-support and
self-reliance which made material relief unnecessary they
received instead education in the household arts, instruction

in preventing disease and preserving health, medical care, help
in getting employment and other forms of service which lifted

them out of the class of dependents.

READERS' who wish to follow the further fate of adopted
children in Pennsylvania (see The Welfare of the Said Child,

by Neva Deardorff; The Survey, January 15, 1925) are

referred to the pamphlet Legal Adoption in Pennsylvania,

recently issued by the Children's Code Commission at 25
South Van Pelt Street, Philadelphia which gives a resume
of the legislation, legal opinions and procedure. With its two
volume report, presented to the Pennsylvania Legislature on

February 2, the commission recommends two laws to take the

place of twelve now on the statute books. The first of these,

relating to adoption, would supplant all previous legislation

on this subject with the exception of one act of June 7, 1917.

on rules of inheritanc* in adoption cases. The principal

features of the proposed new measure are : to provide for

investigation prior to the granting of adoption petitions, with

the personal appearance of all the parties concerned before the

court; to repeal adoption by deed; to give jurisdiction in adop-

tion cases to the Orphans' Court; to obtain the consent of the

husband or wife of an adopting person, and of the child adopted,

if he is more than twelve years of age; to provide that only

residents within the jurisdiction of the court may present

petitions for the adoption of children ; and to give the right of

consent to a father who has acknowledged paternity of an

illegitimate child. The second measure proposed is an act

providing for the licensing of infant boarding houses.

TEN YEARS AGO the deathrate of illegitimate babies in

Maryland was three times that of legitimate children during

the first year of life. Then in 1916 Maryland passed a law

providing that no child under six months of age might be

separated from its mother for placement in a foster home or

institution except with the approval of certain public authori-

ties. Recently the federal Children's Bureau tabulated the

records for 1921, to see what the effect of this measure had been.

The same comparison of the deathrate of the illegitimate

babies and the legitimate babies showed in this case a ratio

of 1.5 to i instead of the 3 to I which had obtained before

the passage of the law.
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BOOKS

are like the dragon that ate its own tail.

The fall books devour the spring books and the

spring books are now busy on the fall. In pub-

lishing, if winter comes, spring is likely to be

there already. This dizzy procession of titles leaves the

reader with that all-gone feeling just like the dragon had

Both suffer from a surfeit of tales. But before we sink

for the third time in the spring freshet of books we want

to point out some flotsam and jetsam beached from the fall

flood.

We exaggerate, of course. Reviewers have to. "Flood"

is unfair; it is in our mind, not in the publishers' lists.

These heroic gentlemen died like the Holland boy with

their arms in the dykes, damning the authors. In 1924

they allowed to trickle through but 6,380 new titles, a scant

2 per cent more than 1923, and but little more than half

of the maximum year, 1910, with its orgy of 11,671 new

books. We outreserved the reserved Britons who had a

1924 crop of 8,024 new titles. Indeed, in quantity we are

just about level with twenty years ago, and in quality we

suspect far better off, on the average. Came 1,004 fiction

books in 1904, but only 871 in 1924. Religion was second

with 654, juveniles next at 449, and biography a fine fourth

with 430 lives to remind us.

All in all an encouraging showing and perhaps a step

toward realization of the slogan Fewer and Better Books.
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The libraries report general increases, too, such as the jump
of 500,000 in the circulation of the Chicago Public Library.

And the million or billion sales of cross-word puzzle books

shows that literacy has 'become almost pandemic. It looks as

if people were getting ready to read better books. The
2O per cent increase in biography titles over 1923 is a

credit gain. The "best sellers" too tell good news. In

fiction So Big by Edna Ferber heads both booksellers' and

library lists, says the Publishers' Weekly from which we glean

most of this data. That's a fine thing. So also, is the fact

that in a list of best sellers of fiction scored by Professor

Irving Hart of Iowa Teachers' College, for the years 1900-

1925, the first eight of the All-American Team are Main

Street, If Winter Comes, The Rosary, The Sheik, Inside

of the Cup, Mr. Britling Sees It Through, Mrs. Wiggs of

the Cabbage Patch, and So Big. There's little viciousness

in that showing, but much that is sane, human and promis-

ing. It's a good sign that the American audience is willing

to put Main Street first proof that we can take a serious

look at a real picture of our civilization.

It must interest social service workers to learn that first

on the booksellers' list for 1924 comes Diet and Health by

Dr. Lulu Hunt Peters, and second Papini's Life of Christ

which is first at the libraries. Dr. Hunt's book has been

among the best sellers for three successive years. The human

spirit changes but little.
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In our own field, we have noted certain drifts. Books

on population, race, and eugenics seem to prove a profound

concern with the basic biology of the human race. The

hope of amelioration is not so much in humanitarianism as

in designs to control the germ plasm and the superior stocks.

The study of the equation of population against standards

of living, and the crusade for better births rather than the

salvage of the subnormal, have been the inspirations for

many books the past twelve months. The second striking

interest (we omit the books on the technique of health, edu-

cation, and so forth) is in the individual and his psyche,

and especially in the psychiatry of children. These studies

deal often with delinquency of some kind, but the net les-

son is again and again a recognition of the same needs for

love, social adjustment, and interior stability, for us all. Psy-

chology is working on a novel hypothesis that people have

souls. Dr. Van Water's Youth in Conflict and Dr. Ira

Wile's The Challenge of Childhood show the tide in this

direction.

THE Prophets of 1924 have been Jeremiahs. They see a

race dying of its own toxins, or so low in intelligence

that it does not use the serums that would save it. The series

Today and Tomorrow (Duttons) wherein Russell, Hal-

dane, and others seized Greek names, Icarus, Tantalus,

Daedalus, for modern sermons, seems even more iconoclas-

tic than it is because it deals with ultimates. These modern

intelligences judging the future of the race by science reach

the depressing conclusion that unless we watch out there

ain't gwine be no core! But ultimates of doom are better

than war idols and propaganda. We'll die faster of li?s

than anything else. Mr. Wells is a minor prophet com-

pared to these cold gentlemen, and consults his vatic self

on rather trivial occasions in A Year of Prophesying. I'oo/

Mr. Wells cannot compete with the Cassandras of science,

for his .physics and mathematics are of the friendliest sort,

but he may be nearer right after all. He deals in one

ultimate they neglect the hitherto inextinguishable human

spirit.

Of books called journalistic, we can note but two These

Eventful Years in which the Encyclopedia Brittanica covers

the last twenty years, and William Allen White's Woodrow
Wilson. The authors of the Encyclopedia's resume were

of the years they cover, and the contents interesting though

that sadly burdened man "the future historian" may laugh

at the disproportion of space given the World War and

radio-chemistry. Mr. White confesses he wanted to call

his biography "a reporter's story" and it is surely a bril-

liant example of all that is best in current interpretation

a living picture of a great leader by one who knew him.

It gives us in a style that we know not the equal of in our

American clan, the story of a Wilson who was neither demi-

god nor bamboozled Presbyterian, but a man of supreme
vision and dogged courage, crippled and personally defeated

by faults and failures that we all can understand and for-

give. Mr. White has served us by this tale from liii of

what life was like to a dour sunny Scotch Celt. We needed

just this combination of admiration for all Woodrow Wil-

son was with just criticism of his failures so that we may
recall how great a gift he left us, and be certain that all

the noble and beautiful things of the future will be done

by men with faults. What other men are there?

"Hark, hark, the dogs do bark!" We rush to the door.

It is the hounds of spring on winter's traces. The dam has

bust and the spring books are upon us. We must cross the

river on the ice cakes. . . so five atque vale, books of 1924.

Child Protection, 1910-1922
THE HUMANE MOVKMICNT IN THE UNITED STATES, 1910.192.',
by ll'illiom J. Shults. Columbia L'uK'trsity Press. 119 fp. Price $3.50
postpaid of The Sttntty,

THREE interesting chapters out of twelve in Mr.
Shultz's book, just published by Columbia University

in its Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, deserve

the above title. They supplement the single chapter on the

movement for child protection in McCrea's The Humane
Movement, 1910. The progress since 1910 is shown by a

record of 105 more active societies dealing with child and
animal protection in 1922 than in 1910.
On the face of these facts one might suppose that the

humane movement was showing a steady growth and a de-

velopment of its program. As far as formal child protection
is concerned this is not true except in a few centres. The
movement is languishing, largely because of poor personnel
and failure to meet modern conditions.

But Mr. Shultz's figures when carefully studied also

show evidences of unreliability at the sources. In 1915
he states there were 562 active societies with a membership
of 161,562. In 1918 there were 599 active societies with a

membership of 92,520. In 1919 there were 575 active so-

cieties and only 23,228 members, but in 1922 with only 539
active societies the membership has become 202,524. Until

we have an interpretation of what membership means and

how activity in societies is interpreted, these figures can mean

very little.

The one response that comes almost invariably to our in-

quiry as to the activity of the humane societies in the many
cities visited is, ''It is not doing anything with children or

at least we can't get anything done." The service asked re-

quires case work, but most of the S. P. C. C's., not to men-
tion the humane societies, with some notable exceptions,

have either such a large volume of intake or such poorly

equipped staff, or both, that genuine case work is generally

impossible.

But Mr. Shultz's figures when carefully studied also show
evidences ofunr eliability at the sources. In 1915 he states

there were 562 active societies with a membership of 161,562.

In 1918 there were 599 active societies with a membership of

labor existing between them and children's protective societies.

In some places the humane officer is the investigator, prose-

cutor and probation officer for the court. In others tjie court

has its own personnel but depends upon child protective

societies to care for the child in its shelter and to provide at

least follow-up service if the child is placed in a new home
or is returned to its own home under supervision. In still

others shelter service is all that is asked. There is no well

established policy obtaining in the various states. The

thing that is perhaps most noticeable is that the function of

child protection is slowly but surely passing into other hands

than the S. P. C. C's. and humane societies, or at least to

share it with them; either to the juvenile court, especially

where the child protection society has been lacking or has

done its task poorly, or to state or county units of service

when these have been equipped for such endeavors. As the

volume of work of the private society has usually been too

large for it to do it all well, this transfer should be welcomed.

There will always be a large number of cases where courts

cannot well be appealed to, since protection can best be
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rendered in an early stage and by a case work agency not

attached to the court.

Mr. Shultz has told well the story of the development of

a case work service in Massachusetts and how it has been put
on a sound financial basis. Certainly the implication is that

this can be done in other states, perhaps with similar success,

where the conditions are reasonably favorable.

What the humane movement now is accomplishing, it is

quite impossible to say. The figures given in the report are

large in their aggregates, but their analysis and a case work

follow-up in a sufficiently large number of representative

cases alone would put them to the acid test of determining
tlie service rendered.

When the Henry Bergh Foundation, under whose auspices

this study has been made and published, is again in position

to render a service in the field of child protection it could

not do better than have a case by case study made of a

cross-section of work in various representative agencies, by

persons knowing case work.

C. C. CARSTENS
Child Welfare League of America

Shall the Doctor be judge?J O
CRIME AND INSANITY, by W. C. Sullivan, M. D. Longmans, Green
& Co. 259 pp. Price $4.20 postpaid of The Survey.

CRIMINAL
responsibility, as our lawyers never tire of

reminding us, is a legal, not a medical, concept. But if

the legal doctrine embodies an antiquated theory of mental

disease which the medical profession has long-since outgrown,
who can blame the modern psychiatrist for his persistent ef-

fort to bring about a revision of it? The legal implication

that it is none of his business is rebutted by the fact that it is

on his testimony, as an alienist, that the question of legal

responsibility must ultimately be determined.

This volume, by the distinguished medical superintendent

of the Broadmoor Criminal Lunatic Asylum in England, is

only the latest of a long series of efforts by members of the

medical profession to put the new knowledge of mental dis-

ease at the service of the courts of criminal jurisdiction.

The work, based on lectures delivered to graduate students

in psychiatry, is specifically aimed to equip the psychiatrist

for service as an alienist to testify in criminal cases where the

insanity of the defendant is in issue. It is true that he

may still be shut up within the stock question whether the

accused was insane in the sense and to the degree that he

was, at the moment of the commission of his criminal offense,

incapable of understanding the nature and consequences of

the act or of distinguishing between right and wrong, but it

is certain that the court and the prosecuting attorney will

incidentally discover that there are more things in the inind

of man than are dreamed of in their legal philosophy.

For educating the dispensers of criminal justice, it is much

to be desired that the book, with its fifty-two typical case

studies drawn from Dr. Sullivan's experience at Broadmoor,

should be read by every judge of criminal jurisdiction, by

every prosecuting attorney and by every one who undertakes

the defense in a criminal case. The intelligent public more-

over, need not be shut out from the illumination which the

work affords. While the arrangement of the matter is such

as would best suit the needs of the professional student,

medical or legal, the book is written throughout in a straight-

forward, simple and attractive style, quite free from techni-

cality, with the general reader consciously in mind.

In addition to the study of morbid types of criminality,

grouped in appropriate medical categories, there are chap-
ters on the psychological classification of crimes, on mental
disease and criminal responsibility and on morbid crime and
social security. And, for the lawyer, a valuable appendix on

legal procedure in criminal cases involving the issue of

insanity. GEORGE W. KIRCHWEY
New York School of Social Work

Wisdom on Our Erring Youth
YOUTH IN CONl'LICT, by Miriam Van Waters. Republic Publishing Co

293 pp. Price $1.00 paper, $1.50 boards postpaid of The Survey.

ONE
of the most valuable qualities of Dr. Van Waters'

Youth in Conflict is strategic; the book has the bril-

lancy and sheer charm characteristic of Miriam Van Waters'
mind and works. And thus it catches and holds the attention

of not-too-completely earnest readers who are undoubtedly
extremely important readers in the present state of the art

of improving our social fabric.

As we all know, Dr. Van Waters has been for some years
a referee in the Juvenile Court of Los Angeles, California,
and she bases this study on a dozen cases from that court

selected "with no thought of illustrating completely all types
of problems and personalities dealt with." Nor does she

offer the book as an attempt at solution but as "a descrip-
tion of forces in conflict, youth versus age, the moving versus

the static." Nor does she offer statistics "the important point
is not how many individuals make good, but what is the

process." It is really the process, its hindrances and stimuli

which Dr. Van Water lays before us. Never in my knowl-

edge has the delinquency disclosed in the juvenile court and

its treatment been discussed with a more scientific approach,
a nicer human undertanding, a more uncompromising sense

of reality.

It is an inspiring book because it helps the reader to see
x

that the sum of science and social research and genuine social

work tends to make more often attained not newly con-

structed types of life and behavior but those which have al-

ways been known by examples too rare indeed but of a lovely

naturalness. We recognize her "simple kindly maternal wo-
man" who, refusing to believe her degenerated niece "ab-

normal," insisting the girl had never been "given a chance"

takes her home where somehow the girl rises again to de-

cency by that ever mysterious power of unconscious goodness
which guides the aunt yes, and the girl too.

The book has a reassuring candid wisdom "the delin-

quent would often by his very nature have 'made good"

without treatment. Such cases figure largely in hopeful

speeches and reports of humanitarians. Clouston in his Neu-

roses of Development has shown how many nervous mani-

festations in adolescence yield to sheer growth and get well

of themselves. This is true of delinquency which so often

is better handled by the indirect than by the direct method."

If this book has a "moral" I suspect it is in the appeal it

makes to young persons to seek a career in the social field.

"To the new type of social worker seeking to learn the art

of human helpfulness is entrusted a supreme opportunity.

Upon them it depends whether society will continue to 'try

out' humanitarian theories and principles like probation and

parole. Knowledge far outruns practice. There is no longer

reasonable doubt that delinquency could be checked, practi-

cally eliminated from the normal population, if a sufficient
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number of social workers would dedicate their lives to ap-

plication of the scientific knowledge of behavior we now pos-

sess.

Dr. Van Waters has given us a delightful but challenging

book. With true teaching skill she pushes her readers beyond

her pages. Doubtless this should not be a restful book.

Certainly it is not.

JULIA C. LATHROP

A Community Counsellor
THE LIBRARY AND THE COMMUNITY, by Joseph L. Wheeler. Amer-

ican Library Association. 417 pp. J'rice $2.85 postpaid of The Survey

THIS
is simply a good book, and we recommend it

whole-heartedly to every librarian, social service execu-

tive, publicity secretary and person who wants to get a

message across to a community. That Joseph Wheeler has

written on libraries is incidental. He has really written on

how to interpret any service institution to its home-town.

He has shown that there is in fact such a thing as a Coun-

sellor on Public Relations and that rightly conceived th;s

function has the worth and dignity of a true profession.

Our notes read:

"An extremely practical and pointed book, almost Ideal

in form and content for a hand-book and guide. Things are

easy to get at, easy to read, easy to understand. Clear group-

ings and subheads. Every paragraph says something. F'ne

illustrations and examples. A model of this kind of technical

exposition. Any institution or creed wanting to know how

to get its community interested can profit here." We are,

moreover, not prone to this enthusiasm.

Here is an essay on social publicity, divided into three

parts: The Community Background, Public Opinion and

The Library and the Technique of Publicity. First comes

the community survey as a basis for better service, and it

covers everything from the ideals of the librarian "many

of whom come with a zeal akin to that of a missionary"

though local geography, races, vocations, schools, government,

and to the cultural and religious influences. The method

is not new, but is used with rare brilliance to pick out the

elements in the community upon which success will depend.

It has a kind of penetration and sublime common-sense,

not always found in the plannings of social service organi-

zations.

Next, we must sell the library to the people make them

use it, make them support it with funds. The outline of

how to get the people back of the library, what to tell them,

and what not, is brief but illuminating. The lesson is that

you must study your message and its purpose as well as the

audience.

The larger part of the book is devoted to an admirable

resume of publicity methods. The object of publicity is de-

fined by one librarian: "To interest the people in the library,

to keep it in the public mind, to make people favorably dis-

posed toward it, to teach them its opportunities, to impress

them that within its limitations it serves them to the best of

its ability." Isn't this precisely what a health service, a child

welfare organization, or psychiatric clinic desires to do? Here

is about all the social service worker needs to know about the

technique and general methods of publicity. The rest is ener-

gy, gumption and the borrowing of experts when you need

them. It points out that publicity will lower the cost of cir-

culating each book; that it must be used over long periods

for a definite aim, not merely in emergencies of defense or

congratulation ; that it cannot be employed for personal

puffery ; and that you must actually be ready with the service

you advertise. The special technique of type, lay-out, news-

paper publicity, posters, and exhibits and displays each is

outlined clearly and without abstruse theorizing. Spoken

publicity, pageants and memorials, and campaigns are

discussed in brief. The appendix contain outlines of

thirty-one campaigns, and a very useful bibliography, by

chapters.

This volume is an achievement in the clear and interesting

exposition of how to reach your public. It will answer

hundreds of puzzling questions, and it will arouse new think-

ing in every reader. Back of what it says, is an attitude of

mind that is the foundation of successful public service- an

attitude that believes in knowledge and studies how to make

it work. T TT,LEON WHIPPLE

The Joyful Case Worker
THE ART OF HELPING PEOPLE OUT OF TROUBLE, by Karl lie

Schweinitz. Hougliton Mifflin. 302 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of The
Survey.

NO one who has heard Karl de Schweinitz speak has

doubted his exhilaration in his job. Now he has done

that rather difficult thing, written down his philosophy of

his duty toward his neighbor and his pleasure in his fellow-

man. As we close the book we are exhilarated too. He has

in some way conveyed his own sense of joy in helping toward

human readjustment, and he has clearly given the intellectual

steps up which the case worker must climb to reach an

understanding of his task. He has done at least one more

fine thing: he has brought life and cases together. Such a

chapter as Facing the Facts is as applicable to life in general

as to those phases of it generally conceded to belong to the

field of social service. And it is this presentation of so-

cial problems in all their naturalness and kinship to our own

which is the real contribution of the book. Further than

that he has made clear the fact that social work is an inter-

pretation.

A succession of brief, pointed stories suggests an outline

upon which the possibilities of helping people out of trouble

is vividly painted. Plenty of significant classic illustration

Can You Use This Library?

'"pHE Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund, of 848
* North Dearborn Street, Chicago, announces that

its library is at the disposal of all health and social ser-

vice workers, and others interested in child welfare.

The library, which is entirely devoted to child welfare

subjects, was the first of its kind to be established in this

country, and is unique in many respects. It contains

several thousand volumes on nutrition, health education,

school hygience, mental hygiene, child labor, and child

psychology and all the standard periodicals. The trained

librarian's assistance may be secured in connection with

the gathering of material for special study or research.

A package service is maintained, certain of the pub-

lications being available as loans for a stated time. The

only expense in this connection is the cost of transpor-

tation both ways. The Elizabeth McCormick Memorial

Fund will be glad to receive visits and communications

from those wishing to avail themselves of this library

service.
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gives a literary background a rich setting of older human

experiences for those of today.

As life is seldom superlative, so Mr. de Schweinitz gains

in force through moderation. His diction is both crisp and

gentle, and one is refreshed by a vocabulary free from the

overworked phrases of social work. The pages are full

of quotable proverbs, old truths of course, but so simply re-

touched that if they were collected they would make a new

chapter in the wisdom literature of the social worker.

"After all what we, looking at life from without, may
think is trouble may not be trouble at all, but only a different

way of living from that which we prefer."

"Sometimes our friends know us better than our kin,

and are better able to advise us."

"The surest way out of trouble is a recognition of truth,

but those that achieve this are exceedingly few."

One feels an eclectic experience back of the pages; pos-

sibly a collection of the experiences of others. As a manual

on case work it comes in a new form concerning itself

chiefly with the development of mental processes of the

worker. Mr. de Schweinitz must, of course, go over ground

already covered in former books, but so revivified is his

review of old methods that he makes it an adventure. In

short, he has succeeded in making case work irresistible.

BERTHA BIDWELL

THE RUN OF THE SHELVES
Books are listed here as received. Many of

those mentioned by name only in the classi-

fied sections below -will be reviewed later.

Education and Sociology
ANCIENT HUNTERS AND THEIR MODERN REPRESENTA-
TIVES, by W. 3. Sollas. Macmillan Co. 689 pp. Illustrated. Price

$6.50 postpaid of The Surrey.

THIS LATEST edition of a standard work of deserved pop-

ularity embodies the most recent additions to our knowledge

of ancient man and of the surviving primitive peoples. Though

the author has borrowed widely and states conflicting views

on controversial matters with commendable fairness often

quoting opinions contrary to his own the work as a whole

represents the conclusions from far-flung original studies. He

has brought order, in so far as that is possible, into the yet

somewhat chaotic total picture without forcing a synthesis not

warranted by established data. The material is enriched by

nearly four hundred illustrations.

rnUC \TION THROUGH THE IMAGINATION, by Margaret Mc-

Millan. D. Appleton & Co. 208 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of Thi

Siin-cy.

AN ATTEMPT by a well-known teacher in an English

"nursery school" to develop the role of the imagination in the

education of children. She finds that children are essentially

creative; and that this creativeness expresses itself through

the imagination. She relates this to all the varied interests

and activities of child-life and education. There can be little

doubt that children's imaginations are being starved in most

of our schools, or fed, if fed at all. on putty angels. One

would like to recommend the reading of this book to all teach-

ers: but the wonder grows as to what any teacher would do

with its teachings. They certainly cannot be brought inside

the present school: the}'' would blow the walls out and the

roof off. J- K. H.

EVERYDAY PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS, by F. B. Bolton.
Charles Scribner't Sons. 443 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of Tht Survey.

THE GENERAL point of view of this book is revealed in

the following passage: In Seattle, of the 2,000 children finish-

ing the grammar grades in June, 1921, over 90 per cent were
found in the high schools in September of the same year; and
of the 1,400 finishing the high school the same year, about

65 per cent were found in college or normal school at the

opening of the fall term. . . . The science of education may
be credited with most of these achievements. By studying the

meaning of education in terms of life, by selecting content

to make vital these relations, by studying the needs of society

and of individual boys and girls, and by developing a science

and art of teaching, these great changes in education have been

brought about. The public seldom thinks of the teacher as

being responsible for these changes. But were the professional

training of teachers to be abolished for a decade, the whole
structure of education would begin to totter.

Anyone who believes this explanation really explains the facts

cited will enjoy reading this book. J. K. H.

WOMAN'S SHARE IN SOCIAL CULTURE, by Anna Carlin Spence. J.
B. Lippincott Co. 413 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

THESE UNITED STATES, Edited by Ernest Graining. Boni & Lire-
right, 438 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE ADULT SCHOOL MOVEMENT, ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOP-
MENT by Carrie Martin. National Adult School Union. 435 pp. Price,
Limp cloth 3j 6d net. Cloth boards 5s 9d net postpaid of The Surrey.

CONSERVATISM, RADICALISM AND SCIENTIFIC METHOD, by A.
B. Wolfe, Macmillan. 353 pp. $3.50 postpaid of Tme Survey.

THE ECONOMY OF HUMAN ENERGY, by Thomas Nixm Carver,
The Macmillan Co. 287 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

LIVING ORGANISMS: THEIR ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION, by Edwin
S. Goodrich. Oxford Unirersity Press. 200 pp. Price $2.00 postpaid of
The Surrey.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO TEACHING, by
William Henry Pyle. Warwick & York, Inc. 197 pp. Price $1.50 post-
paid of The Surrey.

THE. TREND OF POPULATION, VOL.XVII, American Sociological
Society, Unirersity of Chicago Press. 239 pp.

THE SOCIOLOGY OF REVOLUTION, by Pitirim A. Sorokin, J. B. Lip-
pincott Co. 428 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Sun'ey.

Behavior and Mental Health
UNMASKING OUR MINDS, by Darid Seabury. Boni & Lircright
429 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid of The Survey.

WHAT COULD be more fascinating than to have a psychol-

ogist tell you the intimate habits of the personal lives of
those who have sought understanding and succor at his

shrine?

For four hundred pages we meet just such interesting people
in this book, and page after page is turned with the expec-
tation that we will gain understanding of them and of our-

selves. Alas, we do not. The mask has been lifted from
the mind but only a mass of storm clouds and suspicious prom-
ises have been revealed. The cover blurb warns that Mr.
Seabury is "now recognized as a foremost authority in Applied
Psychology." The publishers may really think so, but they

really need enlightening if they do. A writer who quotes
in the wrong context Seashore as an authority on the un-

conscious, who says that at last we have a clear grasp on love

through the light of behaviorism, and that "one of the most

important processes in sound mental hygiene is the act of

visualization" may know his cookies but he puts them in the

wrong jar and that jar is more likely labeled hokum than

applied psychology. The author is a popular lecturer and has

doubtless used his lecture material in this work. The audi-

ence can be seen on the edge of the bench in interest, but like

the reader they probably say, "My! wasn't that interesting,

my dear! But what did he say?"
DONALD A. LAIRD

Colgate Psychological Laboratory

PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOTHERAPY, by Dr. Pierre Janet. The Mtcmil-
Ian Co. 322 pp. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Survey.

SOCIAL CONTROL OF THE FEEBLEMINDED, by Stanley P. Dniet,
Ph.D. National Committee for Mental Hygiene. 222 pp. Price $1.25
postpaid of The Survey.
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Community and Civic Affairs

THE HISTORY OK THE UNITED STATES ARMY, by William A.
Ganoc. Appleton. 609 pages. Price $5.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THIS IS more than an invaluable record for the professional

soldier. It is an illuminating document for those who see in

our army of former days only the traditional bravery and

self-sacrifice; and for those who see no good in the army, as

it was, as it is, or as it shall be. Much of the hook is devoted

to technical military matters, but there are passages which

throw fresh light on events in our history which tradition has

generously shrouded in glory. It is not commonly known, for

example, that the soldier of the Revolution was as likely as not

to leave the battlefield the minute his enlistment expired and

trudge home laden with equipment which he "borrowed" from

the government to make farm chores easier. And there are

few of us who realize that for the stumbling, blundering suc-

cess of the Colonial army, which made possible the birth of

the nation, we have two men to thank one a Virginia gentle-

man, the other, of all persons, a Prussian general. For it

was Von Steuben who gave the soldiers self-respect when they

had no clothes, nor rations nor morale. Major Ganoe is

neither a propagandist nor a militarist. He neither glorifies

nor vilifies, but presents facts supported by five years of re-

search and a bibliography of some three hundred volumes.

Conclusions he leaves to the reader. Conclusions which seem

obvious are : ( I ) People refuse to consider the army as an

essential function of government until an emergency arises,

with a consequent unnecessary loss of life due to hasty prep-

aration. (2) The army functions constantly as a civil as well

as a military agency, and (3) Our old friend "85 per cent of

the national budget to pay for past and future wars" is a good

bit of humbug. JOHN D. KENDERDINE

TWO TREATISES OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT, fcv John Locke. E. P.

Dutton fr Co. 242 pp. Price 80 cents postpaid of Thr Si-n-ry.

UNIVERSITY DEBATERS' ANNUAL, edited by Edith M. Phelps.
H. II. ll'itson Co. 409 pp. Price $2.25 postpaid of The Survey.

A DICBATE ON PROHIBITION, by Clarence Darrow and John Haynts
Holmes. The League Jar Public Discussion. 74 pp. Price $1.00 post-

faiil of The Surrey.
THE FAITH OF A LIBERAL, fcv Nicholas Murray Butler. Charlis

.SY;-iV>Mcr'.t Sons. 369 pp. Price $2.50 postpaid ef The Surrey.

Health
MEDICAL CERTIFICATION FOR MAKK1AGK. The .-Idiiiiiiistratinu

of the' U'iscousin Marriage Law </.* it Relates to thf I'encreal Diseases,
by Fred S. Hall. Russell Sage Foundation. Price $.50.

IN THIS well organi'/ed report the author states the history

of the Wisconsin Medical Certification Law of 1913 and the

later enactment of 1915, which was a revision, by amendment,
of its predecessor. Popularly known as the "Eugenic Mar-

riage Law," this legislative measure requires physician's cer-

tificates of freedom from acquired venereal diseases from all

men applying for marriage licenses. Through field studies

and interrogatories Mr. Hall was able to gain a large amount

of interesting and valuable data on the workings of the law,

its reception by physicians, its advantages and its deficiencies.

These data have been presented in a clear and concise style.

Two appendices covering ten pages carry supporting documents.

The author's conclusions are summarized as follow: "i. The
law has had marked educational value, first through news-

paper discussion in the early years of its history, and con-

tinuously through the fact that large numbers of men receive

a warning as to the dangers of venereal infection at the time

when they are most likely to heed it. 2. The law has been

a real factor in inducing men who expect to marry to make
sure that they are fit, even before applying for a medical cer-

tificate. This has perhaps been the greatest gain attributable

to the measure. 3. There are also indications that to some

extent the required examination has revealed contagious con-

ditions and has caused postponement of marriage. 4. While
the evidence for the two conclusions last stated is considerable,

it is not as strong as it should be, owing to the fact that an

apparent minority of the physicians of the state, in spite of

the requirement of the law for a 'thorough examination' in

every case, issue certificates sometimes without any form of

physical examination. Many of these physicians, however,

appear to do this only when applicants are personally known
to them. 5. When physical examinations are given they appear

as a rule to be as thorough as the physician is able to make

them, and when these examinations yield evidence of previous

infection the physician usually seeks further evidence through

laboratory tests."

LIGHTING IN RELATION TO PUBLIC HEALTH, fev Janet Hou'elt
Clark. Williams and Wilkins Co. 185 pp. Price $4.00 postpaid of
The Survey.

DR. CLARK of Johns Hopkins has met a very real need in

the literature of sanitary science in preparing this book on

illumination. She treats of the methods used in the measure-

ment of illumination, of illumination standards and of their

practical application in the lighting of schools, factories and

other places. The book is necessarily somewhat technical for

the social worker but anyone connected with problems of in-

dustry will be interested in the statistics quoted in regard to

the marked increase in efficiency which results from improved

lighting, as well as in the chapters on diseases of the eye due

to occupational conditions. C.-E. A. WINSI.OW

Yale University

THE CHILD HEALTH LIBRARY. A symposium. Robt. K. Haas, Inc.

10 pocket size vols. Price $3.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

THE LAZY COLON (.Large Intestine) by C. M. Campbell, associated

with A. K. Detwiller, M.D. The Educational Press. 296 pp. Price

$2.00 postpaid of The Survey.

THE CARE, CURE AND EDUCATION OK TII1C CRIPPLED CHILD,
by Henry Edward Abt. luternatl. Soc. for Crippled Children. 222 pp.
Price $3."50 postpaid of The Survey.

Correction !

STATISTICAL METHOD, by Harry Jrrnmr. Harper Brnf/ters

395 PP- Price .f-f.oo postpaid of The Survey, instead of $3-5 us

listed previously.

Other Books Received
POEMS OF CHILD LABOR, National Child Labor Committee. 49

pp. Price 35 cents postpaid of The Survey.

FROM Sarah Cleghorn's sardonic quatrain to Florence Wil-

kinson's tender lines, the National Child Labor Committee has

brought together the poems where lovers of child life have

sung their horror and grief at the bitter ways of greed. When
the poet rhymes his economic ideals he is sometimes less than

musical, but most of these verses have harmony as well as

emotion. Nellie Burget Miller's lovely Joy Walks in the

Morning, Margaret Widdemer's The Guides, Theodosia Gar-

rison's The Unbidden Guest and the ever beautiful and tragic

Cry of the Children should give pause to the running reader

perhaps more poignantly than pages of solid child labor argu-

ment. G. H.

SUPERPOWER, a bibliography compiled by Lemar T. Reman. H. 11'.

Wilson Company. 89 pp. Price 90 cents 'postpaid of The Survey.

THIS IS a conventional list of articles and reports on the

subject of superpower whose increasing social significance was

interpreted in the Giant Power number of The Survey, pub-

lished March, 1924. The articles and addresses which Mr.

Beman has selected for reprint, notably those by Herbert

Hoover, Gifford Pinchot, W. S. Murray, Sir Adam Beck,

E. A. Holbrook, Morris L. Cooke are fairly representative

of the divergent technical and social points of view from which

the problem of Giant Power is being approached by engineers

and statesmen. Because of the special connotation of the

term Giant Power as contrasted with the commercial con-

notation of Superpower, we should have preferred the first

as the title of the book. The very definite distinction between

the two terms as they are used by such men as W. S. Murray
and Morris L. Cooke was apparently not clear to Mr. Beman.
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"This fact suggests that as a reference book the volume would

foe greatly improved by the addition of a brief glossary defining

the terms which the rapid development of the electrical revo-

lution is projecting into the common currency of popular speech.

R. W. B.

THE WOMAN ON THE FARM, by Mary Meek Atkeson. The Cen-

tury Co, 331 ft' Price $2.00 postpaid of The Surrey.

"TO JUDGE from recent rural literature, one might almost

think that the farm is entirely a man's world. Miss Atkeson's

"book draws us back to the woman and her important place

.and task. Miss Atkeson has written not only out of her wide

experience, for she is herself a daughter of the soil and has

always been connected with farm life and organizations, but

from the experiences of hundreds of farm women as revealed

through their delightful letters. She does not talk about them,

but to them, and touches every phase of their lives. She has

tried to give the "farthest look." This results in an optimistic

and ideal picture in which the farm woman meets every situa-

tion successfully. Every chapter abounds in helpful sugges-

tions, from planning a garden to planning a costume. Study
has apparently been devoted to a vast amount of material pub-

lished by the Government and various agencies, and it has

"been assembled in a most readable manner. One wishes that

the farm mother might have been offered a more modern

point of view of religious education, with as definite resources

as those furnished on books and play. One also wishes that

the development of the family as a social group, and its rela-

tion as a unit to the community, might have been discussed

at a greater length. If increased communication is making for

the disappearance of the neighborhood, then a greater re-

sponsibility is laid upon the home as an adjuster. It must in

the future assume the functions of the neighborhood, and the

father and mother must increase their knowledge of the com-

plex life in the modern world, in order that the growing boy

and girl will not be overwhelmed by the new and changed en-

vironment into which they must go. In the chapter on The

Community, the Grange and Farm Bureau are presented as

training grounds for public service, and the farm woman's far

seeing and constructive work for her community is ably shown.

But one looks in vain for an interest in problems that must

intimately concern her, and her family, such as world peace,

clean government and higher education. Yet farm women are

thinking about these things ; and they will help solve some of

our problems. ANNA M. CLARK
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Read this Book
with

your Son
At his age you would have

given any price for a book of

straight-forward, dependable ad-
rice on matters pertaining to sex.

Wholesome advice, the kind

you can give to your wife, your
husband, your son or daughter
that's what you have long wished
for in a book on this subject. It'i

now available.

The Sexual Life
By C. W. Malchow, M. D.

Late Professor in the Hamline Univertitf

Dr. Vaughan, an ex-president of the American Medical

Association, and formerly editor of "Hygeia," in a review

of the book says
"We have taken unusual pains in the examination

of this book and have read it through with great care.

It is free from exaggeration and consists of plain
statements about facts which should be understood

by all adults, and especially by those about to enter

or recently having entered the married state. Mai-
chow's book treats of the most delicate relations of

married life in plain language, without evasion and
without any possibility of misunderstanding."

Over 200,000 Copies Sold!
Two hundred thousand copies have been sold during the

last twenty years. Twenty-five thousand in 1924. No book

can stand this acid test unless it is right. Twenty years be-

fore the bar of public sentiment winnows the wheat from

the chaff in literature and science.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Fascinating Numbers

To THE EDITOR: The Survey's comments on Mr. Wolman's

timely statement of the Growth of American Trade Unions

(Jan. 15, 1925) are certainly suggestive of a rich field for

social and economic research. Wolman has mapped out a

broad problem in which both theoretical and practical students

will find ample material for the study of group adjustments.
The social and economic sciences need investigations of this

nature as a basis for more extensive analyses of the behavior

of social groups. That the results of such investigations will

be fruitful, no one can have the least doubt. Too many con-

clusions relating to trade-union activities are still products
of immature judgment.

Since the rise and fall of trade-union membership, in harmony
with several observable phenomena in industrial evolution, are

matters of general knowledge, queries as to the factors under-

lying varying degrees of organizability of workers in different

crafts provoke additional interest in the general subject of

trade unionism. A study, similar in nature to that of Mr.
Wolman but more restricted in geographical scope, is now
being concluded by the writer. This study undertakes an

analysis of the conditions favoring or deterring the organiz-

ability of labor. On the basis of conclusions already reached

by this investigation, it is possible to form some tentative replies

to the questions raised by Mr. Bruere in The Survey.
In the first place the crafts, mentioned in the table showing

the extent of organization among American wage earners,

are conspicious for organizability, because they have a monopoly
of the highly skilled occupations. The crafts with the greatest
number of skilled occupations are well organized, while

"teamsters," with few or no occupations that could be con-

sidered highly skilled have comparatively few members in

trade unions. The peculiarity of these crafts is, therefore, skill

which naturally restricts labor supply. That the textile and

lumber workers, mill hands and department-store clerks do

not appear in this list is suggestive of the lack of skill and of

a labor market that is normally abundant. But skill alone is

not a satisfactory measure of the organizability of labor.

"Why do trade unions exist at all?" Most authorities agree
that trade unions originated among skilled workers who found

themselves in a permanent wage-group without opportunity
for economic independence (notably the conclusions of the Webbs
and Commons). Chances of egress from the wage system
vitiate the attractiveness of unionism and collective bargaining.

Today unions vary in their organizability in proportion as they
can control skilled occupations in which workers must remain

wage earners, though many other social and economic factors

will condition the limits of a trade's organizability. For ex-

ample, building tradesmen, with all the characteristics sug-

gested above of organizability, vary in their degree of union-

ization according to geographical distribution ; scattered and
isolated building tradesmen have less incentive to become
unionists than urban building workers.

Besides a skilled and restricted labor group, two other fac-

tors are possible determinants of unionism, namely,

(1) the physical distribution of wage earners, and

(2) traditions, opinions and attitudes concerning correct

behavior of different occupational groups.
A third most likely condition deterring unionism is apparent

in the contrast between stationary and locomotive firemen,

though a more striking contrast appears in the difference

between stationary engineers and locomotive firemen, both of

whom are classified as skilled workers, while stationary fire-

men are usually considered as semi-skilled (see A. M. Edwards,

Social Economic Groups in the United States. American.

Statistical Association 15: 643-661). This factor is concerned1

with the industry in which the occupation occurs, for both

groups being compared possess the same strategic position
from the standpoint of skill. Stationary engineers and firemen

in unorganized industries are not apt to be organized; being

isolated, the pressure of the open shop is too much for them.

On the contrary, locomotive firemen constitute a part of an

exceptionally well organized industry, and in general it is-

found that isolated groups of workers are organizable as ex-

tensibly as the industries in which they occur are organized.
On the other hand unskilled or slightly skilled occupations,
such as the mailers in union printing offices, building laborers

working with unionized skilled building-craftsmen and city

laborers working for a well disposed city council, are sus-

ceptible to unionism. The factor of the organizability of types-

of labor and of dependent unionism cannot be disregarded by
the careful student of labor problems.

Why are different classes of coal miners organized in unions-

of unlike ability to bargain collectively? Why are street rail-

way workers organized in some cities and unorganized in

others? Why are book and job printers less well organized
than newspaper printers? But further: What influences do

employers' associations exert on the trend of unionism? To
what extent do large urban communities or large manufac-

turing establishments stimulate or hinder unionism? What
has political activity gained for an avowedly economic organi-
zation? Obviously the division between the objective and the

subjective in the study of any social group is still a matter
of great speculation.

An interesting field is uncovered by the writer of Fascinating-
Numbers.

H. A. PHELPS

University of Minnesota

Mr. Wolman Comments
Sometime someone will write a book on the non-union man

or woman in American industry. And it will be an interesting
and important book. It will, I believe, dissipate many super-
stitions about the origins of labor organizations. It will differ-

entiate between spontaneous uprisings and, for example, the

kind of labor movement Mr. Gompers led. Terms like

"skilled," "unskilled," and "semi-skilled," "permanent wage-
group," "craft" and "industrial" will be dissected and will in

the process perhaps assume another meaning. Leadership will

be given its due. Chicago, Illinois and Birmingham, Alabama;
Los Angeles and New York City; Pennsylvania and West
Virginia; the North and the South; all now, by the grace of

political and military accident, the scene of the American labor

movement, will be placed in their natural industrial and social

categories. Ideologies, from laissez-faire to communism, will

be weighed in the light of their influence and achievement. The
author, or authors, of this monumental treatise will be fortun-

ate to come within shouting distance of their goal. But when

they do, I should like to be around to count the "fascinating
numbers" and to explain them.

LEO WOLMAN

Why Fear Congress?
To THE EDITOR: What does Elizabeth Morton Morley

mean when she says, speaking of the child labor amendment,
"With state laws, we, the parents can control legislation; if the

amendment is ratified the control is passed into the hands of

Congressmen for all generations." (The Survey, Jan. 15, 1925,

P-
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Does she mean that she votes to send her representatives to

the State Legislature but does not vote to send them to Con-

gress? Parents certainly have the same opportunity of rep-

resentation in each place.

I have found quite a little of this distrust of our represent-

ative form of government among people otherwise patriotic and

have been at a loss to understand it.

FANNY S. H. HALL
Cleveland, O.

Mrs. Morley Replies
Citizens are in cleser touch with their state legislatures

than they can be with Congress ; and state laws can be more

easily controlled than can federal, and are intended to deal

ivith more personal matters.

With the Child Labor Amendment there would be no ap-

portunity for the ordinary citizen to attend hearings of Con-

gressional committees, and there express wishes concerning

laws for children ; and state laws on this subject could be

abrogated by federal. ELIZABETH MORTON MORLHY

South and West on Child Labor
To THE EDITOR: I noted with interest your article on the

Child Labor panic. While sympathetic and excellent it seemed

to me made in New York. The fact is New York is so big it

does its own thinking, quite apart from the thinking of the

country. If you should tell the South, where I am now, that

the main reason for the defeat here of the child labor ratifica-

tion was the dissatisfaction with the Eighteenth Amendment

they would think you quite daft; or as the mountaineers phrase

it, plumb foolish. The Eighteenth Amendment has nothing to

do with it. The fact is that the poverty of the poorer whites

here has been dire. The mills coming in give them a chance,

at last, to earn money and attain some sort of a standard of

living. The money of the child making possible proper food,

clothes, shelter, etc. seems better than no money. That is the

reasoning. Another factor is that there is not the foreign im-

migration here and capital is not able to see who will man the

mills if all home hands are not used. In my opinion this is

wrong thinking and will pass. With many of the women it has

passed. For example, though North Carolina voted against

the amendment the great Parent-Teachers Association boldly

espoused it and continue to do so. The Texas Parent-Teachers

Association large and powerful, also espouses it.

But the reasoning pro and con has nothing on earth to do with

the Eighteenth Amendment. It has to do with the great poverty

of the poorer whites and the new mill life alleviating for the

moment that poverty.

Now let us take the great West. I am a departmental chair-

man for the Parent-Teachers Association of the West. Never

do my letters indicate that the difficulties of enforcing the

Eighteenth Amendment have injured the ratification of the

Twentieth Amendment. Idaho would stare to hear that. The

beet sugar interests, the desire, more and more, of farmers to

use children in a rapidly industrali>:ing farm-life is the thing that

comes back from there. In short, the active business interests

are the real factor the capitalists who want no federal inter-

ferences with their plans, who want laissez faire.

These interests have called to their aid the disgruntled, anti-

suffragists, wets, and one or two other groups who have some-

thing to fear from coming federal amendments. This makes

a noisy minority that stops at no sort of fantastic argument,

nationalization of children, etc.

But all this noise would not get very far without two favor-

ing promoters. First, as I said, the manufacturers themselves,

and second, the new cycle of thinking that is on the world over

now, the decentralization cycle. S'aid a wise and friendly

United States senator to me, "Had the Child Labor Amendment

gone out four years ago it would have been ratified like a

breeze. But it went out into the teeth of a gale decentraliza-

TYPICAL LETTER SENT TO
The Servants ofRelieffor Incurable Cancer

"XXX County House
Mother Alphonsa Lathrop,
Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.

Feb. 25th, 1925.
Dear Mother:

I have a man under my care, who IK now in

Hospital He has an incurable cancer on his
face. "I have no room for him in the Home, and no one
that can take care of him that will, or can, give him the
proper care. The inmates of the Home are all old and
feeble, and if I had room" for this poor man they would
not help in any way to make him comfortable. The
Hospital tells me I must take him away as they have no
room for Incurable patients. I am writing to you think-
ing I might make some arrangement for you to take him,
and care for him as long as he should live, which I do
not think will be very long. I want to do the best I can
for this poor man, and I am told that there is no place
where he will be better cared for. This man has no
friends that can help in any way; what is paid for him
will be paid by the County. I trust that you can help
me, and take this man, and we will pay you whatever
you ask for your trouble.

Supt. of the Poor of XXX County,
New York."

Accepted; no pay ever received.

HAVE YOU HEARD
that the poor sick (with cancer beyond hope) need a
fireproof Country Home It is an item of news that
should not pass unheeded. An Annex to this needed house
at Hawthorne, N. Y., on the Westchester hills has been
finished, and holds 25 men and women. The important
main building should go right up for 100 destitute and
homeless cancer cases. The Annex mentioned has proved
what the big Home could do by air and comforts, as a

tribute of respect to sorrow. $150,000.00 has been re-

ceived in donations, and we need much more.

The Servants of Relief for Incurable Cancer, Sister Nurses

MOTHER ALPHONSA LATHROF, O. S. D., Treas.

No Solicitors Allowed

Rosary Hill Home, Hawthorne, N. Y.

Can the

STORY OF SOCIAL WORK
Be told

IN A MOVIE?

Mr. Will H. Hays offers the collaboration of the

Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of

America, Inc., to American social work, through

the American Association for Community Organi-

zation, in a cooperative effort to produce such a

film.

The aim is a motion picture which would get across

some understanding of the need in American com-

munities of social rehabilitation, character-building

and relief through team-play.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA?

If so, we want it. Every reader of The Survey

is urged to help in putting this over. Send a postal

card asking for further details, to

ALLEN T. BURNS
215 Fourth Avenue New York, N. Y.

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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ROBERT A. WOODS
"The entire resources of civilization must

be wrought into a great system for the im-

provement of living and jar the fulfillment

of life among the people if democracy is to

be safe for the world, safe for itself."

A LIST OF HIS BOOKS

THE NEIGHBORHOOD IN NA-
TION BUILDING. The Running
Comment of Thirty Years at the South
End House $3.00

THE PREPARATION OF CALVIN
COOLIDGE. An Interpretation $i.?o

AMERICANS IN PROCESS. A
Settlement Study (Editor) $2.00

YOUNG WORKING GIRLS (Editor
with Albert J. Kennedy) $1-25

For sale by your bookseller or by

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO.
Boston New York
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What They Read
Judging by sales through our Book De-

partment, two prime favorites among Survey
readers are

What Men Live By
in which Dr. Richard C. Cabot draws on his

long and varied experience and his great fund
of idealism to compound a prescription for a

long life and a hearty one WORK, PLAY,
LOVE, WORSHIP

The Humanizing of Knowledge
which carries on Prof. James Harvey Robin-
son's persuasive challenge to men to use their

minds as well as their fingers and feelings

The SURVEY ASSOCIATES EDITION of

either of these books sent postpaid for $1.50.

by mail of Survey Associates, 1 1 2 East 1 9

Street, New York.

tion. The federal amendment cannot pass until this gale calms."

Now this gale is blowing in Europe as well as here. The
fact is simple. War is the supreme effort for efficiency. Effi-

ciency means centralization one supreme command. But after

the war a tired world tends to let up on terrific efficiency and

slide back into the home shell (efficiency in spots only).

Please note the history of our constitutional amendments.

They run close to the centralization of wars.

The Constitution, which is centralization, came after the Re-

volution. The first ten amendments were almost immediately
added in a bunch to complete the Constitution and the eleventh

followed soon after. Then there was a little later the twelfth

amendment and then followed long years with no amendments.

Decentralization and the slavery question reigned. After the

Civil War came again the centralization push and we got the

thirteenth and fifteenth amendments.

Then came the relaxation, the town-meeting quiet, until the

time of the World War, when under its enormous efficiency we
burst into a new federalism and the seventeenth, eighteenth,

nineteenth amendments went through. But the twentieth

amendment went out too late to catch the centralizing tendency

that follows wars. It went into the later exhaustion that spells

decentralization (return home and work in your little corner).

We cannot get any more federal amendments until we con-

vince the wiser heads that decentralization is no more a solu-

tion of government than centralization. We need both according

to the matter in hand. Lord Morley said it well. "We need,"

said he, "local, state and federal control, according to circum-

stances." Child labor, according to experts, needs central

control. Something else (perhaps playgrounds) needs local

control.

But here is the thing to note. The vested interest of the con-

servative type prefers decentralization, local option, because

under it he has much more chance to be behind the times. A
great federal law leaves no state that may legally be backward.

Hence decentralization becomes the refuge of the benighted

who talk states rights but mean by it not state control but no

control, non-interference.

Thus many winds blow together to make today the gale that,

for the moment, blew down ratification of the child labor

amendment. The same wind is blowing down our participation

in a world government, world court. And as this wind means

money to certain interests, liquor, for example, they fan the

breeze. And people talk up decentralization as if it were a

solution entire of government when as a fact it is only one bit

of a well-rounded whole.

But the fact remains that for long periods the United States

has been comfortably decentralized. Most of its centralization

(or greater efficiency) has come in bunches after or during

wars.

But let us heed this. General Smuts says that the cardinal

point of civilization today is the shrinkage of the globe, the an-

nihilation of distance. Can a world today afford to stay decen-

tralized as it could in the days of old? Isn't this decentralization

philosophy too lop-sided to be safe in a world that has so flowed

together that it must internationalize or perish?

But to return to where I began. To sum up out in the coun-

try the reasons for the non-ratification of the Child Labor

Amendment look not quite so simple as the salient fact of the

difficulty of enforcing the Eighteenth Amendment. That does

seem very high in New York, Maryland, Chicago but in the

country at large it becomes a speck compared with the great

world tendency (follo'wing war) for decentralization, or with

the peculiar condition today obtaining in the South or West

or with the desire of capital for the old laissez-faire.

The real danger, however, is making the philosophy of home

rule a fetish, for by itself it will disintegrate in a day when in-

tegration is the need.

ELIZABETH H. TILTON

Summerville, S. C.

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies you.)
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"98.6"
To THE EDITOR: I am forwarding you under separate cover

a copy of "98.6," a fortnightly journal, published by the patients/

of Cragmor, a sanatorium devoted to the care of the tuber-

culous.

The magazine has been published since June, 1924, and is

devoted to arts, letters and discussions. To date our only con-

tributors have been the patients and readers of our paper.

However, it is our intention to enlarge the scope of the journal
and to seek contributions from wider sources.

It occured to the editors that perhaps a fe\v of your readers

may be kind enough to contribute an occasional article. Poetry,

short stories, biography, travel and discussion on any vital

subject are particularly acceptable. It is impossible to make

any payments for such kindnesses, excepting perhaps with the

sincere thanks of the readers at the sanatorium.

Thanking you for the effort you may make to help us in

our work, we beg to remain

M. R. MARCUS

Editor, "98.6" Cragmor, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Solomon Was Right!
To THE EDITOR: A few weeks ago Mrs. R. and I received an

invitation to a silver wedding anniversary celebration from

cousins in San Jose, California. We didn't attend and we didn't

even send a silver pickle-fork. Our consciences have troubled us

a little at times about our carelessness.

Today I picked up your bargain offer which was lying on

the sideboard for a few days before finding its way into the

kitchen range. As I glanced at it I thought of that silver wedd-

ing anniversary in San Jose, and I thought also of the saying

in Proverbs, "With all thy getting, get understanding, for the

merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and

the gain thereof than fine gold." So Mrs. R. and I decided that

as we had not sent the pickle-fork, we would send the Survey

Graphic to our cousins in San Jose.

I have already renewed my subscription. J. Q. R.

Is the Broom New Enough?
To THE EDITOR: If it is true that war sweeps social work

away why don't the social workers get the broom first and

sweep war away? The inquiry is suggested by experiences at

an excellent conference of social work where this subject was
not on the program. AN OBSERVER

To Foster Home-Making
To THE EDITOR: As a means of furnishing a secure foun-

dation for conservation, decentralization, promotion of agri-

culture, of home-making, social and political stability and mass

prosperity, let me suggest a new homestead act some essen-

tials of which are:

A federal sur-tax upon the value unimproved of all lands

not occupied as a home, permanently and continuously in each

case by the owner of the fee or paramount title, such occupa-
tion being actual physical occupancy by the owner, a husband,

wife, child or parent not less than 150 days each year. Ex-

press this sur-tax in percentages of the normal land tax

imposed by the state upon the land for all purposes, state,

school and local. Permit no exceptions except to state-owned

property.

Require all tax-levying and tax-collecting officers under state

and local laws to value separately for all purposes of tax-

ation all lands and improvements thereon, to state and collect

separately the taxes upon each, including this federal sur-tax,

and by the same means.

Apply the sur-tax as soon as the holder of the free or para-
mount title has ceased for a year to occupy the land as his

home. Make the sur-tax as small as 5 per cent of the

normal tax for the first year. (Continued on page 783)

The Johns Hopkins University
Courses in Social Economics

Courses offered: History and Development of Social Work,
Family Case Work, Child Welfare, Health and Preventable
Disease, Social Medicine, Community Problems and Organi-
zation, Social Law, Immigrant Peoples, Home Economic*.
Social Legislation, Delinquency and Probation, Social Statis-

tics, Administration, Publicity and Finance of a Social

Organization.

Field work training under professional executiret.

Psychiatric and General Medical Social Service training
given in conjunction with the Social Service Department
of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

College graduates eligible for M.A. degree after completing
the two years' course.

For circulars address Miss Theo Jacobs, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

THE PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH WORK

announces

A Summer Institute in Child Welfare
July 6 to Auijust 15.

Courses in Social Case Work with Children
Behavior Problems of Children
Child Welfare Problems and Methods
Mental Hygiene, Disease and Defect
Social Case Work in Small Communities
Social Case Work and the School
Causes and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency
Child Health
Nutrition

Moderate fees; scholarships; carefully interpreted observation of sig-
nificant agencies and projects.

Address inquiries to the Registrar, 311 South Juniper

Street, Philadelphia.

MAMMONART
by UPTON SINCLAIR

The moat revolutionary criticism of literature and the
arts ever penned.

400 pages, cloth $2, paper-bound $i, postpaid.

UPTON SINCLAIR, Pasadena, Calif.

T
HE UNPRINTABLE TEXT BOO
A handy pamphlet reprint of a stimulating
article by Prof. Joseph K. Hart, Editor of The
Survey's Education Department. Free to teach-

ers on request. To others, 10 cents. The Sur-

vey, 112 East I9th Street, New York City.

K
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SOCIAL WORK SHOPTstLK
A BRAND-NEW
emblem has been

chosen by the Public

Charities Association

of Pennsylvania to

illustrate its motto:

Much for Care,

More for Cure, Most

for Prevention. The

design by Lester

Roesner of the Aca-

demy High School,

Erie, was chosen

from more than two

hundred entries sub-

mitted in a state-

wide contest among high school students.

By this time probably most of Paul Benja-

min's friends have heard of his resig-

nation from the Family Welfare Society

in Indianapolis, nnd his special work for

the P.C.A. through the legislative session.

EDWARD W. MACY, general secretary

of the Savannah Family Welfare Society

and president of the Georgia Association

of Family Welfare Agencies, has joined
the staff of the National Child Labor Com-
mittee as director of public information.

For two and a half years Mr. Macy has

been actively engaged in the social work
field in Georgia. He was instrumental in

organizing and was acting secretary of the

Savannah Council of Social Agencies. The
Savannah Social Workers Society elected

him as its first president. At the time Mr.

Macy left Georgia he was serving in his

second year as president of the state asso-

ciation. He was a member of the Georgia
State Committee on Dependent, Delin-

quent and Neglected Children. Previous

to his service in Georgia, Mr. Macy was
field director of the Philadelphia, Dela-

ware and southern New Jersey districts of

the American Red Cross.

DR. WILLIAM R. REDDEN, newly ap-

pointed assistant to the vice-chairman of

the American Red Cross, will represent the

vice-chairman particularly in questions re-

lating to Red Cross health service. He is

to be in liaison with the American Medical

Association, The Army, Navy and Public

Health Service, and to help develop the

health education program and other health

work of the organization. Dr. Redden has

a teaching, research and administrative

record at Harvard and in the Navy Medi-
cal Corps, and is especially a student of

pneumonia.

LINTON B. SWIFT is to come from Louis-

ville on July i, 1925, to succeed David
Holbrook as executive secretary of the

American Association for Organizing Fam-

ily Social Work. At the close of the war
Mr. Swift served as a member of the Com-
mission on New States of the Peace Com-

mission, and on his return from France in

1919, he became educational secretary, then

assistant secretary of the United Chari-
ties of St. Paul. Since February, 1922, he
has served as general secretary of the

Family Service Organization of Louisville,

Kentucky; while it has registered rapid

progress, Mr. Swift also has been taking
a leading part in the social work develop-
ments of the city and the state.

SURVEY readers of the New York dis-

trict will be interested in following the

proceedings of the Sixth International Neo-
Malthusian and Birth Control Conference,
held at the Hotel McAlpin in New York

City, March 25-31. The subjects for discus-

sion include Population and War, Eugenics,

Poverty and Birth Control, Crime and
Venereal Disease, Biological Problems,
Birth Control and Public Health, and The
Ethical Justification of Birth Control. Dr.

C. V. Drysdale of London is to act as presi-

dent of the Conference, which will receive

speakers and delegates from many coun-

tries. Papers will be read by Professor

Edward M. East of Harvard, Professor

Raymond Pearl of Johns Hopkins, Dr.
Alice Hamilton, Owen Lovejoy, Dr. John
Haynes Holmes, Rabbi Wise, and others.

TO THE LIST of international confer-

ences in Europe this summer published in

The Survey of February 15 (p. 619) sea-

going social workers may wish to add the

International Industrial Welfare and Per-

sonnel Congress, which will be held in

Flushing, Holland, June 19-26. Informa-
tion will be supplied gladly by the secre-

tary, M. L. Fledderus, Leerdam, Holland.

The Crusaders

Written "in a burst of enthusiastic pes-

simism, brought about by the merry treat-

ment the Child Labor Amendment lias been

receiving at the hands of the slates."

They raise the dust as they gallop by
(And the world looks on, annoyed)

That dust was ages settled there,
And why should it be destroyed?

How silly they look as they gallop by!
(But the world does stop and peer)

Why bother with chasing distant goals
When it's easy resting here?

They raise the dust, and underneath

(Where the world tries not see)

They pry and poke and find the rocks

That they say should never be.

What pests are they, with their prattling

tongues
Disturbing our peace of mind!

Those rocks are there, and they're there

to stay
For thus was the road designed.

We'll grant them leave to their distant

goal
If they'll let our rocks alone.

Do they dare propose that we should try

Uprooting the hallowed stone?

Let them gallop by, and not expect
That we will follow on.

We're satisfied with things that be,

And cling to a past that's gone.

They raise the dust, but most of it

Will settle down once more
And cover again those rocks that we
Prefer that the world ignore.

FRANCES B. WILLIAMS

THE DRUID, a weekly paper published
in Pittsburgh and circulated among Welsh-
men and their descendants in this country,

presents in its issue of January 2 an inter-

esting biographical sketch of the late John
E. Williams of Streator, Illinois, a native

of Dowlais, South Wales. In the coal

fields and in the garment trades in Chi-

cago, New York and elsewhere, Mr. Wil-

liams was a pioneer in industrial mediation

and held the respect of employers and em-

ployes to a remarkable degree. The John
E. Williams Memorial Association has

gathered at Streator a library of materials

bearing on his part in the Cherry mine

mediation, the Hart, Schaffner and Marx
agreement, his work under the fuel ad-

ministration and other of his activities,

together with his writings, which are a

storehouse of experience and constructive

ideas. The sketch is written by the pre-
sident of this association, Mrs. Harry W.
Lukins, and she tells of this prophetic in-

cident in Dowlais, Wales in iS6o.

"A fragile, blue-eyed boy of seven was
one of the participants. Along with men
old enough to be his father, he had entered

a contest for a prize for the best perform-
ance on the concertina. Under the pseudo-

nym of Ivor Bach he won the prize
1 a

modest thing Jjust a pouch on a gay-col-
ored ribbon placed around his neck by
the delicate hands of one of Wales' love-

liest titled ladies, after which the bard

and poet of the time rested his hands on

the head of the tiny boy and delivered

the prophecy that he was to be the inter-

preter of the spirit of young Wales and
would one day do great honor to his

country; that the influence of his life would
be wide and pervasive and the courses of

many lives would be changed, enriched

and made fruitful by his clear thinking
and great faith."

EDITH ELMER WOOD, an authority on

housing well known to Survey readers (see

The Survey, November 15, 1923) and the

author of several volumes on the subject,

will give courses on Housing and Town
Planning Relative to Family Welfare at

the 1925 summer session of Teachers' Col-

lege, Columbia University. Her lectures

will present the housing problem against
the background of general living conditions

and family welfare, including housing re-

form as part of various welfare programs,
and housing programs for teachers, pub-
lic health nurses, social workers and others.

A COMPREHENSIVE LIST of the schol-

arships and fellowships offered by schools

of social work to students interested in

entering social work as a profession has

been prepared by the American Association

of Social Workers and is published in the

February issue of The Compass. The 1925

Directory of the Association, listing 3,328

social workers in the United States, is now
available through the central office, 130
East 22nd Street: price fifty cents.

LUCY J. COLLINS, formerly superintend-
ent of the Social Service Bureau of Hou?-

ton, Texas, has become the director of the

recently formed Family Welfare Associa-

tion of Evansville, Indiana.



UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SCHOOL OF

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

An integral part of the University with full use

of its extensive facilities in graduate school, medical

school, college of liberal arts, child welfare re-

search station and other departments. Field ex-

perience in the small city and rural districts.

SUMMER SESSION

June 15, 1925 to July 24, 1925

For illustrated bulletin and further information

address

MISS HELEN F. BOYD, DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Youth in Conflict
By MIRIAM VAN WATERS, Ph D.

Referee of the Los Angeles Juvenile Court

"A delightful and challenging book."

Julia C. Lathrop in The Survey

"A book that every social worker should read without

fail; and every person who would have an understand-

ing of how it is that youth is in such widespread and

violent conflict with its elders and with society in general."

Judge Julian W . Mack

"I know of no other presentation of the problem of

juvenile delinquency that is so wholly worth while."

Dr. Charles Platt

Youth in Conflict is a full length book of 300 pages,

easy to read and convenient to carry. It is printed

on fine paper and sells for only $1 in paper covers,

$1.50 in boards, postpaid.

THE SURVEY
112 East 19 Street New York City

Smith College School

for Social Work
The Smith College School for Social Work operates

in two successive summers separated by a period of

nine months of intensive field work during which each

student gives her full time to some social agency. la

1924-25, students are attached to the Massachusetts

General Hospital; Child Habit Clinics, Boston; Bos-

ton Psychopathic Hospital; Boston State Hospital;
Foxboro State Hospital; Institute for Juvenile Re-

search, Chicago; Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic;

Minneapolis Child Guidance Clinic.

Five fellowships of $1200 each will be awarded to

properly prepared and certified college graduates en-

tering July, 1925; several $500 scholarships, and

numerous interneships paying all living expenses dur-

ing the period of field work are available.

The School emphasizes the applications of modern
social psychiatry and the psychiatric point of view

in preparation for case work in psychopathic hospitals,

medical hospitals, child guidance and child habit

clinics, schools, Juvenile Courts, and other fields of

social work.

The summer course of two months in theory is

open to experienced social workers.

For information and catalogue address

THE DIRECTOR
College Hall 8, Northampton, Massachusetts

Six weeks training in New York during
the vacation period (July 6th to August

15th) is offered to ten college men

trough fellowships of $155 each recent-

ly made available. May ninth is the

last day for filing applications

for these awards.

The Neu> York School of Social Work
107 Etut Twenty-Second Street

New York

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY OF SOCIAL AGENCIES

AMERICAN BIRTH CONTROL LEAGUE President, Margaret
Sanger, 104 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Objects: To educate
American public In the various aspects of the dangers of un-
controlled procreation; to establish centers where married persons
may receive contraceptive advice from duly licensed physicians.
Life membership $1.00; Birth Control Review (monthly magazine)
12.00 per year.

AMERICAN COUNTRY LIFE ASSOCIATION K. L. Butterfleld,
president; Henry Israel, executive secretary. Room 1849, Grand
Gentral Terminal Bldg., New York City. Emphasizes the human
aspect of country life. Annual membership $5.00 Includes "Rural
America" (monthly bulletin) and Annual Conference Proceedings.

AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION Llta Bane, ex-
ecutive secretary, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C. Organ-
ized for betterment of conditions In home, school. Institution and
community. Publishes monthly Journal of Home Economics:
office of editor, Grace Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.; of business
manager, 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

AMERICAN PEACE SOCIETY Founded 1828. labors for an Inter-
national peace of Justice. Its official organ is the Advocate of
Peace, $2.tO a year. Arthur Deerin Call, secretary and editor,
(12-614 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE CONTROL OP CANCER Frank
J. Osborne, exec, sec'y; 37* Seventh Ave. New York. To disse-
minate knowledge concerning symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and
prevention. Publication free on request. Annual membership
dues, 15.00.

AMERICAN SOCIAL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York. To promote a better understanding of the social
hygiene movement; to advance sound sex education; to combat
prostitution and sex delinquency; to aid public authorities in the
campaign, against th venereal diseases; to advise in organization
of state and local social-hygiene programs. Annual membership
dues J2.00 Including monthly Journal.

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA C. a Carstens,
director. 130 B. 22d Street, New York City. A league of chil-
dren's agencies and Institutions to secure Improved standards
and methods in their various fields of work. It also cooperates
with other children's agencies, cities, states, churches, fraternal
orders and other civic groups to work out worth-while results in
phases of child welfare in which they are Interested.

COMMUNITY SERVICE 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. A
national civic movement for promoting citizenship through right
use of leisure. It will, on request, help local communities work out
leisure time programs. H. S. Braucher, secretary.

COUNCIL OF WOMEN FOR HOME MISSIONS 1S6 Fifth Avenue,New York. Organized In 1S98; 20 constituent 'Protestant national
women's mission boards. (Florence E. Qulnlan, exec. ec'y. Com-
mittee on Farm and Cannery Migrants, Summer Service for
College Students, Laura H. Parker, exec, supervisor.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN
AMERICA Constituted by 28 Protestant communions. Rev. C. S.
Macfarland and Rev. S. M. Cavert, Qen. Sees.; 105 E. 22d St.,
N. Y. C.
Dept. of Research and Education, Rev. F. E. Johnson, Sec'y.
Commissions: Church and Social Service, Rev. W.M.Tippy, Sec'y;
International Justice and Goodwill: Rev. S. L. Gulick, Sec'y;
Church and Race Relations: Dr. G. E. Haynes, Sec'y.

GIRLS FRIENDLY SOCIETY IN AMERICA 15 East 40th Street,New York. Girls and women working together to uphold Chris-
tian standards of daily living in the home, in the business world,
and in the community. Numbers nearly 60,000, with branches in
44 states.

HAMPTON INSTITUTE Trains Negro and Indian youth for com-
munity service. Advanced courses: agriculture, builders, business,
home-economics, normal Publishes "Southern Workman" and free
material on Negro problems. J. B. Gregg, principal.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON METHODS OF PREVENTING DE-
LINQUENCY Graham Romeyn Taylor, executive director, 50
Bast 42d Street, New York. To promote the adoption of sound
methods In this field, with particular reference to psychiatric
clinics, visiting teacher werk, and training for these and similar
services; to conduct related studies, education and publication:
and te interpret the work of the Commonwealth Fund Program for
the Prevention of Delinquency.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS Mrs. Robert B. Speer, president; Miss Mabo)
Cratty, general secretary, 600 Lexington Avenue, New *ork City.
This organization maintains a staff of executive and traveling
secretaries to cover work in the United States in 1,034 local Y. W.
C. A.'s on behalf of the Industrial, business, student, foreign born,
Indian, Colored and younger girls. It has 159 American secretaries
at work In 49 centers in the Orient, Latin America and Europe.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE Owen R. Lovejoy,
sec'y: 215 Fourth Avenue, N'ew York. Industrial, agricultural
investigations. Works for Improved laws and administration;
children's codes. Studies health, schools, recreation, dependency,
delinquency, etc. Annual membership. $2, $5. $10. $25 and $10;
Includes monthly bulletin, "The American Child."

NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE ASSOCIATION, INC. (est. 191Z,
incorp. 1914). 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. <tel. Chelsea 8774). Pro-
motes as its chief object the building of character in the children
of America through the harmonious development of their bodies,
minds, and spirits. Its method is, in co-operation with other
organizations, to originate and disseminate educational material
In the form of posters, books, bulletins, charts, slides and Insignia.
Through its "Knighthood of Youth" It provides homes, schools
and church schools with a method of character training through
actual practice. Officers: Dr. John H. Finley, Pres.; Amos L.
Prescott, Treas. ; hC'arles F. Powlison, Gen. Sec'y.

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE, INC.
Dr. William H. Welch, honorary president; Dr. Charles V. Emer-
son, president; Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, medical diector; Dr.
Clarence J. D'Alton, executive assistant; Clifford W. Beers, secre-
tary; 370 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York City. Pamphlets
on mental hygiene, mental and nervous disorders, feebleminded-
ness, epilepsy, inebriety, delinquency, and other mental prob-
lems in human behavior, education, industry, psychiatric social
service, etc. "Mental Hygiene," quarterly, $3.00 a year; "Mental
Hygiene Bulletin," monthly, $.50 a year.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK Wm. J. Norton,
president, Detroit, Michigan; W. H. Parker, Secretary, 25 East
Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Conference is an organization
to discuss the principles of humanitarian effort and to Increase the
efficiency of social service agencies. Each year it helds an annual
meeting, publishes in permanent form the Proceedings of the meet-
Ing, and issues a quarterly Bulletin. The fifty-second annual meet-
Ing of the Conference will be held In Denver, Colerado, June 10th
to 17th, 1925 Proceedings are sent free ef charge te all members
upon payment of a membership fee of five dollars.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF BLIND-
NESS Lewis H. Carris, managing director; Mrs. 'Winifred Hatha-
way, secretary; 130 East J2nd St., New York. Objects: Te furnish
Information, exhibits, lantern slides, lectures, persenal service for
local organizations and legislation, publish literature of mevement
samples free, quantities at cost. Includes New York State Com-

mittee.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 347
Madison Avenue, New York City (Telephone, Vanderbilt 1200).
Composed of 344 business and professional men, representing 1,540
Associations in 48 states, Hawaii, and the Canal Zone, and 38S
Associations in 32 Foreign Lands. Officers: F. W. Ramsey, Cleve-
land, O., President; Adrian Lyon, Chairman of the General Board;
John R. Mott, New York, General Secretary.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN. 2109 Broadway,
N'ew York. Miss Rose Brenner, pres.; Mrs. Estelle M. Stemfcerger,
ex. sec'y. Promotes civic cooperation, education, religion and
social welfare in the United States, Canada, Cuba, Europe.
Department of Immigrant Aid 799 Broadway. Miss Fiorina
Lasker, chairman. For the protectlen and education of im-
migrant women and girls.

Department of Farm and Rural Work Mrs. Leo H. Herz, chair-
man, 5 Columbus Circle, New York City.

NATIONAL LEAGUE OF GIRLS' CLUBS Mrs. Fannie M. Poiiak.
president; Mary L. Ely, Educational Secretary. Non-sectarian and
self-governing organization of working women's clubs for recreation
and promotion of program in Adult Educatien. Vacation Campt.
472 West 24th St., New York City.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
Member, National Health Council Anne A. Stevens, R.N., direc-
tor, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York. For development and stand-
ardization of public health nursing. Maintains library and edu-
cational service. Official Magazine, "Public Health Nurse."

NATIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SERVICE 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York, N. Y. To obtain progressive legislation for
physical education. Established at the request of a committee
created by the United States Bureau of Education; 36 national
organizations cooperating. Maintained by the Playground and
Recreation Association of America.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION 7 Seventh Ave..
New York. Dr. Livingston Farrand, president; Dr. Llnsly R. Wil-
liams, managing director. Pamphlets on metheds and programs
for the prevention of tuberculosis. Publicatfons sold and distri-
buted through state associations in every state. Journal of the
Outdoor Life, popular monthly magazine, $2.0* a year; American
Review of Tuberculosis, medical journal, $8.10 a year; and
Monthly Bulletin, house organ, free.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE For social service among Negroes.
L. Holllngsworth Wood, pres.; Eugene Kinckle Jones, exec, sec'y;
127 B. 23rd St., New York. Establishes committees of white and
eolored people to work out community problems. Trains Negro
social workers. Publishes "Opportunity" a "journal of Negro life."

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TRADE UNION LEAGUE Mrs. Raymond
Robins, honorary president; Mrs. Maud Swartz, president; 311
South Ashland Blvd., Chicago, 111. Stands for self-government In
the work shop through organization and also for the enactment of
industrial legislation. Information given.

PLAYGROUND AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA 315 Fourth Avenue, New York City. Joseph Lee, president;
H. S. Braucher, secretary. Special attention given to organization
of year-round municipal recreation systems. Information available
on playground and community center activities and administration.

782
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THE SURVEY'S DIRECTORY

ORTIONAL REPRESENTATION LEAGUE To ecure rep-

,SWS: <% tf^^MJ?-
SAGE FOUNDATION For the Improvement of Living

o the nubile in practical and inexpensive form some of the most

important reU"ts of its work. Catalogue sent upon request.

INSTITUTE An institution for the training of Negro

mducatlon.

SUBVEYASSOCIATESEWTIOH

Shake Well!

Let Dr. Cabot shake you out of

the idea thatyou are really living

just because you are not dead.

"What Men Live By" for

$1.50; 4 copies for $5; postpaid,

by return mail, of The Survey,

112 East iptK Street, New York

Communications
(Continued from page 779)

Double for each succeeding year until the land is again occupied

as a home or sold to the government or the state. Let oc-

cupancy as a home remove the sur-tax gradually. Let home

owners freely sell to home makers. Use the sur-tax as a fund

for purchase by the government of land whose sale was forced,

paying taxable valuation only. Supplement, is necessary by non-

interest-bearing annuities. Sell land thus acquired on long time

at easy payments for home-making only.

Let the act apply alike to city lots and to farmland. Give

exemption from execution to homesteads of moderate value,

except for purchase price or substantial improvements. Per-

mit neither aliens nor corporations to hold other than lease-

holds upon any lands. Encourage states to become the own-

ers of the fee in non-homestead lands within their borders,

requiring them to carry out the policy above outlined. Give

government leases upon lands not used as homesites, rents to

be adjusted periodically. JOHN W. BENNETT

Washington, D. C.

The Fortuitous Present

To THE EDITOR: Dear Sirs: Would that all preachers would

read, ponder, and mentally digest The Fortuitous Present in

the February Survey Graphic. Though Joseph K. Hart is

not particularly flattering to most religionists, what he has to,

say is true. However, I think a far larger number of min-

isters are in accord with his fundamental position today than

he perhaps is aware of. The Fundamentalists or Conservatives

may make more noise but there is a vast army of us who dare

to think and to think in terms of all that science and nature

have to offer. The Survey is great mental pabulum.
ROBERT G. ARMSTRONG

Welhville, N. Y.

Pioneers

(Continued from page 734)

they begin their honeymoon. Once inside one of these little

bungalows, you wouldn't know you weren't inside the nicest

little city apartment in New York or Chicago, with a two-

toned silk floor-lamp throwing a soft light over everything

and a console phonograph playing an opera record.

And we're sound politically, here in Westernville. Our

fathers, even the most up-standing among them, had to do

some raw things in pioneer times tied up a sheriff who wanted

the county seat on the other side of the river, and wrecked a

train to get the railway company to recognize Westernville as

a town. But those times are past, too, and we don't even tell

our children the story of such things. We want them to grow
into good Republicans and Democrats, and loyal boosters for

Westernville's progress, instead of going off into trails of radi-

calism that such stories might suggest. Enforcement of the

law, more good roads and bridges, and reasonable taxes, that's

what we want in our local government, and we don't need any

kind of radicalism for that. We can take up a new thing when

it's good as quickly as anybody, whether it's Mah Jong or ten-

story office buildings; but we know, too, when we're well off.

It is queer, though, that now and then even a New Yorker

out our way fails to appreciate the advance we've made.

"What a pity not to preserve it!" a lecturer from there said

when he saw the ruins of the old sod-roofed Union Church.

We expected more appreciation from him, especially as he had

just seen the new tapestry brick building the First Baptists

have built and been told about the gymnasium and the twenty-

five-thousand-dollar pipe-organ they've installed. But some

people give praise grudgingly.

Wonderful Westernville Pride of the Prairie!

AI.THA LEAH BASS

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
RATES: Diiplay advertisements, 25 centi per agate line, 14 linei to the inch.

Want advertisements, 8 cent] per word or initial, including the addresi er box
tvmber, for each insertion, minimum charge, $1.50. Discount! on three or
secutive insertioni. Cash with orders.

Addreu Advertising
Department THE SURVEY 112 East 19th Street

New York City

WORKERS WANTED

SUPERVISING MATRON (white) for

an institution of 300 children with an op-

portunity for working out the problem of

the colored child along advanced lines.

5079 SURVEY.

WOMAN WORKER WANTED: Jew-
ish, assistant and secretary to Superinten-
dent small institution for unmarried moth-

ers on Staten Island. Must have social

service experience. 5034 SURVEY.

EMPLOYMENT office worker, college

graduate with case work or employment
experience preferred. Protestant, young,
able to use typewriter. $i2oo.oo-$isoo.oo.

Apply to Carol W. Adams, 1545 Glenarm
St., Denver, Colorado.

WANTED in a Philadelphia Hospital, a

Social Case Worker, College Graduate
with at least one year of Social Case Work
Experience. Hospital Experience not neces-

sary. 4996 SURVEY.

WANTED: Girls Club Leader, Eastern

Settlement, State education, experience and
references. 5063 SURVEY.

WANTED: Trained nurse and social

worker to take charge of small mining
community situated about forty miles from
New York City. No. 5069 THE SURVEY.

SEVERAL financial secretaries for per-
manent positions are required by philan-
thropic institution. 5091 SURVEY.

WANTED: Family Case Worker for
small Family Case Agency. Preferably one
with experience and good theoretical train-

ing. Must speak Yiddish. 5096 SURVEY.

The Ad.
Wanted, for October ist, home for
little girl of four. Business mother
travels part time. Desires complete
care for child during absence from
city. Child attends play school 9 to

12. Vicinity thirteenth street, west.

4890 Survey."
The Result

want you to know how effective
the 'ad' proved which I placed in

The Survey. I received only three
answers but each one was from ex-

actly the right sort of person. At the
same time I advertised in the New
York Times on Sunday. I received
five times as many replies as from
The Survey ad but not one of these
answers was even worth looking in-
to. These people entirely disre-

garded the points I made.
"4890 Survey."

WORKERS WANTED
NURSES, DOCTORS,TECHNICIANS of

all kinds assisted in securing better places

and better help. Hospitals, Schools and

Industrial plants furnished with efficient

nurses. We usually recommend only one

applicant, never more than two or three.

HUGHES PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE,
603 Scarritt Building, Kansas City, Mo.

WANTED: Man to act as Boy's. Super-
visor and wife to act as babies careta.ker.

Children's Home located near city in

country and modern congregate plan. Man
should be active with boys and able to

work with boys. Wife should be able to

substitute in other lines such as ironing,

seamstress and allied work if necessary.

5099 SURVEY.

COOPERATIVE PLACEMENT SERV-
ICE. Social workers, secretaries, super-

intendents, matrons, housekeepers, dieti-

tians, cafeteria managers. The Richards

Bureau, 68 Barnes Street, Providence, R. I.

GRADUATE NURSES, dietitians, labor-

atory technicians for excellent hospital

positions everywhere. Write for free book

now. Aznoe's Central Registry for Nurses,

30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

WANTED: Refined married couple to

take charge of cottage unit, thirty boys,
small school near New York. Preferably
one or both should be qualified for class

room instruction, grammar grades. Apply
by letter only. A. E. Wakeman, 72 Scher-

merhorn Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TEACHERS WANTED

TEACHERS wanted for public and pri-

vate schools, colleges and universities.

Education Service, Steger Building, Chi-

cago; Southern Building, Washington;
r54 Amsterdam Ave., New York.

WOMAN TEACHER for lower primary
grades; also young man teacher, unmar-

ried, for manual training and elementary
agriculture; at boys' training school of

non-military type where home atmosphere
is emphasized, situated in Ohio. Attractive

compensation depending upon experience.
Position open in September. 5094 SURVEY.

FOR THE HOME

Tea Room Management

SITUATIONS WANTED
EXECUTIVE with years of intensive

experience organizing and conducting in-

stitutions and other works of social char-
acter in connection with dependent, delin-

quent and problem boys desires position as

Superintendent of large Orphanage or In-

dustrial School. Rural community and cot-

tage plan preferred. References from those
with national reputation as authorities.

5068 SURVEY.

Young couple, Jewish, thoroughly expe-
rienced SUPERINTENDENT and MA-
TRON, who have satisfactorily filled pre-
vious positions eleven years, desire affilia-

tion with Institution, highest references.

5088 SURVEY.

TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED social

workers supplied for high-class positions.
SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT, EX-
ECUTIVE SERVICE CORPORATION,
1515 Pershing Square Building, N. Y. C.

YOUNG WOMAN, 30, Protestsnt, col-

lege graduate, desires travel Europe this

summer as amanuensis to author, or gov-
erness-companion; German and French.

5087 SURVEY.

POSITION wanted by a trained and ex-

perienced social worker. 5098 SURVEY.

SCHOOL EXECUTIVE, 33, now public
school superintendent Connecticut town,
specialist educational and vocational guid-
ance and social studies desires executive

position or department headship in a New
School. Begin September. 5060 SURVEY.

YOUNG MAN, experienced in institu-

tional work for blind children wishes a

position as superintendent or principal of
a school for handicapped children. Prefers
to build up a small school. 5092 SURVEY.

HOUSEMOTHER or superintendent in

school or institution for boys or girls. Ex-
cellent qualifications. 4994 SURVEY.

JEWISH social worker, male, 38, four-

teen years experience in executive capa-
city now employed, is seeking a new con-
nection. Write to 5084 SURVEY.

EXECUTIVE Public Health Nurse de-

sires position as Director of Health Center,

Visiting Nurse Association, or County
Health Work. 5082 SURVEY.

YOUNG MAN, 30, Jewish, with execu-
tive experience in public schools and pri-
vate institutions desires work in executive

or semi-executive capacity. Can assist in

publicity as a speaker or writer. 5061
SURVEY.

EXPERIENCED New York man seek*

position where his knowledge of publicity,
motion pictures, exhibit and poster plan-
ning, editorial supervision and booklet

writing may be used. Moderate salary.

5097 SURVEY.

COLLEGE trained, experienced, welt
recommended woman, seeks position with

child-caring institution, in or near New
York City. 5095 SURVEY.

SUPERINTENDENT of home for de-

linquent boys desires to make a change
about May first. Good references. Age 49.

^_______^____ Protestant, 5093 SURVEY.

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. It helps us, it identifies ytu.)

In our new home-study course, "COOKING FOR
PROFIT." Booklet on request.
m. School of Homt Economist. 841 E. 58th St., Ctiloao*

784



MISCELLANEOUS

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO WRITE,
] rhaps half written, which needs working

|

rer before it goes to publisher or printer?

report? An article? A book? If you
pressed for time, or have difficulty in

lipressing yourself, why not get an editor

help you? Understanding, experience,
limmand of English, and a knowledge of

|litorial requirements are at your service.

lor further information address 5083
IURVEY.

!
Home -Making as a Profession"
I> > 100-pp. ill. handbook It's FRESJ. Home Btudj

Domestic Science courses, fitting for many well-paid

positions or (or home-making efficiency,

n. School or Home Economies, 849 E. 58th St.. Chicago

TO OUR READERS: Contributions

.re solicited by a magazine published at

Sanatorium by the patients, and devoted

a arts, letters and discussions. The sin-

:ere thanks of the readers can be the only

ompensation. Address "98.6," Cragmor
Sanatorium, Colorado Springs, Colo.

RESEARCH: We M ' !st in Preparing
special articles, papers,

peeches, debates. Expert, scholarly ser-

vice. AUTHOR'S RESEARCH BUREAU, 500
"ifth Avenue, New York.

BULLETIN BOARD

NATIONAL INTER-RACIAL CONFERENCE: Cincinnati.

March 25-27. Secretary, Dr. George E. Haynes,
Federal Council of Churches, 289 Fourth
Avenue. New York City, and Dr. Will

Alexander, Palmer Building, Atlanta, Georgia.
NEO-MALTHUSIAN AND BIRTH CONTROL CONPER-
EMCK: New York City. March 25-31. Sec-

retary, Mrs. Ann Kennedy, American Birth

Control Society, 104 Fifth Ave., New York.
DELAWARE CONFERENCE OP SOCIAL WORK:

Wilmington. March 26-27. President, Merle
E. MacMahon, Children's Bureau, 9th and
King St.. Wilmington.

BETTER TIMES FIFTH ANNIVERSARY DINNER:
New York City. April 2. Editor, George J.

Hecht, 100 Gold Street. New York, N. Y.

NEW JERSEY STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION: Tren-

ton. April 3. Secretary, Josephine Swenson,
12 Gordon Place, Rahway.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON PRISONS AND PRISON

LABOR: New York City. April 13. Secretary,

Julia K. Taffray, 2 Rector Street, New York,
N. Y.

NATIONAL LEAGUE op WOMEN VOTERS. Rich-

mond, Va. April 16-22. Secretary, Gladys
Harrison. 532 17th Street, N.. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

CAMP FIRE GIRLS. ANNUAL CONFERENCE: Chi-

cago. April 18-23. Local Executive, Mrs.

William T. Grable, 504 Reaper Building, 72

West Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

NORTH DAKOTA STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION: Bis-

marck. April 28-29. Secretary, Esther Teich-

mann, 811 Avenue C, Bismarck.
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL op WOMEN: Wash-

ington, D. C. May 4-14.

GIRL SCOUT CONVENTION: Boston. May 20-23.

National Director, Mrs. Jane Deeter Rippin,
670 Lexington Ave., New York City.

CALIFORNIA CONFERENCE OP SOCIAL WORK:
Sacramento. June 1-4. Secretary, Anita

Eldridge, 55 New Montgomery St., San
Francisco.

Y. M. C. A. SERVICE WITH BOYS, GENERAL AS-

SEMBLY: Estes Park, Colorado. June 4-12.

Secretary, Ira E. Lute, 25 E. 16th Avenue,
Denver, Colorado.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OP SOCIAL WORK: Denver.

June 10-17. Secretary, William Hammond
Parker, 25 E. Ninth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION: Minne-
apolis. June 15-20. Secretary, Dr. George M.
Kober, 370 Seventh Ave., New Yrk City.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION po* THE ADVANCEMENT OP
COLORED PEOPLE: Denver. June 24-30. Sec-

retary, James Weldon Johnson, 69 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York, N. Y;
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION: San

Francisco. August 1-8. Secretary, Lita Bane,
617 Mills Building, Washington. D. C.

TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES

EARN TRIP TO EUROPE: Organizers,
Conductors, Chaperons, Needed. Economy
Tour Europe next Summer. Y. W. and
Y. M. C. A. and College Leadership. So-
cial Workers, Y leaders and College Rep-
resentatives wanted at once. 6 weeks Tour
$390. Others $275-$55O. Nine Countries.
Small Group Divisions. Entire party limit-

ed 200. For appointment write, ALLEN
TOURS, Boston, 17, Mass.

OFFICE SPACE

Approximately 1000 square feet of at-

tractive space in high grade office build-

ing; Murray Hill section; particularly
suitable for small welfare agency. 5075
SURVEY.

HOME SCHOOL

HOME SCHOOL for the runabout child.

Individual care and instruction by college

graduates. Partial scholarships for chil-

dren whose parents are in educational
work. The Bird House, Oldwick, N. J.

YOUR REAL ESTATE
Have you a Cottage, Camp or Bungalow

to Rent or For Sale?

Have you Real Estate transactions of
any kind pending?

Try the SURVEY'S Classified columns.

Special Real Estate advertising section!

April 1, May 1, June 1.

RATES
25c an agate line $3.50 an inch

Advertising Department

THE SURVEY
112 East igth Street New York City

Advertise Your
Wants in The Survey

PERIODICALS

Fifty cents a line for four insertions, copy
to remain unchanged.

THI AMERICAN JOURNAL or NURSING thowi
the part which trained nurses are taking
in the betterment of the world. Put it

in your library. $3.00 a year. 19 W.
Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

MENTAL HTGIBNE: quarterly: $3.0x3 a year:
published by the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, 370 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

CURRENT PAMPHLETS

Fifty cents a line for four insertions, copy
to remain unchanged.

COMMUNITY CHESTS
No. x. THE FINANCIAL -FEDERATION MOVE-
MENT. Community chest history, methods^
accomplishments and failures. 96 pages.
50 cents.

No. 2. A MODEL COMMUNITY CHEST CON-
STITUTION. 16 pp. $.25.

No. 3. THE COMMUNITY CHEST WHY,.
WHAT AND WHEREFORE? 16 pp. $.25.

No. 4. BILLY WELFARE'S T?-AVELOG"*
eration in terms of the next gei

24 pp. Price 25 cents.

The complete set of four for C
including postage. Harvey Le'

73, University of Chicago.

CHILDREN IN NEED or SPECIA
Lucile Eaves. Study of child

broken families, based on recc

Boston social agencies. Order i,

W. E. & I. U., 264 Boylston Stre

ton, Mass. Price $1.25, postpaid

COOKING FOR PROFIT, by Alice I

describes home-study course, wt
eludes catering, tea room, cafete

lunch room management "51 V
Make Money" free. Am. School (

Economics, 5778 Drexel Ave., (

LESSONS IN GOVERNMENT ARRANC
CLASSES iv NATURALIZATION. Sev
lessons, four page pamphlet,
practical, good type. Third edi

each, $2.00 a hundred, postpaid.
M. Allen, Allen School, Auburn,

TALES OF ONE Cnr, The Rehabilit

the Morally Handicapped. By
Menken. Jewish Board of G'
228 East 19 Street, New York O

Here and Now
Don't read The Survey over someone's shoulder in the Subway. It

him, it aggravates you to have only a glimpse of what is going on in

work and social thought. Here is the place and now is the time to have

own copy, twice a month, fresh from the press.

One year, $5.00

Six months, $2.50

THE SURVEY,
112 East 19 Street, New York.

Enter my subscription for months

which I enclose $ (or I will pay on receipt of your

Name Address

(In answering advertisements please mention THE SURVEY. // helps us, it identifies you.)
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RECREATION, ENJOYMENT, EDUCATION

blended into one !

CLARK'S SUMMER CRUISE TO EUROPE

Portugal,Spain,Morocco,Algeria,Italy,Monaco

Norway, Sweden, Scotland, England

(or Germany) and France

Round trip of 1 2,000 miles on the new oil-burner S.S. "Lancastria" (17,000 tons)

with the unsurpassed Cunard service and cuisine throughout. 53 days. Sailing July

1 1925. Stop-over privileges in Europe.

550 and up including regular ship and shore expenses, chartered first-class trains,

hotels, best of travel service everywhere. Membership limited.

An ideal way to take a vacation.

Superb Cunard service

with some of their newest

ships with the most mod-

ern ventilating systems

and safety appliances, and

sumptuous public rooms

and equipments.

These Cruises have en-

-, joyable and inspirational

features. Shipboard Ser-

vice? and Lectures; Trav-

,
il Club Meetings, Enter-

linments, Deck Sports,

rchestra, Concerts, Cos-

me parties; Special

aperones for ladies

veling alone.

'

IH
s. Lorenz, Ph.D., author of "The Round the World Traveller" and "The New Mediterranean Traveller," is

inizer of special parties and will personally go as Special Director on the Summer European Cruise.. He can

'c you expert service in your plans and help you in making advantageous reservations.

JOIN A CONGENIAL PARTY!

Write to us direct Send for literature, illustrated book, and ship diagram DO IT NOW!

Address Clark's Tours (Cruise Dept.) 112 East 19th Street, New York City
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